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THE Ten Best Films of '34 Willbe Known Tomorrow
ANDJCA MAY GOJNTO

ERPI

GENERALJERVICING

170 Features Planned by Germany

for

Big Increase

Servicing of Entire House

Seen in
German Production
This Season

Fox Staging First Preview

is

Production in Germany

is

headed

for a big increase this season, with
approximately 170 features planned,
according to a summary of the German film situation by Wilhelm van
Dyk of the "Lichtbildbeuhne," Berlin, for The Film Daily Year Book.
In the 1933-34 quota year, the
German censor passed 246 features,
of which 117 were of German origin
and 127 were imported. This com(Continued on Page 4)

in

the Air

preview ever held in the air will be staged today by Fox in cooperation with
the Eastern Air Lines with the showing of the Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson feature,
"Baboona". in a Douglas speed plane piloted by Eddie Rickenbacker, and flying
12,000 feet over New York.
Guests will be executives and representatives of newspapers and trade papers.
The plane will be transformed into a miniature theater,
with a Simplex projector and Western Electric sound, and two flights will be made,
one at 3 P.M. and the other at 5 P.M., from the Newark Airport.
The stunt is
contingent upon the weather, of course.
First

Empire and Allied Operator Unions

Expected to Approve Booth Schedule

1934-35

May Be Undertaken by
Erpi and
Expansion of

RCA

activities to include

general servicing of theaters, applying to the projection booth, stage,
heating, lighting, etc., is understood
contemplated by both major electrics, Electrical Research Products

and RCA.
reported

The former company
to

have [already

number

service
of
Southern theaters.

Agreements

isold

contracts

is

a
to

to be generally used,

{Continued on Page 4)

Although they have not been par- about through merger of Allied and

2 FILM CASES BEFORE

SUPREME COURT IN JAN.
Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

—With

two important
cases on the calendar, January will
be a busy month in the Supreme

Washington

ticipating in conferences on a basic
operators' wage scale for New York
City, the Empire and Allied unions
are expected to approve the proposed plan drafted by leaders of
the T.O.C.C. and I.T.O.A. in conjunction with officials of the I.A.T.
S.E. This approval may be brought

film

scale
to objections

agreed upon is opened
at the Hotel Raleigh, Washington,
Jan. 11, protests are expected from
more than 60 exhibitors, who are
now paying $36 a week for booth

Goldwyn Sees Duals

—

IEP

Working Agreement

Lowering

Film

Quality

Will be

{Continued on Page 4)

with more and cheaper films and
lowered prices is not the answer.

It only creates a vicious circle, pictures being patterned after boxoffice

fatal

prices, and
results."

it

may end

with

Made Known Tomorrow

Tomorrow morning

Boyer, recently shown at the Criterion,
has been acquired for distribution by

United Artists.
It will be generally rein the spring under the title of
in the East."

leased

"Thunder

in

Virginia,

it

is

esti-

the

suspense nation's film
nounced.

will be over for thousands of good
folks in the industry and many

critics,

will

be

an-

Reflecting the great importance
both good and attached to this annual event, more
bad folks outside the industry. For interest was shown in the 1934 poll,
tomorrow, in The Film Daily and and more advance space was dein 500 or more newspapers through- voted to it by motion picture editors
{Continued on Page 4)
out the country, as well as a few
abroad, THE Ten Best Pictures of National Film Carriers, Inc.,
assures dependable
1934, as selected by 424 of the delivery service. Advt.

more thousands

a year ago. Receipts of the censorship division as derived from film

licenses since July 1 amounted to
ately mediocre films which some
$24,935, compared with $20,369 in
studios label as 'B pictures'. The
1933, and made the best showing
public, particularly the more intelfrom a monetary standpoint in the
ligent group, has lost the habit of
Bargaining history of the division, according to
going to the movies.
Edwin S. Reid, director.

Year's Big News— THE Ten Best

I

OPEN IN VIRGINIA
Richmond — Reflecting improved
conditions

{Continued on Page 4)

industry

U. A. Gets "The Battle"
"The Battle," Leon Garganoff producI).tion
with Merle Oberon and Charles

50% MOlETREATERS

mated there are now about 300 theaters open, compared with about 200

hearings.
Arguments are to start on Jan. 14 West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
on the case of Fox versus A. D.
Hollywood That double-featuring
Muller over the anti-trust act. Ameris causing the production of many
versus
ican Tri-Ergon
Paramount
hearings will begin shortly there- inferior films is the claim of Samuel
after.
Goldwyn, producer under the United
Artists banner.
"The industry faces a return to
N. J. Allied and Philly
the nickelodeon," he says. "DoublePlan a
feature programs and lowered prices
What amounts to a working ar- have brought a demand for deliberrangement has been developed between Allied Theaters of New Jersey
and the Independent Exhibitors'
Protective Association of Philadelphia through a plan whereby theaters may become members of both

Court for

Empire with the I.A.T.S.E.
When the tentative wage

Cleve. Exhibs Seek

Change

In Protection Agreement

—

Cleveland With expiration of the
protection agreement between local
exhibitors and national distributors
at the end of this month, it is understood efforts will be made to renew it on the basis of the price a
theater pays for a picture rather
than on the admission scale on
which the protection is based at
present.

of

—

Cleveland

—

Unit to Elect

Cleveland Annual election of officers of the Cleveland Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Ass'n will be held tomorrow.
A luncheon will precede the
election.

PN/ff^
THE

<^2

DAILY

Wednesday, Jan.

180 Contracts Listed
27 Educational Subjects
For New Para. Setup
For Jan'y-March Release
of 180 executory contracts
filed by the Paramount trustees with
Federal Judge Coxe and which are
to be assumed by the new company
under the reorganization plan include distribution and production
agreements, film franchises, contracts with Erpi and various operating agreements. Contract with Eastman Kodak and the Keller-Dorian
Co. provides that Paramount shall
share the expense of developing a
process for producing colored motion
List
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communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,

pictures.

has set 27 subjects
January, February
and March. About 75 per cent of
these shorts are completed, while
preparations are under way for the
production of the remaining subjects, with both Educational's east
and west coast producing units resuming activity after a holiday
shut-down. Among the January releases is the first of the group of
comedies for which Joe Cook was
recently signed, as well as a Buster
Keaton comedy.
release

in
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Gets Amkino Films for Canada
Guaranteed Pictures, has acquired
the exclusive Canadian distribution
rights to the entire line-up of Amkino releases for the 1934-35 season.
Included in the line-up are "Peters-

burg
"The

Nights,"

Czar

Wants

"Thunderstorm,"
to Sleep" and

Vi

6iy8

102'/i

—

others.

83/6

051/g

Theater Gets Housing Loan
Orleans First of the commercial area houses to seek a loan
under the federal housing: act is the
St. Charles, which is understood to
have been approved for an expenditure of $8,000 to be used in installing new seats and building new lav-

—

New

atories.

RECORDING ON FILM

Sheehan to Produce Cohan Play
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

INDUSTRIAL— FILM

Hollywood Winfield Sheehan, Fox
production head, will produce "The

SLIDE

—

FILM— RECORDS

Song and Dance Man," George M.
Cohan stage success, with Alice
Faye and James Dunn in the featured roles.

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

•

CORP.
St..

N.Y.C.

•

veteran

You

the

to

start

G. ROBINSON,
holidays, returns to

work

by

his first picture.

EDWARD
for

signed

star

for

West, will be

F.

stage

Hollywood early in FebHunt With Old Don," by

leaves

now

New

in

York

Hie coast Jan. 15
at Warners.

"Money Man"

in

EVELYN LAYE and FRANK LAWTON
day for England on

to-

sail

honeymoon.

a

GEORGE W. WEEKS

has

returned

to

New

star,

in

New

York from Chicago.

M-G-M

is

—

his

sickness.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
France en

route

to

CLAUDE RAINS
from

the

at

aboard

has

Universal

HELEN HAYES
this

is

the

lie

dc

Europe.
arrived
studios.

returns

east

in

from

month following completion

of

New

York

Hollywood
"Vanessa"

M-G-M.

DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY flew to New
New Year's.

York

from the coast to spend

MADY CHRISTIANS

leaves

today

for

Holly-

wood.

TUTTA ROLF, Scandinavian stage, screen
National Campaign for "Clive"
and opera star recently signed by Fox, will
arrive in New York aboard the Drottingfiolm
A national advertising campaign,
Penner Signed for Second Film
on Jan. 7.
She will proceed to the coast imembracing 26 magazines with 20,Joe Penner has been signed by mediately.
000,000 aggregate circulation, has
JOE HAZEN has returned to New York from
been started by United Artists on Paramount to make a second picture
He will re- the South.
the 20th Century production, "Clive some time this year.
of India," with Ronald Colman and main in the East for his broadcast"Bella Donna" for Cameo
ing activities until the latter part
Loretta Young.
of the spring and will spend the
"Bella Donna" will follow "Don
Quixote" at the Cameo.
summer in Hollywood.
Philly Variety Club Launched
Philadelphia
First meeting of
the local Variety Club, No. 10, was
held Sunday night at the Hotel Warwick. Earle Sweigert is chief barker
and the club starts off with 100
members. Headquarters are at 1910
Rittenhouse Square.

Va
Va

STONE,
"If

Thomas

World Market

—
—

(QUOTATIONS AS O F MONDAY)
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

ruary.

MADGE EVANS,

all

FINANCIAL

FRED

Paramount,

York from the coast for a vacation.

Bern, Switzerland Progress Film
Philadelphia
Funeral services
DAILY,
Ltd., recently formed, is working
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739. will be held at 9 o'clock this mornHolly- ing for Tony Luchese, for years a on its first production, "The Eternal
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
Mask", which is intended for the inwood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
London- leading independent distributor in ternational market.
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Leo Lapaire
this
territory,
and
who
died
sudden89-91
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter,
wrote the book and plays the leadVVardonr St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne. ly on Sunday.
All the leading actors
P. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Luchese operated the Gold Medal- ing role.
Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la CourStory is an unusual
Majestic exchanges here and in are Swiss.
des-Noues, 19.
theme about an adventure that beWashington.
falls the inmate of an insane asy-

Address

Coming and Going

Educational

for

1935

2,

M-G-M Buys Two Stories
M-G-M has acquired "Man of

the

World," an unpublished play by
John V. Farrow, and "Mr. Inquisitive," a musical comedy by Jack
Loeb.

IricL ntacLe

the

box-office ckcmtpixxrvL ofljl^t
"It

Happened One

"One

Night",

Night of

Love" and "No Greater Glory" selected

among the best by National Board of Review.
'It

Happened One

"One Night

Night",

of

and "No Greater

Love", "20th Century"

Glory" selected by the Screen Writers' Guild.

AND NOW EXHIBITORS NOMINATE THE
FIRST BOX OFFICE CHAMPION OF 1935
.

.

•
"

"Los Angeles Paramount Broadway

Bill

opening

biggest in theatre history stop Audience reaction

most enthusiastic

women

particularly."
~Csanelion (3 ^lilarco

Broadway
Second day best

opening above

"Dallas Majestic

Bill

average stop

gross in eight months

stop Finest reaction ever witnessed opening box

hour earlier today stop Will exceed

office

One

Night of Love by almost eighty per cent."

-c&ol, &Q)onneU

WARNER

BAXTER
in

"Springfield Bijou

Broadway

two previous great

D

Women

Look

Hoy

for record."

dJOasea on

"San Francisco Orpheum Broadway
as well as

c

men

actually stood

gi ig|fiiftittttgj

filfii

my

Bill

experience

opening

women

up and cheered

stop

^tt|j^^M^^

i

llie

C/iaoert cKiskin
story by \fllark

Walter Connolly

A
sensational stop First time

production

z/leltinger

wiih

~(Ai lenders

;

FRANK CAPRA'S

LOY

especi-

Broadway Bill same class with

hits stop

•

opening biggest

Bill

business history of the theatre stop
ally enthusiastic stop

MYRNA

•

Helen Vinson
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GERMAN FEATURES

Soviets to Give

Awards

Wednesday, Jan.

1935

RCA AND ERPI MAY DP

Best Foreign Films

to

2,

for the best foreign features and shorts will be made at the World Cinema
Festival to be held in Moscow about Feb. 15 under the auspices of the Soviet movie
industry to celebrate the industry's 15th anniversary under the Soviets.
V. I. Verlin sky, president of Amkino, said Monday that the Soviet industry would endeavor to
acquire for exhibition in Russia the prize-winning American films, provided the price
is right.
Invitations to leading producers, directors and players to attend the festival
will be sent within the next few days, Verlinsky stated.

Awards

PLANNED FOR 1934-35
(Continued from Page

1)

GENERAL SERVICING
(Continued from Page

1)

event the plan is effected on a
national basis, are expected to be
modelled after the Erpi and RCA
N. J. Allied and Philly
repair and replacement service conunder which theaters pay a
Plan a
Agreement tracts
flat weekly rate for sound equip(Continued from Page 1)
organizations.
Allied
will
thus ment parts and their servicing.
make 50 houses available for mem- New Orleans Musicians
Lose Claims
bership in the Philadelphia unit.
New Orleans
Approximately
The plan awaits ratification by the
$30,000 in back salary claims, sought
New Jersey board.
by the musicians' union here from
Loew's State on alleged violation of
the
Color Process
President's
Reemployment
Chicago A new color process Agreement, are definitely out as far
known as Szczpanik-Film has been as the NRA Compliance officers are
brought to this country from abroad concerned, The Film Daily learns.
by Karol Piatkiewicz of 3009 Logan The case, heard by the NRA here
Blvd. The invention is said to be was referred to Washington where
simple and inexpensive, using an it was ruled that since Loew dropimproved camera that takes clear ped the orchestra because of denatural color pictures in studios or creased business, no action was justified.
in the open.

pares with 128 German and 98 foreign in the preceding season.
Best Films
German movie attendance has inrecent
in
considerably
creased
Thursday
months, says van Dyk, and this ten(.Continued from Page 1)
dency will be further strengthened in their columns, than at any other
unemployment continues to de- time in the 13 years' history of the
if
cline.
poll. Magazines and the radio also
The Reich Film Credit Bank, took a bigger hand in it.
Local Ten Best Polls, conducted
created in June, 1933, to aid native
producers, financed 44 features, more by motion picture critics among
than 100 educational films and nu- their fans to see whose selections
merous shorts from Aug. 1, 1933, to would come closest to the winners
June 30, 1934. In that time the in The Film Daily classic, also inbank granted credits totaling about creased in number and interest.
New records set in the 1934 poll
5% million marks, of which 1%
millions had been repaid by June included the number of critics par30 and the remainder will be paid ticipating (about 60 more than last
back in the normal course of busi- year), total votes received by the
two films leading the list, number
ness.
of pictures nominated and number
of critics who picked nine, eight or
Fifi D'Orsay in Vita. Short
seven of the winners.
Fifi D'Orsay starts work today
Tomorrow's issue will give comat the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio in plete details.
Supa two-reel musical comedy.
porting cast includes: Moore and
Cleveland Notes
Revel, comic dance team; Karavaeff,
Cleveland Philip Harrington, MRussian dancer, and The Cavaliers, G-M booker, has announced his enradio quartette.
Joseph Henabery gagement to Mary Jane Lance. Beahas been assigned to direct the num- trice Miller of the Universal exber from a script by A. Dorian Ot- change has announced her engagevos and George Bennett.
ment to Glyde Kay.

in

IEP

The Ten
Announced

Working

—

New

—

-

Seek Data on Sunday Shows
Richmond Request of the Chief
of Police that theater managers
supply him with statements of receipts of Sunday charity shows beginning Jan. 6 was received with reluctance by the managers at a conference in the Chief's office.
The
Services for Lowell Sherman
theater men plan to meet tomorrow
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY to discuss the situation. The BrockHollywood Funeral services for land, a Coulter-Somma house, has
Mark Goldman, G-B representa- Lowell Sherman were held private- been added to the list of those givtive in Pittsburgh, spent Christmas ly on Monday, with only his mother ing Sabbath shows.

Mayfair Film Finished
"Rescue Squad," second on Mayfair's 1935 schedule, is ready and on
the way from the coast and to be
distributed by Empire in New York.
Picture stars Ralph Forbes.

—

—

Warners Backing Broadway Play
and intimate friends present. Burhere with friends.
Warners are understood to be inNate Schultz, Majestic franchise ial will take place in New York.
terested in the Broadway stage play, owner for northern Ohio,
was in
"Hobby Horses", which is in re- New York last week.
Services for Dr. Scudder
hearsal for a tryout opening Jan. 21
The Metropolitan, long closed,
Funeral services were held Monin Washington.
John Cecil Holm opened with double features on Sunday at the First Presbyterian
and George Abbott are the authors.
day.
Stern Brothers will operate
Church on Fifth Ave. for Dr.
the house.

B.

&

H. Reports Upturn

—

Chicago Sales volume for Bell &
Howell in 1934 was outstanding,

(Continued from Page

,

University.

.

1,000—1,199
1,200—1,399
1,400—1,599
1.600—1,799
1,800—1,999
2.000—2,199
2.200—2,399
2,400—2,599
2,600—2,799
2.800—2,999
3,000—3,199
3,200—3,399
3,400—3,599
3.600—3,799
3,800—3,999

PLAZA

Fox Film Unit for Texas
San Antonio A production unit
from the Fox studios is expected
here shortly to make exteriors at

—

2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00

Over 4,000 $6.00 an hour.
(a) The figures shown are the rate per
work more than 30 hours per week.

Randolph

„,„ «i„
air
film.

1.50
1.75

—

foe\d

"Fledglings",

for

Adm ission

Prices

40c
30c

35s

and over

$.85
1.10
1.35
1.60
1.8S

$.90

$1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75

2.10

1.15
1.40
1.65
1.90
2.15

2.35
2.60
2.85
3.10
3.35
3.60
3.85
4.10
4.35
4.60
4.85
5.10

2.40
2.65
2.90
3.15
3.40
3.65
3.90
4.15
4.40
4.65
4.90
5.15

r that the

theater

is

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel

Where booth cost October 1st, 1934, is
minimum booth cost shall be $60.00 per week.
(c) Exceptions may be made by an arbitrator
W. Ray Johnston

Walter A. Putter

Mark A. Luescher

Moe

Silver

less

than

$60.00

$3.00

2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.7S
5.00

per

booth

No

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.

Every room has
rest."

or arbitration board which

may

be provided

Every modern con-

venience. Fine foods at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

the

for collectively.
(d) Where booth cost October 1st, 1934, is reduced, no reduction shall be greater than
33 1-3 per cent per week.
(e) The proposed schedule shall exist for a period of 10 years subject to collective revision
at stated intervals, the first revision to be not sooner than 2 years from the date of enactment.

private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for

operator

per week,

up. Double
and monthly rates

Special weekly

5.25

in operation.

Hollywood

in

$2. SO up, Single

shall

(b)

HOLLYWOOD

1)

H. McNabb, president. He said costs. The proposed arrangements
sales have been on the upgrade since sets up a minimum of $60 a week
for booth costs.
early in the year.
The proposed schedule of booth
s on whl «h a public hearing will
I
T
be vheld Jan.
11 in Washington
Washingto is as
Slovak Film to Kinematrade
"The Vanishing World," Czecho- follows:
Theater Seating Capacity
slovakian picture, has been acquired
2Sc
and under
by Kinematrade. It is now being
400— 599
$.75
edited for its English version. Pro600— 799
1.00
ducer is Prof. Ulehla of Masaryk
800— 999
1.25
J.

,

pi

Myron T. Scudder, for many years
treasurer of the National Board of
Review. He died last week at the
age of 74.

Empire, Allied Unions
Expected to Okay Scale

considering conditions, according to

—

Th« "Doorway

j\

\
\

of Hospitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD

VG)

THE
Wednesday, Jan.

2,

•c^H
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WHO MADE

MEN

Not What They SaidBut What They Did

the wheels of his American
Tri-Ergon corporation, controlling
the
fly-wheel
and
double-print
patents, he rolled back into the
film industry limelight with legal
actions against practically the en-

motion

picture

business,

which

the highest court,
lower court decisions.

agreed

review

to

with

and

gallery

a

The

of

back

news

and

will

home

administration he did more
than any other one man to guide
the company back along the road

and toward reoroldtime position

its

this

tributed

SIDNEY

©

in

the ranks of pre-

despite bankers.

ing
the
film
industry
in
that
country during his association with
both Paramount and Fox, he signed
a new three-year contract as president of Fox Film Corp., thus setting at rest the various rumors
about his joining another company.
Also worth mentioning
he put Fox

—

back

i

n

pictures

of

dis-

• DAVID SARNOFF

Except

Film

number

United Artists this year jumped to a new

by

high record for this thriving organization.

KENT

R.

in

the

that

be rectified either by apology or
otherwise: preferably otherwise, for what can
you do with an apology?
tional

being elected chairboard of National
Broadcasting Co. to fill the place
of the late H. P. Davis, not much
appeared to happen openly last
year to the RCA prexy, but lots
went on behind the scenes; and
then there was his statement on
the status of television, in connection with which he declared with
emphasis that, although satisfactory progress was being
made, the launching of television as home entertainment remained in the uncertain future.

man

office

all

the past year than any
other major film executive. Worth
noting,
statistically,
is
the fact

the

If

Aside from the distinction of being
accorded the Legion of Honor by
France for his service in develop-

tion to production activities at the

studio as well as piloting the

eminence; and

muting

•

rups and clutching the reins with
both hands, giving personal atten-

stabilization

in

among

more long-distance com-

probably

how the

anyone who deserves
has been overlooked, it was uninten-

of the past year.

inclusion

the

saddle, with both feet in the stir-

ganizations to

of

attentions

his

Pictures
the
Century
on
Films in England,
coast, London
and United Artists with headNew York, he did
quarters in

Paramount

the

in

summaries

brief

dividing

In

20th

speak better
presents here-

leading executives of the industry figured

•
Climbing

Daily

Film

• ADOLPH ZUKOR

•

of

accomplishments

Believing that
than predictions,

prospects of becoming one of the
most important in the industry
if his patent claims are
sustained
by

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

•

On

tire

IN 1934

WILLIAM FOX

•

•

HISTORY

the

for

the

of

black.

•

•

No

less

sibly

a

paper

• WILL

H.

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK

HAYS

than ten times, and posround dozen, the newsheadlines
had him being

job

wheel and did

of

steering

his

a

ship

through

troublous Legion of Decency
storm.
In addition to which, he was made a Kentucky
General, much less common than the Colonels of that
state.

•

HARRY

Among

the

live-wire

M.

year's

Warner

coups

by the
organiza-

in

daily
all

the

papers

•

and since money

Inc.,

and

is

preceding fiscal
for the
supposed to talk, 'nuf sed.

MARK OSTRER

•

of

British

films;

Jeffrey

the

country;
tion; A.
relations,
cities

of

but
else

G-B general

Following

SAM KATZ

year or so of activity
that was more or less nebulous, the
former factotum of Publix Theaters
joined the M-G-M organization as
an executive at the studios on
the coast; shortly thereafter, a
month, to be exact, the headlines
a

news of his marriage
Maritza, herself an internationally known personage in the

carried
to

the

Sari

cinema and theatrical worlds.

some

to

Necker,
something
you
and in
ship

means

probably

October, just
that he was

of

way

by
still

—

proving

of

equal to it, he
studio operations

took over direction of the Universal
while Carl Jr. hied himself off for one of those muchneeded rests that you often hear about.

forth

FRANKLIN

B.

as

a

two-gun

well as launching out as a
motion picture producer on his
own hook with the filming of
"Gambling", by and with George
M. Cohan, at the Biograph Studios
in the East, with Fox Film taking

Waxman, counsel on advertising and public
and a number of others.

P.

over

the

picture

for

A.

distribution.

ROSENBLATT
•

No man was

•

good

the

on

he

as

George W. Weeks, who trekked the length
S. to build up a sales organiza-

• SOL
•

no, you wiseguys,

over on the Mayflower,

the

country.

•

—

come

impresario,

and breadth of the U.

covering

of

taking a fling in the
presentation of stage productions
in
association with Arch Selwyn,

shrewdly formuefficiently
executed
this

Bernerd,

country

which

• HAROLD

manager. Arthur A. Lee, executive
head of the firm's affairs in this

more important key

this

didn't

Blossomed

in

and
campaign he was ably assisted by

lated

ductions unit to the Warner lot,
and, also quite important, giving
Warner-First National special privileges

results

year;

take notice
putting over

tion
was the tie-up made with
the William Randolph Hearst newspaper interests, bringing Marion
Davies and the Cosmopolitan Pro-

practically

Loew's,

-

Top man, or chairman, of Gaumont British, which did the trick
of making the Yankees sit up and

WARNER

Bros,

namely,

the
past year
celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of his landing in

season, winding up with net profits
that were more than double the

right smart

the

limelight

February
"Uncle Carl"
In

Goldwyn - Mayer, led the
amusement field in recovery of
earning power during the 1933-34
Metro

same headline writers he remained
at the

con-

com-

panies,

but to the chagrin of those

D.A.,

the

publicity

succeeded by this or that new
personage as chief of the M.P.P.

with

sistency of a genius, his two

CARL LAEMMLE

•

•

Though he personally avoided the

in
tougher spot
a
throughout 1934 than the courageous Division Administrator in
charge of various codes including
the much argumented film code;
and be it recorded to his credit
that he came through the year
wearing more orchids of praise
than scars from brickbats; as well
as
having
his
strong
shoulders
saddled with additional duties and as national coordinator of compliance, meaning the responsibility of
seeing to it that the NRA codes are complied with
and adhered to.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN

Between Eddie Cantor, Anna Sten
and dialect anecdotes, this producer of "fewer and better" pix
under the United Artists" banner

managed

to

keep

consis-

pretty

tently in the public prints through,

out

the

bent

year;

though,

dialect

of

stories,

told

the

in

accuracy, it
upon us to record

terests

is

and

that

in

point of

newspaper attention.

the

retold,

gave both Cantor and Sten a mighty hot race for
position

in-

incum-

first

DAILY

WHO MADE

MEN

« «

•

AYLESWORTH

M. H.

One
the

busiest

the

of

amusement

executives

in

business, yet never

busy to see and talk friendly
an asto a member of the press
set worth much to the RKO and
too

which he is presguidance in financial

interests of

ident;

his

matters and his selection of assistvarious
ing
executives
the
for
branches of administration contributed vastly toward putting the RKO ship back on
an even keel and steering it through the storm of
receivership and reorganization.

• LOUIS

MAYER

B.

to

how

Romeo and

a

follow

Mickey

•

—

—

Upton

Here

one

is

it;

a

• CECIL

•

in

the

in

the

"Let's

say,

look

record!" and stick out his
chest while he says it; for the
record of the year reads, in part,
"It Happened One Night", "One
Night of Love", "Broadway Bill",
"The Captain Hates the Sea",
"Lady By Choice" and "Whom the

at the

^^^v >^^l
^^ H" H
^^ ^Wl
fi

E

Gods Destroy", among other items;
and this
Columbia
in

news

why the head of
not have much time to figure

explains

Pictures

did

in

part

of a personal nature during the year.

studio

chief

of

the

biggest

of

financial

reorganization,

of rumor and
throughout the year;
but 1935 has turned the corner
and, as these lines are being writ-

he

B.

in

motion

Besides

fold

manship of
with Major

fickle

please

in

was the object

speculation

by

election

his

to

the chair-

Keith-Albee-Orpheum,
L.

E.

Thompson made

RKO

goodwill airplane lecture tour

theater

subsidiaries,

while

be

attempted by a cinema
spokesman hopping from the coast
to a group of key cities where

Herman Zohbel, who earlier in the
year had been made head of all RKO theater companies except the K-A-0 group, shifted his base of

he

delivered

operations

—

before importhe subject

talks

public groups on

aims

their

and

their

the

difficulties

sections of a multi-minded

all

to Hollywood, the better to supervise
company's finances at the source of outgo.

and

public.

DAVID

•
• JOSEPH

BREEN

I.

Legion
of
the
Decency
clamor broke out and had to be
appeased, the producers selected
qualified gentleman
of

screen

•

rumor mongers who aren't happy unless they are revamping the executive personnel of at least one studio
a day and two on Sundays.

producers,

the

at

M-G-M

studios

"David Copperfield" by title, it entailed sending
a
unit to
England for Dickens
in

morality,

the Paramount studio general
continues in his post, regardless of
how aggravating it must be to the

the

of

executive

act as

to

O. SELZNICK

most elaborately prepared films of modern times was
produced under the wing of this

When

this

di-

president of this and various other

One

•

of

to

pictures,

trying to

board

the

RKO, the former editor
of "The New York World" was
brought more actively into the

year

first

of

of

SWOPE

B.

rectors of

DeMILLE

with
no picture to be shown unless it
received the "purity seal" of his
approval; though a tough assignment, involving a good deal of
argument and occasionally some
resistance, it speaks volumes for the ability, fairness
and diplomacy of Senor Breen to be able to record
that there weren't a half dozen instances of really
serious dissatisfactions with his decisions; and pictures
improved a lot.

major company going through the
throes

HERBERT

•

celebrating his twentieth
motion pictures, the man
who brought fame to bigger and
better bathtubs embarked on the

arbiter

• EMANUEL COHEN

•
As

record

play golf or bridge
perchance, go to the movies. But, come to think
of it, he did relieve himself of a little work by appointing Neil Agnew general sales manager.

or,

A member

company

producing

who can

Famous Theaters Corp. and
Paramount Theaters Service Corp.
were added to the shoulders of
this
vice-president
and
general
manager of Paramount Pictures
Distributing Corp., all of which
left him with a little less time to

of

so here's one banker to whom
vote of thanks instead of the
bricks that are usually hurled at the Wall St. fraternity.

owes

industry

SCHAEFER

"Broadway

of Love" or

the rest of

tant

skipper

J.

Following the resignation of Ralph
A. Kohn from Paramount Publix,
the additional titles and duties of
president and member of the board

In addition to being the financial
mainstay of the Hollywood industry, "Doc" achieved a measure of
fame as the influence or force that
is supposed to have kept the Cohns
of Columbia from breaking up time
and again; and if the Cohns hadn't
been prevented from breaking up
there might not have been any

HARRY COHN

•

• GEORGE

»<

Temple, Clark Gable and

Shirley

Mouse.

Sinclair.

•

^L

tell

1935

Juliet will stack up as drawing cards

DR. A. H. GIANNINI

the

convention in Hollywood last spring,
the M-G-M studio chief tossed a
bombshell into the works, more
specifically the independent section of the works, by urging the
ouster of "cheap-film producers",
which led to considerable indie-vs.major controversy; then came a
trip to Europe
having no connecand
tion with the foregoing incident, however
fall of the year he was a busy and active force
that licked

warranted, for you never can

if

Mae West,

alongside

Bill" or all

fight

—

works

"One Night

Invited to speak at the M.P.T.O.A.

2,
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—

NBC

•

Wednesday, Jan.

the

past

material,

Walpole

year;

the

signing

Hugh

of

work,

screenplay

the
staging of a wide search for ideally
fitted characters to play certain roles;
for

picture was made, Nicholas

then after the

M. Schenck came out with

public statement of praise for it, something he had
never done before; finally M-G-M decided to give
the picture the biggest advertising and publicity cam-

a

in
the company's history; and if all this ain't
something, you get up and tell the class what is.

paign

ten,

•

Demonstrating
of

the

Liberty

•

• JACK

L.

M. H.

WARNER

gram

too,

ordinary,

HOFFMAN

independent
do things out
the president of

that

can

Pictures announced a
of

eight

pictures

for

the

As production chief
First

entire quota; so, with eight

at the WarnerNational Studios in Burbank,
his master strokes of the year included the signing of the famous

months

the season and time having
a habit of hanging heavy on an
executive's hands, as the poets say, there
left

in

Max

energetic

sario

was nothing to do but add a few pictures to the program, which was promptly done; and as a result General
Sales Manager Budd Rogers was given four additional
features to market for 1934-35, with prospects of 18

Reinhardt, European impreand king of spectacle entertainment, to put Shakespeare on

the screen through the

dium

of

initial

"A Midsummer

Dream ", with others

me-

Night's

of the bard's

for

next season.

In

a

of

the

shift

of

NED
of

RKO

promoted

pro-

1934-35 season, and within three
or four months had completed the

•

•

RKO

to

E.

DEPINET

the executive lineup
he was

organization,

the post of president
Corp., with

Distributing

Levy being made vice-presiand a few months later
Depinet was elected a member of
the board of directors of the M.P.
P.D.A., otherwise known as the
Hays Office; but probably/'
favorite source of pleasure during the year was^
^
fact that he had "Little Women" and "Gay Divorcee"
and "Flying Down to Rio" and "Anne of Green Gables"
and "The Little Minister" to talk and write letters
There also was, and no doubt still is,
about.
P. S.
"La Cucaracha."
Jules

dent,

—

WARNER BROS. TAKE GREAT
i

-PLEASURE IN INTRODUCING

OF 1935... UNCHALLENGED

BOX-OFFICE ARISTOCRATS
OF THE

NEW SHOW YEAR

OPENING

PARAMOUNT JANUARY

IRENE DUNNE
SWEET ADELINE
is

u

N. Y.

4

the star of

which

is (In-

first

ii

musical since "'Gold Diggers' 9 directed by

MERVYN LEROY
and

is

based on the stage

hit

which ran

t*:l

weeks on Broadway, by

JEROME KERN and OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN
with song

numbers created by the dance director

II

of **FlirtationWaih 9!

BOBBY CONNOLLY
and a 12-star

cast including

DONALD WOODS - HUGH HERBERT
NED SPARKS - - JOE CAWTHORN
and

it

will be

hacked by extensive national promotion including novel

SPECIAL ADVANCE

AND REGULAR TRAILERS

^1
(I

AM

PAUL MUNI
the fighting fury of the screen meets his match at last in

BETTE DAVIS
the ruthless man-wrecker of "'Of Human Bondage." us u
murder on her conscience und Muni on her mind
in

—

BORDERTOWN
a furious drama of the Suburb of Hell9 with

MARGARET LINDSAY
& EUGENE PALLETTE
delivering the other standout performances
in a splendid cast, superbly directed by

ARCHIE

MAYO

hellcat with

FIRST COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION

for

WARNERS

JAMES CAGNEY
PAT O'BRIEN
ii

ill

be teamed

triih

to repeat the sensational saeeess oi

"Here Comes the Navy"

in

OGS of the AIR
a ith literally

thousands oi others ineludiny

MARGARET LINDSAY and FRANK McHUGH
under the direetion

ol the

man who made **Xavy"

LLOYD BACON
who has had the

full eooperalion of the U.S. Marine Corps in filminy
the spectacular, authentic action air scenes which trill feature this

COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION

c

PRECEDED BY THREE MONTHS OF PUBLICITY

RUDY VALLEE
SWEET MUSIC
is fit

and so

is

ANN DVORAK
and so are

HELEN MORGAN, ALICE WHITE
and Allen Jenkins, Ned Sparks, Joe Cawthorn and many others plus

THE CONNECTICUT YANKEES and
FRANK AND MILT BRIXTON S COMEDY BAND

•

who

SIX

will play the sonys of

FAMOUS WARNER COMPOSERS

under the direction of

ALFRED

E.

GREEN

for the spectacular dance

numbers which have been arranyed by

JOHNNY BOYLE AND BOBBY CONNOLLY

CARNIVAL OF SHOW

A

T A LE XT

THE RIGHT TO LIVE
will bring

you Warner Bros.* important new star

JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON
teamed with the leading man

of r *The

Painted Veil"

GEORGE BRENT
in

a story by the author ot ""Of

Human Bondage" and "The Painted Veil"

SOMERSET MAUGHAM
plus a remarkable array ot talent whieh includes

COLIN CLIVE - PEGGY

WOOD

HENRIETTA CROSM AN - C. AUBREY SMITH
whose

brilliant

perlormunees under the shrewd direction of

WILLIAM KEIGHLEY
make

this

powerful drama irresistibly appealing to women.

mk

GOLD DIGGERS or 1935
ii'ill.

we

believe,

more than repeat

famous predecessor

the success ot its
of 1933, because its cast includes

DICK POWELL
GLORIA STUART - ADOLPHE MENJOU - GLENDA
FARRELL- ALICE BRADY- FRANK McHUGH- HUGH
HERBERT - JOE CAWTHORN - DOROTHY DARE
and because

it

has been produced under the exclusive direction of

BUSBY BERKELEY
with the most lavish dance arrangements ever devised for the famous

BUSBY BERKELEY BEAUTIES
and because

it

was written by

ROBERT LORD AND PETER MILNE
and

its

songs composed by

WARREN & DUBIN
A

First National Picture

#

i:-i*il$m&

REMEMBER "THE HOLSE

Oi\

56th STREET*

KAY FRANCIS
has been provided with her finest vehicle in two years in

LIVING
in

ON VELVET

whieh she will have not one hut two leading

men

GEORGE BRENT
whose, popularity has grotvn to significant proportions,

and

WARREN WILLIAM
whose worh during the past gear has confirmed

his high star rating.

JERRY WALD
the author of "2(0 Million Sweethearts", and Julius Epstein wrote
und it is being made bg the director of "Flirtation Walk'"

this storg.

FRANK BORZAGE
A

First

National Picture

c

m^mMM^M

MILLIONS HAVE ASKED FOR

IT — SO....

AL JOLSON
RUBY KEELER
will

appear with

for the first time on the screen in

GO INTO YOUR DANCE

it

from the novel by Bradford Ropes who wrote
it

42nd STREET
in

which they

will be

supported by

GLENDA FARRELL- PATSY KELLY
HELEN MORGAN -PHIL REGAN
and many others, directed by

ARCHIE

MAYO

and surrounded by elaborate dance numbers
directed by Hobby Connolly and written by

WARREN St DURIN
A

First

National Picture

PAUL MUNI
BLACK FURY
has dramatized front-page headlines in

in

whieh he

will he

supported hg

KAREN MORLEY
and a

vast that includes !t2 other speaking /tarts, plaged ha

WILLIAM GARGAN-VINCE BARNETT
TULLY MARSHALL - - MAE MARSH
and

others, in addition to the

ONE THOUSAND EXTRAS
irho will

appear

in the

spectacular mass scenes, under direction of

MICHAEL GURTIZ
A

Firs!

National Piclure

c

mwimt; ^m'mrum^ take a r-ww

iirmw

m<\i:r-

,

MAX REINHARDT
trill
tt

bring to the screen his internationally famous spectacle

A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S DREAM
based on the immortal comedy by

WILLIAM SHAKSPERE
with a company that dwarfs all previous all-star casts

JAMES CAGNEY - DICK POWELL - JOE E. BROWN
JEAN MUIR - VERREE TEASDALE - IAN HUNTER
FRANK McHUGH - - ANITA LOUISE
VICTOR JORY - EUGENE PALLETTE
and resplendent

ballet

HUGH HERBERT
ROSS ALEXANDER

- -

arrangements by

BRONISLAVA NIJINSKA
in

a production costumed and mounted by European

nicians imported to assist the

MAX REINHARDT

Warner Bros,

studio

and WILLIAM DIETERLE

and techdirected by

artists
staff,

IT IS

APPARENT, FROM THIS SIMPLE CATALOGUE

OF THEIR CONTENTS, THAT THESE 10

SHOWS

CONSTITUTE THE MOST REMARKABLE PRODUCT
CI

GROUP THAT ANY COMPANY HAS ASSEMBLED

IN

A LIKE PERIOD FOR THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS.

.-.-'l.—

'

'i

''
i

ALL OF THEM COMPLETED OR WELL ADVANCED
IN

PRODUCTION. ..COMING TO YOU

IN

MACHINE-

GUN SUCCESSION DURING THE NEXT 4 MONTHS...

ARE THE TANGIBLE EXPRESSION OF

WARNER

BROS.' DETERMINATION

<

TO MAKE 1935'S RECORD READ-

"NATIONAL

ECOVERY

CHIEVED!"

Wednesday, Jan.

2,

WHO MADE

MEN
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1935

•
No,

this

Mcdonough

r.

j.

is

not

the

fellow

who

inspired the saying, "So you won't

DAILY

M
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which, the Educational prexy punctuated the season
by adding some important star names to his new
lineup, among them being Joe Cook, the famous variety
comic; Ernest Truex, and the returning Buster Keaton.

eh?"
If
you were up on
your geography, you'd know the
popular remark was making the
rounds before he extended his
executive attentions from the RCA
fold over into RKO and became
the toughest guy for film tradepaper reporters to see. So, this
talk,

•

anywhere
what with

season of the year, howzabout
giving him the benefit of the doubt, that he's the
type of exec who prefers doing to talking, and for
further data see the recent results of Radio Pictures,
of

which

•
Two

he

admission
prices from the cellar were offered
to the industry in the past year
ty the vice-president and general
sales manager of United Artists as
part of his contribution to the constructive thought and efforts on
behalf of the motion picture business in general; in addition to
which, he was kept pretty busy
directing sales operations of the greatly increased program of United Artists for the 1934-35 season.
plans

raising

for

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

•
Not

in

the last ten years, or five
if you're inclined to argue

about it, has the starting of production on a single picture aroused
more world interest than that
the
United
which accompanied
Artists announcement that the one
and only Chaplin was at last definitely and positively set to begin
his next film, for release in the
1934-35 season; but whether or not Chaplin will talk
in it, and if so, how much, is still a matter that piques
the

•

curiosity

•

E.

of

countless

V.

Head man

• IRVING
Among

G.

of the

Saenger Theaters

ing after the rehabilitation of this

important circuit and working on
plans;
meanreorganization
its
while he was named permanent
trustee for the Saenger interests,
and subsequently he made a new
Paramount Publix to
deal
with
continue handling the southern circuit on a percentage
basis; and in between these arduous duties he seems
to have found time for a little fishing in the waters
of the

famous Gulf.

was

studios

quota

year's

his

productions

ten

a

at

If

Eastern

studio

send

workers didn't
Christmas card

a nice big
the president of Educational
Pictures they were culpably remiss
in their gratitude to him for bring-

to

ing

about

half

of

Educational's

production program to the east,
where Al Christie made something
of a record by finishing 13 shorts
in
three months; in addition to

president

the

of

Electrical

Research Products was in any way
worried about the sound patent
suits brought several months ago
by William Fox against the industry in general and the electric
interests in particular, he certainly
betrayed no evidence of it; nor
did the various exhibitor actions
excessive
charges
for
alleging
sound, cause any preceptible ruffles in the Erpi corner;
in other words, his was the rather rare instance of a
man who made news by going the whole year without

making

mean

M-G-M
if

of

of course

it

cur-

anything, will

•

less.

the

of

COHN

JACK

•

•

Emir

eastern

sector,

or

the home office headquarters, of the company that made
movie producers opera conscious

rather

country

the

painting

with

red

WINFIELD SHEEHAN

•

Wimpole Street", and
Norma Shearer,

direction

Sidney

of

The vice-president and production
chief

Franklin.

•

ROBERT

F.

SISK

Speaking of Horatio Alger, Junior
or Senior, and it doesn't matter
whether you were or not, here's
an example of a capable young
man who made good in a big way,
in
reality and not in fiction, by
jumping from the post of RKO's
advertising and publicity chief to
of

assistant

to

J.

R.

the

of

pictures

studios

enrejuvenated Fox Film
Corp. to turn the red ink on its
ledgers into black without the aid
of Technicolor; and besides having
general charge of the Fox Movietone City organization with its
various producers, he gave personal
attention to the production of a group of features for
which he may justly take a few bows.
abled

•

charge

in

made the

that

that

the

After
of

KOHN

as

president

term

short

a

A.

Famous Theaters and

longer

portant

mount

fritz.

RALPH

•

•

Mc-

Donough, president of RKO Radio
Pictures, on the west coast; in honor of which, the
new appointee was given a farewell dinner that will
be worth relating to his grand children on cold winter
nights in case the radio, or television, happens to be
on the

or

starred

along with Charles Laughton and Fredric March, under
the

more

single utterance,

a

Grace Moore in "One Night of
Love"; but don't construe the
"red" in the accepted trade slang
sense of financial discrepancy, but
rather in ye oldtime sense of grand
jubilation; the Columbia vice-prexy also figured somewhat in the year's controversy over dual bills and in
the attacks on the star-system of reviewing films.

go down in the annals as one of
the best films in many many years;
to keep you in suspense no longer,
the name of the picture is "The

handed

term

various

a

much

other

imthe
ParaPublix
organization,
he
in
his resignation on the
in

capacities

in

of May; a few days later he
opened an office of his own, and
subsequently there were rumblings
that he would enter the indepenfirst

•

HARRY

The

president

H.

THOMAS
dent

of

First

Division

has

production

come

of

field,

but

to

date

nothing

it.

Exchanges had one of the busiest
of

his

developments

HAMMONS

OTTERSON

E.

J.

» »

jaunting across

some

of

the

picture that,

rent evidences

years

• EARLE W.

so, after

THALBERG

RICHARDS

the south, he was kept
man during the year look-

responsi-

If

•

by

persons.

in

matter,

that

the

•

country to New York to embark
on his foreign voyage, illness struck him down and
kept him interned in the metropolis for a number
of weeks, then back to the coast and to work again,
with no European jaunt after all.

that

group
a busy

carrying

in

heading the Universal proon his youthful
shoulders, the fates chose to be
of
the
the Junior
hard on

Barretts

at least,

for

activities

Laemmles;

AL LICHTMAN

•

else

JR.

he had
Europe, or

that

bility of

duction

president.

is

CARL LAEMMLE,

Despite the fact
earned a vacation

amenable

the

being

19

tion

of

a

career in
including

shorts

1934, the
the addi-

distributing

de-

partment, the sale of an interest
in
the company to Nicholas S.
Ludington and William M. L. Fiske,
tieup with "Time Magazine"
a
involving distribution of the "March
of Time" shorts, the formation of a subsidiary to engage in production, and the election of Stuart Webb
as chairman of the board of directors and the addition
of various executives and branch exchanges in a general expansion movement designed to make "the world's
leading independent distributor" bigger and better.

• CHARLES
In

spite

of

R.

stories

ROGERS 1
making

the

into
even
getting
print, that this independent producer would shift from Paramount
to Warners on completion of his
schedule at the former studio, the
year-end found him still at the
old stand; but the Warner studios
did get his chief lieutenant, Harry
Joe Brown, as an associate producer, and it wasn't a bad catch, either.

rounds,

and

tangible
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ALBERT WARNER

MAJ.

Appointed

take

to

charge of

Wednesday, Jan.

body has done it for him, whereas the Code Authority's
executive secretary hasn't had time even for that.

•

B. P.

•

•

•

B.

Though
in

for

a

while

•

not

B.

KAHANE

he went

to

Studios,

under

Theaters

in

•

subject of the Catholics' film crusade;

moment

chief

to

Zanuck

he became a father for
occasion it was a boy.

himself

•

NAT LEVINE

into

the

Expanding

the

paper-

has done a lot of tooting, or some-

field,

ing back William Haines, and followed it up with several others,
among which "The Marines Are
Coming" and "Little Men" are
particularly worth mentioning; on
top of this, the head of Mascot
Pictures signed Tom Mix for a come back in a serial
that is to have fifteen episodes, no more and no less,
or at least that was the official announcement.

•

G

•

PETTIJOHN

C.

favorable results.

have supplied

In

addition

duties

^^N

A

leading fighter of the indepenproducer ranks, he had a

dent

Louis B. Mayer
the year when the latter
took a pot-shot at producers of
"low-cost" films without the someset-to with

verbal

discharging

counsel

much

52

— which
is

of the leader-

the
well

as

in

other

industries

in

Cali-

from Upton Sinclair and the
confiscatory burdens that threatened to fall upon the
sunny state's business interests if he had been elected
to the post of Governor.
fornia,

in

SAM DEMBOW.

•
After

a

long association

subsidiary,

tember

JAMES

to

he

resigned

become

and ideas from the theater
Paramount being Y. Frank
already had figured in Publix affairs.

R.

GRAINGER

those entitled to share in
the credit for the fact that Universal gradually worked back into
the profit class along about the
part

pany's

•
After
tion

1934 was the com-

of

indefatigable chief of

sales

and distribution; a plugger who
can and does jump right out into
himself to close a prodhard
those
especially
deals; in fact, the harder they are, the better this
fighter likes 'em, although sales resistance probably
tempered down somewhat lately since Producer John
the field

uct

Stahl

deal,

delivered

"Imitation

of

that

Lif«".

nice

bit

of

b.

o.

known

as

the

in

identified

Sepwith

ecutive

cessor

•

with

National Screen Service in an excapacity, bringing to the
trailer firm a lot of valuable ex-

itself

Among

JR.

Paramount Publix organization,
where he was a member of the
board of directors and president of
the company's theater operating

would seem to indicate
no clamp on independent initiative.
in

his

the

of

the campaign that saved
producing industry, as
film

ship

W. RAY JOHNSTON

to

general

as

perience

that

feature

this

champ of the serial producers
made a good start for the season
with "Young and Beautiful", bring-

Hays Office, this doughty political
war horse, though he modestly tried
to keep it a secret, is known to

that there

hanger would come out a poor second; the only difference between
the two is that the paperhanger

that

on

•

time,

to

possible

FLINN

and

third

this

independents, and with plans, more or less tentative,
of course, for boosting Monogram's next schedule to a

C.

but perhaps of

was the fact

the

•

eventful incidents having to do with defense of double
features, attack of the code for alleged unfairness to

JOHN

bet

getting

Monogram chieftain's
that,
the
year was fairly well sprinkled with

that you hear so much about were
to compare his job with that of
Code Authority's executive
the
secretary, you can take it as a
safe

go

turning

times customary politeness of making a few exceptions; outside of

that paperhanger with the hives

pretty

to

record that gross receipts
the circuit during the year
of
showed something of an increase over the previous year,
although a statement by the g. m. to the effect that
Warner theaters were ready to raise admission prices if
others would fall in line did not, it is regretted, bring
able

latter
If

called

general

his

early

good time while doing it; anybody
else might have been glad to consider the whole thing
just a three-month vacation, and maybe he, too, did.

•

picture

a

up the year
with only about a dozen of the
houses being dark, which is not a
bad percentage in operations if you
compare it with business indices in
general; and it may also be advis-

Inc.

the U. A. branch
different countries, getting a line on conditions and prospects, and no doubt having a pretty
visiting

recess

the

This United Artists vice-president
in
charge of foreign distribution
was a much envied individual last
being that his
year, the reason
duties included a tour around the
offices

record

a

some 300 Warner

of

circuit

ARTHUR W. KELLY

world,

looked for

time, early

it

management wound

to

RKO

Century Pictures, comcompany's schedule in
time, he took a sufficient
from his Hollywood labors
on an African jaunt, reby way of Rome and almost
to see the Pope on the

20th

of

the year, that he would evacuate

JOSEPH BERNHARD

Bros.

shed them like a duck
sheds water, which is something a
studio executive in Hollywood must learn to do; and so,
proving the wisdom of this course, he remains to this

began

of

LASKY

Fox Movietone City lot with
his independent producing unit, he
continued activity there, and among
his output of the year which entitled him to do a bit of bragging

trouble of issuing a denial, then he
became hardened to rumors and

president

L.

the

The
this

ZANUCK

pleting the

•

Appointed major domo of the RKO
plant in Hollywood early in the
year, it was only a matter of days
before rumors of his resignation already were flying thick and fast,
and

F.

sheaf of laurels on

now his enthusiasm is centered chiefly in "Redheads
on Parade", which should revive some memories to
those who can hark back to the good old days of
vaudeville and "Lasky's Redheads".

SCHULBERG

determined.

the

JESSE

"The White
Parade," which you muggs in this
biz probably know all about; and

•

day

•

was

other being related to the production of stage plays on Broadway
but at
for subsequent transition to the screen
writing the definite outcome of these plans is
fully

a

the results of his first year as
vice-president and production chief

Bros.

with
contract
his
Terminating
Paramount after two seasons of
independent proactivity as an
ducer under that banner, he hied
himself to New York last month
with various irons in the fire, one
of them having to do with a new
the
and
arrangement
releasing

yet

DARRYL

•

Having won

the

division activities in the
annual drive of the Federation for
the Support of Jewish Charities, he
saw to it that the quota of $100,000 set for this field did not miss
its mark; this being accomplished
by very efficiently organized activity
that enlisted the interest of
practically every major executive
in the theatrical and motion picture industries, and, of
course, the Major continued to fill his post as vice-

Warner

-
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amusement

prexy of

2,

at

his

suc-

Freeman,

who

field,

• MERVYN LE ROY
all,

it

picture

isn't

every young mowho gets to

director

marry the boss's daughter, and a
mighty charming daughter at that,
and then stretches his honeymoon
into a cruise around the world;
hence the directorial ace of the
Warner-First National lot manages
to sneak into this gallery of fate's
favored rogues in 1934; and if you
feel like saying, "Some fellows have

ahead and say

all

the luck,"

go

it.

e»
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YATES

boom

pay for your lunch while he
tries to show you where you're wrong, and of course
he's bound to convince you because if you're a gentleman how can you be so rude as to argue with a guy
who's buying your lunch at least until after the check

J.

in

eastern

production

that

1934, including considerable activity at the refurbished
Biograph studios up in the Bronx;

in

FILM INDUSTRY HISTORY IN 1934

Unofficially, perhaps, but

took place

Universal,

in

Eddie

be,

—

is

paid!

and then there were a couple of
one involving RKO and the other
which the Consolidated Film head played

SIDNEY

deals,

Starting

and

cartoon
mouse which would be responsible
for the sale of more than $20,
000,000 worth of toys and other
merchandise in the course of a
If

could

you

you,

year,

too,

create

a

his

studio

think

you

the

facilities.

•

REISMAN

PHIL

executive personnel effected back
in the early part of the year, he
joined the long-distance commuting brigade and spent a pleasant
amount of his time in trans-Atlantic
in

plain

that
just

Allied

S.

London

the

to

all

in

all,

a

good year's work

genial gentleman of the
was on hand at every important
meeting
and function
where he could espouse the in-

the industry

in

the

general

and of exhibitors in particular; he
even gave up his own theater
operations in Mississippi so he would have more time
to hop around on matters of import to the M.P.T.O.A.

POWERS

A.

Productions,

Celebrity

as

presented the independent market
with a nifty little series of animated cartoons in color, officially
known as the ComiColor Cartoons;
with a promise of some features
and serials to come later; and, although the foregoing may not have had anything to
do with it, the popular "Pat" also was among the 1934
crop of Kentucky Colonels.

HARRY M. GOETZ

•

young chap

This
the

Reliance

"The

duced

for

•

which

Count

of

pro-

Monte

of

made

Cristo", a picture that

lot

a

happy and received
more praise from public and critics
than you might have guessed from
exhibitors

of

the picture on

its

distribution

list.

• • PANDROBERMAN

any man.

•

president

is

Pictures

the surprisingly modest amount of
ballyhoo that it generated in the
trade; hence this recorded tribute
to Reliance, including its producing executive, Edward
Small, and congratulations to United Artists for having

SOL LESSER

Resigning about mid-year from the
post of executive producer at the
RKO Radio Pictures studios, he
continued with the organization
as head of his own producing unit,
which accounted for some of the

more outstanding pictures on the
company's program, including "The
Gay Divorcee", "Age of Innocence", "The Little Minister" and
the forthcoming "Roberta", to mention only a few of
the dozen or so productions to his credit in the course
of a year.

Another wide-awake independent
who demonstrated in 1934 that
neither the code nor double-feature
bans nor snow on Fourth of July
can keep a good indie down; in
proof of which we produced "Peck's
Bad Boy", with Jackie Cooper, and
got

a

Fox release for

it,

with the

same major taking a series of
George O'Brien pictures which he

this

of

well,

mugg

south

known

accompaniment

•

P.

Getting back into the field of production as well as distribution, this
hardy warrior, through his unit

that

stories

• ED KUYKENDALL

terests

for that unit

he would launch
a project there; had intermittent
deals on the fire to rejoin the
original Roxy Theater; returned to the radio with his
first sponsored program, and finally wound up in Philadelphia as impresario of the Roxy-Mastbaum Theater;
of

By far the "traveling-est" president that
the
Motion
Picture
Theater Owners of America ever

Ij

manager

(ROXY) ROTHAFEL

L.

•

» »

addition took on the duties

exhibitors.

language means crossing the pond;
in the course of the year it
came to light that there had been an increase in RKO
foreign business amounting to a certain percentage,
but memory fails to serve on the exact figure.

had,

in

makes him a glutton for punishment,
don't know your exhibitors, especially

and

•

being

Ending his connection with Radio
City and its magic Music Hall,
which was born largely of his
imagination, he took a stage presentation of his "Gang" on a tour
of de luxe cinemas; made a trip
to

Elected vice-president of RKO Export Corp. in the realignment of

peregrinating, which

by

—

would be entitled

•

year

besides having that national presidency around his neck, in case
you've forgotten
so if you don't

Disney company
joined the Hays Office in 1934,
and about a dozen medals and
other honors were conferred upon the pappy of Mickey
Mouse, and quite a few little movie houses around
the world went to a policy of all-Disney cartoons; so
it's no wonder that he added
a two-story building to
addition,

SAMUELSON

the

off

of business

to have your picture in the papers;
in

E.

elected president of Allied States
Ass'n, he subsequently was also
Allied
re-elected
president
of
Theater Owners of New Jersey

• WALT DISNEY

•

•

gladly

will

an important role.

•

21

knows that double features are still here, no weaker
and perhaps a little stronger than they were a year
ago; and if you don't think that this is as it should

H.

none the
less actual and helpful, was the
conenthusiasm
and
assistance
tributed by the head of Consolidated Film Industries to the minor

million-dollar

1MH

DAILV

1935

making; and just to put the international touch on
he took a jaunt to England and produced
an O'Brien film there, probably the first western to
is

his activities,

be

made

that far east.

•

•

sales

as

of

chief

the roaring lion organization, this
trader horn of the celluloid realm
was honored a few months ago by
being elected to the presidency of
the Motion Picture Club, the popumeeting place and rendezvous
of industry notables, and incidentalto brag
ly where he will be able
lar

into

important ears about the number of M-G-

won

a

wide "Ten Best"

WALTER WANGER

FEIST

F.

By way of amplifying his ample
responsibilities

tures that

•

• FELIX

place

among The

M

pic-

Film Daily's nation-

poll.

HOWARD

stakes from the M-G-M
along about the middle of
May, this member of the more
erudite class of producers organized an independent unit under
Pulling

CULLMAN

S.

lot

•
No

EDWARD GOLDEN

contributed
enthusiasm, and you
might even say vital energy, in
defense of the much disputed
double
features
than
did
the
affable general sales manager of
Monogram; his master strokes to
save duals did not all become
public knowledge, but you know
and
he
knows and everybody

more

single

effort,

individual

his

own

activity

A

and established
Paramount lot,
the

his

know how

sen-

heart

and

but
in

with a
business and

scholar

interest,

none more close
the

past

year

to

than

the Roxy Theater, which under his
wing was brought back into the
S.R.O. class and became something

where he turned out, as a starter,
the year's most controversial and
no doubt most discussed picture,
"The President Vanishes," which was reputed to have
aroused the ire of war profiteers to the extent that
they tried to stop its exhibition; you
sitive these munitions makers are.

of

political,

name
on

gentleman

variety

a mecca for family trade that
came from both near and far to
take advantage of the show values

of

and

the

cinema.

hospitable

atmosphere

of

this

supersized
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•

•
As

the

of

among independent

petrel

the

units,

tor

was

year

mighty

a

busy

Hollywood

exhibi-

the

I.T.O.A.,

past

one

a

for

him and brother Billy, what with
adding two houses over here and
three over there, battling out union
contesting various provisions of the NRA
code, and participating in the countless other activities
that fall to the lot of an exhibitor leader and a fighter
difficulties,

singing

for

year

the

activities,

dered

a

fairly

Hk

chairmanship of First
Exchanges and a directorthe Trans-Lux organization, making
sizeable

load

^
^

translating

standable

,J

for

man

any

of

the

industry,

too;

admiration,
ture

fame

being what

seems

much on
toastmaster as on

his abilities

his

popular

as

a

as

brilliant

the line of counsellor-

to

together

all

carry.

Keeping mostly
doing

there,

BRULATOUR

E.

in

plenty

year 1934; and among his diligence
has been a knack for avoiding and eluding interviewers,
so there's naught else to be recorded in his behalf at
I

his

of

distributor

this

•

the background,
big things
of

writing.

Eastman

Circuit

financing

deals

that

brought needed cash to producing
companies; and, incidentally, the
business

of

Eastman

for

the

past

healthy spurt upward,
enabling the company to declare an extra dividend of
75 cents on the common stock and to resume the
employees' bonuses.
year took

a

WILLIAM

FERGUSON

R.

had

A.

LIGHTMAN

Picture

and

was

since the
l

^^ ^l

Took
than

~—^f/

^k ^to^p

^k
IM ^^

^B^^

I

with just

six,
it

the

under

being,

conscious

from

Metro and

eight or a

its

exploitation

from
line

down below
that

reached

41

regime

down

the

Malco

constellations,

the
as

at

way

the

W.
in

least

playing

of

S.

inimical

was

legislation.

BUTTERFIELD

for a revival of vaudeville
in

the past year, the But-

at once time had
couple dozen houses
stage acts again; another
circuit's activities of the
cricuit
a

COL. JOHN A.

this

terances

during

idea,

in

his

public

1934; and not a
but like most

worthy suggestions, it will probably get a
ing around before anything ever comes of

lot
it.

of

kick-

giving

this

sym-

a bit of international flavor,

across

head

the

of

S., in case you didn't know
and Col. Cooper has been get-

the U.

ut-

either,

of

COOPER

the border and meet
the Motion Picture
Distributors' Association of Canada,
which is the Dominion's cour/
part of the Hays organization^
step

in-

president of the M.P.T.C. of
Louis,
Eastern Missouri and
Illinois,

way

by

posium

ac-

big

the

long
all, here is a Colonel who was a Colonel
before the Kentucky Colonels became the rage.

was among
propounded by

topics

Southern

nothing.

by

for

it

do after

theaters,

of

of

of the
year was the launching of a drive
for juvenile attendance; but to get
Butterfield personally,
to W. S.
which is only the polite thing to

organizations,

chief

with

bad

part

practiced

St.

never seemed satisfied
dozen celebs as guests of honor;
or

dustrial

the

on

same

relations

public

star-

man

was always an even two dozen

tivities

the

of

chap
Columbia,

a bit of this

District

the eleventh time,
Anythirteenth?
way, it was right around the dozen
figure. On top of this, and in addition to his executive job with
the Warner organization, he finds
or makes time to be an active cog in general exhibmoves
itor affairs and in keeping an eye peeled for any
or

FRED WEHRENBERG

Advocacy

the

in

ganization

terfield

theaters;

•

within

activity

BRYLAWSKI

where the local M.P.T.O. recently
elected him president of the or-

bookings

—

the

apparently,

long

ace

re-

a

They think quite

Going

the

which shows what a man can do
when he quits being M.P.T.O.A.
president and goes to work; and
also sort of knocks into a cocked
hat all those wails from exhibitor
organizations about independents
being unable to survive in this major-made world, and
but you know the rest.

reins

presidential

any

memory;

idea

with him

M-G-M

over

Mo-

JULIAN

A.

Just

There were more big doings in the
A.M. P. A., and more stellar talent
graced the weekly luncheon tables.

credit

Engineers for three
giving up the post at

incumbency

his

•

month ago there came

a

Mason-Dixon

negative figured as an instrumental force in a number of im-

portant

• M.

Less than
the news

film

considerable

establishment of friendly relations
with the Society of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences, making possible greater cooperation
between the two associations for the general benefit
of the industry.

in

• JULES

GOLDSMITH

ROWLAND

A.

at-law.

but

himself

of

Fox Film where he occupied
a vice-presidency, this production
and story executive took his extensive background over to the
RKO Radio Pictures lot, where he
has been working quietly but diligently since the springtime of the

se-

building

be

gifts

his
in

is,

it

to

Doing

N.

with

won the thanks
and some of its
but, human na-

light

legal

A.

2

Film Daily, this bright

The

in

rially

young

published

as

all,

DR.

the early part of the past year,
terminating an association
after

code and
terms under-

into

it

to

the

by

In

film

the

analyzing

owned

Comerfords and now controlled by
Paramount with the Comerfords
handling operation, was drawn up
several weeks ago; outside of that,
it is worth
noting that the Penncom Corp. showed a
profit of $91,000 for the first half of 1934, which is
more than a lot of circuits did in those doldrum days.

the 1934 year-end to Homer G.
Trasker, among the organization's
accomplishments in the final year

it.

For

formerly

theaters

terms,

the

ship in

the

Comerford interests, which also include M. B. Comerford and Frank
C. Walker, and the Paramount organization, covering the 60 or more

tion

reorganization
moves and such; not satisfied with
alone,
the
responsibilities
these
energetic Pathe prexy also shoulDivision

COMERFORD

E.

as president of the Society of

earnings,

higher

RICHARD

JM
B^
£* J0R

early-

M.

STUART WEBB

•

happened during
the way of expended

in

1935

A new agreement between

in

Claus brought him an
appointment on the staff of Carl
Laemmle, Sr., so he quit his M. P.
T. 0. A. post and hied to Hollywood.

• LOUIS NIZER
JL\

resulting

Santa

things

posers, Authors & Publishers, of
which he is the general manager
and which rocked the industry
several months ago by upping its
fees for the use of music, which
caused exhibitors throughout the
land to sing out, "Was That the
Human Thing to Do?"— and the tough part of it is
from
that there's no way for Ascap to collect anything

exhibs

spring,

The man behind the guns at Pathe
Exchange, Inc., where plenty of

The "C" of his middle initial
comes from ASCAP, which in turn
means American Society of Com-

the

last

MILLS

C.

E.

of

•

M. P. T.
most active

some weeks; then an

bird

•
•

•

•

MEYER

S.
the

collapse that kept him a patient

for

heart.

a

FRED

secretary

0. A. and one of its
leaders, he overtaxed his endurance at the annual convention in

fast-growing Brandt
circuit in the metropolitan area, as
well as president of the stormiest

Head

2,

FILM INDUSTRY HISTORY IN 1934 »C

HARRY BRANDT

•

Wednesday, Jan.

it,

ting

re-elected

president of

it

as

back as the oldest Hudson Bay fur-trapper can recall, so he must know his stuff, as we uncouth film
muggs on this side of the border are wont to put it.
far
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OF A BENGAL LANCER

"THE LIVES
GARY COOPER
Aubrey Smith

C.

They took
dogs

of daring

.

.

.

The Bengal Lancers

kiss.

sons of Britain's finest

the four ends of the earth ... to live

hate

the tropic

in

romance and

Monte Blue

where they found

their love

and dared death with a

•

richard cromwell* franchot tone

•

...

and

.

.

.

and

riot

.

.

Kathleen Burke

•

sir

guy

standing

Directed by Henry Hathawa

it

devil-

they come from

die

.

midst of Mysterious India

rebellion

.

•

•

.

.

.

.

love

and

land of

.

revolt!

THE LIVES OF

3 1 [*fil

Revealing that mystic world of exotic rites
and barbaric beauty .. .which
Lancers on

charging
splendor

dancers

India!

is

parade

.

.

.

Military pageantry...

lavish

scenes of princely

palaces of Indian potentates, sloe-eyed nautch

in'

shrouded,

in

scented

Here

seraglios!

all

is

the

witchery of Asiatic enchantment and aJlure!

sp
NGAL

THE LIVES OF
Into the jaws of death.. into the
.

rode the Bengal

geous men
frontier

.

blazoned

.

.

.

.

.

handful of reckless, coura-

Lancers ... a

hordes on the world's wildest

facing rebel

fighting'

always

their glorious

mouth of hell

.

.

.

surrendering never

.

.

.

they

deeds on a mighty background of

Empire! The heart-filling story of three gallant comrades-in-

arms

.

.

.

and the regiment they

led to glory!

nhm
mem-

PARAMOUNT PICTURE

IT'S

THE

BEST

SHOWN

IN

TOWN

W:

THE
pa
Wednesday, Jan.

DAILY

1935

2,

ipATE BOOK«
Jan.

29

MGlw

3: Cleveland
Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Ass'n luncheon and election of officers,
Cleveland.

Meeting of newly formed
Independent Theaters Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan to ratify bylaws and elect officers, Milwaukee.
7:
Installation of officers of Local 666
International Photographers of the Motion
Picture Industries, Chicago.

Jan. 8:
Annual meeting of Allied
tions in New England, Boston.
Jan.

organiza-

Public hearing to determine minimum
costs in Greater New York, to be
conducted by the National Industrial Recovery Board in Oak Room of Raleigh Hotel, Washington, D. C, starting at 10 A. M.
11:

booth

Jan.

12:
Sixteenth Annual Movie Ball of metropolitan
district
theater
owners,
Hotel
Astor, New York.

7-21:

Jan.

International
Exposition
Industry, Tokio, Japan.

Film
Jan.

of

of arguments by the U. S
Supreme Court, Washington, in the Para
mount appeal from the lower court decision on American Tri-Ergon patents.

Feb.

Warner

Club's sixth annual dinnei
and ball, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York
16:

Feb.

23.

Annual

ball

Friars'

Frolic,

the

of

Detroit

Variety

Club.
Feb. 24:

Majestic

Theater,

PHIL M.DALY

civic

•

•

•

Hotel

M.P.T.O.A.
Roosevelt,

annual

New

New

universal custom
we will
permit ourself the luxury of making a forecast for the new
year before us
to the effect that Real Comedy in pix
will still be the most sought-after ingredient
that it will
continue to be the most Rare and Uncertain quantity to find
whether contained in screen material or individual
players
and more specifically
that Shemp Howard looks to be the surest bet among the newcomers to films
to provide that gawdgiven gift of Laughter that all
normal humans crave

•

holders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act on
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York

20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Holly

wood.

New

Incorporations
NEW YORK

—

Hobby Horses, Inc., Manhattan Motion pic
tures and vaudeville.
Capital, 100 shares of
stock.
Shareholders: Louis S. Aldrich, Philip J.

A Room

in

Red and White,

Inc.,

NOT LONG

Crime and Punishment Productions, Inc., Manhattan
Motion pictures.
Capital, 100 shares

—

Shareholders:

I.

Jack London, Eleanor

Brook and Anne Khan.
British-American Productions, Inc., New York
City
Theatricals.
Capital, 200 shares of stock.
Shareholders: Peter Clark, B. Charles Dean and

—

John

Magro.
Good-Will Pictures, Inc., Manhattan
Motion
pictures.
Capital, 100 shares of stock. Shareholders: Benjamin Wilensky, Joseph V. Rubino
and Batty Feldman.
L.

—

—

The Old Maid,
ture theaters.

Inc., Manhattan
Motion PicCapital, 30 shares preferred, par
Howard E. Reinheimer, Hilds

downtown. Admission scale
and 25 cents.

—

Big Springs, Tex.
theater opened Dec. 29.

•

•

•

T
T
T
WE STARTED something

with that Carriage Trade Contest between the Westminster and the Bijou
both claiming they have the edge on the ritzy patronage
in this

town

Loew's Lexington
Mister Owens sniffs
Rolls-Royce trade in

now comes Manager Frederick Owens of
at East 51st and Lexington. .....
"Huh.

We

have the

New York— or anywhere

LARGEST

for that
matter. Come up 'n see us some time and count the R. R's
for yourself"
you win First Prize, Mister Owens
A second-hand door-opening glove for your carriageman to open
(Note: There is only one
the doors of the Rolls-Royces
glove, as the carriageman, only uses one hand to open the doors.
Scotch patent pending)

—

else,

—

—

For - Web Amusement Co., Manhattan
Operaof theaters of all kinds.
Capital, $1,000.
Stockholders: Irving Mendelsohn, Ernest Maler
and Fannie Schechter.
tion

Cousins
places
stock.

of

Kaplin

and

— Amusement

Theater

Corp.,
Bronx
kinds.
Capital, 100

all
shares of
Shareholders:
Joseph Wolowich, Rose
Mollie Singelman.

—

"On

to Fortune," Inc., Manhattan
Theatriproductions generally.
Capital, 160 shares
of stock.
Shareholders: Charles S. Hefter, Rae
and Arthur Bernstein.

cal

\[

he Porter, Inc.,
bsitions.
Capital,

Verne

H.

Porter,

New

Leon

—

York City Musical
Stockholders:
$10,000.
A. Brody and Lillian

Rolnik.

Walt Disney Enterprises of Los Angeles granted authority to conduct a general .notion picture business in New York State, with offices
at 150 Broadway; Edward M. Frances, secretary.

New

Lyric

•

•

BACK FROM

a three-months' trip to the Orient
Charles Christie told us many interesting things
noted in his capacity as vice-prexy of the Mitchell Camera Comin Japan the Tokyo theaters show features averpany
the Orientals go in for quantity rather
aging 19 reels
and in India, 12 reels is considered a short
than quality
there are more studios in Bombay around the
feature
in India they make
Kohlapur section than in Hollywood
pix in four distinct languages for the different territories
Bombay makes pix in the Mahratta lanf'r instance
then there is the Hindi, Benguage, to cover the North
the latter the language
gali (Calcutta section) and Tamil
the followers of Gandhi
of the "Untouchables"
so you see that the India studios have their own unique probCharlie reports that Joe
lems in turning out pictures
Fisher in Singapore is still King in the Straits Settlements
his theater chain has a practical monopoly

•

« « «

» » »

Majestic

has

S. Stallings.

—

San Antonio Motion pictures on
popular industries, educational subjects and travel are shown every
day at the Witte Museum in Brackenridge Park.
Admission to the
museum is ten cents.

New
labor

Orleans

—Having

settled

its

troubles,

—

New Orleans RKO here won second place in the Clean Sweep Sales
Clean Up with Manager Guy Brown,
Salesman Roy E. Preiffer and Harold F. Cohen each getting a week's
salary as bonus.
Cleveland, Miss.

— Another

theater

will open shortly to serve this rapidly expanding community of 6,000. It
is the Delta, to be operated by Harwell and Jones in opposition to Mrs.
T. Johnson's Regent.

—

San Antonio New Army Post War
Department Theater at Ft. Sam
Houston opens soon after the first
of the

Goldman and Anne Glatterman.
Fairmay Theater Corporation, New York City
All branches of the theatrical business. Capital,
30 shares of stock.
Shareholders: John
J. 'Babe,
L. M. Taby and J. A. Lauridsen.

10

is

"The Drunkard"
company from Los Angeles will
open at the Dauphine theater here
New Year's Eve. Admission is a
dollar with free beer and coffee. The
Dauphine has been remodeled into
the Eagle Music Hall.

in a

New

Year.

value $100 each.

—

new

of the

• • • SO IT gave us some satisfaction
after writing a Rave about Howard's Humor
to have had various
individuals outside the film biz comment on his gift
as
they had also caught it in the short in question
and they
were curious about this Unknown
and wondered why
they didn't see more of him
so we hunted up Shemp
and learned that there are Big Things ahead for him
in pix
more or less confidential
he's as funny off
the screen as on
he told us about a fan admirer who
wrote for a photo
Shemp had none
but bethought
himself of a life-size portrait they had painted of him for use
in the Vitaphone short
so he had the portrait placed in
a crate six feet high
and sent it to his admirer by
freight

Manhattan

Stage plays and vaudeville.
Capital, $20 000.
Stockholders: Syd Klein, W. C. Evans and Ruth
Tucker.

of stock.

—Opening

Nacona, Tex. The
been remodeled by L.

•

Ann Martin.

Raff and

Des Moines

Roosevelt theater was hampered by
the blizzard on Christmas Day, but
during the holiday week, attendance
has been mounting daily, according
to A. H. Blank. Second-run features
are booked, alternating with the
showing at the Strand theater

ago we caught Mister Howard doing his
Vitaphone short featuring Dizzy and
Daffy Dean
and Mister Howard was Dizzy and Daffy
and Goofy
all rolled into one
we saw the pix
in the Warner projection room
and when you can catch
a pix cold and laff your head off
as we did
without benefit of audience reaction
THEN you know
the gent who caused such Rare Mirth must Have Something.

•

daffy didoes

convention

Orleans.

Awards Banquet of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Hollywood
March 4:: Extraordinary meeting of stock-

Feb. 27:

May

auditorium here.

IN LINE with the

York.
Feb. 25-27:

la.
Robert Robertson,
recently came from Iola, Kan.,
is the new manager of the Grand
theater at Ottumwa, a Tri-States theater. He succeeds A. P. Owens, who
resigned to become manager of the

the

Hearing

14:

—

Ottumwa,

who

Jan. 3-4:

Jan.

»NEWSofDAY«

Lincoln, Neb.

Kiva

manager,

Colo.,

to

—

Dave Morrison,

for Greeley,
see his father who was
seriously injured in an auto crackup.
He will be gone a week.
left

Indianapolis— Central City AmuseCo. has acquired the Capitol
theater. New sound equipment and
a modern screen have been installed.

ment

Carl Niesse, general manager of the
company, will direct the policy of
the house.

—

Bandits obtained
$250 in a holdup of
the cashier's cage at the Fountain Square theater the other night.
The loss is fully covered by insurIndianapolis

more than

ance.

THE
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««« EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS »»c
was

Numerous Tie-ups
On "Kid Millions"
SERIES

A

of effective tie-up

and co-operative ads high-

campaign put over by Manager G.
Freeman of the Poli theater
lighted

here

the

and

Eddie
through

starring

Cantor
United

the

division,

tie-up

Ginger Ale accounted for 2,500 additional window streamers, plugging the
opening of "Kid Millions"; and
the Dri-Korn Bakery arranged
an attractive window display
and inserted special heralds in
i'O.OOO packages leaving their
res.
A Community Chest
Party for orphans and crippled
Club

children got the attraction connewspaper
siderable
space.
Hood's distributed free icecream
and more than 500 children attended the special showing.

Eight leading merchants got

window displays

additional

llxl4's and
cut-outs of Eddie Cantor.
Cooperative
ads
secured
were
through tie-ups with the follow-

using scene

stills,

Mohican Market, Warwick

Clothes, Albert Radio, Dri-Korn
Bakery, Springfield Coal, Hadley Furniture, Meekins, Packard ft Wheat, and the Worthy
Hotel.

One thousand special throwaways were distributed, all local
newsboys wore special aprons
announcing the opening of "Kid
Million-."

and

leading

hotels

special
frames
in
their lobbies plugging the picTabloids were distributed
ture.
throughout the city in a houseAll local
to-house campaign.

displayed

"Union," "News"
and "Republican" played up the
opening with feature stories and
numerous photos of Eddie Canpapers,

—Poli

Thnilcr,

Springfield, Mass.

Music Memory Contest
In "Merry Widow" Campaign

PUBLICITY

Director
Frank
Savage arranged for a mu-

memory contest
connecn with the showing of "The
"The Merry Widow" at the
Warner Theater. Youngstown.
sic

in

Kxcerpts from classical pieces
were played and listeners were
asked to identify them. Savage

Large posters were spotted on
both sides of thirty-five Superior
Transfer trucks, delivering local newspapers from plants to
railroads and merchandise to
principal stores.

Approximately eight thousand
"Babes in Toyland" novel advertising toys were distributed
school pupils in cooperation
the theater and newspapers.

to

with

Spectacular Campaign

For "Babes

the

Ice

Country

ing:

Theater,

Youngstown

C)NE

Cream Co. got out 700
two-color
window streamers;

out

— Warner

opening of "Kid
Samuel Goldwyn pro-

Artists.

In

A special tabloid was used in
the local "Telegram." A tie-up
was arranged with a leading hat
store on Jeanette MacDonald.

exploitation

released

Hood

ex-

the

for

Millions,"

duction

M-G-M

assisted by an

ploiteer.

in

of the

Among

Toyland"
most spectacular

campaigns ever put over for

was launched

a feature picture

Cleveland in connection with
Hal Roach's Laurel-Hardy special, "Babes in Toyland," at the
Stillman theater.
in

Front page publicity was derived for the

show when Presi-

dent Roosevelt in person responded by telephone to an offer
to give the proceeds of a midnight

show

the

to

the additional acces-

which were utilized to
great advantage were bookmarks
in 25 public libraries, one sheet
sories

novelty card posters exhibited
in the lobbies of the Statler,
Allerton and Cleveland hotels.
Laurel and Hardy "reserved"
cards for tables in the leading
and hotels, and
restaurants

"Babes

in

Toyland"

cones for children
shall

drug

ice cream
in 48 Mar-

stores.

—Stillman

Theater, Cleveland

Warm

Springs fund.

The

first

showing of the

film,

was also a world premiere, was preceded by a colorwhich

band parade, with red flares
and banner, to the doors of the
theater.
Arc lights there made
more of a display than anything
Cleveland has seen since politiful

Extensive Campaign
On "Girl of Limberlost"
A/f ANAGER Earl Crawford of
the Capitol Theater, Kalamazoo, staged an extensive advance campaign for his first-run

cal

engagement of the Monogram

cast

picture,

convention days. A broadwas conducted on the sidewalk outside the theater, with
Mayor David, Governor-Elect
Davey and other celebrities
among the speakers. All invited
guests
received
Jumbo telegrams, delivered by regular Postal Telegraph messengers.

An

attention

-

commanding

"Babes in Toyland" float was
sent through the chief streets of
the city as an advance ballyhoo.
Two scenes from the picture
were mounted on a large flat
illumination
at
The truck later became
an important unit in the monCleveland Press parade
ster
truck,
night.

with

staged on Thanksgiving Day.

Ten thousand football teaser
heralds were distributed at the
"Cleveland News" Skippies
game at League Park, while a
similar number were used at the
Western Reserve-Carroll game.
A thousand stickers were pasted
newspapers delivered to
on
guests at the Carter, Hollenden
A
and Fenway Hall hotels.
thousand stickers were also sent
to private homes on Mullaire
cleaning bags.

An

extensive tie-up with Old
Gold resulted in placing of theater and play date stickers in
important cigar stores and
all
Leading
counters in the city.
department stores in the city
tied up for toyland window displays, using special easel signs.

"A Girl of the LimberHe was assisted by Harry

lost."

Berman

of

Monogram's Detroit

office.

A

classified

ad contest was

staged in the "Gazette" several
days prior to the engagement,
the newspaper giving the picture 70 inches of free advertising and a number of feature
the
stories.
It also featured
special showing arranged for
the Lake Farm Home for Boys
and the Detention Home, running stories in the Sunday and
Monday issues of the "Gazette."
In addition, 5,000 tabloids were
inserted in the "Gazette."

About 3,000 heralds were disWoolworth
the
tributed
at
stores, where window and fountain displays were arranged, six
paper streamers 30 inches by 12
advertised "Girl of the
Limberlost" Sundae at the fountains.
Two cards 28 inches by
inches were used in attractive window displays, together
with five mounted stills calling
inches

1

I

to the "New Movie
Magazine" breaks on the picHeralds were inserted in
ture.

attention

all

outgoing packages.

The

Kresge

Stores likewise
2,500 heralds, arranged fountain displays and
plugged the "Girl of the Limberlost" Sundae. Streamers were
posted on all fountain mirrors
and the window display tied in
distributed

with "Modern Magazine" breaks
on "Limberlost."

Kroger's Grocery distributed
2,500 heralds,, one in every package, and arranged an elaborate
window display; 2,000 book
matches advertising the picture
were distributed in cigar stores,
restaurants and hotels, and 15
Lux Toilet Soap Streamers of
Marian Marsh as heroine of the
picture were posted on the windows of all drug stores.

— Capitol

Theater, Kalamazoo

Radio, Newspaper Tie-ups

Help "Don Juan"

in

Houston

TIE-UP with local radio
dealers and the "Houston
Post," and an attractive street
ballyhoo were the highlights of
the exploitation campaign arranged by Manager W. V. Taylor of Loew's State Theater,
Houston, for the opening of
"The Private Life of Don Juan,"
A

London Films production starDouglas Fairbanks and
Merle
Oberon
and
released

ring

through United Artists.
In the radio tie-up, the Philco,

Atwater Kent and Kadette Companies got out a special second
page section in the "Post." This
tie-up netted the picture a fourcolumn nine-inch layout on page
one and a one-column five-'inch
story on page four in addition to
the entire front page of the second section devoted to copy on
"The Private Life of Don Juan"
and the various radios. Many of
the radio ads also carried strong
selling copy on "The Mighty

Barnum" and

"Kid Millions,"
forthcoming releases at Loew's
State.

For

a street ballyhoo, Taylor

man dressed as Don Juan
mounted on a beautiful horse
with a silver mounted saddle
and bridle.
The rider covered

used a

the principal business sections
of the city and handed each lady
a sprig of flowers with a label
attached to each, reading: "See
the world's greatest lover in
'The Private Life of Don Juan'
at Loew's
compliments of Carroll Florists."
The picture received plugs over radio stations
KPRC and KTRH. All three lo-

—

cal
newspapers, the "Post,"
"Chronicle" and "Press" devoted
considerable space to advance
stories with feature breaks following the opening. Both Fairbanks and Oberon came in for
many photos in each of the pa
pers.
Special panels and bio,
ups as well as cut-outs of

stars in the picture were us'
SOU
at the front of the theater.

— Loew's

State Theater,

Houston

I

b

Of?

FOX

FILM

THE BIGGEST

FIRST

QUARTER LINE-UP
THIS INDUSTRY

HAS

1P)

EVER SEEN

*

c

m

jyat^jg ivs

'

/we mtwma/* A N U A R Y
SHIRLEY TEMPLE

BRIGHT EYES

m
With

JAMES DUNN.

Produced by

Sol.

M.

Directed by David Butler.

Wurtzel.

ROGERS

WILL

m the

COUNTY CHAIRMAN
GEORGE

By

ADE.

With Evelyn Venable,

Louise Dresser, Mickey Rooney

Kent Taylor,

Produced by Edward

and Stepin Fetchit.

Directed by

Butcher.

John

WOMAN

MYSTERY
Mona

With

Halliday,

Stone.

Barrie,

W.

Blystone.

Gilbert

Rod LaRocque.

Roland,

John

Produced by John

Directed by Eugene Forde.

EAST RIVER
(Tentative Title)

with

EDMUND LOWE

VICTOR McLAGLEN
Florence

Rice,

Marjorie

Bickford, Siegfried Rumann.
T.

Kane.

story

Rambeau,

Charles

Produced by Robert

Directed by Raoul Walsh.

by Bordon Chase and Edward

J.

From the
Doherty.

LOTTERY LOVER
With Lew Ayres, "Pat"
Walter

King,

Paterson, Peggy Fears,

Alan Dinehart, Reginald Denny,

Nick Foran. Produced by Al Rockett. Directed

by William

(&

M.

Thiele.

From the story by Siegfried

Herzig and Maurice Hanline.

(0

FEBRUARY
GAYNOR
WARNER BAXTER
ONE MORE SPRING
JANET

in

With Walter

Jane Darwell, Grant
Mitchell, Rosemary Ames, John Qualen, Roger
Imhof, Nick Foran and Stepin Fetchit. Produced
by Winfield Sheehan. Directed by Henry King.
From Robert Nathan s novel.
King,

CHAN

CHARLIE
With

in

PARIS

WARNER OLAND,

Mary Brian, Thomas
Produced by John Stone.
Directed by Louis Seiler. Based on the Earl

Beck, Erik Rhodes.

Derr Biggers character.

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

ond

LIONEL BARRYMOREm
THE LITTLE COLONEL
With

Evelyn Venable,

Bill

Robinson.

novel by Annie Fellows Johnston.

by

B.

G. DeSylva.

From the

Produced

Directed by David Butler.

MR. & MRS. MARTIN

JOHNSON'S

BABOONA
An

Aerial Epic

Truman

Over

Su pervise d by

Talley.

HAROLD
W)

Africa.

BELL

WRIGHT'S

WHEN A MAN'S A MAN
.tarring

00

GEORGE

O'BRIEN

With Dorothy Wilson, Paul Kelly. Presented
by Sol Lesser and John Zanft. Produced by
Sol Lesser.
Directed by Edward F. Cline.

(0

:

Wir^r^^fe'

mwim a/^ ARCH
ROGERS

WILL

in

BEGINS AT 40

LIFE

With Rochelle Hudson, George

Barbier,

Jane

Darwell, Slim Summerville, Richard Cromwell.

Produced by Sol M. Wurtzel.

George
best

Walter

From

Marshall.

Directed by
B.

Pitkin's

seller.

GEORGE

WHITE'S

SCANDALS
With Alice
Cliff

Faye,

Ned

Edwards,

Arline

James Dunn, Lyda Roberti,
Sparks,

Eleanor Powell,

Judge and George White.

Produced

by George White. Directed by James

Tinting.

FOR MURDER

RECIPE

(Tentative Title)

with

EDMUND LOWE

and

VICTOR McLAGLEN
From the story by Vincent

by Sol

M.

Starrett.

Produced

Wurtzel. Directed by Eugene Forde.

MAN

EATING TIGER
(Tentative Title)

Adapted

from

Rose Caylor.

the

play

Directed

Produced by Robert T

by Ben Hecht and
by Melville Brown.
Kane.

HIGHWAY ROBBERY
(Tentative Title)

From the American Magazine story by

(0?

Albert Treynor.

(0
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TOPICS

!>
Hope

for Better Pictures
Entirely Up to Public

TN

an ideal world, motion

—

tures

of

pic-

they existed at all in
such a world would be such
perfect embodiments of truth
that no one could be uncertain
about their moral effect: right
and wrong, with their just and
if

inevitable

—

would show

effects,

themselves infallibly and unmistakably, in whatever subtle and
relative guises they appeared,
and no one could be led astray.
But the world is still imperfect,

not

persist

though

ideal,

and struggle

on.

ideals

This

summer has

seen ideals about
motion pictures sturdily asserting themselves once more, more
organized and more vocal and

—

more

effective, it

would appear

—than ever before.

Effective at
the picture-

giving
makers pause, and making them
take account of stock.
It has never seemed completely proved that motion picture producers are just a gang
of villains, bent upon nothing
the
debauching
public.
but
Rather have they seemed a bewildered group of merchants,
least

in

with an enormous clientele to
whom they were almost pathetically eager to give perfect satisfaction.
There is no doubt
that if the public demanded and
patronized masterpieces the producers would produce masterTheir
pieces if they could.
greatest trouble, is that they are
never quite sure what the public
does want. When they do succeed in making a lucky guess,

—

and a popular

hit,

And

the things that this
great mass of people hux-ry to
see on the screen are not on a
very different level from the
things they buy to read in the
newspapers and periodicals of
large circulation, or from what
they listen to in the greatest
numbers on the radio. A good
deal of it is futile but probably
harmless.
Much of it is silly
and stupid, false to life and far
from uplifting either in taste or
morals, the best of it seldom
anything better than negative.
Rarely is there a movie, just as
there is rarely a book read by
millions,
i

all

of

all

faiths

who swept
summer with

professions,

the country this
their strong demands for a different kind of movies call them

—

—

what may
have done something toward
giving the public a voice. The
results will depend on what that
better or cleaner or

for producers can
h-aed a voice only when it says

voice

says,

something they can understand.

For a while,

in a sort of panic,

obey the
this" and "don't do
of mandate, which
them far unless they
they will

is

wanted instead

"don't do
that" kind

won't

get

know what

of "this"

and

In the long run the
only thing they will depend on
will be what the public goes to
"that."

and what

see

it

stays

away

from.

The answer still seems to be
and it is no news to readers of
this magazine-

—that better films

become more numerous the more
the public improves in its taste
and encourages better films.

And

films

that

really

present

cinematic art, with no hope of
appeal to the masses, will not
even be attempted in any numbers till producers for some reason become willing to make an
occasional picture for a limited
audience.
James Shelley Hamilton,

—

National Board of Review

Magazine

we imme-

diately find the market glutted
with repetitions of the hit.
The public, being so large,
largely inarticulate except
is
through the potent voice of its
dimes and quarters at the box
office.

TIMELY INTEREST

of

men and women,

and

which one can positive-

a$\\ assert has had any

beneficial

on many people's taste or
conduct.
Because the public
gets what it appears to want.
"Appears to want" may not
mean "does want." For who can

IIP Jfect

interpret the desires of the inarticulate masses?
The groups

Two Types of Comedy Teams
Cited by Charles Riesner
'TpHE successful comedy team
of the screen must be either
utterly dissimilar in every respect, or else its members so
similar that they are identical,
to get laughs successfully.

By far the most comedy teams
are of people utterly unlike each
other. One is usually short, the
other tall; one aggressive, the
other easy-going, and so on. I

—

have directed many Weber
Fields,
Marie DressTer
Polly Moran, W. C. Fields
Chester Conklin, Laurel
Hardy, and so on.

and
and
and
and

The other type consists of two
people so alike that one can be
On the
taken for the other.
screen for some reason we don't
see such teams often, but in
vaudeville we used to have
plenty of them, like Martini and
Maximilian. I remember a show,
"The Three Twins," which

de-

pended entirely for laughs on
three

men

35

looking exactly alike.
—Charles F. Riesner

Frank Capra Tells
About His System

I

pictures I direct are
practically finished before I
I work right
go on the set.
along with the writer, Robert
usually run out of
Riskin.
Hollywood to a quiet place and
go to work. It takes three times
as long to complete a workable
script as it does to shoot the picture. Even then I don't consider
I'm apt to change
it iron-clad.
anything in the middle, a sequence or incident, if it doesn't
feel right to me when it gets

We

before the cameras. This isn't
a difficult matter. It's just like
taking a limb off one section of
the tree and grafting it on some
place else where it will give better balance, add beauty.

never do an awful

can pick the actors best suited

the roles, right from the
extras on up. Sometimes I pick
them out of the casting line,

for

'T'HE

I

+

lot

of

grab them off the
can get actors any
place so long as I have the story.
I never go to see one of my
sometimes
street.

own

I

I

pictures in a theater once

previews are over and it
has been released. By that time
I'm so fed up with it I never
want to see it again. I can
look with enthusiasm to the
next one as a change and a rest.
But I go to the movies often. I
enjoy them.
Why? Brother,
have you a wife who says, "Let's
go to the movies tonight?" I
the

have.

And

I

go.

—Frank

I give the
"directing" either.
actors their roles, and follow the
line of least resistance, myself.

That is, I give them their heads.
an actor understands the part
and knows his lines there isn't
much I can tell him; he can
make few mistakes. There are

Cajyra

If

times, of course, when either the
part or the actor or both has to

go through an adjustment, to
bring out a better performance.
That is, the jpart fitted a little
more closely to the actor, or the
actor guided a little more closely
into the spirit of the part as
was written.

it

I believe pretty much in simEnplicity in picture making.
tertainment isn't a complicated
process. It has certain essential

Nothing the screen
elements.
does should detract from these,
from the actors on the screen
and what they are doing. Camera tricks and artistic directorial smartness are liable to
distract an audience rather than
enhance the entertainment value
picture is like
of the film.
an electric current, and the curThe
rent cannot be broken.
minute an audience is conscious
of the fact that the photography
is more interesting than what
the actors are doing, the current

A

snapped.
I don't use unknown players
in leading roles simply because
the public has come to look for
names and must have them. It
isn't because I can't find a better actor or an actor more suited
to the role, that I hire big-name
stars.
It's because the public
looks for their names on the
fronts of theaters. If the people who buy the tickets can be
given enough confidence in the
director and his selection to play
his long shots instead of their
favorites, the result would be
more completely rounded productions.
In minor roles I can
have more leeway. Not hampered by the thought of names,
is

Urges Greater Attention

To Balancing of Programs
'THE paradox inherent in motion pictures

would seem

to

be that their producers must
divorce themselves from theater
imitation, while their exhibitors

might well learn a lesson from
theater showmanship. The commercial

wares
form,

theater
in

their

stressing

presents

most
the

its

salable

particular

appeal of each offering. If the
motion pictures are to meet with
universal approbation, they must
be "played up" even more, by
being supplemented with programs which help the feature
out instead of toning it down or
contradicting its intent.
Shorts and vaudeville can so
elaborate and enhance the mood
flatly

of a feature, or contribute to its
setting or idea, as to increase

audience appreciation and swell
the ranks of paying customers.
This need never result in monotony, nor does it require even
at the present time a new production trend.
There are suitable short subjects now for most
of the major films; what is
lacking is a good theater juggler's hand to fit the- right
shorts to the right features.
When the adjustment has been
made the motion picture prowill have a new artistic
dignity, and undiminished, even

gram

accentuated, audience appeal.
Martha Jethro in

—

National Board of Review

Magazine

Features Reviewed
Reviewed

Title

Girl-RKO

Adventure
Affairs

A

of

Gentleman-U
6-23-34
11-21-34

Law-COL.

Against

the

Age

Innocence-RKO.. 9-1-34

of

Came

Along

Among
Anne
Are

Sally-GB

.6-16-34

.

Missing-COL. 9-25-34

the

BD — British

Green Gables-

of

RKO

You

Are

AM — Amkino
KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
ANG — AmerAnglo Corp
GEN— General Films
A MB — Ambassador Pictures
GOP — Goldsmith Productions
AU — Capt. Harold Auten
BAV— Bavaria Film AG
HOL— Hollywood Film Ex.
BEA-Beacon Productions
IMP Imperial Dist.
BEL— Waldemar D. Bell
INT — International Stageplay

8-3-34

BIP

11-16-34

We

Bachelor of Arts-F
Bachelor Bait-RKO
Band Plays On-MGM

..

The-GAR
Beggar's HoUday-TOW.
the

Belle

of

Beast

of

PAR.

Pictures

—

GAR— Leon Garganoff
GB — Gauraont-British
GFF — General Foreign Film?

.8-6-34

.

Biography

WA.. 11-13-34
Bachelor Girl

MGM.. 12-18-34

Moon-COL

6-28-34
9-1-34
Date-COL
7-26-34
Blossom Time-BIP
6-1-34
Bad-UA
to be
Bride of the Lake-ANG. .9-11-34
12-8-34
Bright Eyes-F
8-2-34
British Agent-FN
11-9-34
Broadway BUI-COL
..10-31-34
Melody-OLY
Broken
By Your Leave-RKO ... 12-8-34
7-10-34
Call It Luok-F

Black
Blind

Sea-COL

Captain Hates the

1

1-30-34
9-28-34

Caravan-F
Case of the Howling Dog

WA.. 10-17-34
7-30-34
9-1-34

Pew-F
Chained-MGM
CaVs

Chan

Charlie

London-F

in

9-13-34
.8-25-3-.

y2A -\\

Cheating Cheaters-U

Chu Chin Chow-GB

Circus Clown-WA
City Park-CHE

Rhythm-PAR
en

Count

„^

Holiday-BEA

12-26-34
12-8-34

Stanley-

Helen

COL

7-3 34

Crime on the HUl-BIP. .10-13-34
Crimson Romance-M AS. .9-26-34
Crime Without Passion

PAR.. 8-18-34

7-6-34
7-18-34
10-2-34

Streets-CHE

Cross
Cuesta Abajo-PAR
Curtain Falls-CHE
Czar Wants to Sleep

AM..

Dtmes-WA
Dancing Man-PYR
Das Blaue

12-8-34

9-13-34

Death-TOP

Death on

the

.

.

H -30-34

Diamond-MGM

9-22-34
12-4-34
5-34
8-1
The-COL.
Rests,
Defense
Demon for Trouble-STE. 8-1 0-34

Dangerous Corner-RKO

..

4

Deserter-AM
'iHH
9-15-34
Desirable-WA
Die Freundin Eines Grossen
,

9-13-34

Mannes-XX
Tage

in

6-23-34
6-22-34

Aranjuez-XX

Dr. Monica-WA
Don Quixote-BEL ...12-26-34
Dos Mas Uno Dos-F. .. 10-30-34
Dos Mujeres y un Don Juan
KIN. .6-5-34
Down to Their Last Yacht-RKO
9-22-34

Dragon Murder Case
FN..8-23-i
Du Oder Keine-XX ... 10-30-34
9-29-34
Dude Ranger-P
12-27-34
Kin Frau Die Du-XX
Ein Mann Will in Die Heimat

XX

Ein

Mann

land-XX

Will

Productions

Rocky

REG— Regal
RKO— RKO-Radio Picture!
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
SOV— Sov.-Am.

SPE — Spectrum
STA Stage 4 Screen
STE — William Steiner

—

U

XX — No

PTods.

11-13-34

Escape-BEA
Give My Love-U

Jane

XX. .10-15-34
.11-10-34
11-13-34

Evelyn Prentice-MGM

Evensong-GB

Wives-INV
Hero-STE
Rookie-MA Y
Through-WK.

Fifteen

Fighting
Fighting
Fighting
Fighting

.

.

7-17-3'
7-17-34
7-12-34
.8-29-34
.

Trooper-AMB.11-21-34

Stan-XX. .12-28-34
Flirtation Walk-FN
Flirting With Danger

1

1-2-34

10-15-34

Fluechtlinge-UFA

Friends of Mr. Sweeney-

Forsaking All

Others

MGM.

.12-19-34
8-23-34

UFA.. 11-5-34
11-15-34
Frontier Days-SPE
Fuerst Woronzeff-UFA. 11-19-34
12-8-34
Fugitive Lady-COL
Fugitive Road-INV. ..11-13-34
12-4-34
Gambling-F
Gay Bride, Gay-MGM .. 12-15-34
10-3-34
Gay Divorcee-RKO
r.ehetzte

Gentlemen

Menschen XX
Are Born

... 6-5-34

FN.. 11-22-34
Gift
of
Gab-U
Girl of the Llmberlost

Girl

9-25-34

Girl in
Girl O'

8-4-34
9-11-34

Danger-COL
My Dreams

MOP.. 11-6-34
7-20-34
7-26-34

Canary-F
Great Defender-BIP

Grand

Great Expectations-U .12-26-34
6-23-34
Great Flirtation-PA R

Green Eyes-CHE

11-3-34
11-3-34
6-23-34
Half-A-Sinner-U
9-26-34
Halsingar-XX
6-1-34
Handy Andy-F
Happy Landings-MOR.. 7-31-34
Happiness Ahead-FN ...9-27-34

Flash-RKO

Gridiron

Hat,

Coat and Glove-

RKO.. 7-27-34
Have

Heart-MGM

a

Heart Song-F
Here Comes the

.10-19-34
6-6-34

Groom-PAR

Is

My

WA

Heart-PAR

Heroes of the Arctic- AM

Hell Cat-COL
Hide-Out-MGM

Am

Eyre-MOP

7-17-34
11-23-34
8-18-34

Jealousy-COL
Judge Priest- F
Kansas City Princess

BIP.. 10-5-34

WA

Kentucky Kemels-RKO

.

The-WA

Key.

RKO.

.11-3-34
1-22-34
5-31-34

1

She Learned About Sailors-

F
Shock-MOP

set

Kid Millions-UA
10-17-34
Kidnaping Gorillas-KIN. .12-1-34
King Kelly of the U. S. A.

MOP.. 9-11-34
Kiss and Make Up-PAR.6-30 34
Kocha, Lubi, Szanuje

XX.. 11-3-34
La

Bataille-TAP

7-10-34
La Buenaventura-WA. .. .9-18-34
Lady by Choice-COL. .. 10-6-34
Ladies Should ListenPAR.. 7-28-34
Lady is Willing. The

COL.. 8-1 1-34
Lemon Drop Kid-PAR.

.10-27-34
6-16-34
Let's Talk it Over-U
Let's Try Again
RKO. 6-22-34
Life of Vergie Winters-RKO
6-13-34
Limehouse Blues-PAR. 12-8-34
Little Friend-GB
10-16-34

—

Little

.

Man, What Now?
U.. 6-1-34

Men-MAS

12-13-34
Minister-RKO. .12-22-34
Lost in the Stratosphere
MOP.. 10-23-34
Lost Lady. A-FN
10-5-34
Love Captive- U
6-7-34
Love Time-F
11-3-34
Loyalties-AU
10-26-34
Little
Little

.

.

as

Black

4-12-34

Shirts)

Man Who Changed His Name
DU.. 10-16-34
Man With Two Faces
FN.. 7-12-34

Marie Galante-F
11-20-34
Marines Are Coming-MAS

.

6-9-34

.7-18-3'

XX.. 11-19-34

Duenn-XX

12-1-34

Marion Das Gehoert Sich Nicht

XX.

.12-18-34
9-18-34
Mass Struggle-KIN
Melodie Der Liebe-XX .9-18-34
Men of the Night-COL. 11-28-34
Menace-PAR
1 1-22-34
.

.9-19-34

11-27-34
8-7-34

8-22-34
Most Precious Thing in Life
COL.. 11-13-34

6-2-34
Mother. 1905-AM
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage

Patch-PAR

10-27-34

Murder on the Blackboard

RKO.
the

in

in

the

Under the Skin-COL.
6-8-34

Six-Day

Bike

Rider

FN.. 11 -2-34
Smoking Guns-U
Register-COL

Social
Spiel

Dem

Mit

XX.. 11-27-34
F.. 8-22-34
St. Louis Kid-WA
Stamboul Quest-MGM
Star Pacfcer-MOP

Private

Air-F

.6-27-34

Car
.7-10-34

12-14-34
... 12-1-34

Sweets-CHE
Dynamite-RKO.

Stolen
Strictly

the

is

Way

10-13-34
Tour-MGM
Women Are Danger-

Such
ous-F

6-9-34

Failure-M OP. 10-2-34

Successful

9-4-34
Take the Stand-LIB
6-21-34
Tell-Tale Heart-DU
That's Gratitude-COL. 10-27-34
8-6-34
Their Big Moment-U
There's Always Tomorrow
.

P.. 11-27-34

Woman-COL. 10-16-34

Neath Arizona Skies

MOP.. 12-8-34
Gwyn-UA

Nell

7-12 34
12-8-34
10-25-34
Norah O'Neale-DU
Not Against Flesh-GFF. 8-14-34

Night

Alarm-MAJ

Notorious

Lang-PAR.

Sophie

7-21-34
.10-13-34

Now and Forever-PAR
Of Human BondageRKO.. 6-27-34

11-1-34
Raider-JMtAY
Old-Fashioned Way-PAR. 7-14-34
One Exciting Adventure

Oil

U..1 1-27-34

One in a Million-INV. .. 12-1-34
8-10-34
One More River-U
One Night of Love-COL. .7-6-34
Once to Every Bachelor
LIB.. 8-23-34

On

Secret

Service-BIP. .7-31-34

6-2-34
Operator 13-MGM
8-8-34
Our Daily Bread-UA
11-3-34
Outcast Lady-MGM
Outlaws' Highway-TRO. 11-3-34

Ore

Y

Plata-INC

7-26-34

Veil-MGM

11-24-34
.7-28-34
Paris Interlude-MGM
8-30-34
Party's Over-COL
8-31-34
Peck's Bad Boy-F
8-1-34
Personality Kid-WA
Petersburg Nights-AM .. .9-13-34
10-5-34
Power-GB
President Vanishes-PAR 11-17-34
Private Life of Don JuanUA.. 11-1 5-34
6-15-34
Private Scandal-PAR
10-23-34
Pursued-F
Pursuit of Happiness-PAR
10-26-34

Painted

.

U.. 11-10-34
Three Songs About Lenin

AM.. 11-3-34
365

Nights

F.. 11-6-34

Ticket to a

.10-17-34
12-20-34
9-15-34

Merry-Go-Round

Transatlantic

UA.. 11-1-34
IsHand-MGM.
Tu Hijo-XX
Two Heads on a Pillow
Treasure

LIB
Fahne

Unsere

.8-8-34
12-18-34

.

.

.

10-3-34

Uns

Flattert

Voran-UFA
Wagon Wheels-PAR
Waltz Time in Vienna

7-10-34

10-5-34

UFA.. 11-20-34
Wake Up

and Dream-U. 10-11-34
Wednesday's Child

We

RKO.. 11-13-34
Live Again-UA

Wenn

9-24-34

Herzen Sich Finden

XX.. 11-13-34
We're Rich Again-RKO. .8-11-34

Pecos-RKO 12-29-34
What Every Woman Knows

West

of the

Man

MGM.. 10-5-34

When

a

When

Strangers

Red
U.. 11-24-34
Meet-LIB

Sees

10-9-34

6-15-34
White Heat-PIN
12-27-34
Whit Lies-COL
10-22-34
White Parade-F
Whom the Gods Destroy

COL.. 7-12-34

Wicked Woman,
Wild Gold-F

Woman

6-16-34
Rakoczi Induic-D
... 1 1-22-34
8-6-34
Ra-Mu-FAI
Randy Rides Alone-MOP. 6-14-34
6-5-34
Rawhide Mail-M A R
Ready for Love-PAR. .. 11-30-34
9-18-34
Redhead-MOP

BEA.
Crime-BEA

Beyond-MOP

Trail

Rabbi's

a Eva?-XX 12-27-34
Power-XX
6-2-34
Racketeer Round-up-THO

Hollywood

in

Thunder Over Texas

Quien Mato

AN

11-1-34
7-7-34
7-3-34
8-7-34
..7-5-34

M-G-M.. 8-29-34

.

the

8-1-34

Springtime for Henry

Student

Wife the Miss-XX .9-13-34
Nada Mas Que Ana Mujer

Name

7-20-34

8-18-34

Feuer

CloseUps-AM

Soviet

Straight

Und Kind-XX

My

Sisters

.6-5-34

the

in

the

FN.. 12-26-34
Museum-

PR O.
Murder

7-24-34

Works-PAR... 7-7-34
8-14-34
Side Streets- F N
11-12-34
Silver Streak-RKO
Sing Sing Nights-MOP. 11-27-34

Shoot

Clouds

the

.

Madame Bovary-TAP. .11-20-34
Madame Du Barry-WA. .8-8-34
Man from Hell-WK
8-29-34
Man from Utah-M OP.. .5-23-34
Man of Aran-GB
10-20-34
Man of Courage-EUR (Reviewed

6-28-34
12-22-34
.9-29-34
7-7-34
8-18-34

Wolfgangsee

Ransom-U

Noert-D AN. 10-18-34
Durch Dick Und

a

in

7-28-34

She Loves Me Not-PAR. 7-19-34
8-22-34
She Waa a Lady-F

Kent

Moonstone, The-M OP
Morning After-M AJ

Music
Mutter

Entrance-F .... 9-26-34

Servants'

Bros

Mindent
Mit Dir

Murder

9-18-34

12-22-34
Sequoia-MGM
She Had to Choose-MAJ. 9-18-34

Artistt

distributor

Murder

Letter-MAJ

School for Girls-LIB ... 10-16-34
Scotland Yard Mystery

MGM.

Man's Game, A.-COL. .7-24-34
Many Happy Returns-PAR

His Greatest Gamble
Hochzeit

.

6-16-34
6-1 3-34

Hell Bent for Love-COL.
Here Comes the Navy-

Here

.

.

MOP..8-29-S4
From Mlssouri-MGM

.11-12-34

Nach Deutsch-

9-15-34

Side-U

Can't

Romance in the Rain-U. .9-8-34
Romance Tropical-LAT. 10-16-34
9-15-34
Scarlet Empress-PAR
Scarlet

Million Dollar

of
of

Manhattan

in

RKO.. 11-21-34

— Universal

WK— Willis

Einer Nacht-XX. .6-23-34

Romance

THO — Fred Thomson
TOP— Topical Films
TOW — Tower Prods.
TRO—J. D. Trop

UFA— Ufa
WA — Warner

9-8-34
11-13-34

Rhodes-U

Roman

SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP —John S. Tapernoux

UA — United

f

FN.. 7-10-34
World-RKO

Richest Girl in the

Human

6-21-34

House
House

Flickorna Fran Gamla

Einmal Ein Walzer

War

,

Vom Himmel-XX

Schoenen

Corp

Danger-HOL. 11-10-34
8-15-34
Greed-AM
8-11-34
Housewife-WA

Hoodlum-REG

...11-15-34
Firebird. The-WA
1 1-8-34
First World War-F

V.. 9-4-34
Es

4

""'S'?
....7-14-34

Dealers in

Die

RAS — Raspin

f'

...6-.

Return of Chandu-PRI. .10-9-34
Return of the Terror

PRI— Principal Dist. Corp
PRO — Progressive Picture*

PRX— Protex Dist.
PYR— Pyramid

Revie

Nurse-FN

Registered

Title
Reviewed
Merry Frinks-FN
6-27-34
10-13-34
Merry Widow-MGM
Merry Wives of Reno-WA 6-9-34
7-5-34
Midnight Alibi-FN
Mighty Bamum-UA
11-23-34

Revie-.ved

Title

Hollywood

I

Fountain-RKO
Freut Euch Des Lebens

cris *°

of

PA

7-5-34
7-17-3'
I
7-11-34
I Hate Women-GOP
12-26-34
I
Sell Anything-FN
11-10-34
I'll
Fix It-COL
Imitation of Life-U
1 1-23-34
In Old Santa Fe-MAS. 11-15-34
Inside Infonnatkm-STA 9-25-34
In the Land of the SovietsAM.. 6-28-34
6-8-34
It's a Boy-GB
11-17-34
It's
a
Gift-PAR
Iza Neni-XX
6-5-34

..11-1-34

Crainquebille-DU

Crime

9-19-3'

Embarrassing Momenta

WA.. 7-27-34

10-1 1-34

of

Cowboy

Elmer and Elaie-PAR

Freedom of the Seas-BIP. 10-3-34
For Love or Money-BD .7-26-34
6-7-34
Fog Over Frisco-FN

Derrota-XX

Monte

10-30-34
9-24-34
8-4-34

Sein-UFA
El Escandalo-XX

9-22-34

.

Corazones

Einmal

6 13 "? 4
:
.7-6-34

7-25-34
Cleopatra-PAR
Cockeyed Cavaliers-RKO .7-3-34

College

Elnfall-UFA.S-2«-34
Eine Grosse Dame

Toller

Ein

MOP.. 11-13-34

Chan's Chance
F.

Charlie

Reviewed

Title

Herbert

of a

—
—
JE — Jewel Productions
KAN— M. Kandel
KIN — Kinema trade
LAT— Latin Artists
LIB — Liberty Pictures
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAS— Mascot Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MEN — Mentone Productions
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayei
MOD — Modern Films
MOP — Monogram Pictures
OLY — Olympic Pictures
— Palestine-American Film Co.

Title

PA R— Paramount
PIN — Pinnacle

... 12-28-34

Beyond the Law-COL. .7-31-34
Big-Hearted

Pictures
INC Inter-Continent Film
INV Invincible Pictures
J.

Distributing

Cinexport

FAI — Falrhaven.
FD — First Division
FN — First National

Nineties

Borneo-DU

Exchange

EUR— Eureka Prods.
F Fox

9-8-34
11-21-34
.8-17-34

Battle.

Photoplay-

Corp.

6-30-34
6-13-34
12-29-34
7-29-34
12-22-3'

Wimpole St.-MGM

Barretts of

Ribbon

COL— Columbia
DAN — Danubia
DU — DuWorld

.

Bow-F
Back Page-GEN

—

CIN

12-15-34
Babbitt-FN
Babes in Toyland-MGM 11-12-34

Baby, Take a

International

British

BON—Al Bondy
CAP— Capitol Film
CHE— Chesterfield

10-30-34
Civilized- RAS. .6-14-34
Crocus-AU ...10-25-34

Autumn

—

BLU — Blue

Mason?-KAN

a

Dominions

ft

2 to Dec. 29

Film Daily, June

in

7-24-34

the

in

A
MGM.. 12-8-34

A
"C

Dark-RKO
12

Dared-I MP. 9-26^1
Revolt-M EN. .6-9-34

Woman Who

World in
World Moves On-F

You Belong
Young and

to

MePAR.

of

6-30-34
.9-13-34

Beautiful

MAI.
Youth

.

.8-88-84

Rusaia-SOV.'.'l 1-1 2-34

);

The Book That Will
Soon Be On The Desk Of
Every Important Executive

This

Is

Motion
Pictures And

I

n

Stay There
Every Day

Throughout
The Coming
Year

Filmdom's Standard
of Reference

THE

c&m

DAILV
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REVIEWS
AM A

"I

THIEF"

Mary Astor and

with

Warner

"LIFE

Ricardo

Bros.

Cortez
64 mins.

NEW

of the
RETURNS"

Wednesday, Jan.

FILMS

"MILLION DOLLAR BABY"

with Onslow Stevens. George Breaksfon,
Lois Wilson, Valerie Hobson

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Jimmy

with

Arline

Fay,

Edmund Lowe and Jack Holt

Walker

Ray

with

Florence

in

MAN WINS"

"THE BEST

Judge,

Monogram

1935

2,

Lugosi

Bela

Rice,

Columbia

69 mins.

75 mins.
MYSTERY
DRAMA ABOUT HIGH Universal
60 mins.
FAIR ENTERTAINMENT HAMJUST
FANTASTIC
CLASS JEWELL CROOKS HAS PLENTY
THRILLER
THAT
IS
GOOD EXPLOITATION SUBJECT DEALING WITH SCIENTIFIC THEORY OF PACKED WITH ENOUGH EXCITEMENT PERED CHIEFLY BY WEAK AND DIFOF SUSPENSE AND ACTION
AND LAUGHS TO DO THE TRICK.
BRINGING BACK LIFE.
FICULT STORY OF SEA DIVERS.
Belonging

the

to

familiar

crook

society

school, this yarn about jewel thieves on the

continent makes
reason

by

of

entertainment chiefly

good

a

and

cast

certain

a

ment

of

ment.

It"s

intriguing

one

crook

thorities

gangs

on

their

know

doesn't

of

suspense
those

are

at

and

move-

affairs

where

work,

and

trail,

whether

the

the

with

au-

audience

principals

are

lends

picture
of

around the
E.
Cornish

Robert

Dr.

of

ideally

itself

centers

It

University

The

amount

rival

fair

This

ploitation.

California

operation

reviving

in

them here.

him,

Ricardo Cortez. a member of
jewel crook gang, eventually goes straight
and wins Mary Astor. who appears to be
another thief but turns out to be a detec-

who

tive

from
up

a

Paris

to

had stumped the
murders and a bit

series of thefts that

A

police.
jf

Cortez and some jewels
Istanbul and thereby clears

follows

comedy

couple

•.

are

included.

Mary

Cast:

of

Astor,

Ricardo

Cortez,

Digges. Robert Barrat, Irving Pichel,

-lobar t
Arthur
Cavanaugh.
Aylesworth,
c erdmand
Gottschalk,
Frank

Reicher,

ice

Fair,

John Wray, Oscar Apfel.

Robert Flcrey Authors, Ralph
Mallo>
Screenplay,
Same;
Cameraman, Sid Hickox, Editor, Terry
Morse.
Director,

Direction, Good.

Photography, A-l.

A

Carcass" of the air)
for

really

is

a

"Four Stars

T

He

racket.

glorified

His

practice.

private

that
the
sponsoring
loses

dog

son's

is

pound, and
the boy induces his father and Dr. Cornish
to make their experiment on the animal.
The direction by Dr. Eugene Frenke is exOnslow
Stevens
and
George
cellent.
Breakston give fine performances.
Cast: Onslow Stevens. Gecrge Breakston,
Lois Wilson, Valerie Hobson, Stanley Fields,
Frank Reicher, Richard Carle, Dean Benton,
Lcis January, Richard Quine, Maidel Turner, George McQuarrie, Otis Harlan, Dr.
killed

by

Robert

gas,

the

at

city

Cornish.

E.

Dr.
Eugene Frenke; Authors,
Eugene Frenke, James Hogan; ScreenJohn F. Goodrich;
play, Arthur Horman.
Cameraman, Robert Planck; Recording En-

Director,

Dr.

gineer, Richard Tyler; Editor, Harry Marker.

Direction,

Good

Photography, Good

Howard

for

T

present

secre-

tary

T

T

is

Jimmy Fay
curls

for

for

Having

fan-

a

neither

Temple with

as a Shirley

answer Collosal

to

wig

a

jams

the

a

in

angle

and

besides,

two ideas make the

story

while

bit

a

the

lopsided,

good fun and when little Jimmy
announces to the world that he's really
a boy and doesn't want to be a "dame"
any longer, Collosal Films renews the contract and all is rosy.
At the outset, the
all

it's

offers

picture

and

booking

Exploitation
of

the yarn.

ster
stuff,

a

look-in

offices

which

run

ideas

is

wild

Jimmy Fay

is

in

a

the course
cute young-

with public demand
ought to do profits.

Jimmy

for

kid

Director,

Arline

Fay,

Joseph Santley,

Author,

Cameraman, Harry Neumann,

Editor,

oper-

Packard and wrecked

his film career at
iente."

ating houses throughout northern
California,
has
boo! -d
"Modern
Motherhood" to play
er the entire circuit, opening
the Rialto,
Fureka, Jan. 1 I. This is Dwain Ksper's latest picture that had its premiere at the Rialto. a Publix theater
at Phoenix, Ariz.

Jack
wriirht.

it.

Warners

in

arrived

whose affections they are fighting

girl

Rice,

Edmund Lowe, Florence
J.

Lewis,

MacDonald,

Farrell

Harvey, Bradley
Frank Sheridan.

Mitchell

Page,

Forrester

Ben
Director,
Erie
Kenton;
Author,
Kohn; Screenplay, Ethel Hill, Bruce Manning;
Cameramen, John Stumar, Joseph
Walker; Recording Engineer, Glenn Rom-

Same,
Carl

inger.

Pierscn.

Good.

Photography,

Good.

|

M-G-M

Direction,

Fair.

Photography,

Good

TOTS";
have been engaged
T

T

for

the

white

T

at

to start work.
assigned to a musical.

T

Joan Blondell's next picture for
T
Warners, "Traveling Saleslady," will
"Jim Burke's Boy," which will go into production this month or
star Jack Holt, is now in prepara- early in February at the Burbank
tion under the supervision of C. studios.
William Gargan will apGardner Sullivan. This is his first pear opposite Miss Blondell, and
since
leavassignment at Columbia
other principals will be Ruth Doning Paramount. The original story nelly and Grant Mitchell.
is by Sullivan, with Michael L. Simmons working on the screenplay.
V

play-

the

M-G-M

He

will

he

T

Leonline Sagan. European

T

George

T

studios

T

very

sums

T
"Hero's Son," "Collier's" magazine
O'Brien and Marguerite
story by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan,
Churchill are house-hunting. She has
is to come to the screen shortly as
just returned from New York, where
a M-G-M.
she planned to appear in "Olive of
India," a Theater Guild play, which
Her husband
has been postponed.
Roy Chanslor has completed the
is finishing work in "When a Man's
screenplay of Glenda Farrell's next
immeLesser,
and
a Man," for Sol
picture on the First National scheddiately goes into "The Cowboy Mil- ule, "Women Are Bum Newspaperlionaire," for which he went to Lon- men."
The original story was by
"Cal- don last month to film English back- Richard MacCauley and ran in the
grounds.
"Saturday Evening Post."

t

McGowan, Broadway
has

it

African explorer.

T
There is one gentleman, who probably does not prefer a blonde, at the
moment. A car, driven by a blonde,
crashed
into
Dick Powell's new

T
Inc..

so

win.

Cast: Jack Holt,
Bela Lugcsi,

Judge, Ray
Walker, George E. Stone, Eddie Kane, Willard Robertson, Ralf Harolde, Lee Shumway, Ed Poil, Paul Porcasi, Wilbur Mack.
Jeanette Loff.
Cast:

and

with,

make

Jack's rescue when the latter gets entangled under water, and in the final outcome Ed loses his life, with Jack getting
Nature of the drama gives it
the girl.
a certain amount of action and suspense,
but the affair as a whole lacks punch.

educational.

and,

production,

this

work

to

to

show business

at

of

story

nor cast could

Jack and Ed are sea divers. Following an accident, Ed becomes a member
of a smuggling crew, while Jack joins the
police. Assigned to go after the smugglers,
Jack comes on the scene just as Ed is
being double-crossed by his mob.
Jack
tries to save him, with Ed in turn going
to

kidnapping

tough

a

director

up as moderately satisfying fare for the
pop houses. Jack Holt and Edmund Lowe
are seen in another of those Lowe-MacLaglen situations, with Florence Rice as

demand

Films'

author

the

star,

much

through-

masquerading

with

satisfied

new

a

entertaining

writing theater, London, returns to

Polan Banks.

T

The Redwood Theaters.

Not

Direction,

t
"Big Calibre," starring Bob Steele,
Dana Burnet, now at Fox, is writhas just been completed by Supreme.
The cast included Peggy Campbell, ing the scenario for "The Shining
John Klliolt, Forrest Taylor, Rill Adventure," which was bought for
He authored the
Quinn, Karl Dwyer. Lloyd Inirraham. Shirley Temple.
The picture was directed by Robert book as well.
T
T
T
Bradbury.
Kathleen Millay is now living in
T
T
Beverly Hills and is working on a
Several important figures have new novel. She is the wife
of Howbeen secretaries to Carl Laemmle.
ard Irving Younu, Fox scenarist.
The list includes Irving Thalberg,
T
T
Joe Brandt, George Kann, E. H.
Erie von Stroheini, Jr., IH-year-old
"Manny" Goldstein, Dan Lederman, son of the actor-director. ha< begun

Harry Zehner.
His
is Jack Ross.

production

this

out.

of

responsible

HOLLYWOOD

Young

Irving

keep

is

yarn and a bag of funny tricks that

Your the screenplay for "Brief Rapture," in the spring to work on a photoplay group.
of Cecil Rhodes,
has been for Fox. The original story is by dealing with the life

Love,"
which Felix Young is producing for
RKO. Stander did radio work with
Eddie Cantor and Fred Allen and is
now under contract to RKO. He is
represented by Walter Myers,
signed

his

"LITTLE" from

By RALPH WILK
TIONEL STAXDER ("Park

life.

by

discouraged
when he learns
"health foundation", which is

Joseph Santley
tastic

the

of

which he brings
back a dog to life has been delicately
handled and is not offensive or gruesome.
Dr. John Kendrick, who is working on an
experiment to restore life to humans, who
and asphyxiation, becomes
die
of shock
actual

crooks or detectives, so fans who like the
guessing game will find plenty to interest
a

ex-

to

experi-

woman

director who is going to London to
direct the new Ivor Novello play
opening in March at the Drury Lane

RKO

producer, who is
Felix Young.
interested in new trends in the musical field, will produce a screen revue, with the various sequences alternating between a black and white
cast.
Jeni Legon, supper club entertainer of European capitols. will
head the colored cast. Fred Keating.

Gene Raymond and Wynne

Robert Light, who made an
pression

with

his

'm

performance^

"Gentlemen Are Born," in which he
appeared with Franchot Tone, was
borrowed for a similar role in MO-M's "Reckless," co-starring Jean
Harlow and William Powell. Victor
Gibson Fleming is director.

13th National "Ten Best"
imate

-La t

Independent

The Daily Newspaper

Of Motion

Scope

Now

Thought

in

Records

All

Character

in

ernationa! in

I

Breaks

Poll

Pictures

Sixteen Years Old
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NEW T€Cr, TULCSDAY, JANLACY
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Stricter Film Regulation is

3,

Asked

1935

in

S CEN1A

Albany

Bill

"BARRHTS" leadsTen best pictures
German Court Upholds
Decision is Obtained
Licensee Charging

by

Tri-Ergon Double Print Patent

TEN BEST
THE
1934
PICTURES
* * * * * * * * * *

Infringement
Attorneys for American Tri-Ergon Corp. have been notified via
cable of an important German decision upholding validity of the Tri-

Ergon double print patent. The decision, rendered by the highest court
in Germany, was the result of an
action instituted by a licensee of

Barretts of

Tri-Ergon Holding A. G. charging
infringement upon this patent.
Arguments in connection with ap-

House of Rothschild
It Happened One Night.

(Continued on Page 19)

One Night

NOT MODIFYING CODE

Wimpole

Street. M-G-M

UA
.

.

of Love

The Thin Man

BEFORE NRA EXTENSION

Viva, Villa!

Dinner at Eight

No

modification of the
code is expected
prior to enactment by Congress of a
law continuing the present
which expires in June. Until such

general

motion

Count

picture

of

Monte

Cristo

Berkeley Square

NRA

.

348
Century)
(20th
338

Columbia

281

Columbia

265
264
249

RKO Radio
M-G-M
M-G-M
M-G-M

Women

Little

Votes

Distributor

Picture

188
.

172

U.A. (Reliance)

.

145

Fox

.

119

(Continued on Page 20)

Hearst Metrotone Films
Pasadena Event in Color
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Pictures of the Pasadena Tournament of Roses parade
made by Hearst Metrotone News
in natural colors were rushed to
New York by plane yesterday. Record time was made on the pictures,
which were being shown in full colors in Southern California theaters

New State Censorship Measure
Asks

Stricter Film Regulation

—

A measure designed to
the state motion picture censorship law so as to bring distributors and exhibitors under a more
strict supervision of the censor division was submitted to the legislaAlbany

amend

ture yesterday by Senator John T.
McCall, Democrat, of New York.
The bill, which provides for the
licensing of distributors at the rate
of $50 a year, and exhibitors at $10
(Continued on Page 19)

after the parade.

six hours

Picking

Amount
\

interest
in

correspondence,

-inere
special

in picking
as evidenced

1934,

newspaper clippings,

a
"'

of

"Ten Best"

the

shown

radio

set

a

was more "Ten Best"
groups,

while

the

comment

new high.
activity by
number of

locally among fans by
usually
with a prize to be
the fan submitting the list that
comes nearest to The Film Daily national poll winners, increased to about

polls

conducted

.

40.

.

sidelights on the 1934 national poll
By DON CARLE GILLETTE

you run your eyes through the list of pictures displayed higher up on this
page you will be reading off the ten films which, in the most comprehensive
consensus of national critical opinion ever assembled in the cinema world, are rated

the

Ten Best

the

list

of the past year.

Individual opinions, including your own,

Setting a new all-time record
of 424 critics participating
exclusive of about 35 ballots
received after the poll had
closed
and a new high mark
of 348 votes for the picture
leading the list, the 13th an-

—

nual nationwide poll on the
"Ten Best Films" conducted by The
Film Daily resulted in "The Barretts of Wimpole Street" taking first
It was followed by "The
place.
{.Continued on

Page

4)

CAN'T SELLCLEARANCE,

CODE AUTHORITY RULES
"There is nothing in the code
which authorizes a local board to
order any distributor to sell a prior
run or to sell clearance to any theater; that is a matter of bargaining," the Code Authority emphasizes
(Continued on Page 20)

Huffman Sues Exchanges
For Withholding Films

—Harry

Denver

Huffman, promitoday goes
Court here

nent theater operator,
into the U. S. District
to seek an injunction to
tributors from refusing

prevent disto serve his

(Continued on Page 20)

Ten Best

The

WHEN

critics,

given

.

Records Are Set by
424 Critics Voting
in 1934 Poll

//

//
Everybody Picking 'Em

New

may

vary

more

or less in

comparison with

published herewith.

But you can't successfully quarrel with the combined verdict of 424 of the best
(Continued on Page 2)

36 Ballots Too Late

-

ballots
dozen
three
Approximately
were received from critics after the
Al1934 "Ten Best" poll had closed.
though these votes could not be included in the official final results, tabulation

of

the later returns showed

that

the order of the winners would not
have been changed even if these additional ballots had been counted in, although of course it would have meant
higher totals for

many

films.
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//
mn
n

HLMLOM

f
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(Continued from Page
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Daily

refuse
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Ind
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Ind.

pfd.

"A"

Fm.

Fox

113'/2

Loews, Inc.
Mctro-Goldwyn.
Paramount ctfs

Warner
do

13'/2

13V4
33S
28

Bros

pfd

Gen.

Loew

201/4
1131/z
133/s

3Vi

31/4

1V4
16 1/2
23 8

34 Vg
28

Paramount 6s47

ctfs.

5'is50 filed
Warners 6s39
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4'/2
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62'/4
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Trans-Lux
N.
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.

133'8

2%

It

If

.

+
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3%

62'/2
59!/2

13%

13%

2%

25/8

3','8

will

it

few years

a

give

be
be
be
be

a

—

is

well done

these respects,
exception nowadays,

in

all

it

is

pretty certain

to

EDWARD O'CONNER
where he

the
holiday in

join

**

and,

vote of thanks

is

in

They deserve some more thanks

+-

the

l/

difficult,

is

iccruing from

%

+ %

painstakingly

given

their

efforts

to

'/a

Seitz

Anna May Wong

Dorothy Arzncr

Eddie Gribbon

to

weeks

New York

writer who is
plans to remain
returning
to
the

before

in

New

DAN MICHALOVE
from

has returned to
Carolina.

North

Ampa

York yes-

New

York

Closed Meeting
will hold a closed
luncheon meeting today at the Motion Picture Club starting at 12:45

M.

A.

in

P.

A.

M.

P.

Edgar A. Marshall Dead
Edgar A. Marshall, RKO exchange
auditor, died last week.
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DATE BOOK

the

for

all

in

this

fact impossible,

to

them

to

Cleveland.

Meeting of newly formed
Independent Theaters Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan to ratify bylaws and elect officers, Milwaukee.

Jan. 3-4:

amount

of

they

space

calculate the extent of the beneficial results
Ten Best films the value to the

—

interest and publicity over the

Jan.

Jan.

a course in film evaluation, putting them on their toes and enabling
better serve both their fans and the film industry.

$1,000,000 to

Lend

— L.

J.

quarters

in

the

New Washington

Other officers are: Hugh
Hotel.
Bruen, vice-president; E. A. Lamb,
secretary-treasurer, and Al Rosenberg, H. Neal East, B. F. Shearer,
L. J. McGinley and Hugh Bruen,
board of trustees. Initial member-

weather conditions, the
preview scheduled to be
held yesterday by Fox in connection with the Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Johnson film, "Baboona," was postponed to today.
ship numbers 107.
to

Jan.

7-21 :
International
Exposition
Film Industry, Tokio, Japan.

Hearing

14:

of

arguments

by

of

the

the

U.

S

Supreme Court, Washington, in the Para
mount appeal from the lower court decision on American Tri-Ergon patents.

McGinley, Universal

group.

airplane

12:
Sixteenth Annual Movie Ball of metropolitan
district
theater
owners,
Hotel
Astor, New York.

Jan.

Seattle-

Public hearing to determine minimum
costs in Greater New York, to be

Jan.

Northwest Film Club
branch manager, was elected president of the newly formed Northwest
Film Club at a meeting in the club's

11:

conducted by the National Industrial Recovery Board in Oak Room of Rale.gh Hotel, Washington, D. C, starting at 10 A. M.

McGinley Heads

ciation to foster the production of
"hirrh-type films," has $1,000,000 at
its command to lend to independent
producers, according to Rev. Dr.
William B. Millar, secretary of the

7:
Installation of officers of Local 666
International Photographers of the Motion
Picture Industries, Chicago.

booth

in

L. J.

Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors'
luncheon and election of officers,

Ass'n

creatine more movie-consciousness and putting the movies more definitely
-n the map: the value to the public through being afforded this crystallization of cinema
ipinion, and the value to the critics in the sense that these annual tournaments have
industry

Due

Benjamin

returned

ED FAY of Providence was

make

success.

been something of
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has

cruise.

terday.

subject.

It

2

—

Singapore to rethere after a

for

forces

HARRY RUSKIN, Paramount
New York from the Coast,

East
three
studio.

critics

have devoted in
'heir columns to advance notices and comment about the poll also for the even greater
amount of space they will give to the results of the vote and to subsequent discussion
of

has left by plan for the

sail

sales

Boston.

ROBERT WILBY

Today:

due from the film industry to the several hundred

who have willingly, enthusiastically and
annual "Ten Best" event such a signal

'his

1

will

M-G-M

from a Caribbean

be a very

—•—

.

departs tomorrow for Holly-

rate,

A HEARTY

lowing on

B.

or

CURTIS

A.

produced technically.

well
it

Airplane Preview Delayed

George

JOHN
wood.

well directed.

Motion Picture Foundation, asso-

Paul

MRS. WILLIAM COLLIER, SR., came east
Hollywood by plane for the wedding of
Buster Collier and Marie Stevens in Greenwich
on New Year's Eve.

with rare
a big money maker.
the exceptions are so few and unimportant that supplementary polls
on "the best this" and "the best that" have little justification.

Have

Davies

which have more

vacation

a

from

well acted.

Better Films Sponsors

Marion

polls,

spending

east.

well written.

picture

At any

—
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the
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another reason why some of these other "Best"

must
must
must
must
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31/2

21 3/8

scope, authenticity,

clogged and confused the situation, are a superfluous duplication.
When a picture gets enough votes from nearly 500 of the nation's critics to be
rated up among the Ten Best, it just simply has to be a "best" film in pretty near
r verv respect imaginable.

5% +

8

1 Vi
17'/4

2%

RKO

11

34%
pfd. 28

Pathc Exch
do "A"

1

in

York from the coast.

is

less

38I/2

201/4

203,6

Kodak

East.

by

answer

New

in

is

ROSALIE STEWART,

ago, it is more likely than not
cagy reply because he is afraid lest it
result in his having to pay higher rentals for his good pictures.
If you call upon class groups to rate the outstanding films, their bias in the arty
direction is quite apt to ring in such freakish cinema output as "Lot in Sodom," an
allegorical nightmare enacted by a bunch of nance characters, or some other highly
artistic film with little popular appeal, but which merely happened to be "different."
In as much as even pure art must prove itself by a certain amount of popularity,
the application of nationwide critical opinion serves to concentrate on the pictures
having the greatest intrinsic merit plus popular appeal.
This is logical and as it should be for two reasons: first, because genuine intrinsic
merit is bound to attract more or less public interest; second, because from a commercial standpoint
and movie business makes no apology for choosing to be classed
as a commercial enterprise
it
is
the outstanding pictures with the biggest popular
appeal in which the industry is interested.

5%

53 8
383/8
55/8

vtc. 38'/2

Picts.

Close

POLA NEGRI

assortment of

you ask an exhibitor which picture made the most money for him, as The

Film

he

that

THERE

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
5'/2

years ago, an

—•—

'

Am. Scat

13
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FINANCIAL
Low

Ten Best event

importance or interest.
There is a specific and particular reason why The Film Daily's poll tops them all.
It
is
because the voting is done by the critics of the country, and the critics
as a class not only are thoroughly informed but they have no axes to grind, no politics
to consider and no special groups to please, hence they can be depended upon for
honest opinion.

—

High

this

followed in its trail.
But none has been able to compare with the original either
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Film

imitators have

President,

Alicoate,

The
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noon on the Manhattan

this

sail

England.
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G omg
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the 1934 national poll

sidelights on

.
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Ten Best

Picking The

the
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1935

3,

Feb.

Feb.

Warner

16:

and

ball,

23.

Club's sixth annual dinner
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York.

Annual

ball

Friars'

Frolic

of

the

Detroit

Variety

Club.
Feb. 24:

Majestic

Theater,

New

York.
Feb. 25-27:

Hotel

M.P.T.O.A.
Roosevelt,

New

annual

conven

fi in,

Orleans.

Awards Banquet of the Acjdc( > A
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Hollywood
March 4:: Extraordinary meeting of stock-

Feb. 27:

holders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act on
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.

May

20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Holly-

wood.

fO*^

Those New Year's chimes
you heard were in honor
of the first smash hit of
1935. The biggest M-G-M
success in many years of
many successes. That's
it

.Joan

FORSAKING ALL OTHERS.

Crawford, Clark Gable,

Robert

Montgomery

in

"Forsak-

ing All Others" with Charles

Butterworth, Billie Burke,
FrancesDrake,RosalindRussell

W

S Van Dyke
Produced by BernardH Hyman

Directed by

DAILY
//

Barretts of
Keen Judgment

Wimpole

Shown

is

Outstanding Films
(Continued from Page 1)

House of Rothschild," "It Happened
One Night," "One Night of Love,"
"Little Women," "The Thin Man,"
"Viva, Villa!" "Dinner at Eight,"
"Count
of
Monte Cristo" and
"Berkeley Square."
Evidence of the keen judgment
that has been developed by film reviewers and editors in the selection

worthy pictures was demonstrated

of

by the large number of votes piled
up by the leading pictures in the
Ten Best group. For the first time
in the history of the poll, two films
received the vote of more than 300
the second being "The House
of Rothschild." Number of pictures
receiving more than 200 votes also
exceeded all previous years, with "It
critics,

Happened One Night," "One Night
of Love," "Little Women" and "The
Thin Man"
and 261.

all

Picture and Distributor

The Gay Divorcee

getting between 231

The chief complaint of the critics
in selecting the year's best pictures
was their difficulty in limiting the
Dozens of film scribes
list to ten.
insisted that several other films were
entitled to "Ten Best" rating and
some of the critics added supplelists, which of course could
not be considered in the official vote.
Proving that the memory of the
critics is quite good, "Little Women"

mental

and "Berkeley Square." which were
released at the end of 1933 but not
in time to get into the 1933 "Ten
Best" ballot, managed to make the
winning list, with "Little
1934
Women" getting a very substantial
vote, although "Berkeley Square"
was nearly nosed out by "Gay
Divorcee."
This was tough luck for the highly enjoyable "Gay Divorcee," but an
even more lamentable fate befell

"Judge Priest," which appeared to
be a certain bet for "Ten Best" honors but lost out apparently through
a division of votes with the other
Will Rogers' picture, "David Ha-

rum."

Money

Pictures
It is interesting to note that, with
the possible exception of "Berkeley
Square," all winners in the "Ten
Best" list were big money pictures.
For the last several years there has
been a growing tendency on the part
of critics to base their judgments

"Ten Best"

Revivals

exhibitors

many

in

in on the widespread
and interest accompanying

spots can cash
publicity

the announcement of the Ten Best
Pictures of the past year by staging

programs of these "Best"
Quite a number of these
revivals were held last year, with
revival

pictures.

results.

gratifying
local

motion picture

ticipated

in

the

In

some

critic,

Ten Best

who

in

par-

poll,

tended valuable cooperation
exhibitor

situa-

to

holding the revivals.

exthe

Christina— M-G-M

78

Hi,

76

The

55

to

54

Cradle Song Paramount
The Last Gentleman United Artists.
The Life of Vergie Winters— RKO

53
53

Woman Knows— M-G-M..

49

Yesterday

What

Every

of

— Universal

51

Cabbage Patch

the

46

Glory

—

Radio

13— M-G-M

Bulldog Drummond
United Artists

12

Strikes

42
40

Caravan

39

Handy

32
28

Here Comes the

25

Thunder Over Mexico

Affairs of

Cellini

— United
— Warner

Artists

As the Earth Turns

Bros. ...

I

Am

or
critics

— Warner Bros
at Law — Universal

B.

F.

Suzanne

— Fox

Denver,

Flanigan,

Henry,

Jr.,

Post.

Bradford,

Knoxville,

Bros.

10
10

—

Principal

10

Era.

applying

having popular appeal

"arty"

standards

picture.
In diversity of story subjects, the

range from "Rothschild" and "The
Barretts" to "It Happened One
Night" and "Thin Man" covered a

good deal of territory.
173 Films Nominated
Total number of pictures nominated in the poll was 173, compared
with 167 in the preceding year. In
other words, all of these 173 films
were regarded by one or more critics
as entitled to be rated among the

Pictures

News-Advertiser.

J.

Regina Crewe, New York American.
Helen Eager, Boston, Traveler.
Dolph Frantz, Shreveport, La., Journal.
Ray E. Glenn, Birmingham, Post.
Jack Grant, Motion Picture Magazine.
Harry P. Hall, Dothan, Ala., Eagle.
L. Hamilton, Palestine, Tex., Daily Herald.
N. Key Hart, Chattanooga, Times.
W. Erie Homan, Reading, Pa., Times.
Goetz Jeter, Moberly, Mo., Monitor-Index.
Mary Louise Layden, Salem, O, News.
Iris Little, Walla Walla, Wash., Union-Bulletin.
Robert C. Machesney, Ambridge, Pa., Daily Citizen.

receiving 10 or more
and therefore entitled to a
place on the "Honor Roll," totaled
42.
This is approximately the same
as last year, but actually makes a
better showing in view of the big
votes received by the "Ten Best"
list.
The trend of the poll was to
give more votes to the exceptionally
good films and less to the inferior
ones.

No Foreign Pictures Win
Foreign pictures didn't get a look
in this year's "Ten Best" list, and
only one candidate from abroad,
"Catherine the Great," got into the
"Honor

Roll." In the .previous year's
the winners included two productions from the other side, "Henry

poll,

VIII" and "Maedchen

A new

Still

Coming

Mills, Seattle,

Celestine Sibley, Mobile, Ala., Register.
Florence Swihart, Fremont, Neb., Evening Tribune.
Norman B. Tomlinson, Morristown, N. J., Daily Record.
Vernon V. Vine, Northwest Farm News, Bellingham, Wash.
Helen Tait Walker, Syracuse, N. Y. Post-Standard.
Portland, Ore., News-Telegram.
Mel Washburn, New Orleans. Item-Tribune.
Manly Wade Wellman, Wichita, Eagle.
Fred M. White, The Oregonian, Portland.
Mitchell Woodbury, Toledo, O., Times.
J. A. Wray, Wichita Falls, Tex., Daily Times.
J. A. Wurzbach, Erie, Pa., Dispatch-Herald.

Uniform."

the winning ten.

Martin, Buffalo, Courier-Express.
S. Melcher, Washington, Post.

Wash., Star.
M. B. Pettus, Tacoma, Daily and Sunday Ledger.
Alberta Pike, Rocky Mountain News, Denver.
Harry Remington (John Alden), Minneapolis, Tribune.
Miss M. Schnorr, Rochester, Minn., Post-Bulletin.
W. M. Sherrill, Concord, N. C, Daily Tribune.

in

foreign star, however, Robert Donat by name, was responsible
in good measure for the popularity
of "Count of Monte Cristo," one of

Edward de

Larry Warren,

almost

exclusively as is done by some special groups of ten-best pickers. As
a result, it may be said that the
service done by critics to their readers and to the film industry has
greatly increased.
Human Interest Predominates
The outstanding characteristic of
the 1934 "Ten Best" winners was
the strong human interest note in
practically all of the stories. Though
possessing merit in an artistic sense
as well, the artistry was employed
more to create entertainment values
than to produce a coldly superfine

votes,

Mary Berger, Steubenville, O., Herald-Star.
Norman Clark, Baltimore, News-Post.

B.

films

"Ten Best."
Pa.,

News-Sentinel.

Edwin Alford, Muskogee, Okla., Times-Democrat.
Chester B. Bahn, Syracuse, N. Y., Herald.
Rex J. Ballard, Davenport, Daily Times.
Will Baltin, Daily Home News, New Brunswick, N.
Miriam Bell, Miami, Daily News.
Nelson B. Bell, Washington, Post.

J.

— Warner

BEST" PICKERS

EIGHT OUT OF TEN

E.

10
10

Navy

pictures.

Fred W. Speers, Denver, Post.
Alvin C. Zurcher, Chillicothe,

W.

11

— Fox
Andy — Fox

NINE OUT OF TEN
Craig,

Mary Yvo

11

members of The Film Daily staff, critics and editors who picked eight
the "Ten Best" films in 1934 are listed herewith.
More than 100 other

more of
were right on seven

Betty

Back

Agent

Counselor

CHAMPION TEN
CXCLUDING

14
14

Cleopatra— Paramount
Twentieth Century Columbia
Little Man, What Now?— Universal.
Crime Without Passion Paramount.

.

If

The Prizefighter and the Lady— M-G-M

British

—

15

14

Operator

43

.

as well as artistic merit, rather than

19

16

—

45

.

24

17

— Columbia

Eskimo— M-G-M
Men in White— M-G-M

—

more on

17

No Greater

Picking Difficult

24

18

Riptide— M-G-M

— Paramount

Wiggs
Paramount

— Warner Bros
Cat's Paw — Fox

Nellie?

69

Only
Mrs.

78

101

64

Marker

Miss

Votes

a

for

Little

List of Exceptional
Pictures Makes the

Her Sweetheart— M-G-M
The Lost Patrol— Warner Bros
Alice in Wonderland
Paramount...

117

— Fox
Treasure Island — M-G-M
Catherine the Great — United Artists
Of Human Bondage— RKO Radio
Death Takes
Holiday — Paramount..
David Harum — Fox
Flying Down
Rio— RKO Radio....
Design
Living — Paramount

Harry

Enterprising

Radio

Judge Priest

Queen

1935

Long

HONOR

Picture ami Distributor

Votes

— RKO

3,

Street" Leads Ten Best Li/t

THE 1934 ROLL OF

in Selection of the

Thursday, Jan.

As

this

"Ten Best"

In
edition

was

going to press yesterday, ballots were
unfortunately

in from critics who
waited too long to

send

selections.

still

dribbling
in

their

Since the
day of the poll, when
a total of 424 critics and editors had
submitted their selections, ballots
have continued to come in at the \m
rate of two, three and four daily. ^L/
Final total, counting those still expected to come in within the next
few days, will be well over 470. This
augurs favorably for the chances of
crossing the 500 mark in the next
official closing

poll.

PHONE

CABLE ADDRESS
"WANE WAR"

CHICKFBING 4-22QO

321

West

4-4™

Street

New Yo r k

To the 400 Distinguished Screen

Critics

Appointed to Select 193* 's Ten Best
Pictures in the Film Daily Poll:

Thanks

for

your

many kind inquiries,

but because of other major attractions already

scheduled

we found ourselves unable to release

PAUL MUNI
in

a

BORDERTOWN

//

with

BETTE DAVIS
in time for inclusion in

Although you

your

list

of 1934's

Ten

Best.

may have already seen this

picture in preview, the rules of the Film Daily poll
of course necessitated
until the 1935

list,

since

your postponing
it

will not

its

selection

be nationally

released until this coming Saturday, Jan.

5th.

Sincerely,
With Margaret Lindsay, Eugene
Pallette,

and many

WARNER

BROS.

others.

Directed by Archie Mayo
Vliagraph, Inc.. distributors

.

THE

-zzm

DAILY

460

Critics

Vote

in

1934 Ten Best

Thursday, Jan.

1935

3,

Too Lafe

Poll --36
Number

Participants

of

New

Sets a

All-

Time Record
Counting in the 36

whose

critics

arrived too late to be included in the official results of the
poll, a total of 460 critics from all
parts of the United States participated in voting on the "Ten Best
ballots

Film Daily Poll Of Critics
Covering The Entire United States

Films" of 1934.

mark

PRESENTING ONE OF THE TEN BEST PICTURES OF

1934

the

in

This

13

new high

a

is

history of

years'

annual event. The previous recwas 400, established the year
before, which in turn beat the previous year. Interest in the poll has
increased successively each year
this

ord

THE BARRETTS OF WIMPOLE STREET

it was started.
Names of the motion picture
critics and editors who took part in

since

Producer

Irving

Director

Norma

Stars

Film

Thalberg
Franklin

Shearer, Fredric March, Charles Laughton

Author
Screen

G.

Sidney

Rudolf

Vajda, Claudine West
Donald Ogden Stewart

Ernest

Play

Besier

Margaret

Editor

the present poll, together with the
names of their publications, are

below in alphabetical order according to states and cities:
listed

ALABAMA

Booth

Photographer

William

Daniels

Pettersen

Recording

Douglas

Shearer

Ray

Engineer

Hugh Boswell

Assistant Director

Art Director

Cedric Gibbons

Associate Art Directors

Harry McAffe, Edwin

Costumes

Adrian

Musical Numbers

General

Willis

B.

Press

Marzoni,
Herald"

B.

E.

C.

Harry
Louis

Celestine

Recording

"News-Aze-

"Post"
Decatur "Daily"
Dothan "Eagle"
Florence "Times"

Hall,
Eckl,

Roy E. O'Neal,
Herbert Lyons,

Huntsville

"Daily

Register"

Mobile "Press"
Mobile "Register"

Jr.,

Sibley,

Herbert Stothart

ARIZONA

Howard Dietz

Agent

Mrs.

Produced

P.

A.

Birmingham

Birmingham

Glenn,
Shelton,

M-G-M

in

Studios,

Culver

Western

System

Penn Theater, Pittsburgh, Sept.

Premiere
General Release Date

City

Bernice
Tucson.

Sept. 21,

Daily

Star,"

ARKANSAS

Electric
14,

"Arizona

Cosulich,

1934
1934

Alfred W. Rose, Camden "News"
Edgar B. Chesnutt, "Arkansas Gazette,"
Rock.

Little

CALIFORNIA
Clayton I. Ward, Alhambra "Post-Advocate"
Don O'Kane, "Humboldt Standard," Eureka.
J.
L.
Rosenberg, Inglewood "Daily News"
Vera D. Kackley, Long Branch "Press-Telegram"
Jimmy Starr, Los Angeles "Herald and Express"
Edwin Schallert, Los Angeles "Times"
Elizabeth

Yeaman,

Hollywood

"Citizen-News"

CAST
O'Connor, Ian Wolfe, Marion Clayton, Ralph Forbes,
Vernon Downing, Neville Clark, Matthew Smith,
Robert Carleton, Allan Conrad, Peter Hobbes, Ferdinand Munier, Leo Carroll, Flush.

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
PICTURE

Pictures

Eligible

Norma Shearer, Fredric March, Charles Laughton,
Maureen O'Sullivan,
Katharine
Alexander,
Una

included on
which the critics

Pictures

from

the

ballot

made

their

the Ten Best
approximately 500 and

num-

selections

for

bered
represented
films
generally
released
from Nov. 1, 1933, to Oct. 31, 1934.
Time required to conduct the voting
necessitated
the
fixing
of
these
dates as the fiscal year.
Pictures
released nationally

December
in

the next

of

1934

poll.

in

November

anr1

be included
Some foreign films^
will

were not included in the ballot because they were not released in all
parts

of

shown

in

the country but merely
the "arty" cinemas of some

of the larger cities.

THE
Thursday, Jan.

3,

T

M-G-M

&tk

DAILY

1935

Captures Four of the Ten Best"
Eleanor

Barnes,

Pictures
Angeles

Los

"Daily

Illustrated

News"
George

Angeles "Post-Record"
Howard Waldorf, Oakland "Post Enquirer"
Wood Soanes, Oakland "Tribune"
Alice Haines Baskin, Pasadena "Star-News"
Lewis,

Los

Okey

Film Daily Poll Of

2

Critics
Covering The Entire United States

PRESENTING ONE OF THE TEN BEST PICTURES OF

K

1934

King, Pomona "Progress-Bulletin"
H. A. Hargraves, Redlands "Daily Facts"
Roy V. Bailey, Sacramento "Bee"
Lois Clauson, Sacramento "Union"
Don H. Short, San Diego "Evening Tribune"
John Boyd Stephens, San Diego "Sun"
George C. Warren, San Francisco "Chronicle"
Lloyd S. Thompson, San Francisco "Examiner"
Claude A. LaBelle, San Francisco "News"
Stanley Waldorf, San Jose "Evening News"
Willa Okker, San Mateo "Daily Times"
Litti Paulding, Santa Barbara "Daily News"
H. R. Judah, Santa Cruz "Evening News"
Fred McPherson, Jr., Santa Cruz "Sentinel"

Peggy
Joe

Mel

Heacock, South Gate "Tribune"

Caporro, Stockton "Evening
Bennett, Stockton "Record"

Jack

TheH OUSE
Producer....

F.

Zanuck, (20th Century Pictures)
William Goetz, Raymond Griffith

Associate Producers

Alfred

Director

Recording

Engineer

Betty Craig, Denver "Post"
Fred W. Speers, Denver "Post"
Alberta Pike, "Rocky Mountain

News,"

Den-

ver.

James A. McCain, Fort Collins "Express-Courier"
Walter Walker, Grand Junction "Daily Sentinel"
F.
E.
Merrill, Greeley "Daily Tribune"
Hazel A. Smith, Pueblo "Star-Journal"
F. E. Winsor, Trinidad "Chronicle-News"

CONNECTICUT

Vinton

Vernon

T. Howell

Miller,

Humphrey

Ray Rennahan
Harry Brand

Century

Home

Hal

United Artists

Produced at

DELAWARE

Natalie T. Kalmus

Technicolor Photography
Publicity for 20th

Bridgeport "Herald"
Doulens, Bridgeport "Post"
Edward Maum, Bridgeport "Times-Star"
Curtiss A. Wilson, Danbury "News-Times"
H. Viggo Andersen, Hartford "Courant"
John H. Thompson, Torrington "Register"

Leo

Gwen Wakeling
Alfred Newman

Score

Technicolor Art Director

United Artists Studios, Hollywood, Cal.

Western

Recording System
Premiere

Marley

Richard Day

Costumes

for

Peverell

Maude

Director

Publicity

COLORADO

Alan McNeil and Barbara McLean

Associate Director

Musical

Ellwanger, Ventura "County Star"

N unnally Johnson

Play

Editors

Photographer

Art

Arliss

George Hembert Westley

Author

Film

Werker

George

Star

Screen

W.

R
OF KOTHSCHILD

Darryl

News"

"Evening News"

Vallejo

Astor Theater,

General Release Date

New

Frances W.
Merchant, Wilmington "JournalEvery Evening and Morning News"
Harris
Wilmington "Journal-Every
Samonisky,

Evening"
Henry L. Sholly, Wilmington "Sunday Star"

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Electric

York, March 14, 1934
April 7,

1934

Edward

de

Star"
Nelson B.

Andrew

S.

Melcher,

Washington

"Evening

Bell, Washington "Post"
Kelley, Washington "Times"

R.

FLORIDA
Cleone Frazier, "Polk County Record," Bartow.
Sparky Kennon, Daytona Beach "Sun-Record"
Miss J. Leone Kyle, Fort Lauderdale "Daily

CAST
George Arliss, Boris Karloff, Loretta Young, Robert
Young, C. Aubrey Smith, Arthur Byron, Helen West-

Owen, Florence Arliss, Alan MowHolmes Herbert, Paul Harvey, Ivan Simpson,
Noel Madison, Murray Kinnell, Georges Renavent,
Oscar Apfel, Lumsden Hare, Leo McCabe, Gilbert
Emery, Charles Evans, Desmond Roberts, Earl Mcley,

News"
Joseph J. Wilson, Gainesville "News"
Jean Henderson, "Florida Times-Union,"

Reginald

bray,

Donald, Ethel Griffies, Leo Kohlmar, William Strauss,
Matthew Betz, Reginald Sheffield, Brandon Hurst,

Harold Minjir, Horace Claude Cooper, Craufurd
Kent, Gerald Pierce, Milton Kahn, George Offerman, Jr., Cullen Johnson, Bobbie La Mauche, Leonard

Jack-

sonville.

Mudie.

A UNITED ARTISTS RELEASE

M-G-M

Gets Four

custom on many
walked off
with even more than Leo the Lion's
share of the winners in the 1934

As has been

past

occasions,

"Ten Best"
with
"The

its

M-G-M

poll,

taking

Barretts

of

first

place

Wimpole

Street" and three additional spots
with "The Thin Man," "Viva Villa"
and "Dinner at Eight." Columbia did

proud by registering two winwhile United Artists scored a
similar number and thereby upheld
its lead on a percentage basis, i.e.,
computing the number of winners on
the basis of number of pictures reitself

ners,

leased.
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Metro, Paramount and Fox Lead

in

Honor

the
W.
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List

"The Floridian," Jacksonville.
Miami "Daily News"
Miami "Herald"
W. W. "Buddy" Wilson, St. Augustine "Record"
H.

Schaefer,

Miriam
Edgar

A.

Bell,

Hay,

Dunlap,

R.

Petersburg

St.

"Evening

Inde-

pendent"
Fred

"Times"
E.
D. Lambright, Tampa "Morning Tribune"
Vernon L. Smith, West Palm Beach "Post-Times"

Rim

a

Strozier,

L.

St.

Daily Poll Of Critics

Covering The Entire United States

GEORGIA

k

Frank Daniel, Atlanta "Journal"
Paul M. Conway, Macon "Evening
A. B. Bernd. Macon "Telegraph"
Emily

Thomasville

Jerger,
terprise"
R.

Walter Campbell,

PRESENTING ONE OF THE TEN BEST PICTURES OF

Petersburg

News"

"Daily

Times-En-

Waycross "Journal-Herald"

1934

ILLINOIS

It

One

Happened

Night

Producer

Frank

Stars

Clark

Film

Gable, Claudette

Samuel Hopkins Adams

Author
Screen

Cohn

Harry

Director

Capra

(from "Night Bus")

Robert Riskin

Editor

Gene Havlick

Photographer
Engineer

Assistant

Director

E.

C.

Art Director

Musical

field.

INDIANA

Coleman
Timothy Jewett, Anderson "Herald"
Bedford "Daily Times"
W. C. Miller, Bloomington "Evening World"
Dan Albrecht, Elkhart "Daily Truth"
Margaret Troyer, Goshen "News-Times and
Democrat"
Donald A. Gray, Indianapolis "Commercial"
Charles

Robert Kalloch
Louis Silvers

General Press Agent

Mae

L.
Riggs,
Decatur "Herald and Review"
Grace Leone Barnett, Freeport "Journal-Standard"
Clarence L. Lucas, Moline "Dispatch"
L. M. Davis, Ottawa "Republican-Times"
Max V. Bosler, Peoria "Journal-Transcript"
R. M. Shepherdson, Peoria "Journal-Transcript"
J.
K. Quinn, Peoria "Star"

Bernds

E.

C.

Director

Rodenbach, Chicago "Daily News"
Krueger, Chicago "Evening American"
Tinee, Chicago "Tribune"

Belleville

W. W. Johnson, Urbana "Evening Courier"
E.
Macklin, Waukegan "News-Sun"
J.

Stephen Goosson

Costumes

Clark
Jess

Kern,

Walker

Joseph

Recording

A.

Harriet F. Stafford, Rock Island "Argus"
C. H. Nelson, Rockford "Morning Star"
R. C. Trank, Rockford "Register-Republic"
W. F. Dagon, "Illinois State Journal," Spring-

Colbert

Play

"News-Democrat"

Elsie

George Brown

Barbara Wright, Indianapolis "News"
Corbin Patrick, Indianapolis "Star"

Produced
Recording

Walter D. Hickman, Indianapolis "Times"
Maurice C. Tull, Kokomo "Tribune-Dispatch"
Allen Sauers, Logansport "Pharos-Tribune"
W. W. Durbin, Marion "Chronicle"
Helen M. Taylor, New Castle "Courier-Times"
Gerald Holland, South Bend "News-Times"
W. W. Dunkle, South Bend "Tribune"
Mabel McKee, Terre Haute "Star"

Columbia Studios, Hollywood

in

Western

System

Music

Premiere

General Release Date

Hall,

Electric

N.

Feb. 23,

Y.

1934

R.

E.

Milliner,

Wabash "Plain Dealer"

IOWA
Boone "News-Republican"
Walter E. Kohrs, Burlington

"Hawk-Eye

Ga-

zette"

LeRoy A. Wallace, Council Bluffs "Nonpareil"
Rex J. Ballard, Davenport "Daily Times"
John O'Donnell, Davenport "Democrat"
Lucy Meuer, "Catholic Daily Tribune," Dubu-

CAST

que.
Hamilton,
L.

W.

and
Dale

Clark

Gable,

Roscoe

Ward

Claudette

Eddie

Bradley, Charlie
ner,

Jameson

Karns,

Bond,

Arthur

Colbert,

Wallis

Alan

Hale,

Clark,

Harry

Brown, Harry Halman, Maidel Tur-

Hoyt,

Blanche

Carrell,

Frederici,

Irving

Bacon,

Honor
Pictures

1934
Charles C. Wilson, Harry Todd.

A

Fort

Dodge

"Messenger

Keokuk "Daily Gate City"

Walter Connolly,

Thomas,

Chandler,

E.

Jr.,

Chronicle"

COLUMBIA PICTURE

List

Well Divided

winning

Roll of

in

the

fairly

well

places

Honor were

divided among the major companies,
although here again M-G-M led the
Paraparade with a total of nine.
mount followed with eight, while
Fox had six. RKO Radio came in foV,
five, with Warner Bros, and United
UniverArtists taking four apiece.
sal had three and Columbia had two.
The remaining picture was an independent, "Thunder Over Mexico,"
released by Principal.
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More Than 150

Seven or

Critics Pick

More
Albert
Willis

M.
F.

"Ten

of

//

Efner, Ottumwa "Daily Courier"
Forbes, Sioux City "Journal"

KANSAS
Baugh, Dodge City "Daily Globe"
William W. Wylie, Manhattan "News-Tribune'
Manly Wade Wellman, Wichita "Eagle"
Jay

B.

Film Daily Poll Of

Critics
Covering The Entire United States

KENTUCKY

k

Boyd Martin, Louisville "Courier-Journal"
Dan Thompson, Louisville "Times"

LOUISIANA

PRESENTING ONE OF THE TEN BEST PICTURES OF

One

Night of Love

Director

Schertzinger

Victor

Grace Moore

Star

Authors

Whitney, Lewiston "Journal"
Kenneth W. Berry, Portland "Evening Express'
Harold L. Cail, Portland "Evening News"
Alice E. Modes, Portland "Press-Herald"
E.

B.

E.

M.

Dorothy Speare, Charles Beahan

Screen Play

S. K.

Lauren, James Gow,

Editor

Photographer

Edmund North
Gene Milford
Joseph Walker

Recording Engineer
Assistant

Paul

Arthur

Director

Dr.

General Press Agent

Pietro

Thematic Music

Victor

Schertzinger,

Gus Kahn

Columbia Pictures Studio, Hollywood
Western Electric
Music Hall, N. Y.
Sept. 15, 1934

in

Recording System
Premiere
General Release Date

Annapolis

Jr.,

"Evening

Cap-

itol"

"News-Post"
"Sun"
Donald
"Sunday
Sun"
Baltimore
Harry Haller,
Lester S.
McWilliams, Hagerstown "Morning

Norman

Clark, Baltimore
Kirkley, Baltimore

Herald"

MASSACHUSETTS

Cimini

George Brown
John Hoffman

Effects

Produced

Jackson,

Louis Silvers
Director

Musical

Neal
Balch

MARYLAND

Stephen Goosson
Robert Kalloch

Art Director

Costumes
Music

Special

Hunter Jarreau, Alexandria "Daily Town Talk"
Mel Washburn, New Orleans "Item-Tribune"
Beatrice W. and Charles P. Jones, New Orleans "Times-Picayune" and "States"
Dolph Frantz, Shreveport "Journal"
Ralph N. Swanson, Shreveport "Times"

MAINE

Harry Cohn

Producer

Film

1934

Stanton, Beverly "Evening Times"
Joyce Dana, Boston "Evening American"
Marjory Adams, Boston "Globe"
Elinor Hughes, Boston "Herald"
Helen Eager, Boston "Traveler"
D. Murray Travis, Brockton "Enterprise-Times"
Francis W. Leary, Chelsea "Evening Record"
Mrs. John McCarthy, Haverhill "Evening Gazette"
"Eagle-TriLawrence
Timothy
O'Hearn,
F.

Lawrence

P.

bune"
Harold Day Valpey, Lynn "Daily Evening Item"
Charles F. Martin, North Attleboro "Evening
Chronicle"
Ingoldsby, Salem "Evening News"
Robert B. McNitt, Southbridge "Evening News"
Mace, Springfield "Republican"

Peter G.

Louise
A. L.

Wood,

S.

Springfield

"Union"

Gardner Campbell, Wakefield "Daily Item"
Clarence L. Moody, Worcester "Evening Gazette"
Ernest W. Brockway, Worcester "Evening Post"
C. W. Erickson, Worcester "Telegram"

MICHIGAN
Madge A.
E.

dium"

CAST
Jesse

gurola,

A

Ralph,

Luis

Alberni,

Ella H. McCormick, Detroit "Free Press"
Harold Jeffernan, Detroit "News"
Mildred Elwood, Flint "Daily Journal"
Charles J. Neugebauer, "Daily Mining Journal,"
Ishpeming.
Garrett C. Gething, Jackson "Tribune"
Victor H. Powers, Escanaba "Daily Press"
Durlin N. Wheeler, Niles "Daily Star"

Mrs.

Grace Moore, Tullio Carminati, Lyle Talbot, Mona
Carrie,

Pangborn,

F.

Adrian "Daily Telegram"
Benton Harbor "News-Palla-

Millikin,

Andrea

De Se-

Rosemary Glosz, Nydia Westman.

COLUMBIA PICTURE

Good
Apparently
fits

Pickers

reflecting

of years of practice,

the

bene-

mote than

150 critics were right on seven or
of the Ten Best pictures for
1934.
Five of the cinema scribes
picked nine of the Ten, while 41
were correct on eight of their selections.
This is the best showing
made by the critics to date.

more
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Every Picture
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Star Value

C. Hayhow, Pontiac "Daily Press"
Marion Eby, Royal Oak "Daily Tribune"
W. Mitchell, Wyandotte "Daily Record"
E.

J.

MINNESOTA

Film Daily Poll Of

2

Critics
Covering The Entire United States

Geraldine Rasmussen, Austin "Daily Herald"
Prevost Coulter, Duluth "News-Tribune"
Mrs. W. L. Robertson, Fergus Falls "Journal"
Lucey Pope Taylor, Mankato "Free Press"
Merle Potter, Minneapolis "Journal"
Nat S. Finney, Minneapolis "Star"
Harry
Remington (John Alden), Minneapolis

"Tribune"
Miss M. Schnorr, Rochester "Post-Bulletin"
0. Meyers, St. Paul "Daily News"
Donald J. Maclver, Virginia "Daily Enterprise"

J.

PRESENTING ONE OF THE TEN BEST PICTURES OF

Cosman

Eisendrath,

Sumter

Gillespie,

"Daily Herald"

Biloxi

Greenwood

"Commonwealth"

Purser Hewitt, Jackson "Clairon-Ledger"
Earl C. Magee, Jackson "Daily News"

Women

Little

MISSISSIPPI

1934

MISSOURI
Bert

Executive

Producer

Merian

Director

George

Star

Katharine

Author

Louisa

Screen Play

Sarah Y.

Hepburn

May

Alcott

Jack Taylor, Sedalia "Capital"

Jack Kitchin

Photographer

Henry

Engineer

Frank

Costumes

MONTANA

Gerrard

H.

Van Nest

Art Director

John Curtis, "Montana Record-Herald," Helena.
E. G.
Ivins, Lewistown, "Democrat-News"

Harris

Polglase

Walter Plunkett

Max

Director

Advertising and

Robert

Publicity

Advertising Manager

S.

Produced in
Recording System
Premiere
General Release Date

RKO
Music

Hall,

Barret

NEBRASKA

Steiner

Hobe

Sets
Dir.

Goetze Jeter, Moberly "Monitor-Index"
Dean Wilde, St. Joseph "Gazette"
Herbert L. Monk, St. Louis "Globe-Democrat"
Colvin McPherson, St. Louis "Post-Dispatch"
Reed Hynds (Frank Judge), St. Louis "StarTimes"

Cukor

Mason, Victor Heerman

Film Editor

Musical

Cooper

C.

Kenneth Macgowan

Associate Producer

Recording

Masterson, "Southeast Missourian," Cape
Girardeau.
V. L. Page, Chillicothe "Constitution-Tribune"
Robert L. Hutchinson, Joplin "Globe"
Lowell Lawrance, Kansas City "Journal-Post"

F.

Florence Swihart,
A.
F.
Buechler,

Irwin

Fremont "Evening Tribune"
Grand Island "Daily Inde-

pendent"

Sisk

Barney

McCormick

Lincoln

Oldfield,
"Star^'

Lincoln

"Journal-Star"

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Hollywood
RCA Photophone
N. Y., Nov. 16, 1933
Nov. 24, 1933
Studio,

Alma Gallagher, Laconia "Evening Citizen"

Stars

Winning Films

in

Every one of the pictures in the
"Ten Best" group was strong on
star value.
"Barretts of Wimpole
Street" had Norma Shearer, Charles

Laughton, Fredric March and Maureen O'Sullivan; "House of Roths-

George Arliss, Boris Karloff,
Young, Robert Young; "It
Happened One Night," Claudette
Colbert, Clark Gable, Walter Connolly; "One Night of Love," Grace
Moore, Tullio Carminati, Lyle Tal-

child,"

Loretta

CAST

bot;

Katharine Hepburn, Joan Bennett, Paul Lukas, Frances

Dee, Jean Parker, Edna

May

Oliver, Douglass

Mont-

gomery, Henry Stephenson, Spring Byington, Samuel
Hinds,

Mabel

Colcord,

John

Davis

Lodge,

Nydia

Powell,

AN RKO RADIO PICTURE

Myrna

Katharine

Loy,

Maureen O'Sul-

Wallace Beery,
Fay Wray, Stuart Erwin, Joseph Schildkraut; "Dinner at
"Viva

livan;

Westman

Women,"

"Little

Hepburn, Jean Parker, Frances Dee,
Joan Bennett, Paul Lukas, Douglass
Montgomery; "Thin Man," William

Leo

Villa,"

Carrillo,

Eight,"

Lionel

Jean
Lowe,
Billie

Marie

Edmund
May Robson,
"Count of Monte Cris-

Madge
Burke.

John and
Wallace Beery,

Dressier,

Barrymore,
Harlow, Lee

Tracy,

Evans,

to," Robert Donat, Elissa Landi, Sid-

ney
Leslie

Blackmer;

"Berkeley

Square,"

Howard, Heather Angel.
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Winners Have
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Appeal and B.O. Value

Popular

NEW
Edward

J.

Howard

P.

Atlantic
Ida

JERSEY

Maas, Asbury Park "Press"
Dimon, Press-Union Newspapers,
City.

Hermann, Courier-Post Newspapers, Camden.

Arthur

Mackie,

D.
City.

Norman

"Jersey

Tomlinson,

B.

Journal,"

Jersey

Morristown

"Daily

Record"

New Brunswick "Daily Home News"
"Sunday Times"

Will Baltin,

and
Richard

Film Daily Poll Of

Critics
Covering The Entire United States
X

PRESENTING ONE OF THE TEN BEST PICTURES OF

Murray,

W.

Doris
Jules

C.

Alex Y.

Newark "Star-Eagle"

Potter, Orange
Levine, Paterson
Burslem, Trenton

"Daily Courier"
"Evening News"
"State Gazette"

NEW MEXICO
Harold

Burroughs,

1934

Albuquerque

"Journal"

NEW YORK
William

Man

The Thin

Hugh

P.
Donlon,
Amsterdam "Evening Recorder"
Lyon, Binghamton "Sun"
E. H. Goodin, Buffalo "Evening News"
W. E. J. Martin, Buffalo "Courier-Express"
Ardis Smith, Buffalo "Times"
Margaret Lascelles Toomey, Dunkirk "Evening
Observer"
J.
Maxwell Beers, Elmira "Reporter"
George McCann, Elmira "Star-Gazette"
Haynes Trebor, "North Shore Daily Journal,"
L.

Hunt Stromberg

Producer

W.

Director

Van Dyke

S.

Author
Screen Play

A. Glenn Rogers, Geneva "Daily Times"
Walter F. Fine, Gloversville "Leader-Republican"
William J. Waters, Ithaca "Journal"

Hammett

Dashiell

Albert Hackett, Frances Goodrich

Robert

Editor

"Long

Island

Daily

Press,"

Waite Forsyth, Jamestown "Post"
T. E. Brundage, Lockport "Union-Sun and Jour-

Wong Howe

.James

Photographer

Chester E. Durgin,
Jamaica.

Kern

J.

J.

Flushing.

William Powell, Myrna Loy

Stars

Film

H.
Haskell,
Albany "Knickerbocker
Press" and "Evening News"

nal"

Recording
Assistant

Art

Douglas

Engineer

Les

Director

..

.David Townsend,

Edwin

Costumes

Press

Recording
Premiere

M-G-M

in

Culver

Studios,

Western

System

Axt

May

Electric

25,

Star,"

Long

"Standard

Griffin,

Edgar Price, Brooklyn "Citizen"
Larry Mason, Brooklyn "Home Talk"
Vincent L. Powers, Brooklyn "Spectator"
Seymour Roman, Brooklyn "Times-Union"

City

Myers, Newburgh

Calvin D.

Chicago Theater, Chicago, May 30, 1934

General Release Date

Daily

Rochelle

New York "American"
New York "Daily News"
New York "Enquirer"
Richard Watts, Jr., New York "Herald-Tribune"
Julius Cohen, New York "Journal of Commerce"
Leo Mishkin, New York "Morning Telegraph"
Eileen Creelman, New York "Sun"
Andre Sennwald, New York "Times"
Marcus

Howard Dietz

Agent

Island

New

Regina Crewe,
Kate Cameron,

Willis

Dr. William

Renolz,

S.

Star"

Gibbons
B.

Parks, "Long
Island City.

E.

Dunbar

Dolly Tree

Musical Numbers

Produced

A.

Selander

Cedric

Director

Associate Art Directors.

General

Shearer

"News"

John M. Hurley, Oswego "Palladium-Times"
George L. David, Rochester "Democrat and
Chronicle"
Arthur D. Goodman, Rochester "Times-Union"
Helen Clinton, Schenectady "Gazette"
Everett L. Finch, Schenectady "Union-Star"
Chester B. Bahn, Syracuse "Herald"
Franklin H. Chase, Syracuse "Journal"

1934

Popular Pictures
Ten

CAST

only

duction
all

William

Powell,

Myrna

Loy,

Maureen

Henry,

Harold

Hall,

Hubert,

Cesar

Romero, Natalie Moorhead, Edward Brophy, Edward
Ellis,

Cyril Thornton.

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
PICTURE
110

of

standpoint,

but

practically

them were widely popular and

highly

O'Sullivan,

Henry

Nat Pendleton, Minna Gombell, Porter
Wadsworth, William

winners for 1934 not
were good pictures from a proBest

successful at the box-office.
the exception of "Berkeley
Square," on which the critics in-

With

dulged themselves to the extent of
giving artistic merit preference over
box-office
and which, incidentally,
is
the last picture in the list
the
selected films were the season's big
money makers. And the small margin by which "Gay Divorcee" -lost
out, though a strong box-office picture but released late in the fiscal
year of the poll, bears out the accuracy of judgment made possible
by the merging of national critical
opinion through the medium of The
Film Daily's Ten Best Poll.

—

—

BREAKS THE RE

RECORDS!

Topping by

*

!
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NEW YORK SHOUTS

ITS
PRAISES AS THE CRITICS
SCREAM "DON'T MISS ITl"

••*•

(four stars) "As fine a photoplay as the Music Hall could get to start its New Year!"— N. Y. Daily News . . .
"Charming and beautiful! . . Hepburn at her best! . . . Don't miss it!"— W. Y. Mirror . . "The clear fact in today's news is that Hepburn has never appeared to
better advantage than in 'The Little Minister'/'— N. Y. Post ... "Utterly charming!
.

.

. . Hepburn makes Barrie's gypsy leap alive! . . . It's one you must not miss!"—
N. Y. American . . "Crowds swirled about the Music Hall, waited shivering in the
icy sunshine, to see Hepburn in 'The Little Minister'."— N. Y. Sun... "Tender and
lovingly arranged. . . . Hepburn as the prankish gypsy lass whose liaison *rth the
little minister sets the community by the ears."— N. Y. Times . . . "Huge as the
Music Hall is, it didn't seem quite large enough for the crovtds waiting to get in.
Icy winds or no icy winds, they were standing in long and patient Jines. attesting
.

to the success of Hepburn's

romance!"— N.

RKO-R

Y.

new

picture. ...

Evening Journal

A

beautiful picture. ...

A

delightful

ov<$

.

THAT BROKE

n

j^pO admissions the
business! ... In

jistiow

t

^H

<

Women"

opening day
the first four days more than
100,000 people gained admittance while wind-swept,
shivering thousands lined the
streets for hours ... As this is
being written indications point
to a new all-time record week
for Radio City Music Hall, the
largest theatre on earth!
"Little

.

WKfeGlPED

A

PANMO

fcY n

S.

.'HARD

WALLACE

S1n- \N PRODUCTION
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Six Producers

Are Represented
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Winning LisV
Helen

Tait

Walker,

Syracuse

"Post-Standard'

W. A. Gunn, Troy "Observer-Budget"
Vincent S. Jones, Utica "Daily Press"
Winifred Cooper, Utica "Observer-Dispatch"
Ken Fober, Watertown "Daily Times"

NORTH CAROLINA
Mary

Film Daily Poll Of

a

Critics
Covering The Entire United States

Brooks Parham, Charlotte "Observer"
Walter Spearman, Charlotte "News"
W. M. Sherrill, Concord "Daily Tribune"
L. C. Gifford, Hickory "Daily Record"
John Mebane, High Point "Enterprise"
T. E. Wagg, Jr., Rocky Mount "Evening Tele-

gram"

OHIO
Akron "Times-Press"
Marceil Houston, Ashland "Times-Gazette"
G. E. Mitchell, Athens "Messenger"
Dennis R. Smith, Canton "Repository"
Alvin C. Zurcher, Chillicothe "News-AdverKenneth

PRESENTING ONE OF THE TEN BEST PICTURES OF

1934

Nichols,

tiser"

Herman

IVA, Vi
Viva.
VILLA!
Producer

David

Director
Star

Authors
Screen Play
Film

Editor

Photographers
Assistant Director

Musical

Consultant
Decoration
Technical Advisor
Technical Associate
Recording Engineer
Art Director
Interior

Costumes
Musical Numbers
General Press Agent

Bernfeld, Cincinnati "Enquirer"
J.
Sien, Cincinnati "Post"
William G. Stiegler, Cincinnati "Times-Star"
Harland Fend, Cleveland "News"
William S. Cunningham. Columbus "Citizen"
Adrian Fuller, Columbus "Dispatch"
Harold C. Eckert, "Ohio State Journal," Columbus.
Hal Jenksin, Coshocton "Tribune and Times

Max

0.

Selznick

Jack Conway
Wallace Beery
Edgcumb Pinchon, 0. B. Stade
Ben Hecht
Robert J. Kern
James Wong Howe, Charles G. Clarke
Art Rosson, Johnny Waters
Juan Aguilar
Edwin B. Willis
Carlos Novarro
Matias Santoyo
Douglas Shearer
Harry Oliver
Dolly Tree
Herbert Stothart

Howard Dietz

Age"
William A. Keller, Dayton "Herald"
A. S. Kany, Dayton "Journal"
Barney Schwartz, Dover "Daily Reporter"
John M. Stowell, Findlay "Republican-Courier"
Eleanor
Campbell Spencer,
Hamilton "Daily

News"
A. Leiter, Hamilton "Journal-News"
Houch, Marion "Star"
Hazel Kirk, Newark "Advocate"
Thurse F. Sigman, Painesville "Telegraph"
Lola Hill, Piqua "Daily Call"
Mary Louise Layden, Salem "News"
Clayton J. Irwin, Sandusky "Register"
E. F. Walrath, Sandusky "Star-Journal"
Ina M. Karson, Springfield "Daily News"
Mary Berger, Steubenville "Herald-Star"
Ralph H. Keller, Tiffin "Advertiser-Tribune"
Allen Saunders, Toledo "News-Bee"
Mitchell Woodbury, Toledo "Times"
Joseph R. Snelus, Warren "Tribune-Chronicle"

Clayton
Hallie

Charles

W.
R.

Produced in
M-G-M Studios, Culver City
Western Electric
Recording System
Poli's Palace, Bridgeport, April 26, 1934
Premiere
April 27, 1934
General Release Date

L.

A.

A. Leedy, Youngstown "Telegram"
Root, Youngstown "Vindicator"
Higsins, Xenia "Gazette"
T. Basehart, Zanesville "Sunday Times-

Harry
Signal"

OKLAHOMA
Hamlin, Bartlesville "Daily Enterprise"
Morrison, Bartlesville "Morning Examiner"
Edwin Alford, Muskogee "Times-Democrat"
Coreta Livingston, Seminole "County News"
Emery Winn, Tulsa "Daily World"
Joe Meyer, Jr., Tulsa "Tribune"
A.

B.

Nanette

OREGON
Grey, Medford "Mail-Tribune"
Pieper, Medford "News"
Hunt, Portland "Journal"
Larry Warren,
Portland "News-Telegram"
Fred M. White "The Oregonian," Portland.

Herb
Dean

CAST
Wallace Beery, Leo Carrillo, Fay Wray, Donald Cook,
Erwin, George E. Stone, Joseph Schildkraut,
Katherine DeMille, Phillip Cooper, Frank Puglia,
Henry B. Walthall, David Durand, Francis X. Bushman, Jr., Adrian Rosley, Henry Armetta, Pedro
Regas, George Regas.

Stuart

Harold

PENNSYLVANIA
Robert C. Machesney, Ambridge "Daily Citizen'
James Ball, Braddock "Daily News-Herald"
Mary Yvo Flanigan, Bradford "Era"

Winners by 6 Producers
of M-G-M taking four

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
PICTURE

Because

winners, only six producers
in the 1934 Ten Best list.
Two of these producers, 20th Century and Reliance, are under the
United Artists banner, thereby reof

the

figured

ducing
to

five.

number
The others

the

Radio and Columbia.

of

are

distributors

Fox,

RKO

b
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Ten Best Poll Rises to Fever Pitch
Hinitzlman, Coatesville "Record"
McKay, Donora "Herald-American"
J. A. Wurzbach, Erie "Dispatch-Herald"
C. R. Wolff, Gettysburg "Times"
Errol H. Derby. Greensburg "Tribune-Review"
L. U. Kay, Harrisburg "Telegraph"
William D. Watkins, Lansford "Evening Record"
Ted Gress, Lebanon "Daily News"
Richard S. Ruble, Lewistown "Sentinel"
Robert S. Bates, Meadville "Tribune-Republican"
Monogahela "Daily Republican"
Wiliam F. Gleason, Philadelphia "Evening BulC.

H.

Edwin

Film Daily Poll Of

2

Critics
Covering The Entire United States

PRESENTING ONE OF THE TEN BEST PICTURES OF

D INNER At

J.

letin"

Henry T.

K

1934

E IGHT

Murdock, Philadelphia "Public Ledger"
Louis H. Mamer, Philadelphia "Gazette-Democrat"
Mildred Martin, Philadelphia "Inquirer"
Sallie B. Haas, Philadelphia "Star"
Kaspar Monahan, Pittsburgh "Press"
Harold W. Cohen, Pittsburgh "Post-Gazette"
William J. Lewis, Pittsburgh "Sun-Telegraph"

W. Erie Homan, Reading "Times"
Reginald A. Williams, Scranton "Republican"
Scranton "Scrantonian"
George Piddington, Sharon "Herald'
T. L. Roberts, Sunbury "Daily"
Mrs. Julia Rishel, "Valley Daily News," larentum.
O'Neil Kennedy, Uniontown "Daily News-Standard"
John V. Heffernan, Wilkes-Barre "Sunday Independent"

Producer

0.

David

Director

Wilbert

L.

Thomas

F.

Haare, York "Dispatch"

Selznick

Cukor

George

Marie Dressier, John Barrymore, Wallace Beery,
Jean Harlow, Lionel Barrymore, Lee Tracy, Edmund Lowe

RHODE ISLAND

Stars

Authors

George

Film

S.

Kaufman, Edna Ferber

Frances Marion, Herman

Screen Play

J.

Mankiewicz
Ben

Editor

Lewis

Photographer

William

Daniels

Recording

Douglas

Shearer

Assistant

Engineer
Director

Cullen

Costumes

Adrian

Howard Dietz

General Press Agent

Produced

M-G-M

in

Premiere

Studios.

Culver

Western

Recording System
Broad,

General Release Date

SOUTH CAROLINA
Anderson "Daily Mail"
Hembree, Anderson "Independent-Tri
bune"
Willis H. Harper, Florence "Morning News"
Bob M. Ward, Rock Hill "Herald"
T.

L.

F.

Acker,

S.

SOUTH DAKOTA

City
Francis

State,

Orleans, Dec. 28, 1933
Jan.

Edward

Electric

Columbus; Denver, Denver;

New

bune"
B. Howland, Providence "Sunday Journal"
Westerly "Sun"
J. Butler
Elinor V. Arnold, Woonsocket "Call"

Paul

Tate

Hobe Erwin, Fred Hope

Art Directors

Bresnahan, Pawtucket "Times"
Garrett D.
Byrnes,
Providence "Journal and
Evening Bulletin"
A.
Marcello,
Providence "News-TriAlfred

12,

Patten,

C.

Aberdeen "American-News"
Falls "Daily Argus-Lead-

Roger S. Brown, Sioux
er"

1934

TENNESSEE
Murray E. Wyche, Chattanooga "News"
N. Key Hart, Chattanooga "Times"
Reginald L. Wood, Kingsport "Times"
F. Henry, Jr., Knoxville "News-Sentinel'
Harry Martin, Memphis "Commercial Appeal
Jack Byron, Memphis "Press-Scimitar"
Tom Stewart, Nashville "Banner"
William R. Breyer, "The Tennessean," Nash-

B.

'

ville.

CAST
Marie Dressier, John Barrymore, Wallace Beery,
Jean Harlow, Lionel Barrymore, Lee Tracy, Edmund
Lowe, Billie Burke, Madge Evans, Jean Hersholt,
Karen Morley, Louise Closser Hale, Phillips Holmes,
May Robson, Grant Mitchell, Phoebe Foster, Elizabeth Patterson, Hilda Vaughn, Harry Beresford,
Edwin Maxwell, John Davidson, Edward Woods,
George Baxter, Herman Bing, Anna Duncan.

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

€

PICTURE

Interest

Runs High

Judging from advance comment in
newspaper movie columns, as well
as from direct reactions and inquirreceived by The Film Daily,
ies
general interest in the current Ten
Best poll has run to a fever pitch.
This is attributed partly to the
greater

number

conducted

of local polls, most-

by critics at the instance of The Film Daily with some
sort of award given the fan whose
list
comes closest to the national
poll, and also partly to the inevitable
accumulation of interest which the
various individual Ten Best selections have aroused in the list that
represents the "Bests" of all the
"Bests."
ly

THE
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Best's

TEXAS
Lucile

Spoonts, Amarillo "Globe-News"
Ruth Lewis, Austin "American"
Edmond M. Barr, Dallas "Dispatch"
Jack Gordon, Fort Worth "Press"
Robert Randol, Fort Worth "Star-Telegram"
La Verne Hester, Goose Creek "Daily Sun"
Lecta Rider, Houston "Chronicle"
Bess Whitehead Scott, Houston "Post"

Film Daily Poll Of

2

Critics
Covering The Entire United States

Hubert Roussel, Houston "Press"
Longview "Daily News"
Charles W. Ratliff, Lubbock "Avalanche-Jour-

Duke Wellington,

k

B.

nal"
H. Broiles,

L.

Hamilton,

Palestine "Daily Herjld"
Duvall, Paris "Evening News"

Theodore

J.

Mary

PRESENTING ONE OF THE TEN BEST PICTURES OF

1934

Mexia "Daily News"

Elizabeth

Hutchison,

Louise

Walliser,

Port Arthur

San

"News"

Antonio

"Evening

News"
Lester

Ketner,

"The San Antonian," San An-

tonio.

Ted
J.

The Count of

Monte Cristo

Bobar, Sherman "Daily Democrat"
A. Wray, Wichita Falls "Daily Times"

UTAH
Waide M. Condon,

Salt

Lake City "Tribune"

VERMONT
Edward Small,

Producer

(

Rowland V. Lee

Director

Robert Donat and

Stars

Philip

Peverell

Art

Nate

Director

John

Director

Musical Director
Technical Directors
for

Watt

Ducasse Schulze

Gwen Wakeling
Alfred Newman

Costumes

Publicity

Marley

Vinton Vernon

Recording Engineer

Louis

Reliance

Bennington

Dumas

Grant Whytock

Editor

Agnes

Mrs.

VIRGINIA

•
H.

Trundle, Danville "Register-Bee"
Wilbur Jennings, Fredericksburg "Free LanceStar"
David Wayne Wright, Lynchburg "Advance"
Edward M. Holmes, Norfolk "Ledger-Dispatch"
Ralph K. T. Larson, Norfolk "Virginian-Pilot"
H. G. Turner, Petersburg "Progress-Index"
Clarence Boykin, Richmond "Times-Dispatch"
E.
W. Opie, Staunton "Leader" and "NewsB.

Leader"
Frank Sullivan,
R.

S.

Fansler,

Van Den Ecker and
Edward P. Lambert
Russell

Hal

Publicity for United Artists

Webster, Barre "Daily Times"
"Evening Banner"
R.

Landi

Dunne, Dan Totheroh,
Rowland V. Lee

Photographer
Assistant

Elissa

Alexander

Author
Screen Play and Dialogue
Film

Reliance Pictures)

United Artists Studios, Hollywood, Cal.
Produced at
Western Electric
Recording System
United Artists Theater, Chicago, Sept. 5, 1934
Premiere
Sept. 7, 1934
General Release Date

T.

H. Taylor,
H. Crosby,

Longview "Daily News"
Seattle

"Daily Journal

of

Com-

merce"
Harry B. Mills, Seattle "Star"
Sid Copeland, Spokane "Press"
Richard E. Hays, Seattle Times"
Ray Budwin. Spokane "Chronicle"
Margaret Bean, Spokane "Spokesman-Review"
Paul Busselle, Tacoma "Daily Times"
M. B. Pettus, Tacoma "Daily and Sunday Ledger"
H. J. Campbell, Vancouver "Evening Columbian"
R.

Morris, Walla Walla

Little,

Robert

A UNITED ARTISTS RELEASE

News,"

Bellingham.

W.

Iris

Robert Donat, Elissa Landi, Louis Calhern, Sidney
Blackmer, Raymond Walburn, 0. P. Heggie, William Farnum, Georgia Caine, Walter Walker, Lawrence Grant, Luis Alberni, Irene Hervey, Douglas
Walton, Juliette Compton, Clarence Wilson, Eleanor Phelps, Ferdinand Munier, Holmes Herbert, Paul
Irving, Mitchell Lewis, Clarence Muse, Lionel Belmore, Wilfred Lucas, Tom Ricketts, Edward Keane,
Sydney Jarvis, Desmond Roberts, John Marsden,
Alphonse Martell, Russell Powell, Wallace Albright.

"Evening Star"

Ray Craft, Aberdeen "Daily World"
Vernon V. Vine, "Northwest Farm

James

CAST

"News-Herald"

WASHINGTON

Phelps

Home

Suffolk

Winchester

L.

"Union"

Walla Walla "Union-Bulletin"
Thomas, Wenatchee "Daily World"

The

Real

Ten Best

So many "Ten Best" lists have
sprung up in the trail of The Film
Daily's annual poll that it is beginning to confuse and bewilder some
of the public who are unable to distinguish
between
the
selections
made by individual and self-appointed authorities or special groups
and the real, the "one and only,"
selections obtained through a nationwide
poll
of
motion
picture
critics and editors.
On the other
hand, the desire of so many to^t- {
j
picking the best V- I
in

ticipate

is
the best proof of the growing
movie-consciousness that has resulted
from the holding of the national

Film Daily poll for the past 13 years.

/
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Over 500 Ne wspapers Tod ay

in

WEST VIRGINIA
Ted

Kim

2

McDowell, Beckley "Post-Herald"
Robert Holton Bull, Charleston "Daily Mail"
Clyde H. East, Charleston "Gazette"
'Gene Collett, Clarksburg "Telegram"
H. Sutton Sharp, Fairmount "Times"
Lewis L. Luster, Moundsville "Daily Echo"
Morris Berman, Wheeing "News"
Edwin C. Cornwell, Wheeling "Register"

Daily Poll Of Critics

Covering The Entire United States

PRESENTING ONE OF THE TEN BEST PICTURES OF

WISCONSIN

1
1934

Laurence A. Raynor, Beloit "Daily News"
Peg O'Brien, Janesville "Daily Gazette"
Chester M. Zeff, Kenosha "News"
Sterling Sorensen, Madison "Capitol-Times"
K. R. Kennedy, "Wisconsin State Journal," Madison.

Nancy Lee, Milwaukee "Journal"
Buck Herzog, Milwaukee "Sentinel"
Don Reel (Cecile Lane), "Wisconsin

NewSj"

Milwaukee.

Mona

Pape, Sheboygan "Press"
Ray McBride, Superior "Telegram"
Clarence H. Witter, Watertown "Daily Times"
John Loomis, Wausau "Daily Record-Herald"

Square

Berkeley

J.

WYOMING
Jack

Producer

L.

Lasky

Frank

Lloyd

Jesse

Director
Stars

Leslie

Author
Screen Play

L.

Balderston

Sonya Levien, John

L.

Balderston

Sellers,

Casper

"Tribune-Herald"

SYNDICATES
Lester SmirTi, Boston
Louis A. Fink, N. Y.

Howard, Heather Angel
John

G.

News Bureau
News Bureau

Association

FAN PUBLICATIONS
Grady, "Film Fun"
Yukio Aoyama, "Japanese
Movie Magazine"
and "Close-up"
Mary Burgum, "Modern Screen"
Jack Grant, "Motion Picture Magazine"
Larry Reid, "Motion Picture" and "Movie ClasLester C.

Film

Schuster

Harold

Editor

Photographer

Ernest Palmer

Recording Engineer

Joseph Aiken

William Lambert

Costumes
Musical Numbers

sic"

General Press Agent

A.

Carl

GENERAL PUBLICATIONS

William Darling

Settings

"Picture Play Magazine"
Schroeder, "Screen Book Magazine"

Norbert Lusk,

De Francesco
Charles E. McCarthy
Louis

Ernest

C. Sherburne, "Christian Science
itor"
D. Williams, "Moose Magazine"
William Lewin, "Motion Picture and the

Mon-

A.

Fam-

ily-

Produced
Recording

Fox Studio,

in

Hollywood

Western

System

John Chapin Mosher,

Electric

Nov.

General Release Date

3,

Yorker"

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

Gaiety Theater, N. Y., Sept. 13, 1933

Premiere

"New

Len Morgan, "Billboard"
Ben Shlyen, Robert F. Klingensmith, William G.
Formby, M. E. Cuffel, A. Jules Benedic,
Cal Hermer and Warren Stokes, "Box Of-

1933

fice"

Ray Lewis, "Canadian M. P. Digest"
John J. Moreno, "Cinelandia"
L. F. Guimond. "Cinema," (London)
Herbert M. Miller, Jay Emanuel Publications
Thomas Hamlin, "Film Curb"
Jack Alicoate, Don Carle Gillette, Arthur W.
Eddy, Jack Harrower, Don M. Mersereau
and Winfield Andrus, "Film Daily"
P. S.
Harrison, "Harrison's Reports"
Welford Beaton, "Hollywood Spectator"
James J. Finn, "International Projectionist"
Terry Ramsaye, "Motion Picture Herald"
Sam Black, "Studio News"
E. M. Friedman, "Voice of the Screen"

CAST
Leslie

Louis

Straus,

"Zit's"

Howard, Heather Angel, Valerie Taylor, Irene

Browne,

Mowbray,

Beryl

Mercer, Colin

Juliette

Keith-Johnston,

Alan

Compton, Betty Lawford, Ferd-

inand Gottschalk, Samuel Hinds, Olaf Hytten, David

Torrence.

A

D.

FOX

PICTURE

Story Gets

Wide Coverage

More

newspapers
than
500
throughout the United States, with
aggregate circulation of around 40,000,000, today are running the story
on the "Ten Best Pictures of 1934."
This is in addition to the publication
of the results in various magazines
and trade papers, both in this country and abroad, and the announcing
of the results on local and national
Between them all,
radio networks.
the "Ten Best" story will reach almost 100 per cent of the population.
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SIDELIGHTS ON THE

TEN BEST BALLOTS

;«!**#»: tJTaeii*

FROM EVERYWHERE
•

•

•

random

GRABBING THE
from a mass

we pass

our desk

it

THE

PHIL M. DALY GETS

RIALT

CHUMMY WITH THE
NEWSPAPER FOLK

PHIL M. DALY
letters and column comments at
of material piled a foot high on
along to you herewith
a

slight indication of how this Baby has
of course the Ten Best Pictures Poll

grown

meaning

AND

• • •
THIS nice screed from Alvin C. Zurcher of
the Chillicothe (Ohio) "News-Advertiser"
"I got a genuine thrill of pride when I looked over the Ten Best
incidentally, my
and found that I'd hit nine out of ten
tenth choice, "Treasure Island," I find landed in 14th place
have rated 'Berkeley Square' eleventh and 'David
You deserve a great deal of credit for
twelfth
conducting this poll
I don't see how the Year Book can
be any better this year than last
but I know it will be."
I'd

Harum"

•

•

•

THIS

FROM

John O'Donnell, film ed of the Dav"Your poll is a great idea
and gives guys like me working for a living a few morsels of
conversation for the column
be sure and ship me the
Film Daily Year Book. It comes in for plenty of use around
enport (Iowa) "Democrat"

here"
Mister O'Donnell ran his own poll in conjunction
with our Master Poll
he had 1200 entrants

• • • OUT IN Kansas City
Lowell Lawrance of
the "Journal-Post" states in his column that 25 or 30 pix merit
a place on the list
there were so many good ones this
year to choose from that it was a tuff assignment
he
asked his readers to choose their Ten Best
and he is
publishing those that most closely approximate the Poll

T
•

•

•

poll for his

•

•

AS USUAL

Bahn's poll on the
Syracuse "Herald" through his Cinema Critics Club went over
big
the Tri-C members singled out 42 pix for one or
two votes
the voting was so close that Chet singled out
a "Second Ten" group to take care of the runners-up
Chester

• • • A LOAD of side comment on the Poll from Mona J.
Pape of the Sheboygan (Wisconsin) "Press"
hoping that
more pix like "One Night of Love" are produced
"It's an
interesting innovation to those of us who have some claim to
music appreciation"
"There certainly is no doubt that
producers are giving better and finer things to the public each
year"

T

T

T

• FROM OUR pal Lester Smith
of the Boston
News Bureau
"It would have been easier to have selected 15 than Ten Best
If you plan to hand out any
palms for short subjects, don't overlook the Walt Disney Silly
Symphonies
or the Technicolor, "La Cucaracha"
•

•

•

•

T

IN HIS comments on

W.

readers

E.

J.

the results of his personal
Martin of the Buffalo "Ex-

press" stated in his column
"The ballots come from virtually every section of Buffalo and Western New York
and from men, women and adolescents
Picture producers and exhibitors may get a thought or two from the results
of this contest
It will give an excellent cross-section of
public opinion as to what constitutes the best screen entertainment
Indications now point to not a few surprises."

•

•

•

Kelley, the

•

T

IN THE Washington "Times"
played up a contest
empey ed

Andrew

R.

for his readers

with display boxes and feature articles
running
a daily ballot form with 10 bank spaces for the contestants to
fill in their selections
with prizes of season passes to the
local theaters for those who
as Mr. Kelley phrases it
"most closely approximate the choice of the paid reviewers"
and the Film Daily Poll of course is played up
in all the editor's comments from day to day

•

•

•

THROUGH LONG

practice

Harold

states

Heffernan, pix ed of the Detroit "Evening News"
"and
the systematic manner in which the poll is conducted
Film Daily's honor list is generally accepted as the last word
in 'ten best' selections."
thank you, Mister Heffernan
that is substantially correct
he also tells his
readers very truthfully
"The trouble this year is not
in finding the ten outstanding films
but rather in limiting the number of exceptional ones to ten
For that
reason results of the final vote are bound to be of much more
interest than usual."
and Editor Heffernan goes on to
say that it would be easy to pick 20 outstanding pix this year.

THE ENTIRE

•

AND DID

they step out with the Ten Best idea
on the Buffalo "Courier-Express"
William Martin, the
empey ed, ran his own poll alonjj with the Film Daily
with a prize of $25 to the reader who came closest to the national poll
the contest ran rijjht up to Jan. 1
to chime with the Film Daily poll announcement
Editor
Burrows Matthews stated that this poll attracted as much attention as anything this newspaper had ever attempted

• • •
ballot form of the Film Daily Poll
listing the eligible pictures
is printed in the Philadelphia
"Inquirer" in conjunction with empey editor Mildred Martin's
department
with a ballot form for her readers to vote
Miss Martin announced the results of her poll in the
paper last Sunday
giving the contest a spice to the
fans by stating that the Film Daily selections would be published later
and they could check up and find how close
they were to the choice of the professional pickers
this
pix ed invited the entire family to send in their selections
from five-year-old Junior to 105-year-old Grandma.

T

EARLY

•
• •
IN the poll
Leo Miller of the Bridgeport (Connecticut) "Herald" informed us
"Our all-state
Ten Best Contest the second annual has started with a bang
We are so enthusiastic with the first response that we
are giving the contest the fullest exploitation
wagons,
streamers in the 'Herald' and as many tie-ups with theaters
as we can arrange
You may be sure the Film Daily
will be credited wherever possible."
nearly 800 ballots
received
four times the number of votes placed
in last year's contest

—

—

« « «

• • •
umns with

AND

T

T

SO we

could meander on
filling colthe comments of other film commentators.
on newspapers everywhere throughout the Youessay
who find the Film Daily Annual Ten Best Poll one of their
biggest attractions
and the entire staff of Film Daily
from Jack Alicoate down
feel conscious of the trust imposed upon us
in administering this annual Poll faithfully
a Poll that has spread from the newspaper editors
to the public
truly a Universal Poll

» » »

.
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NEWS OF THE DAY

GERMANY

ASKED

ALBANY

IN

BILL

L

—

(Continued from Page 1)
Salt Lake City
The Orpheum,
peals from the American Tri-Ergon Fanchon & Marco house managed by
patents decisions are scheduled to Eddie Diamond, has changed policy
take place in the U. S. Supreme to double features, taking the place
Court, Washington, the week of of a stage show, with prices reJan. 14.
So far the lower courts duced to 25 cents for matinee and
have sustained William Fox's claims 35 cents at night.
as to the validity of both the flywheel and double print patents.
Fall River, Mass. The mother of
Walter Bigelow, manager of the
Empire theater here, is dead.
Previews

—

Sunday Night
At Motion Picture Club
A series of Sunday night previews

inaugurated by the Motion
Picture Club on Jan. 13, with members and their guests attending.
Initial attraction will be M-G-M's
Howard Dietz will in"Sequoia".
troduce the picture and the evening's program will include dinner
Louis K. Sidand entertainment.
ney is chairman of the committee on
arrangements which comprises: Attorney Louis Nizer, William Ferguson and Leo Klebanow.
The club also plans to resume its
luncheon forums tentatively on Jan.
will be

with Mayor La Guardia and
Raymond Moley as guests at the

14,

In charge of the
opening session.
forums is a committee consisting of
Nizer, Attorney Gabriel Hess and
William Ferguson.

—

(Continued from Page

—

Ft. Meyers, Fla.
The Ritz, a cribe forms of contracts between
Sparks house, has been modernized exhibitors and distributors" and
to classify pictures as to whether
and reopened.
they are fit for adult, family or

juvenile

—

showings.

Minneapolis E. G. Tunstall, treasurer of the two Metropolitan theaters in
cently.

the

Twin

Cities,

died

re-

Boycott to Continue

—

Philadelphia Catholic boycott of
objectionable movies here will not
Bar Harbor, Me. What was be"they are translieved to be an attempt to set fire
Fergus Falls, Minn. Bennie Ber- be relaxed until
to the Star theater last week was ger has added the Lyric here to his formed," said Cardinal Dougherty in
a New Year's statement.
intercepted when a strong odor at- circuit.
tracted attention and investigation
showed that the house had been enNew Orleans Almost every ex— The Mounds theater,
tered and soaked with oil evidently
St. Paul
change was represented in the
modernized,
with the intention of starting a fire. completely
has
regroups of film men who journeyed
opened.
distances to be in their home towns
United
Christmas.
From
for
Winter Haven, Fla. Grand theaIsle, Minn.
The Isle theater has Artists, salesman Milton Dureau
ter is being reopened. Byron Cooper
closed for the winter.
went to Waco, Tenn., while booker
will serve as manager.
Joe Moreland revisted Oklahoma
Fargo, N. D. The new Grand the- City.
Roy Pfeiffer, RKO, dug
through snow to reach Evansville,
New Ulm, Minn. E. R. Ruben, ater has opened.
Ind.; Buck Walton, Erpi, went to
former head of the northwest Publix
Salt Lake City
Movies of the St. Louis; Homer Heise, Vitagraph,
circuit and now general manager
of the Well-Worth circuit with head- wonders of southwest Utah, given to Nashville; Edgar E. Chinn, Paraquarters in Minneapolis, is reported by Zeke Johnson, will feature the mount booker, to North Carolina.
considering erection of a theater next meeting of the Utah Museum Leroy Vickell, Dallas M-G-M manSociety.
ager, was a holiday visitor here.
here.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

ANOTHER SCOOP!
SENSATIONAL OFFICIAL MOTION PICTURES
OF THE

MAX BAER— KING

LEVINSKY

FIGHT
BOOKED SOLID BY THE

RKO

and SKOURAS CIRCUITS
BEGINNING FRIDAY, JANUARY

4,
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PRODUCED AND DISTRIBUTED BY
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Vernon Wooten has
a year, would empower the censorappointed manager of the
ship division to adopt rules and
Dreka theater to be opened Jan. 5. regulations
"to maintain a standard
of morality and decency;" to "presDeLand, Fla.

been

New York

St.

WIRE

PHONE

OR

Circle 7-1649

City

WRITE

FOR

DATES
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CAN'T SELL CLEARANCE,

Honored
A

1)

over-ruling the Philadelphia zoning and clearance board by dismissing a complaint b-ougnt by the
Roxy, Northampton, Pa., against
the Savoy, Catasauqua, and the PasThe board has
time, Copley, Pa.
found that North?r-pton and Catasauqua are competiu*"? and the theater buying first-run shall have
seven days' clearance over the other
and that Northampton and Copley
are competitive and the first-run
theater gets 14 days' clearance over
ihe other.
"The only thing a local board may
do is to establish the maximum
amount of clearance between runs
or to deny the right of a theater to
buv clearance," the authority clari-

scientific

that

discovery

Omaha

Boston Brevities

Theaters, the M.P.
Omaha
E. R. Cummings, Will
T.O.A. affiliate, will hold a directors' Singer,
Carl Snider, S. Epstein and
meeting today at which time a successor to the late J. J. McGuinness, J. E. Kirk have been named to the
business manager, will probably be committee to appear before the pubnamed.
lisher of the "World-Herald" and
The meeting of the New England protest against the newspaper's alAllied States Ass'n group scheduled
for Jan. 8 has been indefinitely leged unfair competition with the-

named Fox

New Hampshire

and

Vermont by District Manager Edward X. Callahan.

Angeline Maney of the Metropolitan publicity staff has been out sick.
Charles
Koerner,
RKO circuit
fied.
Other decisions on appeals were exec, is back from a New York trip.
Bert Mackenzie and J. M. Cumannounced as follows:
Cleveland Princess, Wausseon, O.. vs. M. mings of M-G-M, Leslie Howard and
E. Hensler and Lou Hensler, Toledo, charging Osgood Perkins are among the Hub

—

unfair competition through street shows; decision finding respondent guilty sustained; Princess, Wausseon, vs. Guy Johnson, Lyons, O.,
charging unfair competition through street
shows, sustains ruling finding violation; Mall,
Cleveland, vs. Strand, Standard and Carter,
all of Cleveland, complaining of undue clearance, sustains decision declaring Cameo and
Mall are in one competitive zone and Strand,
Standard and Carter are in different and sep-

visitors.

Marcel
British

Mekleberg

is

in

of

Gaumont

Albany.

Foreign Rights to War Film
Casimiro Gonzalez, general manarate zones.
ager of Reliable Film Export Co.,
New York Didsbury, Walden, N. Y., vs. has sold the Spanish version of
Broadway, Academy and Ritz, all of New- "Forgotten Men," produced by Sam
Imrgh, charging unreasonable clearance, susthat
tains decision
14 days' clearance on Cummins, for Mexico to Dr. Hector
pictures
between Newburgh and Manjarrez, who is distributing it
first-run
Walden is not unreasonable.
Rethrough the Fesa Exchanges.
Charlotte
State and Imperial, Lenoir, liable has also sold "Forgotten Men"
N. C, vs. Avon, Lenoir, charging "Gift
for Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia.
Night," sustained decision forbidding pracSells

—

—

Wilson, N. C,
reduced admisrespondent guilty ap-

tice;
Wilson and Carolina,
vs.
Oasis, Wilson, alleging

sions,

finding

ruling

proved.

Chatter

—

Boston—Allied

salesman for

Start

New

Revival Series

which opened Christmas Day at the
First
program of the winter
—
Capitol, is being held over for an- series of distinguished films sponother week.
sored by the Film & Photo League
plaint.
will take place Saturday at the New
Palace,
Princess,
Erie,
vs.
Pittsburgh
Carl Sonin Dead in S. Africa
Erie, charging premature advertising, responSchool for Social Research.
A redent ordered to desist.
Cable
advices
yesterday
from vival of "Shanghai Express," ParaAtlanta
New Frolic, Jacksonville, vs.
South Africa, re- mount film, with "China Express,"
Ritz, Jacksonville, charging lowering of ad- Johannesburg,
missions; sustains ruling finding respondent ported the sudden death of Carl Son- Soviet film, will constitute the proguilty.
gram. There will be two performin, M-G-M branch manager there.
San Francisco Alhambra, San Francisco,
ances, one at 7 P. M. and the other
Harding, Metropolitan, Lincoln and El
vs.
Ray, all of San Francisco, charging "Bank
at 9.30 P. M.
Two New Nebraska Houses

decision finding violation sustained.
Dallas
Texas, Memphis, Tex., vs. Palace
and Ritz, both of Memphis, charging overdismissing
combuying,
sustains
decision

—

—

—

ordering bouses to cease
decision
sustained.
Portland Allied Theaters of Oregon and
Bob White, Portland, vs. Oriental, Portland,
charging giving away of tickets through an
advertising scheme, decision finding violation
sustained.
Night,"

practice

—

Lincoln, Neb.

Nebraska

in

—Two

come

this

week.

Radio Winner for Roxy
The Dodge, at Dodge, Neb., owned
Arrangements have been comby Frank Beal and Walter Deffenpleted whereby the winner of the
dorfer, and
the Grand, Norfolk,
Fred Allen Amateur Radio Contest
Neb., under direction of the Ellis
held last night will be presented on

Daughter for Daniel Rosenblatts
A daughter, named Ann, has been & La Rue Co.
born to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel G.
Close One and Open One
Rosenblatt. Mrs. Rosenblatt, whose
Springer & Cocalis have closed
husband is handling American TriErgon litigation for William Fox, is the Capitol at Bayside, L. I., and
are taking over the Victory at Bayin the Sydenham Hospital.
side West.

and

New

Fox Met. Officers

Newly-elected officers of Fox Metropolitan Theaters include Elmer F. Quinn,
president; Eugene L. Callat, vice president; Melvin A. Albert, treasurer, and
Samuel S. Allen, secretary.

is

now

the

Harry Thomas Laid Up
Harry H. Thomas, president

of
First Division, has been confined to
his home for several days, but is ex-

pected to return to his desk tomorrow.

(.Continued from Page 1)
legislation occurs in Congress,

which

begins its regular session today,
the Administration will consider recommendations for general revisions
of the act.

Huffman Sues Exchanges
For Withholding Films
(Continued from Page

1)

and family, Franklyn Farnum, Fifi
D'Orsay and husband E. Hill, Bruce
Cabot and Grace Poggi.
Floyd Wesp, manager of Virginia

was on double time of Tuning own house and getting Earle in
shape.

theater,

Warners Sign June Martel
June Martel, stage actress whose
most recent appearance was in "Kill
That Story," has been signed by
Warners and leaves at the end of
the

week for the

coast.

Closes Upstate Liberty Deal
Buffalo George H. Moeser, resident manager of the local office of

Roxy stage

for a

week

starting

Hollywood Film Exchanges, has sold
the Liberty group to A. A. Feny
vessy, Chester Fenyvessy and Pan
Fenyvessy for their circuit of houst-.1

in

Rochester.

tomorrow.
contests

Future winners in these
also will appear at the
Pathe Stockholders Get Plan

Roxy.

Latter house seats 1,332
dark.

UNT?L LAW IS EXTENDED

—

new openings

off

]

Aladdin theater with film, pursuant
to an order issued by the Denver
grievance board, which found the
aters by privately booking legiti- house guilty of giving away an automobile in violation of the unfair
mate attractions.
Harry Weinberg's Central States competition clauses of the code. The
order was to become effective on
circuit of Des Moines has taken
Jan. 7.
over the Granada, Norfolk, Neb.
U. S. District Attorney Thomas
Robert Dunnuck has been made city J. Morrissey will represent the deThe order to the exmanager of Weinberg's three houses fendants.
changes was issued after the Code
here.
Authority had sustained the local
Ralph Goldberg opened "Elysia", board's decision.
nudist film, at the Town, with police
department warning that the house
Atlantic City Notes
would be raided if moralists kicked.
Atlantic City— The Earle, dark
All
house records for A. H. more than a year has reopened with
Blank's
Orpheum were broken films and vaudeville. Kirk McGee,
formerly of Radio City Music Hall,
Christmas week with "Bright Eyes." is in full charge.
The World set a record with "Here
"Kid Millions" proved two week
holdover at the Strand.
is My Heart".
I. Perlin of the Colonial put over
The "Bee-News" has conceded an
wow campaign to hold over "Imitaadvertising rate reduction to 15
tion of Life," getting a whole colsuburban houses and to Ralph Gold- umn editorial in one local paper.
berg's Town theater after a month
The picture colony here for the
of tiffing. Houses have resumed ad- holidays was augmented by the arrival at Ritz of Nicholas M. Schenck
vertising.

"Forsaking" Holds Over
M-G-M's "Forsaking All Others,"

—

Des Moines Casino, Sac City, vs. Chieftain, Sac City, complaining of "Bank Night,"

1935

NOCODEMODIFICATIE

Sound Discovery

in

postponed.
Harry Gold has been

3,

may

affect all mechanical sound reproduction and bring
great improvement to motion picture audition was responsible for the $1,000 prize
awarded yesterday by the American Association for the Advancement of Science to
Knudsen is
Vern 0. Knudsen, professor of physics at the University of California.
credited with much of the success of the present-day talking pictures, as he was emduring
from
the
change
over
the
silents.
ployed in the Hollywood studios

CODE AUTHORITY RULES
(Continued from Page

for

Thursday, Jan.

2 New Studios for India
Calcutta In addition to the newly built plant of Bombay Talkies,
Ltd., a flotation of Rs.2,000,000 is
reported from Lucknow under the
joint management of Elphinstone
Pictures and Universal Theaters,
who plan to open a film studio there.

—

Copies of the Pathe reorganization
plan together with a request for proxies have been mailed to the company's
13,000 stockholders who will vote o/
the plan at an extraordinary meeting
be held March at the Pathe offices'
The plan provides for formation of a
new company with the same officers
and directors as the present company.
Details of the plan are the same as
those printed in FILM DAILY on several occasions.
I

Thursday, Jan.

3,
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RATIONAL EXHIB UNITS
SET FOR WASH'N FIGHT
Both the M. P. T. 0. A. and Alorganizations
are
scheduled to keep close contact with
the national legislative situation as
Congress opens its regular session
exhibitor

lied

The

association headed by
Sidney E. Samuelson will work for
a bill to abolish compulsory block
booking, but will not actually sponsor such a measure unless other
today.

groups, which have announced their
intentions of introducing bills along
these lines, fail to iput their plans

k/jANY

prominent personalities connected with the motion picture industry

'"'

passed away
better knowns:
Ivan

Frank Beal
Eugenie Besserer

George

Billings

A. A. (Jim) Beecroft
Porter Emerson Brown

Tom Buckingham
Burkey
A. J. Callaghan
Emile Chautard
H.

C.

matters for his organization,
spending considerable time in Washtive

ington.

Films Moves
Minn.— Ray-Bell Films,

Ray-Bell
Paul,

St.
Inc.,

producer of business pictures,

now located in its new building at
2269 Ford Road here.
Increasing
orders necessitated the shift to larger quarters.
is

New

toll

B.

Francis

Alec

A. S.

Kirkpatrick

Henry

Kornblum

A. Coulter

Ben

S.

Cohen

Dane

Karl

Lester G. Dolliver
John Francis Dillon

Wesley Eddy
Hal G. Evarts
William H. English

Hugo

Felix

Ivy

J.

new

m

Detroit

week

—

Three

premium

nights

a

Sam

Curtis said that the stockholders
of First Division Productions include himself, M. S. Ludington, Wm.
L. Fiske III, Frank B. Look and
Henry Hobart. Officers of First Division Productions are M. S. Ludington, president; Harry H. Thomas,
chairman of the board of directors;
John A. Curtis, vice president and

Tashman

Thall

Stanley

B.

general

John D. Williams

Walter Percival

Frank Winninger

manager;

Henry

Hobart,

vice president in charge of production; Frank B. Look, secretary and
Dario Farralla, treasurer.
Curtis
is also a stockholder of First Division Exchanges.

Waite

G. Newman
Frank Nirdlinger
H. C. Parsons

Dorothy Walters

Sol

Hugh Weir

Cincinnati Items

—

Cincinnati

—Viola

RKO downtown

Hartlaub of the
personnel

Wolf To Speak on Visual Aid

"Visual Accompaniment," a paper
string.
now Mrs. Edward Hopper.
describing methods
of
providing
I. Weingarten has joined the U.
C. H. Coburn of the Paramount music and speech accompaniment
A. sales staff, succeeding William home office in New York spent a for pictures in natural color, will be
office

is

Feldman, promoted to manager
delivered by Rudolph Wolf of Elecfew days here.
the St. Louis branch.
H. E. Gomersall, Universal's west- trical Research Products at its
Sol and Mack Krim, circuit ownmonthly meeting: of the Atlantic
ers, are moving the former equip- ern sales manager, was a recent Coast Section of the S. M. P. E.
ment of the Shubert-Detroit to the visitor.
Jan. 9 at the Institute of the ElecBuchanan, which they have taken
Branch Manager W. A. V. Mack trical Association of New York, 480
of

and his United Artists sales force Lexington Ave.
Jack Mott, formerly with Jam journeyed to Chicago for a sales
Handy, is producing two legitimate
companies to tour the country for conference which originally was to
have been held here. Al Lichtman
Norge Corp., refrigerator makers.
Fight Film Booked
Oliver Film Corp., producer and
Major I. E. Lamber of RKO was presided.
distributor of the Max Baer-King
in town last week to arrange for
Levinsky fight picture, has booked
demolition of the Temple.
the picture with the RKO and
Miami Briefs
Robert Ingersoll, veteran showSkouras circuits to open tomorrow.
Miami Major Albert Warner of Also shown in the reel is the bout
man, died recently in Flint, where
he managed the Durant Theater.
Warner Bros, is here for a vaca- in which Buddy Baer, brother of
Max, participated.
Either the RKO Downtown or tion.
the Broadway-Capitol may be conThe Miami Theatrical Exchange
verted to a music hall revue, accordhas been opened in the Townley
ing to rumor.
Bldg. with Hugh Shutt as director.
Werner Staying a Week Longer
Charles T. Gibb, film pioneer in
David Werner, eastern studio
N. T. and T. R. Ragland, operaMichigan, died recently.
tors of the Hialeah Theater, have in- representative for Universal who resigned to go into business for himJames McArthur has joined his
equipment preparatory self,
is staying on at Universal for
father's
McArthur Theater stalled new
firm,
another week at Carl Laemmle, Jr.'s
Supply Co., following resignation of to reopening the house
Joseph O'Neill to become assistant
Herman Schoenstadt, Chicago cir- request until a successor is selected.
office manager at National Theater cuit operator, is here for the winter.
over.

,

—

Herman Hunt, manager

of

Next
FILM DAILY
Following the com-

Joe E. Brown's
West Coast Bureau of THE

ill.

spend the winter.

is the record of J. G. Portel, owner of the. Coliseum, neighborhood house.
All three are said to be doing a good
business.

of First Division Productions,
leaves tomorrow for the coast
to start production on the westerns.
er

who

Augustus Thomas
Hector Turnbull
Roy Turk
William Watson

McGuinness

Frank J. Downey, M-G-M branch
manager, has left for Florida to

Overworking Premiums

son, it was stated to The Film
Daily yesterday by John A. Curtis.
vice president and general manag-

Frank R. Tate
Lou Tellegen

Mack
Mack

Detroit Cohen Bros, have opened
the Mayfair, latest addition to their

ager, is

featured film attraction.

First Division Productions will
produce only one feature in addition to the four Hoot Gibson westerns for 1934-35 release, but proposes to make between four and
eight features for release next sea-

Dick Sutherland
Lilyan

Detroit Brevities

Pinero

Michael Shea
Amelia Summerville

Robert Edgar Long
Randolph C. Lewis
Bert Levy
Ben Z. Levine

J.

Nigel Playfair

Alfred Savoir
Lowell Sherman
Milton Singer
Hal Skelly

Don Lee

Charles
Willard

Arthur

William Rusk
Herbert K. Sanborn

Lee

L.

Wing

Sir
Sir

PLANS FIVE PICTURES

the

Neil Pratt

Foster Lardner

Crawford

Carl

among

Gene Rodemich

Jarnagin

Jerry

following

Harry Pollard
David Poucher

Joseph Godsol
Romer Grey
Ben Giroux
Maurice Grau
George W. Hill
James Hanlon
Margaret lllington

Lew Cody
C.

the

Nat Fields
Henry Gerrard

Disney Cartoon for Roxy
Walt Disney Mickey
Mouse cartoon, "Mickey Plays Papa," will be on the Roxy program
tarting tomorrow, when W. C. Equipment Co.
Fields in "It's A Gift" opens as the
Moe Dudelson, U. A. branch man-

A

included

Bertram Johns

Dr.

Largest Stop Motion Sequence
F. Lyle Goldman, director of the
Theatrical Division of Audio Productions, has just completed at the
Eastern Service Studios what i|s
claimed to be the largest stop motion sequence ever attempted. Goldman made a set 50 feet long depicting a modern stadium in which
an athletic meet was held, and the
entire sequence of scenes, carrying
its own story, was portrayed entirely by stop motion.
Over 200 dolls
were used in the scene together with
many other accessories which added
greatly to the realism. Joseph Ruttenberg was, at the camera.

The

Peter Clark

Dorothy Dell
Marie Dressier
Ambrose J. Dowling

P. T. 0. A. will handle legisla-

1934.

Abramson

ing revision of the copyright laws.
President Ed Kuykendall of the

M.

in

Max Ascher

Russ Columbo
Jules Cronjager

This

effect.

also back

FIRST DIVISION PRODS.

FILM INDUSTRY DEATHS IN 1934

exhibitor group
measures seeking to
subject the motion picture code to a
governmental investigation and askinto

will

21

Hollywood

—

"A
Midsummer Night's Dream," Joe E.
Na- Brown may be starred in "Cops and
pletion of his role in Warner's

Theater Supply, is in the
Robbers," from the story by Walter
Methodist Hospital, Indianapolis, as
a result of an auto accident. Mrs. MacEwen. Manny Seff is preparing
tional

Hunt

also is there.

the screenplay.

Memorial Service Jan. 20
A

memorial service for deceased memof the industry will be conducted
by the Motion Picture Club on Sunday,
Jan. 20, at 4 p. m.
A Rabbi, Catholic
priest and Protestant minister will participate in the program, which will include organ music.
Harold Rodner,
Attorney Louis Nizer, Jack Alicoate,
Phil
Reisman and Harry Brandt have
been appointed by President Felix F.
Feist to handle the plans.
bers

THE

c&H
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REVIEWS
Will Rogers

"ONLY

in

"THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN"
with

Evelyn

with

Kent Taylor, Louise
Stepm Fetchit

Chester

Venable,

Dresser,

NEW

of the
8

HOURS"

Morris,

WOMAN"

LOUIS

"ST.

FILMS
in

"THE LAWLESS FRONTIER"

Mack Brown

with Jeanette Loff, John

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Wayne

John

Bruce,

Virginia

Burke

Billie

Thursday, Jan. 3, 1935

Monogram

59 m ns
ACTION
IN
THIS
WESTERN
WILL
Fox
78 mins.
GOOD GENERAL APPEAL ENTERTAINMIXTURE OF FOOTBALL, NIGHT- KEEP THE PATRONS ON THE EDGE OF
GRAND ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL MENT
WITH EXCELLENT SCRIPT.
WITH WILL ROGERS AT HIS BEST AND STANDOUT PERFORMANCES AND DI- CLUBS, AND THE SHADY PAST OF A THE SEATS.
FAST AND CLEANCU1
STORY HAVING AMPLE ACTION, COMRECTION THAT CLICKS.
MAE WESTISH LADY FROM ST. LOUIS. STUFF.
EDY AND ROMANCE.

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

M-G-M

Surrounded by Louise Dresser, Evelyn
Venable, Kent Taylor, Berton Churchill and
Stepin Fetchit, whom he has had in sev-

"The

pictures,

eral

proves

a

field

day

Chairman"
Will Rogers.
The

County

for

and he plays
politics to the hilt.
He swings the county
convention to his young law partner, Kent
Taylor, who is in love with Evelyn, daughter
of Churchill, the opposing candidate for
role

title

is

ideal

for the star

prosecuting attorney. Churchill has received
$8,000 for injuries to one of his clients,
but has kept $6,000 for himself.
Rogers
Ihreatens to expose him.
Evelyn turns to
Frank
Melton,
when
Taylor
upbraids
meeting,
after
Churchill
at
political
a
Churchill has denounced him and Taylor.
Taylor finally wins the election, and Rogers and Louise Dresser, Evelyn's mother,
make Evelyn and Taylor see the light. Direction by John

Blystone is excellent.
Cast: Will Rogers, Evelyn Venable, Kent
Taylor, Louise Dresser, Mickey Rooney, Ber-

Frank Mel ten, Robert McSimpson, William V. Mong,
Jan Duggan, Gay Seabrock, Charles Middleten, Erville Alderson, Stepin Fetchit.
Director, John Blystone; Author, George
Ade; Screenplay, Sam Hellman, Gladys Lehman; Cameraman, Hal Mohr; Recording
ton

Churchill,

Wade,

Russell

Donald
Direction, Ace;

Engineer,

Photography, Fine.

Willy Eichberger, et al.
At the 79th St.
Theater.
With music by Johann Strauss, this is a
tuneful and altogether pleasing musical romance, well acted by an excellent cast,
and generally well produced.

BROADWAY,"

EN

in

Spanish; produced here by Paramount; directed by Louis Gasnier; with Carlos Gardel, Blanca Vischer, Vicente Padula, et al.
At the Teatro Campoamor.
Using the familiar story of a rich uncle
from South America coming to New York
to visit his nephew, who is required to
dig up a fiancee in a hurry, this is an
amusing musical comedy that should please
the Spanish fans, particularly in view of
the good cast headed by Carlos Gardel.

"IM HEIDEKRUG"
Heath"),

in

et

"At the Inn on the
German; produced by Gustav

al.

At

the

86th

St.

Casino

Entertaining comedy about the adventures and mishaps that befall a German
doctor who leases some hunting grounds
from a baroness.
There are some amusing situations dealing with a trained lion,
also a

bit

of

romance.

discharged from his hospital position because he incurs the displeasure of Henry
Billie Burke, a
Kolker, a society doctor.

This

A

college

football

hero

expelled

is

for

breaking training and refuses offer to play
Jeanette Loff, as

pro ball for ethics' sake.

wealthy matron who dotes on love affairs
with younger men, has Morris reinstated
and offers to set him up in private pracMorris is critically wounded by a
tice.
prisoner, who escapes while visiting his
Morris directs his
supposedly sick wife.
Robert Tayown operation and recovers.
lor,

a

the

him

is

really

in

love with

Morris, and

Fine perhe makes her return to Morris.
formances are turned in by Morris, Miss
Burke, Kolker, Raymond Walburn and Miss
Taylor and Louise Henry, M-G-M
Bruce.
newcomers, do excellent work.

Cast: Chester Morris, Virginia Bruce,
Burke, Robert Taylor, Raymond Wal-

who

and does

line

bringing

him,

for

Mack Brown
matrimony, but when all is
John

success.
in

spills

fore

folks,

lad's

she

so

series

of
to

a

goes

manages

get

to

set, a

and

nightclub

Brown goes back

him

right

back

ing

an

pro

a
to

his

her

madam

decides

beshe's

college

in

and returns to her former mate,
of

for

Between songs

not good enough for him.
she

finds

him back

lowdown on Miss Loff

the
the

manager

football

school

girl,

team.

mak-

unexpected and rather aggravating

conclusion.

entertaining

Fairly

customers,

Billie

the

burn, Henry Kolker, Dorothy Peterson, Wil-

and exploitation

Mary Jo Matthews, Robert McWade, Donald Meek, Louise Henry, Johnny

Mae West,

simulates

bread

a

in

good turns

a fellow doctor, realizes Virginia Bruce,

nurse,

lady

with

sufficient

piece

for

excitement

dore

Reeves;

Screenplay,

Michael

Fessier,

Marx; Cameraman, Lester White;
Ben Lewis.
Direction, First-rate. Photography, A- 1.

Samuel

set

on

good

is

Western

regulation

getting

looking

young

Terry.

Santi

gets

him

the

bite

makes

it

his
a

the

dust.

bad

the

on

played

hombre
a

by

niceSheila

gang together, but

thing

half-breed

the

for

has his mind

designs

has

maiden,

gangs don't mean
tricks

man,

his

who

Pandro Santi

stuff

Wayne

John

fans.

Wayne, who

to

and

The

makes

finally

sheriff

himself

tough for the hero by trying

to

pin crimes on

him although he is of course
The outlaw gang is rounded up

innocent.

dnd

Wayne

action,

is

given a clean slate.

Plenty

and gun-play and a horse
and man leap from a cliff into the lake.
Wayne is good-looking and built well for
the part and the youngsters think he's
just about tops.
This is one of the Lone
Star series which seems to be about right
for that Will Hart urge in the kids and
grown-ups too.
riding

possibilities.

Cast: John Wayne, Sheila Terry, George

liam Henry,

Hines, Addison Richards, Bobby Watson.
Director, George B. Seitz; Author, Theo-

j

68 mins.

is

Cast: Jeanette Loff, John
Earle Foxe, Roberta Gale.
Al

Director,

Ray,

Mack Brown,

Supervisor,

Al

Alt;

Music and Lyrics, Betty Laidlaw and Bob
Lively; no other credits listed.
Direction,

Fair.

"The

Photography,

Bird

Fair.

Man"

(Krazy Kat Cartoon)
Clark and McCulIough in
7 mins.
Columbia
"In a Pig's Eye"
Amusing Animated
20 mins.
Having ambitions to fly, Krazy
RKO Radio
Fair Hokum
Kat makes himself a pair of ai-tifiBobby Clark and Paul McCul- cial wooden wings and proceeds to
lough, a couple of slapstick tailors try them out from a barn roof. He
with a baby pig for a pet, and with has a series of misadventures, then
a pressing machine that turns out finally winds up by killing a buzzard
waffles as well as pressing suits, get and winning the gratitude of the
themselves mixed up with a Scotch forest birds, but in the end he finds
nobleman who has come over to buy that being a bird is not in his line.
an explosive invention from Bud Same idea was done much better in
Jamison. Bobby dons the kilts which another cartoon some time ago.
were left with him to be pressed,
Rosco Ates in
and with Paul and the pig they go
"So You Won't Talk"
out to Jamison's house, where a lot
21 mins.
of roughouse hokum takes place be- Vitaphone
Rowdy Slapstick
fore the real Scotchman turns up
This is out and out slapstick and
and exposes the tailors. It's pretty
far-fetched
nutty stuff, but has it gets quite a few laughs on the
laughs

in

it

for those

who

take to

this sort of thing.

I

Aithoff; directed by Carl Boese; with Paul
Beckers, Sabine Peter, Oskar Sima, Ursula

Grabley,
Theater.

This will please audiences generally.
It
has a new slant on hospital life, sparkling
dialogue and excellent direction.
Chester
Morris, a young doctor with high ideals,

SHORT

"KAISERWALZER" ("Imperial Waltz"),
in German; produced by Aafa; directed by
with
Marta
Eggerth,
Friedrich
Zelnik;

TANGO

67 mins.

Showmen's Pictures

Hayes, Earl Dwire, Yakima Canutt,
Rockwell, Gordon D. Weeds.
Director,

R.

Cameraman,

Jack

N. Bradbury; Author, same;
Archie Stout;
Editor,
Carl

Pierson.

Editor,

Flick.

FOREIGN

"EL

i

"Dumb-Bell Letters"
(No. 7)

RKO-Van Beuren

6 mins.

Amusing
More of the funny missives received by various firms from persons who apparently were sincere
but didn't know any better. Though
not as hysterically amusing as the
first of the series, there are plenty
of good laughs in this collection.

strength of its
sheer nonsense.
Starts with Rosco Ates and his wife
having a domestic battle, smashing
plates all over the house for several
minutes; then they go on a picnic
with a couple of neighbors, with the
usual hokum incidents happening
out in the woods.
It all winds up
with a skunk being found in one of
the tents, whereupon the campers
hop into their flivver and dash off, discarding their clothes as they go, and
winding up in a nudist camp. Shemp
Howard, Ruth Gillette and Jackie
Kelk are among the supporting
players.

Direction,

Fair.

Photography,

Fair.

"Hollywood Movie Parade"
Columbia
10 mins.
Good Fan Reel
Produced by Louis Lewyn, this
fan reel has quite a bit of interesting material, with personalities including Jackie Cooper, Ruby Keeler,
Guy Kibbee and a group of chorines,

George O'Brien, Baby LeRoy, W. C.
and others.
The various

Fields
scenes

are somewhat knitted together with a bit of story involving
a little girl who is applying for work
at the casting office, but gets out of
line and bobs up in various scenes
that are being shot in various parts
of the studio.

"The Bounding Main"
(Song Hit Story)
Educational

11 mins.

Real Novelty

Here is a swell nautical flavored
short that combines real sea atmosphere with some grand vocalizing by
male voices who know how to harmonize. Norman Cordon is the featured
soloist,
with the Siting
Mariners. The setting is the (|
;le
of a. sailing ship, and many fif,„«exteriors of the vessel plowing through
the waves, and the sailors aloft in
the rigging, make this a very picturesque and entertaining number.
Here is a real novelty.
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HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK

Bob Kortman, Bud Osborne, Charles company's "Once a Gentleman," coBrindley, Hank Potts, George Sow- starring Lilian Harvey and Tullio
Warner-First
NaJ
aids, Paul Fix and Bob Walker.
Carminati, has written two songs
tional scenarist now writing the
for this production.
These compoT
T
screenplay for "Thin Air," has reare entitled "I Live in My
ceived a substantial check from a
Two pictures go into production sitions
Dreams," which Miss Harvey will
British broadcasting company for at Columbia this week.
First will
sing, and "Love Passes By," which
the English radio rights to "Each be "Mistaken Identity," with FlorDay Is New," a radio script which ence Rice, Conrad Nagel, Irene will be sung by Carminati.
•
»
T
Doyle wrote some time ago.
The Franklin, Oscar Apfel, Frank ConColonel Tim McCoy has started
letter also invited him to submit roy,
Geneva Mitchell, Raymond
on another Columbia production,
further material.
Walburn and Robert Allen complet"The Revenge Rider," the fifth of
ing the roster. Phil Rosen will diHoward Estabrook, the scenarist rect. Next to start will be "Devil's the present series. David Selman,
who is now working on "Renegade" Cargo," with Wallace Ford and who directed McCoy in three of these
features, will again wield the megfor Paramount, explains that the Marian Marsh.
Lambert Hillyer is aphone.
Ford Beebe is the author
word "renege," commonly used to director.
of "The Revenge Rider" and also
mean, "to withdraw from a bargain"
did the screen treatment.
or "go back on one's word," comes
M. H. Hoffman announces a new
T
from the word "renegade." And that
dance number entitled "The MarClaudette Colbert's plans to enjoy
clears up another momentous issue.
tinique" to
be used in "Dizzy a short vacation, during which she
T
T
Jean Parker will play the title Dames," Liberty picture which has intended to visit New York, were
just gone into production at RKO definitely changed this week when
role
in
Universal's
"Princess
O'Hara," the Damon Runyon story Pathe studios in Culver City. Hoff- she accepted the leading role in
from "Collier's."
She will be co- man has engaged Christine Marston Walter Wanger's "Private Worlds."
The cast of Gregory LaCava will direct, with
starred with Chester Morris in the as a specialty dancer.
"Dizzy Dames" includes: Marjorie Charles Boyer and Joan Bennett also
role originally announced for Polly
Walters.
The screenplay was cre- Rambeau, Florine McKinney, Law- in the cast.
»
»
ated by Harry Clork and Doris Mal- rence Grey, Inez Courtney, Berton
Sada Cowan has joined the ParaChurchill, Fuzzy Knight, Kitty Kelloy.
ly, Lillian Miles, John Warburton, mount studio writing staff to work
Edward Everett Horton has been Mary Forbes, Eddie Kane and Paul on the screen play for the forthengaged by Fox to portray the lead- Irving. William Nigh is directing. coming Soviet drama, "Chocolate",
which has been purchased by Cecil
ing male role in the forthcoming Louis Alter has written both "The
adaptation of the Peter B. Kyne Martinique" and "I Was Taken by B. DeMille for future production.
Storm," which will be sung in "DizV
V
novel, "$10 Raise."
Leo Carrillo and Herman Bing
zy Dames." George Wagoner wrote
have
been added to the cast of "In
Martinicjue,"
Phyllis Brooks and Eoli Galli have the lyric for "The
had their contracts renewed by Uni- while Edward Heyman fui-nished the Caliente," currently in production at
lyric for "I Was Taken by Storm."
versal.

AIRD DOYLE,

TV

T

Fox

the Air," will play her second
role

Victor

with

Edmund Lowe and

McLaglen

in

"Recipe

for

Murder."
T

M-G-M has renewed for one year
the contract of Henry Wadsworth,
actor.

Marie Wells, star of the musical
comedy stage and the screen, Henry
Armetta and Herman Bing have
been added to the cast of "Call of

Harrison Orkow, author of "My
Mistress, Mv Wife," published bv
Macaulay, who recentlv finished hi*
assignment on "Forgotten Girl," at
M-G-M, has ioined Paramount. H*»
is
doingadditional dialogue and
story structure work on "You've
The deal
Gotta Have Romance."
was set bv Max Marx of the Lichti^
*k Englander agency.

1

Tommy Atkins,
ver Streak," for

T

Npw

T
will be

Buster Keat-

on's leading lady in the comic's new
starring comedy for Educational,
titled "One Run Elmer."
The cast
also includes the famous athlete, Jim

Thorpe,

Harold

Shutta, and

RKO.

Goodwin,

Year's

gre^tinq- cabl*1 to +hp
<>itv of Guatamala to be disnat/'hed
Th*» Burroughs-Tarto Hollywood.

7an expedition

is

under thp suDer.

vision
Ashton Denrholt,
Wilbur McGaugh directing.

of

Ray Henderson, composer
recently
Fox,_ is

signed

by Winfield Sheehan for
at work on the score of a

musical

picture which will
star
Shirley Temple and in which John
Boles will be featured, and on "The
Song and Dance Man," an adaptation of the famous George M. Cohan
stage play.

"Modern

Lady," Grace Perkins
which appeared in "Liberty
Magazine," has been purchased by
Columbia.
novel

NEWEST
BOARDWALK

% President

HOTEL

President

The
Five

Hundred Rooms with Sea Water Baths

—American

and

European

Beautifully Furnished

Plans.

ments with Complete Hotel Service by the
week, month or year.

Jack

Dewey Robinson.

Ward Bond, John

Bleiffer,

title,

and who

is

now

directing the

Also

Housekeeping Apart-

with

The nress book on "Little Men."
conceived and designed bv Het Manij^lly Ann Young, the young sis- heim of Mascot, has attracted mue^
ter 'of Loretta Young and Sally favorable attention.
Blane, has the featured role opposite Buck Jones in "Riders of the
Victor Scfiprt7ino-or. director of
Crimson Trail" at Universal. Cast
Columbia's "One Night of Love" and
also includes Carl Stockdale, Charles
composer of the song bv the same
French,

Reginald
Denny and Spencer
Charters have been added to the cast
of "Goose and the Gander," which
will co-star Kay Francis and George
Brent at Warners.

ATLANTIC CITY'S

w>"->

Barbara Barondess and Claire Du
Brey have been added to the cast
From
of "Life Begins at 40," Fox Film's "les
Guatamala. +h<» Tartan
of
forthcoming Will Rogers vehicle.
troun*> have forwarded a sDeeial
T

Others in

Jane Withers, recenty awarded a
long term Fox contract as a result
of her work with Shirley Temple in
"Bright Eyes," has been assigned to
"Dante's Inferno," as have Mozelle
Britonne, Betty and Virginia Meeker,
Willard
Robertson,
Richard
Tucker, Lita Chevret, Gloria Roy
and Oscar Apfel.

.

directed "Silis directing.
T
T
T
the wilds of unexolored inn-

roles.

Lona Andre

studios.

T

Larrv
Darmour has "Mutinv
Ahead" in production with Neil
the Wild," 20th Century's picturiza- Hamilton and KathWn Burke a = the
Ot.hor nrrneinnle
tion of the Jack London classic in featured nlavers.
which Clark Gable, Loretta Young include Loon Ames. Noel FranHs.
and Jack Oakie have the principal Reginald Barlow and Georgia Cain*
T

Warner Burbank

the roster of players include Dolores
Del Rio, Pat O'Brien, Glenda Farrell
and Phil Regan.

T

T

June Lang, blonde beauty of "Music in

"LOTS":

SEA

WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS

Still

f)

UNIQUE
WHEN

was introduced

it

in

193

1,

Eastman Super-Sensitive Panchromatic Negative was definitely a
different" product.
film like

it.

there

..no other has

rable changes in

is

much

no other

wrought compa-

to

motion picture

only natural that this Eastman

be unique,

film should

is still

motion picture procedure,

or contributed as
quality. It

And

"new and

siasm which

it

also, in

the enthu-

continues to arouse

among

cameramen and producers. Eastman Kodak
Company.
tors,

New

(J.

E. Brulatour, Inc., Distribu-

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN

Super-Sensitive

Panchromatic Negative

Tonight

Ultimate
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—WABC "Time"

in
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Nationwide Broadcast of Ten Best
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in
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RKO

Hearing on Final

5 CENTS

Receiver Report Jan. 12

TWO FlJF BILLS FILELAT OPENINJTSESSION
Pathe-Natan Plans
French Firm to Push Film
and Equipment Sales
in This Country
Second foreign film company "invasion" of the American market is
being inaugurated by Pathe-Natan,
which plans to import French pictures as well as sound and projection
equipment to this country

U. S. Invasion

"Little Minister" Sets
"The

Minister,"

New

Sydney

—Motion

picture revenues

Bill,

End Block

Booking
By RICHARD H.

CUNNINGHAM

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington A bill repealing the

—

law prohibiting interstate transpor-

10 FILMS PREPARING

australiaTintake

930

Would Repeal Fight

Film

I

—

1

Celler

RKO

PARAMOUNT-TOBIS

AT RKO RADIO STUDIOS

34% UNDER

Music Hall Records

Scale

a Big

Radio's Katharine Hepburn picture, broke the all-time
receipts and attendance records for the Radio City Music Hall during its first week
at the big theater.
During the seven days there were 158,265 paid admissions to the
Music Hall.
The previous house records were held by the same company's "Little
Wnm^n " "Tko
tt-Hn Minister"
Minietar" ie
Hnt.t in i4»
r~~~~A IJ...I. U.ll
I.
Women
'The Little
is now in
its second Music Hall week.
Little

through Pathe-Natan, Inc., which it
has just formed.
Robert Hurel,
well
known in connection with
French pictures, heads the American West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood In addition to the five
company, which has opened offices
(Continued on Page 6)
before the cameras and one in the
cutting room, 10 new productions are
in preparation at the RKO Radio
studios.
The group includes: "Laddie," "Sylvestre
Bonnard," "Four

IS

on

Stars for Love," "Star of Midnight,"
"Last Days of Pompeii," "She,"
"Top Hat," "Three Musketeers," a
Wheeler and Woolsey comedy and a
Katharine Hepburn story, the latter
two not yet titled.
Those now
shooting are:
"Roberta," "Becky
Sharp," "Murder on a Honeymoon,"

SETTLEMENT OFFER
Hearing will be held Tuesday before Special Master Joyce on a proposal to settle for $19,312 the claims
against Paramount by Tobis Tonbild-Syndikat, International Tobis
Maatschappij,
Klangfilm
Gesellschaft, Allgemeine Elektricitats-Gesellschaft and Siemens & Halske for
royalties up to March 13, 1933, under the Paris Agreement of 1930
covering sound film patents, and the

was

tation of prize fight films

in-

troduced in the House of Representatives by Emanuel Celler of Brooklyn as Congress began its 74th session.
The measure was referred to
the committee on interstate and foreign commerce.
Celler also introduced a bill which
would prohibit blind and block booking and prohibit "the arbitrary allocation of such films by distributors
(Continued on Page 6)

IMPROVED EARNINGS

1934 were approxipayment to Warner Bros, of $25,FILM
mately 34 per cent lower than in
697 as assignee of the claims owing
1930, according to accounts compiled
(Continued on Page 6)
by Flack & Flack, chartered ac- "Captain Hurricane" and "A Dog of
Representing a substantial imcountants, showing the status of Flanders."
provement over 1933 when RKO Ra"Enchanted April" is Annual A.M.P.A. Party
Australian distribution of American being edited.
dio Pictures, Inc., and RKO Pathe
(Continued on Page 6)
April 27 at the Astor Pictures, Inc., and their subsidiaries
Annual
A.M.P.A.
get-together showed a net loss from operations
in Australia in

BY RKO

Rule Auto Giveaways Warners Make Tieup
party, heretofore known as the
With General Motors Naked Truth Dinner, will be held
Violation of Lottery Law
Another national merchandising April 27 under a different title in
Denver—A statement by the U. S.
by the the Hotel Astor. New name for the

May

assistant district attorney in court tieup has been negotiated
yesterday, in connection with the Warner Bros, home office advertisdepartment
and
publicity
hearing on the injunction asked by ing
Harry Huffman, exhibitor, against through a deal whereby the Buick
(Continued on Page 6)
the grievance board to prevent it
from stopping his film service because he defied a ruling against
giving away autos, indicated that
the federal court might claim the
weekly auto drawing a violation of
the U. S. lottery laws. Hearing on
bhe injunction was put over to today.

affair will be selected from suggestions now being received by Prexy
Bill

Ferguson.

The coming party

(Continued on Page 2)

New

—

Depression

Low

Detroit
Mannie Gottlieb, manager of
Universal exchange, asked a small circuit operator about business, and was
told it was so bad that the exhib had
taken to bicycling the red ink between
his theaters.

Hearing on the final
$5,000 a Minute Figured
As the Cost of Television by the Irving Trust Co.

report filed
as receiver
for the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp.
That the broadcasting expense of
has been set for Jan. 12 in Federal
television would be $5,000 a minute,
Court at the same time with hearfilm
average
cost
of
on
the
based
ing on the request of Irving Trust
in
used
productions which would be
(Continued on Page 6)
sending the visual entertainment into the homes, is estimated by Dr. National Film Carriers, Inc., assures dependable
(Continued on Page 6)

$1,290,685,

the

RKO

pictures

break even for the year
1934 after payment of almost $1,will

(Continued on Page 6)

10 Best Being Dramatized
By March of Time on Air
The Ten Best Pictures of 1934,
as voted by the nation's critics in

Court Sets Jan. 12 for Hearing
On Final RKO Receiver Report

IA

of

group

UNITS

delivery

service.

—Advt.

The Film Daily annus
be

dramatized

by the

(Continued on Page

Leo Becomes Coli
Leo the Lion became a columnist yesterday through the launching of a weekly chatter column by M-G-M in newspaper ad space.
Headed ''The Lion's
Roar" and signed "Leo," the column is
devoted to chatty comments on Metro
films.

Those

mentioned

in

installment
were
"Sequoia,"
Copperfield,"
"Forsaking All
and "Biography of a Bachelor

the

first

"David
Others"
Girl."
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(Continued from Page 1)
short subject program
for 1934-35 has now been completed, will be limited to 1,000. There will
and indications are that the entire be 100 tables for 10 persons each.
ROBERT HUREL arrives in New York today
lineup will be finished by May. The Tickets are $5 for members and
from Montreal.
schedule calls for 100 single reel $7.50 for non-members, with only
two $5 tickets available for each
LESTER TOBIAS goes to Pittsburgh and Chisubjects.
cago to attend glass and pottery shows, leavScenes for "The Big Broadcast of member.
ing New York on Sunday.
1935," Paramount feature, are being
ABE MONTAGUE leaves New York within
made at the Eastern Service Stutwo weeks for a tour through the middlewest
Monogram Convention Plans
dio, Astoria.
Names being "shot"
and south.
Plans for the annual Monogram
are Carlos Gardel, Jessica DragaPOLA NEGRI, FRANK LAWTON, EVELYN
nette and Ina Ray Hutton and her convention, scheduled for March in LAYE and JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON sail tonight
on the Europa for abroad.
Melodears.
Ted Reed, assistant to Culver City, will be discussed when
Barney Glazer, who is producing the Trem Carr, production chief, arrives
LEONTINE SAGAN, who directed "Maedchen
picture, is now in New York mak- in New York this week-end for con- in Uniform" and lately has been working at
ferences with W. Ray Johnston and the M-G-M studios, has arrived at the Hotel
ing the Eastern sequences.
Warwick for a few days' stay before sailing
sequence for "Wings in the ether Monogram executives.
The for London.
Dark," another Paramount picture, company tentatively plans 36 feaWALTER LANG, who is to direct the
is
being made in New York with tures and 16 westerns for next sea- RKO Radio musical picture, "Four Stars new
For
son.
Four
Love,"
pictures
are
is
visiting
expected to
Harlem to get authentic
Graham McNamee.
be ready for the exchanges when atmosphere for the colored sequences of the
film.
the new selling season starts.
TREM CARR, who arrives in New York this
Starts Incendiary Fire
week-end for Monogram home office confer-

Rue de

la

19.

A

—

Mass. The night watchof the Warner theater discovered an incendiary fire behind the
radiator in the auditorium early yesterday morning and extinguished the
flames.
The previous evening a
stench bomb drove the audience to
the street. It was learned yesterday
that a stench bomb had been exploded among the New Year's audience at the Paramount theater here.

Lynn,
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for "Caliente"

The DeMarcos, noted dance team,
have been signed by Warners to
create a special dance called "The

B.I.P. U. S. Plans in

London

(By Cable)

Abeyance
John Max-

—

well is not expected to make future
distribution arrangements for British International Pictures in the
United States pending developments
in the Gaumont British situation.
He was dickering for control of the
Ostrer company several months ago.
B. I. P. is without a distributing

head in America following retirement of Lou Metzger from this position.

yesterday on the Aquitania for England, where she will appear in tho
film

version

of

"Vintage Wine."

ROBERT LORD and DELMAR DAVES, Warner
scenarists, are en route to New York to witness a performance of "Page Miss Glory," which
they have been assigned to adapt as Marion
Davies' first Cosmopolitan production for Warners.
They are expected here Sunday.

COLOMBIER,

PIERRE

French

director,

New York from Paris.
DAVE WERNER leaves New
for

the

York

is

Ad Men Honor
West Coast Bureau of

Saturday

Coast.

BATCHELLER, SR., will leave for
coast the first of next week to get going
1935 schedule of Chesterfield product.

—

Will Rogers

HERBERT BIBERMAN, stage director recently
signed
by Columbia, left yesterday for the
coast to join the company's production staff
in an
executive capacity.

Paramount Claims Approved
Order

approving settlement of
claims against Paramount by George
Bancroft for $4,442, Cary Grant for
$300, Raymond Guion for $1,000, and
Fred A. Datig for $332, was signed
yesterday by Federal Judge Coxe.
The settlements were for 75 per
cent of sums held by Paramount as
a result of attachment proceedings
in unsuccessful suits brought by
plaintiffs other than Paramount.

New Marcy

—

—

Fox B'klyn
Columbia's "Broadway Bill" has
gone into a third week at the Fox

of the late Frank R. Tate,
pioneer exhibitor and theater buildCourt
er, filed with the Probate
places the value of his holdings at
$59,231. The estate was left to his

Brooklyn, operated by Si Fabian.

widow.

Release

"Wolf Riders," fourth of a Jack
Perrin

series,

will

be

Marcy Pictures on Jan.

released

attack of the grippe.

RECORDING
ON

Film or Disc

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM

estate

Sam Dembow

Isaac

Blumenthal

Weeks

for "Bill" at

by

10.

Jack Bellman Laid Up
Jack Bellman is confined to his

THE FILM DAILY home by an
Rogers has re-

Hollywood Will
Buckley and Kelly Laid Up
ceived notice from the Poor Richard
Harry Buckley and Arthur W. Advertising Club of Philadelphia
Kelly, both United Artists execu- that he is to be awarded the organitives, are confined to their respec- zation's achievement medal for 1934
tive homes by illness.
and asking him to attend their annual show and banquet to receive
the medal in person.
Farnum Quits Boston Board
Boston George Farnum, formerly Assistant U. S. Attorney, has reFrank R. Tate Left $59,231
signed as the impartial member of
the local grievance board.
An inventory of the
St. Louis
3

in

GEORGE
the

—

'/a

18.

sailed

on the

Caliente" for the new Dolores Del Monogram Studio Ahead of Sched.
Rio picture, "In Caliente," and also West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
With only six feato appear in the production.
They
will leave for the coast about the tures and three westerns to go on
the current schedule, Trem Carr will
end of January.
put Monogram productions on a onea-month basis for features, with
New Fox Films for Astor, Mayfair "The Hoosier Schoolmaster" schedWalter Reade has set two more uled for Jan. 10.
Fox pictures for his Broadway
houses, with "Helldorado" opening
tomorrow morning at the Astor,
Two U. A. Prints Arrive
while
opens
"Mystery Woman"
Monday evening at the Mayfair.
United Artists' home offices yesterday received the final prints of
two releases, 20th Century's "Clive
Serkowich Joins Gaumont British
of India" and Alexander Korda's
Ben Serkowich, formerly with va- London Films production, "The
rious majors, has joined Gaumont Scarlet Pimpernel."
British in charge of its exploitation

department. Appointment was made
by A. P. Waxman.

return to the coast about Jan.

CLAIRE LUCE

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

St.

N.Y.C.

;

NEWS

WEEK

OF THE

'PAGE MISS GLORY' LANDED FOR MARION DAVIES'
vehicle for

Warner

IN

PHOTO-REVIEW

Cosmopolitan

first

and Delmar Daves, ace adaptors, speed East
Broadway stage smash in preparation for their work on script.

release. Robert Lord

to get first-hand glimpse of

TRIPLE THREAT to existing
box office records predicted
for Feb

date of

release

23, national

Rudy Vallee's song-

show 'Sweet Music'as Warner
snaps famous

trick-shot expert

singer -actor

entertainer

-

characteristic

in

pose's

(left).

ROSE BOWL HEROES INVADE WARNER LOT. Capt.
Bill

Lee of conquering Ala-

bama
with

football

Joe

William

E.

squad steps out

Brown,

(right)

Warren

while

team-

mates tour 'Gold Diggers of
1935' sets during gala studio
festivities

grid

welcoming national

champions

*A Warner

to

Bros. Picture

coast.
Vitagraph,

Inc., Distributors.

Dec

15,

1934

MGM'S BIOGRAPHY REAL JOY;
Hanpi^|n>PicJ^J

Harding-Griffith

Team

Scores Again
GIRL"

(MGM)

wB

E. H. Griffith
Direction
S. N. Behrman
Original Play
Anita Loos
Screen Play
Additional Dialogue.. ..Horace Jackson

Photography
Producer

James

toM ^^_-

m^k^^"^
chW

Wong Howe

Ann

ery,

^-^yy^
1/

_^

(

f

<

Irving Thalberg

Harding, Robert MontgomEverett Horton, Edward' Arnold, Una Merkel, Charles
Richman, Greta Meyer, Willard
Robertson, Donald Meek.

Cast:

wl

0'

^^

"BIOGRAPHY OF A BACHELOR

Edward

Miss Hardingis_j3er5£l£^ega*Tn~~and
pleasure,
Te"production is an entertainIt's
ment you can't afford to miss.
an elegant adaptation of a stage play

she's _a_4»££3fie-5^Ture

is

a

T

*r

SU
a

Zail
erif
the

by Anita Loos and Horace Jackson,
so smoothly, so expertly, so painlessly
directed by E. H. Griffith that you
want the serio-comic mood to last
forever instead of being ovt, in a
mere hour or so. Book it, and book
it big
by all means, it's a treat for
the customers.
A girl-artist returns to America
The editor of a magaquite broke.
zine makes her an offer no girl could
refuse for the publication rights to her
biography because the tabloids have
played up her past love-life as a circulation-builder.
Back into her life

]\~y

a childhood beau who is running for U. S. Senator.
When said
candidate for Congress learns she is
to publish her life, he tries frantically,
by himself and with the aid of his
prospective father-in-law, to
make
her retract.
In
the end, the girl
makes the editor tear up the contract for the biography and makes a
good husband out of him to boot.
Miss Harding is once again the gal
you learned to love in "Holiday."
With a performance like this one, it
is to be hoped that she will continue
her screen career forever, preferably
under the expert guidance of E. H.

comes

Griffith who seems to have found
the secret of how to make Miss Harding give only the best.
And that
direction of his carries right through

every performance in the picture and
also accounts for the fact that no
possible laugh is unaccounted for and
the timing is just about perfect.
Robert Montgomery is excellent as
the slightly smug, embittered young
editor
who is taught tolerance
through love.
Edward Everett Horton, in the fattest part he's been acis
simply
corded in a long time,

composite portrait of a
Congressman sired by a Babbitt.
Charles Richman, as a Southern publisher of health magazines and an
ardent physical culturist, steals away
Edward
most of the scenes he's in.
Meyer,
Arnold, Una Merkel, Greta
Willard Robertson and Donald Meek,
each is outstanding in contributing to
grand

as

a

swell picture.
There are so many delightful moments so well worked out in the
writing, so deftly accomplished with-

A REVIEW
AND AN AD!

3

Put

the review

out ever dragging humor in by the
heels just for a laugh and keeping
the love scenes keyed to the proper
romantic pitch, that Anita Loos and
Horace Jackson earn themselves an
enormous pat on the back.
It's one
of the best movies ever made from
play

Howe

material.

And James

Wong

succeeds in making things look
their best with his photography.

in your lobby!

IIIIIIIIIIMII IIH

BACHELOR GIRL TELLS ALL!
SENSATIONAL revelations of "kiss and
boom in railDon Juans prepare
town Every new romance a new

tell" bachelor girl forecast

way traffic
to leave

as former
!

chapter in her diary!— one man daring
her to print it while a dozen beg her not
to! Screen story supplies final chapter!

ANNHAinme

WAS

HIS FACE RED? Ann Harding bares
Edward
Everett Horton when Horton, Sr. accuses her

story of affair with politically ambitious

of blackmail.

Robert

MONTGOMERY
IN

BIOGRAPHY of a
BACHELOR GIRL
•with

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON

•

EDWARD ARNOLD

Directed by Edward H. Griffith
qA Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer Picture

Put the ad
newspaper I

•

UNA MERKEL

YOU CAN'T PRINT THAT!

Publication of biography
threatens rift in Horton-Merkel engagement. Publisher
Montgomery dangles fortune for serial rights.

in your local

AND YOU'LL THANK LEO
WHEN THE CROWDS FLOCK

IN!

THE

DAILY
BILL

SEEKS TO END

WORDS

BAN ON FIGHT FILMS
{Continued from Page

1)

theaters in which they or other
distributors have an interest" and
prohibit "the arbitrary refusal to
book or sell such films to exhibitors
in which they have no such interest."
The bill was referred to the committee on interstate and foreign
to

commerce.

Paramount-Tobis

"T

rather film a

"We have
audiences

HERMAN

WANGER.

intelligent."

VAN SCHMUSS,

—W.

"Of course the aspiring actor

G.

CECIL

Hall.

—

10 Best Being Dramatized
By March of Time on Air

or

—

DE MILLE.

sary, but the

man

should dominate."

—JEAN HARLOW.
"Who am

I to tell the audience
of chorus girl it is to
like?
I
don't intend to iiiflict upon
anyone my own choice. I mix 'em

000,000

mately $17,000,000 owed

to Radioloans, ac-

Keith-Orpheum Corp. in
cording to an authoritative source.
Stage "Surprise" Preview

—The

Tower theater,
under the direction of Barney Joffee,
introduced something new here on
New Year's Eve by adding a surKansas City

prise preview to the program, which
already included a feature and augmented stage show. Name of the

RKO Receiver Report
Being Heard Jan. 12

34%

has darkened.

—

rentals last year
$7,309,030,
compared
with $10,810,545 in 1930, while boxoffice
receipts
were $36,500,000,
against $54,000,000 in 1930.
Tax
levies, however, remained at the

j

Minnevitch for Vitaphone Musical
Burton Holmes Lecturing
Borrah Minnevitch and His HarBurton Holmes has started a series of five Sunday night and Mon- monica Rascals have been signed for
day afternoon lectures, illustrated a one-reel Vitaphone musical short,
by motion pictures, at Carnegie it is announced by Sam Sax, producHall.
Topics embrace various for- tion head of the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio.

Rialto Got "Class" Films

among

that
Rialto

Arthur L.
were
the "Ten Best"

played
last

the leaders in

year

selections of class groups, including
Board of Review and some of the
big city critics. These films included

RKO's "Lost

Patrol," United Artists'

"Our Daily Bread" and Fox's "First
World War."

Van Beuren Shorts on B'way
Five Van-Beuren shorts are currently showing on Broadway.
The
Music Hall is playing "Parrotville
Fire Department," a color shoi-t;
"Dumb-Bell Letti-es" are at the Astor and Mayfair, and two Chas.
Chaplin subjects are at the TransLux and Bijou.
5

level.

$5,000 a Minute Figured
As the Cost of Television
{Continued from Page 1)

Alfred N. Goldsmith, former S. M.
P. E. president. Goldsmith believes
that television in the home is only
a dream at present and probably
will not be realized in this genera-

Warners Make Tieup
with General Motors
{Continued from Page 1)

'

Mayer's

to

same high

\

Pictures

Gross

pictures.

dropped

tion.

—

Minneapolis
Conn.
The Branf ord
The Variety Club
theater, darkened for rejuvenation, Chapter has opened club rooms in
The the Hotel Radisson. E. R. Ruben
is set for a new price policy.
house is operated by Irving Jacocks. is president.

extra feature was withheld, although
the house advertised the fact that it
would give a "surprise preview of a Hope, Gertrude Niesen and Al Trahan.
major studio feature."

eign countries.

enters.

{Continued from Page 1)

—

Ezrath Benefit at Imperial
Stars lined up to appear at the
benefit to be held Sunday night in
the Imperial Theater for the Congregation Ezrath Israel, known as
the Temple for Jewish actors, include Jack Benny, Jack Pearl, Lou
Holtz, Walter Huston, Block and
Sully, Smith and Dale, Rudy Vallee,
Bert Lahr, Georges Metaxa, Joe
Penner,
Guv Robertson, Arthur
Tracy, Lita Gray Chaplin, Phil Baker, Jean Sargent, Ed Wynn, Bob

its

which

{Continued from Page 1)

—

Units

it

in territories in

—

Ferdinand Township.

{Continued from Page 1)
in interest on the approxi-

understood likely to establish

"Nothing would please me better for allowance of $100,000 on account and of Wm. J. Donovan, counthan to finish a picture and discover
sel for Irving Trust, of $125,000 on
that several other performers had
Price, Waterhouse & Co.
actually registered big hits actual- account.
has requested an allowance of $3,ly stolen the picture from me."
500; Edward J. Crawford, $2,500;
EDDIE CANTOR.
Robert Huntley, $2,500, and dis"People want interpretative, ana- bursements of $1,124 are sought.
lytical, educational information on
Australian Intake
the screen."— DARRYL ZANUCK.
Is
Under 1930

—

By RKO Film

in

Rockefeller Center.
Hurel is now distributing French
pictures in Canada through France
Film, headquartering in Montreal.
He arrives in New York today from
that city. Pathe-Natan is expected
to concentrate its sales efforts on
northern states having large populations of French extractions and

up."— GEORGE WHITE.

NEWS OF THE DAY

Branford,

1)

Maison Francaise building

own branches

{Continued from Page 1)
Kansas City Frank Thomas, ad
Forge Village, Mass.
William
Time" program on a national radio sales manager for Paramount here, McDermott plans to reopen Abbott
Films included has been named salesman at the Hall with first-run films next month.
network tonight.
He will be
are "Barretts of Wimpole Street," Des Moines exchange.
Ashland, N. H.—A. H. Westcott
"House of Rothschild," "It Happened succeeded by Harry Wheeler, poster
is now handling the Ashland theaOne Night," "One Night of Love," clerk.
ter for one year. He replaces I. M.
"Little Women," "The Thin Man,"
Ferguson, Mo.— George R. Hart, Cottrell.
"Viva, Villa," "Dinner at Eight,"
"Count of Monte Cristo" and "Ber- local theater owner, has been appointed Justice of the Peace for St.
Leominster, Mass.
The Rialto
keley Square."

Improved Earnings

in the

is

what type

—

1933.

—

"Both men and women are neces-

"I lisped for years, yet because of
living today."
I'm making

my
LAURA HOPE CREWS.

B.

{Continued from Page

today

sex,

Radio City Music actress must have intelligence."

{Continued from Page 1)
"I endeavor to work in second
Tobis-Tonbild and International speed, and never to work when I am
Tobis up to Dec. 31, 1932.
tired."— GEORGE ARLISS.
The settlement with "Warner Bros,
whereby
agreement
an
includes
"Public taste is as mercurial this
Paramount for a consideration of year as it has been in other years
from
$6,500 releases Warner Bros,
and any attempt to explain or forean obligation to pay out $10,000 un- tell the public taste is an occupader a pact whereby Paramount tion for fools."
ANDRE SENNabandoned construction of a theater WALD. New York "Times" film
at Chelten Ave. and Knox Street, critic.
Philadelphia, in 1931.
The settlement stipulates affirma"It is now more difficult to write
tion of the Paris Agreement by for the screen than it is to write
Paramount and the further provi- for the stage or to write a novel."
cause JOSEPH MANKIEWICZ.
sion that Paramount will
either Paramount Productions or
Paramount International to pay
royalties due under the Paris Agree-

13,

patrons

BIG-SCALE INVASION

appeal."
SCHOENSTADT, Chicago circuit operator.

to

ment from March

WISDOM

"Motion picture
want mental, not

idea

IV35

PATHE-NATAN PLANS c»

assume that movie

to

are

new

than an old idea very

well."— WALTER

it

Settlement Offer

WOULD

fairly well,

and

Friday, January 4,

Division of General Motors will plug
six Warner films in two-color double-spread and single page ads in
various magazines
starting next
month. In addition Buick will provide special posters and other accessories for window displays. Pictures
included in the tieup are "Living on
Velvet",
Herbert",
"Big-Hearted
"Gold Diggers of 1935", "Babbitt",
"Bordertown"
and "Desirable".
Magazines involved are "Saturday
Evening Post", "Literary Digest",
"Time", "New Yorker', "Vogue",

"Spur", "Fortune"
Bazaar".

and "Harper's

Fairbanks Biography Issued
official biography of Douglas*'
Fairbanks, along the same lines as
the one recently put out on Walt
Disney, has been issued by the
United Artists publicity department
for world-wide publication.
It is
prepared as a six-part serial.

An
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f(|HORTs Reviews

TIMELyjOPICS

"Rustlers of Red Dog"

with John
Universal

Effects of Radio

On Buying Power

Mack Brown

Woods

is

the leader.

During an

Indian raid on the wagon train, the
rustlers try to make off with $50,000 in gold. Indians steal the heroine, Joyce Compton, so Brown goes
after the U. S. Cavalry, then rescues
the girl. As a herd of bison are
trampling the young pair, the last
of the first three chapters cuts off to
be continued. This is sure-fire. Good
direction job by Louis Friedlander.

"Toyland Premiere"
(Technicolor Cartoon)
Universal
9 mins.
Toy Antics
Santa Claus takes his toys out
on parade and finds that they can
afford as much action as an army.
The toy soldiers mobilize and show
that they're not simply playthings.
Color is distinctive.

"Revue

A

La Carte"

Universal
Fair Vaude

Harry Jans

is

has been estimated that the
audience for a popular radio

Serial

Spectacular sizzler with Indians,
Bison herds, reckless riding, covered
wagon trains, and action in every
frame. Brown and his two partners
decide to rid Red Dog of a plenty
tough mob of rustlers of which H.
L.

TT

2-reel chapters

Grand Western

an

17 mins.

Show
effective

m.

c.

a nightery, introducing Bryant,
Rains, and Young for a graceful
waltz number, then Alice Dawn of
Tom Patri r
radio for three songs.
cola does a mandolin number and a
song, and Jans' partner, Whalen,
then gives him some rough and tumThe Maxcellos, acrobats go
ble.
through a three-high, then throw
Patricola on top, and he finishes
in an acrobatic dance.
in

hour

• • • FILM HISTORY was made by Fox Films yesterday afternoon
in showing Martin Johnson's African pix,
"Baboona"
aboard Eddie Rickenbacker's Eastern Air
Line Transport Douglas plane
(with which he broke the
transcontinental record and also did a one-day round-trip flight
to Miami from Newark)
marking the first time that a
sound picture has ever been screened in an airplane flight
a regulation Simplex projection machine was used
and
there was no hokum about it
the picture was screened
a perfect job
and the sound of Martin Johnson's
voice

•

came over

•

•

clear as a bell

AS THE

newsreel cameras ground at the end of the

flight at the Newark Airport
Eddie Rickenbacker speaking
to Martin Johnson stated
"This successful test will usher
in the use of motion picture programs on regular passenger
flights at an early date on our airlines"
and Johnson re-

"I want to congratulate you on the sound-proof qualiyour sky projection room. You couldn't hear the motors
nor any other sound but my voice on the screen"
and
that was absolutely true
for we were one of the privileged
guests on this momentous trip, and can vouch for the statement.

plied

ties of

•

•

•

Universal

9 mins.

Funny With Music
Crusoe wants another Good Man
CanniFriday, so Oswald applies.
bals makes it difficult on the island
Luckily, Oswald's goat swallows f
radio, and the cannibals are so fascinated by the rhythm that they
honor the goat with the throne of
their chief.
Music is catchy. Tale
is simple enough for the smallest

have missed the thrilling experience for anything
but when Roger Ferri, handling the
exploitation stunt for Fox
phoned us the other day with
an invite, we said emphatically
"Nunno! We've never
been in an airplane, so why start now?"
and Roger
comes back
"But Eddie Rickenbacker will be at the controls"
and we opined
"Oh, that's different,"
and when we were all nicely strapped in for the flight
Mister Rickenbacker walked down the aisle and said
"Pleasant journey, Phil."
and we gasped
"Ain't
ya takin' us up?"
and he sez
"Not this trip.
There are two more to follow. I'll probably handle those.".
and we chirped
"A-w-k"
we were strapped in
what could we do?
.

WE

resigned ourselves to our fate
• • • SO
"Wot
the 'ell," we soliloquized
"If we must go this way, we're
dying in harness reviewing a pix!"
and we were in good
company
Martin and Osa Johnson, a bunch of well known
newspaper lads on the big met dailies
and Don Mersereau
of Film Daily and Jerry Jerauld of "Motion Picture Daily"
and salesmanager Herbert Griffin of International Projector
he personally supervised the picture projection

—

tot.

"Movie Parade" from Educational
"Hollywood Movie Parade," onereel fan subject produced by Louis
£/yn and reviewed in The Film
ly yesterday as a Columbia reie, should have been credited to
Educational, whose distribution is
handled through Fox. The short is
one
"Treasure
of
Educational's
Chest"

series.

• A FEW minutes later we looked out of the window
we were up three thousand
and dam near passed out
"Is that the Pasthere was a river below us
feet
"look again,"
saic?" we asked the guy across the aisle
we did and saw the Brooklyn Bridge below
he grinned
us!
we were traveling about 140 miles per hour
they had
soon we were over the "Film Daily" office
and what a pleasant surprise we
started the screening
it wasn't just a ballyhoo stunt as we had supall got!
Martin Johnson's "Baboona" came over as clear
posed
his voice was grand
as any Broadway screen
and novelty angles
you
and what camera work
and did
ain't seen an African pix till you lamp this one
with his Leica
Mister Mersereau of our office get a kick
camera snapping pictures of a motion picture in this historyRoger Ferri did a Perfect Exploitation
making flight!
and all hands
every detail handled superbly
JOB
realizing they were participating in
getting a THRILL
a really
something greater than a mere exploitation stunt
Historic Event
•

•

!

!

U

€<

€€

somewhere between

fif-

—

WE WOULDN'T

.

"Robinson Crusoe Isle"
(Oswald Cartoon)

is

teen and twenty millions of people.
In other words, taking the
lesser figure as our guide, fifteen
million persons are kept inactive
for one hour, or fifteen million
hours are being expended on
this feature alone.
This is but
one network.
Computing the
audiences of all other networks
and local, independent stations
as another twenty-five million
for each hour, it gives us a total
of forty million hours spent inactively as the price paid for
this one hour's "free entertainment." Statistics inform us that
the average daily use of the
sixteen and one half million
radios in the United States is
two and one half hours. This
means that forty million people
are giving up each day, two and
one-half hours to their radios,
which in turn, gives us a figure
of one hundred million hours
per day taken out of the lives
of the average American
one
hundred million hours of inactivity. For two and a half hours
each day, forty million people
are busy at their dials, and
while thus engaged, they cannot
walk down the shop-lined Main
Street, wear out their shoes, or
their wearing apparel; nor can
they ride the highways in their
automobiles, with the attendant
consumption of gasoline, tires,
wear on engine, etc.
Going to the theater implies
dressing in one's best before
leaving the house. It implies
transportation. It includes passing shop-windows on the way to
a theater, bringing some life to
Main Street, coming in contact
with the many legitimate temptations that the millions of show
windows place before you. The
theater does not suffer by itself.
Rather is it the minor symptom
of the real malady. The deleterious effect which radio has had
upon the theater is of course
obvious and at once apparent.
But what is not obvious and at
once apparent, is the adverse
effect which radio advertising
has had upon other industries.

» » »

—Irving

Caesar

Young" Music on Air
Numbers from the New Ramon
Novarro-Evelyn Laye fl !-\ "T^«>
"Night

Is

Night Is Young," will be
on the Swift program to
evening at 8 P. M., New York
over WEAF.
Sigmund Romberg,
who composed the melodies for the
picture with Oscar Hammerstein II,
will direct the radio program and
will also be the piano accompanist.

The M-G-M picture is soon to be
shown at the Capitol theater.

ONLY HEPBUR
HEPBURN RE
has stood unchallenged

<R

staggered show business
the industry have playe
it

has remained

II

fo<

herself established! Shi

"THE

LITTLfi

SEVEN DAYS Al
IN MORE MONE\
ON EARTH EVER
RKO-RADIO PICTURE
JOHN BEAL * ALAN HALE
with

DIRECTED
A PANDRO

BY
S.

RICHARD WALLACE
BERMAN PRODUCTION

^HA*

COULD BEAT THE
h£ n mJ
•

(Radio City
| .

.

.

.

.

•

For thirteen months a record

the "Little

Women"

record that

during that time the outstanding pictures of

his theatre,

Catharine

many

to remarkable grosses

.

.

.

but

Hepburn to top the box-office peak she

nas done the "impossible"

MINISTER"

!

.

.

.

IN ITS FIRST

TOOK
fHAN THE LARGEST THEATRE
SAW BEFORE
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

im

HEL
OVER!

THE
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH WILK

gOBBY CONNOLLY

will

"A Shot in the Dark" will be the adapting "Two for Tonight," have
new title for "Dartmouth Murders" finished their work at Paramount

create

1935

"LOTS
Leo Bulgakov will direct Colum"I'll Love You Always."

bia's

and stage the musical numbers to avoid any criticism from the col- studios.
for "Caliente," which Warners are lege of that name. Chesterfield will
producing, with Dolores Del Rio and do the film, starring Clifford Orr.
Pat O'Brien heading the cast. Con- Others set by Chesterfield are "CirSix more roles in "Dante's InDewey Robinson replaces Eugene
nolly also handled the dance num- cumstantial Evidence," with Tom ferno" have been filled by Fox with
Pallette and Harry Holman rebers for "Flirtation Walk" and Terris, "Happiness C. 0. D.," with the signing of Ruth Clifford, Doroplaces Otis Harlan in the cast of
Allie Wrubel Robert Ellis and Helen Logan, and thy
"Casino de Paree."
Dix,
Walter Walker, Betty "A Midsummer Night's
Dream",
untitled
Invincible Stokes, Reginald Sheffield and Maude
musical.
and Mort Dixon wrote the music an
now in production at the Warner
Pictures is now cutting "Symphony Truex.
for "Caliente."
Spencer Tracy, Claire Tre- studios under the direction
of Max
Of Living."
vor, Henry B. Walthall and Alan Reinhardt
and William Dieterle. The
Dinehart are featured.
all-star cast is headed by James
Cagney, Dick Powell, Joe E. Brown,
Our Passing Show: Alison SkipFrancis Ford, old-timer of the
Jean Muir, Verree Teasdale, Ian
worth, Irene Franklin, Patricia Ellis,
Hunter, Hugh Herbert, Anita Louise,
Donald Meek, Nat Ferber, Wallace screen, will play the sheriff in Mae
George Barbier is the newest ad- Victor Jory and Mickey Rooney.
Ford, Walter Catlett, Attorney Sam West's new picture at Paramount.
Schwartzberg, G. Pat Collins, Chick "Now I'm A Lady." Alexander Hall dition to the cast of C. B. DeMille's
"The Crusades" at Paramount.
Chandler, Attorney Roger Marchet- directs.
ti, Erwin Gelsey, fala Birell, Hubert
Voight, John Wray at Fred KeatJanet Beecher will appear in CoMary Astor is being considered by
ing's cocktail party.
lumbia's "Once a Gentleman," with
Ray Harris and Phillip McDon- Warners for one of the feminine
Lilian Harvey and Tullio Carminati. ald have been engaged by Fox to leads in "Dinky",
an original story
adapt the Ben Hecht-Rose Caylor by John Fante. She recently comstage
play,
Eating
Tiger,"
"Man
pleted work in "Red Hot Tires" opJohn Stone is supervising the
which Robert T. Kane will produce. posite Lyle Talbot.
production of "Recipe for Murder,"
Lester Matthews, British actor
which is being made at Fox. Stone signed by Universal, arrives Jan. 18
also supervised "Baby Take a Bow," bv boat
ith hJs
£ A
f ;
"She Learned About Sailors" and
M. H. Hoffman, president of LibKathyrn Hereford, described by
three of the "Charlie Chan" stories.
erty Pictures, has added Lawrence Universal studio officials as the
"Man Lock" has been selected by Gray, Kitty Kelly, Lillian Miles and youngest actress discovered by the
Fox Producer Robert T. Kane as Inez Courtney to the cast of "Dizzy late Florenz Ziegfeldj has been
More Passing Show: Reginald the final title for the Edmund Lowe- Dames."
signed by William Anthony McHammerstein, Bobby Connolly, Tom- Victor McLaglen picture recently
Guire for the ingenue role in "The
my Turner, William O'Neill, Bob completed under the working title
Great Ziegfeld".
Mclntyre at the opening of Billy- of "East River."
Frank Sullivan's short sketch of
Waynes "Quickies" revue.
domestic crises during an illness in
the house, "A Ministering Angel
Now", which appeared in a recent
"You Opened My Eyes," a new New Yorker, has been purchased by
Jimmy Faye, Vince Barnett, Anne
George Seitz, who last directed song number by L. Wolfe Gilbert,
Big Howard, Dorothy Grey and Ralph
"Only 8 Hours," has signed a new has been purchased by RKO Radio Paramount for inclusion in "The
Broadcast of 1935". Charlie Ruggles Remley have been added to Universlong-term contract with M-G-M.
for use in "Murder Song," the next and Mary Boland will play it.
al^ "Princess O'Hara."
Bert Wheeler-Robert Woolsey starring film.
Production is scheduled
to start soon after the return of
Edward Small, vice-president and Bert Wheeler, now on a visit to the
Leon Errol has been signed by
head of production for Reliance East.
George Stevens will direct, RKO Radio to star in a special comPictures, has engaged Ralph Graves with
Lee Marcus as the producer.
edy, "Ginsurance," to be directed
as a member of the company's writby Ben Holmes. Al Boasberg is preing staff.
paring the script.
Christian Rub and Addison Richards have been signed by RKO Raplay of "Cops and Robbers," which dio for "Boy of Flanders," now beRichard Quine, child actor, has
will probably be the next Joe E. ing filmed by Director Edward Slo- been signed for "Boy of Flanders,"
Brown picture for First National. man.
Frankie Thomas' new starring picStory is by Walter McEwan.
ture for RKO Radio. 0. P. Heggie

Manny

Seff has written the screen

Warners' "King of the Ritz,"
up on account of lumbago.

and Helen Parrish are also in the
Henry Gordon, Charles C. Wil- cast.
Ainsworth Morgan adapted
John Wray and Henry O'Neill the Ouida tale.
have been assigned to the LoweMcLaglen Fox vehicle, "Recipe for
Murder," which Director Eugene
Forde has just put before the
Elsie Ferguson has been forced
cameras.
to drop out of the cast of "Becky

Johnny Arledge has been assigned

Sharp," Pioneer production for RKO
Radio release. The cause in an eye

C.
son,

Allen
cipal in
is

laid

Jenkins,

a

featured

prin-

the role of the comedy reporter in
Warner's "Y/anderlust," which co
features Aline MacMahon and Guy
The film goes before the
Kibbee.
cameras shortly under the direction
of William Keighley.

Lucile Watson and Nelson Eddy
have signed new contracts at M-

G-M.

Gus Reed and

:

have

affliction

of

recent origin.

in "American Magazine", has
been placed in work at Columbia,
with Phil Rosen assigned to direct
and Florence Rice supplying the
heart interest.

ly

Velez and Yolanda, ball room
dance team, will coach George Raft
and Carole Lombard in a special
rumba for Paramount's picture,
"Rumba," and will also do a new
dance number in the film.

James Whale has put "The Return of Frankenstein" into work
at Universal with almost the entire
Warner Baxter under the direction
The Vienna Boys Choir, one of cast in attendance. Karloff will be
of Henry King.
Valerie Hobson has f7\
Europe's greatest musical organiza- starred.
tions, go before the cameras and feminine lead. Colin Clive will pv. _J
under the microphones at the Para- the part of Frankenstein, and ErIrvin S. Cobb, who was working mount Hollywood studios this week nest Thesiger, 0. P. Heggie, E. E.
on the adaptation of "When You to record two numbers for "The Big Clive and Una O'Connor have important parts.
Hunt With Old Don," and Max Lief, Broadcast of 1935".

More
starring Janet Gaynor and

been added
Spring',

I

Bill Irving
to the cast of "One

"Mistaken Identity", adaptation of
the Philip Wylie novel, "Death
Flies East", which appeared serial-
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TIME.— State
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Sirs,.

OF

I prefer
Allston Theatre, Brighton Ave.,
Allston, Mass.
For second choice
Capitol Theatre, Commonwealth
Ave., Allston, Mass.

Va.
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Sirs:

For the motion pictures

Theatre, Harrisonburg,

N. D.

Bridgewaler, Va.

May

suggest

I

nearby on 4th S
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wanted you to know that I
you to show MARCH
KOF TIME in the Paramount Theatre,
TJoldsboro, North Carolina.
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J
see
place of bust
"Sells."
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my
it

5 AshfordStrc
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Sirs:
It is

indeed

(

to march onwtrl
favorite theatrel
self is:

LOEWS

Massachusetts Al
are looking forwl
Cordi!

airs:

Having had the pi
your
O)
your Time and Fortune Building

MARCH

of

Fair late this summer, I am glad t
that you are going to make them a permanent thing. I would suggest the Cinema Theatre at 151 East Chicago Avenue
as a good spot to show them to a great
readers. Also the
number of
Dearborn Theatre at 40 West Division
Street. These two movie houses are very
popular with the class of persons who
appreciate Time and Fortune, and who
would certainly welcome the opportunity
of seeing your newsreels so close to home.
Wishing you the greatest of success in
your new venture, I am,

hester,

per

"R. K. O. Palace,
Century would be the favored.

o

E. A.

Two

communities

I
feel, a|
the Nittan*
Ithaca, New York. tl|
theatres of the Cornel:

this service,

through

11 Reservoir Avenue
Rochester, N Y

TIME

M.

C. H.

58 East Washington St.
Chicago, 111.

Sirs:

Sirs:

response to your request as to
whether we would appreciate seeing
thescreen, I say
In

MARCH OFTIMEon

"Yes," believing that it woVild enhance
our intelligence greatly, knowing and
enjoying your program on the radio as id
is now, to broaden into larger field?
could certainly do no one harm.
Will be awaiting your first production
in January.
L. T. E.

gladly accept your invitation to
write to you in connection with your
new Venture the showing of the
I

1742 71st Place
Chicago, III.

—

MARCH OF TIME

in

theatres.

March
the

of

first

Time,

I

do _«
'-'•

joining of eye

tion of the efforts of

1;:

Acting on the sugf
your advertisement,
Duluth, the March of
be presented at the Ly;
>

|

the following reasons:;
First, it is the lary

showing always first
^
Second (more impoll
tisements in the local

Lancaster is a city of approximately
60,000 inhabitants. It has six picture
houses, namely: Hamilton, Grand, Capitol, Colonial, Fulton, Strand. The first
three mentioned are Warner Brothers
theatres; the other three are indepen-

I read with interest
in the current issue
|g
inaugural of the Mara
;
series. Being a oover-i?
TIME and an eager li-;i

Sirs:

M

tures shown at the L||
elude the name of til
shorts that go wit||

"Our Family"

F.

Sirs:

On your program tonight you requested those who were interested in
dently owned and operated.
OF TIME newsreel
Personally, I would like to see the your new
OF TIME exhibited in one of to write.
The five members of our family listen
the independent houses, preferably the
OF
Colonial. This theatre is located on the with keen enjoyment to
evening. We will
busiest corner of our city and it seems TIME every Friday
second certainly be interested to see your new
to be the most popular.
departure in news reporting in the
choice would be the Fulton.
OF motion picture theatres.
Here is hoping the
TIME will be as great a success in
J. J.
theatres as it always was on the radio
M.
and that I may have a chance of seeing
M. C.
and hearing it in Lancaster shortly after
the first of the year.
G.

K§
I

1312

Dulu|

MARCH

MARCH

MARCH

My

MARCH

M.
M.

M.

With

best wishes,

I

am,

M.

K-S.

J. J.

206 No. Queen Street

3503 Lanfrance Street
Los Aneeles. Calif.

the men who made Time
NOW,
and
mm radio's
uuio March
iviarcn of
oi
i
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Hil!

Dear Gum:
Last night in liateJ
on radio.!
that they would have J

OF TIME
January,

MARCH

Ol]

their magazine
have been so interestirj

As

i

secure these pictures

M.

A. O. R.
Lancaster. Pa.

CO
Montgomery
City

now in

MOTION PICTURES

j

and Fortune magazines

—

story,

Time
lime me
the

leaders in their
tneir fields
neius
'7i|have prepared a unique screen experience. After a year's
's
-^experimentation, they are producing a new kind of motion
motion
picture stirring, significant
its dramatic action taken
from the romance, science, adventure, fighting and amuses

—

ment of humanity itself.
These reels twenty minutes long and released monthly,
will tell not only what happened, but will complete the

with the where, when,

Thousands

of

how and why

you have already been

told

it

1

,

.

..

by your own

THE MARCH OF TIME is to
THE MARCH OF TIME important

patrons how important
them. That makes
to

your box

office.

Released thru

HARRY

H.

THOMAS,

Pres.
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Big Bally Puts Over
Walk"

"Flirtation

"J7LIRTATI0N WALK"

played

to practical capacity audiences all during its run at the

Stanley Theater in Pittsburgh
as a result of the smash campaign put over by Joe Feldman,
Warner exploiteer in that territory.

The smartly decorated theater
was featured by the
swankly costumed ushers. One
of the features of the lobby was

itself

an

illuminated animated set
piece flanked by colored cut-out
standees of Keeler and Powell,
three weeks in advance.
Also
in advance was the use of fifty
members of the Greentree Drum
& Bugle corps as a "living
trailer."
stunt that won wide
acclaim.

A

Outside the theater 1,500 win-

dow cards were

distributed

to

grocery stores in Pittsburgh
a week in advance through the
Campbell soup tieup; 250 cards
all

in as many taxis
the city; lunch counter

were spotted
through

menus were imprinted with

title,

theater and playdate, these were
used in the 22 Sun Drug stores;
the Max Factor tie-up provided
two free ads and a counter dis-

numerous
play in GimbePs;
men's shops gave window displays on the Dick Powell and
Pat O'Brien shirts, stills from
the picture were also used in
these displays; twelve shadow
boxes were spotted in downtown
windows; and complete orchestrations were used by all local
cafe bands as well as radio band
for three weeks in advance of
the opening.
Seventy 24-sheets were posted
in and around Pittsburgh; two
huge painted boards were obtained in the most prominent
traffic arteries of the town; special ads were taken in college
publications; and art and publicity stories were broken in all
the papers well in advance.
Special goodwill was created
by the special screening for
critics,

music store managers,

local band leaders, and Dr. Hollinger, of the Pittsburgh board

Excerpts
from the critics' comments were
used the day after opening with
of Public Education.

excerpt from Dr. Hollinger's letter, and a special announcement
was made in all Pittsburgh Public schools by Dr. Hollinger recommending that all children see
"Flirtation Walk."
Stanley Theater, Pittsburgh.

—

Sporting Goods Tie-up
On Vitaphone Short
HPHE Orpheum Theater in Denver took advantage of the
showing of "Good Badminton,"
a Vitaphone novelty sport reel,
by tying in with a sporting goods
company for the promotion of a
special herald which was distributed by the sporting goods
company. Copy on the herald
read as follows:
"See 'Good Badminton' with
Hugh Herbert, Walter Pidgeon

and George F. "Jess" Willard
(National Professional Champion) assisted by Clifford Sawyer at the Orpheum and James
Cagney in 'The St. Louis Kid'
for one week starting
Then purchase your 'badminton'

from Whitney Sporting
Goods Co.
Badminton Nets,
Rackets
and
Shuttle
Cocks

set

(Birds)."

— Orpheum

Tlieater,

Denver

Hand Out Calling Cards
On "The Merry Widow"
TN

exploiting

"The Merry Wid-

ow," John Maloy, manager of
the State Theater, Altoona, Pa.,
had a girl dressed as the Merry
Widow handing out cards with
copy reading: "I am the 'Merry
Widow'; At Home, State The-

Friday, January 4, 19;

FILMS»>^
nothing

mightier

than

'The

Mighty Barnum'." At night a
baby spot was played upon the
balloon from the building across
the
street.
The book, "The
Mighty Barnum," received special book reviews in all local
newspapers and mention was

made

of the picture's opening at
Loew's State.
Special advance
and feature stories as well as
photos of Wallace Beery and
Adolphe Menjou broke in the
"Post," "Chronicle" and "Press".
Radio announcements were obtained over stations KPRC and

KTRH.
Mounted scene stills
were planted in leading downtown merchant shops as well as

Fifteen cut-out winstandee's were placed in additional stores. For a street ballyhoo, two men paraded the
streets of the city, one dressed
as the Cardiff Giant and the
other impersonating Beery in
the role of Barnum.
A tie-up
with the Christy Bros, circus
resulted in an elephant wearing
a hula skirt also being used as
a street ballyhoo.
The billing
campaign utilized 30 twentyfour sheets, 100 street car cards
in addition to ones, three and
six-sheets.
The front of the
marquee contained a huge cutout of Wallace Beery, as Barall hotels.

dow

num, and was ringed

—Loevfs

State,

in lights.

Houston, Tex.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

week of ... " Maloy was
assisted by an M-G-M exploiater,

teer.

Arrangements were made

to

give each lady patron a "Merry
Widow" rose as they entered the
theater. Each rose had a small
tag on it with copy.
Tie-ups were arranged with a
A
hat store and music store.
waltz contest was conducted.
Tickets for a local football game
carried copy on the picture on
the back of each ticket.
State Theater, Altoona, Pa.

Today:
Meeting
of
newly
formed
Inde
pendent Theaters Protective Ass'n of Wij
consin and Upper Michigan to ratify by
laws and elect officers, Milwaukee.
Jan.

7:
Installation of officers of Local 666
International Photographers of the Motioi
Picture Industries, Chicago.

Jan.

11:
Public hearing to determine minimun
booth costs in Greater New York, to bi
conducted by the National Industrial Recovery Board in Oak Room of Raleigh Hotel, Washington, D. C, starting at 10 A.
M

Jan.

12:
Sixteenth Annual Movie Ball of metropolitan
district
theater
owners,
Hote
Astor. New York.

—

Street Ballyhoos Exploit

"Mighty Barnum"

TWENTIETH
Mighty

in

Houston

Century's

"The

Jan.

Jan.

Barnum,"

United
Artists release starring Wallace
Beery, was given an outstanding exploitation campaign by
Manager W. V. Taylor of Loew's
In addition to
State, Houston.
several effective window displays, a sure-fire street ballyother
hoo,
Taylor arranged
tie-ups which gained favorable
mention for the picture's engagement.
tie-up with the
Goodyear Tire Company resulted in the obtaining of a special
balloon which was anchored to
the marquee of the theater.
Hanging from the balloon was a

A

huge banner reading: "There's

7-21:

International
Exposition
Industry, Tokio, Japan.

Film

Feb.

thi

14:
Hearing of arguments by the U. S.
Supreme Court, Washington, in the Para
mount appeal from the lower court decision on American Tri-Ergon patents.

Warner

16:

and
Feb.

of

Club's sixth annual dinner
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York

ball,

23.

Annual

ball

Friars'

Frolic,

of

the

Detroit

Variety

Club.
Feb. 24:

Majestic

New

Theater,

York.
Feb. 25-27:

Hotel

M.P.T.O.A.
Roosevelt,

annual

New

convention,

Orleans.

Awards Banquet of the Acad/ \ of
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Hoi
) d
March 4:: Extraordinary meeting of nock

Feb. 27:

'

holders of Path* Exchange, Inc., to act on
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.
April 27:
ner,

May

A.M. P. A.
Hotel

Astor,

annual

New

get-together
York.

din-

20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Holly-

wood.

Ulil

again Forges Ahead
THE 1

OD6RR

TH€flTR€

Besides:

SECTION

REVIEWS:
views,

Showmanship resummary and opinion,

production numbers,

announces the appointment of

running-

time, release date, cast, director, audience suitability, type,
entertainment value. For fil-

ing

i

n

BOXOFFICE

EXPLOITIPS:

ARCHITECTURAL
DECORATING

PIC-

TURE GUIDE.

Selling angles
catchlines for

on

pictures;
advertising.

FEATURE INDEX:

Thumb-

summary of full-length
product. More than a chart,
it gives full information.

nail

COMPANY

SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS:
Weekly sketch

of short sub-

designed to inform for
balancing of programs.

jects

EDITORIALS:
down-to-earth

and
and

Practical,

comment

of

CHICAGO

suggestion.

LOCAL RELEASE DATES:

Affording a most valuable service.
The most difficult data
for individual
cure.

SELLING

showmen

as principal contributor and staff consultant to

to se-

Remodeling Institute on

Practical
for selling your
programs to the public.

RANDOM THOUGHTS:

service for all classes of theatres

Brief,

beginning with the next

developments. An interesting
essence of late news.

WM

readable

issue.

.

BOXOFFICE,

Such recognized
as John Eberson, A.
.

.

and outfitting
Hubert Bebb, George Carson, et al, join with leading manufacturers of materials and equipment in sharing their comprehensive
knowledge with theatre owners, through The Modern Theatre Remodeling

LOCAL NEWS: Complete picture of the week's developments in ALL territories.
NATIONAL NEWS: Reduced
its

(January 12th)

G. Mayger,

how

Adequate and

practical modernizing

bureau of useful information on

authorities on theatre construction

A NS H O
Complete stories of
other showmen have conquered their problems and
prospered.
SHIP:

—a

A

theatre renovation thus becomes available to readers of

OUTSTANDING IN WEEK'S
NEWS: Boiled down trade
SUCCESSFUL

subjects relating to the structural design and

decorative phases of theatre modernization ...

pointed observations on trade
trends and developments.

to

all

SEATS:

suggestions

The Modern Theatre

Institute.

Subscribe to

BOXOFFICE SERVICE— Don't

Miss

It!

minimum.

reliable.

CLEARING HOUSE:

Classified
advertising. The best resultgetting medium in the busi-

ness.

THE MODERN THEATRE:
A comprehensive monthly section devoted to theatre equipment, operation and mainte-

Date

Associated Publications, Inc.
4704 East 9th Street,

Kansas

City,

Mo.

Please enter

nance.

1935

my

which contain The
GUIDE. Herewith

subscription for one year (52 issues) for BOXOFFICE (13 of
section), including BOXOFFICE PICTU

MODERN THEATRE

(Foreign, $5.00.)

is $3.00.

Theatre

:

Address
Signed
City

?

.':...'

State

i

HOOPS,

MY

DEAR!

JIMMY SAVO and

friend al play

in

Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur's

new production/'ONCE IN A BLUE MOON".
Lee Games, photographer and associate director.

A Paramount

Release.

Intimate

in

Scope

in

Thought

I dependent

The D

Character

ternationa! in

Of

ally

Mo

N ewspc

per

o n Pict ures
S ixteen Years Old

Now

t

i
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Decision Reserved on

SATLCDAy. JANLACY

<5.

5 CENT*

1935

Amending Tri-Ergon Claim

PATMANABANDONS hisJll to regulatT movies
Dropping of All Zoning Efforts by Code Auth'y Expected
Code

Authority

Seen

Is

Ending Work on

LOEW CIRCUIT SIGNS

Clearance
Decision of the Code Authority to
abandon efforts to prepare a workable clearance and zoning plan for
the Buffalo territory is interpreted
as a preliminary to similar moves
The Buffalo clearance
in all zones.
and zoning board will head individual protests against existing clearwhich plan is understood
ance,
slated for adoption in all territories
The Code Authority has given f ormiContinued on Page 3)

FIRST "TIME" DEAL

for the

Though the Federal Communications Commission has replied in effect that it has no jurisdiction over

regulation of attendance at broadcasts, Dr. Henry Moskowitz, vice
chairman of the Legitimate Theater
Code Authority, said yesterday that
(Continued on Page 4)

Warner

St. Louis House
Cuts Admission Scale

St.

local

Louis

—Another

first-run

week when
house, cut
6

move in the
fight took place this

the

Shubert,

Warner

scale to 25 cents to
40 cents at night. The

its

P.M. and

reduction was made to meet the
competition of the Missouri Theater,
now showing 10 acts of vaudeville
(Continued on Page 3)

list

mmoral"

of

pictures

classed

stein,

eastern

"Time"

Division, Fred
sales manager

and Morris Epexchange manager
with Dave Loew, Gene
reel,

New York

F. D.,
Picker and Joel Levy acting for the
circuit.
The reel will open Feb. 1
at the Capitol on Broadway and will
be shown in all Loew metropolitan
for

in

category by the Legion of
cency, as published this week in "The
Catholic News," includes "Back Street"
and "Trouble in Paradise."
Both pictures were released back in 1932.
The
current list includes only 10 so-called
"indecent" films, against 30 approved
for the whole family and 30 more in
the adult class.

Allied

theaters.

Board Meeting

Latter Part of Month

MacDonald to Build
Second House in Columbus
C. A.

Columbus, O.

— C.

A. MacDonald,

who operates

the Southland theater,
plans construction of another $60,000 house seating 700 or 800 on
West Fifth Ave. near Wyandotte
Ave.
It will be known as the Arlington, with construction starting
in 10 days.

circuit executives are plan-

ning to go to Washington on Friday to be present at the public hearing en the proposed operators' wage
scale for New York City, drafted by
representatives of the I. A. T. S. E.
and theater heads, both affiliated and
independent.
Members of the Code
Authority are not expected to attend the session.

Re-introduce Film

Measure
By

F.

J.

HANASEK

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington
Congressman Patman of Texas will not re-introduce

—

his film industry regulation bill at
this session, he told The Film Daily

yesterday.
The measure won support from women's clubs and various organizations in the last Congress.
"I absolutely haven't got time to
handle the movie question," said
Patman. "I will be too busy working on the bonus and banking mat(Continued on Page 3)

MPTOA CONVENTION
BEING EXTENDED A DAY

Annual board of directors' meetNew Orleans M.P.T.O.A. convening of Allied States Ass'n is tention, originally dated for Feb. 25-27,
tatively set for Jan. 24-25 in Washhas been extended through Feb. 28
ington.
Definite fixing of the date
so the full entertainment program
for the confab, which must be held
may be carried out, it was decided
this month, awaits response from
meeting between
the members as to whether the dates yesterday at a
President Ed Kuykendall, civic asare convenient.
(Continued on Page 4)
Allied's annual convention will be
held sometime in May in Atlanta.
Copies of the organization's new Pat Casey Reports

—

(Continued on Page 3)

Reserve Decision on Amending
Tri-Ergon Claim vs. Paramount
Major

the

sion is a new one, as heretofore bills
of this nature have confined themselves to regulation of production
and distribution.
The measure, as
stated in yesterday's Film Daily,
was referred to the committee on
interstate and foreign commerce.

Will Not

Congressman

FILED BILL

new "March

Circuit Execs to Attend
Hearing on Booth Scale

Digging Back for Dirt
Latest

NEWLY
—

McConnell,

ON FREE RADIO SHOWS

IN

By F. J. HANASEK
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
of Time" reel has been signed with
Washington
Regulation of the
the Loew circuit, covering its houses
exhibition field, as well as producin the U. S. and Canada, it was announced yesterday by Harry H. tion and distribution of pictures in
interstate commerce, is provided in
Thomas, president of First Division.
House Bill 142 filed in the House by
Deal was negotiated by Roy Larsen,
Representative Emanuel Celler of
originator of "March of Time,"
Brooklyn.
The "exhibition" proviCharles Rosenzweig, general sales
First contract for the

manager for First

NEW APPEAL PLANNED

EXHIBITION AFFECTED

Federal Judge Coxe yesterday reserved decision on the application of
the American Tri-Ergon Corp. for
permission to amend its proof of
cla m against Paramount-Publix to
include damages for alleged infringement of the flywheel patent after
hearing Nathan Green, of counsel
;

for Paramount, object to filing of
the claim.
Green protested on the
ground that the time for filing claims
had elapsed and that the Paramount
(Continued on Page 2)

Code
Working Best on Coast

"The motion picture code is functioning better at the Coast than anywhere else, in my opinion," said Pat
Casey, member of the Coast studio
labor committee, in New York yesAll groups are co-operatterday.
(Continued on Page 2)

Illness

Can't Keep 'Em

Away

—

Wilmington, Del. Though 20,000 of
city's 115,000 population are nursing the grippe,
Loew's Parkway Theater turned them away during the first
two days of "Forsaking All Others,"
Crawford -Gable- Montgomery
picture.
Attendance set a new high mark for
the house, according to Manager R. R.
Drissel.
Grippe epidemic this week
the

forced the closing of

all

public schools.

Th£
Saturday, Jan. 5, 1935

Pat Casey Reports Code
Working Best on Coast

Decision Reserved

On

Tri-Ergon Claim

(Continued from Pane
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reorganization plan now before the
court made no provision for the flywheel claim whereas close to $2,000,000 had been set aside in reserve
to meet possible damages under the
double print patent.

to

the

Casey,

who

ing

declared

Opening

7 Carolina

—

Houses

(I

,-•'

He will remain
about Feb. 1.

in

New York

Coa

i

Bureau of

Hollywood

— Bob

THE FILM DAILY
Hodkinson, mem-

Charlotte, N. C.
Among the new ber of the Warner Bros, film edittheaters to be opened in the Caroing department and son of W. W.
Don Carle Gillette, Managing linas are: the State, Greenwood, S
ciate Editor:
Hodkinson, film industry pioneer,
Entered as second class matter,
Editor.
A.
Groome;
Clayton,
C,
by
E.
the
May 21, 1918. at the post-office at New York.
died yesterday following an operaN. V., under the act of March 3. 1879. Clayton, by H. P. Howell; the Playappendicitis.
Terms (Po-.taee free) United States outside house. East Rockingham, by J. L. tion for
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 Caudell; the Playhouse, Winnsboro,
Member Gets Judgment
Union
Foreign,
months. $5.00: 3 months, $3.00.
S. C, by Boyd Brown; the Palmetta,
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
Buffalo— A $12,079 judgment for
Address all communications to THE FILM Winnsboro, S. C, by L. G. Hobgood; wages lost since his expulsion from
DAILY, ir.50 Broadway. New York. N. Y., the Carolina, Kinston, by A. B. Huff;
the Operators' Union, Local 233, in
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737. 4-4738. 7-4739.
the Carolina, at Hickory, by J. F. addition to reinstatement, was or
HollyCable Addre*": Filmday. New York.
Miller.
wood. California— Ralph Wilk. 6425 Holly
dered by Supreme Court Justice
Londonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Thomas H. Noonan in favor of ArErnest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
St. Louis Suit Halted
thur Geddes, operator, who was exWardour St.. \V. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne.
Friedrichstrasse. 225. Paris
P. A. Harle, La
St. Louis
The receivership suit pelled in 1930 for alleged disloyalty
Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la Cour- against
Skouras Brothers Enter- to the union in a strike. The court
des-Noues, 19.
prises has been temporarily halted held that Geddes had not received
by the filing of an application with a fair trial and that the charges
the Missouri Supreme Court in Jef- against him were not substantiated.
ferson City for a writ of prohibition The union will appeal, as payment
to prevent Circuit Judges Henry A. of the judgment would necessitate
Hamilton and Frank C. O'Malley assessing members.
from putting into effect various orActors' Branch in Harlem
ders they have made in the litiga:

—
—

—

|

American Federation of Actor.The suit is one of many growing out of the factional fights in will open a branch in Harlem thisLethe Skouras Enterprises and affili- month at 200 West 135th St.
Roy Collins, colored actor, has been
ated concerns.
appointed special Harlem represen-

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

"Kentucky Kernels" at Palace
RKO's Wheeler and Woolsey comedy, "Kentucky Kernels," opened
yesterday at the Palace for its metropolitan first-run. The Baer-Levinsky fight pictures also are on the
program, with the stage bill headed
by Sylvia Froos and Billy House.
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Saenger Order Signed
Order approving the Saenger

SEA

Newest

Boardwalk

WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE

SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS

tative.

RKO

New

in

Radio comedian, has
by airpiane and
is
Moritz.
He will stay
month to see the new

Hollywood

York

St.

about

a

plays and musical shows.

PAT CASEY, who
turns

HARRY COHN
from

25

now

is

New

in

Hollywood about Feb.

to

due

is

York,

New York

in

re-

1.

on Jan.

the Coast.

JOHN

CLARK

D.

New

leaves

York Wednes-

day for Florida.

BILL PINE
Hollywood.

has

arrived

New

in

from

York

TOM TYLER, who recently finished work in
"Coyote Trails," second of his series of Westerns

distribution by William
York for a short vacation.

for

New

PAUL ENGLAND and
mou.,
ayette

n

for

Hollywood

Steiner,

is

in

12 beauties from Paratoday on the Laf-

sail

abroad.

MAURICE SIGLER, AL HOFFMAN and ALBERT GOODHEART. American songwriters who
have

been

ture

in

England,

S.

A.

LYNCH

working on a Gaumont British picand AURIOL LEE, theatrical
producer and director, arrive today in New York
on the Washington.
from

is

expected

to

return

Monday

Miami.

Mrs.

Emma

West Coast Bureau of

—

Ray Dead
THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Mrs. Emma Ray, veteran stage and screen actress, died
Thursday.

niacin

—

president,

who

is

now

She

here.

al-

ready has made "A Church Mouse."
which is being released in the U. S.,
and "Widow's Mierht." In addition.
Miss La Plante will probably appear
in a stage play.

"Becky"
FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Rouben Mamoulian
will complete the direction of "Becky

Special D. C. Pro-

High Intensity

M?.mon''an to Finish
West Coast Bureau of THE

Sharp," the

all-Technicolor

picture

tion

for

RKO

Lamps have
been designed to use
these new carbons
developed by the

jection

—

Carbons
D.C. Projector

Research Labora-

in the
for operation

Radio release.

of National

tories

Carbon Company,
Inc.

re-

Warren Glazier Dies
Brockton, Mass. Warren Glazier,
local theater man, died this week

—

following a collapse
was 63 years old.

New

Year's.

Randforce Gets

RKO

House

PRESIDENT HOTEL
City's

from

ptopp ng at the Hotel

been signed to make four pictures
this year at the Warner-First National studios in Teddington, it is
announced by Sam E. Morris, vice-

starring Miriam Hopkins, which was
begun by the late Lowell Sherman.
Sherman had shot 1,400 feet of the
% picture, which is a Pioneer produc-

organization plan was signed yesterday by Federal Judge Coxe.

Atlantic

BERT WHEELER,
arrived

Laura LaPlante in England
London
Laura La Plante has

4 for
j

'a

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.

JCE RIVKIN !e ves New York today by plane
for the H-l Rn 'h studios on the coast.
He
recently was appointed talent scout and special exploiteer by
Roach.

tion.

FINANCIAL

O

stated that but few combeen filed with the

Bob Hod.rinson Dead

'Inilv

at

G oing

a nd

.oming

1)

extent,

have

plaints
board.
until

fullest

Hotel

RKO

will

Utica

National

SUPREX

Carbons provide

He

snow

brilliant,

turn over operation of
Theater, Brooklyn, to
Randforce under a deal for which
contracts are now being prepared.
The Utica has been dark since RKO
acquired it last September.

the
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lifECT TO ABANDON

(Continued from Page

PHIL

St. Louis House
Cuts Admission Scale
1)

md

two features for 25 cents to
7:30 P.M. and 40 cents thereafter.
Meanwhile interest is running
high over the Federal grand jury
probe which starts Monday as a re-

•

of the controversy over firstExchange
run rights to product.
managers and representatives of
producers have been called to appear at the hearing. Records of the
clearance and zoning board also have

T

T
T
T
ORIGINAL METHOD

•

•

Fox

will attend.

cast over

Two G-B Pictures Opening
Two Gaumont British pictures

NBC

Allied

Association's

offi-

is

set forth in a resolution, recent-

ly

drawn up by a committee headed

"That the National Industrial Recovery
Board be petitioned to amend the motion
picture

code

to

give

equal

representation

on

the code authority to the two main groups
in the industry
buyers and sellers.
"That the group known primarily as 'sellers' include all film production and/or distribution companies, together with the theaters which they own or control, or with
which they have affiliation.
That we suggest
no special machinery looking to the
nomination and election of the representatives
from this group as we feel that such a plan
should emanate from the group itself.
"That the group known as 'buyers' in-

—

clude

all

Picture

Code

PLAZA

Those receiving the highest vote,
up to the necessary number for appoint-

fication.

regards the film code ment

cial policy as

;

independent theaters not

affiliated

any way with the group known as

Tom Mix

—

that of Cole Porter

Motion

stage director for Harmon & Ull- by Colonel
H. A. Cole of Texas,
man, stage producers, has bought
copies
of
which
have just been sen.
by
Breakfast,"
Before
play, "Sing
Allan Boretz and Michael Croyden, to the various regional units. The
and will place it in rehearsal late resolution, in which the committee
recommends various changes in the
this month.
code, reads:

Stanley Smith
Loretta Young

100 French Films for Canada
Montreal France Film will import 100 French talking pictures to
Canada, particularly to the province
of Quebec, during the 1934-35 season. Last year the company brought
in approximatey 75 out of 90 imported French pictures.
The firm
estimates that business grossed by
French pictures in Quebec is approximately 20 per cent better than
a year ago.

chain

Policy on

States

Month
1)

constitution and by-laws have been
sent to the various regional associatiens for approval by their boards
for action.

to write the score

cast,

Niblo
Ludwig Berger
Ruth Hiatt

(Continued from Page

Allied States Ass'n Sets Forth
Its

Board Meeting

Latter Part of

•

just signed by

Several major
ueen subpoenaed.
companies and Fanchon & Marco of-

Fred

Allied

and lyrics for "Adios
Argentina"
he is making phonograph records at the
of his tunes for the forthcomBrunswick Record Corp
he
ing pix, indicating all possible musical treatments
will send these to the Fox studio so they can intelligently select
Twentieth Century is reported interwhat they desire
ested in securing the Theater Union production, "Sailors of
Cattaro"
Madge Evans will be guest artist with Major
Bowes and his Capitol "Family" for this Sunday morn's broad-

sult

William Schorr Staging Play
William W. Schorr, who formerly
directed films and lately has been

"Baboona"

incidentally

LOOKS AS if the contract will be signed any day
for Metro to make a pix with Cab Calloway and his
Cotton Club orch
Cab will be on the stage of the Metropolitan in Brooklyn the week of Jan. 11
and at Loew's
Katharine Hepburn
State beginning the week of Jan. 25
paid a surprise visit to see herself in "The Little Minister" at
she was
the Radio City Musikall yesterday afternoon
sneaked into a mezzanine seat without being recognized

Warner

open on Broadway next week.
"Evergreen," with Jessie Matthews,
comes to the Radio City Music Hall
on Thursday, while "The Unfinished
Symphony," with Helen Chandler,
Hans Jaray and Marta Eggerth,
goes into the Roxy on Friday.

Showmanship

T
• •
now

New York

Asked who would succeed him in
the handling of similar film bills,
Patman suggested Representative
Lamneck of Ohio, but the latter, a
member of the new Ways and Means
Committee, when interviewed by
Film Daily, said: "I have never
submitted any movie legislation and
have no intention of doing so."

opens Jan. 21 at the Rialto

yesterday.

from

M DALY
.

AND

MOVIE MEASURE

(Continued from Page 1)
ters to consider the movies."

• • • TOPPING OFF their great exploitation stunt
by staging the first "Flying Motion Picture Theater"
with the screening of Martin Johnson's African pix, "Baboona"
in Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker's record-smashing Douglas plane
for a list of newspaper notables
Fox Films did
a swell bit of newspaper reporting in their house organ. "New
Dynamo"
running a complete story of the event the
next day
with pickup stories from the various newspaper correspondents who covered the event
fast work

Abandonment of this
workable.
phase of code activity is expected
;o be permanent and extend beyond
;he 1934-35 season.
The move to discard the Buffalo
schedule was described as "comnendable" at the code headquarters

ficials

HIS

1)

approval to a resolution adopted
>y the Buffalo group asking permission "to withdraw and suspend" the
rroposed schedule for the 1934-35
jeason. Various Authority members
ire generally understood to feel that
t is impractical to prepare plans
which are fair and at the same time
il

(Continued from Page

the

f^LONG

ALL ZONING EFFORTS

PATMAN ABANDONS

in

'sellers',

either in a direct business connection or indirectly through associations or organizations
financed or controlled by the group known
as
'sellers.'
That election of representatives from this group be made as follows
The present code authority shall mail out to
every theater in the U. S. included in this
classification, after thirty days notice, blanks
for the vote of each such theater, such blank
to include a certification in full detail as to
whether such theater comes under this classi-

to the Code Authority, shall be deemeil
elected.
Alternates shall be nominated by
each member, subject to approval of his group
in addition to the above groups, three Gov
ernment men with vote.
"That the above basic division apply to
local
boards also, and that the grievance
board be made up of two representatives of

'buyers'

and

two

of

'sellers';

and

the

that

clearance and zoning boards be made up of
three representatives of 'buyers' and three
Selection of these to be made
of 'sellers'.
by the code authority when duly constituted
as above, each group in said code authority
local
selecting the corresponding group on
boards.
"We feel that the code itself is sadly lacking in its supposed purpose to promote fair
becompetition and prevent monopoly.
lieve that there should be no avoidable delay
can
be
reached
conditions
as
in correcting such
through a liberal, forceful, and honest administration.
feel, however, that there
are a number of amendments and additions
to the code that are both desirable and necessary; but that the quickest and best way to
arrive at such changes are through recommendations of a truly representative Code Au-

We

We

thority.

"We therefore recommend that the new
code authority be instructed to bring to the
Administrator, within 90 days of its selecion. and any time thereafter when deemed
necessary, suggested changes in the code;
nd that a hearing on same be held within
30 days thereafter.
"in case action on this report is refused
or delayed, that Congress be petitioned that,
in providing for the continuance of
after June 16 next, provisions be made for
amending the motion picture code as above."

NRA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up, Single
$3.00

up, Double
and monthly rates

Special weekly

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal

for bus-

iness or pleasure.

Every room has

private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern convenience. Fine foods at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway

of Hoipitality'

Vine at Hollywood Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD

THE

&2H

DAILY

REVIEWS

»

Irene

New

Orleans
Richardson and

—

Miller
Thomas of

First Division were here this week.
to close a lease
for the property at 208 S. Liberty
St. for an exchange.

They are expected

FILMS

with

Donald Woods, Hugh Herbert, Ned
Sparks, Joseph Cawthorn, Louis Calhern
Warner Bros.
87 mins.
with

PLEASING MUSICAL ROMANCE FROM
STAGE HIT HAS PLENTY CATCHY

Richard

Arlen,

Madge

Evans,

Bellamy, James Gleason, Henry
Stepin

B.

Ralph

Walthall,

Fetchit

5,

1935

U: J
A Little
from "Lots
=S By RALPH WILK *d|

«

"HELLDORADO"

in

"SWEET ADELINE"

William

Dave

Dunne

NEW

of the

Saturday, Jan.

HOLYWOOD
£)EATH VALLEY SCOTTY, the

74 mins.
colorful and almost legendary
CALIFORNIA character of the present-day west,
MUSIC. COMEDY AND PRODUCTION
will be brought to the screen by
GOLD STRIKE IS FAIRLY COLORFUL AS Darryl F. Zanuck, production
VALUES.
chief
Canton, O. After an absence of
of 20th Century Pictures. NegotiaTaken from the Broadway production POP PROGRAM FARE.
a year, vaudeville will return to of the same name, this is a generally enEmploying a story idea with plenty of tions have been completed by which
Loew's here starting Jan. 14.
joyable
combination of music, romance, potentialities,
Zanuck acquired exclusive rights to
this turns out to be just a
Fox

DRAMA

OF

MODERN

—

comedy and a dash of attractive ensemble moderately satisfying yarn about a west- dramatize the life of this mysteriWellsburg, \V. Va. N. G. Anas, numbers to top it off. Graced by the fine ern gold rush. Richard Arlen, a promoter oue son of the desert. The produclocal
and Wierton exhibitor, has singing and ingratiating personality of who is taking it on the lam after one o* tion, when completed, will be retransferred the Grand, Moundsville, Irene Dunne, and amply bolstered in the his schemes has been exposed, gets a lift leased through United Artists.
W. Va., to Sperling & Lowe. The comedy end by the excellent trouping of from a rich lad, Ralph Bellamy, who is
T
T
T
Strand, also in Moundsville, has Hugh Herbert, Ned Sparks, Joseph Caw- eloping with Madge Evans.
Doris Lloyd has replaced Elsie
Their trip ir
thorn
Westman,
the
attraction
and
Nydia
Lowe.
been acquired by Sperling &
intercepted by a flood, whereupon Arlen Ferguson in Miriam Hopkins' supshould have no trouble pleasing audiences leads
group of marooned folks to an porting cast in "Becky Sharp," the
a

—

— John

Grove City, Pa.
exhibitor here for
years, died recently.

more

Guthrie,
25

than

—

Bridgeport, Conn. The Park theater here has been leased by Fiber
and Shea. It will be remodeled and
opened for films, with A. Binkoff of
Bayonne in charge, according to
present plans.

—

Leonard Ceeley is reSt. Louis
turning to the Ambassador theater
as master of ceremonies.

—

Best Amusement Co.
St. Louis
has opened bids for $35,000 alterations to
building.

Boston

the

—

North Grand theater

"Man

of Aran," in its

week at the 600-seat Fine Arts
theater, grossed an all-time record
for Boston in a theater of this limIt is holding over.
ited capacity.
first

at

large.

fare

that

In
is

addition,

suitable

is
the type of
the whole family.

it

for

Irene is the daughter of a beer garden
owner, Cawthorn, who wants to marry her
off to a dashing but philandering major,
be Arlen's grandfather, Walthall tells about
Calhern.
But she loves Donald, a poor a gold claim that is supposed to exist ir
composer who has written a show which is that locality.
Arlen gets hold of some
backed by the major in order that he may ore samples supposed to be gold, and causes
win the favor of Irene, who has quarreled a stampede to stake claims.
He is abou
with Donald.
Sparks is the glum producer to be put on the spot, when Madge turn
of the show, while Herbert does a lot of up with papers she found revealing tv
amusing clowning as an intelligence officer location of the real gold mine. Arlen alsc
and "angel" who had intended to back the winds up by getting Madge away from
show because of his interest in a prima Bellamy.
The picture is helped by a fair
donna who turns out to be a spy.
amount of comedy.
Cast: Irene Dunne, Hugh Herbert, DonCast: Richard Arlen, Madge Evans, Ralph
ald Woods, Ned Sparks, Nydia Westman.
Bellamy, James Gleascn, Henry B. Walthall
Joe Cawthorn, Louis Calhern, Winifred
Helen Jerome Eddy, Gertrude Short, PatriShaw, Den Alvarado, Juanita Conners, Dorcia
Farr,
Stanley Fields,
Lucky Hurlic,
othy Dare. Phil Regan, Gertrude Astor,
Stepin Fetchit.
Jack Mulhall. Harry Tyler, Ncah Beery.
Director, James Cruze; Author, Frank
Director,
Mervyn LeRoy; Authors and
Composers, Jerome Kern, Oscar Hammer- Mitchell Dazey; Screenplay, Frances Hyland; Cameraman, John Seitz; Recording
stein II; Screenplay, Erwin S Gelsey; Dance
Engineer, Clayton Ward;
Editor,
Harcld
Direction, Bobby Connolly; Cameraman, So'
Schuster.
Pclito; Editor, Harold McLernon.
Direction, Fair
Direction, Graceful
Photography, Fine
Photography, Okay.

M.P.T.O.A. Convention
Being Extended a Day
(Continued from Page

Pathe-Cinema of Paris

will

pro-

duce 26 features for current season
distribution and
sidered suitable

some of these, confor the American

market, will be handled in this counits agent, Pathe-Natan, Inc.
Robert Hurel, in charge of PatheNatan activities now being organized, has title of vice-president.

try by

The American company

will

dis-

tribute in the U. S. the Pathe Rural 17.5
able for

mm. sound equipment

suit-

small theaters with audiences up to 500 persons, and Pathe-

Natan equipment,

also 17.5

mm.

clas-

semi-professional and which
can be effectively used before audiences not exceeding 200 persons.
sified as

"Bengal Lancer"

for

Paramount

play "Lives of a
Paramount
Bengal Lancer" into the New York
Paramount instead of the Astor, as
originally contemplated, with the
opening scheduled for Jan. 11. Bill
Pine is in New York from the Coast
to handle publicity on the premiere.
will

ing

all-Technicolor feature now bePictures for

made by Pioneer

RKO Radio release. The veteran
stage and screen star was forced to
leave the cast because of a severe
attack of throat trouble.
t

Nan Gray

is

T

a recent addition to

First National's "Wanderlust."

;

sociations

Pathe-Cinema Plans 26

new

1

C—

H. H. Anderson
Charlotte, N.
operating the Majestic at Camden, S. C, which has been rebuilt
and was opened recently.
is

abandoned ghost town inhabited only b
Henry B. Walthall, an old prospector who
has gone a little hazy.
Mistaking Arlen
for his long lost partner, who happened tr

and

film

men.

New

Appeal Planned
On Free Radio Shows
(Continued from Page

1)

1)

The tenta- he would write today asking again

T

Gertrude Michael has been borrowed by Edmund Grainger from
Paramount for the feminine lead in
Universal's "It Happened in New
Lyle Talbot also was borrowed from Warners for this picture.
Others in it include Hugh

York."

O'Connell and Heather Angel.
Crosland is directing.
T

Alan

T

Frank Reicher has been cast in
"The Florentine Dagger," the Ben
Hecht story now in production at
the Warner studios. Margaret Lindsay and Donald Woods have the two
leading roles, and among the supporting players are Henry O'Neill,
C. Aubrey Smith, Robert Bar-rat,
Eily Malyon, Charles Judels, Adrian
Rosely, Paul Porcasi, Rafaela Ottiano and Grace Ford. Robert Florey
is

directing.

for a hearing on the legit code auT
thority's resolution that free broadJohn Wood, young English actor,
casts be prohibited as unfair comhas been given a contract by
bor boat ride with Negro singers petition because the commission's
Radio Pictures.
He is expected to
and mammy waffle makers, a ban- reply did not indicate a clear underreport at the RKO studio in Hollyquet with film stars, horse races standing that the entire field of
wood by Jan. 20 for his first aswith a special M.P.T.O.A. race, and free broadcasts was the object of
signment.
a carnival masquerade climaxing complaint.
T
T
T
The Commission's reply, signed
with a Junior League carnival ball
Universal has engaged Georgia
by John B. Reynolds, acting secrededicated to the M.P.T.O.A.
tary, seemingly was confined to the Hale to stage the dances in the casubject of the free broadcasts given baret scenes of "Princess O'Hara."
Antonio Squibs
a few weeks ago by the Standard
Nineties
Gay
The
San Antonio
Oil Co. road show and stated in part
Drunktheater, which house "The
John Considine, Jr., became the
that under Sec. 326 of the comard" players, folded Jan. 1.
father of a boy yesterday.
The
munications
act, the commission had
Bobby Fries, formerly with Warmother is the former Carmen Panprograms
the
authority
censor
no
to
ners on the west coast, is now emtages.
of any station.
ceeing at the Club Royale.
tive entertainment includes a president's dinner for directors, lunches,
golf tournament, bridge parties, har-

San

RKO

—

Patsy King Krausse, screen play-

Garganoff's Next 2 for U. A.
Bill
Sunday Legit.
Contract between United Artists
Albany- A bill to legalize Siyr y
and Leon Garganoff, French proNew York.
Marvin Jacobs, formerly with Na- ducer, provides that U. A. will re- performances in the legitimates^/ Pictures camera staff, has lease Garganoff's next two pictures ater will be introduced in the Legistional
gone back to radio work with KABC. in France, Belgium and Switzerland lature by Senator Julius Berg of
Joseph Luther has finished writing during 1935-36, with option on U. New York City within the next few
All theatrical interests and
Fitelson & Mayers days.
the dialogue for "Wings Over San S. distribution.
Antonio" now in production here by negotiated the contract for Gargan- unions are in favor of the bill with
the exception of Actors' Equity.
off.
Kier & Phillips Productions.
er,

stopped over here

Eve en route from

New

Year's

Hollywood

tc

Show

—

-
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NEW

FEDERAL REGULATIONJILL BEING INTRODUCED
Laemmle,

Carl

Jr.,

Up Direction of Studio to Concentrate
on Specials
By RALPH WILK
Coast Manager, THE FILM DAILY

to

Hollywood

—

Carl Laemmle,

was announced Saturday by Carl
Laemmle, Sr.
"For some time Carl Laemmle,

15FILMSUNDERWAY
AT WARNER STUDIOS
THE FILM DAILY

—An active program of

15 productions in various stages of
is currently under way at the Warner-First NaSix features are be
tional studios.
fore the cameras, as follows: "In
Caliente," starring Dolores Del Rio
with Pat O'Brien, Leo Carrillo,
Glenda Farrell and Edward Everett
Horton, directed by Lloyd Bacon;

work or preparation

COPELAND SPONSORS

NEW

Washington Bureau of

—On

Washington

SGHULBERG TO LIMIT

MEASURE

INDIE LINEUP T0 10

THE FILM DAILY

In the event B. P. Schulberg reenters the independent production
field, following recent termination of
his deal with Paramount, he intends
to make a minimum of six features
and a maximum of 10. The producer, in a New York interview
Saturday, declared that the trend
production,
decentralized
toward
with independents working for major studios, is gaining important

FILM

the heels of the

controversy that has been raging
over the importation of "Ecstasy,"
Senator Copeland of New York has
offered a bill to ban "naughty" motion pictures, along with books of
the same type.
The measure, also
including fight films, would apply
new restrictions on the movement
of such pictures and books in inter-

(Continued on Page 6)

state commerce.

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

now under

New

Warner

releases

consideration.

Indie

Firm Formed

New production and distribution firm
eaded by Louis Solomon has been inorporated under the name Puritan Pictures Corp., with Dave Gross as v. p.
and sec'y, and headquarters at 723
Solomon says the firm is
Seventh Ave.
assured of a sound financial backing and
that production plans now under way
will be anonunced within the month.

i<0

J.

HANASEK

the principles of the deceased Patman measure will be introduced today by Congressman Francis D.
Culkin, The Film Daily learned
Saturday. The measure calls for the
creation of a Federal Motion Picture
Commission "to become a really cultural and educational agency in

America."
Culkin said he would confer with
(Continued on Page

•BOXY'

6)

MAY TAKE OVER

OTHERWARNERHOUSES
Bros, is reported planning
extend the Roxy type of stage
presentation to the Hollywood, New
York, and to Pittsburgh because of
to

the success of the policy as established by S. L. Rothafel (Roxy) himtightened here with the beginning of
self at the Roxy-Mastbaum, Philafighting in earnest by the warring
delphia.
Roxy would supervise the
Dent's
enterprises.
Cooper Dent
presentations.
limWestland Theater held back its
ited product during the December
Build
slump and started slipping it to the Interstate to
Cooper's
public New Year's Day.
Third
in Dallas
(Continued on Page 6)

Will Reopen Jan. 23

Reconstructed and redecorated following the recent fire, the New York
Strand will be reopened Jan. 23, according to Harry L. Charnas, man
aging director of Warner MetropoliOpening attraction
tan Theaters.
will be either "Bordertown," starring Paul Muni with Bette Davis, or

F.

Warner

Cooper and Dent Launch
Disney and Kamen Sign
Competitive War
New Five-Year Contract Lincoln
Lincoln, Neb. — Competition has

Midsummer Night's Dream,"
Hollywood Walt Disney has signwith James Cagney, Dick Powell,
Joe E. Brown, Jean Muir, Verree ed a new five-year contract with
Teasdale, Ian Hunter, Hugh Her- Kay Kamen of New York and
George Kamen of London for the
(Continued on Page 6)
exploitation of names and characters in the Disney cartoons in the
Reconstructed Strand
merchandising field.

"A

one of several other

By

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington A bill incorporating

—

(Continued on Page 2)

Hollywood

Congressman Culkin Filing
Revamped Hudson
Measure

—

Denver Temporary injunction was issued Saturday to Harry Huffman against
exchanges and the grievance board to prevent stopping of film service because of his
auto giveaways.
Taking of further testimony was postponed to Thursday.
The court
has indicated its mind is made up that giveaways border closely on gambling and will
probably deny a permanent injunction.

Jr.,

will hereafter head a unit producing
specials for the Universal lineup, it

West Coast Bureau of

Production Unit at Universal

Huffman Gets Temporary Injunction

Gives

West

Head

House

—

Interstate Circuit will
build its third suburban house in
Dallas in the Spanish Village, shop-

Dallas

M. P. Foundation Names Board
To Offer Help, Not Criticism

ping district in Highland Park. Construction is expected to start this
week.
The theater will be known
as the Tower, and a 70-foot tower,
visible for many miles around, will
be the architectural symbol of the

A national advisory committee including to date 50 members embracing the Protestant, Catholic and
Jewish religious and various occupations throughout the country, has
been formed by the Motion Picture
Foundation to help determine its
policies in the sponsoring of worthwhile films, it is announced by Dr.
William B. Millar, secretary of the
Foundation. The committee will not
go in for criticism or dictation, but
will act in a liaison capacity between

name.

_

producers and
pointed out.

the

public,

it

is

Committee members frcm New
York include Joseph P. Day, Mrs.
Ruth Pratt, Bishop William T. Manning, George A. Plimpton, Dr. Henry
A. Atkinson, Lowell Thomas, Rear
Admiral Richmond Pearson Hobson,
Miss
Irion,

Elizabeth

Perkins,

Mrs. William

Herman

Barclay Par-

(Continued on Page 6)
National
delivery

Film Carriers,
service.
Advt.

—

Inc.,

means dependable

Favor

1%

Kansas City

Missouri Tax

— Recommendation

of

Gov-

ernor Guy B. Park that the state" sales
tax be increased from one-half of one
per cent to a full one per cent is favored by many film men, who feel the
sales tax is a protection against the
ever-present threat of reel and admission taxes.
The latter, together with
S. R. 0. bills and others, are expected
in the new sessions of both the Missouri

1

and

Kansas legislatures.
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JOHN W. ALICOATE
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5 Cents

Editor and Publisher

Published daily except Sundays and Holidayi
Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
at
1650

Laemmle,

by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
Alicoate,
President,
Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso-

Jr. Will

Head

"U" Production Unit

(Continued from Page 1)
Managing Jr., has been eager to pass the duciate Editor
Don Carle
Editor.
Entered as second class matter. ties and details of complete studio
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, direction
on to others so that he
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside might concentrate on an independent
one
New
York
year;
6
of Greater
$10.00
production unit making outstanding
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign,
pictures," said Laemmle, Sr. "A re$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
assignments
of
studio
Address all communications to THE FILM alignment
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., now makes this possible."
Gillette,

;

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Laemmle,

Jr.,

will

make

six pic-

tures a year. The first ones on the
1935 schedule are "Show Boat" and
Wardour St., VV. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne, "The Return of Frankenstein."
Laemmle, Sr., will take over the
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la Cour- general management of the studio.
des-Noues, 19.
Rumors of dissension are vigorously
denied by both Laemmle, Sr. and Jr.

—

New

Wisconsin Exhib Unit

Fawcett Editorial Changes

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Several changes in editorial personnel of Fawcett Publications were
announced Saturday by Capt. Roscoe Fawcett, vice-president and general
manager, before leaving to
spend the winter in Hollywood after
a stay of several weeks in New

York.

Laurence Reid, for eight years edMotion Picture Publications,
becomes managing editor of "MoNet
tion Picture" and "Movie Classic,"
High Low Close Chg.
as well as the Fawcett publications,
Columbia Picts. vtc. 39V8 39V& 39'/8
Book," "Screen Play," "HolCon. Fm. Ind
5% 5% 5% + Vs "Screen
lywood," "Radioland" and "Roman20
201/
Fm.
Ind.
pfd.
201/
Con.
Vi
4 +
4
tic Movie Stories."
6S/8 + 1%
1165/8 115V2
East. Kodak
Reilly, formerly connectLoew's, Inc
34
33% 34
+ Vs edPatricia
with "Red Book" and "College
Paramount ctfs
3% iVl
3Vi
Humor," and more recently on the
Pathe Exch
1% l'A l'A
editorial staff of "Esquire," is ap
16i/4
16!/4
do "A"
I6V4
pointed executive editor of "Motion
RKO
2% 23/8 23/8
Picture Magazine," in which caWarner Bros
4% 4% 4V4
pacity she will work closely with
Capt. Fawcett himself as editor.
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Murphy McHenry, former editor
9% 9
91/4 +
Gen.
Th. Eq. 6s40...
V* of "Screen Play," becomes editor of
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
9'/8
9
91/s +
Vs "Movie
William
while
Classics,"
Keith A-0 6s 46.. 74%
1/4
74 Vi 74l/2 +
Gaines takes over the executive edi— Vi torship of "Screen Play." Gaines
62
Par. 5'/2 s50 filed... 62
62
Warner's 6s39
59
58Vi 58% — 1
comes from the editorial staff of
"Photoplay."
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Carl Schroeder will be editor of
Trans-Lux
23/4
2% 23/4 -f l/8
"Screen Book" and Don Cooley con-

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
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itor of

1 1

G oing

Coming and
J.

JOSSEY and

S.

NAT LEFTON, Monogram

franchise holders, are in
land for a week's stay.

New

York from Cleve-

CAROLE LOMBARD is scheduled to leave the
today for New York enroute to Europe

coast
for a

vacation.

FAIRBANKS, on his arrival in Paris
Is Attracting Interest lastDOUGLAS
week, said he would go to Switzerland for
Milwaukee
Newly formed inde- a short stay and then depart for China.
MR. and MRS. HARRY WARNER and S.
pendent Theaters Protective Ass'n
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, CHARLES EINFELD return this week from Hollywood. The Warners will make another trip to
unaffiliated unit, has attracted wide
the coast next month.
interest throughout the state and is
TREM CARR, Monogram production chief, ar-

—

expected to bring in many exhibi
who are now members of units
with national affiliations, according
to officials of the organization. A. C.
tors

Gutenberg of Milwaukee is presinew unit, with Frank
McWilliams,
Madison,
vice-president; James Boden, South Milwaukee, secretary; Ernst Langemack,
Milwaukee, treasurer, and William
Silcock of Lake Geneva, Frank Koppelberger of LaCrosse, L. F. Thurwachter of Waukesha, August Berkholtz of West Bend, and R. J. Pat-

in New York today from the coast.
HAROLD HOPPER, studio executive head

rives

for
on the coast, will return west next
to begin work on nine stories for Mayfair after a visit in New York for the holidays.

Majestic

week

dent of the

Cleveland Chatter
Cleveland
last

—Ernest

Schwartz,

who

week was

re-elected president
of the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors'
Ass'n, is reported sufficiently recovered from his long illness to be considering returning to his office this

month.

Variety Club, at its regular meetSaxe, Ed Maertz,
George Fischer, Ross Baldwin, Bert ing today, will nominate officers for
Fischer and Charles Washicheck, all the election which takes place Wednesday.
of Milwaukee, as directors.
George Roberts, Fox district manager, is expected back this week
Sees
of Color
from Atlantic City, where he has
In Expedition Pictures been convalescing from pneumonia.
I. J. Schmertz, Fox branch manProducers of adventure and expedition pictures will eventually turn ager, has been appointed fire chief
to color as a new, entertainment- of the local fire prevention commitenhancing adjunct, in the opinion of tee which makes monthly inspection
Ward Wing, director, now in New of all exchanges. A. M. Goodman
York.
He envisions the rehabilta- of United Artists and Saul Resnick
tion of color which is now edging of Universal are his aides.
Stern Brothers report business
itself back
into the picture via
short subjects.
"La Cucaracha," above expectations at the Metropolitan, recently reopened with secsaid Wing, has accomplished powerond-run duals at 15 cents top.
ful missionary work in behalf of the
terson,

FINANCIAL

7,

Way

St. Louis Product Probe Gets Under
Today
St.
Louis
Federal grand jury investigation of the local product situation gets
under way today with about a score of film
men subpoenaed by the Federal District
Attorney.
The controversy, in progress for some time, arose from the court sale
of the Ambassador, Grand Central and Missouri theaters, in which Warners had an
This left Warners with contracts for
interest before the reorganization last summer.
most of the films, while the Harry Koplar-Fanchon Cr Marco group got the theaters
but have been unable to get enough product.

—

Vol.

Monday, Jan.

Thomas

Wing

Use

color.

Principal Exchange Acquires 23
Wing, who directed "Samarang,"
Principal Film Exchange, indepenleaves New York within two weeks dent distributors in New York and
for London and Singapore to make northern New Jersey, has acquired

"The White Rajah."

High Fidelity

in

New Coney House

for these territories the 23 features
being released currently by Superior
Talking Pictures
and
Stage
&

Operating Co., headed by
Screen Productions.
Weingarten
and
Paul
Greenbaum, which recently built the
Traymore, Brooklyn, and the VicIt
tory at Bayside, L. I., has installed
lew RCA Victor High Fidelity sound
Concern
equipment in its new 1,300-seat de
luxe house located at Surf Ave. and
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the
32nd St., Coney Island.
The new
partnership
lately
subsisting
between
theater is nearly completed and is
DOUGLAS
NANCY
D. ROTHACKER and
"Radiotinues as executive editor of
expected to open early in January.
E.
ROTHACKER carrying on the business
James Reid of the Motion
land."
of producing and distributing motion picPicture

BILLIE

MILTON

Noiv Featured

"FOOLS RUSH IN"
Playhouse

Theater

Publications

editorial

Arranged Through
Richard Krakeur

LEO MORRISON
Offices

New

York

Hollywood

To

staff

RECORDING ON FILM

the duties of supervising editor of
all 16 Fawcett and Motion Picture
Publications.

INDUSTRIAL— FILM

films at 729 Seventh Avenue, New
New York, under the firm
City,
of DOUGLAS D. ROTHACKER was on
the 21st day of December, 1934, dissolved
according to law.
DOUGLAS D. ROTHACKER as Trustee will wind up the business of the partnership.

name

D.

ROTHACKER

FILM— RECORDS

Yiddish Film Completed

all-talking Yiddish picture starring

May

York

DOUGLAS

SLIDE
Henry Lynn has completed filming
"Bar Mitzvah," Sov-Am Film Corp.'s

Whom

ture

becomes executive editor of "Hollywood."
Douglas Lurton, former
Fawcett managing editor, assumes

Also Appearing Nightly

LA NORMANDIE CLUB
NAVARRO HOTEL

Surf

Herman

TO

BRUNSWICK

Bores Thomashefsky and Regina
Zuckerberg. The production will be
released for a Broadway showing

PRODUCTIONS

early in February.

•

CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

CORP.

WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

:

star/1 -J
thatt staj
191
r,
ing with Hie 21st day of December,
II
cafV"
the undersigned in the future will
distributproducing
and
of
business
on the
ing motion picture films alone and in his

NOTICE

IS

HEREBY GIVEN

own name.
St.,

N.Y.C.

•

DOUGLAS

D.

ROTHACKER

A SWELL
PUBLICITY

BREAK!
The layout below

is

being used by

newspapers in many spots where
"Forsaking All Others" is break'
ing records. Copy it when you
play this M-Q-M box*office smash!
NEW TORK EVKNINO

10

'REEL

JODBNAIi

•

*

HEART CLARK? - GIRLS, HELP

'Americctt Create* Evenins

Newnaoer

JOAN CHOOSE A

*

*

THUBSDAr

DECEMBER

REEL MATE! -

27

1934

DB^i
OR BOB

PROBLEM AT
CAPITOL
Page Beatrice Fairfax!
Hollywood producers have a
"heart problem"!
When Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
cast both Clark Gable and Robert
Montgomery opposite Joan Crawford in "Forsaking All Others,"

It

was considered a brilliant casting
idea. But when the time came to
decide which of the two should
win Joan in the final fade-out. the
worry started
The two men represent distinctly different types of

screen leading

men.

Gable Is the nigged, outdoor hero, and Montgomery the
brilliant, witty but none-the-less
sincere society man,
There are film fans who rave
about Clark Gable, and others just
as ardent In their admiration for

Bob

Montgomery

And

that's

something you have td keep In

mind when

you're

making

Mm.

a
or you'll hear about it quick.
Some Gable fans didn't like the
fact that their Idol lost out In the
final clinch of "Manhattan Melo-

drama.
and Montgomery fans
have been clamoring that It's
about time their favorite gets a
'

'

"break."
It looks like a real problem for
Beatrice Fairfax Joan's decisloD Is
being kept secret until the film is
unreeled at the Capitol, where It is
now being presented and Hollywood Is anxiously awaiting the
fireworks that are sure to follow
In the fan mall frorn the camp of
the loser N
Which type does the American
girl think would make the beat
husband? Which one would she
accompany to the altar and forever after be content In "Forsaking All Others"?
The -producers wish they knew
the answer

—

i

NOTE: The

stills

used in this layout]

SUAVE SOPHISTICATION

CLARE GABLE
He's the ragged, outdoor hero
playing opposite Joan Crawford In
"Forsaking All Others."

t

VERSUS RUGGED INDIVIDUALISM

This is a typical Gable-Crawford love-making scene,
Robert Montgomery, who is wooing Joan Crawford T
which raises, the question as to which type Joan should
ardent scene, represents the class of man with
marry in reel and real life.
polish and .ballroom manners. BUT—
in his

I

f

ROBERT MONTGOMERY
Will he win Joan? Or
does she prefer Gable's
type. It's a tough decision.

areNo.795-x70;79582; 795-8-and 795-84.
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TO SERVE INDUSTRY
from Page

(.Continued

Schulberg to Limit
Cooper and Dent Launch
Indie Lineup to 10 Lincoln Competitive War
(Continued from Page

he said,
power.

1)

A

momentum.
is

handicap

(Continued from Page

Victor

Jr.,

F.

in its path,

the lack of trained

stimulated

their

story

Goldstein.

minds and pulled them out of the
Also on the committee are Profes- rut, asserted Schulberg. It has done
and supsor Irving Fisher of Yale Univer- away with vulgarities
planted them with good taste, he
sity; Dr. Donald J. Cowling, president of Carleton College; Dr. John
Timothy Stone, president of the
Presbyterian Theological Seminary,
and William McCormick Blair of
Chicago; Col. Clarence 0. Sherrill,
Cincinnati;
Frank
Gannett,
E.
Rochester; Dr. Fred B. Fisher, Detroit; Col. Patrick Henry Callahan
and Miss Mary E. Hughes, Louisville; Mrs. Richard Derby, Oyster
Bay, L. I.; Dr. Albert F. Gilmore,
Boston; Dr. Arlo A. Brown, president of Drew University; Dr. John
J. Tigert, president of the University of Florida; Dr. Glenn Frank,
president of the University of Wisconsin; Dr. Henry N. MacCracken,
president of Vassar College; Michael
Francis Doyle and Miss Jessie Allen
Page, Philadelphia; Bishop H. St.
George Tucker, Richmond; John E.
Edgerton, chairman of the Board,
the National Association of Manufacturers, and Dr. Endicott Peabody, head-master of Groton School,
chairman of the committee.
Referring to the function of the
committee, Dr. Millar said:
"The committee will not so much

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
Today:

Installation

officers

of

of

International Photographers of
Picture Industries, Chicago.
Jan.

Local 666
the Motior

Public hearing to determine minimurr
costs in Greater New York, to be

11:

booth

conducted by the National Industrial Recovery Board in Oak Room of Rale.gh Hotel. Washington, D. C, starting at 10 A. M
Jan.

Jan.

12:
Sixteenth Annual Movie Ball of met
ropolitan
district
theater
owners,
Hotel
Astor, New York.

7-21:

International
Exposition
Industry, Tokio, Japan.

Film
Jan.

Jan.

Hearing

14:

of

arguments

U.

S

Washington.

directors,

Warner

16:

and
Feb.

the

th<

Supreme Court, Washington, in the Para
mount appeal from the lower court dcci
sion on American Tri-Ergon patents.
24-25: Annual meeting of Allied States
Ass'n
board
of
(Dates tentative).

Feb.

by

of

ball,

23.

Club's sixth annual dinner
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York

Annual

ball

Friars'

Frolic,

of

the

Detroit

Variety

Club.
Feb. 24:

Majestic

Theater,

New

York.

M.P.T.O.A.

Feb. 25-28:

Roosevelt,

Hotel

New

annual

convention.

Orleans.

Awards Banquet of the Academy ol
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Holiywood
March 4:: Extraordinary meeting of stockholders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act on

Feb. 27:

reorganization plan 2:30 P. M.,
April 27:
ner,

New

A.M. P. A. annual get-together
Hotel Astor, New York.

May 20-24:
Society of

wood.

York.

din-

Annual Spring Meeting of the
Motion Picture Eneineers, Holly-

NEW

BILL

Lincoln Theater immediately flanked
the opposition houses with pictures
stars, enlarged ad
space and put the Orpheum, vaude
house, on the same price basis as
the Varsity, Westland straight picture house. All talk of attempting
a price boost is at an end. This is
more of the four-state tussel for
supremacy started last summer.

1935

e

REGULATING FILMS

man- with the same

Ridder,

resourceful,

S.

TO OFFER

7,

1)

1)

Mrs.
Restrictions imposed on pictures
Hugh Gordon Miller, Mrs. T. Dar- by the Legion of Decency movement
has caused them to become more
rington Semple, and Rabbi Herbert
sons,

Monday, Jan.

Fifi

(Continued from Page 1)

Patman, who

is

too busy on bonus

legislation to consider movies this
session. "My bill is the Hudson bill
revamped," said Culkin.
"It will
feature the 1923 code of ethics
promulgated by the film industry itself."

D'Orsay Completes Short

Under Way
At Warner

said.
As a means of coping with
15 Films
Fifi D'Orsay completes work tothe situation, the producer looks for
Studios
development of two classes of the- day at the Brooklyn Vitaphone stu(Continued from Page 1)
aters, one devoted to strictly adult dio in a two-reel musical short. SupJory and
pictures and the other to films for porting the comedienne are Moore bert, Anita Louise, Victor
family viewing.
Establishment of and Revel, Karavaeff, The Cavaliers Mickey Rooney under the direction
of Max Reinhardt and William Diethis system, he pointed out, will en- and George McKay, all well-known
Diggers of 1936," starcourage producers to purposely make stage performers. Joseph Henabery terle; "Gold
with Adolphe
product to serve these two groups. is directing the number, which will ring Dick Powell
be released in Vitaphone's series of Menjou, Gloria Stuart, Alice Brady,
"The studios are too inclined to "Broadway Brevities."
Glenda Farrell, Frank McHugh,
judge stories from the viewpoint of
Hugh Herbert and Grant Mitchell,
audiences in London and New York,
directed by Busby Berkeley; "Go InCatholic Groups Okays Nine
but not from a general market
to
Your Dance," co-starring Al
standpoint," Schulberg said.
Nine new pictures have been add- Jolson and Ruby Keeler with Glenda
He emphasized the need of more ed to the approved list by the Motion Farrell, Helen Morgan, Patsy Kelly
sympathetic characters on the screen Picture Bureau of the International and Benny Rubin, with direction by
in order to arouse and hold audinece Federation of Catholic Alumni. They Archie Mayo; "The Florentine Daginterest.
Extreme sophistication is are "The Best Man Wins," "It's a ger," with Margaret Lindsay, Donapt to alienate sympathy, the pro- Gift," "Baboona," "Border Legion," ald Woods, Henry O'Neill, C. Au"Million Dollar Baby," "Sequoia," brey Smith and Robert Barrat, diducer stressed.
Schulberg sees no future for color, "The Countv Chairman," "Border- rected by Robert Florey, and "King
of the Ritz," with William Gargan,
which, in his opinion, frequently be- town" and "The Night is Young."
Patricia Ellis, Allen Jenkins and
comes the "star" of a picture, deBerton Churchill, directed by Wiltracting audience interest from the
Legits to Sponsor Beer Bill

story and players.

New York Theaters
prompt sponsorship for
amending the state liquor law

League

of

will obtain

a

bill

iam H. McGann.
The nine productions in preparation are: "The Goose and the Gan-

der," starring Kay Francis with
George Brent, Genevieve Tobin,
awaited word from the Alcohol Reginald Denny, and John Eldredge;
Control Board, of which Edw. P.
or emphasized. As leaders and mold- Mulrooney is chairman, on whether "Money Man," starring Edward G.
Robinson with Bette Davis featured;
ers of public opinion the benefit of the board will endorse such
an "Captain Blood," starring Robert
their years of experience is at the amendment is favorable, The
Film Donat in the Rafael Sabatini roservice of the industry.
They have Daily learns.
mance; "Oil for the Lamps of
worked with people in all walks of
China," with Josephine Hutchinson,
life and of all ages and they are
William Gargan and John Eldredge
qualified to say what is needed. They
Opening Rebuilt Kincey House
in the best-seller by Alice Tisdale
hold that both the industry and the
Charlotte, N.
H. F. Kincey, Hobart; "The Green Cat," with
public want good pictures.
general manager of North Carolina Bette Davis from the play by A. M.
"They will not attempt to dictate Theaters, says the new Imperial
Willner and E. Rubicius; "Women
to the industry how it should con- will open around the first of FebruAre Bum Newspaper Men," with
duct its business, but they will offer ary.
Approximately $60,000 is be- Glenda Farrell; "Traveling Salesa liaison service between the public ing spent on the structure, which
lady," with Joan Blondell, Hugh
the
and
producer in the interest of was destroyed by fire about four
Herbert, William Gargan, Ruth Donboth.
They hold that the motion years ago.
nelly and Grant Mitchell; "Haircut,"
picture industry is one of the greatwith George Brent and Jean Muir
est potential forces for good in the
the Ring Lardner story, and
in
country today and they offer conImporting 15 Spanish Films
"Wanderlust," with Aline MacMahon
structive advice and unbiased counFifteen Spanish talkers from Ar- and Guy Kibbee in the Edith Ellis
sel
based on practical every-day gentine, Spain and Mexico will be story.
contacts with great numbers of imported this season by J. H. Hoffprospective patronizers of the motion berg Co.
"Dancing," Spanish mupictures. The committee is not nega- sical from the Argentine, has been
tive, but positive, it will not seek to
booked by Hoffberg into the Teatro

point out

what

is

wrong with mo-

tion pictures as they exist today, as
it will stress what should be included

to permit bars in legitimate theaters
if

C—

destroy or

hamper by

rule or regula-

Campoamor

for the third

week

in

but to enlarge the legitimate January.
scope and influence of the motion
tion,

picture."
It is stated that the Advisory Jap Paper Gets Photophone License
Committee will be enlarged to 100
"Osaka Mainichi," Japanese newsmembers, so that it may include paper which, with its sister publica-

geographical areas not already cov- tion, "Nichi Nichi," is the largest
ered, and interests and viewpoints publisher in Japan, has completed
which will reflect the opinions of all arrangements with the RCA Victor
classes of people in this country. subsidiary company in Japan for
The committee will also be guided recording newsreel subjects with the
by technical advisors who have had Photophone sound recording system,
practical experience in the motion according to a radiogram message
received here today.
picture industry.

Best

wishes

FILM DAILY

from

THE

to the fol-

lowing on their birthday:

Adolph

Ernest
Zukor
Kenneth Thomson

L.

Robbins

THE
Monday, Jan.

§

7,

JEW
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NEWS

Little
By

RALPH WILK

——

—

HOLYWOOD
D UDY VALLEE

recently completed.

will return to pica brief absence to be

Conrad Nagel
after

featured as the male lead opposite
Florence Rice in Columbia's "Mistaken Identity," an adaptation of the
Philip Wylie serial which appeared

the "American Magazine."

Lincoln, Neb.
Dave Morrison,
former manager of the Kiva here,

WTO*

Pill M. ftALY

has been signed

to a long term exclusive conTact by Warner Bros, following a
preview of "Sweet Music," which he

in

• IT MIGHT not be a bad idea for the publicity lads
whose job it is to get the visitmajor companies
ing Hollywood stars to co-operate on the ballyhoo stuff
to nominate every year one outstanding star conspicuous for
as a
her graciousness and willingness in this respect
sometimes
sort of Patron Saint of Desperate Pressageys
driven nuts by certain snooty young upstarts of the screen
who treat the praiseagey as if he were a tax collector
when he tries to get a li'l co-operation from them to
put their current pix across Big
•

•

in the

•

WE HAVE

•

mind a shining example of this
May
that Grand Old Girl
Robson
we wish that some of the Snooty Stars of a
younger generation
who will be gone and forgotten long
after Miss Robson is still a Name
could have been in-

•

in

Spirit of Co-operation

William Davidson, Joseph Crehan
and Akim Tamiroff have been added
the cast of "Go Into Your Dance,"
which is now before the First National cameras with Al Jolson and
to

co-starred in the lead-

Ruby Keeler

visibly present on the occasion of this trouper's recent Holiday
visit
to see how a Real Star of stage and screen extends
the helping hand to the harried pressagey
who is only
trying to boost the Star's stock
and not Annoy her, as
some of them seem to infer by their ungracious attitude when
the pub man approaches them with a ballyhoo idea ....:...

ing roles.
T

T

Punishment,"

and

"Crime

Dos-

toievsky novel, which has enjoyed
the status of a classic for about 70
years, will be brought to the screen

by Columbia.

Pat O'Brien gets the male lead
Josephine Hutchinson in
Warners' forthcoming production of
"Oil for the

vyn LeRoy

Lamps

of China."

Mer

will direct.

despite this tria comedian, dancer and
singer, is being bitten sharply on
What the
the ankle by Ambition.
frisky Fred now wants, more than
anything else, is to write a song so

Fred

WHAT

on a hurMay Robson did
HERE'S
but she
trip to spend with her grandchild
she dropped in to thank the
still found time for th's
also at Columbia for whom she had made
boys at Metro
Radio
"Lady For
Day"
she then dropped in at
to see if there was anything she could do to help on "Grand
Old Girl"
we caught a glimpse of her in the Radio preview room
as she saw her schoolteacher pix for the
first time
her only comment after the showing was
typical of
"Mary Carlisle is simply wonderful!"
forgetting her own work entirely in
this great actress
well, maybe it's this
her praise of a younger player

•

ried

•

•

Xmas

RKO

A

opposite

umphs

Astaire,

as

irresistibly hitty that
in one of his

RKO

it

will be used

Radio pictures.

He's already written several, two of
which, "Blue Without You" and
"Tapping the Time," have been favorites in England.

SHOWMAN'S

quality of humanness and helpfulness that
forefront of great performers of stage and
so many of these Young Sprouts curl up
season or two in Hollywood
without
from the eyes of Pressageys Whose Jobs

has kept her in the
while
screen
and wither after a
a single tear falling

They Made Tough

For 'Em

• •
ment

•

THE FIRST

Preview of the Empey Club will be
with Metro's "Sequoia"
Howard
for members and their families only
Dietz will give an accompanying lecture on the more esthetic
Rosa Strider
phases of this study of Life In the Raw
Riley, formerly with "Screenland," has sold her first novel,
'Help Wanted Female," to Authors Publications

•

•

—

Richmond Elmer H. Brient, former manager of Loew's here and

now

vice-president of Neighborhood
Theaters, Inc., has been nominated
for election to the board of directors
of the Richmond Chamber of Corn-

—

Buffalo
Nate Sauber, formerly
Universal manager in Albany and
Washington, today begins his new
duties as Buffalo branch manager,
succeeding Dave Miller, who resigned as of Saturday.
Peter Dana of
the Buffalo exchange was promoted
to manager of the Albany exchange.

Philadelphia

—The

REMINDER

—

Arrange theater parties for graduating
classes.

«

€€

«

» » »

new Trans-Lux

house which has been opened on
Chestnut St. by the Translux Corporation of Maryland is completely
equipped with Photophone High Fidelity sound.
George Resnick also
has arranged for the installation of
new RCA Victor High Fidelity sound
apparatus in his Cayuga house at
1703 Nedro Ave.

—

Freeport, Me. After having been
dark for a number of years, the
Nordica theater has been opened
by Harland Higgens as a first-run.

Boston

— Marty

Simons,

member

sales staff in New England, has shifted from the northern
to the southern part of the terri-

of the

Fox

tory and is now covering Rhode
Island and western Massachusetts.

—

Interstate Circuit, Inc.,
Dallas
begin remodeling the Old Mill
theater on March 1 to change entirely the character and appearance
of the house. The 20-year-old name
will be dropped, or it may be known
merely as the Mill.
will

Washington

FOR TEN

minutes of spectacular film entertainwe recommend any exhib booking that sports reel
It was staged as an exhibiof the Baer-Levinsky fight
tion bout
but King Levinsky whispered a sneery remark
to Mister Baer as they waltzed coyly around the ring together
and smote
and Maxey suddenly waxed wroth
umph!
Mister Levinsky on the kisser for the kount
and what a shock you get as a
just like that
spectator
there is Mister Levinsky sneerily smiling
the next second he lies cold and stiff on the canvas
RKO and Skouras
so unexpected, don't you know
and why not?
circuits have booked it solid

•

returned to his old spot in Greeley,
Colo., for Westland.
City Manager
Milton Overman announced he would
not be replaced.

— Arthur

Fox salesman, was
in

C. Melvin,
killed recently

an auto crash.

Hungarian Operetta for Tobis
Danubia Pictures will present
"Basavirag," Hungarian screen operetta, at the Tobis theater starting

Thursday.

BIG,
NEWS

given on Sunday eve, Jan. 13

m

DAY

from "Lots"

=

tures

of the

AS

SEEN

BY

THE PRESS

'

f

:<.li

»
P~

Z-—S

AGENT
Mae West
new picture.

will

wear trousers

— PARAMOUNT.

in

her

SENSATIONAL
SPECIAL RELEASE
BY ARRANGEMENT WITH GUARDIANS AND AUTHORITIES

^

ONE FULL REEL
LATEST EXCLUSIVE PICTURES OF
A DAY IN THE LIVES OF THE

QUINTUPLETS
SEE THEM FROM DAWN TO BEDTIME
Feeding

home
.

.

.

.

.

sleeping

. .

bathing

their parents

special hospital

.

.

.

laughing . . their

. .

nurses
and their washline!

their doctor

.

.

•

ONE THOUSAND FEET OF HUMAN INTEREST
THAT NO HUMAN BEING WILL WANT TO MISS
Presented by

PATHE NEWS

.

.

.

Distributed by

RKO-RADIO PICTURES

Intimate

The Daily Newspaper

Character

in

nternational in

dependent

Of Motion
Now Sixteen

Scope
Thought

in

Pictures
Years Old
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Louis

in St.
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Borah Introducing

to Curb Monopolistic Practices

New
.

—

supply

.

.

kJEXT
^ the

Nye Also Plans
a Measure After the

Senator

Talent

NRA

OH^

thinning

is

GEORGE
FILM DAILY
B\

DON CARLE GILLETTE—

By

Bill

—

W.
Staff

the shortage of story material,

MEHRTENS
Correspondent

screen will soon be faced with an
acute problem in the matter of where to
get new star talent.
'

—

So as far as the stage is concerned, unless the movie men hurry to its rescue, this
training ground and source of material will
soon be down to nil.

WASH'N JAN, 22

•^ been

contribution
negligible,

pected from this

and

screen

the

to

little

can

has

be ex-

field.

In fact, radio itself has

depended

largely

upon the theatrical world for its new stars,
and it is significant that in the past season
not a half dozen new names of major importance were made on the air.
At present the broadcasters are promoting a measure of new interest and finding

some
of

talent through the

medium

of a flock

"amateur night" programs.
lots of fun all around

They are

—

at little

cost.

But

hard to imagine the movies getting away with anything like that
it

is

—

THE FILM DAILY

on the basis of assessments against
exhibitors, producers and distributors, it was stated yesterday by
Deputy Administrator William P.
Farnsworth.

** Hollywood

is

radio

and

preparing

movies,
to

go

operatic films on a big scale next

when the opera season

is

over,

in

for

radio

has stolen a march on the movies and currently is offering opera with a vengeance.
By1 summertime the mass public will be
either
Ulher thoroughly acclimated to operatic
Jand ready for such films, or they'll be
Rck of it that even Grace Moore and
her voice with the thrill of sparkling champagne won't interest them.
It's anybody's guess as to which it will
be; but the wise producer will keep his
eye on the situation and see what's what
before plunging operatically.

new

activities.
Just what form the
protest will take has not been definitely decided, according to J. E.
Robin, president of the supply dealers' association, and Robert Robins,

(Continued on Page 2)

Coast

Actors

File

(Continued

Washington Bureau of

erning Relations Between Producers
and Actors" in accordance with the
film code was received at Division
Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt's
(Continued on Page 4)

TIJPlTPn
|

Page

on

With

Report

—

Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc.,
Hollywood
Edward M. Spitz,
the annual election last week. prominent New York and New JerOther officers are: Joseph Weinberg, sey business man, who with his
vice-president; Moe Fraum, record- father, Louis Spitz of Paterson, N.
of
at

J.,

originated

the

plan of depart-

(Continued on Page 4)

while

summer

the

out to be a far-reaching opinion on
the validity of the powers granted
by Congress to President Roosevelt

Alarmed that the entrance of
Electrical Research Products into
the field of servicing theaters portends expansion into the sale of
equipment, the Independent Theater
Supply Dealers' Association is planning a joint protest with the American Society for the Protection of
the M. P. Theater against Erpi's

fltA

j

Rosenblatt
OTI1IITICP
VI ltd

1

AU

tit

10)

I I

DUUIViINU IN EVUUWtO

I

By KENNETH FORCE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Kansas City Considerable activ-

—

Motion Picture Salesmen Advance Merchandising
ing and reopening. M. D. Utterbeck,
Elect Jack Ellis Prexy
For Independent Films who
operates the Lyric in WellingJack Ellis was elected president West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

(Continued on Page 2)
of

Washington

Supply Dealers Planning
Appeal to Washington
Against Erpi Move

ity is under way in this territory in
the line of theater building, rebuild-

ing secretary; Charles Penser, finan-

CPEAKING

FILM DAILY
— InTHE
what may turn

Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY
Washington-A
Report
60-page
Washington A hearing will be
and Argument m Support of Adopheld Jan. 22 on the 1935 budget and
Washington Bureau of

DADIO'S

of

High Court Ruling Hits
President's NIRA Power

CODE BUDGET HEARING
IN

Slash

Price

in

legitimate theaters
three
in slashing prices to $2 and $2.50 for
dramatic shows and $3 for musicals had
Broadway exhibitors speculating yesterday as to the effect on movie houses.
Additional legit shows are expected to
follow the cuts, with
likelihood
the
that it will develop into a price war
injurious to the picture theaters.

Hearings

Washington Declaring he will introduce a bill tomorrow which will
furnish a method to strip motion
picture and other corporations of
The Broadway stage not only has been monopolistic power, Senator William
bled to death in this respect, but the legit E. Borah of Idaho stated yesterday
that the Department of Justice film
has fallen into such an indigent state
investigation
now being
it
has become so largely a shoestring af- product
by the Federal Grand
fair
that it is no longer able to turn out conducted
(Continued
Page
on
4)
much either in the way of talent or plays.
And the once flourishing dramatic stock
companies are now almost non-existant.
to

Legits
Action

ERPI

Louis Product Investigation
Will Take Three or Four Days

St.

Funeral Services Today
For Theodore C. Deitrich
Funeral services will be held this
evening in the Columbus Circle
Chapel for Theodore C. Deitrich, director of publicity and promotion
for Hearst Metrotone News and Cos(Ccmtinued on Page 4)

By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
With the utmost secSt. Louis

—

recy that always surrounds its proceedings, the Federal Grand Jury
for the eastern district of Missouri
yesterday morning opened its investigation to determine whether there
has been any violation of the Fed(Continued

on

Page

10)

ton and the Lyric in Winfield, Kan.,
(Continued on Page 4)

A.

J.

Vanni

to Supervise
in Philly

Warner Houses

—

New Haven, Conn.
I. J. Hoffman, assistant general manager of
Warner Theaters, has announced appointment of Adelmo J. Vanni, veteran Poli executive,

as

supervisor

(Continued on Page 4)

"Ecstasy"
Wash. Bureau of
Washington

—

is

Banned'

THE FILM DAILY
Secretary

Morgenthau

barred
from American exthe
Czechoslovakian
film,
"Ecstasy," in which the heroine appears
nude in one scene, the Treasury Department announced.
Action was taken
on recommendation of the Commissioner
of Customs and the department's chief

yesterday
hibition

counsel.

DAILY

Tuesday, Jan.

High Court Ruling Hits
Motion Picture Salesmen
President's NIRA Power
Elect Jack Ellis Prexy
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Cents
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Supreme
cial secretary; Sol Trauner, treasurer;
Jerry Wilson, sergeant-at- Court yesterday handed down a rularms. Phillip Hodes and Pop Hart- ing that the production control proto

create the

NIRA,

1935

Coming and Going

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

8,

the

CAROLE

LOMBARD, who recent'y fini-hsd
elected trustees, while visions of the oil code were invalid, work in Paramount's
"Rumbi", arrives in New
Bernard J. Kranze, Joseph Felder, declaring that such control was an York today by plane from the coist. MARGO.
Jack Farkus unconstitutional delegation of legis- who went west to appear in the same film]
Max
Fellerman
and
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
also returns today.
New York. N. Y., were made members of the board of lative power to the President. The
Broadway.
1650
at
RCSITA MORENO reaches New York todecision was delivered by Chief Jus
by Wid's Films and Film Folk. Inc. J. W. directors.
morrow from Hollywood to appear with Carlos
Publisher;
Editor and
Alienate,
President,
tice Hughes.
Gardel in the Spanish

JOHN

W

man were

ALICOATE

Editor and Publisher

Donald M. Mersereau. Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur \V. F.ddy, AssoDon Carle Gillette, Managing
ciate Editor

Monogram

:

Entered as second class matter.
1918. at the post-office at New York,
under the act of March 3, 1879.
N.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.

Upon

Editor.

May

21,
\\,

Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY. 1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y.,
Phone. Circle 7-4736, 7-4737. 4-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood. California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
LondonGranite
6607.
Phone
wood Blvd.,
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Wardour

St.,

\V.

I.

Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne,

Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Francaise. Rue de la Cour-

Cinematographic
des-Noues, 19.

to Speed

his arrival in

Up

New York

m.ide

to

confer with W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram, Trem Carr, vicepresident and head of production,
announced that speed of production
would be boosted from past schedule
of one a month to one a week for
1935-36 and that Monogram's policy
would be "not to follow any cycle,
but to make a widely diversified program of 52 films." He said the 1934
schedule will overlap with three
westerns and six dramas to be finished by June and released as late
as September. New schedule will be
announced at the Monogram convention in Culver City in March.

at the Eastern
release.

mount

dialogue feature
Service Studios for

N. J. Allied Meetings
Regular weekly meetings will be
held bv Allied Theaters Owners of
New Jersey on Jan. 8. 15, 22 and
29 in the organization's headquar-

Hollywood around Jan. 10 to prepare
paramount picture, "The End
World".

ters at the Hotel Lincoln, New York.
Sessions will convene at 2 P. M.

tors,

SYLVIA

leave

New

York

for

for
of

her
the

GENEROSO PONCE, president of the Irmaos
RKO Radio Pictures' Brazilian distribuarrived in New York yesterday to confer
with Phil Reisman, vice-president of RKO ExPonce.

A

pert,

beefsteak dinner will be given
unit at 7:15 P. M. nn Jan.
10 in the Ritz Restaurant, Passaic,
N. J.

and

other

new

regarding

officials

re-

leases.

HARRY ASHER,
is
in
New

Eoston,

Majestic
York.

franchise

holder

in

JEAN HENDERSON, movie critic of the
"Times-Union", Jacksonville, Fla., arrived in
York yesterday for a visit.

Joan Lowell to Conduct Cruise
Joan Lowell, whose feature, "Adventure

will

n-xt

by the

by RKO,

SIDNEY

being
Para-

New

DAMITA

LILI

Girl." is bein°r distributed
will personally conduct a
cruise
to
the
Bahamas,

is

CHARLES MINTZ,

back on the coast.
producer of cartoon come-

dies for Columbia, has left New York for the
16-day
co£st following conferences with some office
Jamaica, Dutch West Indies and executives.
Harry Spencer Dined
South America. Trip will be made
SOL A. ROSENBLATT arrived in New York
On the occasion of his leaving on an Eastern Steamship Line boat, yesterday from a cruise on the Empress of
Britain.
Educational after 15 years' service sailing Jan. 18 from New York.
to join the First Division organizaH. M. WARNER and CHARLIE EINFELD return to the Warner home office today from
tion, Harry Spencer was given a
Max Verschleiser Improved
their trip to the company's studios is Hollywood.
dinner by the Educational employees
Max Verschleiser, father of Ben
GENE AUTRY. western player, arrived in
and presented with a handsome trav- Verschleiser, Monogram supervisor,
New York yesterday for a brief visit.
eling bag.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Mount
nicely
in
is reported resting
Net
Sinai Hospital following a recent
High Low Close Chg.
Ann Ronell Gets Lond. Assignment
Walt
Disney
Honored
5'/2 +
Vn
5', 2
operation. Ben Verschleiser will re5 Vi
Am. Scat
37i 2
371, — 1%
39
Ann Ronell, who wrote music of
Columbia Picts. vtc
Walt
Disney
was
selected by Dur- main in New York for conferences
534
% ward Howes, former president of with Trem Carr and W. Ray John- "Big Bad Wolf," has been signed
5% 5%
Con. Fm. Ind.
—
20'
20
191/4
V4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
3
by Clifford Whitley to write the
117 +
% the national junior chambers of ston.
117% 117
East. Kod;k
4-1
142
words and music for "Merry-Go42
142
do pfd.
ommerce and editor of "America's
— V4 Young Men," as one of 12 outstand- 2 RKO Films Break Records Round," adaptation of "As Thou13
13
Fox Fm. "A"
\3Va
323 8
32> 8
33 j
Inc
Locw's,
104i
— 15/a'/a ing young men in America. The Records in the two largest movie sands Cheer," which will go into
104
04
j
cb pfd.
28
28
'A
Mctro-Goldwyn. pfd. 28
Mickey Mouse creator was selected houses in the world were broken by production in London in the spring.
3'/2
33,
3 2
Paramount ctfs.
for his contributions to entertain two RKO pictures during the holi- Having just finished songs for ParaH/4
'A
Pathe Exch
s
Broadcast of 1935,"
16
V4 ment.
day week. "Little Minister" set a mount's "Big
16% 16
do "A"
she is leaving Hollywood for New
23'8
2%
2Vi
RKO
Radio
at
new
attendance
top
the
39
39
+ 34 Ritchey Makes Cuban Appointment City Music Hall, while "Anne of York, and will sail for London in
39
pfd
Univ.
Pict.
4'/2
V4
4V4
W-irn-" Bros
41.J,
Norton V. Ritchey, president of Green Gables" gave the Roxy its February.
21 i/a
21', 211
%
do pfd.
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Ritchey International Corp., has ap- best receipts in four years.
83 4
83., —
83 4
Vi
Eq. 6s40
Gen. Th
pointed Charles A. Morla as special
Open New Truro Theater
1/,
9
9
9
G--v Th Eq 6s40 ctfs.
representative in Cuba.
Morla will
Edward Benjii Transferred
735,
7/„
735,
73',
Keith A-O 6s46
St. John, N. B.— F. G. Spencer
05N 1053 4- Vi leave for Havana shortly to arrange
105 3 i
Locw 6s 41ww
K°nosha. Wis. -- Edward Benjii. Co. has completed and opened the
2K)
60 * g 603 4 607',
Pari. 6s 47 filed
distribution of Monogram Pictures for the past two years manager o f new Capitol Theater, Truro, N. S.
3
603 4 603, — 114
ctfs
60
47
Para. 6s
4
in that territory.
431/4
431/4 —
Vr
44
the Orpheum here, has been trans- It seats 900.
Para. By. 5"2 s51.
The company also is
61 2
62
62
Para. 5'?s50 filed
ferred to the CaDitol, largest house finishing work on the Capitol, Camp34
61 4
61 4
611/2
Para. 5lSs50 ctfs.
Professor Baker Dead
Both theaters are bellton, N. B., where seating capaat
Madison.
%
O2V2 102",
102',.
Pathe 7s37
58', 58
58V2
Professor George Pierce Baker, owned b' Saxe Amusement Enter- city has been increased from 750 to
Warner's 6s39
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
— 3'« whose dramatic workshop at Har- prises. Elroy Ludtke. former assis- 900. A new 800-seat Capitol also
13
13
13
Technicolor
27 s
2% 27/4 4- V. vard turned out many successful tant manager at the Modjeska, Mil- is being built in Dalhousie, N. B.
Trans-Lux
playwrights and directors including waukee, will succeed Benjii here.
Eugene O'Neill, Philip Barry, Sid"Right to Live" Philly Premiere
ney Howard, Kenneth Macgowan,
Allen Rivkin Writes Play
"The
Warners'
Philadelphia
died Sunday of a heart ailment in
Allen Rivkin, Fox scenarist has Right fo Live » with Josep hine Hutthe Neurological Institute of New
written a play called
Knock on chinson> George Brent, Colin Clive
York.
Wood, satirizing Hollywood agen- and Pe
Wood, will have its pre-
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Mae West's Father Dead
Oakland, Cal.— Jack West, father
of Mae West, died here Sunday of
He was 65 years
a heart attack.
old and at one time was a pugilist.

Helen Chandler
Helen Chandler
Darmour
Alexander Gray

a

Larry

James

Farley

new

stage

in
is

play,

New
"It's

Want," sponsored by Del

Ha ring
Holmes

Chartock.

and
also

is

in

it.

bee" completely remodeled, with inequipstallation of latest sound
equiment and ventilating system.

Play

r°V">ars> ? no:

You

Grand Rapids House Reopens
Grand Rapids, Mich.— The State
theater has reopened under management of George C. Nichols. It has

i'

I

Bondio,

Taylor

"Wandering Jew" Oi o ns Friday
"The Wandering Jew" is scheduled to open Friday at the Criterion.

ggy

miere

Jan.

14

at

the

Roxy-Mast-

baum.

General Film Library, Inc.
M.

J.

KANDEL,

Pres.

World's Largest Stock Shot
Library. Over 20 Million Ft.

729-7th Ave. N.Y.C.

BRyant 9-4417

FORSAKING ALL

RECORDS!

No,
a change of

title.

It's

just

one way of describing the
sensational business done
by JOAN
CRAWFORD, CLARK GABLE,
at every box-office

ROBERT MONTGOMERY
M-G-M's happiest entertainment "FORSAKING ALL

in

i

OTHERS."

f-^^

DAILY

BORAH

FILING BILL

Tuesday, Jan.

J

THE

gets to the law courts, I
shall of course have nothing to do
with it, but if not I most certainly
will bring it up on the floor this,
year," Borah told Film Da^ly in anj
exclusive interview on his plans fon
furthering direct investigation of
"If

PHIL M. ftALY

it

the office of Senator Gerald J>.
Nye, North Dakota, it was learned
that the Senator was in agreement
with Borah in supporting the present motion picture investigation. It

•

•

•

WE HAVE A

group of Guest Columnists for this
who
representing the engineers of ERPI
staged a very impressive exhibition and demonstration yesterday
at the Eastern Service Studio in the Bronx
of new developments in sound recording and reproducing

column

will

following
hearings, affecting the mothe
tion picture industry.

advance legislation

later,

NRA

Boom Around

Kans. City
In Theater Activities
(Continued from Page 1)

new house at Winfield
to replace the present Lyric. George
Fulton will rebuild his house which
will erect a

burned down in Valley
Kan. Another house that was
burned about a month ago, the Binney Bros, theater in Pattonsburg,
Stowig's
Mo., is to be rebuilt.
recently

Falls,

Seelye theater, Abilene, Kan., is being remodeled into a de luxer seating 800. C. C. McCollister, veteran
exhibitor and builder, is back in the
business with the taking over of the
Nomar, Wichita. Ben Crocker ha?
opened a movie in the schoolhousc
at Tribune, Kan., Lee Sproule has
reopened the Yale, Fort Scott, Kan.,
F. M. Lowe has opened a new 350seater in Hays, Kan., and it is rumored the Royal, St. Joseph, will
be reopened.

Advance Merchandising
For Independent Films

T

T

At

was further learned that Nye

T

• • • ALONG WITH
we were led around from one

the other trade press lads......
with a difexhibit to another
ferent engineer giving a technical talk on each exhibit
what amazed us as much as the impressive scientific wonders
....
was the clever showmanship manner in which these techand made
nical experts presented their difficult subjects
them fascinating and absorbingly interesting
to dubs such
as ourself
who know so little about the technical phases
of the industry
men
we are used to contacting the
of the biz
not the Thinkers, Creators and Scientific Workers in the technical field
whom we always considered a
dry, stodgy bunch of old codgers
imagine our embarrass-

SHOW

ment

to find 'em all young, snappy modern engineers
and each one of 'em painting Word Pictures of Technical Things
that transformed them into Fascinating Subjects
their
flow of language makes the Pressageys of the biz look like a
lot of amateur word-peddlers
and that goes for this column

commentator double

Hahn department

stores,

is

now

duced

•

•

THE KEYNOTE

of the exhibit was Simplicity
apparent simplicity
that is
together with the actual
complexity built into sound recording: and reproduction equipment
(we are quoting freely from the typewritten info
handed us on the way out, for the engineers took pity on us
amateurs, and provided some data that was boiled down to

pop language)

•

•

•

equipment

THERE WAS

for instance the "G" Type newsreel
recently adopted by Hearst Metrotone News

this equipment weighs about
... also being used by Fox
compare this with
in four simple units
90 pounds
the newsreel equipment of the early sound era housed in a twoand you gain a slight idea of technical progress.
ton truck

the

several

motion

pictures,

among them "The Last Moment",
which Dr. Paul Fejos directed.

Funeral Services Today
For Theodore C. Deitrich
(Continued from Page 1)

mopolitan

Productions,

home on

who

died

Fifth Ave.
resulting
complications
following
from pneumonia. Deitrich was 58
years old and had been in newspaper and motion picture work most of

Sunday

his life.

at his

held for his return, at which time

he

is

A

expected to study

sweeping

attack

it

in detail.

on

industry

practices applying to the actors is
contained in the 5-5 actors' committee report compiled following the recent refusal of the producers to consider the fair practice rules approved by the players, resulting in a
deadlock and putting it up to the
Administrator to adopt, modify or
reject the rules drawn up. The report first compares salaries of film
executives with those of actors,
quoting from the Rosenblatt salary
report showing that only a small
percentage of actors receive high

The report

•

has arriv-

ed in Hollywood from New York to
become associated with Cameo Pictures Corp. as a producer, and to
introduce a plan, new to independents, of merchandising the picture
direct to the public, using methods
that have been proven successful in
the department store field.
Spitz has always been interested
in production of motion pictures and
stage shows. In New York he was
associated with Charles Abramson
of Cort and Abramson. He has pro-

yesterday from the actor members of the 5-5 committee on the
Members of the committee
coast.
include Robert Montgomery, Claude
King,
Ralph
Kenneth
Morgan,
Thomson and Richard Tucker. In the
absence of Rosenblatt, who has been
on a cruise and arrived in New
York yesterday, the report is being
office

salaries.

(Continued from Page 1)

ment store merging that

1

(Continued from Page 1)

monopoly.

film

COAST ACTORS SUB:

REP0RTT0R0SENBLAT1

(Continued from Page 1)
in St. Louis was well in line
all he has fought for.

with

1935
I

TO CURB MONOPOLIES
Jury

8,

•

•

•

THEN THERE

the interesting development in
especially that designed for smaller
Theater Equipment.
for these there is the new "6"
houses seating 600 or less
it neverType System
simple to install and operate
theless allows for a wide variation in theater conditions
is

also contains a long
alleged abuses imposed in
working conditions. It demands the
complete abolition of the call bu
reau. a new contract providing for
arbitration of actor-producer dis
putes and various other changes as
listed recently in the 10-point program of the Screen Actors' Guild.
list

A.

of

J.

Vanni to Supervise

Warner Houses

of the outlying Philadelphia district
for Warner, comprising 36 houses.
Vanni has lately been manager of
Poli's Palace here for Loew and pre-

viously had been general supervisor
for the entire Poli New England
circuit.

He was

first

.

• • • FOR THE larger theaters
gineers have provided a new. amplifier

ERPI design enthe "86" Type reproducing systems
with loud speaker combinations for
one of the tough problems in dedifferent size theaters
livering good sound lies in the shape, dimensions, and acoustic
so ERPI simplifies these with
treatment of the theater
the "86," embodying a group of loudspeakers in various combinations
to meet any theater condition
.

the

.

WE WOULD

• • •
like to devote a column just to diswhen they encussing how the ERPI field engineers work
counter minor troubles that cause delay and inconvenience in
they analyze it
and the design engineers
the theater
it makes one proud to
remedy it
some Organization!
in the same biz
be identified with them
ft

€4

«

» » »

in Philly

(Continued from Page 1)

Poli at the age of 15

managed theaters

in

employed by
and has since
New Haven,

Waterbury,

Hartford,
Meriden,
Wilkes-Barre, Scranton, Springfield
and Worcester.

Actors Oppose Social Insurance
American Federation of Actors,
through its secretary, Ralph Whitehead, has refused to enter into any
policy of the National Congress for
Social Insurance now in session in
Washington, and will follow the insurance program of the A. F. of L.
American Federation, however, is
endorsing the Lundine bill. Frank
Gillmore of Actors' Equity ir attending the Congress as presdT ' d

by membership vote of EquityV^iilthough it is understood that he did
approve of the Congress measures,
personally being in favor of A. F. of
Screen Actors'
L. insurance plans.
Guild and American Federation of
Musicians also were not represented.

lehqkapkic hlewi
gj a HapfHj tfit!
Broadway

Broke House Record Tonight

Bill

Ed. Collins, Houston, Texas

Swell Business Overcoming Strong Opposition
L.

House Howling

Enthusiastically

Smith, Huntington,

W. Va.

Looks Like Holdover
Howard

Biggest Business Theatre

Roy

Ralston,

Has Ever Done Cinch For

San Bernardino,

Calif.

Run

Indefinite

To Huff, Stockton, Calif.

Broadway Bill Grea t As Any Opening I Ha ve Ever Seen
Carl

Delighted Audience

Filling

J.

Walker, Santa Barbara,

House Again and Again
C. L. Yearsley, Parkersburg,

Broadway

Bill

W. Va.

Receipts Set All Time Boxoffice Record
Kerasotes

It's

Calif.

the Prize

Winner of Nineteen

Bros., Springfield,

111.

Thirty-Five
Chas. Hayman, Buffalo, N. Y.

Broadway

Bill

Opening Even Bigger Than Happened One Night
Geo.

E.

Landers, Hartford, Conn.

Will Beat Night of Love By Eighty Percent
Bob O'Donnell,

i

Dallas,

Texas

Exceeded Opening Day of Happened One Night
Frank V.

Broadway

Bill

Merritt,

Grand Show Tremendous

Birmingham, Ala.

Business

Mrs. June Dodge, Ventura, Calif.

lames Olson, Clare, Mich.
mm*

{

BACKED UP
WITH FULL-PAGE
ADS IN NATIONAL
MAGAZI N ES

REACHING

60,000,000

'

READERS,

1

FIOH_

NOW] GARDNER

•

NEBEt TORREY

•

I

a

iSf's

more than
BACK UP every
claim made for

will

this

greatest of

CENTUM
PICTURES!

20.
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"DAVID COPPERFIELD"
W.

with

Maureen

May

C.

Lionel

Fields,

O'Sullivan,

Madge

Edna
Lawton,

Roland Young, Frank
Rathbone, Herbert Mundin, Elizabeth

Oliver,

Basil

Allan

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW!
M-G-M

MAN WHO RECLAIMED

"THE

Time, not

set

HEAD"

HIS

Barrymore,
Evans,

NEW

of the
Claude

with

Lionel

Henry Armetta

Atwill,

since

easily

is

one of the

inception

the

of

the

pictures

ing,

directing,

talking

screen.

tion

handling.

be as great a
as to the most

is

ideally

to

The
his

however, put
lectual

Its theme and
more or less in the intelThe story, told in flashback

it

class.

Claude Rains has

after

and

cut

off

studded cast looms unforgettable performances by Edna May Oliver as Aunt Betsy,
C. Fields as Micawber, Roland Young
as Uriah Heep and Freddie Bartholomew as

who

the

Copperfield,

boy.

In

addition,

Frank Lawton, Basil Rathbone, Lionel Barrymore, Jessie Ralph, Lennox Pawle and
Lewis Stone turn in first-rate performances.
A bouquet is due David Selznick as the
producer, and Hugh Walpole and Howard
Estabrook for a difficult task writing the
adaptation and screen play, respectively.
Cast: W. C. Fields, Lionel Barrymore,

Madge Evans, Edna
Lewis Stone, Frank Lawton,
Freddie Bartholomew, Elizabeth Allan, Roland Yonng, Basil Rathbone, Elsa LanchesJean Cadell, Jessie Ralph, Lennox
ter,
Pawle, Violet Kemble-Cooper, Una O'ConBuckler, Hugh Williams, Ivan
nor, John
Simpson, Herbert Mundin, Fay Chaldecott,
Marilyn Knowlden, Florine McKinney, Harry
Beresford, Mabel Colcord, Hugh Walpole.
Director, George Cukor; Author, Charles
Walpole;
Hugh
Adaptation,
Dickens;
Maureen

May

O'Sullivan,

Oliver,

Screenplay,

Howard Estabrook; Cameraman,

Oliver T Marsh; Editor, Robert J. Kern.
Direction, Fine. Photography, A-l.

unusual

his

tions,

sells

along

pacifist

concerns

satisfy

to

lines

Lionel Atwill

killed

head,

his

whereby Rains,

David

productreatment,

general

acting and

work in the guidance of "Little Women"
shown in George Cukor's direction of
is
Out of a star"David Copperfield."

W

journalistic

Atwill,

to

deal

a

wife's ambi-

his

a

ability

publisher

takes credit for the stuff written by
Rains.
Though pretending to agree with
Rains' ideas, Atwill double-crosses him and,

by

tieing

comes

rich

up with munitions makers, beand influential, while Rains quits

and goes to war.

makes

Atwill also

a play

Joan Bennett, and when
the husband hears about it he comes back,
kills the man, cuts off his head and goes
to see a lawyer, who agrees to take the
Rains, Atwill and Miss Bennett give
case.
outstanding performances.
Cast: Claude Rains, Joan Bennett, Lionel
for

wife,

Rains'

Atwill, Baby Jane, Henry O'Neill, Henry
Armetta, Wallace Ford, Lawrence Grant
William Davidson, Gilbert Emery, Hugh

O'Connell, Rollo Lloyd,
Ferdinand Gottschalk.

Edward

Director,

Bessie

Ludwig;

Bart; Screenplay, Jean Bart,

Cameraman,
Engineer,

Barriscale,

Author, Jean
Samuel Ornitz;

Merritt Gerstad;
Recording
Kurland; Editor, Murray

Gilbert

Seldeen.

Photography,

Punch.

Direction,

Tom

Tyler

"UNCONQUERED BANDIT"
Wm.

60 mins.

Steiner

Greater

pains

were taken

in

building a

i

nent.

FRAU. DIE SCHUETZENKOENIGIN" ("My Wife, the Champion Shooter"!, in German produced by Tobis-Klang-

"MEIN

directed by Carl Boese; with
Englisch, Ralph A. Roberts, Oskar
At the 79th St. Theater.
et al.

film;

Lucie
Sima,

Highly amusing comedy involving romancomplications between a prima donna
who is a skillful shot and a theatrical pro
ducer who hires her to protect his sweettic

heart.

picture around a story in this case, and al-

though not as spectacular as some blood
and thunder films, the movement carries
through well to the finish without revealing
just what is going to happen.
This is a
good idea to keep the kids puzzled and

Tom

guessing.

Tyler,

cast as

half

English

and half Spanish, loses his father at the
hands of the Cleyborn gang and he swears
vengeance.
He meets Cleyborn's niece
en route to her uncle's for a visit and decides to decoy her thus striking Cleyborn
with a subtle weapon. While making false
affection to her Tyler actually falls

in

love

and confesses his deception.
She forgives
him, but Night Hawk with whom Tyler
had
plotted
against
Cleyborn,
doublecrosses him and the posse is about to
hang Tyler when he escapes and exposes
the real Night Hawk, thus clearing himself and winning the heroine.
Plenty lusty
fist-fighting.

"LOS TRES BERRETINES" ("The Three
Spanish; produced by Lumiton; with Luis Sandrini, Luisa Vehil. et al.

Amateurs"),

in

At the Teatro Campoamor.
Comedy produced in the Argentine ha^
good share of comedy and interesting
a
views, with story about modern youth that
moves along at lively pace, occasionally
punctuated with musical bits.

Barrie,

Hall

68 mins.

Columbia

©

«

WOMAN"

"MYSTERY
Mona

with

Donald Cook

Cast:

Tom

Tyler, Lillian Gilmcre, Charles

Whitkaker,

William Gould, John Elliott,
Earl Dwire, Joe De La Cruz, George Chesebro. Lew Meehand, Dick Alexander, George
Hazel.
Director,

Harry

S.

Webb;

STORY

Gilbert

Roland,

John

Rod LaRocque

id jy.

Fox

69 mins.

Author, Carl
Henry Kruse;

Krusada;
Cameraman, J
Editor, Fred Bain.
Direction, Fair
Photography, Okay.

IN

about it, and practically everything that
happens is pretty well known in advance,
this yarn manages to be generally agreeable and ought to please all right in the
family houses.
It is smoothly acted and diwith the cast nicely fitted to the
various roles. Norman Foster does nicely in
the part of a formerly rich lad who has
lost his fortune and goes to work as a
His forsociety reporter on a newspaper.
mer sweetheart, Sheila Mannors, daughter
of a banker, is about to marry a mysterious chap, Donald Cook, who happens
to be the head of a pay-roll snatching
gang, and is not honorable in his intenNorman gets
tions toward her, either.
wise to him and obtains police aid in bringing the crook to justice, after which the
The varihero and heroine are reunited.
ous turns of plot mostly happen a little
too conveniently for credibility, but the
whole yarn is handled in such a disarming
manner that this shouldn't matter much
with the pop audiences.
Miss Mannors
doesn't have a very big role, but she looks
rected,

like

good bet.

a

Norman Foster, Sheila Manners,
Cook, Geneva Mitchell, Samuel
Hinds, Frank Darien, Pat O'Malley, Gcrdcn
DeMain, Edward Keane.
Director, Lambert Hillyer; Author, Harold
Shumate; Screenplay, same; Cameraman,
Henry Freulich; Recording Engineer, George
Cooper; Editor, Richard Cahcon.
Direction, Snappy. Photography, Good.
Cast:

Donald

Alice
LaRue,
White, George E. Stone, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Clark Williams
67 mins.
Universal

with

THIS TYPE OF PICTURE.

"LOCKVOGEL" "Decoy"), in German;
produced by Ufa; directed by Hans Steinhoff; with Viktor de Kowa, Jessie Vihrog,
Fritz Rasp, et al.
At the 86th St. Casino.
Good combination of mystery, romanc
and comedy, well handled in all departments, makes very entertaining action story
dealing with jewel thieves on the conti-

Mannors,

"SECRET OF THE CHATEAU"

Fine.

in

GOOD WESTERN WITH BETTER STORY
MATERIAL THAN USUALLY FOUND IN

FOREIGN

Sheila

Foster,

1935

8,

NEWSPAPER
FAIR DRAMA OF INTRIGUE HOLDS
81 mins. BACKGROUND THAT SHOULD
Universal
PROVE MODERATE
INTEREST
THOUGH IT
MERITORIOUS CLASS DRAMA AP- SATISFYING TO THE FAMILY TRADE.
LACKS STOrtY PUNCH AND MARQUEE
PEALING CHIEFLY TO THE MORE INAlthough there is nothing pretentious STRENGTH.

best

cast and
the average fan
faithful followers of Charles Dickens.
same sympathetic touch that marked
It

treat

will

Norman

PLEASING

OUTSTANDING PRODUCTION WITH TELLIGENT CLIENTELE. FINELY DONE.
For the type of drama that it is, this
BIG NAME STRENGTH AND EXPERT
HANDLING SHOULD APPEAL TO ALL. production represents a nice job of writThis

FEATURE FILMS

"BEHIND THE EVIDENCE"
with

Bennett.

Joan

Rains,

Tuesday, Jan.

Jack

Dodd,

Claire

JUST ANOTHER OF THOSE SPOOKY
MURDER MYSTERIES, FAMILIAR IN
CONTENT AND NEVER RISING ABOVE
A MILD POINT.
Pretty
ients

of

near
the

thrown into
quiet

all

the

couple

story

little

also

tain

document

Blochman,

Cameraman,

Screenplay,
Albert
DeMond;
Robert Planck; Recording En-

gineer, John Stransky,
Fair.

Jr.

Photography,

Good.

a

after

Halliday

too

Barrie's

ment

to

work

order

in

to

ob-

Mona

possession.

his

in

and Roland enter into

business arrange-

a

together

obtaining

in

valuable paper,

half

Nichols,

Paramore,

the

which they already
tore away on the ship coming over.
But
just as they are about to succeed in getting
the other half from Halliday's apartment,
the latter turns up, a tussle ensues, and
Roland is killed as he makes the girl's escape possible so she can rejoin her husband. Good performances are turned in by
Miss Barrie, Halliday and Roland.
Cast: Mona Barrie, Gilbert Roland, John
Halliday, Rod LaRocque, Mischa Auer, William Faversham, Billy Bevan, Howard Lang,
George Barraud and Arno Frey.
Director, Eugene Forde; Authors, Dudley
Philip

E.

E.

of

Screenplay,

Jr.;

MacDonald; Cameraman, Ernest

Pal-

mer; Recording Engineer, Alfred Bruzlin.
Direction, Good. Photography, A-l.

»DATE BOOK
Today:
Regular weekly meeting of Allied
Theater Owners of New Jersey, Hotel Lincoln, New York.
2 P. M.
Jan.
7-21:
International
Exposition
of
rh.
Film
Jan.

Jan.

Industry,

Tokio,

10:
Allied Theater
sey beefsteak dinner,
saic,

N.

7:15

J.

Japan.

Owners

P.

of

New

Ritz Restaurant,

JerFas-

M.

Public hearing to determine minimum
11:
booth costs in Greater New York, to be
conducted by the National Industrial Recovery Board in Oak Room of Rale.gh Hotel, Washington, D. C, starting at 10 A.
M.
12:
Sixteenth Annual Movie Ball of met
ropolitan
district
theater
owners,
Hotel
Astor, New York.

Jan.

Jan.

Ian.

14:

Hearing

arguments

of

the

U.

i

Washington.

directors,

Warner

Club's sixth annual dinnei
and ball, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York
16:

Feb. 20-26:
Festival,
Feb.

by

Supreme Court, Washington, in the Para
mount appeal from the lower court decision on American Tri-Ergon patents.
15:
Regular weekly
meeting of Allied
Theater Owners of New Jersey, Hotel Lincoln, New York.
2 P. M.
24-25: Annual meeting of Allied States
Ass'n
board
of
(Dates tentative).

Feb.

23.

Soviet Russia's first World Cinema

Moscow.
Annual ball of

the

Detroit

Variety

Club.
Feb. 24:

Friars'

Majestic

Frolic,

Theater,

New

York.

opportunity.

Cast: Claire Dodd, Clark Williams, WilFaversham, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Osgood Perkins, Helen Ware, Alice White,
Jack LaRue, Alphonse Ethier, George E
Stcne, DeWitt Jennings, Cecile Elliott.
Director, Richard Thorpe; Author, L. G

Direction,

crook,

revolves around

."m

Mona

audiences.

of en-

not

the

for

his country,
France, so she sets
out to clear him. Trailing John Halliday to
New York, she finds Gilbert Roland, a

of

affords

yarn

against

this one, but the affair doesn't

murders, a lot of myssometerious
exits and entrances that
times seem
to
have no excuse, some
dragged-in comedy, and a bit of incidental
Complications arise partly
love interest.
from the fact that Claire Dodd, who had
come to the chateau to steal the Bible,
falls in love with the owner, Clark WilBut the
liams, and decides to go straight.
book is stolen by someone else, with the
usual casting of suspicion on various persons, and a final solution of the mystery.
There is plenty of talent in the cast, but
a

satisfying quota

this

in

husband, Rod LaRocque, has been given a
life term on a false conviction of spy work

well-known ingredmelodrama have been

The commotion

jell.

fairly

a

is

discriminating

the

spook

the stealing of a valuable Gutenberg Bible
from a chateau. Accompanying the incident
are

There

tertainment

Feb. 25-28:

Hotel

M.P.T.O.A.
Roosevelt,

annual

New

convennon,
convention

Orleans.

Awards Banquet of the Academy
Vcademyf
§
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Hollywood-*'
Holiywodi
March 4:: Extraordinary meeting of stockholders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act on

Feb. 27:

reorganization plan 2:30 P. M.,
April 27:
ner,

May

A.M.P.A.
Hotel

Astor,

annual

New

New

get-together
York.

York.

din-

Annual Spring Meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Hollywood.
20-24:

i

%L™ MOVIE BALL

/\llll UAJ-J

HOTEL
ASTOR

MIDNIGHT SUPPER

BIG

DOINGS

SAT.
NITE

INE»
ANCE

lhe

Theatre Owners

of the Metropolitan Dis-

with
trict invite

MOVIE
STARS

the

and

to

Time of Your

have

Lives!

<^^>G^^>

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS
ma

FREDDIE RICH

you

NOW

C

™ttti

his

Columbia Broadcasting Orchestra

BAMA STATE COLLEGIANS

Telephone

*

4-3022

or

with

ERSKINE HAWKINS

CHickering

346—HOTEL LINCOLN
44th-45th STREETS— 8th AVE.

ROOM

DOORS OPEN AT

<L^^X5\J>

10:30 P.M.

INDEPENDENT THEATRE OWNERS ASSN.

BBSS
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SECRECY SURROUNDS
ST. LOUIS

PROBE

A

//

"LOTS

LITTLE from

RALPH WILK;
HOLLYWOOD well in "Only

8,
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EQUIPMENT MEN FIGK2)
ERPI SERVICING PLAN

;By

(Continued from Page

1)

eral laws in connection with the sale

and distribution of motion pictures
in the St.

Louis territory.

It is

an-

from the number of witnesses called from St. Louis and out
ticipated,

of town, that the investigation
last three or four days.

may

However,

due to the rigid rules covering such
probes, witnesses are not permitted
to

reveal the

nature of the

mony they may

testi-

give to the jurors.

Federal Judge C. B. Faris, who
has charge of the grand jury, is
very strict in enforcing the rules
of his court, so until the grand jury
makes its report in open court no
one can officially state what phase
the investigation has taken.

8 Hours," has been
has been signed assigned the lead in "Times Square
by RKO for the leading comedy Lady," which Lucien Hubbard is prorole in "Four Stars for Love," new ducing for M-G-M.
Felix Young musical to be directed
T
"Harlem Nocturne," a symphonic
by Walter Long. Fred Keating and
Lionel Stander are among those al- piece, written by Lew Alter, had its
radio premiere Jan. 6 over KHJ. It
ready signed for the cast.
was played by the Ray Paige symT
T
T
Harold Adamson and Burton Lane phonic orchestra, with Alter, the
have just completed two songs for composer, at the piano. It is a se"Reckless,"
Jean Harlow-William quel to his "Manhattan Serenade."
Powell vehicle at M-G-M. The songs Alter, who recently returned to the
are "Hear What My Heart Is Say- Coast, was formerly with M-G-M.
ing" and "Trocadero."
They also
T
T
T
Dorothy Gray has been signed for
wrote "Beyond a Shadow of a
Doubt" for "Shadow of a Doubt." the role of "Maggie O'Hara" in the
They recently completed the musical Damon Runyon story, "Princess
score for "Dark Eyes," for M-G-M. O'Hara," which will be made by

pATSY KELLY

T

T

T

Universal.

(Continued from Page 1)

executive secretary of the Society
for Protection of the M. P. Theater,
but it may be made either direct
to Congress or to the Federal Communications Commission, now engaged in investigating the Amer.
Tel. & Tel. Co., and its subsidiaries

and which may recommend legislation divorcing A. T. & T. from all
businesses except telephone communication.
J. E. Robin said that the supply
dealers' association was not opposed
to Erpi's engaging in servicing theaters but stood firm against any
encroachment by Erpi on the field
of supplying theaters with general
equipment.
Robert Robins stated
that the entrance of Erpi into the
theater servicing field boded no
good for the independent operator,
pointing out that Erpi activities in
the supplying of sound reproduction
apparatus had reduced the number
of sound machine operators to a

T
Maurice Kosloff will handle the
T
"Gunfire," the second of the seRussell Hardy and Harold L. dance numbers for "Dizzy Dames,"
Schilz, special assistants to Attor- which is being produced by Liberty. ries of Rex Bell, Ruth Mix, Buzz
ney-General Cummings in Washing- He was signed through the Howard Barton westerns, has been completed
and set for an early release. It was
ton, are directing the grand jury in- Seiter office.
produced by Resolute, with Harry
vestigation. Federal officials have deT
T
clined to discuss the matter.
Robert Taylor, who registered so Fraser directing, under the super- mere handful
vision of Alfred T. Mannon.
T
Briefs
Arthur Morton, composer, has
Omaha
Alvin
Asher, a Hollybeen signed to write four waltz
numbers for "Becky Sharp," the wood author, known as Alden Nash,
Pioneer all-Technicolor picture for former press-agent for the Orpheum
here, has left for the coast, leavRKO release.
ing: Jeanne Upham, ex-RKO vaudeT
T
r
Sidney Franklin has been assign- ville dancer, with a diamond ring
ed by Samuel Goldwyn to direct and carrying a completed script,
"Love is Laughing."
"Dark Angel."
Bess Streeter Aldrich, writer came
T
T
Bill Dooley and Harry Allen have from her village home in Elmwood,
been added to the cast of "Murder Neb., to take a train from Omaha
on a Honeymoon," the Stuart Palm- bound for Paramount studios to reIt
er mystery film now in production at write a script for that studio.
RKO, with Edna May Oliver and will be Mrs. Aldrich's first film experience.
James Gleason featured.
Possibility of a second war here
r
Rudy bailee's first for Warners between exhibitors and a newspaper
under his long-term contract will was averted when H. Doorly, pubbe a musical with an Annapolis lisher of the "World-Herald," announced to a committee of showmen
background.
that his newspaper would cease
booking legitimate road shows.
U. A. Adds 13 Mags in Campaign
Thirteen more magazines have
Salt Lake City Squibs
been added to the list of publicaSalt Lake City New price policy
tions which will participate in the
national ad campaign planned by at the Victory brings the scale down
United Artists in connection with to 15 cents for matinee and 25 cents
House shows double feathe release of "Clive of India," 20th at night.
Century production starring Ron- tures.
After a week at the Orpheum,
ald Colman and Loretta Young. According to Hal Home, director of "Broadway Bill" has been shifted
advertising and publicity for United to the Studio for an indefinite run.
"Barretts
of
Wimpole Street"
Artists, the addition of this group
of 13 publications will give the cam- holds over at the Gem.
paign an added circulation of 1,750,_

Omaha

—

—

000.

Cincinnati Brevities

—

Saturday night vaudehas been instituted at the JackA new 16 mm. projector, the son and Madison theaters.
Filmo Model 129, with a low center
Nat Levine, city salesman, and
of
gravity achieved
by a low George Gomersall, Kentucky reprfr j\
"streamlined" base, a new "fore and sentative for Universal, are baV^/
aft" placing of the reels, and ac- from Florida.
commodating 1,600-foot reels which
Joe Goetz, RKO Paramount manpermit a one-hour program without ager, is boosting business with a
a stop for rethreading, has just "Pirate Club" for kids, using a
been put out by Bell & Howell of weekly radio program to talk to

New

Chicago.

Cincinnati

Filmo Projector

ville

members.

THE
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;
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Subject Reviews

A

7 mins.

all

his previous efforts with his latest
He
Silly Symphony in Technicolor.

has taken the fable of the Tortoise
and the Hare and jazzed it up into
seven minutes of fast and rollicking
will
delight
entertainment
that
The character of
youne: and old.
the Hare is a particularly refreshing and welcome addition to the
screen's animated family, and no
doubt will soon be sharing honors
The
with the Three Little Pigs.
familiar story depicts the race in
which the Hare, far superior to the
Tortoise in speed, fools away his
time taking a nap and showing off
to a bunch of girls, while the Tortoise plods on and finally wins. It's
a grand all-around job.

"Harlem Harmony"
with Ben Carter and his Pickaninny
Choir
10 mins.

Educational

Good Novelty
Nicely produced and well-routined,

Ben
deacon conducting mu-

this excellent novelty reel offers

Carter as a

sical services with a choir of colored boys and girls about ten years
old who sing and dance in very satisfactory fashion. Two of the girls
are peppy song soloists and a male
quartette slightly older than the
Carter conothers harmonize well.
services
entertaining
ducts
the
smartly and warbles agreeably himself.

"The

First

Snow"

(Terry-Toon)
Educational

6

mins.

Good
Loaded with amusing and

—

fast-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

"Gay Old Days"
(Song Hit Story)
Educational

10

mins.

Fair

Against a Bowery setting of the
nineties and with costumes to match,
some of the song favorites of that

bygone day are sung. Slender thread
of story enables a bit of amusement to be worked in. Songs are
amusing.
Cast includes Brandt,
Fowler and Curran, Norman Cordon, Jean Lacy and Six Mountain
Melodeers. Produced by Al Christie.

Oklahoma City Items

—

to

Buster Keaton in
"Palooka from Paducah"
with Joseph Keaton, Myra E. Keaton, Louise Keaton, Dewey Robinson
and Bull Montana
Educational
20 mins.

Pat McGee, manager.

Morris Lowenstein, owner of the
Majestic, has received notice of his
appointment as a director of the
M.P.T.O.A. He will attend the unit's
convention in New Orleans starting
Feb. 25.

A young bandit last week robbed
the Victoria Theater cashier, Mary
two-reeler Austin, of about $50.

This is a hilarious
about a mountaineer family which

decides to abandon moonshining and
exploit the strength of Dewey Rob- Composer to Do Two More for G-B
inson, one of the sons, who is pitMaurice Sigler, Al Hoffman and
ted against Bull Montana in a wrest- Albert Goodheart, American song
ling match.
The family life of the writers, just back from a Gaumont
irtaineers is a very funny tra- British
England,
assignment
in
and the antics in the wrestling have a contract to return to London
i^g are on a par. Buster Keaton in 60 days to write the music for
provides a good deal of the amuse- two other Gaumont British pictures.
ment as a foil for Robinson and as While abroad they did squibs for
the referee in the wrestling bout.
Betty Balfour, British actress.

I

—

»

Milwaukee For the first time in
Madison, Wis. C. C. Perry has
over a year the Warner theater is resigned as manager of Saxe's Capholding over a picture for a second itol, to become manager of a theater
with Richard Kramer, George Shelweek, the honors going to "The in Detroit.
ton and Ethel Sykes
Little Minister."
Educational
17 mins.
Sac City, la.
Clarence Sugeser
Fair
has leased the Casino theater here
When gossip has swelled the $50
Keystone, W. Va. The Commun- from W. W. Watt.
won by Jane Ace in a sweepstake ity theater has been leased by W.
to $50,000, she is kidnapped by a H. Rogers.
Milwaukee
Livingston Lanning,
couple of gents who hold her for
manager of the Wisconsin Amuseransom.
Hubby Goodman Ace is
Boston
"Evergreen," Gaumont ment Enterprises' Wisconsin theater
frantic and summons the police.
here, was married last week in
Meanwhile Jane by her silly chatter British musical drama starring JesWaukegan to Gertrude E. Pickering,
and complete unconcern at being sie Matthews, opens at the RKO
Milwaukee dancer.
held captive finally wears down the Memorial Theater here on Thurspatience of the kidnappers who re- day, simultaneously with its openSeattle In reopening the Metroing at the Radio City Music Hall,
lease her and even give her $5 to
politan, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Duffy,
a:o home.
Jane is amusing as a New York.
the latter being Dale Winter in thedumb dora. Subject is fair diversion.
Kansas City Jim Foland, in the atrical circles, are providing for feastage appearances of film
film business in various capacities in tured
"Geneva By The Lake"
this territory for 24 years, has been stars. They plan to bring to Seattle
(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
named new salesman for Consoli- for showing at the large play house
Fox
10 mins. dated Film Distributors in Kansas such celebrities as Mary Pickford,
Good
Will Rogers, Billie Burke, Conrad
and Missouri.
This subject affords some interNagel, Joe E. Brown and others.
esting views of the beautiful Swiss
Milwaukee The Hollywood, local
city of Geneva. A bit of native sing- neighborhood
Portland, Ore. J. M. Yoes has
house operated by
ing and dancing is intertwined with Bert Nathan, is playing stage shows taken a long term lease on the
views of the streets and the prin- on Friday nights with Ray Hall in Taylor Street theater.
cipal buildings; the town's bathing charge of the attractions.
beach is shown and also some of the
Bellingham, Wash. Management
occupations of the inhabitants.
of the American, an Evergreen theOsceola, la. The new Lyric, seat- ater, has been placed in the hands
ing 600, has opened under the man- of R. J. (Bob) Moore, formerly of
Frank Luther in
agement of John Waller.
Seattle.

flowing action, this short depicts
Oklahoma City
When improvethe antics that greet the first snow, ments at the Criterion are completed
include some funny sleigh-riding, about Feb. 1, the house will be
ice skating and a rescue from the practically new.
About $60,000 is
rapids.
being spent on the work, according

Very Amusing

Day

of the

"Dumb Luck"

Knockout

Walt Disney just about tops

News

Mr. and Mrs. Ace in

"The Tortoise and the Hare"
(Silly Symphony)
United Artists

» «
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NEWS FLASH!
LOEWS THEATRES FROM COAST TO COAST
ARE THE FIRST TO SIGN UP FOR

THE MARCH OF TIME
Loew's Theatres, the Poli Theatres in New England
and the Capitol Theatre in New York will have the

WORLD PREMIERE
FEBRUARY FIRST
Distributed by
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ii
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Chase Bank Further Liquidates
GOV'T

Its

DISCLAIMS JURISDICTION

Harry Arthur Chief Witness
Federal Probe of Product
Situation to Run for
Several More Days

9,

Film Holdings

IN

How They

Started

Communications
Group Refuses Hearing
on Free Radio Shows

Federal

Bv

F.

J.

FILM DAILY
Washington

—

—

HANASEK
Staff

Correspondent

Requests from the
theatrical field, made through the
legit Code Authority, for a hearing
on the question of free radio shows
will not be granted by the Federal

Louis Uncle Sam's probe into the heated local first-run affairs
continued at the federal buildingyesterday with various witnesses
from here and afar telling the grand
jurors under the questioning of the
special assistants to Attorney General Cummings what they knew of
the alleged difficulties of the Ambassador, Missouri, Grand Central
and other local first-run houses in
obtaining motion pictures.
Harry Arthur, vice-president of
(.Continued on

FRET SHOWS

at St. Louis Investigation

By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
St.

5 CENIS

1935

Communications

Commission

be-

cause there is no law to interpret
in the case, it was stated yesterday
The
at the Commission's office.
code authority's application to bring
an end to free broadcasting, or
broadcasts for which only a nominal
charge is made, is outside the jurisdiction of any law ever effected in
the U. S., it was pointed out.

Page 4)

SET JANJ4HEARING

SUPPLY DEALERS PUSH

ON PARA. AUDITORS
ERPI SEVICING FIGHT
Hearing has been set for Jan. 14
before Special Master Joyce on petition of the Paramount trustees for
authority to retain Lybrand, Ross
Bros.

& Montgomery

Independent Theater Supply DealAss'n and the Society for the

ers

as special ac-

countants
audit of

prepare a complete
Paramount-Publix Corp.

from the

start of the

to

receivership

(Continued on Page 8)

E.
W. Hammons, the effervescent President of Educational Films, yachtsman and
Earle Hammons,
extraordinary, in the ninth of the "How They Started" series.
The genial "Hap" Hadley is the genius
believe-it-or-not, broke in as a scenic film lecturer.
behind the art work

Presenting

sportsman

Walt Disney to Use Color
In All Future Cartoons
Walt Disney goes on an all-Technicolor policy starting with the new
Mickey Mouse cartoon, "The Band

Concert," which United Artists will
release Feb. 9. Disney's Silly Symphonies have been in color for the
last two years.

Trial

^

Hits Attendance

ne Hauptmann trial is reducing ate"ndance at theaters in the opinion of
exhibitors who point out that
part of the public is staying home nights
either to listen to accounts of the trial
over the radio or to read the extended
stories of the proceedings in the newspapers.

many

Protection of the M. P. Theater, both
of which are opposed to the entrance
of Electrical Research Products into
the field of servicing theaters, have
written urging their members to

wire their Senators and Congressmen to vote sufficient funds to enable the Federal Communications
(Continued on Page 4)

Liquidation of Film Holdings
Being Continued by Chase Bank
200,000 shares of Fox
A stock at $15 a share
in the past year, and the placing of
additional shares under option at
higher prices for a limited period,
was accomplished by Chase National
in films is seen by Harry M. WarBank in the past year, according to
ner, who was interviewed here on
a report made to stockholders at the
the
from
York
his way back to New
annual meeting yesterday by W. W.
(Continued on Page 4)
Warner studios. The Warner Bros,

Trend to Light Comedy
Seen by Harry Warner
Chicago — A trend to light comedy

was accompanied by Mrs.
Warner and S. Charles Einfeld.
chief

Sale

of

Film Class

Dependable Delivery
Film

Carriers,

Inc.

is

guaranteed by

—Advt.

National

Fox Metropolitan Plan
Being Submitted Today
Fox Metropolitan Theaters reorganization plan prepared by the
bondholders' protective
committee
will be submitted to Federal Judge

Mack

this

Bogue,

morning by Morton G.

counsel

for

the

commitee,

(Continued on Page 8)

RCA
London

Sues British Firms

— RCA

Photophone

has

begun

suit against Gaumont British and British
Acoustic Films, Ltd., for alleged infringement of patents.

Wednesday, Jan.

France Expected to Pass
Anti-Block Selling
Paris

Wed., Jan.

Vol. LXVII. No. 7

JOHN W. ALICOATE

9,

5 Cents
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—A

Law

decree forbidding the
sale of films in blocks is expected to
be enacted shortly by the government in a desire to improve quality
of product.

Editor and Publisher

Harry Brandt Acquires

Two

Additional Theaters

Harry Brandt has increased
circuit by two more houses with

Coming and Goin

his

the

;

Mexican Gov't Financing
Production in Hollywood
Mexico City—A fund of $1,000,000 has been voted by the government for the production of several
films about Mexico to be made by
Manuel Reachi in Hollywood.

I.A.T.S.E.

Board Meets

JEFFREY

side.

Gaumonr

Meeting of the executive board of
I.A.T.S.E. got under way yesterday at the I. A. headquarters and
will continue throughout the week.
Those attending include George E.
Browne, president of the I.A.T.S.E.,
Wardour St., \V. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne,
Dempsey, secretary and
J.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La Fred
Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la Cour- treasurer; John P. Nick of Boston,

Jos.

H. Brennan Elected

—

Beverly, Mass. Joseph H. Brennan, veteran manager of Loew's
State theater, Boston, was unanimously elected by the board of directors of Allied Theaters of Massachusetts to be the new executive
secretary, succeeding J. J. McGuinness, who recently died.

THE

communications to
FILM
all
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone. Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
Londonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest \V. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Address

DAILY,

des-Noues,

the

Wm.

19.

BERNERD,
British,

Bob

Sisk, assistant to J. R.

McDon-

ough, president of Radio Pictures.
Present at the luncheon besides Miss
O'Donnell were Peggy Mahoney, secretary to Jack Mclnerney of Paramount; Mrs. Ken Hallam, Blanche
cisco, 5th vice-president and James Livingston of RKO, Mildred Kerr of
J. Brennan, 6th vice-president.
the Roxy Theater, Helen Hoplar and
Mrs. Rich of Lord & Thomas and
others.
Paskow Succeeds Curley
Bob Paskow succeeds Jules Curley, who resigned yesterday as ad"Bordertown" Reopens Strand
vertising manager for Warner TheWarner's "Bordertown", starring
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
aters in the Newark zone, according Paul Muni, with Bette Davis, has
Net
High
Low Close Chg. to an announcement from Mort Blu- been spotted to reopen the New York
menstock, advertising and publicity Strand on Jan. 23.
5'/2
Later attracAm. Scat
5'/2
5V*
head for the company's theaters. tions for the house, which has been
'3
Columbia Picts. vtc. 373'8 37'/4 373/g
Paskow, who is from the Stanley reconstructed inside following the
Con.
Fm. Ind
6
5% 5*/8 +
Theater in Jersey City, assumes his recent fire, include "Devil Dogs of
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 20
193^
19y8
new duties immediately.
16i/
16i/2
117
East. Kodak
the Air," "Sweet Music", "Right to
2
142
142
142
do pfd
Live" and "Sacred Flame'.
Son for George MacKenna
25
Fox Fm. "A"
23% 25
+
Loews, Inc
323/4 32
32'/2 +
Buffalo Mr. and Mrs. George H.
104S/8 104'/4 1041/4 +
MacKenna are receiving congratula- Daughter for Sam Dembow, Jr.
do pfd
Sam Dembow Jr. of National
tions on the birth of a son who will
Paramount etfs. ... 3%
314
3'/i
'/4
...
be named George Jr. Senior is the Screen Service is the father of a
Pathe Exch
3/g
1/4
manager fo the Lafayette, A. C. seven and a half pound girl born
do "A"
16
151/4
151/4
2l/8
Hayman house here, and was former- Monday. The father is at present
23/8
RKO
21/s
4l/
41/8
41/4
ly with Publix in Salt Lake City, on a trip to St. Louis.
Warner Bros
4
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—
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1

1

1

1

—

1

—
—
.

do pfd

203,4

2OV2

20i/2

.

—

as well as manager of theaters in
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

Th.

Eq.

6s40.

9

ww

1053/g

Paramount 6s47
Paramount 6s47

filed 62'/2
ctfs. 61 1/2

Loew 6s

41

Par.

5'/ 2 s50

Par.

5! 2 s50

Warner's

filed...

62y2

ctfs... 62
6s39
58%

9
9
1053/8 1053/a

60%

62

61
61
61

3/8

61

1/4

62%

1/4

62

1/2

58i/2

58%

12%

12%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
12%

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

3

N. Y. PRODUCE
Para. Publix

2%

3

+
—

+
+
+
+
+

1

EXCHANGE SECURITIES

3%

33/8

31/2

RECORDING
ON

Film or Disc

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

St.

N.Y.C.

SOL

GORDON

E.

general

has

New

for

sailed

York,

and

C.

J.

manager

from

England

arriving

early

CLEMMONS,

on
next

heads

of Jefferson Amusement Co. circuit
with headquarters in Beaumont, Tex., are in New
York
for a visit of about 10 days.
They are stay
mg at the Hotel New Yorker.

ADRIENNE AMES
Majestic from
band, BRUCE

returned

yesterday

on

th

London and has joined her hus
CABOT, at the Hotel Lombardy

DOUGLAS SHEARER, head of the M-G-r,
studio sound department and brother of Norm,
Shearer,
has arrived at the Hotel Warwick
Carr,

stopping

is

Monogram

production

chief,

als<

there.

JED HARRIS, legit producer, has left
Hollywood, where he is reported to be joinm
the Irving Thalberg forces at M-G-M for a
short

time.

JOHN WOOD,
by RKO Radio,
on

British

juvenile recently signed

arrives in New York tomorrow
Bremen en route to the coast for his

the

assignment there.

first

NILS ASTHER returned yesterday from
land

on

the

Eng-

Majestic.

BETTY GRABLE, RKO Radio player,
her home town, St. Louis.

has been

visiting

EDDIE

New

in

CANTOR

and family are due
next week from abroad.

York

GRADWELL SEARS
row

from

is
booked to sail
Angeles for Honolulu.

Los

back

tomor-

AL FRIEDLANDER
en

route

to

leaves today for Chicago
to establish First DiviHe will stop off at
Omaha, Salt Lake, Denver and
to close "March of Time" deals.

the coast

exchanges

sion

Des Moines,
San Francisco

ALEXANDER
Tiki,"
dates.

there.

MARKEY, producer of "Hei
in New York between lecture

has arrived

NED DEPINET

is

back from

Miami.

ComiColor Cartoon for Roxy

"Don Quixote",
ComiColor cartoon,

Celebrity's

new

be on the
Roxy program starting Friday, with
Gaumont British's "Unfinished Symphony" as the feature.
will

Jeritza Film for Cameo
"Viennese Love Song," first talk-

"County Chairman" to Roxy
ing pictui*e starring Maria Jeritza
Fox's "County Chairman," star- and which DuWorld is releasing, will
Defer Sunday Action in Richmond
ring Will Rogers, has been booked open at the Cameo following "Don
Richmond On the promise of exinto the Roxy.
Quixote."
hibitors to give a report on the receipts of Sunday shows, which have
been allowed as charity performances, Chief of Police Robert B. Jordan has deferred possible action
against theaters for operating on
It
the Sabbath.
Some church groups
have protested against the shows.

—

—
+
+

Olympic
week.

Trem

Helen O'Donnell Gets Sendoff
Farewell luncheon was given yesterday at Alfredo's on West 46th
Street
to
Helen O'Donnell who
leaves for the coast next week to
resume her duties as secretary to

1st vice-president;
T. Covert
of Toronto, 2nd vice-president; Harland Holmden, 3rd vice-president;
Richard Walsh, 4th vice-president;
Floyd M. Billingsley of San Fran-

1

!

acquisition of the Fortway, Brooklyn, from RKO and the Capitol, Baythe

Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
at
1650
Broadway,
New York, N. Y.,
by \Vid*s Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Alicoate,
President,
Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur VV. Eddy, Associate Editor
Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor.
Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage tree) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign,
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
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Va

100% ATTRACTIONS
Play Them and Prove

ptsms

Joseph Hanley Joins Ritchey
Joseph Hanley, formerly with Van
Beuren Corp. and Pathe in an executive capacity, has joined Ritchey
International Corp. as chief accounAppointment was made by
tant.

C A RTOONS

Norton V. Ritchey.
Broadcasting Movie Ball
Sixteenth annual Movie Ball to
be held Saturday in the Hotel Astor
by the motion picture theater owners of the metropolitan area will be
from 12 midbroadcast over
night to 12:30 A.M.

WMCA

For All Ages and All Classed j

JRITY PRODUCTIONS,
723 Seventh Ave.,

New

York, N. Y.

i

Inc.

Cable:
'Celebrity"

A SHOWMAN'S SHOW!
A SHOWMAN'S CINCH!
showmen's
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ROGERS
in

COUNTY CHAIRMAN
by

GEORGE ADE

EVELYN VENABLE
LOUISE DRESSER

•

with

KENT TAYLOR
MICKEY RODNEY

ondSTEPIN FETCHIT
Produced by Edward W. Butcher
Directed by John Blystone. Screen

play:

Sam Hellman and Gladys Lehman

#)

k

Wednesday, Jan.
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CHASE BANK CONTIIT

QUIZ HARRY ARTHUR
IN ST. LOUIS

9,

LIQUIDATION IN FILMS

PROBE

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Louis theaters has apparently been
the star witness, since he is said to
have spent the most time in the
Another interesting witness
chair.
was John S. Leahy, attorney for Allan Snyder, lessee of the Ambassador, Missouri and Grand Central
theaters, who is generally credited
with being the person who brought
about the present investigation to
ascertain whether there has been
any violation of the Clayton antitrust act in allotting films to local
Other out-of-town
first run houses.
folks called in through the instrumentality of Federal subpoenas ingeneral
Joseph Bernhard,
clude
Silver, western
division manager for Warner theaters; Andrew W. Smith, Jr., Eastern and Canadian general sales

chairman of the board.
Purchase of a block of Fox stock by
a British group was announced last
Aldrich,

Fanchon & Marco, operators of the
Ambassador, Missouri, Fox and St.

• • THE VOTE of the fans of Central New York state
pix ed of the Syracuse "Herpresented by Chester Bahn
ald"
for the outstanding performances of male and femme
stars and directors
as Mister Bahn has a very impressive
following of fans in his section of the country
their choices
are worth mulling over
•

is

•

•

FOR FIRST

male star the honors go to George
characterization in "The House of
Rothschild"
but not overlooking his work in "The Last
Gentleman"
Norma Shearer clicks as the leading femme
star with her work in "The Barretts of Wimpole Street"
Directorial honors go to Frank Capra for his artistry in fashioning "It Happened One Night"

•

Arliss..

chiefly for his

April.

Aldrich also stated that the Loew
shares held by Chase, which acquired them in the foreclosure of the
Film Securities Corp. notes, had
been liquidated without loss. Chase's
holdings of Film Securities notes
amounted to about $5,000,000.
Further progress was made during the year on plans for reorganization of Fox's theater subsidiaries
and of General Theaters Equipment,
Aldrich stated, and it is expected
that plans for these properties will
be completely worked out in the next
few months.

manager, and M. A.

manager for Warners; Sam Dembow, Jr., former vice-president of
Paramount-Publix; Neil Agnew, gen-

manager for Paramount;
Jules Levy, general sales manager
for RKO; Louis Astor, assistant sales
manager for Columbia, and W. J.
Kupper, western division manager
for Fox.
Judging by the speed with which
the investigation is proceeding it
will last for several days. The jury
is digging deep.

eral sales

•

•

•

IT
any

HAS

always seemed to us that the picking of
"firsts" in
artistic or creative field of endeavor is most unsatisfactory
for an artist or creator might excel in one
respect, while many competitors can make him look amateurish
in other phases or aspects of their particular field of endeavor
so we are glad to note that the Upstate Vote takes
into consideration a lot of other worthy players and directors
who ran the First Choices a close race

AMONG

Wallace Beery ran
• • •
THE male actoi-s
second for his work in "Viva Villa" and "Treasure Island"
William Powell came third for his roles in "The Thin Man" and
"Eveyn Prentice"
Among the femmes, Claudette Colbert
scored second choice for her characterization in "It Happened
One Night"
Greta Garbo and Grace Moore tied for third
the former for her work in "Queen Christina" and "The
Painted Veil"
and Miss Moore of course copped with the
diva role in "One Night of Love"
Among the directors
Rouben
Cecil B. De Mille ran second with "Cleopatra"
Mamoulian ran third with "We Live Again"
.

Distributes RCA Stock
Final 665,539 shares of RCA stock
held by Westinghouse will be distributed to the latter's stockholders
in the form of a dividend declared
yesterday and payable Feb. 18 to
Westingstock of record Jan. 21.
house originally owned nearly 3,The
000,000 shares of RCA stock.
distribution is a result of the deissued
by the government
cree
which involved divestment of the
company's RCA holdings by Nov. 21,

.

• • • IN HIS new book, "Passing Judgments"
George Jean Nathan sparkles as usual with comments on dramatic criticism, critics and even some remarks anent the film
but he certainly goes wide of the mark in the folhe refers to Mae West as "the only woman that
the talking pictures, since their advent, has disclosed to their
audiences." The balance he classifies as "unwomanly," evidently because they are "flat chested flappers, 40-year-old baby dolls,
beauty parlor imitations of women and Sylvia-massaged stringMae
beans."
For Mister Nathan's enlightenment
West weighs exactly 120 pounds
she is now striving to
what
weight of 118 pounds
get down to her
fools George and the other yokels is the "build-up" Mae gives
all synthetic.
herself to achieve those Alluring Curves
George, ole top
we hate to make a monkey thus out of
our leading crit of things theatrical
but as Mister Nathan
himself says in his charming tome of critical comment
"Every sound dramatic critic must be guilty of vulgarity and
we hope we
bad manners"
and as a mere film crit
folks

lowing

1935.

Embassy Books "March of Time"
Embassy Newsreel Theater has
booked the "March of Time" and will
follow the Loew houses in showing
it

.

locally.

Majestic and

Gem

Washington Heights,
aters,
also booked the subject.

Thehave

NORMAL

have qualified

AFTER HANGING

• • •
around the hearthside
or
for anxious days and nites
the radiator, as you will
anticipating that Blessed Event
Sam Dembow takes it
on the lam Saturday to St. Louis for the trial
and the
they will name it after
babe arrives Tuesday
a girl
an uncle
c'n ya imagine?
.

George

Batcheller,

Vilma

Jr.

Harry M.

Goetz

Banky

« « «

.

Supply Dealers Push
Erpi Servicing Fight
(Continued from Page 1)

to make its investigaof the Amer. Tel. & Tel. Co.
and its subsidiaries as thorough as
possible.
Members of both organizations plan to ask exhibitors to

Commission
tion

make common cause with them
against Erpi's new expansion and to
likewise
wire their Congressmen
and Senators to assure a large appropriation for the Federal Communications Commission.
Ritchey Closes Deals
V. Ritchey of Ritchey Export
Corp. has acquired all foreign distribution rights on the 24 features
being currently distributed by Superior Talking Pictures and Stage &
Screen Attractions.
Robert Mintz, president of Superior Talking Pictures, also has just
completed negotiations with Principal Film Exchange for the distribution of the 12 Superior pictures.
J.

New Laurel-Hardy at Capitol
"Live Ghosts", new Laurel-Hardy
comedy, opens Friday at the Capitol
on the bill with the M-G-M feature,
"The Night is Young", starring Ramon Novarro and Evelyn Laye.
Constance Cummings on Air
Constance Cummings, now starring in the stage play, "Accent on
Youth", at the Plymouth Theater,

WMCA

will be interviewed over
3 P.M., Jan. 15, on the

at

Playgoer

program.
Rubinoff Back to Paramount
Dave Rubinoff returns to the Paramount on Friday with his orchesIncoming feature is "Lives of
tra.
a Bengal Lancer".

.

» » »

Defer Hearing on Katz Claimf

'

objections by the Para^"
mount trustees against the $265,498
claim filed by Sam Katz in the reorproceedings was adjourned
ganization
yesterday to Feb. 4 by Special Master
Joyce.

Hearing

j

on

»«

ALONGSIDE of LEO ANY
GENERAL WOULD LOOK

NAKED
Medals
For
Everything
in

Films

and of

course, Film Daily's

424

M-G-M

4 out of
10 best and 9 honorable mention*

critics poll gives

Not only smash

hits

but top average

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Year in Year

out*

Coming!

"DAVID COPPERFIELD", "SEQUOIA" and many more!

Ski

FORWARD WITH

ZANUCK
20th

AND

CENTURY'S

^fcl^MILLION
DOLLAR

PICTDRE

D UP WITH FULL-PAGE
NATIONAL MAGAZINES
kIG

IT

60,000,000 READERS!

Released thru

ED

ARTISTS

-

DAILY

Wednesday, Jan.

SET JAN. 14 HEARING

23 HOUSES

ON PARA, AUDITORS
(Continued from Page ])
to date in connection with the final
accounting to be rendered to the

court by the trustees. The petition
states that Lybrand, Ross Bros. <fc
Montgomery have not been hitherto
employed by Paramount or its subsidiaries and so can prepare an in-

—

Research reduced admission section of the
patent infringe- code.
ment suits in the Federal District
Court of Minnesota against Cinema
Seattle
R. J. Harrington, assisSupplies, Inc., Joseph Numero and tant manager of the Fifth Avenue
Theodore Karatz of Minneapolis. Theater, Evergreen house, has been
The suit is based upon alleged in- promoted to house manager of Everfringements of patents granted H. green's Paramount in Portland, a
D. Arnold and others between 1920 post recently vacated by Bob Moore.
and 1925 and subsequently assigned
to the complainant.
The suit asks
Seattle— Eddie Cantor's "Kid Milfor a payment of profits, damages lions" has gone into a fourth week
and an injunction against further at Hamrick's Blue Mouse.
infringements. Pending the hearing
on a permanent injunction the court
Crawfordsville, Ind. H. P. Vonhas granted a temporary restraining derschmitt, circuit operator, is inorder.
stalling RCA Victor High Fidelity
sound apparatus in a new theater
Worcester, Mass.
Benjamin A. now under construction here. The
Levine, manager of the Worcester, house, a 600-seater which will be
is in the City Hospital recuperating
managed by Guy Hammitt, is schedfrom a heart attack. The theater uled to open around March 1.
has closed indefinitely.
Kansas City—M. G. Shackelford
Ellicott City, Md.
Moe Kohn has has been appointed booker for Monotaken over the Earle theater.
gram's local exchange, Midwest
Film Distributors, replacing John
Robert Fulton, Scott.
Frederick, Md.
formerly manager of the Cavalier
in Norfolk, Va., is now with the
Los Angeles Newton P. Jacobs,
Craver and Falls theater here.
RKO branch manager here, is the
Frank Cassil, first of the company's branch heads
St. Joseph, Mo.
operator of the Rialto, has signed to come through 100 per cent on his
compliance with all provisions of the quota of season's accounts.
Electrical

i

filed

|

—

'

I

dependent audit.

|

Fox Metropolitan Plan
Being Submitted Today
(

Continued from Page

1 )

along with a motion by the committee to intervene in the reorganization proceedings.
Judge Mack is
expected to fix a date for a hearing
on the plan.

Indianapolis Items

—

Indianapolis H. L. Golden has
sold the Lincoln theater to B. H.
Mansfield.
Charles Olson, proprietor of the

New York with
spend a week on busi-

Lyric, has gone to

Mrs. Olsen to

ness and pleasure.
Fred Dolle, president

Avenue Amusement
day here

spent a

Kenneth

Collins,

Co.,
last

of Fourth
Louisville,

week with
manager of the

Apollo.

circuit's

Jean Marks, theater owner, has
gone to Florida for the winter with
his wife.
R. D. Schobey, chief projectionist
at the Lyric, is spending a week in

Florida.

Boston

—Jerome

K.

Jerome,

Lieberman

recir-

organizing a company to
is
lake over the Imperial, Pawtucket,

cuit,

R. L, for films.

Leo Young, exploiteer has left the
Lieberman circuit.
Arthur K. Howard, business manage-!' for Allied Exhibitors has been
ill
at his home.
John C. Flinn, executive secretary
of the Code Authority, has returned
to New York after a confab with
the local boards.

Abe Barry, Columbia booker, is
back from a South American cruise.
Manager Joe Brennan of Loew's
State has held over "Forsaking All
Others."
To Speak on Movies and Children

A

on "Motion Pictures and
Behavior" will be given
Friday night at the City College,
23rd St. Building, by Mrs. Martalk

Children's

guerite Schwartzman, member of
the executive committee of the National Board of Review.

Smash in Paris
Paris RKO's "Gay Divorcee" had
smash opening at the Cinema Ave"Divorcee"

—

—

—

a

a
nue, where it is set for a long run.
"Little Women" recently finished a
26-week engagement at this house.

—

Pittsburgh For the third consecutive month, theater reopenings in
this territory have shown a big increase while closings have decreased,
with figures for the past month indicating 23 openings and only six
closings,
according to the Film
Board of Trade Report.
Pennsylvania openings were the
Eagle, Triangle and Metropolitan,
Pittsburgh; Gem, Tidioute; Roxy,

Natrona; Ritz,
Donora; Rialto,

Export; Liberty,
Daisytown; Central City, Central City; Broughton,
Broughton; Globe-Moose, Beaverdale; Vernon, Altoona; Albion, Al-

—

—

and Community, Austin.

bion,

West Virginia

In

the

following

resumed activity:
Alpine,
Kingwood; Opera House, Lumberport;
Seneca, Marlinton; Smith (formerly American), Philippi; Jackson and
State,
Rivesville;
Lyric,
Rhodel;
Strand, Salem, and Colonial, Wheeling.

—

San Antonio Notes

—

San Antonio Jack Beekman has
left for New York where he will appear with Ruth Etting in "The Song
Plugger," Vitaphone short.
National Pictures' Kier-Phillips
Productions are preparing to make
a Spanish version of "Tubal-Cain,
The Shepherd's Psalm."

"The Drunkard" company from

A

LITTLE from
By

Boston Brevities
cently with the F. E.

—

REOPENED

PITTSBURGH AREA

IN
Minneapolis
Products has

1935

9,

"LOTS

RALPH WILK.

HOLLYWOOD

//

West Coast has opened
Gunter Hotel Ballroom.

the

which

M

is

in the

now under way

studios.

at the M-GThe cast includes Paul

signed to do a screenplay bearing
Lukas, Louise Fazenda, Rosalind
from
T-JELEN LOWELL has had her the title, "Unknown Woman,"
Russell, Arthur Byron, Donald Cook,
Scott
by
W.
the story "Wise Guy,"
Frank Craven, Isabel Jewell and
contract with Warner Bros, reDarling, noted author.
Ted Healy.
Ted Marin is the dinewed, with her first assignment
T
T
rector.
under this new arrangement to be
Chester Hale, M-G-M dance dian important role in "Goose and the
rector, has instructed his New York
Gander," co-starring Kay Francis
studios to train 250 girls for film
Florence Fair and Olive Jones
and George Brent.
work and will make a trip to this have been added to the cast of "In
t
city soon personally to select a num- Caliente" at the Warner studios.
"Society Doctor" has been selected ber of them to make the trip to CulHale claims there is a
as the final title for the picture ver City.
formerly known as "Only 8 Hours," scarcity of good dancers in HollyIvan Lebedeff has been signed for
now in production at the M-G-M wood.
a leading role in Mae West's new
direction
of
George
under
studios
Paramount production "Now I'm A
T
T
T
Virginia Bruce of Chester
Seitz.
Walter Wanger has bought screen Lady." The other lead is played by
Morris have leading roles in the pic- rights to an article published in Paul Cavanagh.
Ten other players
the January issue of "Fortune," were added to the cast this week.
ture.
titled "The Shanghai Boom."
It They were: Adrienne D'Ambricourt,
T
T
William Farnum, Hobart Bosworth, tells the story of the birth and Lucie Villegas, Mona Rico, Wade
Fred Malatesta and Anna Demetrio growth of Shanghai. Wanger plans Boteler, Ivar McFadden, Vladimir
have been added to the cast of C. to use the story as a film starring Baikoff, Julian Rivero, Ramon Ros
and Ronald Rondell. Alexander Hall
B.
DeMille's "The Crusades" at vehicle for Charles Boyer.
is directing.
T
T
T
Paramount.
Henry Wilcoxon, LorParamount has set "Rocky Mounetta Young and Katherine DeMille
tain Mystery" as the release title
have the leads.
for the Zane Grey picture filmed a
Herbert Marshall, under contract
T
T
T
"The Vanishing Pioneer." The cast to Paramount, has signed a new
Grace Bradley, Paramount confeatures Randolph Scott, Charles deal with the company whereby he
tract actress, will play the leading
"Chic" Sale, Mrs. Leslie Carter, Ann will make three pictures during th* »
feminine role in "Stolen Harmony,"
Sheridan,
Kathleen
Burke
and current year, one in 1936, with dr
with George Raft and Ben Bernie.
others.
Charles Barton directed.
tions for more.
His first probabr;
Alfred Werker will direct.
will be "Morning, Noon, and Night,"
V
T
T
T
T
T
Alison Skipworth has been added an unproduced play by Marcella
Earle Snell and John Grey are to the cast of "The Casino Murder Burke, with Sylvia Sidney in the
the latest additions to Columbia's Case," adaptation of S. S. Van Dine's feminine lead.
Humphrey Pearson
writing staff.
Snell has been as- latest Philo Vance detective novel is writing the screenplay.
i

BUU

JOIN THE
LOEW,

in

a

Larson. President
TIME, says:

of

THE

DAVID

L.

letter to

Roy

E.

MARCH OF

"We were

glad to be able to comarrangements today for the
showing in Loew's theaters through-

MARCH

OF
out the country of THE
TIME.
are anticipating a fine

We

box office response to this new and
unique screen feature."
into

MARCH OF

Also

Loew's

on Friday, February

goes THE
world premiere

Theaters,

TIME with

its

1st.

Broadway's Embassy whose

into

Managing
Jr.,

plete

Thus

PARADE
Director Francis Carter

Wood,

says:

"Never had so

many

requests for a

picture before showing.
to

goes

me.
this

I

simply had

new

to

It's

all

book

new

it."

feature on February 22nd.

Talk to your FIRST DIVISION exchange
about THE MARCH OF TIME. Don't overlook one

of

1935's

biggest

box

office

assets.

Distributed by FIRST DIVISION
Harry H. Thomas, Pres. Rockefeller Center,

New York City

*).

THE

MARCH OF

TIME

™w

Features Reviewed
rule

Revietira

Girl-RKO
8-3-34
A Gentleman-U

Adventure
Affairs

of

AMB —

GB

Along

Anne

Film A-G
BEA-Beacon Productions
Waldemar D. Bell

.

BEL—

INT— International Stageplay
Dominions
Pictures
— British International
INC — Inter-Continent Film
BLU — Blue Ribbon Photoplay INV
— Invincible Picture*
BON—Al Bondy
CAP — Capitol Film Exchange JE — Jewel Productions
KAN—
M.
Kandel
CHE— Chesterfield
CIN — Cinexport Distributing KIN — Kinematrade
LAT — Latin Artists
Corp.
LIB — Liberty Pictures
COL— Columbia
MAJ — Majestic
DAN — Danubia Pictures
MAR — Marcy
DU— DuWorld
MAS — Mascot Pictures
EUR— Eureka Prods.
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
F — Fox
MEN — Mentone Productions
FAI — Falrhaven.
MGM — Metro-Gold wyn- May*
FD —
National
FN —
MOD — Modern Films
MOP — Monogram Picture*
GAR — Leon Garganoff
OLY — Olympic Pictures
GB — Gaumont-British
PA — Palestine-American Film Co
GFF — General Foreign Film-

BD — British &

Green Gables-

of

RKO

You

BIP

11-16-34

Mason?-KAN

a

10-30-34
Civilized RAS .6-14-34
Crocus-AU ...10-25-34

We

Are

AU
BAV — Bavaria

.9-1-34
.6-16-34
Came Sally
the Missing-COL. 9-25-34

Among

.

Autumn

J.

12-15-34
Babbitt-FN
Babes in Toyland-MGM 11-12-34
.

Baby. Take a Bow-F. ... 6-30-34
12-29-34
Bachelor of Arts-F
7-29-34
Bachelor Bait-RKO
Band Plays On-MGM .. 12-22-3'
Barret's of

Pictuie:>

Wimpole St.-MGM
9-8-34
11-21-34

The-GAR

Battle,

First D'visior,
First

Beast of Borneo-DU ... 12-28-34
Beggar's Holiday-TOW. .8-17-34
Behind the Evidence-COL. 1-8-35
Belle

the

of

Nineties

PAR. .8-6-34
1-2-35
Best Man Wins-COL
Beyond the Law-COL. .7-31-34
.

Herbert

Big-Hearted

WA.. 11-13-34
Biography

of

Bachelor Girl

a

MGM.

.12-18-34
6-28 34
9-1-34
Date-COL
....7-26-34
Blossom Time-BlP
6-1-34
Born to be Bad-UA
Bride of the Lake-ANG .9-11-34
12-8-34
Bright Eyes-F
8-2-34
British Agent-FN

Moon-COL

Black
Blind

Broadway Bill-COL
Call

7-10-34

Luok-F

It

Hates the Sea-COL

Captain

11-30-34
9-28-34

Caravan-F

the Howling Dog

Case of

WA.. 10-17-34

Cat's Paw-F
Chained-MGM

Chan

Charlie

7-30-34
9-1-34

London-F

in

9-13-34

Chan's Chance
P.. 8-25-312-4-34
Cheating Cheaters-U
9-22-34
Chu Chin Chow-GB
Charlie

10-30-34
9-24-34

Sein-UFA
El
El

Escandalo-X X

Tango En Broadway

PAR.
Elmer and Elsie-PAR

.1-3-35
8-4-34
9-19-3'

Embarrassing Moments

V.. 9-4-34
Es

War Einmal Ein Walzer
XX.. 10-15-34

Evelyn Prentice-MGM

.11-10-34
11-13-34
7-17-3'
Fifteen Wives-INV
7-17-34
Hero-STE
Fighting
Fighting Rookie-MAY .. .7-12-34
Fighting Through-WK 8-29-34
Fighting Trooper-AMB. 11-21-34
...11-15-34
Firebird. The-WA
11-8-34
First World War-F
Flickorna Fran Gamla
Stan-XX. .12-28-34
11-2-34
Flirtation Walk-FN
Flirting With Danger
.11-13-34
MOP.
10-15-34
Fluechtlinge-UFA

Evensong-GB

.

Friends of Mr.

Sweeney-

6-34

WA.. 7-27-34
Freedom of the Seas-BIP. 10-3-34
For Love or Money-BD .7-26-34

Park-CHE

College

7

.11-1-34

Rhythm-PAR
en

Corazones
of

MGM.

Derrota-XX
10-11-34

Count

Others

Forsaking All

Monte

UA..8-29-3«

Chairman-F
Cowboy Holiday-BEA

County

Crainquebille-DU
of Helen Stanley-

Crime

Fountain-RKO

1-3-35
12-26-34
12-8-34

COL

7-3 34

Crime on the Hill-BIP. 10-13-34
Crimson Romance-M AS. .9-26-34
Crime Without Passion
.

UFA.

.11-5-34
11-15-34
Frontier Days-SPE
Fuerst Woronzeff-UFA. 11-19-34
12-8-34
Fugitive Lady-COL
..11-13-34
Fugitive Road-INV.

Gambling-F
Gay Bride. Gay-MGM
Gay Divorcee-RKO
Gentlemen Are Born

PAR.. 8-18-34
7-6-34
7-18-34
10-2-34

Cross Streets-CHE
Cuesta Abajo-PAR
Curtain Falls-CHE
Czar Wants to Sleep

AM.

Dames-WA
Dancing Man-PYR
Das

Blaue

David

Coppcrfield-MGM.

Dealers in

Death-TOP.

Death on

the

.

1

8-4-34
9-11-34

Danger-COL

in

My

O'

Dreams

MOP.. 11-6-34

9-13-34

Canary-F

6-23-34

Monlca-WA

6-22-34
...12-26-34
Don
Dos Mas Uno Dos-F. .. 10-30-34
Down to Their Last Yacht-RKO
9-22-34

7-20-34

Halsingar-XX
Wamly Andy-F

9-26-34
6-1-34

Happy

Landlngs-MOR.. 7-31-34
Happiness Ahead-FN ...9-27-34
Hat,

Coat and

in

Aranjuez-XX
Dr.

MOP.. 8-29-34
Girl
Girl

Have

a

Glove-

RKO. 7-27-34

Heart-MGM

.10-19-34

Here Comes the Groom-PAR

Quixote-BEL

Dragon Murder Case

FN.

Du

Oder Keine-XX
Dude Raneer-F

.8-23-S

... 10-30-34

9-29-34
12-27-34

Ein Frau Die Du-XX
Ein Mann Will in Die Heimat

XX.
Ein

Mann

land-XX

Will

6-16-34

WA

6-28-34
Here Is My Heart-PAR 12-22-34
Heroes of the Arctic-AM .9-29-34
Hell Cat-COL
7-7-34
8-18-34
Hide-Out-MGM
His Greatest Gamble
RKO. 7-18-34

11-13-34

Am

I

Can't

Am

Wolfgangsee

XX.
Hollywood

WA

1-2-35
7-5-34
7-17-3'
I
I
Hate Women-GOP. .. .7-11-34
I
Sell Anythine-FN. .. .12-26-34
I'll
Fix It-COL
11-10-34
Im Heidekrug-XX
1-3-35
Imitation of Life-U
11-23-34
In Old Santa Fe-MAS .. 1 1-15-34
Inside Information-STA. 9-25-34
In the Land of the Soviets.6-28-34
It's a
Gift-PAR
11-17-34

Thief-

a

Escape-BEA
Give My Love-U

AM.

Jane

Eyre-MOP

.11-19-34

Hoodlum-REG
6-21-34

7-17-34
11-23-34
8-18-34

Jealousy-COL
Judge Priest-F
Kaiserwalzer-XX
Kansas City Princess

1-3-35

WA

11-3-34

Kentucky Kernels-RKO. 11-22-34
Key.

The-WA

Kid Millions-UA
Kidnaping Gorillas-KIN
King Kelly of the U.

5-31-34
10-17-34
12-1-34

.

.

A.

S.

MOP.

.9-11-34
Up-PAR. 6-30-34

Kiss and Make
Kocha, Lubi, Szanuje

.

Rocky

9-8-34
11-13-34
.6-23-34

Rhodes-U

—

Roman Einer Nacht-XX
Romance in Manhattan

—

Romance in the Rain-U. .9-8-34
Romance Tropical-L AT. 10-16-34
9-15-34
Scarlet Empress-PAR

.

REG Regal
RKO— RKO-Radio Picture!
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
SOV— Sov.-Am.

SPE Spectrum
STA — Stage ft Screen
STE — William Steiner

RKO.. 11-21-34

Prods.

9-18-34
Letter-MAJ
School for Girls-LIB... 10-16-34
Scotland Yard Mystery

Scarlet

SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP —John S. Tapernmix

THO — Fred Thomson
Films
row — Tower Prods

BIP.. 10-5-34

TOP —Topical

Secret

J

WK— Willis

XX — No

She Learned About SailorsF.. 7-28-34
She Loves Me Not-PAR. 7-19-34
8-22-34
She Was a Lady-F

Kent

distributor

Chateau

the

of

U.. 1-8-35
Servants' En trance-F ... .9-26-34
Sequoia-MGM
12-22-34
She Had to Choose-MAJ .9-18-34

TRO—J. D. Trop
— Universal
U A— United ArtUt.
UFA— Ufa
WA — Warner Bro»
{

FN.. 7-10-34
World-RKO

Richest Girl in the

set

XX..

11-3-34

Ladies Should Listen-

PAR.. 7-28-34
Lady

is

Willing,

The

COL.. 8-11-34
Lawless Frontier-MOP.
1-3-35
10-27-34
Let's Talk it Over-U
6-16-34
Let's Try Again
RKO. 6-22-34
Life
Returns-U
1-2-35
Limehouse Blues-PAR. .. 12-8-34
Little Friend-GB
10-16-34
.

Lemon Drop Kid-PAR.

Little
Little

Men-MAS

12-13-34
12-22-34
Lockvogel-UFA
1-8-35
Los Tres Berretines-XX. 1-8-35
Lost in the Stratosphere
MOP.. 10-23-34
Lost Lady. A-FN
10-5-34
Love Time-F
11-3-34
Loyalties-AU ...
10-26-34
..

.

Madame Bovary-TAP. 11-20-34
Madame Du Barry- WA ... 8-8-34
Man from Hell-WK
8-29-34
Man from Utah-MOP. .5-23-34
Man of Aran-GB
10-20-34
Man of Courage-EUR (Reviewed
.

.

as

Black

of the Night-COL. 11-28-34
Menace-PAR
11-22-34

Merry Frinks-FN
Merry Widow-MGM
Midnight Alibi-FN
Mighty Barnum-UA

6-27-34
10-13-34
7-5-34
11-23-34
Million Dollar Baby-MOP. 1-2-35
Million Dollar Ransom-U .9-19-34
Mindent a Noert-DAN 10-18-34
.

Mit

Und

Durch Dick

Dir

Duenn-XX

11-27-34
8-7-34
8-22-34

Moonstone, The-MOP
Morning After-M A J

Most Precious Thing

Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage

Patch-PAR
Murder

10-27-34

Clouds

the

in

FN.
Murder

.12-26-34

Museum-

the

in

PRO.
Murder

in

the

.6-27-34

Private

Car

MGM

7-10-34

Music in the Air-F. ... 12-14-34
Mutter Und Kind-XX ... 12-1-34
My Wife the Miss-XX .9-13-34
1-8-35
Mystery Woman-F
Nada Mas Que Ana Mujer
P.. 11-27-34
.

Name

the

Woman-COL. 10-16-34

MOP.

.12-8-34
Nell Gwyn-UA
7-12 34
12-8-34
Night Alarm-MAJ
10-25-34
Norah O'Neale-DU
Not Against Flesh-GFF. 8-1 4-34

Notorious

Shirts)

4-12-34

Man Who Changed His Name
DU.. 10-16-34
Man Who Reclaimed His
Head-U

Sophie

1-8-35

Faces

FN. .7-12-34
Man's Game, A. -COL. .. 7-24-34

Lang-PAR.

and Forever-PAR .10-13-34

Of Human Bondage-

RKO. 6-27-34

Raider-MAY

Oil

Old-Fashioned

Way-PAR

11-1-34
7-14-34

.

One Exciting Adventure
U.. 11-27-34
One in a Million-INV ... 12-1-34
8-10-34
One More River-U
One Night of Love-COL. .7-6-34
Once to Every Bachelor
LIB.. 8-23-34

On

Secret

Only

8

Service-BIP. .7-31-34

Hours-MGM

1-3-35

8-8-34
Our Daily Bread-UA
11-3-34
Outcast Lady-MGM
11-3-34
Outlaws' Highway-TRO.
7-26-34
Ore
Y Plata-INC
11-24-34
Painted Veil-MGM
Paris
Interlude-MGM
Party's Over-COL
Peck's Bad Boy-F
Personality KJd-WA

.7-28-34
8-30-34
8-31-34
8-1-34
Petersburg Nights-AM .. .9-13-34
10-5-34
Power-GB
President Vanishes-PAR 11-17-34
Private Life of Don JuanUA.. 11-15-34
6-15-34
Private Scandal-PAR
Pursued-F
10-23-34
Pursuit of Happiness-PAR
10-26-34
.

.

12-1-34

6-16-34
11-22-34
Ra-Mu-FAI
8-6-34
Randy Rides Alone-MOP. 6-14-34
Ready for Love-PAR. .. 11-30-34
9-18-34
Redhead-MOP
Registered Nurse-FN
...6-1-34

XX.

.12-18-34

koenigin-XX
1-8-35
Der Liebe-XX .9-18-34

Melodie

.

Racketeer

Rakoczi

Round-up-THO
Indulo-D AN.

8-14-34
11-12-34
11-27-34

Streak-RKO

Silver

Sing Sing Nights-MOP.
Six-Day Bike Rider

FN.

.11-2-34
7-20-34

Smoking Guns-U
Register-COL

Social
Spiel

Dem

Mit

8-18-34

Feuer

XX.. 11-27-34
CloseUps-AM

Soviet

8-1-34

Springtime for Henry
F.. 8-22-34
11-1-34
Louis Kid-WA
St.
St. Louis Woman-SHO. .1-3-35

Quest-MGM
Packer-MOP
Sweets-CHE
Strictly Dynamite-RKO
Stamboul
Star
Stolen

Straight

.

..

.

.

7-7-34
7-3-34
8-7-34
7-5-34

Way

the

is

M-G-M.. 8-29-34

Tour-MGM

Student

10-13-34

Failure-MOP. 10-2-34
9-4-34
Take the Stand-LIB
6-2 1 -34
Tell-Tale Heart-D U
0-27-34
That's Gratitude-COL
Their Big Moment-U. .. .8-6-34
There's Always Tomorrow
Successful

.

.

U.

1

.11-10-34

Three Songs About Lenin

AM.

.11-3-34

Hollywood
F.. 11-6-34
Thunder Over Texas

365

Nights in

Ticket to a

BEA.

.10-17-34

Crime-BEA

12-20-34
9-15-34

Beyond-MOP

Trail

Merry-Go-Round

Transatlantic

UA.
Treasure

Islland-MGM.

Tu Hijo-XX

Quien Mato a Eva?-XX 12-27-34

Mass Struggle-KIN
9-18-34
Mein Frau, Die Schuetzen-

7-24-34

Works-PAR... 7-7-34

the

Streets-FN

Side

7-21-34

Now

Marie Galante-F
11-20-34
Marines Are Coming-MAS

Marion Das Gehoert Sich Nicht

Shoot

.

Life
.11-13-34

in

COL.

.

Man, What Now?
U.. 6-1-34
Minister-RKO.

Men

.

—

Little

R, vieivd

Title

Neath Arizona Skies

La Bataille-TAP
7-10-34
La Buenaventura-WA. .. .9-18-34
Lady by Choice-COL. .. 10-6-34

.

Hochzeit

9-15-34

Side-U

I

Man With Two

Here Comes the Navy-

.11-12-34

Nach Deutsch-

Human

From Missouri-MGM

Grand

Die Freundin Eincs Grossen
Die

9-25-34

7-26-34
Great Defender-BIP
Great Expectations-U ..12-26-34
6-23-34
Great Flirtation-PAR
11-3-34
Green Eyes-CHE
11-3-34
Gridiron Flash-RKO
6-23-34
Half-A-Sinner-U

9-22-34
12-4-34
Defense Rests, The-COL. 8-1 5-34
Demon for Trouble-STE 8-10-34
10-15-34
Deserter-AM
9-15-34
Desirable-WA

Tage

FN.. 11-22-34

.1-8-35
1-30-34

..

Mannes-XX

12-4-34
12-15-34
10-3-34

9-13-34

Diamond-MGM

Dangerous Corner-RKO

..

Gift
of
Gab-U
Girl of the LImberlost

Girl

.12-8-34
8-16-34
7-14-3"

Vom Himmel-XX

Schoenen

.12-19-34
8-23-34

Freut Euch Des Lebens

Cristo

Revived
House of Danger-HOL. 11-10-34
House of Greed-AM
8-15-34
Housewife-WA
8-11-34
7 tile

.

7-25-34
Cleopatra-PAR
Cockeyed Cavaliers-RKO .. 7-3-34

City

Return of Chandu-PRI. 10-S^
Return of the Terror

Shock-MOP
Reviewed
Ein Toller Einfall-UFA.S-22-34
Einmal Eine Grosse Dame
Fitlc

1-9-34

1

.10-31-3*
Melody-OLY
By Your Leave-RKO .. 12-11-34

Broken

PAR— Paramount
KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS PIN—
Pinnacle
—
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp
OFN General Films
GOP — Goldsmith Productions
PRO — Progressive Picture*
PRX— Protex Dist. Corp
HOL— Hollywood Film Ex.
PYR— Pyramid
IMP — Imptnal Dist
RAS — Raspin Productions

Corp
Ambassador Pictures
Capt Harold Autec

6-23-34

the

Innocence-RKO.

of

M — Amkinc

A

ANG — AmerAnglo

Law-COL. 11-21-34

Against

Age

Are

Daily, June 14 to Jan. 8

Film

in

Two Heads on

a Pillow

LIB
Unconquered

.11-1-34
.8-8-34
12-18-34

.

10-3-34

Bandit

STE.. 1-8-35
Unsere Fahne Flattert Uns
Voran-UFA
7-10-34
Wagon Wheels-PAR
10-5-34
Waltz Time in Vienna

UFA.. 11-20-34
Wake Up and Dream-U 10-1 1-34
.

Wednesday's

We

Child

RKO.. 11-13-34
Live Again-UA

Wenn Herzen

9-24-34

Sich Finden
XX. .11-13-34

We're Rich Again-RKO. .8-11-34
of the Pecos-RKO 12-29-34
What Every Woman Knows

West

MGM.. 10-5-34

When

a

When

Strangers

Man

Red
U.. 11-24-34
Meet-LIB

Sees

10-9-34

6-15-34
White Heat-PIN
12-27-34
Whit Lies-COL
10-22-34
White Parade-F
Whom the Gods Destroy

Wicked Woman,
Wild Gold-F

Woman

the

in

COL.
A

MGM.

.7-12-3*

.12-8-/*N

7-24W
Dark-RKO ^*
12-4-34

Woman Who Dared-IMP. 9-26-34
World Moves On-F

You Belong
Young and

to

MePAR.

6-30-34
.9-13-34

Beautiful

MAS.. 8-30-34
Youth

of

Rusaia-SOV..ll-12-34

THE
Wednesday, Jan.

»

REVIEWS

»

May Robson
Mary

with

Ann Harding, Robert Montgomery

Carlisle,

Alan

«

«

«

"MILLS OF THE GODS"

in

"GRAND OLD GIRL"

GIRL"

11

NEW FEATURES

the

of

10GRAPHY OF A BACHELOR
with

-awn

DAILY

1935

9,

May Robson,

with

Fay Wray,

Victor

Columbia

Hale,

Jory

67

mins.

Fred MacMurray
BUSINESS DRAMA GIVING MAY ROB82 mins.
72 mins. SON A FAMILIAR ROLE AND RESULTING
OF PLAY RKO Radio
NEAT LITTLE HUMAN INTEREST IN MILD ENTERTAINMENT.
PLEASE
AUDIENCES.
WILL
CLASS
May Robson plays another of her big
HARDING-MONTGOMERY FINE TEAM. STORY FOR FAMILY TRADE WITH MAY
The adaptation of S. N. Behrman's play, ROBSON IN IDEAL ROLE AS A SCHOOL business parts in this production, but

M-G-M

ADAPTATION

SPLENDID

"Biography," is essentially a conversation
but such brilliant and witty conversation that one forgets there is very little
actual "motion picture" being presented.
Ann Harding and Robert Montgomery do
splendidly as a team, and both have caught
the feel of the playwright's thought and
It
translated it perfectly to the screen.

PRINCIPAL.
There

piece,

is

essentially

problematical

a

class

just

how

picture,
far

and

it

mob

the

is

will

go for it, for much of the dialogue is subtle,
and that goes also for the general
Ann Harding aptrend of the theme.
pears as a glamorous lady noted for her
paintings of Continental celebrities and her
amorous reputation, the latter very much
Montgomery as a magazine
exaggerated.
editor seeking her biography to publish,
falls in love with her in spite of his anattitude

tagonistic

smart

clever,

—and

ment

Cast:

and

to

her.

It

"grown-up"

very feminine

in

its

is

all

very

entertainappeal.

Ann

Harding, Robert Montgomery,
Edward Arnold,
Everett Horton,

Edward
Una Merkel, Charles Richman, Greta Meyer,
Willard Robertson, Donald Meek.
Director,
Edward H. Griffith; Author,
N. Behrman; Screenplay, Anita Locs;
S.
Editor, William S. Gray; Cameraman, James
Wong Howe.
Direction,

Excellent.

Photography,

The

best.

HOLLYWOOD

ig

neither the story nor the character of her
special

Is

production

this

that

in

value

in

natural

for

exploitation
a

is

it

endorsement and support from schools and
groups.

civic

Story

itself

generally

a

is

comedy

pleasing

drama, with plenty of
heart interest touches, about a faithful old
school principal, played in fine style by
May Robson, who takes the personal interests of her pupils to heart and fights
to protect them from undesirable tempta-

Though frustrated

tions.

efforts,

when

resulting

in

the

at

first

loss

of

in

her

her

job

brawl breaks out in a social parlor,
opened by her in opposition to a shady
rendezvous, she finally rides to victory in
a

good old tear-jerking climax as the President of the U. S., her former pupil, revisits
his old schoolroom
just as she is

a

bidding
able

it

lone farewell.

a

interest

love

is

A

bit of

provided

agree-

by

Mary

daughter of the
and Fred MacMurray, a
truck driver.
Alan Hale registers as the
proprietor of the shady joint.
Cast: May Robson, Mary Carlisle, Alan
Hale, Fred MacMurray, Etienne Girardot,
William Burress, Hale Hamilton, Edward
Van Sloan, Fred Kohler, Jr., Onest Conley,
Ben Alexander, George Offerman Jr., Gavin
Gordon.
Director, John Robertson; Author, Wanda
Tuchock; Screenplay, Milton Krims, John
Horman; Cameraman,
Twist,
Arthur T.
Lucien Androit; Recording Engineer, D.
A Cutler; Editor, George Crone.
Photography, A-l
Direction, First-rate
Carlisle,

town

PLAZA

the

as

spoiled

millionaire,

$3.00

up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.

Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern convenience. Fine foods at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.

Eugene Stern,

Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD

but they turn her down.
Labor trouble breaks out in the plant, and a
leader of the workmen, Victor Jory, has
an affair with Fay Wray, May's granddaughter,, and a young brother is killed by cops

with

Leila

Hyams, Phillips
LaRue

Holmes,

Jack

78 mins.

This Damon Runyon comedy story idea,
with a typical Runyon angle, comes out on
the screen as a moderately entertaining
The plot revolves around a harrassed
affair.
head of a family, fittingly played by Robert McWade, who is so fed up with the
irritating behavior of his family, including

two grown up children, that
he offers to pay a wad of dough to have
Jack LaRue, a ganghimself snuffed out.
ster, comes along to take up the offer,
but he happens to take a fancy to McWade's daughter, Leila Hyams. He has him
hidden away and tells his family he has
been kidnaped. McWade regains his health,
relieves LaRue of the murder assignment
and persuades him to give up Leila.

his

wife and

Cast: Leila Hyams, Phillips Holmes, Jack
LaRue, Robert McWade, Hedda Hopper,
Vince Barnett, Eddie Nugent, Carl Miller,
Irving Baker, Christian Rub, Garry Owen,
Ridgeway, Mary Fey and Arthur
Fritzi

Fred Newmeyer; Author, Damon Runyon; Screenplay, Albert DeMond.
Cameraman, Harry Neuman; Recording Engineer, R. E. Tyler; Editor, Mildred Johnston.

Direction,

Fair.

Photography, Good.

RCA VICTOR
PHOTOPHONE
High

In the finale. May
the iabor mixup.
the needed money and Fay decides
to stick with her.
Cast: May Robson, Fay Wray, Victor
in

Sound

fidelity

* * *
The sound installation at the
Roxy-Mastbaum, Philadellargest

phia's

(now

theatre

gets

Raymond

Jory,

Josephine

sion of Roxy)

Albert

Edward Van Sloan, Frank Reicher, Frederick
Edward Keane.
Neill; Authors, MelDirector, Roy
Kirkland; Screenplay,
ville Baker, John S.
Garrett F ort; Cameraman, Allen Siegler;
Recording Engineer, Edward L.
Bernds;

one of the

* * *

W

Jack Rawlins.

Handicapped

Direction,

is

biggest in the world.

Hinds, Willard Robertson,

S.

Vogeding,

Editor,

under the personal supervi-

Blakely,

Mayo Methot,

Whitell,

Conti, Samuel

James

Walburn,

Photography,

Roxy's choice shows that

Jack

with
Mayfair

and sound reenforc-

Picture

exacting requirements.

La

Rue,

Lillian

Miles

* * *

60 mins.

SPEEDY AND UPROARIOUS GANGSTER
AND REPORTER STORY THAT WILL
PLEASE FANS AT LARGE.

Hundreds of other
small installations

and winding up with

LaRue

as

leagues

with

a

girl

who

bets

than

fascinates

him.

large

all

and

over the

RCA

country are proof that

Victor Photophone High Fi-

first

chase,

swell action finish.

further

get

he'll

a

the

automobile

reporter

police

a

genuine

everything

with

starting

breath-taking

a

Has

one.

this

names,

the

frame,

in

and

tension

nerve

of

Plenty

amusement
but

RCA

Victor High Fidelity Motion

ing equipment meet the most

Good.

his

first

col-

means

delity

box

sound

unfailing

and increased

satisfaction
office.

base

As the

story unravels, the girl turns out to be the

moll

the

Costello

of

LaRue thinks

big

racketeer

she's too nice for

that.

and

She

gets arrested for a mix-up with a motor cop
in

a fast bit of auto driving

wittingly

LaRue

is

shoved

and quite uninto

marrying

RC0 VICTOR

her to satisfy the judge's passion for publicity during election.
Turns out that the
moll has been sacrificing her honor to get

Camden, CN.

the goods on Costello for killing her father.
Gang is captured in a battle aboard a
dingey tramp steamer.

RCA Victor,

Jack LaRue, Lillian Miles, Jack
Morton, Harry Holman, Eddie Featherstone.

units:

Hoyt.
Director,

PICKS

trust funds,

"CALLING ALL CARS"

FAIR KIDNAPPING YARN WITH COMEDY TOUCHES AND SOME ROMANCE
SUITABLE FOR THE POP HOUSES.

Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up, Single

than
with

"NO RANSOM"
Liberty

MOST CONVENIENT

have enough in them to provide more
so-so entertainment.
This coupled
a deficiency in the romantic end give
the picture something of a handicap as
far as general appeal is concerned, although
the May Robson fans will get a measure
of enjoyment out of it.
As the head of a
large industrial plant, May gives over the
reins to a group of directors when she
sees that the various members of her family
have no interest in the business bur
prefer the life of the idle rich.
The depression comes along and money is needed
to keep the factory going, so May appeals
to the family to lend her some of their
role

Cast:

Director,

Homer

K.

Brown,

Jr.;

Direction,

Spencer G. Bennet; Author,
Gordon; Cameraman, James
Editor,

Fast

Fred

Bain.

Photography,

Good

J.

one unit of Radio Cor-

poration of America... The World's

Largest Radio Organization. Other

Inc.

.

Inc.

.

National
.

.

Broadcasting Co.,

R. C. A. Communications,

.

.

RCA

Radiotron

.

.

.

Radio-

marine Corporation of America

Get ready for M-G-M's

SEQUOIA
{pronounced Sec -quo -yah)

— and

pronounced the

most remarkable film
since "Trader Horn"

©

^J&WMft

Intimate

in

The Daily N ewspc iper

Character

international

in

Scope

^dependent

in

Thought

Of Motion

Pict ures
Sixteen Years Old

Now

NEH
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Supply Dealers Ask Showdown from Manufacturers

LOlfjEARING ENDS3NDICTMENTSJXPECTED

ST.

Seek to Separate
.

from every side

.

Broadway

reorganization
A ND now comes the no doubt well plan might delay court acceptance
** meaning Representative Francis D. of the Paramount-Publix reorganiCulkin, of Oswego, New York, with a house zation plan with which it is conbill
seeking to make motion pictures a solidated, application will be made
public utility and banning all films that today to Federal Judge Coxe for an
stress sex appeal and passionate love.
All order to show cause why the Parafilms that make virtue odious and vice at- mount-Publix plan
should not be
tractive are to be assigned to the ash can.
All of which reminds us of our debating
society during our freshman year.
Mr.

Culkin

belongs
back in the
admire his courage

period.

We

than

judgment.

his

taffy-pull

much more

From Washington we learn that the U.

a drive on the motion picture
under anti-trust laws, that some
100 subpoenas for as many industry executives have been issued, and that, before it
is all over, everything from
block booking
to the color of the stripes on the pants of
male ushers will again be aired in open
court.
The scene is St. Louis and before
the case is settled, if precedent means
anything, the complexion of the industry
will again be as changed as the mind of an
hit.

The gov-

ernment might do better

in preserving and
not tearing down the time-proven economic
foundations of an industry that means so
much to the happiness and welfare of its

millions of

For

peoples.

without

delay, the govshould look into the broadcast
free ticket racket.
The other evening we
did our monthly good deed by paying three

instance,

ernment

for thirty dollars worth of entertainment at the Xmas Fund benefit of Mr.
Hearst at the Center Theater. We arrived
at the theater, jammed with milling throngs,
about eight, and were told they would not
'( *) up on t le benefit before ten. This
t!y recount of the General Motors broadcast just starting to which people were
fighting to get in.
Three thousand seats
and more, mind you. To kill an hour we

dollars

'

lightly

Radio

tripped across the street to the big
Musical Hall, owned by the

City

(Continued on Page 2)

18,

it

day by Deputy
Farnsworth.

was announced yesterAdministrator

Wm.

P.

LOEW QUARTER PROFIT

Net

profit of $2,001,308, equal to
on the common stock, is reported by Loew's, Inc., for the first
quarter of the current fiscal year,
This
the 12 weeks ended Nov. 22.
compares with $1,594,608 or 95 cents
a share in the corresponding period
of the year before.

$1.23

Report on St. Louis Film
Probe Being Made in
Court Today
By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
St. Louis
The federal grand jury

—

THE FILM DAILY
Washington Addressing National
Industrial Recovery Board's public

investigation into the operations of
the film industry terminated suddenly yesterday and the report will
be returned in open court some
time today.
It is understood that
the government has asked an indictment charging conspiracy to violate
the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.
Ending of the probe indicates that
the federal men believe they have
sufficient evidence to warrant the
voting of an indictment.
It is expected to name several individuals

hearing

and

ROSENBLATT DEFENDS

Washington Bureau of

—

yesterday on price provicodes of fair competition,
Sol A. Rosenblatt, division administrator and director of compliance
and enforcement, traced the experience of the Compliance Division
in seeking enforcement under codes
with various forms of price control.
sions

planning

Jan.

PRICE PROVISIONS

S.

industry

actor after his first screen

day,

(Continued on Page 8)

RISES 30 PER GENT
is

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Hearing scheduled to be
held tomorrow at the Raleigh Hotel on
the new booth scales worked out for
New York City by the code fact-finding
commission has been postponed to Fri-

Because objections to the Para-

mount

Para.-Publix Plans

Postpone Booth Hearing
Wash. Bureau of

Reorganization

JACK ALICOATE

By

Broadway and

Fear Objections to B'way
Setup May Delay Major

Socko!
.

Para.

in

He

said, in general, ineffective and
inoperative price control provisions
(Continued on Page 12)

some

Nebraska M.P.T.O. Calls
On Free Radio Shows 2-Day Meeting in Omaha
Determined in the fight to ban
Omaha — A two-day meeting of
free radio shows, Dr. Henry MoskoNebraska M.P.T.O. has been
Federal Communications Commis- called by President Charles Williams for Jan. 15-16 at the Loyal
sion has not the authority to conHotel here.
(Continued on Page 8)

witz stated yesterday that "if the the

Sound Manufacturers Asked
For Policy on Sale of Parts

companies.

The

FOX MET. HEARING

PUT OFF TO JAN. 17
Following request by

Wiseman,

Will Continue Fight

film

(Continued on Page 12)

receiver

for

Milton C.
The-

Fox

aters Corp., which owns all the stock
of Fox Metropolitan Theaters, for
more time to prepare objections to
the motion by the Fox Met. Bond(Continued on Page 12)

Iowa-Neb. Allied Holding
Get-Together Feb. 14-15

—

Des Moines In conjunction with
the Iowa-Nebrsaka Allied Theaters
convention here, Feb. 14-15, an all-

Iowa movie frolic is being arranged
by Lester F. Martin, business manager.
There will be screenings of
new product, a banquet and ball,

showdown on wh» + >"a " with several national leaders invited.
manufacturers
and
independent
tributors of theater equipment
thereDetails of a plan to use scenes sell their products to Erpi and
Dubinsky to Build One
from current films for educational by aid Erpi's expansion into the
Jefferson
City,
Dubinsky,
theaters, was made
Mo. — Ed
servicing
field
of
rewill
be
building
and character
president of Dubinsky Bros, circuit, anRobin, president
vealed tonight by Dr. Howard M. yesterday by J. E.
nounces plans for a new 1,270-seat theater to be built on High St. near JefLeSourd, dean of the Graduate of the Independent Theater Supply
ferson St.
Robert Roller, Kansas City,
School of Boston University and Dealers Ass'n. He said that manuis
the architect.
chairman of the Committee of So- facturers and distributors who sold

Use Current Film Scenes
For Character Building

(Continucd on Page 8)

Call for a

(Continued en Page 8)
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Committees Appointed
For M.P.T.O.A. Convention

!

Coming and Going

—

New

Orleans Several committees
the M.P.T.O.A. convention to
(Continued from Page 1)
be held at the Roosevelt, Feb. 25-28,
same rather prominent people.
Here was are announced as follows: Finance
BLANK midwest circuit operator, and
u
o.'
the outstanding house of the world, with H. S. McLeod, St. Charles, chair- Mrs.
Blank
are leaving
Moines at the end
man; Victor Meyer, Orpheum; P. of the week for New Des
a good show, at eight o'clock on Sunday
York for a short stay
before sailing for a Bermuda vacation
night, with what seemed to us to be hun- J. Sliman, Laurel.
Entertainment
They
will be gone about a month.
dreds of vacant seats all over the house. Frank Heidrich, Lyceum, chairman;
HELEN MORGAN, having finished her role
Mr. Radio City, if you want to ruin Radio Vice-Chairmen: Robert Blair, Saenin First National's "Go
Into Your Dance " has
City continue to give free shows there. ger; E. J. Myrick, United Theaters, left
Hollywood for Miami to keep a night club
A. J. Higgenbotham, Columbia The- engagement.
It's a cinch that your policy of entertaining
ihousands nightly at no cost is not only ater, Hammond, Maurice F. Barr,
COLE PORTER, composer, who
Theaters, Warren Salles, trip around the world, will stop inis taking a
cutting into the profits of your own theaters Saenger
Hollywood
to
confer with Winfield Sheehan on two forthRegistration Vic Meyer,
but of every theater in New York.
And Garden.
coming Fox films, "Nymph Errant" and "Adios
lhat goes doubled in spades all over the chairman; J. Walker Ross, Jr., AsArgentina," for which he will furnish the songs.
sociation of Commerce; Bert Kiern,
country.
If the government has fair play
BEN LYON, BEBE DANIELS and the SKEETS
Happy Hour. Film Carnival (temin mind and wants to look into something,
GALLAGHERS are heading for Broadway from
porary)
Luke Connor, Vitagraph; Hollywood.
we know of no situation more insidious.
Harold Wilkes, Paramount; Jimmie
CLAUDE
sailed on the Majestic
Briant, M-G-M.
Banquet sub-com- for England.RAINSHe hasreturns
$400,000 Profit
to
the Universal
mittee Robert Blair, chairman; Joe studios in March.
British
Dominions Estes, Tudor and Globe; Rodney FLOYD
ST. JOHN, Monogram franchise holdLondon A trading profit of ap- Toups, Loew's State.
er in California, is in New York for a stay
proximately $400,000 is reported by
of
about
two weeks.
Toups also heads the reception
British & Dominion Film Corp., -«mmittee, which includes all New
BRUCE CABOT and his wife, ADRIENNE
headed by Hubert T. Marsh.
A Orleans exhibitors and circuit ex- AMES, now in New York, return to Hollywood
second dividend of 4 per cent has ecutives.
H. S. McLeod is general the latter part of next week.
been declared, making 8 per cent chairman of all committees. ComFRANK BUCK and his party are nearing
for the year.
mittees were determined in a two- Singapore on their expedition to make another
jungle film for RKO-Van Beuren.
day
.

.

from every side

.

for
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HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
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Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Wardour

St.,

W.

I.

Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
P. A. Harle, La
Rue de la Cour-

Fnedrichstrasse, 225. Paris

—

Cinematographic Francaise.
des-Noues, 19.

'

—

—

Made

By

—

&

—

meeting between McLeod and
^d Kuykendall, who arrived here
Friday, accompanied by Dave WitzpnhofFer.
He was joined here by
London Plans are understood to Dave Palfreyman. A committee ir
be under way for the addition of no charge of the printed program is to
less than 20 theaters to the Union be appointed.

Union Cinemas Circuit
Is Adding 20 Theaters

—

FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Am. Seat
Columbia
Con.

vtc.

Ind

Fm.

Con.

Ind.

pfd..

Kodak

East.

do

Picts.

Fm.

High

Low

Close

5'/s

5V8

5Vs

375 8

37'/2

37l/2

6

5%

5%

20

197 3

197/8

4-

143

+

143

Fox Fm.

"A"

12%

Loew's,
do pfd

Inc

33'/2
1041,4
3'/2

ctfs

Pathe Exch
do "A"

1

Univ.

21/4

40

pfd

Pict.

Warner Bros
do

'/4

16

RKO

4'/8

205 8

pfd

143
12S/8
12'/2
325 8 33'/2

1041/4

3%
1

1/4

15%
2'/g

1

16
21/4

40
4

40
4

191/4

19'/4

+
+
+

—

1

3

1

1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
9l/
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
9
9
2
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
8*4
834
Keith
A-0 6s46... 73S/8 735'8 73%
Loew 6s 41ww
105
105
105
Paramount 6s47 filed 623,4 62
62
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 6214 62l/4 62V4
61 '/2
Par. 5'/2 s50 filed
62'/2
62'/2
Par. 5'/2 s50 ctfs
62'/2
62'/2
62
Warner's 6s39
58% 58>/4 58V2
.

8%

+

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

123,4

Trans-Lux

3

12'/2

2%

of

which

managing

-

is

C. F.
director.

of the houses will be acquired
will

be built.

Texas Overbuying Appeal
Heard by Code Authority

04 V4
3'/2
1
1/4

Some

Circuit,

and others

117% 116% 116%

pfd

Paramount

Chg.

Cinemas
Bernhard

12%4
3

4

Overbuying case of Rubin Frels
fgainst John A. Long, both Texas
theater operators, was heard yesterday by the Code Authority following decision last October of the
Dallas board, after which both
parties appealed. Original case was
decided in favor of Frels, who
r
'aims non-compliance and no relief
from the decision rendered. Louis
Nizer, representing Long, moved for
a reversal of the Dallas ruling,
claiming there has been no evidence
of overbuying.
Frels represented

ROLAND YOUNG, who recently completed
the role of Uriah Heep in M-G-M's "David
Copperfield," is now visiting in New York.
He will remain here for at least a week.

ACHMED ABDULLAH,
who
for
for

novelist and writer,
assisted in the preparation of the script
"The Lives of a Bengal Lancer," is here
the world premiere of that film at the

New

See Warner Expansion
In Pacific Northwest
Seattle — A recent tour of this
section by Frank Blount, general
manager of the Pacific real estate
department for Warner Bros., has

York

Paramount

tomorrow.

CAROLE LOMBARD, whose
down

plane was forced
Abilene, Kans., on Monday when she
route to New York from Hollywood,
here today by train.

at

was

en

arrives

ARTHUR LYONS

leaves

tomorrow

the

for

coast.

given rise to reports that the com- Floyd St. John Says Orient
pany plans expansion in the states
Good Future for Films
of Washington and Oregon. A large
That the motion picture business
house may be built in Aberdeen, together with other improvements for has a good future in the Orient is
the opinion of Floyd St. John, Montheaters in these two states.
ogram franchise holder in the California territory, who is at present
in New York after a three-month
"Voice of Experience"
visit to Japan, China and the PhilipIn Series of Pictures pines. St. John, who is here to conA series of 26 pictures featuring fer with Norton V. Ritchey, head
the "Voice of Experience", one of of Ritchey International Corp., says
the leading radio attractions, will be that of the 550,000,000 people in
filmed shortly by The Voice of Ex- China, only 50,000,000 at present
himself.
perience, with headquarters at 18 have the money and education for
Each subject will movies. There are 120 wired houses
East 41st St.
"Clive" at Rivoli Jan. 17
contain a dramatized story, depict- in the country and attendance is
"Clive of India," "20th Century
ing the solution of the problem pre- about 1,000,000 weekly, he states. In
production starring Ronald Colman,
sented.
The "Voice" will appear Japan conditions are a little better,
will have its premiere at the Rivoli
according to St. John, with about
personally in the films.
the evening of Jan. 17.
House will
500 wired houses and 1,000 silent.
deviate from
its
usual morning
openings for this new United ArtWant Hugh Herbert in Person
Mary Rogers in New Play
ists release.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Mary Rogers, daughter of Will
Hollywood Hugh Herbert, WarPlan Hearing: on Labor Provisions ner comedian, has received an at- Rogers, is slated for a role in the
Broadway play, "On to Fortune,"
\gton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY tractive offer to make personal apWashington
A hearing on the pearances in the East. If his pic- to be produced shortly.
employment provisions in codes will ture work permits, Herbert will
be held here Jan. 30, the National leave for New York shortly.

Has

—

—

Industrial
nounces.

Recovery

Board

Saenger

an-

23rd Year for

Marking

Douglas
Francis

MacLean
Bushman

X.

Pauline

Starke

Dan

Silbert

"U"

Serials

23rd year of serials,
Mayfair Gets "Silver Streak"
Universal will announce in a few
RKO's "The Silver Streak," fea- days its complete program of chapturing the streamlined train, opens ter plays for the 1935-36 season.
with a 6 P. M. preview on Tuesday Number and subject matter are
at the Mavfair.
practically set.
its

Bonds Jump

—

Report of the new <i
Orleans
ganization plan being submitted to
all bacK
Federal Court, offering to pay al
interest on the old bonds and to issue
new ones at the same rate of interest
but no sinking fund for the first two
years, caused Saenger Theater bonds to

New

,)

.

tl/

jump three points yesterday.

J

ANOTHER
*TOP

HONOR

FOR LEO!
The Motion Picture Club

inaugurates a series of
Sunday Night Previews.
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer's
mighty production

Pronounced "SEE-Q UO-YAH"

The picture that has received already more
advance comment than any picture of recent years
Sequoia"

to be
members
the club under the

shown
of

is

to the

auspices of Louis K.
Sidney who has pre-

has been selected by the
committee for this prize

pared a dazzling floor

show with distinguished
guest talent. The sole
charge for the evening's entertainment
will be the dinner.

MEMBERS ARE REQUESTED TO MAKE
IMMEDIATE RESERVATIONS IN ADVANCE
FOR THEMSELVES AND
FAMILIES.

DINNER

.

.

FLOOR SHOW
SEQUOIA
.

.

7:00 P.M.
8:15 P.M.
9:30 P.M.

presentation!

MEMBERS ONLY
SUNDAY EVE., JAN.

13

m"

SALUTE

The greatest

barrage of
advertising
ever given a
picture since

the industry
started!
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ZANUCK'S

mightiest production
BLKJIkC

ma

AS A GIRL CROSSES THE SEVEN SEAS TO MARRY AN HUMBLE CLERK

HAD FALLEN

IN

WHO

AND WHO FINDS ON HER
CONQUEROR OF A CONTINENT!

LOVE WITH HER PICTURE,

ARRIVAL, THAT HE

HAD BECOME THE

WHEN TRUMPETING

BATTLE ELEPHANTS

CHARGE AT PLASSEY!

^^J^^LWHEN

THE MASSACRE AT THE BLACK
HOLE OF CALCUTTA IS AVENGED!

WHEN

CLIVE LEADS

A RAGGED ARMY OF

HUNDREDS TO VICTORY AGAINST THE
MAHARAJAH'S COUNTLESS THOUSANDS!

LORETTA YOUNC
Directed by Richard Boleslawski

BACKED UP WITH FULL-PAGE MAGAZINE
ADS

Released thru

REACHING

60,000,000

READERS

UNITED ARTISTS

DAILY
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SEEK TO SEPARATE

TWO

PARA. PLANS

(Continued from Page

PHIL M. DALY

Paramount
the
from
Broadway plan and considered apart
from it, the Film Daily learns. The
separated

application will be presented when
the court resumes hearings at 2 p.
m. today in connection with presentation of formal proof of the plan.

Will Continue Fight

On Free Radio Shows
(Continued from Page 1)
sider the application of the Legiti-

mate Code Authority, we will go
ahead with other means to prohibit
them, which may mean recourse to

GALL FOR

THE

RIALTO

WITM

1)
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A POST-GRADUATE

Course will be given to the
on the Fine Art
luncheon today
all coming under the genof Dramatizing a News Event
in which these lads
eral classification of Showmanship
of AMPA are supposed to be rather expert themselves
the publishers of "Time" have decided that the Motion Picture

•

•

•

pressageys at the

AMPA

in addition
is a fine medium to exploit their publication
so what do
to the Radio which they are already utilizing
they salve us with our own
smart guys!
they do
they will stage a show built around
smoosh, so to speak
the Ten -Best Pictures of the year

—

Brevities

The World, an A. H.

house,

has

definitely

gone

The house was the
dual features nearly
two years ago, and is the first downtown house to go single features.
single policy.
first to adopt

A wave

(Continued from Page 1)

Erpi equipment, apart from parts
for sound reproduction machines,
were helping to destroy themselves,
pointing out that when Erpi first
embarked in the sale of sound equipment it purchased nearly all parts
for sound apparatus but was now
manufacturing most of them.
It is unofficially understood that
Erpi does not now contemplate sale
of equipment in connection with the
servicing of theaters.

Use Current Film Scenes
For Character Building
cial

Omaha
Blank

FROM MANUFACTURERS

(Continued from Page

legislation".

Omaha

of illness

hit

Film

Row

the last few days. Most serious is
William Foley, RKO Radio sales-

man, laid low with pneumonia.
Salesman Carl Reese and Hymie
Novitsky and branch manager Joe
Scott, all of Fox, were laid up for
nearly a week.

Jack McCarty, Gaumont - British
representative here, announced he
had 35 situations sold in this territory for a two-month showing.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam F. Negley,
proprietors of the Paran theater,
Ansley, Neb., celebrated their 55th

wedding anniversary

this week.

New "Musical Moods" Finished
Moods,"
new "Musical
Three
produced by Audio Productions and
photographed in Europe by Robert
C. Bruce in three-color Technicolor,
have just been received from the
coast and will shortly be released.
They are "Italian Caprice," which
was photographed in Italy, "Barcarolle" ("Tales of Hoffman"), also
photographed in Italy, and "Irish
Melody," which was photographed
The films are being rein Ireland.
leased throughout the country by
3

• •
March

•
of

gram

IN CASE you missed it last Friday nite on the
they will re-enact the radio proTime hour
covering a dramatization of the Ten Best Pictures

selections in the "Film Daily" annual poll just completed
the picture praise agents have taught publishers so much in
now let's see if these parthe way of colorful publicity
ticular publishers have any New Slant to impart to us on our
that canny Scot,
own biz
just in case they haven't
Prexy of
has embroidered the
Bill Ferguson
bill with some notable talent of stage and screen
.

.

AMPA

• LOST IN the London Fog
Val Guest is the
composer of songs in Lunnon which can only be sung in
private
George Ruben has written all the tunes of a clever
operetta with Cecil Landeau
George Kamen's address book
but
fetched a fawncy price when he paddled to New York
the purchaser has to give it back when George returns
Bill Levy is adding another cinema to his fast-growing links
(chain, ya mug, chain!)
Beryl Winter and Zena Spring
like the Americans tripping over here, and the American lads
like them, too
these two lovely ladies are always together
"If winter comes, can
as one American wit put it
r.pring be far behind?"
hi, ho
tiddle-dee-doo in
Lunnon Town
•

•

manager

of the

First Division ex-

change.

Reopened After Seven Years
Chicago
The Midway theater,
South Side house, has reopened after being dark for seven years. The
house has been taken over by
George and Harold Gallos, who also
operate the Ray. They have spent
$15,000 in improvements.

—

in

a lecture before the Lower West
Side Motion Picture Council in conjunction with the movie course of
Professor Frederic M. Thrasher of
New York University. The educators feel that current movies abound
in "situation gems" which can aid
the average individual in his everyday problems. Twenty-four one-reel
films of this material, under the
title of "Secrets of Success", have
been made by the committee and
will be supplied to social and educational agencies.
The Hays Office is
cooperating with the Committee.

Boston Briefs

—

Boston F. E. Lieberman has not
reopened the Majestic since the recent bombing, and indications now
are that another operating company
will take over the house for films
and vaudeville.
Nat Ross, formerly of American
Film Exchange, has joined Gaumont
British as salesman.

Bert Henson, manager of the RKO
Boston, has boosted business with
Sunday radio show on the stage.
:

• • • WHILE COVERING the London Scene
we
must not overlook the experience of Bud Barsky
was he
and hit Piccadilly the first thing
amazed when he landed
every few feet a gal would greet Bud with a cheery
and Bud sez
"My, my, wot a friendly
"Hello, dearie!"
town!".
and another American who had been there longer
sez
"Um-yes. Just professional greeters."
.

RKO

Closes Australian Deals
Ralph R. Doyle, managing director of the RKO Australian

Sydney

•

•

•

ALL SET

for that Movie Ball
at the Hotel
the entertainment lineup will inAstor on Saturday eve
clude
bits from "Thumbs Up," "Life Begins At 8:40,"
there will be floor shows from "Follies
'Calling All Stars"

Bergeres," "Hollywood Restaurant" and "The Flying Trapeze"
Harry Hershfield will disport as master of the revels
and ABS will pick up the frolic at midnite

WMCA

• • • A RADIO message was sent by Admiral Byrd
thanking Major Albert Warner for donation of films by his

company

..the report that several

Metro features were

in-

no doubt exaggerated
we are checking with the
Admiral on this
stand by for later report
Paul Muni
will be in the audience at the first performance of "Bordertown,"
opening at the reconstructed Strand on January 23
cluded

is

«

€<

«

» » »

—

exchange, has closed two important
product deals. One is a three-year
contract for 40 RKO Radio pictures
a year with the Combine operating
in metropolitan Melbourne and Sydney.
At the same time he closed a
one-year deal with Hoyt's, suburban
the
same cities, at
better than last year's,
and securing 100 per cent exploitation in the two big towns.
circuits,

change at Charlotte, N. C.
Another addition to the F. D. staff
Ray Garner, who has been enis
gaged as booker in the Atlanta ex-

1)

Values in Motion Pictures,

latest

First Division.

Emenhiser Joins First Division
Jack Emenhiser, formerly with
U. A., Universal and other compahas been appointed branch
nies,

SHOWDOV^

prices

in

much

Will Give Film Lecture
"The Film As An Art" is the subject of a lecture to be given by William Troy, film critic of "The Nation," Sunday evening at the headquarters of the Film
& Photo

League.

Tom Meighan Improving
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Thomas Meighan,
Hollywood
who went to the hospital this week
suffering from pleurisy, was reportHis
ed slightly better yesterday.
condition

is

not serious.

The 16th

*

ANNUAL

MOVIE BALL
Hotel Astor

:-:

January 12

Dancing starts at 10:30 P. M.
Midnight Supper and Entertainment beginning
12 Midnight Sharp!

Freddie Rich and his Columbia Broadcasting Orchestra

Bama

Collegians with Erskine

Hawkins

Screen, Stage Radio and Night Club Celebrities will
all contribute to the entertainment

Harry Hershfield

—Master of Ceremonies
WMCA network

Broadcast starting Midnight— ABS—

LAST CALL
For reservations

Tel.

CHickering 4-3022

"INDEPENDENT

Room

THEATRE

346, Hotel Lincoln, 44th-45th St.

OWNERS

and 8th Ave.

ASSOCIATION

LMMJT

DAILY
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Short Shots
iBy

Omaha — Max Weintraub

from

CHARLES ALICOATE

COWARD

will head the
of Ma- special election to decide on the JsJOEL
Pictures Corp. has arranged whether or not of Sunday shows.
cast of the next Ben Hechtfor the installation of a Photophone
Charles MacArthur feature, which
High Fidelity sound reproducer in
Lincoln, Neb. The Orpheum here is scheduled to get under way about
the Majestic preview screening room has gone back to three days pic- the first of February at the Eastern
in the Film Exchange Building.
Hecht
tures and four vaudeville, instead Service studio in Astoria.
of straight flesh-picture policy which and MacArthur will do the directing
Delaware, O. The Star, operated was tried for two weeks.
from their own story, with Lee
by John Buchman, will shortly reGarmes in charge of cameras. Art
place its old sound equipment with
Rosson, associate producer, will be
Wheaton, Minn.
Kenneth W. in charge of production, while Hara new Photophone High Fidelity reJahnig
is building a 350-seat house
producing system.
old Godsoe will assist on the direcjestic

—

—

—

which

will

be equipped with

RCA

tion.

Victor High Fidelity sound.
•
G. McKinthe Best The"Doin' the Town", a musical
ater, which until a short time ago
Port Arthur, Tex. Inca Theaters short, with Rochelle Carley, Billy
was a Fox house, is installing new circuit is installing Photophone High Taylor, Grade Worth, the Eight
RCA Victor High Fidelity sound.
Fidelity sound equipment in the new Singing Waiters and the Mentonettes, was completed Tuesday by
Woonsocket, R. I. Rialto Amuse- Inca here and in the Creighton, ConMentone Productions at the Bioment Co. has been chartered here roe.
graph studios in the Bronx. Milton
by Francis P. Smith, Joseph J.
Aberdeen, Wash.
Complete re- Schwartzwald directed, with Tommy
Donahue and Alfred A. Lavoie.
construction of the Bijou is being Hogan doing the camera work and,
Decatur, Ind. The Madison the- made by David Cantor, manager, Joe Nadel assisting on the direction.
•
ater has been taken over by R. H. with a financial outlay of more than
Mentone Productions will put into
Reed of this city. A new policy will $30,000.
work todav another musical short
be announced later.
titled "Kollege Kapers," featuring
Silverton, Ore.
Alfred Adams is
Pprnice Claire, Clarence Nordstrom,
Henryville, Ind. The Legion the- opening bids this month for conColumbia
University
Band,
Joe
struction of a new movie house, for
ater has closed permanently.
which Architect Bjarne Moe of Seat- Browning and the Four Binchards.
Milton Schwartzwald will also hanBeatrice, Neb.
Petitions are be- tle has drawn the plans and specifidle the direction on this, with Joe
ing circulated here calling for a cations.
Nadel in the assisting capacity.

Topeka,

ney,

who

Kans—Wm.

operates

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

John Doran,

•
stage

Eastern Studic0<

manager

of

Eastern Service studio in Astoria
John Reinhardt will do the direct
ing, with Carlos Gardel and Rositi
Moreno in the leading roles, am.
William Miller handling the camRobert Snody will be in chargi

era.

of the production.

•
Josephine Dunne has been signec

through the
Inc.,

offices of Fred Walton
for the leading role opposite

Rowland Drew

in "Seminole," a fea-

ture to be produced by Joseph E
Shea. Production will be in Florida
with all shots calling for exterioi
locations in the Florida Everglades
Pierre Arnaud will direct from tht
screen adaptation and dialogue by
Harry T. Porter. Shea and Arnaud
left Monday for Florida, while the
rest of the company and technical
staff leave today.

•

Production has been started at the
Van Beuren Studio on "Topnotchers", second in the series of pictures
being made by Van Beuren with
the "Easy Aces", nationally popuThis subject,
lar radio artists.
which will feature the voices of the
Aces, will show such champions of
sport in action as Martha Norelius,
Willie Hoppe, Mort Lindsey (Stamford, Conn., champion bowler), Barney Bellinger, Babe Ruth and the

turf
Jam Handy studios, Detroit, and famous
Grand."
now in New York, plans to return
next week and start work on the
A complete
first of' several industrial vroduc-

champion

the

tions the

company has scheduled.

Basin,

"Twenty

•

coverage of the Saar

its cities,

rural districts, coal

•
Charles
Williams
and
Marcy
Klauber of the scenario staff of the
Educational production unit at the
Eastern Service studio have eomnleted a story, titled "Onlv the
Brave," which will feature Ernest
Truex in the first of the 1935-36
series of shorts to be produced by
Al Christie for Educational-Fox release.
Production is scheduled to
eret under way in February.
•
"The Day That You Will Love
Me", from the story by Alfredo Lepera, is the first of the 1935 series
of Spanish features to be produced
by Exito Productions for release
Probv Paramount International.
duction will start Monday at the

mines and huge pig iron factories,
has been made in film for the Van
Beuren Corp. This Vagabond Adventure subject is now being cut and
edited under the working title "The
Wealth of the Saar" and is set for
release through RKO Radio on Jan.
15.
The accompanying narration is
being written by Russell Spaulding
and will be delivered by Alois Hav-

A.T.P. Expanding Further

Columbia Erecting Dubbing Stage

— Erection

rilla,

NBC

radio announcer.

•

The Runaway Four, well-known
variety comedians, and Paul Duke.
"The Man With A Million Hands,"
start work tomorrow at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio in the fifth
in the company's series of VaudaJoseph Henabery will
ville Reels.
direct.

another West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Work of clearing the
Talk- ground for the construction of a
Associated
planned
stage is
by
ing Pictures, it was stated by Basil large concrete and steel dubbing
Dean at the ceremonies that marked stage has begun at Columbia. Stethe opening of the two new stages nhen Goosson, chief art director, and
his staff designed the building.
recently completed.

London

of

—

still

Two Held Over

Columbia Releases Set
Columbia has set Jan. 21 as the
release date of Tim McCov's "Square
Shooter", and Jan. 20 for "Behind
the Evidence" with Norman Foster
and Sheila Mannors.
2

in Kansas
8-/n
Manager
Kansas City
Chambers is holding "Bright Eyes"
a second week at the Fox Uptown,

—

while "Forsaking All Others" remains another week at Loew's Midland.

Used Every Day
Throughout the
Year by....
Executives

Studios

Critics

Exhibitors

Producers

Newspapermen

Exchanges

Secretaries

Casting Directors

Supply Dealers

Press
Film

Agents

Architects
Directors

Editors

Writers

Exporters

in fact

EVERYONE
ANYONE
who

in

Due
|n

the

is

industry

to the constantly

changing

conditions of the industry
throughout the year the coming 1935 Edition will be
more important and comprehensive than ever before.

MMV
THE

c&m

DAILY
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EXPECT INDICTMENTS
IN ST. LOUIS

A

PROBE

LITTLE from
;By

(Continued from Page 1)
offense is a misdemeanor punishable
by a jail sentence of one year and
a fine of $5,000.
Instituted primarily as an investigation into the local first-run situation, the inquiry has attained farreaching proportions.
It has involved virtually the entire film industry including production, distribution and exhibition. Numerous
complaints from independent exhibitors in many cities caused the decision to nationalize the scope of the
Russell Hardy, one
investigation.
of the special assistants of Attorney
General Cummings, in charge of the
situation, appeared before the Clar-

J£ RNEST

PASCAL

RKO

considered

by the

grand duced by M-G-M.

Affidavits were obtained by
Department of Justice operators
from many exhibitors in a number

T

T

T

Southern
Caifornia
is
being
combed by Paramount casting offiof cities during the past four cials for more than 500 Alaskan Inmonths for use in the case here.
dians and Esquimaux to appear in
Some here believe that the in- "Renegade," the sensational Alasvestigation was intended to stop a kan gold rush story just completed
Congressional investigation of the for the screen by Howard Estaindustry and its code. It is reported brook.
President Roosevelt is fully advised
T
T
as to the Department of Justice
Laird Doyle, Warner-First Naplans.
tional scenarist, is busy thickening
That the inquiry is more far- the plot of "Thin Air," said by stureaching than at first expected was dio executives to be newer than toindicated when former U. S. Sena- morrow's newspaper.
tor James A. Reed was retained as
T
T
T
Abel Cary
counsel for Warners.
Those frequent trips which Isabel
Thomas, Miles Alben and Joseph

Hazen are other Warner attorneys
who attended the hearings.

Fox Met. Hearing
Put Off to Jan. 17
(Continued from Page

Jewell is making to the desert in
the vicinity of Lancaster and Mojave are for the purpose of investigating a mining claim in which she
will invest if the representations of
the owner are true.
T

1)

holders' committee to intervene in
the reorganization proceedings and
to submit the committee's reorganiFederal
informally,
plan
zation

»

Although friends

»

tell

him that the

sun excites certain brain cells and
numbs others, and thus upsets the
mental balance, Charles Bickford,
adjourned
Judge Mack yesterday
red-headed film star, has thrown his
hearing on the motion to Jan. 17. hat away and says he'll never wear
Also at Weisman's request, Judge another.
Mack extended the time to present
T
»
a reorganization plan for 30 days to
With three pictures, "Glorious,"
Feb. 10, after Weisman had again "Captain Blood," and "Main Street,"
stated that he would bring forth a on which he has worked for months,
reorganization plan as representa- ready
for
immediate production,
tive

of

the

debtor.

New

York and Brooklyn.

Mervyn LeRov Rates Salute
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

—

Hollywood When Mervyn LcRoy becomes a father in the next month or
he will be able to brag to his
youngster that pop not only it an ace
film
director
at
the Warner studios
but also a Kentucky Colonel.
The appointment has just come through from
Governor Ruby Laffoon.
so,

PRICE PROVISIONS
(Continued from Page 1)
in codes have been found to adversely affect the entire code system.

t

"There should be only one issue in
enforcement," he said.
"That is
erty Pictures, has placed in produc- compliance with
the entire code of
tion "Dizzy Dames" at the Pathe any
particular industry, the entire
studios in Culver City, with a cast recovery
program requires patient
headed by Marjorie Rambeau, Flor- experimentation.
It is important
ine McKinney, Lawrence Gray, Inez that
basic objectives of Recovery Act
Courtney, Fuzzy Knight, Kitty Kel- should not
be endangered by unly and Lillian Miles. George Wagg- workable
code provisions."
ner wrote the screen play, suggested
by P. G. Wodehouse's "The Watch
Kiva Lincoln to Close
Dog." William Nigh is directing.
Lincoln, Neb.
Shortage and inferiority of product was given this
»
Tom Brown has been signed by week as reason for the two weeks'
Warner Bros, to play the juvenile notice given to union help at the
lead in "Wanderlust."
Others in Kiva here. It's a Westland (L. L.
the cast of "Wanderlust" are Aline Dent) house.
Date of closing will
MacMahon, Guy Kibbee, Johnny be shortly after Jan. 19. This marks
Arledge and Nan Gray.
a turn in favor of J. H. Cooper, leaving him with six spots to Dent's
T
Purchase of a second comedy lone house, the Varsity.
vehicle for George Burns and Gracie
Third Month for "Waltz Time"
Allen is announced by Paramount.
"The Plot Thickens" is the new
"Waltz Time in Vienna'" begins
story, written by John P. Medbury. its third month at the. 55th St. PlayA few days ago the studio an- house on Saturday.
nounced "Crazy People" as a buy for
the comedy pair, now featured with
George Brent, with his contract
Joe Morrison in "Win or Lose."
renewed by First National, has been
assigned to "Goose and the Gander."
T
T
Caesar Romero, who currently is
T
Y
Y
Marlene Dietrich's leading man in
Sally Eilers is slated for "What
"Caprice Espagnol," will continue Women Want," which Sam Mintz
his stay at Paramount to play thr will produce at Universal, with Kurt
leading role in the Damon Runyon Neumann directing.
story, "Hold 'em Yale."
The deT
T
T
was made with Universal, Romero
Henry Hull, on finishing work in
being under contract there.
"Transient Lady," will go into "The
"Hoi
'em Yale" will be directed by Ben- Werewolf of London" at Universal.
jamin Stoloff.
Patricia Ellis has
T
T
T
the feminine lead.
"Eight Bells," the produced play
by Percy G. Mandley, will be put
T
T
T
Nancy Corroll and George Mur- in work as a picture next week by
phy, the romantic team in "Jeal- Columbia. Bruce Manning and Ethel
ousy," will be seen together again Hill have finished the screen treatin similar roles in "I'll Love You Al- ment.
ways," which Columbia will place in
»
Y
Y
production this week, with Leo BulWarner's "Sweet Music," stargakov directing. This is an adapta- ring Rudy Vallee, is set for antion of Lawrence Hazard's story, other coast-to-coast radio plug over
made by Vera Caspary and Sidney the star's forth-coming weekly
Buchman.
broadcast next Thursday evening
••
over an NBC hook-up.
Vallee also
V
Frank Conroy has been engaged will announce the result of his naby Darryl F. Zanuck for the 20th tionwide poll in which his radio
Century production, "Call of the listeners were asked to select one of
two tunes as the title song for his
Wild."

M. H. Hoffman, president of Lib-

j

—

T

picture.

Paramount has taken up Kitty
T
T
Robinson,
young Warner- Carlisle's option
Margo, who went east after her
for four more picFirst National writer, is planning a
tures. A. & S. Lyons negotiated the role in Paramount's "Rumba," has
two-month vacation.
been signed by Paramount to appear
deal.
»
»
»
in "Beat of 'the Drum," A. & S.
T
T
T
O. P. Heggie has been signed for
Jean Muir will appear in Warners' Lyons negotiated the deal.
"The Golden Legend," next RKO "Oil for the Lamps of China."
picture starring Anne Shirley and
T
T
T
soon to go into production.
Story
Henry Armetta has been assigned
Name Street for Estabrook
was adapted by Francis Faragoh by Universal to "Princess O'Hara."
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
from Anatole France's "The Crime
T
T
T
Hollywood Howard Estabrook, scenarof Sylvestre Bonnard."
It will be
ist,
has won some belated recognition
rion
Marian Marsh will appear in
for
a Cliff Reid production directed by "Devil's Cargo" as her first assignhis adaptation of
the novel,
marron,"
screen
some
five
to
the
y|
George Nicholls, Jr.
ment under her Columbia contract.
ago.
He has received a letter from
T
T
mayor of Ponca City, Okla., stating that
Wallace Ford, Arthur Hohl, Charles
the city council recently named a new
George Kelly's stage comedy, Grapewin, Jay Ward and Charles
street "Estabrook Avenue" in honor of
"The Torch Bearer," is to be an Middleton also are in it.
the man who brought the most thrilling
early vehicle for Will Rogers. B. G.
part of the history of Oklahoma to the
T
T
screen.
De Sylva will produce it for Fox
Gene Fowler is doing the script
Film. Rogers will be surrounded by of "Sutter's Gold" for Universal.
Casey

Brandt Circuits Buys Liberty Lineup
Liberty Pictures has closed contracts with the Brandt Circuit for
the complete program of 12 Liberty
Specials to play 23 theaters in

"LOTS

HOLLYWOOD an all-star cast. Several songs will
and Sonya Lev- be injected into the production.

NRA

matters

ROSENBLATT DEFEND,

//

RALPH WILK;

ien will write the first starring
vehicle for Nino Martini, radio and
grand opera star, recently placed
under contract by Jesse L. Lasky
for Fox Film. This will be the first
of a series of romantic musicals in
which Martini will be starred. Production starts in May.
T
T
T
William Powell's new picture at
Radio, "Star of Midnight,"
goes into production on Jan. 15. It
will be directed by Stephen Roberts,
from a story by Howard J. Green.
The supporting cast is expected to
review board last be announced within a few days.
ence Darrow
T
year and at that time aired the com"Purple Night" is announced as
plaints of independent exhibitors.
Block booking and the code are the screen title for Wilson Collison's
understood to have been among the story, "Dolly," which will be pro-

jury.
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Outside Opposition to Para. Plan Seen by Counsel

DELAY

SUOUIS REPORhPROBE

Actors* Guild Votes
Guild

Taking Office
is
Space in Equity
Headquarters

Screen Actors Guild has voted in
favor of affiliating with Actors
Equity and the A. F. of L., according to an official announcement from
Kenneth Thomson, secretary of the
Guild, wired to Frank Gillmore,
president of Equity, yesterday. Vote
of 70 per cent was required to apInternational
prove the measure.
board of the Associated Actors and
Artistes of America, who hold the
{Continued on Page 9)

COLUMBIA TO RELEASE

CANADIAN FILM SERIES
Columbia is understood to have
signed to handle world distribution
of six Northwest Mounted Police
stories to be produced in Canada by
Kenneth J. Bishop. While the features are to be made as quota films,
they will have American stars and
will be directed by a Hollywood director.
Production will be at the
(Continued on Page 9)

Favor of Equity Affiliation

in

Grand Jury
Today in

Kuykendall Enthusiastic on Convention Plans
to New Orleans to work out details of the M. P. T.
0. A. convention to be held there Feb. 25-28, President Ed Kuykendall yesterday waxed
Annual
enthusiastic over the program being arranged for exhibs attending the affair.
directors' meeting will be held Feb. 25, and a novel invitation party is being planned for
March 1, starting day of the Mardi Gras. Studios are being asked to route their eastwest traveling celebs via New Orleans during the convention.

Back

in

New

York from

By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

—

REDUCTION EXPECTED

ALLIED ASS'N INVADES

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Allied

States

Ass'n,

in

its

cam-

paign of invasion of M. P. T. 0. A.
territory, has set up a unit in Washington known as Allied Theater
Owners of the District of Columbia,
it was announced yesterday by Sidney E. Samuelson, national president.
C. H. Olive is president; A.
E. Lichtman, vice-president; J. H.
Hiser,

treasurer,

and

E.

Laurence

The new unit
Phillips, secretary.
will have between 25 and 30 members.
Addition of another organization
to the Allied roster is understood to
be practically set.

Grant Year's Protection
Against Non-Theatricals

—

IN 1935

CODE BUDGET

That code assessments for 1935
will be lower than last year is understood to be likely following dis-

cussion of the budget by the Code
Authority yesterday. Expenditures
for the past year have been unaer
A financial statement
the budget.
and details of the new assessments
will be issued in a day or two.

the local product situation was postponed yesterday until this afternoon.
At the same time reports persisted

that the local probe is to be followed
within the next few weeks by a more
sweeping investigation into block
booking and other phases of film
business by the federal grand jury
This is said to be
at Los Angeles.
due to a desire to go into certain
production angles.
Although the local grand jury's
(Continued on Page 10)

PARA. 1934 EARNINGS

SET AT $6,360,000

Research Council Head
Drops Dead in Philly

Paramount's net earnings for
Dr. William H. Short, director of
the Motion Picture Research Coun- 1934 under operation of the trustees
cil, died of a heart attack yester- was $6,360,000, it was disclosed yesday morning while on business in terday in Federal Court by George
the offices of the Public Charities in J. Schaefer, general manager of
testified
Philadelphia.
Prior to his recent Paramount-Publix,
(Continued on Page 10)
activities in associating culture and
pictures,
motion
with
education
Short was interested in peace proj- $1,900,000
in 1935
He is survived by his widow,
ects.
Para.
Theaters
for
Seen
his
sons
at
and
three
daughter
a
home in Amityville, L. I. He was 67.
Estimate that Paramount's theater companies would earn approximately $1,900,000 for 1935 was made
yesterday by Y. Frank Freeman,
theater operating head, while being

who

Net

Para. Counsel Tells Court
Outsiders Will Oppose Plan

Deny Huffman Injunction

St.

Report of the federal
St. Louisgrand jury on the investigation of

—

(Continued on Page 10)

Reporting

is

Louis
Investigation

trip

a

Philadelphia On petition of the
M.P.T.O. here, the grievance board
Is Proposed in Borah Bill has passed a resolution that no nonBy GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
theatricals be served with pictures
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
until one year after release date
Washington Federal licenses for here. This supersedes the resoluinterall corporations engaged in
(Continued on Page 9)
state commerce is proposed in the
bill filed yesterday by Senator Wil-

Licensing of Corporations

ON COAST LIKELY

(Continued on Page 9)

—

if

exDenver Injunction
to
prevent
changes from refusing film service to
Harry Huffman on account of his auto
giveaways was denied by the court yesterday.
Huffman probably will ask the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals for a
restraining order.
The court said Huffman could drop the auto drawing withConout prejudice and still get film.
stitutionality of the code and of NRA

were not ruled upon.
fused a restraining
is
being taken.

Huffman was
order

while

re-

appeal

Goldburg Gets Interest
In Northern Films, Ltd.
Jesse J. Goldburg,
the independent field,
a substantial interest
Films, Ltd., of Canada,

a

pioneer

in

has acquired
in Northern
formerly controlled by Kenneth J. Bishop and
Col. J. F. Keen, The Film Daily
learns. Northern Films has a studio
(Continued on Page 9)

which

Interests

acquired

have

bottom
at
prices have informed him that they
will attack the Paramount reorganization plan, and particularly the
management of the new company, it
was stated yesterday to Federal

Paramount

securities

(Continued on Page 9)
All

give

members

of

National

dependable service.

Film

—Advt.

Carriers,

Inc.,

Restrain
An

Roxy Foreclosure

injunction restraining Continental
Bank & Trust from foreclu*...,, a $3,390,000 mortgage against Roxy Theaters
Corp. was issued yesterday by Judge
Francis G. Caffey in District Court. The
bank, as trustee under the mortgage,
began foreclosure proceedings last September against the theater company,
which went into equity receivership in
1932.
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Alexander Gottlieb, for more than
a year copy writer under Hal Home
at United Artists, has resigned, effective immediately, to join Columbia under Herschel Stuart, director
of advertising and publicity.
A series of promotions in the U.
A. advertising and publicity department are announced by Home. Kenneth O'Brien, formerly Home's assistant, will write copy for press

Prints of the second group of
eight Gaumont British releases for
the current season are being brought
to New York by Jeffrey Bernerd,
general manager for G-B in England, now en route to America on
the Olympic, according to a cable
received by Arthur A. Lee, vicepresident.
Mark Ostrer, G-B chairman, also is coming over in two
weeks, and both will be here for the
opening of George Arliss' new film,
"The Iron Duke," at the Radio City

Music Hall

book ads. Al Adams, formerly assistant to
Monroe Greenthal in
charge of exploitation, has been
placed in charge of trailers and national advertising copy. Max Hirsh-

late in January.

Royal Pictures Formed

Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
FILM
Address all communications to
Royal Pictures Co. has been formDAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739. ed by David Kupperberg as a proHollyYork.
Cable Address: Filmday, New
ducing and distributing company,
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
London- with headquarters at 729 Seventh
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 Ave. The new firm plans a series of
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne, six westerns and several society
P. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Plans will be announced
Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la Cour- dramas.
shortly.
des-Noues, 19.
of

assistant to Herb Jaediker, art director, succeeds Adams.

As Producer-Distributor

THE

Plan Studio in Carolina

—

Charlotte, N. C.
Corporation papers for Southern Motion Pictures,
Inc., have been received by Willis
Fellows, general manager of the
proposed studio. Fellows stated that
architectural
plans
were
being
drawn for the construction of a
large studio building on Wilkinson

—
—

Mrs. Roosevelt Sponsors GB Preview
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt will
be honorary patroness at the Na- Boulevard.
tional Plant, Flower and Fruit Guild
May Deny Fox Film Claim
Benefit on Jan. 25 when "My Heart
Fox Film's claim of $254,000
Is Calling," Gaumont British musical film starring Jan Kiepura and against Fox Metropolitan Theaters
Sonnie Hale, is shown in the grand will probably not be allowed because
ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria. the same claim had been filed
The showing will be in the nature against Fox Theaters Corp. and was
of a private pre-view for the Guild. settled, it was stated yesterday by
Milton C. Weisman, receiver for the
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
The Fox Film
Net Dickering for New Audubon Lease Fox Theaters Corp.
High Low Close Chg.
claim is the largest of the total of
Negotiations
are
pending
between
Am. Seat
5'/4
51/4
51/4 +
Va
in unsecured claims, excluColumbia Picts. vtc. 3834 38
38
+ Vi Skouras Bros, and Milton C. Weis- $300,000
sive of the $5,773,000 claim of Fox
Con. Fm.
Ind
63,4
6
65/g 43/4
man, receiver for Fox Theaters
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
21
19% 20% +
Theaters, filed against Fox Met.
11734 16'/4 H7% + % Corp., for a new lease on the AuEast.
Kodak
do pfd
14334 43% I4334 + 3/4 dubon theater.
In the event no sat12S'8
Fox Fm. "A"
12% 12%
% isfactory deal is reached motion to Hirsch Gets "Secrets of Chinatown"
Loew's. Inc
33% 33'/4 33%
"Secrets of Chinatown," first of
04
do pfd
04
104% + 1/4 disaffirm the Audubon lease may be
1/2
made, it is stated by Walter M. Lit- a series of six mystery melodramas
Paramount ctfs
33/8
3%
3Vi
Pathe Exch
1%
1%
tlefield, counsel for the Irving Trust to be made on the coast by North1/4
15S/8
3
do "A"
15% 15%
/8 Co., trustee for Fox Metropolitan ern Films, Ltd., under supervision
RKO
23/g
2% 2%
Theaters.
Weisman has arranged of Jesse J. Goldburg, has been acWarner Bros
4'/8
4
4%
do pfd
19% 19% 19% 4
with Skouras to pay $27,000 addi- quired by Melvin Hirsch.
J. H. Hoffberg has signed to disNEW YORK BOND MARKET
tional on back rent on the Audubon
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
9
8% 8% — % which Weisman maintained was im- tribute this feature and "Crimson
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
8% 83/4 8%
Pai-adise," second in the series, in
properly deducted.
Keith A-0 6s46 ... 731/4
72% 72%
1%
the foreign field with the exception
Paramount 6s47 filed 63% 62% 631/4 4- 11/4
of Great Britain.
Ed Levy a Bank Director
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 63% 62% 63% 4- H/4
433 4 44
Par. By. 5%s51
444
3/4
New Haven, Conn. Edward G.
Par.
5%s50 filed.. 6334 63% 63% 4- "White
Cockatoo" for Astor
Levy, general counsel for the M. P.
Par.
5%s50 ctfs.... 633/4 62% 63% 4T. O. A., has been elected a director
"The White Cockatoo," Warner
Pathe 7s37
01% 101% 101% —
Warner's 6s39
58 3,4 57%
57% — % of the Community Bank & Trust picture with Ricardo Cortez and
NEW YORK CURB MAR KET
Co., of which Rosario Giaimo is Jean Muir, opens Monday with a
Technicolor
12% 1234 12%
president.
G P. M. preview at Walter Reade's
Trans-Lux
3% 2% 2%
%
Astor theater.
Kermit Roosevelt at Preview
Paramount's "Enter Madame" is
Kermit Roosevelt, just elected having its Broadway first-run at the
president of the Audubon Society, Palace starting today.
will be a guest of honor at the preBlumenthal Claim Delayed
view showing of "Sequoia" Sunday
evening at the Motion Picture Club.
Hearing set for this morning before Special Master Cortland Palmer
Para. Gets Broadway Musical
on objections to the $430,941 claim
Screen rights to the Broadway mu- of A. C. Blumenthal against Fox
sical
hit,
"Anything Goes," have Theaters Corp. will be adjourned to
been acquired by Paramount from late next month at the request of
Vinton
producer. Nathan Burkan, counsel for BluFreedley,
the
Price is said to be well over $75,000. menthal.
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Ernest
Porter

H.

Pascal

Chester Conklin
Evans

Pathe-Natan Gets Paris House
Hornstein to Equip Gaiety
Joe Hornstein has obtained a conParis Pathe-Natan has acquii-ed
tract to put new equipment into the the Empire, closed for some time,
Gaiety, Broadway house playing sub- and will use it for American dubbed
sequent runs.
films and vaudeville.

—
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THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
7-21:

Jan.

International
Exposition
Industry, Tokio, Japan.

Film

the

of

12:
Sixteenth Annual Movie Ball of metropolitan
district
theater
owners.
Hotel
Astor. New York.

Jan.

Hearing of

Jan. 14:

arguments

by

the

U.

S.

Supreme Court, Washington, in the Paramount appeal from the lower court decision on American Tri-Ergon patents.
Jan.

15:
Regular weekly
meeting of Allied
Theater Owners of New Jersey, Hotel Lincoln, New York.
2 P. M.
Jan. 15-16:
Nebraska M.P.T.O. meeting, Loyal
Hotel, Omaha, Nebraska.

Hearing

Jan. 22:

1935

on

and

budget

code

basis of assessments against exhibitors, producers and distributors, Washington.

Annual

Jan. 24-25:

meeting

Ass'n
board
of
(Dates tentative).

of

Allied

States

Washington.

directors,

14-15:
Iowa-Nebraska Allied Theater convention and movie frolic, Des Moines, la.

Feb.

Warner

Feb. 16:

and

ball,

Feb. 20-26:

Club's sixth annual dinner
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York.

Soviet Russia's first World

Moscow.
Annual ball of

Cinema

Festival,

Feb.

23.

the

Detroit

Variety

Club.
Feb. 24:

Friars'

Majestic

Frolic,

Theater,

New

York.

M.P.T.O.A.

Feb. 25-28:

Roosevelt,

Hotel

annual

New

convention,

Orleans.

Awards Banquet of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, HollywoodMarch 4:: Extraordinary meeting of stock-

Feb. 27:

holders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act on
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.

A.M.P.A.

annual

Hotel Astor,

New

April 27:
ner,

May

get-together
York.

din-

20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Eneineers, Holly-

wood.

Hoffberg Gets "Brides of Sulu"
"Brides of Sulu," produced by
Exploration Pictures under the supervision of Jesse J. Goldburg in
the Sulu Archipelago, has been acquired by J. H. Hoffberg Co. for
foreign distribution as a special attraction, with an advertising campaign.
The picture, which tells a
story based on native traditions and
rites, is in two versions, one with
native dialect and musical background, and the other a silent with
descriptive monologue.

Minor Bill Up Again at Albany
Albany Barring of minors from

—

certain types of films, except

when

accompanied by adults, has again
been proposed in a bill filed in the
legislature by Assemblyman Charles
H. Breitbart of Brooklyn.

RECORDING ON FILM
INDUSTRIAL— FILM
SLIDE

FILM— RECORDS

BRUNSWICK 'J
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

CORP.
St.,

N.Y.C.

I

*nsa
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JEWS OF THE WEEK

PHOTO-REVIEW

IN

KNOCK 'EM

'IT'LL

FOR A TAILSPIN!'
Jimmy Cagney's official
to Pat O'Brien
after glimpsing Warners'
is

report

mammoth

coast-to-

ad campaign for
the Cosmopolitan special,
coast

'Devil

Dogs

of the Air.'

WORLD PREMIERE
OF

'THE

LIVE'

RIGHT TO

set

for

Phila-

delphia's Roxy-Mastbaum,

as

Warners announce

award of new 7-year contract to

George

Brent,

shown here with co-star
Josephine Hutchinson

!UDY VALLEE, SIGNED

to long-term

Warner contract,

celebrates by

levoting Jan. 10 broadcast to 'Sweet Music' score, including

00,000 fans picked as

title

tune of

his

first

TRIUMPHANT WORLD TOUR LEADS TO 'CALIENTE'
De Marcos,

dance favorites,-who
sensational new dance, 'The Caliente,' in coming Del
universclly acclaimed

melody

big variety screen

show

roles for

will

The

introduce

Rio special

°A

First

'BORDERTOWN' TO OPEN GLORIFIED STRAND

Theatre Jan. 23. Warners rush
New York premiere of Paul
event of the month.
Broadway's
Muni-Bette Davis drama which promises to be

extensive improvements

National Picture

Vilagrapn,

Inc.,

in

preparation for high-powered

Distributors

•'ZZ-

FUNNY
€

THAT WAY!
Just

when

all

ga-ga about Leo's

the industry's

record-breaking

hit,

CRAWFORD, GABLE,

Hlf

F.'i^

MONTGOMERY in "Forsaking All Others"
— Leo drags out
another BIG

ATTRACTION
that has the in*
dustry on its ear

—and
know

He

goes

on and on-

before you
it

—

SEQUOIA
(PRONOUNCED SEE-QUO-YAH)

him Leo has
emblazoned another

Look
Bless

you

my

children." Leo

remembers "When
Ladies Meet" so he unites

ANN HARDING and
BOB MONTGOMERY
again in the swell comedy
"Biography of A Bachelor
Girl."

at

!

sensation across the
nation, "Sequoia" a pic*
ture more remarkable

even than "Trader
Horn" — and then just
when you think he can't
keep it up, along comes
(see

.,

FOLLOW
ME!

above next page)

uuA

BANG!
Shots.

Leo knows

just

how

to time the Big

WALLACE BEERY in "West Point of

the Air"

is

his biggest hit since "Hell Divers"

and it's just as SPECTACULAR! But Leo's
funny that way, he goes merrily on with —

"Dear
I've

for

JOAN CRAWFORD,

never had a better vehicle
you than 'No More Ladies'

romance" —

the great stage

—and what's Leo up to now?
measuring

He's

CLARK GABLE.

Sure, Clark

is

the

MALE STAR

BIGGEST
in pictures.

His next, with CONNIE
BENNETT is "After Office
Hours."

No, Leo's not
tired yet... He's

watching

a

scene between

JEAN HARLOW
BILL POWELL
in "Reckless"
FranchotTone
and May Rob-

Night at the Opera"
will be their most suc-

son are in it too!

cessful

— And Leo
that

betting

MARX

BROTHERS in "A

Excuse Leo for walking out, but

*

the

is

comedy!

HELEN HAYES

BOB MONTGOMERY

want privacy for that
scene in "Vanessa — Her Love Story." Leo can't
even wait to tell you about RAMON NOVARRO,
EVELYN LA YE in "The Night is Young", and a
and

Leo's prize packages never
singly. He's funny that way I

flock of others.

come

words from a woman change the map of
Asia ... Six words
that unleashed the mightiest drama
the screen has ever known!

Thus did

six

.

DARRYL

F.

.

.

ZANUCKS
t
£ICLX,X,UI

Production

I

RONALD COLMAN
LORETTA YOUNG

,„

BACKED UP WITH FULL-PAGE

NATIONAL MAGAZINE ADS
REACHING 60,000,000 PEOPLE

m
ilLi

%
f\

>

i

<

c*

20,h
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Matthews

Jessie

«

in

Mason

Sonnie

Balfour,

Betty

Hale,

MARK

Barry

chairman of Gaumont Britin
about two weeks for

OSTRER,

leaves London
York, following Jeffrey Bernerd,
route to America on the Olympic.
ish,

MacKay
Gaumont

New
81

British

mins.

SAM

GENERALLY PLEASING MUSICAL RO-

MANCE WITH PLENTY OF PRODUCTION VALUES AND FINE PERFORMANCE

Bros.,

de

Charles

Cochran stage piece.

B.

directed

staged,

tractively

It

nice

in

is

at-

tempo

and gives the talented and eye-filling JesMatthews an excellent singing and
sie
dancing role which she handles with hon-

MacKay

ors.

Barry

the

leading

tainment

merits

of

somewhat

offset

its

Story

over here.

general

the
lack

should

picture

the
a

is

personable as
enter-

very

is

man, and

name

of

bit about a young actress, out of work,
who catapults into fame by impersonating

years

mother, a reigning favorite of
pretending that she has managed
This causes
to keep young all these years.
some amusing complications involving the
girl's former fiance, her no-account father
and her boy press-agent friend, who is
All is finally
obliged to pose as her son.
worked out to a happy conclusion.

ago, and

Matthews, Sonnie
MacKay, Ivcr

Jessie

Cast:
Betty

Balfour,

Barry

Hale,

Mac-

Laren, Hartley Power, Patrick Ludlow, Betty
Shale, Marprie Brooks.

Victor

Director,

Saville;

and

Author

Screenplay, Benn W. Levy; Lyrics and MuRichard Rodgers, Lorenz Hart, Harry
sic,

M. Woods; Cameraman, Glen MacWilliams;
Ian Dalrymple.

Editor,

Direction,

Photography,

Lively.

Fine.

"Italian Caprice"
7

mins.

Smash Novelty
This gorgeous color study in the
"Musical Moods" series is a camera
interpretation
Tschaikowsky's
of
"Italian Caprice," in which he sought
to convey his impressions of the
scenes and sounds that stirred hiir
emotionally on his visit to Italy.
The scenes at the opening are of the
mountain and lake country of the
north, with the "Caprice" blending
perfectly in musical harmony. The
Technicolor effects are breath-taking, with gorgeous purples, greens
and tinted effects. But the highlight
is

the

Famous

Palio celebration in

—

Siena the anual fiesta featuring a
horse race through the streets of the
town. Done in mediaeval costumes,
A
thr color effects are dazzling.
real

smash

novelty.

"Irish

Melody"

Audio Productions

A
One

of

the

ment

of

Hollywood

David S.
under

ELIZABETH

protege of the late Flo
under the personal manageSamuels, left last night for
contract to Fox Films.

last

is

BERGNER,

the stage
production, "Escape Me Never," who has just
completed the film version of that play for
British
& Dominions Pictures, is aboard the
Olympic on her way to the United States. She
is
accompanied by HUGH SINCLAIR and GRIFFITH JONES, two of her supporting players in
the picture.
Paul Czinner, Miss Bergner's husband and director of the production, will join
her shortly in New York.
star

C.

C.

PETTIJOHN

of

GEORGE
the

to

returned to

York yes-

BATCHELLER,

R.

SR.,

is

yesterday

left

JOHN MOCK, assistant
New York today

leaves

trip.

He

will

on

way

his

for

Albany.

story editor for Fox,
for Hollywood on a

be accompanied

by

Mrs.

Mock.

KENNETH
Ltd.,

adian
York.

BISHOP of Northern Films,
J.
Victoria, B. C, has returned to his Canstudios following a business trip to New

HERBERT
Buffalo,

T.
arrives

SILVERBERG,
in

New

FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW, young actor who
in
M-G-M's "David Copperfield," is

coming

opment

film

—

Work

has

project.

New

York for the premiere of the
picture at the Capitol next week.
He will then
return

to

coast

the

to

MOSS HART
sails

the

to

start

work

in

"Kim."

accompany Cole Porter who

will

today on the Franconia for a cruise around
world.

MR.
tonight

WALTER CAMP,

MRS.

and
on

the

Resolute

for

a

JR., sail
world cruise.

SIDNEY OLCOTT, who has been
the
tonight

for

past
for

in New York
few days from Hollywood, leaves
Boston
and returns early next

week.

SEYMOUR
producer

with

prominent foreign
"Ariane," "Kamerad-

schaft," "Westfront" and other pictures, has
arrived in New York and is stopping at the Ritz
Tower.
He has been producing in France for
the past year.

GEORGE MOOSER

Riverside, local

arrived

in

New

attorney

of

York tomorrow.

director

of

cele-

Joseph M. Hickey

house manager

is

of the theater.

—

Sheboygan, Wis.
Warners have
announced new low prices for the
Majestic,

with

15-cent

admission

days,

when

the top

is

holi-

20 cents.

—

Wolfboro, N. H.
The Liberty,
house, has been opened in oppo-

new

to

Memorial

Hall.

York

BUD BARSKY returned from London yesterday on the Champlain.
After a few days in
New York he will proceed to the coast, where
he will probably embark on a new independent
production venture.

HAROLD M. YOUNG,

week

this

brates its first anniversary under
the direction of E. J. Weisfeldt.

sition
has

— The

house,

any time except Sundays and

NEBENZAHL,

associated

Milwaukee

downtown

from abroad.

coast.

HARRY THOMAS

10-day

New

Washington.

from

terday

Wash.

—

Watertown, Mass.
The Strand,
operated by E. M. Loew, is now be.ng managed by Alden Smith who
recently handled the Ware in Beverly for the same company.

"Scarlet

Pimpernel," which U. A. will release, arrived
in
New York yesterday with Mrs. Young and
their son.
He will be at the Warwick for a
few days, then go to the coast, returning to
England later.

GEORGES AGIMAN, French distributor, has
arrived in New York with prints of two features for marketing here.
He also will acquire American
product for France. Agiman
will be at the Waldorf for about two weeks.

Portland, Me.— Erection of a 600seat theater at Cottage and Davis
Sts. here is expected to be started
shortly by Leon B. Gorman.

—

Seattle
Frank L. Newman, Sr.,
president of the Washington Ever-

green Theaters here, has announced
that Herbert Sobottka has been promoted to manager of the Fifth AveM-G-M in Loew
nue theater. Vic Gauntlett will dephotographed by Robert C. Bruce in inal musical score was especially vote his entire time to the position
Ireland.
Done with the new Tech- composed for this Kier-Phillips pro- of advertising director of the Evergreen theaters.
nicolor process, it is a series of duction.
Good subject for Easter
gorgeous scenes of breath-taking Week or any holy season.
Charlotte, N. C. Plans are going
beauty.
The thought and ingenuity
forward for the construction of a
that has gone into the preparation
"Barcarolle"
building to house the Fox exchange.
of these outstanding musical-scenic
7 mins.
shorts is typified in the way the Audio Productions
Charlotte, N.
E. E. Heller of
Irish songs have been blended perDelightful
Affiliated Producers, J. C. White
fectly with matching photography.
This "Musical Moods" is the last
from RKO Pathe and Katharine
For instance, "St. Patrick's Day" is word in views of Venice, and
this
Kreis, formerly with M-G-M, have
interpreted with typical Irish coun- city
of romance is literally satutry scenes.
"The Meeting of the rated with romantic atmosphere as also joined the new First Division
exchange.
Waters" brings with it scenes from the camera of Robert C. Bruce
has
the vale of Avoca which inspired
caught it. The musical motif is the
Indianapolis
The Colonial has
Lhe famous song.
The strains ol "Barcarolle" from the Venetian act
dropped vaudeville and will show
"Killarney" usher in scenes of the
of Offenbach's opera, "The Tales oi
second run double features.
.'amed lake, and as a beautiful coiHoffman." First we have afternoon
^een is seen riding along in an Irish
impressions of the canals, then twijaunting car, the music of "The Low light
falls and finally into the eveHearing on Para. Studio Lease
Backed Car" is heard.
This one ning scenes. If
you want something
Hearing
has been set for Jan. 15
cops anything ever screened in the
that will lift the femmes right out before Special Master Joyce on apway of Irish scenery.
of themselves, bring romance back plication of the Paramount trustees
into drab lives, make the sentimen- for permission to lease part of the
tal youngsters ooh and ah, you will Wilshire studio property to Wilbur
William Farnum in
find this number perfect.
It is a A. Hurley for a badminton club for
"Tubal-Cain"
fine example of wide appeal for all an 18-month period starting Feb. 1,
or
types, with its classic music, travel, 1934, at an aggregate rental of
color and romance. Robert C. Bruce $1,701.
"The Shepherd's Psalm"
did a marvelous job with his camera
National Pictures of San Antonio
15 mins. composition.
2 Brooklyn First-Runs on Duals
Biblical
Both the Brooklyn ParamounWl
New French Producer
and the Brooklyn Strand are curtjl
This pictorial featurette in TechWarners'
Paris
Aurora Films has been rently offering duals.
nicolor taken from the 23rd Psalm
in the Bible is a real novelty treat. formed to produce French films and "White Cockatoo" and Paramount's
Story deals with a shepherd and hi> to dub American pictures for Gallic 'It's a Gift" open today at the Paraflock in Holy Land.
Farnum does Films, recently organized by Adolph mount, while Warners' "I Am a
a very good job as narrator and also Osso.
First picture is under way at Thief" and Columbia's "Mills of the
CECILIA

the

screen

MURRAY,
and

four-year-old winner in
voice contest conducted by
theaters here, leaves today

CHARLES ROSENZWEIG,

manager,
west trip.

left

last

First

night for a

Division

sales

two-week mid-

—

SHORTS
Audio Productions

who

Ziegfeld,

value

pleasing sentimental

her

Warner

route from Italy aboard the Conte
due to arrive in New York Jan.
was gone about eight weeks.

He

City,

started here on construction of a
coast to start work at the Hal Roach
new 400-seat theater near the Coas a member of the Our Gang troupe.
lumbia River hydro-electric devel-

appears

of

en

is

THEO FAYNE,

another cue from Hollywood's
lavish musical productions, the British have
turned out an opulent film version of the

Taking

vice-president

Savoia,

17.

BY STAR.

MORRIS,

E.

now en

the
studios
for
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news of d Ayr

Coming and Going

"EVERGREEN"
with

Friday, Jan.

7

mins.

Classic

most delightful and

probably the most picturesque reel
in
the classic-ally beautiful "MusiMoods" series.
cal
This one was

C—

—

—

handles

the

lead

splendidly.

Orig- Joinville.

Gods" are at the Strand.

MllJ
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Friday, Jan.
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PA. COUNSEL SEES
r

OPPOSITION TO PLAN
(Continued from Page

Coxe

declined to identify the "interests."
The hearing concluded presentation of formal proof of the Paramount-Publix plan and ended with
a plea by Cook that after the Paramount Broadway proof is in and all
objectors heard that Judge Coxe
shall state whether the plan is fair
or if changes are necessary before
the plan is submitted to the creditors for their approval. Cook promised that any proposals advanced
would be promptly accepted. He said
that if Judge Coxe accepted his suggestion,
a speedy reorganization,
which everyone favored, might be
had, and that otherwise the plan
might go out to security holders
and be returned because of objection to some part of it. Judge Coxe
did not commit himself on whether
he would take the suggestion, but
indications are that he may do so.
During cross-examination of P. A.

Raibourn by Archibald Palmer it
was brought out that the bank settlement provided for payment of interest at 6 per cent up to Jan. 1,
1934, on both the old and new money.
Judge Coxe indicated that payment
of 6 per cent interest on the debt,
in view of the fact that banks had
the money on deposit while Paramount was making use of it, might
be considered excessive by him. Palmer attacked as unfair the provision of the plan under which the $6,500,000 on new money is subscribed
by stockholders. Subscribers of new
money ought to be guaranteed dividends on their stock at the very

Palmer said.
George J. Schaefer testifying on
the need for adding $5,000,000 to
least,

the present film inventory of $14,621,303, stated that under present
conditions the company had to release films as fast as they received
them without adequate time to prepare a proper advertising or exploitation
campaign.
With between
$4,000,000 and $5,000,000 additional,
the company could have seven or
eight films always ready, Schaefer
said.
Schaefer testified also as to
the scope of the pictures group operations and gave earnings figures
for the group. Y. Frank Freeman
testified on the financial condition of
the theater companies, their current
earnings and gave an estimate of
probable earnings for 1935.

File New Rialto Plans
Tentative plans for a $150,000
lour-story theater and mercantile
building to replace the present Ri-

m
({M
:

alto

have been

Square,

Inc.,

Campagna

is

filed

of

by Rialto Times
Anthony

which

president.

ACTORS' GUILD VOTES

TO TIE WITH EQUITY

1)

by

Alfred A. Cook,
counsel for Paramount-Publix, during a hearing on the Paramount reorganization plan, which was adCook
journed to Friday, Jan. 18.

Judge

MCfTHt
HPH It, M. »ALY

• • • THAT CLEVER troupe of Voices that make "The
March of Time" program one of the few Intelligent Items that
keep us from chucking the radio set into the garbage can
(one does get so fed up on these Dumb Radio programs, doesn't
well, as we were saying
this vastly entertaining aggregation of Mere Voices
gave the pressageys
at the
luncheon a demonstration of Showmanship
culled right from their own film biz

one?)

AMPA

(Continued from Page 1)
charter, will meet next week to formally accept Guild's application.
Upon voting to join with Actors'
Equity, the Screen Actors' Guild has
decided tentatively to request office
space for a secretary and an assis-

tant in Equity's New York headquarters.
Such a plan is favorable
to Equity, it was learned.

.

Columbia to Release
Canadian Film Series
(Continued from Page 1)

•
• • THERE ARE about a dozen of these highly trained
Voices
they worked behind a screened portion of the M.
P. Club dining room
using four mikes
with a prompter
keying their lines
and a couple of girls handling the cued
musical bits
they put on their show exactly the way thev
work for their big weekly broadcast in the studio
handicapped of course by technical limitations
but personally
we enjoyed their reproduction of the Film Daily Ten Best Pictures announcement better than when they broadcast it last Friday nite
in short selections of dialogue from big scenes
in each of the Ten Best
they made you believe that you
were listening to the Voices of the film stars they portrayed
in fact the Voice of Wallace Beery in "Viva Villa" sounded better than Beery's
meaning that his imitator put more
color into his tones than Beery does
s'fact
the audience got it
and broke out into spontaneous applause
proving that it is sometimes possible for an Imitation to be
superior to the Original

Northern Films studios, Victoria,
C, with the Royal Canadian

B.

Mounted authorities cooperating on
details of the stories.

1

.

First picture,

an adaptation of a James Oliver Cur-

wood

story, is scheduled for
release.

March

Bishop has returned to Canada
after a trip to New York, where he
closed the releasing deal and purchased

RCA

recording equipment,

.

.

•

•

•

BUT THE

tidbit of the

.

.

.

show was a

.

light satirical

prepared under the personal supervision of John
S. Martin
managing ed of "Time" mag
spoofing
some of the major generals of the film biz
in which
they attended a conference with the President at the Capitol
he asked them each a question pertaining to their particular film specialty
their answers had the Ampaites
convulsed with merriment
it was probably the cleverest
and wittiest satire ever concocted around film personalities
and prepared just for this one Special Performance, too!
that "Time" bunch certainly know how to do things with Class.
skit

Goldburg Gets Interest
In Northern Films, Ltd.
(Continued from Page

program

of six pictures, the others
to be made in Hollywood.
American company, Northern Films Co.,
will be formed in California to pro-

An

duce these pictures and handle distribution.
Goldburg will be president of this unit and in charge of
activities.

its

Grant Year's Protection
Against Non-Theatricals
(Continued from Page

tion of

AND

AMPA

• • •
THE rest of the
show was up to the
usual high Ferguson quality
plenty of other talent to
keep the luncheon diversified
Harry Anderson sane: a gipsy
song
Biferno & Lyons did their electrical musical act with
harp and guitar
Raggini, Metropolitan Opera star, corrected Prexy Ferguson
who introduced him as a baritone
he said he was a tenor
sure enough
when he
sang, he was a tenor
Mrs. Curtis B. Bailling, the Mamie
Lou of the Vas Family, did a radio negro skit
.

.

1)

n Victoria, British Columbia, and
has produced two British quota
films,
"Crimson
Paradise"
and
"Black Robe," which were acquired
by Columbia for distribution in England.
Nick Stuart and Lucille
Browne head the cast of both films,
which will form the nucleus of a

was the

May

8 in

limit.

tive in 30 days.

1)

which six months

The ruling is effecThe board secretary

has been directed to obtain monthly
reports from each exchange covering non-theatrical bookings includng theater, picture and date, to insure a strict check. This new ruling
is regarded as taking care of the
non-theatrical situation here.

$1,900,000 Net in 1935
Seen for Para. Theaters
• • • BACK FOR a return engagement was Zelaya
the Spanish raconteur and pianist
a Show By Himself
...
he told a story comparing the way a guy is pronounced
in the latter country
dead in the Youessay and in Turkey
they lay him out on a slab in a big room
and bring in five
beautiful naked girls to dance around his bier
if the guy
then he's officially Dead
doesn't get up
Celebs introduced included Charles A. Stillman, Alexander Markey, Roy
William
Larson and Editor John S. Martin of "Time"
A. Bach of Audio Productions, Harry Thomas, Frank Marshal'.
and Pauline Starke the Hollywood
Pauline, the Hypnotist
.

.

.

Hypnotist

«

<€

«

» » »

(Continued from Page

1)

examined in Federal Court

in connection with presentation of proof
of the Paramount reorganization
plan.
He said the Saenger group

would probably earn between $200,000 and $250,000.

Booked for the Roxy
Forthcoming bookings for the
Roxy include two Gaumont British releases, "Secret Bride" and
"Jack Ahoy." Paramount's "Behold

My
is

Wife," with Sylvia Sidney, also

set for the house.

THE
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PARA, 1934 EARNINGS

A

SET AT $6,360,000
(Continued from Page

LITTLE from
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DELAY PROBE REPORT*,

//

f

EXPECT COAST ACTION

RALPH WILK

1)

Paramount pictures group
HOLLYWOOD Hymer, Cornelius Keefe and others.
had earned $5,078,000, and Y. Frank TVf ARY CARLYLE and William It is the first of a series of six ac11
Janney have been signed bv Fox tion melodramas being produced by
Freeman, theater operating head,
the
for the romantic roles in "Recipe Walter Futter, with Keene as
had
theaters
who stated that the
for Murder," new Edmund Lowe- star.
made a profit of $1,282,000.
T
which
T
vehicle
McLaglen
Victor
Our Passing Show: Mark SandSchaefer said that fourth quarter Eugene Forde will direct.

that the

Claude Binyon, Norman Kra~
and Mrs. Marcus Rabwin
Mary Pickford yesterday was Charles Richards at Irving Strouse'
granted a divorce from Douglas "Sunday Night Frolics."
»
r
Fairbanks.
Claudia Dell and Eddie Silton.
T
T
T
newlyweds, who have returned from
Raoul Walsh will direct "Public their honeymoon, are living' at the
Enemy Number Two," featuring Hollywood Plaza.
Charles Butterworth, for M-G-M.
T
T
Philip Moeller has arrived frorr
New York to do the second of a tw
Lionel Atwill has been added to picture set-up at RKO Radio. His
the cast of "Vampires of Prague," first was "The Age of Innocence."
$-100,000 in 1934, Freeman testified.
T
T
T
which Tod Browning will direct for
George Stevens, who is directing
M-G-M. Already announced for leading roles are Lionel Barrymore, "Laddie" at RKO Radio, has a new
Licensing of Corporations Jean Hersholt, Elizabeth Allan and second assistant in Jimmy Casey.
Story is by Stevens' current release is "KenIs Proposed in Borah Bill Henry Stephenson.
Bernard Schubert and Guy Endore. tucky Kernels," starring Wheeler
(Continued from Page 1)
and Woolsey.
t
campaign for
rich,

earnings of the picture group based
on reports for October and November and data sufficient to form a
reasonable estimate of December
earnings would be $1,000,030. Freeman said that fourth quarter earnings for the consolidated companies
were $400,000, and that total earnings of the consolidated companies
for 1934 were $882,000. Non-consolidated companies including those in
bankruptcy and receivership earned

na.

Dr.

liam E. Borah in his
T
T
regulation of motion picture and
"Hong Kong Nights" is in proMichael VisarofF, Harry Harvey
r
big business.
The measure duction at the California studios,
proposes to deny licenses to corpo- with E. Mason Hopper directing, Grace Goodall, Lloyd Ingraham. Jack
rations engaged in monopoly or The picture stars Tom Keene, who is Dillon. Bill Sullivan, Johnny Gough
supported by Wera Engels, Warren and Christian Rub have been astrust.
signed
in
"One Mor^
to
roles
Spring," which will feature Jane'

(Continued from Page

1)

expected to ask for indictments, no confirmation of this could
be obtained yesterday.
The jury
heard about 15 witnesses in three
days and then excused about 25
other persons who had been called.
If the indictment is based on certain sections of the Sherman act
touching conspiracy in restraint of
report

is

trade,

maximum punishment would

be two years' imprisonment and a
$10,000 fine. Otherwise only a misdemeanor would be charged, carrying a lighter penalty.

Mary Vuono Vacationing
Stamford, Conn. Mrs. Mary C
Vuono, operator of the Strand and
Palace, leaves for Miami today for
a three-month vacation.
William D.
Vuono will be in charge of the theaters while she is away.

—

New
London

British

— Percy

Color

Process

Malcom Stewart
have invented a new

laboratories

said to cost no more
than black and white and requiring
no special equipment.
A represen?olor process

|

tative of the firm will shortly visit
the U. S.

Extend Time on Met. Claims
Time to file claims against Fox

1

BEAUX-ARTS
APARTMENTS, INC.
The Best Values
1

2
3

ROOMS
ROOMS
ROOMS

in

Town

(unf.)

*55 up

(unf.)

80 up
150 up

(unf.)

Also FURNISHED

$/|.00 J •/
«4
daily

1

E.

MUrray

''Plan

for

or 2 Persons

44* h STREET
Hill

Mack.

t

T

»

Stromberg,

who

recently

T

»

Helen Gahagan, stage star, and
Nigel Bruce have been signed for

have the leading roles under
tion of W. S. Van Dyke.

direc-

This will be
before the camera.
Merian C. Cooper's first of two proT
Y
luctions for RKO Radio this season.
Y
Robert Louis Stevenson, former Irving Pichel and L. C. Holden will
British intelligence officer and neph- direct.

ew

free bus to rockefeller center
and Grand Central

307-310

to rest fo^

new contract as a produc
M-G-M, is currently busy with leading roles in RKO Radio's forth"Naughty Marietta," in which Jean- coming film version of the H. Rider
ette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy Haggard story, "She," soon to go

HOTEL SUITES
r

have

signed a

TERRACED APART'S

from

will

a week as a result of a
sprained ligament when he fell a' Shirley Temple in "Bright Eyes,"
the Paramount studios.
has received her third Fox Film assignment in the form of a principal
T
T
T
Jocelyn Lee, actress, and Jame' role in the forthcoming "Dice WoSeymour, associate producer, have men." Little Miss Withers is currently at work on "Dante's Inferno."
filed marriage intentions.

er for

PENTHOUSE AND

Same Rate

George Raft
about

Hunt

APARTMENTS

Ask about our Trojet de Tension

Gaynor and Warner Baxter under
Metropolitan Theaters has been exHenry King.
tended to Feb. 15 by Federal Judge

the direction of
T

of the late author, has been
signed by Samuel Goldwyn for "The
Wedding Night," now in productior
and starring Anna Sten and Gan
Cooper. Stevenson is due to return
to New York to appear in a play
to open on Broadway soon.
Y

Y

Y

Ralph Forbes, instead of Reginald
Denny, will appear in "The Goose
and the Gander," in which Kay
Francis is starring at First National.

Y

Y

T

Jane

Withers,

T

who

T

T

married tomorrow.
June Martel, Broadway actress
now under contract to Warners, has
received her first screen assignment
n "Traveling Saleslady," with Joan
pianist, are to be

;

llondell.

Seniors See Rogers Film
Wa<h. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Senator Thomas of Oklahoma, representing the home state of
Will Rogers, invited every member of

—

Y

John T. Murray and Vivian Oakland, for years a famous head-lining team in vaudeville and musica'
shows, have been signed by Fox
Film for "Dante's Inferno."

4-4800

T

Snub Pollard and Ruth Bridges,

T

scored

with

the
Senate to a special showing of
Rogers' latest Fox film, "The County
in the caucus room of the
The
Senate office building last night.
showing was held under the auspices
of the local Loew's staff.

Chairman,"

1

60,000-MILE SAFARI BY AIR

UNCOVERS

DARK CONTINENT'S DARKEST SECRETS!

AMAZING .

. .

AMUSING

. . .

EXCI TING ...A VTHENTIC
Now

the Martin Johnsons bring back a cargo of
. . . scenes that even they never before
witnessed . . forest fastnesses never before
penetrated
. because never before has anyone
braved the perils of a flight INTO THE HEART OF

new

thrills

.

.

.

THE ANIMAL KINGDOM. Watch for further details
of the most unusual explorer experience ever
recorded by living man!
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be exact.
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.
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we've

we've learned some things

we've gained some knowledge

.

.

.

and we've built an

SERVICE and QUALITY that's become

in this great industry.

* And now, more

•

.

experimenting

organization for
a

.

Since then we've had a lot of experience

done a
.

young once, too

interesting
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Congressman Culkin Sees Less Need for Regulation
ST.

LOUISTURY INDICTSJARNERS,

Jos.

Sehenck Raps Catholics

Claims "Clive of India"
Unfairly Rated
"for Adults"

was S.R.O. by noon

at

the

Paramount yesterday

already

is

COURT DOUBTS ASGAP COCHRAN-SELWYN

CAN AGREE ON

—

probably not be held before Thursday or Friday of next week, the

I

clerk

I

in St. Louis First-

Run

Situation

Eight out of nine

PLAN BRITISH PRODS,

Louis

—

BARRETT

Staff

Correspondent

An

indictment returned by federal grand jury yesterday afternoon charges conspiracy
in restraint of trade against Warner Bi'os. Pictures, Vitaphone Corp.,
First
National Pictures, Warner
St.

of THE FILM DAILY
Hearing on the 8 of 9 Broadway
Washington
American Tri-Ergon case pending
Get Catholic
before the U. S. Supreme Court will

I

Charge Restraint of Trade

opening of "Lives of a

FILM DAILY

(Continued on Page 2)

I

Not Seen
Bv DAVID

NOT BEFORE THURS.

J

the

assured.

TRI-ERGOYhEARING

I

for

Bengal Lancer," with attendance for the day topping the Mae West record. The Paramount picture was ushered in with an intensive advertising campaign. Holdover of the

yesterday from Joseph M. Sehenck,
PRICES
head of United Artists and 20th Century. Sehenck declared that the picdocument, had
ture, a historical
Recognition of the right and necbeen made for all members of the essity of songwriters to be organfamily and that the "adult" listing ized, but doubt that Ascap could
imposed on it by the Catholic group reach any agreement on prices, was
Mrs. expressed
was unfair to the public.
by Federal
yesterday
(.Continued on Page 4)
Judge John C. Knox during a hearing on motion of the U. S. Attorney General's office to dismiss Ascap's answer to the U. S. suit to
dissolve the society as an illegal
monopoly. Judge Knox reserved decision on the motion after hearing
Washington Bureau

for Rating Film

"Lives of a Bengal Lancer" Jams Paramount
It

picture

Classification of 20th Century's
'Clive of India" by the International
Federation of Catholic Alumnae as
a film "for adults only", without any
member of the organization having
seen the picture, drew a broadside

PARJUND RKO

Bros.

Circuit

Management

Corp.,

General Theatrical Enterprises,
Proposal by Chas. B. Cochran
and Arch Selwyn, theatrical producers to finance and produce British
quota pictures in England for an

American company which would

(Continued on Page 4)

release the pictures here is under consideration by Radio, Fox and Para-

mount, it is understood. Under the
arrangement to be perfected by
Cochran and Selwyn, American stars
will be borrowed for the pictures to
be made in England in return for
the loan of outstanding British
stars to the American company.

Films
Approval Legion Advisory Council
Is Drafting Legislation
current Broad-

Inc.,

Paramount Pictures Distributing
Co., Inc., Paramount Pictures Distributing
Corporation,
Paramount
Pictures Distributing Company, Inc.;

CODE AUTHORITY COST
$29,003 UNDER INTAKE
Financial statement of Code Authority for 1934 shows total receipts
of $240,459.37 and total disbursements of $204,459,37. After state
income tax and reserves for lease

approved
Heretofore concerned only with and rental, total cash on hand is
Expenses for the last
by "The classifying pictures, the local Leg- $29,003.37.
Brooklyn Tablet", official Catholic ion of Decency Advisory Council, of six months were about $7,000 less
(.Continued on Page 2)
church publication. The picture not which Al Smith is chairman, is now
okayed is "The Man Who Reclaim- understood to be drafting a bill to
Merger of Philly Units
ed His Head". Those approved for make it a state penal offense to show Music Awards Being Made
films showing objectionable nudity.
(Continued on Page 2)
Definitely Declared Off
the Academy This Year
Philadelphia Merger of the M. P.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
T. 0. and the Independent ExhibiHollywood
Two certificates of
tors Protective Ass'n is definitely
of the

court told
Daily yesterday.

The Film

way
in

first-run pictures are
week's listings

the

By

—

due to a disputed point over the
M.P.T.O. retaining circuit members,
it was announced by the latter unit
yesterday at the board of managoff,

{Continued on Page 2)

Fewer

w

Detroit-

—

Censor Cuts

Detroit
Only 99 cuts were made last
yiear
by the local film censor, Lieut.
Royal A.
Baker,
compared with the
high of 500 cuts a few years ago, according to his annual report.
Baker
viewed over 400 features and 1,500
shorts.
Seven features were banned, but
all
shorts passed, some with eliminations.

Less Need for Film Regulation
Seen by Sponsor of Federal Bill
Street Car Company Helps
In Boosting Attendance

—Kansas

By RICHARD H. CUNNINGHAM
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington That the need for

(Continued on Page 2)

year's Academy awards, on which
balloting is now in progress. In ad(Continued on Page 2)

—

City Public federal movie regulation "is not so
Service Co., operator of street cars strong today as it was a year ago"
and buses in Greater Kansas City, was the opinion voiced to The Film
has started a six-month movie con- Daily yesterday by Congressman
test which is expected to increase Francis D. Culkin, sponsor of a bill
at to create a federal motion picture
especially
attendance,
movie
Observers here were
downtown houses. Prizes amounting commission.
to $1,050 will be awarded at the end surprised by Culkin's conciliatory

Kansas City

—

merit in the musical end, one for the
best composition and the other for
the best scoring are included in this

{Continued on Page 4)

Fight Michigan

—

Tax

Bill

Detroit
Allied Theaters of Michigan
and other state movie interests are preparing to fight the 10 per cent amusement tax bill filed this week in the
legislature by
Representative Frederick
Kappler.
The measure came as a surprise after the absence of any amusement bills last year.
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President

inducted.

The M.P.T.O. appointed a

legisla-

committee and also discussed
savings in insurance to members.
tive

A

resolution was passed against the
practice of distributors interchanging percentage pictures after a film
has started to play in a territory.

contest,

H. Cole, Paramount; G. W. Fuller,
Fox, and Harry Taylor, Columbia.

Court Approves Para. Deal
Code Authority Cost
For Tennessee Enterprises
Intake
$29,003

Under

Order approving purchase of the
Continued f om l a<jc
assets of the bankrupt Tennessee than the budget.
Of the aggregate
Enterprises, Inc., Paramount sub- income, producers and distributors
J

1

i

by

Tivoli Theater, Inc., a
subsidiary of Famous Theaters, was
sidiary,

)

paid $125,620, while exhibitors paid
$114,560.

Coming and Going

1)

with

contestants
guessing the names of movie stars
whose pictures appear every two
weeks in the company's street car
and bus publication for patrons.
Judges of the contest are branch film
exchange managers: F. C. Hensler,
M-G-M; T. R. Thompson, RKO; A
the

of

Recommendations for the

signed yesterday by Federal Judge 1935 budget will be proposed at a
Coxe.
The deal gives Paramount meeting of the national body in
possession of the Tivoli Theater. Washington on Feb. 1.
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne, Chattanooga, reduces the operating
Friednchstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La cost of the theater $8,000 yearly,
Cinematographie Francaise. Rue de la Cour- and adds
Being
$10,000 cash to the Para- Music

BEN
home
Prince

des-Noues,

19.

mount

estate.

RKO

to

Distribute

"Gigolette"

Radio

Pictures
will
distribute
"Gigolette," a Select picture produced at the Biograph studio with
a cast including Adrienne Ames,

Ralph Bellamy, Donald Cook and
Robert Armstrong. Story is an original by Gordon Kahn and Chat,.
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Am.
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Ind.
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Kodak

Fox
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5Vs

36V 8
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6'/i

6'/i

19 3/4

20 1/2

-

—

Services for James Shaughnessy
Net
Chg.
Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Funeral serVs vices
will be held here today for
15-16
James J. Shaughnessy, president of
Westchester motion picture opera-

—

11734 1161/4 116V2
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Inc
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11%
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14i/

Thad Barrows
Thad Barrows has been

18th Year for

—

Boston
l'/(

2i/

2
4

directed.

8

4

—

re-elected president of Boston
tion Picture Operators, Local
for the 18th consecutive time.

Mo182,

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
.

Loew

6s

41ww

Paramount 6s47
Paramount 6s47
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By.
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ctfs.
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62'/2

62'/2
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5'is50 filed... 631/4 62V 2 62'/2
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61
5!is50 ctfs..
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Warner's 6s39

Par.

"Easy Aces" Series Titled
The Ace High Series has been

81/2
8l/2

.63

Vi
1

2/2

selected as the title for the new
group of pictures being produced by
Van Beuren Corp. for
Radio
release featuring the "Easy Aces,"
radio team.
"Pharaohland," first
subject of this travel series, has been

RKO

completed.

(Continued from Page 1)
dition there will be the usual

—

of appreciation for his official aid in
the amusement industry and especially in the repeal of the 10 per
cent admissions tax, the Columbus

o->

is

on

Monogram's general

trip

a

buffalo

to

and

RUTH GORDON. New

CHARLES

sales

Detroit

Tuesday.

today for California

York stage

make

to

a

star,

picture

for

B.

COCHRAN,

London

sails

M-

producer,

Monday on the Olympic with ELISABETH BERGNER, HUGH SINCLAIR GRIFFITH
JONES and LEON QUARTERMAINE, members of
arrives

Me Never" company.

"Escape

the

HELEN HAYES, now working

at the M-G-M
studios,
comes east next month to prepare
for a stage tour in "Mary of Scotland."

CANTOR

EDDIE
York

from

and family arrive
Tuesday on the

abroad

in

New

lie

de

at

the

France.

CAROLE LOMBARD
Waldorf-Astoria from

checked
Hollywood.
has

in

MRS. S. MAURICE LIVINGSTON, wife of the
United Artists foreign representative, sails today on the Champlain for Europe.

LIONEL STANDER,
actor,

RKO

screen, stage
has left for Hollywood to
Radio's "Four Stars for Love."

and radio
appear in

HARDIE ALBRIGHT and MARTHA SLEEPER
Albright), who came east to arrange

(Mrs.
for
to

appearances in the legit, are at present
Larchmont, where Miss Sleeper is confined
her bed by an attack of influenza.

JAMES
to

BLAKELEY, socialite under contract
and who arrived here from the

Columbia

Coast

ten days ago to spend the Christmas
holidays
with his mother,
has
returned
to
to resume his picture activities.

Hollywood

AL WILKIE and ALEC MOSS
from

a

return

Monday

South American cruise.

HARRY

ARTHUR

Monday

return

from

St.

Louis.

SYLVIA SIDNEY

HAROLD

B.

left

yesterday for the coast.

FRANKLIN

has returned from the

coast.

JACKIE BEEKMAN,
expects

appear

to

in

in

town from the coast,
Warner shorts.

several

Court Doubts Ascap
Can Agree on Prices

Film Men Honor Gov. White
Columbus, 0. As a final gesture Andrew

—

appointed RKO
America
Northern

G-M.

in

Injunction Against A. C. House
Atlantic City An injunction forbidding the Earle theater to show
pictures prior to the Hollywood and
Astor theaters, indie houses, was
ordered to stand for the time being,
following a hearing presided over by
Vice Chancellor Francis B. Davis of
Camden. The Earle is a member of
the Seashore Theaters group and recently reopened after being dark for
more than a year. It is the contention of the Hollywood, which recently opened, that the Earle was
operating for the sole purpose of
hurting their business. Vice Chancellor ordered briefs be submitted
by both sides.

for

men-.ger,
returning

awards

for the best production, acting, directing, writing, art direction, photography, sound editing shorts and
assistant directors.

newly

representative in South
New York Jan. 12 on the
Rio de Janeiro.

EDWARD GOLDEN,

—

Awards
Made
By the Academy This Year

CAMMACK,

Y.

office

from

sails'

(

Continued from Page

Dennett,

1)

assistant
the Attorney General, maintain
that Ascap's answer did not deny
that the defendants had committed
acts in violation of federal law. Nathan Burkan appeared as counsel for
special

to

Variety Club gave a dinner this week
in honor of Governor George White, Ascap.

who

retires

from

office

Jan.

14.

Loss by Loew's Realty
Speakers included Martin G. Smith,
Loew's Theater and Realty Corp., Toledo, president of the Independent 8 of 9
Films
subsidiary of Loew's, Inc., reports Theater Owners of Ohio, Allen MorGet Catholic Approval
net loss of $239,544 for the year itz of Cincinnati, Nat Holt of Cleveended Aug. 31, compared with loss land and Harry Goldstein of Pitts(Continued from 1'agc 1)
of $382,367 the previous year.
burgh.
family trade are "Lives of a Bengal
Lancer", "Evergreen", "Unfinished
'Manhattan Romance' for Music Hall
Symphony",
"E n t e r Madame",
Liberty Product to Canada
RKO's "Romance in Manhattan,"
Liberty Pictures will be distribu- "Night is Young" and "Helldorado",
co-starring
Ginger
Rogers
and ted throughout Canada in a deal while "Wandering Jew" and "MysFrancis Lederer, opens at the Radio closed yesterday by Budd Rogers, tery Woman" are passed for adults.
City Music Hall next Thursday.
Jr.,
sales manager with Douglas
Cooper and Jack Rohner of ExcellFrank Decker With Big Features ent Film Exchange of Toronto, MonPRESIDENT
This is first
Louisville
Big Feature Rights, treal and St. John.
Atlantic City's Newest Boardwalk Ho
distributor for Liberty Pictures has dominion tie-up for Liberty.
SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
named Frank Decker in charge of
MARINE SUN DECK
Next Code Meeting Jan. 17
sales for east and central Kentucky.
TURKISH BATHS
He formerly was with United
Next executive meeting of the
Artists, Universal and Educational. Code Authority will be held Jan. 17.

Broadway

Henry Linet
Marvin Schenck
Dave

Kay

Francis

Louis Payne

—

Davidson

Edwin

Styles

Herbert Brenon

HOTEL

•hA
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REVIEWS

«

BENGAL LANCER" THE UNFINISHED SYMPHONY"

"LIVES OF A
t

with Gary Cooper, Franchot Tone, Sir Guy
Cromwell, C. Aubrey
Richard
Standing,
Smith, Monte Blue, Kathleen Burke
109 mins.
Paramount

a

as

since "Beau Geste" has there been
along similar lines that registers

picture

high

as

this

one

in

unusual

entertain-

an ace job in so many
respects, from writing and acting to direction and technical details, that there isn't
space here to bestow enough bouquets. Deal-

ment

I
;

values.

It

is

ing with British soldier life in India, it is
not only fascinating, but replete with natural comedy, while from a dramatic standpoint it holds a strong grip throughout.
Gary Cooper is at his best as an officer
who likes action and has a protective interest in Richard Cromwell, younger officer and son of Sir Guy Standing, the strict

commanding

officer

who

suppresses

all

sentiment in the interests of the service.
Franchot Tone, as Gary's companion offiI cer and friendly enemy, puts over the comedy lines with precision, and together they
I save Richard from disgrace when he is capI tured by a bandit chieftain and made to
his life in the heroic
| talk, with Gary losing
finale. Sir Guy Standing gives a grand performance as the commander, and there is
i
•.

-

(

Gaumont

Conrad Veidt

Ramon Novarro and

in

"THE WANDERING JEW"

84 mins.

British

FEATURE FILMS

« «

Evelyn

"THE NIGHT

Laye

in

YOUNG"

IS
Edward Everett Horton, Una Merkel,
Charles Butterworth

ROMANTIC DRAMA OF THE GREAT Olympic Pictures
82 mins. with
COMPOSER, FRANZ SCHUBERT, FINELY
IMPRESSIVE PRODUCTION OF CLASPRESENTED WITH HIS CLASSIC MELO- SIC WITH CONRAD VEIDT GIVING AN M-G-M
78 mins.
DIES.
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE.
GOOD CAST, TUNEFUL MUSIC AND
SUPERB ENTERTAINMENT COMBINThere is a quality of the old-world
This British production from the TwickenSETTINGS CAN'T OVERCOME
ING ARABIAN NIGHTS GLAMOR WITH Vienna of Franz Schubert's time that has ham studios has been very sumptuously RICH
SLIM STORY OF FAMILIAR PRINCE AND
AND
COMEDY
THRILLS,
SUSPENSE,
been skillfully caught up and transferred produced, with painstaking care to hisSHOWGIRL ROMANCE.
HEART INTEREST.
to the screen with all
its
stately courtorical incident, and the settings and cosNot

|;

NEW

of the

fine work by C. Aubrey Smith, Monte Blue
and others.
Cast: Gary Cooper, Franchot Tone, Richard Cromwell, Sir Guy Standing, C. Aubrey
Smith, Monte Blue, Kathleen Burke, Colin
Tapley, Douglas Dumbrille, Akim Tamircff,
Jameson Thomas, Noble Johnson, Lumsden

Hare, J. Carrol Naish, Rollo Lloyd, Charles
Stevens, Mischa Auer, Myra Kinch.
Director, Henry Hathaway; Author, FranYeats-Brown; Screenplay, Waldemar
cis

Young, John L. Balderstcn, Achmed Abdullah, Grover Jones, William Slavens McNutt,
Cameraman, Charles Lang; Editor, Ellsworth Hoagland.

Aces

Direction,

Photography,

Best.

SHORTS
Faithful Speaks"
(Thrilling Journeys Series)

"Old

10 mins.

Audio
Real Novelty

The

series of novelty
a journey through
Yellowstone National Park, concerning itself particularly with the geyser and hot springs phenomena of
this territory.
A very interesting
narration accompanies the jaunt of
a small groups as they survey the
natural wonders. It builds up to a
really sensational kick at the finish,
when the famous geyser, Old Faithful, that throws its torrent of boiling water aloft every 62 seconds by
yo_ur watch, is caught in one of its
i^duled "shows." The full power
\ JpRie sound amplifier is tuned on,
and you get the tremendous roar of
the geyser in all its naturalness as
if you were standing right there
with the spectators.
This reel is
presented with fine showmanship.
Produced by Lorenzo Del Riccio.

shorts.

first of
It is

a

I

Photographed by Leo Lipp.

,u

tumes show the care and

action

ture

gentleness and sentiment.
So the
moves along in this leisurely tempo,
and is very soothing in contrast to the
average hectic Hollywood film.
The highlights of the great composer's career are
presented, climaxing with his presentation
the "Unfinished Symphony" as a wedding gift to Caroline, daughter of his oneAs Carotime patron, Count Esterhazy.
of

Marta Eggerth, a German fraulein, is
She has a charming personality,
exquisite.
photographs like a million, and the girl can
sing.
A grand lyric soprano. She gives the
film its verve and color, with her vivacious
personality lighting up the rather sombre
characterization of Hans Jaray as Franz
Schubert.
The best of the Schubert compositions are presented by the Vienna Philharmonic and the Vienna State Opera ChorCast: Ronald Squire, Marta Eggerth, Beryl

Brember Wills, Hermine
Wagner,
Humphreys,
Paul
Makeham, Helen Chandler, Hans
Esma Percy, Frieda Richard.

Sterler,

Cecil

Director,

Willy

Elliot

Jaray,

Walter
Cameraman,

Author,

Forst;

Reisch; Screenplay, Benn Levy;

Franz Planer.
Direction,

Photography,

The

best.

with

Muir

Jean

and

Ricardo

Bros.

four

go

Cortez
73 mins.

for

the

mystery melomurder, harrow-

involving

suspense

ing

her brother, each

of

document that

is

a

them holding half
to be combined

of
for

In an eerie French hotel
identification.
things begin to happen to Jean, with a
couple of crook gangs attempting to get
Ricardo
the valuable paper she holds.
Cortez, an American engineer, sets out to
protect her, and with the aid of a white
cockatoo, which pecks into people's pock-

ets

in

search

of

things

to

eat,

eventually

events
perplexing
various
unravels
the
which include the usual quota of unexplained murders, including that of Jean's
brother, and so to the happy fadeout. Comedy is provided mainly by Ruth Donnelly,

nosey schoolmarm who gets herself
entangled in the doings.
Cast: Jean Muir, Ricardo Cortez, Ruth
Donnelly, Minna Gombell, Walter Kingsford, John Eldredge, Gordon Westcott, Addison Richard, Pauline Garon, Armand de
Bordes, Bentley Hewlett, Andre Chercn,
Georges Renavent, Noel Francis.
Director, Alan Crosland; Author, Mignon
as

a

Markson,
Lillie Hayward; Cameraman, Tony Gaudio;
Editor, Clarence Kolsler.

G.

Eberhart;

Direction,

are

Screenplay,

Effective.

role,

and

all

different,

so

presented, and ths

other

from a story standpoint, is too lightweight and artificial, though it gets some
help from the good music and royal backgrounds in addition to the work of the
stars and a little comedy provided by the
old reliables, Ed Horton, Una Merkel and
Charles Butterworth.
Plot is the wellknown business about a prince whose mar-

that

deliver

several

self,

delivers

performances
unusual
But Veidt easily dominates
throughout.
with his brilliant and powerful interpretaplayers

!

riage to an unattractive girl has been: arranged for him, but who balks at the idea
and stalls off the wedding.
Direction, Smooth. Photography, Fine.
around with a dancer, Evelyn Laye, who

Cast:
Ramon Novarro, Evelyn Laye,
Charles Butterworth, Una Merkel, Edward
Wandering Jew.
Horton,
Donald
Cook,
Cast: Conrad Veidt, Marie Ney, Cicely Everett
Henry
Oates, Basil Gill, Anne Grey, Bertram Wal- Stephenson, Rosalind Russell, Herman Bing,
of the

Hector Abbas, Dennis Hoey, Jack Live
Takase, Jean Maude, John Stuart, Arnold Lucy, Peggy Ashcroft, Frances L. Sullivan,
Felix Aylmer, Ivor Barnhard, Abraham Sofaer, Stafford Hilliard, Robert Gillis,

sely,

Conway

Maurice Elvey; Author,

Director,

Charles Judels, Albert Conti.

Dudley Murphy; Author, Vicki
Screenplay,
Edgar Allan
Wcolf,
Franz Schulz; Libretto, Oscar Hammerstein,
l,
Music, Sigmund Romberg; Cameraman,
Director,

Baum;
:

J^mes

Dixon.
E.

Tem-

Wong Howe;

Editor,

Conrad

A

Nervig.

E. Temple ThursFowler Mear; Musical Setting, Hugo

Riesenfeld.
Direction,

Excellent

Ben

Photography, A-l.

Photography,

Fine

"ENTER MADAME"
with

Elissa

Paramount

menace,
and a sprinkling of comedy
and romance ought to be pretty well satiswith the collection of ingredients
fied
Action deals with an
served in this one.
American girl, played by Jean Muir, who
has been left a fortune in conjunction with

drama

episodes

ton, H.

MYSTERY FANS.
who

difficult

his

the

really

four separate casts are

SUSPENSEFUL MELODRAMA ABOUT
FORTUNE
AFTER
GIRL'S
CROOKS
SHOULD SATISFY THE MURDER AND
Folks

of Ramon Novarro and
popular members of the
cast will have to be depended upon to a
great extent to satisfy the customers who
come to see this one. The production it-

lavish

this

ple Thurston; Screenplay,

"THE WHITE COCKATOO"
Warner

I

bert,

Good.

make

to

outstanding performances
of the screen.
The producers deserve high
praise for handling a difficult subject with
reverence, artistry, and close adherence to
The characters in the
the original work.

tion

Laverick,

money

of

throughout
one of the

line,

us very admirably.

Marquee value

expendiproduction
impressive.
the four episodes
It follows
of the stage play: Jerusalem on the day
of the Crucifixion; Antioch in the time
Palermo, Sicily, in
of the first Crusade;
1920, and Seville in 1560 during the days
Conrad Veidt is superb
of the Inquisition.

tesy,

Landi and Cary Grant
83 mins.

GOOD ADULT FARE WITH
GOOD CAST AND PRODUCTION GIVING
VALUES TO OLD DOMESTIC PLAY.
FAIRLY

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

This talker version of the old stage hit
and former silent film rides along generously well with the advantages given it
in the form of an able cast, intelligent direction and unstinting attention to production

details.

Taking these things together,

the story is brought more or less up to
date and should find a certain amount of
Elissa
appreciation among the grownups.
Landi does very well in the role of the
operatic star who marries a rich lad, nicely
played by Cary Grant, only to lose him
when he tires of trailing her around in the

Cary takes up with another girl,
Sharon Lynne, but Elissa eventually returns
and is reunited with him. The action calls
for the injection of some opera bits.
theater.

Cary Grant, Lynne
Lynne, Frank Albertson,
Cecilia Parker, Wilfred Hari, Michelette
Burani, Paul Porcasi, Adrian Rosley, Torben
Meyer, Harold Berquist, Wallis Clark, Fred
Cast:

Elissa

Tony Merlo, Dick

Malatesta,

Corrado,

Landi,

Sharon

Overman,

Diana

Lewis,

Frank

Kline,

G.

Gino
Dunn,

Matt McHugh, Mildred Boothe, Jack Byron,
Richard Bonelli, Bud Galea.
Nugent; Authors, Gilda
Varesi, Dorothea Donn-Byrne; Screenplay,
Charles Brackett, Gladys Lehman; Cameraman, Theodor Sparkuhl. Editor, Hugh BenDirector,

Elliott

nett.

Direction, Good.

Photography, A-l.

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up, Single
$3.00

up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near every'
thing to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.

Every room has

private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern convenience. Fine foods at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Pres.

Eugene Stern,
The "Doorway

of Hospitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blva.

HOLLYWOOD

ig
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ST. LOUIS JURY INDICTS

WARNERS,

RAPS CATHOLIC RATIIf

THE

WITHOUT SEEING

PARA,, RKO

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

RKO

Distributing

1)

IIL M.

Corporation,

Harry M. Warner, Herman Starr,
Abel Carv Thomas. Gradwell Sears,
George J. Schaefer and Ned E.
Depinet.
The offense charged is a
misdeameanor punishable by a max-

imum
000

were

of one

fine.

in

year in

jail

and

• • • A RATHER unusual pressbook
RKO-Radio for publicizing "Grand Old Girl"

$5,-

was returned. Bonds have not been
set by court.
The indictment is based entirely
upon an alleged conspiracy to prevent any person or corporation except Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., or
a corporation affiliated with or controlled by that concern, from own-

.

.

ing out the conspiracy against the
including that they caused cancellation of so-called franchises or contracts for pictures for use at the
theaters for many years, that they
acquired a large number of bonds
of the owners of said theaters for
the purpose of opposing or preventing the establishment or operating
of any business for the exhibition
of motion pictures in said theaters
by any person or corporation except
Warner Bros. Pictures, or a corporation affiliated with or controlled by
it, that they endeavored to intimidate, coerce and compel the owners,
their representatives and agents to
transfer the possession and control
of the theaters to Warner Bros. Pictures, and that they refused to grant
any license to the lessee of said theaters for any pictures in their possession and threatened to acquire
control of the entire supply of motion Pictures available and necessary
for the use of the theaters and to
prevent the lessee from acquiring
any of the said motion pictures.
Allegation also is made that the

defendants made

.

.

to Mayor
activities

of Hizzoner during his first year at the City Hall
as caught
In Arthur Lee's salon at GaumontBritish this Monday afternoon
the press will foregather

by Paramount News

hear Maurice Sigler, Al Hoffman and Albert Goodheart play
and sing their latest song hits just completed for two new G-B
pix
to

•

•

•

AT THE

T

T

T
Dorothy Lamour

Movie Ball tonite

Stork Club songs
Rudy Vallee sponsored th*>
from New Orleans
This conferencier, Emil
Boreo, of the "Folies Bergeres"
former star of "Chauve
Souris"
will probably move into a Hollywood studio to do
a Chevalier when his present contract ends
the guy is a
Riot of Versatility
The Plaza theater is celebrating its
fifth anniversary week starting Jan. 19
A picture strip
of "The Little Minister" begins in the "Daily Mirror" Monday.
will sing her
gal, who is

defendants unlawfully have engaged
in a conspiracy in restraint of trade

owners and lessees of the theaters,

.

T

• • • A SPECIAL newsreel film was presented
La Guardia by Boris Morros
covering the major

leasing or operating the Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand
Central Theaters here, and then sets
forth various acts and means by
which it is alleged the defendant
corporations and individuals as officers and agents of the several corporations conspired to and did carry
out the restraint of trade charged.
The grand jury investigation
opened on Monday and lasted until
the afternoon of Wednesday. When
a number of witnesses were suddenly excused it was apparent the inquisitors had decided there was
enough evidence to warrant the voting of an indictment.
The indictment charged that the

to use all means necessary and
appropriate to that end.
It then sets forth some of the alleged acts and things done in carry-

T

T

ing,

and

that one of
the film

that glorifies the American Schoolteacher
the book differs
from others in that it contains two distinct and separate plans
one deals exclusively with the
for merchandising the pix
schoolteacher angle
with eight basic ideas for glorifying
the other plpn comthis hitherto unsung public servant
prises the standard exploitation methods and ads devoted strictly to selling entertainment
these two plans do not overlap
they can be employed independently of ea"h othe»it seems that the exhib who sits down chummily with
most of the recent crop of Radio pressbooks
can come
away with a raft of New Slants on merchandising his show.

None of the defendants
court when the indictment

and commerce among the several
states in motion pictures for use at
the Ambassador, New Grand Central
and Missouri theaters and to make
said restraint effective have conspired to perform all acts and things

DALY

James

A

LITTLE from
By

Lederer

will

be

co-

starred by RKO Radio Pictures in
"Break of Hearts," under the direction of Phillip Moeller.
Production
is
expected
weeks.

to

T

Reginald

Owen

within

start

two

T
will

demonstrate

his versatility in "Call of the Wild,"

being produced by Twentieth Century.
Having played nothing but
romantic, comedy and other characterizations during his long varied
career in the stage and screen, this
is the first time he has been called
upon to play a heavy.
T
Peverell Marley has the distinct-

ion

//

of having done the camera work
on two of the ten best pictures of
1934 as picked in The Film Daily's

1)

Looram, head of the Alummotion picture department,

F.

nae's
said no

member

had viewed the

of the organization

film prior to the clas-

sification.

Culkin Sees Less Need
For Film Regulation
(Continued from Page 1)
attitude, as he has been one of the
film industry's severest critics.
"Although I will not say that I
am not going to press my bill for
passage," said Culkin, "I will say

that the need for governmental regulation of the movies is not nearly
so strong as it was a year ago."

Detroit Notes

—

Detroit S. K. Decker, president
of Excellent Pictures, has left for
Los Angeles on a three-month trip.
Burt Foster is going back on the
road as salesman for Excellent.
Carl B. Edwards, manager of the
Fenkell, west side house, was robbed
of $447 the other day.
John Doyle, business agent of the
I.A.T.S.E., is in New York.
Joseph Urban, former owner of
the Davison Theater, has been appointed manager of the Conant for
Alex Slenek, now sole owner following the withdrawal of J. B. Krul
from partnership.
Thelma Taylor has joined the
Edward CarFirst Division staff.
row has been appointed shipper.

Leo Brooks and Eddie Ewart
have reopened the Davison, north
end house.
nation-wide poll of critics "House
Bruno Valletty was here a few
of Rothschild" and "Count of Monte
days ago from New York on an inCristo."
He was also in charge of dependent production deal.
the photography on "Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back," "The Mighty
Withdraw "President Vanishes"
Barnum' and "Give of India."
Omaha "The President Vanishes,"
t
t
y
Roy Chanslor, Warner Bros., scen- scheduled to open Jan. 18 at the
been withdrawn by
arist, has written "Mr. Marjorie," a Orpheum, has
Manager Bill
novelette, which will appear in the A. H. Blank, with
March issue of Cosmopolitan. Chan- Miskell of the theater reporting he
slor
wrote
"Hi,
Nellie,"
which had received a number of threatening messages following a surprise
starred Paul Muni.
preview of the film. Blank has givT
T
T
en no reason for the cancellation.
Felix Young has engaged Earl
Dancer to handle the dance numEdith Fellows, ten-year-old girl,
bers for "Four Stars to Love," which
National
will be Young's initial production has been signed by First
which will cofor RKO.
It is a black and white for "Wanderlust,"
musical comedy revue, in which Ann star Aline MacMahon and Guy KibSothern, Fred Keating and Wynne bee.
T
Gibson will have the leading roles.

RALPH WILK;

HOLYWOOD
JT ATHARINE HEPBURN and
Francis

"LOTS

FILM,

—

—

Michael Curtiz has been assigned
has been by First National to finish the few
ments concerning prospective lessees' signed to a long term contract by more days of shooting remaining on
credit and business reputation and Larry Darmour, was born in Mis- "Go Into Your Dance," which cowith regard to their experience in sion, Texas. From boyhood on, he stars Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler.
the exhibition of pictures, and also was interested in riding and roping, Archie Mayo, who did most of tte
that Warner Bros. Pictures, Vita- and at 12 he ran away and joined a direction, is confined to St. Vinc<^|,
phone, First National Pictures, RKO medicine show. For years following Hospital with a severe cold.
T
T
T
and the various Paramount com- he was a headliner with circuses,
Mona Barrie will be Jack Holt's
panies named entered into an agree- including the Ringling Bros.
His
ment to furnish pictures only to initial screen work was in the role leading woman in "Gimpy," to be
Warner controlled theaters in the of "Paul Revere" in Marion Davies' directed by Roy William Neill for
Columbia.
picture, "Janice Meredith."
disparaging state- first-run field here.
T

Ken

Maynard,

T

T

who

«"—--

—
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i
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international in
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662 Features
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/

Released

t

DOUBT CONVICTIONS

New
See

Ask

in Rules for
Submission to 1936

in U. S.

—That the whole structure

the film industry is menaced by
;he new copyright proposals to be
submitted to the Copyright Confer;nce of 1936 in Brussels is the opinon of trade circles here. Apprehension is aroused chiefly by the portion
if the proposals in which the auhors propose that "the right of makng a film in no wise includes the
(Continued on Page 7)

NORTHWEST HOUSES

ADDED TO ACTIVE LIST

for Dissolution of Fox

Believe

Federal

Judge

Supply Dealers Plan
Against

Warner Bros.,
Paramount and RKO Radio companies and executives on charges of
Conviction of the

enable the committee

Finish

Fight

Fight to a finish against Erpi's
entrance into the field of equipment
sales is planned by the Independent
Supply Dealers Ass'n, according to
a statement issued yesterday by J.
E. Robin, president of the associa-

EXPECT

tion.

1935-36 Season

'

(Continued on Page 7)

Universal for '35-36

have been set by Universal for the 1935-36 season. They
nclude: "The Roaring West," starring Buck Jones, in 15 episodes;

Features Released Last Year
Totaled 662, vs. 644 in 1 933

orda Moves to

New

Lot

—

ondon Pending completion of the
iw London Films studios, temporarily
held up due to difficulties over the site,
Alexander Korda has leased the reconditioned Worton Hall studios from E. R.
Gourdeau and will conduct his producactivities
Films'

Dominions.

there.

This

terminates

arrangement with

General Theaters Equipment, now
equity receivership, expects to
out a reorganization plan
without recourse to 77-B (bankruptcy act)
proceedings, it was
learned Saturday.
Total claims of
over $50,000,000 will be considerably reduced, according to Ralph E.
in

work

(Continued on Page 7)

More Stage Producers

British

New

Film Venture

Arthur Hopkins and possibly Sam
H. Harris and Arthur Hammerstein
will be associated with Arch Selwyn
and Chas. B. Cochran in their plan
to produce British pictures for an
(Continued on Page 7)

Features generally released in the
"Flash Gordon," "The Adventures U. S. during 1934 totaled 662, an
of Frank Merriwell" and "New Ex- increase of 18 over the total of 644

Tommy.'

PLAN

WITHOUT BANKRUPTCY

In

serials

of Tailspin

in

is

Servicing

Erpi,

18

Four Serials Scheduled

Will

in

Court Trial

Mack.

for all sums received
to restrain the com-

and the Falls, International Falls,
Features for Liberty in
Minn., while the following reopened:
Majestic in Ellsworth, Wigwam in
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY current schedule have been cornrand Marais, State in Mountain
Lake, Rex in Tower, Ivanhoe in
Hollywood
Pictures, pleted, with "I'll Bet You" and "Old
Liberty
Only eight
fvanhoe, all Minn.; Avalon in Car- headed by M. H. Hoffman, is set on Homestead" to come.
were originally planned for this seaion, Auditorium in Killdeer, Iris in
increasing
its 1935-36 program to 18
son,
but the number was later
Milnor, Roxy in Steele, all N. D.,
and Broadway in Centerville, Strand features. Ten of the twelve on the boosted to 12.

tion

1*l\

Indictments

Not Stand Up

Theaters bondholders'
Milton C. Weisman,

month, it is shown by the limits of the enterprises defined by up by manufacturing parts, Robin
mrrent Film Board of Trade report. its charter. The association holds declares.
Three were new houses, the Grand.
Fargo, N. D.; the Midtown, St. Paul,

London

C

PRODUCT CASE

;ory last

&

res

the St. Louis product
a matter of considerable
doubt according to a checkup of
legal opinion on Saturday by The
Film Daily. That the indictments
voted last week V>y the federal grand
in
Fie!
jury will have difficulty standing up
in a court trial was the general feelthat Erpi's new activities will also ing among attorneys. Since it is a
operate to the detriment of manu- criminal case, it was pointed out, the
facturers
and
exhibitors,
Robin charges "must be proved beyond a
(Continued on Page 7)
states, and points out that with
elimination of the dealers, exhibitors
would find themselves entirely subject to the dictates of a monopoly.
G. T. E.
Should Erpi be allowed to service
theaters and sell equipment, manufacturers will find that Erpi will end

—

ploits

u

Sixteen Years Old

<S

restraint
situation

The dealers take the stand that a
Minneapolis Fifteen theaters were public utility company has no legal
idded to the active list in this terri- or moral right to go beyond the

By

o n Pict

During 1934

Met. Committee

order
show cause why the Fox Metropolitan
to
protective committee should
not be dissolved obtained by
receiver for Fox Theaters Corp., is returnable Thursday before
The order asks also that the committee be required to account
from bondholders and from the court in fees and seeks further
mittee from intervening in proceedings under 77B which would
to file its reorganization plan.

)f

Four

i

14. I93<S

IN ST. LOUIS

An

Conference

15

t

Copyright Proposals Feared as Harmful to Films

Menace

Londou

MCNDAT. JANLARy

N ewspeiper

ily

Mo

Of

Scope

Huffman Giveaway Case
Shifted to Okla. City

—

Denver Pending hearing of the
distributed in 1933, it is shown in auto giveaway
case, which may be
the official count for The Film held in Oklahoma City in three
Daily Year Book. The figure in- weeks, Harry Huffman has been
cludes both American and foreign granted a temporary restraining or-

pictures, but is exclusive of a number of foreign productions imported
but not yet given general release,
as well as a few independent stateright releases having no national
representation.
With the counting
(Continued on Page 7)

der to prevent stoppage of film service.

Huffman must have

ready

in

his case

two weeks. His bond was
increased to $5,000 from $2,500.
Ship your film via National Film Carriers,
for dependable service.
Advt.

Inc.,

"March
First

of

Division

Time" Deals
has

closed

"The March of Time" with

deals for
Balaba"h &

Katz,
Publix
Great States, and the
Sparks Circuit.
Deal with Balaban &
Katz, covering 30 theaters, and Publix
Great States including 28 houses was
closed by Walter Immerman of B. & K.,
Jules Ruben of Publix Great States and
Henry Ellman and Al Friedlander representing First
Division.
The Sparks
Circuit deal covers 60 houses and was
closed by Fred
McConnell and Nate
Richardson.
"The March of Time" will
open Feb. 1 at the Chicago theater,
Chicago.
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Fox
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Astor

Paramount

Paramount
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Olympic Pic
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5 Cents
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of

Bengal

a
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The Man Who Reclaimed His Head
The Unfinished Symphony
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Broadway.
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by Wid's Films and Film Folk. Inc.
J. W.
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Waltz Time in Vienna (12th week)
Don Quixote*
Chapayev

Address

Cette

Mystery

(opens tonight)

Madame

The Mighty Barnum

Man

Aran

THE

Vielle

Westminster

arrives in New York toda
Chicago night club engagement an
20 to fill a booking at the Holly
wood Country Club, Hollywood, Fla.

55th

returned to Buffalo from

New York tomorrow
BERNERD of Gaumont
in

—

Romance

19.

in

leaves

Following run at Cameo.

Fadiman

Playhouse

is

arrivin

Jan.

T.

SILVERBERG,

film

ha

attorney,

New York.
FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW, M-G-M's

10-year

RKO

Radio
20th Century

Mayfair

York,
today.

M-G-M

Capitol
Strand

ED
Rivoli

RKO

Radio

Week

for

"Aran"

who has been in Nev
scheduled for another Washington rri|

R. KENT is expected back next west
the Fox studios on the coast.

BEN LYON, BEBE DANIELS and their young
daughter, as well as SKEETS GALLAGHER, hav<
arrived at the Hotel Lombardy.
Mrs. Gallaghei
will join them in about two weeks.

(a) Following current run.

Third

KUYKENDALL,
is

SIDNEY
from

Roxy
Music Hall

in Philly

"Man of Aran," Gaumont British
William J.
head of the screen material depart- release, is in its third capacity week
ment of Leland Hayward, Inc., on at the Europa theater, Philadelphia.
It opens at the Little Theater, NewJan. 21 to become chief of the New
York story department of Samuel ark, on Jan. 18, for an indefinite run.

FINANCIAL

also

old screen find who appears in "David Copper
field," arrives in New York from the coast.

Fox

Goldwyn Story Head
Fadiman will resign as

as

British

5th Ave. Playhouse

Warner

(a)

di

England. JEFFRE

a

HERBERT
St.

Acme
Cameo

B. Bell

Canaille

Manhattan

from

SOPHIE TUCKER

from

British

FUTURE OPENINGS

Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la Cour-

CODE

on this ship.

Waldemar
Amkino

Streak

ai

Rivoli

Ufa

(Jan. 15)
Clive of India
(Jan. 17)
David Copperfield (Jan. 18)
Bordertown (Jan. 23)
County Chairman (a)
Silver

sister

United Artists

Gaumont

(13th week)

DAILY.

des-Noues,

IDA LUPINO and her mother and

among the passengers aboard the Olympic,

Warner
Paramount

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

FILM
communications to
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood. California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
Londonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
all

of

Ne

Rialto

TWO-A-DAY RUN *

;

playwright, left

Mayfair
Astor
Palace

Fox

The White Cockatoo
Enter

Universal

Gaumont

Woman

SAMSON RAPHAELSON,

York yesterday for Hollywood to resume screi
writing.

JESSE J. GOLDBURG leaves New York tomor
row night for the coast to resume production
his Northern Films series.

on

Philly

Trans-Lux House Draws

—

Philadelphia The new Trans-Lux
theater opened at 1519 Chestnut St.,
Fadiman was ediGoldwyn, Inc.
with a program of shorts and newsStanwyck Film Retitled
torial consultant for Simon & SchusBarbara Stanwyck's latest War- reels running an hour and a half,
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
ter
publishers,
head
of
the
and other
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
ner production, "North Shore," has has been doing good business since
Net Authors' Motion Picture and Radio
been retitled "The Woman in Red." it opened two weeks ago.
High Low Close Che,. Bureau,
assistant story editor of
5'/4
5>/4
5 'A +
Am. Seat
Vs
RKO Pathe and story editor for Co36
Columbia Picts. vtc. 36'/8 36
Va
lumbia before joining Leland HayFm.

Ind

Con. Fm.

Ind.
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East.
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—
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12%

Ambassador Finishes
West

Coast

Bureau,

Hollywood

Its

Second

THE FILM DAILY

—Ambassador

Pictures

has completed "Northern Frontier,"
second of the series of James Oliver
Curwood yarns starring Kermit
Maynard.
Eleanor Hunt has the
feminine lead and the supporting
cast includes Russell Hopton, J.
Farrell McDonald, Le Roy Mason,
Gertrude Astor, Ben Hendricks, Jr.,
Walter Brennan and Lloyd Ingraham. Sam Newfield directed.

'/8

1

4

4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

ward.

V4

8

1

"A"

Fm.

do pfd
Paramount ctfs
do

6'/2

4

pfd

Fox

6%

6Vi
pfd... 20

12%— %

12%

Masterpiece Gets "Chinatown"
Masterpiece Film Attractions of
Philadelphia has bought Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey rights to "Secrets of Chintatown," produced by Northern Films
under supervision of Jesse J. Goldburg.

BEATRICE
Now

Featured

LILLIE
at the

RAINBOW ROOM
RADIO CITY

Boas and Burroughs Sue Fox
Boston L. Boas and A. Burroughs
have filed suit for $750,000 in Suffolk Superior Court against Fox
Film, alleging breach of agreement
to buy and lease theaters from the

—

plaintiffs.

j

"THE MIGHTY BARNUM"
"Nothing is too good for the
American public," said that supershowman, Phineas T. Barnum.
That's the way we feel, too, and
evidently most exhibitors agree

with us, for the record shows that

Alexander Smith Carpet

most successful
Arranged Through
Richard Krakeur

LEO MORRISON
mm

offices

New

York

111111

Hollywood

Vincent Serrano Buried
Funeral services were held in Tarrytown yesterday for Vincent Serrano, stage and screen actor who
retired in 1929.
He died Friday in
the Flower Hospital at the age

is

used

in the majority of the country's
theatres.
c;i;

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

of 68.

l«V.'

—

> -"»?<-

THE
CAP»TOL
NE

POLI

THEATRES

R^

W ENGLAND

W YORK

NE

LOEVV'S
PUBLIX
GREAT STATE

THEATRES
COAST
COAST TO

BALABAN

IS'-

AND KATZ
CHICAGO
GREATER

Oil 10

ChECagO

The

.

BALABAN AND KATZ

thea-

complete chain in greater Chicago, will show THE
OF TIME, starting February first in their Chicago
Theatre, the biggest in the middle west.
The parade marches on! Into the famed PUBLIX GREAT
STATE THEATRES bringing this new feature to the leading

tres, their

MARCH

and Indiana.
Starting with the great
and New England's POLI chain, then Broadway's EMBASSY, New York's
giant CAPITOL, the parade, growing fast, marches westward,
gathering the foremost houses of the country.
These large theatres buy pictures that draw crowds. If you
haven't joined the parade, see your FIRST DIVISION EXtoday and sign for a great 1935 box-office success
cities of Illinois

LOEWS THEATRES

CHANGE
THE MARCH OF

Distributed by

THE

FIRST DIVISION

TIME.

Harry H. Thomas,

Pres., Rockefeller Centre,

MARCH OF

New York

City

TIME

ALLEZ-OOP!
The Next Months of Metro -Qoldwyn-Mayer
will make box-office receipts do nip-ups and
handsprings and other hitherto unknown acrobatic feats. Qet your play-date book ready for"WEST POINT OF THE AIR"with WALLACE
BEERY, Robert Young, Maureen O'Sullivan,
Lewis Stone, James Gleason.
Mightiest air thriller of them all. Daring drama
of Uncle Sam's flying eagles

New

wildly.

thrills in air,

who

on

live

madly, love

earth, with a great

cast picturing the epic story of aviation from its
early beginning in this "Big Parade of the Air."

"VANESSA— HER LOVE STORY" Starring
HELEN HAYES, ROBERT MONTGOMERY,
Otto Kruger, May Robson, Lewis Stone.
An exquisitely beautiful story of undying love
tender and touching. Helen Hayes, America's finest actress, is superb as the lovely heroine of Hugh
Walpole's world-famous novel. Robert Montgomery

is

in his best

romantic

style as a

dashing and

devil-may-care charmer.

"SOCIETY DOCTOR"

with Chester Morris,

Virginia Bruce, Billie Burke.

A mad

human emotions centered in
emergency hospital. Teeming with

whirlpool of

a metropolitan

life, packed with thrills and laughs, it keeps moving
every second of every minute. This dynamic story
of life's beginning and end, might best be described
as "the thrilling successor to 'Men In White'."

"SEQUOIA"
with

(pronounced See-quo-yah)

growdiscouraged about
I

congratulate

films.
its

'SEQUOIA' renewed

makers."

"DAVID COPPERFIELD"

with an all-star

cast of

65 players

including:

Lionel

Barrymore,

Madge

O'Sullivan,

Edna May

— W. C.

Evans,

CONSTANCE

Fields,

Maureen

Oliver, Lewis Stone,

Frank Lawton, Freddie Bartholomew, Elizabeth Allan, Roland Young.
The year's most anxiously awaited production.
Charles Dickens' beloved work of art comes to
the screen after two years of production as a lovestory for the ages. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer proudly
presents its mightiest masterpiece. Your heart will
never let you forget it.

with

The

story of a woman- tamer who wouldn't take
for any girl, and a society beauty who made
a habit of taking men for a joy-ride. Clark Gable
and Constance Bennett are an incomparable pair
of lovers, and the laughs come fast and furious in

a

fall

this

comedy-mystery-melodrama.

"NAUGHTY MARIETTA" with
MAC DONALD, NELSON

JEANETTE
EDDY, Frank

Morgan.
The heart -stirring

musical romance of old New
Orleans in the days when a girl had to love to
live, with the screen's two handsomest song-lovers.
Golden music fills the air when JeanetteMacDonald
and Nelson Eddy sing the glorious melody of
Victor Herbert's delightful score.

"RECKLESS"with JEAN HARLOW, WILLIAM
POWELL, Franchot Tone, May Robson, Nat
Pendleton, Ted Healy.
A modern musical romance with a spectacular starspangled cast. Jean Harlow and William Powell in
a tumultous story of life on theatrical Broadway
and in New York's upper social circles. Two scinpulse-pounding, heart-satisfying
will pack theatres from coast

-romance that

to coast.

"THE WINNING TICKET"with

Leo Carrillo,

Louise Fazenda, Ted Healy.
A howling sweepstakes comedy, replete with fastmoving fun, an all-star cast and happy romance.
A seventy-minute laugh-diet And a brand new
!

comedy

makes the laughs come easy.
Funniest entertainment since "Caught Short."

idea in

that

"BIOGRAPHY OF A BACHELOR GIRL"with
ANN HARDING, ROBERT MONTGOMERY,
Edward

Everett Horton,

Una Merkel.

The gay and merry

picturization of the Broadway
stage success that kept blase New York audiences
howling for eight capacity months.
delightfully
]oyous romance of a bachelor girl and the men in

A

her

life.

With the two sweethearts of "When Ladies

Meet."

RAMON

N OVA R RO, EVELYN LAYE,
IS YOUNG"with
Charles Butterworth, Edward Everett Horton, Una Merkel.
The musical romance of the Prince and the chorus girl. By Sigmund Romberg and
Oscar Hammerstein Ii, world-renowned authors of "The Desert Song," "The New
Moon," and other hit shows. Tunefully set to the magic melody of Romberg's

"THE NIGHT

haunting music.

Two

CLARK

BENNETT,

Stuart
Erwin, Billie Burke, Harvey Stephens, Katharine Alexander.

thrill

quote Jim Tully, the well-known author. "No
picture in years has given me the same emotional
quality which I derived from 'SEQUOIA.' I often
faith.

GABLE,

tillating stars in a

JEAN PARKER

We

my

"AFTER OFFICE HOURS"

romantic favorites in the year's

first

big screen thrill.

%£1
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NEWS

—

from "Lots"
By

RALPH WILK

—

been

QLENDA FARRELL

Grant Mitchell.

Ray Enright

will

direct.

Steffi Duna, RKO Radio star who
appeared in "La Cucaracha" and
"Red Morning," is convalescing from
an operation performed recently at
a Hollywood hospital.

Lou Brock has changed the title
Fox musical production
from "Adios Argentina," to "Argen-

of his first

tina."
Tito Guizar, popular radio
singer will enact the leading role in
the film.
T

T

Jimmy Butler and Virginia Weidwho distinguished themselves in

ler,

Paramount's "Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch," have been added to
w

"The Goose and the

Gander,"
starring
Kay Francis,
which First National has placed in
production.
Alfred E. Green is directing.
T

T

T

Ralph Staub is a third owner in
a gold mine in Alaska Creek, Alaska, which starts operations this
month.
The mine has not been
worked since 1912. Staub is producer-director of shorts at the Warner Bros. -First National studios.
T
T
T
Columbia has engaged Billie Seward to play opposite Tim McCoy
in "The Revenge Rider."
T

T

Dorothy Wilson, who played an
dramatic role in "The
White Parade," is playing a light
romantic
lead
opposite
George
intensely

a

screening

stunt!

OVER

Clouds

in the

•

•

•

a

Broadway and the sky-

AND HOW

the newspaper photographers went for
was a film ballyhoo
but they
could not ignore the News Angle
the First Time a talkie

they knew

it!

had been presented
that's

it

in

NEWS

an

air-liner with standard equipment
also the Spectacular Angle
was at the controls of his Douglas

Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker
plane that smashed the transcontinental record from Losang
to

New York

•

•

•

IN

THE

few days that have elapsed since the stunt
a raft of comment from publicity gents in other major companies
they all caught
the significance of this ballyhoo so cleverly devised and handled
namely
by Roger Ferri of Fox
we are back in
Show Biz once more
where we were before the Dark
again the Publicity Mind of the biz is reDaze of 1929
turning to the Expansive Mood
and that's the only Mood
that Advertising and Publicity should ever be in
in
Show Biz
the minute we cease to be Barnumesque

we have heard

was pulled

that

moment we

cease to be

Showmen

seller,

Melville

Robert

•

•

IT'S

THE

colorful, dramatic, picturesque personali-

provide the Spark that galvanizes
the Biz
ricochets to the Public
and climaxes in
a Cash Smash at the Box Office
what good are all your
Directors, Stars, Stories, Sales Force, Picture Palaces
without that Vital Spark from a Barnum-Type Mind
that whams the Picture over sensationally into the Public Consciousness ?

Brown, has been signed
T.

Kane

"Man Eating

to

Tiger."
T

Egon Brecher and Henry Kolker
are additions to Warners' "Floren-

Dagger."
T
Jarrett,

•

•

•

SO LET'S thank gawd

glorifiers as Billy

of the Theater

Cinema"Roxy" Rothafel

for such Colorful

Ferguson of Metro

Hy Daab

of the old

Radio days who dyna-

mited palookas into Smashes, and Smashes into Sensations at
mere Words
the B. O.
with what?
but
Hy Daab of the Titanic Vocabulary
what Words!!
can you ever forget those Screaming double-trucks he ran in
the trade press that had the whole town and his wife wagging
their tongues
hell, even the dogs' tails wagged at sight
of a Daab Ad
it is one of the Classic Ironies of the film
biz that the Great Minds have allowed Hy Daab and his Gorgeous Gift of Gab in Printers Ink to slip out of the picture
such Minds are Priceless in Pix
WHY?

New

York, has

rejoined the film colony.
He wrote
"Salt Water," a stage success, and
collaborated with the late Montague

Glass on "Keeping Expenses Down"
"Why Don't You Go Back?"

New

Orleans

—Universal

exchange

managers from Charlotte, Atlanta,
New Orleans and Memphis pooled
together to give William Miller
Richardson, former Universal district manager, a gold watch as a
token of appreciation.
Richardson
is now with First Division.

—Fred

Wolfson, mem
grievance board,
has been named to represent the
motion picture code authority on the
recently formed Greater Kansas City

Kansas City

ber

of

the

local

Code Council.

The Council,

con.

posed of one representative from
each code authority in Western Mis
souri, is seeking better compliance
with all codes.
Lincoln, Neb. The "Journal" and
"Star," local sheets, will sponsor
the "Ballet Russe" here in the Coliseum, Feb. 14. Showmen would no'
comment when asked if they intended going by committee to the publishers as was done in Omaha with
the "World-Herald" sponsorship of
the "San Carlo Opera" demanding a
layoff in competition to advertisers.

has Sunday movies.

Washington, Mo.—The Calvin, C.
A.
Schultz's Commonwealth Theaters house, badly damaged by fire,
is being renovated and rebuilt immediately.

—

Kansas City W. E. Branson, dismanager for RKO out of Chicago, visited T. R. Thompson, local
branch manager, this week.
trict

Lawrence, Kans.
erly booker

for

—Bob Clark, formFox

•

•

EXCUSE US

wandering along

like

this

there are a Bunch of other lads who rate special mention
because they have the Godgiven Gift of presenting the Message
of Pictures with Color, Drama, Sensation and Smash
mebbe Roger Ferri's achievement will cause the controlling
geniuses of the Money Bags to Loosen Up
give these
lads a chance to SPLURGE
and how they can splurge
if given half a chance!
and first thing ya know
we'll ALL be back in Show Biz
but they've got to let
those Persons with Punch go to work!

• • • IMAGINE OUR delight to note on the Capitol
marquee that "The Night Is Young" with Una Merkel
well, of course

« « «

» » »

Oklahoma
for

the

—

Toronto
Work on the $150,000
job of remodelling and modernizing
Loew's Yonge Street theater is now
in
progress.
Shows continue as
usual.

—

Kenosha, Wis. C. H. Collins, Jr.,
son of C. H. Collins, manager of the
Roosevelt, and for the past several
years assistant manager at the
Roosevelt, has been named assistant,
manager of the Gateway.

—John

Davin, formerly a
Pathe News, has
joined the local National Screen Service branch, managed by Harry
Kirchgessner.

Boston

cameraman

oh, well

in

has become booker
Dickinson circuit here.
City,

who staged "Big-

Hearted Herbert," in

hcuse buys all second run pictures
and is showing them at 10 and 15
cents. The complaint charges agree
ment between the Dubinsky and ex
changes to withhold pictures from
other second run exhibitors.

Manhattan, Kans. -This town now

•

direct the
latter's Fox Film adaptation of the
Ben Hecht-Rose Caylor stage plav.

Dan

•

ties in Publicity that alone

in

TV

Frank- Cassil, Rialto; Mrs. A. Mos
kau, Regal, and R. A. Gregory, Rivoli, all of St. Joseph, Mo., against
the Crystal, second run operated by
Dubinsky Bros., charging the lattej

—

Harold Bell Wright's best
"When a Man's a Man."

O'Brien

and

what

"Baboona"
Preview

on that recent stunt of
Martin Johnson African pix,

w

Charles Coleman has been added
to the cast of

tine

to publicize the

Radio's "Laddie."
•

by

AFTERTHOUGHTS

T

subsequently adapt the Gordon Rigby-Robert Dillon story, "Orchids to
You."

RKO

• • •
Fox Film
scrapers

T

Howard Estabrook, scenarist, has
been signed by Fox Film and will

DA?;!

Kansas City
A complaint has
filed by John Egli, Hickory;

HOLLYWOOD

will be teamed with Joan Blondell in "Traveling
Saleslady,"
forthcoming
a
Warner production. Also featured
in the cast are Hugh Herbert, William Gargan, Ruth Donnelly and

of the

for

THE
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#2 FEATURE PICTURES
RELEASED HERE
(Continued from Page

Short Shots

IN '34

Eastern Studios

DOUBT CONVICTIONS
IN ST. LOUIS

CHARLES ALICOATE

iBy

OOLLY MORAN,

from

CASE

(Continued from Page 1)
currently liam Watson collaborating on it during their stay in Hollywood and on reasonable doubt," whereas in a civil
their trip back to the east.
An case a preponderance of evidence
Ernest Truex starring comedy and would be sufficient.
a Marriage
Comedy which will
Denial that the RKO Distributing
feature the Easy Aces are also being Corp. had violated any law and doubt
prepared for early production.
that there was any bases on which
the indictment of Ned E. Depinet,
•
•
president
of
RKO Distributing
Copyright Proposals
Roscoe Ails, stage and screen com- Corp., could be sustained in the conThe second of the Joe Cook starFeared as
ring comedies for Educational, on edian, started work Saturday at the spiracy action was expressed by Wm.
(.Continued from Page 1)
which production will start in As- Brooklyn Vitaphone studio in a two- Mallard, RKO general counsel.
right of showing it." One statement toria immediately on Al Christie's reel minstrel entitled "In This CorOther executives involved in the
return from Hollywood, is now being ner." Also in the cast are Carolyn case either would not comment or
in the proposals reads:
"The first clause grants to authors of written by the comedian in conjunc- Marsh, Mark Plant, George Tapps,
could not be reached on Saturday
literary, scientific or artistic works not only
Dave Burns, George McKay, Roy for a statement.
tion with his writing staff.
to make a film of their original work, but
•
Campbell's
Swanee
Singers
and
also the right to present this secondary creation on the screen.
In the opinion of the
The story for Educational's third thirty-two Vitaphone boys and girls
St. Louis
Defendants in the antiinternational body submitting the proposals
Young Romance Comedy is well un- of the chorus. Roy Mack is direct- trust indictments here are expected
the author should also have reserved for him
der way, with Art Jarrett and Wil- ing.
the right to put his films into circulation."
to make bond in New York, and reLater, the document says: "We deem unturn date of bond may indicate when
E.
Plan
T.
necessary to add to Article 14 that the author
Expect
G.
Producers
Stage
the case will come up.
Arthur E.
1)

who

is

,.

of all this product, total figure
would be in the neighborhood of 700.
in

Fifi
appearing nightly with
D'Orsay at the Congress Restaurant,
The new Film Daily Year Book, has been signed by Sam Sax, prowhich comes out in a few weeks, duction chief of the Brooklyn Vitawill list 14,567 features released in phone studio, to star in a two-reel
the last 19 years.
Vitaphone comedy. Production is
scheduled to begin in two weeks.

Wow

Harmful

Are

•

—

of an original work put on to the screen preserves, in spite of his consent to the adaptation, moral rights; that is to say, the right
to make his authorship known, and to oppose
any changes derogatory to his honor and

reputation."

A summary of the proposals for
submission to the conference has
been published by the International
Council of Music Users, which also
is pointing out that the proposals
are gravely prejudicedToronto Merchants Fight Premiums
Toronto Merchants here are demanding that the Toronto Police
Commission put a ban against the

—

practice of film theaters offering
china, silverware and other articles
as gifts to attract patrons.

Dr. William Short Buried
Funeral services for Dr. William
H. Short, late director of the M. P.
Research Council, were held yesterday afternoon at the Powell Funera'
Parlors in Amityville.
The body
will be sent to Wisconsin, where
Dr. Short lived for a number of

More

In

Film Venture

become affiliated.
Selwyn and Cochran will leave
for Hollywood on Jan. 22, after the
premiere here of Elizabeth Bergner
in "Escape Me Never," which will
be jointly presented by Cochran and
the Theater Guild. Selwyn said that
he and Cochran proposed to concenwill

trate on production of musicals and
that the venture would be partially
financed by the American company.

15 Northwest Houses
Added to Active
(Continued from Page

in

S.

all in S.

D.

W.

E. Sound,

London

—Wc

ing equipments
the Warner
About 26 picti
this year, it ii

Sam Yoffeei
Trenton, Mo*
erly operator
ton, Mo., recej
town here, a
Edward
Beranger

Bowes

Bebe Daniels
Edward P. Curtis

1]

Oldham and Woodmaij
D.

m

Major

Without Bankruptcy
(Continued from Page

1)

company, it was Morton, secretary for the Bondholdfilm
It is ers' Protective Committee, who said
stated Saturday by Selwyn.
possible that the combine may pro- the reorganization was expected at
duce here also, but this will be de- any time now as compromises had
termined after Selwyn and Cochran
been almost completed'. Action will
arrive in Hollywood to determine
finally with which company they probably take place in Delaware

There also were seve
Walter Connolly in New Play
during the month, as fjj
Walter Connolly has been signed ger in Badger, NewJ
by John Golden to appear in the Comfrey, Grand
J
new Frederick Jackson play, "The Minn.; Tolley in T$"
Cart!
Carthage
in
Bishop Misbehaves," which goes in
Coman and Wooj
rehearsal immediately.

Clara

1)

American

Laughlin,

years, for burial.

New

(Continued from Page

and Jones, whe
Plaza a long tir
Hubbell here, so
has three theatei

jurisdiction.

Simpson, local Warner counsel, said
the case would be fought vigorously,
declaring there appears to be no
basis for the charge.

Markell Operates Hudson House
Hudson, Mass The Hudson theater, formerly a part of the Phil
Smith circuit, is now being operated on a double feature policy by
George Markell.

—
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Sixteen Years Old
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$360,375 Budget Asked by Code Auth'y for 1935
NATIONWIDE PROBE DENJED BY DEPT.JFJUSTICE
Attendance of 2,000 Expected

Chatter
.

=

.

=

about nothing much
JACK ALICOATE

By

\A/E HAVE

coming New
l»
Orleans convention of the Motion Picure Theater Owners before us.
It looks
ike

the

plans

for

the

theater owner, will
Last year, in Los
^geles, for the first time, the usual contention sliced salami and horsefeathers was
helved in favor of an intensive and intelligent presentation of exhibitor problems.
The business program for this year seems
sven more elaborate.
It is the first time
that theater owners have convened amid
the colorful hospitality of the Sunny South.
Those who book themselves over for the
brilliant Mardi Gras, whose dates dovetail
the convention, are assured of "Do things
and go places" aplenty.
All in all, it looks
ike the gang will all be there, for better
)r for worse.
trip,

for

the

ie decidedly worthwhile.

I

Regardless of the suggestion of certain
opinionated writers, whose interest in motion pictures seems primarily that of destructive criticism, one can throw out of
the window the thought that Will Hays is
to retire.
In the first place, his contract
as president of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America has several years to run.
Secondly, he and his
energetic and efficient working force have
received nothing but rightful praise from
every industry quarter for his intelligent
guidance of the industry ship through
troublesome and treacherous waters during
the past two years.

Which
greatest
too

brings us to the thought that the
most of us have is talking

fault

much.

With danger threatening from

e<;fg^?ide on tax, legislative and censorship
pi \\W ns,
we find many loquacious ones,

and mostly from that
territory west of San Bardoo and south o.
the Tehachapi, who take upon themselves
the duty of protecting the industry and
moi\Ty

executives,

every opportunity.
Usually, obviously, with a personal angle
that is an apple cart upsetter.
So much
they talk.
So little they say.
rushing

into

print

at

Wide Variety

of Subjects

Breaks Record, Under Oath

Lined Up for New
Orleans Meet

In an affidavit bearing the seal of a
notary public, John P. Goring, lessee of
the
Criterion,
announces that "The
Wandering Jew" has broken the Criterion attendance record in the first
Closing time has
three days of its run.
been extending from 2 A. M. to 3:30
A. M. and the picture will be held over

Attendance estimates in connection -with the annual M.P.T.O.A.
convention,
calendared
for
the
Roosevelt Hotel at New Orleans,
Feb. 25-28, look to a top of 2,000,
including registration for the banquet, which takes place on the final
evening. A delegation from the San
Francisco zone has already reserved
eight rooms.
Outstanding on the meeting's pro-

MPTOA Convention

at

INW DAYS

ON CODE AMENDMENTS
NRA

the
on the
amendments to the motion picture
code recommended by the Code Authority is expected to be announced
from Washington within a few days,
Decision

of

{Continued on Page 3)

Huish Is Reelected
Intermountain Unit Head

C. E.

RKO REORGANIZATION

SOME DISTANCE OFF
yesterday at a hearing before Fed-

Judge William Bondy in connection with final allowances under
the receivership.
In response to a
question from Judge Bondy on the
likelihood of a reorganization, Carl
E. Newton, of counsel for the Irving Trust Co., said that the trustee
eral

(Continued on Page 4)

New England
Is

theater seating 750 is planned by
Charles A. Somma. local amusement
man, on a site just purchased at
Fourth Ave. and Brookland Blvd.,
Highland Park.

—

of

examine individual similar cases in
different cities if and when these
are brought to the department's attention, the Film Daily learned
yesterday in an exclusive interview
(Continued on Page 3)

Allied

Meet

STATE ACTJOiTLIKELY
OVER ST. LOUIS CASE
By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

—

St. Louis
Possibility of state action looking into the anti-trust angles of the film booking situation is
apparent
in
announcement
the

from Jefferson City that Attorney
Scheduled for Jan. 29 General Roy McKittrick was consid-

—

Code Authority Asks $360,375
For Expenses Covering 1 935
of a $75,000

By PRESCOTT DENNETT

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington The Department

That the RKO reorganization is
still some distance off was indicated

—

Richmond—Erection

Attorney General

contemplates no sweeping
nationwide investigation of the movie industry as a result of the St.
Louis indictments, but will simply

Boston Meeting of the Allied
Salt Lake City C. E. Huish was States units in New England, inreelected president of the Inter- cluding Massachusetts, Maine, New
mountain Theater Owners Ass'n at Hampshire, Vermont and Rhode IsJ. J. land, has been definitely set for
last week's meeting here.
Gillette was renamed vice-president Jan. 29 at the Independent Exhibiand John Rugar secretary-treasurer. tors headquarters, 69 Church St.
Legislation and the M.P.T.O.A. con- Re-election of Nathan Yamins is
Activities will start at
vention in New Orleans were dis- expected.
11:30 A.M.
cussed.

Charles Somma to Build
New Theater in Richmond

Investigation
of Movies Planned by

Justice

indefinitely.

(Continued on Page 13)

DECIDE

No Sweeping

By GEORGE W.

FILM DAILY
Washington

Staff

MEHRTENS

— The

Correspondent

Code Author-

estimates that it needs $360,375.01 to operate the code machinery during the calendar year
1935 in its budget which it has submitted to the National Industrial
ity

(Continued on Page 13)

ering
St.

a

state

investigation

of

the

Louis first-run situation to as-

certain

whether any of Missouri's
(Continued on Page 3)

Bill Filed in

Nebraska

Proposes Tax on Circuits

—

A tax on theater
proposed in a bill filed by
Representatives Wachter and HopLincoln, Neb.

circuits is

kins in the Nebraska legislature.
Rate of annual tax would be: two
(Continued on Page 3)

New

Censor for Pennsylvania

—

Philadelphia,
Pa.
L.
Howell Davis,
connected with RCA Victor from 1920
to 1931, has been appointed chairman of
the Pennsylvania state board of censors,
The
succeeding Samuel G. Schwartz.
Davis was
post pays $4,800 per year.
graduated from the University of Pennsylvania in 1901 and at present is identified with
local
a
department store.
He is an attorney.

*mK«tqr
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Huffman Giveaway Case

Tuesday, Jan. 15,193

Two Supreme Court

Set for Jan. 24 Hearing

Scheduled for This

—

Cases

Week

MERLE OBERON is expected in Ne
lew, Yc
from the coast about the end of the

HUGH WILLIAMS

arrives

New Yl...
Ydk

in

tl

from Hollywood to appear on the sta
Denver
Hearing of the Harry Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY week
with Prancine Larrimore in "Private Road.".
Washington
Huffman auto-giveaway case has
Tentative schedule
WALLACE BEERY is flying east from t
been set for Jan. 24 at 10 A. M. in announced by the clerk's office at
Vol. LXVII. No. 12
Tues.. Jan. 15, 1935
5 Cents the federal court at Oklahoma City,
the Supreme Court last night indi- coast for a brief vacation.
following the granting of a restrain- cated that arguments in the AmerLUISE RANIER, European actress signed
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
ing order by Judge Orrie L. Phil- ican Tri-Ergon action against Par- M-G-M, arrives in New York today on the
de
France.
lips here preventing exchanges from amount is on the program to begin
Published daily except Sundays and Uolidayi
cutting
off Huffman's film service. Thursday, to be followed on Friday
JOHN VAN DRUTEN also is among the
it
Broadway.
1650
New York, N. Y.,
Judge J. Foster Symes had previous- by opening arguments in the case de France arrivals today, along with the EDD
1y Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Alicoate,
President,
Editor and Publisher; ly
denied Huffman a restraining of Fox Film against A. D. Muller CANTOR family.
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer order effective until the appeal from
GEORGE W. WEEKS, general sales manag
over the anti-trust act.
ind General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asscfor Gaumont British,
on a trip to Cincinna
-•iate
Editor
Don Carle Gillette, Managing his decision could be heard, whereand Cleveland, returning to New York Thursda
Editor.
Entered as second class matter. upon Huffman went to Judge PhilMay 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, lips and obtained the writ.
EVE TISSELL of Paramount's Stockholm offii
S. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Huffman claimed that, since he California Bill Would Tax has gone to the Coast in company with TUTT
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
ROLF,
foreign star just signed by Fox. Miss Ti!
of Greater
New York $10.00 one year; 6 was engaged only in intrastate comreturns to New York, en route to Swedei
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
of Hollywood Salaries sell
Foreign, merce and had not signed the NRA
in two weeks.
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
code, he was not subject to the local
Address all communications to THE FILM
Sacramento
Approximately 30
GUNTHAR LESSER, attorney for Walt Di;
DAILY, Ib50 Broadway, New York, N. Y., grievance board's ruling. The court per cent of the amount paid to Hol- ney,
is
in New York from Hollywood.
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739. did not rule on these points, but inlywood
film
workers
in
salaries
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
dicated that the grievance board had would be subject
ROBERT
HUREL, who has returned to Mori
to the new state
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
been organized in accordance with income tax proposed in the bill filed treal from New York, will be back in this cil
London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
next week.
Ernest VV. Fredraan, The Film Renter, 89-91 what was supposed to be law and
by Senator Andrew Schottky. SurVVardour St., \V. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehm
represented the views of the indus- tax would start with 3 per
C. C.
PETTIJOHN leaves today for a tri
cent on through
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
the West.

—

It
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it

30%

«

—

Cinematographic
ies-Noues,

Rue de

Francaise.

la

Com-

19.

try as a whole, hence its decisions
would carry great weight with the
court.

$6,000 net income, to 21 per cent on
the highest salaries.

Tesch Made Business Mgr.
Of New Wisconsin Ass'n
Milwaukee

FINANCIAL

Independent

Directors of the new
Protective
Theaters

Association of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Inc. meeting here last
v/eek for the first time, named R.
A. Tesch as business manager of
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net the organizati on.
A drive for 50
High Low Close Chg.
new members by April 1 is now
Columbia Picts. vtc. 36'/4 36l/4 36y4 + !4 under way by the group.

6%

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm.
East.

Ind.

Loew's,

"A"

do

12

Inc

Paramount

20'/4

115

Kodak

Fox Fm.
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ctfs

Exch

"A"

6'/i

New

33'/8

32'/2

32'/2
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3'/4
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145/g

15

1

1/4
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Va
l/g

G-B Nears 100% Coverage

(

ire

',ir

general supervisor of Unite
in South and Central America, arrive
York yesterday.

•lie

TIV

WARD WING

4 Cleve. Houses on Duals
Cleveland Opening of the Fam-

—

by

V. Wolcott with double
features gives Cleveland four houses
on twin bills. Others are the Temple, also operated by Wolcott, and
the Alhambra and Metropolitan.
All were opened after signing of the
ily

for

sails from New York tomorrow,
ft
London and thence to Singapore.

PAULINE STARKE, who
plans

to

30

Jan.

sail

is

now

New

in

York

i

London.

for

J.

anti-dual

HELEN

MARTIN BECK

—

York

frorj

is

in

town

for

a

few

dayf

being on the coast for seven months.

EDWARD

Springfield, Mass.
Edward A.
With closing of deals in the middle west, George W. Weeks, Gau- Zorn, former district manager for
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portant key house in the country. theater here, has resigned his posiWeeks is now in Cincinnati and tion with the M. & P. Theaters, efWarner Bros
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After taking
Starting Coast Newsreel
leaves immediately for Cleveland. fective immediately.
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
needed rest, Zorn says he will an- West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAIH
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his future plans.
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Hollywood
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Exhibs to Show Sunday Receipts
be made by this company at the
Richmond After several confer- Talisman studios. Society dramas,
Wesley Dougherty Dead
of
youth and courtroom
ences, exhibitors here have agreed stories
FILM
DAILY
West Coast Bureau, THE
to permit Chief of Police Jordan dramas are now being sought for
Wesley Dougherty, to see financial statements on Sun- the remaining five.
Hollywood
ON
president of California Studios, died day shows, which have been given
as charity tieups.
Church interests
yesterday following an operation.
are still fighting the Sabbath movies,
Cuba Adopts NRA Provisions
however.
The Cuban Government has adopteral Film Library, In c.
ed a federal law incorporating most
Mrs. Gilman to Talk in Virginia
of the provisions of the NRA moM. J. KANDEL, Pres.
Richmond Mrs. Robbins Gilman tion picture code, according to govof the Parent-Teachers Ass'n, foe ernmental advices received at WashWorld's Largest Stock Shot
Only clauses not used are
of block booking and advocate of ington.
Library. Over 20 Million Ft.
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
free films, is scheduled to speak those dealing with production. There
here and in Norfolk and other Vir- is virtually no prpducing activity in
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th St. N.Y.C.
729-7th Ave. N.Y.C. BRyant 9-4417
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A^LONGthe

A NATION-WIDE PROBE
(Continued from Page

Walter

We

were

Action Likely
Over St. Louis Case
(Continued from Page

1)

laws had been violated.
IcKittrick's first step will be to
arefully study the text of the inriti-trust

ictment voted by the federal grand
ury here last week.
A serious angle to the situation,
p far as the defendants are conerned, is that the owners and
ssees of the Ambassador, Missouri
hd New Grand Central theaters,
nd any others who may have sufered damage through the alleged
onspiracy,

may

.proceed through a
courts to

suit in the federal
btain triple their actual
ivil

damages.

In a statement from New York
ver the week-end, Harry M. Warer declared his company "would
welcome a test in court", stating
hat the charges are groundless.

New House
Everett,

for Everett,

Wash.

—W.

C.

Wash.

Gowman,

ocal exhibitor, and M. M. May of
eattle are remodeling the building
'.t

NET SETUP FOR RKO

1)

the Attorney General's office.
It
is
true that we have reeived reports here at the Justice
department to the effect that the
epartment contemplates a national
jovie investigation," said Ugo J.
l.
Carusi, executive assistant to
le Attorney General. "But such is
iot the case.
The department has
b concentrated plan for any sweepig national inquiry.
will, of
jurse,
examine individual cases,
uch as the St. Louis matter, whenver these appear in other individal localities.
But no national inestigation is under way."
Carusi, whose statement spiked
revious reports that a Justice Deartment national movie prohe is
nder way, said the introduction of
ie Culkin bill in the House which
rould
place the industry under
ederal control, and the Hollywood
ctors-producers
squabble
lerely "coincidences."
t

5tate

GET LEAVE TO APPEAL

1712 Hewett Ave. for a movie

ouse.

RKO

PHIL M.DALY

leave to

proving the petition of the Radio-

•

•

OUR OWN

opened up the
social season for the winter
at the exclusive and swanky
the occasion being
Motion Picture Club
Sunday eve
styled the First Preview Dansant, Dinner and Floor Show.
a large slice of the Upper Crust of the film world was in attendance
with their wives or other lady liabilities
in order to promote that
the affair was strictly informal
atmosphere of camaraderie and goodfellowship that is sometimes lacking in the daily business grind
as the gentlemen
of the film biz go around trying- to cut each other's throats
so you can imagine the embarrassment of one prominent
exploitation gent
who showed up in dress clothes
and his pals kept calling "Here, waiter !"
and insisted on
giving him their orders for cocktails throughout the evening.

•

Smart Set of the

film biz

.

• • • THE EVENING climaxed with the screening of
Metro's "SEQUOIA"
the caps are intentional
as this
is a Canital Picture in more ways than one
easily the most
novel film ever built around wild animal life
taken right
here in our own high Sierras
proving that a producer with
an idea doesn't have to go to the far places of the earth to find
Life In the Raw
with magic
a picture cunningly built
suspense woven through a simple tale of comradeship between
two of nature's sworn enemies

a mountain lion and a

deer

T

T

THAT BALD statement doesn't convey to you very
you've got to see this drama of wild things of the
forest
that lifts you out of yourself
for it invests
these dumb animals
with human qualities and attributes
a moving, emotional, powerful canvas
exhilarating,
terrifying, suspenseful, beautiful, idyllic, savage, tender
Nature's Real Life
a world foreign to us artificial humans
therefore a screen treat that imparts rare entertainment
with a novelty punch
• •
much

•

.

order appointing the Irving
Trust Co. as trustee under 77B, it
was revealed yesterday by Carl E.
the

Newton

•

•

IT

WAS

fitting that

counsel

for

the

Irving

proceedings.
Reade and the other
two creditors claims that the order
approving the 77B petition is invalid because it was executed prior to
the effective date of the act. Reade
and the appellant creditors are seeking appointment of an additional
responsible person besides the Irving Trust Co., as trustee in the 77B
proceedings.

Few Days
On Code Amendments

Decide in

(Continued from Page 1)

Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt told The Film Daily yes-

terday in New York. He spoke at
a meeting of the apparel industry
council at the Hotel Pennsylvania,
attending in his capacity of compliance

director.

Rosenblatt will not be present at
the Motion Picture Code Authority
meeting Thursday as he is scheduled to address a lumber code session

William P.
deputy administrator,
represent the government at
in

Philadelphia.

Farnsworth,

New York

meeting.

Howard Dietz should present

on behalf of his company
which he did with a few
well chosen remarks
he undersold the pix, if anything
so that the shock of getting more than an Advertising Director promised was plainly evident on the faces of the hardboiled
film gents as the pix finished

this film

• THE AFFAIR started with the dinner at seven
with a grand floor show contributed principally through
the efforts of Louis K. Sidney
Alex Hyde and his Orch
furnished fine harmony throughout
Jack Alicoate acted
as Master of the Revels for a time
introducing celebs who
Bernice Claire sang
dotted the dining room everywhere
"Sunbonnet Sue" in her rich soprano
then Gus Edwards
ioined her in his "School Days"
with all the guests joining
in the chorus
that put everybody in the Proper Mood
from then on the party was a cinch as a Success
•

of

Trust Co., during a hearing before
Federal Judge Bondy on application
for interim allowances in the RKO

the

•

•

George Sidney
• • • TALENT AND more Talent
spoke
Ed Lowrie went over big with a funny speech
then he emceed, and kept the show moving at a fast pace
Cab Calloway put over his Chinese Scat Song with his Hi-DeeReis & Dunn were there with their parody on "Rose
Ho
Bob Hope
In Bloom"
John Fogarty sang Irish lyrics
kidded gorgeously about the closing of his show, "Say When"
a palpitating Mex gal named Rita Rio did a hot dance
number
then there were the Three California Redheads
Borrah Minnevich and his
N.T.G. and His Girlies
certainly an auspicious beginning
Gang
Some Show!
for the Film Social Season ........
.

Bill Filed in

Nebraska

Proposes Tax on Circuits
(Continued from Page 1)
theaters, $25 each; three, $35 each;
four, $50 each; five, $100 each; six
to ten, $150 each; over ten, $200
each.
Penalty for non-payment is
fixed as high as $500 fine and 90

days in

jail.

Holding "County Chairman"
Manager Kenneth
Collins is holding "County Chairman" for the second week at the
Indianapolis

—

Apollo.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
1,765

British

theaters

are

now

equipped with Western Electric sound.

graph.— COLUMBIA.

t<

lUfl

Keith-Orpheum Corp. to come under
the purview of Sec. 77B and from

will

.

Gene Raymond always spends his last
half hour before retiring listening to
one or another symphony on a phono-

Reade and two other
have been granted
appeal from the order ap-

creditors

«c

«

» » »

THE

'%2H

DAILY

READE OVERBOUGHT

41

In an appeals decision announced
yesterday, the Code Authority finds
that the Carlton, operated by Wal-

RKO REORGANIZATION

Hearing on Para. Trustees' Allowances Jan. 21
Eugene W. Leake and Charles E. Richardson, Paramount trustees during the bankruptcy proceedings, for leave to appeal from
the order of Federal Judge Goddard fixing allowances of $32,500 each for their services
during the 14 months of the bankruptcy up to June 16, 1934, is set for Jan. 21 before
the Circuit Court of Appeals.
Hearing on application of Charles

FILMS IN RED BANK

Tuesday, Jan. 15,1935

D.

Hilles,

(Continued from Page

Compliance on Part of Complainant

Reade at Red Bank, N. J., has
overbought to the extent of 41 fea-

ter

Is

Comtures of the 1934-35 season.
plainant in the case was the Strand,

Ordered by Code Authority

Compliance of the complainant as
run by Herbert and Leon Shusterwell as the respondent in cases in
man, at Red Bank, which named, in
which unfair reduction of admission
addition to Reade, Fox, Vitagraph,
prices through various schemes is
RKO
Paramount,
M-G-M, Columbia,
charged is required by the Code Auand United Artists as defendants.
thority in two Oklahoma City apThe New York grievance board
on Oct. 19, last, found that the re- peals' decisions announced yesterIn both cases the Authority
spondent overbought by 70 features day.
and dismissed the complaint against stayed effectiveness of the cease and
RKO. Reade and M-G-M took an desist orders until the complainant
appeal from this decision. Evidence
submitted shows that the respondent also stopped the practices which it
played 177 first run pictures at its charged against its opposition.
theater last year and has 261 under
Cases involved were the Main St.,
contract for 1934-35.
Circle, Lyric and Plaza, all of Tulsa,
vs. Gem, Tulsa, and the Main St.,
Circle, Lyric and Plaza, all of Oklaof '34 Films Cut

Only

By

9%

homa
Virginia Censor Board

—

Virginia Out of 1,415 films viewed by the Virginia censors last year,
cuts were made in only 123, or only
about 9 per cent, it is shown in the
annual report of the State Division
of Motion Picture Censorship. Three
films, including the nudist picture.
"Children of the Sun," were rejected
Quality of films has greatin toto.
ly improved in the past year, according to Edwin S. Reid, director
of the division. He added that short
comedies gave the most trouble in
1934.
A net balance of $13,909.58
was turned into the state treasury
from film license collections for the

City, vs. the Cozy, Oklahoma
In the former complaint "bank
night" and "penny nights" were
'ity.

charged, while the latter action, was
aimed at "bank night" and coupon
tickets requiring a patron to pay 10
cents in cash, additionally.

In another Oklahoma City appeal,
Authority affirmed the local
grievance board's decision ordering
the Rio, Sayre, Okla., to cease
"money night" and "gift night," as
the

charged by the Princess, Sayre.
Other determinations are as
lows:

Los

vear.

SOME DISTANCE OFF

Angeles

—

fol-

1)

had been furnishing data to several
groups in connection with a reorganization, that a sum running "up
into millions" would be necessary to

float
a
reorganization, and that
while some of the groups
could
Alhambra, Alhambra; affirmed definance the reorganization they had
cision ordering Glenn City theater,
Santa Paula, to stop "bank night," not yet stated that they were preas charged by the Mission, Ventura. pared to do so.

—

Final allowances for the services

Sustained deciSan Francisco
of the Irving Trust Co. as receiver
sion that Neptune Palace, Alameda,
for
Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Corp.,
is guilty of operating "bank night,''
and of William J. Donovan, counas complained by Alameda, Alameda.
sel for the receiver, during the perKansas City Dismissed interfer-

—

ing

-

in

-

leasing

-

deal

complaint

iod of the receivership will be

made

shortly,
it
was stated by Judge
brought by Miller and Jefferson,
Bondy
during
the hearing on appliboth of Jefferson City, Mo., against
cations of Irving Trust and counsel
Leo Levy, Harry Sodini and W. H.
for allowances on account.
John
Mueller, all of St. Louis.
Butler, an attorney representing a

—

decision
Philadelphia Sustained
few small bondholders, was the only
establishing Lennox, Philadelphia, is person
who appeared in opposition
in direct competition with both the to the allowances and his objecBenn and Ambassador, Philadelphia, tions were very mildly stated.
Irving Trust Co. is asking $100,and that maximum clearance be000 for its services and Donovan
tween Benn and Ambassador shall
s asking $125,000.
Previously Irvbe seven days and in no event shall ing Trust had made application for
the Ambassador be compelled to $100,000 and was granted $35,000,
play later than 21 days after first and an earlier application by Donovan for $125,000 was reduced to
run West Philadelphia.
$70,000.
Judge Bondy stated that
Sustained decision he would take it that the Irving
Pittsburgh
reducing from 21 to 10 days clear- Trust wanted $200,000 for its serance of the American, Vestaburg, v'ces during the receivership and
Donovan wanted $250,000 and would
Pa. has over the Grand, Fredericksrule on that basis. Other applicatown.
tions included that of Price, WaterWashington
Sustained decision house & Co., for $3,500, Edward J.
clearance between the State, Bethes- Crawford for $2,500 and Robert
Huntley for $2,500.
da, Md., and the Avalon, Washing-

—

—

Reversed local
board decision finding Highland, Los
Angeles, guilty of "bank night," as ton, as reasonable.
Cardinal Pleased With New Films
Omaha Affirmed decision ordercharged by the York, Los Angeles;
Declaring that producers have disCincinnati Chatter
played a fine spirit of cooperation sustained decision finding Mission, ing Empire, Storm Lake, la., to
since the Legion of Decency cam- San Gabriel, guilty of conducting cease "bank night," as charged by
Inauguration dinner
Cincinnati
paign began, Cardinal Hayes, speak- "bank night," as complained by the Princess, Storm Lake.
of the local Variety Club has been
ing at mass at St. Patrick's Catheset for Jan. 25 at the Plaza Hall of
dral on Sunday, expressed pleasure
Mirrors.
He
films.
recent
quality
of
at the
E. M. Booth of M-G-M reports
Orleans
Notes
Antonio
San
Notes
not
be
to
cautioned his congregation
conditions much improved in the coal
Morgan,
Orleans
New
Oscar
movie
San
Antonio
Gus Arnheim and
noisy or blatant in their
Pikesville and
Paramount district manager, has hie movie orchestra were in town regions of Harlan,
crusading.
Barbourville.
sailed for a Caribbean cruise.
He for a two-night engagement last
J. B. Neff, Fox booker, is home
is recuperating from a recent op- week.
with the grippe.
eration.
Jerome Rappaport is here from
Bickford Wants to Direct
Shubert Theater will show films
Eddie Chittenden, one of the part- New York to organize a Symphony following the Abbey Players.
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
is
Orchestra.
ners
in
the
Crescent
Theater,
within
Hollywood— Charles Bickford,
Bill Onie of Monogram will disthe next few weeks, will fulfill an amback in charge of the house through
The Palace has again revived tribute "Beyond Bengal" in Ohio,
bition he has had for the past 10 years
a temporary court order growing Saturday mid-night flesh
shows. Kentucky and West Virginia.
if
He is negotihis plans work out.
out of differences over management Dot Archers, Hap Larry Bennett
ating with Universal executives to get
The Roosevelt Theater, New Breoriginal
the chance to direct his own
and finances. Stage shows, dropped and Lil Scott are doing the leads. men, O., and the Freeburn, Freestory, "The Wild Man," in which he will
temporarily in the squabble, are
Cecil House, exchange manager, burn, Ky., have closed.
Bickford. who was once a stage
appear.
being returned.
is back in his office from a trip to
director, never has directed a motion
picture.
He has taken exception to
R. C. Earman is doing well with the Valley.
some of the methods used by the men
the Casino since he took it over
John T. Floore, theaterman from
Brandt-Reade Merger De niec^
who have directed him on frequent
and began specializing on French the Rio Grande Valley, is back in
occasions, however, and has felt that
Rumor of a consolidation of the Harry

—

—

New

he could do a better job himself under
Bickford's latstarring role In
Notorious Gentleman," for Universal.

similar
circumstances.
est appearance is the

"A

—

—

film nights.
He sends out letters the Alamo City.
to a mailing list of French socieShirley Temple's "Bright Eyes"
ties
and educational institutions, broke house records for the Majesand also runs ads in the papers.
tic during New Year's Week.

Brandt

and

Walter

Reade

circuits

in-

volving 60 theaters was denied yesterBrandt could not be
day by Reade.
reached for a statement.

^
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November 10,34

No picture in years has given me the same
emotional quality which I derived from SEQUOIA. Combined
with the most excellent photography.it is a magnificent
social study of animals. The words of old, in the Bible,
I think
the lion and the lamb shall lie down together-are made to glow again in SEQUOIA,

The director to ok a mountain lion, gave it a
leading role and made of it a Jean Harlow. And all the deers
that appear on the screen a re much more natural and have
more poise than most Hollyw ood players. There are moments
in the film which reach emo tional grandeur. The cub caressing
its dead mother is a scene which I shall never forget. It is
written on my heart forever . How any man can go out and kill
a deer after seeing this pi cture is more than I can understand,
While watching the deers in the film I recalled Walter
Winchell's splendid thought --that the deer should be allowed
to shoot back at the hunter

SEQUOIA is an animal f ilm which a man can leave
without too much shame for his fe Hows. Those who made this
film had a fundamental love of an imals in their souls--and
not their destruction. If I could do one thing for the youth
of the world in order to make a c leaner and finer and more
understanding generation when we at last are dust it would
be to send them each and all to s ee this film at my expense,
I often grow discouarged about fi lms. SEQUOIA renewed my
faith. I congratulate its makers.

—

j£

A

LETTER

FROM A NOTED AUTHOR!

Testimonials from those who have previewed " Sequoia"
are pouring into the M-G-M Studios. In the following
pages
II

we reproduce

as

many

as space permits.

also the opinions of the critics.

And

time actual comments of patrons at
typical reactions that
(Every

word

you

will get

that follows will be

We

print

for the first

the preview,

from your patrons

echoed by your audience)

*!!%¥

REVIEWERS SING
Should Be A Smash
In Any Theatre"
After

more than

John W.

"THRILLS, SPECTACLE

AND EXCITEMENT"

year and a half in production,
Considine, Jr., has turned out for Metro
probably the most unique screen feature
a

Adapted from
ture stories, this

what is
ever made. Based on the Vance Hoyt novel,

book by Vance Hoyt, noted author of animal and

is

tells the story of a strange
friendship, that of a mountain lion or puma and
a deer, a story of palship, animal love and devotion that is rarely equalled, even among humans.
After viewing the finished product, it is not to
be wondered at that filming required in excess
of 18 months. Plenty of patience must have been
required on the part of Director Chester Franklin,
and all concerned in the production, to secure
the unusually strange pictures, even granting
that the two animals, around whom the story is
built, must have been carefully and painstakingly
trained.
"Sequoia" is fit fan fodder for young and old,
and should be a smash in any theatre, from the
metropolitan deluxers to the backwoods nickelodeons. It has everything. Thrills, pathos, comedy, majestic scenery and above everything else,

humanness.
shortly after their birth in the

High

panionship, the animals are released again to the redwood forests. When
danger comes to the doe, the cougar saves her. As her mate is killed the
doe leads her fawn to Jean Parker's cabin with the protecting cougar
tagging along. When hunters, rounding up a herd of deer, would kill the
deer and fawn, it is the vicious lion that rushes to their rescue.

Accompanying these features is a human interest love story between
Jean Parker and Russell Hardie. For spectacle, there is the beautiful photography of the wild Sierra Mountain country, the excitement of animal
conflict and the spectacles of nature as it is unleashed in blizzards, thunder
and lightning storms, forest fires and floods. One publicity feature that
should not be overlooked in connection with this is the recent radio
address made by President Roosevelt calling attention to the national park.

baby puma and deer are adopted by
Jean Parker, who is living in the mountain fastness with her father, Samuel S. Hinds, a writer.
While engaged in rescuing the cat and the doe.
Miss Parker is saved from savage dogs by Russell
Hardie, a young Forest Ranger, and their love
romance is adroitly carried out throughout the
unfolding of the strange yarn.
Hardie insists the attempt to raise the two
-vild animals will fail as they are natural enemies,
with Hinds contending that only sheer necessity
makes them antagonistic to each other. The doe
is named Malibu, meaning a hard row to travel,
and Gato is the cognomen bestowed upon the.
puma, at first believed to mean misunderstood
one, but later developing the meaning is outlaw
and murderer.
Throughout the story puma and deer show the

— Motion

This

an unusual wild animal picture

is

filmed against the beautiful Sierra Mountains

effects of a year

with Malibu, a deer, and Gato, a puma, natural
enemies, starred. The picture seems destined
to be outstanding and one of the most talked
about. It is a worthy attraction for any theatre.
Essentially, the production maintains the

the rescue.

animal enmity. As exemplified by the pair,
adopted in orphaned babyhood by Jean

The climax comes when Paul Hurst, a rancher,
and his henchman, Ben Hall, turn loose a herd
of protected deer from the forest reservation for
release,
city hunters to shoot. Malibu effects their
cornered is saved
is tracked by Hurst and when
through the interference of Gato, with the deer
Fadeout has the strange
finally to the rescue.
friends of the wilds in affectionate gambols atop
the snowcapped mountain.
Human characters are all well suited for their
parts, with Miss Parker particularly effective.

Variety

"EXHIBITOR BAGS
WINNER IN 'SEQUOIA / //
is

Picture Herald

"A Worthy Attraction
//
For Any Theatre'

spent together before they are
turned loose to shift for themselves. Time after
time both have narrow escapes with their lives,
but in each instance the other animal comes to

entire story

it

the drama, comedy, thrill, danger and the peculiar human interest
attached to the struggle of wild creatures in native habitat.
Two animals, native of California's High Sierra Mountains, the locale,
are the principal figures.
First demonstrating that natural enemies can become friends as Jean
Parker, finding a cougar cub and a fawn, raises them to maturity in com-

Sierras, the

The

na-

an unusual kind of outdoor picture. Fundamentally

is

"Malibu," picture

Orphaned

a

wound around

the

strange friendship of the deer and cougar
with love interest between Parker and
Hardie worked in for story purposes.
Otherwise it is a fascinating animal story
playing to nature human interest. Tie up
with the local zoo and sporting goods

Get a display of guns and hunting
equipment as well as trophies. Work up
a hunting license throwaway with copy
"Stop Hunting for Good Entertainment.
See 'Sequoia' and You've Bagged a
Winner."
stores.

— Showmen's

Round Table

theory that only hereditary instinct causes

is proved.
For entertainment it skillfully blends natural drama, comedy, romance, thrills, action,
menace and conflict. When, upon maturity,

Parker, the theory

the creatures are released in the forest, they

continually befriend each other.

Marked by understandable sympathy-generating humanness,

it builds situations so that
derived from every element. In
the finale when death from humans menaces
Malibu, the stalking Gato fights the mutual
foe to exhaustion and Malibu administers the

full

value

is

coup de grace. For an epilogue both gambol
in friendly companionship.
Everyone connected with the picture is entitled to plaudits.

Chester Franklin's direction,

aided by Vance Hoyt, the author,
of patience and understanding.
play by

is

a

triumph

The

screen

M

Ann Cunningham, Sam Armstrong V

and Carey Wilson actually makes the animals
human. Chester Lyons' photography is also
a feature the patrons will talk about.

— Motion

Picture Daily

^

gHHUlB

PRAISES!
"A

ANY

"SUPERIOR TO

Real Showmen!'

ANIMAL FILM MADE"
It

would be

difficult

and extremely unfair to

class

From prior publicity, practically every one in
the show business knows that this is a native wild
animal picture. But what comes up on the screen,

"Sequoia" with other

Still, it is
wild animal pictures, yet it must come under this classification.
handling,
delicate
so far superior, not alone in actual thrills, but in the
"freedom of the
the unusual methods employed to capture the so-called
required to
undoubtedly
it
patience
woods" and the great amount of

cessful

LIBERTY

A. Herald Express

//

good

adver-

campaign, because once the audiences

can be gotten into the theatre, they'll take the
picture to their hearts and love it. It's elegant

animal

stuff.

You have

never seen anything like the shots

of both scenery and animal

life

that this picture

boasts and Chester Franklin has patiently, so
patiently, waited for every opportunity to catch

most appealing and dramatic moments. They do cute things, they do
bad things, they do good things and they are
at all times themselves.
So far as the cast is concerned, everyone ac-

these animals in their

thrill,

Then

it

conflict,

becomes

vividly exciting, a quality

the would-be killer. Topping off the finale of the
deer-puma palship came the most enthusiastic
burst of applause heard in months.
Here are the entertainment and showmanship
highlights. Toni Martin, refusing to believe that
it is contrary to natural law, adopts and mothers
Malibu, an orphaned fawn, and Gato, a puma cub.

that has ever

to any exhibitor to figure out a

filmed entirely against the beauti-

comedy, tragedy, specmenace. There are times
when the action of the animals provokes howls of
glee.

can all just step up and take your hats
off to Director Chester M. Franklin and Photographer Chester A. Lyons for making one
of the most "human," beautiful animal pictures

tising

is

Sierra

counterbalanced by soft tenderness. Its tragedy is
tinged with sadness, and the whole is climaxed
by a stalking chase and villain-man hero-puma
fight, in which the deer revenges himself upon

You

it

a pleas-

natural drama, romance,

"Worth Walking

been captured for the celluloid.
many miles to see and enjoy the
life stories of "Malibu," the deer, and "Gato,"
the puma. There is more humor, naturalness
and drama around those two than you've seen
in a long time, and it will be decidedly worth

prove

clotheshorse fact lessons in natural acting.
As the picture is unusual, it is difficult to describe it in an ordinary manner. As it unfolds upon the screen, a strange but understandable "humanness" predominating, it runs the scale of
tacle,

You'll walk

likely will

showmen.

Mountain scenery, an asset of which
expert photography has taken remarkable advantage. Its stars are two animals; Malibu, a deer,
and Gato, a puma. Wonderfully trained, they are
great actors. Wearing neither makeup nor costumes other than those given them by nature, and
everything done being the result of patient and
understanding training, from the standpoint of
creating and maintaining human interest, they
actually give many an enameled Hollywood

MAGAZINE SAYS:

Miles To See!

marketing most

"Sequoia"
ful

There has never been another picture quite
like SEQUOIA. One of the cinema achievements of the year.

Many

is

sure for real

indomitable patience, his sympathy with his trying subjects and the most
interesting manner in which he told his story.
L.

which is either known or surso vastly different that the picture's suc-

in relation to that

mised,

undertake such a tremendous, vital task. One of the most interesting
pictures I have ever seen is "Sequoia".
his
Special mention should go to Chester Franklin, the director, for

—

Pleasure For

Human

necessity causes their release to the
the pair become the whole show.
Gato crouches to spring on a drinking deer, but
recognizes Malibu and both drink and play together. There's romance in the spring time. No
human ever made such tender love as Malibu to
his doe mate. There is tragedy as the mother is
killed, but Malibu leads his fawn to Toni's cabin
for shelter. Chinese Baby Feng Soo and the fawn,
tethered together, are menaced by a rattlesnake.
The baby would play, but Malibu dashes up and
kills the snake. Hunters come to kill. Guide Berg
man leads them nowhere. Desperate, he raids the
government game refuge. Stalked by Malibu, he
leads the herd to his corral. Malibu shows his
forest.

Then

kind how to escape. Then comes the big punch,
Bergman trailing Malibu, and Gato stalking Bergman. About to fire on Malibu, Bergman is hit by
a bundle of enraged puma fury. Malibu watches.

When Gato is exhausted Malibu rushes
pushes Bergman over a cliff to death.

— M.

P.

in

and

Herald

quits himself well.

There are swell fight scenes between various
animals and a chase at the end that will have
you sitting on the edge of your seat from sheer
excitement. By all means, play it up to the
latest extent possible because this is really
ell entertainment for the whole darned
family. Incidentally, Herbert Stothart is again
to be congratulated for his excellent musical
scoring of the picture. It's the perfect back-

V

ground for

this picture.

— Hollywood

Reporter

"ORDINARY ADJECTIVES
OF PRAISE INSUFFICIENT"
Ordinary adjectives of praise are

in-

So real is the story, so genuine is the
anyone will marvel at the painstaking effort and patience of Producer
John Considine. Director Chester M.
picture,

(And merrily

Franklin, and Cameraman Chester Lyons,
put this beautiful story on celluloid.

who

adequate.

we

roll

Any one who doesn't enjoy
ture doesn't enjoy

life

— Cinema
along

this pic-

—or living.
Hall

Marks

to the next page!)

IkM
//

SEQUOIA ACCLAIMED
The comments on

Note:
to the

M-G-M

at the

this

page and

the next were sent

Studios following the preview of "Sequoia"

Fox Wilshire, Los Angeles.

They are typical

Ci

re-

actions of an average neighborhood theatre audience.
is the most interesting picture
don't change it as it is perfect now.

This

*

A

I

have ever seen. Please

*

very wonderful, thrilling and educational picture

everyone could see

"Sequoia"

a

One

of the most interesting pictures I have yet seen, it gives
more vivid picture of the wild life and their habits, in
our State of California. Congratulations to Jean Parker and

one

— wish

it.

a

M-G-M.

^Iso to

A

Excellent!

most pleasing picture
a-

A

and different

picture.

Photography

superb.

— enjoyed very much.

Very refreshing!

*

Needless to say much about the picture. Three cheers for
M-G-M and Sidney Franklin.
*

*

truly fine

fail to express my sincere feelings about this picture.
too beautiful for words. Great work. Hope to see it again.

Words
It's

«

it

it

am

was splendid. The

but a child of 1 1 years old, but I enjoyed "Sequoia"
immensely. Its beauty, its photography, its music and the
animals. It was all lovely and I am sure the public will be

Congratulations upon one of the

immensely pleased with

beautiful

finest, most remarkable and
photographed pictures of the year. It was well

worth

the time spent to

I

it.

*

and most
spots might improve the

Wonderful photography. Very
ing.

Good

<>

A

different

picture.

ft

A

—

ft

«

make

it.

it

fc

was my good fortune to see this preview, being connected
with a publishing house in the east which reaches a large
number of people. Will make this picture known to thousands. My hat is off to the producer and all who are responsible.
picture

ever saw

I

wonderful and worthwhile picture which I will long remember. The scenery and musical effects very outstanding.
More of Jean Parker and this type of picture.
A

Excellent!

A

— barring absolutely

none.

good enough

Picture overwhelming. Title not

A

for this great

picture.
ft

This picture without

a

doubt

is

it

one of the most entertaining

of the year.

One of the kinds of pictures I've been waiting to see.

t!

Only

A

all

The most wonderful

and most beautiful principal of
ever saw

natural, cleanest
I

it

<t

It

Grand Ask my 4-year-old boy who didn't blink an eye thru
the whole picture. Remarkable photography-ended just right.

any animal picture

loveliest picture I've seen.

interest-

little cutting in
acting by Jean Parker.

The most

It

very remarkable picture. Needs no changing or shortenThis type of picture was a real inspiration.

ing.

really great

one of

its

ft

kind!
ft

ft

The best animal picture we have seen. Sorry you changed
name to "Sequoia". What was the matter with "Malibu"?

the
I

is

saw your preview of "Sequoia"

at

the Wilshire.

I

think

it

the finest picture ever produced. In other words, a picture

ft

A very unusual and good picture.

you won't have to advertise.
*

*

A marvelous picture, and you are entitled to be congratulated.
A very wonderful story, well directed and photographed.
More

Wonderful

One

Give us more of these pictures.

Unquestionably

exceptionally

good and

Something to be proud of in every detail. For a human being
away honors when surrounded by such an intelligent

A

— bless her!

very unusual and entertaining picture.

suitable for the

whole

worked into a story in
of this type of picture-

The scenery

Splendid, as it is
have never seen wild animals
this manner before. Let's have more

family.

a

it

will be a big hit.

I

have ever seen.

remarkable picture.
A

the most beautifully produced
ever turned out. I compliment you on what
to be a screen masterpiece.

M-G-M

A

astounding. Jean Parker did this

o

w

to carry

is

ft

believe

of the most remarkable pictures

An

animal cast

A

picture.

pictures of this nature will restore to the picture industry the prestige and patronage they lost through the
putrid sexy trash and gangster pictures, which drove practically every decent thinking person away from the theatre.
A

I

ft

A

I

picture
believe

A

In my opinion "Sequoia" is the finest picture of its kind I
have ever seen. It's beautiful, most interesting, and perfect
in every way. It gave me great pleasure to see it.
«<

I

is superb. A remarkable animal picture. Very
entertaining for children as well as adults.

Marvelous picture
Let us have
will be

full.

more

.

.

.

100% and

should be a prize winner.

pictures like "Sequoia", and your houses

BY PREVIEW AUDIENCE!
M-G-M

n

Studios have held

many

previews.

Never before

has there been such applause during and after the showThe post -card returns, printed below, are the most

ing.

enthusiastic

"Sequoia"

is a

and numerous

magnificent picture and very unusual. Every-

one should enjoy seeing

it.
ft

Glorious and beautiful.

I

ft

am going to

see

it

the history of the studio.

in

A

really great picture. Congratulations on the story, the
unusually fine cast and superb direction.
(If this director
is a new one, hang on to him). He's great!

again.

*
It is

never miss a preview if I can help it at the local theatre.
You have a grand picture, very interesting and worthy of a
prize. Will see to it that my children see this picture. Would
only criticize the title.
I

Why not call this picture "MALIBU"? He is the REAL
STAR— some of your "so-called stars" could take lessons
from him. Someone knows his animals
a

at

ous!

the best
I

show

enjoyed

it

ft

of its kind I have ever seen.
immensely.

"Sequoia" a most pleasing picture. Enjoyed

it

very much.

Wonderful photography.

beautiful picture.

marvel-

*

*

A

It is

More

like

me.

this for

your studio.

* *

it

The preview

Wonderful photography. Give us some more
relief from the common run of pictures.

picture

A good

story.

and the animal

of this.

A

like

life

was very beautiful and very interesting,
most instructive. Hope you have more

it.

* *

consider this picture a rare treat, suitable for juniors and
grownups and I expect to announce my opinion of it at the
next Parent Teachers Association. If only more pictures as
clean and educational as this one could be made.
I

An

outstandingly beautiful picture.

think your picture is most wonderful.
production of its kind.
I

think that

is

I

In your picture "Sequoia" you have reached the ultimate in
photography and direction in my opinion, and the animal
training surpasses anything ever attained in cinematography.
My heartfelt thanks for one of the outstanding pictures of
time.

only

*

Perfect!

One

a

I

have never seen anything more beautiful
ft

Could do

element

at

most

Just lovely,

is all I

beautiful picture

I

ever saw.

*

*

ft

*

can say

Adapted to sportsman. Good photography and educational.

d

*

The most real animal
score.

believe "Sequoia" to be the

—certainly better

etc.

ft

Having seen hundreds of pictures on account of my contact
with motion picture people, so far this is the most outstanding picture.
than "Sequoia".

I

t»

of the best pictures of all time

than "Trader Horn", "Tarzan",

Marvelous photography. Would have liked Wallace Beery as
Bergman and Maureen O'Sullivan as Joan.

the outstanding

* «

all

one of the best previews ever shown.
wish more of them would be made.
I

It is

picture ever with a very helpful musical
without the Ranger's song and the human

*

Beautiful scenery. Interesting animal
*

the end.

At

Enjoyed your picture. Think it one of the best animal
I have had the pleasure of seeing.

pic-

last

we have

young and

a clean

life.

*

and wholesome picture suited for

old.

tures that

*

Excellent! Should have

more

*

pictures like them.

A four star picture.

Congratulations to you and Jean Parker

for her wonderful acting.
*

story of animal

*

Unusual, and very good!

Most wonderful

Advertise and make it a great picture. I have never been so
thrilled over any other picture. Every man, woman and child
should enjoy the picture, "Sequoia". A "four star" picture!

Have spent years with animals. This

life

ever portrayed.

* *

*
ft

<•

woman and

—

child in

*

No

ft

ft

America should see the picture it is astounding! The most enjoyable evening I have
spent since I came to California.
Every man,

picture amazing.

criticism!

*

The greatest animal picture ever made. Please try and make
more like "Sequoia." Let Chester Franklin direct them.

Positively wonderful! Enjoyed every
ft

moment

of the picture.

ft

and unusual picture with a great cast. Jean
You have
Parker's work was especially good. The scenes between
the deer and the mountain lion are the finest things in that
a fine

line I have ever seen.

COULD GO ON

THIS

AND

FOREVER!

IT

WILL!

t

National Organizations are getting
behind 'Sequoia.' Save
for local tie*ups.
Mrs. William A. Burk,

Western Vice-Chairman,
Committee on Motion Pictures,
General Federation of Women's Clubs.
May I thank you for the pleasure of

see-

ing your beautiful picture. Sequoia/
It is one of the finest productions brought
to the screen. Beautiful in all its technical
phases, finely directed, it has photography of
unusual beauty with great human interest
and high entertainment values for all ages."

advertisement

this

now

Start

the exquisite scenes of wild animal life in
natural settings. Sound and photography
were as nearly perfect as one could imagine.
It seems almost impossible to have caught so
realistically the feeling of perfectly unconscious behavior in wild creatures of the

By Henry Chamberlain. President,
Los Angeles Chapter, Isaak Walton League.
I was fortunate last night in seeing the preview of Sequoia.

woods. A genuinely fine accomplishment
which will have wide appeal for older children and family audiences (too emotional in
latter part for children under 10).

known

• *

Below

is the official report Mrs. Burk sent
woman's club in America. The report
is headed "outstanding for all ages" and it
says: "This delightful film, based on the novel, Malibu, portrays the wild life of California. It revolves around the birth and lives of
a puma and a deer and has its setting in the
beautiful high Sierras. An enthralling pic-

to every

with consummate skill, replete
with human interest, magnificently photographed, beautifully staged^ a real pictorial

ture, directed

« em

-"

* *

Mrs. Mildred Lewis Russell.
National Chairman Better Films
Committee, Daughters of the

WHAT OTHER NOTABLES
THINK OF "SEQUOIA"
Zone Grey
noted author says
Last night I saw the preview of not only the
best outdoor picture I have ev.ex seen but for
me the greatest picture of the last decade.
It was taken in the wilderness, among the
big trees, a singularly beautiful setting. The
principal roles were taken by deer and mountain lions. Jean Parker
plays the part of a
woodland girl ... a lover of wild creatures
she is simplicity itself, and all we could wish
.

.

.

.

American Revolution.
Congratulations for Sequoia.' In this excellent film Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has
achieved that rare combination of high entertainment values, unique subject, matter and
remarkable photography. ..have given it my
highest rating, I. ..A. ..(F), which means, excellent entertainment, clean, suitable for all
ages.

"Mr. Chester Franklin and his corps of
done a notably fine piece of

assistants have

work ..."
¥

-*

Mrs. Bernard Wyle,
L. A. Section,
National Council of Jewish Women.
(Excerpts from official report sent to all organized Jewish women in the United States):
A grand picture of wild life in the high
Sierras, magnificently photographed
and
having a depth of beauty and meaning invalu-.
able in its power to establish standards and
attitudes of the highest, most fundamental
ethical values.
I
heartily recommend Sequoia.

new standard

in family

It

sets a

entertainment.

* *
David Ray.
National Councilor of Better Films.
National Society of New England Women.
(Official report sent to all branches of

Mrs.

the Society):

Merely

unique photography of the
poetic beauty of the virgin forest with its
herds of graceful deer, makes Sequoia an enchanting film for any audience. An exceptionally beautiful picture which no one can
afford to miss and one which indicates the
power the cinema can exert.

Laura

().

its

Vruwink

The Women's

* *

University Club.
believe that Sequoia is one of the most
remarkable films I have ever seen because of
I

up I

to talk it

.

.

of youth and beauty and charm.
But outside of Jean you hardly realize the
other human characters ... It is only a motion
picture but it tells the truth. I happen to know
a great deal about deer and more about lions.
Once I was a hunter of both, but no more! I
think every hunter in the world should see this
picture and that those of them who have intelligence and feeling will never kill another deer
for sport
The children and the young folk
and the lovers will make of Sequoia a grand
success. It is a splendid augury of future pictures. Mr. Chester Franklin, the director, is to
be congratulated upon a picture of supreme
.

.

.

artistry.

TO CATHOLIC

WOMEN!

Thomas Hearn,
National Chairman of Films,
Mrs.

National Council of Catholic Women.
I wish to congratulate you upon your picture, Sequoia, and to thank you for the privilege of previewing it.
In this age of superficial living, this drama
of wild animal life set in a background of
flowing masterpieces of nature, touches a
human depth that it is well to awaken.
This picture is so fundamental and fine...
the story is so filled with thrilling action,
that it will provide entertainment for all ages
and classes.
(A personal letter. ..but a report of similar
sentiments will be sent to every Catholic

a large group of conIsaak Walton League,
as "Defenders of woods, waters and

As representative of
servationists,

wild

life,"

mend

I

the

feel

it

incumbent on me

to

com-

picture of this type. The choice of
Jean Parker as the youngster sympathetic
with wild life is particularly fortunate in that
the public has undoubtedly come to associate this talented young actress with everything that is fine and sincere.
The picture as a whole is a wonderful
piece of work and cannot help but impress
and interest the public. Our organization is
particularly glad to note the accentuated difference, depicted in the picture, between the
game law violator, a typical killer, and the
respectable sportsman. This is a point that
is very seldom understood by the general
public.
Let me thank you, in behalf of my organization, for this very fine production.
a

^^^^

**

M

Margaret Hughes,
Manager, Pacific Geographic Society.
The photography is superb and the animal
work beyond anything we have ever seen, at
times almost unbelievable. We could only
show our approval by constantly breaking
into applause. Sequoia. ..is direction, photography and acting magnificently combined.

Sarah McLean Mullen,
National Council of Teachers of English.
Your preview of the picture, Sequoia.
gave me great pleasure, as it seemingly did
to the entire audience, if one can judge by
the enthusiasm of their response. Perhaps
my pleasure was greater because both my
mother as a child and I had played in those
same great woods and know the life of the
wild as shown in the picture to be authentic.
Sequoia is unique not only among the
general run of pictures, but also among animal films, for the rarity of the action and
emotional expression. The two leading animal actors in their simple and sincere response to the direction of their unseen owner
excel the performance of any previous animals on the screen.

W. S. Van Dyke.
Director of "Trader Horn", "Thin Man", etc:
In my opinion Sequoia is one of the finest
nature pictures I have ever seen. The animal
sequences are superbly done. Having done^j
great deal of this kind of work myself, I tlL
imagine the patience and efforts extended n.
getting it. But the results were well worth it.
This picture should contribute a mite to
the preservation of our North American game,
as I am sure that it will arouse in others as it
did in me, an understanding sympathy with
and for our game preservation commission.
-

woman.)

Hugh

Walpole,

Noted English Author.
It is a

splendid picture.

It

thrilled

mendously. The direction was
photoplay hauntingly beautiful.

fine

me

tre-

and the

u -.*.
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10,375 BUDGET

Crime

—

ASKED FOR CODE
(Continued from Page

1)

eeovery Board for approval. The
Dtal is virtually the same as that
ssessed for the initial year, when
360,000 was sought.
The Authority applies for approvplan for apportioning the
1 of its
)tal amount equally between pro-

Series Preview at Police Headquarters
M-G-M's "Buried Loot," first short of the series "Crime

the Department
in central police court in conjunction with
Sound was set up for an audience of notables of police circles,
Bernard J. Flynn, U. S. District Attorney; Gen. Charles D. Gaither, police
commissioner; Morris Traub, special dept. of justice agent; Col. E. Austin Baughman,
chief of state police; the criminal justice commission, and many other crime authoriHerb Morgan, Norman
ties.
Idea was for build-up before opening at Loew's Century.
Pyle and Al Feiman figured it out.
of Justice yesterday.

Cleveland Notes

—

San Francisco Items

—

i

R. Keitz of the Denver Shefhas returned home after
pending several days here.
J.

—

irice

through distribution of passes.

The board further established that
>asses shall not be given out by theaters with
landbills.

V*

heralds,

throwaways

SUNSHIN€
IN

THE
DAY'S

NEWS

or

Moscow

Festival

Paramount, Radio Pictures, Warner Bros., Columbia and Universal
have already accepted invitations to
send features and shorts to the
World Cinema Festival which gets
under way Feb. 20 in Moscow. Bell
& Howell and R.C.A. will send
equipment to the exhibition of mo-

1)

will be authoritative talks

and

discussions on theater design, construction and remodeling, management, advertising, equipment, acoustics, decoration, illumination, heating, ventilating, air-conditioning and
cooling.
The convention arrangements committee is assigning suitable display space on the Mezzanine
floor of the hotel to equipment manufacturers.
Harry S. McLeod, general chairman with headquarters at

the

Charles theater, New Orin charge of reservations.

St.

leans,

is

Boston Briefs

—

Boston- Showing of movies in a
beer garden, converted by the New
Crawford House by acquiring the
Strand Theater in Scollay Square
and tearing out the partition between the two, has been stopped
by city officials on the ground that
the concern had no license for such
undertaking.

Pasquale A. DiPesa, who came
here 50 years ago as an attache
the Italian consulate, and who
the father of Joe DiPesa, Loew
publicity head here, died last week.
of

was

James Durmody, Universal
cutive,

is

exe-

in town.

Mastbaum Decision By Feb. 23
Whether or not Warner Bros, will

visit.

"Sequoia" Premiere in Seattle
continue its operating deal with S.
Seattle
World premiere of M-GL. Rothafel at the Mastbaum, Phila- M's "Sequoia" is set for Jan. 17 at
delphia, after an eight-week tryout, the Fifth Ave. theater.
John W.
will be determined prior to Feb. 23. Considine, Jr., producer of the film
when the current arrangement ex- and who formerly was a theater
pires. Officials of the circuit yester- man here with the Sullivan & Conday stated no other deals with Roth- sidine circuit, is coming up for the
tion picture apparatus, it was said afel are contemplated.
event.
David Miller is slated to become
yesterday at the Amkino office.
houses
Warner-Stanley
booker
for
There will be awards for the best
He succeeds Lou
foreign features and shorts and the in Philadelphia.
Milwaukee Operators' Ball
Soviets will acquire the prize-win- Davidoff.
Milwaukee
The Motion Picture
ning American films if the price is
Projectionists' Union, Local 164, will
right, it is understood.
celebrate its 25th anniversary with
Campaign on "Devil Dogs"
a ball Jan. 24 at the Hotel Schroeder.
A special national campaign on Oscar Olson and Glenn Kalkhoff,
business manager and president of
"Devil Dogs of the Air," first Costhe union, respectively, are in charge
More Houses for New Zealand
mopolitan production for Warner of arrangements.
Erection of
Wellington, N. Z.
release, has been prepared by Charabout a dozen new theaters in New lie Einfeld's advertising and pubZealand is planned in the near fu- licity department.
The picture is
ture despite what is already regard- set for national release Feb. 9.
A
ed as an overseated condition.
print arrived yesterday from the
W. W. Orebaugh, American Vice

—

—

—

Consul, in a report to the Commerce
Department, has urged that American companies send fewer pictures

SHOWMAN'S

coast.

First Latvian Sound Film
Stockholm First dramatic sound
view to maintaining better quality film in the Lativan language with
of programs and thus ultimately a Latvian cast was recently syn-

here, picking only the best, with a
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer" opening
attendance beats Mae West record at
New York Paramount.

(Continued from Page

grams

York
Exhibiting at

Cleveland Two single passes or
>ne pass for two in exchange for
he display of window cards was
istablished as "fair and reasonable"
>y the grievance board as the reult of hearing the complaint of the
1/exington Theater against the Metropolitan charging unfair competi;ion and violation of the code by
owering the established admission

EXPECTED BY MPTOA

Leo Young, American Film Exchange publicist, has been on a New

Henderson.

eld office

Board Upholds Advertising Passes

IS

including

Cleveland
David Chatkin and
San Francisco Phil Frease, theMrs. Chatkin left Sunday for an ater owner, is in the Children's Hosextended visit to Florida.
pital for about a week.
ucers and distributors division and
Jack McBride has been appointed
Bud Lollier visited here for a day
division of the in- manager of the newly opened Met'ie exhibitors'
after looking over the legislative
Basis of contribution for ropolitan.
ustry.
situation in Sacramento, then left
xhibitors would be based on three
A. J. Buck reports the biggest for his Fox West Coast office in
actors:
(1), population of town; business in two and a half years
Los Angeles.
2) capacity of theaters (applicable
with
Fostoria,
Colonial,
his
at
Grace Moore is the main attraci" towns under 25,000 population)
Martin
"Forsaking All Others".
nd run which theater enjoys, Printz is holding "Imitation of tion at the Automobile Show currently in progress at the civic audior
third,
second,
'hether
first,
Life" a second week at the Al- torium.
jurth.
Bill"
is
in
its
hambra. "Broadway
houses has
A public hearing on the proposed second week at the Warners' Hippo- Business at local
been big since the holidays. "Forudget and basis of contribution drome.
saking All Others" has broken recall take place at the Raleigh HoHarry Scott has arrived to take ords at the Warfield, "Broadway
3l here on Feb. 5.
BritGaumont
charge of sales for
Bill" is in its fourth week at th^>
He succeeds Orpheum, "Mighty Barnum" has
ish in northern Ohio.
H. R. Skirboll, resigned.
gone four weeks at the United ArAnnual election of officers of the tists and "Little Minister" is runSalt Lake City Squibs
Showmen's Club resulted as fol- ning two weeks at the Golden Gate
Stuart Cagney, president;
Salt Lake City—J. T. Sheffield, lows:
A decision is expected early this
president; week in the deeply involved legal
vice
Weiss,
ollowing a visit to the Sheffield Edward
Burt squabble between Fox West Coast
treasurer;
with George
Kendis,
Butte
Ixchange
office
in
.ranch Manager Dave Frazier, is Diener, secretary, and William J. Theaters and the Marshal Square
Board Theater, which recently won an apleturning to his Seattle Headquar- Banks, recording secretary.
of directors is made up of Louis peal against the sale of at least
ters.
outgoing president, Albert $500,000 worth of F.W.C. properBill Heineman, Universal district Swee,
panager, has left for Denver on a Ochs, Charles Lynch, Fred Holz- ties, claiming that the circuit owed
worth, Dave Polster and Harry it this amount.
lour.
I

ATTENDANCE OF 2,000

Baltimore
Premiere of
Doesn't Pay", was held

—

helping the position of American chronized here following the making
of exteriors in Latvia.
producers in this market.

REMINDER
Keep roofs and canopies
snow during winter months.

clear

of
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HOLLYWOOD

,/

from

"LOTS"Et:[

RALPH WILK

TEE TRACY,

on

star

"Affairs

of

Cellini,"

who has turned Lady," "Moulin Rouge" and

writer, is working on his original story, 'The Buildup," with Lou

Ostrow, president of Royal
tions.
The yarn deals with
flict between a professional
coach and the press agent
team.

finished

work

on

Hours."

He

also

Produc- "What Every
the confootball
for the

Woman

Hillyer.
Anthony Coldeway Coleman, Arthur Treacher and Janel
wrote the story and also did the Beecher already signed for feature

"Outcast

bert

recently

"After
Office screenplay. Irving Briskin
photographed vising the production.

Knows."

is

super-

T

Casey
Robinson,
Warner-First
National scenarist, is regretting that
he had to put horse-racing scenes
into "Glorious," a story of the Napoleonic era, because it has gotten
him interested in local horses, a

Cast of M-G-M's "Vampires of
T
T
Berton Churchill is losing little Prague" already includes Lionel Attime between assignments. Follow- will, Lionel Barrymore, Bela Lugosi,
ing
engagement in "Dizzy Jean Hersholt, Elizabeth Allan and
his
Dames," for Liberty, he joined the Henry Stephenson.
The company
cast of "The Girl Is Mine," a fea- also has added Alison Skipworth to
ture Sam Taylor is producing and "Casino Murder Case."
directing for Hal Roach.
His next
T
T
T
work will be in "$10 Raise," for
Carl Brisson, Mary Ellis, Director
Fox.
*
«
«
Frank Tuttle and composer Sam CosPauline Garon is working in the low will broadcast part of the score
French version of "Folies Ber- and dialogue of "All the King's
gere" for 20th Century.
Horses," their current Paramount
picture,
during Raymond Paige's
T
T
T
Mack Gordon and Harry Revel, in "California Melodies" hour the eveaddition to their work for "Two on ning of Jan. 20.
a Tower," have been assigned to
T
T
write song numbers for Paramount's
Bert Kalmar, Harry Ruby and
"Drumbeats," forthcoming musical Benny Rubin have been assigned to
built around a dance band theme.
write the screen play for Joe E.
»
Brown's
*
»
next
Warner
feature,
Paul Lukas, delineator of Con- "Molly and Me," a musical.
tinental aristocrats with a mysterT
T
T
ious twist, is the screen's new Philo
Ann Sothern was selected last
Vance.
The Hungarian actor was week for the feminine lead in Colast week chosen to play the S. S. lumbia's "Eight Bells," which will
Van Dyne detective hero in "The be placed in production immediately,
Casino Murder Case," shortly to go with J. G. Bachman acting as asso-

financially

into production at

T

»

T

Following his return to work at
Universal after a long illness, Henry
Henigson will produce "Sutter's
Gold," which deals with the discovery of gold in Northern California
in '49, and its disastrous effect on
the lives of several men.
»

T

Shortage of story material and
sub-standard offerings by various
writers have caused Irving Cummings, now trying to prepare the
last screenplay he will make for
Fox under his present contract, to
read 63 short stories, plays, novels
and originals in four weeks.
T

disastrous

experience.

I

building, which will house
the office of Carl Laemmle, Jr., who
will make half a dozen super productions for Universal during 1935,
is now under construction at Universal City.
Young Laemmle's office
will be the most ornate in the film
colony.

T
T
Lola Lane is about to have a volume of her own verse published by
Harper.
She is calling the book
"Lines and Rhymes," a title she
thought up between scenes of "Murder on a Honeymoon," in which she
is
appearing at the RKO Radic

M-G-M.
t

ciate producer.
T

T

&'

studio.
T

¥

»

Robert McWade will appear
Wanderlust" at First National.

in

TV

l

r

A new

parts.

Lambert

Hillyer,
Columbia author-director, has been placed in
charge of "Devil's Cargo," a newproduction which will go into work

Marian Marsh

immediately.

make her debut under

will

Columbia's

banner in this feature.
The story
an original by Anthony Coldeway.

is

Irving Briskin

the supervisor.

is

"On Probation" is in production,
with Monte Blue, William Bakewell,

Mathew

Betz,

Brown

Lucille

Barbara Bedford playing the

and

leads.

This is a Peerless picture, with Sara
Efrus producing and Charles Hutchinson directing.

www

T

Olivia de Haviland, currently enacting the part of Hermia in Max
Reinhardt's production of "A Midsummer Night's Dream" on the Warner lot, has been signed by that
company to a long term contract.

William Austin has been added to
Columbia has assigned Albert Dethe cast of "The Goose and the Gan- Mond and Fred Niblo, Jr., to write
der," which entered production last the adaptation for "Unknown Woweek at Warners.
man," which is scheduled to go into
T
T
production in the near future.
Sid
Gilbert Emery has been engaged Rogell will act as associate pro»
»
by Columbia for "Let's Live To- ducer.
Wallace Ford has been engaged night," which was started with the
T
Raoul Walsh is preparing to diby Columbia to play opposite Marian working title "Once a Gentleman."
The tremendous difficulty which Marsh in "Devil's Cargo," which Lilian Harvey and Tullio Carminati rect "Public Enemy Number Two,"
directors are having casting current the company placed in work this
re co-starred, with Tala Birell, Luis featuring Charles Butterworth, for
productions is revealed in the case week under the direction of Lam- Alberni, Hugh Williams, Claudie M-G-M.
of Clarence Brown, M-G-M director,
w
T
T
who is seeking a player who may be
Thomas Meighan, who is ill of
either unknown or prominent, to
pheumonia in the Good Samaritan
play the starring role of the father

Short Shots

Eastern Studios

from
"Ah, Wilderness." Brown has interviewed more than 50 players and
has given tests to eight, but so far
Bv CHARLES ALICOATFhas not found the man. He is now
testing Laddie Darcy, Australian PRODUCTION gets under way to- Florence Robinson and O. Z. Whiteplayer, having exhausted the local
day at the Eastern Service stu- head have been signed for the Ben
talent market.
dio in Astoria on "The Day That Hecht-Charles MacArthur ProducT
T
You Will Love Me", the first of a tion tentatively titled "Miracle in
The Nominating Committee from series of features to be made by 49th Street", a drama with a modthe Assistant Directors' Section cf Exito Productions for Paramount ern Manhattan background.
Noel
the Academy has selected the fol- International release.
Carlos Gar- Coward is featured in the cast,
lowing slate to be voted upon by the
and
del, supported by Rosita Moreno, which will be directed by Hecht
Section membership to select the
Lee Garmes as
will be featured in the cast, which MacArthur with
three assistant directors to be placed
is
being directed by John Rein- photographer and associate direcupon the general Awards ballot:
Work is expected to get under
tor.
hardt.
Scott Beal, "Imitation of Life"; Jasway Jan. 28 at the Eastern Service
per Blystone, "Carolina"; William
studio in Astoria.
Cannon, "Wonder Bar"; C. C. ColeRubinoff, maestro of the stage,
man, "Broadway Bill"; James A. screen and radio, now at the New
Duffy, "Night Alarm"; Ed Kelly, York Paramount theater with his
Production on two industrial films
"Little Minister"; Robert Lee, "We orchestra, willappear in a Vitaphonc ha.s just been completed by Lynn
Live Again"; Walter Mayo, "Cats- short to be made at, the plant in Share* at the West Coas't Service
paw"; Arthur Rosson, "Viva Villa"; Brooklyn next month.
The short, studio.
Cullen
Tate,
"Cleopatra";
Mack titled "Gypsy Airs", will be based
•
Wright, "Shock."
on Rubinoff' st own arrangement.
The Rimacs Rhumba Orchestra,
Cast ivill include Rubinoff and his
of
musical
aggregation
popular
Charles Rosher, ace cinematogra- orchestra.
stage and radio is starred in a Vitapher, will photograph "The Call of
phone one-reel short which was prethe Wild." which William Wellman
Hope Williams. Stanley Ridges, viewed yesterday by the company's
will direct for 20th Century. Rosher
was in charge of the camera work Ernest Cossart, Burgess Meredith, home office executives.
in

Hospital,

was reported yesterday

having passed the

as

crisis.
w

Cora

("Baby

Sue

Garbo")

Colto play in her first big muThe tiny actress was
sical picture.
last week added to the cast of
lins,

is

"Naughty Marietta," with Jeanette
MacDonald and Nelson Eddy.
T

V

Will Jason and Val Burton, the
writing combination responsible foi
Educational's recent musical comedy
hit, "Nifty Nurses," are finishing
their new opus, "Hail, Brother," for
which they have been writing the
original music and lyrics.
Leigh Jason, who directed "Nifty
Nurses," will be at the directorial
helm of the new musical.
story,

T

Sam

Taylor

Cawthorne

T

has

added

to the cast of

Joseph

"The

Girl

Mine," a feature which bd\ ill
produce and direct for Hal SJ -h,
with release through M-G-M. Cawthorne will play the role of "Spigs,"
Other leads include
the janitor.
Robert Young, Jean Arthur, Reginald Denny, Berton Churchill and
Forrester Harvey.
Is

_«»

a'-l^.
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WONG"

"MYSTERIOUUS MR.

NEW

FILMS

and through the ruins of huge structures built by the Incas centuries
ago. They are in a remarkable state
garian; produced by Hunnia Film; directed of preservation. The filming is timed
Monogram
60 mins.
LURID
MELLER OF CHINATOWN by Steven Szekely; with Irene Agay, An- with the visit of the Prince of Wales
MADE FOR AUDIENCES THAT LIKE tal Szivo, et al. Distributed by Danubia and Prince George, so that the spePictures.
At the Tobis theater.
cial native dances staged in their
THEIR THRILLS HEAVY AND OFTEN.
Entertaining operetta that is generally honor are presented.
Scenes of the
This is a regular ten-twenty-thirt' meller
well handled in direction, acting and pho- highest lake in the world, Lake Tiof the type that used to riot the gallery

FOREIGN

with Bela Lugosi, Arline Judge, Wallace
Ford

gods

the

in

artistic

There

days.

old

is

nothing

theme

or delicate about the

or its

presentation.

So it is out for the class
should go strong with the pop
houses where thrills are the prime essential.
They certainly are served up profusely in
this hectic tale of San Francisco's Chinatrade.

It

town.
Wallace Ford is a newspaper lad
takes his girl for no reason at all on
a search of the quarter for twelve mysterious coins of Confucius that are supposed

"BUZAVIRAG"

tography.

Plot

is

Hun-

in

comedy

a romantic

who

about a chap

|

("Cornflower"),

affair

supposed to have only
a year to live, so he goes to the big city
for a gay time with an actress, and
is
followed by a country girl who has fallen
in love with him and who becomes an actress and wins the man, who finds his
health

all

is

is

gas and water are turned off, causing much scurrying around by Tom
and the wife to cover up the situaticac, are a feature. Beautiful pho- tion, and so to the finish.
tography.
A fine dramatic narration by Tom Terris.
Also a very
good editing job makes this a firstLaurel and Hardy in
class scenic.

"Live Ghosts"

Tom Kennedy in
"What, No Groceries?"

right.

who

"CHAPAYEV,"

with

Russian,

in

English

power over a Manchurian province.
Then there is the terrifying Mr. Wong as played by Bela Lugosi,

produced by Lenfilm; directed by
Sergei and Georgi Vassilyev; with Boris
Babcohkin, Barbara Miassnikova, et al. Distributed by Amkino.
At the Cameo The-

who knocks

off a murder every few hours
So the hero and his girl get into
the secret dungeons of Wong and experience hair-raising adventures to the
climax as the cops rush in and rescue them
from an awful fate.
Cast: Bela Lugosi, Arline Judge, Wallace
Ford, Fred Warren, Robert E. O'Connor,
Lee Shumway, Lotus Long, Luke Chan.
Director, William Nigh; Author, Harry

ater.

or so.

drama depicting
war of 1917
where a Red Army leader named Chapayev
crushed a revolt on the part of the Whites,
but later lost his life when he was caught
off his guard.
The story works up to
some exciting dramatic highlights, and the
subject matter, showing an actual Red defeat, is regarded as somewhat of a radical

Stephen Keeler; Screenplay, Nina Howatt;
Editor,
Jack Ogilvie; Cameraman, Harry

departure.

to give their possessor

titles;

Interesting
incidents in

Neumann.
Direction,

meeting of Allied
weekly
Regular
Today:
Theater Owners of New Jersey, Hotel LinP.
M.
2
coln, New York.
Nebraska M.P.T.O. meeting, Loyal
Jan. 15-16:

Omaha, Nebraska.

Annual

meeting

board
of
Ass'n
(Dates tentative).

of

States

Allied

directors,

Washington.

Massachusetts, Maine,

Feb.

mont and Rhode Island, 69 Church
Boston. 11:30 A.M.

Street,

Public hearing on 1935 code
Hotel Raleigh, Washington, D. C.

budget.

5:

and

Soviet Russia's first World

Feb. 20-26:
Festival,

Feb.

Club's sixth annual dinner
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York.

Warner
ball,

Friars'

of

ball

the

Detroit

Variety

Majestic Theater,

Roosevelt,

New

annual

convention,

Orleans.

Awards Banquet of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Holiywood
Extraordinary
meeting of stockrch 4::
holders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act on
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.
A.M.P.A. annual get-together dinApril 27:
Feb. 27:

in-

ner,

Hotel

Astor,

New

York.

Annual Spring Meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Holly20-24:

wood

tries to

into

with

At the

Fifth

photography are
elderly

high-

French

transform an attractive
lady by placing her
elegant surroundings.
a

KALTE MAMSELL" ("The Sandwich

in
German; produced by Gustav
Althoff; directed by Carl Boese; with Lucie
Englisch, Kurt Vesperman, et al.
At the

Girl"),

86th

St.

Casino.

Amusing comedy romance about
has

who
been

gets involved

in

a

a waitmarriage that
business men

arranged by two
and daughter, respectively.

their son

SHORTS
M.P.T.O.A.

Feb. 25-28:

May

who

gamin

Cipar

by

Litvak;

New

York.

Hotel

al.

drama about an

of

street

for
Frolic,

Anatole

by

surgeon

ress

Moscow.

23. Annual
Club.

Feb. 24:

Cinema

produced

French;

Ave. Playhouse.
Good acting and

"DIE

Iowa-Nebraska Allied Theater convention and movie frolic, Des Moines, la.

in

directed

Harry Baur, Alice Field, et

in

Feb. 14-15:

Feb. 16:

Films;

lights

Meeting of Allied States exhibitors of
New Hampshire, Ver-

Jan. 29:

"CETTE VIELLE CANAILLE" ("The Old
Devil"),

Hearing on 1935 code budget and
Jan. 22:
basis of assessments against exhibitors, producers and distributors, Washington.
Jan. 24-25:

Girl"),

Spanish and French; with Raquel Meller,
Suzanne Bianchetti, Emile Drain.
At the
Teatro Campoamor.
Based on the Raquel Meller silent picture, "Violette Imperiale," this story about
the life of a gypsy singer of Seville who
becomes a court favorite in France is a
good vehicle for the acting, dancing and
singing abilities of Miss Meller.
It should
please the Spanish and French clientele.
in

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Hotel,

civil

"LA VIOLETERA" ("The Flower

Photography, Good.

Fair.

historical

Russia's

"Inca-Cuzco"
Inter-Continental

27 mins.

First-Class Scenic

An interesting record of the recent Bingham Expedition to Cuzco,
Peru, for purposes of delving into
the ancient Inca ruins. High up in
the Andes we are taken over dizzy
mountain peaks, torrential rivers,

demonstration of the stove, Tom
finds that his wife has no groceries
in the house, the tradesmen having
stopped credit. The guest, however,
brings along his own chicken which
he wants to see cooked. Then the

RKO

Radio
20 mins.
Fair Domestic Slapstick
There is a moderate quota of the
usual domestic hokum in this tworeeler.
Tom, a business man with a
nitwit wife, is broke and in debt all
around, but has invented a rapidcooking stove which a manufacturer
is anxious to buy.
Inviting the client to his h<->me for dinner and a

M-G-M (Roach)

20

mins.

Very Good
Plenty of typical Laurel and Harin this yarn wherein the
boys help a tough captain to shanghai a crew aboard a sailing vessel
that is supposed to be haunted. The
hilarity rises high when a souse,
played with good effect by Ai-thur
Housman, returning from shore
leave, falls into a trough of whitewash and is taken for a ghost by
the comedians.

dy laughs

m

Features Reviewed
Reviewed

Title

8-3-34
Against the Law-COL. 11-21-34
Age of Innocence- RKO. .9-1-34
Among the Missing-COL. 9-25-34

Anne

Green Gables-

of

RKO

You

Are

11-16-34

Mason?-KAN

a

BD — British & Dominions
Pictures
BIP— British International
— Inter-Continent Film
BLU — Blue Ribbon Photoplays INC
INV — Invincible Pictures

10-30-34
...10-25-34

Autumn Crocus-AU

12-15-34
Babbitt-FN
Babes in Toyland-MGM. 11-12-34
12-29-34
Bachelor of Arts-F

BON—Al Bondy
CAP — Capitol Film
CHE— Chesterfield

— Cinexport
COL — Columbia

7-2«-34
Bachelor Bait-RKO
Band Plays On-MGM .. 12-22-34
Barretts of Wimpole St.-MGM

— Fox
FA — Falrhaven.
Division
FD —
FN — First National
GAR — Leon Garganoff
GB — Gaumont-British
GFF — General Foreign Films
F

I

First

Behind the Evidence-COL. 1-8-35
Belle

Nineties

the

of

Distributing

DAN — Danubia Pictures
DU— DuWorld
EUR— Eureka Prods.

Beast of Borneo-DU. .. 12-28-34
Beggar's Holiday-TOW. .8-17-34

PAR. .8-6-34
1-2-35
Man Wins-COL
Beyond the Law-COL. .7-31-34

Best

— Jewel Productions
KAN— M. Kandel
KIN — Kinema trade
LAT— Latin Artists
Liberty Pictures

JE

J.

Corp.

9-8-34
11-21-34

The-GAR

Battle,

CIN

Exchange

LIB

Pictures

MAR— Marcy
MAS— Mascot Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MEN — Mentone Productions
M G M — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOD — Modern Films
MOP — Monogram Pictures

OLY — Olympic

RKO.. 11 -2 1-34
Romance in the Rain-U. .9-8-34
Romance Tropical-LAT. 10-16-34
Scarlet Empress-PAR
9-15-34

REG— Regal
RKO— RKO-Radio Pictures
SHO — Showmen's Pictures

Scarlet

SPE — Spectrum
STA — Stage 4 Screen
STE— William Steiner

Secret

Pictures

PA — Palestine-American

Film Co.

BIP..

Prods.

WK—Wlllia

Bros.

Sing Sing Nights-MOP.
Bike Rider

set

Biography

of

Bachelor Girl

Reviewed

Title

MGM.. 12-18-34
Bachelor Girl
MGM.. 1-9-35

10-30-34
Sein-UFA
9-24-34
El Escandalo-X X
Broadway
En
El Tango

9-1-34
7-26-34
Blossom Time-BIP
.9-11-34
Lake-ANG.
the
of
Bride
12-8-34
Bright Eyes-F
8-2-34
British Agent-FN
11-9-34
Broadway Bill-COL
Broken Melody-OLY ..10-31-34
By Your Leave-RKO .. 12-11-34

PAR.. 1-3-35

a

Date-COL

7-10-34
Call It Luok-F
Calling All Caxs-MAY.... 1-9-35

Hates the Sea-COL

11-30-34
9-28-34

Caravan-F
Case

Howling Dog

the

of

WA.. 10-17-34
7-30-34
9-1-3+

Cafa Paw-F
Chained-MGM
Chan

Charlie

in

London-F
9-13-34

Chan's Chance
F..8-25-3r
12-4-34
Cheating Cheaters-U
9-22-34
Chu Chin Chow-GB

Elmer and Elsie-PAR
Enter Madame-PAR
Embarrassing Moments

U.. 9-4-34
Es

War Einmal

7-6-34

Park-CHE

7-25-34
Cleopatra-PAR
Cockeyed Cavaliers-RKO. .7-3-34

Rhythm-PAR

College

Derrota-XX

en

Corazones

.11-1-34

.

10-11-34

Count

Monte

of

County

Cowboy

Cristo

U A.. 8-29-3*

Chairman-F
Holiday-BEA

Crainquebille-DU
Crime of Helen Stanley-

1-3-35
12-26-34
12-8-34

COL

7-3-34
Crime on the Hill-BIP. 10-13-34
Crimson Romance-MAS. .9-26-34
.

Crime

Without

Passion

PAR.. 8-18-34
7-6-34
7-18-34
10-2-34

Cross Streets-CHE
Cuesta Abajo-PAR
Curtain Falls-CHE
Czar Wants to Sleep

AM.. 12-8-34

8-16-34
Dames-WA
7 14 34
Dancing Man-PYR
;, /
Himmel-XX
Vom
Das Blaue

9-13-34
David Copperfie'd-MGM. .1-8-35
1-30-34
1
..
Dealers in Death-TOP
Death on the Diamond-MGM
9-22-34
Dangerous Corner-RKO .. 12-4-34
Defense Rests, The-COL. 8-15-34
Demon for Trouble-STE 8-10-34
10-15-34
Deserter-AM
9-15-34
Desirable-WA

Die Freundin

Grossen

Eines

9-13-34
Mannes-XX
12-26-34
Don Quixote-BEL
Dos Mas Uno Dos-F. .. 10-30-34
Down to Their Last Yacht-RKO
9-22-34

Dragon

Murder Case

FN.

Du

Oder Keine-XX
Dude Ranger-F

.8-23-i'

... 10-30-34

9-29-34
12-27-34

Ein Frau Die Du-XX ..
Ein Mann Will in Die Heimat

XX.

Ein

Mann

land-XX
Ein

Toller

Einmal

Will

11-13-34
Einfall-UFA $-22-34

Eine

.

Grosse

Dame

XX.. 10-15-34

.11-10-34
11-13-34
Evensong-GB
1-11-35
Evergreen-GB
7-17-34
Fifteen Wives-INV
7-17-34
Fighting Hero-STE
Fighting Rookie-MAY .. .7-12-34
Fighting Through-WK. .8-29-34
Fighting Trooper-AMB. 11-21-34
...11-15-34
Firebird. The-WA
1 1-8-34
First World War-F

Flickorna Fran Gamla

Stan-XX. .12-28-34

Walk-FN

Flirtation

1

1-2-34

With Danger

Flirting

MOP.

.11-13-34

10-15-34
Fluechtlinge-UFA
Sweeney-

Revietved

Housewife-WA

Human
I

Am

I

Can't

I

8-11-34
9-15-34

Side-U
Thief-

a

WA

WA.. 7-27-34
Freedom of the Seas-BIP. 10-3-34
For Love or Money-BD .7-26-34
Forsaking

Others

All

MGM.. 12-19-34
Fountain-RKO
Freut Euch Des Lebens

8-23-34

UFA.. 11-5-34
Davs-SPE

11-15-34
Fuerst Woronzeff-UFA. 11-19-34
12-8-34
Fugitive Lady-COL
Fugitive Road-INV. ..11-13-34
12-4-34
Gambling-F
Gay Bride, Gay-MGM .. 12-15-34

Frontier

Gay Divorcee-RKO
Are

Gentlemen

10-3-34

Born

FN.. 11-22-34
9-25-34

Gift
of
Gab-U
Girl of the Limberlost

MOP.. 8-29-34
Girl

From Missouri-MGM

Girl in
Girl O'

8-4-34
9-11-34

Danger-COL

My

Dreams

MOP.

Grand Canary-F
Grand Old Girl-RKO
Great Defender-BIP
Great Expectations-U

1-9-35

7-26-34

7-17-3*

Women-GOP

7-11-34

I

Hate

I

Sell

I'll

Im

6-23-34

Eyes-CHE
Gridiron Flash-RKO

11-3-34

Green

Halsingar-XX

M

Happy

11-3-34

9-26-34
OR.. 7-31-34

LandingsHappiness Ahead-FN ...9-27-34
Hat, Coat and Glove-

RKO

Have
Here

Heart-MGM

a

Heroes

..

My Heart-PAR

Is

of the

Greatest

7-27-34
10-19-34

Anything-FN
Fix It-COL
Heidekrug-XX

Imitation

of

7-7-34

8-18-34

Gamble

RKO.. 7-18-3*

Hochzeit

Am

House
House

Danger-HOL. 11-10-34
8-15-34
Greed-AM

Wolfgangsee

XX.
of
of

12-26-34
11-10-34
1-3-35

Lif e-U

1 1

-23-34

In Old Santa Fe-MAS. 11-15-34
Inside
Information-STA. 9-25-34
.

It's

Gift-PAR

a

Six-Day

Jane

Eyre-MOP

7-17-34
11-23-34
8-18-34

Jealousy-COL
Judge Priest-F
Kaiserwalzer-XX
Kansas City Princess

1-3-35

WA

11-3-34

.

Make

MOP.. 9-11-34
Up-PAR. 6-30-34

Kocha, Lubi, Szanuje

XX.. 11-3-34
La Bataille-TAP
7-10-34
La Buenaventura-WA. .. .9-18-34
Lady by Choice-COL. .. 10-6-34
Ladies Should Listen-

PAR.
Lady

is

Willing,

.7-28-34

The

COL.
Lawless

Frontier-MOP.

Lemon Drop Kid-PAR.

.

.8-11-34
.. 1-3-35

10-27-34

Returns-U
1-2-35
Limehouse Blues-PAR. .. 12-8-34
Little Friend-GB
10-16-34
Life

Little
Little

Men-MAS
Minister-RKO.

..

12-13-34
12-22-34

Lives of a Bengal Lancer

PAR.

.1-12-35
Lockvogel-UFA
1-8-35
Los Tres Berretines-XX .. 1-8-35
Lost in the Stratosphere
.10-23-34
Lost Lady, A-FN
10-5-34
Love Time-F
1 1-3-34
Loyalties-AU ...
10-26-34

MOP.

Madame Bovary-TAP. 11-20-34
Madame Du Barry- W A. .8-8-34
Man from Hell-WK
8-29-34
Man of Aran-GB
10-20-34
Man Who Changed His Name
.

Man Who

DU.

.10-16-34

Reclaimed His

Head-U

1-8-35

Man With Two

.11-19-34

Faces

FN.

.7-12-34

Man's Game, A. -COL. .7-24-34
Marie Galante-F
11-20-34
Marines Are Coming-MAS
.

12-1-34

Marion Das Gehoert Sich Nicht

XX.

.12-18-34

9-18-34
Mass Struggle-KIN
Mein Frau, Die Schuetzenkoenigin-XX
1-8-35
Melodie Der Liebe-XX .9-18-34
Men of the Night-COL. 11-28-34
.

Menace-PAR
Merry

Widow-MGM

Midnight

Reviewed

Barnum-UA
11-23-34
Mil's of the Gods-COL. .. 1-9-35
Million Dollar Baby-MOP. 1-2-35
Million Dollar Ransom- U .9-19-34

Mighty

Mindent
Mit Dir

Noert-DAN

a

Alibi-FN

10-18-34

.

Durch Dick

Und

Duenn-XX

11-27-34
8-7-34

Moonstone, The-MOP
Morning After-M AJ

Most Precious Thing

8-22-34
Life
.11-13-34

in

COL.

Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage

Patch-PAR
Murder

10-27-34

Clouds

the

in

FN.
Murder

the

in

.12-26-34

Private

MGM.

Car
.7-10-34

Music in the Air-F. ... 12-14-34
Mutter Und Kind-XX ... 12-1-34
My Wife the Miss-XX .9-13-34
Mystery Woman-F
1-8-35
.

Kentucky Kernels-RKO. 11-22-34
Kid Millions-UA
10-17-34
Kidnaping Gorillas-KIN .12-1-34
King Kelly of the U. S. A.
Kiss and

Title

11-17-34

12-22-34

Arctic-AM .9-29-34

Cat-COL
Hide-Out-MGM
Hell

His

7-5-34

.

..12-26-34

Flirtation-PAR

Great

.11-6-34
7-20-34

1-2-35

Escape-BEA
Give My Love-U

Friends of Mr.

.11-12-34

Nach Deutsch-

Ein Walzer

Evelyn Prentice-MGM

Charlie

City

8-4-34
9-19-3'
1-12-35

Title

11-22-34
10-13-34
7-5-34

F..1 1-27-34

Name

Woman-COL. 10-16-34

the

Neath Arizona

Skies

Gwyn-UA

Nell

Dem

Mit

Spiel

Feuer

XX.. 11-27-34
CloseUps-AM
Springtime for Henry

Soviet

7-12 34
12-8-34

Young-MGM.

is

.

No Ransom-LIB

F.. 8-22-34

Woman-SHO.

Sophie

1-9-35

Lang-PAR.
7-21-34
.10-13-34

and Forever-PAR
Raider -MAY

Oil

11-1-34

Old- Fashioned Way-PAR. 7-14-34
One Exciting Adventure
U.. 11-27-34

One in a Million-INV. ..
8-10-34
One More River-U
One Night of Love-COL. .7-6-34
Once to Every Bachelor
LIB.. 8-23-34
12-1-34

On

Secret

Only

8

Service-BIP. .7-31-34

Hours-MGM

1-3-35
8-8-34
11-3-34
Highway-TRO. 11-3-34
7-26-34
Plata-INC

Our Daily Bread-UA
Outcast
Outlaws'

Ore

Y

Painted

Lady-MGM
Veil-MGM

11-24-34
Paris Interlude-MGM. .7-28-34
Party's Over-COL
8-30-34
8-31-34
Peck's Bad Boy-F
8-1-34
Personality Kld-WA
Petersburg Nights-AM .. .9-13-34
Power-GB
10-5-34
President Vanishes-PAR 11-17-34
Private Life of Don JuanUA.. 11-15-34
Pursued-F
10-23-34
Pursuit of Happiness-PAR
10-26-34
.

Star
Stolen

Sweets-CHE
Dynamite-RKO.

Strictly

Straight

M-G-M.. 8-29-34

Tour-MGM

Student

Moment-U
8-6-34
Tomorrow

Big

Their

There's Always

U. .11-10-34
Three Songs About Lenin

AM.
365

Ticket to

8-6-34
1

in

the

in

Trail

a

BEA.

.10-17-34

Crime-BEA

12-20-34

Beyond-MOP

9-15-34

9-18-34
10-9-34

FN. .7-10-34
World-RKO
9-8-34

Merry-Go-Round

Transatlantic

UA.
Treasure

.11-1-34
.8-8-34
12-18-34

Islland-MGM.

.

Tu Hijo-XX

Two Heads

on

a

Pillow

LIB
Unconquered

10-3-34

Bandit

STE. .1-8-35
Unfinished Symphony
GB. .1-12-35
Unsere

Fahne

Uns

Flattert

Voran-UFA
7-10-34
Wagon Wheels-PAR
10-5-34
Waltz Time in Vienna
UFA.. 11-20-34
Wake Up and Dream-U 10-1 1-34
.

Wandering Jew-OLY
Wednesday's Chi'd

.

... 1-12-35

RKO.

We

.11-13-34

Live Again-UA
9-24-34
Wenn Herzen Sich Finden

XX.

.11-13-34

We're Rich Again-RKO. .8-11-34

West

of the

Pecos-RKO

12-29-34

What Every Woman Knows

MGM.

When

a

When

Strangers

Man

.10-5-34

Red
U.. 11-24-34
Meet-LIB

Sees

10-9-34

White Cockatoo-WA
1-12-35
White Lies-COL
12-27-34
0-22-34
White Parade- F
Whom the Gods Destroy
1

COL.. 7-12-34
Woman, A

Wild Gold-F

Richest Girl

.11-3-34

Hollywood
F.. 11-6-34
Thunder Over Texas
Nights

Ra-Mu-FAI

Randy Rides Alone-MOP. 6-14-34
Ready for Love-PAR. .. 1-30-34
..

10-13-34

Failure-MOP. 10-2-34
Take the Stand-LIB
9-4-34
That's Gratitude-COL. .10-27-34
Successful

Wicked

Return of Chandu-PRI
Return of the Terror

.

11-1-34
.1-3-35
7-7-34
7-3-34
8-7-34
.7-5-34

Way

the

is

Quien Mato a Eva?-XX 12-27-34
Rakoczi Indulo-DAN. .. 11-22-34

Redhead-MOP

.

Quest-MGM
Packer-MOP

.1-12-35

Norah O'Neale-DU
10-25-34
Not Against Flesh-GFF. 8-14-34
Notorious

8-1-34

Kid-WA

Louis
Louis
Stambou!
St.
St.

MOP.. 12-8-34

Alarm-MAJ

Night
Night

.11-2-34
7-20-34
8-18-34

Smoking Guns-U
Register-COL

Social

Nada Mas Que Ana Mujer

Now

7-24-34
.7-7-34

8-14-34
11-12-34
11-27-34

Streak-RKO

Silver

Kent

.

Streets-FN

Side

FN.

WA.. 11-13-34

of a

Sailors-

Shock-MOP
the Works-PAR.

Herbert

Big-Hearted
Biography

Captain

Servants' En t ranee- F. .. .9-26-31
Sequoia-MGM
12-22-34
She Had to Choose-MAJ. 9-18-34

Shoot

.

Blind

U.. 1-8-35

F.. 7-28-34
She Loves Me Not-PAR. 7-19-34
She Waa a Lady-F
8-22-34

Arristi

distributor

10-5-34

Chateau

the

of

She Learned About

U — Universal

XX — No

9-18-34
.

THO — Fred Thomson
TOP— Topical Films
TOW — Tower Prods.
TRO— J. D. Trop
UA — United

Letter-MAJ

School for Girls-LIB. .10-16-34
Scotland Yard Mystery

SOV— Sov.-Am.

UFA— Ufa
WA — Warner

"

Rocky Rhodes-U
11-^^
Romance in Manhattan

SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP—John S. Tapernoux

—

MAJ — Majestic

Rrvt^

Title

AM — Am kino
PA R— Paramoant
KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS PIN—
ANG— AmerAnglo Corp
Pinnacle
AMB — Ambassador Pictures
GEN — General Films
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.
GOP— Goldsmith Productions
AU — Capt. Harold Auten
PRO — Progressive Pictures
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G
PRX— Protex Dist. Corp.
HOL— Hollywood Film Ex.
BEA-Beacon Productions
PYR— Pyramid
IMP
—
Imperial Dist.
RAS— Raspin Productions
BEL— Waldemar D. Bell
INT— International Stageplay

Girl-RKO

Adventure

Daily, July 3 to Jan. 12

Film

in

Woman

MGM.

7-24]

the

in

.12-:

Dark-RKO
12-4-34

Woman Who Dared-IMP. 9-26-34
You Belong to MePAR. .9-13-34
Young and

Beautiful

MAS.. 8-30-34
Youth

of

Russia-SOV.. 11-12-34

UHERJ

5

>
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LARGEST THEATRES

IN

THE WORLD

TOPS 'EM ALL
The speediest, snappiest, smartest,

best written, best acted,

best sung, musical in years.

PRINCESS
r

^r

W

The

EM

ALL!"

/

/

who

can do everything

m

-

in

rops

girl

PERSONALITY HERSELF

/

the musical that has everything

Music by Rodgers and Hart and Harry M.
Book by Benn W. Levy

Woods

DIRECTED BY VICTOR SAVILLE

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
'

'J

11

NOW!

*

•

fl

JANUARY

ARLIS

&v0g
#

IN

IRON D KE
TOPS 'EM ALL
Napoleon's master
the troops

.

.

.

.

.

.

with

with the ladies.

More heart interest, more thrills,
more romance, more drama,
than in any picture ever made
by ARLISS.
DIRECTED BY VICTOR SAVILLE
Story by H.

M. Harwood

OPENING JANUARY
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

BELONGS TO

CK AHOY
TOPS 'EM ALL
The funniest dancer, the funniest singer, the
funniest comedian, the funniest

ered

in

the last twenty years

lover,
.

.

discov-

.

At a ten dollar premiere preview at the

swanky

Ritz

Carlton Hotel,

New

York,

All the dignitaries lost their dignity, frozen

faces

became grinning

and debutantes were

OPENING

faces

rolling

IN

and
in

dowagers

the aisles.

JANUARY

ROXY

^^^^^

JANUARY

O

..

"H

'*

THE UNFINISHED SYMPHONY
TOPS 'EM ALL
The romance of Franz Schubert, whose music
kindled romance in the hearts of all women
.

.

"Blossom Time," also based on the life of Franz
Schubert, was one of the most successful musical
plays

in

the history of the American Theatre

.

.

Watch '"The Unfinished Symphony" top
"Blossom Time" records

.

v

.

MARTA EGGERTH, a new blond enchantress.
HANS JARAY, a new type of leading man.
HELEN CHANDLER,
faithless

S

faithful

forever to

her

lover.

ROXY NOW!

BELONGS TO

m

TOPS
O
.

AND GOING
"Best picture of the year"

— National

Board of Review

ROBERT FLAHERTY'S

"TOPS

EM

ALL!

JANUARY

*l

'EM ALL

Ritmau) Oil
STRONGER THAN

'FPI I
EVER!

Broke every record, extended
run

New

York, Boston, Phila.

SAGA OF

THE SEA

^m

v

V

VAILABLE NOW FOR
EXTENDED ENGAGEMENTS
ROAD SHOW DEPARTMENT:
GAUMONT

BRITISH

BELONGS TO

•

1600

BROADWAY

•

N

Y

C

M

<i

4
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THE
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2
BIGGEST THEATRES
IN THE WORLD
•

A RECORD FOR

ONE COMPANY
UNMATCHED IN
THE INDUSTRY

COMING SOON
TOPS 'EM
Eight

more

office

GB

ALL!

box

terrific

record wreckers

promised two groups of

eight

and

GB

will deliver

two

groups of eight.
Sixteen, the cream of thirty-six

made by GB. Hand-picked,
hand-tailored, and

measure

for

GAUMONT

made

your box

to

office.

BRITISH

PICTURES
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T-H-E D-A-y
—

—

St. Paul
Theodore Hays, Jr., has
Ottawa, Ohio
Jamestown, N. D. Benny Berger
C. E. Point of president; F. Hogenson, secretary;
jma, owner of the Towa theater, 0. Lindeman, treasurer.
Advisory bought the De Luxe, neighborhood has added the two local Hans Peterboard consists of William Lindeman, house,
as reopened the house.
son houses to his circuit.
from Peter Belgas.
Ed Voss and Pete Lindeman.

Lexington,

Ky.

—Annabelle

succeeding Charley Behlen.

]orp.,

— The New Gar-

Fond du Lac, Wis.

ick theater is dark with the expiration of a 10-year lease held by Wilijiam Ainsworth, which he will not

\

Sac City,

la.

Kansas City

Ward

as again taken her old position as
Phoenix Amusement
ooker
for

—

Antigo, Wis.
Earl Plantz and
Paul Feigel have been re-elected directors of Home Theater Co., operators of the Home theater.
All officers of the company have also been
renamed as follows: M. A. Jansen,
president; Dr. C. E. Zelmer, vicepresident; Paul Feigel, treasurer and
T. L. Jordan, secretary.

—

longer will pay the $10 yearly liNew London, Conn. Barney Docense fee.
An ordinance has been brans has been appointed manager
passed by the city council repealing of the Crown Theater by Edward
he measure.
Cuddy, division manager for M. & P.
I

—

Sheboygan, Wis.
The Marquee
fclub, comprised of members of the
Providence, R. I.
Harold N.
theatrical profession, has been or- Malone, manager of Loew's State,
ganized here with Al Lindeman as is seriously ill.
William McDer[president; Fred Reeths, Jr., vice- mott has charge of the house.
C. A.

McDonald

—

House

May Bring Collusion Charge
That charges of collusion may be
tr of the Southland and Thurmania brought by Harry Brandt against
theaters, plans a 700-seat suburban Warners, Fox and Paramount was
louse in Arlington. It will be known indicated at a grievance board hearto Build

Brandt

Columbus— C. A. McDonald, own-

ks the

Arlington.

PLAZA

ing yesterdv when Louis Nizer, representing Paramount and Fox, inquired into a protective assignment
whether or not the present clearance case might develop charges
The case inq gainst distributors.
volved Brandt's Rialto. Newark, vs.
After
Warners' Goodwin Theater.
adjournment by the board for advisement on the ruling of question-

statements were

ing,

t

:

—

—

—

—

—

at a reception in the G-B offices
yesterday afternoon by Maurice SigA
which are
ler, Al Hoffman, and Albert Goodincluded in two forthcoming feaheart Members of the trade pre ss
tures of Gaumont British was given and newspapers were present.

G-B Party

for Songwriters

recital of their songs

BEAUX-ARTS
INC.
APARTMENTS,

The Best Values

me."
1

M-G-M
West

Coast

to

$3.00

up. Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.

Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern convenience. Fine foods at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.

Eugene

Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway

of Hospitality

Vine at Hollywood Blvo

HOLLYWOOD

Develon Studio Talent

Bureau,

Hollywood

Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up, Single

is

made by Nizer

and Brandt to the effect that nothing of a "federal grand jury" nature would be attempted "at this

MOST CONVENIENT

—

Greenwich, Conn. Grentick Corp.
operating the Pickwick here with
and at Omaha, has been named book- Louis F. Blumenthal as resident
er and salesman for Gaumont Brit- manager.
ish here under Russell Borg, manChesnaning, Mich.
The Crystal
ager.
G-B's "Power" opened January 12 for an extended run at the Theater has been bought by J. X.
Fox Apollo, where "Unfinished Sym- Ladue, owner of the Genesee Thephony" has just completed two ater at Saginaw, from Vern Lacey.
weeks. "Evergreen" opens shortly
Fitchburg, Mass. Herman Clayat the Fox Uptown.
"Chu Chin
man has been named manager of
Chow did a phenomenal business
the Lyric, formerly managed by Alat the Miller, Wichita.
den Smith, for the E. M. Loew cirWoodward, la.
R. M. Fanning cuit.
has purchased the Strand from C. L.
Des Moines
Elmer Sadine, field
Spencer and will operate it.
auditor of RKO, has returned from
an
RKO meeting in New York.
Minneapolis E. R. Ruben, head
of Well-Worth Theaters Corp., is
Ogden, la.
Frost & Son have
going ahead with plans to invade
taken over the State theater.
New Ulm with a new theater.

Kansas City

—

— Sac City theaters no

I

—Leon Abrams, form-

erly with Universal at

2
3

THE FILM DAILY

—Following

the success

of intensive experimental work, in
developing the possibilities of studio
talent, Samuel Kayzer. one of the
foremost experts in this line in the
world, has been retained, under an
arrangement by which he is to give
a areaf part of his time, to the MG-M studios. Kayzer, in the past
months, has worked with many of
the studio's outstanding stars, demonstrating the success of methods
bv which star potentialities can be
This work was
vastly developed.
done as a "visiting specialist," aside
from the studio's regular dramatic

ROOMS
ROOMS
ROOMS

in

Town

(unf.)

$55 up

(unf.)

80 up
150 up

(unf.)

Also FURNISHED APARTMENTS

PENTHOUSE AND
TERRACED APART'S
Ask about our Trojet de Tension Tlan

HOTEL SUITES
r

from

$yi.00
J •/
**| ,ww daily

Same Rate
I

for
or 2 Persons

school.

New

South Wales Quota Bill
Sydney
A bill has been introduced by the New South Wales government asking for a film quota
starting at 4 per cent for exhibitors
and five per cent for distributors,
increasing to 12% and 15 per cent,

—

respectively,

by the

fifth

year.

free bus to rockefeller center
and Grand Central

307-310

E.

MUrray

44*

Hill

4-4800

STREET

THE

£&H

DAILY
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TIMELY TOPICS

>,

Problems of Producer
Cited by Darryl Zanuck

TN

almost every interview to

And

production?"
The producer's natural
impulse is to balk at what seems
to him to be a polite third decree.
Then, having overcome
his resentment, he will go on
to justify himself humbly. Since
the impression has been broadcast that a film nroducer is any
man with a million dollars to
snend, who spends it indiscrimscreen

to

any phase
The

in

amusement

business.

(hanging attitude of the press
and public to a picture or a
star or a trend is something else
for the producer to worry about.

which a picture executive
submits himself the question is
asked, "What does the producer
contribute

major item

hip,

if the

« « « « »

the

demands

of

or-

sales

ganizations and exhibitors al!
over the world need their quota
of attention.
All these factors,

and

factions, have their say in
the making of a picture.
Any
one of them can wreck an entire production.

worries

The producer's

before the film
not end until
the p cture has been run in the
last theater in which it will
play
perhaps years later. Upon the favor with which one
picture is received depends, in
large measure, the success of
future productions. As if these
burdens were not enough, the
pioducer has both labor troubles, which occur in any indusstart

mace and do

is

;

—

I am willing to make
the attempt to dispel th s illusion.
As the produce of a
few hundred screen plays, several of which have cost a million each, I find it necessary to
defend myself and those who
find themselves in a similar position.
The status of the film
industry today is such that
money in itself means nothing.
million
Ten
dollars
cannot
make a good picture unless the
nroducer knows what to do with
t.
Tt is a grave responsibility
f"ll of traps for the unwary.
There is, for one thmg. censor-

inately,

;

try,
and temperamental
culties which rarely crop

diffi-

up

in

other fields. Stars, directors and
writers work
under tension.
They must be driven hard, for
delays are costly. On "Clive of
production
Tndia"
daily
our
cost was over $30,000.
Darryl F. Zanuck.

;

—

Scene Broadcasts
"Little Minister"

J£XPLOITATION

ET

Publishers

show you our low

cost plan for putting
on high soeed automatic
addressing plates (Addresso^raoh, Flliott, Rapid
Addressing Belknap, or Pollard-Ailing Systems).
us

*~^ your mailing

No

list

of the picture and

Campaign
unusual

of

initial

expense, no machinery to buy.

correct and keep the
and address and deliver

list

a

up
set

wrappers weekly, monthly, or

to date for you,
of envelopes or

as called for.

we supply you with all accessories and
up a new list, and for cutting
dead wood and postage waste.

Also,

plans for building

Phone Mr. Green, CHelsea 3-7390 for

GLOBE MAIL SERVICE
148

West 23rd

Street,

had two

Katharine Hepburn to listeners.
Carnegie Libraries were furnished 26,000 "Little Minister"

bookmarks. Thirty-five hundred
postcards were mailed to all the
teachers and clergymen in the
Pittsburgh area.
Seventy 24sheets were posted, including 35
lighted stands.
All department
stores carried displays on their
.book counters.
The Fort Pitt

Bakery enclosed 25,000

girls

the
the foyer.
Through
co-operation by Frank Whit-

gown

in

creation copied and

WWSW,

o

model

shifts,

Christmas Day. The newspaper
publicity and advertising were
exceptional, but the drive was
notable chiefly for the wide and
decisive use made of other selling possibilities by Publicity
Director Joe Feldman.
Radio
Station
Pittsburgh,
broadcast scenes from the picture on Dec. 20, and carried
three announcements daily ten
days in advance.
The station
gave away 1,000 duotones of

K

M-G-M

man,

publicity

Emerson was able to save considerable money on the stunt,
estimating it would have cost
at least $75 to have Adrian's

made

ly.

Emerson's chief

was

finding

a

local-

difficulty

who met

girl

Crawford's
body
dimensions.
After the stunt had been inaugurated and the local press had
carried photos of the model in
(

the

gown

alongside

that

of

Miss Crawford's, women patrons became so curious and interested Emerson had to put in
a call for a second girl, thus
keeping a girl on duty for
matinees and a second for evening shows.
Women patrons
crowded around the gown, many
requesting to buy it and some
with nerve enough to ask for
pieces of

it

as souvenirs.

—World

Theater,

Omaha, Neb.

inserts

bread packages, and 250 inside revolving signs were carried by the cars of the Yellow
in

There were 24 window
shadow-boxes in good locations.

Cab Co.

Theater, Pittsburgh.

"Merry Widow Cocktails"
in Springfield

Campaign

QEORGE

BAUER, manager of
the Regent theater, Springfield, O., assisted by an M-G-M
exploiteer, contacted hotel and
cafe managers with the result
that "Merry Widow" cocktails
were served prior to and during
the run of that picture in that
city.

Invitation Contest Features

"Merry Widow"

CTEVE BENNIS,

manager of
the Lincoln Theater, in Lincoln, Neb., called "The Merry
Widow" the "world's supreme
spectacle of music, love and
laughter" in letters mailed out
to a special list of people prior
to the opening of that M-G-M
film there.
Bennis was assisted
An
by an M-G-M exploiteer.
"invitational contest" was planted with the local "Courier" in
which ten names were placed
each day for two days among
the classified and display ads of
These peopeople in the city.
were

entitled to guest tick3,000 heralds were distributed by "Courier" delivery boys
to homes throughout the city.
Street music displays were obtained with music stores.
ple

before the opening,
the theater's orchestra played
excerpts from Franz Lehar's
music, with an accompanying
announcement concerning playdate of the Chevalier-MacDonald co-starring film.
The Coca Cola ad was reproduced in the lobby, with free
drinks dispensed.
Music tieups were made with local stores.
Regent Theater,

Lincoln

in

ets.

—Lincoln,

Lincoln, Neb.

—

Springfield,

O.

Joan Crawford's Gown

Makes Good Exploitation
A CLASS stunt that boomer-

Automatic Addressing Division

in

in

«

full

details.

The Largest Lettershop

working

beck,

A week

We

nut

Mark

«

scope
thoroughness
and
marked the campaign which got
RKO Radio's "The Little Minister" off to a flying start at the
Stanley theater, Pittsburgh, on

Made

Theatres and

EXPLOITETTES

» » »

—Stanley

Special Notice to

Tuesday, Jan. 15, 1935

Greater Neiv

New

Inc.

York

York, N. Y.

anged to good business was
that by Ted Emerson, manager
of the World, who, for the nineday run of M-G-M's "Forsaking All Others", obtained the
gown worn by Joan
actual
Crawford in the pai-ty scene

Inwmg on

their birthday

Beaudins
Charles King
Dorothy
William

Chauncey

Brown

Karl

Freund

Gould

3r

mSw SB

im

9
1

\"m

1

j

I

f

AN OUTSTANDING
FEATURE OF THE

1
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9m
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COMING

1935 FILM

Ir-'^^Bfi

DAILY YEAR

BrS^i^BB^^

WILL BE
1
I
I

BOOK

A 32 PAGE

SECTION BY

ONE

OF THE OUTSTANDI

ING LEGAL MINDS

OF THE INDUSTRY

LOUIS NIZER
"THE MOTION
;

•

PICTUR E CODE"
['J

SHOWMANSHIP

$1,000,000 IN

Oi
%

STARRING

MINNA GOMBELL
G AVI N GORDON

*?>

with

HARDIE ALBRIGHT
and ROBERT LIGHT**

^.4
*

\*.i?
'

m

-id;

•

Directed by Reginald Barker

•

A Mrs. Wallace

Story and Screen Play
by Dorothy Reid and Edmund Joseph

Reid Production

•

WITH THE WINNERS OF
THE RECENT NATIONAL
SCREEN STAR CONTEST
Presented by

MONOGRAM

PICTURES

PRE-SOLD THROUGH THE FOLLOWING TIE-UPS
Cooperative Campaign

Screen Star Contest

Display material and accessories for
dealers tying-up contest and "Women

extensive advertising

Must Dress" with Agfa-Ansco products.

ing fan

National Agfa-Ansco tie-up backed by

campaign in leadmagazines and newspapers.

Modern Merchandising Tie-up

Celanese Dress Tie-up

Cooperative campaign with over 500
big department stores.

Advertising

and

publicity

breaks with

leading stores throughout country

mm

ntimate

The Daily Newspaper

Cha racter

in

pendent

in

Of Motion

Scope

iternat'onal in

Now

Thought

Pictures

Sixteen Years Old
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DL. LXYII.

Reopens Fight

letter

to

End

MARKS

.ZECHO-SLOVAKIAN

16, 193.5

<5

Ban

Prizefight Film

OPENED

TOTS.

CENT*

FILMS

ax on Circuits Feared Following High Court Edict
States May Act as
Result of Supreme

Amend

jar

Court Ruling
shington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

Washington

warning to the

—A

possible wide*ead efforts on the part of states
impose a tax on circuit theaters
contained in the U. S. Supreme
urt ruling upholding the consti;ionality of West Virginia chain
ire license tax, according to obvers here. The high court held
{Continued on Page 6)

industry

jvie

of

ET JAN. 21 HEARING
N MINN. AMUSE. CORP.
Hearing has been

set for Jan. 21

a petition providing for settlesnt of a number of claims against

Amusement Corp., whol-owned Paramount subsidiary in
innesota

Bill

to Include

orthwest circuit from the windup

American-Czech Deal Made
After Two Years of

Sunday Movies

House bill introduced yesterday by Representative Louis
would amend his Sunday sports bill to permit Sunday movies
with admission charges where approved by local referendum.

Negotiations

Opening of the market in Czechoslovakia for American films was assured yesterday by the signing of
an agreement terminating two years
of negotiation between the American
OFF
JAN. 25 industry and the Czech government.
The news was contained; in a cable
from George Canty, United States
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Trade Commissioner in Czecho-SloWashington Hearing on the new vakia,
to Col. Frederick L.

METRO-GOLDWYNNETS BOOTH SCALE HEARING
$1,316,762 IN QUARTER
Net profit of $1,316,762 is reported by Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp.
for the 12 weeks ended Nov. 22.
This is equivalent to $8.75 on the
preferred stock, compared with $1,164,507 or $7.55 a share in the corresponding period of the previous
year.

AGAIN

TO

—

booth scales for New York, originally set for Jan. 9, then postponed
to Jan. 18, is now scheduled for
Jan. 25 in the Oak Room of the
Raleigh Hotel, it was announced
yesterday by William P. Farnsworth, deputy administrator.

12 Argentine Pictures
Planned for This Year 5 William
About 12 features in Spanish
be produced in the Argentine
season, said Walter Gould, in charge
of United Artists distribution in
Central and South America, yesterday, following his return to New

will
this

agreement to ask for termination
the company's receivership, and
York from an 11-month trip through
tention of William Hamm, Jr.,
his territory. Approximately seven
e present receiver and a chief
pictures were made in that couneditor, as operator of Minnesota
try last year, he stated.
musement and of the PublixBusiness in South and Central
i

I

Penna.

—

Harrisburg,
Pa.
A
Schwartz, Philadelphia,

{Continued on Page 11)

{Continued on Page 11)

Herron,

foreign manager of the Motion Picture & Distributors of America.
Canty signed the agreement on behalf
of
the
American industry
which had made its representations
through the organization headed t>v
Will H. Hays.
Negotiations of details are still
{Continued on Page 6)

Fox Attorneys
Will Appear at Hearing

THE FILM DAILY
BILL
Washington Attorneys who will
appear in behalf of William Fox at
the hearing of arguments in the
DELA.
American Tri-Ergon case which is
scheduled to come up in the Supreme
By NORMAN MacLEOD
Court tomorrow afternoon or FriFILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
day are Thomas D. Thatcher, forWilmington, Del.t Sunday movmer Senator George Wharton Pep- ing pictures will be allowed
in Delaper, F. Mortimer Ward, Theodore
ware theaters if a bill now being
Kenyon and Page Hazelton.
prepared for introduction

FRAMING

Washington Bureau of

—

ON SUNDAYS
—

in

legislature

180,000 in 9

Months

For Minn. Amusement
Consolidated earnings of Minne)ta

Amusement

Corp.,

owned

partly

subsidiaries,

for the period

180,000

were

from Dec.

{Continued on Page 6)

Operator

Bill

in

Nebraska

—A

Neb.
bill calling for an
tor for each projection machine has
submitted to the Nebraska legisla-

icoln,

m,
ture.

This

measure
tax on

makes

the second movie
other proposing a

the
circuit
houses.
A committee
of exhibitors will be on hand when the
bills
come up for committee hearings.
filed,

Fight on Prizefight Film Ban
Reopened by Emanuel Celler

Paramount

ibsidiary, including pro-rata share
.

be held tomorrow
before Special Master Joyce on an
affidavit submitted by the Paramount
trustees setting forth that cash payments totaling $116,625 are required
of Paramount-Publix and Paramount
News in connection with the reorganization of $930,000 mortgage
held by Prudence Bonds Corp. on
the Long Island studio, laboratory
and film depot and leasing of the
will

properties to

Paramount News.

enacted

is

present session.

during

While the

the
the

details

{Continued on Page 6)

Youngclaus Building Up
New Circuit in Midwest

—

Hold Hearing Tomorrow
On Astoria Studio Plan
Hearing

TO OPEN

Albion, Neb. William L. YoungBy RICHARD H. CUNNINGHAM
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
claus, after a short retirement from
Washington Suddenly reopening exhibition following his suits against

—

long fight to end regulations distributors, is readying a theate'
forbidding inter-state transportation here as the first of a new circuit h
his

fight films, Congressman
Celler New York, sponsor
of a bill to repeal the act of 1912,
yesterday called upon Attorney General Homer S. Cummings to give
him "some word whether or not the
Department of Justice intends to
{Continued on Page 11)

of

prize

{Continued on Page 6)

Emanuel

Forget your delivery worries by shipping
National Film Carrier*, Inc. Advt.

—

via

$580,000 Fox Met. Loss
Fox

Metropolitan
Playhouses,
Inc.,
a net loss of $580,000 for the
period from Jan. 1, 1934, to Aug. 17,
1934, according to a report filed in
Federal Court by the Irving Trust Co.,
receiver for the properties.

showed

THE

a&H

DAILY

Wednesday,

Eight M-G-M Pictures
Releases to April 21
Set by United Artists
Are Dated for Release
United Artists has set its releasM-G-M has set its release schedVol. LXVII,

Wed., Jan.
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THE FILM

ing schedule up to April 21, with
nine features now on the list, which
reads as follows: Jan. 25, "Clive of
India," Feb. 8, "Return of Bulldog
Drummond," Feb. 15, "The Scarlet
Pimpernel," Feb. 22, "Folies de
"Wedding
Bergere",
Mar.
8,
Night", Mar. 15, "Call of the Wild",
Mar. 22, "Les Miserables", April 5,
"Nell Gwynn" and April 21, "Cardinal Richelieu."

ule for the next three months as
follows: "David Copperfield", Jan.
18; "Society Doctor", Jan. 25; "Sequoia", Feb. 1; "Winning Ticket",
Feb. 8; "After Office Hours", Feb.
15; "Vanessa, Her Love Story", Feb.
22; "Shadow of Doubt", March 1;

"Reckless",

March

8.

—After

No action on recapitalization was
taken yesterday at a meeting of the
board of directors of Consolidated
Film

Industries,

Film Daily

the

les-Noues,

the courts.

—

—

19.

&

CODE

FINANCIAL

—

Balaban & Katz theThe fight against giveaters are being made this week. Ben
being waged by Famous
Bloomfield, manager of the Apollo
Players Canadian, Bloom & Fine
large
department Theater since it was taken over by
Theters,
two
B. & K., returns to the Oriental as
stores and various chinaware commanager, a job he held for three
panies and other firms.
years.
Charles Cottle, who has
managed the Oriental, is being
transferred to the Marbro, west
Brandt Interested side house, and Benny Feldman,
who has been manager of the MarIn
bro, moves to the Apollo.
Harry Brandt has a financial in-

aways

agement of

New Premium Company

Net
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NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

Trans-Lux

terest in North American Premium
Co., recently formed premium company with offices in the Paramount

building.

12

113/4

113/4

3

25/8

25/8

— Vs%

George Gerhard in Dietrich Post
George Gerhard, formerly with
United Artists and previously motion picture editor of the "WorldTelegram," has joined Cosmopolitan
in New York as publicity manager.
He fills the post made vacant by the
recent death of Theodore Dietrich.

Howard Hughes and United
Hughes features

New

Contract for Henry Blanke

Coast

originally released

through United Artists.

This group
includes "Hells Angels", "Scarface".
"Front Page," "Cock O'The Air,"
"Age of Love," "Sky Devils."

Review Board Elects Treasurer

Des

Moines

—

Fifty-two

local

Katherine

Stewart

SIDNEY

on

is

KENT

R.

from

23

Jan.

HARRY

le

Nei

in

New

York

fror

in

Nei

New

Yor

vacation

FRED
ager

in

Coast.
flies from New Yor
thence to Hollywood.

Friday,

W.

LANGE,

general European man
International Corp., sail
York on the Washington fo

Paramount

of

today

due back

is

the

BUXBAUM

H.

Miami on

to

New

from

Europe.

RUDULPH

BILL

ploitation

arrange

to

of the United Artists ex
forces arrives in Milwaukee toda
the local campaign on "Clive o

India."

LINDEN

ERIC

is

JOHN WOOD,
by RKO Radio,

at

Hotel

the

young

Moriti

St.

actor

British

sign*

arrived

almost

leave

will

on the Olympic am
immediately for Hollywood

GEORGE S. KAUFMAN leaves this week fo
the coast to collaborate with Morrie Rysklni
on the script of the next Marx Brothers pic
ture at M-G-M.
ROGER FRYOR, on completion of his
engagement in Los Angeles, comes East
Broadway legit role.
TORRENCE,

actor, sails
ington.

for

stag*

for

,

son of the lat
today on the Wash

JR.,

Europe

ARTHUR LYONS arrived
from New York.

on

the

coast

yes

terday

ELISABETH BERGNER, star of "Catherin«
the Great." who has just arrived from LondOl
to appear in "Escape
Never" on the loca
stage, will later go to Hollywood, where she
may appear in a picture.

Me

JACK

FORD,

engineer

of

the

streamline*

train,
The Burlington Zephyr, arrived in Nev<
York yesterday for an appearance at the open-

ing of "The Silver Streak," RKO Radio's rail
road
melodrama starring the Diesel-motored

DAVE SNAPPER was

THE FILM DAILY
—-Henry
Blanke, War-

see

Joe

his

Jersey

Bureau,,

result

of his

nagh,

first

assistant

chief

barker;

Hal Sheridan, second assistant chief
barker; W. E. Banford, wagon man,
and Lou Patz, property man.

Dogs" San Diego Premiere
"Pimpernel" Going Bijr
World premiere of
San Diego
London The second week's take
"Devil Dogs of the Air," Cosmopolproduction released through at the Leicester Square Theater here
itan
Warners, has been set at Lou Metz- on "The Scarlet Pimpernel," Longer's
Spreckles Theater here on don Film starring Leslie Howard
It will be a gala Holly- and Merle Oberon, exceeded the first
Jan. 30.
wood affair with studio executives week's receipts by approximately
$1,500.
and stars scheduled to attend.
"Devil

Wynyard

arrived

has returned to

ALLEN

JUDITH

52 in Des Moines Variety Club

the company as the
work on this picture.

Diana

Paramount

the

has

York.

Artists,

amusement men have joined the
newly organized Variety Club. At
ner supervisor currently working on the initial meeting temporary offi"A Midsummer Night's Dream," has cers were named as follows: R. M.
been awarded a new contract with Copeland, chief barker; Hale Cava-

Carey

Nc

in

—

Hollywood

Harry

of

Hollywood

in

now

is

Friday.

Dr. William B. Tower has been train, at the Mayfair Theater.
elected treasurer of the National
DE CAVAIGNAC arrived on the lie
Board of Review to fill the office left DeJEAN
France yesterday from France to buy prod"Bordertown" Dual Premiere Big vacant by the recent death of Dr. uct.
He is at the Hotel Pierre.
West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY Myron T. Scudder.
Dr. Tower has
ARTHUR SCHWARTZ, Chesterfield attorLos Angeles -Warners "Border- been connected with the National
ney, has left for the coast.
town," starring Paul Muni, opened Board of Review since 1916.
He
simultaneously at the Hillstreet and served as Chairman from 1923 to
S.
S.
KRELLBERQ leaves Hollywood this
Hollywood Theaters here to the big- 1930 and also as Chairman of the week for New York, having finished "Lost
City," a serial.
gest business in six months at both Board's affiliated Better Films Nahouses, according to the manage- tional Council.
E.
C. MILLS arrives today from a business
trip
fo
Washington.
ments of both houses.

West

lowing on their birthday:

staff

ERNEST

Savini Gets Howard Hughes Films
R. M. Savini has closed a deal with

by which he will release through
World Wide Pictures, six Howard

i

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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Coast

the
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JOAN BLAIR

hearing protests learns.
Earnings for 1934 were defrom 29 independent theater own- scribed as satisfactory.
ers against a proposed ban on premiums, the Toronto Police Commission ruled it would do nothing in
B.
K. Circuit Changes
the matter until a test case has
Chicago Several changes in manin
ruling
obtained
been made and a

Toronto

VERSCHLEISER,
leaves

(

Montreal.

Consol. Film Directors

1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
Londonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne,
P. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la Cour-

DAILY,

BEN
York,

Goin£)

a nd

York.

Defer Action on Setup
Court Test is Expected
In Toronto Giveaway War

.ommg

Jan. 16, 1935

—

—

a

town yesterday to
re-equipping some of

in

Hornstein about
houses.

HARRY

H.

trip

Albany and

to

WM.

J.

HEALY,

Giant

on

"The

Mighty

Montreal

FEODOR

THOMAS

tour

with

as

returned
Boston.

charge

in

an

Barnum,"
the

yesterday from

of the Cardiff
exploitation stunt for
left
last
night for

exhibit.

CHALIAPIN

yesterday on the He de
in an American picture.

from abroad
France and may sing

arrived

Cashier Faints, Foils Hold,

—

I

K
Logansport,
Ind.
Mrs.
Etta
cashier at the Paramount theater, foiled
two bandits who attempted to hold
her up by falling in a dead faint. The
bandits retreated without booty.

»

THEY BRAVED THE JUNGLE'S
FIERCEST PERILS TO BRING YOU
BACK ITS GREATEST THRILLS
*

I

Beyond barriers never before penetrated by man
above
impassable forests and peril-fraught rivers that had baffled
deep into the forbidden kingdom of claw
the bravest
THEY FLEW ... to witness sights that astounded
and fang
and unearth the innermost secrets of the
even them
world's most mysterious continent!
. . .

.

.

.

. . .

.

MR.

&

.

.

MRS. MARTIN JOHNSON'S

A JlHfi AS ITS TITLE!'

TRACY
JIMMY

with

Directed by

WALTER LANG

/7

/V

brand new story by Robert Riskin, writer of "Broadway
"It Happened^ One Nigh#.
"Lady for a Day". .with
grand stars in the grandest roles they've ever played!
•

.

.

.

.

//

Bill

.

SALLY EILERS

DURANTE

A CmUMJUA jetLCWRt
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FEAR TAX ON CIRCUITS

AFTER COURT EDICT
(.Continued from Page 1)
Lhat states have the right to tax
heavily than
large chains more
small ones.
bill to tax circuit theaters was
filed this week in the Nebraska leg-

A

islature.

Youngclaus Building Up
New Circuit in Midwest
(Continued from Page 1)

He
reported to be organizing.
is said to have options already on
four other houses in Harlan, la., and
is

PHIL

transfer of J.

Richard Gamble from the Sun to
the Park, with Mac Krim to manage the Sun, appointment of Maurice Stramer to manager the Granada, and appointment of Joseph
Kessler to manage the Buchanan, acquired from John O'Dell.
Sol Krim has left for Arizona to
place a younger brother in a military academy. On his return, Mac
will go west.
Roy Chapman has joined Monarch
Pictures as state chairman, succeeding Jack Moss, resigned.
Herman Hunt, local manager for

National Theater Supply, is back
L. S.
on the job after an illness.
Hunt, district manager, was a recent visitor here.

Goldberg, part owner of
the Columbia Theater, has bought
the seats and equipment of the
Temple, which is being dismantled.
Al Ruttenberg, owner of the Iris,
is back on the job after being ill.
Charles Komer, circuit owner, has
returned from Florida.
W. P. Cuddy has been made manager of the De Luxe, east side
house, succeeding Dow Thompson,
who is now assistant general manager of Allied Theaters of Mich-

Louis

M DALY

•

WE WERE

•

for

it

"The

going through the works with an Ex-

was Mister

Gillett

who

directed the

Walt Dis-

classics

•

THERE ARE

run through
Detail
learn what Detail really

five

workshop some time
it's amazing
means
this

sales staff.

of
operator
Price Theater Premiums, has moved
to new offices in the Film Exchange.
He is organizing the American Pic-

Robinson,

ture Co.
Excellent Pictures Corp. has enlarged its space in the Film Ex-

United

Detroit

Theater Service,
P. Zapp, also

has doubled its office space.
Ray Conlin is chairman of the
entertainment committee for the
Variety Club Ball on Feb. 22, with

Brooks as his assistant.
Harold C. Robinson, operator of
Film Truck Service, is recovering
from the flu.

Ollie

Commissioner Canty has been

in-

estimable in value."

Framing Bill to Open
Delaware on Sundays
the proposed measure have not
been worked out, it is said that it
may specify that movies may open
for the showing of pictures and
charge admission after 9 o'clock
Sunday evenings. It is planned to
limit the Sunday showings to evenings to meet objections that may
arise to showing earlier in the day.
The measure would be statewide in
of

effect.

Months
For Minn. Amusement

$180,000 in 9

(Continued from Page 1)

•

•

A FEW

highlights of the Warner pressbook
the company's first Cosmopolitan
"Devil Dogs of the Air"
production
a 12-day newspaper fictionization, with art
work
a specially prepared Sunday magazine section feature story entitled "America's Flying Marines"
a fullstills for dealnational tie-ups
page co-op ad layout
and 26 ads of all varienewspaper contests
er tie-ups
ties and sizes for all types of exhibs and newspapers

•

• • • LAST NITE a program on "Clive of India" went
in connection with the opening of the pix at
over
Meanwhile United Artists' pubthe Rivoli tomorrow eve
licity dep't has made good use of that clever ballyhoo stunt
to plug "The Mighty Barnum"
the Cardiff Giant
it has collected a load of publicity in all the cities where
it has been shown

1933, to Sept. 29, 1934, before
depreciation and after elimination
of capital gains and losses, according to figures furnished by William
Hamm, Jr., receiver for the company, to the Paramount trustees.
Earnings similarly calculated for
the period from Jan. 28, 1933, the
as
date of appointment of
receiver, to Dec. 30, 1933, were
$240,000.
21,

Hamm

WOR

change.

managed by Henry

all

and

Roy" Campbell, former manager
of the Rosedale, has joined the Mon-

Arthur

greatest cordiality exists
parties concerned," Col"These negotiaonel Herron said.
tions have been brought to a satisfactory conclusion by virtue of the
fact that the Czech government has
been most co-operative and appreciative in the matter of improving
trade relations between the two
countries.
The aid rendered by

between

(Continued from Page 1)

•

cartoons in work all the time
pracwith one being completed every three weeks
tically the same speed with which a black-and-white cartoon is
turned out
this is made possible by a production system
the handling of the color
that Burt Gillett has developed
every color hue used
technique is an education to observe
on background, props and cartoon characters is charted and
there are color charts for everygiven a special number
thing
animators, in-betweeners, tracers and opaquers are
or
they can't go wrong
all schooled in these charts
if you think YOUR job has
the cartoon would be ruined

•

igan.

ogram

1)

under way, but the following points
have been agreed to by both sides:
1. Distribution of American motion pictures in Czecho-Slovakia will
be on a registration fee basis instead of under a compulsory quota
system, as formerly.
2. Where pictures
are produced
in Czecho-Slovakia, the government
will allow a subsidy to the company
producing such pictures, with allowance on registration fees for
pictures imported by the producing

company.

"Three Little Pigs" and "The Big Bad Wolf"
he has brought to this eastern cartoon studio the skill
and adroit treatment that have made the Disney cartoons worldfamous
and to watch 80 artisans and technicians at their
tasks of building a bit of entertainment that only flashes on the
screen for 7 minutes
and takes several months to complete .... fills you with an enormous respect for this specialized
branch of film production
if everybody in this Dizzy Biz
put the conscientious effort and cunning skill into their tasks
as do these cartoon specialists
the world would hail
us an Industry of Craftsmen

ney

Managerial shifts by

TO AMERICAN PICTURI

T

T
•

include

the

cartoon

pert

—

CZECH MARKET OPENI

• • • WILL COLOR reign supreme on the screen
and eventually entirely replace the black-and-white technique?
in the cartoon division at least, color now dominates
so we went over to the Van Beuren studio at 729 Seventh Avenue
where a schedule of 17 in the Rainbow Parade series
is on the agenda for the year
all in Cinecolor
and
found ours'elf vastly intrigued as Production Director Burt Gillett took us through the various departments
for Color
calls for a far more intricate technique than the black-and-white

his circuit.

Detroit Notes

Jan. 16, 1935

(Continued from Page

Wayne, O'Neill and Broken Bow,
Neb., which will form the nucelus of

Detroit
Krim Bros,

Wednesday,

• ALL SIGNS point to the most spectacular annual
that the Press Photographers have ever held
to be
held at the Hotel Commodore
on Friday eve, Feb. 8
a grand list of celebs of screen, stage and radio have positively
promised to appear
can ya imagine 'em turning down the
Press Photographers?
that would practically be Suicide.
•

•

ball

f<

U «

»

\>

»

St.

Louis Squibs

—

Louis Bids are in for more
than $30,000 in alterations and improvements to the North Grand Theater. Best Amusement Co. now conSt.

trols

the house.

Estate of the late James L. Shannon, one of the founders of the
Empress Theater, totaled $119,507,
an inventory reveals.
Funeral services were held y<M
terday for Mrs. Florence Gertru^',
Cella, wife of Andrew D. Cella,"
vice-president of Southern Real Estate & Financial Co., theater and
She died Sunday at
hotel owners.
the age of 60.
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PARAMOUNT'*
THE LIVES OF A
BENGAL LANCER
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REVIEWS
Ann

Harding

«

A

in

LITTLE from

"ENCHANTED APRIL"

Bv

Wednesday,

"LOTS

»DATEJ300K«

//

RKO

Radio

Jan. -18:

HOLLYWOOD

Errant," in which Alice Faye and

Jack Haley will appear.
ROMANTIC ROBERT T. KANE, Fox Film proT
T
T
ducer has five major films in
COMEDY IN CLASS VEIN WITH PAR- work which are being prepared by a
Jules White, head of Columbia's
TICULAR APPEAL TO THE WOMEN.
subjects
department.
number of noted authors including short
anPhillip McDonald, who is adapting nounces that Alf Goulding will diAlthough the theme of this picture recthe Ben Hecht-Rose Caylor stage rect Harry Langdon in his next
ommends it primarily to the more intelli- play. "Man Eating Tiger"; Howard laugh-maker for Columbia. John W.
gent audiences and especially the feminine Estabrook, who is working on the Grey is writing an original story
been so well punc-

clientele, the action has

with

tuated
given

is

itself

and

rather

is

it

Ann

light

affair

Harding

dramatic

in

Two

distinction.

its

whose

the

that

force

handling that the picture

the

in

is

derives

comedy

jolly

pretty good general appeal. Story

a

Katharine

and

domestic

English

Alexarraer,

grown

has

life

w'u/es,

be-

dull

of "Orchids to You"; William Hurlbut who is writing the
screen play of the Sidney Skolskyscript

Claude Binyon newspaper story,
"Safe in Jail"; Stephen Morehouse
Avery who is preparing an original
story called "Time Out for Love"
ani Howard L Young, who is adapt-

ing the Polan Banks novel, "Brief
Rapture."

villa

men

with two orner strange wo-

Italy

in

for

month's holiday.

a

Just

are experiencing a

new bloom

husbands turn up.

One

Owen,

lawyer,

blustering

a

wife,

his

of

Katharine.

The

of

at the villa,

is

wants

life,

the

them, Reginald

comes

to

to see

visit

Frank

second,

Morgan, an author, not knowing

Ann

they

as

his

wife

one of the

other women, Jane Baxter, to whom he had
In the entaken a mild fancy in London.
chanting atmosphere Frank and Ann are
reunited. In addition to the work «f Miss
Harding and Morgan, outstanding and highly
enjoyable performances are given by
Jessie Ralph, as an old dowager, and
his

in

British

counsellor

Owen

Charles

role.

Judels and Rafaela Ottiano also are very
good as the heads of the servant brigade at

the

villa.

Cast: Ann Harding, Frank Morgan, Katharine Alexander, Reginald Owen, Jane BaxRalph Forbes, Jessie Ralph, Charle3
ter,
Judels, Rafaela Ortianc.

Beaumont; Author, ElisaCampbell;
Kane
Dramatization,
beth.
Screenplay, Samuel Hoffenstein, Ray HarCameraman, Edward Cronjager; Reris;
cording Engineer, John L. Cass; Editor,
George Hively.
Director, Harry

1

Direction,

Pest

PRINZESSIN TURANDOT,"

in

German;

produced by Ufa; directed by Gerhard
Lamprecht; with Willy Schaeffers, Kaethe
At the
Von Nagy. Willy Fritsch, et al.
Theater.
and melodious German adaptation of the Italian opera about a Chinese
Cast is exPrincess and her three suitors.
cellent, direction is good, and the picture
has been filmed with generous attention

is

as vet un-

T

T

T

T

leading

T

players

RKO

release.
T

T

T

George O'Brien, Fox western star
who recently completed work on
"When a Man's a Man," will go into

Nunnally

Johnson

and

Cameron

Rogers.
T

John Wray, actor-playwright, has
been assigned to an important role
in
'"Recipe
For Murder," Fox's
Lowe-McLaglen co-starring picture.
»

»

T

Franklin Townsend. The bridegroom
Other marriages
also is an actor.
included Betty Boyd and M. B. Olmsteaa", and Jocelyn Lee and James

Seymour.
T

T

Fox

Film

has

several

production values.

Hoffberg Gets Two Foy Films
H. Hoffberg Co. has obtained
from Foy Productions the foreign
rights to "Soudan," produced in the
jungles of North Africa and played
The
by an entirely native cast.
Hoffberg Company also arranged to
J.

distribute

"Elysia,"

produced by Foy.

a

nudist

film

Public hearing on 1935 code
Raleigh, Washington, D. C.

Feb.

Feb.

ball,

20-26:

Soviet Russia's first

Festival,

Feb.

Annual

23.

Friars'

Majestic

Frolic,

M.P.T.O. A.

Feb. 25-28:

Hotel

Roosevelt,

annual

New

convention,

Orleans.

Awards Banquet of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Hollywood
March 4:: Extraordinary meeting of stockholders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act on
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M.. New York.

A.M.P.A.

April 27:

Hotel

annual

Astor,

New

get-together
York.

din-

Annual Spring Meeting of th*
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Holly20-24:

wood

Close Southeast Distribution Deal
Chesterfield and Invincible product
of 1933-34-35 for Atlanta, New Orleans, and Charlotte, will be distributed through First Division following a deal made yesterday with
Harry H. Thomas, according to
George Batcheller, Jr.
Total call.s
for 36 features.

Add

An

T

I.

"Gimpy," Jack Holt's next

staran or-

E. Chadwick

Making

pic-

Omaha
Omaha — Joe

Briefs

Cooper, president of
Lincoln Theater Corp. has informEnglewood section for many years, ed D. V. McLucas, manager of
died a few days ago after a year's United Artists exchange here, that
he will visit his Nebraska holdings
illness. He was 56.
The A. B. Marcus revue, which within a week.
Bill Foley, RKO salesman, seriplayed an engagement at the Orienously ill last week, has recuperated.
tal Theater a few weeks ago, comes
Code Authority has upheld the
in Friday for a return engagement.
Business at Loop theaters for the decision of the local board in orGeorge Norman to desist
first half of January has been very dering
bank nights at Storm Lake, la.
good.
A. E. Thacker, manager of the
"The Little Minister" is playing
a second week at the RKO Palace. "Soo" at South Sioux City, Neb.,
is installing a balcony in his house.
Stage show also was held over.

Serial

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "Bride of the Jungle"

West

Coast

Bureau,

for Screen Attractions.

—

New

Theater,

Feb. 27:

playwright and former motion

Chicago Briefs

Variety

York.

Supporting Holt will be
lure star.
Mona Barrie, Ralph Morgan and
Jackie Searl.

James Stepanek, who
Chicago
operated the Lynn Theater, in the

Detroit

the

of

ball

Club.

newspaper columnist, Nat Perand Arthur Sheekman, who will

"Nymph

World Ctnemi

Moscow.

serial being

write the screen play for

budget,

Club's sixth annual dinner
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York.

ring vehicle for Columbia, is
iginal
by William Jacobs, with
screen treatment by Crane Wilbur,

rin

Street,

Warner

16:

and

Sam Hellman and
Frances Hyland, who will collaborate on the adaptation of "Highway
Robbery"; and Florabell Muir, former

of

Hampshire, Ver-

to RKO Bond Listing
increase of $508,100 in the 6
per cent Radio-Keith-Orpheum gold
T
T
T
of 1941, bringing the
Lew Pollack and Paul Webster, debentures
total listed to $1,234,900, is reported
composers, have been signed by Fox
by the New York stock exchange.
to prepare words and music for sevThere is $11,600,000 of RKO deeral of the com))any's forthcoming
bentures outstanding.
musicals.

T

T

signed

New

14-15:
Iowa-Nebraska Allied Theater convention and movie frolic, Des Moines, la.

May

Columbia will retain the title
production on Feb. 15 with the third "Death Flies East" on the Florence
Rice-Conrad Nagel production now
in his current series of action films
The story is the Philip
to be titled, "The Cowboy Million- in work.
aire." The fourth in the series will Wylie serial which appeared in the
"American Magazine" last summer.
be "The Utah Trail."
It was prepared for the screen by
Albert DeMond and Fred Niblo, Jr.,
Hutchinson,
Warner and retitled "Mistaken Identity."
Josephine
player, has joined the list of recent
new brides by becoming Mrs. James

5:

Hotel

ner,

T

States

Meeting of Allied States exhibitors

Feb. 24:

Frances

ent films, and Pat Somerset have
also joined the cast, headed by Miriam Hopkins as Becky. Rouben Mamoulian is directing "Becky Sharp"
Radio
for Pioneer Pictures and

Feb.

M.

Washington.

on booth scales for New
Raleigh Hotel, Washington.

Massachusetts, Maine,

already

assigned roles with George Arliss
Dee, who plays
role of in Darryl F. Zanuck's new 20th CenAmelia Sedley in the new Techni- tury picture, "Cardinal Richelieu"
color production of "Becky Sharp," are Edward Arnold, Maureen O'Sulhas been given a role in the pic- livan. Violet Kemble Cooper and
ture.
Mary MacLaren, star of sil- Francis Lister.
Screenplay is by
sister of
the rich

Allied

mont and Rhode Island, 69 Church
Boston. 11:30 A.M.

Feb.

T

at

City

29:

Jan.

Lew

Ayres, Walter King and ZaSu
Pitts are the first members of the
cast selected by Producer Robert T.
Kane for leading roles in the forthcoming Fox Film production, "Man
Eating Tiger."

Hearing

25:

York

C,

for.
Raleigh

scales

York,
10 A.

of
directors,

board
of
Ass'n
(Dates tentative).
Jan.

New

meeting

Annual

24-25:

)an.

titled.

St.

Colorful

to

for the picture which

Among

T

writers including

FOREIGN

79th

Margaret Dee,

Photography,

Imaginative.

T

T

cause of neglect from their husbands, take
a

Greater
operators
in
Hotel. Washington, D.

HANDLED

SMARTLY

Omaha, Nebraska.
PuWic hearing on booth

Hotel,

Loyal

meeting,

M.P.T.O.

Nebraska

Today:

RALPH WILK,

with Frank Morgan

66 mins.

Jan. 16, 1935

is

the tentative

title

made by

I.

for a jungle
E. Chadwick

Routine Allied Meeting
Routine business was transacted
at a meeting of Allied Theaters of
New Jersey yesterday, with Louis
Gold presiding. President Sidney E.

Samuelson was not present.
Adjourn Hearing on Lasky Claim
Hearing on objections to the
Lasky
of
Jesse
claim
$282,000
against Paramount-Publix slated to
be held tomorrow before Special
Master Joyce has been adjourned
to Jan. 28.

^

Surf, Brooklyn, to

Herman Weingarten

Open

t

open his
Surf Theater, Brooklyn on Feb. 1,
with a twin-bill policy.
will

THE
Wednesday, Jan.

16,

1935
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CELLER REOPENS FIGHT

M

SET JAN. 21 HEARING

ON MINN, AMUSE. CORP.

PRIZEFIGHT FILMS
(Continued from Page

—

Woonsocket, R. I.
The Rialto son. William Griffen manages the
In a Theater, formerly operated for films house.
enforce the law or not."
pointed letter to the Attorney Gen- by Fred Greene has been taken over
Brooklyn congressman by Joseph Donahue for subsequent
the
eral,
Edgewood, la. The Strand thevirtually challenged the Justice De- runs.
ater, closed for several years, leavpartment in what Celler frankly ading the town without a picture
Denver Thieves recently broke house, has been leased by Orlando
mitted would be "my final fight to
rid the books of what I consider into the Roxy Theater, a new house Sheffert of Monona, who will open
under construction, and carried away it Feb. 1.
a silly statute".
part of the sound system awaiting
"I am certain that the people! of
installation.
New Photophone High
the United States and motion picJohnstown, Pa.
The Embassy,
Fidelity sound mechanism has been
ture executives want that statute
ordered to replace the missing parts, 1500-seater which was recently takremoved," Celler told Film Daily
by the operating company which is en over and redecorated by the Wilshortly after sending the letter to
headed by Able Davis, president; C. mer & Vincent circuit, has been
Cummings.
"I hope that the mo- N.
Yaeger, treasurer, and Emmett equipped with complete new Phototion picture industry will let the Thurman,
secretary.
Charles H. phone High Fidelity sound reproducmembers of Congress know that Ernest is to manage the Roxy.
ing apparatus.
they are solidly behind me in this
final effort to rid the country of
Des Moines Midwest Film DisIpswich, Mass.
The 400-pound
this obnoxious act."
safe of the Strand, managed by Em- tributors has opened offices here at
"As far as I can ascertain, de- ery Bragdon for the Phil Smith cir- 1121 High Street with F. E. Judd as
spite the act of 1912, fight films are cuit, was stolen last week.
Judd came here from the
It con- manager.
Omaha office of the concern.
widely transported in interstate tained night receipts.
commerce", Celler said in his letter.
"I am heartily in favor of the transBoston Kenneth De Long, M. &
Wildwood, N. J.
W. C. Hunt,
For that P. official here, formerly of Beth- New Jersey theater operator, has
portation of these films.
reason I introduced Bill HR-143. lehem, Penn., and Evelyn Theresa arranged for the installation of RCA
My bill ought to pass or the act of Lindsey, were recently married in Victor High Fidelity sound systems
1912 should be enforced."
New Jersey.
in two of his houses, the Casino
At the office of the Attorney
here and 1100-seat Ronson house in
General, Film Daily was told that
Boston Alton K. Freeman, pres- Newark.
"Mr. Cummings has not yet receiv- ent assistant manager at the Scoled the communication of Congress- lay Square, has tendered his resigman Celler."
nation to M. & P.-Publix and will
1)

—

—

—

—

—

—

leave shortly for the

McKees Rocks, Pa.

West

Coast.

—A. F. Glazier,

arrangements with
Catholics' Film Crusade RCA Victor for the immediate installation of new Photophone High
Methods employed by the Cath- Fidelity sound in his Colony house.
their film crusade were
olics in
severely criticized by the PresbyParis, 111.
Plans are under way
tery of New York at its mid-winter
Lincoln Themeeting held in the Fifth Ave. Pres- for rebuilding of the
The Rev. ater, recently razed by a fire.
byterian Church here.
Thomas H. Whelpley, pastor of the
Middletown, Conn. Ernest DorChelsea Church, accused the Roman
Catholic Church of "playing to the an has become manager of the Midgalleries," of "using the big stick" dlesex and Palace here, operated by
He
by "attacking the box-office receipts." Middletown Enterprises, Inc.
Adoption of a list of approved has recently been manager of the
Strand and Palmer in Palmer, Mass..
films, to be posted on church bulleand previously had managed the
tin boards, was discussed, and the
Strand, Wallingford, Conn., and the
general purposes of the Legion of
Palace, Meriden, Conn., as well as
Decency were commended although
as operating houses for the Goldthe Catholic methods were not enhas

completed

—

—

tirely approved.

Boycotting of films

stein

circuit

Massachusetts.

in

was opposed.

Lake Charles, La.—Almost $20,spent by Southern
will be

000
Strand, Des Moines, Burns
Des Moines Fire yesterday destroyed the Strand theater, secondrun downtown house of the Tri-State
Theaters Corp., with a loss of $60,-

—

Amusement Co. on a renovating program for the Arcade and Paramount
theaters here. Both houses will be
reseated, redecorated and will have
air conditioning systems installed.

—

000.

Ghosting

— Members

of the Unnamed
in putting on "Macbeth,"
used moving pictures for ghosts in the
witch scene, instead of having actors
representing the apparitions.

Toronto.

Cherokee, la. The Empress theater has been purchased by George
Norman, who also manages the Empire at Storm Lake and the Chieftain at Sac City.

Players Club,

Cairo,

111.

—

I.

new

W. Rogers has

RCA

in-

Victor High
Fidelity sound system in the Jackstalled

a

Hamm

is

to

provide

a

general

manager

for the theaters and also
the part-time services of H. J.
Charles as accountant and attorney out of the $700' weekly he will
In adreceive, the petition states.
dition to this sum, the Paramount
Theaters Service Corp. is to be paid
$250 weekly for advising on man-

agement.

—

—

Presbyterians Criticize

(.Continued from Page 1)
of the receivership to June 17, 1935,
at a $700 weekly salary and 15 per
cent of the consolidated net earnThe petiings- before depreciation.
tion was submitted yesterday to
Special Master Joyce by the Paramount trustees.

HttB

12 Argentine Pictures
Planned for This Year
(Continued from Page 1)

shows definite improvement, according to Gould, who estimated that grosses are up between
10 and 25 per cent as compared
with a year ago.
A reflection of
this improvement, he declared, is the
general construction,
increase in

America

particularly in Brazil.

WHOlt

HE'S

GOT

A NEW

€

if

LOVE!

I)

Good-bye girls —
you were awfully
nice to our Leo —
but look at his

new

tootsie— she's
I

the

last

word

in

CLASS!

FORSAKING ALL OTHERS
FOR NEW BOX-OFFICE
RECORDS! A SMASH HIT!
BOB MONTGOMERY
JOAN CRAWFORD, CLARK
GABLE,

and how they're
delighting audiences. Beating "Tugboat Annie", "Chained", "Dancing Lady."
That's business! And it's unanimous from Coast to Coast!
are shooting the grosses sky-high!

What

a trio of stars

0|

—

—

Intimate

The Daily Newspaper

Character

in

International in

dependent
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MORE FEATURES SHOWNJN ENGLAND THAN IN U.S.
Bernerd Here to Strengthen Gaumont British Setup
Record Grosses Reported

Broadcasts
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broadcast racket seems to be

free

Mark Twain's weather. Everybody

like

talking about

anything about

io
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:ompetition,

most

)eople,

admit.
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That

it.

it

even

folks,
It

is

is

unfair

the

now

radio

deeply

the

pic.

He

emphatically denied that

company

is

having any

and declared
financial
difficulties
that, as contrary evidence, grosses
the past year have been
"record-breaking."
Gaumont British intends to car(Continued on Page 6)

fierce

competition

for

business

in

Broadway first-runs gets under way
tomorrow when the list of big attractions is swelled by the arrival of "David
Copperfield" at the Rivoli, and Will
Rogers' "County Chairman" at the Roxy.
They will have as chief rivals "Lives of
a Bengal Lancer," which already has developed strong

momentum

at

the Para-

mount, and "Clive of India," which premieres tonight at the Rivoli to the tune
of glowing preview reports.
A Hollywood preview of "Clive" appears in this
issue.
Another strong contender for
business,
"Romance
Manhattan,"
in
opens today at the Radio City Music
Hall.

REVISED LAB. CODE

sat

REQUIRE $2^00 BONDS

IS

have

picture

we

enjoyed

so

much

We

recent months as "Sequoia."
through it the other night at the Mo-

became
weazened old

Picture Club and

Features released in England for
the year 1934 totaled 680, which is
18 more than the total of 662 distributed in the U. S. it is shown in
a recapitulation of the year's showings in London.
American producers contributed 454 of the year's
680 releases in Great Britain, while
194 were made by British studios,
16 came from France, seven from
Germany, three from Australia, two
from Austria, and one each from
Candada, Ireland Switzerland and
Czecho-Slovakia.
General
double-featuring,
with

NOT ACCEPTABLE

Laboratory code as newly revised
by the NRA in Washington contains a number of objectionable feaBonds of $2,500 for each defen- tures which the laboratory industry

IN ST.

LOUIS ACTION

dant will be required in connection cannot accept, it was stated yesterinstead of a
picture re- with the indictment of Warner-First day by Charles J. Hirliman, presiviewer.
It reaches the highest emotional
National, Paramount and RKO exe- dent of the M. P. Laboratory Ass'n
qualities of humanness, beauty, tenderness cutives by
(Continued on Page 7)
a Federal grand jury in
and understanding.
As the story unfolds St. Louis. The bonds will be posted
one forgets one is in a comfortable the- as soon as the defendants are offiStreimer Appointed
ater seat) and is transplanted to the high
cially notified by the District Attion

)

a

(.Continued on

Page

6)

Moe

there close to nature, to forget,
for an hour, the terrific tempo and struggles of every day life.
It was an
unSierras,

forgettable

pleasure

to

breathe again

the

fresh air of the forests while feeling one'9

(Continued on Page 6)

"Lives of Bengal Lancer"
Draws 130,000 in Week

First
for
week's
attendance
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer" at the
New York Paramount will top 130,•
000, setting a new two-year record
AS we sat through "Broadway Bill" for for the house. The picture begins
** the second time the other evening its second week tomorrow.
we could not help thinking of how im-

self definitely a part of the story. "Sequoia" is the finest animal picture we have
ever seen.

portant

the

scheme of
"Broadway

director

things.
Bill"

is

In less

in
the cinema
competent hands

would be just

a

New

by Frank Capra, it is a gem.
comparatively young man, born
l|^^lermo, Italy, about the start of the
2o,.7 Century, whose genuine modesty is
his finest quality, yet he is one of the
few outstanding personalities in the industry.
No pictures were more human than
is

U. A. District Manager
Moe Streimer has been appoint-

"Lady

for

a

Day" and "It Happened

And few more

Box Office. Frank Capra.
director and a regular guy.

PUT INTO THREE ZONES

successful

A

great

—

Philadelphia
After a meeting
held here this week, Joseph Bernhard, general manager of Warner
Bros. Theaters, made the following
announcement regarding the new
executive setup of the theaters in
this

division:

"The Philadelphia territory in the
ed United Artists district manager
(Continued on Page 7)
in charge of the territory including New York, New Jersey, Brooklyn and Albany. Nat Bier, salesmen Cochran to Film "St. Joan"
connected with the branch, has sucDenies Selwyn Tieup
ceeded him as zone sales manager.
Charles B. Cochran, London theStreimer was recently elected presi- atrical producer who arrived in
dent of the New York Film Board New York yesterday with Elizaof Trade.
beth Bergner, told The Film Daily
that a British group headed by himself plans to film "Saint Joan," the

But

City's Sales Tax
Not Apply to Movies

a

One Night."
at the

York

Does

picture.

Directed
Hfljfi
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kid again,
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in
Great
Britain Last Year
454 from America

nation.
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Bernerd,

Hot Competition
A
the

to
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I

British stetup," said Jeff-

general manager of
the company upon his arrival in
New York yesterday on the Olym-

rey

during

i

I

Gaumont

Give the money to charty or to Mayor La Guardia for his unjmployment relief. This would take broad:asts out of the free show circle, bring
25 cents each.

?

j

"My purpose in coming to America is to strengthen, not modify, the

the parent

them a better class of listeners, make
rhem wholesome competition, and add a
Hdy sum each year to help the needy of

I

General Manager
Making 26 Films

rooted and the problem seems to be what
o do about it.
suggest this thought.
vVhy not sell seats at each broadcast for

We

I
i

will

but no one seems to

it,

\

i

By

(Continued on Page 6)

Seek
Licensing of motion
Sponsoring
not come within the
New Johnson Expedition new interpretation of
Arrangements have been com- of the New York city

Fox Film

is

pictures does
scope of the
the definition

Fox Film, with Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson, whose "Baboona" opens
Monday at the Rialto, to make a

general sales
attorneys and tax experts of
major companies decided at a meeting at the Hays office yesterday.
Gabriel L. Hess presided at the ses-

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

pleted

by

S.

R. Kent, president of

r."

tax,

British

London

— Headed

Censor Change
by

the

Archbishop

of Canterbury, a deputation has visited
Prime Minister MacDonald to demand
a state censorship of films, in place
of the present board of censors, on the
ground that too many undesirable pictures were being passed.
MacDonald
promised the subject would be examined
immediately with a view to deciding
the wisest course.
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Supreme Court Justice Steuer
case of
vacated the temporary
its kind to be brought before the yesterday
code authority, C. C. Burr of Burr injunction he had previously grantEnterprises has charged violation ed
restraining
Universal
from
of fair practice provisions of the
breaking
an
alleged
contract
to
print
code in a complaint naming Morris Small, Larry Darmour and Ma- the Universal Newsreel at the Dujestic Pictures, alleging that Ken Art Lab.
Justice Steuer indicated
Maynard, under contract to Burr that the matter did not warrant infor eight pictures starting Jan. 1,
junctive relief, but was more propjumped contract and signed with
Darmour and Majestic. Burr says erly an action for damages.
he has already sold the series to
Du-Art instituted
action
after
exchanges, who in turn had made Universal had switched the printing
exhibitor contracts, and had signed
of the newsreel to Consolidated Film
for laboratory work, as well as advertising the pictures in trade pa- Industries under a contract to have
pers.
The Small-Landau agency Consolidated handle all the Univerhandled the Mavnard contract.
sal laboratory work.
It is learned
Hollywood

the

691 French Theaters

Wired

19.

—

in Past

Year

Paris An additional 691 cinemas
were wired for sound in 1934, bringing the total of wired houses up to
3,228, according to figures compiled
by La Cinematographie Francaise.
In 1929 there were 4,225 silent halls
in the country. It is figured that to-
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PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Publix

Notables for "Clive" Premiere
World premiere of "Clive of India," 20th Century production with
Ronald Colman and Loretta Young,
at the Rivoli tonight will be attended by a host of celebrities includinsr Sir Gerald Campbell, consul
<?eneral for Great Britain: Lawrence
Tibbett, Eddie Cantor, Ben Lyon
Bebe Daniels, Wallace Beery. Kitty
Carlisle and others. A special night
onening has been arranged for this
United Artists release, with the fea-

1

+

+

1/4

officially that this
agreement extends for four years and provides
for extension of payment for that
period of the $600,000 owed Con-

by

Universal and also
makes available to Universal an additional $400,000 to be drawn upon

solidated

The

at will.

entire $1,000,000 be-

comes payable on expiration of the
agreement.

Closed Ampa Meeting Today
Today's luncheon meeting of the
A.M.P.A. in the Motion Picture
Club will be a closed affair. Business will include discussion of plans
for the Ampa Dinner on April 27.
A picture featuring manv members
and titled "Why Fish Don't Bite"
will be shown.
Thumbnail photos of all Ampa
members will be used in the souvenir
book to be distributed at the annual
dinner.
A call for these photos
has been sent to the members by
Paul Benjamin.

lowing on their birthday

Nils

Eugc

Asther
A. Laust

i

Noah Beery

Sr.

Patsy

Ruth

Miller

Mack Sennett
Harmon Yaffa

Warners Buy Edward Hop» Story

from

Cagney, Muir

May Do

West

—

Coast

Bureau,

THE FILM DAILY

the shooting schedule at the Warner studios permits, to play their
Shakespearean roles for Max Bernhardt in the New York stage presentation of "A Midsummer Night's
Dream." They are currently at work
under Reinhardt in the film version
if

Shakespeare

S.O.S.

classic.

Acquires More Parts

S.O.S. Corp. has purchased the
entire stock of both the Hallberg
and Probansky Reflector Arc Lamphouses.
Probansky was one of the
first
manufacturers of Reflector
Arcs, originally made in Germany,
but in later years moved to New
York. The Hallberg Lamp was de-

signed in 1918 and was placed on th-market about seven lears later.

Committees for Columbia Ball
Hal Hode, president of the Co-

With the Gaumont British

exploi-

department temporarily disWarner-First National has ac- continued, Arnold Van Leer is leavnnired screen rights to "Marry the ine th" firm. He was formerly with
Girl." story by Edward Hope, who Columbia
and other major comwrote "She Loves Me Not."
panies.
tation

for

Florida

special sales representative
shorts, has return
I

"Terry-Toon"

two-week

trip

through the middle

we

FRED STONE is en
New York to work
short-term contract.

route to the Coast

fr<

a

JOE

VERGESSLICH

yesterday

from

Paramount

for

returned

to

under

New

Yo

New

Y01

Florida.

BILLY WILKERSON, who

is

now

in

returns to the Coast tomorrow.

AL SCOTT
with
here

is

wife,

his

in
New York from the coa
COLLEEN MOORE, joining h

March.

in

HENRY GINSBERG is scheduled
New York early next week from

WALLACE BEERY
Hotel

at

a

for

WILL ROGERS, who
in
"Life Begins
eastern vacation.

checked

has

Waldorf-Astoria

to

the

short

recently

40"

for

in

arrive
coast.
at

t!

stay.

finished wo
Fox, is on

LILY PONS, who is under contract to RK
Rad'o for pictures after the present opera se
leaves New York today for a three-wei
concert tour starting in Philadelphia.
son,

SAM

E.

MORRIS, Warner

Bros,

vice-preside

charge of foreign activities, arrives
York today on the Conte di Savoia.

in

in

Nr.

ROSS CROPPER, manager

of the RKO bram
Boston, has been in New Yo
with Eddie McEvoy, eastern sal
on several New England deals.
in

KATHARINE HEPBURN has returned to
from New York.
LELAND HAYWARD has gone to Hollywo.
from New York.
MARGARETA WALDMANN, ballerina fro
tl

Stage 'Dream'

Hollywood
James Cagney and
Jean Muir may go to New York,

of the

G 71
oing

a nd

leaves Saturday
vacation.

HARVEY DAY,
Educational's

manager,

—

Laemmle.
Gran t Withers

extended

exchange

lumbians, whose fifth annual dinner-dance is to be held March 2 af
the Waldorf-Astoria Grand ballroom, has selected committee heads
as follows: Max Seligman, program:
Flovd Weber, table: Vincent BorAnother E. M. Loew House Bombed relli. finance; Bud Gray, entertainPortland. Me.
Explosion of a ment; Danny Heiss, Press, and Etbomb in E. M. Loew's Casco the- ra Le Voff, tickets.
ater early yesterday did about $1.500 damages.
Van Leer Leaves Gaumont British

Carl

JOE SEIDER
an

conferring

cinemas having real combeen equipped

mercial value have
for sound.
Net

.ommg

first

Coast

the

State Theater in Vienna, arrives in Ne
today on the Conte di Savoia en rou
the M-G-M studios.

York
to

IDA

LUPINO,

who

arrived

in

New

Yo

yesterday
by train

on the Olympic from London, le
immediately for Hollywood to sta
work in Paramount's "Two on a Tower" wi
Mary Ellis and Tullio Carminati under the d
rection of Lewis Milestone.
She was accon
panied by her mother and her sister Rita.

RKO 100% Set in Central
RKO Radio distribution

Americ

in Ceil
set 100 ptj
cent with the closing of a deal en
bracing the Capitol Circuit of GujI

tral

America has been

temala.
Fred S. Gulbransen, marl
ager of the Panama exchange, neg(|
tiated the contract.

Cecile Sorel for Hollywood
Paris Finishing a picture her
Cecile Sorel will go to Hollywood t
appear in a film on the life of Sara
Bernhardt.

—
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Colman and Loretta Young

Ronald

AgLONG

Thursday, Jan. 17, 1935]

»

the

DATE BOOIf

Jan.

in

"CLIVE OF INDIA"
with Colin Clive, Francis Lister, C. Aubrey
Smith, Cesar Romero

DISTINGUISHED PRODUCTION
0. VALUE, EXPERTLY HANDLED ALL
AROUND, WITH FINE WORK BY COL-

B.

MAN AND
Although

MISS YOUNG.
year

the

is

"Clive

young,

of

can be definitely marked down as
an outstanding candidate for a high place
It is a
in the Ten Best Pictures of 1935.
splendid production in every department,
with Ronald Colman giving the finest perIndia"

long and brilliant career.
splendid as the English
girl
to India to marry the man
Richard Boleslavsky
she has never seen.
enhances his reputation as a director by
doing noteworthy work in guiding the love

formance of

PHIL M. DALY

is

The
scenes and the spectacular episode.
battle between Ciive's troops and the nausing elephants to trample down
tives,
opponents,

their

W.

P.

highlight.

stirring

a

is

Lipscombe and

R.

Minney turned

J.

FOR OUR

• • •
Movement

personally conducted Back to Show Biz
which we inaugurated with Roger Ferri's
pip stunt
in ballyhooing Fox's "Baboona"
we
now take pleasure in nominating Stockton Leigh of the Walter
Reade circuit to membership
along with Jack Level of

India

in

Mar-

Peverell

year's time.

a

photography is very good.
Cast: Ronald Colman, Loretta

ley's

Francis

Clive,

Colin

Young,
Aubrey

C.

Lister,

Smith, Cesar Romero, Montagu Love, Lums-

den Hare, Ferdinand Munier, Gilbert Emery.
Leo G. Carroll, Etienne Girardot, Robert
Greig, Ian Wolfe, Herbert Bunston, Mischa
Ferdinand

Auer,

Somerset,

Eily

Wyndham

Gottschalk,

Doris Lloyd,

Standing,

Edward Cooper, Pat

Malyon,

Desmond

Roberts,

publicity handling tie-ups
for these lads are
doing their bit to Barnum the Biz back into the Big Time
as evidenced by the campaign on Arkayo's "Silver Streak" at

the Mayfair

T
•

•

• STEP OVER
Coming Back

Lipscomb, R. J. Minney; Cameraman, Peverell Marley; Recording Engineers,
Vinton Vernon, Roger Newman; Editor,
P.

Barbara McLean.
Exceptional
Direction,

Phootgraphy,

Best.

•

•

T

SEVERAL OF

the film scouts for the major companies
looked over the performance of the prima donna
soprano
Leonora Corona in "Cavalleria Rusticana"
at the Metropolitan Opera the other nite
we also were
there
feeling very meek in the presence of the critics of
the Opera and such highfalutin' students of the Vocal Art

we can give our testimony on the Screen Angles
Miss
Corona has beauty of face and figure
pleasing voice
marked dramatic ability and stage presence
so she may
land in Hollywood when the operatic season is over
but

Anna Neagle

"THE

in

RUNAWAY QUEEN"

with

Fernand

Graavey

69 mins.

United Artists

ROMANTIC COMEDY HANDICAPPED

AND

BY FAMILIAR STORY
PLOT EXCITEMENT.
Little

LITTLE
by

excitement is generated
& Dominions film which

this

handis
British
somely produced, pleasantly acted and has
some beautiful outdoor backgrounds. Story
concerns Anna Neagle, employed in a New
York department store, who is suddenly
informed that, as the next in succession
to the throne of a mythical kingdom, she
At the coronais to be crowned Queen.
tion ceremonies, a revolt led by Ferdinand
Graavey and his blackshirr cohorts turns
Anna flees
the country into a republic
and,
is

also

abroad,

incognito

traveling

Graavey,

president
incognito.

of

the

They

meets

republic,

fall

in

who

love.

Cast: Anna Neagle, Fernand Graavey,
Muriel Aked, Miles Malleson, Gibb McLaughlin.

Oscar
Bruno Granichstaedtin,
Marischa,
Straus; Screenplay, Monckton Hoffe, Samson Raphaelscn; Music, Arthur Schwartz;
Direction,

T
•

•

•

A HOOKUP

T

T

between Hollywood,

New York

F.

A. Young.

Fair.

Photography, Fine.

and

"Nana" and
"Roman Scandals" in the Nippon Empire
Sam Goldwyn
and Anna Sten in Hollywood
Eddie Cantor in New York
and the editor of the "Osaka Asahi" newspaper in Osaka
held a three-way conference by telephone last nite
can
ya imagine Mister Goldwyn understanding the Osaka gentleman
well, it was a
or vice versa, for that matter
cute idea, anyway
Osaka

in

Japan

to

exploit the

T

•

•

•

T

release

of

T

PREVIEW SHOWS

at the Roxy will start at 9 p.m.
Several film companies are interested
in Nat Dorfman and his writing potentialities
Mabel Jaffe,
sec to Thomas Coastain
eastern story ed for Fox
will
marry Abraham Prince sometime in February

every Thursday nite

Director, Herbert Wilcox; Authors, Ernst

Photography,

• • • OPENING OF the Strand on Wednesday next
reconstructed and redecorated
with "Bordertown" on the
screen
Nice press sheet on "Clive of India"
opening
the book is marked by an effective
at the Rivoli tonite
array of press stories and newspaper ads
with a raft of
practical exploitation suggestions

« « «

y>

» »

69 Church

Street

Feb.

14-15:
Iowa-Nebraska Allied Theater con
vention and movie frolic, Des Moines, la.
Club's sixth annual dinnf
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York

ball,

20-26:

Soviet Russia's first World Cinem

Festival,

Feb.

budget

Warner

Feb. 16:

23.

Moscow.

Annual

of

ball

the

Detroit

Varl«t>

Club.
Feb. 23:

Detroit

Variety Club Ball.
Crysta
Book Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.

Room,
Feb. 24:

Friars'

Frolic.

Majestic

Theater.

N

York.
Feb.

25-28:
M.P.T.O.A.
annual
convention
Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans.

Awards Banquet of the Academy p
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences. Hollywood

Feb. 27:

March 2:

Columbians'
fifth
annual
dinner
Grand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria
York.

March

4::
Extraordinary
meeting of stock
holders of Path* Exchange, Inc., to act oi
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.

April 27:
ner,

May

A.M.P.A.
Hotel

Astor,

annual

New

get-together
York.

din

20-24:

Annual Spring Meeting of thi
Society of Motion Picture Eneineers, Holly
wood.

Buffalo Bits
Buffalo

—Nate

Sauber,

new

dis-

manager

for Universal Films
has been designated to fill the vacancy in the zoning and clearance
board for the Buffalo area, caused
by the resignation of Dave Miller
now with the Warners theater department in Philadelphia.
Police still are seeking the autotrict

T
•

Island,

11:30 A.M.

5:
Public hearing on 1935 code
Hotel Raleigh, Washington, D. C.

New

THE

scales for Ne*
Hotel, Washington

Feb.

dance,

Director, Richard Boleslavsky; Screenplay,

W.

Boston.

to the

• • • INSIDE
house
Jack Ford, crack engineer of the famous train
is making personal appearances
in the lobby the Western Union has four clocks synchronized to show railroad time across the country
and around
town a raft of ace tie-ups with Number One organizations such
as Western Union, Burlington Route, the American Flyer Co.,
Hemphill Diesel Engineering Schools, the Northern Pacific
yow-zur-r
a Streamline Saga of Showmanship
anybody else entitled to membership?
in this Back to Show
Biz Movement?
the routine stuff won't let you by
you've got to show the Smack-o Technique
like these lads

booth

on

Raleigh

at

State

Washingtoi

29: Meeting of Allied States exhibitors o
Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire. Ver

Feb.

Mayfair and realize that Show
Biz is
the giant panels above the house
the Silver Streak train reproduction
with headlight,
whistle, and other bits of realism
and the ole iron horse
coming right at you
and that smash title in raised electric letters 10 feet high
something new in electric animation
the "Swipe"
a marvelous job by the Midtown
Sign Service
the theater front with a replica of the Burlington train running continuously
and a blaze of overhead, panel and lobby decorations

City

mont and Rhode

and

T

mentioned

Leonard Mudie.

Jan.

RKO-Radio

out an excellent script dealing with Ciive's
rise from a $25-a-year clerk to conqueror
of

Hearing

25:

Jan.

York

his

Young
who goes

Loretta

Allied

Ass'n

90 mins.

PLUS

24-25: Annual meeting of
board
of
directors,
(Dates tentative).

Jan.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
United Artists (20th Century)

18:
Public hearing on booth scales fc
operators in Greater New York,
Raleig
Hotel. Washington, D. C, 10 A. M.

mobile owned by Mieczlaw Koncyzkowski, operator of the Marlowe
and Senate, neighborhood theaters,
who was kidnapped in the car by
two young bandits, robbed of $50,
taken to a field several miles beyond the city limits and there wired
to a fence.
The bandits drove away
in

the car.

break his

owner managed to
and walked five miles

Its

ties

to a nolice station.

Buffalo Tent of the Variety Club
have an open house Friday, Sat
urday, Sunday and Monday to mark
the opening of its new home in the
heart of the theater-film office district.
E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, M-G-M
manager here, is the successor to
Dave Miller as president.
will

Beahan and Streger Plan Agency
Charles
Beahan, former story
editor and writer, and Paul Streger
are understood to be planning fc
open an agency to handle actin
ent.

"Power" for 55th St. Playhouse
Conrad Veidt in "Power," Gail
mont British release, opens Satur-|
day at the 55th St. Playhouse for a]
|

UN

'

;
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Hurtling thru the night —
Extra speed
extra cost

.

.

extra comfort

.

extra service

.

But National Screen Service goes it one better
There
you get extra service but without extra
.

.

cost

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

giving extra service

Also, extra selling

power

.

is
.

part of our plan
.

.

.

.

extra consideration of

your playing time ...
National Screen Service recognizes your problems

and shapes

h

its

trailer-making efforts with exhibitor needs

in the forefront

.

.

.

"... good reason, indeed, why

NATIO

SCREEN SERVICE
i— :i.-

£:^1J

I

tt.

FILMS NOT INCLUDED

A

SALES TAX

IN CITY

RELEASES

LITTLE from
By

(Continued from Page

18

1)

RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
yiCTOR McLAGLEN has been
signed by RKO Radio to star
New

which was attended by about

sion,

company representatives.
The situation created by the

Louisiana law requiring keeping of
certain business records within the
state was discussed, but no action
was taken pending receipt of regugoverning its application.
lations
The law calls for adequate data on

and

profits

and
and stockholders

losses, capitalization

directors

of

lists

of companies operating in the state.

Bernerd

to

Gaumcnt

Strengthen
British Setup

(Continued from Page

1)

its announced program of 26
features, stated Bernerd.
He described as "entirely erroneous" reports that his company is negotiating a producing c'eal with Charles
B. Cochran, who arrived on the
same boat.

ry out

Bernerd plans to remain in New
five weeks before returning to
London. While here he will attend
the premiere of "The Iron Duke"
at the Music Hall on Jan. 24. Mark
Ostrer, chairman of the Gaumont
board, sails for America late this
month, Bernerd stated.

York

in

"The Informer," by Liam O'Fla-

herty. John Ford and Dudley Nichols
are writing the screen play.
Ford
will

direct.
Y

Conway

Y

Y

Carroll Wyatt, late cus-

Fox Movietone City, was
an Irish Earl who spurned his title

todian of

for the life of a soldier of fortune,
it
was revealed when his funeral
services were held this week.
»

»

Robinson,
famous
dancer, has been signed by
"Four Stars for Love."
Bill

Y

»

colored
for

RKO

»

Fox has exercised the options on
Louis De Francesco, musical director; Frank Melton, actor, and Fred
Sersen,

artist

and technical photo-

graphic expert.
T

T

June Preston, child actress who
appeared in "Anne of Green Gables," has been given a contract by

RKO.
Y

Y

"LOTS"

Y

Fox

cast assignments of the week
include:
Lee Kohlmar for "One
More Spring"; George Irving, Grace

Fox Film

New

is Sponsoring
Johnson Expedition

(Continued from Page 1)

new

production not yet
Y

Phil

bring

But

Ritz," in which William
Patricia Ellis and Allen

Gargan,
Jenkins
have the leading roles. William H.
McGann is directing from the original story and screenplay by Albert
J. Cohen and Robert T. Shannon.
Eric Rhodes, Bodil Rosing, Dorothy
Tree,
Gordon
Westcott,
Berton
Churchill, Mary Treen and Mary
Russell complete the cast.
T

T

T

Three new film stories are being
prepared by First National's scenario department for Joe E. Brown,
who is at present busy playing the
role of "Flute" in the moving picture version of Shakespeare's "A
Midsummer Night's Dream". One of

Rosen has been engaged
to

parts.
Y

—

Philadelphia
tender a testimonial dinner to Samuel B. Schwartz, retiring chairman
of the state board of censors, on Jan.
The dinner will probably also
28.
be the official welcome to the new
censor chairman, L. Howell Davis.
The entire local industry is expected to participate.

Shorts

as

Comic

Strips

and "Merrie Melodies" cartoon shorts produced by Leon
Schlcsinger for Warners will
be put
into comic strips by the Bell Syndicate
beginning March 15 under a deal just
Attorney Samconcluded in New York.

"Looncy Toons"

uel J.
singer.

Schwartzman

represented

Schlc-

Y

First National has changed the
of "North Shore," in which Bar-

bara Stanwyck, Gene Raymond and
Genevieve Tobin have the leading
roles, to "The Woman In Red." The
picture
was directed by Robert
T

Censor
The M.P.T.O. will

mar and Harry Ruby

are preparing

Rochelle Hudson, Jessie Ralph and
Eley Malyon are additions to the
cast of "Les Miserables," which
Darryl F. Zanuck of 20th Century
is producing.

Florey.

Pa.

to

and Conrad Nagel are in the leads,
while Geneva Mitchell and Raymond
Walburn have also been signed for

and South America.
Retiring

Y

the script.

title

for

comedy entitled "Molly and Me,"
for which Benny Rubin, Bert Kal-

titled.

the
screen
Columbia's
"Death Flies East." Florence Rice

expedition into the jungles of
Africa, India, the Malay States and
the South Seas for another animal
film.
The Johnsons plan to start
out in May, going by plane via Cuba

Dinner

Y

T

T

Having completed work on "Gold
Diggers of 1935," on the Warner
lot, Busby Berkeley has been assigned to stage the production numbers in the company's "In Caliente"
starring Dolores Del Rio.
t
t
At the request of important local
civic leaders, the Los Angeles birthday party for President Franklin D.

T

r

T

T

T

Sarah Haden has been signed by

Warners for "A Midsummer Night's
Dream."
Mickey Rooney, who is
out of the cast as a result of an injured leg, will not lose his role. The
studio is "shooting around" his part
until he is able to resume work.
T
T
T
Samuel Ornitz has been engaged
Columbia to adapt "Frisco
by
Fury," of which he and H. S. Kraft
are the co-authors.
T

Robei-t

T
T
Riskin will do the screen

treatment for Grace Moore's next

Columbia production.

Next Anna Neagle Film
Showing Two Soviet Films
London Anna Neagle, who apFor its second program in the
Distinguished pears in "Nell Gwyn," will next be
Winter
Series
of
Films, the Film & Photo League
co-starred again with Sir Cedric
will show two Soviet films, "Golden
Hardwick
in "Peg Woffington" by
Mountains" and "Killing to Live,"

—

at the New School for Social Research on Saturday. There will be
two performances, at 7 P. M. and
at 9.30 P.

M.

EXCEED TOTAL FOR U.S

(Continued from Page 1)
Roosevelt on Jan. 30 will be held
consequent less use of snorts as
at the Sunset Studios of Warner
compared with U. S. houses, is tht
Bros.
principal reason for the consumpY
Y
T
tion of the large quantity of feaAllen Jenkins has been signed to
ture product in England.
Type of.
star in "Get Rich Quick," a two-reel
storiea in greatest demand are draVitaphone comedy which is being
westerns
mas, melodramas
and
prepared for production at the
Forty-one westerns, all from the U
studios in Burbank.
Ralph Staub
S., were shown in the past year.
will direct from a script which is
being readied by Joe Traub.
t
r
Arthur Hoyt has been selected to Cochran to Film "St. Joan'
replace Addison Richards in the
Denies Selwyn Tieup
Warner production of "King of the

LaRue, Frank Conroy and Harry the new Brown vehicles willl be
$2,500 Bonds Required
Woods for "Dante's Inferno"; Henry based on Ring Lardner's baseball
In St. Louis Indictments O'Neil, Robert Gleckler and Clar- story, "Alibi Ike." Another is an
ence H. Wilson for "Recipe for original story by Walter MacEwen,
(Continued from Page 1)
torney in New York City. They will Murder"; Emma Dunn for "George head of Warners' studio story dearraigned in St. Louis White's Scandals"; Jackie Searl and partment.
later be
The third new picture
Jane Withers for featured roles in a starring Brown will be a musical
when pleas will be entered.

Former Senator James A. Reed
has been engaged to represent Warners.
Both Paramount and RKO
are understood to be now selecting
their attorneys to handle the St.
Louis end of the case.

ENCLASP

IN

& Dominions, according to
Herbert Wilcox, production executive.
United Artists is releasing

British

the pictures.

(Continued from Page

1)

George Bernard Shaw play, with
Miss Bergner in the lead. Production will take place in England ii
May or June, said Cochran as he
landed from the Olympic.
Miss Bergner is to appear on the

Broadway

stage

in

"Escape

Me

Never," in which she has been starring in London. It will be presented
here for 12 weeks under auspice:
of the Theater Guild. Miss Bergnei
does not ,plan to work in picture?
here, but returns to London to ap
f
pear in the Shaw production following the play's engagement.
Cochran denied reports that he
is planning to produce pictures in
this
country in association witrArch Selwyn. He also took exception to rumors that he is negotiating a producing deal with Gaumont
British.

Buster Keaton Comedy at Rialto
"Palooka From Paducah," Educational-Buster Keaton comedy, has
been booked into the Rialto for the
run of the Fox feature, "Baboona,"
scheduled to open Monday.
s

Show Bought on Percentage
Paramount's deal for screen rights
to "Anything Goes" is on an advance and percentage-of-gross arrangement.
"Iron Duke" at Music Hall Jan. 24
George Arliss in "The Iron Duke,"
Gaumont British production, will
have its American premiere Jan. 24
at the Radio City Music Hall.

Hays Denies Ban on Play
The Hay office yesterday denied
imposing a "ban" on "Post Road,"
current Broadway stage hit, owing
to the kidnapping angle in its plot.

Adjourn Union Case
Hearing

on

the

suit

of

the

Alii,

operators union to enjoin Local 306 fr<
interfering with Allied contracts wit
the I.T.O.A. has been adjourned to Jan.
28 pending negotiations for absorption
of both Allieo and the Empire State
union by Local 306. The suit is now in
its
third month before Referee Robert

McC.

Marsh.

;

T"

THE
Thursday, Jan. 17, 1935
<

WJPERPMLA. HOUSES

NINE IN PREPARATION

—

AT WARNER-F.N. PLANT

HJT INTO THREE ZONES
I

(Continued from Page 1)

future will be divided into three distinct and separate zones.
"Zone I will consist of the firstIrun downtown theaters, under the
supervision of David "Skip" Weshj
1

Jner.
II will consist of the thein the city of Philadelphia ex-

"Zone

aters

jcept the downtown theaters, under
Bthe supervision of Leonard Schles-

Jinger.

"Zone III will consist of the the1- aters
outside of the city of Philadelphia under the supervision of A.
J.

Omaha

—

Funeral

services

for open under the

Mrs. Ellen Cotter, 69, mother of
Louise Cotter, publicity woman for
the Brandeis, were held this week.

vllle

management

of Or-

Hughes.

three zones.

"Louis Davidoff, formerly film
booker and buyer, assumes his newduties as assistant to Schlesinger.
John A. Flynn will also continue as
assistant in the operation of Zone
II."

—

named

it

the Emerson.

Baker man

ages theaters in Walthill and
er, Neb.

—

Peru, Ind.
closed definitely.

Hom-

—

Needham, Mass. The Paramount,
formerly handled by John P. McConfor M. & P.-Publix,
the charge of J. Lynch.
ville

The Wallace has

is

now

in

;

Argus, Ind.

Winter Garden, Fla.— C. M. Big-

—

The Princess has

closed temporarily.

—

Percy Gladden
Nashville, Ind.
of Bloomington will remodel the old
Nashville Theater
Abe Martin.

and

call

it

manager

the recently destroyed Winter Garden Theater, announces a new building will be
erected on the site.
Meanwhile a
gers,

of

vacant store room
showings.

is

being used foi

the

—

Brazil, Ind.
The Lark has been
re-equipped with new seats and
Stanley Cooper
Spencer, Ind. The Strand, form- sound equipment.
erly known as the Campbell, will will manage the house.

—

—

the

foregoing

special

and

—

in Paris.

Special 'Sweet Music' Trailer

feminine

THE FILM DAILY

writers,
placed a

a

Samuel

partiality

for

Goldwyn yes-

terday
third woman
scribe
under contract in the person of Lillian
Hellman, author of the Broadway stage
^hit, "Children's Hour." She will adapt
4^V'Dark Angel."
Sidney Franklin, director, will collaborate with her.
Also
under Goldwyn contract are Vina Delmar, doing "Hands Across the Table"
for
Miriam Hopkins, and Edith Fitz-

working
on
"The Wedding
March," Anna Sten-Gary Cooper vehicle

gerald,

now

in

work.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Not Acceptable
New Trans-Luxer Seats
New Trans-Luxe theater

to

(Continued from Page

550

NRA

1)

to be of America and chairman of the
opened Jan. 26 at 927 Flatbush laboratory code revision committee.
Ave., Brooklyn, will seat 550. This Members of the laboratory associamakes the fifth house in the circuit tion will meet tomorrow at the Hoof houses showing newsreels and
tel Edison to formulate their obshorts.

jections

Ready

Warners have completed a special Plan New House for Portland, Me
advance trailer on the forthcoming
Portland, Me. A new theater on
release of "Sweet Music," starring Ocepn Street in the South Portland
Rudy Vallee, which is ready for dis- section is said to be planned b->tribution.
This trailer, which is Samuel Bernstein.
Construction i r
in addition to the regular trailer due to start within a few months.
on the feature, is handled like r
short subject, runs eight minutes

—

and is titled "The Great Megaphone
Mystery." It is to be used by theaters about two weeks in advance
of the
"Sweet Music" playdate.
with the regular trailer spotted in
as a follow-up the next week.

;

Farrell, Frank McHugh and Hugh Herbert
Busby
Berkeley;
"Caliente,"
committee to attend legislative director
Dolores Del Rio with Pat O'Brien.
hearings on bills affecting the mo- starring
Glenda Farrell, Edward Everett Horton and
vie business will be appointed by Leo Carrillo, director Lloyd Bacon
"Go
President Charles Williams of the Into Your Dance," co-starring Al Jolson
Ruby Keeler, with Glenda Farrell, Helen
M.P.T.O. of Iowa and Nebraska, it and
Morgan. Barton MacLane, Benny Rubin and
was stated at the conclusion of the Patsy Kelly, director Archie Mayo "The
yesterhere
Florentine Dagger," with Margaret Lindmeeting
association's
say, Donald Woods, Henry O'Neill, C. Aubday. Two measures already are on rey Smith and
Robert Barrat. director Robert
file in the House.
Florey
"King of the Ritz," with William
The confab wound up without anv Gargan, Patricia Ellis and Allen Jenkins,
director Robert T. Shannon
"The Goose and
official action regarding the code, althe
Gander," starring Kay
with
expressed George Brent. Genevieve Tobin, Francis
exhibitors
the
though
Ralph Forbes
themselves in favor of modifications. and Claire Dodd, director Alfred E. Green.
"If we are to continue under the
code," said Williams, "let us have
one with a more simplified procedRevised Laboratory Code
ure and with teeth in it."

The
magazine

advertising matter, window displays
and exhibits for use in the camBerlin
Cine-Alliance will pro- oaign were prepared by Edward
duce a picture with Jan Kiepura be- Finney, Monogram advertising and
fore he leaves for Hollywood. French publicity head.
and English versions also will be

by Alfred E. Green; "Captain Blood," starring Robert Donat, in the Rafael Sabatini
romance; "The Green Cat." with Bette
Davis, from the play by A. M. Willner and
E. Rubicius
"Women Are Bum Newspapei
Men." with Glenda Farrell, in the "Saturday
Evening Post" story by Richard McCauley
"Haircut," with George Brent and Jean
Muir, in the Ring Lardner story; "Page
Miss Glory," starring Marion Davies, from
the play by Phillip Dunning and Joseph
Schrank, and "The Case of the Curious
Bride," based on the "Liberty" magazine
story by Erie Stanley Gardner.
The eight in production are "Wanderlust,"
with Aline MacMahon and Guy Kibbee,
directed by William Keighley
"A Midsummer Night's Dream," with James Cagney,
Dick Powell, Joe E. Brown, Jean Muir,
Victory Jory, Verree Teasdale, Ian Hunter.
Frank McHugh and Anita Louise, directors
Max Reinhardt and William Dieterle "Gold
Diggers of 1935," with Dick Powell, Adolph<
Menjou, Gloria Stuart, Alice Brady, Glenda

tor

merchandise.

newspaper

Kiepura Making Tri-Lingual

— Showing

;

"Money Man," starring
Mervyn LeRoy
Edward G. Robinson, with Bette Davis in
Dashiell Hammett novel to be directed

by Cordell Hull, Secretary of State, month.
Concerns involved in the
that he plans immediate trade nego- tie-ups are Celanese Mfg. Co., Gabar
tiations with Italy.
Secretary Hull Bathing Suit Co., Agfa-Ansco Corp..
Aris
in a special report points out that Brauer (Tango Pump) Shoes,
Gloves. Wellesley Modes and LipItaly offers an export market for
man Clothes. Campaign is based
American films, and cites figures to on the national screen contest reshow that the total film exporta- cently conducted by Agfa and MonoThere will be local
tion to Italy in 1929 was 5,771,866 gram jointly.
linear feet which declined to 4,030,- tie-ups on the picture with all dealers and department stores handling
773 linear feet in 1933.

Hollywood

Blondell with Glenda Farrell, William Gargan,
Hugh Herbert. Ruth Donnelly and
Grant Mitchell, going in work this week
"Oil
under the direction of Ray Enright
for the Lamps of China," from Alice Tisdale
Hobart's best seller, with Josephine Hutchinson, Pat O'Brien, John Eldredge. Jean Muii
and William Gargan, to be directed by

the

—

West Coast Bur.,

THE FILM DAILY

—

Washington Hope for improve- proportions for an independent picment in the exportation of motion ture, with seven big manufacturers
picture film to Italy was seen here tied in, has been arranged on "Wolast night by government officials men Must Dress", Monogram proco-incidental with the announcement duction which will be released next

Third Fern Scribe for Goldwyn

of

So. Berwick, Me.
The State, arations for nine new films, in addiformerly known as the Palace, has tion to eight now in production. The
Emerson, Neb. Fred Baker has been opened by Mason and Trafton. nine stories include:
starring
Joan
Saleslady,"
"Traveling
taken over the World here and re-

Sec'y Hull Negotiating
Nebr. M.P.T.O. Naming
Big National Campaign
Legislative Committee
Film Exports to Italy On "Women Must Dress"
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Omaha An independent exhibiA national campaign of unusual

made

—

Continuing a high
rate of activity, the Warner-First
National studios are busy on prep-

Hollywood

Vanni.

"Dave Miller, who formerly was
a distributor in this territory and
recently of Buffalo, has been appointed film buyer and booker.
"Harry Goldberg continues as advertising and publicity head for the

West Coast Bureau

German-Polish Tieup

—

Berlin Rio Film has been formed
by a syndicate of German and Polish
to make German and
pictures and also to interchange productions.
industrialists

Polish

to

Install

New

the code.

Board Officers

Film

the New York Film
were installed at a -dinner at the Motion Picture Club last
night, with a theater party at "Thumbs
Up" following. The officials are: president, Moe Streimep: first vice-president.
Jack
Bellman:
second
vice-president,
Robert J. Fannon; treasurer, Jack Bowen; secretary, Dave Levy; sergeant-atarms, Joseph J. Lee.
The committee in
charge of the affair consisted of Eddie
Schnitzer, chairman, Myron Sattler and

Board

officials
of Trade

Jack Bellman.

of

Contains a
their plaudits

fine,

sympathetic appeal to

wherever screened."

women and

will

doubtless win

JOE BLAIR— SHOWMEN'S ROUND TABLE

LIBERTY PICTURES CORP.
M. H. HOFFMAN,

Prtsidtnt
Path* Studiot

CULVER

CITY, CALIF.

MJDD ROGERS,

Gen'/ S./« Manager
1776 Broadway New TOOK

Intimate

in

The Daily N ewspc iper

Character

'jtternational in

Of Motion

Scope

Pict ures
Sixteen Years Old
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.t.rdependent in Thought
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CENTS

England Last Year

THREAT JGAINST FOX MET. COMMinEETCHARGED
Group

Catholic

Film Changed from 'Adult'
to 'Family' Class After

Preview Here
"Clive of India," 20th Century
production, is transferred from the
"adult" to the "family" classification in the list of films approved by
of
International
Federation
the
Catholic Alumnae and published today in the "Brooklyn Tablet," Catholic church publication.
Joseph M.
Schenck president of 20th Century
and United Artists, had objected to
the previous classification of the
picture as "for adults only" on the
{Continued on Page 7)

ALL B'WAY FIRST-RUNS

Revises

"Give" Rating After

Government's West Coast Suit Expected Soon
Angeles

Los

—Another

Government-sponsored action alleging violation of the antisoon to be filed here against big circuit and major film inidentified with the Dept. of Justice have been gathering data
territory for some weeks.
It is expected that, as in the inindictment, the action will be filed through an independent

laws is understood
Federal agents
information in this
stance of the St. Louis
exhibitor operating in this
trust

terests.

and

zone.

PLAN FOR PARAMOUNT
Extent of the opposition to the

Paramount reorganization plan

will

be made known today in Federal
Court with objectors to the plan
slated to have an opportunity to air

their grievances at the resumed
hearing on the plan. It was estimated last week that presentation of
proof of the Paramount Broadway
plan would take an hour and a half
and that the rest of the day would
For the first time since the Catho- be given over to objections to the
lic film crusade started, Broadway's plan.
nine first-run films are on the approved list of the "Brooklyn Tablet,"
Builds 2 Theaters in
official Catholic church publication.
New additions to the list of clas- For Large or Small
sified films include "The Iron Duke,"
Bexley, 0. The 600-seat theater
"David Copperfield" and "Under being built here by Theodore LindPressure," rated as "family" pic- enberg will be divided in half by a
tures, and "Enchanted April" and solid partition with 300 seats on
"Gilded Lily" in the adult classifica- each side but receiving projection
tion.
from the same machine. The idea
of two separate theaters is partly to
Poland
Follow Czechs facilitate handling of large oror small
both
crowds by using either one

GET APPROVED LISTING

—

One
Crowd

May

In American Product Deal
Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington
That the recent
agreement between American
producers and Czechoslovakia may
film

lead to similar action on the part
of Poland was indicated yesterday
by N. D. Golden of the M. P. Division, Department of Commerce. Po(Continued on Page 7)
/Y\

R.

X. Williams

—

is

Mayor

Oxford, Miss.
R. X. Williams, manager of the Lyric and an official in
the Mississippi exhibitors' association,
has been elected mayor.

Bondholder Group Granted
Right to Intervene in
Fox Met. Plan
Charge that Milton
receiver for

RESUME HEARING ON

(Continued on Page 7)

M.P.T.O.A. WILL

DEVOTE

WHOLE DAY TO CODE
An

Corp.,

entire day, Thursday, Feb. 28,
motion picture code and industry practices at
the annual convention of the M. P.
T. O. A. scheduled for Feb. 25-28, man's objections.
Weisman denied the allegation,
inclusive, at the Hotel Roosevelt,
(Continued on Page 7)
New Orleans. Workings of the code
will be examined in detail and prowill be devoted to the

posed amendments discussed^. Leaders in the forum will be M. P. T.
O. A. officials who took an important
part in the drafting of the code,
including such leaders as Ed Kuykendall and Jack Miller.

ST. LOUIS

ECHOES

TRUST SUIT

IN

CLEVELAND

—

Cleveland Seitz Amusement Co.,
operating the State at Sandusky,
is understood planning to file
an
Aiding Fight on Crime anti-trust
action against Warner
Definite assistance is being ex- Bros,
and subsidiaries operating
(Continued on Page 7)
tended by the film industry in the
nation-wide fight on crime, Carl E.
Milliken, secretary of the Hays or- Actors Guild-Equity Tieup
ganization, told the annual meeting
Is
Ratified All
of the Federal Grand Jury Ass'n of
Granting
of a charter on Wedthe Southern District of New York
nesday by the Associated Actors
(Continued on Page 2)
and Artistes of America, which holds
the amusement field charter from

Milliken Says Movies

Now

200 More Reconstructed,
Commission
Okays Columbia Shares

Weisman,
had
destroy the Fox MetC.

Fox Theaters

threatened to
ropolitan Theaters bondholders' protective committee when the committee declined to accept his ideas on
reorganization of Fox Met. was
made yesterday to Federal Judge
Mack by Morton G. Bogue, counsel
for the bondholders' committee, at
a hearing on the application of the
committee to intervene in the reorganization
proceedings,
which
Judge Mack granted over Weis-

England Built 1 50 New Houses,
Securities

Protest

—In

London
campaign

in '34

spite of the intensive

waged

by

exhibitors

against overseating, number of

new

theaters opened in England last year
Application of Harry Cohn, Dr. was approximately 150, according to
A. H. Giannini and Jack Cohn, as trade statistics just compiled. About
voting trustees, for the registration 200 additional houses were reconstructed.
on the New York Stock Exchange
of 5,023 voting trust certificates of National Film Carriers, Inc., assures dependable
delivery service.
Advt.
(Continued on Page 7)

—

Around

(Continued on Page 2)

Bernerd Spikes

Weeks

Report

"Utterly ridiculous" is the way Jeffrey Bernerd, general manager of'Gaumont British, described reports in circulation yesterday to the effect that
George W. Weeks, general sales manager, is leaving the company.
"Mr.
Weeks has done a marvelous job within
a few months," stated Bernerd, "and
I
regard the accomplishment as nothing
less than amazing."
He reiterated his
statement that the company has no intention of reducing its American setup.
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Actors Guild-Equity Tieup

Aiding Fight on Crime

Now Ratified All Around
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from Page

Bar Ass'n Building yesterday. the American Federation

material on the screen shall not contribute
the making of crime and criminals or to
the undermining of character.
"The continuation of definite and specific
efforts to present within the proper scope of
artistic creation, the best and most scientific
to

methods of crime suppression by police and
other law enforcement agencies.
"Character education; the industry has already begun and is prepared to carry on energetically, a program by which there mav

no way under Equity dictation.
Under the tieup, however, if
the Guild should call a strike on
the coast, Equity would refuse to

and

Broadway

actors accept

work

321/4

has been working
scheduled to lea\
plane for New Y01
to rehearse for a stage production, "Les Temi
is

Difficiles."
star,

following a brii
to the Coai

returns

prevention."

will

irrst

—

Theater

1

1

%

ROBERT LORAINE, who

on the coast,
Hollywood tomorrow by

pictures

PAUL MUNI. Warner
New York,

—

31

and family are at the Miar
Miami for the month.

vacation in
next week.

U

32%

in

Advance "Devil Dogs" Premiere
C. W. BUNN, STANLEY HAND and L. Mil
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY CONNER of the Electrical Research Produell
sales staff are in New Orleans to settle a]
Los Angeles World premiere of equipment rental controversy with the Unitc|
Warners' initial Cosmopolitan pro- Theaters circuit there.
duction. "Devil Dogs of the Air,"
GILBERT MILLER has gone to the coas

FINANCIAL

Inc

POWERS

A.

Theater departmei
a two-day mee

for

be presented on the screen specific educational
nictures intended to develop character and
deepen in the minds of the public a sense of
personal responsibility, with the expectation
that the same type of pictures especially
pointed will serve also the cause of crime

—
—

Loew's.
pfd

P.

Biltmore Hotel

Hollywood.

be held Jan. 29 at the Spreckles
in San Diego, instead of on
Court Approves Skouras Settlement the 30th, according to an announceFederal Judge Mack yesterdav ap- ment by Jack L. Warner.
The
les-Noues, 19.
nroved orally of a settlement where- change was decided upon so as not
bv Skouras Bros, and Irving: Trust to interfere with the success of the
Co. withdrew approximately $180.- President's Birthday Party on Jan
000 in claims and pay $24,000 cash 30.
The local celebration of the
to the trustee in bankruptcy of Cen- President's birthday takes place on
CODE
tral New York Theaters in consid- one of the stages at the Warner
eration of the withdrawal of claims studio.
totaling; $100,000 against them. The
settlement must now be submitted
"Hei Tiki" for the Globe
to the special master in the Centra
New York Theaters proceedings.
"Hei Tiki." a First Division rethe settlement is anproved bv the lease produced bv Alexander Marcourt in the Central New York bank- kev in New Zealand with an allNEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net ruptcy it will reduce the
claims native cast, will open Feb. 1 at the
High Low Close Chg.
against Central New York to $66.- Globe theater. The picture is booked
Am. Seat
5
5
5
000 and increase the cash in the es- on a three-week euarantee and wil
Columbia Picts. vtc. 35 4 35^ 35'A
tate to $30,000.
bo roadshown as a special attraction
Con. Fm. Ind
7/2
7%
Vg
7'/s
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 21
20V2 20*A + Vs
with exploitation companies in each
East. Kodak
112V2 112l/4 112V2 + V4
Supreme Court Adiourns
key city after its local run.
Fox Fm. "A"
11 Vs
^^% 11
% Wnthinnton
Bureau nf THE FILM D4TT.V

—
+
—

FRANK PHELPS, Warner
executive, left yesterday
ms in Philadelphia.

in

let its

in

c7r"^
Lommg and
Vjoing

1)

of Labor,

Milliken listed the following among to the Screen Actors' Guild, Hollythe anti-crime measures now being wood,
completes
the
formalities
practiced by the movies:
whereby the Guild becomes affiliated
"The use of every available source of scien- with Actors' Equity Ass'n.
Frank
tific information
to the end that the content
of
motion picture entertainment and par- Gillmore, Equity president, says the
ticularly the method of presenting dramatic
Guild will be wholly autonomous

Vi

—

from New York.
week.

He

is

expected back

in

abou

a

KARL HOBLITZELLE

is

in

New

Orleans,

ac

companied by rumors that he and R. J. O'Don
nell, E. J. Sparks and S. A. Lynch may wor
out an arrangement to put vaudeville int
various south and southwest key spots.

BEN

PIAZZO,

Paramount

studio

executive
Nev

has left Los Angeles for New York via
Orleans on a talent hunting expedition.

MERRITT HULBURD

left

New

York yesterda'

on his return to the coast.

JOSEPH
signed by

SPURIN-CALLEIA,

M-G-M,

is

Broadway

acto

motoring to Hollywood.

JUDY, ANN, ZEKE and PETE of the Canov;
family, hill-billy singers of the stage and radio
leave New York in a few days for Chicago ti
play an engagement before going to Hollywooi
to appear in First National's "In Calie'nte."

FREDERICK BRYANT
in

New
BILL

return

New

PINE leaves
to the Coast.

EDWIN MORRIS
terday

of

Technicolor is due
in two weeks.

York from the Coast

from

returned to
Europe with SAM

PETER COLLI,

in

today

York

New
E.

on

York

hi:

yes-

MORRIS.

charge of Warner-First Na-

The Sunreme Court
Central America, arrive)
tional operations
in
GB Films for Cincinnati
in New York early in February from Havana cr
adjourns today until Feb. 4 without
Cincinnati
George W. Wpek* route from Panama City.
hearing the American Tri-Ergon
li/8
Pithe Exch
li/s
Vg
Gaumont British sales manager who
HELEN O'DONNELL, secretary to Bob Sisk.
crowded calendar.
do "A"
151/g
151/g
151/g +
Vs case due to a
has gone to the coast.
2l/8 +
is now on a mid-west tour, yesterRKO
2
1/4
21/a
3S/8
Warner Bros
4
4
+ Vg
dav comnletprl a deal in conjunction
National Theaters Opens Office
do pfd
207/8
18
20% + 23/8
Philly Earle Back to Warners
National Theaters, new operating with Rudolnh Fnoepfle. lor-al GP
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
company for Fox West Coast The- sales representative, with Tke LihPhiladelphia Stanley-Warner anGen. Th. Eq. 6s40..
83^
8% + V4 aters, has opened its main office at son for first run of "Evergrppn"
8V2
nounce taking back of the Earle
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
8% 8I/4
8V2
%
and "The Tron Duke" at the CapKeith A-0 6s46... 69%
69% 69 1/4 — 3/4 Journal Square, Jersey City.
downtown first run, which presumLoew 6s41 ww
tol Theater here.
105% 105
105% + %
Paramount 6s47 filed 61 % 60V2 61% -f- %
ably went to independent operation
Npw 900-Seater for Milwaukee
l/
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 61
6OV2 60l/2 +
several seasons ago when the circuit
Par. By. 5i/2 s51
— y22 Milwaukee L. W. Orlove. former
43
43% 43
RemodelinT Brooklvn Comet
Par. 5V2 s50 filed... 61%
60% 61
+
manap-er of the Uptown. nei°"hhorThp Comet, at 852 Gatp« Ave., had difficulties with the musicians
Par.
5'/2 s50 ctfs.... 61%
60% 61% + 1% hood house, heads a groun that is
William Haines, formerly
Warner's 6s39
551/2
Prooklvn.
54% 55% + %
recpntlv destrovpd hv fire local.
planninc to build a 900-<jpat theater
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
'« ViPtno- fomnletelv rpmorlplprl
and Stanley district manager here, sucon
Milwaukee's
West
Side.
Technicolor
11% 113,4 11%
poninned with ppw RCA Victor Hio-h ceeds Joe Feldman as managing di%
Trans-Lux
3
3
3
+ Vs
^idplitv sound apparatus bv thp rector. Other changes are reported
Film
'Than"
A<=tor
New
for
N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Lpq-o Amusement Co., hpadod bv likely in the downtown zone.
Para. Publix
3% 3% 3%— %
Fox'* "Charlip Chan in Paris,"
Tacob T.eff. president, and Samuel
wi'fh Warner Oland. onens with a
G P M. nvpyiew on Mondav at Wal- Lnph. who also operates the Lindv
do

102Vi 1021/2 1021/2
Metro-Goldwyn, pfd. 28l/4 28V4 281/4
Paramount ctfs. ...
3% 3i/8 31,4

Washington

s/g

+

—

1/4

1

—

—

:

1

—

1

1

1

—

Vr Reade's Astor

ocretarv.

theater.

T.pou Jannev to Resume Film Work
Decide Twentv Apneals
After deciding nracticallv twentv
Leon Jannev. juvpnile star now
anneals, the Code Authontv ad- ^nnearinrr on the radio and as ma=journed last night, with plans for t°r of ppromonips at thp Casino of
resuming the session this morning. f hp Hotel Montclair. will shortly re-

turn to Hollywood to resume
I

in

"o P-recher's Plaza Celebrating
Leo Brecher's Plaza theater, up
the fashionable East .Wh St.. sec-

tor,

is

versary.
Oliver

Hardy

Frank

Bruce Guerin

Harling

celebrating

its

fifth

anni-

;

work

n pictures.

IVr't

ChanUn Resumes Artivitv
r nnst Bureau »f THE FILM ntrrv

—

Hollywood After being laid un
for about 10 day; on account of the

Gu'mond Leaves Gaumont
flu, Charlie Chaplin is back at work
Lou Guimond has left, the Gau- on his new production for United
mont British publicity department. Artists.

RECORDING
ON

Film or Disc

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILMj

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

St.

N.Y.C.

?.*

HEWS OF THE WEEK

PHOTO-REVIEW

IN

I

-

'BORDERTOWN' TOPS
ALL

grosses for past

months at Los

six

Angeles

Hollywoodand Hill

Street

premieres, forecasting
record crowds

when

Paul

Muni-Bette Davis sensation

opens beautified

N.Y. Strand January 23.*

BUZZ BERKELEY
COMPLETES 'GOLD
DIGGERS OF

1935'°

months of shootand Archie Mayo

after 4
ing,

finishes

story

sequences

of Al Jolson-RubyKeeler's

'Go Into Your Dance' on
same day at Warner lot.

SHE'S 'IN CALIENTE' NOW!
Dolores Del Rio moves to Agua
Caliente with Pat O'Brien, The
De Marcos and huge cast to
film

authentic resort city back-

ground for colorful musical romancedirected by Lloyd Bacon.'

BLONDELL HEIR PROTESTS
as Joan returns to Warner studio to start work on
lustily,

'Traveling

Saleslady' with her

famous blonde team-mate of
'Havana Widows' and 'Kansas
City

Princess,'

*A Warner

Glenda

Bros. Picture

°A

Farrell.

First

SAN DIEGO WORLD PREMIERE

of Cagney-O'Brien's 'Devil

Dogs of

the

scheduled by Warners for Jan. 29, giving Marine Base leathernecks
first look at Cosmopolitan special in return for use of their $750,000,000
worth of fighting equipment while filming picture's spectacular air scenes.
Air'

National Picture

Vilagraph,

Inc.,

Distributors

DAILY

REVIEWS

»

«

A^LONG

Friday, Jan.

the

PHIL

66 mins.

SOMEWHAT NOVEL AND FAIRLY ENGROSSING CROOK DRAMA HANDLED
TO SUIT THE FAMILY TRADE.

M DALY

on

Based

"Father Brown"
comes out as a

the
production
this
stories,
moderately satisfying crook yarn, a little
off the beaten path in character setup

aided by the work
Walter Connolly has a

and

of

good

a

cast.

fitting

typically

small-town priest with a theory
about saving sinners instead of punishing
Paul Lukas, as the crook, is out
Ihem.
Part
to steal a collection of diamonds.
of the jewels are held by Halliwell Hobbes,
as

role

a

niece, Gertrude Michael, is Paul's
romantic objective, and the others are in
Though successful in
Connolly's church.
getting the gems from Hobbes, Paul does
not prove smart enough for Connolly, whose
efforts bring about a reformation of the
crook and makes possible a happy culmiThe story has
nation of the love interest.

whose

some amusing touches.
Cast: Walter Connolly, Paul Lukas, GerUna
Hobbes,
Halliwell
Michael,
O'Connor, Robert Loraine, Peter Hobbes,
Bunny Beatty, Robert Adair,
E. Give,
E.
trude

Gwenllian

Gill,

King

Baggott,

Eldred

Til-

bury.

Edward Sedgwick; Author, GilHenry
Chesterton; Screenplay,
K.
bert
Myers, C. Gardner Sullivan; Cameraman,
Theodore Sparkuhl; Recording Engineer,
Arthur W. Singley; Editor, James Smith.
Director,

"MANS

Good.

BEST FRIEND"
62 mins.

Krellberg

S.

S.

Photography,

Good.

Direction,

HUMAN INTEREST STORY OF BOY
AND POLICE DOG CARRIES APPEAL
MAINLY FOR YOUNGSTERS.
simple little human interest
boy in the mountain country
who tries to protect his pal, a police dog,
from his rather brutal father who takes
a grudge against it and endeavors to shoot

This

yarn

a

is

of

a

The

the animal.

police dog,

Lightning,

is

animal and
seen with his mate roaming the
Then later the mother is
mountainside.
killed defending her young from a bear.
Lightning takes charge of the brood, and
the boy brings them to his father's farm
The old man
where he can feed them.
tries to drown the pups, the dog rescues
well trained.

a highly intelligent

He

is

them from the lake, and so on to an encounter with the bear at the climax, when
the dog proves that he has been a friend
and not an enemy of the farmer by trying to protect his stock from the depreA simple story that
dations of the bear.
holds its main appeal for boys, with most
of the action taken up with the police
dog and

AMPA

WERE

luncheon
made at the
• PLANS
which
the forthcoming annual Naked Truth Dinner
will be held on April 27
there will be a fancy Souvenir
Book issued
and all members are requested to send thumbnail photos of themselves for reproduction in this book
Ed Finney presented the guests
For some unknown reason
in the form of
with a surprise
(or was it a shock?)
showing sundry
a film he took on a recent fishing trip
film gents posing as Hollywood stars
the film was received
in a Stony Silence from start to finish
the assembled
thanks.
oh, well
guests were too shocked even to hiss
Mister Finney
some day we will learn what was In Back
he acted in the
Of It All ...... wonder if Ed himself knows
he also wrote the titles
opus as well as directing it
from Any Angle
Ed is a Good Presshe's Terrible

•

•

Mary McLaren,

Carl
Kull,

Edward

Storey;

Kull;

Screenplay,

Himm; Cameramen,
0. F. Himm.

Direction,

Patricia

Fair.

Tom

same;

Editor,

Ernest Smith,

Photography,

Good.

of the circuit's
Attleboro.

Community

in Nort;

—

Boston R. D. Marston has beei
added to the sales staff of Gaumon
British.

—

Kenosha, Wis. The Gateway the
which was recently acquire
with the Kenosha theater, a forme
Warner house, by William Extor
has been closed. It will reopen
ater,

ii

The Kenosha theate

spring.

operate with pictures four o
the seven days and vaudeville an
pictures on Friday, Saturday am
will

•

•

•

A CHANCE

some company

grab a Real Live
Exploiteer
Arnold Van Leer
who has completed a
during which
period of special service for Gaumont British
Arnold
he launched a series of nifty tie-ups on various pix
achieved the unique distinction of making the first tie-up with
negotiating a national disa national liquor distributor
play mag and newspaper campaign with John Jameson's whiskey on "Man of Aran"
another neat stunt Mister Van Leer
put over was that national tie-up with the Weingarten Corset
featuring two G-B stars in 10-foot display cards
to be used in 1,000 dep't stores and specialty shops
for

to

MORN

our own Hal Home will branch out
• • • THIS
addressing the Advertising Class of the N.
as a lecturer
Y. "Times" on the subject of motion picture advertising
he has been studying the newspaper and trade ads of the other
just so as to brush up on
major companies for a week
the subject

T

T
•

•

•

WE LEARN

"Film Curb"
Brooklyn

from Tom Hamlin's publication, the
that an exhib in the Brownsville section of
billed "The Little Minister" in his ads and on

the marquee as "The Small Rabbi"

•

•

AND NOW

Manager Milt Chamberlain

of the Plaza
says he cannot share our hot-cha enthusiasm for
theater
and the Extravaganza
the Barnumesque Publicity Minds
Milt sez
Method of selling film entertainment in general
never sold a bad
however sensational
that stunts
"The sooner we
and adds
pix, nor a pretty good one
get around to putting the same ingenuity into making
pix as we do into stirring up tempests in the industry's own
the sooner this biz will earn and keep the respect
teapot
we don't want
But, hell, Milt
of the public at large"
the Showmen of the biz are after the
the public's Respect
and it can't be had with theater managers
public's Dough
sitting at their office desks expecting the pix to be So Good
whose
that they will Shout Aloud to the cash customers
minds are diverted by Radio, the Hauptmann Trial, and a thouwill
if we are wrong
sand and one other distractions
some of the Showmen of the biz please correct us?

•

GOOD

Chap-

Author,

—

Attleboro, Mass. Walter Stuar
formerly manager of the M. & P.
Publix Crown theater in New Lon
don, Conn., has been put in charg

the

master, the young man.
Lightning, Douglas Haig, Frank

Director,

Sawyer

agey

his

Cast:
Brownlee,
man.

Williams, forn
of the Vene
tian, neighborhood house, was name
assistant manager of the Wisconsii
first-run.
Both houses are operate
by Wisconsin Amusement Entei

manager

prises.

for

popular

— Earl

erly assistant

Lukas,

Walter Connolly, Paul
Gertrude Michael
Paramount
with

.NE WS of D A^
Milwaukee

"FATHER BROWN, DETECTIVE"

18,1935

• • • IT SEEMS that Liberty Pictures has turned out
this will
the first "sweeps" pix with "Sweepstake Annie"
probably usher in a cycle of this pop form of Indoor Amusement.

J

<«

€<

€4

» » »

Sunday.

Earle, A.

C, Granted Films

—

Atlantic City
Vice-Chancello
Davis of Camden has handed dow:
a decision permitting the Earle the
ater, newly opened Seashore Thea
ters house, to show first-run picture;
pending final hearing of injunctio)

made by Astor Amusement Co. am
Hollywood Amusement Co. This de
cision lifts a temporary restrain
order against the Earle obtain
ed on Jan. 4.
Complaint is tha
Seashore Theaters were under con
tract with Vitagraph to show onl
second and third-run pictures.

Gov't Makes Film on Sulphur
"Sulphur," a two-reel silent tellinj
the whole story of sulphur, from th<
mining end to its many uses, ha
been completed and added to the li
brary of the U. S. Bureau of Mine,
in Washington. The picture is madi
available for showing without cost
the exhibitor merely paying trans
portation.

Manos House Held Up
Weirton, W. Va. Robbers dyna
mited a safe of the Manos Amuse
ment Co. here and escaped with loo
estimated by company executives a
The money represented re
$1,500.
ceipts of three theaters for tw>

—

nights.

Atlantic City in Campaign for Bi:
Atlantic City Amusement men an
theater owners of this resort look t<

—

in view of new announce
Mayor Bacharach that b

good year

ment

of

favored a $100,000 fund to boost thi
city in a big national advertisinj
and publicity campaign.
ick's
Fox's First British Film Clic

London— "The Love
the pictures

Wembley

Test," first

made here by Fox

at

o:
it:

studios, is reported meet

ing with success.

Mil

> „// EXHIBITORS PRAISE
r

of

ul k

JL

liti

'ONE OF FINEST
PICTURES OF

"EXCELLENT
BUSINESS - HELD

THE YEAR"

INDEFINITELY!"
BOB

CHARLES

A.

SOMMA,

American Amusement

McNEIL, President

Golden State

San

MEN
Corp., Richmond, Va.

Circuit,

Francisco, Calif.

"BUY

IT!"
-McNEIL

65 Theatres

A

Production of

MASCOT PICTURES CORPORATION
CABLE:

"Levpic'

NAT

LEVI NE, President

1776 Broadway,

NEW YORK

THE
FrldayJairrSj?!?

THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
ARKANSAS
Changes in Ownership
HOT SPRINGS— Central, transferred

Heill by
lriangle,
to

Openings

ROCK— Metropolitan.
CALIFORNIA

LITTLE

Changes

MELROSE — Melrose,

\V.
I'.

Jamusek by A. P.

Fuller.

transferred

Sharon

to

Wond.

Schmidt.

transferred to Mrs. C. S. Chestnut by J. KenNew Menlo,
neaster.
transferred to Martin Langer by R. J. Holmes
Port Chi& F. Smith.
cago, transferred to C. A. Welch Jr. by

to

trans-

G.

Jack Solomon by

to

C.

A.

LAURELTOWN

Oswalt.

PH1LAM\]

Laurel.

SOUTH CAROLINA

Changes in Ownership
FOUNTAIN INN — Rex, transferred to
S. J. Workman by Brown & Davis. GREEN.

.

by

WOOD — Caro.ina,

Openings

Sliultz.

CLAYTON— Clayton

HICKORY
E. ROCKINGHAM—
KINGSTON -Caro.ina

Openings

PARK—
PORT CHICAGO—

MENLO

Mr.

I

by

to

icrrcd

to

Langley

TOWER

Archie Swanson
transferred
— Rex, Burgess.
WACONIA— Lyric,
G.

transferred
& Stokes.

Rose by

E.

L.

Sis Davis by Burnett-Burnett
Manhattan, transferred to F. \\
Jackson Dilliard Co.
SCOTLAN )-XECK— Dixie, transferred to W. D.
Joyner by H. P. Howell.

Co.

transferred

Sembauer by Ed. Sembauer.

-Uyles

H. B.

to

Amuse.

MONTGOMERY — Monty,

BENECIA— Majestic, transferred to
Hurst by W. Crook. CLOVIS— Clovis,

to

transferred

transferred

World

by

Inc.

ger-Steffes

Ownership

in

to

A.

transferred

KINGS MOUNTAIN— Imperial, transferred PHIA — Amber. ALLENTOWN — A^rv
to Mr. Cash by J. E. Webb.
LINCOLN- BIRDSBORO — Diamond.
WATSONST. PAUL TON — Grand, transferred to J. F. Miller by- TOWN — Lyceum.
& Levy by Wesley & Ford.
ROCKY
MT.—
Dixie,
Ber-

Al Filbey by H. A.

transferred to

— Rialto,

Malco Thea. Inc. by Sidney M. Nutt.

HOWARD LAKE—

Legion Post.

Carson.

(.newj.

transferred to A. E.

Wood

by Piedmont Amuse. Co.

TAUCAUPAU—

Taucaupau, transferred

L.

to

A. Linder by

(new).
C.
G.
White.
BARNWELL— Barnwell,
GRAND —Carolina (new).
ELLSWORTH — Majestic.
transferred to J. H. Ross by L. F. Easterly.
MAKAiS— Wigwam. MOUNTAIN LAKE Playhouse
(new).
AIKEN
— State, transferred to O. H. Ram
IVAN HUE
— State. TOWER— Rex. STE.
by State Amuse. Co.. Inc. BATESBURG—
Closings
ST. PAUL— Midtown (new).
Siamm & Beede.
SAN FRANCISCO— — Ivanhoe.
Carolina, transferred to O. H. Ram by S.
Community.
YADINVILLE
—
MOORESFalls.
FALLS—
IN
EKNATIONAL
ameo, transferred to H. Blueshel by J. McV1LLE — Cascades. MARSHALL — Prin- Boyoslansky.
BENNETTSVILLE — PalClosings
Auley. Clay transferred to J. L. Johnson by
HIGH POINT- -Delano.
JACK- metto, transferred to C. H. Caudell by J. R.
SACRAMENTO— MisCatherine
Lawler.
BADGER — Badger. COMFREY — New cess.
Wagener.
Palace (Lincoln), transferred to
SON VILLE— New.
Henry Heber by C. Comlrey.
sion,
transferred to
ST. CLOUD— Grand.
Carl Crosland by H. Covington. CHARLES.
D.ckerson.
SUNNYVALE — Strand, transNORTH DAKOTA
TON
Carolina, transferred to L. Mullally
—
NEBRASKA
ired to A. Blance by M. Hughes. SCOTIA
I

I

!

it

Changes

Edwards by Gus
transferred to George Smith by A. G. Con-

&

quest

V.

Langer.

COLORADO
Changes

Ownership

in

MORGAN—U.S.A.

ferred to

and Cover,
John Anderson by Ed Buck.

trans-

Ownership

in

NORFOLK—

Sorensen.
Central
to

—

MORGAN— U.S.A. PUEBLO— Main

trans-

Roxy, transferred
A. J. Copeland.

by

Corp.

— Moon,

i

translerred
F. Tiede.
Paragon, transferred to Muriel P.

LaRue.
Lilis
to
Otoe Amuse.

I'lLOER

Nonoik.

Tnea.

States

Ol'Ut

j

Cluo

by

T.

McCarthy

by

Catnoiic Hall, transferred to Rev. Bede CerSun,
niK by Rev. A. Biskup.
translerred to F. E. j\.leiu.
Brunaua. translerred to W. H. Brune by
Rialto, transferred to
J. Jorgensen.
Central states Thea. Corp. by Koss Looart.
Black
transferred
to
Pace,
GOK±iins Amuse. Co. by J. W. Pace.
Hills
Biack
to
transferred
race,
J_)(JN
Cody,
Amuse. Co. by J. W. Pace.
translerred to John Yancy by Faubian Bros.

SHELBY—

Closings

WlNSIDL

Changes

in

CAMDEN — Majestic,

CHADRON —

Openings

BUS— Ogden,

CODY—

J.

transferred to HarStrickler.
transferred to R. Wheaton by

COLlM.

R. Neth.

Closings

WEST
GREENVILLE —
CAMDEN — Majestic (burned).

by

GREENFIELD— State. transD. Ellis. INDIANAPOLIS—

McDaniel.

Changes

in

Ownership

transferred
BAYONaE — Opera House, Feiber-Snea
to Aaron Binkow by Bayonne
KRKE HAUTE—
to
transferred
NEWARK.— Embassy,
Corp.
lieasley.
MARION —
Crown Amuse. Co. by Dale Amuse. Corp.
to Marion Amuse
WOODCLIFFE — Broadway, transferred to
Openings
Samuel Cocalis by Schuyler Thea. Corp.
ALEXANDRIA— Ritz (new). ROCHES- HADDONFIELD —Little, transferred to
GREENCASTLE—
TER— Rex (new).
Morr.s L. Fineman by Simon Meyers.
ferred to H.
Capitol, transferred to

Changes

I

Voncastle.

CULVER— Palms. FT. WAYNE— State.
NEW HAVEN— Broadway. ORLEANS—
Changes

Closings

W.

Hall by L.

— Monticello.

Ownership

in

WHITING—Whiting,

transferred to E.

H.

Strand,
ert

L.

transferred

EREKEE— Empress.
Quimby. THURMAN— Portal
II

QUIMBY —

WALNUT

KENTUCKY

in Ownership
RKESVILLE—Brook, transferred

Changes

to

LAWRENCEBURG— Lyric,
transferred to Pope Sisco. ST. MATTHEWS
— Evclann. transferred to Mr. Weigleib.
GEORGETOWN— Opera House, transferred
Kay

Brown.

Phoenix
Amuse. Co.
to

Amuse.

by

Co.

Georgetown

Openings

LIVERM ORE—Green

River.

Closings

Closings

DETROIT — Mack,
L.

A.

Closings

by

transferred to J.

LAND— Strand

State).

—

by

GAYLORD— Hub.

to

R.

ROE—

Ownership
Theo

in

Ownership

MT.
E. Rose.
to L. E. Rose
Gaston, transferred to
3
"G" Amuse. Co. by R. T. Good. MONStrand, transferred to F. W. Smith
by Mrs. Hamilton.
Majestic,
to

Roy Smith by L.

HOLLY— Holly,

MINNESOTA

Center).

CHARLOTTE— Savoy (Royal), transferred to Car. Granada Thea. Co. by Regal
Amuse. Co. CRAMERTON— Midway, transferred

Closings

SAWYER— Flynn.

transferred

(Rockville

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes

Openings

DETROIT— Tower. GRAND RAPIDS—
State.
MARCELLUS — Lerner fform.

in

— FREEPORT—

to W. H.
NEW YORK CITY— Strand (fire).
CHESANINC— BRONX—Flora
(Atlantic).
LONG ISVern
LaDue

Fill.

Changes

of

transferred

by Richard Spangle.
Crystal, transferred to T. X.
Krass by

Thea.

BRONX—

LONG

Ownership

Storl

l.ocey.

Belvedere

Inc., by Anthony Livoti. GrandGrandview Ave.), transferred to
Grandview Thea. of Ridgewood, Inc., by
Anthony Livoti. Lyric (18 Siegel St.). transferred to Anthony Emil Jannings & Geo. E.
(655
Myrtle Ave.),
Skillman
Jannings.
Scarpenito by Thomas
transferred
F.
to
Imperial (869 Halsey St.), transCarter.
ferred to Sam Tarmin & Louis Simon by

(659

Bros.
ISLAND
Plaza, transferred to Nottinghan Operating
Co. by Wm. Hamilton & Gary Piccione.

HOMER- Homer.
MICHIGAN
MILAN— Garrick,

transferred

ParkSchiffman Co., Inc.
way (3960 3rd Ave.), transferred to Ablom
Operating Corp. Boro (752 Melrose Ave.),
transferred to Cousins Thea. Corp. by Weiss

LOUISIANA

in

to

T.

transferred

Good.

BELMONT —

M. Yoes by

i

I

!

|

I

-

WILSON—

G.
A. Thompson.
Monarch,
transferred to Henry Schultz by John J.
Community,
Schultz.
transferred to Edward B. Hulse.
CASTLE State (form. Gem), transferred
to Notopoulos & Gribble, Inc., by Stuckey
Regent,
Amuse. Co.
transferred to C. W. Hicks by I. A. FriedPark, transferred to
man.
Strohl & Peters by Superior Amuse. Corp.
Magnet, transferred to A. V.

MOKR1SV1LLE —

GREEN

—

LITTLESTOWN

ALLENTOWN —
MINOOKA —
PORT— Majestic,

-

—

—

NEWTOWN—

MIDDLEBURG — Keystone,
J. Jones and Paul Rabbit
PHILADELPHIA —
Chcrvinsky.

Hutchinson.

Alex
Trans-Lux,
of

R.

transferred

1

1

Closings

CARTHAGE— Carthage.
COI.M.W
HERRIED— Woodman.

Rainbow.

TENNESSEE
Changes

MEMPHIS
Ma. co

Thea.
Chicago.

—

in

Ownership

Orpheum,
by

Inc.

G.

transferred
tc
Circuit,
C.

S.

Openings

MEMPHIS— Gem

(form.

Changes

in

BRENHAM — Simon
&

to R.
ferred

Harlem).

Ownership
and Rex, transferred

DALLAS— Melrose, transIRAAN

R. Thea.

Interstate
Circuit.
NODixie; correct owner C. W. Scott.
transferred
Majestic,
to J. V. CarPiano, transferred to H. G.
ter.
(form.
Presidio
PRESIDIO
Crawford.
Ritz), transferred to Mr. Kosasik.
transferred to Mrs. Fred Smith.
Little,
Miles,
transferred
H. Clark.
to
CITY'— Palace, transferred to John
Martex, correct owner of
C. Clark.
Ritz. transJ. F. Clayton.
Pa
ferred to J. H. Holsey.
CROSBYace, transferred to Roy Deviney.
Queen, transferred to Floyd ParAngleton, correct owner
ker.
Mart Cole.
to

COXA—
PLANO —

—

—

TEMPLE

MILES—

WOLFE

MART —

AIALAKOFF—

MIDLAND—

TOWN —

ANGLETON —

Openings

to

Trans-Lux

Corp.

thea.).

Closings

LONE OAK— Lone Oak. DALLAS—
FT.
Sunset.
BENAVIDES — Empress.
WORTH— Odeon. LOCKHART— Obreromex. LINDALE— Tent Show. Poteet-Rob.n.
BROOKson's. YALE— Cleburne (burned).
SHI RE—Brookshire.

WEST VIRGINIA

Openings

WILMORRISVILLE— Community.
VALLEY VIEW

I.IAMSPORT— Majestic.
Keith's,

by

CENTERVILLE— Broadway. OLD A M
McLAUGHLIN— Woodman.

Md.

PHILADELPHIA —

— Midland.

Evanson

G.

—Strand.

WILLIAMS.

PHILADELPHIA—

to

L.

Lodge.

MART— Queen.
PT. ARTHUR— Texan.
Ritz.
WILLS POINT— MaVALLEY VIEW SHERMAN—
ELDORADO — Lone Star (new
jestic.

Sciartilli.

transferred to Henry A.
Shaffer & M. M. Ginter.
Midland, transferred to H. A. Evans.
Grange, transferred to
Warner Bros. Keith's, transferred to Warnei
Town Hall, transBros.
ferred
Newtown Exhibitors by Earl
to
transferred

Frank Hyde by Rob-

to

TEXAS

(form
Eagle),
translerred to Leonard Bufone. W. J. Neusch &
P. J. DeLozier.
Gem, transferred to H. Madden & B. F. Haines, by

Lesaius by Nicholas

Holmquist.
.W.
R.

OLDHAM

Hill.

to

transferred

Woodman

Elli-

MEADOW

—
BURGH — Carletou

'

Ridgewood,

L.

IUCK-MAX— Ritz.

Changes

transferred

J.

transferred
to
Lessard. Taylor

—

J

—

view

Hill,

Changes in Ownership
AUSTIN
to
Community,
transferred
Iran* vallone by J.A. Nordqu.st.
lA.\ Db Crystal,
transferred
to
Frank
AKse.rad by Geo. & Frank Craig.
PIT 1 S-

1

Frank De Somma by Al Raymond and
Astor (1531 Broadway),
Frank Somner.
Walter Reade by M-G-M.
translerred
to
BROOKLYN Monterey (70 Atlantic Ave.),
transferred to Louis Simon and Harry PinMajestic,
cus, by Sommer & Sommer, Inc.
transferred to Majestic Thea. of Ridgewood
by Anthony Livoti. Belvedere (64-28 Myrtle
Ave.),

to

transferred
to

McLAUGHLIN — Woodman

Hanson.

Hall,

PENNSYLVANIA

to

Closings

&

Ownership

Homer

Hanzlik by

transferred
Piper.

Ownership

Openings

TTDIOUTE—

NEW YORK

Changes in
YORK CITY — People's,

NEW

Openings

Walnut,

son

CITY

Ownership

Huff.

WHITING— Whiting.

i'.i

— Eane.

J.

Street,

ATLANTIC CITY

MATAWAN— Matawan. JERSEY

IOWA

(

CLIFFSIDE— Rex.

OOLITIC— Oolitic.

State.

Chas.

Openings

Closings

in

PORTLAND— Nob

Co. W.
Victory, transferred to C.
Paramount transferred
Corp.

Hook Holding

in

W.

I

1 1

Roosevelt.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes

Openings

LONDON— PenCAMDEN— Majestic.
Closings
DODGE — Dodge. SHELBY — Sun. drola. NORWALK— Forum (new thea.),
P AON A — Paonia. CODY— Cody.
VON A — Vona.
by Wm. K. Selman. MOUNT VERNON—
OTCHKISS— Victory.
Memorial by E. M. Long.
HURON— Ritz,
Closings
Mecca by J. O. Guthrie.
COSHOCINDIANA
WINNEBAGO— Winneuago. LYMAN — form
TON—
Pastime.
CLEVELAND—
MetroLyman.
Changes in Ownership
politan.
BOSWELL— Roxy, transferred to Davis &
NEW JERSEY
OREGON
Openings

St.

Palmetto

(new).

Pichard

Ownership

WINNS-

(new).
(new)
and

BORO — Playhouse

to

H. Dearth by Jean

old

Sotille.

CENTERVILLE— Broadway,
Werden by E. E.
C. E.
FAITH— Wapazo, transferred

TOLLEY— Tolley.
OHIO

YORK—

H.

S.

GREENWOOD— State

by

CARSON— Avalon. KILLDEER Auditorium.
MILNOR — Iris.
STEELE —
Roxy.
FARGO— Grand (new).

PKAGUE

Simpson by Bud Darlington.

W.

to

Openings

L.

—

Openings

FT.

£1.

&

Openings

in

j

ferred

AVENAL—Avenal (new), ALLEGHENY
Allegheny (new), COLUSA — Gem (new),
MODESTO— State (new), BERKELEY—
Campus, OAKLAND— Rialto.
Closings
COLUSA— 5th St. MT. VIEW— Cinema.
FT.

Changes

Ownership

CARSON — Avalon (Orpheum.), transDODuE — Dodge, translerred to B it D ferred
WALNUT GROOVE
to L. G. Evanson by Lester Haurtz.
LOUP CITY
Co. by Frank H. Bee.e.
FT.
YATES—Audit, transferred to L. G.
Heber. WILLITS— Willits, LiDerty, transferred to M. iiiemond by A.
Evanson by Richard Bower.
STEELE

transferred to Pacific Lumber Co.
by Scotia Thea. Ass'n.
-Walnut Groove, transferred to Mrs. J.

Winema,

Orpheum, Trans-Lux

&

Grange.

Roxy-Mast-

Changes

in

AXAWALT —Union,

Ownership
transferred

to

Edw.

HUNTINGTON
KINGWOOD —

Salzberg by J. B. Santry.
Park, transferred to C. A. Johnson by
Alpine,
Price Croomer.
transferred to C. E. Anderson and W. B.
LUMBERUrling by Alpine Thea. Corp.

—

ALBION—Albion. ALTOONA—
Vernon. AUSTIN— Community. BEAVERDALE — Globe-Moose.
BROUGHTON —
— Opera House, transferred to Euge
Broughton.
CENTRAL CITY — Central PORT
De Fallo by Mr. Koon.
PHILLIPPf
City.
DAISYTOWN— Rialto. DORONA— Smith
(form. American), transferred to
Liberty.
EXPORT— Ritz. PITTSBURGH H. Smith
RHODEL=
by L. F. Boyles.
— Eagle. Metropolitan & Triangle. NA- Lyric, transferred to C. E. Williams
by
TRONA— Roxy. TIDTOUTE— Gem.
Ira Cole.
baum.

Closings

AMBRIDGE— Prince.

—

— Liberty.
torium.

P

Openings

BLAWNOX
LUMBERPORT— Opera House, KINGMATHER— WOOD— Alpine.
MARLTNTON— Seneca.

Maryland.
ERTE Columbia.
Mather. McKEESPORT— Harris.

SHARON PHILIPPI— Smith. RTVESVILLE— JackSCHWENKSVTLLE — Audi- son and State. RHODEL— Lyric. SALEM
H T L A D E L P H I A— Elite. —Strand.
WHEELING— Colonial.

1
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flARGE THREAT VS.
FOX MET, COMMITTEE

A

CATHOLIC RATING OF

LITTLE from

"LOTS"

RALPH WILK;
HOLLYWOOD Joseph Spurin-Calleia, whose por^DOLPHE MENJOU has been trayal of Tony Mako in Norman

"CLIVE"

IS

REVISED

By

(Continued from Page

stating that he

had

told

1)

Bogue that

he would fight the committee besigned by Paramount for the
cause he believed that the commit- part of the fight manager in "The
tee wanted to take all the Fox Met. Milky Way," in which Jack Oakie
estate for itself.
will have the lead.
Others signed
Weisman objected to granting of are Betty Furness, Gertrude Michael
intervention to the Fox Met. com- and Roscoe Karns.
mittee on the ground that William
Laird Doyle, writer, and Maxine
Greve and Max Horwitz had taken
advantage of their position as mem- Doyle and Phillip Reed, players,
bers of the committee to trade in have had their contracts renewed by
This was Warners. Reed goes into "Case of
Fox Met. securities.
denied by Bogue on behalf of Greve the Curious Bride."
T
T
and Horwitz.
June Walker. Broadway star now
In consenting to intervention of appearing in "The Farmer Takes a
Judge Wife."
the Fox Met. committee,
has been signed by Winfield
Mack said that his action was not Sheehan for Fox Films.
to be taken as approving in any
way of the reorganization plan forRobert Taylor has been assigned
mulated by the Fox Met. committee the leading role in "Times Sauare
noteto
out
sent
to
be
which is
Lady." which will go into production
holders and formally presented to soon at M-G-M.
per
by
25
the court when approved
»
cent of the noteholders.
Nat Pendleton and Eugene PalMotion of the receiver of Fox lette Tiavp been added to the cast of
Theaters to intervene in the proceed- "Public Enemy Number Two." in
ings was granted and another mo- which Charles Butterworth will be
tion by Weisman to dissolve the featured by M-G-M.
Already anFox Met. bondholders' committee nounced for roles are Una Merkel.
Judge
by
premature
Rn+h
Selwvn, Eddie Nugent. Claude
was denied as
Gillingwater and Robert McWade.
Mack.
1

i

:

T

New

Baron

Frank

L.

York

City.

100
vaudeville; capital,
Shareholders: Aaron Upper,
and Herbert R. Berk.

stock.

of

shares

New

New

Drome Corporation,

York

Thea-

City.

and motion picture business; capital,
100 shares preferred stock, par value $100
Shareholders:
each and 1,000 shares common.
Stuart W. Webb, Thomas F. Gorman and Frank

May

Follow Czpchs
In American Product Deal

trical

Kolbe.

F.

Wood,

Touch

Manhattan

Inc.,

Crosby GaiRe,
Directors:
Gabrielson and Albert L. Wolfe.
stock.

Theatrical

Guy

George

The Berndt-Mauer Corporation, New York
capital,
$20,000.
pictures;
Motion
City.
Morris Talbot, Hfrry Talbot and
Stockholders:
Lena Doroshkin.
1

Noah

Productions,

Manhattan.

Inc..

products;
picture
ing
motion
Shareholders:
stock.
shares
of

Mayer,

Harriet

Taylor

S.

and

J

capital,
S.

E.

Lin-

burn.

Manhattan. VaudeInc.,
and other stage presentations; capital. 100

Apex Concessions,
ville

of stock.
Florence L. Levy

Shareholders:

shares

Matilda

and

Betty
Kosberg.

Black,

Puritan Pictures Corporation, New York City.
Motion pictures; capital. 300 shares of stock.
Shareholders:
Louis A. Solomon, David Gross
and Jean Kraus.

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., New York City.
Motion pictures: capital, $50,000. Stockholders:
Walter O. Gutlohn, Blanche Gutlohn and Harry
A.

i

5

Kapit.

Motion pictures
Manhattan.
Delhar,
Inc.,
and vaudeville; capital, 100 shares of stock.
Directors: Jack Del Bondio, David Klinger and
'/J"yd A. Seitz.

j

'l^jJnmodore

Samuel
Jeanette

L.

ManhatCorporation,
picture business;
Shareholders:
of
stock.
Irving B. A. Levine and

Pictures

taiT
Theatrical and
capital.
200 shares

Cohen,

motion

Siegel.

MERGER
Pictorial
[

Educational

Distributing
Tours, Inc..

Corp.
and Pictorb'
Delaware.

in

1

Talk100

Jerome
>mes

(Continurd -from Pnar

land at present has in abeyance a
proposed compulsory quota system
which would limit U. S. films to
about 150. Golden said, but it is
quite possible that when the government there sees the successful
operation of the Czech agreement it
may follow suit and withdraw the
quota stipulation.

Commission
Okays Columbia'* Shares

Securities

(Continurd from Pant 1
a voting" trust to hold and deal with
1

*»

Columbia Pictures common stock
has been ordered by the Securities
and Exchange Commission, Washington, to become effective on notice

Exchange of the issuance of
the certificates. Application for the
registration of 4.340 shares of unissued stock on the New York Curb
Exchange was also ordered effective
upon similar notice.
to the

Book on Spanish Musical
Warners' home office publicity an'
advertising department under S.
Charles Einfeld has prenared a special press book on its Spanish musical film. "The Singer of Naples,"
starring Enrico Caruso, Jr.
Special

1

picture was reclassified here after
a preview by 14 members of the federation.

"Clive" had its premiere last
night at the Rivoli with many noIt was retables in the audience.
viewed in yesterday's Film Daily.

W. S. Van Dyke, Myrna
Loy and William Powell the trio St. Louis Trust Suit
concerned.
Echoes in Cleveland
V

T

Y

(Continued from Page 1)

Alison Skipworth has signed a the Ohio and Plaza in that city.
new contract with Paramount for Restraint of trade will be alleged,
it is reported.
a twelve-month term.
Seitz

has

two

filed

overbuying

Warners with the loS. K. Lauren, who adapted Colum- cal grievance board.
The first was
bia's "One Night of Love," and Ger- dismissed owing to lack of evidence
trude Purcell, author and play- and the second has been certified to
cases against

wright, will collaborate in doing the the Code Authority for determinascreenplay for "Lady of New York." tion.

John P. Medbury and Harry Leon

One
Crowd

Builds 2 Theaters in

Wilson, Jr., have completed their For Large or Small
(Continued from Page 1)
writing assignments at Paramount.
Medbury was working on "Win or units. The small auditorium will
Lose" and Wilson was on "Pioneer also enhance intimacy, with screen
Woman." The latter has been tak- figures in life size and the sound
Lindenberg is apen over by Bess Streeter Aldrich, not distorted.
plying for patents on the idea.
Nebraska novelist.

V
Poland

1)

one, with

aration.

NEW YORK
Inc.,

play,
"Small Miracle,"
a long-term contract with
will make his film debut
in the sequel to "The Thin Man,"
which Dashiell Hammett is preparing at the Culver City studios. The
new production will have the same
director and co-stars as the earlier

Helen Mack will plav the leadins: feminine role in
Paramount's
"Small Miracle," from the nlay bv
Norman Krasna. It is now in prep-

Incorporations

Moments,
Loose
Motion pictures and

Krasna's

won him
M-G-M,

(Continued from Page

ground that no member of the Catholic group had seen the picture. The

WHOLE

K$^

U,i

5F

WHEN

was introduced

it

in

193

1,

Eastman Super-Sensitive Panchromatic Negative was definitely
different" product.
film like

it.

there

..no other has

rable changes in

is

much

is still

no other

wrought compa-

to

motion picture

only natural that this Eastman

be unique,

film should

"new and

motion picture procedure,

or contributed as
quality. It

And

a

siasm which

it

also, in

the enthu-

continues to arouse

among

cameramen and producers. Eastman Kodak
Company.
tors,

New

(J.

E. Brulatour, Inc., Distribu-

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN

Super-Sensitive

Panchromatic Negative

Intimate

in

independent

in

N ewspe iper
o n Pict ures
Six teen Years Old

The Dai

Character

Ijrfernationa! in

M

Of

Scope

Now

Thought
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Farley Denies Democrats are "Gunning for

PARA.

PL§ ATTACKEDJS

i

Hays"

FAVORING ^CREDITORS

Keough and Cokell Are Elected to Paramount Board
Bank Chairman Says

Management is
Strong One

New
a

Austin C. Keough and Walter B.
Jokell have been elected to the Paranount board of directors, and other
persons representing the industry
^ well as the creditors are to be
idded to the board, it was brought
put yesterday in Federal Court during a hearing on the Paramount
Dlan.

Hays Office

—White

House Alliance

The Hays Office and the White House came

into closer relation yesterday
to the Hays staff, and Mrs.

the marriage of John Boettiger, a recent addition
The wedding
Roosevelt Dall, daughter of the President.
Judge Frederic Kornochan without public announcement.

KUYKENDALL NAMES

COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN
Appointment of chairmen

of eight

Percy H. Johnston, chairman of standing committees in connection
board of the Chemical National with the 15th annual convention of
Sank and a Paramount director, the M. P. T. 0. A. was announced
{.Continued on Page 3)
yesterday by President Ed Kuykendall.
These leaders who will aid in
engineering
the
meeting,
which
;he

NO LONGER NEEDED

elsewhere for somebody or something to pick on," he observed.

{Continued on Page 3)

Mascot Appoints

Two

To Distribution Posts
FILM DAILY
— JackTHEFier
has been

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

Erpi's Servicing Plan
made
Discussed in New Orleans tures

vice president of Mascot Picin charge of distribution in
New Orleans New servicing plan the United States. Morris Goodman
of Electrical Research Products and was made vice president in charge
problems confronting southern the- of foreign distribution.
ater managers were discussed by
Bob Wilby, Karl Hoblitzelle, M. A.
Lightman and William Jenkins in an
executive session here this week.
The Erpi plan was outlined by C. W.
Bunn, general sales manager. Noth(Continued on Page 3)

—

Anna

here

by

ARE CAUSING WORRY

—

On

CLEVELAND DUALS SUIT

AWAITS PHILLY RULING

Up Dividends
Preferred "A" Stock

Pays

Declares Postmaster General

Two Broadway

New

—

Detroit Censor

Detroit
Joseph M. Kollar has been
promoted by the Police Commissioner to
succeed Royal A. Baker, local film censor.
Baker applied this week for retirement. Kollar has been his assistant for

the past year.

ifl

Plays

of anti-double feature clauses embraced in some distributor contracts
will be deferred pending determination of a similar case in Philadelphia, independent producers and dis-

Dividends covering all arrears on tributors told The Film Daily yesterday. Decision in the Philadelphia
the "A" preferred stock of RCA
action, which charges conspiracy in
were declared by directors at a reg- violation of the anti-trust laws, is
ilar meeting yesterday. No dividends expected within a few days.
on the "A" stock had been paid since
the first quarter of 1932.
Total Radio City Music Hall
amount to be received by stockholdGets "Scarlet Pimpernel"
ers will be $4,520,000, payable Feb.
"The Scarlet Pimpernel," Alex19 to stock of record Jan. 29.
ander Korda production starring

No Campaign on Against Hays

m

Company

terests of

8 CALIFORNIA BILLS

RCA

New

president, yesterday in
York.
"The reformers will have to look

performed

Para. Reorganization Plan
Called Not in Best In-

Charge that the Paramount reorganization plan was promulgated
for the benefit of the creditors and
not in the best interests of the company was made yesterday in Federal Court by Archibald Palmer,
representing substantial stockholder interests, at a resumed hearing
before Judge Alfred C. Coxe on the
The hearing
Sacramento Though many of the reorganization plan.
film measures that have been intro- was adjourned to next Wednesday,
duced in the current legislative ses- at which time several opponents of
sion are expected to be killed in the plan besides Palmer will offer
(Continued on Page 3)
committee or squelched on the floor
by vote, eight in particular are worrying the industry.
These include
censorship, eight-hour day for women in studios, block-booking ban,
film
manufacturing tax, 30-hour
week, anti-standing room, state income tax, and two-men in booth. Another bill would tax film stock sales
Instituting in Cleveland of anVz per cent and bond sales 1 per other court action testing legality

takes place Feb. 25-28 at Roosevelt
Hotel, New Orleans, are:
M. E.
Comerford, credentials and rules;
Edward G. Levy, resolutions; Lewen
Pizer, music tax; Morgan A. Walsh,
motion picture code; Jack Miller,
labor provisions of code; George A.
"Now that the producers have Giles, non-theatrical competition; M.
ione a pretty good job in cleaning A. Lightman, legislation and taxa- cent.
up pictures, the Legion of Decency tion; Fred Wehrenberg, public reladrive ought to automatically end," tions and community affairs.
declared Jack Cohn, Columbia viceThe committees will meet daily

COHN SAYS LEGION

was

with

By

Leslie

Howard

and

released

PRESCOTT DENNETT

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington Official denial of the
Acquired by M-G-M persistent
rumors and reports that
"Merrily We Roll Along," out- the Democratic National Committee
standing Broadway stage hit, has is "out gunning" for Will Hays,
been acquired by M-G-M. Price is movie czar, came last night in an
reported to be $76,000. The company exclusive interview The Film Daily
also has acquired "The Distaff Side," obtained with Postmaster General
current play by John Van Druten.
(Continued on Page 3)

—

by

United Artists, has been booked by
the Radio City Music Hall to open
Feb. 7. The picture has been going
big in London.

Collaborator's Alibi
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

— "Plenty

of writers comare forced to collaborate," says Charles Kenyon, author of
"Goose and the Gander" at Warner-First
N?tional "but they shouldn't. If something goes wrong, they're at least not
more than half to blame."

Hollywood

plain

when they

THE

gem

DAILY

Want

Construction Program
Is

Planned by Mascot

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

— An
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Only 4 Denver Houses
Escaped the Depression

—

8
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mm. and

16

mm.

Exempted from
of 8 mm. and 16
motion pictures from Senator
Call's bill now pending in the

Exemption

York

State

Legislature

for

mm.

THE

Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood. California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest \V. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne,
P. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.

Mcthe

H.
M. WARNER. HARRY CHARNAS a
licensing and regulation of film disJAKE WILK of the Warner organization <
tribution and exhibition is asked in expected in Washington
on Monday for t
a campaign launched this week at premiere showing of "Three Men on a Hors
at
the
National
Theater.
the monthly luncheon of the Miniature Movies Institute and 16 mm.
SHIRLEY ROSS, who has been on vacati
Board of Trade. The Institute calls in New York, leaves tomorrow for Hollywo
to resume work at the M-G-M studios.
attention to the fact that 35 mm.
HENRY GINSBERG, vice-president and ge
is the width of the theater motion
eral
pictures which the McCall bill aims the manager of the Hal Roach studios, lea\

regulate and
purposes will not

to
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Lack of Product Closes House
Due to lack of
Lincoln, Neb.
product, Louis Dent is closing one
of his two local houses today. Indications are that the fight between
Dent and Joe Cooper may go into

—

the courts.

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic

SEA

City**

Newest Boardwalk

Hot»l

WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE SUN DECK
TURKISH BATHS

—

Columbia Restrains Jean Arthur

—

2V4
1

Hits U. S. Slang in British Films
London Recent tendency to inject American slang in British films
has drawn criticism from Viscount
Lee of Fareham, president of Gaumont British. He maintains that
British films should be 100 per cent
British, while American films should
be entirely American. Introduction
of television in about a year also
was predicted by Lee.

West Coast Bureau

+3

64
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Columbia
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1

21/4

has left for the coast to continue
production of the remaining pictures
in the group of six melodramas being made by Northern Films. "Crimson Paradise," the second, will be
released late next month.
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Fox West Coast Expands

HAROLD HOPPER

leaves

for

the coast

ne

week.

IRVING MANDELL
change, Chicago,

ALLEN
from

BURKE,

Kansas

of

in

is

Security Pictures E
for a few days.

town

Majestic
franchise
hold
here on business.

City,

is

E.
C. MILLS leaves today for his semi-a
nual trip throughout the country, visiting
branches of the ASCAP.
-

M. H.

HOFFMAN

from

terday

of

auto

March

In the Denver Territory

arrived

in

New

i

f

York ye

Hollywood.

has just taken over the Webber here
from DeWitt C. Webber, who is 70
and wants to retire, and on Feb. 1
will take the Crown, Laramie, from
J. G. Burbanks.
About $7,500 will
be spent to improve the latter house.
Roy L. Notheis will continue as
manager of the Webber.

Chesterfield-Invincible Resume
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Chesterfield and InHollywood
vincible have resumed production activities following a recess since the
holidays. Chesterfield is starting its
fourth picture, "A Shot in the

—

Dark," with Charles Lamont directing, while Invincible gets going on
"Public Opinion," directed by Frank
R. Strayer.

for the
10.

leaves New York today l'
Coast, with plans for returnii

MAX GORDON

—

Denver Fox West Coast is expanding in this territory with the
distribution of "Secrets of Chinaacquisition of two more houses.
It
town" in this territory. Goldburg

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Con.

leaves for the coast tod
Puritan product.

his

MARTIN BECK

Chinatown
Chicago Contract has been closed
by Jesse J. Goldburg of Northern
Films with B. N. Judell, Inc., for

FINANCIAL

Con. Fm.

SOLOMON
work on

to start

eon.

through the depression with admis- consequent saving or reduction in
sion prices at about the same level initial and continued cost of PerAward was also
and with either the same owner or sonal Movies."
the terms of their leases carried out. granted to E. J. Hadley, Brooklyn,
These houses are the Denham, Alad- for the Hadley patented movement
for projectors.
din, Webber and Ogden.
Judell Gets "Secrets of

Seat

York to confer wi

be

CODE

Am.

New

today for

fundamental M-G-M executives and to look over the m
affected by Roach offices with Joe Rivkin in charge. Gin
stops off in Chicago and is due to rea
exemption of the amateur berg
New York on Wednesday.
its

The members of the Institute
compiled data showing that only voted for Eastman Kodak "for its
four out of 40 local theaters came introduction of 8 mm. film with its
sion

I

New

Seeking arguments to widths of pictures.
Annual awards for miniature
FILM present to legislators if additional
movie tax burdens are proposed, movies' progressive achievements
were also announced at the lunchHolly- Rick Ricketson, Intermountain divi-

Denver

%M

C
Lommg andAC
Oomg

Bill

leaves today for Hollywood.

EDWARD LAURILLARD,
ducer,

is

back

New

in

JOHN LODGE,
Fox's
a

having

"Little Colonel,"

is

finished

on

his

his

role

way

east

president of AmerAngl

en route to Europe on the Washington.

GEORGE KAMEN, London
Walt

Disney, and
ER, sail today on
land.

representative

f<

EARL TUCK

his

assistant,

the

He de France for

En;

AmerAnglo Gets "Dealers in Death
AmerAnglo has acquired worl
sales rights

to "Dealers in

Death

from Topical Films.

Frank Mitchell Dazey
and

Apes

Christine Johnston

THE FILM DAILY

U. A. Films for Soviet Exhibit
Hollywod
Columbia's injunction
restraining Jean Arthur from workFive United Artists releases, ining in any other picture until she cluding one feature, "Our Daily
finishes her contract, which calls for Bread," and four Walt Disney subanother picture, has been sustained jects, have been entered in the Inby the Superior Court.
ternational Exposition of Films to
be held Feb. 10-20 in Moscow.
Lutherans Join Film Campaign
An appeal has been issued by the
Wing Off for Columbia Film
National Lutheran Council to the
Ward Wing, who made "Sama2,000,000 parishioners of its seven
rang," which United Artists released,
constituent bodies to stay away from
is en route to Singapore to produce
objectionable films.
The statement
a feature tentatively titled "Tiger!
also urges support of legislation
Tiger!" for Columbia.
Wing will
against block booking.
stop briefly in London before leaving for the Orient.
A native cast
"Fire at Winter Garden"
A fire on the roof of the Winter will be used in the picture, which
Garden last night sent orchestra pa- will be based on an original by Lori
trons attending "Life Begins at Bara.
8:40" in an orderly retreat to the
Vaude for the Keith, Boston
street.
Balcony patrons used the
fire
escapes, some being assisted
Boston Manager George French
down ladders by the firemen. Dam- of the RKO Keith Memorial theater
age will probably amount to several will bring vaudeville to the house
beginning Feb. 1.
hundred dollars.

—

f

visit.

WILLIAM BARRETT,
is

London stage pr>
York from the coast.

Forthcoming releases

"HELLDORADO"
(FOX)

Original Story

"13

HOURS BY AIR"
(PARAMOUNT)

Original Story
in collaboration
with Bogart Rogers

"UNCONSCIOUS"
(UNIVERSAL)

Orginal Story

£^

"WHEN A MAN'S A MAN"
(FOX-SOL LESSER)

Screenplay

THE

m

%22±
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PLAN AVERRED

ArlONG
mMMi
RIALT

TO FAVOR CREDITORS
{Continued from Page

1)

the basis of testimony that, after the
reorganization plan had been drafted by the
bank
debenture committee, the
Vanderlip

On

H. Johnston, chairman

the Chemical
director,

of the

the fan mag, "Screen Romances,"
will carry an Irene Dunne voting contest in the April issue
readers will be asked to vote on whether they prefer Miss Dunne
as a singing or straight dramatic player
Better send Congrats to George Barnett, prexy of Modern Film Sales
who
welcomed a baby girl to the home on Thursday
both babe
and George doing nicely
Ina Ray Hutton and Her Melodears are spending this week at the Paramount stude in Astoria
doing their bit on "The Big Broadcast of 1935"
the blonde bombshell of rhythm and her all-girlie band are going
over big

On

bank

"-hocking"

agreement was

legal,

*

5

gest

themselves of their Paramount holdings

j.ifter five years.

The hearing produced an attack on the
Paramount Broadway plan by Monroe Gold-

I.

tion of Radio's "Roberta"

increase the rate of byi per cent, on the old
bonds to 6 per cent, on the new issue when
scale
it was a practice in reorganizations to
down interest charges. Johnston said the
because
irise in interest rates had been made
atherwise assent to the plan could not have
been obtained, but was unable to state who
the
had demanded this rise in interest.
settlement, Johnston said that seven
'I law
firms had given opinions that the sofilm

•

• • • AN INVITE has been sent to Will Rogers
now in Washington, D. C
by Howard S. Cullman of the
Roxy
to attend the Sunday afternoon performance of
Will's pix, "The County Chairman"
To aid in the promo-

from Samuel Zirn, was questioned at lengtu
by Maimer on the bank settlement and also
on why provision is made in the plan to

ind that hence the banks had stood firm for
payment of new money and also the interest
tnder the plan. Johnston said that because
insurance laws forbid banks to
.he state
;arry stock, the banks would probably di-

Saturday eve

cartoon itself

board

:alled

•

NOW

iNational Bank and a .Parawho appeared under subpoena

t

AT THE

•

last

• • • AND
they get out pressbooks on each Walt
Disney cartoon
Hal Sloane has charge of these
he
has just completed one on the Silly Symphony, "The Tortoise
and the Hare"
done with the class and cleverness of the

'

.Percy
of

mount

(Continued from Page

Committee Chairmen
Erpi's Servicing Plan
Named by Kuykendall Discussed in New Orleans
(Continued from Page 1)

1)

James A. Farley, chairman of the
Democratic National Committee.
Speaking from his executive head-

T. O. A. Movie Ball at the Hotel Astor
the gang were trying to get one of the
metropolitan exhibs to try his luck on the gambling machines
"Why should I gemble and mebbe lose a hunhe sez
with
nerd dollars? I like to get some fun for my dough."
that he calls a waiter, and said
"Bring up a hundred dollars' worth of champagne for the boys!"
just like that
and he paid for it out of a roll that he had to wrench from
his pocket
it was that big
and these local exhibs
are yelling Hard Times !

group committee and the stocxnolders' committee, eight representatives ot these comImittees were elected to trie board 01 Parat mount
and voted to present the reorgamza'tion plan as a company plan, Paimer charged
that the plan was not a. company plan but
OUjeeuuu to .fanner's
a committee plan.
quesuuimi^ 01 waiter a. ooiien, r/aramuum
[rcasuiei', who was recaneu to tue oLaiiu, on
Wnetuer the ueoenuire auu SLOcKuoiacrs committee was uaiueu uy oainung lnierests was
sustaineu. oy juuge Coxe, *uu puuncu out
that Aiired A. l-ook, paramount counsel, haa
staceu earner mat tue committees mu ueen
lormed oy Jxuun, i^oeu ol w. Coxed aumitteu to rauner tnat no meeting ot tne
stocKnolaers ol paramount nau Oeen caileu
to state tnat the pian was to Oe presented
talmer assertea tnat
as a company plan,
presentation of tne plan oy the committees
company
was in deroga01
tne
guise
in the
tion of the rights of the stockholders and an
ot the securiprovisions
violate
attempt to
act.

"GUNNING FOR HAYS"

PHIL M.DALY

proof of their objections and other
objectors will be heard.

ties

DENIES DEMOCRATS

the

quarters office at the postoffice department, the Democratic chieftain,
just back from a cabinet meeting in
high spirits, laughed at his reported
campaign against Hays.
"Frankly, I know absolutely nothing about such a preposterous report,"
the
Postmaster
General
declared.
"I do know Will Hays
personally and entertain a high regard for him.
There is mos; certainly no campaign in the committee against him.
It is none of our
business of course.

The committee

has no interest in the matter."
When the paragraph "that certain
Democratic political chieftains have
been frowning on Hays' continued
reign over the movie industry is no
secret" was read to him, Farley replied: "Will Hays has a good job
and a lot of people would like to
have it."

Paramount Theater Profit
Earnings of the Paramount Theater for the 19 weeks ending Dec.
27 were $83,000, calculated on the
basis of the new rental agreement
under the Paramount Broadway
plan, it was stated yesterday in
Federal Court by Arthur Ballantine,
counsel for the Paramount trustees.

PLAZA

(Continued from Page 1)

during the convention to confer with

Rumor
ing definite was reached.
exhibitors.
also has it that there was some disTwo
special
trains,
in
addition
to
cussion of a possible federal probe
It also brought
Ismail bondholder interests.
»orth Robert Szold, of Szold & Brandwen, regular transportation facilities, will of film monopoly.
:ounsel for the Munger debenture committee,
convey conventioneers to New OrWill Horwitz, who was in town
is an opponent of the plan.
leans. One will leave New York City at the same time, denied participaNathan Burkan, counsel for the merchan- at 9.50 o'clock Saturday night, Feb.
tion in the confab, explaining that
nelise creditors' committee, revealed that
23 and pass through Philadelphia, his presence was due to a Horwitz
rotiations are pending with the creditor complan.
of
the
modification
nittees for some
Washington, Charlotte, Atlanta and Texas Theaters directors' meeting.
Jurkan said that if he was unable to reach Montgomery; a second will leave
n agreement with the committee, he_ would

I

Jvater,
•

representing

the

Dwners, and Malcolm

trustees

of

Allied

Sumner representing

prepared to present proof of his objections
the plan next Friday, which was agreed
o by the court.

>e
;o

from Chicago Sunday morning, Feb.
and go via Memphis. Registra- Elect

Keough and Cokell
Members of Para. Board

24,

tion fee for the convention is

$10

a person.

(Continued from Page 1)

Aiken Promoted by Warners
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Warner Bros, yesterday announced the promotion of
Harold Aikin of their staff to be
assistant in the sound department
under Al Pratt.
Young Aikin assumed his new duties this week.

—

Best

wishes

FILM DAILY

from

TH6

>,

to the fol-

lowing on their birthday:
Hal Roach

George R. Batcheller, Sr.
Lou Metzger
Harvey H. Gates

B. P. Schulberg

Joseph
Dennis

Adam
F.

Viscount Julius De Morales
O'Brien
Hugo Mayer

Moran Starts
Polly Moran has
Polly

own

acts.

Johnston asserted that the combeing organized on a
strong basis and that he believed
work all creditors would get their money.

Vita. Short

started

stated under questioning by Archibald Palmer that he believed that
the new management of Paramount
was a strong one, and that it was
wise to exclude persons associated
with the management from the
board of directors because otherwise they would be passing on their

pany was

in "Pretty Polly," a two-reel Vita-

phone comedy, at the company's
Brooklyn studio.
Supporting Miss
Moran are Patsy Flick, Dave Burns,
Fred Harper, Don McBride, Charlie
Howard and George Watts, all stage
and radio performers. Lloyd French
has been assigned to direct.

Ajax to Make 6 Westerns
Ajax Pictures has closed a deal
to

produce

,six

westerns featuring

Harry Carey for the

state

market.

be

March

First
1.

will

rights
released

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up, Single
$3.00

up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.

Every room has

private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern convenience. Fine foods at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Stern, Pres.

Eugene

The "Doorway

of Hospitality"

Vine at Hollywood Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD

THE

-%£i

DAILY

A

LITTLE from

NEWS

"LOTS"

;By RALPH WILK;
HOLLYWOOD in his first RKO

0-F

—

Kent, O. The Kent Opera House,
Radio starring pic(^ECIL B. DeMILLE will start pro- ture, "Captain Hurricane," now dark for four years, has been taken
over by John Palfi, a former owner,
duction Monday at Paramount nearing completion.
and is being reopened with complete
T
on "The Crusades," with Henry WilPhotophone
High Fidelity
Betty Grable has returned to the new
coxon, Loretta Young and a supRKO Radio studio from a brief vaca- sound.
porting cast of some 70 players.
tion ready to begin work in a leadV
Credit for having written the ing role in the next Wheeler and
Danville, Va.
Samuel W. Craver,
screen play and dialogue for four Woolsey comedy, "Murder Song."
circuit executive of Charlotte, N. C,
»
»
V
of
of the most ambitious productions
George Breakston in Chicago, will is president of Jefferson Theater
1935, during the six months he has
record
the off stage lines in the Co., local corporation just chartered
P.
been in Hollywood, goes to
;
film
version
Midsummer to do a theatrical business in Virof "A
Lipscomb, famous British writer,
ginia.
Other officers are: George
now working on "A Tale of Two Night's Dream" now in production L. Zimmerman, vice-president; J. F.
Lipscomb who at Warners, doing the job for Falls, secretary-treasurer, both of
Cities" at M-G-M.
wrote the stage play, "Clive of In- Mickey Rooney, who broke his leg Danville.
while tobogganing at Lake Big Bear.
dia," was brought here by 20th CenT
T
T
Imtury to do the screenplay.
Darryl F. Zanuck has completed
mediately after this, he was placed
San Antonio
Adams Film Exunder contract by United Artists to the cast for his 20th Century pro- change here has acquired eight new
duction
"Les
Miserables,"
with
of
folSpanish dialogue features from
prepare "Les Miserables," and
lowed up with "Cardinal Richelieu" Fredric March and Charles Laugh- Kinematrade, Inc., of New York.
ton.
additions
New
to
the
cast
are
This exchange also has obtained the
for 20th Century.
Frances Drake, Florence Eldridge, rights for several Italian, German,
t
Ferdinand
Gottschalk,
Vernon
DownPolish, Russian, Jewish, French and
Johnny Arthur and Minor Watson
have been signed by Warners for ing, Lyons Wickland, John Carra- Ukrainian pictures and a Bible
"Traveling Saleslady," in which Joan dine, Charles Haefeli, Leonid Kins- story, "Crown of Thorns."
Blondell and Glenda Farrell are key, John Bliefer, Harry Semels and
Previously anFlorence Roberts.
teamed.
t
v
nounced were Rochelle Hudson, Jesbook
the
finished.
Stanley Rauh has
sie Ralph and Eley Malyon.
Norwalk, O. The Forum, a new
for a two-reel musical comedy for
house built by Jerome G. Steel, who
T
V
V
Educational, titled "Hail Brother."
Gordon Elliott has been signed by also operates the Apollo in Oberlin,
Original music and lyrics have been First National for "The Goose and was formally opened with complete
written by Will Jason and Val Bur- the Gander," in which Kay Francis new
Photophone
High Fidelity
Billy Gilbert will be featured, is starred.
ton.
sound.
with Charles Lamont directing.

—

W

—

—

T

Jean Acker, former wife of the
late Rudolph Valentino, has been engaged by Columbia for "Let's Live

«

Short Subject Reviews

»

Tonight," co-starring Lilian Harvey

and Tullio Carminati.
T

T

T

Ralph Morgan has been signed by
RKO Radio to appear with William
Powell in "Star of Midnight." Howard J. Green, wrote the story, and

Edward Kaufman
ishing

touches

Stephen Roberts
T

putting the finon the dialogue.
is

will

direct.
T

T

Robert Light has joined the cast
First National's production of
"Wanderlust," in which Aline MacMahon and Guy Kibbee are being
of

co-starred.

*

*

Erik Rhodes, who made a hit as
the comical Tonetti in "The Gay
Divorcee," has had his long-term
contract extended by RKO Radio.
He is already scheduled for a role
in "To Beat the Band."
T

T

Irvin S. Cobb has rejoined the
Paramount writing staff for additional work on "If You Hunt With

Mickey Mouse in
The Thalians in
"Mickey's Man Friday"
"Hollywood Trouble"
United Artists (Disney)
7 mins. Universal
20 mins.
Best of the Lot
Good Comedy
In story idea, execution, fast acWith a good cast provided from
tion
and
general
entertainment the ranks of The Thalians, this compunch, this latest Mickey Mouse edy contains a satisfactory amount
creation tops everything turned out of laughs.
Action revolves around
to date in this series by Walt Dis- a rich but clumsy Oklahoma oil
ney. So many clever gags are packed prince, played by Grady Sutton, who
into the short reel that they follow comes to Hollywood with ambitions
each other with machine gun speed, to be a movie star. He gets into
keeping the audience on a lively the hands of a fake movie school,
edge from start to finish. Plot back- where Monty Collins teaches him the
ground, as the title indicates, is Tarzan routine and how to come
about Mickey being shipwrecked on to the aid of a distressed damsel, a
an island in time to prevent some part played by the movie-struck wife
cannibals from making stew out of of a bad-tempered husband, Vernon
the prisoner, who thereupon be- Dent, who crashes into the scene for
comes Mickey's slave and together the free-for-all finish.
they wage a hot and humorous battle with the dusky warriors.
"Dionne Quintuplets"
RKO Radio
10 mins.

Krazy Kat in
"Goofy Gondolas"

The famous Barton family of
Broadway is now 100 per cent Hollywood. James Barton's wife, Kath-

Interesting
Because of the current and doubtcontinuing
interest
in
the
7 mins. less
Columbia
Dionne Quintuplets, this subject will
Lively and Tuneful
There is plenty of action and hold and entertain audiences genmerriment in this burlesque of gon- erally. It shows Dr. Dafoe and his
dola crooners along the canals of nurses in their daily routine of carVenice.
The musical interpolations ing for the five babies, illustrating
also are good. Coming along in the how they are fed, washed, put to
wake of several pictures that have sleep in the fresh air, etc., while
had romantic sequences in Venice, the doctor and nurses explain the
this animated take-off should be method of care. Plenty of cute closemuch enjoyed by audiences general- ups of the infants, with an occasion-

arine, has been given a small role

ly.

Old Don," being readied for Fred
Stone.

Robert Allen and Edward Earle
are the latest additions to the cast
of "The Revenge Rider," Columbia
feature starring Tim McCoy. Billie
Seward will supply the heart interest.

David Selman
T

»

is

directing.
*

THE DA ^Fi
\
Boston February will be Herman
Rifkin month, not only at Hollywood
Films, where Monogram and Mascot
films are distributed, but elsewhere K
around the district.
Twenty-five
years ago Rifkin took two crucial .-

—

He

steps.

;

!

al

laugh thrown

in.

entered the picture biz h

and matrimony.

—

Portland, Me.
Harry Botwick,
manager of the State, will soon
marry Clarice Levine, daughter of
Israel Levine of

New

Haven.

—

Greenville, N. C. Nash Weil, purchasing agent for the Wilby-Kincey
circuit with headquarters in Atlanta, has completed arrangements for
the installation of a Photophone
High Fidelity sound system in the
Pitt here,

an

I

affiliated house.

—

Youngstown, O.
assistant

Ralph

Pitzer,

manager

who has been

of the Princess,
for some time, is

ill

recuperating in the Northside Hospital here and expects to be back

i

on the job shortly.

it

—

Grove City, Pa.
Kayton Entertainment Co. of Franklin, which recently acquired the Majestic here, i
has awarded sub-contracts for extensive alterations to the house,
which they plan to reopen about
1VV

fc-i

Feb.

1.

will be

T

T

I
%

Saturday, Jan. 19, 1935

F.

M. Frye of Franklin

manager

of the house.

i)

—

The Lyceum, 1,500
by A. E. Ptak, has
been equipped with new Photophone
High Fidelity sound apparatus.
Cleveland

e-s

seater operated

Biloxi, Miss.

—The

old

Crown

the

being razed and business"
houses will be constructed.

ater

is

|)f|

t

—

Franklin, N. H. Samuel Curson
head of the Graphic Circuit, has appointed Everett Christian resident >
manager of the Pastime here.

—

Norfolk, Va. Nathan Le Vine arranged for new RCA Victor Higl;
Fidelity sound to be installed in his
Elton theater, which is now in the

L

stages of construction.

final

A
T!i

Chicago Items

—

Chicago Essaness Theaters have
switched the managers of the Davis
and Irving theaters, R. Zeller moving from the Davis to the Irving
and George Moyan from the Irving

la
tar
;,
'.

|
'.

.

to the Davis.

The
tra'

Swedish

picture

"Flickornc

Gamla Stan" ("The Girls fron.
Old Town") has opened at the

the
Julian theater.

"Screeno" will be instituted at th(
Vic theater on Feb. 1.
Associated Photo Play, Inc.
been formed with Edith Weiss
Reuben J. Feldman and Arthur S
Bluestein as incorporators, to con
duct theaters and amusement places
Mitzi Green is at the Oriental foi
a week of personal appearances

L"

:

Lntimate

in

The Daily Newspaper

Character

ernationa!

in

Scope

ndependent

in

Thought

Of Motion
Now Sixteen

Pictures
Years Old
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Body Studying

Federal Trade

21, 1935

New

5 CENTS

Orleans Data

RCA PHOTOPHONE TO ENTER THE SERVICING
M.P.T.O.A. Convention Sessions Are Set Back
Annual Directors' Meet to
Take Place Night of

IS

BOOSTING

SANK NIGHT

THIS YEAR'S LINEUP

convention at the Roosevelt HoNew Orleans, has been set back
ne day with meetings beginning on
London
Plans for the current
'uesday, Feb. 26, instead of on the year formulated by Alexander Korirevious day.
Purpose is to closer da for his London Films company,
ie-in convention with Mardi Gras, producing for United Artists release,
yhieh has an informal opening on call for the biggest program by the
Friday of that week.
unit to date. In addition to the alWith deferring of ,start of the ready completed "Scarlet Pimperessions, the annual meeting of the nel," production is under way or
>oard of directors will take place "Congo Raid," from the Edgar Waln Monday night, instead of on Sun- lace book, "Sanders of the River,"
iay.
Among other business, a suc- while preparations are in progress
:essor will be elected to Fred S. on "100 Years From Now," H. G
{Continued on Page 6)
Wells story, which starts in a few
el,

—

{Continued on Page 8)

1EVIEW BOARD HOLDS
[I

IN

80 'FRISCO HOUSES

Service
Instituted by

MARCH

Foreign Policy Circuit
Opening Another House
With plans for total
set, Levrad

of 10 houses

Amusement

Eleventh Annual Conference of Corp. opens its third theater in Balhe National Board of Review will timore on Feb. 11 when the Auditorium goes under its management,
>eld held March 7-9 at the Hotel
Pennsylvania.
Program for the supplementing the Cameo and Acme,
both in New York. Houses in the
onfab is now being drawn up.
circuit, exclusively playing foreign
pictures, will next open in PhiladelCharles
phia, Boston and Detroit.
A., K. C. Zoning Plans
S. Levin and Matty Radin head the
Are Being Tackled Again company.
The Code Authority will continue
ts attempts to work out practical
learance and zoning schedules for
ios Angeles and Kansas City when
holds two sessions this week.
Meetings will take place on Wedneslay and Thursday at code headquari.

theaters also joined in the threat,
which, if carried out, would put 80
houses on bank nights.

Committee to Foster
Better Music in Films

consist of the following

Mrs.

Alexander Jardine,
{Continued on Page 8)

John

president

By WM. SPECHT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

170 American Films

—

Copenhagen At
the two-a-day

recent performance
in
run of Columbia's
ne Night of Love, with attendance
luding American Minister Mrs. Ruth
r
ryan Owen, the chief of the Royal
Danish Opera and members of the Danish
Cabinet, the audience refused to leave
the theater after the fadeout and kept
applauding until an "encore" was given.
The management repeated the Italian
cabaret scene in which Grace Moore
sings "Ciribiri Bin."
a

In Italy Last Year

—

Rome (By Cable) Out of a total
of 284 pictures released in Italy
last year, 170 were of American
origin, it is shown by a governmental survey.
German pictures occupied second place, with 36 distributed in the country.
Other contributions were as follows: Italian, 28;
French, 24; English, 3; other countries, 3.

TRAINING SCHOOLS

URGED BY BROWN
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Pointing

More U.

S.

Films

Shown

In Frauee During 1934

—

Building.

Demand "One Night" Encore

Photophone has decided to
follow Electrical Research Products

out that the
national committee on music in shortage of acting talent here has
pictures has been appointed by the reached an alarming point, Clarence
Motion Picture Foundation of the Brown, M-G-M director, urges imU. S. A., which plans to produce mediate action toward the establishfilms of good taste. The purpose of ment of a series of training schools
the committee is "to increase pop- by producers.
Delays of weeks in
ular understanding and appreciation the shooting of pictures, until suitof fine music through the medium able players can be borrowed, disof motion pictures and to create a covered or developed, are costing
new and better type of motion pic- producers hundreds of thousands of
ture by combining the essential dollars each week, declares Brown,
qualities of good music with motion
{Continued on Page 6)
picture entertainment."
Members of the Committee already selected

Orleans Film Situation
Being Studied by Federal Body

RKO

RCA

into the field of general servicing of

—

New

it

the

Being

RCA

San Francisco Refusal of Levin theaters, The Film Daily learns.
Theater Co. to abide by a code board It is understood that RCA
will proruling to drop bank nights has vide only a consulting
service. Sale
brought threats from R. A. McNeil of parts is not involved.
and George Nasser, heads of two
large circuits, that they will institute bank nights in all their houses
unless Levin desists. Big downtown

A

definitely

ters in

Day

Photophone
P. T. 0.

y

IN

a

Consulting

KORDA

Feb. 25
Opening of the annual M.

INFERENCE

FIELD

—

New

Orleans While possibilities
a federal film investigation by
the grand jury were being quietly

Paris American films shown in
their original versions in France last
year totaled 157, compared with 116
the year before.
In addition, 115
U. S. pictures were dubbed, against
105 in 1933. French productions for
the year numbered 126. The Paramount studios in Joinville made
eight.

of

discussed in amusement circles here,
the Federal Trade Commission has
been preparing to study data submitted by independents charging
monopolistic practices in violation
of trust laws, The Film Daily
{Continued on Page 8)
National
delivery

Film

Carriers, Inc.,
service.
Advt.

—

means dependable

ASCAP Wins Tax

Case

American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers vs. the
State of Washington has been decided
in favor of ASCAP, which held that a
tax on music royalties by the state was
Case

of

ASCAP is not doing
business in said state.
Move to garnishee ASCAP funds was also denied,
and the state has abandoned efforts to

illegal as technically

collect.

THE

'%2H
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Monday, Jan. 21,

• The Broadway Parade •
Picture

Dstributor

White Cockatoo

Warner Bros
Paramount

Bengal Lancer (2nd week)
Copperfield

Lives of a
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

5 Cents

David

The Wandering Jew (2nd week)
Romance in Manhattan
Man Who Reclaimed His Head (2nd week)
The County Chairman
The Silver Streak
The Little Minister (a)
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1650
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at

Rialto

Fox

Roxy

RKO
RKO

Mayfair
Palace
Rivoli

Power

Gaumont

55th

(a)

D. A. DORAN, JR., has gone to the coast
search for a leading man for his Broadv
stage production, "Julie."
Others Hollywot

Music Hall

Radio

Universal

Clive of India

British

St.

bound are MAX GORDON and
IDA STROH, and GEORGE S.

MORRIE RYSKIND,
terday,

Playhouse

TWO-A-DAY RUN
of

Aran (14th week)

Gaumont

Westminster

British

The World in Revolt
Chapayev (2nd week)

DuWorld
Amkino

the

all

two

latter

his

sister,

Ml

KAUFMAN

whom

of

being

i

departed

headed

M-G-M studios.
EDWARD G. ROBINSON is back on
National lot after a New York visit.

y

for

I

the

Fi

JUNE WALKER, stage star signed by F.
goes to Hollywood after the run of "The Farn
Takes a Wife," on the Broadway stage.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS
Acme

BILL UNDERWOOD and
have been in New York,

Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS

all

DAILY,

Capitol
Criterion

Radio
Radio
20th Century

Man

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,

Address

Paramount

M-G-M
RKO

Coming and Going

Theater
Astor

Olympic Pic
.

193!

CLAUDE EZELL, w
leave

this

week

Dallas.

COOPER,

Baboona

Fox
Fox

Astor

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Sing

Monogram

Mayfair

Warner Bros
Gaumont British
Warner Bros

Strand

sion

head of Lincoln Theat
to Lincoln, Neb., last week fr
to confer with L. J. Finske, di
manager from Denver, on legislative m;

ters

and

Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
W.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
P. A, Harle, La

Hei Tiki

United Artists

Music Hall
Roxy
Globe
Music Hall

M-G-M

Capitol

Paramount

Paramount

Wardour

St.,

I.

in Paris (opens tonight)
(opens tonight)
Nights (Jan. 22)
Bordertown (Jan. 23

Rue de

la

Sing

)

The Iron Duke (Jan. 24)
The Secret Bride (Jan. 25)

—

Cinematographie Francaiie.
des-Noues, 19.

Chan

Charlie

Cour-

(Feb.

1

First Division

)

Pimpernel

Scarlet

(Feb. 7)

.•

Sequoia*
The Gilded LilyFollowing current program.

(a)

H.

J.

went

Corp.,

Rialto

New

York

competitive

problems.

RAYMOND FRIEDGEN
week

for

the

NAT SALAND,
Lab,

is

on

a

president

Hollywood

HARRY BRANDT

Second run.

Warners Take Over House 30 Films to be Produced
For "Devil Dog" Premiere
In Philippines This Year
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56%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor
11% 11% 11%

Warner's 6s39

First

Division

sa

for

Florida.

N.

BEHRMAN,

playwright,

who

ha

Stars, studio executives, members of the San Diego Chamber of

Commerce,

returned

Hollywood

Movies' schedule calls for 12.

newspaper

from the east to continue production
the Northern Films series of melodramas.

Dead

Vatican 9-Reeler Ready
Lloyd Hamilton
columnists and ranking officers of
the Marine Corps will attend the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"Shepherd of the Seven Hills
Hollywood Lloyd Hamilton, star nine-reeler of the Vatican Picture
gala opening of Warners' first Coscomedian for years, died Friday of a Corp., has been completed for r
mopolitan production.
stomach disorder. He had been ill lease. Vatican is producer of r
for several months.
ligious features.
Monogram Confab Closes
Monogram production and other Miriam Hopkins in "Barbary Coast"
William Steiner on Schedule
plans were discussed at a two-day West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
The second William Steiner pi
meeting of the company's executive
Hollywood Samuel Goldwyn has
committee which concluded Satur- set Miriam Hopkins for the leading ture for 1935, "Coyote Trail," is no
day.
In addition to President W. role in "Barbary Coast."
A final being distributed through Tyler Pit
Ray Johnston, those present were: version of the Herbert Asbury book, tures. The first of his Jack Perri
Trem Carr, Los Angeles; Jack for which several writers already series, "Texas Jack," goes befo
Jossey, Cleveland; Claude Ezell and have made screen treatments, will the cameras today, bringing sche<
Bill
Underwood, Dallas; Herman be prepared by Oliver H. P. Garrett. ule up to date.
Rifkin, Boston; Irving Mandel, Chi- Miss Hopkins will
go to the GoldColonel Shirley Temple of Idaht
cago, and Arthur Bromberg, At- wyn studio after finishing "Beckv
lanta.
Shirley Temple, li'
Boise, Idaho
Sharp" for RKO Radio.
tie Fox star, has been made a co
Cullman to Address Cheese Club
onel by Governor C. Ben Ross.
Jack Jossey Married
Howard S. Cullman of the Roxy
Jack Jossey, Monogram franchise
will deliver an address at today's
Cheese Club luncheon in the Holly- holder in Cleveland, and June Farley, also of Cleveland, were married
wood Theater Bldg.
FILM
Cullman's
speech will be broadcast over Sta- at the Hotel Warwick, New York,
Saturday
night,
with
Monogram
extion
beginning at 2

—

—

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

today for Florida.

is

top.

—

lll/4

"A"

do

20y8
14314

Chg.

Close

113/g

Inc

Metro-Goldwyn,
Paramount ctfs
Pathe Exch

2

144

"A"

Fm.

Loew's,

21

.

Kodak pfd

East.

Fi

AL LICHTMAN and LOU BLUMENTHAL
left
S.

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Fm.

Mercury

of

of THE FILM DAILY
Approximately 30 features will New York from Florida last week,
expect
Hollywood
In order to give be produced in the Philippine Is- to leave shortly for Hollywood to write t
"Devil Dogs of the Air" a special lands during 1935 as compared with libretto for "Her Cardboard Lover" at M-G
roadshow premiere, the Warner stu- 18 in 1934, a Department of ComLILIAN HARVEY is scheduled to leave Holl
dio has taken over the Spreckles merce survey indicates.
Pictures wood on Thursday by plane for New York, ho
ing
to arrive in time to sail Friday for Euro[
theater in San Diego for the en- will be made by two producing firms,
gagement of this picture. The open- both located in Manila. Filippine
GENE RAYMOND has gone from the wi
ing takes place Jan. 29, with tickets Films plans to make a maximum of coast to Florida for a little vacation.
for the initial showing set at $1.65 18 features this year, while Malayan
JESSE J. GOLDBURG has arrived back in Holl
wood

West Coast Bureau

FINANCIAL

Con.

tl

manager, has returned from a two-week swi
around the exchanges.

CODE

Am. Seat

York

trip.

CHARLES ROSENZWEIG,

:

New

leaves

coast.

—

>/2

+

Va

+

Va

3

—

—

RECORDING ON

WMCA

Hershfield

P.

Heads

M.

WMCA

Dept.
Harry Hershfield will head a theatrical department being established
on
by Donald Flamm, chief
of the station.

WMCA

Sprucing
Arthur
S.

S.

Carlisle

Dickinson

James Marcus
Wheeler Jennings

Up Comerford

Offices

ecutives and exchangemen present.
Jossey had been attending a Mono-

gram meeting

SLIDE
Ajax Pictures Corp. announces
for 1935-36 its Four Leaf Clover series of features with four Harry
Carey pictures, also "$20 a Week,"

of

alterations.

FILM— RECORDS

Ajax Set for 1935-36

the Comerford circuit with Pauline Starke and John Murand the M. P. T. O. A. at 1600 ray, six of "Our Young Friend"
Broadway are undergoing extensive series, and six of Dick Talmadge's
Offices

INDUSTRIAL— FILM

here.

tn

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

CORP.
St.,

N.Y.C.

series.

miv

TIMELY, THRILLING

WHO
'g>

TOIL

DRAMA OF HEROES

AND TRIUMPH UNDER

TONS OF TREACHEROUS RIVER
Swaggering tunnel men
a careless shrug

with

.

.

.

.

.

.

courting danger

with a reckless laugh ... taking
find

it

...

and finding

it

women

courting

as they

life

crowded with

action!

1

•

.

^K

H

.'.:'''

:

•,..•

..:

:

UNDER PRESSURE
/k

with

EDMUND LOWE

VICTOR McLAGLEN

la!

-•
...

FLORENCE RICE
MARJORIE RAMBEAU
CHARLES BICKFORD
SIEGFRIED

RUMANN

Produced by Robert
Directed

T.

Kane

by Raoul Walsh

Screen pfay by Borden Chase, Noel Pierceand Lester Cole
From the story by Borden Chase and Edward J. Doherty

"'~ !y
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TIMELYTOPICS
Picture Art Not Separate

From Theater
THIIE

. 1

1

/

—

.

1

1

films are going to

liss

draw

WITH

lent

all

si-

you could do
of

acting to the representation of
certain emotions by pure expression.
Then they discovered
how to add speech to the films.
Just as soon as that was
achieved then the emphasis, the
advantage, passed to the spoken

word. Speech now becomes more
important than situation.
I believe, therefore, that the
development of the
natural
talking films will be on the lines
of literature rather than action.
Such a film as "Cardinal Riche-

which

I

am

to

appear

soon, is an example, I think, of
the literary leanings of picture
production.

As we

all

know, we have only

number of sitdraw upon, but the
combinations of ideas and words
a certain limited

uations to

are unlimited.
In my opinion
the pictures will become more
and more like the stage. I do
not believe that the theater and
the pictures are two separate
arts.
I believe profoundly that
they are one and the same art.

You

•

•

tl

was adjust the mechanism

lieu," in

they have developed
because of the different conditions under which
they have worked.
Talking pictures can be given
in much larger theaters than
plays. The actors and actresses
appear much larger than in life,
and this enables people in every
part of the house to follow the
see,

differently

facial expressions.
On the contrary, when a stage play is
given, large numbers of people
sit in the gallery.
They never
see the shades of expression on
the players' faces, nor do they
miss these expressions, either
because their imaginations supply the deficiency. I think that
in the future the films will
economize on expression in order to utilize the footage for
sustaining plot and verbal interest.
George Arliss.

—

the old Marco Polo trail from Shanghai through Inner Mongolia
and Columbia will sponsor and presumably finance this

venture

•

•

Liverpool Slights Jolson
When "Wonder Bar" was shown

at

Paramount Theater, Liverpool, England, the marquee flashed the names of

the

Ricardo

Dick

Powell,

Dolores

Del Rio and Kay Francis, but omitted
Al Jolson, top star of the picture and
also star of the Broadway stage version.

•

IN

T

THE

publicity blurb announcing this event
it is stressed that "character and capacity to resist
temptations incident to unconventional life and environment"
will be the deciding factor in selecting the leading man
Director Elliott is frightfully worried about what will
happen to his leading man when they hit wicked Shanghai
where "the evil excesses of the entire world find expression"
so the guy selected must have Moral Fibre
that can resist sex lures
no matter how attractively preit seems
that Clyde looked the Moral Fibre
sented
Group in Hollywood over critically
shook his head sadly
and came to Broadway
figuring no doubt that
the Broadway actors have suffered so many Disillusionments
in the past tuff years
that even the wicked glamour of
Shanghai dives will have no effect on 'em

•

•

BUT WE

•

T

T

find ourself

T
overcome by a great horror

just supposing

supposing

that Director

Moral Fibre Paragon who stands all the prelimand even gets the okay of the Legion of
and then is taken to a ShangDecency
and Jack Cohn
hai Dive just to prove his Moral Resistance to seductive sirens
(and to create grand sensational Publicity Copy)
wouldn't that
and the cluck takes a Moral Nose Dive
for it is quite conceivable that the Moral
raise hell?
have a quarrel
Leading Man might get fed up on it all
Elliott picks a
inary tests

or just figure that the rest of the
with the director
and
boys were having a lotta fun that he was missing
then some fatal night they would track him down to the very
and find the White Hope letting
worst dive in Shanghai
so it might be just as
himself go with a High Yellow
well if Director Elliott keeps the Moral Clause in the contract
hell, an
and takes a gambling chance
a secret
Expeditionary Pix is a gamble, any way

T

T

T

that of Dave Bader in London
• NICE IDEA
who has organized a Breakfast Club for Americans in
town
every Sunday morn Dave and the gang living at
meet in their dressing gowns and pathe Mount Royal

•

•

and over the bacon and eggs and any U. S.
they discuss films, gals, and faraway
coffee available
Broadway and Hollywood

jamas

T

T

NEXT MONTH

Longthe book mongers
will turn out a tome titled "What
mans, Green & Co.
all about the
Manner of Love"
by Rita Weiman
At the Astor Hotel the other
stage and stage people
nite
we caught a tiny tot of some six years
the kid's
doing impersonations of various movie stars
if anybody is interested in a
name is Gussie Granato
Gussie looks like the anrunner-up to Shirley Temple

•

•

•

swer

T
•

•

JUST TO

•

T

prove that the short subject

and more especially Scenic Shorts
for

T

Showmanship

field

hold great posarrange to view that reel
the first in the Audio Prostill

called "Old Faithful Speaks"
a New Techductions series called "Thrilling Journeys"
with a smash surprise climax
nique employed
that presentation of the famous geyser in Yellowstone Park is

A THRILL

of

M ghty

Barnum" at
.Memphis. Man-

"The
L ew's

State,
Cecil Vogel

A GREAT

•

hullaballoo is being raised by Clyde
Elliott
who is in town looking tor a leading man
to head a company that will make a pix in the heart of China
titled "China Roars"
the expedition will follow

sibilities

Cortez,

Memphis Newspapers
Plugged "Barnum"
TN u ering in the premiere

m

In the days of

pictures

EXPLOITETT

ager

ceptional distinction to be seen
in any part of the world and at

small cost.

mm
RtMTO

PHIL M. DALY

nearer to the stagi
farther apart 17
people suppose. Om

about pictures is that
able actors and acti <
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Lom

I

and

s

got

splendid

his local

newa

merchants.

The

3-Scimitar," in addition to
featuring the life story of Barnum with art work, used two
contests which gave the picture
generous space. The first contest was a "See and Remember"
idea which ran for two days.
Thi> was followed by a want ad
contest resulting in more space
mentioning the film's opening.

The "Commercial Appeal" and
"Daily

News"

and feature

also used advance

stories.

The "News"

used
with

five-chapter serial story
photos of Beery.
Local
merchants devoted portions of
their windows for scene stills
and standees of Beery.
Five

thousand book matches were distributed at Schulte's, and greeting cards mentioning "Barnum"
were mailed from the local

Chamber

of

Commerce.

Ten

thousand circus heralds and
2,000 auto hanger.s were also
part of Vogel's campaign. All
three local radio stations plugged the arrival of the picture
for a week in advance.
Postal
Telegraph inserted special cards
in each telegram delivered. Fifty
street car cards were displayed,
and all restaurant menus carried
copy announcing the opening.
Hotel lobbies carried mounted
one-sheets.

—Loew's State, Memphis.

Crawford Gown Exploits
"Forsaking"

in

Omaha

TN

exploiting "Forsaking All
Others" at his World theater,
in Omaha, Neb., Ted Emerson,
manager, obtained one of the

gowns worn by Joan Crawford
in the picture for a special window display in the city's most
A
exclusive department store.
special air brush portrait of

Miss Crawford, Gable and Montgomery, who are co-starred,
was used as a background.
Emerson was assisted by an
M-G-M exploiteer. One hundred
large double-faced shields were
used on all lamp posts in the
downtown district one week before the opening. Posters were
planted in 75 of the most likely
downtown locations, in barber
shops, drug stores, entrances to
office buildings, and the like.
World, Omaha

—

Stamp Clubs Boost

—

Biz

now
Circuit
Essaness
Chicago
stamp clubs in 16 of its theaters

^» v

^P

f

i

they report that these clubs are going
bigger than any the circuit has ever
had, even including the Mickey Mouse

«

€<

«

» » »

clubs.

1

^

ENTIRE BLOCK OUTSIDE

OF

RIVOLI THEATRE, N.Y.

CROWDED WITH

CUSTOMERS
WAITING TO GET

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

IN!

presents

3

INDIA

CLIVE
DARRYL F.ZANUCK'S

producf.o n.

REVIEWS

C.

WITH RAVES!
Colorful, exciting,
gorgeously produced!

COLIN CLIVE FRANCIS LISTER
AUBREY SMITH CESAR ROMERO
•

—

•

^Directed

&>•.

PRESS

the

CROWDED

COLMAN
LORETTA YOUNG
Ith

in

RICHARD BOLESLAWSKI

N.

Y.

WORLD TELEGRAM
-

Scenes to quicken the

20th

CENTURY
PICTURE

and set the heart
marching faster!

pulse
to
//

—

N.

Y.

SUN

Ripped red from the
histo ry of em pire!
Pulse-quickening

for the

thrills

multitude!

—

N.

leaded,

Y.

AMERICAN

t

ktu

UNITED
ARTISTS

THE

2££1

DAILY

M.P.T.0.A,

SESSIONS

ARE SET BACK A DAY

A

LITTLE from
.By

(.Continued from

Page

1)

assistant to
the coast.

Carl Laemmle, Sr., at

pHIL REGAN,

"LOTS

TRAINING SCHOOLS

//

under

(Continued from Page

the

direction

of

Eugene who

former radio star, Forde.

has been signed to a new conhonor of the conventioneers, a
He recently finfilm
fair and
carnival has been tract by Warners.
scheduled for Friday, March 1, at ished in "In Caliente" and his next
Shusan Airport. Festivities will be- picture will be announced soon.
gin at noon and run to past mic
night, with selection of a film king
and queen, plus film nobility, on tht
Harry Sauber, Warner scenarist
program.
who worked on "Happiness Ahead"
Wallace Beery has accepted a
invitation to attend the convention and "20 Million Sweethearts," is
banquet, at which Con McCool wi.
adapting his original story, "Anbe toastmaster.
thony the Third," for the screen as
a possible vehicle for Edward G.
Better Films Council Editorials
Grand Rapids, Mich.— The Better Robinson. The latter starts work
Films Council of this city recently soon on "Money Man."
completed a series of short editorials
which appeared daily in the Grand
Rapids "Press." The editorials were
Madge Bellamy and Astrid Allwritten by prominent civic leaders,
and all the articles pleaded for more wyn have been assigned to imporwholesome films, and regulatory tant roles in "Recipe for Murder,"
measures to keep the less wholesome
movies from the Grand Rapids the- new Edmund Lowe-Victor McLaglen
vehicle which is now in production
aters.

t

r

r

In

|

j

Eddie Shubert has been added to
the cast of "Get Rich Quick," a tworeel Vitaphone comedy starring Allen Jenkins which is in production
at the company's studios in Burbank.
Others in support include Edgar
Norton, Ruth Warren, George Ernest, Delmar Watson and Jack Kennedy.
"Get Rich Quick" is being
directed by Ralph Staub.

Other

RKO

J

URGED BY BROWN

RALPH WILK;

HOLLYWOOD

Meyer, secretary, who has become
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cast additions include

Henry Kolker, Nella Walker, Reginald Barlow and Clarence H. Wilson
for "Dog of Flanders"; Judith Vos-

1)

having trouble himself lining
up players for "Ah, Wilderness."
"In five years talking pictures
have drained the stage of all talent
developed during the past 50 years,
and the stage is now jealously
guarding what small store of players it still possesses," says Brown..
"Hollywood has used up practicalis

ly all of its available talent," Brown
said.
"And doesn't know where to
find any more.
The silent pictures

took many stage players but the
talking films have virtually' stripped

Broadway.

made

Attempts

have

been

to develop radio stars for pic-

tures and practically all of these
have failed to establish themselves.
Roadshows and vaudeville, the training grounds of other years, have
vanished.
Stock companies are at
a low ebb because they can't compete
with films.
"The only fields we have left are
the little theaters scattered about
the country and the summer stock
companies.
These cannot hope to
supply the demands put upon them

and Rita Gould for "Roberta,"
Farrell MasDonald, Wade
J.
Boteler, Forrester Harvey, Stanley
Fields, Howard Hickman, George
Davis and George Cooper for "Cap- for new material.
selli

and

In past years,
half-hearted efforts have been made

tain Hurricane."

by producers to establish real training schools, but have lasted only for
a

little

while.

Producers this year

With the main dramatic structure must take up the training of new
of their new film completed, Marlene talent seriously or the industry is
Dietrich and Josef von Sternberg going to have a hard fight for exare taking a week of rest before istence."
resuming the polishing phases c

New

Orleans Notes

—

All that re
"Caprice Espagnol."
Permission has
New Orleans
mains to be done on "Caprice been granted the local clearance and
Espagnol" is the recording of Mist zoning board to hear the request
filed by the Peacock theater that it
Dietrich's voice in a song.
be zoned immediately and date of
hearing has been set for Jan. 28.

Anthony Demharder, manager of the
Alexander Oumansky, one of the Peacock, contends that his house is
and
masters
world's leading ballet
two miles away from the nearest
former associate of the great Ni- opposition and that he has to wait
jinsky in the "Ballet Russe," has for films, as if it were in the same
been signed to create the dances foi zone.
"Broadway Bill" goes into its sec"The Last Days of Pompeii," the
a
spectacle which Merian C. Cooper is ond week at the Orpheum, after
heavy opening due largely to the
to produce for RKO Radio.
special tieups by Tod Toddy, Columbia exploiteer.
Electric Delivery, affiliated with
National Film Carriers, and managed here by Rudolph Miller, has
This
opened offices on film row.
makes the third delivery service on

Edward Ellis is the first actor
signed by RKO Radio to appear in
"Village Tale," based on the novel
by Phil Stong. Allan Scott has finJohn Crom- the row.
ished the adaptation.
well will direct.

Urged to Pass On Ohio Tax
Columbus Adding of the state's
new 3 per cent sales tax, which goes

—

Birmingham Briefs
Birmingham

—

Dick

into effect Jan. 27, to the price of
is urged in a bulletin sent to members of the Independent Theater Owners of Ohio by
P. J. Wood, secretary. Some houses

Kennedy, admission tickets

Alabama

Wilby circuit supervisor in
and Tennessee, is back on the job
after a California trip which was
presented to him by employees.
which charged odd amounts, such a^
Randy Sauls, Alabama theater or- 17, 22, 28 and 33 cents before Ja
ganist, recently married Mary Ellen 1, under the old 10 per cent tal
Tate of WAPI and formerly of have since cut prices to 15, 20, 25
vaudeville.
and 30. Wood urges taking advanAfter two big weeks at the Em- tage of the effective date of the new
pire, "Broadway Bill" has moved tax to pass on the levy to the pubto the Galax.

lic.

Hf

——

C

.

1

1886— Paterson,

—
—

N.

—

Salamanca, N. Y.
Abel, Sydney E.— Sept. 19, 1884— St. Paul, Minn.
Abel, Walter
June 6 St. Paul, Minn.
Acker, T. Franklin— Sept. 11, 1903— Anderson, S.
Ackroyd, Jack— Jan. 5, 1905.
San Francisco, Cal.
Adair, Robert
Jan. 3, 1900
Adams, Alvin—Sept. 13, 1903— New York, N. Y.
Adams, Cleve Sept. 5, 1884 Chicago, HI.
Adams, Jack— Sept. 8, 1879— Hastings, Neb.

—

Agnew, Frances
Agell.

—Anniston,

John— May

—
—
—
—

—

Lucy May 18, 1873 Bristol, Eng.
Louise
Cincinnati, O.
Beck, Martin
Czechoslovakia.
Bedford, Barbara
Prairie du Chien, Wis.
Beebe, Marjorie— Oct. 9, 1909
Kansas City, Mo.
Beers, J. Maxwell— Jan. 1,1870— Lindley, N. Y.
Beery, Noah
Jan. 17, 1884— Kansas City, Mo.
Beery, Noah, Jr.— Aug. 10, 1913— New York, N. Y.
Beery, Wallace— April 1, 1889— Kansas City, Mo.
Behn, Harry— Sept. 24, 1898— McCade, Ariz.
Bela, Nicholas
July 18, 1900
Budapest, Hungary.
Bell, Monta— Feb. 5, 1891—Washington, D. C.
Bell, Rex— Oct. 16, 1905— Chicago, III.
Bellamy, Madge
June 30, 1903
Hillsboro, Tex.
Bellamy, Ralph— June 17, 1904— Chicago, III.
Bellman, Jack
Kiev, Russia.
Sept. 11, 1890
Belmore, Daisy
London, England.
Benedic, A. Jules— July 29, 1893— Mississippi City,

Beaumont,
Beavers,

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—
—

Miss.

Kingsley

Benedict,

III,

— Buffalo,

1908— St.

Ala

Feb. 23,

191

2,

Ireland.
City,
10,

Ainslee,

Cal.

Jose,

Y.

Spain.

Luis

Feb.

Falls

2,

,

Pa.

16,

Baggot, King

—

Mo.

Louis,

St.

— May
—
—
—

Bagnall. George L.

1896

24,

— Mullingar,

Ireland.

Bahn, Chester B.— Auj» ljJ8J3p^erpool, N. Y.
Bailey, Harry J.
JuiW2=pkwB-»ringfield, O.
Bailey, G. Rex
DecftmjjS^mjmton, Tenn.
Bailey, Sherwood, Jr.
Aug. 6, 19Z3— Long Beach, Cal.
Bailey, Tom W.
April 8, 1901
East Orange, N. J.
Baker, Betty
July, 1907— Greenville, S. C.
Baker, Eddie— Nov. 17 1897— Davis. W. Va

—

—

.

Pearl

26,

19,

1

27.

>

Alexis,
Algier,

1.

H.

Pa.

5,

26,

Y.

24,

Allan,
Allan,
Allen,
Allen,
Allen,
Allen,
Allen,
Allen,
Allen,
Allen,
Allen,
Allen,
Allen,

Seattle,

Eng.

Cal.

5,

Y.
Pa.

15.

elphi a.
Philadelphi|

E.

— January
1903 — Newark, N.
29— Moscow,
Nikifa —
James
191 1— Braddock.
—
Wayne Charles —
—
Neb.
Rex J.— Sept
Ohio
Ralshofer, Fred
No'
—
8— New York, N.
Baltimore. David M. — Aug
1892—
N.

Baldwin,

YoTk",

27,

Allister,

N."

Indianapolis,

Y.
Ind.

3,

Allvine,

18.

Willis.

3.

4.

-Nov.

Anderson,

27.
3
F.
28, 1
11
14. 1897,
John Murray— Sept.

Newfoundland.

P-lieff,

W.—

—

—

— —
—
—
—
—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—
—

—
—
Arnow, Maxwell — Feb.
1902
Arthur, Harry C.
— June
Arthur, George
— April 27, 1899
Arthur, Jem — Feb.
1908 — New
Arthur, Johnny— May 20 — Scottsdal
Arthur, Julian — Dec. 2 — Memphis. Tenn.
Arzner. Dorothy— Jan.
1900— San Francisco,
Ashcraft. James M. — Julv
1879 —
Georges.
Asher, Alvin
— June
1903 — Los Angeles, Cal.
Asher, Roland
1897 — Los Angeles,
— Aug.
Ashton, Herbert— Sept.
1902 — San Francisco, Cal.
Askam, Perry — Aug. 31, 1898 —
Wash.
Fred — Nov. 26 — Omaha, Nebr.
Astaire, Marie — Chicago,
Asther,
— Jan. 1901 — Copenhagen, Sweden.
Astor, Gertrude— 1906 — Lakewood, O.
Astor, Mary— May
1906 — Quincy,
Atchlev, Hooper— 1887 —Tennessee.
Ates, Rotco — Jan.
1895 — Grange, Miss.
Atkins. Thomas — July
1897 — Springfield. Mass.
Atkinson, William
1880 — Cheshire, Eng— Mar.
1885 — Croydon, England.
Lionel — Mar.
Aubrey, Jimmie— Liverpool. England.
Auburn. Joy — Jan.
1904— Chicago,
Auer, John H. — Aug.
1908 — Budapest, Hungary.

Sept.
Jan. 5,

B.

Bsll-ird,

y,

Will— Oct. 17— New Brunswick,

Raltin,

Sept.

Cal.
Del.

3,

22.

St.

29,

29,

Cal.

25,

Seattle,

Astaire,

III.

Nils

«i'»y

17.
3.

111.

20,

18,

22,

E.

land.
Atwill,

1,

13,

III.

6,

30.

MoBy—

Vilma —-jSVi!^,™!

— Holland,
Banthim, Larry— River
Banton. Travis — Au
Harry

Baravalle.

Victor-

Barbano,

Louis

Forest.

Italy.

George

Barbier.

land.

Perman,
Berman,

-

luly

Barcelona,

Ill

Riro.

Tex.
-Alfiano

— Nov 9— Philadelphia.
A -Aug.

Joseph

Nstta,

72.

1897— Chirayn |||.
~21 1882— Utica. N.
1877_New York.

77

Rouge,

—

Jan.

Y.

N.

Y.

— Augusta. Me.
1880 — Walkerton, Ont..

1901

4
19,

— 1883 — Nngyarad. Hungary.
— Mar«
France
1900— Hove, England.
— Sept 13 — 7
Mo.
— Sonf
188 — Orange, Australia.
Charles Walter— Feb. 28 1895— Newark, N.
— Camh-idge.
Mass.
1902—

Lajos

Resserpr. Eugenie
Rest, Edna
March

;

—
Matthew

Re f z.
Revan,

Pa.

1901- Baton

5,

William

Pa.

28.

S.

Bertram,
Can.

Mich

—

—

—
^B^P^
—
—
—
—
—
C—
—
—
15 — Wheeling. W. Va.
Morris —
Pandro
— March
1905 — Pittsburgh,
— Dec. 1894— Macon Ga.

II

Bannister,

—

^^^^b.

erpoo

Lesl
Ky,

VH

Rrr-d, A. B.
Berns- Mel —Sent

Hun

pead,

Rever,

"»s,

3,

Louis.

St.

Billv

26.

J

1

En«'and.
1892— Brooklyn. N. Y.
11, 1890— Hartford Conn,
ct
5.
1891— Eli^beth. N
1874 Boston, Mass.
7^ty)3— N°w York. N. Y.
?_<!

!=De7"

-1886-

—

Reginald Cambridge. M^ss.
London, England.
Mar. 26. 1908
Jane Au2. 17 Mansfield. Mass.

Barlow,
Rarnes,
Barnes,

—
—

Binnie

—

—

Rim*,. MpI— Sept. A7. 1897— Chica«, III.
Barnes. T. Roy
Au^Eh. 1880 UiiflpLhirp England
Barnetf, Grace Leon?— May 24
RocicTord, III.
Barnett. Vincent
July 4. 1903 -Pittsburgh, Pa.
Rarr. Edmond Michael
Barre. Vt.
Julv 24

—

—
——
—

—

":'

IN

Blackburn,

Rl-ekmer

"eds.

I

raud
rett,

— Sacramento. Cal.
Mona Dec. 18 — London,
ludith

Eng

188S—-M,

arripger
arron, B
arron, C

Bl,„e.
Blanke.

S'Hv— Jul"
Henry

many.

arry,

L

<;t

G— Oct
A. — Sept

C.

Rloch.

Percv

Rlock
R'ock

Alfred— Aug.

Ralph— June

1901

—

6

1896

— London,

J onn

N B.. C*n.
1897— D"luth.

.

1888

29

10.

1885

Julv

31.

— Los

1881— Eau

— Kansas

Wis

Y.

N

Y.

15. 1
28, 1
Dec. 26, 19i

April

9.

Sammv-

Yo'k.

J—

— March
Harry
— Dec. 17—
Basquefte,
1907 San Mateo.
—
— 19——Providence.
George
1911 —
George
—
Ohio.
Robert
— 19— Meadville,
1894—
Max C— June
Batten, John — Rotorua, New Zealand.
Baugh, Jay B.— Aug.
1903—
1905 —
George—
1893 — Columbus,
Baxter Warner— March
1909
Batcheller,
Batcheller,

Jr.

R.,

Bates.
Batsel,

Philo,

9,

May
Cal.
I.

Cincinnati,

Pa.
Fulton, Ky.

16.

Deerfield, Kas.
France.
29.
O.
Beal, John
Joplin, Mo.
Aug. 13,
Beale, J. R.— 1898— Ashland. Ky.
Beall. Harrv Hammond
Feb. 22. 1889— Gallipolis, O.
Beard. Mathew
Jan. 1. 1925
Los Angeles, Cal.
Beaton, Welford
Orillia, Ont.. Canada.
Beatty, Clyde R.
June 10, 1905 Chillicothe, O.
Christchurch, New Zealand.
Beatty, May
Beaudine, Harold— Nov. 29. 1894— New York, N. Y.
Beaudine, William— Jan. 15, 1892— New York, N. Y.
Beaumont, Harry Feb. 10, 1888 Abilene, Kan.
15,

Baxter,

April

—

—

Paris,

8,

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

N.

19

Y.

1898—

Philadelnhia,
— Providence
897_R.iff=.lo. N. Y.
1900— Arad. Hungarv.

1887

O.

R.

Jan.

July

S.

Y.

ooklvn,

Glencore

T.
April 19,
R.
Jan.

Ind.

M

—

1

.

Lins

J.

—

Yorkshire,

Basehart,

— Bloomsbury,

N.
— London. Enf.
— Montreal. Canada.
— Indianapolis.

—

John— Feb.

d— Mav

York.

R'umberg. N.
Feb. 3, 1894— Racine, Wise.
Rtumenstock. Mo't Dec 26. 1900 New York N Y
P^el Cat
7
1892—Rice Lake Wis.
1900 Lot Angeles, Cal.
1

C

Angeles,

La.

19nc-_N=w

d

Claire.
City, Mo

Minn.
N.

T

Richard— SeDt.

Ger-

England.

— Opelousas,

1897
1901
1890

Tom

O

1897— Ne<" York.
31.
21
1880_Ch»rokee la
1874

—
Wesley

Colo.
Berlin-Steglitz.

30.

[Ta

Fra

— Rarnesville

1898— Salisbury,

1910— SalinV

11.

— Dec.
——July

rrows
Barry,
Barry,
Barry,

18"8

79

J

N. C.
RUrkwall. Crlylo— 1888— Trnv P*
R'»!r. Harrv N.— *»b. 74
1899— Philadelphia. Pa.
"•-.t,~i v
i, mP c_Ff.h
1910— linden Eng.
18

Rlix

Barrie,
Rarrie.

—

Edward O
Feb
Sidnev—Julv 13

R'aufox Jav D.
Genpvie«°

2

14,

as

Elmira,
N. J.

1892— New York
1882— Phila

Leon J.— Dec. 22,

Bamberger
Bancroft,

K.

Hilliard

Y.
Y.

J.

land.

J.

Russia.
Pa.
Springfield,

4

25,

Jr.

J.

N. Y.

1895— Australia.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Bennett, Joan
Feb. 27, 1911— Palisades, N. J.
Bennett, Joseph
Los Angeles, Cal.
Bennett, Mickey Victoria, B. C, Can.
Bennett, Richard
May 21, 1873 Deacon's Mills, Ind.
Benny, Jack
Feb. 14
Chicago. III.
Bentley, Eldred G.
Grand Rapids. Mich.
Bentley, Irene— Nov. 12— New York, N. Y.
Bentley, Thomas
London, Eng.
Beranger, Andre
March 27. 1895 Sydney, Australia.
k]4 Baltimore, Md.
York. N. Y.
25, 1903— New York, N. Y.
16, 1903— Chicago, III.
^
dwigr^Jan ^m— Mainz, Germany.
^gi^B
U R- 21
1903
Pueblo, Col.
Srg'M
"Bergren,
Jgar
heb. 16. 1903
Chicago. III.
Berk. Benjamin— Sept. 15. 1892— New York. N. Y.
Berkeley. Busbv
Nov. 29 1895— Los Angeles, Cal.
Rerkeley. Reginald
Aug. 19 London. Eng.
Rerkholtz. A.
April 20. 1884— J=fferson. Co., Wis.
Berman, Bobby Burns Sept. 16, 1896 London, Eng-

—

—

—
—
—

11,

Ball,

—

Anderson, Richard V.
Nov. 27, lSSo^^ovingti
Anderson, W.
April 29, 1887— Chicago, III.
Andra, Fern Chicago, ill
Andre, George
Jan. 8, 1908
Moscow, Russia.
Andre, Gwili— Copenhagen, Denmark.
Andre, Lona
Nashville, Tenn.
Andrews. Del St. Louis. Mo.
Andrus, Winfield— Mar. 23, 1908— Asburv Park. N. J.
Angel, Heather Feb. 9, 1909 Oxford, England.
Angelus. Muriel
1909 Scotland.
Ansell. Louis K.— Oct. 9 1892— St. Louis. Mo.
Antevil, Howard
June 23, 1908 Gloversville, N. Y.
Anthony, Walter— Feb. 13, 1876— Stockton. Cal.
Aovama.- Yukio Mar. 15, 1885 Akashi, Japan.
Apfel, Oscar C.
Cleveland. O.
Archainbaud. George
May 8. 189J
Archer, Patricia
June 17. 19091
Arledge. John— Mar. 12, 1907—
Arlen, Richard
Sept. 1, 1899
Arliss. George
April 10, 1868
Armetta, Henry July 4. 1888.
Armstrong, Edwina
Nov. 14, 1916 -Chicago
Armstrong, Robert Nov. 20. 1
Arnold. John— Nov. 16, 1888—

—

W.

Earl

Ball,

8,

Jan.
Victoria. B.
28,

Mo.

inn.
Evansville, Ind.
27, 1907— New York,

Louisville,

J.

Louis,

Wash,

1891— Bare

4,

N. Y.
London.

"ch,

—
Ky
—
Aherne, Brian — May
— England
Aherne, Patrick — 1901 —
Marion — Kansas
Mo.
1904 — San
Ainsworth, Cupid — Oct.
Akerson, George — Mar. 23, 1902— New York, N.
Akins, Zoe— Oct. 30—
Alba, Maria — Dec. 27 — Barcelona,
Alberni,
—Spain.
Albertson, Frank —
1909 — Fergus
Minn.
Albright, Hardie— Dec.
1903— Pittsburgh,
Alden, Mary — New Orleans, La
Aldine, Jimmy — Nov. 17 —
Alexander, Ben — May
1911
Alexander, James H. — Sept. 26
Alexander, Richard — Nov.
Alexander, Ross — July
1907
— LexiflPMPffeb.
Demetrios — Dec.
1899 — Alexandria, Egypt
Sidney
— Dec. 1889— Shamokin.
Alicoate, Charles A.— Dec.
1898— New York, N.
Alicoate. Jack — Dec.
1889 —
Wash.
9
Elizabeth — Apr.
—Skegness, Lincolnshire,
Hugh— Nov.
1903— Oakland,
Adrianne — Manchester, England.
Dave— Aug.
1885— Albany, N.
H — March 15— Philad
Elsie— Dec. 7—
Fred — 1896 — Petaluma, C
Fred— April
1866— Ne'
Jacqueline —Texas.
MINE
Judith—
28— New
Ricca —
C, Canada.
Robert— Mar.
1906— Mt. Vernon, N.
Theresa— Oct.
1912 —
Claud— Oct.
1891 — London, England.
Glendon-^Apr.
1893 — Kansas City Kan.
Alton. Maxine— May
Kan.
1894—
Alvarado, Don — Nov.
1904 — Albuquerque, N. M.
Allwyn, Astrid —
Ames, Adrienne— Aug. — Fort
Ames, Charles
— Nov.
Ames, Rosemary— Dec.
— Eva
Anderson, Doris — Nov.

Agnew, Robert
Ahearn, Thomas

Minn.

-B-

Paris,

3—

—

III.

28,

Texas.
—
— Boston, Mass.

Adler, Bert
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Adler. J. P.— Sept. 28, 1887— Marsfield, Wis.
Adler, William H.— June 17, 190
Chica go,
Adrian, Iris
Los Angeles, Cal.

—

—

—

Agnes

Ayres,
Ayres,

—

—
—
—

Adams, Jack K. March 16, 1887
Adams, Margaret Mansfield, Pa.
Adelstein, Natalie
May 22, 1912

—

—

—
— Carbondale,
1908 — Minneapolis,
Lew — Dec.

la.

—

—

—

——

C

—

—

Auer, Mischa
Nov. 17, 1905 St. Petersburg, Russia.
Auspitzer, Mrs. Richard G.
New York, N. Y.
Austin, Anna
Oct. 14, 1908— Louisville, Ky.
Austin, Harold
June 22, 1895 Worcester, Mass.
Austin, William
June 12 Georgetown, British Guiana
Auten, Harold— Aug. 22, 1891— England.
Autrey, Max Dunn
June 24, 1898 Dallas, Tex.
Aylesworth, Arthur Aug. 12 Apponaug, R. I.
Aylesworth, Merlin H.
Cedar Rapids,
July 19, 1886

J.

—

'

—
—
—
—

AAbbott, M. J.— July 14,
June 25
Abbott, George

F

1.

R.

Pa.

1.

Rogart, Hu»>ohrev— Jan. 23. 1899— New York, N. Y.
Roggs. H'skell Rus— April 16. 1909— Jon=s. Okla.
Bohavig, Edw. N.— Aug. 14, 1904— New York, N. Y.
Bohr, Jose
Sept. 3
Bonn, Germany.
Boland, Eddie
San Francisco, Cal.
Boland, Jack— Jan. 23. 1896—Troy. N. Y.
Boland, Mary Jan. 28, 1880— Detroit, Mich.
Bolder, Robert
London England.
Boles, Glen LeRoy— Sept. 14, 1912— Hollvwood.
Boles, John
Oct. 27, 1900 Greenville, Tex.
Bollman. WMIiam— July 2, 1894— New York, N. Y.
Boleslavsky, Richard
Feb. 4, 1889
Warsaw, Poland.
Bolton, Guy— Nov. 23. 1885—Wilmington, Del.
Bolton, Helen
St. Louis, Mo.
Bonavia, Edward N.—Aug. 14, 1904
New York. N. Y.
Bond, Clayton E.— Oct. 16, 1889— Allegan, Mich.
Bond, Lilian
Jan. 18
London, England.
Bond, Ward April 9, 1905
Denver, Col..
Bonn, Louis A.
May 24, 1892 Monsey, N. Y.
Bonner, Marjorie
July 18, 1907— Adrian, Mich.

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
—

—

—

I

DAILY
KORDA

BOOSTING
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(.Continued from Page 1)

weeks; "Lawrence of Arabia,"
color feature to star Leslie

all-

Howard;

"Mary Read," from

the local stage
play, to be filmed late in the spring
and "Sir Tristram Goes West," witr
Charles Laughton, directed by Rene
Clair.

Other subjects on the 1935 sched
ule are a film version of the life ol

Nijinsky, based on the book by hi:
Laughton for the role o J
Diaghilev; A. E. W. Mason's book
"The Broken Road," to be made
partly in India, and "Young Mr. Diswife, with

.

raeli."

—

Boston Eddie Comi, executive in
the theater service and supply organization of the Comi Brothers, has
been appointed regular projectionist
at the M. & P.-Publix Paramount.

—

Boston The Boston Friars Club,
organization of local film men which
began activities in March with 40
members, finished the year with 115

members.

(Continued from Page

1)

learns reliably.
Data is said tc
cover block booking and contract
clauses by majors prohibiting dual
bills.
That a code board study,
based on charges that some inde
pendent representatives are doing

buying through

might ensue,

also reported.

is

NRA

Second

circuit heads

BETTER MUSIC

—

Marinette, Wis. Business men on
Hall Ave. here have petitioned the
lessors of the Rialto to reopen the
house, which had been operated by
Wisconsin Amusement Enterprises,
also lessees of the Fox and Lloyd.

IN FILMS

(Continued from Page 1)
National Federation of Music Clubs; Howar
Hanson, director Eastman School of Musil
of
Rochester University; Earl V. Moon
musical director School of Music of tin
University of .Michigan; Mrs. Edgar Still
man-Kelley, chairman of the National Art;
Council and chairman of legislation, Nations
Federation of Music Cubs; Augustus I)
Zanzig, director of music National Rei
tion Association
Mrs. George Eustis Cor
coran, writer and composer; Mrs. Harold E
Yarnall. director Phi adelphia Orclieslu As(

;

Waukegan, 111.— The Valencia ballroom is being remodeled into a

Boston— The RKO Keith theater,
managed by George French, is be-

1,200-seat theater to be operated by
Manning Silverman, head of the
Silver Theaters Corp., which has

ing completely rejuvenated.

houses in Milwaukee and Kenosha.

—

Federal Trade Commission
Studies New Orleans Data

193!

COMMITTEE TO F0S1©

NEWS OF THE DAY

THIS YEAR'S LINEUP

their

Monday, Jan. 21,

Isidor Pliilipp, professor at Con
de
Paris,
France;
Dr.
Jama
Francis Cooke, president Theodore Pressei
Co., publishers of The Etude; Rudolf C.anz
president Chicago Music College; Mrs. Ethel
licit
Nevin, Mrs. Edward MacDowell, Mrs
Alma Cluck-Zimbalist and Mrs. Sara K
sociation
servatoire
;

Fuller.
Des Moines Distributors were orGrove City, Pa.
The Sunday
dered by the local grievance board
Jacques Deval Producing
movie issue will receive official conto discontinue film service to Don
Paris Jacques Deval, author, has
Thornburg, manager of the Strand sideration here next week when city
and Casino theaters, Marshalltown, council will vote on an ordinance formed his own company and wil
for his refusal to comply with the prohibiting Sunday shows and set- direct his own story, "Tovarevitch.'
board's order that he "cease and ting the maximum penalty for vio- Deval also will make a film wit!
lations.
Minstinguett starred.
desist" bank nights.

—

—

Detroit Notes

—

Detroit Sam Lefkofsky has become a partner with Saul Korman
in the Medbury theater following

Hearing on Labor
withdrawal of Sam and Louis Bynder
THE FILM DAILY and Isidor Niss. Korman plans to

Washington Bureau of

—

Washington Employment provisions in codes will be taken up at
the second of the series of public
hearings being conducted by the National
Industrial Recovery Board.
This hearing takes place Jan. 3
in
the Department of Commerce
Bldg.

acquire other houses in the colored
district.

Daniel Drozan has been made
manager of the Norwood by Ben
and Lou Cohen.

Fred Struthers of Monogram and
of Columbia are leaving

Mac McCoy
Florida.

'or

J.

I.

London

is

back from an auto

trip to the coast.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Edward

St.

Onge is now reprePremium Distribu-

senting Quality
tors.

George W. Trendle, president of
Jan.

meeting

Annual

24-25:

boird
of
A=s'n
(Dates tentative).
Jan.

Jan.

City

State

Allied

Washington

on booth scales for New
Raleigh Hotel, Washington.

Hearing

25:

York

of
directors,

at

Meeting of Allied States exhibitors of
New Hampshire. Ver.

29:

Massachusetts. Maine,

mont and Rhode Island. 69 Church
Boston. 11 :30 A.M.
Feb.

5:

Hotel
Feb.

Feb

budget.

Public hearing on 1935 code
Raleigh. Washington, D. C.

W.

14-15:
Iowa-Nebraska Allied Theater con
vention and movie frolic, Des Moines, la.

Warnnr

16:

and
Feb.

Street,

ball.

20-26:
23

sixth

Russia's first

Soviet

Festival,

Feb

annual dinn*
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria. New Yori
Club's

World Cinem;

ball

of

the

24:

Friars'

Frolic,

Club

Majestic

Crystal

Ball.

Detroit.

Theater.

Nev

York
Feb. 26-Mar.

:

Hotel

tion.

Feb. 27:

1

M.

P.

T. 0. A. annual conven-

Roosevelt,

Awards Banquet

New

Motion Picture Arts b
dinnerColumbians'
fifth
annual
2:
Grand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria,

dance,

York.

Extraordinary
meeting of
stock
4:
holders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act or
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York

March

March

7-9:
National

vania,

Eleventh

Board

New

of

York.

You

Annual
Review,

long.

Conference
Hotel

of

Pennsyl-

money

can spend

Then she

repairing a car just so

goes to pieces.

rebuilt theatre chairs. Put in

of the De Luxe theater
Steffes, following resignation of Dow Thompson to become
assistant to H. M. Richey, manager
of Allied Theaters of Michigan.

manager

have something to show

by William

ixSR, LJ
for

Orleans.

of the Academy o
Sciences. Holiywoor1

March

New

>t

manage.
William Cuddy has been appoint-

ed
Variety

Detroit

23:

Room, Book Cadillac Hotel,
Feb.

Krass, manager of J. D.
London's Ideal theater, has opened
the Mask, East Side house recently
acquired from L. A. Fill. Leo Krass

Variet

Detroit

Club.
Feb.

jkpUctA-

Porter, resigned.

John

will

Moscow.

Annual

United Detroit Theaters, was given
a new honor this week when he was
elected to the executive board of the
Boy Scouts council here.
J. D. London opens the newly acquired Courtesy theater today. Melvin Dufor is being transferred from
the Lincoln to manage the Courtesy.
Joseph Periard resumes as manager
of the Beacon, succeeding Charles

S,

new

"How

can

for

I

So

will old,

new chairs and
your money!

reseat

and pay

chairs conveniently?"

Paul Terry-Toon at Rialto

The new Educational-Paul TerryToon, "South Pole or Bust," has
been booked to open tonight at the
Rialto in conjunction with "Ba"Palooka from Paducah,"
boona."
a Buster Keaton starring comedy,
will also appear on this program.

AMERICAN SEATING COMPA
Makers

of

Dependable Seating

for Theatres

and Auditoriums

General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan

BRANCHES

COMFORT-The

ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
Greatest Star Of Them All!
IN

HUI

Intimate
«i

ily N ewspe per
Of Mo o n Pict ures
Now Sixteen Years Old

The Da

Character

in

^Internationa!

in

Scope

^dependent

in

Thought

t

i

-IF DAILY
new rocr, TttSDAy, janlacy 22,
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182 Foreign Features Shown Here

in
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ZONING EFFORTS BEING CONTINUED BY
76 Per Cent
A
=
.

.

of

New

Eliminations

Vicious Practice

By

DON CARLE GILLETTE

=

KIOTHING

is so destructive to the illu* sion of the screen, nothing so ruinous
to the glamour that attracts the public to
the box-office, as the columnistic expose
of Hollywood backstage secrets appearing
in certain newspapers these days.

There are few surer ways of puncturing
the pleasure afforded by a good motion
picture than to reveal that some impressive
effect was achieved by a technical process,
than an Arctic scene was simulated on a
sunny California lot, or that a panorama
of striking reality and beauty was created

Supervision

reading of such
details in advance just about spoils the
desire to see the picture; and to read them
afterward may either put a dent in the
memory of even the most memorable production or cause the fan to feel he was
fooled, tricked and imposed upon.
persons,

the

—

Hollywood Almost complete elimination of objectionable matter in
films since the industry's self-regu-

it,

is

this type of

viciously

in-

jurious.

The

bureau under Joseph I.
Breen began functioning is indicated in a checkup of censor cuts
in the last several months. The survey shows that, out of several hun(Continued on Page 8)

RENTALS NOT TAXABLE

SAYSOHIOCOMMISSION

—

Columbus That film rentals do
not come under the state's tax law
indicated in a tentative opinion
issued by the Tax Commission of
Ohio, through Edward A. Cole, exis

Appoints Max Hart
Eastern Production Exec.

17

is

even intensely

interested,

Hollywood and

its

—

people.

—

secrets of the studios as a chemist's formula or a manufacturer's patented process.

THERE

is

a

distinct

difference

between

legitimate fan writing and this wisenheimer tattling that is now being practiced.

,

occasional judicious article about Hol-

lywood-behind-the-scenes might do no harm,
this incessant nosing about the studios,
1
4LJ day-in-and-day-out revelation of workings behind the scenes, the rabid searching
for flaws and picayune crowing over boners
is somewhat overdoing the sport of making
a goat out of the movie industry.

Zoning Tomorrow
inten-

abandoning efforts to prepare
workable clearance and zoning plans,
it was insisted at code headquarters
yesterday. Recent action of the Authority in approving a petition of
the Buffalo clearance and zonin;
board allowing the board to put
aside a general system for the zone
and instead proceed with hearing
public hearing on the proposed individual complaints on existing
tion of

SET NEW HEARING DATE

ON BOOTH SITUATION
A

wage scale for New York
City was set for Feb. 1 at the Hotel Raleigh, "Washington by the fact-

clearance was generally interpreted
as an indication that the Authority
(Continued on Page 5)

finding committee at a meeting at
code headquarters yesterday.
A
hearing had been scheduled for Jan.
25.
Data collected in connection
with the work, which involves setting up a scale applying to 511 open
houses in the region, was compiled.
Charles Rosenzweig yesterday reMajor L. E. Thompson presided
at the session, which was attended signed as general sales manager of
Charles L. O'Reilly, Harry First Division because of ill health.
by:
(Continued on Page 5)
He leaves for Florida within the
next few days to take a rest.

CHARLES ROSENZWEIG

QUITS FIRST DIVISION

73%

of Month's Releases
Rated Suitable for Family Howard Cullman Deplores
Distrust Within Industry
Of the pictures covered last

month and listed by the National
Board of Review Magazine in its

"The producer mistrusts the distributor and blames him for the decurrent issue, 73 per cent are rated fects of his own merchandise," desuitable for family showing.
clared Howard S. Cullman, receiver
of the Roxy theater, New York, in
discussing the industry before members of the Cheese Club at their
weekly luncheon and meeting yesterday.
"The distributor regards the exhibitor not as a customer but as a
(Continued on Page 8)
Foreign features shown here last

Showing of Foreign Films Here
Increased to 182 During 1934

'

An

Special Session to
The Code Authority has no

operators'

Max Hart, well known agent, has
been appointed Eastern production
But it is more interested in the human executive for Universal, taking over
side
though not necessarily the over- duties vacated by Dave Werner, who
sensationalizing of domestic gossip
than in has entered the agency business.
having its pleasures spoiled by being told Hart will handle stories and talent.
things that should be as much the private
public
interested, in

—

lation

(Continued on Page 5)

A NY WAY you look at
'» publicity about movies

by Censors

Code Authority Devoting

10-Cent Ail-Night House

RALPH WILK
Manager, THE FILM DAILY

by a clever laboratory expedient.

To many

C(M AUTH'Y

Kansas City An all-night policy, at
10 cents admission, has been started
by the Downtown Theater. Smoking is
permitted after midnight.

By
West Coast

'

Drastically

CENTS

Past Year

Pictures Escape Cuts

Reduced Under Breen

killing illusion of the screen

<5

Distributors Give Notice
of Mexican Withdrawal

Failure of the Mexican Government to carry out its promise to remove the oppressive 10 per cent tax
on distributor grosses has prompted
American companies to notify exhibitors in that country that they
will begin to liquidate their business
Hollywood is a sap to humor columnistic
there beginning Feb. 18. In informegos like that at its own expense.
(Contmued on Page 5)

year totaled 182, compared with 137
in 1933, it is shown in a summary
compiled for the 1935 Film Daily
Year Book. The increase was principally in British pictures,

which

in-

new high of 44, against
year before. German impor-

creased to a

25 the
tations,

which showed a decline the
(.Continued on

Page 8)

Church

to

Sponsor Movies

—The

Rev. Aron Gilmarof First Unitarian Church,
announces tentative plans for showing
foreign pictures as a community enterprise.
Probable admission for adults
will be 40 cents, with books of tickets
be sold for
films
to
covering
six

Des

tin,

Moines

pastor

about $2.

iiiliiai'

THE

%2a

DAILY

Tuesday, Jan. 22,1935

Decision Is Reserved
Hoffman Enthusiastic
On Para. Trustee Fees
Over Third Dimension
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
yesterday reserved decision on application of Charles E. Richardson,
Vol. LXVII. No. 18
Tues. Jan. 22, 1935 5 Cents
Charles D. Hilles and Eugene W.
Paramount trustees during
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher Leake,
the bankruptcy period, for leave to
Published daily except Sunday! and Holidayi appeal from the order of Federal
at
1650
Broadway,
New York, N. Y.. Judge Goddard fixing allowances of
by Wid's Films and Film Folk. Inc.
J. W.
each for their seiwiees durAlicoate,
President, Editor and
Publiiher; $32,500
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer ing the 14 months of the bankand General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- ruptcy up to June 16, 1934.
Arthur
ciate Editor
Don Carle Gillette, Managing
argued the motion as
Editor.
Entered as second class matter, Ballantine
May 21, 1918. at the post-office at New York, counsel for the trustees and Samuel
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Zirn appeared in opposition.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of
Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6

will be as great
not a greater milestone in the
film industry than sound", according to M. H. Hoffman, president of
Liberty Pictures, in a New York interview yesterday.
Hoffman, in
town for story material, stated that
he will go ahead with progressive
steps on third dimension next summer.
It was learned that old contracts between him and the old Tiffany company expire in August,
thus releasing him to go ahead with
experiments. Hoffman had 400 feet

months,

the Hippodrome nine years

;

months, $3.00.
Foreign,
Subscriber should remit with order.
$ 15.00.
Address all communications to
FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738. 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
Hollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
London—
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
$5.00;

3

THE

Connecticut M.P.T.O.
Asks Revision of Code
New Haven— Revision of the mo-

"Third dimension

if

of third dimension film

showing

at

He

ago.
got $2,200 for it for two weeks, totalling $19,000 from one print.

Hoffman said "Dizzy Dames",
tion picture code in the interests of
next Liberty release, will be the first
independent exhibitors is demanded
independent musical based on story.
in a communication sent to WashWardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne, ington by Dr. Jacob B. Fishman, lo- He said he made a complete silent
Friedricbstrafie, 225. Paris
P. A. Harle, La
cal exhibitor and president of the first, then built the music to it.
Cinematographic Francaiie. Rue de la CourM. P. T. O. of Connecticut, speaking
dea-Noues, 19.

—

Edward G.
for the organization.
Strand Aids President's Ball
Levy, executive secretary and genAs
part of its cooperation with
eral counsel of the unit, criticizes
National Committee of the
the code set-up in Connecticut on the the
ground that equal representation for Birthday Ball for the President, the
New York Strand Theater has
all types of exhibitors has not been
provided.
"The code has failed la- underwritten the printing of a quarmentably in doing away with tne ter of a million heralds to be disinexcusable score charge, in provid- tributed throughout the city by
ing adequate concellation privileges Postal Telegraph.
and in abolishing designated play
dates on percentage pictures," he

*

CODE

FINANCIAL
9—DAILY

Net
Seat

Con.

Fm.

Ind

Con.

Fm.

Ind.

East.

Kodak

Loew's,

Inc

Paramount

ctfs

Exch

Pathe

"A"
RKO
do

Univ.

Low

Close

5V8

IVs

6%

pfd

pfd

6%

213/g

21

21 1/4

114%

114

114'/2

Chg.

+

—

V4

+

Vi

liy4

llVs

ll'/s—

'A

32%

327/8

Vs

3%

3%

3%

li/4

l'/a

IV*

15V8

15
2 1/8
37

37

4
20V4

15y8

—
—
+

Vs

2'/8

37

3%

3%

20'/4

20i/4

834

8%

8V2
83/8

8l/2

83/8

105l/2 1043A 1043,4
Loew 6s 41ww
63
64
Paramount 6s47 filed 64
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 64
63Vi 63%
Par. By. 5'/2 s51
42% 423/8 423/8
64
64
Par. 5y2 s50 filed... 64
64
Par. 5!/2 s50 ctfs
63% 6334

-f

Vz
Vs

—
— %
—
—

N.
Para.
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Milwaukee

—A

Allied

'

Feb.

State;

29: Meeting of Allied States exhibitors ol
Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-

mont and Rhode Island, 69 Church
Boston. 11:30 A.M.
Feb.

all

sections

1

:

Hearing

York

City

on

scales
for
New
Hotel, Washington.

Public hearing on 1935 code
Hotel Raleigh, Washington, D. C.
5:

14-15:
Iowa-Nebraska Allied Theater convention and movie frolic, Des Moines, la.
Feb. 16:
Warner Club's sixth annual dinnei
and ball, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York
Feb. 20-26:
Soviet Russia's first World Cinema

Feb.

Moscow.
Annual ball of

Feb.

23.

—

%

Detroit

Feb. 23:

Room,
Feb. 24:

Variety Club Ball,
Crystal
Book Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.

Friars'

Frolic,

Majestic

Theater,

Feb. 24:

Friars'

Frolic,

Majestic

Theater,

26-Mar.
tion,

1

Hotel

:

M.

P. T. O. A. annual convenRoosevelt, New Orleans.

Awards Banquet of the Academy ot
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Hollywood
March 2: Columbians' fifth annual dinnerdance, Grand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria,

Feb. 27:

New

York.

March 4:

Extraordinary
meeting of stockholders of Path* Exchange, Inc., to act oi
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.

the

Short

n,/._nr *?.</->

go to Hollywood in
in Universal pictures.

Monogram Declares Dividend
quarterly dividend of 1% per
cent, making the fourth paid since
last May, has been declared by the
executive committee of Monogram.
It is payable Feb. 1.

"U" Testing Norma Terris
Universal is testing Norma Terris, last seen on Broadway in "So
Many Paths."

New

York.
Feb.

Hon
•ill

sere
indii

of

A

New

York.

Baby Rose Marie, and Emerson's
Hill Billies with Tex Fletcher. Miss
Howard has been tagged as a screen
will

si

ler

Detroit

Mentone short

work

1

Variety

Milwaukee, chairman;
Racine; William Silcock, Lake Geneva; William Ainsworth, Fond du Lac, and Frank
Kuppelberger, La Crosse. It is planned to divide the state into sections
and hold regional meetings from
time to time in an effort to build up
membership.

bet and
April to

1

lie

iwai

the

Club.

named by the

subject, "At
the Mike," featuring Kathleen Howard, dancer, has been completed and
will be released shortly by Universal.
Other name talent in the picture includes Ford Bond, Bennie
Ross, Tess Gardella (Aunt Jemina),
Geirsdorff Sisters, Maxine Stone,

than

Festival,

Krofta,

New Mentone

SIkvi

budget,

Lurie,

A new

by
'

booth

Raleigh

at

ii?ne

Street,

Protective
Theaters
Independent
Association of Wisconsin as follows:

Max

f

Washington

membership com-

mittee representing
the state has been

l/

PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Publix

Jan.

of
directors,

l/
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56
56%
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Vs
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Warners 6s39

Trans-Lux

Annual

V
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Ed

Vs

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
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Technicolor

24-25:

Ass'n
board
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it; in

Wisconsin Unit Appoints

Vs
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Pict.

Warner Bros
do

High
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"A"

Fox Fm.
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% Little "Lots"
from

\=?

By

RALPH WILK

NEWS

=

CIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE, one

honey,

of

foremost actors, was
signed by Darryl P. Zanuck yesterday for a featured role in the 20th
Century production of "Les Miserables,"
which co-stars Fredric
March and Charles Laughton, and is
now in production under the direction of Richard Boleslawski.

PHOS, M.

Britain's

T

Man."
T

I

|

of the picof Russia, colorful
bands of roving gypsies, will be pictured in a new Technicolor tabloid
musical to be produced by Harry
Rapf for M-G-M. The picture, "Song
of the Gypsies," is to be put into
lives

Perry Askand Mary Jo Matthews are to
head the cast of 50 singers and dancRichard Goldstone wrote the
ers.
story, and Harold Hecht and Josef
(Berne share directorial honors.
production immediately.

am

!

l

I

Maurice Kosloff, noted dance
i

i

i

j

a product of the publishers of "Time"

Time"

mag

and as far
who also sponsor "March of Time" on the air
they have proved what we
as we are personally concerned
there is
a raft of human interest stuff in the daily news that the Newsbut these lads have gone further
reels entirely miss
they have so Dramatized the News as to create an entirely new
form of Screen Entertainment
to wit

• • • IT IS really hard to define exactly what these clever
in showing us Showlads of the publishing world have done
their "March of
men something new in showmanship

direct the dances in the latest Liberty feature, the musical production
titled "Dizzy Dames." Lillian Miles,
who sang "The Continental" in the
picture, "Gay Divorcee," sings

"The

Martinique" in the Liberty
Christine Marston, Rhumba
dancer, will do a specialty number
.with it.
P. G. Wodehouse's "The
I Watch Dog"
suggested the story of
"Dizzy Dames," and George Waggner provided the screen version.
»

»

popular.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

now

is

—The

starting

Savoy

its

new

Saturday matinee instead
of Sunday, and is offering a midnight show each Saturday night.

—

the Story Values inherent in the intimate human interest
touches
it is simply True Life Stories embellished with
this group have been senthe Story Form of the Screen
sationally successful in adapting their News to the technique
and atmosphere of the Radio
making the routine news
commentators on the air sound amateurish and outdated
so
what will the public's reaction be to this screen invasion of the newsreel field ?
will it force a drastic revision
or be accepted as a distinctly
of Newsreel presentation?
in any event
new department in screen entertainment ?
it will be interesting to watch

first

tone,

—

New

Orleans The Saenger is the
theater to buy space on the
front of street cars.
The traction
company only recently began this
policy of selling cards on the front
and rear of cars.

—

Greenwich, Conn.
Fairfield
Holding Co., Inc., a New Jersey
corporation, has purchased a half interest in the Pickwick theater, subject to mortgage and a lease to Perfect Theaters, Inc. The house closed
13 for alterations.
Henry C.
Dreyer, house manager, announced
that when the Pickwick reopens,
about Feb. 1, stage attractions will
be featured as well as films.
Jan.

AMONG

• • •
THE diners and winers at the M. P. Club
Arthur Loew, Dave Loew, Morton
yesterday were noted
Fred Quimby, Tom Gerety,
Spring, Oscar Doob, Felix Feist
Bruce Gallup,
Lou Nizer, Lou Phillips, Lawrence Bolognino
Bert Adler, George Dembow, Morton Van Praag, Louis K. Sidney.
Joe Vogel, Hal Hode, Lee Ochs, Harry Shiffman,
Arthur Hirsch
.

• • • THE THIRD annual all-star benefit
Abraham Home for Incurables in the Bronx

for the Beth
will be held
under direction of Gus and Leo Edwards at the Majestic theater next Sunday
Shirley Temple has sent a doll that looks
Bessie Mack is doing
like herself
to be auctioned off
the Good Samaritan job as usual
publicizing this event ....

•

ONE OF

the cleverest feature stories we have
lamped
is that in the Sunday "Mirror"
touting the
purely an RKO-Radio idea
Fan Club Federation
but
cunningly contrived to include the Fan Clubs that tout other
companies' stars
the Radio stars get the play, of course.

•

is

—

Cudahy, Wis. Renovating of the
Majestic has been completed at a
cost

of

approximately $2,000,

ac-

cording to Otto Anders, manager.

New
his

•

—

The World theater,
changing its policy to
vaudeville and pictures.
Dick Bergen, of the local William Morris office, will book the house.
Chicago

Omaha,

versale

:

9

advance
proving

Whitman, Mass.
Michael Marmanager of houses in Palmer
and West Springfield, has been made
manager of the Empire here, succeeding Frank Harrington.

film.

Lyle Talbot has been cast in Warners' forthcoming production of "Oil
'For the Lamps of China," replacing
William Gargan, who is busy in
"Traveling Saleslady."
Others in
the cast of "Oil For the Lamps of
China," which will be directed by
Mervyn LeRoy, are Josephine Hut11
c'"
son, Pat O'Brien, John Eldredge
i?\ Jean Muir.
T
T
Robert Taylor has been assigned
the leading role in "Times Square
Lady," which will go into production
soon at M-G-M.

"studio"
Fridays,

Time" has more scope and entertainment values than the Newsit is far more than an expert technical job of reportthat's
ing the highlights of news events with a camera
but the newswhat the newsreel lads do magnificently
reel editors have been satisfied to ride along with that mechanical technique for years
now Outsiders come along with a
and show what really can be done with News
New Slant

reel

di-

Broadway productions, has
been engaged by M. H. Hoffman to

—

New Orleans Joe Estes'
previews
at
midnight,
showing a film a week in
to its regular Tudor run, is

theater
pictures

rector of

RKO

I

DALY

• • • AT LAST we have had the opportunity to view the
"The March of
much touted impending screen innovation

have been muttering about for years

T

Isabel Jewell is to be given her
chance to repeat her tensely dramatic role in "Evelyn Prentice" with
a similar portrayal that has been
awarded to her in "The Casino Murder Case," which goes into production at once at M-G-M. The picture
will bring a new Philo Vance to the
Cast also
screen in Paul Lukas.
includes Rosalind Russell, Ted Healy,
Louise Fazenda and Leslie Fenton.
Lucien Hubbard is the producer.
T
t
Harry Sauber, author of First National's productions of "Happiness
Ahead" and "20 Million Sweethearts," is working at the studio on
the adaptation of his original story,
"Anthony the Third," as a possible
starring vehicle for Edward G. Robinson after the star finishes "Money

The romantic
turesque nomads

—

Conn. James F. MaConnecticut manager for
Inter-State Theaters Corp., has appointed Ernest W. Links manager of
the Palace here. He succeeds Robert Beattie, resigned.
Links was
formerly with Publix and for the
past three years served as assistant
manager of Loew's, Hartford.
Rockville,

HOLLYWOOD

DAY

of the

Orleans

—John

new

district
first visit to

Ezell,

Uni-

manager, made

New

Orleans last

week.

—

Fond du Lac, Wis. The Retlaw
is featuring Bak-Serv night
every Wednesday with soup bowls

theater

and the

•

•

•

THE NOTABLES

are flocking to see "David Copbearing out what the Metro moguls
have predicted
that the pix will build goodwill among the
very best elements who may not be particularly partial to the
pix in general
Al Smith and his f rau will be guests of

perfield" at the Capitol

Howard

S. Cullman at the Roxy for the showing tonite of "The
The Warner Club ping pong team
County Chairman"
trounced the Paramount Table Tennis Club
the former

California lady

champs

« « «

like presented free to every
lady attending.
The Fond du Lac
theater is now offering bargain
prices at a 15-cent top every Thursday and Friday.

&

—

The Park theater,
L. J. Dandeneau for M.
P.-Publix, has closed. This leaves

Rockland, Me.

managed by
the

corporation

—

» » »

with

the

Strand

here.

Indianapolis Fire in the projection machine at the Gem theater
caused a damage of $1,000.

THE

s&n

DAILY

REVIEWS
Warner Oland

CHAN

"CHARLIE

NEW

of the

"ELINOR NORTON"

in

IN PARIS"

with Claire Trevor, Gilbert Roland,

with Mary Brian

Foster,

70 mins.

Fox

Minna

Gombell

"WOMEN MUST

Norman

Hugh Williams

with

Gavin

Gordon,

72 mins.

Fox

Tuesday, Jan. 22,1935

Lenita

dramatically inclined, the
peal to Latin audiences.

in

DRESS"

Hardie

Albright,

Lane

WEAK STORY THAT DEFIES EARNEST Monogram
ANOTHER EXCELLENT NUMBER IN
76 mins.
WITH FRESH EFFORTS OF DIRECTOR AND CAST TO
SERIES
THE CHAN
GOOD
PRODUCTION
HANDLING
Or
PUT
OVER.
IT
NEW
INTOUCHES THAT GIVE IT
MILD STORY WITH DRESS ANGLE THAT
TEREST.
Taken from the Mary Roberts Rinehart WILL APPEAL BEST TO WOMEN.
of the best
addition

In

date,

one

being

to

entertaining entity

prove

quite

is

such a wholly
it should

not

enjoyable

to

that

itself

in

stories

has been given

latest production

this

some new trimmings and

only

to

the

Chan fans but to audiences genThe picture introduces Keye Luke,

regular
erally.

Chan's son and assistant, who is quite an
Rhodes also
Erik
engaging character.
scores, and although Warner Oland dominates the action there
ing ability
ing

cast,

is

plenty of troup-

the remainder of his supportincluding Mary Brain, John Milin

Minor Watson, Dorothy Appleby, Henry
The mystery on this
Kolker and others.
occasion deals with some forged bonds on
Arriving in the French capa Paris bank.
ital, Chan is plunged into the case, which
has baffled the authorities, and with the
aid of his son he gradually closes in on the
jan,

gang

and brings

forgers

of

them

to

jus-

maintained, and in
addition to the drama and romance there
are the usual comedy touches.
Cast: Warner Oland, Mary Brian, Thomas

Suspense

tice.

Beck,

Rhodes, John Miljan, Murray
Minor Watson, John Qualen, Keye
Dorothy Appleby,
Henry Kolker,

Erik

Kinnell,

Luke,

Ruth

well

is

Peterson,

Perry

Lewis
based

Director,

MacDcnald,

Editor, Paul

Direction,

Author,
Derr

Earl

Biggers'

Recording

Pauline

"$20

Engineer,

Starke

GOOD WORK.

plot of this mildly diverting meller

Pauline Starke, a stenographer
with a mind of her own about getting the
things she wants out of life— silk lingerie,
millionaire
a $75 a week job, and finally a
At the outset it's understood
husband.
that she'll get all of this, so the rest of

deals with

With
the picture goes on to show how.
the suicide of her pal, an auto wreck,
and numerous attackings of girls by an
death,
office manager, and his accidental
On occasions
comes out as expected.
it
Starke rises to excellent work in
spite of the vehicle.
Cast: Pauline Starke, Owen Lee, Jimmy
Murray, Wm. Worthington, Dorothy RePauline

vier,
lett'

Bryant Washburn, Glorian Grey, BartCarre,

Andy

Rice,

Jr.,

Noran Harrison,

Vessie Farrell.
Wesley Ford; Author,
Director,
Eden- Screenplay, L V. Jefferson;
Paul

Ellis,'

eraman,

Arthur

Martinelli;

Editor,

Rob

CamFred

made

largely from the air, the
animal and adventure films
by Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson is

of

the

so refreshingly different from most pictures of this type that its appeal is corre-

spondingly wider. With the use of two amphibian planes, the Johnsons not only obtained extensive coverage of all the usual
native African material, a wide variety of
animals and closeups of both natives and
wild life, but they were able to catch beautiful and expansive scenic views from impressive snowcapped mountain tops to lakes
covered by millions of flamingoes, crocodile-infested rivers and fields alive with
stampeding zebras, rhinos, giraffes, lions
and other animals. All in all, it is a consistently absorbing and frequently fascinating camera adventure, with not a few thrills

and also some humorous sidelights, particularly one in which a baboon with a mirror

tries vainly

to reach

for the

other ba-

The
boon that he sees in front of him.
accompanying comment by Martin Johnson is so well fitted and unobtrusive that
it adds pleasure to the picture.
Produced in Africa by Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Johnson; Cameraman, Martin Johnson; Recording Engineers, Robert Moreno,
Walter Hicks;
Sheilds;

Bain.

Direction,

72 mins.

latest

ABOUT STENOGMELODRAMA
RAPHER STRUGGLES DOESN'T RATE
VERY HIGH THOUGH PAULINE STARKE
Main

Martin Johnson

Photographed

A WEEK"
80 mins.

DOES SOME

Mrs.

Fox

PLANES.

in

Ajax

with Mr. and

Editors,

Supervisor,

Lew

Truman

Lehr,

Russell

Talley.

.

Unnatural.

Photography,

hair

Direction, Good.

Photography, Good.

story

should ap-

"DER CHORAL VON LEUTHEN" ("The
Anthem of Leuthen"), in German; produced
by

Ufa;

Otto

directed

Gebuehr,

by

Carl

Olgo

with
Harry
At the 79th St.
Froelich;

Tschechowa,

Frank, Elga Brink, et al.
Theater.
Impressively
produced
historical
film,
with a bit of romance to break up the more
serious scenes of warfare, and expertly
handled from a technical standpoint as
well as being acted in fine style.

"My Heart

Is Calling"

Preview

Gaumont

British will give a preview showing of its new musical
production, "My Heart Is Calling,"
starring Jan Kiepura and Marta Eggerth, at the Waldorf-Astoria on
Friday at 11:30 A. M. for the benefit
of the National Plant, Flower and
Fruit Guild. Luncheon will be served
after the screening.

Albert Hirsch on Trade Ads
Albert Hirsch, in charge of the
Paramount house organ, is being
switched to handle trade paper advertising under supervision of Robert Gillham.
Sam Palmer, formerJ.

J.

ly

with Paramount for years, suc-

ceeds him.
Indict Chicago

Chicago

—Ralph

J.

Union Man
O'Hara, an

or-

ganizer for the operators' union, has
Director, Reginald Barker; Author, Frank been indicted by the federal grand
Farnsworth; Adaptor, Ed Joseph; Camera- jury on a charge of perjury growing
out of testimony he gave during an
man, Milton Krasner; Recording Engineer,
investigation of the income tax reJohn A. Stransky, Jr.; Editor, Jack Oglivie.
turns of Thomas E. Maloy, union
Direction, Good. Photography, Good.
head.
thur

HIGHLY INTERESTING AND ENTERTAINING AFRICAN EXPEDITION GIVEN
NEW AND NOVEL INTEREST BY USE OF

Photography, A-l.

Fine.

Photography,

"BABOONA"

Chan" character; Screenplay, Edward T. Lowe, Stuart Anthony; Camera-

Direction,

Handicapped.

Philip

"Charlie

man, Ernest Palmer;
Eugene Grossman.

Weatherwax.

Good.

Ivins.

Seiler;

on

'"The State versus Elinor Norton,'
Attractively produced, and designed to
which had to be considerably altered and
de-sexed in order to get by on the screen, offer a variety of exploitation possibilithis production rates pretty low as enter- ties, this yarn should do all right in the
tainment.
It
is
an uncomfortable story neighborhood houses where they like faabout an over-jealous husband, Hugh Wil- miliar domestic chatter and don't demand
liams, who goes to war shortly after mar- too much in the way of dramatic punch.
rying Claire Trevor and comes back later Aside
from its style shop atmosphere,
to resume making things disagreeable toi
which gives the picture special feminine
his wife, who meanwhile has found a hap- appeal, there is a rather easygoing story
pier companionship with Gilbert Kolana. about a wife, Minna Gombell, who loses
The lovers had planned to lay the situa- her husband, Gavin Gordon, because she
tion before the husband, but change thei,
has paid too much attention to practical
minds when they see he is in bad health. things and not enough to clothes. So she
Claire devotes herself to taking care oi turns to the opposite extreme, becoming
Hugh, but his ill nature persists and he a famous stylist, and at the same time
menaces the life of his wife when he learns
causes her daughter, Suzanne Kaaren, to
about the other man.
Finally he is made
give up Hardie Albright, a struggling young
to see the light, enabling Claire and Roland
doctor whom she loves, for a rich lad and
to do the happy fadeout.
his gin parties.
On a booze joyride SuCast: Claire Trevor, Hugh Williams, Gilzanne is hurt and lands in the hospital
bert Roland,
Norman Foster, Henrietta
where Hardie is on duty, and finally both
Crosman, Theodore von Eltz, Guy Usher,
she and the mother wake up to their erLora Sue Collins.
rors, with a dual reunion resulting.
Director, Hamilton MacFadden; Author,
Minna Gombell, Gavin Gordon,
Cast:
Mary Roberts Rinehart; Screenplay, Rose
Suzanne
Lane,
Lenita
Hardie Albright,
Franken, Philip Klein; Cameraman, George
Tilbury, AlSchneiderman; Recording Engineer, Alfred Kaaren, Robert Light, Zeffie
lan Edwards, Paul Ellis, Gerald Young, ArBruzlin;
book,

Chan detective

Charlie

the

of

Vn

FILMS

Lake.

Wants Lease Case Reopened

FOREIGN
"ZWISCHEN

HIMMEL

UND

ERDE"

("Between Heaven and Earth"), in Ger
man; produced by Bavaria Film; directed
by Franz Seitz; with Rudolph Klein-Rogge.
Karen Hardt, et al. At the 86th St. Casino
Theater.

Very good melodramatic folk tale made
Bavaria and dealing with the rivalry of
two young men for the hand of a rich girl.
Acting and general production background

Kansas City

—

Barney Dubinsky

asked

that his complaint of
lease interference in Jefferson City,
certified to the Code Authority by
the local grievance board some time
ago and dismissed, be reopened.

has

Short Subject for Lent

in

A

drive for Lenten bookings on

("Christmas

"Holy Land," a Van Beuren Vagabond Adventure, is being conducted
by the RKO short subject sales department, headed by Al Mertz.

Eve"), in French; produced by Paramount;
with Meg Lemonnier, Henry Garat, et al.
At the Fifth Ave. Playhouse.
Produced at Paramount's studios in Joinville, France, this is a delightfully enjoyable

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Funeral services for
Lloyd Hamilton were held yesterday,

are excellent.

"SOIR

DE

REVEILLON"

musical comedy, with action that is understandable even to audiences not familiar
story
It's a
with the French language.
about a Christmas Eve party, with romance
and comedy well mixed, and efficiently
handled in the production end.

Lloyd Hamilton Buried
West Coast Bureau

—

with burial in the family plot at
Porterville in northern California.
A.
A.

&
&

lished

S.

Lyons

S. Lyons,
offices at

Office

on Coast

agents, have estabthe Coast, Arthur

is now making his headquartSam Lyons
ers there permanently.
is in charge of the firm's New York

Lyons

MONJES"

"DOS

Monks"),

in

by Proa; directed by
with Carlos Villatoro,
At the Teatro CamHaller, et al.

Spanish;

Juan

("Two

produced
Oro;

Butillo

Magda

office.

^

tragic

Norton Named Sarnoff's Assistant
Henry K. Norton, treasurer of Na-

romance, with the death of the heroine,
and a fight between two brother monks
Though meloin a monastery background.

tional Broadcasting Co., has been
appointed assistant to David Sarnoff, president of RCA.

poamor.

Mexican-made drama depicting

a

*T!

THE
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KNTALS NOT TAXABLE
SOTSOHIOCOMMISSiON
{Continued from Page

1)

aminer, in response to a query from
P. J. Wood, secretary of the Independent Theater Owners of Ohio.
The opinion reads as follows:

"At the request of Mr. P. J. Wood,
secretary of the Independent Theater Owners of Ohio, the Legal Department of The Tax Commission
has drawn a tentative opinion on
the taxable status of film rentals.
'We are of the tentative opinion
that the rental of a film to a moving picture house is not subject to
the tax, as it is a rental or sale for
resale and exempt under the provisions of Section No. 1 of the Act.
"This opinion is based upon the
supposition that the theater house
is in effect reselling the film when
he charges admission to the theater for the privilege of viewing the

JANET GAYNOR arrives in New York today
from the coast, primarily to see the stage production of "The Farmer Takes a Wife," in
which she will do the film lead for Fox.
M. H. Hoffman, president
is

in

ing

of Liberty Pictures,

the east to formulate plans for nationalizthe Liberty exchanges on the company's

1935-36

lineup.

WILL ROGERS, who did his broadcast from
New York the past Sunday, returns to Hollywood

this

to

fly

to

in

New

about

Florida

York,
Thursday.

is

ALLAN JONES, Broadway player, has gone
to the coast to appear in "Reckless" at M-G-M.
VINTON FREEDLEY, legitimate producer, left
yesterday for Hollywood, where he will confer
on the filming of "Anything Goes" at Paramount.

Set

New

Hearing Date

On Booth

Situation

trator.

and issue a permanent regulation

3-Dimension Photography
Heralded by Gregg Toland
West Coast Bureau of

Distributors Give Notice
of Mexican Withdrawal

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Early

realization

of

three-dimensional
photography is
predicted by Gregg Toland, Samuel

{Continued from Page 1)
Goldwyn's head cameraman, through
ing theaters of their decision to can- the medium of a process just develcel film service, distributors are ex- oped
by William Alder of Pasadena,
ercising a clause in their contracts
associate of the California Institute
which allows them to cease deliver- of Technology. Alder is an oldtime
ies upon 30 days' notice.
cameraman himself.
His system,
number of taxes considered ex- says Toland, will add but a small
cessive, in addition to the 10 per cent
cost to the present film negative exlevy on grosses, have placed serious
the abolioperating difficulties in the path of pense, but will also mean
American distributors. The assess- tion of many present stars, because
ment on grosses is collectable via they won't be able to stand the gaff
theaters and American companies of being photographed under the
have notified them that, if they de- new method, and the return to loca-

A

duct this tax from money due them, tions.
they will sue.

American distributors

directly in-

move include: Paramount, M-G-M, United
Artists, Warner-First National, Fox
volved in the withdrawal

and Universal.

Al Thomas Gets Hellinger Shorts
Al Thomas has acquired, in a deal
with the DeLuxe Laboratories, the
motion pictures made by Mark
Hellinger, columnist and author, during his recent trip around the world
and proposes to issue a series of
single-reel
subjects
covering the
journey with Hellinger featured in

each

reel.

Trop Represents Toeplitz
Trop has been appointed
York representative of Toe-

^A, D.
?,v

pM_~ Productions, Ltd., of London.
"The Dictator," a Toeplitz production featuring Clive Brook and Madeline Carroll, is shortly to be released here by Gaumont British.

CHARLES

and

B.

COCHRAN,

organizing a motion picture unit to
in
Great Britain with American
stars, will depart for Hollywood by plane today
are

produce
to
a

films

complete arrangements for an affiliation with
major American film company.

GEORGE W. WEEKS,
sales
brief

manager,

Gaumont-British general
to Scranton today for a

goes

trip.

SOL A. ROSENBLATT returned to Washington
yesterday from New York.

JIMMY SAVO

CAROLE LOMBARD, now
scheduled

ARCH SELWYN
who

week.

come to a
as the Commission
definite consideration of the matter
covering this specific question."

EFFORTS WITH ZONING
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{Continued from Page 1)
how.
Brandt, George Browne, Milton C.
"This opinion is tentative only Weisman, Joseph
Tepperson and
and is made for the purpose of
Sol A. Rosenblatt, division adminisclarifying the issue until such time

may

GODEAUTH.GONTINUES

Coming and Going

Ask Bids on Criterion Block
Cancellation privileges are contained in leases covering the Criterion and Loew's New York, thus allowing new owners to replace the
buildings on Broadway between 44th
and 45th street on property which
Paramount Publix trustees are selling in behalf of Seneca Holding
Corp., Paramount subsidiary. Sealed
bids will be received up to 3 p. m.
tomorrow. Advertising for bids was
begun yesterday by Charles D.
'

Hilles

and Eugene W. Leake, Para-

mount

trustees.

Mrs. Theresa Vajda Weiss Dies
Mrs. Theresa Vajda Weiss, mother
fo Ernest Vajda, playwright and
scenario writer, died Sunday at her
home in New York. She was 72
years old. Two other sons, John and
Victor, also are connected with the
picture business in Hollywood. All
three are coming east for the funeral, to be held at 2 P. M. on Thursday in Riverside Memorial Chapel.

from
four

his

return

to

He

Detroit.

WALLACE BEERY
on

returned

has

Chicago and
more weeks.

left

to

New

will

New York

York

tour

for

{Continued from Page

would adopt

1)

this procedure through-

out the country.

Now,
however,
the
situation
shapes up differently. The Authority will devote a special session tomorrow to the proposed Los Angeles
plan.
Definite progress is being
made toward a practical plan for
this territory, according to Executive Secretary John C. Flinn.
The
Authority will hold a regular meeting on Thursday.

yesterday

Hollywood.

More Strand Bookings Set
Following
"Bordertown,"
Paul
vehicle which reopens the
ALICE BRADY is expected in New York this Muni
week from the coast to start rehearsals in the
Strand tomorrow morning, bookings
stage play, "De Luxe."
set by Warners for the house inLUCILLE GLEASON will be in New York clude "Devil Dogs of the Air,"
with
early next month from the coast to visit her
James Cagney and Pat O'Brien, the
son, Russell Gleason, and celebrate their mufirst
Cosmopolitan production retual birthday on Feb. 6.
leased by Warners; "Sweet Music,"
CHARLES REISNER and JACK CUMMINGS are with Rudy
Vallee, and "Gold Digcoming east to confer on the Ted Lewis progers of 1935," with Dick Powell,
duction, "Everybody's Happy," which M-G-M
will film.
Adolphe Menjou and Gloria Stuart.
BORIS

vacation.

MORROS

has

gone

to

Florida

for

a

Features Reviewed
Reviewed

Title

A

8-3-34
Adventure Girl-RKO
Against the Law-COL. 11-21-34

Age

Anne
Are

the

Green Gables-

of

RKO

You

BD — British & Dominions
BIP — British International
BLU — Blue Ribbon Photoplay-

10-30-34
Autumn Crocus-AU ...10-25-34
12-15-34
Babbitt-FN
Babes in Toyland-MGM. 11-12-34
12-29-34
Bachelor of Arts-F
7-29-34
Bachelor
Bait-RKO
.. 12-22-3'
Band Plays
Barret's of Wimpole St.-MGM
9-8-34
11-21-34
Battle.
The-GAR
Beast of Borneo-DU ... 12-28-34
Beggar's Holiday-TOW. .8-17-34
Behind the Evidence-COL. 1-8-35
Bei der blonden Kathrein
BAV. .12-3-34
Belle of the Nineties
PAR.. 8-6-34
1-2-35
Best Man Wins-COL
Beyond the Law-COL. .7-31-34

BON—Al Bondy
CAP — Capitol Film
CHE— Chesterfield

On-MGM

of

Bachelor Girl

a

MGM.. 1-9-35
Date-COL

9-1-34
7-26-34
.9-11-34
Bride of the Lake-ANG.
12-8-34
Bright Eyes-F
8-2-34
British Agent-FN
11-9-34
Broadway Bill-COL
Broken Melody-OLY ..10-31-34
1-15-35
Buzavirag-DAN
By Your Leave-RKO .. 12-11-34
7-10-34
Luok-F
Call
It
1-9-35
Calling All Cars-MAY
Captain Hates the Sea-COL
11-30-34
9-28-34
Caravan-F
Case of the Howling Dog
.10-17-34
7-30-34
C»fs Paw-F
Cette Vie le Canaille-XX. 1-15-35
9-1-34
Chained-MGM
1-15-35
Chapayev-AM
i

ossom Time-BIP

WA.

Chan

Charlie

in

London-F
9-13-34

Chan's Chance
F.. 8-25-3i
12-4-34
Cheating Cheaters-U
9-22-34
Chu Chin Chow-GB
Charlie

City
Clive

Park-CHE

7-6-34
1-17-35

of Ind:a-UA
7-25-34
Jleopatra-PAR
Cockeyed Cavaliers-RKO .7-3-34
.

Rhythm-PAR

College

en

Corazones

..11-1-34

Derrota-XX
10-11-34

Count

of

Monte

Cristo

U A.. 8-29-34
1-3-35
Chairman-F
Cowboy Holiday-BEA 12-26-34
County

12-8-34
Crainquebille-DU
Crime of Helen Stanley-

COL

7-3-34
Crime on the Hill-BIP. 10-13-34
Crimson Romance-MAS. .9-26-34
.

Without

Crime

Passion

PAR.. 8-18-34
7-6-34
7-18-34
10-2-34

Cross Streets-CHE
Cuesta Abajo-PAR
Curtain Falls-CHE
Czar Wants to Sleep

AM.. 12-8-34

8-16-34
Oames-WA
7-14-34
Dancing Man-PYR
Das Blaue Vom Himmel-XX

9-13-34
David Copperfic!d-MGM. .1-8-35
Dealers in Death-TOP. 1 1-30-34
Death on the Diamond-MGM
9-22-34
Dangerous Corner-RKO .12-4-34
Defense Rests. The-COL. 8-15-34
Demon for Trouble-STE. 8-10-34
10-15-34
Deserter-AM
9-15-34
Oe«irable-WA
O'e Freundin Eines Grossen
9-13-34
Mannes-XX
Die Kalte Mansell-XX .. 1-15-35
Dr>n Quixote-BEL ....12-26-34
Dos Mai Uno Dos-F. .. 10-30-34

EUR— Eureka
F— Fox

.

to

Their Last

Yacht-RKO
9-22-34

Murder Case
FN..8-23-S
Du Oder Keine-XX ... 10-30-34
Dude Ranger-F
9-29-34
Dragon

Fin Fraj Wie Du-BAV .12-27-34
Ein Mann Will in Die Heimat

XX.
Ein Mann
Ein Toller

Prods.

FAI — Falrhaven.
KD — First Division
FN — First National

GAR — Leon

Garganoff
Gaumont-British
General Foreign Film?

GB —
GFF —

Reviewed

Title

land-XX
Einmal

11-13-34

Grosse

Eine

Will

Elnfall-UFA S-2t-34
.

10-30-34
9-24-34

Escandalo-X X

Tango En Broadway

PAR.. 1-3-35
8-4-34
9-19-3'

Elmer and Elsie-PAR

—
—
JE — Jewel Productions
KAN— M. Kandel
KIN — Kinema trade
KRE—
Krellberg
LAT — Latin Artists
LIB — Liberty Pictures
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAS — Mascot Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MEN — Mentone Productions
M G M — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayet
MOD — Modern Films
MOP — Monogram Pictures
OLY — Olympic Pictures
PA — Palestine-American Film Co
J.

S.

U.. 9-4-34
April-RKO .. 1-16-35

Enchanged

1-12-35
Enter Madame-PAR
Es War Einmal Ein Walzer

XX.. 10-15-34

Evelyn Prentice-MGM

.11-10-34
11-13-34
Evensong-GB
1-11-35
Evergreen-GB
Detective
Father Brown,
1-18-35
7-17-34
Fifteen Wives-INV
7-17-34
Fighting Hero-STE
Fighting Rookie-MAY .. .7-12-34
Fighting Through-WK. .8-29-34
Fighting Trooper-AMB. 11-21-34
...11-15-34
Firebird. The-WA
11-8-34
First World War-F

PAR

Flickorna Fran Gamla

Stan-XX.. 12-28-34
Flirtation Walk-FN
Flirting With Danger

MOP.

11 -2-34

.11-13-34
10-15-34

Fluechtlinge-UFA
Sweeney-

Friends of Mr.

WA.. 7-27-34
Freedom of the Seas-BIP. 10-3-34
For Love or Money-BD .7-26-34

MGM.

.12-19-34
8-23-34

Fountaln-RKO
Freut Euch Des Lebens

UFA.. 11-5-34
11-15-34
Frontier Days-SPE
Fuerst WoronzefF-UFA. 11-19-34
12-8-34
Fugitive Lady-COL
Fugitive Road-INV. ..11-13-34
12-4-34
Gambling-F
Gay Bride, Gay-MGM .. 12-15-34
10-3-34
Gay Divorcee-RKO
Are

Born

FN.. 11-22-34
of
Gab-U
of the Limberlost

Gift
Girl

9-25-34

Girl
Girl

8-4-34
9-11-34

Danger-COL

in

My

O'

Dreams

MOP.. 11-6-34

Grand Canary-F
Grand Old Girl-RKO
Great Defender-BIP

7-20-34
1-9-35
7-26-34
Great Expectations-U ..12-26-34
6-23-34
Great Flirtation-P A R
11-3-34
Green Eyes-CHE
11-3-34
Gridiron Flash-RKO
Halsingar-XX
9-26-34
Happy Landings-MOR. .7-31-34
Happiness Ahead-FN ...9-27-34

Hat,

Coat and

Have

a

Glove-

RKO.. 7-27-34
Heart-MGM .10-19-34

Here Is My Heart-PAR 12-22-34
Heroes of the Arctlc-AM. 9-29-34
Hell

Cat

COL

7-7-34
8-18-34

Hide-Out-MGM
His Greatest
Hochzeit

Am

Gamble

RKO.

.

7-18-34

Wolfgangsee

XX.. 11-19-34
House
House

of
of

I

Am

I

Can't

Thief-WA
Escape-BEA
Give My Love-U

I

Danger-HOL. 11-10-34
8-15-34
Greed-AM

1-2-35

a

7-5-34
7-17-3'

Women-GOP

Hate

I

7-11,34

Anything-FN
I'll
Fix It-COL
Im Heidekrug-XX

12-26-34

Sell

11-10-34
1-3-35

Imitation of Life-U
In Old Santa Fe-MAS.
It's

1-23-34

Gift-PAR

11-17-34

Eyre-MOP

7-17-34
11-23-34
8-18-34

a

Jane

1

11-15-34

.

Information-STA. 9-25-34

Inside

Jealousy-COL
Judge Priest-F
Kaiserwalzer-XX
Kansas City Princess

1-3-35

WA.

.11-3-34

Kentucky Kernels-RKO. 11-22-34
10-17-34
Kid Millions-UA
Kidnaping Gorillas-KIN. 12-1-34
King Kelly of the U. S. A.
.

MOP.. 9-11-34
Make Up-PAR. 6-30-34

Kiss and

Kocha, Lubi, Szanuje

RAS — Raspin

Productions

REG— Regal

8KO— RKO-Radio Pictures
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
SOV— Sov.-Am.

Scarlet

STA— Stage

Secret

STE — William

Screen

ft

U

XX — No

Shock-MOP

Bros

XX.. 11-3-34
7-10-34
.9-18-34
.10-6-34

.

Ladies Should Listen-

PAR.. 7-28-34
Lady

Willing,

is

The

COL.. 8-11-34
La

1-15-35
Violetera-XX
Lawless Frontier-MOP. .. 1-3-35

Lemon Drop Kid-PAR.
Life
Returns-U
Limehouse Blues-PAR.
Little Friend-GB
Little
Little

Men-MAS
Minister-RKO.

.

10-27-34
1-2-35
.. 12-8-34
10-16-34
12-13-34
.12-22-34

PAR.. 1-12-35
Lockvogel-UFA
Los Tres Berretines-XX
the

Lost

Lady.

..

1-8-35
1-8-35

Stratosphere
MOP.. 10-23-34

A-FN

10-5-34
1-3-34

Love Time-F

1

Loyalties-AU

10-26-34
.11-20-34

Madame Bovary-TAP.
Madame Du Barry-W A.
Man from Hell-WK
Man of Aran-GB
Man's Best

.8-8-34
8-29-34
10-20-34
Friend-KRE. 1-18-35
.

Man Who Changed His Name
DU.. 10-16-34
Man Who Reclaimed His
Head-U

1-8-35

Man With Two

Faces

FN..

7-12-34

Man's Game, A. -COL. .7-24-34
Marie Galante-F
11-20-34
Marines Are Coming-MAS
.

12-1-34

Marion Das Gehoert Sich Nicht

XX.

.'12-18-34

9-18-34
Mass Struggle-KIN
Mein Frau, Die Schuetzenkoenigin-XX
1-8-35
Melodie Der Liebe-XX .9-18-34
11-28-34
Men of the Night-COL.
.

Menace-PAR
Merry

Widow-MGM

Midnight

Alibi-FN

11-23-34
Mills of the Gods-COL. . .1-9-35
Million Dollar Baby-MOP. 1-2-35
Million Dollar Ransom-U. 9-19-34
Mindent a Noert-DAN. 10-18-34

Durch Dick Und

Duenn-BAV

Most Precious Thing

8-7-34

8-22-34
in

COL..
Wiggs of
Patch-PAR

Mrs.

Murder

the

in

the

in

the

Life
11-13-34

Cabbage
10-27-34

Clouds

FN.
Murder

.12-26-34

Private

MGM.

Car
.7-10-34

Music in the Air-F
12-14-34
Mutter Und Kind-XX ... 12-1-34
My Wife the Miss-XX. .9-13-34
Mysterious Mr. Wong

MOP.. 1-15-35
1-8-35
Woman-F

Mystery

Nada Mas Que Ana Mujer
F.. 11-27-34

Name

the

11-22-34
10-13-34
7-5-34

Streets-FN

Streak-RKO

FN.. 11 -2-34
Smoking Guns-U
Social Register-COL

Dem

Mit

Spiel

Woman-COL. 10-16-34

XX.. 11-27-34

St.

St.

7-12 34
12-8-34

Alarm-MAJ
Young-MGM... 1-12-35
1-9-35
No Ransom-LIB
is

10-25-34
Norah O'Neale-DU
Not Against Flesh-GFF. 8-14-34

Notorious

Sophie Lang-PAR.

7-21-34
.10-13-34
11-1-34
Old-Fashioned Way-PAR. 7-14-34

Now and Forever-PAR
OU Raider-MAY

One Exciting Adventure
U.. 11-27-34
One in a Million-INV. .. 12-1-34
8-10-34
One More RJver-U
One Night of Love-COL. .7-6-34
Once to Every Bachelor
LIB.. 8-23-34

On

Secret

Service-BIP. .7-31-34

Hours-MGM

1-3-35
8-8-34
Our Daily Bread-UA
11-3-34
Outcast Lady-MGM
Outlaws' Highway-TRO. 11-3-34
7-26-34
Ore Y Plata-I C

Only

8

N

Woman-SHO.

Quest-MGM
Packer-MOP
Sweets-CHB
Strictly Dynamite-RKO.

.

Stamboul
Skar
Stolen

.

.1-3-35
7-7-34
7-3-34
8-7-34
.7-5-34

Way

the

Straight

is

Student

M-G-M
Tour-MGM

8-29-34
10-13-34
Failure-MOP. 10-2-34

Successful

9-4-34
Take the Stand-LIB
That's Gratitude-COL. .10-27-34
Their Big Moment-U ... .8-6-34

Always Tomorrow
U.. 11-10-34

There's

Three Songs About Lenin

AM..

11-3-34

Hollywood
P.. 11-6-34
Thunder Over Texas

365

Nights

in

10-17-34

Crime-BEA

Ticket to a

12-20-34

Beyond-MOP

Trail

9-15-34

Merry-Go-Round

Transatlantic

UA.
Treasure

.11-1-34
.8-8-34
12-18-34

Istand-MGM.

.

Tu Hijo-XX

Two Heads

on

a Pillow

LIB
Unconquered

10-3-34

Bandit

STE.. 1-8-35
Symphony
GB.. 1-12-35
Unsere Fahne Flattert Uns
Voran-UFA
7-10-34
Wagon Wheela-PAR
10-5-34
Waltz Time in Vienna
Unfinished

UFA.. 11-20-34

Wake Up

and Dream-U.
Wandering Jew-OLY
Wednesday's Child

We

10-1 1-34
.

.1-12-35

RKO.. 11-13-34
Live Again-UA

Wenn Herzen

9-24-34

Sich Finden

XX.

Veil-MGM

11-24-34
Paris Interlude-MGM... 7-28-34
8-30-34
Party's Over-COL
8-31-34
Peck's Bad Boy-F
Personality Kid-WA
8-1-34
Petersburg Nights-AM .. .9-13-34
Power-GB
10-5-34
President Vanishes-PAR 11-17-34
Prinzessin Turandot
UFA.. 1-16-35
Private Life of Don JuanUA.. 11-15-34
Pursued-F
10-23-34
Pursuit of Happiness-PAR
10-26-34
Quien Mato a Eva?-XX 12-27-34
Rakoczi Indulo-D A N. . .11-22-34
Ra-Mu-FAI
8-6-34
Randy Rides Alone-MOP. 6-14-34
Ready for Love-PAR. .. 11-30-34
Redhead-MOP
9-18-34
Return of Chandu-PRI. .10-9-34
Return of the Terror
FN.. 7-10-34
Richest Girl in the World-RKO
9-8-34

Painted

P.. 8-22-34
U-l-34

Kid-WA

Louis
Louis

8-1-34

BEA..

MOP.. 12-8-34
Night
Night

Feuer

CloseUps-AM
Springtime for Henry

Neath Arizona Skies

Gwyn-UA

7-20-34
8-18-34

Soviet

... 11-27-34

...

Moonstone, The-MOP
Morning After-M AJ

.

Lives of a Bengal Lancer

in

Revxewd

Dir

the

Side

Sing Sing Nights-MOP.
Six-Day Bike Rider

Barnum-UA

7-24-34
7-7-34
8-14-34
11-12-34
11-27-34

Works PAR..

Shoot
Silver

set

Title

Mit

9-26-34

She Learned About Sailor sF.. 7-28-34
She Loves Me Not-PAR. 7-19-34
8-22-34
She Waa a Lady-P

Artlstt

distributor

Entrance-F

Servants'

Kent

Mighty

U.. 1-8-35

Sequoia-MGM
12-22-34
She Had to Choose-MAJ .9-18-34

— Universal

WK— Willis

.10-5-34

Chateau

the

of

Steiner

THO — Fred Thomson
TOP— Topical Films
TOW — Tower Prods.
TRO—J. D. Trop
UA — United

9-18-34

BIP.

Prods.

SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP —John S. Tapernoux

UFA— Ufa
W A— Warner

Letter-MAJ

School for Girls-LIB... 10-1 6-34
Scotland Yard Mystery

SPE — Spectrum

Nell

La Bataille-TAP
La Buenaventura-WA. ..
Lady by Choice-COL.

Lost

MOP..

8-11-34
9-15-34

Side-U

8-29-34

From Missouri-MGM

Girl

Human

Others

Forsaking All

Gentlemen

Revie^ued

Title

Housewife-WA

I

Embarrassing Moments

.11-12-34

Nach Deutsch-

Dame

Sein-UFA
El
El

.

Down

Pictures

DU — Du World

PYR— Pyramid

Stageplay
Pictures
INC Inter-Continent Film
INV Invincible Pictures

S.

t

RK0..11-?*V;(4

Romance in the Rain-U. .9-8-34
Romance Tropical-LAT. 10-16-34
Runaway Queen-UA. ... 1-17-35
Scarlet Empress-PAR
9-15-34

WA. .11-13-34
Bachelor Girl

of a

MGM.. 12-18-34
81ind

Distributing

Cinexport

Corp.

COL— Columbia
DAN — Danubia

.

Biography

Rocky Rhodes-U
1 l£n «
Romance in Manhattan ^

Herbert

Big-Hearted

Biography

—

CIN

Exchange

IMP — Imperial Dist
INT — International

Retnewed

Title

PA R — Paramount

BEA-Beacon Productions
BEL— Waldemar D. Bell

11-16-34

Mason?-KAN

a

M — Amkino

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS PIN— Pinnacle
ANG — AmerAnglo Corp.
GFN — General Films
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp
A MB — Ambassador Pictures
GOP — Goldsmith Productions
All — Capt. Harold AuteD
PRO — Progressive Pictures
HOL— Hollywood Film Ex.
PRX— Protex Dist. Corp.
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G

Innocence-RKO. .9-1-34
Missing-COL. 9-25-34

of

Among

Daily, July 3 to Jan. 18

Film

in

We're

West

.11-13-34
Rich Again-RKO. .8-11-34
of the

Pecos-RKO

12-29-34

What Every Woman Knows

When

When

Man

MGM.. 10-5-34

Red
U.. 11-24-34
Strangers Meet-LIB

a

Sees

10-9-34

WA

White Cockatoo1-12-35
White Lies-COL
12-27-34
White Parade-F
10-22-34
Whom the Gods Destroy

Wicked

COL.. 7-12-34
Woman, A

MGM.. 12-8-34

Wild Gold-F

Woman

Ut
7
~L
Dark-RKCtV V
)

the

in

12-Vj4

Woman Who
You Belong
Young and
Youth

of

Dared-I MP. 9-26-34
to

MePAR.

.9-13-34

Beautiful
If AS.. 8-30-84
Rusaia-SOV.. 11-12-34

We

again thank the

who

executive

told

us

The Film Daily

that

Year Book was the
finest

that

is

book

of reference

published

industry

the

in

States. ..That s

in

any

United

why

Film

Daily gets a kick out
of making

more

it

better and

efficient

each year

THE 1935 EDITION
(seventeenth edition)

will

ID

be

BIGGER THAN EVER
Ready for distribution

in

February

THE

182 FOREIGN FILMS
Film Critic Punctures

SHOWN HERE

1)

and there
were 19 from Russia, 15 from
France, 15 from Mexico, 6 from Argentine, 5 from Sweden, 5 from
Hungary, 4 from Palestine, 4 from
year before, totaled

Poland, 3 from Italy, 2 from Ireland and 1 from Porto Rico.

RKO

Radio Starting 3

Hollywood
tions

if

so

is

seldom that

a

genuine defense

the

of

screen

is

pages of a newspaper or magazine, except for' the occasional compliments penned
by the motion picture critics and editors, the following excerpt from the Sunday article
of

Andre

Sennwald,

New

York

"Times"

critic

and

one

of

the

informed and
livest wires of his fraternity, is passed on as not only of timely interest but also as
the most intelligent and effective reply to the cinema's belittlers that has seen its
way into print for many a day. Mr. Sennwald speaking:

The

best

freshness and

imagination which the cinema is latterly exhibiting, both
entertainment medium, is becoming increasingly evident
to all but those miserable buffoons whose affiliation with the stage requires them to be
professionally myopic.
Only among the decadent intelligentsia is it still fashionable
to

an

vitality,

art

regard

and as

the

a

screen

as

the

idiot

half-brother

of

"Star
Powell and Ralph Morgan; "The the ignoramus that the yearly achievement of the
Golden Legend," with Ann Shirley as to make 80 per cent of the theatrical exhibits
George Bowery. Thus when George Jean Nathan, the most
under the
direction
of

John Cromwell.

Chicago Notes

—

Chicago Ben Eisenberg has been
made general sales manager for B.

the

peep-show, just as

it

is

only

screen

is

so

formidably

excellent

amateur night on the
illustrious of the critical Katzenjammer Kids, dons his corduroy trousers, wind-breaker and false whiskers, and sallies
forth among the films on a furtive slumming expedition in search of some good low
comedy to enliven his new book, it is a reflection upon himself rather than upon
the cinema that he encounters precisely what he set out to find.

Most

of

the egocentric drivel on the motion

look

like

pictures which the smart

feeble efforts to compete with the comic strips

Elmers com-

so empty of
upon an outmoded formula of humorous writing,
and so dismally lacking in ordinary discernment and acquaintance with their subject,
in all Judell
that they seem like so many tipsy William Winters.
No so Mr. Nathan. He possesses
cludes offices in Chicago, Indianaponot only a distinguished prose style but also one of the most gifted critical talents in
lis, St. Louis and Milwaukee. Eisenthe world.
Only a fool would attempt to joust with him in the theatrical arena.
berg has been with Universal exYet when he leaves his querencia, ambitious to wet his horn in the unfamiliar terrain
change here for many years.
Olive Borden, screen actress, is of the cinemas, he delivers himself of a body of sour vaudevilles which arouses in a
making a personal appearance at a Nathan admirer the same acute embarrassment as that which must have overpowered
local theater before going on to the the personal friends of Miss Kay Strozzi during her great second act curtain speech
In his new volume,
west coast to make a picture. Miss in the fruity dramatic exhibit called "Tomorrow's Harvest."
Borden recently returned from Eng- "Passing Judgments," his essay, "The Movies Take Over the Stage," is the feeble
agitation of a tired and overworked comic gift; his chapter, "Motion Picture Censorland.
Max Gumbiner, owner of the Rose ship." is a ludicrous effort to startle the hayseed; his piece on "The Chaplin Buntheater, has made Ben Elkins man- combe" is a juvenile attempt to invent a controversy by the ancient rhetorical device
ager.
The Rose is still using gift of flaying straw men, and his observations on Mae West suggest that he has never
nights as a means of attracting at- even heard of Anna' Sten, Jean Harlow, Kay Francis or a dozen other ladies whose
tendance.
gender is indisputable even by the exacting Nathan standards.
There was a general change of
managers of local Warner houses
Denlores
last week. New lineup is as follows: V.mi

N. Judell,

Inc.,

cerebral

in

their

is

content, so obviously based

and

will handle sales
territory, which in-

Ted Furrell manager of the Cosmo;
Johnny Field, Highland; E. D. Hobson, Orpheum; M. Connor, Grove; M.
Brazee, Avalon.

Woollcott for Para. Film
Alexander Woollcott, author, playwright and radio personality, has
signed a contract to play a role in
"Miracle in 49th Street," a drama
of modern Manhattan scheduled to
go into production Jan. 28 at the
Eastern Service Studio, Astoria, L.
I.
The film, which was written and
will be directed and produced by
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur,
will have Noel Coward in the starring role.

Richmond Theater Plans
Richmond Plans have been filed
File

mit to paper

—

for the theater to be built at 934

Grace St. to be owned and operated
by Loew's and Wilmer & Vincent.
H. Carl Messerschmidt is the architect.

Friars' Frolic Feb. 24
The Friars are holding their annual Frolic at the Majestic Theater

Pafpnt SuU Brines
RAtfjli^tio" Aeramst AT&T

Minneapolis
patent
cent

—A

(Continued from Page

1)

dred films made and released undei
the new regime, 76 per cent were

than usual.

popular

be

Nicholls, Jr., and "Village Tale,"
Phil Stong story to be directed by

FILM5>

admitted to the

placed in work this among certain dramatic critics that the belief persists that the injection of a slapby RKO Radio. They are stick whack at the screen in a stage review identifies them to their readers as
It is obvious to all
but the smart Aleck and
of Midnight," with William unusually witty and superior fellows.

will

month

—

THE FILM DAILY
Three new produc-

of

NEW

OF

ESCAPE CENSOR CUTS

as

West Coast Bureau

76%

Film Critici sms

IN '34
DECAUSE

(Continued from Page
59,

Some

sequel to the re-

Howard Cullman

Distrust Within Industry
(Continued from Pane 1)

natural enemy, possessed at the
suit
infringement
time of the cunning of a snake
brought by American Telephone & same
and the simplicity of a child," he
Telegraph, Western Electric and asserted.
"The net result is the
Research Products huge and costly machinery of trade
Electrical
against Cinema Supplies, Inc., is selling, which appears primarily dea mandamus application bv Henry signed to conceal the nature of the
C. Miller to compel Harrv H. Peter- product from its buyers all along
In the labyrinth of trade
son, Attorney General of Minnesota, the line.
to investigate local and lone dis- custom, the most important factor
tance telephone rates on the ground of all—the public frequentlv disapthat the rates are affected bv al- pears from view altogether."
Cullman also criticized what he
leged illegal acts of A.T.&T. Western Electric. Erm', the Northwest- termed "a huge turnover in nersonern Bell Telenhnnp Co. and sub- nel" which he viewed as unhealthv.
sidiaries, in violation of the laws Other guests included Eddie DowlHear- ing and Ferdinand Pecora. recently
of Minnesota and the U. S.
ing on tho mandamus application appointed to the New York State
Harry Hershfield
set for Jan. 25 in the Fourth Supreme Court.
is
J. A. Nn- was master of ceremonies.
Judicial District Court.
mero. attornev for Miller, is also
attornev for Cinema Supplies.
4-Year Sunday Record at Roxy

—

h

Bernard Shaw Defends
Sex Appeal in Movies

—

London That sex appeal has a
"perfectly legitimate" part in the
fine arts and in motion pictures is
the contention of George Bernard]
Shaw in commenting on the current
movie crusade

in

England.

new

public inquiry into the
films is inaugurated," Shaw said ir
a national broadcast, "people who
consider sex sinful of itself must be
excluded, like other lunatics.
iloi
"The archbishops speak of 'unde
sirable films.'
There are no undesirable films.
.
.
"The treatment of sex appeal un
der a censorship often itself is vul
gar, yet I believe the good being ecirc
done by films associating sex appeal Ictoi
with beauty and cleanliness inj^j
poetry and music is incalculable."

"If a

i

i

.

.

.

ii

.

iiniur

Boston Briefs
Boston — A testimonial dinner

he

rii

nil

a

willjlino
L

be held Jan. 30 at the Copley-Plaza^j
in honor of Joe Brennan, new execu
tive secretary of Allied Theaters of
Massachusetts, M. P. T. 0. A. affili- M
ate.
To accept the post, Brennari
resigned as manager of Loew's
State, a job he has held since the)
house opened a dozen years ago
George Kraska, manager of the Fiw
Arts, is chairman of the forthcom
ing function.

li

.

'

"Doc" Britton,

New

England man-

ager for World Wide product, is in
New York.
Harry Segal, formerly executive
with American Pictures, has been
divisional manager for First
Division by Harry Thomas.
The father of Harry Smith, vet-fjt Ji
11
eran RKO booker, is dead.

named

Du-Art Appeal Under Advisement

(

Sfniii

taken
Division
has
Appellate
under advisement the application of
Du-Art Film Lab for a permanent
Universal
restraining
injunction
from breaking an alleged contract
to print the Universal Newsreel at
the Du-Art Laboratory after Appellate Court Justice Frances Martin granted Du-Art a temporary
writ enjoining Universal.
!

tterti

jj

u

c

",

orta
in

1

r
I

Extend Jimmy Savo's Tour
Jimmy Savo has been booked

ery

«
o,

to

i

(

an

weeks, ov th\ ig

Two Holdovers in Kansas City
Kansas Citv "Lives of a Bentra
Lander" is b<"'ng held for a second

—

1

on Feb. 24, with Louis K. Sidney in
charge of the show. The program ivoek at the Newman, while "Imitaincludes George Jessel, Jack Benny, tion of Life" is holding over at the
Irving Ceasar and Rudy Vallee.
Uptown.

Will Rotrers in "The County Chair- tour for four more
man" drew the largest matinee at the Metropolitan in BostVj/on
crowd the Roxy has had in four Friday. He then plays the Metroyears, despite rainy weather, the politan, Brooklyn; Penn, Pittsburgh,
Between 6 and the Century, Baltimore. Savo
management reports.
and 7 P. M. exactly 3,412 persons plans to go to the Coast later to
work in a picture.
bought tickets.

Hoi

Hit™
Will;

Intimate

dependent

I

The D

Character

in

/CL. LXVII,

Of

Scope

.'j^ernational in
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General Promises Action on Fight Film Bill

Atty.

50

N ewspciper

o n Pict u res
S ixteen Years Old

Now

Thought

in

aily

Mo

U. S.

MATERS NOW ITERATING

A Sound Improvements Demonstrated by Goldsmith
How They Started
New

Open Houses Are
Shown in Film Boards'

Developments
and Radio
Transmission
Cleveland—A radically new sys-

14,552

in Talkies

Annual Compilation
Approximately 80 per cent of the
motion picture theaters
in
the
United States are now in operation,
according to the annual compilation
of the Film Boards of Trade.
The
figures reveal that, out of 18,263
houses in the country as of the first
of the year, 14,552 are open, compared with 13,736 open a year ago,
or an increase of 816. A slight de-

sm of high quality sound-on-film

scording which, according to RCA
ictor engineers who developed it,
ill be the "motion picture sound
of
Dmorrow," was demonstrated for
le first time in public yesterday by
>r.
Alfred N. Goldsmith, scientist
nd consulting engineer of the RCA
fanufacturing Co., before a Clevemd Chamber of Commerce gatherig in the Hotel Statler.
Among
rinripal advantages of the new sys;m is that it completely eliminates
(.Continued on Page 6)

crease in total number of theaters
also is reported, last year's figure
being 18,371, or a loss of 108.
Number of wired houses increased
to 16,325, against 15,652 last year,
(Continued on Page 8)

I0MMITTEE OF 40

BURKAN TO OPPOSE

AS MPTOA GUIDES

PARA. REORG'N PLAN

A

committee of 40

New

Orleans

and exchangemen will be
opointed by H. S. McLeod to funcon as guides to exhibitors attendg the M. P. T. 0. A. convention in

chibitors

city

tat

beginning Feb.

(Continued on Page 6)

M. Wurtzel's Unit
On Equal Footing at Fox
ol

Coast Bureau of

—

committee, will present proof of his
objection to the Paramount reorganization plan on Friday in Federal Court because he has been un-

On

1.

onday, the day prior to formal
pening of sessions, a program of
itertainment will take place with

'est

Nathan Burkan, counsel for the
Paramount merchandise creditors'

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Fox's Hollywood stuo, which has been under Sol M.
'urtzePs command since it reopenin 1933, will hereafter be in

Warner, production maestro of the famous Warner Brothers, in the "How
Jack broke in singing illustrated songs and then graduated into half
of a black-face act called a pocket edition of "Primrose & Dockstader."
He drifted into
pictures by directing a two-reel comedy.
The art work is by "Hap" Hadley, one of trie
outstanding artists of the country
Presenting

Jack

They Started"

Action on

Fight Films

Bill for

Promised by Attorney General

l

way on an equal footing with
company's Movietone City stuo, and will share on the same ba5 in the services of the company's
ery
e

(Continued on Page

%

6)

Selwyn Assisting Mayer
West Coast Bur.,
Hollywood
sistant to

contract

THE FILM DAILY

— Edgar Selwyn

Louis

with

is

named

as-

Mayer under a new
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
B.

(Continued on Page 7)

series.

Mickey Mouse Revives
Bankrupt Toy Company

By

RICHARD

FILM DAILY
Washington

H.

CUNNINGHAM

Staff

—

Correspondent
S. Cum-

—

it

was revealed

(Continued on Page 8)

in a

Dependable delivery
Film

Carriers,

Inc.

is

Being Returned to

NRA

Motion Picture Laboratories Ass'n
of America has decided to return
the newly-revised laboratory code to
as unacceptable, but exthe
pects that agreement can be reached
on objectionable features of the code,
chiefly certain labor provisions, at

NRA

(Continued on Page 6)

Homer

Newark, N. J. Through a license mings, Attorney General, yesterday
from Walt Disney to manufacture suggested to Congressman Emanuel
toy electrical trains with a Mickey Celller, sponsor of House Bill 143
Mouse and Minnie Mouse trade- to repeal the act prohibiting intermark, the Lionel Corp., Irvington state transportation of fight films,
toy firm, was pulled out of bank- that if Celler will have his com(Continued on Page 8)
ruptcy and enabled to pay off $296,197 in claims,

Revised Laboratory Code

guaranteed

—Advt.

by

Predict

1936 Television

made possible
Television
by
1936,
through plans now being worked out
by CBS and a film company, with NBC
following suit of it materializes, was
circles.
radio
predicted
yesterday
in
The plan is said to involve underwriting
of the entertainment by film compani?s.

National

IS

THE

iS&H

DAILY

N.

Federal Attys. to Defend

Board

Huffman Appeal

at

Wednesday, Jan. 23,1935

J. Allied Asks Fund
To Push Charnow Case

ommg

Two

Wed.. Jan. 23, 1935
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Federal attorneys will apAllied States Ass'n of New Jerpear to defend the Denver griev- sey yesterday voted to authorize
ance board at a hearing to be held Sidney E. Samuelson, president, and
tomorrow in the District Court of the executive committee to approAppeals, Oklahama City, in connec- priate funds and to retain counsel,
tion with the injunction obtained if necessary, to obtain a speedy adby Harry Huffman Denver exhibi- judication from the Code Author-

restraining distributors from ity, or from some other body, of the
cutting off his film service as a re- clearance case of Julius Charnow's
sult of a local board decision order- Leonia Theater, Leonia, N. J.
The
ing him to cease auto giveaways. case has been pending since last
John C. Flinn, executive secretary July, Samuelson stated, and added
of the Code Authority yesterday was that Allied demanded justice for
notified that Byron Rogers of Den- Charnow and not any mercy such
ver, assistant U. S. District At- as the Code Authortiy offered last
torney, and Masten White of Wash- week by saying that it would interAddress all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., ington, assistant U. S. attorney- cede for Charnow.
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739. general, will represent the board.
Allied also took under consideraHollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
tion a proposal for publication of a
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
group program for Allied members,
Meeting
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 Allied
carrying propaganda to picture paWardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
February
to
Set
P. A. Harle, La
trons on clearance, the right to buy
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la Cour
Allied has put back the dates for pictures, indecent pictures, chain
les-Noues, 19.
and kindred subjects.
its annual board meeting from Jan. competition
24-25 to Feb. 13-15, at Washington. The Association voted to hold a oneChange was effected owing to the day legislative session at Trenton
fact that certain "plans have not at a date not yet set.
crystallized," it was stated in New
CODE
York yesterday. The program will
tor,

;
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Be Done on Coast

switch in the operation of the
Hays certificate of approval plan
now requires all features to be reviewed at the coast under the direct supervision of Joe Breen, who
is in charge of administration of
Previously
code.
the production
Vincent Hart examined pictures
produced in the East and imported
from abroad, but now they are sent
to Hollywood for viewing by the
Hart is reviewing
Breen staff.
shorts made in New York and vicinity, as well as reporting on the character of Broadway stage shows.

Paramount on Broadway.

%

1

37/8

8%

new

policy

3/g

Vi

All to

A

"Lancer" Holds in Brooklyn
Paramount's "Lives of a Bengal
Lancer" has set a new attendance
record since the adoption of the

held for a
In the first three days of its
day.
showing at the Brooklyn house, the
picture drew 49,686 paid admissions.
"Lancer" also is in its second week

Ve
1

11

2

8%

+

—

113%

20% 20% 20%
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

pfd

Chg.

Close

vtc. 36'/2

Ind

Issuing of Feature Seals

importantly deal with legislative
affairs, both national and state.

Leon Goldberg Reports Holdings
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Among the few film
men who have reported their hold-

—

M.

& S.-KAO

Case Adjourned

Arbitration hearing on the claim
ings of company shares in accorof Meyer & Schneider that K-A-0
dance with recent federal requirehad breached the agreement under
ments is Leon Goldberg, as Keithwhich the Hollywood and Apollo
Albee-Orpheum treasurer, who recame under
operation was adports 200 shares of 7% preferred
journed yesterday to tomorrow af100
bought
He
stock on Dec. 31.
ter an all-day session at the N. Y.
shares on that date.
Max D.
County Lawyers' Ass'n.

RKO

Hank
Henry A.

Steuer is representing Meyer &
Schneider.
K-A-0 maintains that
if a breach did occur it was not a
material breach of the contract.

Linet on His Own
Linet, will continue law

practice individually, with offices at
1450 Broadway, following dissolution of the law firm of Sutton &
Linet.

Nasser Circuit Goes Bank Night

an

dG omgt

LILA

LEE has returned to Hollywood from
York to join her bridegroom, Jack Peine.

New

S.
N. BEHRMAN. who left this
the coast, will be back in New York

week

ROBERT LORAINE
rehearse

to

for

on Broadway
"Times Have

has arrived
stage play,

the

Changed."

DANIEL FROHMAN
where he

will

leaves tonight for Florida,

remain about two

months.

HENRY GINSBERG is due in New York today.
ROGER MARCHETTI, Hollywood attorney and
manager
Astoria

of stars, has arrived
for a short stay.

BERT WHEELER
with

Harry

Chicago
an act.

for

left

Jans to produce

RAYMOND

GENE

and

Waldorf-

the

at

yesterday

JUNE CLAYWORTH,

both
members of the cast of Universal'i
"Transient Lady", have arrived in the east foi
a vacation.
Raymond is stopping at the Lombardy and will remain in New York for about
a
month.
Miss Clayworth has gone to visit
her family in Allentown. Pa.

SEADLER returned yesterday from Havana.
FERGUSON leaves this week for Miami.
MELVIN P. LEVY, author of "Gold-Eagit

SI

BILL

Guy," current Broadway play, has
Hollywood under an M-G-M writing

WANDA

PERRY,

one of
sequence

the
style
"Roberta", is in

for

left

models

the

RKO

in

New York from

picked
Radio's

the coast

—

its

cuit

announced

it

would

install bank-

AL CHRISTIE, ART JARRETT and WILLIAM

WATSON

sailed

New York

on

from

California

this

week

MR. and MRS. ARCHIE MAYO are en route
from the west coast to England by boat.
PHIL FRIEDMAN
merit on
material.

WILL

HAYS

H.

the Fox casting depart-

of

coast

the

is

coming east to hunt

William Desmond
Sally Starr

Ralph Graves

Olive Hisbrouck
Franklyn Pangborn

Ben Bard

lowing
which
week.

"The
is

being

Wandering
held

for

gets back from the coast this

ALEXANDER GRAY is back from Tulsa, Okla.,
where he was called by family illness.
WILLIAM
"Good
ture

at

or 14.
east for

WYLER,

director

of

Universal's

is
on his way to New York
attend the opening of the picRadio City Music Hall on Feb. 7

Fairy",

where he

will

the

MARGARET SULLAVAN

also

come

will

the premiere.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK, in charge of advertising and publicity for Warner theaters, left
yesterday for Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Chicago
to set the campaigns for "Devil Dogs of the
Air", Warner's first Cosmopolitan release.
He
will be gone a week.
ANTONIO and RENEE DE MARCO, ballroom
dancers leave New York tonight for Hollywood
to appear in their first feature motion picture,
First National's "In Caliente."
VIRGINIA SALE
where she

will start

leaves

work

Feb.
in

1

for

the coast,

"Highway Robbery"

Fox.

for

DAVID SARNOFF was
day for an

in Washington yesterappointment with President Roose

velt.

WILLIAM O'BRIEN,

British

theatrical

agent

and husband of Elizabeth Allan, is on his way
back to England after a visit on the coast.
GEORGE TEAGUE, background technician, ar
rived from England yesterday and is stopping
at
the Pennsylvania for a few days before
leaving for Hollywood.

RECORDING
ON

Film or Disc

INDUSTRIALSLIDE film-

Will Rojrers Film Holds at Roxy
Will Rogers' new Fox picture,
Jew", "The County Chairman"' will be
another held for a second week at the Roxy
starting Friday.

PRODUCTIONS CORP.

'

I

foi

week.

nights in its own houses. The Gold
State circuit headed by Robert McNeil and various downtown houses
also protested against Levin.

on Range" for Criterion
the
on
"Home
Range" goes into the Criterion fol-

foi

the "Virginia."

"Home

Paramount's

for

vacation.

a

—

Instead of presscharges against the Levin
Theater Co., which refused to abide
by a code board decision against
bank nights the Nasser Bros, ciring

foi

contract.

San Francisco

"Imitation of Life" in Cleveland Run
"Imitation of Life"
Cleveland
will go into its fifth week here on
Friday. After a week at the firstrun RKO Palace, it was booked into the Alhambra, where it is being
held a fourth week, with the prospect of a fifth.

for

about

in

weeks.

six

BRUNSWICK
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

St.

N.Y.C.

h

///

BABOONA' THE

AND MOST

BEST

ENTERTAINING OF JUNGLE
§
PI^YI
IDEC
V
IV I UltE J !

ARTHUR MAYER Managing

State$

/

Director, Rialto Theatre,

New York

ARTHUR MAYER
who has made

the Rialto Theatre one of

the most consistently profitable houses on

Broadway through

his

understanding

of

showmanship and entertainment values.

Read
"In

al!

the years

I

have been

is

in

this

statement:
business,

showmen greater

picture that affords

"'Baboona'

his full

have never seen a

I

opportunity.

be enjoyed by

the sort of entertainment that will

types of theatre-goers.
am more than glad to be privileged
the world premiere. I look forward to big business.
I

"One need
sell

The job here

not worry about the audience reaction.

the picture properly.

go out praising

They'll

to

it,

for

excitement, extraordinary sights, thrilling episodes
them and make them talk.

it's

all

stage

is

full

to

of

that will hold

«

"Fox Film has a big money-maker
different

written

from

any jungle

over

all

it.

picture

in

'Baboona.'

produced.

they stand absolutely tops.

and the best

is

decidedly

has showmanship

It

,

"The presence of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson
In their field

It

It

is

is

of eminent importance.

the best

made by

and most entertaining of jungle

"This business can stand a lot

pictures.

more showmen's

'Baboona.'"

0$

the Johnsons

pictures like
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SOUND IMPROVEMENTS

AS MPTOA GUIDES
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

background hissing noises and theo-

makes possible the ultimate
of realism in sound-on-film recording and reproduction.
Using a special film recording of
a musical performance in the Radio
City Music Hall in New York, Dr.
Goldsmith called attention to the
ability of the new system to reproduce the full definitions and shadings of all the instruments in the
orchestra over the complete au:l
ble range of sound, as well as to the
complete absence of hiss during the
ouieter portions of the music. With
the new recording method, the sound
waves are halved into two separate
but symmetrica] sound tracks, one
negative and the other positive, automatically eliminating the unused
nortions of the sound track which
is a necessary part of all existinsound-on-film systems.

PHIL M.DALY

retically

:

Speaking through a tiny microphone no
larger than a matchbox, fastened to his coat
lapel, a device he described as "permitting
one man to be heard above a multitude," Dr.
Goldsmith, described and demonstrated other
recent scientific developments from the leading radio research laboratories.
Pointing out that we already hear and will
eventually see by radio. Dr. Goldsmith suggested that in the remote future radio might
appeal to man's other senses, such as touch,
nd smell.
He said there was the posthree-dimensional
transmitting
sibility
of
objects
studio through
in
the
is
of
so
that
a solid
ictile
Broadcasting,'
entation which "m'"ht even be touched
as well as viewed could be sent into the
home."
"Telegustatory broadcasting," or the
transmission of taste, might make it possible
to
"taste" a fine brand of coffee, for instance, by radio.
The transmission of =me'Is
would perhaps be easier, he said, since the
.'Telolfactory'' receiver need only spray into
the air a duplicate of the odor transmitted.
uphasized however that these possibilities
were now "only whimsical and remote imaginings."
While describing the steady and orderly development of television experimentally as
1

•

i

amazing, Dr. Goldsmith felt it necessary
temper optimism with a note of restraint
future

the

The problems

television
television

to
in

broad-

extern'
considerations
of
technical
receiver, he said.

purely

I

Iran mitter

of
of

and

Other new devices described by I)'". Goldwere a new type of radio tube, refor
sembling an acorn in sin
pe,
y radio amateurs and experimenters in
smith

exploring the possibilities of the ultra-short
micro radio waves; an amateur sound camera
which makes it possible for anyone to nnk"

wn

sound

movies

as

easily

as

silent

resembling a cigar
humidor which when connected to any electrically operated
radio receiver converts it
phonograph combination instrument.
convenient chair at
It can be played from a
distance from the receiver to which it is
a
a

small

;

and

Caruso
record which
''

a

heard," a phonograph
ous engineers have been able to literally
from the original one made by Enrico Caruso so that now many years after
his death Caruso's immortal voice may be
heard with a new brilliance, accompanied by

never

recreate

a

modern

orchestra.

M-G-M

Signs Ft. Worth Girl
Fort Worth, Tex. Jeanie Gunn,
five-year-old daughter of Mr. and
Mr.5.

—

Gunn of the Madcap
who have been presenting

Leon

Players,

melodramas at the Meadowmere Night Club here for the past
old time

seven months, has been given a part
in "Reckless" with Jean Harlow and

William Powell.
pleted

successful

Hollywood.

•

•

•

THE FIRST

issue of the Gaumont British sales
before us
called "The Big Push"
a
lively snappy sheet filled with pep talk for the sales lads in the
field
with special articles by Arthur Lee and George Weeks
an inside spread illustrates the G-B Derby
with the
horses (representing the various branches) getting away from
the post
at present Minneapolis is in the lead
with
New Haven a close second
here is another striking bit of
evidence that we are Back to Show Biz
they are starting
to gel the sales lads enthused as they used to do in the good

stimulator

is

tests

in

including a trip to the Fair
Ground to attend the races, which
will included special M. P. T. 0. A.
events; a golf tournament at the
Metarie Golf and Country Club and
bridge.
list

Arrangements have been made
three more hotels to handle
the overflow from the Roosevelt.
They are the St. Charles, Monteleone and Jung, all within a short
with

distance of the Roosevelt, which will
be convention headquarters.

Sol

M. Wurtzel's Unit

On Equal
•

•

•

TALKING OF Gaumont

British

Footing at Fox

(Continued from Page

reminds us

that Charles de Grandcourt has moved into an executive pos
for which he is eminently fitted
the first job of its
kind
which makes us wonder why these British companies
didn't think of it long ago
Charlie leaves for London Friday
to function in an advisory capacity in the G-B studir
injecting the American point of view and box-office
pngles into scripts and production
Mister de Grandcourt,
former chief editor of National Screen for many years
has recently been originating scripts in collaboration with W.
Douglas Burden
pal of Jo;k Whitney and Merian Cooper.

time

he

NOW WE

Charlie, please tell those Lunnon
to forget their hidebound Britto realize that
their confounded Dignity
Picture Public want Pace and Tempo in their

American citizenry
now,
tudio lads from us, please

f

ish traditions

the American
they crave Imaginative Treatment
screen
above all
if they show a blarstcd blimey going up a flight of stairs
we over here don't want to go up the entire flight WITH
for that illustration
him
if you get what we mean
and until
rums up the ENTIRE British picture technique
they get away from it
they can't capture the American
who
fancy
and those Stodgy English leading ladies!
burn and sizzle and scorch you with all the fire of their frosted
oh, Charles, IF you can
emot'ons and marble movements
you'll revoludo something drastic about changing all this
and make fortunes in American
tionize British Production
for those British lads have a lot
releases for British pix
but they've got to learn to use what
that Hollywood lacks
and in you they'v picked a gent who can
Hollywood HAS
show 'em

T

T

NEXT SUNDAY

the
eve at the Astor Hotel
• • •
Catholic Actors Guild will have an old-fashioned Spelling Bee
and the other
one side will be headed by Ed Finney
the words will be read out by Brandon
by Nancy Dillon

Freddie BarthoTynan, Eva Condon and Walter Connolly
lomew, who plays the role of the child David in "David Copperfield"
will be a guest with Major Bowes on his Sunday
moxming broadcast
For the first time the huge billboard
over the Criterion is let out for commercial advertising
We note with amazement that
for a brassiere ad, no less
Bill Boehnel has hung his fourth picture in his Personal Galat the head of his film column in the
lery of Portraiture
Bill must be diggin' 'em up from the
"World-Telegram"
he keeps getting younger in every porole family album
trait
John Boettiger, who became the son-in-law of President Roosevelt on Friday through his marriage to Mrs. Anna
Dall, is functioning as special assistant to Will H. Hays
he makes his

office

at the association's

« « «

New York

» » »

headquarters.

among other
"Handy

produced,

"Judge

films,

Andy", "Life

Priest",
Begins at

Eyes".
making "Dante's

O
©
•
will sit back and watch the results of
this vastly intriguing experiment
there is no question in
our mind that this Story Expert can give British pix that u-hh
and zz-r that they need
in order to go over big with the

1)

and writers as well
as having equal access to story material, it is announced by Winfield
Sheehan, vice-president and general
manager of production. The action
comes as a result of Wurtzel's work
in the last 12 months, during which

stars, directors

"Bright

She recently comscreen

the

old days

chest,

i

onnected

A

COMMITTEE OF 40

SHOWN BY GOLDSMITH

-ing

Jan. 23, 1935

40"

and

now

Wurtzel

is

Inferno", one of
the company's big films of the year.
Will
Rogers' "Steamboat 'Round
the Bend" and others are in preparation.
John Stone continues as Wurtzel's
chief aide. He made "Baby Take a
Bow" and the Charlie Chan films,
in addition to supervising all the
Spanish productions. Joseph Engel
and Edward T. Lowe recently were
promoted to associate producers by
Wurtzel.

Revised Laboratory Code

Being Returned to
(Continued from Page

NRA

1)

Deputy AdministraWilliam P. Farnsworth, it was
said yesterday by Charles J. Hirliman, president of the laboratory asa meeting with
tor

sociation.

The new codes raises the miniwage from $15 to $16 weekly

mum

and provides two weeks' vacation
for employes not receiving overtime
and an increase of $2.50 weekly in
the pay of wet-end developers.
Para.

Renews

West Coast Bureau

—

5

Contracts

THE FILM DAILY
Paramount has re-

of

Hollywood
newed the optional contracts

of David Holt, child actor; Mitchell Leisen director; Larry Crabbe, Ray
Milland, and Howard J. Green,
writer.
3 F. D. Shorts Salesmen Named (or
William Richardson, southern sale S"0manager for First Division, has ap-

pointed the following as short subject salesmen: R. R. Garner, Atlanta; J. C. White, Charlotte, and
Orleans.
A. Kelly,

R

New

THE

DAILY

Wednesday, Jan. 23, 1935

PUN TO OPPOSE

A

PARA. REORG'N PLAN

10% ADMISSION TAX

LITTLE from
;By

(.Continued from

Page

IN IND.

article in "Fortune," will
A new taxation hazard from the
have screenplay by Garrett Fort, viewpoint of the film industry
John Bright, and Robert Tasker.
loomed] on the legislative horizon
T
T
T
yesterday when a 10 per cent adworking
ci
Scott
Darling
is
W.
mission tax bill, designed to raise
novel,
"Old
Homea re-write of the
funds for an old-age pension sysWarGeorge
stead," for Liberty.
tem, was introduced in the Indiana
s:ner will adapt "I'll Bet You" to legislature. Industry legislative
ob-

from an

any agreement with JACKIE COOPER has been signed
the principal Paramount reorgani- J by Warners for the title role in
"Dinky", which will have Mary Aszation groups, he said last night.
D. Ross
Burkan declined to disclose the tor in the feminine lead.
Lederman will direct the original
differences between his committee screen story by John Fante, Frank
and the other Paramount reorgani- Fenton and Samuel Gilson.
Ian
zation factors, but it is variously Hunter, who is currently at work in
Night's Dream," will
reported that the merchandise com- "A Midsummer
play the male lead if the shooting
?ble to reach

mittee, dubbed the Erpi committee

INTRODUCED

RALPH WILK;

HOLYWOOD

1)

"LOTS"

follow.

servers saw in this move a reflection of the Presidential recommenFox has borrowed Glen Boles from dation for a national old-age penWarners for the juvenile lead in sion plan which may reverberate
"Ten Dollar Raise."
throughout the various state asT
T
semblies.
T

schedule on the Reinhardt produc-

some quarters because E. Earl tion permits.
Anderson is chairman, wanted repreT
The Alan Mowbrays are the latsentation on the Paramount board.
est proud parents in Hollywood. An
The Paramount reorganization eight-pound son was born in Cedars
plan which has been attacked as of Lebanon Hospital in the film colbeing unfair to stockholders because ony. The Mowbrays already have a
of the $2 assessment feature will daughter, aged three and a half. The
be assailed today in Federal Court father at present is working in
at the resumed hearing on the plan RKO's "Becky Sharp."
in

T

T

Ralph Morgan has been signed bv
The Indiana bill would divide the
Columbia for "Gimpy," in which taxes between the state and county
Jack Holt will be starred, with Mona for the administration of the
fund.
Barrie in the feminine lead.
T

T

There are now two holders of the
Salt Lake City Squibs
French Legion of Honor in the Fox
ranks, with the decoration of WinSalt Lake City George Allen,
by Robert Szold, of counsel for the
T
T
field Sheehan this week.
The other
Munger debenture committee, as unWilliam Wyler has completed the is the Fox Film president, S. R. manager of the Playhouse, has
changed policy to double features
fair to creditors on the ground that final cutting: and editing; of Univers- Kent.
pits stage acts.
the treatment of stockholders is
l's "The Good Fairy," starring MarT
T
Two changes a week will be inSzold is also op- earet Sullavan and Herbert Marover-generous.
Margaret Lindsay has been cast augurated shortly by the Victory,
posed to the payment of 6 per cent shall, and is on his way east.
•n the title role of "The Case of the managed
by N. Glasman.
interest on the bank debt.
»
T
T
Curious Bride." the second of the
in
will
appear
Rue
Jack
La
The Hippodrome, badly damaged
A number of witnesses have been
Erie Stanley Gardner mystery storsubpoenaed by Samuel Zirn, in- "Times Square Lady," which M-G- ies to be filmed by Warners. War- by fire recently, will be razed soon.
After being held over at the Orcluding Adolph Zukor, Sir "William M will produce.
ren William will again plav Perry
T
T
T
Wiseman, Austin C. Keough, WalMason. Michael Curtiz will direct. pheum, "Little Minister" has moved
"How to Train a Dog" is the title
to the Studio to continue its run.
ter B. Cokell, T. Sloane Colt, EuT
T
T
and subject of a Pete Smith forthVanderlip,
Frank
A.
Leake,
gene W.
Theodore
Von
Stanley
Eltz,
AnMaurice coming screen oddity. In the M-G-M drews and Irving Bacon have been
Klein
and
Dr.
Julius
one-reeler, the screen commentator
Newton.
will endeavor to show dog owners assigned character roles in Walter
the wrong: and rieht ways to feed, Wanger's "Private Worlds".
VG)
»
T
T
train and generally care for their
Boston Briefs
canine pets.
Felix E. Feist wrote
Luis Alberni, Soledad Jimenez,
Boston The Lancaster Theater, the story and also will direct the Dorothv Dare and Geors:e Humbert
subsequent-run house formerly op- oddity, to be produced by Har-rv have been added to Warners' "In
erated by G. "W. Demick has been Rapf.
Caliente," starring Dolores Del Rio.
acauired by Tom Spiro, operator of
^
T
the" Hyde Park Theater.
Minor Watson will plav a prinIrene Dunne and Fred Astaire,
Frank Zampino, Pathe sound man, "inal role in "Wanderlust." in which RKO Radio stars, will be heard on
Aline MacMahon and Guv Kibbe° the
WABC
Hotel"
died suddenly Saturday.
"Hollvwood
Already breaking house records are co-starrinsr for First National, broadcast from Hollvwood on Friin "Traveling Saleslady." day evening. Miss Dunne and Asby going into a fifth week at the instead of
with Joan Blondell and Glenda Var- taire, now starring with Ginger
Fine Arts, "Man of Aran" is good
Wii- Rogers in the RKO Radio film verrell, as previously announced.
for another month's run, according
am Keiehlev is directing:. Tom Rep'3 sion of Jerome Kern's musical hit.
to Manager John Scully of Gauand Peter Milne wrofp the screen "Roberta." will be heard in scenes
mont-British.
olay from a story by Edith Ellis.
from that show.
Leo Young, American Pictures
MOST CONVENIENT
»
»
»
T
publicist is in New York.
Samuel Hoffenstein and Lynn
Hotel in Hollywood
Love"
"Hooray
For
has
been
chosFred E. Lieberman, independent Root, writers, have been signed b^ en
$2. SO up, Single
as
the
final title for the musical
theater man, is back from New Paramount, Hoffenstein to work
$3.00 up, Double
rvcture, formerly called "Four Stars
with Dorothy Parker, Alan CampYork.
Special weekly and monthly rates
for Love." which Felix Young: is to
bell and Franz Shulz on "Two on a
nroduce at the RKO studios. Amon<r
The Plaza is near every
Tower" for Ma.rv Ellis and Root or
Joe Rock Injured in London
those already nicked for the cast
thing to see and do in
"The Milky Way." Don Rvan ha? are. Wvnne Gibson, Fred Keating:,
Hollywood. Ideal for busLondon (By Cable) Joe Rock, completed
his work on "Federa
iness or pleasure.
Bill Rob n«on, Lionel Stander and
independent producer, is laid up as
Dick," a story of the Department of
Jeanie LeGon. Walter Lang will dia result of an auto accident.
Every room has private
Justice operatives, and has left the
rect.
dressing room, bath and
organization.
shower. Beds "built for
T
T
With Donald Meek the latest adrest." Every modern conBill Would Curb High Salaries
Columbia has signed Ralph Belvenience. Fine foods at
dition to the cast, "'Public Enemy
lamy for the male lead opnosite A"t>
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
reasonable prices. ConvenNumber Two" has gone into producWashington — Salaries of motion picSothern in "Eight Bells." whilp
ient parking for your car.
tion at M-G-M under direction of
ture people who receive $25,000 or more
Arthur
Hohl
and
Charles
Grapewin
annually would be subject to Federal
Charles
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
have been assigned to "Devil's Car- Raoul Walsh. Cast includes
regulation under two measures pending
Eugene Stern, Pres.
Butterworth, Nat Pendleton, EuRep. Lloyd
in
the Senate and House.
go," with Marian Marsh and WalThe "Doorway of Hospitality"
sponsored the House bill, while Senator
gene Pallette, Ruth Selwyn, Una
lace Ford.
measure.
authored
Black
the Senate
Vine at Hollywood Blvd
and Robert
Nugent
Eddie
Merkel,
T
Scope of both bills extend beyond the
HOLLYWOOD
The film is based on a
Wanger's McWade.
film industry to apply to all persons
"Shanghai,"
Walter
earning $25,000 or more each year.
forthcoming starring vehicle for story by Edgar Selwyn and William
Charles Boyer, with story taken Le Earon.

—

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

—

:

—

1

;

THE
Wednesday, Jan. 23, 19 35

ACTION

IS

PROMISED

ON FIGHT FILM
(Continued from Page

BILL

1)

mittee submit formal request to the
Department of Justice for the Attorney General's particular study of
the problem, it will be given "prompt
consideration".
This was in reply
to Celler's recent letter to the Attorney General.
In making public the correspondence to The Film Daily, Celler
promised immediate action in presenting the facts regarding his bill
to the Attorney General.
"I have received much encouragement from the film industry since
the story of my letter to Cummings
appeared in The Film Daily," said
Celler.

Mickey Mouse Revives
Bankrupt Toy Company
(Continued from Page

1)

hearing before Federal Judge Guy
L. Fake, who discharged equity receivers and turned assets of $1,The car900,000 back to the firm.
toon character toys sold like hot
cakes and brought many repeat orofficials
ders,
stated.

fc

the

of

company

of U. S. Theaters

Are

Now

in

Operation

(Continued from Page

Short Shots

1)

By

CHARLES

and states and summarized in
The Film Daily Year Book, are as

M. P.

follows:

Albany
Atlanta
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas

Denver
Dcs Moines
Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City

Los Angeles

Memphis
Milwaukee
Minneapolis

New Haven
New Orleans
New York
Oklahoma City

Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St.

Louis

Sound

Silent

373
653
885
371
401
783
848
491
767
363
376
495

80

146

13

78

207

384
134

711

270,012
361,257
788,533
334,732
195,771
661,540
477,329
376,218
454,129
187,281
170,177
364,506
295,108
353,548
445,453
136,732
289,232
359,974
172,053
220,960
1,298,962
208,442
180.598
671,702
375,730
111,230
293,123
204,891
351,613
151,675
370,084

18,263

11,132,595

1,092

462
416
903
1.021

546
957
377
389
496
601

696
579
292
528
891
177
485
1,124
431
468

776
727
209
509

Lake City

561

San

Francisco

432
288

Washington

TOTAL

474
603
495
292
436
866
177
382
1,097

91
15

214
279

55

110
255
52
38
42
179
203

190
14
13
1

127
93
84

133

92
2'5

17

21

632
209

95

495
403
423
288
615

14

U.

22

47
145
13
109
221
77

158
9

66

80

65

13

177
43
40
94
106
55

207
91
15

120
173
55

41
52
112
49
18
62
SO
17
33
100
17
57

22,176
37,036
47,193
3,826
44,494
58,043
41,079

96

139

1,938

3,711

1,413.058

*£*

Silent

22,898
45,702
73,848
61.399

17,161

JANUARY,
Number
307
588
708
328
361

689
742
436
702
325
351

52

87

454
422
493
446
274
390
786
160
363
997
394
389
729
582
196
400
340
355
273
572

1,824

1,887

14,552

47
50
13
95

72
68

totaling $1,896,059.
Hearing is set
for Jan. 28.
The petition states that the agreement is necessary to speed the imminent reorganization of Olympia

Theaters.
The stock in question
represents the balance of a large
block of Olympia shares which Paramount contracted to purchase in
1925 and on which default has occurred.

Launch Move

to Create
Censorship by Students

Launching of a nation-wide movement to bring about natural film
censorship among students in high
schools and junior colleges will take
place at a meeting of the National
Ass'n Committee on Motion Picture Appreciation at the Town Club
here on Feb. 8. Head of the committee

is

tht English

—

THEATERS
IN OPERATION

14
13

7,195
37,413

15

S.,

190

4.915

724 shares of preferred stock in return for payment of $50,000 and allowance in the Paramount reorganization proceedings of two claims

Worcester Theater Sold
Holds Over"
Worcester, Mass. The Worcester
M-G-M's "David Copperfield" is Theater has been sold by Benjamin
being held for a second week at Levin acting for Globe Amusement
the Capitol.
Co., to Frances Hill of this city.

65

42,698
39,024
15,270
35,905
96.409

approval of an agreement
whereby an Olympia Theaters stockholders committee headed by Frank
L. Converse is to turn over 56,956
shares of Olympia common and 6,-

"Copperfield

38
25

18

asks

at $10,000.

18,881
12,104

138
105

122
127
37
79

103
27

410
446
776

16,325

55

120
173

54,324
32,694
177,748
45,099
17,912
93,204
84,761
47,572
75,075

Petition filed by the Paramount
trustees with Special Master Joyce

William Lewin, who heads
department of the Weequahic High School, Newark, N. J.,
and has been active for years in efMiddletown House Burned
forts for better movie appreciation.
Middletown, O.— The Sorg The- His brother, Al Lewin, is a proater was practically burned to the ducer on the coast.
ground by fire, with estimated loss

CL OSED THEATERS
Number Seat. Cap. Sound

Seat. Cap.

Salt

Seattle

THEATERS IN

TOTAL THEATERS
453
666

OLYMPIA REORGANIZE

"^

will be fea- been recorded at the Van Beuren
tured in the leading male role Studio.
•
in a picture now being contemplated
Production will get under way towith production in the east.
morrow at the Biograph studios on
•
a Paramount short for release in the
William Reed, after seven years "Headliner"
series. Featured in the
service in varicnis capacities at the
picture, which will be directed by
Eastern Service studio, leaves SunFred Waller are Molasses and Janday for Duke University to study uary, Three
X Sisters, Dudley Clefor the medical profession.
ments and the Emerson Mountain•
eers.
Carl Timmon is assisting on
Production on the Hecht-MacAr- the direction, with William Steiner
thur feature with Noel Coward in doing the camera work. The story
the leading role and Julie Hayden is an original by Milt Hocky and
in the leading feminine role is sched- Fred Rolph.
•
uled to get under way definitely Jan.
28 at the Astoria studio.
Polly Moran completes work today at the Brooklyn Vitaphone stu•
dio in "Pretty Polly."
Joe Cook is working with col•
the
serlaborators on the second of
Shooting
the
on
Spanish feature,
ies of Educational comedies which
"The Day That You Will Love
Al Christie will place in production
Me", at the Eastern Service Stuat Astoria on his return from Hollydio in Astoria is up to schedule with
Christie, Art Jarrett and
wood.
work expected to be completed withWilliam Watson are on their way
in the next two weeks.
John Reinback from the coast by boat.
hardt is directing the cast which
•
includes Carlos Gardel, Rosita MoWarden Lawes will appear in a reno, Tito Lusiardo and Manuel
series of shorts for Educational
Pelufo. William Miller and George
Fox release.
Himmers are doing the camera work,
with Fred Scheld assisting on the
"The Picnic Panic," newest RKO direction and Warren Murray doing
Van Beuren all-color cartoon of the the casting. The picture will be reBurt Gillett Toddle Tale series, has leased by Paramount International.

cities

Number

* T Tr<rt *

QENE RAYMOND

while silents were reduced to 1,938,
compared with 2,719 in 1933.
Affiliated circuit theaters now toSwedish Receipts Up 11%
tal 2,073, against 1,954 a year ago,
Improvement in general economic
while unaffiliated circuits have 3,- conditions in Sweden has brought
In070, against 2,846 a year ago.
about an increase of 11 per cent of
dependent theaters declined to 13,- amusement receipts according to a
120, compared with 13,571 last year. report from Acting American ComThe complete figures, which due mercial Attache Osborn, S. Watto some overlapping of Film Board
son, Stockholm, to the Motion Picof Trade territories are slightly in
ture Division of the Department of
excess of the totals as checked by Commerce, Washington.

TERRITORY

OFFER PLAN TO SPEEP'

Eastern Studios

from

1

127
91

84
76
25

89
27

20
22
95
14

149
9

15

Seat. Cap.

215.688
328.563
610.785
289,633
177.859
568,336
392.568
328,646
379,054
168,400
158,073
341.608
249.406
279.700
384.054
131. SI 7

246,534
320.950
156,783
185.055
1.202.553
191,281
158,422

634.666
328,537
107,404
248.629
146.848
310,534
144.480
332,671
9,719,537

1935
CIRCUIT THEATERS
Affiliated
Seat. Cap.

Number
32
143
159
36
56
125
55

33
102
58

26
95

.

50,938
126,676
217,731
61,791
47,368
205,781
66,311
58,955
103,059
42,039
29,553
118,544

4

8,581

98

96,514
174.428
16,950
67,616
70.855
85,219
7,299
399,478
11,929
31,390
247,943
77,130
14,963
62,795
29,082
77,390
25,817
84,576

143
19
55
79
53
3

195
10

24
182
64
10

52
32
46
19

65

2.073

2,718,701

Unaffiliated
Seat. Cap.
130
103,816
128
73,343
151
154,050
138
134,555
36
17,043
191
178,343
114
80,570
126
114,815

Number

202
38

104

107,758
22,308
23,422
39,039
90,480
43,786
70,243
30,762
25,842
24,373
17,732
83,056
521,791
51,641
23,062
119,215
57,990
16,287
68,853
11,990
120,316
43,343
69,592

3,070

2.539,416

39
46
107
59
83
52
23
50
24
104
458
85
40
121

99
22
83
28
128
61

INDEPENDENT
THEATERS
Number
291
395
782
288
324
587
852
387
653
281
324
355
490
539
353
221
450
762
100
378
471
336
404
473
564
177
374
501
258
208
542
13,120

Seat. Cap.

115,258
161,238
416,752
138,386
131,360
277,416
330,448
2'02,448

243,312
122,934
117,202
206,923
196,047
213,248
200,782
89,020
195,774
264,746
69,102
130,605
377,693
144,872
126,146
304,544
240,610/"=:

or
79,980f
161,475^0>

163,819
153,907
82,515
215,916
5,874,478

Intimate

The D
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Rosenblatt Awaits
Sh owman

=

and the show business
By JACK ALICOATE

^

that the bankers, lawyers and poli-

have had a lot of fun playing
is
about time they give the
show business back to showmen. At least
if they want
to continue to have a show
business.
True, the industry suffered and
almost collapsed through the terrible years
of the depression, but this was caused by
over-expansion that was the fault of the
bankers more than the showmen. And as a
relative thought this old picture business
suffered less during the depression than
most industry, including steel, railroads and
'

ticians

hotels.

it

The

profession of entertaining the

millions of the world via the screen cannot

Allows Time for a Report
Before Setting Date
for Hearing
By RICHARD H. CUNNINGHAM

FILM DAILY
Washington

Staff

—

Correspondent

Producers will be
given time to submit "what they
have to say" in a report to Sol A.
Rosenblatt, division administrator,
before Rosenblatt sets the time for
hearing on the dispute in the actorproducer deadlock which last fall
sent him flying to Hollywood in an
effort to straighten out the difficulties between the two groups, the ad-

GERMANY GUTS PRICE
OF EXPORT PERMITS

—

— —

united industry to arise and kill forever the frivolous charges against this tried
and proven industry economic practice. Tc
the outsider in general, and the crusader
in
particular, no element in the industry
is so thoroughly
And this
misunderstood.
primarily because near-sighted or agitating
for a

have hidden behind this false
premise rather than have the intestinal forhave yet
titude to face a local issue.
to meet any level-headed exhibitor from
any part of the country who is against this
practice.
And this for the reason that the
abolition
of
block-booking would prove
more disastrous to the exhibitor than to
exhibitors

We

the distributor.

—•—

quote others whose
to
views reflect our own. It is the interesting
lorful George Bernard Shaw talking.
are

en:

"If

London (By Cable)

—The

which about $500,000 was spent.

RESUME WORK TODAY
L.

A.

ZONING PLAN

I

poetry and music

is

incalculable."

End

Outlawing of misleading adverwherein an exhibitor uses a
title which does not rightfully belong to the picture he is playing,
will be sought by the Code Authority through an amendment to the
motion picture code. This practice
has been indulged in by a number
of subsequent run theaters ir. the
tising,

Broadway area.
The Code Authority has rendered
decision on such a complaint
(Continued on Page 8)

GEO. SCHAEFER SLATED

FORPARAMOUNTBOARD

(Continued on Page 3)

Addition of George

Roosevelt Holds Confab
On Future of the

NRA

Washington Bureau of

—

J.

Schaefer,

Paramount general manager, to the
Paramount board is regarded as a
practical certainty as a result of the
creditors' committee's
insistence on more industry men on
(Continued cm Page 8)

THE FILM DAILY merchandise

New

—

(Continued on Page

3)

the next

few weeks.

standing that the approval does not
either the Theaters or Realty
unit have filed or received approval
of reorganization plans under new

mean

8 Months
Settled by Studio Labor Board

225 Complaints

in

By GEORGE W.

MEHRTENS

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington
In the first eight
Spurt
Activity
Studio
In
months of its existence, the Hollya new public inquiry is to
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY wood studio labor board has settled
into the movies people who

consider sex sinful in itself must be exTreatment of
cluded like other lunatics.
Yet
sex under censorship is often vulgar.
believe that the good done by films associating sex appeal with beauty, cleanliness,

to

Misuse of Titles in
Ads by Theaters

its first

After another all-day session devoted to the proposed Los Angeles
clearance and zoning schedule, the
Code Authority yesterday decided
to resume work on the plan at its
regular meeting today.
Nathan
Yamins presided at the session, with
following
present:
Gordon
the

Issue

Would Revise Code

government-

sponsored feature depicting the history
of King George's reign, with scenario by
Winston Churchill, will not be shown
during the King's silver jubilee, it was
announced yesterday.
It was explained
that something went wrong with the
technical end of the production, on

ON

Actor

Washington Plans for extension
and strengthening of the NRA were
discussed at a White House conHal Roach Producing
ference called by President RooseSaenger Bond Plans
Another Feature Film velt on Tuesday night and continuApproved by Court
Are
morning.
yesterday
ing
early
until
Henry Ginsberg, general manager
A sheaf of proposals concerning the New Orleans
Federal Judge
of Hal Roach studios, in town prepresented Wayne Borah yesterday approved
paring a 1935-36 schedule, an- future of the NRA was
nounced yesterday another feature by Donald R. Richberg, and speci- the Saenger Theaters and Saenger
framed within Realty bond plans with the underproduction, "The Vagabond Lady", fic proposals will be

glad

be inaugurated

George Film

Call Off King

(Continued on Page 3)

successfully

We

5 CENTS

24, 193<5

Producers' Reply on

accomplished by the conventional, commercial yard-stick.
Studios
and theaters form unusual, interesting and
fascinating backgrounds and
we cannot
blame bankers for enjoying the game of
The German
Berlin (By Cable)
playing with them, but the sooner motion
pictures are given back to showmen the Government has reduced the price
better it will be for all, including our of export permits from 20,000 to
friends the bankers.
10,000 marks, following protests by
American distributors, who have
•
Now that the silly season of block-book- been negotiating with officials for
(Continued on Page 3)
ing agitation is at its height is a good time
be

i

CODTCHANGE TO JUTLAW MISLEADING ADS

SEEK

theater,

N ewspciper

o n Pict ures
S ixteen Years Old
t

225 Cases in 8 Months

Studio Labor Board Settles

KJOW

Bily

Mo

Of

Warners Employ

5,000

—

—In

a step-up of ac- 225 labor complaints arising under
three studios since the the code, according to a report from
joining of the Cosmopolitan unit, W. Jefferson Davis, chairman, to
more than 5,000 are currently being Sol A. Rosenblatt, compliance and
employed by Warners in connection enforcement director. No decisions

Hollywood

tivities at its

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on

Page

3)

bankruptcy

act.

Strand Reopens to S.R.O.
All spruced up like a new theater,
refurnished and redecorated since the
recent fire, the New York Strand reopened yesterday with Warners' new
Paul Muni film, "Bordertown," and by
noontime was doing S.R.O. business deBernard S. Deutsch,
spite a snowstorm.
president of the Board of Aldermen,
ceremonies.
reopening
the
officiated at
About $100,000 was spent in improving
the house.

TH£

ffiS

DAILY

Harry Leasim

to

Handle
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New

Missouri Action Hinges

RKO Sales in Europe
Paris — Harry W. Leasim, man-

On

Definition of

—A

Jefferson City, Mo.
legal defilocal office of Radio Pic- nition of the word "commodities"
International, Ltd., has been may decide whether Attorney
Gengiven the added title and duties of eral
Roy McKittrick will launch an
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
general sales manager of that comanti-trust drive against certain film
pany.
He will supervise all conti- companies in line
with the recent
Published daily except Sunday! and Holiday!
nental
European
sales.
at
Broadway,
16S0
New York. N. Y..
Missouri
Louis
indictment.
St.
by Wid'i Film! and Film Folk, Inc.
T. W.
anti-trust statutes specifically cover
Alicoate,
Publisher;
President, Editor and
Duties conspiracy to control prices of comDonald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, AlioHarry Thomas is at least tempo- modities, but it is not certain that
ciate Editor
Don Carle Gillette, Managing rarily taking over duties vacated by
the products of film companies are
Editor.
Entered as second class matter.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, resignation of Charles Rosenzweig commodities within the meaning of
N. Y., under the act of March 3. 1879. as general sales manager of First this law.
McKittrick is now studyTerms (Postage free) United States outside Division.
ing the case.
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6

ager of the

LXVII, No. 20

Vol.
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5 Cents

tures

H. Thomas Adds

;

months,

$5.00;

months,

3

Address

should

Foreign,
with order.

remit

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,

all

London

—

—
—

picture.

ture.

"Daily Bread" Wins League Medal
This year's award of the League
of Nations Gold Medal, presented by
the Committee in charge of Motion
Pictures, has been given to King
Vidor's production of "Our Daily
Bread" for United Artists. Special
showings of the film are to be sponsored by the League in Geneva and

CODE

FINANCIAL

Paris.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Krellberg Coming East

Net
High

Am. Seat

5'/8

Columbia

Picts.

Fm.

Con.

36%

vtc.

Ind

6Vi

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 21
Fox Fm.

"A"

LocWs, Ine
do

do

5'/8

36V4

6V2
205^

etfs

Exeh

"A"

11%

11

11

33

32%

323/8

3%

3%

V/a

1%

157/4

15V4

15%

2

2

3%

3%

22%

20%

21%

— %
+ %
—
Vs
Vs

+

+

Vs

1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
8% +
Th. Eq. 6s40...
S*A
8*A
Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
8% 83/8 8%

Keith

A-0 6s46
41ww

70

L.oew 6s

Paramount 6s47

5%s50
5%s50

ctfs.

Warner's

ctfs.

6s39

.

.

.

104%

64%

64%

64%

65

65

65

64%
56%

%

70+1

69

1043,4 10434

64% 64%
56% 56%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor
11% 11% 11%
Par.

+ %

3%
1% +

2

Par.

g

6Vi
21

3%

Gen.
Gen.

i/

363/8 -f

Warner Bros
pfd

electrical

hitherto unknown",
at the opening session of the winter convention of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers in a series of reports by
Bell Telephone Laboratories engineers.
The new wire, it was said,
opens up new possibilities not only
in the field of television, but also
in long-distance transmission of pictures and music.
ity

of

vision

was described

-f

%

— Sherman

Columbia Branch Manager
Melvin Evidon, salesman of the
Minneapolis exchange, has been appointed branch manager of Columbia's Des Moines office, replacing
Joe Levy, resigned, it was announced yesterday by Abe Montague, genEvidon will
eral sales manager.
work under supervision of Max
Roth midwest district manager.

"Warner Day" in San Diego
Michael J. White Retires
San Diego As a mark of appreciation to Warners for selecting this
Dover, N. H.—Michael J. White,
city for the premiere of "Devil Dogs once mayor of this community and

—

the Air," the Mayor has pro- operator of the Orpheum theater,
claimed Jan. 29 as "Warner Bros. has retired from film business after
Day." All seats for the opening at 26 years. The Orpheum has been
over by Fred Couture of
the Spreckels Theater have been taken
Rochester.
sold out.
of

Krellberg

S.

leaves for New York today with a
print of "The Lost City," a serial in
25 reels, and a feature.
Krellberg
expects to return to the coast in

March to produce an underwater
spectacle which will be serialized.
Party to James H. Alexander
Pittsburgh In celebration of his
25th wedding anniversary, James H.
Alexander,
Monogram
executive
head in this territory, will be given
a testimonial dinner on Saturday
in the Smithfield Grill.
Bill Davis.
Fred Harrington, Art Morrone and
Bob Klingensmith are handling arrangements.

—

Jack Schwartz to Build House

—

Crawfordsville,

Ind.
Louisville, Ky.,
will build a new

+ %

Schwartz,

+ %

operator,
here, to be ready

Jack
theater
theater

by March

1.

Boston Opening for "Iron Duke"
"The Iron Duke," G. B. production
starring Georere Arliss, opens today
at the Keith Memorial theater, Boston, simultaneously with its opening at the Radio City Music Hall
here.

OH 3 V,

"Impressive
Production of

Canada

—

Lifts Cellulose

Duty

Toronto By order of the federal
government, sheet cellulose acetate
is placed on the free list when imported into Canada for the manufacturing of non-inflammable photographic film.

Paul Fejos
Jack Lustberg

New
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West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

5Vs

RKO
do

Chg.

Close

103% 103% 103%

pfd

Paramount
Pathe

Low

113% 113% 113%

Kodak

East.

Development of a new

transmission line, providing a television channel "giving size and clar-

$3.00.

Flaherty to Make Korda Film
Robert Flaherty, whose
Goldwyn Signs Harold Arlen
DAILY,
"Man of Aran" is now being shown
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738. 7-4739.
Harold
Arlen, one of the leading
in
the U. S., has been signed by
HollyCable Address: Filmday. New York.
wood. California— Ralph Wilk. 6425 Holly
Alexander Korda of London Films Bi'oadway composers and writer of
London— to make a film in India tentatively the musical score for the current
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Erneit W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
"Life Begins at 8:40," has been
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne, titled "Elephant Boy." A complete signed
by Samuel Goldwyn to go to
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
P. A. Harle, La unit will leave for the Orient in two
March and do the muCinematographic Francaise. Rue de la Cour- weeks.
United
Artists will distribute Hollywood in
des-Noues, 19.
sic for the next Eddie Cantor picthe
Subscriber

$15.00.

Transmission Wire.,
Seen as Television J^ r

Word

Fanchon-Marco Add House
Springfield, HI.
Fanchon & Mar-

—

co has taken over management of
the Art theater, formerly the Fox

Nelson.

\2$*^gfc*

^'^

U^y Jp*

Classic with
"lt is highly commended as one of the really great
pictures of the year." Selected Motion Picture
Magazine published by the Will Hays Office.

Conrad Veidt

Giving Outvi
oiaiium 6 iPerstanding
^

formanCe

— FILM

DAILY

proj>
most pretentious
of fne
the mosf
p ro tentious film pro^
^^ „ ranks as one q{
£0F ductions ever attempted— opened at Criterion Frida /
"It
(f

^

n

•»

and on

First

Four days broke attendance records

oF

house for 38 years"— variety
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Paul

Muni

Coming and Going
ROSALIE STEWART and PAULINE LORD

in

scheduled to leave New York
at the end of next week.

"BORDERTOWN"
with

Warner

Bene

Davis

trip

the

GENERALLY ENTERTAINING DRAMA
GOOD
BY
PARTICULARLY
CAST AND RESOURCEFUL DIRECTION.

HARRY D'ARRAST, director, and ELEANOR
BOARDMAN, who starred in some of his pic-

HELPED

formance

largely

especially

engrossing

the

by Paul Muni,
surrounding players,

given

by

ported

to

good direction,

this

•

ably

sup-

and

with

story

holds

police

it

Robert Barrat,
Pallette, Margaret
Henry O'Neil, Hcbart Cavanaugh, Gavin
Gordon, William Davidson, Arthur Stone,
Vivian Tobin, Soledad Jiminez.

First-rate.

Thomas

Photography,

SHORTS
(Star Personality
Educational

Comedy)
20 mins.

Laugh Novelty
Joe Cook is in evidence practically
the time, and keeps this one moving at a fast pace with his ingenious
gadgets, gags and goofy nonsense.
He plays the role of a real estate
salesman who is flopping bad with
the boss. He is in love with the boss
daughter, played by Jean Lacy, a
very alluring young lady. Joe tries
out
to save his job by straightening
been
a customer who thinks he has
gypped by another salesman, and
to get his
tells him a nursery story
mind off the subject. This sequence
and is beauis filled with laughs,
goofy
tifully handled, with another
Joe.
character acting as a foil to
freshness
some
puts
comedian
The
^Woriginality into the sketch, and
trick funny dei •story and the
creations, the
vices being his own
welCook technique should prove a the
from
come relief to theatergoers
Proshort comedy material.
all

traction

•

•

T

W.

5,000
Spurt
Activity
In Studio
(Continued from Page 1)

nine features and one tworeeler currently in work here.
Six other features are in preparatotal of
tion for early filming.
68 will be made this season by Warner-First National-Cosmopolitan.

with

A

A.

(.Continued

from Page

permits

tion of

is

German

TOM

has left for the coast, acreports that she is headed for

in

district

New

manager

England,

BRITTON,

is

for Warner-First

in

Miami.

Amity

exchange manager
in Boston, motored to New York for a conference with Fred Bellin of the home office.
L.

F.

CHARLES W. BUNN of Erpi
New York from New Orleans.
NED DEPINET will go to the

JOHN HAY WHITNEY

has returned to
coast tomorrow.

departs for the coast

next week.

ED KUYKENDALL

leaves

New

York tomorrow

Washington and, after several days there,
goes on to New Orleans to further M. P. T. O.
A. convention plans.
for

CHARLES DE GRANDCOURT,
Screen and who has just

tional

formerly of Najoined Gaumont

abroad the Berengaria tomorrow
for England, where he will act in an advisory
capacity on scripts and production at the G-B
British,

sails

studios there.

Sol Rosenblatt Awaits

Reply from Producers
(Continued from Page 1)

1)

Owing

SPRY,

National

Granting of exbased on revenue

pictures.

by

F.
LYLE GOLDMAN, director of the TheDivision for Audio Productions, is becoming a regular commuter between Detroit
and New York, planning a big production with
one of the leading automobile concerns.
He
has just returned from the Michigan City.

through foreign exploita-

received

Broad-

atrical

a cut in the price.

port

to

MARION TALLEY
companied

to

ministrator told Film Daily yesterday.
Rosenblatt said he had reached
his decision to give the producers
time to file their views after a meeting yesterday with his advisers.
"At the same time I want to emphasize that the hearing on the
New York booth schedule will definitely be held on Feb. 1", Rosenblatt added.

exports more German films than any other domestic
producer, Ufa receives the largest Hal
Producing
number of permits, which may be
Feature Film
Another
disAmerican
once.
transferred
Page 1)
(Continued
from
order
tributors buy this license in
been started by Roach.
to avoid conditions otherwise im- has just
Story is by Frank Butler and it
posed upon distributors.

the fact that

it

Roach

Evelyn Venable wtth Robert
Young, Reginald Denny and Ber-

stars

Resume Work Today

On

L. A. Zoning Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

Youngman, Ed Kuykendall, Sidney
Mass. Film Bill Revived
Justin, Eddie Golden, I. Levenson,
Boston Thomas Dorgan has reFelix F. Feist, Felix Jenkins, E. T.
vived his bill, defeated last year, to
and William P. Farnsprohibit children under 14 from Gomersall
J.
administrator.
deputy
worth,
have
films
the
when
movies except
today's
been rated suitable by a board of Robert Rubin is chairman of
routine
Photographed each religious denomination appoint- meeting, beginning at 10 a. m. at
duced by Al Christie.
the Code headquarters.
ed by the governor.
Webber.
by George

—

president of Audio Productions,
business trip to Tor-

it

pictures.

T

(Continued from Page 1)

Warners Employ

BACH,

bringing

back from a week's
onto and Montreal.

Coast Studio Labor Board Germany Cuts Price
Settles 225 Complaints
Of Export Permits
of the board have been disrupted,
nor have any appeals been taken.
This is considered noteworthy in
view of the fact that all studios are
uniformly affected by decisions of
this board.

before

is

T

THE FIRST

there

.

T

AND A

last

way.

AMPA

Fine.

Joe Cook in
"Mr. Widget"

•

the

BEN LYON, BEBE DANIELS and SKEETS GALLAGHER, who are in the east to try out a
may go to London and present the at-

of the series of Bracker "good will"
posters for lobby display
have been sent to the thirteen
thousand and eighty-three theaters operating right this minute
in the Youessay
the Hays organization is also sending the
posters to societies, schools, clubs, etc
figuring 150 million theatergoers throughout the world will view the series of
six posters in the next six months
The
will hold a
closed meeting today
Merritt Crawford will speak Sunday
night at the Film & Photo League, 31 East 21st St., on the economic history of film biz

Robert

Richards.
Direction,

•

T

•

Archie Mayo;
Lord, suggested by Carroll Graham's novel;
Screenplay, Laird Doyle, Wallace Smith;
Editor,

A SOCIETY

for

play,

Society premier preview for G-B's "My
starring Jan Kiepura
Heart Is Calling"
at the Walsponsored by the National
dorf-Astoria
Friday morn
Plant, Flower and Fruit Guild
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt
is Honorary Patroness of the affair
the patronesses of this
event comprise a cross-slice of the Blue Book
the society
columns are playing up both these swanky soirees generously
the syndicates are sending stories thru the nation
looks as if Messrs Lee, Weeks and Waxman are Doing Things.

•

Lindsay,

Cameraman, Tony Gaudio;

•

was Muni who

He looks
cuckoo and Muni is released.
up Margaret with marriage in view, but
finds she had only been playing with him,
so he returns to his own people.
Cast: Paul Muni, Bette Davis, Eugene

Director,

•

and who has been abroad

two years, are expected to return in the near
future, with D'Arrast probably resuming activity
at Paramount's coast studios.

premiere for the "Iron Duke" this eve
with New York society leaders
Music Hall
attending
and 150 members of the Beaux Arts Commitof clever picture protee
and thereby hangs a tale
motion
the Beaux Arts Ball and Pageant is one of the
swanky social events of the season
it is being held at the
this year it is based on the
Waldorf-Astoria on Feb. 1
no other picture company ever
G-B "Iron Duke," no less
hence the society patrons
hooked up with this ritzy outfit
and patronesses will give the premiere their benediction by
their august presence

•

but on the stand she goes

Author,

tures

at Radio City

so valuable that he forces Pallette
him as partner. Bette Davis, wife
of Pallette, goes on the make for Muni,
but he spurns her even though she kills
her husband in order to get the young
Jealous because Muni shows inpartner.
terest in Margaret Lindsay, a society girl,

the

meaning that Gaumontyou might notice that we have featured them
again

.

to take

tells

THEY'RE IN

T

becomes

Pallette,

•

kidding ourself that you read
two kolyums in succession
it's all
why should you ?
us two days in succession
but we have to
we personally can do to read the stuff
if you insist, go ahead
all right
you don't
but we still maintain that G-B rate the column twice in succesthey do things that
simple
ha
why?
sion
as witness
rate being mentioned two columns in a row

At the Mexican border he works himself
into Eugene Pallette's gambling joint and

Bette

•

British group

per-

even
throughout
nicely
very
interest
though it does not develop any dramatic
Muni, a young Mexican empunches.
bittered by a raw deal in his first court
case as a lawyer in Los Angeles, leaves
town with the sole idea of making money.

killed

B. COCHRAN has called off his
to Hollywood and returns to London on
Berengaria sailing tomorrow night.

CHARLES

90 mins.

Bros.

Thanks

are
coast

the

for

New season's proton Churchill.
gram for Hal Roach will not be
announced for 30 days, said Ginsberg.

Bach Finds Canada Improving
Conditions in Canada are showing
material improvement, says W. A.
Bach, president of Audio Productions, on his return from Toronto
and Montreal.

HOW TO PUT A
£

PICTURE OVER

l.

Be

sure that

you have booked

ture. (Note: This

can

best be

Metro-Qoldwyn-Mayer

a

good

pic-

done by getting a

contract).

2. See that the picture has good name attractions. (Note: This

with
stars

can

M-Q-M and

best be

done by signing

getting practically all the

mi

—
Q

See

that the picture has been nationally

exploited so that you get the benefit locally
as well. (Note: In the case of "David Copper-

40 national magazine

field"

a

A

total

See

of 34,048,736 circulation),

that tie-ups have been made.

rarely has less

5

full-page ads for

than 50

tie-ups

That serials have been
izations

on a

(M-Q-M

picture).

placed. (1,000

on "Copperfield" running

in as

serial-

many

newspapers).

A

That good
available

—

posters

and

press matter are

also exploiteers. (More

M-Q-M

angles).

7

If

you have been

ill

this will

be the

result

Get set for

SEQUOIA

a

I feel fine

now, Doc,

thanks for your cure.

WHAT
WHAT IS

IT?

It

THE

€

is

twenty-minute picture, issued once

a

Each release contains five or more complete dramatic
time you

will

see the hidden beginnings,

a

month.

For the

stories.

first

developments and

play-by-play

breath-taking endings of world happenings you've read and wondered about.

HOW

PRODUCED?

IS IT

porters and camera

men

of

wherever

things

happen,

re-

send

hundreds

of

woven

to-

THE MARCH OF TIME
film.

The

TIME'S

curt,

stories

and thousands of feet of

gether

in

MARCH OF

radio

From

those scenes that are missing,

best of these are

concise manner.

Re-enacting

brings to the screen complete dramatic

it

episodes.

IS IT

A NEWSREEL?

THEN HOW DOES
REEL?
news

No.

COMPARE WITH A NEWS-

IT
THE MARCH OF TIME makes

of the day.

In fact, the last

prepare your audience for

minute, exciting flashes of the news reels

MARCH OF

competes with
headline.

newsreel.

a

TIME'S searching dramatizations.

that

For only events of universal interest

worthy of development are used by

no attempt to cover the complete

have

a

background

dramatic

THE MARCH OF TIME.

newsreel than a magazine story does with

THE MARCH OF TIME

is

made

to go on a

It

a

no more

front-page

programme with

a

F

TIME?

AARCH
DALY

>HIL M.

THE FILM DAILY- At

IN

he opportunity to view the

The March
in

entirely
.

>ly

in

of

Time"

new form

.

.

.

much touted impending

They have

showing us showmen something new

True

KANN

It

Life Stories embellished with the story

IN

is

news

.

It is

sim-

form of the screen.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY— Opportunity

came

what the current excitement labeled "The March

rime,"

Drawn from the formula which

about.

sational national broadcast of the

same name

.

.

.

proposes to get behind the news and to interpret

when.

The formula

is

That

new.

is,

it is

new

.

really hard to define

yesterday to witness
is all

.

as to create

showmanship ...

in

have had

screen innovation

so dramatized the

of screen entertainment.

we

last

in

of

lurks behind the sen-

"The March

it,

to tell

how

pictures ...

of

Time"

as well as

It is

refresh-

ing and full of promise.

Distributed by

First Division
Harry H. Thomas,

FLASH:

The

Pres. Rockefeller Center,

New

Interstate Circuit of Texas signs for

York

THE MARCH OF

TIME.

WORLD
PREMIERE
FEBRUARYS

THE

%2H
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MORE APPEALS RULED

A

BY CODE AUTHORITY
Appeals decisions affecting eight
territories were announced by the
Code Authority yesterday as follows:
N'cw York

— Roxy,

Perth Amboy. N.

vs.

J.

Majestic. Strand and Crescent, Perth Amhoy. decision of local board finding respondent,
Walter Readc. overbought 68 pictures is reLiberty.
versed
and complaint dismissed.
Freehold. N. T. vs. Walter Reade's theaters,
and CoAshbury, N. J. and Vitagraph,
lumbia, affirms decision giving respondent's
first
run theaters 14 days' clearance over
Protestant's theater in Freehold under certain conditions and provides that no second

RKO

run house in Asbury Park shall have clearance over a Freehold first run; M-G-M et al
vs. Mona Theater Corp., Whitestone, L. I., et
al.. affirms decision finding respondents guilty
of violating provisions concerning transfer of
theater possession in order to avoid fulfillment
contracts: Community. Queens Village, L.
f.
vs. Queens. Queens Village, over-rules determination ordering respondent to make imof

technical

a

crew

New

in

CODE CHANGE

//

SOUGp

ON FILM ADVERTISI1

RALPH WILK.

HOLYWOOD

YWTTH

"LOTS

LITTLE from
By

Thursday, Jan. 24, 193!

W.

{Continued from Page

R. Burnett, author of "Little

1)

has sold his new novel, in the case of M-G-M in Clevelanc
Socrates" to Paramount. against B. W. Dickert of the PalAllegations was
is lined up for Gary Cooper. ace, Ashland, Ohio.
made that the respondent used the
t
Grete Natzler, Viennese actress title "Treasure Island" in advertisand singer, has been placed under ing a picture known as "Pirate
contract by Paramount following Treasure." The Cleveland grievance
tests made in London. The deal was board by unanimous vote on Oct. 15
made upon suggestion of E. Lloyd certified the complaint to the AuSheldon,
associate
producer
on thority, which decided it constituted
Emanuel Cohen's staff, who ob- an unfair trade practice.
Caesar,"

Europe "Doctor
filming interludes for "The Big The lead
Broadcast of 1935," Hollywood pro-

York and another

in

duction

units of the picture will
start this week at the Paramount
studios.
Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland, Sir Guy Standing, Gertrude

Virginia

Michael,

David

Weidler,

Holt, with a chorus of Le Roy Prinz
dancers, will film three sequences
under the direction of Norman Tau- served Miss Natzler last year dui- rog.
Numbers being filmed in the ing a European vacation.
east and Europe are song recordt
ings by Jessica Dragonette, Carlos
"Living Up To Lizzie," a "SaturGardel, Richard Tauber.
day Evening Post" story by Lillian

Geo. Schaefer Slated

For Paramount Board
(.Continued from Page 1)

It is likely, too, that
Gay, has been purchased by War- the board.
first work for Mners. Manny Seff and Benny Rubin one or two other industry men will
G-M will be a song called "Reckmediate selection of 250 pictures following
Hearing on the Parahave been assigned to write the be added.
overbuying complaint and orders respondent less," theme song for the picture of
mount plan scheduled to be resumed
to accept or reject within 10 days from Authat name now in production star- screen play.
thority decision all pictures brought under
yesterday in Federal Court was adT
t
Jean Harlow and William
and generally ring
selective
contracts
involved
George S. Kaufman is one of three journed to Monday.
Powell.
1.
released
1935.

prior

territory

the

in

— Fargo.

to

Jerome Kern's

Jan.

t

Arcada,
Night"

r

playwrights

t

signing

new

M-G-M

Anti-Walkathon Bills
Jean Dixon, stage comedienne, contracts. S. N. Behrman and MorMeasures seeking to outlaw walla
been engaged for Columbia's rie Ryskind are the others.
provi- has
violation of
a
sions;
Majestic, Milford, 111., vs. Loraine, "I'll Love You Always", with Nanathons are now pending in the
T
Hoopeston, 111., and the Little Theater WatHelen Westley has been given a North Dakota and South Dakota
George Murphy plays
seka.
sustains decision finding "Bank cy Carroll.
111.,
In the latter assemShe is legislatures.
Xigbt" and "10 Cent Night" violations; Wat- opposite Miss Carroll. Leo Bulga- new RKO Radio contract.
seka. Watseka, vs. Little Theater. Watseka,
now working in "Golden Legend," bly, the bill has been passed by the
kov is direction.
Night" a violaChicago

St.

Charles,

111.,

Geneva,

vs.

Til.

affirms decision "Gift
unfair trade practices

t<

affirms

ruling finding

tion.

"Bank

with

Ann

House.

Shirley.

—

State vs. Ohio and Plaza, all of
Cleveland
Sandusky, dismisses overbuying complaint.
Omaha Hipp, Sioux City, la. vs. Rialto,
Sioux City, sustains decision finding violation
through "Bank Night"; Capitol, Sioux City,

—

Rialto, Sioux City, affirms decision
ing violation through "Bank Night."

find-

Beach,

Va..

vs.

Washington
vs.

State.

of
of

Norfolk,

— Bayne,

Virginia

Newport,

Norva

and

affirms

ruling

reducing clearance

all

Norfolk houses over protestant's theater
from 30 to 21 days; Echo, Baltimore, vs.
McHenry and Pacy's Garden, Baltimore, sustains decision reducing respondent's protection from 21 to 14 days.
Los Angeles Mission, Ventura, vs. Oxnard, Oxnard, sustains decision finding "Bank
Night'' a violation; Palomar, Oceanside, vs.

—

finding
decision
affirms
"Hank Night" a violation.
Albany Palace and Victoria. Watertown,

Pala.

Fscondido,

—

vs. Strand and Liberty, Watertown. approves
decision finding violation of reduced admissions
Norwich, vs. Oneonta
provisions;
Colonia,
and Palace, Oneonta; affirms decision finding
re nondent guilty of premature advertising.
Kentucky, Mary Anderson
Indianapolis
and I.oew's United Artists vs. Rialto, all of
Louisville: sustains decision finding respondent
automobile giveaways in
of
giving
giiiltv

—

violation.

German Operetta

for

55th

By

Buffalo Variety Club

Buffalo

Strand,

Are Elected

Officers

opening

—

its

Buffalo Variety Club,

new quarters

downtown theater

district

in

the

with an

election meeting, chose these officers

Edward K. O'Shea,
Sydney Samson,

first

chief barker;
assistant chief

barker; Jack H. Kaplan, second assistant chief barker; Nicholas J. Ba-

inson, Ralph Maw, Robert Murphy,
John Sitterly, Matthew Sullivan, Jr.,
and Murray Whiteman.
A board of governors also was
created, composed of A. Charles
Hayman, Vincent R. McFaul, I. R.
Lounsbery, S. B. Pfeifer, Herbert T.
Silverberg, William Cadoret, Sidney
Kallett, Al Becker and Karl Kempke.

St.

"Victor and Victoria," German
operetta with Renate Muller. Adolf

*

dough guy; W. E. J. Martin of
the
"Courier- Express,"
property
master, and directors, Kenneth Robsil,

WHOLE

-

ijjs:

THt

*

TOWN J
LKIN6

Seattle Sidelights

—

Seattle
Jean Parker and Russell
Wohlbrueck and Hermann Thimig,
Hardie, who have the leads in Mat
the
55th
St.
Saturday
onens
G-M's "Sequoia", and John W. ConPlayhouse. The picture has English
sidine, Jr., producer, appeared at
titles.

"Silver

Streak"

Holds

Over

the premiere of the film at the Fifth
Ave. Theater here.
They were escorted by Mrs. "Rasty" Wright.

Director William Wellman and his
being
Mono- unit which came north to film locagram's "Sing Sing Nights" was tions: for 20th Century's "Call of
scheduled to open at the house last the Wild" ran into a blizzard and
were snowbound for several days.
night.
Loretta Young, Clark Gable and

about the maddest

Jack Oakie are among the leading
"Carnival" Next for Rialto
players.
Columbia's "Carnival", with Lee
"Little Minister" has held the
Tracy and Jimmy Durante, will fol- boards for three weeks at John
low Fox's "Baboona" at the Rialto. Hamrick's Music Box.

David socked Gdiath/

RKO's

"Silver Streak"
held over at the Mayfair.

is

adventures

since$°)

g

Intimate

The Dail y N ewspe per

Character

in

International

in

Scope

/^•dependent

in

Thought

o n
Of M
Now Sixt een
i

Pict u r es
Years Old
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Asks Probe

of Erpi

MPTOAAND

ALLIED

and Other A.

WONTJOIN

Film Exports Increasing
Return of 50% of Foreign
13
Gross to Home Offices
Is Seen Possible

FILED IN

By N. D. GOLDEN
Motion Picture Section, Specialties
Motion Picture Division, Dept. of Commerce

—

Chief,

CONGRESS

NOTE: The following is a brief sumof an article on the foreign situation
published in full in the 1935 Film Daily

(ED.
mary

Out of 15 bills introduced in Congress and affecting the motion picYV/HHILE American films continue ture industry, all but two are generally regarded as unfriendly. One
to be favored in foreign marof the pair of congenial measures
kets last year, in spite of the many
is the Celler bill repealing the law
changes which have taken place
Prohibiting interstate transportaabroad, and there was a gain of
The
pictures.
more than 30,000,000 linear feet in tion of prize-fight
other one would repeal anti-trust
exports of motion pictures from this
and there is some difference of
country in the first 11 months of 'aw?
oninion among film attorneys as to
(.Continued on Page 7)
whether or not passage of this
to be

Year Book.)

(Continued mi Page 8)

MGM

STUDIO ACTIVITY

BOOSTED TO 9
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood
the

of

IN

WORK

THE FILM DAILY

—Production activity at

M-G-M

week

studios was boosted this
to a total of nine pictures in

Oscar Hanson to Handle
76 Features in Canada
Empire Films Canadian

T.

distrib-

uting company, will handle 76 features,
including 36 English-made
pictures, in the Dominion this year,
stated Oscar R. Hanson in
York yesterday, following his arrival from Toronto.
The firm is

New

work.
They include "After Office
Hours", "Vanessa, Her Love Story", distributing Monogram. Mascot, Ma(Continued on Page 8)
iVstic and Educational pictures in

& T. Affiliates

FOR CODTCHANGES

— Foreign

UNFRIENDLY BILLS

Plugging

NO DECISION REACHED
ON

L. A.

ZONING PLAN

Charming," "Red Morning," "Texas
(Continued on Page 7)

\St.

— Harry

Louis

Greenman

of

the

Kinchon & Marco forces, who have told
-<Jncle Sam that they can't get pictures
for their houses here, appeared with
a sty on his eye the other day. "Chick"
Evens of Loew's State asked him what
caused it.
"Been reviewing too many
pictures," said Greenman.

Fox Met. bondholders' committee
awaiting word from Milton C.
Weisman, receiver for Fox Theaters
is

Corp. of some basis for reconciliation of the opposing interests of the
receiver and committee in Fox Met.
before the committee sends forth
its reorganization plan to noteholders for their annroval. it was said
yesterday by William G. Bainton of
counsel for the committee. Federal
Judge Mack stated last week that
he was ready to sit down with Wiseman and the committee in an effort
to work out some settlement of the

(Continued on Pane 81

E. Pirtle Circuit
Increased to 10 Houses
Kansas City— Sam E. Pirtle, who

Bv RICHARD H.

FILM DAILY

—

give

Staff

dependable service.

TO START FILMING
London

—

Forum Films Produc-

tions Ltd., recently organized with
an initial capital of approximately
$250,000, starts its activities shortly.
Lew Leslie will make "Blackbirds",
based on his stage musical production for British International Pictures.
He has received $75,000 for
the revue and also will share in the
eceipts of the picture.

Fox West Coast Settles
Fanchon & Marco Suit

—

An out-of-court
San Francisco
settlement yesterday wound up the
legal issues brought against Fox
West Coast by Fanchon & Marco
seeking $500,000 in a suit alleging
This action had stood
conspiracy.
in the way of National Theaters
taking over the $17,000,000 F.W.C.
estate.

CUNNINGHAM
Correspondent

Washing-ton In a dramatic and
uuexnected move. Senator Burton
onerates a circuit of seven houses K. Wheeler of Montana late yeswith headquarters in Jerseyville. Ill- terday introduced a resolution seekhas taken over the Dickinson, Valen- ing- to investigate the activities of
cia and Roxy theaters in Macon, Mo. the American Telephone & TeleThe former house, acquired from
(Continued on Page 7)
Glenn Dickinson, is expected to re- All
members of National Film Carriers, Inc.,
closed.

Try Individually for
Code Revisions

Fox M^t, Comm. Awaits
Word from Milt. Weisman

Wheeler Seeks Probe of Erpi
And Other A. T. & T. Firms

main

National Exhib Units to

NEWBRITISHCOMPANY

kendall.

Sam

Contradiction

Urged

Is

Leaders of both the M. P. T. O.
A. and Allied organizations yesterOnce more failing to reach ar day indicated that there isn't a
agreement on the Los Angeles chance that they will form a coaliclearance and zoning plan, the Code tion to fight shoulder-to-shoulder for
Authority yesterday again deferred revisions in the motion picture
the matter, this time until its next code, but instead each association
meeting- on Thursday.
will carry on its own campaign for
J. Robert Rub ; n was chairman o^ alterations which it considers needthe session.
Others present were- ed.
Working arrangements have
Deputy Administrator William P been tried by these organizations in
'Farnsworth. Felix Jenkins. Nathan
(Continued on Page 8)
"Vprnins, Sidney Justin, Charles L
O'Reilly.
Edward Golden, E. T
Oomersall, I. Levinson and Ed Kuy-

Hanson, who was recently
discharged from a Toronto hospital
following an attack of the flu. inAll
tends to remain in New York about
All Broadway first-runs are again a week.
existing differences.
on the approved list of films published today in the "Brooklyn Tablet,"
Catholic church publication.
New additions to the list of classified films include "Behind the Evidence," "Fugitive Lady," "Princess
Canada.

Again Approve
Broadway First Runs

Catholics

5 CENTS

2s„ 193a

—Advt.

Chain Tax Ruled

—

Illegal

Montpelier, Vt.
Vermont's gross
tax on chain stores has been
ruled
unconstitutional
by
Chancellor
Sturtevant in a case brought by the
A. & P.
The verdict, perpetually enjoining enforcement of the tax, said
the law was "discriminatory and consales

fiscatory."

THE
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Cummings
W. H. Aylesworth Heads
RKO Group for Coast
Making Four for M-G-M

Reisner and
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at

by Wid's

Four features will be made by
Charles Reisner and Jack Cummings, co-producers, for the M-G-M
1934-35 program. Both are in New
York making tests and looking at
plays, following completion of their
picture,

leave
Coast.

Address

communications

all

to

THE FILM

1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y..
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 4-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
LondonGranite
6607.
Phone
wood Blvd.,
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne,
P. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstraase, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la Cour-

DAILY,

wood on the Century to confer with
studio executives regarding production activities at the
Radio
Pictures studios during 1935.
A.

RKO

"The Winning Ticket." They
Monday returning to the H.

May Attend

McCausland

may

accompany

them.

;

Soviet Film Festival

RKO

Paramount.
Major companies

will

—

—

Fox

"A"

Fm.

Loew's,

Inc

do pfd

Paramount
Pathe

32i/4

32

32i/4

1033/4

103%

3>/2

3%

15%

15%

15%

2%
3%

RKO
Warner Bros

20

pfd

do

10%

10%—

3Vi

"A"...

+

10y8

103%
ctfs

Exch.

114

2

3%
20

—

Run
on from Ohio to manage Loew's
Va
Joe Bernhard, general manager of State theater from which Joe Bren% Warner theaters, yesterday stated nan has resigned to take an execu-

+

V4

2% + %
3% — %
20

—VA

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
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6s

41
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.
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105%
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64V4

Paramount 6s47
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.

ww
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Warner's 6s39
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.

.
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%

+
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wishes
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from

THl

to the fol-

lowing on their birthday:
Victor Mansfield Shapiro

May

Millay

sal

to

DAVID

HOLT,

Hollywood,
tie

in

is

actor who scored il
home town, Jacksonville

child
his

making personal appearances with

Fla.,

Barbara

Betty

sister,

ALEXANDER BASY,
parts tonight on
Russia to arrange
performers.

the
for

his

theatrical manager, del
Berengaria en route tl
appearances of Amcricaj

THEODORE KOMISARJEVSKY.
director

lit|

Holt.

Russian
directed the

who designed and

Me

beth Bergner play, "Escape
tonight on the Europa.

stagl
Elis.il

Never,"

sail|

ALICE BRADY, who was expected in Ne\\
play in "De Luxe" on the stage

York

to
reported

in

CHARLES
night on

B.

her

mind

COCHRAN, booked

to

and

!

to

sail

r lE'S

Berengaria, may delay his rctur
due to unfinished business here.

the

London

to

have changed
Hollywood.

to

remaining

j

HENRY J. FRIENDLY, of counsel for Mif
Paramount trustees, leaves Sunday for Wes
Palm Beach to take depositions in a Para
mount matter.
JOHN A. DUNLOP depart
for the coast Sunday on a similar matter.
JULES LEVY returns Monday from

Indefinite

MARGARET SULLAVAN
husband,

William

Wyler,

CRESSON SMITH

sails

and

are

in

Florida.

her

director

town.

tomorrow

for

irner

Holly

the deal under which S. L. tive post with Allied Theaters of wood on the California.
Rothafel operates the Mastbaum, Massachusetts.
N. L. NATHANSON will stop in New
next week for a few hours en route
Philadelphia de luxer, runs "indefiToronto to Florida.
Hornstein
Rejuvenating
House
nitely."
"Roxy" yesterday told inJoe Hornstein has obtained the
ARTHUR LEE and JEFFREY BERNERD
dustry executives that he is not
New York on Monday for Atlanta and
leaving this operation to return to contract to rejuvenate the Arcadia Southern points.
theater on Third Ave. at 59th St.
New York as reported.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK returns to New
The job will be completed in a few
that

M-G-M Signs Stage Actor
M-G-M has signed Melville Cooper,

now appearing

in the

Broadway

days.

on

Froos Comedy Booked by RKO
"Three Cheers for Love," the first
of Educational's new Young Ro-

leave
Coast.

play "Laburnum Grove." He goes
to the Coast after the show com- mance series, stai*ring Sylvia Froos,
has been booked to play over the
pletes its run.
entire
RKO metropolitan circuit
starting Feb. 2.
Ala. Would Tax Stage Shows
Montgomery, Ala. A bill to place Yacht Club Boys for Vita. Shorts
a special tax on vaudeville and other
Yacht Club Boys have been signed
stage shows, but not applying to by Vitaphone through the William
films, has been introduced by Rep. Morris office for a series of shorts.
Calhoun of Dothan.
Mayfair Changes Tonight
Monogram's "Sing Sing Nights"
Mascot Film at Karlton, Philly
goes into the Mayfair with a 6
Philadelnhia Warners' downtown
o'clock preview tonight, succeeding
first-run Karlton Theater will play
an independent film for the first "Silver Streak," which was held over
for four days.
time in years when Mascot's '"Little Men" opens there Feb. 1.
Jacobson May Join Werner
"U" Theaters Liquidating Dividend
Sam P. Jacobson, formerly in
A liquidating dividend of $7.50 a charge of shorts production for Van
share has been paid on the 8 per Beuren, has gone to the coast, recent preferred stock of Universal portedly to join Dave Werner in
the latter's agency venture.
Chain Theaters.

—

—

Best

scheduled

is

I

Phil Reisman, head of the Radio
Pictures' foreign sales department,
may go to Moscow to attend the
Soviet
Cinema Festival opening
Feb. 20. If Reisman cannot attend,
will send a representative as

—

113

Europe.

for

LUDOVICO TOEPLITZ

"Musical Mood" Ready
from England next month for New York il
"Countryside Melodies," latest in search of an American star for his next pic
ture and to confer with Ernst Lubitsch, wh|
the series of "Musical Mood" shorts is to direct a film for Toeplitz
Productions.
made by Audio Productions and beMR. and
DAVID SARNOFF, MORRll
ing distributed by First Division, SARNOFF andMRS.
family, and CHARLES J. SONIrl
has been completed and will be M-G-M purchasing agent, sail today from NeJ
tradeshown shortly. Introduction to York on the Statendam for a cruise to th|
the film was photographed by Rob- West Indies and South America.
ANN HARDING is sailing from the wesl
ert C. Bruce in Ireland, with the
for the Orient to recuperate from h<|
musical accompaniment of Percy coast
recent illness.

FINANCIAL

114

GINA MALO, actress, FRED HERENDEErJ
scenarist,
and DR. ADRIAN BOULT of thl
British
Broadcasting Co. sail tonight on thl

New

—
—

Kodak

ndG oirvjiV

LILIAN HARVEY and WERA ENGELS sa
from New York tonight on the Europa for Get
many.

Berengaria

will send to the
Festival
the
following
pictures: Grainger's special
arrangement of
Radio, "Little Women," "Gay Di- "Country
Gardens." Last half shows
vorcee," and two shorts, "La Cuca- for
the first time a fox hunt photoracha"
and
"Sunshine
Makers"; graphed in actual colors, this se-les-Noues, 19.
Universal, "Invisible Man"; Colum- quence
having been made in Kenbia, "One Night of Love"; United
tucky.
Artists, "Our Daily Bread" and four
Disney cartoons; Paramount, "Cleo- Paul Parry
in Another Vita. Short
patra," two other features and sevCODE
Paul
Parry,
who recently arrived
eral Fleischer cartoons.
from the coast after a period at the
Fox studios, has been signed for
Bert Wheeler in Vaude Act
his second Vitaphone subject in the
Bert Wheeler is teaming with east under the direction of Joe HenHarry Jans for some personal ap- abery. Pai'ry also played a role in
pearances in vaudeville in Chicago. "Calling All Cars," feature recently
Betty Grable, who will appear in the completed by Caravel Films as an
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
next Wheeler-Woolsey picture slated industrial and which is to be reNet
High Low Close Chg. to go into production on the RKO leased in a second version, devoid of
5
5
% Radio lot in Hollywood on Feb. 18, advertising, as a regular feature.
5
Am. Seat
is also appearing in the vaudeville
Columbia Picts. vtc. 36% 36'/2 36'/2 +
Va
act.
Adolph Buerig to Boston
6% 6% 6'/2
Con. Fm. Ind
V2
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 205/8 20V2 20y2
Boston Adolph Buerig has come

East.

.oming a

M. H. Aylesworth, Ned E. Depinet and S. Barret McCormick leave
New York this afternoon for Holly-

Tuesday from

Yorl
fror|

leavl
othcj

Yor

Philadelphia.

CHARLES REISNER and JACK CUMMINGl
New York on Monday to return to th|

WILL

HAYS

H.

terday from

returned
Hollywood.

OSCAR HANSON

is

in

New

to

New

York yes|

York from

T

onto.

HARRY GOETZ

leaves

New

York tomorrow

t|

spend a month at the Coast.

LARRY
the

DARMOUR

is

in

New

York

froi

Coast.

RECORDING ON FILM
INDUSTRIAL— FILM
SLIDE

FILM— RECORDS

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

CORP.
St.,

N.Y.C.

IEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW
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E'S FIRST

SHOT

of

spectacular finale

of

10-star

ild

Diggers of 1935/ recently completed by director

JACKIE COOPER SIGNED

Dy

Berkeley to meet March

Sensational young star of 'TheChamp'slated to appear

16th release schedule.

with

W YORK
ee

ECHOES WEST COAST RAVES

and 'Sweet

Music',

as

rner musical arrives for

first

home

print

of

office

for

Mary

Astor,

for

Ian Hunter

in

new Warner drama.
role of 'Dinky'.

title

Rudy

'DON'T FAIL TO SEE

12-feature

screening.

BRISBANE,

(left)

seen by every

'"Devil

intelligent

cate writer's advice to

IT,'

Dogs of

SAYS ARTHUR
the Air" should be

American'

his millions

is

famous syndi-

of readers, as San

Diego declares January 29 'Warner Day'

in

honor

of world premiere of big Cosmopolitan production.

'BORDERTOWN' OPENS REMODELED STRAND. New
Deutsch snips ribbon admitting

another
*A Warner

Bros. Picture

brilliant

°A

First

first

York's Aldermanic President Bernard

of block-long lines to famous

premiere gross to imposing success record of Paul Muni-Bette Davis dramatic

National Picture

Vitagraph,

Inc.,

Distributors

S.

Broadway house, and adding
hit.*

ORCHIDS to
you, CLAUDETTE

COLBERT

Orchids to you,

CLAUDET« COLBERT,

your magnificent acting
swell picture "THE

in

for

Paramount's

GILDED

LILY."

A GOLD MEDAL
to you,

FRED

MacMURRAY

-^iifr-x

<•*

A

gold medal to you, Fred MacMurray, for

the best

first

newcomer to

performance ever given by a
the screen in "The Gilded Lily."

•I

A

#

ACADEMY
AWARD to you,
The

WESLEY RUGGLES
%<

^VSGGVtS

The "Academy Award" to you, WESLEY
RUGGLES, for your splendid direction of
this

outstanding entertainment.

TOP

BUSINESS to
that BOX OFFICE

Top business

to that

Box Office that plays

PARAMOUNT'S "THE GILDED

LILY'

THE

<2^

DAILY

Shorts Reviews

REVIEWS

NEW

of

Howard and Merle Oberon

Leslie

(Paul Terry-Toon)
Kducational

United Artists (London Films)

7

mins.

George Arliss

lively

and

funny

cartoon,

hands into the waThe daschund holds the door

erously

gon.

point that

intelligent audiences are

from a production standshapes up as a good candidate

treated
it

80 mins.

LAVISH AND IMPRESSIVE HISTOROF
ICAL DRAMA WITH ARLISS AS CHIEF
INTEREST FOR THE GENERAL CLIEN-

with the animals staging their own likely to be the best field for the latest
dog show in a very ritzy manner. Alexander Korda feature from England, it
Everything is going great till the contains such a nicely maintained element
dog-catchers pinch the show, and of clear-cut suspense and has been so genstart to load all

Gaumont-British

TELE.

to

No expense
make this

appears to have been spared
production impressive as far

proportions are concerned.

as

on an expansive scale both

and

with

cast,

all

the

in

It is done
backgrounds

glitter

as

A

—

in

AND

ACTED

HANDSOMELY PRODUCED DRAMA
While the more

«

"THE IRON DUKE"

95 mins.

PRIMARILY CLASS APPEAL.

Lively Cartoon

Very

WELL

SUSPENSEFUL,

FEATURES

in

"THE SCARLET PIMPERNEL"

The Dog Show"

Friday, January 25, 1935

well

as

Little
from "Lots
£s"]
j

KALPH WILK

by

HOLLYWOOD
J^ANDOLPH SCOTT has been borrowed from Paramount by RKO
Radio for key roles in two pictures
soon to go before the camera, "Village Tale," by Phil Stong, and "She,"
from the Rider Haggard thriller.
Scott has just finished a big part in
RKO's "Roberta."

M-G-M

T

T

has

taken

T

over William
Wellman's contract from 20th Cen-

open too long with his long body, for general appeal.
For marquee value the dramatic drawbacks
tury.
of military cosand the mutts all escape, and go there is the name of Leslie Howard, who tume plays, and with interest centering
T
T
T
back and finish their show. Cleverly delivers another of his highly enjoyable
Alf Goulding will direct Harry
on George Arliss, whose role and perworked out, with plenty of comedy performances as well as the fascinating
Langdon's
next two-reeler for Coformance on this occasion does not quite
touches.

Merle Oberon. Remainder of the cast contains a number of players with American
experience and their work as a whole is

"Casting for Luck"
(Adventures of a News Cameraman)

Fox

10 mins.

Story is spotted at the time
French revolution and shows how a
daring Englishman, known as the Scarlet

excellent.
of the

Pimpernel, by the use of clever disguises
Fine Sports
and with the aid of a small group of loyal
one of the finest film asfollowers, managed the rescue of various
fishing
shots
ever
semblies
of
political prisoners who were to be guillobrought to the screen. It covers the
tined.
When his wife, who had felt she
entire world, and presents all sorts
was being neglected, learns that the Pimof fishing technique among a variety
Some pernel is her own husband, she braves
of the world's inhabitants.
very exciting episodes take place, death to warn him of a trap, but again
with photographs of big, gamey fish the brave lad has protected himself in the
putting up grand battles before they situation and sails through to a neat climax.
are brought to gaff.

This

is

Cast:

"The

(Frolics of

Big

Educational

Ernest

20 mins.
Kid's

Number

Hanneford
Featuring
Poodles
and Family, with Junior Coghlan,
Dorothea Kent and Ben Turpin. The
Gang stage a circus, and are having all sorts of trouble with their
various amateur acts, when Poodle?
Hanneford and his Troupe come over
Poodles puts on his
to help them.
trreat show, with the bareback ridThere is a
ing and comedy stuff.
thread of sentimental interest be-

tween Junior Coughlan and Dorothea Kent. Ben Turpin does a neat
comedy act as the cockeyed William
Tell shooting an apple off his son's

The kids will eat this
head.
Directed by Alf Goulding.

up.

Sylvia Froos in

"Song Plugger"
(Song Hit Story)
Educational

Milton,

B.
Rills,

Merle

Clarence,

Anthony

Obercn,

Raymond
Bushell,

John

Turnbull,
Bramwell
Cooper, Nigel Bruce,
Musgrcve,
Lawrence
Hanray,

Fletcher,

Melville

Gertrude
Bruce Belfrage.

Harold Ycung; Authors, RobSherwood, Arthur Wimperis, Bareness
Orczy; Cameraman, Hal Rosson.

is

Direction, Smooth.

Photography, Fine

"South Pole or Bust"
(Paul Terry-Toon)

9 mins.

a department store. Sylvia is about
to be fired for not selling enough
sheet music, when she and her partner put over a great sentimental
number, and have the customers in
The singing
a riot buying copies.
is well handled, and the sentimental numbers should get the femmes.
Produced by Al Christie. Directed

best successes.

his

Still,

lumbia.

it

picture and on that basis alone

lot of

worth the b. o. price.
The story deals
with England's noted Duke of Wellington
and his great services to France, bo:h on
the battlefield against Napoleon and at
the diplomatic round table where he saved
the French nation from being divided up
by the Allies who helped to defeat Napoleon on two occasions. There is no love
interest in the narrative, except for a
hero-worship affair between an officer's
wife and the Duke which develops into a
scandal and leads to the climax, hence
audiences who are more mentally inclined
is

will

enjoy

most.

it

George

Cast:

Arliss,

Terriss,

Ellaline

Gladys Cooper, A. E. Matthews, Allan
Aynesworth, Lesley Wareing, Edmund Willard,

Norma Varden,

Aylmer, Gerald
McLaughlin, Emlyn WilFelix

Lawrence, Gibb
Campbell Gullan, Paddie
Farren Souter, Walter Sondes,
Leister, Gyles Isham.
liams,

Director,

ert

a

Director,

Victor

Saville;

Harwcod; Cameraman, K
I,

Naismith,
Frederick

Author, H. M
Ccurant; Editor,

Dalrymple.
Direction,

Good

"Listening

V

"Hail Brother," new EducationalMusical Comedy probably the most
elaborate on its program has been
placed in production with a large
comedy cast including Billy Gilbert,
Gaylord Pendelton, Jane Clayton,
Maxine Lewis, The 4 Tramps, Monte
Carter, George Satovsky, and many
others.
Story is by Leigh Jason
and Stanley Rauh, with original
music and lyrics by Will Jason and
Val Burton.

—

T

T

or

much

lease.

T

T

duction at M-G-M. The director is
George Seitz and the cast includes
Robert Taylor, Jack LaRue, Helen
Twelvetrees, Raymond Hatton and
Isabel Jewell.
T

T

"Those Beautiful Dames"

T

T

with Oliver H. P. Garrett, will

di

rect.
T

T

T

John Wexley is busy on the script
of "Man About own," working title
of the second of two pictures William

Powell

is

to

make

for

RKO

Radio this season. The first, "Star
of Midnight," is in production, with
that Stephen Roberts directing.
Howard J. Green wrote the script.
T

»

Barton McLane has been added to
the cast of Warners' "The Case of
mins. the Curious Bride."

(Merrie Melodie)
Vitaphone
7
Good Color Cartoon
Suggested by the Warner feature,
"Dames," this song cartoon in color
is a generally lively and entertain
ing animated. A poor waif, hungr
and cold in her barren hut, falls
asleep and awakes to find that an
army of toy characters have turned
her shack into a newly fitted home.
Singing by a trio of dolls and other

Fair
Against a night club background,
and after some introductory fiddling
by Horlick's musicians while Frank
Parker's fortune is being told by a
gypsy, Parker sings "My Gypsy
Rhapsody," while a team of ballroom dancers do a few turns. Result is a mildly pleasing number.
celebration results.

T

Rosamond Pinchot has been assigned to "Hell Afloat" by M-G-M.
Fritz Lang, who wrote the story

T

"Harry Horlick and His Gypsiss"
with Frank Parker
(Melody Masters Series)
Vitaphone
10 mins.

T

"Times Square Lady," an original
story by Albert J. Cohen and Robert
T. Shannon, has been placed in pro-

Barthelmess will start
work soon in Paramount's filming
of "Small Miracle".

In"

its
presentation
of a punch.

T

Helen Vinson has been signed by
Walter
Wanger for
"Private
Worlds", which Paramount will re-

T

Educational
6 mins.
Lively Cartoon
Well packed with action and humorous gags, this animated comedy
fulfills its purpose very nicely.
It
depicts an aerial flight to the South
Pole, where the intrepid explorer
and his aide are given a Rotarian
welcome by the natives, followed by
an attack from a less friendly walrus, which they finally shake off
material
and scurry back home.

—

Richard

Photography, A-l

(Pepper Pot Series)
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Radio Entertainers
With a little setup provided by a
couple of telephone linemen sitting
up on a pole and looking down int
a broadcasting studio, this subjeel
presents a group of radio entertain
ers in numbers that just about ge*
by.
The artists include Irene Taylor, Mary Small, Arthur Boran and
Cross and Dunn. Nothing in the''
carries

Good Song Special
Sylvia Froos works with Brook
Adams as a song plugging team in

bv William Watson.

Howard,

Joan Gardner, O.
Massey, Walter

Top"
Youth Comedy)

Little

Leslie

compare with

»

Edmund Lowe,

*

»

currently appear-

Victor McLaglen in "ReFor Murder," is celebrating
11th year with Fox and his eig^
appearance as starring partner
McLaglen.

ing with

cipe

First National has added De Witt
Jennings and Oscar Apfel to the cast
of "Wanderlust."

)
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JP EXPORTS JUMP;

THE

URGE EXPLOIT ABROAD
(Continued from Page

1934,

still

con-

front the industry in the maintenance of its capital returns from
Continued efforts to mainabroad.
tain the present foreign markets
should be the prime objective of
American companies during 1935.
With the easing up of foreign exchange restrictions abroad, American distributors should return to
their home offices upwards of 50
per cent of the gross income of film
sales.

Exports from this country for the
11 months of 1934 totaled 180,151,934 linear feet of negative and
positive sound and silent film with

first

a

declared

value

of

$3,905,611,

compared with 148,142,099 feet with
a value of $3,251,146 in the same

I
I
I

I
j
t

I
i

[
I
I
I

period of 1933.
Action pictures with a minimum
of dialogue still form the accepted
type of films desired by foreign
Foreign patrons are
audiences.
more partial to our Hollywood
and production technique,
stars
either in dubbed form or with superimposed titles, than to the doown
in their
production
mestic
Pictures of an internalanguage.
tional appeal, requiring a minimum
amount of effort on the part of foreign audiences to follow dialogue,
will provide the largest revenues
from abroad.

Film quotas and restrictions still
remain the bugaboo of American
film exporters. No less than 12 major countries have quota or contingent laws restricting or limiting film
imports, and another half dozen are
clamoring for similar legislation.
European film production made
considerable progress in 1934. Over
600 features were produced, England leading the field with more
than 160, followed by Germany with
115, France with 110, and an additional 150 from Italy, Spain, Austria,

Denmark,

slovakia and

WITH

1

numerous problems

Sweden

Czecho-

Hungary combined.

Latin-American countries increased their production from eight features in 1933 to 43 in 1934. Mexico
with 27 and Argentine made 14.
Japan produced about 500 features
and this product controls about 84
led

per cent of the screen time in that
country though in other parts of
the Far and Near East the U. S.
product still averages 65 per cent
of the showings.

Dining New and Old Penna. Censors
Philadelphia The dinner on Monday night in honor of Samuel D.

—

(wartz, retiring chairman of the
lsylvania state board of censors,
Wrrf also serve to introduce his successor, L. Howell Davis, to the trade.
A New York delegation will attend

and it is expected that Joseph M.
Schenck will be included in it.

ASKS PROBE OF
OTHER

RfAtT0

PHIL M. DALY
•

•

of pix

•

A SORT

of super-publicizing of the Quality Group
quite frequently
by the various

now being produced

major studios
is being conducted by the Hays organization
important public groups are being enlisted to bring certain pictures to the attention of special classes of the public.

•

•

•

FOR INSTANCE

•

ANOTHER FINE

Metro's "Sequoia" has been
given special attention
the fact that its locale is one of
our great national parks
automatically enlists the cooperation of important organizations interested in popularizing
these parks
so the Hays office has had prepared a special
"Sequoia" booklet
which ties in a national essay contest
with prizes of steam and rail trips and guest stays at the

Park

•

•

example of this super-publicizing
the elaborate Outline Guide and a special Teachers' Manual
prepared on "David Copperfield"
by the National Council of Teachers of English
this is the fourth of a series
the others so honored being
"The Little Minister," "Treasure Island," and "Great Expectations". .... the subject matter of these Quality Pix recommends them to the English Teachers group
who are glad
to bring them enthusiastically to the attention of public and
high school students
and if any exhib doesn't realize that
this type of specialized propaganda
created by the Hays
organization
is building immeasurable goodwill and increased revenue for theaters everywhere
then he is too
dumb to go out and personally profit from it thru his own B. O.
the loss is his
of a

worthy pix

is

graph

A.

ERPI,

T.&T, FIRMS

(Continued from Page 1)
Co., and all its subsidiaries in-

cluding Electrical Research Products,
Inc.
A somewhat similar resolution is expected to be submitted in
the House by Samuel Rayburn,
Democrat, of Texas.
Introduction
the
Wheeler
of
resolution closely followed the Senator's cross-questioning of Thad H.
Brown, vice chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission,
during a hearing conducted by the
Inter-state
Committee.
Replying
to a question put by Wheeler concerning his view-point on the entry of public utilities into other private monopolistic enterprises far beyond their original charter rights,
Brown said: "A study is being made
now but I would recommend Congressional study and investigation

of the situation."
Robert Robin of the American Society for the Protection of the M.
P. Theater described Wheeler's action as a "surprise to the industry."

—

Washington Senators William E.
Borah and George W. Norris last
night indicated they are in sympathy with Senator Wheeler's resolution aimed at A.T. & T. and its subsidiaries.

Catholics Again Approve
All Broadway First Runs
(Continued from Page 1)

• • • PLAYING A hunch
Charles Einfeld of the
Westchester Einfelds
better known as the Ace Director of
Warner advertising and publicity
pulled one of the smartest tricks of the current theatrical season
to usher in the
opening of the redecorated Strand on Broadway
with the
Paul Muni pix, "Bordertown"

•

•

•

WHAT

DID

he took a flyer
the smart lad do?
for
with Station
for a measly 600 odd smackers
with
which the studio agreed to broadcast for the week
the Sensational
three 100-word announcements every day
Spot News Flash that the Strand was again open with "Borderin the midst of the worst
town"
and what happened?
snowstorm in New York's history since the Great Blizzard of
the house was SOLD OUT at 12 o'clock noon
1888

WNEW

Terror," "Return of Chandu," "Unconquered Bandit," "Way of the
West," "Tombstone Terror," and
"Wings in the Dark" in the family
classification, and "Lottery Lover"
and "Rendezvous At Midnight" in

the adult group.

Hungarian Feature Booked
"Buzavirag" ("Cornflower"), Hungarian feature presented by Danubia
Pictures, has been booked for showings in Detroit, Bridgeport, Cleveland, Chicago and South Bend.

"Pimpernel" at Music Hall Feb. 7
"The Scarlet Pimpernel," Alexander Korda production starring Leslie

•

•

•

NOW PLEASE

don't tell us that the regular metrofor other
politan newspaper campaign was responsible
Broadway houses with more highly touted pix weren't sellouts

and only four grand was spent with the

dailies

a

careful check-up showed the broadcast stunt was the Big FacWhere do the newspapers
tor
which raises the query
get off to raise the ad rates for the pictures 60 to 70 per cent
looks as if the heavy
across the country at this time ?
liquor advertising has made the newspaper folks chesty
as evidenced by the
they still cater to the auto industry
special sections in all big newspapers when the new line of cars
so-o-o
whyin'ell
came in at the beginning of the year
must newspaper publishers and editors treat the picture induswhen it spends more advertising
try like an orphan cheeild
revenue with newspapers than the auto and liquor industries
for showing the
combined ?
so thanks, Mister Einfeld
newspaper lads that the Public can be reached thru Radio
for Less

«

€i

«

» » »

Howard and Merle Oberon,

re-

leased by United Artists, opens
Feb. 7 at the Radio City Music Hall.

Dick Anderson Back on Job
Dick Anderson of Universal returned to his desk yesterday after
a siege of illness.

Amity Appoints Florida Distrib
Frank Gaterri, who has an independent exchange at the Embassy,
Tampa, has been appointed Florida
representative of Amity Pictures by
W. L. Parker, manager for Amity
in

Charlotte and Atlanta.

Harry Buckley Recovered
Harry Buckley returned to
at United Artists
following an illness.
office

his

yesterday

1,
THE

c&a

DAILY

MPTOA, ALLIED OPPOSE

NEWS OF THE DAY

JOINT EFFORT ON CODE
(Continued from Page
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—

Orange, Tex. The Starland, in- home here last week.
A daughter
dependent house, has been acquired and widow survive.
by F. B. White of Dallas, who fored the plan.
merly operated the Rialto in JackMilwaukee
Advertised as the
The M. P. T. 0. A. will go into sonville, Tex.
fourth picture to be held over by
its
at
changes
code
of
matter
the
the house in ten years, Fox's WisNew Orleans convention. Allied's
Lincoln, Neb. Among incorpora- consin is running "Forsaking All
the
board of directors will discuss
tion
papers filed here recently Others" for a second week here.
subject when it meets in Washing- were those for the Western Theater
St. John, N. B.— Leslie S. Kerr,
Supply Co., Omaha. Capitalization
ton Feb. 13-15.
stock was listed as $25,000 and booker at the local Fox exchange,
Frank Van Husan and Gertrude E. underwent an emergency operation
9 Vitaphone Shorts Set
Van Husan were named in the pa- for appendicitis last week.
1)

m

the past and have always ended
sharp disagreements which disrupt-

—

—

MGM

STUDIO AGTIVI

BOOSTED TO

9 IN

(Continued from Page

"Shadow

W
1)

Doubt", "Reckless",
"Casino Murder Case", "Naughty
Marietta", "Public Enemy Number
Two", "West Point of the Air" and
"Times Square Lady".
of

13 Unfriendly Bills
Filed in Congress
measure

pers.

—

—

Femme,"

—

two-reel

the Scoville, Essick & Reif circuit,
Trip Through a Holly- and Mrs. Scoville have left by auto
Pot,"
"Pepper
one-reel
wood Studio,"
for Florida for the winter.
Herb Williams in "High, Wide and
Mrs. Marie Kaplan, who recently
com"V"
Handsome," a two-reel Big
purchased the Grand Central theater
"See
one-reel
"Dixieland,"
edy,
from Max Kaplan, her husband,
America First" by E. M. Newman; plans a double feature policy.
"We Do Our Part," with Gene and
Martin Printz is holding "ImitaGlenn, Donald Novis and others, a tion of Life" for a third week at the
one-reel "Pepper Pot" radio reel; Alhambra.
"Gypsy Sweetheart," with Phillip
Jack Greenbaum is playing "GuilReed, Hobart Cavanaugh and Wini- ty Parents" in the southern part of
"Broadway
two-reel
fred Shaw, a
the state, having completed runs at
Brevities" in Technicolor; Vaude- the Empress, Cincinnati and MayTrahan.
Al
ville Reel No. 3 with
fair, Dayton.
Chaz Chase, and others, a one-reel
Harry Scott, ney Gaumont British
and
"Pepper Pot"; Charlie Davis
representative in these parts, was
His Orchestra in "Echoes," a one- tendered a "welcome to Cleveland"
reel "Melody Master" band number, luncheon last week.
and Hal LeRoy and Dorothy Lee in
John Royal, former RKO theater
two-reel
a
Spotlight,"
"In The
division manager of Cleveland, and
"Broadway Brevities."
now with NBC, was in town last
week.
Meyer Fine of Associated Theato
ters and family are back from a
Broadcast
For Radio
six-week visit with Fine's sister in
"Mighty Barnum", 20th Century Mexico City.
production released through United
Artists, will be the theme for a
Briefs
broadcast over the NBC network in
Organization of a VaOmaha
the "Hands Across The Border" riety Club here has been started by
Principal William Miskel, manager of the
program on Tuesday.
feature of this program will be the Orpheum, and Harry Shumow, M-Gbranch manager.
"Pageant of P. T. Barnum", comHouse records were smashed here
posed by Douglas Moore.
with the showing of "Broadway
Bill" at the Brandeis, a Mort Singer
Bartholomew to Appear Daily
Picture was held a second
Freddie Bartholomew, 10-year-old house.
week.
child who scored in "David Cop"Kid Millions," United Artists, did
perfield", current on the Capitol's
near record business at the World
screen, will appear in Person at the
and was held over for an additional
Capitol for the week beginning to- four and one-half days.
performances
dav at the last three
A new screen was rushed into the
daily.
Minne Lusa, a neighborhood theater, Monday following a fire in an
adjoining building.
26 on MPTOA Board
vities,"

"A

"Barnum"

Be Theme

Omaha

—

M

Addition of three directors to the
M. P. T. 0. A. board brings its total
New ones are
personnel up to 26.
Morris Lowenstein, president of the M.
P. T. 0. of Oklahoma: George A. Giles,
Allied Theaters of Mass.. and R. X.
Williams, Jr. of the Tri-State associaUnder the M. P. T. 0. A. contion.
each unit Is entitled to a
stitution,
place on the board and consequently its
membership increases through acquisition
of new regional associations.

San Antonio Notes

—Business

San Antonio
the

show-houses

is

at

the best

of
since

all

129.

George
tor from
this city.

Santikos,

Athens,

i

(Continued from Page 1)
would prove beneficial,

since anti-trust matters would then
come within jurisdiction of the NRA
Brockton, Mass.
The Strand regulations covering the same terriNine Vitaphone shorts have been
Corsicana, Tex. M. L. Levine, re- Theater here, operated by M. & P. tory.
been set for release in February, it
tired theater owner died
at his for Publix, has reopened.
Up to the present time, all of the
is announced by Norman H. Moray.
15 bills are still in committee.
Vitaphone executive in charge of
They are:
and trailers.
shorts
Cleveland Brevities
St. Louis Squibs
Jeanne Aubert in '"Cherchez La
Cleveland James E. Scoville of
Indianapolis Items
Fred Wehrenberg, M.
St. Louis
"Broadway Bre-

For February Release

wi

former exhibiis

a

visitor

in

Jack H. Adams Jr., branch manager of Adams Film Exchange, has
returned from Oklahoma City.

—

P.T.O. prexy, has sent out appeals

to all exhibitors in the state to
fight the inclusion of admissions in

the Governor's

2%

tax

bill.

$1

—

Indianapolis
Superior Pictures,
has opened offices at 440 North
Illinois St.
Charles W. Tyler is in
charge.
Central City Amusement Co. has
Inc.,

Edward Richardson has come here switched

two managers, George
manager Holtrey moving from the Capital to
the
Ambassador
and
Lawrence
Art La Plante has been promoted Grubbs from Ambassador to Capifrom booker to assistant office man- tal.
from Akron

to be assistant

of Loew's State.

ager at the Columbia exchange. Leo
Sullivan
booker.

George
Judell

is

becomes

short

subjects

formerly
with
on the Gaumont-Brit-

Stern,

now

Milton Feld of the Circle and Indiana theater company was in the
city recently visiting Izzy Halperin,
local general manager.
Fred Dolle, president of Fourth

taj
toes
It

i

Btfi

tstr

Avenue Amusement Co., Louisville,
Kenneth Collins, manager of

ish sales staff.

visited

Fred
Wehrenberg's
Cinderella
Theater will stage amateur contests
every Saturday.

the Apollo.

"David Copperfield" was shown in
the Missouri General Assembly in
Jefferson City this week.
Tony Matreci, manager of the
Uptown, is reported on the verge of

lis

Bob Lucas, buyer for the Gregory
was in Indianapo-

Circuit. Chicago,

on business.

Harry Michalson,
ger for

RKO,

district

mana-

Pittsburgh, visited the

local office.

John Servaas, operator of Exhibitors Exchange, recently injured ii
matrimony.
a hold-up, will leave the Methodist
Billy Moore, former actor, is now Hospital this week fully
recovered.
publicity director for Fred WehrenHelen Keeler, secretary of the Asberg's South St. Louis theaters.
sociated Theater Owners of Indian*
Clarence M. Turley, formei'ly as- is back from a week's business trip
sociated with Skouras Bros., has in Indiana and northern Kentuckv.
been re-elected secretary of the
St. Louis Real Estate Exchange.

Cincinnati Chatter

C.

C. Pettijohn

was

a recent vis-

G-B Seeking Impostor
Gaumont British is making
forts to

apprehend a

man

ef-

said to be

using the name of Henderson and
Cincinnati Installation of officers
representing himself as the son of
by the Variety Club takes place the president of G-B, on the strength
M
Friday at a stag dinner in the Nethof which he has cashed several
erland Plaza. Allan Moritz is presthousand dollars' worth of checks,
ident.
according to Jeffrey Bernerd, G-B is
Al Sugarman of RKO and Will executive.
The impostor has been
Kerr of RCA have been appointed operating chiefly on the coast.
honorary
sheriffs
of
Franklyn
Abel Cary Thomas Laid Up
County.
Abel Cary Thomas of Warner
Harold Harris, Columbia exploiteer has left for Louisville after Bros, is recovering following a mihandling the campaign here for nor leg operation.
"Broadway Bill", which goes into
a three-week run.
F.
D. Starring Series
Donald Stanley will be master of
West Coast Bur.. THR FILM DAILY
ceremonies at the Warner Club
Hollywood — First Division starts prodance next month.
duction Monday on the first of four
features starring Hoot Gibson.
Vaudeville is on the bill with "She
Had to Choose" at the Shubert.

—

r

Intimate

in

'^Aernational in

"ependent

r'CL.
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Independents Delivered 119 Features Last Year

CELLER SEES NO NEED
Schulberg Plans Unit
Would Release Pictures
Through Independent
Exchanges
B. P. Schulberg

reported conemplating a company to operate
ilong lines of his old Preferred Pictures. Under the plan understood to
>e
in process of development the

OTFEDERAL

Along

Congressman Culkin's Bill
Is Opposed by Brother

Warner Backing

understood to be planning to back a fourth Broadway
show this season, titled "Ceiling Zero," by Frank Wead.
The company has already
interested itself financially in "Calling All Stars," "Fly Away Home," and "Three
Men on a Horse," which Alex Yokel will produce.
National

is

would produce pictures and
through independent ex:hanges throughout the country.

Washington

FISHMAN RE-ELECTED

|

Schulberg, who is now in New
has denied stories about his
oining Paramount as head of production and Paramount executives in
;he East have emphatically joined
n the denial.

CONN. M.P.T.O. HEAD
New

Haven, Conn.

TAXABLE

—

IN OHIO

—

Dr. Jacob B.
Columbus, 0. Placards, billboards
re-elected for a third and various advertising materials
term as president of the M. P. T. 0. sold or leased by film exchanges to
of Conn, at this week's annual elec- theaters
are taxable within the
tion.
Other officers are: Adolph meaning of the state's new .sales
G. Johnson, first vice-pres.; Leonard levy, according to an opinion given
M. O'Neill, second vice-pres.; Edwin by the legal department of the Tax
S. Raffile, treasurer, and Edward G. Commission at the request of P.
Levy for his ninth term as secretary J. Wood, secretary of the Independand counsel. Directors include Louis ent Theater Owners of Ohio.
It
Anger,
Bridgeport;
Leo Bonoff, will be the duty of the vendors in
IN
Madison; William Brennan, Win- such cases to collect the proper
sted; Joseph A. Davis, Southington; amount of tax at the time the sale
Re-election of Walter Vincent as Irving C. Jacocks, Jr., Brandford; or lease is consummated, says the
;reasurer and Edward Levy as gen- Arthur H. Lockwood, Middletown; ruling.
Pasho, Naugatuck;
Louis
eral counsel is expected at the con- Ralph
tention of the M. P. T. 0. A. in Sagal, New Haven; William Vuono,

Fishman was

VINCENT AND LEVY

FOR RE-ELECTION

New

Orleans next month.
So far Stamford.
successor to Fred S. Meyer, whc
has resigned as secretary, has not
been lined up, it is understood.
i

Du-Art Lab Loses a Point
In Suit Against Universal

RKO Takes Tec- Art Studio
In

Rush

West Coast Bureau

—

Appellate
Division
yesterday
vacated the temporary injunction

reof Production straining Universal from breaching
oi THE FILM DAILY an alleged contract to have
the Uni-

Hollywood
To accommodate a versal Newsreel printed at the Ducrowded schedule, with eight pic(Continued on Page 3)
tures in work or about to start,
RKO Radio has leased the Tec-Art
Studio and will use

it

for filming

(Continued on Page 3)

Neb.

—

week

from

After a conference
attended by J. H.

New

York, whose Lincoln
aters group includes six houses, it
as decided to grant session passes to
members of the legislature.
Milton
per,

Overman, Westland's city manager, said
he would cooperate.
Two bills had
already been introduced, a circuit tax
and a two operator measure, while a
censorship bill was coming up.

Congressman

Emanuel
complete

Celler, yesterday expressed
opposition to the Culkin

commission proposal, although Celler himself is sponsor of a motion
picture block booking bill.
On the Democratic side, Celler,
who has recently resumed activity
on his movie legislation program,
(.Continued on

Page

3)

FILM CARRIERS MEET

ATMPTOACONVENTION

—

New Orleans The National Film
Carriers will hold a meeting here
St. Louis
Skouras Bros. Enter- simultaneously with the M.P.T.O.A.
25-28
Feb.
inclusive.
prises received $284,502 from War- convention
ners in 1928 for their first-run fran- Over 20 rooms have been reserved at
chise on Warner and First National The Roosevelt for the carriers.
product, it was revealed in this
week's hearing on the disputed $32 r
480 additional income tax for 1920, Columbia
Meeting
1928 and 1930 sought by the govPostponed

—

Board
to Next Week

(Continued on Page 3)

119 Features Delivered in '34
By Independent Producers

Stage Hands Take Cut
To Reopen Omaha Para.
Omaha—Reopening of the A. H.

Independent features released last
year totaled 119, according to the
compilation
of
1934
production

Blank house here, the Paramount,
closed twice during the past year,
was made possible by stage hands
and musicians agreeing to take a
salary cut and by a reduction in the

statistics

(Continued on Page 2)

Correspondent

motion picture commission and an
anti-block
booking measure, another
New York Congressman,

Skouras Got $284,502
For St. Louis Franchise

Nebraska Solons Get Ducats
Lincoln,
here
this

Staff

—While

Francis D. Culkin, Republican of
New York, prepared to push to committee hearing his bill for a Federal

FILM ACCESSORIES

>utfit

fork,

Legislator
H. CUNNINGHAM

RICHARD
FILM DAILY

By

is

listribute

Company

Lines of Former

Fourth Broadway Play With
Warner-First

FILEPTROL

for

Year Book.

The

delivering the

Monogram,

the

new Film

Daily

company
largest number was

with

indie

35,

followed

by

Chesterfield-Invincible, 17; William
(Continued on Page 3)

Meeting of the Columbia board
of directors scheduled for yesterday

was

postponed until Wednesday.
Jack Cohn, who is now in Florida,
will

return to

time.
Harry
to attend.

Plan

New

New York by
Cohn

is

that
not expected

King George Film

—

London Sir Austen Chamberlain and
John Drinkwater will collaborate on a
film entitled "Twenty-five Years in the
Life of Our King" for showing at King
George's golden jubilee celebration in
place of the feature compiled by Winston Churchill and which was destroyed.

THE
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Darmour

On

to Start
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I
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six features completed for
distribution through Majestic, Larry
Darmour leaves New York today on
his return to the Coast to complet
the six remaining pictures on hi
current season schedule. -Next production will be "Thunder in the
Streets," to be followed by "Secret
Agent."
Before coming to New
York Darmour finished "Mutinv

Ahead."

i

Saturday, Jan. 26, 193

Sati

Stage Hands Take Cut
To Reopen Omaha Para.
(Continued from Page 1)
rental of the house. It reopens Feb.
8 under a split stage show and double feature policy.
Opening attraction will be Marcus's "International
Revue," with vaudeville thereafter

MERLE OBERON

arrives

in

New

York

Monday

on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays.

from the coast, where she has jir
finished work in 20th .Century's "Folies Bei
gere."
She will be here for the opening
"Scarlet Pimpernel," in which she appears wit
Leslie Howard, at the Music Hall on Feb. 7.

M. & S.-RKO Case Put Off
Pending
reported
negotiations
toward settlement of the dispute,

artists'

r.

ROGER
business

MARCHETTI,

coast

attorney

an

manager, sails for the coast today afh
conferences in New York.

HAROLD EAREFORD has gone to Florida fc
a hearing scheduled yesterday be
a rest.
A. H. Blank Curtails Trip
fore the American Arbitration SoJUNE CLAYWORTH, Universal player, leave
Des Moines A. H. Blank, head of ciety in connection with the breachTri-States
Theaters
Corp.,
has of-agreement complaint brought b> New York Monday on her return to the Coas'
EDWARD ALPERSON left New York yeslerda
started his return trip from the Meyer & Schneider against RKO
for Hollywood.
Address all communications to THE FILM south, called back by the burning of was put
off until Tuesday.
The
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y.,
COHN. who is now in Florida, return
He at- complainants allege that RKO has to JACK
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737. 4-4738. 7-4739. the Strand theater here.
New York early next week.
Holly- tended a convention in New Orleans, failed to play its pictures day and
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk. 6425 HollyJULIET LOWELL has returned to New Yor
date into the Hollywood and Apollo,
London- but abandoned original plans to visit
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
from Washington, where she went on a specia
Ernest VV. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 Bermuda, and is spending some time lower East Side houses, which the mission in behalf of the "Dumb-Bell Letters.'
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne, in Washington and New York. He circuit acquired from them some
DOROTHY BURGESS, who has been signe
P. A. Harle, La
Friedricbstrasse. 225. Paris
time ago.
for a leading role in the RKO picture, "Villag
Cinematographic Francaise. Rue de la Cour- will return to Des Moines about
Tale,"
leaves today for the coast.
tes-Noues, 19.
Feb. 1 to determine whether or not
ADOLPH OSSO, French producer and dis
Changes in Sound Pictures Staff
rebuilding plans will go forward on
tributor,
and ALEXANDER PINCUS, financi;
the Strand.
Cleveland F. F. Gregory has -dvisor of Osso Pictuers of Paris, sail fror
been appointed vice-president and New York today on the Lafayette for France
Secretary of Sound Pictures, Inc.,
Reliance to Start Two
JEAN DE CAVAIGNAC, French cinema di
CODE
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY succeeding F. S. Roberts, resigned. rector, and ANDRE BERLEY. French film actor
si?" are on the passenger list of the Lafayette
Hollywood With the arrival next J. R. McCrory, former art director, sailing today for France.
week of Harry M. Goetz, president succeeds D. H. Howe in the capacity
HENRY FONDA and MARGARET HAMILTON
of Reliance, to confer with Edward of production director. R. L. Went- stage players, are going to Hollywood for wor
at
the Fox studios.
Small, production chief, the company worth has also joined the production
CHARLES B. COCHRAN cancelled his passag
will complete details for the start- staff of the company.
on the Berengaria last night and will sai
ing of "The Melody Lingers On",
from New York next week on the Rex.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Services for Walter Hardesty
Net from Lowell Brentano's novel, and
High Low Close Chg. "Let 'Em Have It", by Louis WeitDover, O.— The body of Walter C.
Wins British Medal
Con. Fm. Ind
7
6% + V4 zenkorn. Reliance also has another
6Vi
Hardesty, former manager of the
London
"The Man Who Knev
21 Vi +
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 21S/8 21
Robert Donat vehicle scheduled, all Dover Opera House and for years Too Much" has been awarded thi
114
114
114
East. Kodak
release.
Artists
United
for
head of Hardy Mfg. Co., makers of 1934 gold medal of the Institute
103/4
11
11
+ i/8
Fox Fm. "A"
theater chairs, has been sent here Amateur Cinematographers for thi
32S/8 32S/8 +
33
Loew's, Inc
%
It's Now Lon Chaney, Jr.
for burial from Daytona, Fla., where best British film of 1934.
3'/2
Paramount ctfs. ... 3%
3Vi
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY he died Tuesday.
I'/g
1 Va
Pathe Exch
1 Va
Va
Columbia First-Run at Palace'
Creighton Chaney,
151/4— %
Hollywood
151/4
151/4
do "A"
i/
2i/s
2
2
now working in "Captain Hurricane"
Columbia's
'"Behind
the
Evi
RKO
8
Samuels Attractions Moves
4
Warner Bros
3% 4 + 1/4 at RKO, has legally changed his
Samuels Attractions, headed by dence," with Norman Foster, Donalc
22
20
22
+2 name to Lon Chaney, Jr., to prepetu- David S. and Sonia S. Samuels, the- Cook and Sheila Mannors, openec
do pfd
yesterday at the Palace for its loca
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
ate the memory of his father.
representatives, has moved

—

—

—

—

FINANCIAL

—

1

—
—

Th. Eq. 6s40.
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.

Gen.

.

Loew 6s 41ww
Paramount 6s47

8'/2
83/8

105!/2
ctfs.

5'/2 s51

Par.

By.

Par.
Par.

5'/2 s50 filed....
5'/2 s50 ctfs....

Pathe 7s37
Warner's 6s39

8'/2

8i/2

8%

83/g

105% 105V2

65

63%

65

43

43
64l/4

43

63y4

65
102

65V4
65
102
55l/4

102
50

651/4

54l/4

—

—
+
+
+
+
+
+

atrical

Vz

New
V4
1

1/4
1/4

1

iy4
1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
11%

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

3

11%

2%

"%
3

+ %

St.

first-run.

from the Hanover Bank Bldg. to
St. Louis Am. Co. Directors
larger quarters in the Bond Bldg.,
Louis Otto E. Rugg and H. 1560 Broadway.

—

Burnett have been elected members
of the board of directors of St. Louis
Amusement Co., succeeding Samuel
B. Jeffries and Arthur E. Simpson,

Roger Marchetti Buys Yacht
While in New York on business in
studios and artists whom
of local counsel for Warners, who behalf of
he represents-, Roger Marchetti, Holresigned.
manager,
and
attorney
lywood
bought a 72-foot sail yacht, said to
Ginger Rogers With Bill Powell
be one of the finest of its kind in the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

!

country.

Ginger Rogers
15th Annual Convention
William Powell in
The Roosevelt Hotel
Claim
Katz
on
Delay
Final
RKO's "Star of Midnight." After
New Orleans, La.
Hearing on objections by the
that she will be teamed again with
Paramount trustees to the $265,498
Fred Astaire in "Top Hat."
Feb. 25th to 28th, 1935
claim of Sam Katz was adjourned
yesterday to Feb. 14, with the stipuVirginia Reid to Many
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY lation that no further adjournments Daily Communique:
Hotel reservations should be made
Virginia Reid, RKO would be asked.
Hollywood
direct with The Roosevelt Hotel, New
player, has announced her engageSpecify exactly the acOrleans, La.
"Radio Jamboree" for Warner9
commodations you desire, the days you
ment to Dr. Ralph C. McClung of
(particularly
if you plan
will
there
DAILY
be
FILM
THE
Coast
Bureau
West
of
Birmingham, where the wedding will
to stay over for the famous Mardi Gras
Hollywood "Radio Jamboree of
take place next month.
Carnival) and that you are attendinf
1935," by George Brickert, will be
the MPTOA Convention, to secure
reduced rates and preferred attentioi
Staging "Small Miracle" on Coas produced by Warners.
The Convention is for MPTOA mem

Hollywood
appear with

will

>

—

—

tl

Hugo Riesenfeld
Norman Burnstine
George K. Arthur
George G. De Sylva
Irving Talbot

Elisc

Abe Meyer
Damereaux

Joyce Compton
Paul F. Burger

Bob Steiner leaves tomorrow

foi

Greenwich Theater Leased
Ray Whittaker has leased the
The Broadway
for Henry Duffy.
hit has been acquired for films by Pickwick Theater, Greenwich, Conn.,
from Haring & Blumenthal.
Paramount.

Hollywood

to stage

bers,

friends

and

guests.

"Small Miracle"

Is:

MAKE

YOUR

RESERVATIONS

EARU

HU

i

DAILY
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»DATE BOOK«

REVIEWS
Jan Kiepura

"MY HEART

IS

HHHS0

in

CALLING"

Gaumont-British

86 mins.

SCORES WITH LIVELY MUSICAL COMEDY PLOT, JAN KIEPURA'S GLORIOUS
VOICE AND MARTA EGGERTH'S CHARM.

PHIL M.DALY

with a musical comedy
type of plot to permit Jan Kiepura, the
Polish tenor, to show his glorious tenor to
the best advantage, the producers have contrived to combine with the magnificent
Obviously

built

•

a constant flow of good humerriment, fast tempo unusual in
English films, and the allure of Marta
Eggerth, the Hungarian find, who seems to
have everything that goes with the idea

mored

So

all

in

all

it

is

a

bright

and colorful offering set in Monte Carlo,
where a second-rate opera troupe that
Kiepura heads arrives to find their engagement has been canceled by the director

•

into

built

is

grand,, singing

popular and

of

the

operatic

Marta

plot.

airs

a

and

•

has

Cast: Jan Kiepura, Marta Eggerth. Sonnie
Hugh Wakefield, Ernest Thesiger,

Hale,

Jeanne

John

Stuart,

Preistly,

Singer,

Anton

Imkamp.
Director, Carmine Gallone; Author, Ernst
Marischka; Screenplay, Sidney Gilliat, Rid
ard Benson, Robert Edmunds; Music, R<
ert Stclz; Editor, Ralph Kemplin; Came/a
man, Glen MacWilliams.
Photography, Excellfer
Direction, Good

•

vate

the screen.

Lchr,

you think that

•

gym

(Slapstick)

21 m
Radio
Burlesque of Opera
Eddie Conrad as the maestro

RKO

main show. He rehearses hi!
opera cast for the concert in a renovated barn, and cows and chickens
intrude during performance driving
maestro into hysterics with audience
becoiring indignant.
Show includes
from
several
Sextette
half-acts,
'Lucia," a duet of Volga Boatman, a
violin and guitar at "Tannhauser,"
md as a riotous finale, Eddie Conrad
at the piano with a tango tune. Low
comedy mixed with class music
makes lots of fun for any audience.

the

Sparks Opens Miami Beach House
Miami Beach, Fla. E. J. Sparks
lias returned to Jacksonville after
superintending
the
last - minute
:ouches on the Colony, new house.

—

russels Cinema Exposition
Brussels An international cinema
Congress will be held here next sumBelgium's
j,Jffl.er in conjunction with

—

world's exposition.
participate.

America

will

line

to

wouldn't get 'em

then ya

femmes are essentially sadistic
(and we're tellin' you!).
Weeps

T

Paramount

No Need
Of Federal Contr
1)

Hearing

:

City

,

on

scales
for
New
Hotel, Washington.

booth

Raleigh

at

5:
Public hearing on 1935 code budget,
Hotel Raleigh, Washington, D. C.

13-15: Annual meeting
Ass'n board of directors,

Feb. 14-15:
Feb.

Hampshire, Ver69 Church Street,

of

Allied

States

Washington.

Iowa-Nebraska Allied Theater con-

vention and movie

frolic,

Des Moines,

la.

Warner

16:

Club's sixth annual dinner
and ball. Hotel Waldorf-Astoria. New York

Feb. 20-26:

Soviet Russia's first World

Moscow.
Annual ball

Cinema

Festival.

Feb.

23.

of

the

Vaner,

Detroit

Club.
Feb. 23:

Detroit

Variety
Club Ball, Crystal
Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.

Room, Book
Feb. 24:

Friars

Frolic,

Majestic

Theater,

New

Friars'

Frolic,

Majestic Theater,

New

York.
Feb. 24:

York.

Hotel

National
1:

Hotel

tion,

New

Roosevelt,

25-Mar.

Feb.

Film

M.P.T.O.A.

Roosevelt,

meeting,

Carriers
Orleans.

New

annual

conven-

Orleans.

Awards Banquet of the Academy ot
Motion Picture Arts Cr Sciences, Hollywood
March 2: Columbians' fifth annual dinnerdance, Grand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria,

feb. 27:

New

York.

March 4:

like a Find
a Maryland lad

Celler Sees

1

York

Extraordinary
meeting of stockholders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act on
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.

HE LOOKS

{Continued from Page

SHORTS

we were

for

Buckner and Ballantine,
the Harvard Club

March

7-9:
National

vania,

of

Annual
Review,

Conference
Hotel

May

of

Pennsyl-

York.

April 27:
A.M.P.A. annual get-t(
ner. Hotel Astor, New York.

-.

-:

he

20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting
Society of Motion Picture Engineei

r

of

din-

the

wood.

~

counsel, held last nite at

pi
Independent Films
Released Last Year

Eleventh

Board

New

-

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

(Continued from Page 1)

that he did jteiner, 14; Imperial, 6; Majestic,
Mascot, 5; Mayfair 5, and smalnot believe in the Culkin proposal
to give motion picture business a ler numbers from various other propublic utility status or to create a lucers.
motion picture commission.
"I don't see any necessity for
u-Art
Loses a Point
creating a commission, or turning
the motion picture business into
In Suit Against Universal
told

"The Simp-Phoney Concert'

if

saw him up at a pribelongs to the Blue Grass
Four Hundred
handsome
a physique that has the
Adonis proportions
good-looker in the
a Personality
best masculine way
a Natural to slay the girls on anybody's screen
the name?
William J. Gordon
unattached
he can be Had
and did we ever steer you
producers wrong?
Burlesque at two bits goes into the
Gaiety on Feb. 1
Sam Cummins has given up his lease
First Division will hold a special preview of "Hei Tiki"
Jan. 31 aboard the Rex
Annual dinner of Root, Clark,

selec-

beauty and acting ability in such
abundance that she is a definite find for

Marie

if

Feb.
Feb.

New

Island,

A.M.

11:30.

Feb. 25-28:

T

charm,

Anthony Hankey, Frederick

AND SO

know wimmen
when it comes

don't

Boston.

affair

—

cleverly

Eggerth

•

•

Kiepura gives an opposition performance of
"La Tosca" outside the Opera House.
Kiepura's voice

swanky

selling this pix
we
would simply say
"Ladies, listen to Jan Kiepura's gorgeous
Voice and live for one precious hour in a Heaven of Tears!"

With the help of
opera house.
Marta Eggerth, a stowaway that the tenor
has befriended on the way over from South
America, the director sees the light, and
but not before
signs up the company,

tion

A VERY

T

the

of

•

Massachusetts, Maine,

mont and Rhode

Feb.

the luncheon preview
premiere at the Waldorf-Astoria
of the Gaumont-British
pix
with the sensational Con"My Heart Is Calling"
nothing in a film glorified by a
tinental tenor, Jan Kiepura
it stands sumarvelous Male Voice can compare with it
preme and unique as does Grace Moore in "One Night of Love"
the gent's performance was so moving that it made the
missus sitting alongside us cry
up to this writing we personally are the only one who has been able to do that
so
the guy must be good
of course our technique is different
Kiepura's glorious voice will stir thousands of femmes to
emotional tears
and we know of no grander way to give
femmes enjoyment in a theater than by making them cry

vocalizing

of sex in films.

•

Meeting of Allied States exhibitors of

Jan. 29:

The Film Daily

_

public utility," said Celler.

Lab

(Continued from Page 1)

Art Film Laboratory. Samuel Gottlieb, attorney for Du-Art, said yesTakes Tec-Art Studio terday he would move for a quick
trial
against Universal and ask
In Rush of Production $500,000 damages, and thait suit
{Continued from Page 1)
would be instituted against Consolithe Merian C. Cooper special, "She", dated Film Industries, now printwith Helen Gahagan and Nigel ing the Universal reel, for an addiBruce.
Irving Pichel and L. C. tional $500,000.
Holden are directing the Rider Haggard novel.
Dismiss Schine Complaint
Buffalo A second complaint by
Reliance Theaters, Inc., of Lockport,
charging Schine Theatrical Co., Inc.,
Skouras Got $284,502
with overbuying was dismissed by
For St. Louis Franchise the Buffalo grievance board. Reli(Continued from Page 1)
ance operates the Palace, Lockport,
ernment from Skouras.
The gov- where Schine has two houses, the
ernment claims a profit of $241,224 Rialto and the Hiart. The board
was realized on the franchise sale, held that no evidence had been adwhile Skouras officials say the profit duced to show the licensing of more
was only $143,255.
Referee in pictures than reasonable requireBankruptcy Hope has taken under ments, and that the product of sevadvisement the evidence presented eral companies still was available
by both sides.
to both complainant and respondent.

RKO

—

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up, Single
$3.00

up, Double
and monthly rates

Special weekly

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.

Every room has

private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern convenience. Fine foods at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Pres.

Eugene Stern,

The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD
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N-E-W-S O-F T-H-E D-A-Y
—

—

—

—

Charlotte, N. C. Billy Bryan, son
Fond du Lac, Wis. W. L. Ainsworth, former operator of the Gar- of F. P. Bryan, head of the Warner
rick
here and operator of the exchange here, has gone to Dallas
Shawano theater in Shawano, has to join the shipping department of
announced his candidacy for city the Warner organization there.
commissioner.

Jay Means is in for
run as president of the Independent Theater Owners' Ass'n.
With his re-election this week, he is
nearing his fourth year. Ed Rolsky
is vice-president; E. S. Young, second vice-president; Ed Hartman,

Kansas City

a long

Fairfield,

la.

—L.

E.

Monaca, Pa.
J. F. Huszar and
Glen Floyd of Follansbee, W. Va.,
have leased the Roxy, formerly
known as the Penn. Louis Rottenstein, former operator, will assist
his brother, Abe, at the latter's
Gaines has house in West Aliquippa, Pa.

!

Mound City, 111.— C. P. Washman, taken possession of the Rex theater
who operates the Uptown in Cairo, which he purchased from T. W.
Charlotte, N. C— R. A. Parsons
has taken over the Palace here.
Thompson of this city and Walter of the M-G-M organization has been
Dewey of Chariton. He is operating transferred from the poster departShattuck, Okla.— Droz & McDowLincoln, Neb. The Kiva, slated to it in connection with the Orpheum ment to the booking office.
ell's Empress theater, which recentsecretary; Charles Potter, treasurer.
These officers also form the board.

—

ly went through receivership,
ing managed by McDowell.
Seattle,

Wash.

is

close

be-

open

last
Saturday, will remain
indefinitely, according to City

theater, which he also owns.

—

Manager Overman.
This leaves
Dent with two spots opposing the
The Music Box six operated by J. H. Cooper.

—

New Orleans
Peter A. "Doc"
Fabacher, pioneer exhibitor here,

—

Augustine, Fla. The Orpheum
is open again after being completely
remodeled and refurnished.
St.

has switched from boy to attractive
girl ushers, with Betty Carter as
Des Moines Marvin Godwin, forhead usherette.
Dania, Fla. A five-year lease of
merly of Kansas City, is the new
head booker at Columbia, replacing fhe Dania theater has been taken
Huntsville, Mo. The Plaza is be- Al Yarowsky.
Max Stahl is new by Lee Carrow of Detroit. Property
ing reopened after being dark about salesman. Leslie Savage, in charge is owned by A. L. Cameron and
House has been
five months.
of this territory, has been in Des John H. Lasher.
Moines for three weeks superintend- closed for the past five years.
Denver The Denver and Pueblo ing the local office.
musicians' locals re-elected their ofBoston Harry Martin, booker at
Everett, Wash. A new theater is
Denverficers for another year.
Universal, is mourning the death
announced
Clarence
for
this
city
by
Michael Muro, president; G. A. FosW. Hamrick of Seattle, brother of of his mother.
ter, vice-president; F. J. Leibold, reJohn
Hamrick. Bjorne Moe of SeHerr,
John
cording secretary, and
New Orleans—T. O. Tuttle, forPueblo J. D. attle has prepared the plans for the
financial secretary.
new playhouse, which will be con- mer exchange manager, has opened
Byrne, president; Bernard Kelley,
structed at 2920 Colby Ave.
an office on film row to handle premvice-president, and James S. Tooher,
iums.
secretary-treasurer.
Greencastle, Ind. W. G. Reckley,
operator of the Gem theater, InCharlotte, N.
H. H. Anderson
An inheritance tax dianapolis, has acquired the Castle
Milwaukee
tender of $7,800 was paid last week here. House has been closed for re- has taken over the Carolina at Lum
berton from Dr. Beam and also the
on the $244,500 estate of Jacob S. pairs and remodeling.
Rainbow at Marion from F. W.
Grauman, secretary and treasurer of
Smith.
Shorewood Theater Co. The prinRenton, Wash. C. F. Denz, recipal beneficiary is his widow, Mrs. cently opened the Grand theater.

—

died

—

Pawtucket, R. I.
The Imperial
has reopened with wide range equipment.

—

—

—

—

—

j

—

—

—

C—

'

-

—

Irene

S.

Grauman.

Grand

—

Isle,

La.

—

—

Silent pictures

Shelton, Wash. The Paramount
theater has been opened by R. P.

Spokane, Wash. An outbreak of are being run at the local theater. Burfield.
five-cent admission charges in this
city has been suppressed by the code
board offices in Seattle.
» »

THEATER IMPROVEMENT NOTES «
manager of the
Williams, William Exton
Brookfield, Mo. —

—

The Rialto,
Woonsocket, R. I.
Ollie
is
formerly owned by Fred Greene, is
theater, Kenosha.
now owned and operated by Joseph formerly with the Gillioz location
Monett, Mo., has acquired a
Donahue.
here and is remodeling it into a theKansas City
Stebbins Theater
ater.
Supply recently installed two SimPortland, Me. Work on the new
plex machines, two reflector arc
theater to be erected in the South
lamps and two rectifiers in the
Portland section by Leo T. Gorham
Hartford, Conn. E. M. Loew has
will start the latter part of March, had DeForest Super Wide Range Pastime, Medicine Lodge, Kans., operated by Roy Culley. Stebbins also
according to present plans.
sound installed in his Hartford the- reseated Newk's theater, Burlingater. Work was done by Divisional
ton, Kans.
Birmingham
Funeral services Engineer Harold Davidson.
for Joseph T. Steed, pioneer picture
Kansas City, Mo. New high fidelexhibitor, were held a few days ago,
with burial in Elmwood Cemetery.
New Orleans The Lyceum has ity RCA sound equipment has been
installed by M. D. Utterbach in his
installed Western Electric sound.
North Adams, Mass.
Clifford
Lyric, Wellington, and his Lyric,
Boyd has been transferred from asWinfield, Kans.; by Epstein Theater
Robertson,
DeDetroit
James
N.
sistant manager at the Victory to
Corp. in the Tivoli, Omaha; by Wiltroit circuit operator, is reseating
liam G. McKinney in the Best, Tothat of manager of the Paramount.
American Seating peka, and by Roxy Theater Corp.
the Cinderella.
A new 400-seat Company is supplying seats.
Mineola, Tex.
in the Roxy, Denver.
theater will be opened here soon by
Mrs. R. T. Hooks, owner and manWide range equipment has been
Oshkosh, Wis.— The Strand has
ager of the Select Theater.
installed
new wide range sound installed by Electrical Research
F. W. Smith, who equipment, as has the Kenosha the- Products in the Bayside theater,
Marion, S.
formerly operated the Rainbow here, ater in Kenosha, both operated by Bayside, L. I. Similar-type apparaCo.
Silvert tus is being placed in the Liberty
Theaters
has taken over Mrs. Hamilton's Standard
Setron is manager of the Strand and at Liberty, N. Y.
house at Monroe.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

C—

—

recently.

Louisville

—

fi

Fred Levy of Big

Col.

Corp.,
who was
stricken ill in New York some time
ago, is steadily improving and his

Feature

Rights

family hopes to move him to his

home

in

I

Louisville the first of the

j

month.
t

Grove City, Pa.

— Mrs.

Martha G.
the late John M.

Guthrie, widow of
Guthrie, will continue operation of
the Guthrie theater here.
V;

Lima, O.
opened the

—

C.

Towa

E. Point has re-

Theater.

—

Charlotte, N. C.
The Imperial
open Feb. 18, according to announcement by H. F. Kincey, president of North Carolina Theaters,
which will operate the rebuilt the-

will

ater.

—

Louisville
The Brown theater has
adopted stage shows in connection
with pictures at irregular intervals.

New
lease

—

Orleans
had been

Reports that a
signed

for

the

Strand theater here by C. L. Lanier
were denied by the renting agents.

—

Waynesburg, Pa.
Larry Puglia,
operator of the town's only movie
house, was fined $14.50 for showing
on Sunday. Church groups brought
the complaint.

C—

N.
I.
D. Blumenoperates several Negro
theaters in North Carolina and Virginia, proposes to lease the Wallace
property here for five years and
spend between $9,000 and $12,000 in
converting it into a house for the
colored people.
Charlotte,

thal,

who

—

Waterloo, la. Showing of de luxe
pictures at the smaller theater here,
the Strand, instead of the larger

Paramount, has been adopted by A.
G. Stolte, city manager
State Theaters Corp.

— Mrs.

Lincoln, Neb.
man, wife of L.

for

Tri-

/pri

Milton Over-

L. Dent's city

man-

ager here, has joined her husband
from Pittsburgh and will be here
permanently.

Intimate

in
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Code Assessment Delinquents Given
FREE COMPETITION' ASKED IN
Film

Fifty

Majority of Measures on
File Are Adverse to

instances adversely, are now
tending in 15 state legislatures, a
>f

checkup made by
California

is

a hot-

film legislation, with 15
neasures directly or indirectly apilying to motion pictures having
teen introduced in its legislature.
state-by-state list of measures
low pending follows:
California state income tax, state
rdes for fair competition; 30-hour
(Continued on Page 4)

A

—

ZONING FACTIONS
SPLIT ON ADMISSIONS

American

of

who

of the
Architects,

be

authorities

member

will

Institute
talk on

Hollywood

—

cent

—Augmented by there-

addition

unit, the

of

number

now employed

the

Cosmopolitan

of contract artists

at Warner-First

Na-

Reports reaching tional has reached a total of 136.
Orleans
lere indicate that a number of the- This includes 22 stars, 49 featured
iters in the flood area of Mississippi players, 22 directors and 43 writers.
nay suffer water damage. Business
The stars are:
Marion Davies, Paul Muni, Kay Francis,
lamage, which began when the
lorthern part of the state had a
;hree-inch snow, is due to continue
lue to flood and illness in its wake,
^.rea

affected

is

between the Cold-

water and Tallahatchie Rivers.

More Shorts on Colleges
THE FILM DAILY

n
West
Coast Bur.,

—

Hollywood Following the success of
test subject
made last season at
artmouth, M-G-M is going ahead with
plans to produce a series of shorts showing the activities, both educational and
recreational, at leading colleges throughout the country. They will be produced
by Harry Rapf and released as Pete
Smith "Oddities."

i

accommodating 1,500, for a private moonlight cruise around New
Orleans harbor and up the river.
Dinner will be served on board, with
dancing ^nd entertainment also on
the program.

tal,

New

Culkin Measure
By RICHARD H.

CUNNINGHAM

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington
A bill to prevent
obstruction of and burdens upon interstate trade and commerce in

—

copyrighted motion picture films,
and to prevent restraint upon free
competition in production, distribution and exhibition of copyrighted
films, was introduced in House late

His

week by Congressman Culkin.

new movie

Members

ASK TRADE COMMISS'N

TO ACT ON FREE SHOWS
Having been unsuccessful

in

its

Federal Communications Commission in taking
action against free radio shows, the
legitimate theater code authority
has now asked the Federal Trade
efforts to interest the

At Warner -First

West Coast Bureau of

(Continued on Page 4)

Are Damaged by Flood

chief illuminating engineer of General Electric in Cleveland, who will
speak on illuminating theaters.

of

bill, No. 4757, prohibits
compulsory block booking,
on
compels the furnishing of an accuthe subject at the M. P. T. 0. A.
(Continued on Page 4)
On Wednesday evening, Feb. 27,
convention at the Hotel Roosevelt, an "Ole Man River" party will be
New Orleans, Feb. 25-28. Speakers given. The committee on arrangeare Robert Beller of Kansas City, ments has chartered the S.S. Capi-

by three

discussed

will

136 Under

Mississippi Theaters

MPTOA Meet

Among Demands

last

Modernizing the theater

"Modern Trends in Theater Architecture"; J. T. Knight of New York,
Exhibitor and distributor mem who will discuss theater mechanics
Ders of the Code Authority are and engineering, and W. C. Brown,
Irawn up in separate lines as they
>attle over the issue of whether or
lot clearance and zoning plans are
Contract
to be based
on admission prices,
rheatermen on the code administra-

New

Advance Synopis of Films

Berlin

Theater Modernizing to be Discussed
at

BILL

State Legislatures

interesting

By 3 Authorities

15

Feb.

CM

The Film

of

ted

in

Till

sidelight on the current public attitude toward motion
pictures was brought out here on Friday when "Don't Lose Heart, Suzanne," based on
a novel by Willi Krause, Reich film advisor and aide of Propaganda Minister Goebbels,
Krause is said to have collaborated on the
was hissed by the premiere audience.
picture, which depicts alleged conditions in the film industry in pre-Nazi times and
The incident has
deals with
two non-Aryan producers and a young actress.
aroused interest in the trade because of the Ministry's recent banning of two films
on the ground that they were of inferior quality.

Nearly 50 bills affecting the moion picture industry, in a majority

)aily shows.

—An

NEW

Fifteen

in

Nazi Film Hissed by Audience
Berlin

Film Industry

lational

Pending

Bills

* CENT*

193<S

National

THE FILM DAILY
Howard, Joe E. Brown, Al Jolson,
Dick Powell, Dolores Del Rio, Pat O'Brien.
James Cagney, Ruby Keeler, Edward G.
Leslie

Robinson, Rudy Vallee, Claudette Colbert,
Aline MacMahon, Robert Donat, Joan Blondell,
Guy Kibbee, Warren William, Bette
Davis, Jean Muir, Ricardo Cortez.
Featured players: George Brent, Genevieve
Tobin, Mary Astor, Josephine Hutchinson,
Margaret Lindsay, Glenda Farrell, Lyle Tal-

(Continued on Page 6)

Arrears on Feb. 15
Will Lose Rights Under Code
in

Commission to consider the situaThe Communications body re-

tion.

cently informed the code authority
that it had no authority to regulate
attendance at broadcasts.

Larry Darmour to Make
8 Westerns for Columbia
Larry Dfarmour is understood to
be set to produce eight Ken Maynard westerns for Columbia's 193536 program. Production on the series begins in April at the coast.
Darmour is now en route to Hollywood from New York, after closing

of the industry who are authority given it in Article Two, the deal.
on their 1934 code assess- Paragraph 10, Subdivision (c) of the
code. It merely fixes a deadline and
ments must settle their accounts by
New California Tax Bill Filed
applies to exhibitors who have not
Sacramento, Cal.— About $46,000,000
Feb. 15 or lose their right to file paid up for the second half of the
a year would be taken from the film
complaints with local grievance and year and producers and distributors
industry under the bill introduced by
Assemblyman Morgan, Republican, of
clearance and zoning boards.
This assessed for the entire year.
He would tax films one
Santa Monica.
ruling has been made by the Code All members of National Film Carriers, Inc.,
cent a foot.
Authority in a resolution based on give dependable service. Advt.

Members

in arrears

—
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CODE

Low

High

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

Inc

Loew's,

21 5/8

21 5/8

21

114

11%

"A"

Fm.

Fox

363/4

114

Kodak

East.

363,4

Net
Chg.

+

l/

4

% —

Va

114

11

11

M%

32'/2

33

4i/4

3V4

114

1

%

153/4

15%

153/4

RKO

2V4

2Vg

2y8
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+
+
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Warner Bros

4 1/4

4

4 1/4

+

14

—

1/4

Paramount
Pathe
do

do

ctfs

Exch

"A"

24%

pfd

4V4

4

1

22i/2

4

233/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
6s40

Gen.

Th.

Eq.

Loew

6s

41ww

By.

5V2 s51
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By.

5'/ 2 s51

Par.

5V2 s50
5V2 s50
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.
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1053/g
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Paramount 6s 47
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.
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ctfs
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.
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+
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65 1/4
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-f-
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NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

Trans-Lux

12

12

12

3

3

3

3/4

Vs

Vi
Vs

New York

left

to

now

at

the
Feb. 25 coinA. convention.

is

New Orleans on
the M. P. T. O.
RKO

SMITH,

E.

DON

for
also

BEN

sailed Saturday
west coast.
MRS.

the
is

a

executive,
on the Cali-

sales

MRS. SMITH

fornia

MAX GOR-

passenger on the same

VERSCHLEISER

the

of

trip.

Monogram

pro-

duction staff has returned to Hollywood from
New York. He was in the east for more than
a month due to the illness of his father, who
is
now home from the hospital.

ARTHUR BROMBERG
from

New

returned

has

to

Dallas

York.

S. JOSSEY, who was married in New
while attending a Monogram conference,
has returned to his Cleveland headquarters.

has

left

New

York for Dallas ovef

his

returned

mother,

father

Hollywood

to

and
from

Other

Space

POWERS BUILDING
SEVENTH AVE., N. Y.

BRYANT

9-6067

BERNIE MILLS

of

franchise

Massachusetts, Maine,

Albany and SOL BINES

holders

of

Majestic,
and
advertising for the

for

of

New York

in

for a

KAUFMANN,

H.

is

few

charge of Inter-Ocean

in

Feb.
Feb.

Films,

has

HERMAN BECKER
circuit

is

LOUIS

on

a

the

of

vacation

FRISCH

from

arrived

in

the

Rugoff
Miami.

Randforce

of

York on an uncharted

has

for World
coast.

and

Beck

left

New

trip.

MRS. SKEETS GALLAGHER leaves the coast
tomorrow to join her husband in New York.

week from England,
week to start work

arrives
in

in

returned

last

Hollywood

this

M-G-M's "Reckless."

Hearing

:

City

Feb.

Warner

16:

returns

to

23.

Moscow.
Annual ball

of

the

Feb. 23:

Detroit Variety Club
Room, Book Cadillac Hotel,

Feb. 24:

Detroit

Varieti

Ball.

Crystal

Theater,

New

Majestic Theater,

New

Majestic

Friars'

Frolic,

Friars'

Frolic,

Detroit.

York.

Hotel

National
Roosevelt,

25-Mar.

1

Film

New

Carriers
Orleans.

M.P.T.O.A.

:

Hotel

tion,

goes

Osso-Columbia Deal

dinne

Club.

Feb. 24:

to Washington today
Columbus, Miss.

annual

sixth

Festival,
c eb.

Feb.

KUYKENDALL

Club's

and ball, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New Yorl
Feb. 20-26:
Soviet Russia's first World Cinemt

plane.

later

budget,

Ass'n

York.
Feb. 25-28:

ED

scales
for
New
Hotel, Washington.

Raleigh

Public hearing on 1935 code
Hotel Raleigh, Washington, D. C.
5:

CAROLE LOMBARD will go from Miami to
Havana, where she expects to rest for a week
or ten days and then return to Hollywood by

and

Street,

booth

on

at

2'/2

23/4

A "Red Hot Tires"; Feb. 9, "Devil
Dogs of the Air"; Feb. 16, "The Wo2Vi
man in Red"; Feb. 23, "Sweet Mu2V
2
+
sic"; March 2, "Living on Velvet";
March 9, "While the Patient Slept";
2
+ 1/4 March 18, "Gold Diggers of 1935";
March 23, "King of the Ritz"; March
+ % 30, "The Case of the Curious Bride."
\

3

Roosevelt,

annual

New

meeting
conven-

Orleans.

Awards Banquet of the Academy o'
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences. Hollywood
March 2: Columbians' fifth annual dinnerdance, Grand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria,

Feb. 27:

New

York.

March 4:

Extraordinary
meeting of
stock
holders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act or
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York

March

7-9:
National

vania,

New

of

Hotel

Annual
Review,

Conference
Hotel

Astor,

annual

New

get-together
York.

Jack
as

"BRIGHT EYES"

Jack

Ellis

Ellis

of

president

Salesmen

last

Installed

RKO
of

week,

was inducted

Motion

Picture

May

all

your audiences be bright-eyed! Good pictures

are the best

means of

getting

carpet will help, too.

them

Which

is

of

Pennsyl

York.

A.M. P. A.

April 27:
ner,

Eleventh

Board

3

West Coast Houses

of

Hampshire, Ver.

13-15:
Annual meeting of Allied States
board of directors, Washington.
14-15:
Iowa-Nebraska Allied Theater convention and movie frolic, Des Moines, la.

Feb.

here for a week.

CURTIS NAGEL, director-producer

1

York

Feb.

Travel

New

mont and Rhode Island, 69 Church
Boston. 11:30 A.M.

days on business.

on the coast,

Meeting of Allied States exhibitors

Jan. 29:

Miami.

in

is

next 10 Warner-First National features, covering distribution plans up
to April.
The schedule follows: today, "The Right to Live"; Feb. 2,

lander closed the deal for First Division.
Grauman's Chinese will play
the subject in Hollywood.

C.

mm

under the gold value would prove
too much of a burden for film companies and would bring about another crisis, says Marchetti. He believes the high court will uphold the
President's action on gold.

REASONABLE
723

i

ter a week's stay in New York on
business for his studio and artist
clients.
Necessity of refinancing

Coast for 179 theaters in California,
Arizona and Montana.
Al Fried-

Available

"Big

Columbia product exclusively was
An adverse ruling by the U. S. purchased by Adolph Osso last week
Supreme Court in the gold case
would have a serious effect on re- for distribution by Osso Pictures of
He
organization work and recovery in Paris in France and Belgium.
the film industry, in the opinion of returned to Europe Saturday on the
Roger Marchetti, coast attorney and Lafayette.
manager, in a statement before
leaving Saturday for Hollywood af-

Get "Time" Exclusively
Harry Taylor Joins Colonels
Contract to exhibit "The March of
Kansas City—Harry Taylor, Columbia branch manager, is the latest Time" exclusively in towns where its
houses are located has been signed
Kentucky Colonel.
with First Division by Fox West
TWO CUTTING ROOMS

Paramount's

in

NINA MAE McKINNEY, who

JULIAN

York

sister,

work

start

LEO YOUNG, in charge
company in Boston, are
E.

CRESSON
and

to

Broadcast of 1935."

Boston,

GRAINGER, who

R.

coast, goes to
cidcntally with

179

FILM TENANT
FOR RENT
PRIVATE OFFICE

Hi

+ 1% Release Dates Are Set
On 10 Warner-F. N. Films
Release dates are now set on the

673/4

filed 67'/2
ctfs.

8'/2

&Vi

105V4 105V4

has
coast.

Sees Adverse Gold Ruling
Hindering: Reorganizations

Close

36V4

JAMES

at the

DAVID HOLT, with

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

vtc.

Universal

Florida

HARRY RICHMAN

SPRING BYINGTON
join

small

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Picts.

in

the week-end.

FINANCIAL

Columbia

director under contract to
New York today from the

coast for a brief stay.

CLAUDE EZELL

*

ii

_

DOROTHY ARZNER,
Columbia, arrives
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that way, but

why

good

the majority

of the country's most successful theatres specify

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

din

V

afntnecamjukamcm...
/" HAVE
JOE AUGUST,

A.S

One of the most noted of
Hollywood Cameramen,
who has been behind the
lens

in

the making of scores

of successful

C.

photographed

220 pictures

in

my career,

but never have I been more

impressed than with

Edward

pictures.

G. Robinson's amazing per-

formance

in

"The Whole

Town's Talking".
surely

This

a new type of

is

story,

and a real new ROBINSON,
such as the world has never
seen before. It

is

a master-

piece of direction by

John

Ford and written by Jo
Swerling and Robert Riskin,
from a story by fV.R. Burnett.
.1

COLUMBIA
PICTURE

DAILY
50 FILM BILLS FILED

I

LEGISLATURES

IN 15

A

GULKIN BILL ASKS

LITTLE from
;By

{Continued from Page

"QARRYL

F.
pleted the cast for George Arliss' new 20th Century production,
"Cardinal Richelieu," soon to go beSupporting the
fore the cameras.
star: Halliwell Hobbes, Edward Arnold, Violet Kemble Cooper, Kathryn Alexander, Maureen O'Sullivan,

Cesar Romero, Douglas Dumbrille,
Francis Lister, Robert Harrigan,
Joseph Tozer, Desmond Roberts,
Boyd Irwin, Leonard Mudie, Lumsden Hare, Russell Hicks, Keith Ken9 P. M., censorship.
Prohibiting marathon neth, Murray Kinnell, Herbert BunIndiana
ston, David Clyde, Charles Evans,
dances, 10 per cent admission tax.
Kansas Two bills amending cen- Reggie Sheffield, Frank Dunn and
sorship law; chain store tax includ- William Worthington.

—
—
—

ing theaters.

T

—

Taxing sales on
Massachusetts
tangible property at retail two per
cent; prohibiting children under 14
years of age from attending picture
shows, excise tax on tobacco, theater
admissions, prohibiting baseball after 7 P. M., repealing laws legalizing
pari-mutuel betting.
Michigan Ten per cent amusement tax.
Increasing sales tax
Missouri
from one-half of one per cent to

—
—
—

—

—

license

fees

for

'FREE COMPETITION

are the latest additions to the cast
of "The Revenge Rider," one of the
series of outdoor dramas which Columbia is making with Tim McCoy.
Billie Seward is the star's leading
lady. Others already signed include
Robert Allen and Edward Earle.

David Selman
T

is

T

T

T

Columbia has placed in production
North Dakota Gross income tax, "Party Wire," a picturization of the
best seller by Bruce Manning. Erie
admission tax and anti-walkathon.
Kenton will wield the megaphone.
South Dakota Anti-walkathon.
The associate producer is Robert
Texas Sales tax.

T

V

With the signing of Claire Trevor,
Jack Haley and Mitchell and Durant,

—

Zoning Factions Split
Over Admission AngU

(Continued from Pag* 1)
all principal roles for "Hold That
Tiger," Fox adaptation of the Ben tive body are unified in their stanr
Hecht-Rose Caylor stage play, were that systems must be founded o
filled.
Other featured parts are in this principle, with Ed Kuykendalll
Yamins and Charles I
the hands of Lew Ayres, ZaSu Pitts Nathan
and Walter King. Melville Brown O'Reilly all in agreement.
On the other side of the f enc
is directing.
distributor members are understooi
T
unanimously to claim that plans s>
H. W. Hanemann has joined the
based are not practical owing t
Fox scenario staff on a long term ever-changing
admission price scales
contract.
The Authority will once more tackl<
V
»
T
the proposed Los Angeles schedul
Casting on Tom Mix's starring se- at a meeting Thursday.
There i
rial for Mascot, "The Miracle Rider," no indication that either side wil
has been completed at the newly- change its position on the issue.
acquired Mascot Studios in Studio
City, with George Chesebro, Jack
Film Corp. Plans
Rockwell and Tom London set for
'

Sov-Am

»

y

Jackie Searl has been engaged for
Columbia's "Gimpy." Jack Holt is
starred and Mona Barrie and Ralph
Morgan have featured roles. The
story is by William Jacobs, with
Crane Wilbur credited with the
screen treatment. Phil Rosen is directing.
V

Y

Y

Five Features in Englisl
Sov-Am Film Corp., producer o
the Yiddish feature, "Bar Mitzvah,
with Boris Thomaschefsky, will en
ter the English field this year wit!
plans for five features, in additioto three to be made in Yiddish. Th
first will be a screen version o
Thomaschefsky's
Broadway plaj
"The Singing Rabbi." Henry Lyn;
will direct.

Gordon Chambers, J. G. Frayne,
N. M. La Porte, Hollis Moyse, and
E. J. Sparks Moves to Miami
R. C. Willman have been appointed
Jacksonville
E. J. Sparks ha
to the Scientific Subcommittee of the
Academy's Research Council, under moved his private office to Mian
for the remainder of the winter sea
the chairmanship of Carl Dreher.
son.
Frank Rogers, general mar

—

V

V

V

Reggie Hammerstein, stage director and writer of New York and
London and brother of Oscar Hammerstein II, has been signed by
M-G-M to write and direct two-reel
North.
musicals.
His first production will
T
T
T
be "The Old Fashioned Girl," writHal LeRoy Starts Short
Robert McWade and Carl Stock- ten in collaboration with William
Hal LeRoy starts work today at
It will be done in Technithe Brooklyn Vitaphone studio in his dale have been given roles in First Wayne.
color.
third two-reel musical for the com- National's "In Caliente," starring
pany thi3 season. In support are Dolores Del Rio.
T
T
T
The Cavaliers, Lois Bennett, the ArJoseph Young, brother of Robert
Oscar Apfel and Robert Allen Young, has been given a contract
thur Petley Troupe, Burley and
of
Reco, George Anderson and Jack have been added to the roster
by M-G-M and will appear under
players being assembled by Colum- the name of Joseph Irving in "ReckJoseph Henabery directs.
Usher.
bia for "Death Flies East," in which less," with Jean Harlow and WilFlorence Rice and Conrad Nagel liam Powell.
Warner Studios at Peak
have the leading roles. Geneva MitIf 'est Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
chell and Raymond Walburn will
Melvin P. Levy, author of the New
Hollywood— With the starting of three
also be seen in the cast. Phil Rosen
new productions this week, the WarnerYork stage play, "Gold Eagle Guy"
is
directing.
First
National studios will set a new
and recently placed under contract
record of activity, the number of picv
by M-G-M, arrives this week from
tures in work totaling ten. New starters
added
to
been
has
Woods
Donald
are:
"Oil for the Lamps of China,"
New York to start work.
the cast of "The Case of the Curi"Dinky" and "Case of the Curious
Already under way are: "WanBride."
ous Bride," while Al Shean will apderlust," "Midsummer Night's Dream,"
pear in "Traveling Saleslady," both
Pete Smith's next Oddity for M"Florentine
Dagger,"
"Go Into Your
at Warners.
Dance," "King of the Riti," "Goose
G-M will be "Dainty Dishes," which
and the Gander" and "Traveling SalesT
T
will deal with sea food from sardines
T
lady."
Frank Sheridan and Jack Clifford to swordfish.

—
—

(.Continued from Page 1)

rate synopsis of all pictures offerei
to exhibitors before release, am
amends Section 2 of the Clayton Ac
to make it apply to license agree
merits and leases as well as to sale
in interstate commerce.

directing.

The cast for the 20th Century film,
"Les Miser ables," is also nearing
completion with the addition of
John Beal, Jane Kerr and Ian McLaren. Fredric March and Charles
Laughton are starred in the film
based on the Victor Hugo classic, and
directed by
Richard Boleslawski.
"Cardinal Richelieu" and "Les Miserables" will be released through
United Artists.
parts.

V
Y
V
two per cent.
RKO Radio cast additions: for
Nebraska Special precautions for
handling films, including two-men- "Top Hat," forthcoming musical for
in-booth requirement, license fee for which Irving Berlin is writing the
ehain theaters, assessing $25 for tunes, Helen Broderick, Erik Rhodes
each two houses and $300 for 20 or and Eric Blore; for "Village Tale,"
by Phil Stong, which John Cromwell
more theaters, admission tax.
Bringing exhibitors will direct, Robert Barrat, Guinn
New York
under censor board, classifying pro- Williams and Ray Mayer, with Edgrams and licensing distributors and ward Ellis already cast; for "The
exhibitors, six-day week, barring Golden Legend," new Anne Shirley
minors from certain pictures except starring picture, Etienne Girardot
when accompanied by adults; trans- and Trent Durkin; for "Star of Midferring censor board to controller's night," first of RKO Radio's two
starring pictures for William Powoffice, incidentally reducing powers
ell, Gene Lockhart and Leslie Fenof board; Sunday closings.
North Carolina Prohibiting block ton.

booking, reducing
exchanges.

"LOTS"

RALPH WILK;

HOLLYWOOD
ZANUCK has com-

1)

week, increasing corporation franchise tax from two to six per cent,
abolishing block booking, licensing
including theaters;
chain
stores,
workmen's compensation, two more
measures imposing a tax on incomes,
estates, etc., sales tax to continue after June 30 at 2% per cent, instead
of two per cent, two operators in
booth, censorship, eight-hour day for
women, film manufacturing tax,
anti-standing room.
Delaware
Sunday opening after

Monday, Jan. 28, 1935

ager for Sparks Enterprises, wi
remain here.
Guy Kenimer, city manager her
for Sparks, and B. B. Garner, gen
eral

manager for theater operation

with offices in Lakeland, attende
the gala opening of the Colony, ne)
Miami Beach house which made it
debut last week.
Milton Dureau Marooned

—

Cleveland, Miss. Milton Dureai
United Artists salesman, is floode
in here and cannot continue with hij
sales trip because of high floo|
water surrounding the town.

MPTOA
New

Carnival at Airport

Orleans— The

M.P.T.O.A.

film

at which exchanges will be
the hosts of exhibitors, will be held at
Shusham Airport on March 1. The airport, rated one of the finest in the
country, is some distance from H—
Orleans, located on the shores of #•' I
Pontchartrain.
Committee in cha,»
Harold Wilkes, general chairman; Lucas
Connor, C. J. Briant, Ernest Landiache,
Guy Brown, Paul Tessier, Houston Duval,
Jimmie Briant, William Schiell, Dick
Frank, F. F. Goodrow, Leo Seichsnaydre.
carnival,

DAILY

Monday, Jan. 28, 1935

REVIEWS

ALONG

FOREIGN
"GRAEFIN MARIZA" ("Countess

MaritRotofilm;

et

al.

At the 86th
and

Lively

with

St.

generally

enjoyable

Casino.
pleasing

performance

by

Wieck and good supporting
score

and

attractive

cast,

Dorothea
tuneful

"UND WER KUESST MICH?" ("And
How Do You Know Me?"), in German;
produced by Italafilm; directed by E. W.
Emo; with Marion Taal, Felix Bressart,
Georg Alexander, et al. At the 79th St.
Theater.
in

PHIL

I
M.

DALY

operetta

backgrounds.

Good romantic comedy

R ALTO

>

za"), in German; produced by
directed by Richard Oswald; with Dorothea
Wieck, Hubert Marischka, Szoeke Szakal,

• FOGGED IN LONDON
Arvid Gillstrom
the pioneer comedy director, who discovered Baby Peggy
is flirting with two nice propositions that will stall him
in this town for some time
Val Guest is writing three
songs for a stage musicomedy, two numbers for a film, four
numbers for a radio script
and otherwise he is loafing
leisurely
Leo J. Spiro and Fred Grundland have sold two
scripts to an indie film peddler
who has already sold the
unfinished films on the strength of the writer's and composer's
reps
•

ting,

ing and vocal

ability.

SHORTS
"The

Spirit of

1976"

(Musical Comedy)

RKO

21 mins.
Radio
Catchy Tune Show
Election parades with large song
choruses make this satire on politico
snappy and full of rythm. It stars
Walter King and Betty Grable. King
is elected on platform of "no more
work". After a successful year with
all subjects playing and not working, the administration goes flop because the nation is dissatisfied, sc
they demand lots of work and long

hours.
One member of the cabinet
is arrested, charged with digging i
ditch. He is father of the dictator's
fiance.
Dictator prosecutes in court
but when he finds that his fianct
also has been working he relents
and again orders hard work for his
subjects.
Chorus is joyous and the
love-birds marry, singing a nice
tune, "First Lady of the Land.'
Neat production and good orchestrations in this condensed idea of "Let
'Em Eat Cake" pattern. Produced
by Lee Marcus. Direction of Leigh
Jason.
Music by Val Burton and
Will Jason.
"Parrotrville Old Folks"

(Rainbow Parade Cartoon)
7 mins.
RKO Van Beuren
Musical Color Comic

New

with
characters
peppy music make this fast bit enjoyable to all. Old salt captain visits
the Widow Perkins and the party
gets wild with music from all kinds
of in&truments.
Good water color
effects

cartoon

brought out.
"Pharaoland"
with Easy Aces

RKO Van

9 mins.
Beuren
(Comic Travelogue)
Swell closeups of Egyptian life
and travels through the land of the
Nile with a clear camera eye, giving
a humorous twist through off-stage
comments by the Easy Aces who are
watching the travelogue at a movie
ou3e.
This is an innovation from
he usual academic travel shorts and

the entertainment value is largely
increased by the nit-wit conversation of the garrulous spectators.

Fine photographic work.
satisfy

them alL

Should

•

•

•

STILL

FOGGED

Emil

Forst

and

Dave

reader joined a local f laywright's Club tne oiner day
ana iouncl tnemseives reacting iemme parts irom a script one
ox trie ambitious members brot in
Daves part was tnat
oi an out gal wno at tne age of oO was getting ner nrst Taste
oi Love
Jamil's role was tnat oi ner motner
and
Dave refused to piay
ne didn't ooject to the love-sicK
roie ox an oid dame
but he oojected strongiy at naving
to call i^irnl

Dunnon

"Mamma"

wnat proDiemstnese

tusn

lads have

• • • ALL IN a Daze with this London Haze
The Mount Koyal notel wnere tne him laus nioernate
lias more dizzy Dionues running around its comuors than the
most of tne nim
W arner and uoiawyn lots contained
tnat explains the blonde Avaiancne
gang register nere
or it explains the mm gang being domiciled at tnis
sum enow mm gents anu dizzy Diondes mane
caravansery
they sort of under-

tne perfectly harmonious combination
stand each other

• • • A CALL has been sent out by John M. Fuchs
practically all the
prexy of the M. P. Bowling League
wnicn will
major companies nave a team in tne League
be represented at tne ABC bowling cnampionships wnicn will
a team of tne nve nign-average
be held at Syracuse
men will be sent to the champ meet as the Motion ficture
Team
the Committee can use some team prizes for
wnicn will be placed on exhibition in the
place honors
get in
omces of the company that the team represents
touch with Mister Fuchs at Paramount, if interested

T

T

T

• • • NOW CONSIDER the case of the publicity mugg
who was about to be forcibly detached permanently from his
so the
pay check by the Boss Who Lacked Appreciation
mugg showed the Boss that there was a lot of company staand he sez to
tionery printed up with his name on it
"If ya throw me out, ya will also haveta throw
the Boss
out all this perfectly good stationery. Is that showing your
Fine Executive and Administrative Ability to advantage?"
and answered
and the Boss scratched his head
'"You're right, young man. And I need someone alongside me
with your fine appreciation of MY ability. You're promoted to my
If
Moral to Pressagents
Confidential Assistant."
or Honest Work is unsuited
you're unsuited to Honest Work
then just become a
to you because you are Too Honest
Diplomat, and devote your time to studying the Boss
whatin'ell is the sense in Working when you can Loaf for More

Money?
that intrigued our fancy
A TRICK Cover
that one Editor Harry Gittleson originated for a recent
when you open it up
weekly issue of the Radio "Flash"
clevor
it becomes a Smash Broadside

•

—

Portland, Me.
It's the Chatter
Salon, connecting the
Strand and the Empire, motion picture houses operated by Abe Goodside.
Not only does the newly constructed addition offer free dancing,
but floor shows will be booked.

Box Dance

•

backstage set-

introducing a likeable newcomer in
Marion Taal, who has looks as well as act-

NEWS of DAY*

the

•

•

and Novel

«

€<

«

» » »

Groton, N. Y.— Sidney C. Rea and
A. R. Cooper of Syracuse have reopened the Opera House with new
Photophone High Fidelity sound

equipment.

—

Hancock, Md.
Mrs. Charles H.
Corbett has arranged for the installation of Photophone High Fidelity sound apparatus in the Hancock, which she expects to open
around Feb. 1.

—

Pawtucket, R. I.
The Imperial
has been reopened by a new operating company with Jerome K- Jerome,
formerly manager of the Columbia
in Boston, as manager.

Boston

—William

Frank,

former-

business agent for the Motion
Picture Operators' Union here, died
last week in Atlantic City.
ly

White Cloud, Mich.—Robert Anderson of Grand Rapids is remodeling a former store into theater to
seat 200.
The house is to be the
first in this city.

—

Rockville Center, N. Y.
New
Photophone High Fidelity sound apparatus has been installed in the
Strand, former RKO house which
has been taken over by Skouras

Theaters.

—

Harrisburg, Pa. Wilmer & Vincircuit has replaced the old
sound equipment in the State with
complete new RCA Victor High Fidelity apparatus.
cent

—

John Feloney, formerly
Boston
booker for Publix, is now engaged
in that capacity at the
exchange.

new Fox

—

J. H. Hand,
operates theaters in West Monroe, DeQuincey and Sulphur, has

Cedar Grove, La.

who

opened here.

—

Boston Grace Sullivan, formerly
with the Acme Exchange which was
dissolved by George Selman when
the New England Film Exchange
recently took over the quarters, has
joined First Division.

—

Tullico, Miss.

J.

C. Collier,

who

the Globe at Clarksdale
and lost it to the Saenger Theaters
over a lease, has opened a house
here, also called the Globe.

operated

Renames Cuban Subsidiary
Paramount is changing the name
of its Cuban company from ComPara.

pania Distribudera de Peliculas de
Cuba to Paramount Film of Cuba,
The new firm is a Delaware
Inc.
corporation.

THE

%2H
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EXPLOITETTES

Picture
Charlie Chan in Paris
Lives of a Bengal Lancer (3rd week)
David Copperfield (2nd week)
The Wandering Jew (3rd week)

world premiere of "Clive
of India," 20th Century production starring Ronald Colman

Young,

released through United Artists,
was ushered in at the Rivoli

Man

Tie-ups
India" full credit.
with both the Butler grocery
stores and all local Woolworth
branches achieved further attenThe Butler stores cotion.
operated on an India Tea tieup, using streamers and window displays, and distributing
30,000 imprinted shopping bags
The Woolin their 560 stores.
worth co-operation was received
through a tie-up with "New
all

stores car-

ryine special posters plugging
the film.

15th

—

Rivoli,

New

York.

New

Feb. 25th to 28th,

The Roosevelt Hotel

is

giving special

MPTOA

Conreduced rates during the
vention (to March 1st) from $3.50
single, $4.00 double. Overflow will get
reduced rates from $2.50 at the nearSt. Charles, Jung and MonSpecial reduced rates during
teleone.
Mardi Gras, March 2nd to March 5th,
for those who stay over,
inclusive,
from $8.00, single or double.

by Hotels

YOUR

M-G-M
Olympic

Pic. ..

Gaumont

Interesting Year
for Film Industry
'"THE year that is closing will
be regarded by the cinema
for some time as one of distinc-

Capitol
Criterion
Music Hall
Rialto

.

British

Fox
Fox

Roxy
Mayfair
Palace

tion,

Gaumont

5th week)

year in Hollywood is interesting. In 1932 the industry enjoyed heated words with its
bankers and in 1933 its concern
was with the pay moratorium
and labor troubles.
But 1934
undoubtedly will be remembered
as the beginning of the sweet-

Strand

Westminster

British

Acme
Acme

Amkino

Power
tonight)

Amkino

Cameo

Ufa

55th

St.

FUTURE OPENINGS
Hei

Tiki (Feb. 1 )
The Scarlet Pimpernel
Devil Dogs of the Air*

First Division

(Feb. 7)

Globe
Music Hall

Warner Bros
Mascot
Columbia

Strand
Mayfair

Carnival*

Sequdia*

M-G-M

Capitol

The Secret Bride*
The Gilded Lily*

Warner Bros
Paramount

Roxy
Paramount

The Marines Are Coming"

•

136

United Artists

Rialto

Following current program.

Releases to April 22
Under Contract
At Warner-First Nat'l
Are Set by Universal
Page
{Continued
front

bot, Verree
Clive, Ann

Teasdale,

Dvorak,

1)

Colin
Louise, Donald
Herbert, Barton
Allen Jenkins,

James Melton,
Anita

Woods, Patricia Ellis, Hugh
MacLane, Frank McHugh,

Reed, Dorothy
Phillip
Marshall,
Everett
Tree, Claire Dodd, Robert Barrat, Gordon
Westcott, Hobart Cavanaugh, William Gargan, Helen Lowell, Phil Regan, Ross Alexander, Ruth Donnelly, Glen Boles, Ian Hun.
Olivia
ter, Johnny Arledge, Maxine Doyle,
de Haviland, Robert Light, Henry O'Neill,
Dorothy Dare, Olive Jones, John Eldredge,
Mary Treen, Florence Fair, Paul de Ricou,
Gordon Elliott, Nan Gray, Grace Ford, Winifred Shaw, Mary Russell, June Martel, Errol
Flynn.
Max Reinhardt, Alfred E.
Directors:
Green, Lloyd Bacon, Frank Borzage, Mervyn
LeRoy, Archie Mayo, Michael Curtiz, WilRaymond Enright, William
liam Dieterle,
Keighley, Busby Berkeley, Robert Florey,
Bobby Connolly, Arthur G. Collins, Stanley
Logan, Ralph Staub, Howard Bretherton,

Frank McDonald, D. Ross Lederman, Robe r t
Vreeland, Wil.iam McGann, Joseph Santley.
Writers: Charles Kenyon, Al Cohn, Ben
Markson, Tom Reed, Earl Baldwin, Delmer
Daves, Jerry Wald, joe Traub, Peter Milne,
Hayward, Malcolm S. Boylan, Roy
Lillie
Chanslor, Mary McCall, Jr., Carl Erickson,
Ahem Kinkel, Jos. Santley, Eugene Solow, Warren Duff, F. Hugh Herbert, Harry Sauber,
George
Casey
Robinson,
Jerry Chodorov,
Bricker, Erwin Gelsey, Lesley Mason, Bessie
Bacon, Robert N. Lee, Bert Kalmar, Laird
Doyle, Julius J. Epstein, Allie Wrubel, Harry
Ruby, Joel Sayre, Sy Bartlett, Mort Dixon,
Seton L. Miller, Harry Warren, Wm. Wister
Haines, Brown Holmes, Gene Lewis, Al
Dubin, Benny Rubin, Manuel Seff.

Century Play Rehearsing

play with 20th Century financing,
goes into rehearsal immediately.
Louis Bromfield authored it.

Additional release dates have been
set by Universal, bringing its schedule up to the end of April.
March
releases will be "Night Life of the
Gods," March 4; "It Happened in

New

York," March 11, and "Princess
O'Hara, March 18. The temporary
April list includes "Mr. Dynamite,''
April 1; "Bride of Frankenstein,"
April 15, and "Sing Me a Love
Song" (temporary title), April 22.

Variety Holds First Meet
Philadelphia Local Variety Club
held its first luncheon last week as
a testimonial to Dave Miller, exchief barker of the Buffalo Variety
Club and who recently joined Stanley Warner here as buyer and booker.
Seventy-five attended the lunchPhilly

—

eon.

Addresses

were

as well as of discomfort.

Any

Rivoli

made

by

Charles Segall, Al Davis, Earle
Sweigert and Dave Miller.
Plans
were announced for a gala entertainment Feb. 18, as well as the official opening of new local Variety
home, 1910 Rittenhouse St.
Club
also sponsored a special showing of
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer" on Sunday at the Karlton theater for Governor Earle and friends and Variety
Club members.

ness-and-light
era,
in
which
Santa Claus and kindred illusions ousted realism and brought
better pictures and increased
profits to the celluloid's temples.
The screen is admitting,
somewhat against its will, that
Cinderella still is the most popular heroine who ever lived.
But if the cinema has been
forced to clothe the facts of life
with a certain subtlety, it has
also offered a more intelligent
and mannerly type of entertainment. Pictures are better.
review of the past six months
shows that the screen has traveled a quite satisfactory distance; a preview of the coming
half year indicates no abatement in progress or quality.
The productions that are on the
fire at the various lots justify
optimism. And if the public re-

A

mains alert, and it is fairly certain to for at least another year,
the product of 1935 should b«
most gratifying.
resume of the year shows
the following: The screen began speaking in two syllable
words; hokum in legitimatized
form was re-established; decency and good taste supplanted
the obvious and the ribald; people referred to by the town as
"class authors" began to be
recognized.
A prediction for the coming
year includes these virtues in

A

elaborated form: Better stories
on schedule than have been
noted in preceding years. Color,
which was dabbled in during recent months, will be used more
extensively. "Class authors" will
be more prominent.
Douglas W. Churchill,
New York Times.

—

Soviet Directors Honored

The Order

Communique:

MAKE

1

Chapayev (3rd week)
Victor and Victoria

20th

1935

Paramount

Monogram

"De Luxe," which Chester Erskine is producing as a Broadway

Orleans, La.

Theater
Astor

Paramount

Columbia
20th Century
Warner Bros

Annual Convention

The Roosevelt Hotel

Daily

1

One Night (opens

an unprecedented advance
campaign.
In the tie-up divihook-ups
effective
sion,
five
were arranged, each focussing

Movie Magazine,"

Aran

of

Soviet

to

of

.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

the
United Artists publicity and addepartment, numervertising
ous tie-ups, attractive window
displays and a wealth of newspaper publicity was secured
which sent the attraction away

were secured through Best &
Company on a beauty lotion,
and through Vim radios, running an 800-line ad in the
"Daily News" and giving "Clive

.

TWO-A-DAY RUN

of

direct attention to the film's engagement at the Rivoli. An Old
Gold cigarette tie-up resulted in
half-page ads, with attractive
art on Loretta Young, breaking
Co-operain all local dailies.
tive ads and window displays

.

Bordertown

in New York City with a most
thorough exploitation campaign.

Under the supervision

.

Sing Sing Nights
Behind the Evidence
Clive of India (2nd week)

and

Fox

Distributor
.

The Iron Duke
Bnboona (2nd week)
The County Chairman (2nd week)

TTHE

Loretta

TIMELyjOPKg

• The Broadway Parade •

Smash Campaign
On "Clive of India"

with

Monday, Jan. 28, 1935

RESERVATIONS

EARLY

of Lenin, the highest
Soviet decoration, has been conferred on Georgi and Sergei Vasilyev
by the Soviet Government for their
work as directors of "Chapayev,"
Soviet film current at the Cameo,
Boris
it is announced by Amkino.
Babochkin, star of "Chapayev," was
named "People's Artist of the ReColumbia After "Valley Forge"
"Valley Forge," current Broadway public," in recognition of his work.
production of the Theater Guild, is The Order of Lenin was also awardexpected to go to Columbia for ed to V. I. Pudovkin, A. P. Fovjenko

Vincent to Sub for Kuykendall
Walter Vincent will represent Ed
Kuykendall at the Code Authority
meeting scheduled for Thursday.
Kuykendall today goes to Washington and thence to Columbus, Miss.

about $20,000.

and F. M. Ermler, film directors.

Robert W. Blschoff
Florence Dudley

•**••**

*

*

coming soon

*
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'veland Exhibitors Seek to Extend

7

<S

CEN1S

Ban on Duals

t RA. STOCK ASSESSMENT ATTACKEDJN COURT
perators* Locals Invade the
MPTO

Critics
.

By

of East. Pa.

and criticism
JACK ALICOATE =

service field, as current servicing
contracts with the major electrics
expire, is indicated.
Under these
cannot be strictly a private fight, either, deals, projectionists will take over
both Sid Silverman and his splendid the job of serving reproducers as
"Variety" and Dick "The Dude" Watts of well as their machines.
"Tribune" fame have both rather forcefully
First step in this direction has
Under
said
their respectful mouthfuls.
occurred in Philadelphia, where the

alleged

and

critic,

who

it

cannot be exis
also an

(Continued on Page 4)

to

air

his

[views on all occasions, can sit idly by
with such a charming and delightful melee
With those somewhat vague
in progress.
remarks old Col. Alicoate will hereby and
to- wit toss his black slouch fedora into

GB MAKES ALLOWANCE

ON LOSING PICTURES

the ring.
I

•
the

about

|

—

first

place,

critics.

In

Declaring

that

nothing can be done

general, they are like

ULTIMATUM ON ZONING

1

ISSUED BY WIS. EXHIBS

ule exists in this territory and requesting definite information by
Feb. 7, was voted by the board of
directors of the Independent Theater Owners of Wisconsin meeting
here late last week.

FRANK WALKER LIKELY

FORPARAMOUNTBOARD

hundreds of 'em, are either going
coming.
It is this vast army of journalists that needs and looks for guidance,
By coming
tolerance and understanding.
or going we mean that they are either
headed for better things in their newspaper life or have reached their heights
and are on the way back. To many newspaper men and women screen criticism is
They are honest.
a strange interlude.
Every one of 'em.
Onet need
You bet.
go no further than the fact that they are
newspaper folk and probably working for
half the salary their background and talents would command in commercial life.
Whether they are capable critics or not,
that is another story.

it

For Booth Scale Hearing

rest,

or

Okla. Court Retains

Harry Huffman Case
Oklahoma City

—Circuit

Appeals has retained

Court of

its jurisdiction

in the Harry Huffman case, involving auto giveaways in Denver, and
will consider the case later on its
merits.
The Circuit Court, which
received the action from the Federal
(Continued on Page 4)

Petition to

A ND

what, Bones, constitutes the qualiof a competent motion pic'€M critic? The ability to write sweet
tiQtning
in
fluid and
flowing style for

•£\ fications

!

the

benefit,

fellow critics?
The review of a picture and its entertainment qualities from the personal stand(Continued on Page 2)
primarily,

of

—

Cleve. Exhibitors
Cleveland — A new petition sub-

Ohio Independent Unit
Holds Meeting Feb. 21

—Plans

to

Extend Ban on Duals

Drawn Up By
Columbus

tors.
Fifteen members are definitebe used at the hearing ly named with the possibility that
on the iproposed operators' scale for Frank C. Walker and Robert K.
(Continued on Page 6)
New York scheduled for Friday in
Washington was further compiled
by the fact-finding committee at a 2 Per Cent Tax Bill
meeting yesterday at code headquarIs Filed in Nebraska
Present were: Major L. E.
ters.
Lincoln, Neb. A 2 per cent sales
Thompson, George Browne, Harry
Brandt, Charles L. O'Reilly, Charles tax bill, applying also to admissions,
was introduced in the state legislaMoskowitz and Tom Murray.
ture yesterday by Representative

Data

•

'

ganization plan actually represents
presentation of a $5,000,000 melon to
stockholders which should be offered
first to the creditors for their acceptance or rejection was made yesterday in Federal Court by Rc -?"*Szold, of Szold & Brandwen, c< an
sel for the Munger Debenture C
mittee, as argument on the Pi
Milwaukee -An ultimatum to the mount plan got under way be: r
local clearance and zoning board
Judge Alfred C. Coxe. Samuel 2
and local exchange managers, inand Louis Boehm
represent—
quiring as to what clearance sched(Continued on Page 6)

Gaumont-British intends to see to
It is contended that there is no
that exhibitors who play its picuniformity on release dates here and
satisfied
are
tures
in
this
country
have
constantly
relations.
shall
We
poor
that independent houses charging
Chief obstacle to a speedy reorthem with us for, like Tennyson's brook, and that they must make money with
20-cent admissions are being forced
ganization of Paramount has been
Bernerd,
genJeffrey
GB
pictures,
Sometimes to cheer
they run on forever.
(Continued on Page 7)
removed with agreement among the
There are eral manager of the company, speakus, sometimes to irritate us.
principal creditor interests on the
perhaps some 50 motion picture critics in ing at a luncheon tendered to him
Additional Data Compiled makeup of the new board of direc(Continued on Page 4)
The
the country worthy of the name.
IN

1

Philadelphia

for Stockholders
Charge that the so-called stock
assessment in the Paramount reor-

—

who
likes

Debenture Attorney Says
Assessment is Melon

of Thursday's meeting of the
Authority will be broadened to
include work on the proposed clearance
and zoning plans for Milwaukee, Kansas
City and New Haven, in addition to
the schedule for Los Angeles.

Gradual encroachment of operators' locals upon the sound equipment

We

the circumstances, then,
pected that an Irishman

Work

Scope

Code

Operators' Local

.

Servicing Field

Extend Zoning

Out Arrangement With

bromide of the man who
IT'S like the old
mean the critics of
bites a dog.
the screen being themselves criticized. It

,

I

Works

Sound

are under

way

scribing to the single feature policy,
to become effective at the expiration

present agreement, July 8,
being prepared for circulation by
pendent Theater Owners of Ohio in a group of independent suburban ex(Continued on Page 4)
this city, Feb. 21-22.
for a state convention of the Inde-

of the

is

Nickles as a means of raising school
funds.
He specifies that the tax
must be added to the sales price
and cannot be absorbed.

Salaries
Toronto

Restored

—

Salary cuts effected in 1933
by Famous Players Canadian at the Palace, Capitol, Tivoli, Savoy and Strand
theaters
in
Hamilton have been restored and employes are now back on
salaries, it is announced by N.
Nathanson, president of the circuit.

full

L.
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3 Foreign Policy Houses
Added to Levrad Circuit
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the critic's own emotional reThe ability to reflect the enter-

of

action?
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wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
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Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Wardour

W.

— Lichtbildbuehne,
— P. A. Harle, La

Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,
des-Noues, 19.
St-,

I.

Rue de

la

Cour-

tainment value of a given picture in the
terms of the composite theater patron?
The facility of helping to merchandise a
picture through its outstanding qualities
for

benefit

the

are

points

varied.

View-

theater?

the

of

In

the

Daily

Film

Forum of last Spring, in which
some 300 motion picture critics mounted
Critics'

the

typographical

say,

more than 90 per cent opined
should

pictures

of audience

good

rostrum

be

criticized

This

reaction.

have

to

in

is

the

their

good sense,

*»

what?

so

riders,

After

we

Like the six-day bicycle

are back where

we

started.

continue to critic
and certain elements will continue to criticize them.
And worst of all, managing
editors mostly will continue to treat piccritics

all,

tures

as

more

intelligent

a

will

step-child

compared

to

their

handling of sports, radio
and divers and sundry other matters. And
this will continue until the picture folk
themselves, in their individual localities,
demand and receive from the press a
greater degree of respect, dignity and consideration for the industry they represent.
To those within the industry, who persist

COgjE

FINANCIAL

has

now been arranged by Levrad,
The Ma-

picture

theater

Matty Radin announces.
jestic,

Boston, opens Feb.

11

with

"Chapayev," which begins its fourth
week Friday, at the Cameo, New
York.

The

circuit takes over operthe Belasco in Washing-

ation of
ton on Feb. 21 and the Great North-

ern

in

Chicago

late
at

"Chapayev" opens

next

month.

the Auditor-

ium, Baltimore, another Levrad theater, on Feb. 3.

Actor Guild Still Without
Representative in East
Although Actors'

•

A ND

foreign

that
light

and good business.

logic

in
circuit

its

Goin^

Coming and

Opening of three more houses

and criticism

.

Tuesday, Jan. 29, 1935

Equity is reinquiries every day

ceiving many
from picture actors in the East,
Screen Actors' Guild has not
appointed a representative here,
mainly to the fact that Guild
cers need all their strength on

the
yet

due
offi-

the

due to many matters brewing
By-laws of the guild are being drawn up and will be completed

coast,
there.
this

week.

HELEN
The-iter

having

work

finished

for
M-G-M, arrived in
to fulfill stage contracts

yesterday

Guild.

She

will

tour

i.

New

Yorl

with

th<

"Mary

in

Scotland."

in

GEORGE BANCROFT and Mrs. Bancroft arrivi
New York today on the Aquitania from

trip

abroad.

JEFFREY

BERNERD.

Gaumont-British

execuLEE, vice-president 01
G-B here,
York yesterday on a toui
of
exchanges, covering Philadelphia yesterday
afternoon, Washington today and the southerr
branches later in the week.
They are due
tive,

and

back

on

ARTHUR
left New

J

A.

Monday.

WILLIAM

A.
BRADY plans
coast, where Fox has asked
an adviser on a talkie version

a

trip

him
of

to

to

the

act

a!

"Way Dowr

East."

CLYDE ELLIOTT, who has signed to produc
feature for Columbia in China, intends tc'
leave New York late this week en route ft
that country via Hollywood.
Picture is titled

a

"Roar China."

MERLE

OBERON,

Lombardy

New

York
London.

is

who

has

arrived

from Hollywood, plans to
about a week and then

KINGSTON

AL
and

Al Fair Associated
With Alexander Film

HAYES,

"Vanessa"

is

in

stopping at the

RAY WHITAKER

has

town
Essex

at the
stay in
sail

from the
House.

foi

coasl

returned by plane from

Kansas City.
S.

S.

KRELLBERG

arrives

in

New

York today

Al Fair, former general manager
RALPH WHITEHEAD of the American Federa
of Universal Chain Theaters, Inc., tion of Actors is in Washington.
in
criticizing critics, we personally ask,
has
contracted with Alexander Film
KITTY CARLISLE, assigned by Paramount tc
what in their opinion is a good critic? And
Co. to handle the negotiations for the leading role in "Rose of the Rancho,'
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
if
any one answers a dead critic, we'll
will
return shortly to
Hollywood from New
Net
motion picture screen advertising
York.
High Low Close Chg. scream.
privileges with the principal theater
Am. Seat
5
5
5
JULES LEVY returned to New York yesterday
owners and circuits throughout the from
Columbia Picts. vtc. 36
35'A 3.5V* — lVi
Miami.
6i/j —
6 1/4
Con. Fm. Ind
65/jj
V4
Await
Notifications
country.
His headquarters will be
DEAN JAGGER, Paramount contract player,
2034 21% — 1/4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 215/fc
at the New York Office of the comand ANTOINETTE DU PRE LAWRENCE, whe
In St. Louis Action
East.
113y8 1 12% 112% — 1%
Kodak
pany.
were married in Hingham, Mass., over the
144
do pfd
144
1 44
Further moves in connection with
week end, left by plane for the Paramount
Fox Fm. "A"
107/,
10% 10% —
the conspiracy indictment returned
studio yesterday.
Loew's,
32
32% —
Inc
32'/z
3 RKO FILMS in France's 10 Best
104
+
do pfd
104
1 04
by a federal grand jury in St. Louis
the dancer, leaves today for Miami
Paramount ctfs
41/4
3% 4 —
Paris Three RKO Radio releases, to MARGO,
naming Warners, Paramount and
make a personal appearance at the world
Pathe Exch
V8
1% 1% —
"Little Women," "Of Human Bond- premiere of Paramount's "Rumba."
RKO executives as defendants are age"
—
1534 15
15
do "A"
and "A Bill of Divorcement,"
RKO
2
2%
21/s
being held up until formal notifica—
Warner Bros
33/4
3%
% tion to them by the U. S. Attorney's head the six American films in the
4Vi
"Charlie Chan" Holds at Astor
do pfd
22
21% 22 — 13/4
French critics' selections of the ten
"Charlie Chan in Paris" is being
office in New York. Pending this ofNEW YORK BOND MARKET
best pictures of last year.
held over at Walter Reade's Astor
ficial action, no date has been fixed
8% 8V2 8%
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
on Broadway.
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
8% 83/e 8%
for the arraignment of these offiGerman Ban on Pola Negri
69
70
Keith A-0 6s46
70
cials in New York for the purpose
Loew 6s 41ww
105
— % of entering their pleas.
10534 105
Berlin Pola Negri is reported tc
Paramount 6s47 filed 67% 66% 67
have been unsuccessful thus far in
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 67
66% 67 — 3/i
Par. By. 5%s51
44
— 34
obtaining permission from Propa
44% 44
Par. By. 5%s51 ctfs. 45%
44
ganda Minister Goebbels to make a
Philly M.P.T.O. Plugs
Par.
5%s50 filed... 68
66% 67 — 3^
film here.
The Polish star is be—
Par.
5%s50 ctfs.... 67% 66% 67
%
Exchanges
Independent
lieved to have done intelligence work
Warner's 6s39 ....
58
56
56% — %
Philadelphia
Urging exhibitors for her country at the close of the
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor
12% 123/8 12% + 3/8 in this territory to support inde- World War.
Trans-Lux
3
3
3
pendent exchanges, the M. P. T. O.
N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Not Enough Kid Business
of Eastern Pa. has named a comPara. Publix
4
4
4
15th Annual Convention
Grand Rapids, Mich. Explaining
mittee to devise ways and means of
obtaining as many dates as pos- that there is not enough kid busiThe Roosevelt Hotel
sible for these distributors.
Ben ness to support even one program ?
New Orleans, La.
Amsterdam is chairman of the com- week, Walter Norris has discontinFeb.
25th to 28th, 1935
mittee, which also includes Joseph ued the Saturday morning Okay
Kiddie Shows at the Regent.
Hebrew and Mike Lessy.
Daily Communique
.

—

1

.

.

—

44—1

—

—

Erie

Kenton

Gets

Contract

G. B. in Jersey Circuit Deal

Under a deal negotiated by GauWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Erie Kenton, direc- mont British with the Warner circuit in New Jersey, "Evergreen"
tor of Columbia's "The Best Man
Wins" and now making "Party has opened at the Branford, the circuit's ace house, in Newark.
Wire", has been placed under long-

—

term contract by the company.
Johnnie Cassidy
Earl G. Gulick

Arthur Clayton

New Hungarian Operetta
"Father Knows Best," new Hun"Jack Ahoy" at Roxy Feb. 8
garian film operetta presented by
"Jack Ahoy," Gaumont British Danubia Pictures, opens Feb. 1 at
picture with Jack Hulbert, is set to the Tobis theater for an indefinite
open Feb. 8 at the Roxy.
run.

A two-hour or more tour of the city
in
modern luxurious buses with informed guides at convenient times tor
every MPTOA visitor, through the old
French, Spanish
and Creole Quarter
known as the Vieux Carre, is provided.
New Orleans has a charm that is distinctly its own.
As you ride through
its narrow streets and wide boulevards
thj
you can well imagine the gaiety, thfW
romance, the feasting, the beauty th^
characterized and set apart the d.
old New Orleans knew.

MAKE

YOUR

RESERVATIONS

EARLY

HU

am

tkt dOuctot.
1

audiences

JOHN FORD
Distinguished

from

his

"Judge
his

director,

recent

Priest",

believe
will

motion picture

be surprised

delighted at the extraordinary

and
new

fresh

screen personality of

triumph,

Edward

G.

now produces

most notable contribution

Robinson

in this great topical story

sensation:

THE WHOLE TOWN'S

to the screen.

TALKING.
It
direct

It

was a unique privilege to
it.

is

terribly exciting, with all

the quality of

a front page sensa-

tion.

It

owes much to the fine

ing of Robert Riskin,

writ-

Jo Swerling

and W. R. Burnett and

to the

splendid performances of the entire cast.

A

01

^

cn&V
>°

aA*

COLUMBIA
PICTURE

DAILY
PETITION TO EXTEND
:-

CLEVELAND DUAL BAN

A^LONG

<^

:

Meanwhile,

a

fifth

the

house,

Grand Central, has joined the
of those offering double bills.

list

Others

are the Temple, Family, Alhambra
and Metropolitan. The Grand Central has just changed hands, thereby
being relieved of its obligation to
The Metropolitan,
play singles.
which had been closed for 10 years,
has had to equip and open its balcony to take care of the crowds.

Okla. Court Retains

Harry Huffman Case
(Continued from Page 1)
District Court in Denver, took no
action last week on the petition for
a permanent injunction to restrain

Denver

from

exchanges

stopping

film service to Huffman because of
code violation on giveaways.
his

Huffman contends he is not subject
to the Denver grievance board rulings because he is engaged only in
intrastate commerce and did not
sign the code.
The Circuit Court
may get around to the case this

week.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
Today:
Meeting of Allied States exhibitors of
Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, Ver.
mont and Rhode Island, 69 Church Street,
Boston.
11:30 A.M.
Feb.

1

:

Hearing

York

City

on

New
scales
for
Hotel, Washington.

booth

Raleigh

at

Public hearing on 1935 code
Hotel Raleigh, Washington, D. C.

Feb.

5:

budget,

13-15: Annual meeting of Allied States
board of directors, Washington.
Feb. 14-15:
Iowa-Nebraska Allied Theater convention and movie frolic, Des Moines, la.

•

•

BET YOU

don't

know what Hal

M.

Moscow.
Annual ball

Festival,

23.

Feb.

of

the

Detroit

Variety

Club.
Feb. 23:

Variety Club Ball.
Crystal
Book Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.

Detroit

Room,
Feb. 24:

Friars'

Frolic,

Friars'

Frolic,

Theater,

New

Majestic Theater,

New

Majestic

M DALY

York.
Feb. 25-28:

Hotel
Feb.

National
Roosevelt,

25-Mar.

1

Hotel

tion,

:

Film

New

M.P.T.O.A.

Roosevelt,

Awards Banquet

Feb. 27:

Carriers
Orleans.

New

annual

meeting,

conven-

Orleans.

of the Academy o
Sciences, Hollywood

Motion Picture Arts &
March 2: Columbians' fifth annual dinnerdance, Grand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria.

New

as a matter of fact
he hasn't got
not one he uses, anyway
so we're
he has earned it
the "C" stands for
and when it comes to consistency
for
everlastingly sticking to One High Standard
we can't
think of any producer in Hollywood who can top him
so
to us he is Hal Consistent Roach
and he is again demonstrating this admirable quality in the way he is building that
Femme Comedy Team
Thelma Todd and Patsy Kelly

stands for
a middle initial
giving him one
"Consistent"

initial

• • • THIS CHAP Hal Roach will work for months on
an idea before the industry gets a peep from him about it
then when he steps out
his idea is no experiment
he employed this system in building that grandest of juvenile
comedy conceits
"Our Gang"
and he has made Laurel
& Hardy an Institution
the mere mention of the Fun Firm
conjures up in the minds of millions a fond recollection of some
of the most hilarious experiences of their lives
when father
and son can sit in the theater and be brought very close to
each other through the Comradeship of Laughter
as has
happened to not only Phil Joonior and ourself but to thousands
of other fathers and sons
then we say that Hal Roach has
shed a shining glory on the film biz by giving the world this
team of unmatched funsters
,

• • • IT WOULD seem that Mister Roach had fully
caught the significance of this achievement of uniting father
and son in the bond of merriment
and realized that something also had to be done for mother and daughter
so he
has given the world Thelma Todd and Patsy Kelly
this
combo of femme funsters takes the drudgery out of domestic
life for the American housewife and her daughter
from
the vexations and petty annoyances of the dreary job of running
a household they extract hilarious merriment
so it wouldn't
surprise us to soon find Todd & Kelly as popular household
words with mothers and daughters
as Laurel & Hardy
are with fathers and sons
and greater praise can no man
pay
the Komedy King
to Hal "Consistent" Roach
the Producer Who Never Misses
the gent who puts
an Individual Hallmark on everything he does

Extraordinary

vania,
ner,

May

New

York.

A.M. P. A. annual get-together
Hotel Astor, New York.

din

Annual Spring Meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Hollywood.
20-24:

O.

of

At

local.

present the service will be confined
to Philadelphia and vicinity, but
later it will be extended.

GB Making
On

Allowance
Losing Pictures

(Continued from Page

1).

here yesterday by Al Boyd, managing director of the Fox Theater, said
that GB will give an allowance to
any man who loses money playing
GB pictures. Arthur A. Lee, head
of GB activities in this country, also
was at the luncheon, with Fox exchange officials, Edgar Moss, Fox
district manager, leading exhibitors
and the press among others in attendance.
Bernerd made a splendid impression on the gathering.
He spoke
against block booking, praised General
Sales Manager George W.
Weeks, and said the handling of
salesmen in this country was a problem that was being worked out. He
spoke of the deal with Fox for interchange of stars, and said GB
would release from six to 16 features in this country next season,
the program to be set when Mark
Ostrer arrives. A special is to be
made for the American market, he
added, and six pictures will be ready

by

May

1.

New

Incorporations
NEW YORK

United Theater Owners, Inc., Manhattan. All
branches of the theatrical business.
Capital,
200 shares of stock.
Shareholders: Martha
J. Hoffman, Henrietta Zeichner and F. Augusta

•

•

A GRAND

slogan has been given the film biz by
the Atlantic City "Press"
in a recent editorial boosting the
special programs now being shown at the boardwalk theaters
the line reads
"Attend the movies regularly.
In
no other way can you get so close to life for so little."
Joseph Bernhard, managing director of Warner Theaters
is asking all his theater managers to spread the slogan to the
public
here is a slogan that the industry could officially
adopt
to advantage

•

•

•

AS A

welcoming gesture

to

Erno Rapee

ma-

estro of Radio City Music Hall orch

after his sojourn in
Florida
a Beefsteak Dinner and Dance was given by the
following their Music Hall
orchestra members last nite
performance
at the Grand Street Boys' Association
Erno and the missus were the guests of honor

Prisoners of War, Inc., New York.
Motion
pictures.
Capital, 100 shares of stock.
Shareholders: Murray A. Schechtman, Jane E. Cross
and Helene M. Hart.
Rolbein Productions, Inc., New York City.
Amusement offerings.
Capital, 300 shares of
stock.
Shareholders: Kate Silver, Pearl Springer and Max E. Levine.

Zodiac Theater Corporation, Manhattan. Themotion and sound pictures.
Capital,
shares of stock.
Shareholders: Benjamin
Rich, Abraham Scheiner and Louis A. Hulnick.
M. H. & B. Pictures Corp., Manhattan. Theatrical and motion picture business.
Capital,
200 shares of stock.
Shareholders: Samuel L.
Cohen, Jeanette Siegel and Irving B. J. Levine.
Edison
Film
Corporation,
New York City.
Motion picture business.
Capital,
$20,000.
Stockholders: Robert F. Danley, George Murfitt
and Sally R. Schwaner.
Van Park Amusement Corporation, Manhattan.
Motion pictures and vaudeville.
Capital,

atrical

100

$5,000.

Stockholders:

Stanley

Seader,

Daniel

Davenport and Philip Bush.
R.
and L. Operating Corporation, Manhattan.
Motion pictures.
Capital, 200 shares of
stock.
Shareholders: Ann Victor, Ruth Wedeen
weaee
and Rheita House.
i

meeting of stock
holders of Path* Exchange, Inc., to act or
reorganization plan 230 P. M., New York
March 7-9:
Eleventh Annual Conference of
National Board of Review, Hotel PennsylApril 27:

T.

Weissman.

•

York.

March 4:

P.

ment with the operators'

C. Roach's middle

York.
Feb. 24:

1)

Eastern Pennsylvania has worked out such an agree-

Ass'n

16:
Warner Club's sixth annual dinne
and ball, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York
Feb. 20-26:
Soviet Russia's first World Cinema

SERVICING FIELD

IN

Feb.

Feb.

LOCAL^

,-,.:r.,,.|^|J^|J|"|

PHIL
•

it.

OPERATORS'

the

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)
hibitors headed by Maurice Kaplan.
They are satisfied with the results
of the ban on duals, and desire to

continue

Tuesday, Jan. 29, 1935

•

•

A PLAY

being backed by Ben Lyon, Skeets Galtentatively titled "It's the Clilagher and Bebe Daniels
mate"
which they plan to present on Broadway soon
there will be a private preview of "The March of Time" in the
Jansen Suite of the Waldorf-Astoria at 6 P. M. today
for a group of editors and writers

•

«

is

€<

«

» » »

DELAWARE
Atfam Theater Corp.

200 shares,
Cnkv-rt
Trust Co., Dover, Del.
Moultrie Theaters, Inc.
Corpora$50,000.
tion Trust Co., Dover, Del.
Radio City Amusement Corp.
$250,000.
Colonial Charter Co., Wilmington, Del.
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. $100,000. U.
S. Corp. Co., Dover, Del.
Theater Equipment Supply Co.
100 shares.
Capital Trust Co., Dover, Del.
tion

{

IN

NEW

YORK, BUT-

DAVID
COPPERFIELD
i

Held Over

3rd

WEEK

at the Capitol
'And records are going to the Dickens, as
Leo 1 glorious hit starts a nation-wide boxoffice clean-up from Coast-to-Coast- ARE
YOU ALL SET FOR EXTRA PLAYING TIME?

THE
Tuesday, Jan. 29, 1935

PARA. ASSESSMENT

ATTACKED

IN

FRANK WALKER

A

COURT

;By

This view was

opposed by both

Zirn and Boehm. Boehm maintained
that the stock assessment was inequitable and that the new money
should be entitled to first preferred
Zirn spoke in opposition to
stock.
Allied
the bank settlement, the
Owners settlement and requested
that the term of directors be limSzold alited to one or two years.
so opposed the bank settlement.
Judge Coxe ruled as a matter of
procedure that, after all argument
is in and the proponents of the plan
have an opportunity for rebuttal,
the court shall state tentatively
whether the plan is fair, and that
later when the plan is presented for
confirmation counsel shall have opportunity to call witnesses and the
deposit agreement be scrutinized.

—

Cincinnati Joe McKnight, RKO
Radio representative for Kentucky,
reports a successful tour of that
state, while Nat Levine of Universal says there is decided improvement in West Virginia and adjacent

1-1

der in Trinidad" and "Bachelor
of Arts," has been assigned to direct
"Work of Art," one of Sinclair

Lewis' best sellers.

Through Ralph Farnum,

Clifford

RKO

studios is accompanied by rumors that there will be some discussion of RKO's affiliation with
There
in television activities.
has been a good deal of talk in the
east lately about CBS dickering with
film interests in a television hookup,
and that any action by CBS will
cause
to follow suit promptly.
M-G-M also has frequently been

NBC

NBC

a possible television

T

T

T

Roy Del Ruth expects to wind
up production this week on "Folies
Bergere," which he has been directing for 20th Century, thereby establishing a record that should stand
for some time, considering the magnitude of the picture and the fact
that he is already 12 days under
schedule.

studio heads, have in
able screen material.
T

mind as

avail-

(Continued from Page 1)
Cassatt, financier, will also be appointed.
The new board as presently constituted includes only four industry
representatives.
They are Ado^ph
Zukor, George J. Schaefer, Chas. E.
Richardson, former Paramount trustee, and John D. Hertz, formerly
chairman of Paramount's finance
committee.
The other members of
the board are: H. A. Fordington,
president of the Royal Insurance
Co.; Stephen Callaghan, representing Allied Owners; Wm. S. Gray,
vice-president of Central Hanover
Bank & Trust Co., a bank group
designee; Floyd B. Odium, president of Atlas Corp., which holds a
large block of Paramount bonds;
Percy H. Johnston, president of the
Chemical Bank & Trust Co.; Maurice Newton of Hallgarten & Co.;
Gerald Brooks of E. F. Hutton &
Co.; Henry R. Luce, publisher of

"Time" and "Fortune"; Frank A.
Vanderlip, Chas. A. McCulloch, Chicago banker, and Duncan G. Harris,
vice-president of
Harris.

Brown, Wheelock

&

Florida Notes
Miami

— Gus

Sparks

Grists is managing
newly opened E. J.
house in Miami Beach.

Among

those present at the opening

the

Colony,

week were H. M. Warner, Al-

last

bert

Warner,

Levy,

W.

Al

Lichtman,

S. Butterfield,

Jules

Frank Rog-

M. C. Talley, B. B. Garner,
Sparks and others. "Clive of India"
ers,

T

T

Our Passing Show: A coupla for- was the initial offering.
Robert Lynch, Tom Conners, Armer Wilkes-Barre, Pa., boys George
S. Kaufman and Herman J. Man- thur Lucas, C. E.
Kessnick and Ed
kiewicz—chatting at M-G-M Jules Sparks have been making some good
Epstein, Warner Bros, scenarist, fish catches in Key West waters.
Sale of the Kettler theater, Palm
buying a new car; Ben Bernie showBeach, is set for March 4, to satisfy
ing interest in automobiles.

—

;

a

final

decree in a trust deed fore-

closure.

Bank night at the Ritz, Ocala, on
Fridays has made it necessary to
open the old Dixie there in order to
take care of the crowds, according
to Manager Gordon Reap.
The Supreme Court has ruled that
Frank Beaupre, Pinellas Theaters, operator of the
Holyoke, Mass.
formerly with the Strand, has been Sparks houses in St. Petersburg,
named assistant manager of the Vic- does not have a lease on the Ritz
there. The company claimed a verbal
tory.
lease on the property.

NEWS OF THE DAY
—

Greenwich, Conn. The Pickwick,
operated by Perfect Theaters, with
Henry C. Dreyer as house manager,
has reopened after installation of a
public address system, new sound
equipment and a new heating and
Emerson, Neb. Fred Baker has
Announcement
ventilating system.
World from August
of stage presentations to supplement taken over the
Hingtz. Baker, who will rename it
first-run films is expected soon.
Emerson, already has Homer and

—

Walthill, Neb., spots.

—

Indianapolis H. I. Halperin, manCharley Weigel has left to spend
ager of the Circle, will hold the
the winter in Florida.
Sam Galanty, Columbia district "Bengal Lancer" for a second week.
manager, spent last week here.
Wyman Packard,
Portland, Me.
John M. McClure is opening the
manager of the Colonial subsequentSeamon Theater, Seamon, O.
run house, has added stage shows.
Mrs. Warren Spencer, owner of
has
been
Manchester,
Lyric,
the
Boston The Globe, managed by
married to Herman Dugle.
Ben Stein who also handles the StuJ. L. Hatcher is opening a theater art and the Washington, has added

—

—

Baltimore, O.

in

Jones has been assigned a feature
role in "Princess O'Hara," at Universal.
Following this engagement,
he will go to RKO for an important
T
T
T
part in
"Strangers All," which
Clarence Brown has started castCharles Vidor will direct.
ing for "Ah, Wilderness," which he
T
T
T
is to direct as one of M-G-M's bigSidney M. Goldin, veteran pro- gest pictures on this year's program.
ducer and director of Jewish pic- Brown is encountering many obstain
finding
suitable
actors,
tures, has written a new story, cles
"Damned," which is laid in Galicia particularly for the role portrayed
in the early 18th century.
It deals on the stage by Will Rogers in the
with mysticism and the Chassidic west and George M. Cohan in the
Jews of that period. Goldin directed east.
T
T
T
"Mazeltov," starring Molly Picon;
"His Wife's Lover," starring LudHoward Estabrook, who did the
wig Satz; "Uncle Moses" and sev- screen play and dialogue for "David
al other pictures.
Copperfield," is now writing the
screen play and dialogue for "OrT
T
T
chids to You," which Robert T.
Mark Sandrich recently played Kane
is to produce for Fox with an
host at RKO to Y. S. Kiang, Chinese
all-star cast.
Consul at Los Angeles, and party.
T
T
T
Sandrich, who directed "The Gay
When Casey Robinson completes
Divorcee," will direct "Top Hat,"
the screen play and dialogue for
with Fred Astaire and Ginger Rog"Captain Blood," which Warners are
ers in the top spots.
to produce, he will journey to New
T
T
York to see several stage plays
M. H. Aylesworth's visit to the which Jack Warner and Hal Wallis,

territory.

in

mentioned

T OUIS KING, who directed "Mur- hookup.

—

Cincinnati Notes

FORPARAMOUNTBOARD

RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

(Continued from Page 1)

also
interests,
small
stockholder
spoke in opposition to the plan before court recessed until 2:15 p.m.
today.
Szold based his statement of overgenerosity to stockholders on the
ground that the new common stock
to be issued under the plan would
total only half the present outstanding amount of 3,220,902 shares curThus
rently selling at $4 a share.
the new common would be worth $8
a share, he said. One-quarter share
of new common stock is to be allotted for each four shares of the
In
old common under the plan.
addition for payment of $2 a share
a warrant to purchase li share of
new common and 1-5 share of new
second preferred is offered stockholders. Szold calculated that the JA
share of new common offered in the
warrant will total roughly 800,000
shares, which multiplied by $8, the
value of the new common due to the
reduction in the number of shares,
would total exactly $6,400,000, the
Thus,
amount of the assessment.
the entire second preferred stock,
valued in the plan at over $6,000,000, but which, Szold said, could be
$5,000,000,
conservatively cut to
would be a bonus to stockholders.

"LOTS"

LITTLE from

LIKEt!?

vaudeville.

Salt

branch.
Lincoln, Neb.

man

is

here

—Mrs.

from

Milton OverPittsburgh, Pa.

Lake City Briefs

—

Don Connley,
United Artists salesman, has been
transferred
Minneapolis
to
the
Salt

Lake City

Walt Millar succeeds him

here, covering the Montana section.
Jerry Safron, after several aays
days

new State theater, to be operated by
H. O. Mugridge and Claude Hansen

in conference with Manager Re
Hill of the local Columbia office,'
left for Denver, thence to Los
s Allgeles.
L. T. Fiddler, president of Distinctive Screen Attractions, was here
from Denver last week.

of Minneapolis, takes place the middle of February or thereabouts.

The Victory is
presentation with

Her husband

is

city

manager

for L.

L. Dent.

Bismarck, N. D.

— Opening

of the

a stage
current film.

offering
its

*

:

.

5Z&*\
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48 CODE CASE APPEALS

%ING

HEARD

IN FEB.

Forty-eight appeals will be heard
by the Code Authority during Februfai'y, with committees holding hearings three times each week. Six appeals were heard yesterday by a
committee consisting of: Felix Jenjkins. chairman; Jack Bellman and
I

\

Louis Geller.
lows
J.

They are as

fol-

letters

reprinted

IWheaton,

III.

—

I

I

New York Clearance and Zoning G. H.
Amusement Co., Maplewood Theater, Maple
wood, N. J., vs. Cameo Theater, South Or-

Jnnee; Milburn Theater, Milburn, N. T. ; SanTheater, Irvington, N. J., et al.
I f ord
Publix Great
Chicago Grievance Board

—

I

States

Theaters,

La

Salle,

111.,

vs.

E.

E.

J.,

"Register")
January 14,

ISSUED BY WIS. EXHIBS
(Continued from Page

to play pictures

theaters charging 15 cents.
Unless they are advised concerning a definite schedule for the territory, the association will refer the
matter to the federal department of
justice and has indicated that it will
lend its co-operation in conducting
a federal investigation in Wisconsin.

Red Bank Chamber of Commerce,
John P. G. McPhee,
Executive-Secretary.

In another resolution, the associa-

Office of

tion called

WALTER READE

of

discontinue
to
Enterprises
bank nights in various of its houses,
pointing out that they have been
banned by the local code board, by
Copies of this resolution
Feb. 5.
were mailed to H. J. Fitzgerald,
general manager, Wisconsin Amusement Enterprises; John C. Flinn in
New York the local zoning and
clearance board, and the federal department of justice.

Commerce,

60 Broad Street,
Red Bank, New Jersey.
My dear Sweetheart:
am responding promptly to your note of January 14th. I am too busy to explain
to every sucker in the world why pictures play here and why pictures play there.
If
you want to find out why pictures play here and why pictures play there,
go into the picture business.
Love and kisses.
Yours very truly,
WR:HM.
Walter Reade.
I

Peru and State Theaters, Peru, 111.
Complaint filed under Article V-E, Part 3.

I Alger,
I

I Section
I

("Reduced

1

The

Admissions'*.

—

Publix Great
Chicago Grievance Board
Theaters, Majestic and LaSalle the-

States

LaSalle, 111., vs. E. E. Alger, Peru
Complaint filed under
Theater, Peru. 111.
Article V-E, Part 5(a), (Premature Adver-

I nters,

Detroit Notes
Detroit

— C.

C.

Madison, Wis., to
I
Keough, resigned, as manager of
I tising)
Carl Anderka. Balaban's Adams Theater.
Dallas Grievance Board
Cozv Theater, Orange Grove, Tex., vs. Henry
Lieut. Royal A. Baker, retiringI Hall, Hall Industries, Rialto Theater, Alice,
Complaint filed under Article V-E, police censor, will be given a testiTexas.
Part 5(b) (Premature Advertising).
monial dinner March 28 by the VarI

—

Academy Nominations
Announced Feb 4

Beinsr

West roast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

iety Club.

The Hecht You Say

who

.

.

.

.?"

was formed

recently,

and Allied units. No national affiliation is planned for the present.

entations.
Eli Solomon,

actor-emcee from
Broadway, has been spending the

holidays here with friends.

W.

C. Rogers was in and out of
the city recently. He was formerly

with

National

Pictures

Zanuck Finishes "Folies"Three Other Films in
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

W

THE FILM

—Darryl F.

D

s

j

Zanucl

completed production on 20th
Opening of the new War Dep't tury's "Folies Bergere," with M
Theater Co., theater at Fort Sam Houston has rice Chevalier, Ann Sothern and
operate the been postponed until some time in Merle Oberon, and is now concen-

Everette E. Lundberg, George H.
•

the

dissolved

Otlair

Seattle Squibs

—

John Hamrick has adoptsecond week by Warners at the New ed a double-feature first-run policy,
York Strand. "Devil Dogs of the with a new low admission of 25
Air", which has its gala $1.65 top cents at any time, for his Blue
world premiere today in San Diego, Mouse.
will follow it.
M-G-M's "Sequoia" has been held
over at the Fifth Avenue.
"Good Fairy" Opens Thursday
Opening of Clarence W. Hamrick's
"The Good Fairy," Universal pic- new theater in Everett is scheduled
ture starring Margaret Sullavan, for April 1.
opens Thursday at the Music Hall.

From The Lyons Den, conducted by
Leonard Lyons in the "New York Post":
The manager of a movie-house in the
West wrote to Ben Hecht and complained that "Crime Without Passion"
"Your inability
wasn't well received.
appreciate Art," Hecht wrote in
ply, "and to advertise same to your
istomers is one thins that's wrong
with you nit-wit exhibitors."
"Art?" the manager replied, "Art

T. 0.

here.

Hunt and Frank W. Waflow have

Feb. 27.

"Bordertown" Holds Over
"Bordertown", with Paul Muni
and Bette Davis, is being held a

—

connected

Voting of nomina- formed last year to
tions for the seventh annual awards Rialto, Wyandotte.
of the Academy will close Thursday
Mannie Gottlieb, Universal branch
and nominees will be announced
manager, is back from a state trip.
about Feb. 4, according to Frank
Mrs. William G. Bishop, wife of
Final ballots fo^
Lloyd, president.
the awards, which this year will the M-G-M division publicity direchave the fullest scope of any in the tor, is convalescing from an operaAcademy's history, will be mailed tion.
out Feb. 12, with results to be an"SRO Plus" resulted in a $35 fine
dinner
annual
the
nounced
at
for Joseph Kessler of the Lasky.

Hollywood

San Antonio Squibs

is

I.

with A. C. Gutenberg as president,
to succeed the former M. P. T. 0. A.

San Antonio The Palace has dishere from
succeed James continued Saturday owl stage pres-

Perry

upon Wisconsin Amuse-

ment

January 16, 1935.
Mr. John P. G. McPhee,
Executive-Secretary,

Chamber

1)

day and date with

affiliated

With kindest regards and many thanks for the offers of co-operation we have had
from the manager of your local theater, we are
Very truly yours,

—

Clearance and Zoninc Publix
Orpheum,
Belasco.
Theaters,
States
I Great
Washino'ton theaters, Ouincv. 111., and Or|r.heum Theater, Soringfield, 111., vs. Colonial.
Quincy, Star Theaters, Quincy. and
| Family.
I Capitol, Empress, Lincoln. Maiestic. Pantheon,
I Strand,
Senate, Tivoli theaters, SpringfieM.

Red Bank, N.

communities.

—

I.ouis

St.

from

1935.
Mr. Walter Reade,
1531 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.
My dear Mr. Reade:
We have been informed that feature pictures are not shown in Red Bank until fourteen
days after their release in Asbury Park, and seven days after being released in Long
Branch.
If our information is correct, it is believed that a great deal of business is lost to
our local theater, as well as other local enterprises, and we wonder whether or not
this can be in some way corrected so as to assure a simultaneous opening in these

Clen
Clearance and Zoning
Corn., Glen Theater, Glen Ellyn,
I Amusement
ITU. vs. Sam Tishman, Paramount Theater.
Chicago

ULTIMATUM ON ZONING

WALTER READE EXPLAINS
(Exchange of

Seattle

February.
Mary Louise

Walliser,

dramatic

"The Evening News,"

editor of

will

return this week from Arizona.

Foreign Flashes

trating on "Call of the Wild," with
Clark Gable, Loretta Young and
Jack Oakie; "Les Miserables," with
Fredric March and Charles Laughton, and "Cardinal Richelieu," with
George Arliss. All are for United
Artists release.

—

Madrid M. Huet has formed a
Lincoln House Boosts Price
Franco-Spanish consortium to make
films in French and Spanish. A stuLincoln, Neb. The Lincoln, a J.
dio is being built and production H. Cooper house, has gone to 25
starts in April.
Afternoons used to
cents all day.
go for 15 cents. The Orpheum, also
gives a vaudeBerlin Pola Negri will be the a Cooper house,
25 cents anytime.
leading woman of "Mazurka," di- picture show for
in competition
rected by Willy Forst. Max Schmel- This puts two spots
Varsity, which is a
ing will appear with his wife, Anny to L. L. Dent's
Ondra, in "A Young Lady and a two-bit-all-timer.
Young Man."
Loew's Boston Dividend
Boston Quarterly dividend of 15
Vienna Three large studios here
will make 20 musical films this year. cents has been declared by Loew's
Boston Theaters, payable Feb. 1 to

—

—

—

—

—

Paris In addition to about 125
features made in France last year,
23 in French, with French artists,
20th Century Denies Report
Twentieth Century executives yes- were made in foreign countries. A
denied reports that all pic- total of 35 new cinemas opened last

terday
year in France and
tures of the company are to play

its colonies.

the Music Hall, instead of the Rivoli, which is operated by United
cinema
Paris An international
They attribute the story exhibition and movie congress will
Artists.
to the fact that "The Scarlet Pim- be held under auspices of the Minpernel," which Alexander Korda is istry of Arts in conjunction with the
releasing through United Artists, International Art & Science Exposihas been booked into the big Radio tion to be held by the government
in 1937.
City theater.

—

stock of record Jan. 28.

Operator and Bombs Taken
A man giving the name of Ernest
Hammett and said to be a former projectionist from Chattanooga was taken
into
custody yesterday at his room
in

60

Newark where

sticks
plosives.

of

police say they found

dynamite

and

other ex-

He was questioned

in

con-

nection with the recent New England
theater bombings and his fingerprints
were sent to Boston for identification.
The man denied any connection with
the explosives.

CHAMPION KEATON
WINS IN STRAIGHT LAUGHS
o

The champ is back for his first appearance of the season. And it's a laughto-a-finish bout that will throw any
audience. Buster has never made a
featurette that licks this one for real
belly laughs. A regular rib-wrecking
riot of hill-billy rasslers.

>•"'

,***
*t*P

Very good... A Comedy
of unusual quality, replete with real laughs . .
It

is

forthright, straight

comedy, and funny.
—Motion Picture Herald

This looks like the fun-

BUSTER
K E ATO N
home run laugh
sockdolager coming soon

And

in

here's another

a

ONE RUN ELMER"

L/Paducah
—

with the whole Keaton family Pa, Ma and
together for the first time
Sister Louise
on stage or screen.
Directed

short .that

Buster

Keaton has made in some
time . . . The wind-up is a
wrestling match. This
should have audiences
roaring.

—Motion Picture Daily

Very amusing.

This

is

a

two-reeler
about a mountaineer
hilarious

family which decides to

Palooka
—

niest

abandon moonshining
and exploit the strength
of Dewey Robinson, one
of the sons,

who is pined

against Bull Montana in
a wrestling match. The
family life of the mountaineers is a funny travesty and the antics in the
wrestling ring are on a
por.

—Film Daily

f.

by Charles Lamont

(l&thvccilicntU 6 tctu-vu)

PRE5ENTED BY
fHE

SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

Distributed in U. S. A.
by FOX Film Corporation
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No Complaints Permitted on Proposed Zoning Plans
MORE ATTACKS ARE DIRECTED AT PARAMOUNT PLAN
Win Ruling Against Unauthorized Midnight Previews
Permission

Oral'

Is

Not

Binding, Court Rules
for U.A., M-G-M

How They

Started

Proposed Board and Stock
Assessment Assailed
at Para. Hearing
The Paramount Broadway plan,
the stock assessment and the new
board were attacked yesterday in

Several points of significance to
he industry were definitely deternined in an opinion handed down
Saturday by Judge Gibson of the U.
District Court for the Western
j|District of Pennsylvania in actions
irought by United Artists and Magainst Bart Dattola, exhibitor operating the Paramount Theliter, New Kensington, Pa., charging infringement of copyright aris-

Federal Court by Monroe Goldwarepresenting the trustees of Allied Owners Corp., Archibald Palmer and Jacob J. Lesser, representing stockholders, as opponents of
the plan continued to have their
say on the Paramount-Publix reorganization plan before Judge Alfred C. Coxe.
Hearing was adjourned till 10:30 a.m., today and
ter,

M

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

YAMINS AGAIN HEADS

NEW ENGLAND
Boston

—Nathan

SEE ZUKOR SLATED
ALLIED

FOR CHAIRMANSHIP
Yamins

of Fall
River was unanimously re-elected
Dresident of Independent Exhibitors,
inc., New England Allied unit, at
;he annual meeting yesterday, as
predicted in Film Daily on Jan. 15.
Dther officers also were re-elected,
ilong with directors. New directors
ire A. Bendslev, Richard Rubin,
Charles Hodgdon, Morris Poussner,
(

Adolph Zukor is slated to be
chairman of the board of reorganized Paramount-Publix, according to
reports

Adolph Zukor, president of Paramount, in the "How They Started" series.
The
Napoleon of the Screen broke in as the impresario of a Penny Arcade.
Later he "discovered" pictures.
No man in the world has done more to bring motion pictures to their
present high standing throughout the world.
The art work is from the easel of the irrepressible "Hap"
Hadley
Presenting

With purpose

of identifying the-

with the Allied organization from the viewpoint of
movie-goers, member houses in four,
affiliated

key cities are now participating in
group newspaper advertising of

circles,

company.

little

aters

reorganization

he will continue as president of the

Continued on Page 10)

Group Advertising Plan
Used by Allied in 4 Cities

in

though the possibility remains that

Code Authority Bars Complaints
On Proposed Zoning Schedules

{Continued on Page 10)

Fox District Managers
Meet Feb. 10-11 in Chi.
A

national meeting of Fox dismanagers will be held at the
Congress Hotel, Chicago, Feb. 1011, with John D. Clark, general
sales manager, presiding.
Attending from the company's home office,
in addition to Clark, will be: E. C.
Grainger, William Cupper, William
'Clark, Jim Clark and Charles McCarthy.
trict

The Code Authority yesterday
Code Auth'y Will Receive
Maurice Conn to Produce Vaude Amendments Thurs. made it clear that its local boards
will not entertain complaints against
Exhib Units to Ignore
f Jght Action Melodramas
Amendments to the vaudeville clearance and zoning plans which
Erpi, RCA Service Plans
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
have
been
proposed,
will only
but
officially
I

—

Hollywood
Maurice Conn will
Frankie Darro and Roy

i;co-star

Mason

in

a

series

of eight action

Jmelodramas.
starts
Production
'about April 15, and distribution will
be through independent exchanges.

.

section of the code will be

received by the Code Authority at
its meeting tomorrow, after a hear-

ing conducted by the National Industrial Recovery Board at Wash(Continued on Page 11)

accept
protests
against existing
schedules. Emphasis was placed on
(Continued on Page 10)

Ship your film via
for

National Film Carriers, Ltd.,
Advt.

dependable service.

—

Despite the protesting action of
several independent exhibitor units,
the two national theatermen's associations, Allied and the M. P. T. O.
A., are both expected to pay no of(Continued on Page II)
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THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

—

Members

of the fact-finding committee which has worked out proposals for setting minimum booth
costs and maximum hours of employment for operators are expected
to go to Washington on Friday to
attend the hearing on the recommendations which will be conducted under auspices of the National Industrial Recovery Board at the Raleigh
Hotel, beginning at 10 a. m. Deputy

Albany
Stringent supervision
and rigorous regulation, vesting in
the control plenary power on the
subject of advertising matter as
well as films, is proposed in the new
bill being prepared by Senator John
T. McCall for introduction in the
legislature next week. The measure
also calls for higher licensing fees.
No hearing has been set on the
bill previously introduced by McCall.

Administrator William P. Farnsworth will conduct the hearing.
Committeemen expected to attend

Feb.

Feb.
!

Feb.

include: Major L. E. Thompson,
Charles L. O'Reilly, Charles C. Mos-

Feb.

Jackson, Miss.

—

Despite unset-

W.

kowitz, George Browne, Lou Krouse Tyson, exhibitor operating the Capand Harry Brandt.
itol, has broken ground for another
house which will be known as the
France Honors Para. Theater Head State and is scheduled to be ready
Wagner Williams,
Paris Andre Ullman, directeur for March 20.
general of Paramount's theaters in associated with Tyson at the CapFrance and Belgium, has been dec- itol, will be his assistant in the new
orated by the French Government house.
with the order of the Legion of
Honor. Largely contributing to this
Invite Titles for Shirley Film
award was the fine service rendered
Fox has issued an invitation to
by Paramount's theaters in maintaining public morale during sev- the public for suggestions to help
in deciding on the new title for the
eral disturbing passages in French

—

j

i

Feb.

j

history in 1934.
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3%

which Shirley Temple will
John Boles and Rochelle

of

also will be in the cast.

3%

3%

—

RECORDING

Va

Film or Disc

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

supply

PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

St.

N.Y.C.

budget

Fox

district

meeting,

sales

Con-

Chicago.

Hotel,

13-15:
Annual meeting
board of directors,

of

States

Allied

Washington.

14-15:
Iowa-Nebraska Allied Theater convention and movie frolic, Des Moines, la

Warner

16:

ball,

Feb. 20-26:

Club's sixth annual dinner
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York.

Soviet Russia's first

Festival,

World Cinema

Moscow.

Feb. 21-22:

Independent Theater Owners
Ohio convention, Columbus, O.

Feb.

23.

Annual

ot

ball

Variety

Detroit

the

of

Club.

Detroit Variety
Club Ball. Crystal
Room, Book Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.

Feb. 23:

Feb. 24:

Friars'

Frolic,

Majestic

Theater,

New

Friars'

Frolic,

Majestic

Theater,

New

York.
Feb. 24:

York.
Feb. 25-28:

Hotel

National
Roosevelt,

25-Mar.

Feb.

tion,

1:

Hotel

Film

New

Carriers
Orleans.

M.P.T.O.A.

Roosevelt,

New

annual

meeting,

conven-

Orleans.

Awards Banquet of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Hollywood.
March 2: Columbians' fifth annual dinnerdance, Grand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria,

Feb. 27:

York.

March

—

—

—

—

Week

for

"Copperfield"

Daily

M-G-M's "David Copperfield" is
Fourth Week for "Lancers"
being held for a third week at the
Capitol.
The holdover will not inEqualling the Mae West's "I'm
terfere with the debut of "The No Angel" record, "Lives of a BenMarch of Time" short at the Capitol gal Lancer" will be held for a fourth
on Friday.
week at the New York Paramount.

Communique:

reduced fare round trip
Convention rates are being arranged
with the railroads from every point
the United States for the
in
Special

_

MPTOA

Convention. The rate fc r
round trip ticket will be 3 p£\~\
proximately one and one-third th^jjg/
cne-way fare. This is a very suba

Nassau House Opened

BRUNSWICK

scales
for
New
Hotel, Washington.

booth

Raleigh

4:
Extraordinary
meeting of stockBig Radio Hookup for "Diggers"
holders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to ict oi
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.
A big radio campaign has been
arranged by the Warner advertising March 7-9: Eleventh Annual Conference of
National Board of Review, Hotel Pennsyland publicity department under S.
vania, New York.
Charles Einfeld for "Gold Diggers April 27: A.M.P.A. annual get-together dinof 1935."
Songs from the film will
ner, Hotel Astor, New York.
be plugged all over the major net- May 20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Eneineers, Hollyworks every evening throughout the
Arbitration Postponed
wood.
Resumption of arbitration pro- week of Jan. 31, and additional
radio plugs will carry through until
ceedings in connection with the comafter the picture's release date, "Home on Range" at Criterion Fri.
plaint of the Meyer & Schneider cir"Home on the
cuit
Paramount's
against the RKO theaters, March 16.
charging breach-of-agreement, was
Range", with Jackie Coogan, Ranpostponed yesterday until Thursday.
dolph Scott and Evelyn Brent, opens
Frank Dent's Gracious Gesture
Friday at the Criterion.
Denver Though not legally liable
Harry Segal With First Division for the death of a woman who ran
Boston Harry Segal, new east- in front of his car a few months
ern division manager for First Di- ago, Frank L. Dent, booker for
vision, has resigned from active as- Westland Theaters, will voluntarily
sociation with American Pictures, pay $1,000 in monthly installments
although keeping his stock in the of $25 to the woman's four-year-old
daughter.
Dent also will pay the
concern.
expenses of the girl and her father
to Germany.
Claude Rains Signed by G-B
London Claude Rains has been
signed by Gaumont-British for the
H. Bart McHugh Dead
15th Annual Convention
stellar role in "The Clairvoyant,"
Philadelphia H. Bart McHugh,
The Roosevelt Hotel
which Maurice Elvey will direct. Fay veteran theatrical agent and proNew Orleans, La.
Wray will appear opposite Rains. ducer, died Monday night at his
25th to 28th, 1935
Feb.
home here.

Third

ON

will

10-11:

New

the dance
Net music at the Warner Club's Sixth
Low Close Chg. Annual Dinner and Dance to be held
5
5
Feb. 16 at the Waldorf-Astoria. In
35% 35% + 14 addition to Paul Whiteman, the en61/4
Va
tertainment will feature other noted
6V4
21
21
Va
stars of stage, screen and radio.

High

Columbia

version

in

Whiteman Band for Warner Ball Hudson
Paul Whiteman and his 30-piece

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am. Seat

"Daddy Long

musical

Legs"

on

at

5:
Public hearing on 1935 code
Hotel Raleigh, Washington, D. C.

and

j

CODE

City

Ass'n

for Jackson, Miss.

tled theater conditions here, R.

Hearing

:

gress

Feb.

New House

1

York

—

"U" Buys "Delay in the Sun"
Universal has bought Anthony
Club
Book-of-the-Month
nished for the accommodation of Thome's
American patrons wintering on the novel, "Delay in the Sun" for BinNassau, Bahamas Montague theater has been remodeled and refur-

island.

nie Barnes and Frank Lawton.

stantial

MAKE

saving.

YOUR

RESERVATIONS

EARLY

NOT ONLY THE
FILMS

.

.

.

MARTIN JOHNSON

BEST OF THE

WjilL

THE BEST

EXPEDITION FILMS.

A CORKING GOOD $HOW!",<&/„.,., New
"One

of the most interesting of the Mr.

and Mrs. Martin Johnson

No

series.

lover of jungle thrillers should miss

-N.

Y.

it/'

Mirror

"Fascinating. ..startling. ..breath-taking.
None of the films dealing with the Dark
Continent has seemed to me more cony tinuously interesting."— N.Y. World-Telegram
f
'

"Baboona'

is

lively, entertaining

and

surprisingly well-photographed."
-N.Y.Herald-Tribune

Fine entertainment.
novelty, thrills,
pathos, humor. Shots that have never
been seen before on the screen."
.

York Sun

"***!

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson
have never made a more entertaining
record. Something new under the Afri-

— N.Y.

can sun."

Daily

News

"Certainly the most captivating picture
the Martin Johnsons have brought back
from Africa. Novel, exciting . . highly
amusing."
—N.Y. Post
.

''Unusual, remarkable, interesting
achievement. There's a new kick in
viewing the man-conquering continent
from god-like heights."
—N.Y. American

.

—Motion Picture Daily

"Possesses fascination. Striking scenes of
elephants, rhinos, flamingoes, giraffes
— N. Y. Times
and other wild game."

"Consistently absorbing

.

.

.

frequently

fascinating. ..refreshingly different

MR. & MRS.

most pictures of

from

this type."

i

MARTIN
JOHNSON'S.

!

Q

m^

m.T

THIS ADVERTISING. cm£ AcaA<m w*

THE SLANT that helped pull "bigmonths at Los Angeles'
and Hollywood"
made
Bordertown "Pittsburgh's bet" at the
Stanley
"rang up a merry gross at
and now
the Michigan, Detroit"
gest business in 6
Hillstreet

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

BORDERTOWN u <mc a^™ w^f *£#&/& «*& /
DOGS OF THE AIR"
JAMES CAGNEY— PAT O'BRIEN

DEVIL
with

Or

'GOLD DIGGERS OF 1935"
|A

Cosmopolitan Production

"A

Warner

oA

First

Bros.

Picture

National Picture

Vitograph,

Inc., Distributors

with 12-star cast

headed by

DICK POWELL

DOLORES

DEL RIO
CALIENTE" starring
with Pat O'Brien, GlendaParrell, The De(Marcos,etc.

'IN

»Q

—

nca4ayi'U/ku WcweAtUvnG

^THIS

Ah£ Atttino hsocA

.

.

.

^

GREAT SHOW
<

OCKLONG LINES
st

'BORDERTOWN
—

in years
storm register royal response to

same

sure-fire

copy angle

I

New York

that

in

BIG

"SWEET MUSIC"*

ANN DVORAK
JOLSON

GO

INTO

and

RUBY KEELER

YOUR DANCE"

FOR THE LAMPS OF CHINA"* with

rO'BRIEN, Jo sephine HUTCHINSON

m—

—

—

—

.

DY VALLEE

L

"no

critics de-

•w-THE
i

punch-packed

"powerful, red-blooded melodrama"
praise too great for Muni" "Bette
Davis superb" "Archie Mayo's direction adds suspense and thrill!"

at gala

nd reopening, with holdover week
red as famous

is

drama" "vastly exciting story"

.

.

SHOTS'A- WARNER BROS
KAY FRANCIS in "LIVING ON VELVET"
WARREN WILLIAM— GEO. BRENT

with

PAUL MUNI in "BLACK FURY"
KAREN MORLEY

with

ROBT.

DONAT

in

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

.

r

X

4

#*m*

UP

l*W» >r'

bes*

:one °
O^
sl

V.oo* n

\-« Q oo9e

£r»9>

u*

f.

C

\

e ver.

THE BUSINESS

LESLIE

HOWARD
an j

MERLE
will
lit

O
Ji
do
in

O
THE

MPERNEL
AT THE RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
STARTING FEBRUARY SEVENTH
fii

An ALEXANDER

KORDA

Cy\eleased

Production

Iniru

UNITED
ARTISTS
^iH«
mm
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MORE ATTACKS AIIVP

WIN RULING AGAINST

AT PARAMOUNT PLAN

MIDNIGHT PREVIEWS
(Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from

ing out of unauthorized "midnight"
exhibitions commencing on the night
prior to the first day of the sched-

uled run.
In handing down decisions for
distributors, the court held that
press written permission must
contained in the schedules of the

the
ex-

be
ex-

hibition contract to permit midnight
exhibitions prior to 6 A.M. of the
first scheduled play date, since the
contracts so provided.

The court not only refused to uphold the claim of the defendant that
he had "oral" permission for the
midnight exhibitions from the exchanges, in the face of express denials and the booking confirmations
presented by the exchange representatives, but in the M-G-M action
the court said:
"The defendant exhibited each of
the leased photoplays at such a midnight performance without the specific written allowance prescribed by
the contract, claiming as his only
authority therefore the verbal permission of the 'Booker', an agent of
the plaintiff who, under the terms
of the lease, plainly had no power
to

grant

"In accounting to plaintiff for the
latter's share of the proceeds of the
exhibition of the picture, defendant
did not account separately for the
receipts of the midnight show, but
included them in the receipts of the
day authorized by the lease.

first

being

This

• A LOT of rumors seeping through from Hollywood
concerning the Pioneer pix, "Becky Sharp"
being
made by Jock Whitney in the new three-color Technicolor process
and if
which Mister Whitney controls financially
this super-color feature clicks at the ole Bee-Oh otherwise
known as the money till
rush to the phone and tell your
say the
broker to buy you some Technicolor
for
rumorers
it will be goodbye to Black and White on the
screen
for the old colorless shadows will soon be as gauche
and outdated as a silent pix
so say the soothsayers
who pretend to read the handwriting on the motion picture wall.
•

•

so,

had

plaintiff

no

of knowing that part of that
day's receipts had been from the unauthorized exhibition therefore cannot be held to have approved that
exhibition by keeping the amount
turned over to it as its share of the
The
proceeds under the contract.
claim of estoppel is without merit."

means

is,

wishes

FILM DAILY

from

THl

to the fol-

lowing on their birthday:

Gradwell Sears
E.

V.

Henry

C. C. Burr

Richards

Greta Nissen

McCarthy

Oscar Serlin

HI

•;

Ibis

|

JlJi

•

III

'ill

.to'

'

1

-i:e.

• LOOKS LIKE another smash luncheon for AMPA
here's the lineup of
on Thursday at the Empey Club
talent and celebs
Freddie
Gene Raymond, film star
Bartholomew, who plays Young David in "David Copperfield"
Charles B. Cochran, the Continental stage producer, of
"Chariot Revue" fame
Emil Boreo, star of the French
Casino's "Folies Bergeres"
Jack Whiting, stage and radio
favorite
Irving Jaffee, Olympic skating champ
Count
Byron Kuhn de Propok, famous explorer
Rachel Carlay,
French singer of saucy songs
Jerome Mann, famous radio
mime
Rosita Ortega, Spanish dancer in "Revenge With
Music"
Hugh Sinclair and Leon Quartermaine, English
stage stars now appearing with Elizabeth Bergner in "Escape

•

•

Me Never"

only half of these are there to entertain,
you will be getting too much for your dough
if

HE

for the rest of his
• • •
IS setting a fast pace
former
referring to H. N. Swanson
clan in Hollywood
and more recently an associate
editor of "College Humor"
Radio
producer for
he is now one of the most active
knowing hundreds of authors,
of authors' representatives
and how they work
Swanson is able to anticipate just what
he knows where he can get a
their output is apt to be
and he encertain type of story even before it is written
joys the confidence of countless authors whose stories he first
when he was known as
had the pleasure of publishing
during his editorship of "Col"the friend of new writers"
right now Mister Swanson is placing writers
lege Humor"
on practically every lot

RKO

ict

•£ V

Ikil

iarl

lu

mount.
Jacob

J. Lesser maintained that
the stock assessment was unfair to h
the stockholders.
He said that instead of getting second preferred
stock for putting up the new money
for the company they should receive

«|U(

>.A

ItSCI

C;

first preferred stock.
Lesser attacked what he called the anomalous
position of Alfred A. Cook, as counsel

Paramount and

for

Loeb

as the

Kuhn-

attorney for the
stockholders' protective committee,
and requested the court to appoint
a committee of lawyers to work out
with Cook any modifications of the
plan that might be decided on.
Archibald Palmer also maintained that the stockholders should get
first preferred stock for subscribing
designated

new money and urged

rejection of

Paramount Broadway plan providing for payment of

the feature in the
3

per cent interest on the bonds.

Palmer particularly assailed the new

•

•

OUR WANDERING

Mike Glutz
Scout
he
has been heard from after almost a year's absence
writes that he wandered into the office of a big studio exec who
the guy was in his
has charge of the story department
as he kept throwing
shirt sleeves, perspiring and puffing
a lot of writers' contracts up in the air, picking 'em up off the
"Wot's the big idea?"
floor, and repeating the process
"Ha," hahahed the exec, "I'm just
queried Mike Glutz
exercising the options on these punk writers' contracts, because
so we wired
it's the only way they'll ever be exercised"
"Thanks. Hope we don't hear
Mike in reply to his letter
from you for another year."

•

• • ONE OF the Music Hall ushers, George Coyle
entered in the "Daily News" Golden Gloves contest as the
George recently won a gruelling bout
Radio City contender
and he looks so nice
handily at the N. Y. Athletic Club
and gentle in his usher's uniform
•

is

board of directors, pointing out that
three-quarters of the board were
persons unfamiliar with the motion
picture

The ideas

industry.

€<

«

» » »

a

of

banker and the ideas of a movie
man are as far apart as the poles,
Palmer said. Paramount should
have a board that the rest of the
motion picture industry will not
sneer at, he stated.

Merger Again Hits Snag
Philadelphia
New efforts to
bring about a merger between the
M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pa. and the
I.
E. P. A. have failed principal
because the latter unit refusedWjIj
accept as members theaters directly or indirectly affiliated with major
companies Opposition arose to the

—

3-

<

Stanley-Warner, M.

<€

i

tss

Philly

Best

1)

JHIS.

it."

In respect of the defendant's contention that he had Included, and the
distributor had accepted, receipts
for the unauthorized midnight exhibition in his box office report for
the next day, the court stated that:

Page

expected to continue all day witbTL
the possibility that the plan will be
placed in the court's hands before
adjournment.
Monroe Goldwater stated that he
believed the plan on the whole was
good,
but that the
Paramount
Broadway plan should not be approved without removal of the guar- uw
antee of $100,000 yearly to sinking
fund and 3 per cent interest on the Till
bonds.
Goldwater said that the
building would have to be earning
10 times its present rents to be
worth the amount of bonds outstanding, roughly $9,000,000. Space nikf
could be obtained cheaper elsewhere, ill
Paramount was overpaying on the
theater rental and the probability Its
was that expiring leases would decrease the income of the building
in
the
near future, Goldwater
stated. He declared the building had
no sentimental value other than the
value attached to the name Parais

Wilmer

&

Vincent,
and other concerns.

E.

Comerford,

Ben Amsterdam

II,
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Coming and Going

—

"SWEEPSTAKE ANNIE"
THEME WITH POP APPEAL HAS BEEN
"HROWN TOGETHER AND IS TOO
IRUDELY PRESENTED TO SCORE.
With other pictures covering the popuar theme of the sweepstakes and the winwhich feature the front pages of
he newspapers periodically, it looks as
F
this one was rushed through the works
n order to be the first of the new cycle.
the elements are here to make a very
mman and gripping story, but it has been
o crudely handled in plot structure and
lers,

'.II

eneral
ut

of

ions.

n

a

treatment, that it
the run-of-the-mill

falls

the

a

tells

It

studio

Her

story

who wins

a

indie

of

big

the
produc-

into

script

girl

sweepstake

mother, sister and
irother are leeches who have always lived
in
the girl's pay envelope.
She has a
lice lad who works as an electrician at
he studio and wants to marry her before
he wins the heavy dough.
She gets sore
when he shows her family up as a
it him
ot of spongers.
So she takes up with a
jhony count and his alleged sister, who
tart to work the old fleece game to take
irize.

father,

money. Then into a load of more or
ess melodramatic situations and artificial
etups that destroy what human appeal the
ilm had built.
The author makes you

ler

;

eel

that

a

girl

as

sappy

as

the

heroine

leserves to lose everything.

Cast:
:ngels,
:ien

TED REED, assistant to Benjamin Glazer,
Paramount associate producer, leaves New York
tomorrow for the coast after completing pro-

Feb. 11 for a visit to the company's Hollywood
studio, will hold meetings at the Los Angeles,
Denver, Portland, Salt Lake City, San Francisco

duction of several episodes in Paramount's "Big
Broadcast of 1935" at the eastern studios.

and Seattle exchanges before returning to

PAULINE LORD leaves New York on Sunday
the West Coast.
She plans to spend a

for

week

resting at La Quinta before going to
Hollywood to start work in her new Paramount
feature, "So Red the Rose."

HARRY ARTHUR

Dorothy Peterson, William

Carol Tevis.

from

return

of Fanchon
Louis tomorrow.

St.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, now
West

chartered a yacht for a

GERALD

SANGER,

F.

& Marco

will

Rome,

has

in

MR. and MRS. GEORGE BANCROFT, who

ar-

rived from abroad yesterday, will proceed to the
coast after a few days in New York.

MR. and MRS. JOHN M. STAHL
the
will

from

coast
next

make

JOHN
terday

return

York this week.
Stahl
"Magnificent Obsession" for

goes to Los Angeles
about the middle of February to appear at the
Paramount Theater.

HART,

successor to Dave Werner as
Universal studio representative in the east, is
back from the coast.

JUNE CLAYWORTH
wood from New York

has

returned

to

resume work

to

Hollyat Uni-

versal.

GRADWELL

L.

SEARS

today from Hawaii, en

arrives in San Francisco
route to New York.

York

today on

the

who

ASTHER,

is

back

in

HERMAN
er

RIFKIN, Monogram franchise hold-

New

in

England,

is

in

New

York.

SELIG, United Artists publicist, is in
Boston on "Give of India," which opens soon
at Loew's State there.

CHARLES STERN,
United Artists,

is

TOM
ner

E.

SMITH,

manager who
and

will

RKO

sailed
arrive

Radio's

from New
on the west

Detroit Notes

—

western
York on
coast

manager

eastern division
in Boston.

auditor,

also

the Hub.

in

is

Bros.,

is

in

studio

transportation

union,

arrives

the

of

New

in

York next week from the coast.
in

Holly-

at
his

P.

is
is

en

route

seriously

FARNSWORTH

to

France

William

Nigh;

Author,

ill.

arrives

in

New

York tomorrow from Washington.

taking

it

—

J.

land.

—

Omaha The World, under A. H.
Blank management, is playing its
consecutive

third

of

A

holdover

picture
"'Lives

week with Paramount's
Bengal Lancer."

Flint, Mich.

—Dick

Ingram, owner

Dixie and Lincoln theaters,
has returned from a visit to Eng-

of the
land.

Omaha
is

—

Everett R. Cummings,
manager for A. H. Blank,

district

having an Acoustiphone system
in the

Paramount for

its

reopening Feb. 8 when a three-day
vaude and double feature policy goes
effect.

—

Unionville, Mich.
The Radio Theater has been reopened by KindtBrothers, after being closed six

months.

Cleveland Chatter

r

—

W.

—

%

by Les-

of the

to

Detroit Reopening of the BroadCleveland
Business at subseway-Capitol by new interests is ru- quent-run houses has shown a spurt
Scott Darling; Screenplay, same;
Editor, mored as pending.
since the first of the year.
vlildred Johnston. Cameraman, Harry NeuFred Bonnem, RKO salesman who
Holbrook C. Bissell, Columbia
nann.
was hurt in an auto crash, is back branch manager, is confined to his
Direction, Weak. Photography, Okay.
on the job.
home by illness.
Jack Schnitzel', RKO auditor, has
Maurice Kaplan, circuit head,
left for Boston.
leaves Feb. 1 by plane for a month'?
FOREIGN
Douglas Pratt, Columbia auditor, stay in Florida.
"EN NATT" ("One Night"), in Swedish, has moved on to Indianapolis.
Nate Gerson, formerly with RKO.
with English titles; produced by A. B.
Ralph Gervers is exploiting here
is now on the local Gaumont British
5vensk Filmindustri; directed by Gustaf for Columbia.
G-B sales manMolander; with
Bjorn
Berglund,
Ingert
Chris Kline, formerly with Edu- staff. Harry Scott,
ager here, has closed a deal with
Bjuggren, et al. At the Acme Theater.
cational, has returned to film biz.
Well made production from Sweden succeeding Roy Campbell on the several Max Lefkowich houses.
dealing with a civil war that splits two
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gusdanovic and
Monarch Picture staff.
Families, with love and honor being brought
Tom Tyler, who used to live in Mr. and Mrs. John Urbansky leave
into conflict.
A few songs in Russian Hamtramack, local suburb, was a by motor this week to spend Febare interpolated, though the dialogue
ruary and March in Florida.
r visitor here the past week.
mostly Swedish.
"Imitation of Life" has set a new
Exhibitors' Truck Service, Joseph
A. Smith and H. R. Moore, opened local record by going into its fourth
"VIKTOR UND VIKTORIA" ("Victor new offices in the Film Exchange.
week at the Alhambra after a week
and Victoria"), in German, with English
Svd Traube has joined the Co- at the Palace.
titles; produced by Alfred Zeisler; directed
lumbia sales staff.
by Reinhold Schuenzel; with Renate MuelFrank G. Stuart is back on the
ler, Hermann Thimig, et al.
At the 55th job at Excellent
Ascap Wins Second Louisiana Case
Pictures after an
St. Playhouse.
New Orleans Louisiana's recentillness.
Pleasing operetta about theatrical life,
John Boles, in person, at the ly enacted law to tax author-publishwith good cast, attractive staging and a
Michigan, came out first in com- er representatives $5,000 a year for
nice mixture of good music and comedy.
Detition with John Boles in "Music each parish from which they collect
in the Air" at the Fox the past royalties, has received its second set"EL DANCING" ("Dancing"), in Spanback at the hands of Federal Judge
week.
ish; produced by Argentina Sono Film; diBen C. Dawkins in Shreveport in a
rected by A. Maglia Barth; with Amanda
case involving Ascap.
Judge DawLong Island P-T Movie Confab
L^'Wma, A. Garcia Burn, et al. Distributed
kins pointed out that the law applied
Hoffberg. At the Teatro CampoaA movie conference will be held to those attempting to collect royal\jhFeb. 8 in the Garden City Hotel. ties on recorded music, radio proEntertaining combination of drama, ro- Garden City, L. I., bv the Long grams, and "music books" and that
mance and comedy in the colorful atmos- Island District of the N. Y. State musical compositions and "music
phere of a Buenos Aires cabaret.
Musical Congress of Parents and Teachers. books" were different, an opinion
interpolations
also
help the production, Mrs. Katherine Cooke Gilman will concurred in by the register of copywhich was made in the Argentine capital. be among the speakers.
rights.
Director,

reopened

REITER, for years an assistant di-

Universal,
wife, who

WILLIAM

being

M. Fuller asOpera House,
over from Sherman Me-

Butte, Neb.

sumes charge

into

WILLIAM
rector

due

is

The Durant The-

is

ter Matt, owner.

installed

CONNOLLY of Pathe News
New York late this week from

JACK
back
wood.

—

after expenditure of $25,000

England manager for WarMiami.

JOE TOOHEY, business representative

this week.

Flint, Mich.
ater, renamed,

New

SPRY,

M. Green

this

AL

for

L.

Hollywood

after a fling in British pictures, may return
to New York shortly for a stage production.

visit

CRESSON

York yes-

playwright,
and
to sail from New
Manhattan for Europe.

CHARLES CUMMINGS, M-G-M

BOWMAN

PATRICIA

Saturday

New

ROBERT E. SHERWOOD,
PAULINE STARKE are booked

Universal.

MAX

returned to

Florida.

JOHN BARRYMORE, who has been in England making a picture for Gaumont British,
returns tomorrow on the Rex.

to

New

CLARK

D.

from

NILS

editor in chief of British

New

York.

Indies cruise.

Movietone News, arrived in New York yesterday on the Aquitania with Mrs. Sanger.
He
is here to confer with
Fox officials.

sales

Tom Brown, Marian Nixon, Wera
Inez Courtney, Ivan Lebedeff, Lu-

Littlefield,

lanney,

Table Rock, Neb. Andrew Suhr
takes over the "Table Rock" from

81 mins.

.iberty

ft

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel

in

$2.50
$3. GO

Hollywood
up, Single
up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.

Every room has

private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern convenience. Fine foods at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas, Danziger, Mgr.
Pres.

Eugene Stern,
The "Doorway

of Hospitality'

Vine at Hollywood Blvo

HOLLYWOOD

lQ

THE
10
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NOPROTESTSTAKENON

A

PROPOSED C-Z PLANS

LITTLE from
;By

(Continued from Page 1)
this point when the body affirmed
a decision of the Chicago board dis-

missing a complaint based on a proposed schedule. The Egyptian theater, operated by Fred W. Anderson at DeKalb. 111., was the combrought
plainant
in
action
the
against the Fargo at Sycamore, 111.,
and the Fargo at Fargo, run by C.
G. LeKander.

The Authority has

also

affirme:

Chicago decision dismissing a
clearance and zoning complaint instituted by
the Queen, Chicago,
a

against the Crystal, Chicago.
Another decision sustains ruling of the
Washington clearance and zoning
board in fixing seven days' clearance between the Palace, Seaford,
Del., complainant in the action, and
the Arcade, Salisbury, Md.

Group Advertising Plan
Used by Allied in 4 Cities
(Continued from Page 1)
their bills.
Several hundred exhibitors are participating in the arrangement, which has been effected
in Baltimore, Detroit, Washington
and Chicago.
Allied members in
other centers are planning to adopt
the same plan.

File Denver Orpheum Claim
Denver
Judgment for $95,000
was entered in district court against
the Denver Orpheum Company in
favor of Stadium Theaters Corp.,
on two notes made in 1932 by the

—

Orpheum Corporation to
pheum Circuit, Inc., and

the

Or-

later

to

Keith-Albee-Orpheum and still later
to Stadium Theaters, organized to
take over some of the assets of tht
defunct R-K-0 concern.
The court
action was taken to get the note:
into record as a recognized claim
against the Denver Orpheum. Harry
Huffman is at present operating the
Orpheum and has a contract to buy
the house from the bondholders for
about $500,000.

Okays Budget

Theaters of New Jersey
meeting yesterday approved its

Allied
at a

1935 budget

—

Building 2

—

in

Michigan

Construction of two new
houses is under way.
Glen
Gardner, owner of the Garden in Stanton, is building a 210-seatcr in Albion,
while Pemas & Liozosm, owners of the
Victory, Bay City, will convert a building in Sheboygan into a 300-seat house.
Detroit

of

contract
groomed for

Am

Y

Y

Lee Tracy

Y

to return to his first
love, the New York stage, for a brief
spell. Following the completion of
his present two-picture deal with
is

Paramount, Tracy

Broadway

in a

will

be seen on

Damon Runyon

play

which Jed Harris will produce.
T

t

Bert Roach has been signed for
"Traveling
Saleslady,"
currently
before the cameras at Warners. The
cast is headed by Joan Blondell,

Glenda

Hugh

William

Farrell,

Gargan,

Herbert, Ruth Donnelly and

Grant Mitchell.

"Man

V
Y
of the World," an original

story by John Farrow, will be Paul
Lukas' second picture for M-G-M.
Lukas is currently working in "The
Casino Murder Case," in which he
plays Philo Vance.
T

Fred Stone is set for two pictures
at Paramount.
He will make "So
Red the Rose", with Pauline Lord,
before starting "If You Hunt With

"Murder

in

Robert

M-G-M

the Fleet," a storv

bv Edward Sedcrwick which Frank
Wead and Joe Sherman are adapting for the screen.
Sedgwick will
direct the picture, and Lucien Hub-

bard

Jess Ladue Buys Another
Chesaning, Mich.
The Crystal
Theater has been sold to Jess Ladue,
owner of the Genesee at Saginaw,
by Vern Locey.

First National roster
players.
She will be
leading roles.

Gallian have been teamed for
Fox's "Under the Pampas Moon."
T
T
Paramount cast assignments: Noel
»
T
T
More
Fox cast assignments: Madison and Charles C. Wilson for
Wendy Barrie, Frank Melton, Irv- "Small Miracle", with Richard Baring Bacon, Bill Gillis, Frank Mc- thelmess, to be directed by Mitchell
Glynn, Frank McGlynn, Jr., Robert Leisen;
Oscar Rudolph, Ramsay
Burns, and Vivian Tobin, for "It's Hill and Paul Satoff for "The Crua Small World"; Billie Burke, Alison sades";
Leonard Carey, Kendall
Skipworth, Madge Bellamy, Sterling Evans,
Theodore Lorch, Stanley
Holloway, Johnny Arthur for "Torch Andrews,
Oscar
Smith,
Phillips
Bearers"; Karen Morley for "$10 Smallev, Kid Herman and Marshall
Raise"; Virginia Sale, Charles Sel- Ruth for "Hold 'Em Yale"; Jan
lon for "Highway Robbery"; Sieg- Dugan
for
"Mississippi";
James
fried Rumann for "Hold That Tig- Blakeley for "Two on a Tower";
er"; Spencer Tracy, Henry Fonda, Alan Mowbray and Henry RoqueMargaret Hamilton for "Farmer more for "How
I Doing"? PhylTakes a Wife"; John Qualen, Her- lis Brooks for "McFadden's Flats";
man Bing for "Recipe for Murder." Sir Guy Standing, David Holt and
Y
Y
T
Virginia Weidler for "Big BroadKay Johnson has been signed by cast of 1935".
RKO Radio to play the feminine
T
T
T
lead opposite Randolph Scott in
Janet Beecher has been assigned
"Village Tale."
an important role in "Village Tale,"

in

Allied

NEW ENGLAND

ALLIED
IP

—

J.

YAMINS AGAIN HEAIft

//

RALPH WILK.

HOLLYWOOD
Y^rARNER BAXTER and Ketti

Colombia Theater Roof Caves In Old Don".
»
Y
Medellin. Colombia
Roof of the
Y
Maureen O'Sullivan and
Alcazar Theater caved in Monday
Taylor will be featured bv
night, killing eight persons.
N.

"LOTS

30, 193!

the producer.
T
T
T
Paramount has Sylvia Sidney
heavily booked for the next few
months.
As soon as she completes
the Vina Delmar story. "The End
of the World", Miss Sidney will
move her kit over to "Morning,
Noon and Night", a story by Marcella

is

Burke.
t

Michigan

t

is

the latest addition to the

Massachusetts;

1)

Andrew

Tegu,

Vermont; Warren Nichols and A,
C.
Barwood,
New Hampshire;
Richard Flora and Abe Goodside,
Maine.
Attendance was small due
to heavy snows.

Nat Levine, formerly in the sales
division of the motion picture industry, started his career as a producer
in 1928.
His office was a small
apartment on North Orange Grove
Drive in Hollywood, and his total
output that first year was one serial, "The Silent Flyer."
The per-

manent personnel of his organization is now 150, or 250 during production.

For several years, Eddie Baker
has been playing motorcycle cops on
the screen.
Now he is deserting
acting and will take an examination
to become a member of the state
motorcycle patrol. He has been actat RKO.
She recently completed ing for 23 years and was prominent
work in "Once a Gentleman," at Co- in the Christie comedies.
lumbia.
T
T
T
Douglas Hodges has been made
Lindsley Parsons, Monogram pub- west coast publicity director of the
licity man on the coast, is also doubMacaulay company. Many Macaulay
ling as author for a new western authors are now writing
for studios,
series to be made.
while several Macaulay books have
T
T
r
been bought for screen purposes.
Antonio and Renee De Marco, ball Hodges' post is a newly created one,
room specialty dancers signed by whose purposes will be to bring to
First National for principal parts public
attention newly published
and the job of creating a dance for works with motion picture possibiliDolores
Del
"In Caliente," starring
ties.
Rio, have arrived in Hollywood from
Y
Y
Y
New York. They will be followed
Charles Lamont is directing "A
in a few days by Judy, Ann, Zekr
Shot in the Dark," his fourth Chesand Pete of the Canova family of terfield feature this season.
The
hill-billy singers, who will complete
cast includes Charles Starrett, Mathe cast working on the picture.
rion Shilling, Helen Jerome Eddy,
T
t
Eddie Tamblyn, James Bush, Julian
Maurice Kussell, dance director Madison,
Bunston
and
Herbert
recently imported from New York others.
M. A. Anderson is chief
short
by M-G-M to direct musical
cinematographer, while Lon Young
subjects, has been given his first,
is supervising the unit.
directorial assignment, an original
Y
Y
Y
tentatively titled "Wax Models." It
Ewing Scott, who will direct Fred
will be in Technicolor. Waltpr Jurmann and Bronislav Kaner, Vienna's Stone in "When You Hunt With Old
most brilliant musical composing Don," is en route to Memphis and
team who were placed under con- other southern points to get extract bv Louis B. Mayer during hi? teriors for the picture. He will also
recent European trin, wrote the mu- shoot scenes at the Grand National
sic for the Harry Rapf production. Dog Races at Grand Junction, Tenn.
The story is the initial effort of Production on "Renegade," which
four junior writers, Alvin M. Jos- Scott will direct for Paramount, has
ephy. Jr., Nika Justin. Robert Lees been postponed until August. Scott
and Frederic I. Rinaldo. They are is also the author of "Renegade."
»
Y
Y
known professionally as "The Brain
Trust." They also wrote the lyrics.
Monogram will spend $10,000
The two-reeler, to be filmed in more than expected originally on
Technicolor, is to go into production "Hoosier Schoolmaster," by Edward
immediately.
Eggleston, which went before the
T
T
T
cameras yesterday.

AAA

_

John Buckler, Columbia contract
plaver, has been assigned one of the
leading parts in "'Eight Bells." He
will be seen in the role he played

Lucvle Keeline. a 21 -year old in the stage production in New York
Ralph Bellamy and
blonde chorus girl from Dallas, who and London.
has boon working as a Busby Berke- Ann Sothern are in the featured
lov beauty in "Gold Diggers of narts.
Roy William Neill is direct1935,"

(Continued from Page

of

Katharin? Co-ne.'l
Two major

film

Declines^,)

companies

have

ap

pro-'ched Katharine Cornell within the
month with fabulous contracts,
past
but again she has declined to leave
the stage even for one picture.

ing.
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SKPLOITETTES
Big

Campaign

On "Silver Streak"
A

STREAMLINE

train

that

apparently comes hurtling
out of the giant panels above
the Mayfair theater, New York,
and animation and realism in
other displays feature the big
exploitation campaign engineered by Stockton Leigh of the

Walter Reade Circuit for RKO
Radio's "The Silver Streak," the
feature woven around the new
Burlington train.
"The Silver
Streak" train is reproduced on
the panels, 44 x 52 feet and 30
x 52 feet, with headlight, whistle
and other bits of realism. The
raised electric letters

title is in

something
new in electric effects, a moveten feet high with

ment technically known as the
swipe.
The Mayfair theater
front has a replica of the Burlington train running continuously and a blaze of overhead,
panel and lobby decorations. Inside the lobby are four Western Union clocks synchronized
for railroad time across the
country.
Jack Ford, crack engineer of the famous train, is
making personal appearances
and the campaign has embraced
jumbo wires in Western Union
offices, the distribution of 50,000 postcards covering the train
and the playdate, the exhibition
of a model of the train on the

mezzanine

an animated
window at the Northern Pacific
headquarters on Fifth Ave.,
floor,

special miniature train displays
at department stores and a

mailing campaign by the Hemphill Diesel Engineer Schools, the
train being powered by a Diesel
engine.

Original

—Mayfair,

New

s&m
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York.

Code Auth'y Will Receive

Vaude Amendments Thurs.

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Ramon Novarro will pro-

—

duce "Against the Current," a Spanish
picture, for which he wrote the story
and screenplay and will also direct.

Research Products and

RCA

enter the general servicing

field.

of

The former organization may
cuss

P-T Tieup Counteracts Legion

—

eracted here by getting the cooperation of the Parent-Teacher association in favor of certain films termed
"The Picture of the Month." Representatives of various local groups
are invited to previews of the films,
and upon their joint approval the
picture is officially endorsed.

downtown department
beauty parlor on Carole
Lombard's hair dress; a trunk
window with the Hartman dealer; and a tieup effected through
the Louisiana News Company
on "Screenland" and the story
carried
on Carole Lombard.
Planting style stills of the
clothes, designed especially by
Dolly Tree and worn by Miss
Lombard in the picture got a
good break from the "Item" on
its exclusive fashioned and soin
a
store's

State,

Orleans.

Stage Broadcast
Features "Painted Veil"
'"JTIE Painted Veil" opened at
the Denver, Denver, Col.,
concurrently with the moving

KOA

of radio station
to new
quarters, and Bernie Hynes, theater manager, arranged for the
latter part of the dedicatory

program

to be broadcast

from

the stage during a midnight
show.
12,000 bookmarks were
distributed to
circulating libraries,
restaurants,
doctors'
and business offices.
set piece
was used in the lobby two weeks

A

in advance.

—Denver,

Denver, Colo.

Mother Goose Characters
Plug "Toyland"
"CIGHT thousand special heralds, featuring

Mother Goose

characters, were distributed to
all school children in the city
before the premiere of "Babes

Elec-

dis-

development, but indicaare that it will maintain a

the

tions

De Moines
Activities of the
Legion of Decency are being count- "hands

',

Novarro Producing

trical

peals.

New

that "The Gay
Carole
presented
Lombard in the role of a "golddigging chiseler," Loew's State
in
New Orleans distributed
"Chiseler's Club Cards" to their
patrons on leaving, a week before the picture opened. The
card told the patrons that they
were "honorary members of the
Chiseler's Club" which had Carole Lombard as secretary and
Chester Morris as "office boy."
This stunt created a bit of attention.
Other unusual exploitation used by Rodney Toups,
and his assistant handling publicity, Moise Bloch, consisted of
a window with a Canal St. florist on bridal flowers
a display

plans

of action
a good story, is
about to enjoy its period of
greatest popularity.
It is no
longer fashionable, even among
the so-called "intelligentsia," to
sneer at the western picture,
or what Hollywood calls "horse
opera."
Interminable stretches of dialogue in talking pictures have
wearied millions of ardent film
fans, and a new and greater
day is dawning for the wellwritten, well-directed, well-acted
action pictures.
The story of the winning and
settling of the great west has
only been partially told in picfilm, telling

{Continued from Page 1)

to

Dramas

'jTHE open-air type

attention

to

—Loew's

for Western

ficial

Authority at its meeting tomorrow
will also determine a number of ap-

ciety page.

Predicts Greater Era

-Exhib Units to Ignore
Erpi, RCA Service Plans

{Continued from Page 1)

ington recently. They generally efThe
fect modifications of the code.

Angles

Bride"

TIMELY TOPICS

Ofiego

—

Diego, Cal.
One of the flashiest events in the history of this city took place
last night at the world premiere of "Devil Dogs of the Air," WarneiV first Cosmopolitan production, which opened at the Spreckels Theater with the house sold out days
in advance at $1.65 top.
The Mayor had proclaimed "Warner Bros. Day" in honor of
the occasion, and the Chamber of Commerce cooperated in staging the gala event.
A special train carrying Warner studio officials and stars came down from Los Angeles
and was met 20 miles out of town by a squadron of Marine planes, which escorted
the celebs to the city, where there was a parade led by two marine bands.
The
American Legion, San Diego civic officials and officers of the Marine Corps were among
the delegation that greeted the visitors at the theater.
Among those who came down
from Hollywood were Hal Wallis, William Koenig, Ed Hatrick, Bill Williams, Joe E.
Brown, Dick Powell, Jean Muir, Anita Louise, Hugh Herbert, Winifred Shaw, Dorothy
Dare, Maxine Doyle, Phil Regan, Olive Jones, Margaret Lindsay, Alice White and Lloyd
Bacon.
Newspapermen also were in the party. Many of the "Devil Dogs" scenes were
filmed at the Marine Base off San Diego. James Cagney and Pat O'Brien play the leads.
The picture, set for release Feb. 9, will have an extended run at the Spreckels.

San

Jn "Gay Bride"

T^NOWING

Up San

"Devil Dogs" Premiere Stirs

11

off" attitude.

Geyser in Sound at Roxy
"Old Faithful," one-reeler released
by First Division, the first sound
picture of the Yellowstone National
Park geyser, will be on the new bill
starting Friday at the Roxy.
in Toyland" at the, Capitol theater, in Davenport, la., where
Dale McFarland is manager.

McFarland, assisted by an M-G-

M

exploiteer, made a special effort to play up this particular
angle,
and had special full
length figures of Laurel and

Hardy, the stars, and Mother
Goose characters as door panels.
Capitol, Davenport, la.

—

tures. The westward migration
in America during the middle of
the last century was as important and thrilling, in scope and

drama, as any of the great mass

movements
"Cimarron"

in Biblical
times.
brilliantly told one

chapter of the saga, as did "The
Conquerors," another of my
RKO Radio pictures. "West of
the Pecos," my current film, tells
the story, in thrilling fashion, of
such a trek over the Santa Fe
trail.

Scores of such rousing, exciting tales remain to be told by
the camera, and will be told. As
for myself, I am proud to have
had a part in the dramatic retelling of these thrilling chapters of American history for the
screen.
I feel that these motion pictures will live

when most

of the drawing room comedies
of the moment are long forgotten.
Richard Dix.

—

Railroad Helps Put
"Silver Streak" Over
Ji^

COMPREHENSIVE

and vig-

orous campaign was waged
by the Mainstreet theater, Kansas City, on behalf of "The Silver
Streak,"
RKO Radio's
railroad
melodrama starring
the Burlington Zephyr, famous
streamlined train. Kansas City
was a natural key spot for the
film, being one of the country's
greatest railroad centers, and
Louis E. Mayer, of the Mainstreet, left nothing undone on
"The Silver Streak" drive. The
Burlington Road furnished perfect
cooperation,
announcing
the Mainstreet showing in a series of Zephyr ads in the K. C.
papers well in advance.
De-

partment stores also

tied in

The

newspaper results
in Kansas
City show history.
Telegrams
from producer and cast, and
were

the

greatest

alds were
numerable
plays and
whirlwind

distributed, and inwindows, store disspecial paper made

exploitation.

—Mainstreet,

Kansas

City.

with

various "streamline" ads, using
the Zephyr name as well as the
picture.
All showmen, incidentally, will find great opportunity
for "streamline" tie-ups everywhere, as the word is now having a vogue with all sorts of
merchandise, from hats to motor
cars.

laudatory letters from prominent railroad men were blown
up and used in the lobby on
easels.
The Burlington people
posted notices urging all their
people to attend the opening
showing, and a huge block of
seats was reserved for them.
Four local radio stations announced "The Silver Streak"
engagement a week in advance,
and there were daily announcements on all local stations during the run. Ten thousand her-

Higher Taxes in N. Y. State
Albany — A temporary emergency tax
of
y2 per cent for business corpora1

and a tax of 4 per cent on net
income over $5,000 of unincorporated
business firms, to be imposed in 1936
and measured by the incomes for 1935,
are included in Governor Lehman's annual tax message to the Senate and
Assembly.
An income tax increase,
tions

starting at $3,000 net for a single per-

son and $5,000 net for families, is the
main feature of the state's new tax pro-

gram.

cwi an autkvt
lo

You

the Audience:

JO SWERLING
Noted Hollywood

writer

co-authored with Robert
the

writing

TOWN'S

'THE

of

who

Riskin

in

WHOLE

TALKING", based on

a story by

W.

R.

My

Mastery

will

find in

"THE WHOLE TOWN'S TALKING",
9

your money s worth of chills, thrills,
chuckles and occasional laughs

Burnett.

abdominal.

I bow

to

JOHN FORD who knows

how wonderful

laughter

is

and by

inspired direction of this pic-

his

ture

proved

it

—

To BILL BURNETT whose

me

originally hurled

pleasant adventure

story

into this

—

To EDDIE ROBINSON who
Hamlet

in every

part he plays,

is

like

every other great actor; that being
the only part there really

And

to as swell

is

—

a supporting

troupe as any producer, director,

star or author could possibly

pray

for.
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New Academy Contract

Actor sWin Concessions in

LONG TERMS FOR BOARDJPPOSED AT PARAJEARING
Revision of
30-Hour

NRA

Week and Higher

Nashville Free

Wages Advocated by
Washington

of

Section

7-A of the National Industrial Recovery Act, a 30-hour week and an
increase in wages were among the
major suggestions made at yesterday's hearing the codes' labor problems before the National Industrial
William Green,
Relations Board.
(Continued on Page 3)

NEW

FOX FILMS

STARTING

IN 18

DAYS

HERZ6RUN

IS IN

LINE

FOR PARA, PROMOTION
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Henry Herzbrun,
head of the Paramount studio legal
Wet

Coast Bureau of

—

department and long identified with
this company, is understood likely
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
to assume a post of greater imporHollywood Fox's Movietone City
production setup. He
and Hollywood studios will hit a new tance in the
complete
high in "shooting" activities with is reported to have the
dominine features going before the cam- confidence and support of the
nating faction at the company's
eras in the next 18 days. The group
includes: "The Torchbearers," with headquarters in New York.
Will Rogers and Billie Burke; "It's
a Small World," with Spencer Tracy
and Wendy Barrie; "Hold That Some
Radio Films

—

RKO

(Continued on Page 3)

Glen Allvine Winds Up
As RKO Assoc. Producer

Code Hearing
Annual Elections for

Shows Do Quick Flop

where a number
has cropped up in Nashville, Tenn.
of dramatic performances were sponsored by Maytag Washing Machine and Norge
Refrigerator companies in the Palace, which has been dark for some time.
Exhibitors
in the territory at first showed alarm over prospects of development of the policy,
but after the showings, reports indicated that the enterprise was pretty much of a
flop.
Matter has been officially brought to the attention of Hugh Manning of Etowah,
Tenn., president of the I. T. 0. of the Southeast.

THE FILM DAILY

—Revision

at

Slated for the Rivoli
Under the new deal now in negowhereby some United Artists
Music Hall,

tiation,

pictures will play the

EXHIBITORS PROTEST

LOEWS

N.

HAVEN RUN

Request

that

amendment

of

the court direct
the by-laws of the

reorganized
Paramount-Publix to
provide for annual election of directors by stockholders and thereby
insure removal from the board of
interests no longer having any proprietorship in the company was
urged yesterday by George Z. Medalie, representing interests which
succeeded in placing four directors
(Continued on Page 11)

A

contingent of eight New Haven
exhibitors attended a Code Authority hearing yesterday to protest
against clearance given Loew's College in their city, claiming that,
with entrance of this house into the
city as a second run, they have automatically been forced into the position of third run houses.
The complainant was J. B. Fishman, operator of the Dixwell and
(Continued on Page 10)

60

All

Para. Directors Urged
by Medalie

Latest free shows competition

A. F. of L.
Washington Bureau of

NINE

Labor Clause Urged

Loew Houses

Two

to Play

Liberty Productions

Two recently completed Liberty
features, '"Sweepstake Annie" and
"School for Girls," have been booked
by Loew's metropolitan circuit to
play 60 houses, the maximum time
obtainable in this circuit, it is an-

PARA. THEATER NETS

$27,606 IN 4

WEEKS

Paramount Theater earned $27,606 in the last four weeks, Austin
C.

Keough, Paramount counsel, stat-

ed yesterday in Federal Court. Earnings for the weeks of Jan. 3, 10,
17 and 24 were $7,136, $249, $13,545

and
said.

respectively,
Keough
$6,676,
The last two weeks are the re-

turns on the "Lives of a Bengal
Lancer."
During those two weeks
film rentals totaling $31,600 have
been paid.

THE FILM DAILY a number of RKO Radio pictures
Hollywood Glendon Allvine this will
Warner's "Right to Live"
be switched to the Rivoli, which
week winds up his duties as an asso- United Artists
operates. Joseph M. nounced by Budd Rogers, general
Is Booked for the Rivoli
Radio
ciate producer at the RKO
Schenck, president of the distrib- sales manager for Liberty.
Jack
studios.
He is expected to start uting
Forced
to go outside for product
company, yesterday stated Bellman and Sidney Picker of Holwork on another lot shortly. His
that the deal has not as yet been lywood Film Exchange negotiated due to the Radio City Music Hall
last two pictures for RKO were
taking some of the United Artists
closed.
the deal for the distributor.
"We're Rich Again" and "Silver
releases, the Rivoli has booked "The
West Coast Bureau of

—

Streak".

(Continued on Page 10)

See Setback to Actors Guild
2

New

Houses for

—

St.

Louis

St. Louis
Two new de luxe secondrun houses are to be added in the north
-. central
part of the city.
Avalon The)er Corp., incorporated by Alex Papand,
Yf
li'ss Schulter and Fannie Shank, has just
-c
Afwarded contract for a theater at
Kingshighway Blvd., near Chippewa St.
Best Amusement Co., located in the
Ambassador Bldg., will shortly award
contracts for remodeling the old North
Grand theater on Grand Blvd. at a cost
of about $25,000.

In

Academy's

New

Contract

Penna. Censor Joins Warners

—

Philadelphia
Samuel Schwartz, retiring chairman of the Pennsylvania .state
board,
tomorrow joins Warner
Bros, in a public relations post.
At a
testimonial dinner given him recently by
the M. P. T. O., Schwartz declared the
industry has made remarkable progress
by way of cleanup work.
He produced
figures to show that in the last 28 features reviewed by the board, only four
eliminations were made.
Two of these
will probably be put back, said Schwartz.

censor

Staging Talent Contest

At

Midwest Meet
— A statewide Per-

Allied

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Manager, FILM DAILY

—

Hollywood Practically every conDes Moines
and Ability contest, style cession sought by actors is provided
shows, and the playing of Jan Gar- for in a revised standard contract
ber and his band from Chicago are drafted by the Actors' Branch spesonality

(Continued on Page 10)
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(Continued on Page 10)
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Big St. Louis Delegation
Iowa Attorney General
Attending MPTOA Meet
Gives Bank Night Ruling
Des Moines
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—Bank

Night
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or

may

Thurs, Jan. 31, 1935

Cour-

la

not be a lottery depending on
the method in which it is conducted
according to an opinion just issued
bv Attorney-General Edward L
O'Connor. When conducted "in such
a manner as to permit the holder of
a free number or a free chance to
claim and procure the prize," it
would not constitute a lottery and
hence would not be a law violation,
opinion
the
stated.
However
where the bank night "is so conducted as to require the person holding
the winning number to also purchase a ticket of admission to the
theater" the practice "would constitute a violation of the law."
Many theater owners of the state
are operating: according- to the latter
plan, said O'Connor. He stated furthere that bank night operators
must allow a reasonable length of
time for the holder of a winning
number to claim the prize, and this
would be a matter for the courts to
decide.

Increasing
Studio Stock Company
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theater, with Constance Cummings
in the cast.
Leah Salisbury handled
the deal.

G. B. Starting Donat Picture
London "Thirty-Nine Steps," spy

Letin British

ter" shorts will be made
and French versions for distribution
in
those countries under a deal
closed through the
Export
Corp. calling for 26 programs. Only
letters received from people living
in England will be used for the English version, and from persons in
France for the French series. This
policy will be carried out later in
other foreign territories.

RKO

assistant

A new

Sound Projector

and revolutionary sound

construction,
projector, simple in
with 70 per cent less parts than other
projection apparatus, is being demonstrated at the New Yoi'k offices of
Herman A. DeVry, Inc., by Herman
A. DeVry, who is here from Chicago
in connection with a deal regarding
his
new spring steel automatic

and

the unit that leaves for the Orient in less than
H.

KRAFT

S.

.file:

has

arrived

New York

in

from

Hollywood.

-J]]'

s,

JACK CUMMINGS
from New York.
AL LICHTMAN
BILL
is

route to

the Coast
Star

is

PERLBERG,

en

is

due

next week from

early

back

New

in

York

Florida.

Columbia

casting

director.

New York looking over new talent.
JACK MERSEREAU sailed yesterday on
in

Manhattan

London,

for

Paris

and

HERMAN

A. DeVRY, Chicago
motion picture equipment, is

of

the

Moritz

St.

manufacturer
New York

in

for a week's stay.

vice-prexy

and

general

manager of the Hal Roach Studios, returns to
Hollywood today after a visit to Roach's New
York offices, in charge of Jo- Rivkin. and following conferences with M-G-M officials here

CHARLES B. COCHRAN. London stage producer, sails for home tomorrow on the Rex
after a sojourn in New York.
He still denies
any intentions of a film tie-up.
A.

WOODS

H.

Hollywood
his

new

in

leaves
search of

set

York

New
a

York

shortly

leading

woman

for
tor

play.

ALEXANDER
will

John

Buchan,

will

be

a

from

KORDA

spring

date

and
for

STEVEN
their

trip

PALLOS
to

New

London.

2,000-ft. reel.

given the rank of full-fledged proHis next assignment will be
"Heaven's Gate," with Shirley Tem-

ducer.

THI

Bankhead
Joyce Murrey

Tallulah

Daly

and Joel McCrea.

of Dark" at Paramount
In a booking change, '"Wings of
Dark" comes into the New York

"Wings

15th

New

succeeding
tomorrow,
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer."

Loew Books "Pimpernel"
Three Loew houses have booked
"The Scarlet Pimpernel" and other
theaters in this circuit are expected
The picture opens
to follow suit.
Feb.
15 at Reading, Harrisburg
and Richmond.

Freddie Bartholomew on Air
Columbia Gets "Valley Forge"
Freddie Bartholomew, youngster
announced
yesterday
Columbia
the closing of its deal for Maxwell who scored in M-G-M's "David CopAnderson's current Theater Guild 'perfield". will appear on the air
tonight with Rudy Vallee's program.
play, "Valley Forge."

Annual Convention

The Roosevelt Hotel

Paramount

Orleans, La.
to 28th, 1935

Feb. 25th

Communique:

Daily

A

the brilliant and world famous
Orleans Mardi Gras Carnival is an

trip to

New

MPTOA makes it
of a lifetime.
possible for you to have this joyous interThe
miss it!
Don't
lude at a big saving
Mardi Gras starts Friday. March 2nd, with
Krewe
of
the
the glittering street pageant
followed Saturday by the Pa
of Momus
rade of the Krewe of Nor (Childrer
Monday the pageant of
Carnival).
Krewe of Proteus. Tuesday the all da>
costume carnival and parade of the King
Rex, and the Druids
of the Carnival,
event

i>

MAKE

lor

«ld

month.

a

HENRY GINSBERG,

DeVry Demonstrating

director

—

by

"Society Doctor" for Loew's Met.
M-G-M's "Society Doctor," with
Chester Morris and Virginia Bruce,
will have its eastern premiere tomorrow at Loew's Metropolitan,
Brooklyn. The picture was reviewed
in The Film Daily of Jan. 3 under
its previous title of "Only 8 Hours."

the fol-

Marcella

"Dumb-Bell

FLAHERTY,

for his
brother,
Robert Flaherty
from New York on Feb. 20 aboard the
Olympic to join the party now being formed
bv Alexander Korda for the making of "Elephant Boy" in India.
Robert Flaherty will head

DeVry is also negotiating for a
new series of educational films to be Liberty Opens Exchanges
based on his former DeVry School
In Latin-American Field
Film series. He announces that the
Mabel Jaffe Married
Through arrangements with J. H.
fifth session of the DeVry Summer
In a secret ceremony last Fridav.
Hoffberg, exchanges to handle Libis
Mabel Jaffe. secretary to Thomas B. School will be held in June. It
erty product are being established
advertisand
designed
teachers
for
Costain. story editor for Fox in New
in Central and South American couning men interested in educational
tries.
Offices already are set in
York, became Mrs. Abraham Prince.
Attendance
and
industrial films.
Buenos Aires, Argentina, and SanT'he news finally leaked out yesterwill be free.
tiago, Chile, with others to follow
The connle will d«fer thei*day.
soon in Rio de Janeiro, Mexico City
honeymoon until spring, when they
Edward Butcher Gets Title
and Havana.
will make a trip to the coast.
W est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Edward Butcher, forPara. Buying Raphaelson Play
mer studio and production manager
Paramount is buying "Accent on for Fox, and who made his debut as
Youth," the Samson Raphaelson a producer on the Will Rogers film,
play now running at the Plymouth
"The County Chairman," has been

thriller

lowing on their birthday:

Zane Grey
Marcia Manners
Adele Watson

Beuren's

DAVID
cameraman

sails

weeks.

placed in work shortly by Gaumont
British
with Robert Donat and
Madeleine Carroll in the leads. Alfred Hitchcock will direct.

wiihei

Van

Coming and Going

Wehrenberg,

'Dumb-Bell Letter' Series
For Foreign Countries

ple

121/4

PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURIT

3%

Columbia is adding about 10 players to its Coast stock company, thus
Bill
increasing its roster to 30.
Perlberg, casting director at the
studio, has arrived in New York for
the purpose of looking over and
testing prosnpctive members of the
company.
He has plans for re-
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CODE

St.

president of the M. P. T. 0. of St.
Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois, will head a large delegation from this territory to the
M. P. T. 0. A. convention in New
Orleans, Feb. 25-March 1.

YOUR

RESERVATIONS

EARLY

HUH
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PR CLAUSE CHANGE

MONG

ASKED AT CODE MEET
(Continued from Page

I:::

1)

president of the American Federation of Labor, urged that Section
7-A be clarified, declaring that labor had enjoyed free organization
and collective bargaining under the
codes. He also argued for the maximum 30-hour week and higher pay.
S. Clay Williams, chairman of the
board, presided at the hearing.

More Mono. Budget Boosts
In addition to "Hoosier Schoolwill
give
master,"
Monogram
"Keeper of the Bees" and "The
Healer" the benefit of an increased
production budget, according to W.
Ray Johnston, president. Johnston
reports that "'Girl of the Limberlost" has played 25 per cent more
theaters than any previous Monogram picture, while the current program as a whole is getting 20 per
cent more playing time.

RIALTO

PHIL
•

•

the

M DALY

WE

•
FEEL perfectly safe in giving a trumpet blast
being run by Cofor that nifty series of trade ads

one ad is headed
lumbia on "The Whole Town's Talking"
"I Am the Director"
and director John Ford over his signature and photograph goes on to tell simply and tersely why
he believes it is a grand picture
in like manner the star
and writer and cameraman
and others having much to do
with the production
tout the pix in separate ads
a
most refreshing New Slant in trade paper advertising
again the Obvious is caught up by some Live Mind and turned
into smash copy
even as so many obvious themes have
been turned into great screen entertainment by clever writing.

WHAT

• • •
IS more obvious than the fact that director,
writer, star, cameraman, etc.
the folks who breathe life
into the picture
are the ones who can talk about it Authoritatively?
whose word will carry weight and conviction
with theater owners and the public?
sure it's obvious
but in all these years of touting thousands of pix
in print
whoin'ell ever thot of doing it till now?

tract players by the associated companies. The lucky dozen, are Eleanor Bailey, Patsy Bellamy, Mary Cas-

Beatrice Coleman, Virginia
Lucyle
Gordon,
Muriel
Keeling, Lois Lindsay, Marie Marks,

•

THAT ANNUAL

•

•
Ball of the Press Photographers
at the Hotel Commodore on the eve of Friday, Feb. 8
looks like a sellout
smashing all previous affairs
held by the organization
Harry Hershfield and Milton Berle
will take turns as masters of the revels
introducing a dazzling list of celebs of screen, stage and radio
.

sidy,

Betty

Mclvor,
Taylor.

Ruth

Tilt Scale for "Devil

San Diego,

Cal.

Moody

and

Dogs" Run

—After opening at

top with a gala Hollywood
premiere, Warner's "Devil Dogs of
the Air" will continue for an extended run with the regular admission
scale raised to 50 cents, a tilt of 10
$1.65

cents.
St. L. F.
St.

&

Louis

• A TUFF situation has arisen over at United Artists
there you will find Kentucky Colonel Al Lichtman
the ole vet of films, blue grass, bourbon, exhib conventions and
whatnot
now along come two young upstart Colonels
Hal Home and Monroe Greenthal
who have just received
their Kentucky Colonel commissions
now what we want
to know is
when these three meet in a United Artists hallway
who takes the salute ?
and who gives it ?
when a Boss like Colonel Lichtman has two colonels working
for him
during office hours they should take the rank of
Second Lieutenants
otherwise how can ya control the
hired help ?
•

"Moon Mullins" Replaced
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood "Moon Mullins" is be-

—

ing replaced on the Universal schedule by "Werewolf of London," with
Henry Hull, Warner Oland, Valerie
Hobson and Clark Williams, Stuart
Walker will direct. Story is by Robert Harris and screen play by John
Colton.

New

Missouri House
Mo. Oliver Williams
preparing to open the Civic the-

Opening

rookfield,

—

new 400-seater.
Gaumont British Film Retitled
"The Unfinished Symphony" has

ater,

been retitled "Lover Divine" by GauBritish.

1)

Trevor and James Dunn; "Heaven's
Gate," with Shirley Temple and Joel
McCrea; "Under the Pampa Moon,"
with Warner Baxter and Ketti Gallian, and "Secret Lives," with Mona
Barrie and Gilbert Roland.

A tenth production, "The Farmer
Takes a Wife," with Janet Gaynor,
March

starts

4.

Hal Roach Studio Busy
of

—Hal

THE FILM DAILY

Roach's new feature production being directed by
Sam Taylor has been tentatively
titled "The Vagabond Lady." Robert Young,
Evelyn Venable and
Berton Churchill head the cast.

The Roach studios

also are

busy

on a pair of two-reel comedies, one
with Laurel and Hardy, while the
other features Our Gang.
Atty.-Gen. Opposes Missouri Taxes
St. Louis
Attorney-General Roy
McKittrick, potential candidate for
governor in 1936, has voiced opposition to the sales tax measures now
before the General Assembly.
A
new 2 per cent sales tax was presented to the house this week by
Rep. E. W. Bennett. A 10 per cent
tax on distribution of films and
other commodities also has been
filed by Rep. Will Lindhorst.

•

M. House Drops Vaude
& Marco will

policy.

mont

'Continued from Page

Tiger," with Lew Ayres, ZaSu Pitts
and Claire Trevor; "Thunder in the
Night," Erich Pommer production;
"$10 Raise," with Edward Everett
Horton; "Dice Woman," with Claire

Acquires

Two Houses

—

in

Iowa

Both the Grand
Knoxville, la.
and Iowa theaters here have been
purchased by Mrs. C. S. Hoffman of
Fairfield.

Mrs. Hoffman has been in

the theater business for 22 years, for
the last nine years at Fairfield. The
former owner of the Knoxville theaters was Mrs. Bert Graham. The
Grand is to be remodeled and redecorated, and it is the intention of the
new owner to make it one of the
show places of the state.

—Fanchon

drop vaudeville at the Missouri theater in two weeks and operate the
house on a straight double feature

DAYS

IN 18

—

Dabney,

Norma

FOX FILMS

STARTING

Hollywood

—

hundreds of girls who have appeared
in Busby Berkeley ensembles in
Warner-First National musical pictures during the past year have been
selected as having screen possibilities and have been signed as con-

NEW

West Coast Bureau

:

Warners Sign 12 Berkeley Girls
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Twelve out of the
Hollywood

NINE

Newark House Reopened
•

•

Newark, N.

A BIG

radio campaign has been set for Warners'
the song numbers from the pix
"Gold Diggers of 1935"
will be plugged over all the major networks
every eve duramong the programs included
ing the week of Jan. 31
in the tie-up are those featuring Rudy Vallee, Fred Waring, Leo
Reisman, Hal Kemp, Little Jack Little, Dick Powell, Morton
Downey, Everett Marshall, Elizabeth Lenox

•

J.

—After

being com-

pletely remodeled, the Ronson theater is being reopened today by

Hunt Theaters, Inc., headed by W.
Hunt. Raymond Laurie will man-

C.

age the house.

RKO

Wash. Exchange

in

New Home

THE FILM DAILY
Branch Manager R.

Washington Bureau of

Washington
pulled by E. A. Patchen, publicity
GAG
•
in selling
for the Stuart theater at Lincoln, Nebraska
Mister Patchen threw an in"Lives of A Bengal Lancer"
wisely figuring
vitation to the Barbers' Union, no less!
that they were in the logical spot to spread the chatter
Edward Robinson and Jean Arthur will broadcast a brief dramatization of Columbia's "The Whole Town's Talking"
on
Friday eve over the Columbia network

•

•

NEAT

man

Folliard of the

at 203

Eye

New

€<

«

» » »

St.,

N.W.

800-Seater for Augusta, Kan.
D. A. Bisagno
Augusta, Kans.
has started construction of his new
800-seat theater here.

—

Joe Schmuck with First Division
Boston District Manager Meyer
Gruber of First Division has added
Joe Schmuck to the sales staff.

—

«

—

RKO Washington
exchange has moved his office to
new and more commodious quarters
J.
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FULFILLS EVERY

EXPECTATION!
TOOK RADIO
f

CITY MUSIC HALL LIKE

WELLINGTON TOOK NAPOLEON AT

WATERLOO!

(Ditto

rkokeiths, boston

>

More drama
More thrills
More action
More romance
any picture ever
made by George Arliss

than

in

^PRODUCTION
PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION • FOX EXCHANGES • CANADA, REGAL FILMS, LTD.

WORLD PREMIERE
THE

MARCH OF

IME

is

twenty-minute pictur
more complete dramat
minute flashes or to cov<
a

issued once a month, containing five or
stories. It

makes no attempt to give
news of the day.

last

i?

;

otK

the complete

Itf

From hundreds

of stories

and thousands

of feet of film

from

over the world, the best of these are taken and woven together
radio

MARCH OF

TIME'S

curt, concise

ivei

a
i

manner, re-enacting thos

THE MARCH

scenes that are missing.
OF TIME brings to tr
screen complete, dramatic episodes of world happenings you've rea
and wondered about.

This week great theaters from coast to coast will show the
release

"t

V

of

THE MARCH OF

I!

fir
lev

TIME. Announcements

in

lobbie

and on the screen have already brought enthusiastic comment froi
theatergoers. The premiere of this new monthly series is packe
with more box office^ interest than the introduction of any similai

i
filal

length subject in the history of the industry.
Billboards,
radio's

newspapers,

TIME

MARCH OF TIME

and

FORTUNE

magazines an

over the Columbia Network are carrj

Distributee/ by

FIRST DIVISIO

mm

EBRUARY

FIRST
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jig

a great national campaign in support of this

potion picture. Public interest
I

i
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leader of the Connecticut exhibitor £)OROTHY ARZNER, on completunit, who headed the delegation,
ing her directorial assignment
which included Edward Levy, New for Columbia, will return to the Fox
Haven attorney and general coun- lot to direct a Jesse L. Lasky proThe com- duction. Miss Arzner is now on a
sel of the M.P.T.O.A.
plaint was heard by a committee New York visit.
consisting of George J. Schaefer,
T
T
chairman; Edward Rugoff and E.
The "Oil For the Lamps of China"
C. Grainger. No decision was made. location unit, under Director Mervyn
LeRoy, is now in the Mojave Desert.
O'Brien, Josephine Hutchinson,
Warner's "Right to Live" Pat
Jean Muir, Lyle Talbot and John
Rivoli
for
the
Is
Eldredge are among: the principals,
and before leaving: Hollywood they
{Continued from Page 1)
Right to Live," Warner production were joined by Arthur Byron. Ronwith George Brent, Josephine Hut- nie Cosby, Tetsu Komai and Wilchinson and Colin Clive, to follow lie Fung.
»
T
»
"Clive of India." The new film opens
Universal has purchased "Three
the second week in February.
Kids and a Queen." a story by Chester Beecroft and Harry Oppe. AdapMartha Sleeper for Hecht Film
assigned to MortiMartha Sleeper, who recently has tation has been
mer Offner. Jerry Sackheim, Unibeen dividing her time between
versale story editor, will make the
and film roles, yesterday
stage
production.
Hecht
Ben
with
contract
signed a
T
T
play
one
to
and Charles MacArthur

Booked

of the leading feminine roles oppo-

in

StsTinor Talp^* Tontest

RKO Radio cast assignments:
William Bakewell, Leon Waycoff
for "Star of Midnight"; Elizabeth
Patterson, John M. Qualen, Wilda
Vaughan for "Golden Legend";
Etienne
Girardot
for
"Murder
Song"; Louis Calhern for "Last
Days of Pompeii"; Florine McKinney and Preston Foster for "Strangers
All";
William Bakewell for
"Laddie."

1)

committee of the Academy with

the full concurrence of the produc-

committee of the Academy. This

ers'

move may

forestall some plans of
Screen Actors' Guild, which has
branded the Academy as a company
union.
The proposed contract,
which is expected to have the approval of producer and actor branches of the Academy, will replace the
present five-year contract which exthe,

»
v
Purnell Pratt, George Irving and

pires March 1st.
The new pact provides arbitration
Mike Morita have been engaged by
Columbia for featured roles in by the Academy which will be compulsory on the producer if the actor
"Death Flies East."
»

T

Joe Morrison will appear in Paramount's
"Small
Miracle"
which
stars Richard Barthelmess.
C.

•
*
V
B. DeMille has picked Sven
to play the Viking King: in

Berg
"The Crusades."
»

T

Cha*. 0'Re'Hv Attacks

Harold Murray at Palace
Higher Theater Taxes
At Allied
Meet
Harold Murray, stage and
J.
(Continued f-om Panr 1>
screen singing star, will appear at
Proposed additional taxation on
the RKO Palace for the week start- to be the attractions for Allied The- motion picture theaters and fees
ing tomorrow.
ater Owners state convention and for illuminated lights on marquees,
two-day "movie frolic" to be held as advocated by aldennanic memoitv. will b° fought in.luvenile Showings
hero Feb. 19-20. according: to Man- bers of the
Starting this Saturday, the Lenox ager Lester F. Martin of Nevada. tensively both bv the Theater Owners Chamber of Commerce and the
Little theater on 78th St. will hold
Ta.
Invitations have been sent to independent Theater Owners Assocontinuous showings of its children's
".000 members of tVi<> industrv in ciation, spokesmen for the two units
film programs on Saturdays from
the middle west to attend.
Thea- declared yesterday.
10 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
ter owners of the state have been in
"This latest move by Mayor La
vited to participate by staging: their Guardia is an unreasonable attack
own personality content* for the asrainst the amusement industrv."
Warmer in Alaska
eirls of their towns.
The winners Charles O'Reilly of the T.O.C.C.
D:spite zero weather in New York.
will apoear in the state enntest at
"It is serious to
stated yesterday.
Paramount announced yesterday that it
the Coliseum here.
The three final the point that it will confiscate pichid heard the ice break-up in Alaska
winners will receive trin« to Hollyis
going to be a lot earlier than usual.
ture theaterts if passed, and it
Accordingly, the company has postponed
wood. Manufacturers of T"\va prodwould tend to do the very thing we
until next fall the aerial expedition to
ucts
are
with
tying
in
the
show.
Alaska which Ewing Scott was siated
have been trying to prevent, the
to make for Paramount's "Renegades,"
raising of admission prices."
which will feature Gary Cooper and
Acquires Dickinson House
C'role Lombard.
In the meantime Scot?
John Manheimer of the I.T.O.A.
end a camera crew are scheduled to
Iola, Kan.
Ira E. Kelley. owner said: "We are watching the situav sit Tennessee for background and atof the Iola and Kelley theaters, has tion. If passage of such legislation
mospheric footage for "If You Hunt
With Old Don."
taken over Glen Dickinson's Plaza looks likely, we will do all in our
theater here.
power to prevent it."

MicW«t

(.Continued from Page

cial

the Kansas legislature.

J.

ACTORS CONCESSION

produce musi-

—

filed

GIVES.

f

contract recently to
cals for Universal.

"People Will Talk." Paramount's
Dashiell Hammett's "Mr. DynaCharlie Ruggles mite" will be placed in production
site Noel Coward in "Miracle in next vehicle for
49th Street", now in production in and Mary Boland following: comple- at Universal on Feb. 11. Alan Crostion of "Ruggles of Red Gap," will land, who has just completed the
Astoria, L. I.
•
be directed by Al Santell.
Ward Morehouse olav. "It Happened
in New York," will direct.
T
New Films for Astor and Mayfair
T
Edmund
Walter Reade's two Broadway
So far 65 plavers have been Lowe will be starred in the picture.
»
»
»
first-runs, the Astor and Mayfair, rounded un for the cast of Mae
both will change bills with a 6 P.M. West's
"How Am I Doing?"
First National has added Robert
preview tomorrow night. Fox's "Un- Latest additions include Virginia Light and Louis Mason to the cast
der Pressure," with Edmund Lowe Hammond, Laura Treadwell, Nell of '"Wanderlust." in which Aline
and Victor McLaglen, comes into the Craig, Cyril Ring and Rom Ricketts. MacMahon and Guv Kibhee have the
Astor, while Mascot's "The Marines
T
leading roles.
Cast also includes
Are Coming" opens at the Mayfair.
B. Y. Harburtr. who wrote part Bettv Jean Hainev. Nan Gray. Johnof "Moonlight and Pretzels" has nv Arledge. Tom Brown. Robert Mcbeen assigned by Universal to pro- Wade. Carl Stockdale. Minor WatBill Against Endurance Tests
William
Kansas City A bill to bar walk- duce "April in Pan's." by Franz son and Oscar Apfel.
nlreadv at work on Keiehlev is directing:. The plav bv
athons, six-day bike races and other Schultz, who is
f
endurance contests, except those he screenplay. It will he a musical. F,dith Ellis was adapted by Tom
staged by schools and colleges, has Harburg was placed under long-term Reed and Pete Milne.

been

t

so elects, but the actor is not compelled to submit the disputes to the
Academy for consideration unless
he so elects at the time he signs a
contract.
No actor shall be obligated to waive the 12-hour rest
period, but if he should do so he is
entitled to a full additional day's
pay.
Free lance players will not
have to work on the six principal
holidays, but will receive these as

with

holidays

full

pay.

Actors

working holidays receive double pay.

Whenever a free lance contract
as submitted by the producer is
signed and returned by the actor by
noon of the next succeeding business day, it will automatically be
binding on the company without
awaiting the producer's signature.
The "on or about" clause as to
starting date of free lance contracts
has been reduced to not more than
24 hours before or after the date
specified, instead of 48 hours before
or after.
Employment for day players will
be on a consecutive basis exclusive
of any Sundays and holidays on
which the actor does not work. The
"deal contract" is absolutely abolished.
However, contracts with actors receiving more than $40,000 a
picture may be made on whatever
terms are mutually agreeable to the
actor and producer.
It is expected
that almost 4,000 players will be
affected by the new contract.
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Alia Nazimova's "Ifs"
Alia Nazimova, scheduled to open
in a Theater Guild play on Feb. 18, pis
said yesterday that she would re
turn to the screen if several things L
were favorable to her.
First, the
right
story,
and second, enough
money to make such a venture
worthwhile. She has not been in a
picture for 15 years.

nine

;rc

-

—

;

W.
W.

C. Fields Spurns Radic

Fields has just turned dol
of radio at $5,000 a wel
the offices of M. S.
Bentham.
explanation,
he wrote
In
that radio could not offer any contract
mo e tempting than Hollywood.
IS

C.

weeks

offered

through

.„ . .

i,

f

THE

EPOSES LONG TERMS
FOR PARA, DIRECTORS
(Continued from Page
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n the new Paramount board, at a
.earing before Federal Judge Coxe
n the Paramount reorganization
Jan. The hearing lasted all of yeserday and was adjourned till 10:30

11

NEWS OF THE DAY
Ravenna, O.—Kent Theater, Inc.,
has filed suit in Common Pleas
Court against John Palfi, manager
of the Ravenna theater, for an in-

cious origin recently caused nearly
$1,000 damage in the Strand, owned
by W. B. Harwood of East Braintree,

Mass.

junction restraining him from independent operation of his Kent opera
Boston Bert Henson, manager of
this morning after various house. Plaintiffs say they
,.m.
made an the RKO Boston theater, is recoveriroponents of the plan including agreement with Palfi in 1929 under
ing from a severe case of grippe.
^ansing Reed, counsel for the Van- which he was to serve as manager
erlip debenture committee; Morton and supervisor of their theaters for
Philadelphia Circle Theater Co.,
Bogue, counsel for the bank ten years devoting his entire time
}.
roup committee; Austin C. Keough, and attention to the operation of the owner of the Circle Theater, Warner-Stanley circuit house, reduced
ounsel for Paramount Broadway theaters.
They agreed to pay him its
net loss for 1934 to $11,900, after
Saul Rogers, Sol Stroock, $60 a week.
3orp.;
Plaintiffs charge that
ounsel for the Grimm Broadway on Jan. 19 Palfi opened the Kent all charges but before preferred diondholders committee, and Louis opera house, breaking the contract. vidends, compared with loss of $59,569 in 1933.
Veiss, counsel for an independent
ommittee of Paramount Broadway
Waterville, Kans. Art Gaston has
Williamsport, Ind.
John Butler
ondholders, spoke in favor of the closed his 250-seat house, leaving
has leased the Williamsport theater,
Ian, and Malcolm Sumner, who this town showless.
and after redecorating and renovatnth Judge Edwin Garvin repreClarendon, Tex. The new Pas- ing, will open it.
ents petitioning creditors, and Samel Spring, representing large mi- time has been reopened by Homer
spoke Mulkey.
interests,
Boswell, Ind.
creditor
ority
The only theater
here, the Boswell, will be opened by
gainst features of the plan.
Palestine, Tex. The new Roose- Davis and McDaniel next week.
Medalie declared that the proviion in the plan providing for di- velt was recently opened by Roy
London "The Scarlet Pimpernel,"
rectors' terms extending from one Fuller.
starring Leslie Howard, in its fourth
four years was against every
>
Garland, Tex.
The Crescent is week of an indefinite engagement
mdency toward advancement in
Drporate management, had brought now under the management of M. at the Leicester Square Theater
grossed $24,690.
United Artists is
isgrace on corporate management Vaughn and Al Wolf.
releasing the picture in the United
l the past by perpetuating control
Gardiner, Me. A fire of suspi- States.
f companies in the hands of those
aving no holdings in the company
nd that he had been instructed to Vanderlip debenture committee, de- tended to bring suit on the bank transaction.
emand annual elections of direc- clared that division of directors
Reed remarked parenthetically that even
prs as a condition of his clients' into classes was a common practice though Percy H, Johnston, chairman of the
Medalie among trust companies and had board of the Chemical Bank & Trust Co.,
cceptance of the plan.
had stated that seven eminent law firms had
aid that Alfred A. Cook, counsel been a main cause of their stability declared the banK transaction was legal, the
the
Reed
banks
and
also
for
depression.
had not sought to expedite trial of
throughout the
or Paramount
:ockholders' protective committee, said that extended terms for direc- the suit.
Reed said the stock warrant is not an
ad stated that an amendment ipro- tors was favored by him to insure assessment but an extremely valuable right.
He He stated that evidence introduced on the
of
management.
iding for three classes of direc- continuity
stated also that continuity of man- turnover in Paramount shares was relevant
ibrs with one, two and three year
as indicating the value of the shares.
He
irms might be approved, but that agement was necessary because the said he believed the common stockholder
stock might become a political foot- who wanted to dispose of the right could
lis was unsatisfactory to him.
do so, and cited the statement of Percy H.
Medalie stated that he approved ball in view of the fact that the Johnston
that there would be little trouble
banks would be required to dispose in underwriting the issue.
f the present board, that it was a
Reed said that this valuable right had been
ne representative group that would of their stock holdings in the not
lsure Paramount a faithful and aistant future because of the state obtained for stockholders despite the array
of two such able negotiators as Percy H.
liirly economic management
even banking regulations against stock Johnston, representing the bank group committee, and Frank A. Vanderlip, representlough it leaned a bit more to- holdings by banks.
committee,
ing
Vanderlip
debenture
the
ards finance than management, but
Reed Discusses Plan
against the stockholders' committee.
Reed
Discussing the plan, Reed said that it was
fiat to perpetuate on the board
declared the committees had dealt always
not a perfect plan, but that it was a fair
Answering the query of
arsons with no interest in the com- plan, born out of compromise and not dic- at arms length.
Robert Szold, counsel for the Munger deany was to include a fatal defect tated by any single mind. Reed cautioned benture
committee, on why the stock warrant
the court against tampering with the plan,
the plan.
was not offered first to the creditors, Reed
stating that "if one block was removed the
said that the stockholders would never conIn response to a question from whole plan might fall."
sent to the plan if this were done.
idge Coxe on whether longer
Reed said his committee had been formed
Reed said further that he approved payl.rms for directors would not en- by Kuhn-Loeb & Co.. and that his firm had ment of 6 percent interest to the banks and
been designated as counsel by Kuhn-Loeb
also
approved the bank settlement because
management,
ire continuity of
Me- but defended the practice of bankers in comit
was the only way to obtain a speedy
Ulie
replied
that continuity of ing to the rescue of companies in financial reorganization without great expense.
anagement by incompetent direc- difficulties. The responsibility of investment

—

—

i

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

I

i

!

i

ts was an absurdity and that connued management of a company
1/ directors having no substantial
;

>

I

'terest in the company could
I
for selfish reasons.

Lansing

W

Reed,

M-G-M

counsel

for

only
the

Tests Jerirza

Maria Jerirza, starred in th2 Austrian
enesse Love Song," recently competed, has been given a screen test by
Metro. "Love Song" is being distributed

"V
by

;

DuWorld.

bankers for companies they were connected
with was never greater than when such com-

panies were in trouble, Reed said.
He said
there were many instances where banks had
wiped out underwriting commissions in aiding distressed firms.
Reed declared that when Sir William
Wiseman of Kuhn-Loeb & Co. was a member of the Vanderlip debenture committee,
and at that time also a Paramount director,
he had requested Reed to study the legality
of
the Film Securities Corp. transaction.
Sir William had advised Reed that his counsel
had approved the legality of the bank
deal.
Reed said that as a result of his investigation he reached the conclusion that the
hocking" deal was illegal
so-called
"film
and that the Vanderlip committee advised institution of the bank suit after the Paramount trustees informed him that they in_

Bogue Defends Banks

Morton G.

Bogue, counsel

for

the

bank

group committee, said that the banks had
always acted in a constructive way throughout the receivership and cited the fact that
the advancement of money to complete 23
unfinished motion pictures had earned over
dollars profits for Paramount.
five million
Bogue declared that bank settlement was
fair and not as liberal as other settlements
in the plan.

When Bogue

cited an
Appellate Court
upholding the Film pawning deal.
Judge Coxe checked him with the statement
that he would be likely to rule otherwise
on the matter.
Answering Judge Coxe's
query on the usual rate of interest on re-

decision

ceivership certificates, Bogue declared that
the U. S. had asked 6 percent interest from
certain railroads on receivership certificates.

BIZ 12 PER

GENT OFF

SNOWSTORM AREAS

IN

Box-office business has fallen off
between 12 and 15 per cent in the
storm-stricken areas, according to
reports reaching New York head-

quarters of affiliated circuits. Percentages quoted are based on takes
of a year ago this month. Pointing
to recent strong audience releases,
circuit executives yesterday declared that in their opinion tHe slump
is due only to weather interference
and will end as soon as this condition

corrected.

is

Objections Answered
representing
the
Peter
Grimm Paramount Broadway bondholders'
committee, and Louis Weiss, representing the
independent Broadway bondholders' committee,
answered in detail the objections raised to
Stroock,

Sol.

Paramount

the

Broadway

p. an.

They

pointed out that if the Paramount Broadway
settlement was not approved there would
be a claim of $4,000,000 at the very least
on which interest alone would amount to
$240,000 annually.
Answering a question from Judge Coxe
on whether it would not be possible to buy
another
Broadway
theater,
Austin
C.
Keough, Paramount Broadway counsel, ieplied that no houses were available. Keough
said that he did not believe that it was
possible to obtain such satisfactory quarters
as
Paramount now had at the present
rentals.
Keough declared that the sugges-

Paramount might

that

tion

by about

profit

annually if it sold its first-run
other Broadway theaters and abandoned operation of its own houses, was inaccurate because Broadway's other theaters
were controlled by competitors who would
want only the pick of Paramount's films.
The advantage of controlling one's own theaters was, Keough stated, that one could
thereby fix distribution schedules and also
if
necessary extend runs qf pictures for the
advertising value which might result.

$500,000

films

to

Rogers Urges Adoption
Saul

Rogers

urged

haste

adoption

in

of

Paramount reorganization plan so that
company could make long term commit-

the
the

ments
with
ture

without court consent, and go ahead
regular activities of a motion picwithout delay.
Rogers de-

the

company

clared that the Paramount theater and building had a real and inherent value and not
a sentimental value.
The Paramount Theater
was valuable as an institution, and because it
enabled the psychological presentation of pictures^ made possible the working out of distribution schedules and was invaluable for
the word of mouth comment of patrons on
stars and directors which could be picked up
by the staff.
Rogers cited the value of the
Paramount as a drop-in hou«e.
He declared
that Fox's experience in choosing a cheap
location over at Tenth Avenue should be a

warning to Paramount against such action.
Rogers said he had been informed that Fox
found the Tenth Avenue location inconvenient
and costly and was planning to move to Broadway.

Malcolm

Summer,

representing

petitioning

creditors, said that he believed the

Paramount

Broadway plan might

well be eliminated from

the Paramount-Publix plan because it was
millstone around Paramount's neck, but in
view of the fact that it was a detail of th*
whole Paramount plan and objection to it
might delay adoption of the full Paramount,
he was willing to waive his objections.
Samuel- Spring, presenting creditors with'
noproved claims exceeding $2,000,000 said
that he believed with Robert Szold that the
stock n c se c sment was extremely advantageous
to stockholders and should be offered first to
the creditors.
a

1

Austrian Imports
Vienna

—

Up

Imported films last year
totaled 285, an
increase of 70 over
There were
1933, a tabulation shows.
129 German pictures, 110 American, 13
English,
13
French and 5 Hungarian,
while 15 Austrian pictures were shown.
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ROBERT RISKIN
Celebrated scenarist and writer
of hits

IT

whose successes

"Lady For

A

• •

adapted

Day",

"It

include:

BROADWAY BILL
HAPPENED ONE NIGHT
LADY FOR A DAY

Happened One Night"
and "Broadway Bill", but
I've never

worked on a

more timely

story than

"The Whole Town's
Talking". It actually gives

Edward

G. Robinson an

entirely

new

screen per-

sonality. For sheer novelty

and

wildfire audience

appeal,

it

surpasses any-

thing he has ever done.
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International in
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\Judge Coxe to Sign Para. Plan With

i

5 CENTS

1, 193.5

Amendments

BAN ONJUALS ILLEGAL PHILLY COURT RULES
Code Authority
=

.

.

First

Los Angeles Schedule
Approved Zoning to
Come Up Later

—

Lavish
avisnness
.

Passes

running wild in films
DON CARLE GILLETTE

=

Is

First clearance schedule based on
admission prices to be approved by
the Code Authority was passed yes*~ the limitations on story material im- terday, when the plan
set up for the
)osed by crusaders, or the pace in scenic Los Angeles territory was okayed.
istentation set by British films, screen prod- Schedule regulates clearance in a
ict of the last few months has been marked
territory covering 450 theaters, in
>y an unprecedented splurge of lavishness. Los Angeles, San Diego, Pasadena,

r\UE

By

new

either to

illusions of proseprity,

Not only has this been true of the hiscostume and other spectacle pictures, but right down the line to society

{Continued on Page 4)

dramas and even into the output of the
independents the trend toward ornate display and magnification seems to have respected no bounds.

PUBLICITYDJSCUSSION

torical,

A

of

Clearance Schedules
Majors Lose Decision on
Contract Clause Banning Double Bills

Confirmed
That Frank C. Walker

is

one of the

17 members of the proposed new Paramount Board of directors was disclosed
yesterday by Alfred A. Cook, Paramount counsel to Federal Judge Coxe
during a hearing on the Paramount
plan.
His inclusion on the board was
predicted
exclusively
in
THE FILM
DAILY of Jan. 29, just as most of
the other members were named in THE
FILM DAILY of Dec. 4.
Walker has
not yet stated that he will accept,
nor has Charles E. Richardson, former
Paramount trustee, Cook said. Richardson has taken the position that he will
go on the board only if all the members
want him. Cook stated.

Philadelphia
tory

Judge George A. Welsh announced a decision enjoining six major distributors from enforcing film

The opinion holds that the
defendants are engaged in a conspiracy against independents in violation of the Sherman and Clayton
policies.

anti-trust laws.
Pending a decision on the appeal
which is to be taken to the Circuit
(Continued on Page 4)

EXPECTED TO FOLLOW

Gaumont

RKO

Circuit Contract

A

deal for the playing of Gaubox-office.
mont British product in 45
houses in the Greater New York
•
THAT fiction abdlt a star getting "$30,000 area has been closed by Phil Meyer,
New York branch manager for G-B.
'
a week" is still being used by legislaFirst picture to show will be "Evertors to support their bills for more film
green", which recently played the
taxes.
over
"Any business which can pay as high as Radio City Music Hall. It goes
the circuit starting Feb. 12.
animal,

will

bring

the

tears

that

RKO Virginia MPTO Head
Defends Block Booking

— —

$30,000 a week to its actors is better able
expenses than the working

—

Richmond, Va. In a debate with
Mrs. Robbins Gilman, advocate of
motion picture control, President
Morton G. Thalhimer of the M.P.T.
O. of Virginia

made a strong

de-

(Continued on Page 4)

to support state

man
last

or woman,"
week as he

said
filed

a

California

solon

one of the many

measures designed to soak the movies.

In

the

addition
folly

of

to

publicity,

this

empha-

the importance of spiking misinforabout the movies as fast as it gets
before uninformed newspapers
-,J| land
spread it too far or distort it too much.
One of the most effective ways to do this
is through the newsreels.

rin

single

short and

week would do
course of a year.

Conclude Preliminary Hearings
On Paramount Reorganization

RECOURSE TO COURTS
DECRIED BY JOHNSTON
"It would be much better if our
industry would act to cure its own
evils instead of forcing the Federal
Courts to take action on them," observed W. Ray Johnston, president
of Monogram and independent producer
and distributor leader, in
(Continued on Page 14)

New

Film Consortium
in Argentine

Formed

—

Buenos Aires, Argentine Radio
Industrias Sociedad Cinematographica Argentine has been formed here
with the following objects:

The advancement and improvement of the Argentine film production;

To

proceed

to

the

distribution

(Continued on Page 4)

once more bringing out

dollar

sizes

A

the

showing of their feature on such

What's wrong, or right, with motion picture advertising and publicsuch happy results.
ity devised in home offices of major
Following announcement of the
Producers mustn't get too far away from distributors will be discussed at the
Federal Court decithe fact that, although the pleasures of M. P. T. O. A. convention at New Philadelphia
banning anti-double feature
the screen are inducted primarily through Orleans, Feb. 25-28. Advertising de- sion
clauses in film contracts, independent
the eye, they register only in the ratio
(Continued on Page 14)
distributors yesterday expressed anthat they move the emotions.
ticipation that in view of this deciA colossal spectacle of battling armies
sion, major companies imposing this
may impress but leave an audience cole
British Signs
(Continued on Page 16)
whereas
dumb
mean

prohibiting

clauses

contract

splendor, however, does not bring

some little act of compassion, thv.
plight of an orphan or the heroic act of i

of dou-

trict

ON MPTOA PROGRAM OTHER DUALS GASES

checkup of the entertainment value of

this

all

— Proponents

won a definite legal vicyesterday when Federal Dis-

ble features

snappy statement a
tremendous good in the

After Non-Union Houses

At the conclusion yesterday

of

are facing sessions
with NRA compliance officers because of protests filed by the union
operators
that
exhibitors
these

preliminary hearings on the Paramount reorganization plan extending
over five weeks, Federal Judge Coxe
stated from the bench that he was
willing to sign an order that the
proposed plan is "fair and equitable"
are made, to
if two amendments

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 16)

To Pay Code Wage
New

Orleans

ter
owners
projectionists

Scale

—Independent

employing

thea-

non-union

Financial V. P. for Paramount
Paramount

proposes

DAILY

to

figure
for
vice-president,

outstanding
financial

learns.

Some

engage
the

time

some

post

THE
ago

of

FILM
the

to obtain the services
Lewis Douglas, former Director of
post, but Douglas
this
the Budget, for
was engaged by another corporation.

company sought
of

Th£

-cBtlDAILY

ZZ-l

ilium

Exchanges Must Serve
After Non-Union Houses
To Pay Code Wage Scale
10c House Pending Case

—

Chicago Pending trial of the suit
brought by Public Theater Co.
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Coming and Going'

1)

be

prison

pictures,

"Hell's

House," an American production
and "A Nous La Liberte," a Frencl
production, will be shown tomorrow
evening at 7:15 and 9:30 at the New
School for Social Research under
auspices of the Film and Photo
League.

Dave Loew on Stand

in

M &

S Case

David Loew of the Loew circuit
Leonora Corona for Films
was an all-day witness at arbitraLeonora Corona, prima donna who tion proceedings between the M. &
sang the leading role in "Cavalleria S. circuit and RKO under auspice:
Rusticana" at the Metropolitan Op- of the American Arbitration Societ\
era House recently, is being testeu at the Bar Ass'n Building yesterday
for the screen.
She is expected tt The session was adjourned to Tues
start picture work at the close 01
the opera season.

1

day.

HENRY GINSBERG,

vice-president

eral manager of the Hal
for the Coast yesterday.

Roach

and

and his wife, SANDRA
leave Hollywood tomorrow
the east.

GARY COOPER
due

are

to

vacation

in

GILLE3T MILLER

back

is

and plans to

co. st

the

sail

gen-

studios,

left]

SHAW,]
ior

a|

New York from
about Feb. IS forj

in

I

London.

AL SHERMAN, film scribe and critic of the
"Morning Telegraph", returned yeste.day from|
London with a lot of dope on British production

activities.

CHESTER HALE, who is staging dance num-l
bers for M-G-M's "Reckless," co-starring Jean]
Harlow and William Howell, will come East]'"
following completion
of
that production to]
select dancers for work in motion pictures.

JACK

SKIRBOLL

Theater,!
Palace
yesterday,
with
his]
eastern'
McCarthy,
brother, visiting F. J. A.
sales manager of Universal.

was

Toledo,

of

Ih:

town

in

JOHNNIE COSENTINO,

represent .tivel

spacial

or Amity Pictures, is on hs w;y to Buffalo.!
From there he is scheduled to visit Atlanta!

and

exchanges.

southern

other

TREM CARR, who
mains
to

the

here two
Coast.

GEORGE JESSEL
from

Florida

terday

f.om

LOUIS
to

New

K.

York

now

has

New

in

York, reretu.ning

befo.e

returned

to

New

York

and opens today at Loew's State.

MORROS

BORIS

is

more weeks

returned

to

New

in

Florida,

ON

Florida.

SIDNEY, now
two weeks.

returns

in

ED LEVIN of Balabin & KHz
back to Chicago yesterday from

flew
York.

e'reuit-;

New

|

DOROTHY FELL and MRS. JOHN R. FELL,
both of Pa:k Ave., are leaving New York today
for Hollywood with sc een tests in view.

Coast Board to Hear Cases

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
New Grove City House Opens
Hollywood Two cases which orEnterGrove
City,
Pa.
Kayton
Joins M-G-M Scenario Staff in East
tainment Co. of Franklin, Pa., will linarily would be heard by the Code
William
Harlowe Briggs, foi dedicate
theater here Authority in New York will be
many years connected with the pub- today. Ittheis Kayton
a modern house de- heard by a specially appointed comlishing house of Harper & Bros., hat
signed and supervised by Victor A. mittee here for the sake of convenjoined M-G-M's scenario department Rigaumont,
Pittsburgh and New
in
ience. Cases are C. C. Burr vs. Larthe east as literary advisor. York architect.
Briggs will continue his associatioi
ry Darmour regarding contracts of
with Harper's.
Ken Maynard. Also Jack Bellman
Z. E. Woodall Dead
vs. Goldsmith and Mascot Pictures
Richmond, Va.
Zacharias
E.
Dreifuss Dickering on Film Post
Woodall, former publicity director on distribution of "Little Men".
Arthur Dreifuss, of the formei of the Wilmer & Vincent houses in
Broadway producing firm of Drei- the Richmond district and who later
fuss and Gernhardt leaves tomorrow become head of the copy desk of the
for Hollywood to discuss with ex- "Richmond News Leader," died reecutives of a major company an cently.
offer made to him to assist in proCdhipletely Covered
Second Chi. House for Jacob Gross
duction.
in the
Chicago
The Imperial theater,
grind house, has been taken over
Mayfair Switches
by Jacob Gross, who also operates
In a last minute switch, M-G-M';
the Independence. He took over the
"Society Doctor" will be tonight';opener at the Mayfair.
"Marines remaining seven years' lease on the
house from Mrs. Florence Paley.
Are Coming" had been announced.
Jane Baxter in "The Clairvoyant"
Fourth Week for "Jew"
London
Jane Baxter has been
"The Wandering Jew" will be held added to the cast of "The ClairvoyMOTION PICTURE]
for a fourth week at the Criterion. ant," now in production at the GauOut This Month
"Home on the Range" had been mont British studios, with Claude
scheduled to open today.
Rains and Fay Wray playing the
leads and Maurice Elvey directing.
published IW, J
Milholland Sells New Play
School Teaching Movies
"The Faun," by Charles Bruce
THE FILM
Milholland, author of "20th CenMolalla, Ore.
Motion picture intury," has been bought by the Group struction has been adopted by the
Free to I'aid Subscriber
Theater for Broadway production Molalla Grade School with an audi1650 Broadway, New Yorl
next Fall.
torium fitted up as a theater.
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Film or Disc

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
St.

I

Yo.k yes

YEAR BOOH

RECORDING

CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

oiitinued

C

compelled to pay code
salaries from time of code adoption.
against various major exchanges,
This action on the part of the union,
and circuits claiming conspiracy to
which follows closely the action oi
keep the Public theater from getting
the unions in Mississippi against A
product to play at 10 cents admisH. Yeomans, may prove serious foi
sion,
Federal Judge Charles E.
Woodward has instructed the ex- exhibitors.
changes to adjust matters with the
Postpone A. H. Schwartz Case
plaintiff and to supply him witi.
Hearing on a complaint brought
product.
The exchanges had stopped service, making it necessary 10. by A. H. Schwartz against RKO, in
the theater to use independent film which the Century Circuit seeks to
wipe out protection taken by the
repeats.
Similar action is being taken b. circuit's Strand over its Fantasy at
Rockville Center, L. I., yesterday
the Astor theater.
was postponed until next Thursday
by the New York clearance and
Columbia Preferred Dividend
zoning board. Louis Nizer, counse.
Regular quarterly dividend of 7
for RKO, asked postponement 01
cents a share on the preference stock grounds that a number of witnesse;
has been declared by Columbia, pay- were engaged at the M. & S.-RKO
able March 1 to stock of record Feb. arbitration proceedings.
14.
This makes the 24th consecu
tive payment.
Revive Two Prison Films
$1,000 for President's Fund
Boston
check for $1,000 to bt
added to the President's fund to
fight
infantile paralysis was received by Joe Brennan, executive
secretary of Allied Theaters o:
Mass., at the testimonial banquet
Wednesday night in the Copley
Plaza.

CODE
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PHOTO-REVIEW

IN

f

BURBANK CHORUS
as leading
stration

IAMMOTH RADIO PLUG FOR 'GOLD

of

man

:e

DIG-

15,000

OF

air

names

figuring

in

6-week

CUTIES

hail

Warners' selection of Joe

next big musical show, providing

song-and-dance

1935' launched by Warners, with Dick
'swell's Hollywood Hotel, Rudy Vallee's Fleischmann
pur, Fred*Waring's Ford Program, Morton Downey,
Kemp, Little Jack Little-, and other
i.»o Reisman, Hal

GERS

in

talent that

won Joe

FANS MOB

'DEVIL

first

E.

Brown

screen demon-

early stage

fame.

DOGS' WORLD

PREMIERE. Sensational San Diego event called
'greatest smash success in city's history' by
jubilant

Manager

Lou Metzger, (below) who
Cosmopolitan special

wires that Cagney-O'Brien

build-up.°

'had 'em standing

in

the

2nd balcony'at the Spreckels.

rTARS GREET DALLAS VISITORS on Midsummer
Dream'set (below). Exhibitors Harold Robb, Ed
owley of R & R Circuit meet James Cagney, Frank
kHugh between 'takes' on Reinhardt masterpiece.*

Night's

RUDY TO STRIKE UP BAND

on

Sweet

Music' Feb. 22 at Boston's Metropolitan Theatre.

Ace Hub
ing of

*A Warner

City house scoops nation with first bookRudy Vallee's 12-feature melody-comedy.*
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PHILLY COURT RULES

AgLONG

AGAINST DUALS BAN
(Continued from Page

stay is granted, anti-double
feature provisions will remain in efPrior
fect temporarily, at least.
to filing of the decree, exchanges
will insist that their contracts be
honored in relation to dual feature
provisions.

Judge Welsh's decision

is

speci-

against Warner Bros., First
National. Vitagraph, RKO DistribParamount Publix, Parauting,
mount Pictures Distributing, M-GFox Film and
Distributing,
It holds that the
United Artists.

PHIL M. DALY
WAS

• • • IT
a Luncheon of All-Nations at the AMPA
yesterday
so far as the talent was concerned
with
representatives from France, Spain, Russia, England and Greece
entertaining
the waiters didn't speak English either
but for that matter, neither do most of the AMPA members
so vice-prexy Monroe Greenthal had a nice time presiding over this polyglot gathering
in the absence of prexy
Billy

Ferguson

fically

M

ban restrains interstate commerce,

down the number

of features

produce and has
the effect of giving companies a
monopolistic grip on the industry.
Complainant in the case was
Harry Perelman, operator of the
Allegheny and Lehigh theaters,

may

Philadelphia,

May

who

filed

the

action

28, last.

Judge Welsh takes the view that
che major companies are involved in

a conspiracy, even although it may
not have been achieved by unlawful
means. A continuation of this plan,
indicates the opinion, would destroy
the cultural and commercial value
of motion pictures.
The opinion sustains 21 points of
fact and eight points of law introduced by former Congressman Golder, counsel for Perelman.

Virginia

MPTO

T
A FRENCH

• • •
lady named Rachel Carlay sang an expressive chanson
with the expression in her hips and eyes
as much as her voice
then Mister Greenthal called on
Irving Jaffee, the ice skating champ
sort of going from
the tropics to zero for contrast
but Jaffee was anything
but a zero
he scored 100 per cent

T
•

•

•

T

THEN THERE

T

the Spanthe master
snappy Spick
taps with her castanets
and would the mob be so kind as
to keep quiet so her taps could be heard
and up speaks
Bessie Mack from our table
"I can't hear her taps," says
Bess, "all I hear are her cascarets"
and that gives you a
slight idea of the effect those Capitol theater stage jokes have
on a perfectly good pressagey like Bessie
after listening
to 'em for years

• • THE GREEK nation was represented by a lad born
Russia of Scandinavian parents but raised in the Bronx
he spoke Greek better than George Givot whom he impersonated
referring to Jerry Mann
•

in

Head

(Continued from Page 1)

Lewis Reid at WMCA
Lewis Reid, for the past five years
program director of WOR, has joined

WMCA

in a similar capacity,

it

announced by Donald Flamm,
head of the Knickerbocker Broad-

is

casting Co.

Germany Bars Pola Negri

—

Pola Negri yesterday was
formally notified by the Propaganda
Ministry that she will not be allowed to appear in a film here. Action is due to alleged anti-German
activities at the time of the war.
Berlin

Reinhart Seeks Opera Beauty
Reinhart is negotiating with
Freida Schuster, prima donna of
Vienna and Berlin, considered the
most beautiful woman in Europe,
for a Hollywood contract. She has
appeared in several German musicals, last of which was "Schoena
Helene".

Max

1)

Alhambra. Bakersfield, Phoenix, am
200 smaller cities.
Code Authority has not approvec
all individual zones of the schedule
on which several appeals have beer
taken. Zoning portion of the schedule probably will be voted on favorably at next meeting, according tc
Executive Secretary John C. Flinn
who described the session as "harmonious". He explained, last night
that votes were taken on separate
sections of the plan and therefore
the question of adoption was not
decided by a single vote.
The Authority will again undertake drafting of plans for New Ha
ven and Kansas City at its meeting
next Thursday.
Ed Kuykendall presided at yester
day's meeting.

New

Film Consortium
in Argentine

Formed

(Continued from Page

1)

abroad of the best Argentine pictures produced;
To increase the exchange of films
with the U. S. A. market, proceedng to that effect, to the purchase of
;

•"heir super-productions for distribution in Argentine, Uruguay, Chile,

Paraguay and Bolivia;
To represent foreign producing
comnanies in Argentine, Uruguay,
Chile, Paraguay and Bolivia;

Defends Block Booking
fense of block booking at a meetThalhimer deing here this week.
clared block booking is a stabilizing
influence that has helped the industry, and that it has no bearing on
moral aspects of films.

1935

FIRST CLEARANCE PLA&

was Rosita Ortega

ish dancer featured in "Revenue With Music"
of the revels announced that Rosita would do a

I,

CODE AUTH'Y PASSED

(Continued from Page

this

independents

the

1)

Court of Appeals, distributors will
ask for a supersedeas to stay execution of the decree resulting from
In event
Judge Welsh's decision.

cuts
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• • • THEN CAME one of the finest juveniles who has
ever appeared on the screen
Freddie Bartholomew
the Youngster of 10 years who has scored so sensationally as
"Young David" in "David Copperfield"
we figured out that
this must be an M-G-M pix
for all the Metro gang gave
Freddie a great hand
he made a grand little speech
and finished with a recitation that showed the lad has a marvellous talent for the dramatic and emotional

To increase instruction by means
of exhibiting documentary and in
structive films.
The directorate has been composed of persons widely known as
lawyers, bankers and prominent figures in the industry and commerce
of this country, as follows:
President. Dr. Adolnh Bioy; vicepresident Dr. Pablo Calatayud; secretary, Jose L. Orlando; Treasurer,
Tsmael del Sel; directors. Dr. Enrique Navarro Viola, Dr. Clodomiro
Zavalia, Dr. Dimas Gonzalez Gowland, Dr. David M. Arias, Carlos
Von Bernard, Dr. Ramiro M. del
Carril.

• • • A NEAT bit of chit-chat from Gene Raymond
who gave some humorous samples of his conception of how the
publicity lads should write their blurbs
England was represented by Charles Cochran
the stage producer responsible
for "Chariot Revues"
he spoke in sprightly vein of the
show biz in New York at a time when most of the pressageys
present were in the making
he reor thereabouts
called an act his English company did at Hubers' Museum on
Fourteenth Street
with Jo-Jo the Dog-Faced Boy on the

same program

•

•

•

THE FESTIVITIES

concluded with Emil Boreo
Emil
star of the French Casino's "Folies Bergere"
told how he started his artistic career in this country with too
until the stage manager told him to put the
much dignity
human touch into his act
to sort of get down with the
common people
and now his act is attuned to the common people
he gave the guests several startling examples
of how common an act can be

Council of administration formed
by the shareholders founders:

Edmundo T. Calcano, Chief of
he Office of Press of the Presidency
of the Nation; Emilio Tresserra,
cinemas proprietor, and M. A. Marques da Silva, industrialist.

f

RKO-Century Postponement
Case of RKO vs. Century in clearance of Jamaica and Rockaway theaters was again postponed today
with both parties present for hearing.

"Devil Dogs" at Strand Wednesday
Opening of Warners' "Devil
of the Air" at the New York
1
is set for next Wednesday eve
$50,000 Paid for "Accent"

Paramount

«

€<

«

» » »

understood to have
screen rights to
"Accent on Youth," Broadway play.
paid

$50,000

is

for

nm

7382
HAPPY
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<

[By the Critics)

And
says:

each

little

word.

GET EXTRA

PLAYING TIME FOR
'DAVID COPPERFIELD'."
(You'll see!)

wmm

THE SCRE EN
The Capitol Presents

a Distinguished Screen Edition
of 'David Copperfield'—

DAVID COPPERFIELD.

adapted from the
Dickens novel by Hugh VValpole, screen
play by Howard Estabrook; musical score
by Herbert Stothart; directed by George
Cukor and produced by David O. Selznlck
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. At the Capitol.

Micawber

Dan Peggotty
Dora
Agnes
Aunt Betsey
VVickfield
David, the man
David, the child

Elizabeth Allan

Mrs.

Gummidge

Steerforth

Limmiter
Barkis

Violet

The Vicar

By

McKinnev
Beresford

Mabel Colcord
Hugh Walpole

ANDRE SENN'WALD.
]

passes the rich and kindly humanity
of the original so brilliantly that'

it

becomes a screen masterpiece in its
own right. The immortal people
of "David Copperfield," of whom

C.

the gauntlet to

i

it is

formed so perfectly, that the photoplay slips by in an unwearying
cavalcade. It is astonishing to discover how very much of the novel
has found its way to the screen.
Some of it has been telescoped for
brevity, some of it has been omitted
out of sheer painful necessity, but'
the total impression is one of amazing completeness and accuracy.
Pausing only once or twice for the
briefest of subtitles, the work flows

ulation of a great novel that the
camera has ever given us.
Therein you will discover all the
superb caricatures of blessed memory, led by a manly and heartbreaking David who is drawn to the
life in the person of Master Freddie
Bartholomew. Here are all the old
scenes of David's adventures, Blun-

W.

down

a film of enormous
length, according to screen standards—two hours and ten minutesHugh Walpole's screen play has
been arranged with such uncanny
correctness, and each of the myriad
episodes which go into the making
of the varied canvas has been per-

an
irresistible
and enormously
heartwarming procession. It is my
belief that this cinema edition of
"David Copperfield" is the most
profoundly satisfying screen manip-

descendant of Mr. Micawber,

"With renewed courage

Naturally, it is the magnificent
Micawber, the indigent aristocrat,
the tool of circumstance, who dominates that most splendid scene in
which the sniveling Uriah is brought
to account for his treacherous conduct toward Mr. Wickfield. Striking his regal pose, with the verminous Uriah' quaking before him,
and the victims of Uriah's cupidity
at his back, he declaims that memorable declaration of independence
which begins: "In denouncing the
most consummate villain that has
ever existed, I ask no consideration
for myself.
have been myself
I
enmeshed in this villain's machinations. * * * I declare that Heep,
and Heep only, of the firm of Wickfield & Heep, is the forger and the
cheat!" Only a little below it in

Although

G. K. Chesterton has said they
are more actual than the man who
made them, troop across the Capitol's screen like animated duplicates of the famous Phiz drawings,

derstone and Yarmouth, Dover and
Canterbury and London. Here are
Peggotty, with no shape at all, and
Aunt Betsey Trotwood, who expressed both her hatreds and her
affections in the furioso manner,
and poor Mr. Dick, who couldn't
keep King Charles's head out of his
writings, and bluff Dan Peggotty,
who owned the heart of a child,
and Barkis, who was willin', and
Uriah Heep, who was 'umble, and
dear Little Em'ly, and the terrible
Mr. Murdstone, and all the rest.
Lord bless us, and Micawber, the
lnconquerable Micawber, who inhabited a world of creditors and
squashy souls, but sent his spirit
Being
soaring among the stars.
himself pretty generally a spiritual

say:

again throw

heroic stature place that other
scene of liberation in which Aunt
Betsey Trotwood tells the evil
Murdstones exactly what she thinks
of the way they behaved toward
poor David.

gorgeous photoplay which encom-

fr

you will perhaps understand that Mr. Fields can do no
wrong.

Hugh Williams
Ivan Simpson
Herbert Mundin
Fay Chaldecott
Marilyn Knowlden

"I have In my heart of hearts,"
said Dickens, "a favorite child and
his name is David Copperfield."
The classic story of David's triumphs and sorrows, and of the
amazing people who were his friends
and enemies, has been made into a

flights,

speech that be-

Bociety,"

Jessie Ralph
Lennox Pawle
Kemble-Cooper
Una O'Connor
John Buckler

Little Em'ly. the child
Agnes, the child
Little Em'ly, the woman.. Florine
Dr. Chllllp
Harry

Mary Ann

I

Elsa Lanchcster
Jean Cadell

Mrs. Micawber
Nurse Peggotty

Ham

him

Roland Young
Rathbone

Clickett

in' the

"You perceive before you the
shattered fragments of a temple
that was once called man"; heard

Lewis Stone

Basil

his lofty rhetorical

gins:

Frank Lawton
Freddie Bartholomew

Mrs. Copperfield

in

heard him

Madge Evans
Edna Mav Oliver

Uriah Heep
Mr. Murdstone

Mr. Dick
Jane Murdstone

him

W. C. Fields
Lionel Barrymore
Maureen O'Sullivan

Mr.

these incredibly real people of
Dickens. But when you have heard

<•

:

on its invincibly entertaining way
from beginning to end.
Like Dickens himself, it is able to

i

,

I

invest each character in this com-'
piex story with such a completeness of personality that none is tool
minor to take his place in the un-i
forgettable gallery. Certainly it is
In the great narrative tradition of
the cinema, a new year which has
already been enriched by several
distinguished photoplays now adds
a genuine masterpiece to its record
with "David Copperfield."
:

:

I

A SCREEN
MASTERPIECE
Mr. Sennwald
of the N. Y. Times
says

I

and Leo

I

i

;

Fields manages with the greatest of
case to become one with his illustrious predecessor according to the
directions laid down in thertext of!
Dickens and the drawing of Phiz.
The Fields Micawber is, as it ought
to be, the one performance that is
able to remain predominant among
such splendors of character acting
as Lennox Pawle'a Mr. Dick, Edna
May Oliver's Aunt Betsey, Roland
Young's Uriah Heep, Lionel Barry-

;

A/. Y.

TIMES

says:

'EXTRA PLAYING

|

more's Dan Peggotty and both Master Bartholomew as David the boy

and Frank Lawton as David the
Being himself touched by
man.
madness and genius, Mr. Fields is*
similarly the only player in - notable cast who has the audai ,y tc£
contribute anything of him&elf t,<?

MEANS
EXTRA DOUGH!

TIME

N-

Y-

HERALD-\

TRIBUNE

'David Copperfield"

—

Maureen 0*Sullivan
Capitol

"DAVID COPPERFIELD." a screen drama,
adapted by Hugh Walpole from the Charles
Dickens, novel, directed by George Ou,koi
and presented by Metro-Goldwyn at the
Capitol Theater, with th» following cast:-

©

Mlcawber

Dan Peggotty
Dora.

Agnes
Aunt Betsey
Mr. Wlckfleld

W. C. Fields
Lionel Barrymore
Maureen O'Sulllvan
....... .Madge Evans
Edna Mav Oliver
Lewis Stone

David, the man
Da< d. the child
Mrs. Copperfleld

Frank Lawton

Murdstone

Mrs.

Gummldge

Ham

Violet

Steerf orth

Llmmlter
Barkis
Little Em'ly. the child

Agnes, the child
Little Em'ly, the
Dr. Chilllp

Mary Ann
The Vicar

Jessie Ralph
Lennox Pawle
Kemble-Cooper
Una O'Connor
John Buckler

Harry Beresford
Mable Colcord
Hugh Walpole

telescoping here and there, and occasionally omits a fairly minor character, but on the whole it. is not only so
faithful but so intelligent in its fidel-

i

|

it

*W

:

1:

"w£

is^
•

r

^8

"''

::::

'-;

woman. Floiine McKinney

film that runs for more than two
hours without causing you to squirm
in your seat unhappily, it seems so
right in "its atmosphere, characterizav
tion and story -treatment and so intelligent in its dramatization that it
becomes a warm and comforting delight. Of course, it does a bit of plot

that

^wM&

wttm

Hugh Williams
Ivan Simpson
Herbert Mundln
Fay Chaldecott
Marilyn Knowlden

The screen adaptation of "David
Copperfleld" is thai miracle of motion
pictures; a drama that should satisfy
the most literal-minded of the Dickens fans, the advocates of first-rate
photoplays and the devotees of cinema
wholesomeness at the same time. A

ity

nm Bit

Basil Rathbone
Elsa Lanchester
Jean Cadell

Cllckett

Mrs. Mlcawber
Nurse Peggotty
Mr. Dick
Jaile

:

Freddie Bartholomew
Elizabeth Allah
Roland Yourre

Uriah Heep
Mr. Murdstone

»

:*

can be recommended with

heartiness, admiration and loud cheerIf you are a Dickens enthusiast,
ing.
you should be a set-up for the new
film at the Capitol, and it is my guess
that you will enjoy it almost equally
even if you are not one of the addicts.
It would be pretty much a waste of
your time and mine to attempt to remind you of the plot of "David
It should be enough
Copperfleld."
to say that it begins with the arrival
of the eccentric Aunt Betsey at the
Copperfleld home upon the eve of
David's birth and ends when the
grown David finally gets around to
marrying the faithful and slightly
dull Agnes.
At this point, I might
just as well confess that I am an
ardent partisan of Dora, the aweet
littls half-wit who was David's child
wife, and add that I have never quite
forgiven him for marrying again after"
her death. Anyway, there is neither
reason nor room here for doing anything in the tvay of criticism of novel
or. picture, when all
of the space
should be devoted to hymns of enthusiasm for the casting and the
playing, of all the rich, famous and
slightly caricatured roles of a really

immortal work.
The fear sometimes strikes me that
in my old age I am beginning to
weaken in my feud with child actors.
Certainly
Freddy Bartholomew, a

.'..'.'..'

In "David CopperfieW

handsome and
lish

boy,

is

sensitive-looking Engbeautifully moving as

David in his younger days, playing the
part in a manner approaching perfection.
Then, too, as a surprising feat;
of casting, he is succeeded by a man
who looks as if he might be a grown-

up

edition of

him when Prank Lawton

follows in the part of the. man-sized
David. It should hot be necessary to
add that W. C. Fields is a superb

Micawber, reminding us again that
he is not only the funniest of living
men but a thoroughly fine actor as
well.
Roland Young smirks and
cringes in properly ainister fashion, as
the evil hypocrite, Uriah Heep, while
Lionel Barrymore as the loyal old
sailor, Dan Peggotty; Edna May Oliver,
as the eccentric Aunt, and Jessie Ralph
as the faithful nurse are Just as Dickens must have meant. Maureen O'Sullivan is lovely and moving as the prettily helpless Dora, leaving her rival,
Agnes, as much in the background
as Dicken3 unintentionally left her.
Madge Evans is a realistic Agnes.
The lesser roles are equally .successful in their handling. I would recommend particulary Lennox Pawle as the
amiable madman, Mr. Dick, although
Elizabeth Allan, a gentle and touching
Mrs. Copperfleld, and Hugh Williams,
a dashing and faithless Steerforth, are
especially good. Basil Rathbone and
jViolet Kemble-Cooper are the evjl
Murdstones to the life, while the
pretty Florine McKinney, as the unfortunate Emily; Lewis Stone, as the

1

alcoholic Mr. Wickfield, and John
Buckler, as the valiant Ham Peggoty,
are excellent. So, for that matter, is

m

Walpole, who plays the vicar,
addition to writing the adaptation in
such brilliant fashion as to make the
new film a thoroughgoing treat.

Hugh

"A MIRACLE OF MOTION
PICTURES," says Mr. Watts
of the Tribune,

and Leo

"EXTRA DAYS TO
YOU, MR.

says:

(Yes, yes,

II

go on!)

WM

DAVID COPPERFIELD
MASTERLY PICTURE
Dickens' Tale

Keeps Beauty
As Film Play
By BLAND JOHANESON.
'DAVID COPPERFIELD" at ihe

A

Capitol.
magr.i/icent adaptation

Dickens

of the

Don't misa

classic.

it.

Produced by M-G-M; directed by
George Cukor.
THE CAST:

The Vicar

Dan

Hugh Walpole

Peggotty

Lionel Barrymore
Maureen O'Sulllvan
Madge Evans

Dora
Agnes
Aunt Betsey

Edna May

Mr. Wlckfleld
David,. the

David, the child
Mrs. Copperfield
....

.

Roland Young
Rathbone

Basil

Elsa Lanchester
Jean Cadell

i

Mrs. Mlcawber
Nurse Peggotty
Mr. Dick
Jane Murdstone.
Mrs. Gummld/,e

.

Elizabeth Allan

Uriah Heep
Mr. Murdstone
Cllckett

Oliver

Lewis Stont
Frank Lawton
Freddie Bartholomew
',

man

.. .Violet'

Ham

Jessie Ralph
Lennox Pawle
Kemble-Cooper
Una O'Connor
John Bucker

Hugh Williams
.....Ivan Simpson
Herbert Mundln
Fay Chaldecott
Little Em'ly, the child
Agnes, the child
Marilyn Knowlden
Little Em'ly, the woman
Steerforth

Llmmlter
Barkis

McKlnney
Harry Beresford
Mable Colcord
Hugh Walpole

Florlne

Dr. Chilllp

Mary Ann
The Vicar

.'

QBVIOUSLY,

it

was a
make

formidable task to

a satisfying film version of
a book so well-known and
universally dear as "David

Copperfield.'" Metro has
done it. From its tender and
beautiful adaptation by
Hugh Walpole, to the most

inconsequential

detail,

Copperfield" is a
beautiful
important,
fine,
production.

"David

Actors were drafted from every,
company to play the familiar

film

The large cast is truly allThe boy, Freddie Bartholomew, who plays Davey as a child,
and Frank Lawton, who plays the

roles.
star.

David grown,

give

flawless

per-

formances.

THEIR SUPPORT

includes such

W. C. Fields, Lionel Barrymore, Edna May Oliver, Lewis
stars as

Stone, Roland Young. Elsa Lanchester (Mrs. Charles Laughton)
plays Clickett.
With Elizabeth
Allan as Mrs. Copperfield, Maureen O'Sullivan as Dora, Madge
Evans as Agnes, the charming
feminine roles are in comDetent
and graceful hands.

STUNNING SETTINGS

vividly

recreate the familiar pld English
scenes. A delightful musical score
by Herbert Stothart interprets the
moods of the situations.
There is vast pathos in the play,
tender romance, and great humor.
Mr. Cukor, who directted "Little

Women,," gave "David Coppersame sensitive and rev-

field" the

erent treatment.

THE STORY OF DAVID,

best
best beloved of the
Dickensian characters, needs no
repetition.
All who love it may
fearlessly approach the movie, for
it does no violence to the immortal

known and

book.
It is a wholly fine, beautiful,
touching and impressive picture.
Don't miss it.

—

'

M

DAVID COPPERFIELD'
Novel

Dickens

N-

y.

EVE.

JOURNAL

Pictured

by Galaxy
Of Screen Stars

Faithfully

By ROSE PELSWICK.
M-G-M

has made a beautiful picture of "David Copperfield." In bringing the Dickens novel to the screen, Director
George Cukor and writers Hugh Walpole and Ho-vvard Estabrook
have handled their assignments with skill

//

and charm and reverence.
The entire production breathes of a
meticulous attention to detail, from the
exquisite sets that reproduce scenes made
famous by the book, .to the large and able
group of players who,' in several instances,
look as though they might have stepped
out of a Cruickshank illustration.
Most of us read Dickens when we
were young and formed lasting mental
images of the characters that peopled his
pages.
So, in commenting on the film,
there is no saying that this or that porAfter all, each person
trait is perfect.
who comes to the Capitol Theatre this
week comes there with preconceived

DON'T MISS

//

IT!

says Miss Johanesonof the Mirror.
//

THANKS TO ALL"

says Miss
//

<

Crewe of the American.

OUTSTANDING!

ii

says Miss Pelsivickof the Journal.

rose pelswick.
ideas."
This column, for instance, couldn't quite see Roland Young,
despite his excellent performance, as Uriah Heep two equally
enthusiastic and reminiscent spectators, however, insisted that
Mr. Young was just as they had
always imagined Uriah Heep to
'David Copperfield'
be. Each member of the audience
At the Capitol Theatre.
A Metrois bound to judge the screen charGoldwyn-Mayer
picture
directed
by
acterizations by his or her own
George Ctikor from the novel by Charles
;

personal and indelible impressions.

cast that

M-G-M

I

THE CAST:

Chosen with Care
The

Adaptation by Hugh Walpole.
Screenplay by Howard Estabrook.
Dickens.

W.

Micawber

assembled

was chosen with great care and
understanding. In the role of David
as a child is Freddie Bartholomew,
an engaging English youngster who
brings both intelligence and feeling to an exacting part. The sen-

David grown up is marvelously well played by Frank Lawton.
sitive

W. C. Fields, with the Fields'
hat slipping tricK, is the hopeful
Micawber. Basil Rathbone is the
villainous Mr. Murdstone of shudElizabeth Allen,
dery memory.
utterly enchanting in the costumes
of the period, is David's lovely
helpless mother. And there

and

are
Edna May Oliver as the tyrannical
Aunt Betsy Trotwood; Lionel
Barrymore as the hearty Dan
Peggotty; Maureen O'Sullivan as
David's child wife; Madge Evans
as the faithful Agnes And Violet
Kemble-Cooper, who couldn't be
improved upon as Mr. Murdstone's
harsh sister; Jessie Ralph, heartwarming as David's devoted nurse;
Jean Cadell as the long-suffering
Mrs. Micawber; Una O'Connor as
the wailing and lone Mrs. Gum-

Dan Peggotty
Dora
Agnes

Fields

Madge Evans
Edna May Oliver

Aunt Betsey

Lewis Stone

Mr. Wlckfield
David, the man
David, the child
Mrs. Copperfield

Frank Lawton
.

.

Freddie Bartholomew
Elizabeth Allan

Roland Young
Kathbone

Uriah Heep
Mr. Murdstone

Basil

Elsa Lanchester
Jean Cadell

Clikett

Mrs. Micawber
Nurse Peggotty
Mr. Dick
Jane Murdstone
Mrs. Gummidge

C.

Lionel Barrymore
Maureen O'Sullivan

Jessie Ralph
Lennox Pawle
.

.

.Violet Kemble-Cooper

Una O'Connor

Ham

John Buckler

Hugh Williams

Steerforth

Limmiter

Ivan Simpson
Barkis
Herbert Mundin
Little Emily, the child. .Fay Chaldecott
Little Emily, the woman. Florine M'Kinney
Dr. Chillip
Harry Beresforri
Mary Ann
Mable Colcord
The Vicar
Hugh Walpole

happiness with his mother; the
heartbreak and misery caused by
his cruel stepfather; the boy's apprenticeship in the London botworks and his friendship with
the Micawbers; his flight to Dover

tling

where aunt Betsy lived and Mr.
Dick flew his kite; his school days
in Canterbury; his .entry into London to become a writer and his
hero-worship

for

the

dashing

Steerforth who was later to become
responsible for Little Emily's suimidge; Lennox Pawle, a magnifi- cide; his marriage to the extravacent caricature of the gently mad gant and impractical Dora, and
Mr. Dick, and Lewis Stone as the finally his return to Agnes.
kindly Mr. Wickf ield who is robbed
Mr. Cukor tells his story with
by Roland Young's Uriah Heep.
the same sympathy and. appreciative sentiment that distinguished
Faithful to
his direction of "Little Women."
It's a sincere and affecting pic- The backgrounds, costumes and
ture, and if it runs a bit too long
photography are superb, and much
something over two hours it's be- credit goes to those who undercause the director and scenarists took the difficult task of translattried; to incorporate as many of ing Dickens, whose genius was
the incidents in the book as pos- words, into an entirely alien medYou'll find the cinematic
sible. It follows the novel faith- ium.
fully and frequently in episodic ."David Copperfield" an important
manner, depicts young David's and outstanding production.

SWEET MUSIC

THAT SAYS
Arrange

for

EXTRA
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'DAVID COPPERFIELD'

PARDON THE
INTERRUPTION
pleasel
— we've got

to halt the flow of critical adjec'

moment

tives for a

Copperfield"

to tell

the start

just

is

you that
of

'David

M-G-M's

For instance:

1935 parade of

hits.

"SEQUOIA,"

pronounced See-quo-yah, and

already pronounced the unique exploitation

Held over second week,

success of the year.

Going strong everywhere.

Seattle!

WALLACE BEERY S
1

ready
Herbert Mundin, Freddie Bartholomew, Jessie Ralph and Elizabeth
Allen in a scene from "David Copperfield," now at the Capitol Theatre.

By

KATE CAMERON.

• * • *
All the important characters in

Charles Dickens' immortal -"David
ICopperfieU" are now living on the
Capitol screen, where the highlights of the widely read novel are
to be seen in a tender, amusing
and oft heart-rending screen version.

|

In order to get in enough material on the many masterfullydrawn characters of the book to
make each one of them recognizable and as much a part of the
warp and woof of the pictures as
they were of Dickens' book, the
adaptor, Hugh Walpole, the scenarist,
Howard Estabrook and the
director, George Cukor, had to
make this an unusually long film.
It runs, as it stands now, two
hours and ten minutes.
That is much too long for an
ordinary picture, but in the case
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's production of "David Copperfield" that
length is justified by the results.
There are several scenes that
might have been shortehed without injuring the story, but on the
whole, the tale of David's joys and
tribulations is absorbing enough to
keep one intent on the film
throughout.
One has to see the picture to
appreciate the# great and loving
care that went "into the production.
The players selected for the various characters, with the possible
exception of Roland Young as
Uriah Heep, are as nearly perfect
as a Dickens' fan could wish.
Little Freddie Bartholomew, who
plays the child David, is an ideal
selection and a real film find.
He
is destined for fame and may now
be classed with the other important
child players of the screen.
He
enters into the character of the
young David so thoroughly that he
makes the audience laugh with him
at his joy in his mother's gay

and

his interest in his beloved nurse's affair of the heart
with the terse but friendy Barkis,
and weep with him at his mother's
spirits

untimely death and shudder atjjie
cruel treatment he receives from

hi? stern step-father, and delight
in his friendship for the dignified

Micawber

and

cheer

when

his

aunt, Betsy Trotwood,
takes him in to live with her and
the smiling and simple Mr. Dick.
Frank Lawton, as the .efder
David, gives a truly fine performance, as we see him meeting the
flighty Dora for the. first time and
taking his friend Steerforth to visit
the Peggottys. His friendship for
Agnes and Mr. Wickfield is touched
upon and his uncovering of the
deceitful Heep's crooked work is
one of the most exciting scenes in
the picture. We are given a glimpse
of the topsy-turvy household which
Dora keeps for him after his marriage and the film ends on his
•reunion with Agnes after Dora's
death.
Jessie Ralph is tender and loving
as Peggotty. W. C. Fields' selection as Micawber was an inspiration on the part of the producers.
Edna Mae Oliver's Aunt Betsy is
one of the outstanding characterizations of the film, and Maureen
O'Sullivan, as Dora, Madge Evans
as Agnes and Elizabeth Allan as
David's mother give satisfaction in
their various roles. Basil Rathbone
is
excellent as the hard-hearted
Murdstone and Violet KembleCooper, thoroughly disguised in a
black wig and heavy dark brows,
eccentric

makes an impression with her stiffbacked Jane Murdstone
Lionel Barrymore's Dan'l is well
done and Jean Cadell as Mrs.
Micawber, Hugh Williams as the
treacherous Steerforth, Lewis
Stone as Wickfield, Una O'Connor
as Mrs. Gummidge and Lennox
Pawle in the role of Mr. Dick help

make the picture a memorable
screen event. Roland Young reads
his part competently, but he fails
to suggest the evil, leering Uriah
that lived in the pages of the book.
The, photography is of a high
order and the entire production has
been carefully mounted and given
the proper Dickensian atmosphere

role
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Margaret Sullavan and Herbert Marshall

Pastime, neighborhood house, has been reopened by

Abbey Amusement Enterprises, Inc.,
and will be operated as the Abbey

with

Frank

FEATURES « »DATE BOOK«
"ONE HOUR LATE"

in

"THE GOOD FAIRY"

with Joe Morrison, Helen Twelvetrees,

Morgan

Conrad Nagel

90 mins.

Universal

13

—

—

Muskegon, Mich.
About $5,000
damage was done to the Iris theater
this week by smoke and water from
a

fire

next door.

—

Margaret Sullavan is taken out of an orphanage by Alan Hale and put to *ork
In ducking a
as an usher in his theater.
masher, Margaret pretends to be the wife
of Reginald Owen, a movie patron, who
takes a protective interest in her and ar-

Portland, Ore. C. S. Jensen, theater owner and operator, has bought ranges for her to attend a ball at a swe'l
one of the most beautiful local resi- hotel where he is a waiter. Frank Morgan,
dences, the Otis home, a local show a rich libertine, goes on the make for
place that represented an invest- Margaret, who is too innocent to see
ment of $150,000 in 1930.
When she finds herthrough his designs.

Sheboygan, Wis.

Fred Reeths,
manager of the Sheboygan and Majestic

theaters,

leave

will

a difficult situation with him, she
pretends to have a husband, this
time taking a name at random from the
telephone book and landing on Herbert

self

—

in

again

shortly
with Mrs. Reeths for a vacation in Marshall, a
California. The houses, operated by then offers

struggling
to

make

lawyer.
her

Morgan

husband

rich,

Warner

Bros., will be managed by and she lets him go to it, with very amusReilly during Reeth's absence.
ing complications and the expected romance between Marshall and Margaret.
Cast: Margaret- Sullavan, Herbert MarRichmond, Va. Charles A. Somma, Walter J. Coulter, Elmer H. shall, Frank Morgan, Reginald Owen, Alan
Brient, Richmond theatrical execu- Hale, Beulah Bondi, Cesar Romero, Eric
tives, and Frank V. Baldwin, Jr., of Blore, Al Bridges, George Davis, June ClayNew York City, have been elected worth.
Director, William Wyler; Author, Ferenc
members of the executive committee
of the Cozy Corner Club, an organi- Molnar; Screenplay, Preston Sturges; Camzation founded by Harry Tucker, lo- eraman, Norbert Brodine; Editor, Daniel
Mandell.
cal newspaper columnist.

Tom

—

,

Direction, Good.

—

Lincoln, Neb.
Understanding is
that Rowan Miller, formerly with the
Granada, Norfolk, Neb., and one
time publicity man for Joe Cooper
here, may be again added to the

Lincoln Theaters Corp. staff. When
A. H. Blank took over the Granada
recently, Miller went out.

Pryor,'

Universal.

June Clayworth
75 mins.

NEAT COMEDY VERGING ON FARCE
BUT HAVING DRAMATIC MOMENTS AS
WELL.
is

a significant actor in this diver-

has him dealing with
relatives of his wife, June Clayworth. This
is
her screen debut and she fits into it
quite well.
Set on a life of contented
bachelorhood, Pryor is stampeded into marsified

role

and the stenog
played by Joe Morrison and Helen Twelvetrees is bright enough, with comedy in
the persistence of the boy and the dumbdora actions of the girl, and the pair
finally deciding to be wed after an hour's
hectic scene in an elevator stalled on the
the

of

clerk

Sus14th floor of an office building.
pense, while Morrison climbs the pulleys,
is
enough to bring out the cold sweat.
The new crooner gets a big build-up as a
satisfactory Dick Powell.
The story runs
that the

Public hearing on 1935 code budget,
5:
Hotel Raleigh, Washington, D. C.

Feb.

N. ). Allied Theater Owners meeting
5:
Hotel Lincoln, New York.
2 P. M.

girl

is

vaccilating about marriage

on the lad's $70 bank account.
She gets
a break as the boss' secretary, bringing
about her boy friend's wrath and the loss
of his job.
After repeated attempts to
crash radio, Morrison gets a chance by
being heard by the head of the radio station.
Elevator break-down changes the
routes of several persons' lives besides.

Cast: Joe Morrison, Helen Twelvetrees,
Conrad Nagel, Arline Judge, Ray Walker,
Edward Craven, Toby Wing, Gail Patrick,
George E. Stone, Jack Mulhall.

Ralph Murphy; Author, Libbie
Block;
Screenplay,
Kathryn Scola,
Paul
Gerard Smith; Cameraman, Ben Reynolds;
Lyrics and music by Sam Coslow, Lewis
Gensler and Leo Robin.

Feb. 10-11:
Fox district
gress Hotel, Chicago.
Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Good

which

securities, but they all find better

former suitor of the wife pops up and
then comes the burst of anger when Pryor
goes into a lecture on marriage and homebreakers which gives an audience a thrill of
righteous indignation.
the end the
In
couple remain together and more compatible than before.
Nobody could dislike

Helen
Ernest

Chandler
Hilliard
Silver

mm

Excellent.

Allied

States

Washington.

Club's sixth annual
dinner
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York

Moscow.

Feb. 21-22:

Independent Theater Owners
Ohio convention, Columbus, O.

Feb. 23:

Detroit Variety
Club
Room, Book Cadillac Hotel,

Feb. 24:

Friars'

Frolic,

Ball.

Crystal

Detroit.

Majestic Theater,

York.
Feb. 25-28:

Hotel

National
Roosevelt,

Feb. 25-28:
tion, Hotel

Film

New

of

Carriers
Orleans.

New

meeting

M.

P. T. O. A. annual convenRoosevelt, New Orleans.

Awards Banquet of the Academy o»
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Ho'iywood

Feb. 27:

March

2:

dance.

New

Columbians'
fifth
annual
dinnerGrand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria
York.

March 4:

Extraordinary
meeting of stock
holders of Path* Exchange, Inc., to act on
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.

March

7-9:
National
vania,

Eleventh

Board

New

of

Annual
Review,

Conference
Hotel

April 27:
A.M.P.A. annual get-together
ner. Hotel Astor, New York.

May

of

Pennsyl-

York.
din-

20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Holly-

wood.

Freddie Bartholomew Held Over
Freddie Bartholomew, who plays
the role of young David Copperfield
Universal
in the motion picture of the same
Dramatic
name, current at the Capitol, will be
A compilation of newsreel shots held over for an additional week on
Trial"
10 mins.

from the Hauptmann trial at Flem- the Capitol stage.
ington, N. J., showing various highlights of the proceedings while the

15th Annual Convention

The Roosevelt Hotel

New
Complains of Free Church Films
Kansas City Of considerable local interest is the filing of a com-

—

by A. H. Shaffer, owner of the
Strand, against Fox Film for serving product tp the
Community
Church, with Shaffer charging that
this one.
the free showing of films by the
Cast: Roger Pryor, June .Clayworth, Eschurch every Sunday is injurious to
Ralston,
ther
Hugh
Ralph
O'Ccnnell,
his business.
The pastor at the
Forbes, Cesar Romero, Francis, L. Sullivan,
Community Church is Dr. Burris
Valerie Hobscn, Leslie Fenton.
Jenkins,
chaplain
and honorary
Director, Richard Thorpe; Author, Edith member of the local Variety Club,
Wharton; Screenplay, Gladys Unger, James and a man who has always been reMulhauser; Cameraman, George Robinson. garded one of the industry's best
Direction,

of

Photography, Good.

"The Hauptmann

plaint

.

Maxwell A.

meeting
directors,

Soviet Russia's first World Cinema

Festival,

sources

A

Gene Sheldon

ball,

Feb. 20-26:

of income, mostly through marrying wealth.

Clark Gable
Harold Rodner

of

Con-

Warner

16:

defendant Bruno Hauptmann has
Fond du Lac, Wis. In cooperation
been
on
the
stand.
Dramatic
with Station KFIZ, the Fond du Lac
stretches of the cross-examination
pretty
Russian
riage
the
wiles
of
the
by
theater is staging radio opportunity
night every Saturday when amateur lady trying to sell her brother's paintings. of the defendant by the prosecuting
performances are broadcast from The fun starts then, with all of her rela- attorney constitute most of the footthe stage of the theater.
Three tions coming in from Ellis Island to be age, with closeups of the man on
prizes are offered each Saturday supported by her husband who is a suc- the witness chair as he parries the
cessful broker.
He is kindly disposed but attempts of the prosecutor to get
night for the best performances.
their Russian ways get the best of him him to make some damaging admisso he decides to exploit them to sell his sions.
Timely and dramatic.

—

board

meeting,

14-15:
Iowa-Nebraska Allied Theater convention and movie frolic, Des Moines, la.

and

Director,

Direction,

Annual

J3-15:

Ass'n

sales

SHORTS

"STRANGE WIVES"
with Roger

Pryor

—

Massapequa, L. I.
A 600-seat
house is being constructed here.

Photography, A-l.

Romance

Feb.

75 mins-

Paramount

DELIGHTFUL ROMANTIC COMEDY, A
theater.
BIT LONG ON DIALOGUE BUT GENERCOMEDY DRAMA OF CROONER'S
ALLY GOOD CLASS FARE.
CHANCE
WITH FAME HAS A NERVE
Worcester, Mass.
Frances Hill
Rather slim but nevertheless pleasingly
has acquired the Worcester theater fanciful in plot structure, with some live- SHATTERING CLIMAX WHICH MAKES
from Globe Amusement Co.
THE PICTURE.
ly though overabundant dialogue, this comedy should go over among the class trads
and to a certain extent into the masses.

Today:
Hearing on booth scales fpr New
York City at Raleigh Hotel, Washington.

Photography, Good.

friends.

Orleans, La.

Feb. 25th
Daily

to 28th,

......

Communique

The Convention

1935

feature actual displays of the newest ideas in theatre equipment, new materials for use in the con-.
struction end remodeling of theatres, lighting, projection equipment. s gns, seats, carpets, heating and ventilating systems, theatre suoplies, *>tc Attractive display booths
are now available.
For information write
Harry S. McLeod. General Chairman, St.
Charles Theatre, New Orleans.
will

T

:
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ON MPTOA PROGRAM
(Continued from Page

BELIEVE London to have
some advantages over Hollywood as a center of film production, and I believe that very
soon these advantages will be
seen to be of extreme imporThe London film protance.
ducer has at hand, working in
the London theaters, a large
number of very good character actors and actresses, whoso
services can be hired far more

1)

exhibitors inserting their views.
Among the well-known exhibitors
expected to attend the convention
are: John Balaban of Chicago, W.
Butterfield of Detroit, A. M.
S.
Bowles of San Francisco, A. H.
Blank of Des Moines, C. H. Buckley of Albany, E. C. Beatty of Detroit, M. E. Comerford of Scranton,
Fred J. Dolle of Louisville, Frank
R. Durkee of Baltimore, Ed Dubinsky of Kansas City, Ed Fay of
Providence, John Ford of Boston,
Fitzgerald of Milwaukee,
J.
T.
George A. Giles of Boston, Sol E.
Gordon of Beaumont, L. C. Griffith
of Oklahoma City, Harry E. Huffman of Denver, John Hamrick of
Seattle, Karl Hoblitzelle of Dallas
Walter Immerman of Chicago, H.
F. Kincey of Charlotte, A. D. Kvool
of Milwaukee, M. A. Lightman of
Memphis, L. J. Ludwig of Minneapolis, Arthur Lucas of Atlanta, Ike
Libson of Cincinnati, Vincent McFaul of Buffalo. R. A. McNeill of
San Francisco, M. J. Mullin of Boston, Geo. Mann of San Francisco,
E. J. Myrick of New Orleans, Geo.
Nasser of San Francisco, Ben Pitts
of Virginia, J. J. Parker of Portland, Al Rosenberg of Seattle, Louis
Reinheimer of Chicago. Harold Robb
and Ed Rowley of Dallas, E.
Rhoden of Kansas City, E. V. Richards of New Orleans, Albert Sotille
of Charleston, Ed Sparks of Jacksonville, Edwin Silverman of Chicago, Chas. P. Skouras of Los Angeles, Tony Sudekum of Nashville,
George W. Trendle of Detroit, Morton G. Thalhimer of Richmond,
Ralph Talbot of Tulsa, Walter Vincent of New York, R. B. Wilby of

I

cheaply than they could be in
Hollywood.
He also has at
comfortably
at
hand,
living
home, plenty of good authors,
who are not existing in exile.
He can spend his nights in a
great capital city, can make
the acquaintance of scores of
notable men and women, can
watch ordinary life going on.
All this is impossible to the
Hollywood producer.
We are
told that our comic pictures are
not funny to American audiences.
I cannot for the life of
me see why, if they are good
comic pictures, this should be
American humor is as naso.
tive to its soil as English, yet
our audiences for years now
have sat through and enjoyed

C »

Atlanta and
York.

Frank

C.

Walker

of

New

O'Hara Trial Set

—

for Feb. 15

Chicago
Trial
of
Ralph J
O'Hara, operators' union organizer
charged with perjury in connection
with the income tax case of Thoma
E. Maloy, has been set for Feb. 15
h »fore
Federal
Judge John
P.
Barnes.
Maloy was indicted last
week on charges of tax evasion.
Union members have been scheduler^ their homes to cover his $20,000
bond.

Buck Catches .Benjral Tijrer
Frank Buck, now in India makinganother animal film for RKO Van
Beuren, is upholding: his "Bring 'Em
Back Alive" reputation, according tc
a cable to the home offices stating
that he has just captured a giant
Bengal tiger. Working title of the
new film is "Fang and Claw."

Shuberts Plan Summer Stocks
Shuberts will open four summer
stock theaters, this year, it was
learned yesterday.
Cities so far
set are Chicago, Boston, Detroit, and
Toledo.

TIMELY TOPICS

London's Advantages
A"- a Film Center

partment heads will tell their_ side
of the story, with various prominent

»

»

Friday, Feb.

»

Celebs Attend

J7DDIE McBRIDE, manager

of

Loew's State, in Syracuse.
New York, sent out one hundred
special invitations to city and
county officials and members of
the faculty at Syracuse University, asking them to be guests
at the midnight premiere of
"The Merry Widow." There was
a six-piece band in the lobby.
Several guest entertainers were
secured from two local radio
stations. 1,000 menus were distributed to local restaurants and
5,000 hangers
lunch counters.
doorknobs
were
on
placed
throughout the city and on
parked cars. A large local shoe
store used bags with copv on
the film to wrap shoes in. Music
from the production was planted with hotel and night club orchestras.
All music stores had
the music on display.
Loew's State, Syracuse, N. Y.

Soecial Preview

Helps "Sequoia"
A SPECIAL preview
quoia" for

of wild

of

"Se-

critics, teachers,

and women's clubs, was held as
part of the exploitation campaign for that picture prior to
its showing at Loew's State, in
Boston, Mass. One of the local
department stores was contacted
The store gave
for a contest.

(Continued from Pane

delphia Federal Court decision holding anti-double feature clauses in
major distributor contracts illegal.
Johnston said, in part
"Judg?
Welsh's decision in the Philadelphia
dual bill case was to be expected.

American

Brothers,

supreme; but we in
England have our own humor,
depending more on character,
and sometimes it comes through
films

1)

commenting yesterday on the Phila-

absurdity, like that of

Marx

the

RECOURSE TO COURIf
DECRIED BY JOHNSTON

American comic films.
Are
American audiences less capable
of adjusting their minds than
English ones? For certain kinds

are

:

Abuses tending to result in restraint of trade can only terminate
in similar decisions.
congratuI
late the exhibitors of Philadelphia
who had the courage of their convictions to force the fight."

America should
pictures.
deal as generously with these
as we have dealt with the comIn the last
ics of Hollywood.
resort, the film business, and
in

everywhere, will
gain by a steadv and parallel
development or both American
picture-making.
and
English
The frequent exchanges of per-

film audiences

Boston Briefs

—

Boston
Ambuter Film Laboratories, opened by David Ambuter,
William Wool and George Sellman
at 42 Melrose St., will specialize in
16mm. work.
Franklin Productions has been
named New England distributor for
DuWorld product, it is announced
by Gene Gross.
Loew's State went to a new policy
with the "David Copperfield" opening.
House now opens daily at 11
A. M. with a 25-cent scale to

sonnel between Hollywood and
London are all to the good. The
real fight should not be between
the two centers, but between
film producers who are out to
e:ive their public pictures that
have life in them, that take a
chance, and producers who care
for nothing but slick commercial products that can be ballyhooed into box-office successes.

1

o'clock.

Neither Hollywood nor London
has a monopoly of either.

—

« «

«

away 5,000 grooved drawings,
and the theater tied up with it
by offering tickets to "Senuoia"
Captain
Volney
as
prizes.
Phifer, in town with the Leo
cage, gave several talks, over
With
the radio and to clubs.
him were Malibu, the deer, and
Gato, the puma seen in the picPostcards were mailed
out to Girl Scouts, Federation
of Women's Clubs and Women's
Motion Picture Committee.
ture.

—Loew's

Bo-tov

State,

Review
Show As A Stunt
Celebrities

TACK CHALMANS,

publicity

J representative for the Aztec
Theater, San Antonio, Texas,
arranged an outstanding stunt
for a special preview on "'The
Mighty Barnum." 20th Century
production.
With the preview
1

scheduled, Chalmans secured as
his guests of honor James Allred, Governor of Texas, and At-

torney General William McCraw. In addition to attending
the showing, Allred wrote a review on the picture for the "San
Antonio Light" and McCraw
covered the opening: for the
"News."
The advance newspaper breaks sent "The Mig-hty

Barnum"

off

to

a

swell

start

with the theater making canital
of both by-line reviews in huge
lobby displays.
Aztec, San Antonio, Tex.
-

—

Doris Hill for

B. Priestley.

J.

EXPLOITETTES

"Merry Widow" Premiere

« « « «

1,1935

New

Play

Hammerstein and Du-For
nounce two new plays to go

«

aninto

production within the next two
weeks.
Doris Hill, former motion
licture actress, already has been
cast for one. "People Like Us", a
farce by Jack Norwood. The other
is a
comedy with music, "Off To
Buffalo" by George Rosener, for-

mer

film

director.

1935 Predictions on Roxy Screen
"Your Stars for 1935," Educational release in which Wyn, the astrologer,
interprets
the astrological
signs for the year, has been booked
to play the Roxy starting Feb. 8.

Teachers Urge Censorship

—

Batavia, N. Y. Federal censorship of films was asked in a resolution passed by the board of managers of the New York State Congress of Parents and Teachers in
session here.

Hungarian Government Musicals
Five musical films
Budapest
based on Hungarian folklore were
produced last year with government
backing, and four more are already

—

planned for this year.

Warner Play Rated a Hit
Reviews given "Three Men on a
Horse," produced by Alex Yokel in
Broadway, indicate that Warner
Bros, have a hit. Company finaa^d

V

the show.

Chicago Theater Robbed
Chicago During the rush hour a
few days ago three youths held up
the Castle theater, 6 South State
St., and escaped with about
$200.f

—

mm

SSAL!

feel simxply
i Full of drama
full of action
of romance and contentment ...
.

i

.

.

You see it's our birthday ... our 15

versary

.

.

.

and what a

i The drama

tale

we

ha-

A

our small beg
and present place of trailer-suprema,
&.

And

lies

in

the action comes from our

Departments

. . .

Editorial

. . .

Camera

Traffic... seat-selling trailers

always

,

i But oh... the romance in the per
mony between National Screen Ser
more than 9000 Exhibitors who use Na
Screen Trailers ...

i So, please excuse the adjectives
but we
feel simply COLOSSAL U!;.. and we M
our best to make you feel the same by
ing one step ahead of the seat-selling parade
with National Screen Trailers!
. .

.

J

*

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
.

.

.

Little

Giant of a preat

biff

industry!
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WILL SIGN PARA, PLAN

A

AFTER 2 AMENDMENTS

.//

LITTLE from
By

(Continued from Page

1)

anticipated.
The amendments are that the banks
accept 5 per cent instead of 6 per
cent interest on the new money totaling slightly over $5,000,000 to be
paid in cash under the plan, and
that the by-laws be amended to provide for three classes of directors
with one, two and three-year terms,
and that after the first three-year
period all directors be elected annually with cumulative voting.
Hearing was set for Feb. 14 on an
order to show cause why the amend-

which no opposition

is

ments should not be accepted and
expected that at this time Judge
Coxe will sign an order stating that

it is

the plan is fair. Solicitation of the
requisite approvals for confirmation
of the plan will then begin.
The reduction in interest on the
bank debt will save Paramount
The amendslightly over $100,000.
ment to the by-laws was directed a"
the instigation of George Z. Merepresenting interests with
dalie,
four directors on the new board, who
objected to the existing provision
for four classes of directors with
one, two, three and four-year terms
because it has resulted in perpetuation of control of companies by directors with no financial stake in
the company.
Judge Coxe stated that he favored
three classes of creditors at this
time because he thought it would be
a mistake to start the reorganized
company going without some assurance of management and policy for
at least three years.
Judge Coxe's ruling on the plan,
made after a review of the principal features, was preceded by ar-

gument between Alfred C. Cook,
Paramount counsel, and George Z.
Medalie,
over
Cook's
statements
that Medalie's clients were seeking
to obtain control of Paramount and
that one of Medalie's clients was
Lehman Bros., who were declared
to be bankers for RKO, a competitor.
Medalie asked since when it
was a crime to buy holdings in a
company if one had faith in that
company, and said that he resented
insinuations made by Cook without
proof.
He said he wanted Cook to
produce proof of his statements but
Judge Coxe halted this argument by
stating that he did not want any
proof on the matter.

Judge Coxe Reviews Plan
Reviewing the plan, Judge Coxe
stated:

"Copperfield" Campaign Book
Campaign
of

book for the exploitation
"David Copperfield" wis
yesterday and represents the top
in this line by the Metro home
advertising and publicity departIt contains
about 50 broadside

M-G-M's

issued
effort
office

ment.
p:ges of sample newspaper ads, rotogravure layouts, publicity stories, Sunday feature yarns, list of accessories and
other matter, in addition to data on the

company's national advertising campaign
in 40 magazines.

Friday, Feb.

"LOTS

RALPH WILK;

HOLLYWOOD

YWALLACE BEERY,

Also in the cast are Jackie Cooper,
George Ernest and Richard Quine.

Jean Harlow
and Clark Gable will be co- D. Ross Lederman will direct.
V
V
V
starred by M-G-M this season in
Gaston Glass and Creighton Hale,
"China Seas," based on the novel
of that title by Crosbie Garstin. two of the silent screen's most popTay Garnett is scheduled to direct. ular leading men, appear in the ballThe supporting cast will include room sequence of "Becky Sharp,"
Lewis Stone and Charles Butter- Technicolor feature being made by
worth.
Irving Thalberg will pro- Pioneer Pictures for RKO Radio
release. Miriam Hopkins is starred
duce.
in the production.

T

T

Frank Lloyd,

director,

and a unit

V

»

»

I,

1935

OTHER DUALS CASESEXPECTED TO FOLLOW
(.Continued from Page 1)
restriction in Chicago zone contracts
might cancel them pending a decision on the appeal which is bound
to be taken.
conspiracy action

A

resembling the Philadelphia complaint has just been filed in Chicago.

The next legal attack on dual
feature restrictions will now be instituted in Cleveland.
In this case
the move will be against exhibitors
who have voluntarily agreed to ban
the policy.

The songs for "Molly and Me,"
studios will leave
next week for the South Seas to ob- the first musical picture in which
"The stock warrants must be testtain location sequences for "Mutiny Joe E. Brown will star for First Na- ed from the standpoint of being
The film stems tional since the early days of sound able to produce a sufficient amount
on the Bounty."
from the novel by Charles Nordhoff on the screen, are being written by of new money to put through the
plan. It has been testified that there
and James Norman Hall. Wallace Allie Wrubel and Mort Dixon.
Robert
are reasonable assurances that the
»
W
Beery, Clark Gable and
T
George Marshall has been as- second preferred can be underwritMontgomery will be co-starred.
signed to the direction of the forth- ten, indicating that the warrants
T
T
T
Ricardo Cortez has been assigned coming Fox film, "$10 Raise," in have substantial market value.
the male lead opposite Mary Astor which Edward Everett Horton will
"The stockholders are entitled to
in "Dinky" at the Warner studios. be featured.
the warrants and they should not
be offered to the creditors, but to
"Throughout the welter of dis- seriously contested and unless set- the common stockholders."
Can Veto Directors
cussion one fact stands out prom- tled without delay, a reorganization
Judge Coxe said further that he
That is the practical is not possible. If the suit is tried,
inently.
proposed to exercise the right to
unanimity of all counsel and of the the expense will be great, everythe name of any director on
management that the company body will be exhausted and no one veto
he first slate of 17 names presented
should be taken out of reorganiza- will gain. An adjustment is neces- L
o him. He said also that argument
tion as expeditiously as possible. In sary in order that there be a reor- L
hat the plans had been presented
the
proganization.
terms
of
The
such
business
agree.
view
A
this
I
irregularly did not present any
generally
seem
to
settlement
successposed
operated
as this cannot be
With the one amendment legal problem under Sec. 77B.
fully if it is in the hands of the be fair.
Alfred A. Cook stated that in view
of reduction in interest, the settlecourt.
proposed provision for the
"The proposed plan has been ment is entirely fair and equitable. of the
three classes of directors with one,
evolved by the interests concerned,
Raising of New Capital
two and three year terms, another
negotiating over many months and
"Regarding the raising of new name might be proposed to fill a
trading at arms' length. The plan money with the payment to the
vacancy created by the naming of a
is the result of discussion, compro- banks, Paramount needs substantial
of only seventeen, and that
The court additional working capital. Although board
mise and argument.
L
his vacancy might be filled from
should not be too censorious or crit- it has been testified that $6,500,000
he management. Medalie sought to
ical in finding some small point to is sufficient, I am not entirely sure
obtain assurance that the 17 direcfind fault.
that more will not be needed. I am tors named would be the only names
"The proposed Allied Owners set- sure that $6,500,000 is needed.
iffered to the court, but Cook foretlement is substantially fair and
"The treatment to creditors in- stalled any answer on this query.
The settle- cluding debenture holders seems
should be carried out.
During the morning Arthur Balment was negotiated by the trus- fair. The payment of interest up lantine, counsel for the trustees,
tees and their counsel and comes to Jan. 1, 1935 is fair and equitable.
said that while the trustees could
before the court backed by the opin- In view of the fact that the credinot declare themselves in favor of
ion of trustees and counsel that it tors are relinquishing their fixed
the plan, they believed that the
is a fair settlement.
segetting
junior
obligations and
financial arrangements provided in
"The Paramount Broadway set- curities for half of them, the con- the plan could be borne successfully
tlement leaves the bondholders with version rate is entirely fair.
The by Paramount. Ballantine declared
a smaller interest and gives Para- creditors of the company are entitled the trustees favored a speedy reormount control of the Paramount to voting control. For this reason ganization.
building. There has been discussion the fixing of 20 votes for each share
It was brought out that Malcolm
that because of the leases for office of first preferred is reasonable.
Sumner, representing petitioning
space and the theater rental the
"The estimated consolidated bal- creditors, and Judge Edwin L. GarParamount building should be aban- ance sheet of Sept. 29, 1934 in the vin, his associate, had prepared a
doned.
I am inclined to feel that
plan shows an asset value of the old reorganization iplan and that this
the Paramount Building is an as- common stock at something over $4
plan had been used in evolving the
set to the whole Paramount struc- a share.
There is substantial pro- final Paramount plan.
ture.
It has an asset value beyond vision for reserves and depreciation.
the question of lease or of space.
If the figures offer any indication,
"I am impressed, too, with the the new common stock has considParamount Using Air Adv'g
fact that this settlement is the only erable asset value. It must be borne
Marking a trend toward radio adverone offered. The management stands in mind, however, that the values
tising for Broadway theaters, a second
by it. Taking both settlements into attached to theaters are doubtful.
major company, Paramount, has joined
account I am willing to say that the One would have to be a true prophet
Warners in buying rights for exclusiv
motion picture theater broadcasting fro'
Paramount Broadway plan is fair to say the common stock had any
a New York station.
Latest deal h]
and equitable and should be carried considerable value.
The common
been made with WMCA and resembl
out.
that made by Warner Bros, with WNEW.
stock must be valued on earnings.
Through Donahue & Coe, the Music
"It is neither necessary nor ad- Earnings fluctuate.
It is the opinHall is doing five-minute broadcasts to
visable to say anything on the mer- ion of those in charge of the complug "The Good Fairy," which opened
its of the bank litigation.
Sufficient pany that the company can make
there yesterday, via Station WOR.
to say that the litigation exists, is substantial earnings.
from the

M-G-M
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Screen Guild Not Satisfied With

1935

<5

New

CEN1S

Contract

BOOTH SCHEDULE ATTACKED AT WASHIJJEARING
Code Authority Will Review Vaudeville Amendments
Thompson,

Vincent

and

O'Reilly Comprise

Committee
of Deputy Administrator William P. Farnsworth, the

At the request

Indies

May

Call

One

proposal which has been
definitely eliminated would hold an
(Continued on Page 3)

ACCEPT AMENDMENTS

British

Third of Columbia Stock
Is Held by Harry Cohn
Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY
With holdings of

53,574 voting trust certificates and
967 shares of common stock, Harry
Cohn owns nearly a third of the
outstanding stock of Columbia Pictures, it is shown in reports made
to the Securities and Exchange Com-

Walker Unlikely

to

,

Cecil B. De Mille Is Upheld
In $1,500,000 Tax Claim
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington The Board of Tax
Appeals has upheld Cecil B. De Mille

—

his dispute with the Internal
Revenue Bureau over tax claims exceeding $1,500,000.
The Treasury
claimed $1,486,317 was owed by
in

(Continued on Page 3)

—

REELS

(Continued on Page 7)

Accept Post on

Amendments to the Paramount
Prospects of acceptance by Frank
reorganization plan advised by Federal Judge Coxe as a condition of C. Walker of membership in the
his approval of the plan have been Paramount board of directors under
accepted, it was learned yesterday.
the reorganization plan are exceedThe suggested amendments are that
understood.
is
the banks take 5 instead of 6 per ingly doubtful, it
cent interest on the new money to Walker
importantly identified
is
be paid out to them under the plan with the recovery efforts of the
(Continued on Page 6)

ferred booth costs hearings held at
the Raleigh yesterday swelled with
theater owner opposition to schedule
"A" as claims were raised of extreme cost and ultimate breakdown
London Inauguration of regular of two-man booth system if such a
television service by the British plan
were existent.
Discussion
Broadcasting Co., which enjoys a veered off to two other plans, the
monopoly of broadcasting in Great so-called O'Reilly formula, and plan
Britain, with government support, "B" as submitted by Local 306.
is expected to take place soon, ac- Schedule "A" set booth costs accord(Continued on Page 7)
cording to a report this week by
the Postmaster General in the House
of Commons to the effect that the
government had approved the gen-

Government Backing Television

(Continued on Page 2)

ON PARAMOUNT PLAN

By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington First of the long de-

—

Code Authority, through its vaudecommittee, will review proposed

ville

amendments to the vaudeville section of the motion picture code, following their study by the Labor Advisory Board at Washington. Comprising the committee are: Major L.
E. Thompson, Walter Vincent and
Charles C. O'Reilly.

Theater Owners Oppose
Schedule "A"—Two
Other Plans Up

Meeting on Duals Case

That independent producers and distributors are considering calling a meeting to
discuss the effects of the Philadelphia Federal court decision outlawing bans on double
features was indicated yesterday by Eddie Golden, Monogram general sales manager.
Course to be pursued by this faction as a result of this ruling may be determined at
the session, which will probably be held next week.

Roosevelt Administration as well as
general counsel of the M. E. Comerford circuit.

Para.

Board

Paramount Picks Judges
In $2,600 'Gap' Campaign

FACOCTION

ON HAUPTMAN SCENES
Newsreel representatives yesterday conferred in New York on the
situation created by the statement
of Judge Trenchard, presiding at the

Judges who will constitute the Hauptmann trial in Flemington, N.
board to decide the merits of the J., that he would hold in contempt

advertising, publicity and exploitation campaigns submitted in Paramount's $2,600 prize contest on
"Ruggles of Red Gap" have been
selected as follows:
Jack Alicoate, "Film Daily"; Red
(Continued on Page 3)

of court reels showing actual trial
scenes contrary to reported agreement based on his order. Prior to
(Continued on Page 3)

Wash'n

Allied Unit in

Plans Action on Duals

Actors' Guild Says Contract
Lacks Enforcement Provision

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Action is contemplated by the recently formed Allied
Theater Owners of the District of
Columbia against certain distribuWashington Bureau of

—

tors for refusing to sell product to

be played on double feature proRALPH WILK
(Continued on Page 3)
Manager,
FILM
DAILY
THE
By Former Associates West Coast
Hollywood Though pleased with
A surprise testimonial dinner was
tendered last evening at the French the concessions made by the proNathanson Rumors Revived

Claud Saunders Dined

By

—

What Next?

3

IZion,
;

III.

y.'opped

at

—A

Will Rogers picture was

Voliva's

White

Dove The-

week because a character in
the film was shown chewing tobacco.
Children were hurried away from the
spectacle.
This town is the home of
ater

this

Wilbur

Glenn

who contends

Voliva,

the earth

religious
is

flat.

leader,

Casino to Claud Saunders, general

ducers, the Screen Actors' Guild

is

manager of Ross Federal Service, by not wholly satisfied with the newly
a number of men in and around proposed Academy standard contown who had at one time served as tract for players, declaring that its
Paramount exploiteers when the de- main fault is the absence of provipartment was headed by Saunders, sions for enforcement. After an exknown as "the daddy of exploita- ecutive session by the Guild's board
(Continued on Page 3)

Montreal
again

say

— Reports
that

N.

of Famous Players
to resign this post
circuit
to
run in

in

circulation" here

Nathanson, head
Canadian, is likely
in order to form a
opposition
the
to

L.

Paramount-controlled organization. Nathanson has been reported interested in
buying into Famous Players Canadian.

(Continued on Page 3)
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of

Time" Applauded

York's better speakeasies foiled the dry agents in the prohibition era; London's newfangled traffic system and the mischief it brought forth; the widely-publicized difficulties
of
Fred Perkins, small-town battery manufacturer with the NRA; Japan's
evolution into rabid militarism traced through the person of Elder Statesman Prince
Saionji; the amusing incident in which an American insisted that a French court apply
his fine against Ihe French debt tthe U. S., and a view of Gatti-Casazza and the
backstage happenings at the Metropolitan Opera at the recent premiere.

$50,000,000 Invested in

Brazilian Film Industry
film
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Third of Columbia Stock
Is Held bv Harry Cohn
(Co

ted f>-om

Paae

M.

mon;

J.

director,

Robert Rubin, Loew's,
2,000

sold

shares

in

Inc.

No-

vember and December: H. Clarke.
Fox Film director, sold $13,000 P
per cent convertible deb., December
4; bought $2,000 December 7; bought
$1,000 and sold $3,000 December 11:
13; sold $4,000

December

LIGHTMAN

A.

yesterday

from

I

Goint>>

arrived

New

in

Yo

Memphis.

ABE LASTFOGEL.
Morris

office

week

on

some

do

to

in charge of the Willia
the coast, will arrive ne)
scouting.

QUIMBY.

Metro

manager, has left
from the "flu."

for

short

subject sal
recupera

Florida

to

BEN GOLDER,
in

counsel for the independen
Philadelphia double feature fight, is

fhp

Florida.

1)

mission.
Other reports just made
public include: Carl Laemmle, Sr..
Universal, 1,045 first preferred, 15,703 second preferred, 7,016 common
and voting trust certificates for 58,692 shares and 120,126 shares o'
common stock: Samuel Carlyle
Warner Bros, director, 1,000 com-

brought $5,000 and sold $2,000 December 12; bought $1,000 December

total.

Frank Conklin Joins Hearst Hotels
Frank Conklin, long active in production and distribution, and more
Net

High

Coming and

FRED

American

36'/4

Debut

at

Time," released nationally yesterday by First Division, was warmly
received at its premiere at the Capitol on Broadway with applause preceding and
following the showing.
Will Rogers was a visitor to the Capitol yesterday arriving
just in time to catch the first showing of "The March of Time."
Six clips make up
the first reel.
They include "Speakeasy Street." a glimpse of how one of New

—
—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

U

of

Total estimated investment in the
industry in Brazil amounts to
Address all communications to THE FILM about $50,0*00,000, according to s
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. summary from the American ConHolly- sulate in Rio de Janeiro to the DeCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- partment of Commerce.
About 20,London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 000 are given employment by the
VVardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne, industry, with salaries totaling $4,Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
P. A. Harle, La 000,000 yearly.
Box-office receipts
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courare estimated at $17,000,000, with
des-Noues, 19.
$2,000,000 going to the government
in taxes and American distributors
getting $3,000,000, of which 40 per
cent is absorbed for local operating
CODE
overhead.
European producers' receipts is about 10 per cent of the

FINANCIAL

Saturday, Feb. 2, 1935

18.

John Barrymore for Korda Film
John Barrymore. who has just

recently with Fox, has been appointreturned to New York after a trip
ed assistant general manager of the
to India, has signed to make a picHearst Hotels, the Ritz Tower, Lom- ture for London Films, having
made
bardy, Warwick and Devon.
Conkthe deal while in England en route
lin's assignment will soon carry him
Reports statin
to this country.
out to Hollywood, where he will
that he will work for Gaumont Britlaunch the Hearst Hotels' idea of ish
are erroneous.
Barrymore will
servicing: film notables, executives
leave New York shortly for the
and writers migrating to New York Coast, prior to eroing to England t^
for short and protracted stays.
appear in the Alexander Korda pic-

ED

New

KUYKENDALL

has

returned

South

fro

York.

ARTHUR LANDAU, who
Hollywood,

remains

ERIC LINDEN

East

leaves

New

in

is

until

New

Feb.

York

froi

23.

York on

Tuesdj

by plane returning to the coast.

WALTER
RKO

ABEL,

Radio,

Broadway

leaves soon

for

JOHN BARRYMORE. who
New York from a trip to

actor signed
Hollywood.

has

just

arrived

t

i

India, will spen
-bout 10 days here before proceeding to HoMv
wood, and later leaves with his family f(
London, where he is to make a picture.

ROBERT HUREL, president of France Fill
Co: in Canada, and WILLIAM R. WILKERSOrpublisher of "Hollywood Reporter" sail froi

New York

today on the Champlain for Europe

WILL ROGERS made
this

another flying trip eas

week.

FRED LeQUORNE, dancing master and routin
creator for many of the country's foremos
dance teams including Gomez & Winona. Flor
ence tr Alvarez, Mmor & Root and niinr>rou
others,
sails
today on the Rex to stage
new show for the Casino Municipale, Cannes
France.
He will be gone for ten weeks, dur
ing which time he will also visit many c
the European capitals to introduce America
exploitation methods for RKO-Radio picture;
principally

HARRY

"Gay

Divorcee."

MICHALSON.

J.

district

RKO, was in the
week for conferences

ager
oast

for

local

manager.

sales m--n
office th

Detroit

Nat

with

Levy

ALEXANDER MARKS of Malcolm Film Lab
ture.
Using Dime Novel Giveaways
left yesterday for the coast.
J. McLaughlin, manager, and
William Notes Drowned
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
W. RAY JOHNSTON. TREM CARR and ED
Ted Trust, press agent of the IVotlnnciton Bureau nf THE FTT.M DAILY WARD
8l/2
8l/2
8'/2
GOLDEN, all of Monogram, left towi
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40...
—
Brooklyn Strand have tied up with
69
69
Friday
Keith A-0 6s46. ... 69
night, the former two to spend severa
Washington William Notes, 51.
105% 105% 105%— Vs thriller and detective magazines for manager of a chain of five motion davs in Atlantic City, while Golden is to visi
Loew 61 41ww
67i/2
68
Vs
exchanges in Pittsburgh and Cleveland, return
Para. 6s47 filed ... 68%
-fa giveaway of 10.000 copies to plus* picture theaters for the past thirty ing about Feb. 9.
68
681/4 +
69
Para. 6s47 ctfs
'/4
46% 45% 46% + 1% their bookings. This week they are vears, was found drowned in Tidal
Par. By 5'/2 s51
45% 465/8 + 2% using Range Romances in behalf of Basin here yesterday. The bodv was
AL FRIEDLANDER flew in from the coas
Par. By. 5'/2 s51 ctfs 46%
67% 68
+
to attend the "Hei Tiki" premiere and wil
Par. 5i/2 s50 filed... 68%
which
opens
"Home
On
The
Range,"
Isaac
identified
brother.
Notes,
by
a
5'
ctfs
68
68%
return
s50
to the coast Monday.
Par.
next Thursday.
....56/2 56V2 56i/2
Warner's 6s39
manager of the Strand Theater here,
MARKET
NEW YORK CURB
who told police his brother was alive
Technicolor
12/4 12% 12%— %
Order Para. Claims Expunged
on Wednesday.
...
3
2% 3
Trans-Lux
N.'Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Notes is survived by his father
Order expunging three claims
4i/
1/4
4% 4
Para. Publix
4 +
against Paramount totaling 3574,100 Marcus Notes, owner of the circuit,
was signed vesterday by Federal three sisters and three brothers.
STUDIO— THEATERS
Judp-e Coxe. The claims include those
Completely Covered
of Georgre White for $50,000: Fox
"Flu" Hits Roach Studios
in the
"Film Corn, as assiVnee of Heilig West Coast Bureau af THE FILM DAILY
Theater C^rp.. for $23,914 and that
Hollywood
Production schedule
of Ernest B. S^h^dsaek and Merian of Hal Roach studios has been hanC. Cooper for $195.
dicapped durincr the past week by
Roach himself ir
a "flu" epidemic.
Will Veto Dog Racine
home in bed with the illness.
Univ.

21/s

pfd

Pict.

371/2

Warner Bros

4

2

2

371/4

371/2

3%

3%

+
—

Vz
Vs

W.

—

1

1
1

1

68+1

2

EQUIPMENT

—

—

wishes

DAILY

from

THl

to the fol-

lowing on their birthday:
Ralph
Frank

Benny Rubin
Molly Malone

Ceder
Zucker
Seymour Burns
Bobby North
Albert

Mary

S.

Frank
Hym.in

Howson

Albertson
Silverman

James

A

Starr

Pat H. Harman

Carlisle

Milton

Silver

Concord. N. H. Statinp- it to be
his opinion that legalized dorr racmrr
"Lancer" Moves to Rialto
is a "racket." H. Styles Bridges. ReParamount's "Lives of a Beneral
nublican Governor of New Hampshire, pledges to movie men that Lancer," after three weeks at thr
even if laws favorinr? the dog tracks Paramount, moved to the Rfalto
should pass thp legislature, he will vesterday morning to continue its
Broadway run.
veto any and all of them.

Henry Kincr Signs New Contract
Pola Negri Ban Lifted
WrH Cnasl Bureau nf THR FTT.XT DAILY
Adolph Hitler has reBerlin
Hollywood Henry Kirnr. director,
has sie-nod a new two-year contract moved the ban against Pola Negri
appearing in a German film.
with Fox.

—

—
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GUILD

J^THORITY TO REVIEW
,

WITH NEW CONTRACT

VAUDE AMENDMENTS

(Continued from Page

{Continued from Page

1)

exhibitor responsible in event an independent contractor for stage show
talent fails to pay wages in accordance with the requirements of
the code. The labor board took the
view that the code, as it now stands,
affords adequate protection to stage
show people.

Paramount Picks Judges
In $2,600 'Gap' Campaign
(Continued from Page

1)

Kami, "Motion Picture Daily"; A.
Mike Vogel, "Motion Picture Herald"; Epes W. Sargent, "Variety",
and Charles E. 'Chick' Lewis, "Showman's Trade Review."
The 25 cash awards, to be offered
for the best campaign actually used
by a theater to put over the Paramount film in the period from Feb.
15 to April 12, are divided as follows: first prize, $600; second, $400;
third, $300; fourth, $200; fifth, $100;
Paraand 20 prizes of $50 each.

mount exchanges and Alex Moss at
the home office are distributing details of

the contest.

On Hauptmann
from Page

start of the trial a plan

WE

• • •
ARE in receipt of an office memo from S. F.
Seadler
better known to the lads and lassies of our village
as Si
who gives his ad writing genius to the Metro picture
people for so much per
it seems that Si had his stenog
who signs herself "S. P."
write this memo to Halsey Raines
suggesting certain attached mimeographed material received from Harry Browning
manager of the advertising
dep't of the M. & P. Theaters at the Boston office
be passed
along to some Bright Trade Paper Lad
who could appreciate "the bright, crisp, helpful material" that Harry gets out
weekly
especially the current attached stuff on "David
Copperfield"
so trade paper lads being what they are
and Si's specifications on that matter being quite explicit
Mister Raines had little alternative in the matter
so he
handed the mimeographed material to us
• • • PUT ON the spot by this signal honor
now go to bat for Harry Browning, Si Seadler, his

Scenes
1)

was adopt-

ed whereby newsreels were to take
turns in filming the trial proper but
were not to release them for showings until termination of the case,
No restrictions
it is understood.

were imposed by Judge Trenchard
however, outside of the hearing it-

we

will

stenog, Hal-

sey Raines, "David Copperfield" and Metro in general
it seems that Harry is a versatile guy
he changes his
writing pace when pepping up the theater lads at the various
houses of the M. & P. chain
with an assortment of bulletins headed "Advance Ballyhoo Campaigns," "M. & P. Exploits," "Promotional Material," "Repeatable Ideas," etc

•

Reels Face Action
(.Continued

•

•

THIS CHAP Harry Browning uses his bean
many managers will not receive their pressbooks

realizing that

on "David Copperfield"
sufficiently ahead of playdate to
take full advantage of the three styles of serials it contains
so Harry gives specific data on the three types of serializations
tells the boys to check up at once to find if the
Metro home office has arranged with a local paper to run a
serialization
and if not, to get busy
we hope this
writeup helps Messrs. Seadler and Browning
it certainly
helped us
we wangled a half -column out of it
not
bad
it pays to be helpful and co-operative, say we

self.

From Flemington yesterday, Attorney-General Wilentz wired newsreel companies asking them to withdraw actual trial scenes now being
shown throughout the country. He
declared that "these sound pictures
were produced by trickery and in
definance of the order of the court."
Wilentz will confer with Judge Trenchard on the advisability of getting

•

•

AS AN

indication of

how important

the

new sr eel

an injunction to restrain New Jersey theaters from showing these
films.

vestigation

Cecil B. De Mille Is Upheld
In $1,500,000 Tax Claim
(Continued from Page 1)

Cecil B. De Mille Productions for
accumulating surpluses beyond the
reasonable needs of the business to

avoid surtaxes by stockholders. An
additional $189,487 in income taxes
The
for 1924-1930 was claimed.
Board agreed with De Mille that
his wife's earnings should not be
included in his taxable income.
<^efh
a

A. After 9,000 Accounts
United Artists' sales force has a
1934-35 objective of 9,000 accounts.
Company has tentative plans for
holding its annual sales meeting in
Hollywood next spring.

• • IT CAN be done
putting Individuality into the
Pressbooks
so that they don't look like a row of green
peas when you stack them alongside one another
after
all, why shouldn't the pressbook reflect the individuality that
the producer attempted to get into his picture?
which
thought is beautifully demonstrated
in the pressbook on
"Hei-Tiki" for First Division
from the craf tshop of George
•

Harvey

the

cover

strikes

the

Keynote of Individuality

maintained throughout
a graphic photo
reproduction of the Maori native and his sweetheart
getting over the basic exploitation angle of the native Love Charm
with three curiosity-arousing questions
and that's all
not even the name of the pix mentioned. ...... yezzir
Thought went into this pressbook
because the lads that
planned it are Pressbook Specialists
they can't afford to
go Routine

which

is

« U «

» » »

1)

of governors to consider the Academy's proposals, it was decided to
continue the fight for Guild members and to negotiate further with
Washington for a public hearing in
line with the brief recently forwarded to Sol A. Rosenblatt.

Claud Saunders Dined

By Former
tion."

Associates

(Continued from Page 1)
It was the group's first get-

together in over eight years. Tele15 other
former associates scattered throughout the country and as far away as

grams were received from
Australia.

Among

those

present were

Hal

Home,

director, advertising and publicity, United Artists; John Goring,
lessee of the Criterion; Leon J.
Bamberger, sales promotion manag-

RKO

Radio Pictures; A. Mike
"Motion Picture Herald"
Round Table Club; Oscar Doob, advertising
and publicity director,
Loew's Theaters; Fred V. Greene,
Jr., exhibitor; Leslie Whelan, eastern publicity director, Harold Lloyd
Corp.; Vernon Gray, director of
broadcasting,
Columbia
Pictures;
Lee Balsly, ad sales manager, Fox
Film; Fred Walters, New York manager, Ross Federal Service; Harry
Royster, district manager Paramount theaters; P. K. Thomajan,
er,

Vogel,

Division;
Edward J. Wall,
real estate department;
Russell Moon, Fox advertising department; Irwin Zeltner, Loew Theaters exploiteer; Ed Corcoran, Paramount exploiteer in Philadelphia.

First

Paramount

Allied Unit in
•

can be
it may develop that Hearst Metrotone News will
be instrumental in deciding the Government investigation
into the sinking of the liner Mohawk that cost 45 lives
for plans had been made with Capt. Irving A. Williamson
famous deep-sea diver and underwater photographer
to
descend late yesterday to the ill-fated liner
taking with
him a specially constructed newsreel camera
to make pictures disclosing whether the steering gear was defective, as
testified
of course the pix will be shown in a regular issue
of Hearst Metrotone News
as well as the Government in-

Le)

NOT SATISFIED

Wash'n

Plans Action on Duals
(Continued from Page

1)

grams, the organization indicated at
a meeting this week. It was decided
to await the outcome of the Philadelphia suit, in which the District
Court subsequently ruled against the
distributors.

Speakers at the meeting included
F. Myers, Allied States gen-

Abram

eral counsel, who welcomed the new
unit into the national association and
invited the members to attend the
board meeting here Feb. 13-15. C.
H. Olive, president of the new unit,
Among others present
presided.
were A. E. Lichtman, Isaac Notes,
W. E. S. Wilcox, Hyman Green,

Sadie Cohen, John H. Hiser and Benjamin Tendler.
Future meetings will be held the
second and fourth Mondays of each
month at the Hamilton Hotel. Execution of articles of incorporation
was authorized.

Block Detroit Summer Opera
Detroit
The Shubert plan for
municipal opera at Navin Field, ball
park, struck a snag this week before the City Council when George
W. Trendle, manager of United Detroit Theaters, presented the united
protest of local theater managers

—
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BUSINES

THEATER IMPROVEMENT NOTES « «
— Repairs are being
Manchester, 0.—The Lyric theaGarner,
»

U

la.

and re-seated made to the Merchants theater and
by Mrs. Herman Dugle, who was the house will be reopened shortly.
Mrs. Warren Spencer before her It was recently damaged by fire,
marriage recently.
with equipment being destroyed.
ter is being remodeled

—

JOHI
A

f

—

West Union, 0.
Charles Riffle
Milwaukee Civic Auditorium has
has added 140 seats to the capacity just been equipped by Herman A.
of his Majestic theater.
DeVry, Inc., with a 255-foot throw
Brenckert high intensity projector.
Greenwich, Conn. Pickwick theater, taken over by Ray Whitaker,
Recent installations of the new
has a new lobby setting by Benny
Peerless Magnarc lamp was made
Perse of Capitol Supply, with a 60by the National Theater Supply Co.
ft.
oval carpet surrounding an ilin seven theaters in Brooklyn. They
luminated fountain.
are the Surf, Rugby, Fortway, BayFrankfort, Kan. W. H. Hardman side, Parkside, Waldorf, and Kingshas equipped his Royal house with way. The improved equipment raises
complete new RCA Victor High Fi- amperage to sharp light, according
to Bernard Kleid.
delity sound apparatus.

EDITOR'S NOTE:— This is the first of a series of articles wr
These articles will be regular weekly features and will be u.
by other prominent people will follow Mr. Eberson's. Le

—

—

—

—

Thomasville, Ga. H. M. Hanna
Boston The Apollo theater, John
has installed a Photophone High Henes house which was burned some
Fidelity sound reproducing system time ago, has been reconditioned and
in his private Showboat theater lo- is
scheduled for reopening next
cated on the Melrose Plantation month.
Work on the theater was
here.
handled by the Comi Brothers.

Hi

department.

this

SE
American

and sturdy American

initiative

individualism,

—

of

course these are

the

b

"spurs" for business.

lie

1

Showman

Every
times,

—and

in

this fine land

of ours, appreciates the necessity of keeping

w

up

CO

keeping up to times.

Our theaters have stood the brunt

of constant usage and
they are thread-bare and begging for help and new life.

the

ravages of time

u

ilib

:tit

ten!

very apparent upswing in the show business makes it now possible
and wise showman to set up a Renovating and Remodeling Budget.

The

Your house requires

mands

it

—your

patrons are deserving of

it

— and

for

the

tr

your good business

^

<
:

;i

it.

OPERA CHAIRS:

Si

ling

You must re-seat your auditorium, and in selecting proper seating you must be guid
by past experience and knowledge of modern and up-to-date development in this fie
Theatre
towards

May

Deep

a

—

engineering problem,
not a matter of Art, upholstery,
long experience and thorough engineering knowledge, ma
successful and dependable manufacturer and supplier of good theatre seati

Seating

furniture.

an

is

study,

,,

.,

not suggest for your guidance the following suggestions; and points of importar %n
judging theatre seating, selection and purchase:

in

I

SEA

STANDARDS:

May

be,

preferably,

cast

iron

for

ends,

and cast

iron

or

center standards should have proven heavy cross sections
weaving, and should be designed with minimum use of rivet connections.
centers.

—

Steel

END STANDARDS:

To be

finished

in

steel
iilK

to

re
!

!

—

light ivory, glared, with a small amount of color contrast
effect to give aisle guidance and distinct travel demarkation to
upon entering dark film lighted auditorium.

IT IS
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FILI>

INDUSTRIAL— FILM

BOUGHT AND SOLD
LARGEST CLEARING HOUSI IN

i

filed

Next Wee
.

:

semi-dark houffal
very light in gene

light colors, easily visible in

>ri

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS COR
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

St.,

N.Y
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MENT
UILDERS

THEATERS

€)

»

»

EQUIPMENT

FIELD ITEMS « «
Kansas City — Don Davis, sales

—

Boston
An inexpensive emergency lighting system has been in- manager for RCA Photophone here,
stalled in the Elite theater in Wal- reports the following installations of
pole," an A. Franceschelli house, by new sound equipment; Roxy, Macon,
the Comi Brothers. The same idea Mo., owned by Sam Pirtle; Bill
may be incorporated anywhere. One Hardman's Royal, Frankfort, Kan.;
or two storage batteries, possibly M. B. Utterback's Lyri c theat 2rs at
those from outmoded sound systems, Winfield
and
Wellirgton,
Kan.;

msoN
AST

m his paper by John Eberson, one of America's leading architects.
Articles
k i the idea of being business builders for exhibitors.
Lei
exhibitors requesting theatre information will be answered by

NG
l4

—

HINGE CONSTRUCTION:

Select a noiseless slow hinge with constant friction
ake to avoid slamming.
Select hinge which is flexible enough to work properly on
nail radius installations, and one which has ample bearing in service position.
Cast
in constructed hinges are preferable.

THE SEAT BACK:

Deep curve backs spell comfort and satisfaction regardless of
be a Veneer, applied inserted or fully upholstered back,
our budget and cost estimates only control your selection in this respect,
rtrons' satisfaction and comfort,
repeat, depend on the incline and shape of the
iair back only,
not the finish.
dish

— may

—

it

—

—

—

—

I

THE SEAT:
sat

—

pring

Nothing short of a box spring seat should be installed,
a springless straight upholstered seat bottom has seen its best days.

— the

Squab

—

Edge seats with underslung seat fronts, of course, are the extreme of comfort,

ox Spring seats with an equal
)ring

are hitched to automobile headlights Wayne Egelston's Atwood theater,
concealed near the ceiling and con- Atwood, Kan.; J. Bernjj-d Ros hong's
trolled by a switch that will auto- St. Francis, Kan.; W. G. McKinney's
matically kick off if the regular cur- Best, at Topeka, Kan.; James Tayrent fails.
lor's Glen Elder, Glen Elder, Kan.;
Joe Ghosen's Star, Sedalia, Mo.;
Detroit C. H. Powell is manag- Kimo, Garden City, Kan., operated
ing the National Screen Service of- by Homer Ellison, who also operates
fice here for H. A. Silverberg, who the State there, and the Maywood,
was injured in the Hotel Kerns fire Independence, Mo., operated by J. A.
at Lansing. Silverberg will be con- Becker and Mrs. Winkler.
fined to his home in Detroit for several weeks more.
J.
H. Hallberg, electrical and
cinematograph engineer and manuBelleville, N. J.
Forrest Mfg. facturer of the well-known Hallberg
Corp. announces a new rectifier Projector Arc lamps, reports a pickusing
Westinghouse copper-oxide up in inquiries and orders, confirmmetal rectifying element, instead of ing similar reports from other
glass, with no bulbs to renew, the quarters that a pickup in equipmenc
business is under way.
company claims.

and

its

number

of springs,

should be judged by character of

group fastening and tie-ups.

COVERING MATERIAL:

Straight

velours

backs

for

—

imitation

leather

of

proven

uality for seats.
ill

STUFFING AND TRIMMINGS:

Avoid

We

properly padded on sharp edges.

're

rm

oilless

drying-up fillers— see that seat boxes

recommend rubber sponge,

material covered

rests of liberal dimensions.

SEAT SPACING:

We

more than 14 seats
isle

recommend minimum spacing
in

double

of 32 inches from heel
row and no more than seven seats

aisle

to heel
in

single

row.

Vatch reclining of chair heights of seat from

Ve heard more complaints about
lefects

floor

radius

poor, brutal and broken

and deterioration, generally observed and keenly

of

down

seating

rows.

seating than any other

felt by our patrons.

"FORSAKING ALL OTHERS"

RESEAT."

We wouldn't

BATING

go so far as to ad-

vocate your forsaking

all

ether

carpet manufacturers for us But
.

apparently a good

All Set to Serve You
National Service never relaxes.

It

is

/

of

KNOWN

QUALITY.

projectors.

Send

SERVE your

theatre.

for catalog.

is

PREPARED

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY
92 Gold

St.

or 0ffice Nearest

^^m

you

New

At any

try's

most successful theatres

Only equip-

Carpets, seating, screens,

National

feel that way.

theatre

rate the majority of the coun-

ready to help your

renovation, re-equipment and repair problems.

ment

owners

many

use Alexander Smith Carpet.

to

CO.

York, N. Y.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

<
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Shorts Reviews

"WINGS

Souvenirs"
(4-3)

Paramount

10 mins.

Amusing
This issue in the Paramount Varieties series opens with some views
of Billy Sunday, famous revivalist,
doing his stuff back in 1917. Then

Barbara Stanwyck

is

TEREST WITH GOOD ACTING AND
RtCTING.

film

Dl-

While set in an aviation background, the
punch of this picture is in its deeply
moving romance between Myrna Loy, a

real

a

"Paramount

Pictorial"
(4-8)
10 mins.

Paramount

Fairly Good
After an introductory musical bit,
presenting a nine-year-old boy cellist in a couple of mildly entertain
ing numbers, this subject present:

some colorful views of old Madeira
off North Africa, with a travelogue
commentator (who sounds like Ford
Frick of the radio) interpolating £
few remarks, and then comes a few
laughs provided by Rube Goldberg
and one of his goofy inventions. The
latter bit is not done in cartoon, but
the contraption has been rigged u]
in a regular studio setting, and
how to get rid of a grouch.

Red Nichols
"Million

Dollar

in

flying

possible.

from Moscow
$25,000 fee, Myrna
flight

whereupon

the

perimental

plane,

Undertaking
to New York

a

gets

a

lost

in

solo

for

a

fog,

Cary grabs his exwhich had been taken

blind

back by the company in default of payments, and effects a thrilling rescue, at
the same time proving the worth of his
invention, and winding up with the indiThere are
cated return of his eyesight.
swell performances by the' lead team as
well as by Hobart Cavanaugh, Cary's Scotch
assistant, and Roscoe Karns, Myrna's manager.

Myrna

Cast:

Cavanaugh,

Loy,

Rcscoe

Cary
Karns,

Grant,

Hcbart

Dean

Jagger,

Hanlcn, James Burtis, Russell HepGraham McNamee.
Authors, Nell
Director, James Flood

with Vera Van
imount
10 mins.
Fair Band Novelty
wo song numbers by Vera Van.

Warner

76 mins.

Bros.

DRAMA OF CROOKEDNESS
HAS

POLITICS

IN

MECHANICAL

Based on the play by Leonard
legal

seems quite involved in
detail that crowds out

HIGH
SETUP

Ide,

this

political

and

plot

.

penseful story of murder, with its attendant mystery and all the other exciting
elements.
Barbara Stanwyck is secretly
married to Warren William, the attorney
general, while her father is Governor of the
State.
A rival in politics has framed the
governor with planted evidence, and seeks
his impeachment.
This puts the attorney
general in a tough spot, as he has to
bring the impeachment proceedings. There
has been a murder as a result of the

and now another murder occurs inan innocent girl.
Miss Stanwyck
is
the sole eye witness, and knows the
girl
is
innocent. Then into the murder
trial,
and a last-minute confession from
the murderer who was used as a weak

Victor

McLaglen

in

"UNDER PRESSURE"

volving

of

Cast:

iNichols,

Legislative Activities

—

Charlotte A bill seeking to repeal the state sales tax and substi;ute a tax on corporations has been
rgued pro and con at a hearing conlucted by the finance committee of
.;he North Carolina House of Representatives.

—

Atlanta A measure imposing a
per cent tax on gross receipts of
all
amusements, including motion
pictures, has been favorably reported by the ways and means committee of the Georgia House of Repre5

sentatives.

A

companion

bill

i;

—Increasing

George

penalties from $100 to $300 for discriminating against members of a theater audience is sought in a bill
introduced in the Indiana House.
Negro interests are reported sponsoring the measure.

\

crew, and in a lesser degree between Ed and Charles over Florence Rice,
who supplies the little romantic interest
in the picture.
Then there is Ed's continual wisecracking arguments with
Vic,
their fights, the various dangers that crop
up in the way of a fire and their sacrifices
to save each other.
Cast: Edmund Lowe, Victor McLaglen,
Florence Rice, Marjorie Rambeau, Charles
tunnel

Bickford,

pending in the Senate.
Indianapolis

Two
other under their tough exteriors.
sand hog crews, working from opposite
sides of the river and competing to see
who can reach the middle first, supply
On the
the motivation for the action.
side,
there is rivalry between Vic and
Charles Bickford, head of the opposition

of

Siegfried

Walsh,

Rumann, Roger Imhoff,

Warner

Richmond,

Jack

Wallace, James Donlan.
Director, Raoul Walsh; Authors, Borden
Chase,
Edward J. Dcherty; Screenplay,
Borden Chase, Ncel Pierce, Lester Cole;
Cameraman, Hal Mchr; Recording Engineer,
George" Leverett.
Direction, Lively. Photography, A-l.

esting story based on a Maori legend and
was produced on the Isle of Ghosts, New

Zealand, by Alexander Markey.
The male
and female leads film well and are likeable.
The shots are all outdoors and the backgrounds are uniformly attractive.
The natives are picturesque and their dances in-

What happened was

teresting.

that

the
with

producer missed in telling the story
The picture has a static quala camera.
ity. The narrative is not unfolded with the
dramatic intensity it should have had and as
a result suspense is not properly maintained.
The story concerns the daring plot by
which the son and daughter of the chiefs
of two warring tribes flout a sacred tribal
custom which threatens to keep them forever apart and thereby precipitates a bloody
battle between the tribes, ending happily
in peace and amity.

Mara,

Cast:

Tcnga,

Manui,

Te

Rangi,

Tere,

Inu.

Director,

producer,

Alexander

Markey;

.

flu.

—

Boston Leo Young, now in
York, has resigned here as

New

exfor Chesterfield-Invincible
and Majestic through the American
Film Exchange.
The weekly sustaining playlets based on these companies' product went off WEEI t
week ago.
ploiteer

—

Needham, Mass. John P. McConformerly manager of the
Paramount Theater here, has been
named assistant to Harry Brown,
Jr., publicist for the Paramount in
ville,

Boston.

the political schemer.
Barbara Stanwyck, Warren

cornet solo work by Red with Marjorie Rambeau, Charles Bickford,
a mountaineer number, a
Florence Rice
"HEI TIKI"
iuple of bits by a vocal trio, and
72 mins.
Fox
meral background work by the
(Love Charm)
ACTION, SUSPENSE AND THRILLS
chols orchestra comprise the con- FAIRLY WELL COMBINED IN DRAMA First Division
73 mins.
nts of this mildly diverting mu
OF TUNNEL DIGGERS WITH CHIEFLY SOUTH SEAS PICTURE WITH NATIVE
iical reel. The program is presented
MALE APPEAL.
CAST IS A POORLY-TOLD TALE LACKin a radio studio setting, with KenGiven a new locale, in the digging of a ING IN ACTION.
neth Roberts doing the announcing,
and the camera indulges in a bit tunnel under the East River, this is more
A splendid opportunity was wasted in
>f
angle work, but the act as a of the familiar scrapping of Edmund Lowe
and Victor McLaglen, who really like each this film. The picture has a highly intervvhole is of the routine variety.
ie

the

plant,

William, Glenda Farrell, Grant Mitchell, Arthur Byrcn, Henry O'Neill, Douglas Dumbrille, Arthur Aylesworth, Willard Robertson, William Davidson.
Director, William Dieterle; Author, Leonard Ide; Screenplay, F. Hugh Herbert, Tern
Buckingham, Mary McCall, Jr.; Editor,
Owen Marks; Cameraman, Ernest Miller.
Direction,
Handicapped.
Photography,
Gocd.

;

—Mack

Krim, local
has become so good
at polo that he is going to Chicago
with a pro. team.
Willard Patteror
direction.
construction
The general re- son, general manager of United
action is that of a lot of characters move Detroit Theaters, is
back from a
like
so many automatons through
what vacation
Frank Smith of Michigan
might have been a really exciting and sus- "Film Reporter" was laid
low by
struction

tool

Shipman, Philip D. Hum; Screenplay, Jack
Kirkland, Frank Partos; Cameraman, William
Mellor; Aerial Photography, Dewey
Wrigley; Editor, William Shea.
Direction, Fine. Photography, Best.

—

Milan, Mich.
Richard Spangle
has sold the Garrick to Wilt Storl.

human

the

The

10.

Detroit Notes

story.

J

—

circuit operator,

the

DAV

Albion, Mich. Glen Gardner will
open the new Gem Theater on Feb.

con-

of

ton,

Edmund Lowe and

of the

winds in and out, so that the
defect seems to be inherent in the story
and cannot be blamed on the scenario

qualities

Bert

C

Notes"

NEWS

"THE SECRET BRIDE"

THAT WEAKENS STORY VALUE.

blind

«

in

Cavanaugh, Roscoe Karns
75 mins.
Paramount
STRONG LOVE STORY IN AVIATION
SETTING HAS PLENTY OF HEART IN-

short sequence from a stunt flier, and Cary Grant, an aviator-inMabel Normand comedy, followed by ventor who has lost his sight in an accian oldtime melodrama, "The Musi- dent.
Though Cary resents aid in his
cian's Revenge," of pre-war vintage.
misfortune, Myrna manages to help him
With the aid of running commen- along in various ways and risks her life
tary, the material is both interestin the air to get money so he can furing and comical.
ther his invention that is supposed to make

there

FEATURES

THE DARK"

Myrna Loy, Cary Grant, Hobart

with

"Screen

IN

NEW

of

Saturday, Feb. 2, 1935

Associate

Zee Varney; Photography, How-

ard Bridgman.
Direction, So-so. Photography, Okay.

—

New Orleans -Joy Hock has taken over the Beverley Theater at
Kenner, La.

—

Zwolle, La. A showman who has
been 50 years in the business, is
over 65, and still able to hold his
own, will open a house here shortly.
He is C. A. Bailey. News of his
latest venture got him a seven-column streamer story in the local

paper.

—

Lincoln, Neb. Don Monroe, former assistant manager of the old
State here, is now peddling insurance.

—

Neb.

Deitz (Pudge)
transporter
who covers the eastern end of Nebraska, has married Melba Prentice,
Sioux City, la.
Lincoln,
Coglizer,

Omaha

Des Moines

manager

—

film

-

Don Thornburg,

of the Strand and

Family

Marshalltown, la., has
complied with the local code board's
ruling that he cease conducting bank
nights as he was faced with a Sunday minus pictures due to the code
board's cutting off his supply from
the exchanges.
theaters

in

Accept Amendments

On Paramount
{Continued from Page

1)

Pla*>

mm
^

and that three classes of director*
be authoribed to have one, two and
three year terms and that after the

first three-year period the directors
bee lected annually with cumulative

voting.

—28Wl

DAILY
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MOTH SCHEDULE
HACKED IN WASH'N

BRITISH

A

"LOTS"

LITTLE from

RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD Edward Kaufman wrote
TRVING THALBERG will supervise play.
X
T
T

GOVERNMENT

BACKING TELEVISION

;By

(Continued from Page

1)

ing to admission price and seating
capacity with a range of 75 cents
M-G-M's film version of "The
to over $5 per hour, a minimum of Forty Days of Musa Dagh."
An
all star cast will be selected to por$60, and a maximum of 30 hours.
Major L. E. Thompson declared tray the characters of Franz Werfel's book.
that a committee of which he was a
member found "A" "did not work
Lucien Hubbard has signed a new
to benefit at all, but it did work as
long-term contract as producer for
O'Reilly
a basis for the remodeled
M-G-M. His first picture under the
plan." He said "B" formula was not new arrangement will be "Merrily
sufficient to be considered with the We Roll Along," the new George
others.
Mathew M. Levy of I. A. S. Kaufman-Moss Hart play still
playing at the Music Box, New
T. S. E. claimed that the commitYork. William Powell, Myrna Loy
tee exceeded authority granted to
and Lionel Barrymore will have
it as it was appointed only to find
leading roles in the production,
the prevailing scale. He further atr
t
r
tempted to insert profit figures for
individual companies in the record,
Jess Smith is adapting "Freckles,"
and was admonished by the chair- Gene
Stratton-Porter
novel,
for
man Sol A. Rosenblatt that "They RKO Radio.
were not pertinent."
T
T
Murray A. Harston and Benjamin
Charles Lauarhton, and not WalF. Deagostina of Allied M. P. Union
claimed they had not received copies lace Beery, will be co-starred with
of the schedules and asked permis- Clark Gable and Robert Montgomsion to study same and to make any ery in "Mutiny on the Bounty."
objections at a later date.
C. S. wh'ch Metro will produce under diThide of Local 306 submitted a costs rection of Frank Lloyd.
plan ranging from $81 to $531 per
week.

Jimmy
is

se+ting

liis

"Clive" Gets Canada Air Plug

first

day"

Butler, 14-vear-old actor
sort of a record since

c^me

big hit in

with

"Only YesterMargaret
Sullavan

The Canadian Radio Commission Young Jimmv has made no less than
has scheduled a special one houi ^ight pictures in piVht months, and
broadcast to be given "Clive of In- i<5 now busv in a leading role i 1"
dia," 20th Century production star- "Laddie", the RFO Radio screen
ring Ronald Colman and Loretta version of th» Gon e Stratton-Pnrtf"Young, on Wednesday evening from novel in whicV. John T?eal and Glori?
9 to 10 P. M.
This broadcast wil' Stuart have the leads.
be given in place of the regulai
"Hour of Gaiety and Romance" anc
Tipi lW"Cov pn<1 r»o v ;«l S,.lmon
will be heard throughout the entire
«ta<- and d<re"t ~i\ will h° tMm«i) tn
Dominion in a national hookup. t
!

Cnli'mh-'n f^of.n-p onfMo() "C"n<3 n f
Law." p +olo of tho Pova' "North

ho

west Mounted Police.
e «*reenDlav

Reehe

wpt"

The pfnrv and
bv For*1

written

Harrv neckc

will act ae
nrodiK^r.
Production ir
scheduled to start Feb. 1.
w
v
v
Noah Beery, Jr., recentlv placed
"nder loner-term contract, bv Universal, will nlav in "Call of th°
Savage".
The cast so far chosen
Drvrothv
'chides
Harrv
Short.
Woods and
Miller. "Call of
f he
Savago" will be directed bv
Louis Friedlander.
»
V
T
Charl«\<? V'dor is dir^tinp- "Str°n<rors ^11" at
Radio. Mnv F~nc,>n. Preston Foster
and Florine McKinney head the cast.

associate

15th Annual Convention

The Roosevelt Hotel

New

Feb. 25th
Daily

WalW

Orleans, La.
to 28th,

1935

RKO

Communique:

Monday

after

arrival
will be

and

registration,

MPTOA visitors
offered optional
features:
(1)
a fascinating sightseeing
tour through New Orleans and the famous
Vieux Carre, (2) a big golf tournament
a\ the Metairie Country Club,
(3)
an
""prnoon at the races (The Fair Grounds),
a bridge party at the Metairie Country
b.
Take your choice.

MAKE

YOUR

RESERVATIONS

Powell's
William
n«»w
mature.
"Star of Midn>Vh+ " with Cina-or
Rogers as the leading- woman. ha«
"nn
into nrodiWion a* the RK<">
Radio st"dio und"- +he dJrp^tfon f
Stephen Roberts Of'Ts in tha past
EARLY are Leslie Fenton. Roup Lo'-khart.
R alnh Morgan and RussoM Hopton
Howard Green, Anthony Veiller and

the screen-

A

T

Henry Hull has

(Continued from Page 1)
eral recommendations of its television committee.
television station
is expected to be established in London the latter part of this year, with

started his first

starring vehicle at Universal

City.

Television
and
Co.
is "The Werewolf of London," Marconi-Emi
which Stuart Walker is producing Baird Television given an opportufrom the story by Robert Harris. nity to supply the necessary apparaIt

The cast already includes four play- tus.
Cost of receivers will probably
Spring Byington, Warner Oland,
Valerie Hobson and Clark Williams. run from $250 to $300. Size of the

ers,

picture now produced i
inches, but this can be
increased by a magnifying device
with a corresponding loss of definitelevision

about

Anne

RKO

Shirley's

new

Radio has been

picture

for

"Spring
in
Paris," Francis
Faragoh has
made the screen adaptation of Anatitled

8x6

tion.

France's story, "The Crime of
Sylvestre Bonnard," for the use of
Mort Dixon and Allie Wrubel have
the little star of "Anne of Green written four new songs for Warner's
Gables." The film will go into pro- "In Caliente" which stars Dolores
duction soon under the direction of Del Rio with Pat O'Brien, Leo CarGeorge Nicholls, Jr., who directed rillo, Edward Everett Horton and
"Anne of Green Gables." In Miss Glenda Farrell featured. The titles
Shirley's supporting cast, to date, of the tunes are "Mexicana," "To
are Helen Westley, O. P. Heggie, Call You My Own," "The Lady in
Elizabeth Patterson, John Qualen Red" and "Caliente."
Lloyd Bacon
and Hilda Vaughan.
is directing.
tole

In

^^

the ten pictures chosen as I934 's

best in the Film Daily s nationwide

poll, eight

were photographed on Eastman

Super- Sensitive

Again

of

BEST TEN"

"1934's

QF

eight

this

Panchromatic

Eastman

film has

Negative.

made

its

con-

tribution to the artistry and entertainment

value of the productions adjudged the finest

of the year. Eastman

Rochester, N.Y.
tributors,

(J.

Kodak Company,

E. Brulatour, Inc., Dis-

New York, Chicago,

EASTMAN

Hollywood.)

Super-Sensitive

Panchromatic Negative

s

s

—

Intimate

D, Bily N ewspc p er
Of M o t o n Pict ures
Now S ixteen Years Old

The

Character

in

Scope

International in

Independent

i

Thought

in

-

II
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Dissolution of Ascap Not Sought, Government Say

OFFICIALTOTAL OF U.J7THEATERS]T15,273
Action on Duals by 75% Vote is Urged by Lightman
England

Former MPTO A Head Says
Code Has Failed to
Help Small Exhib

=

having cinema troubles
=

\A/ELL
all

JACK ALICOATE

By

authenticated reports have

not quiet, peaceful and undis-

is

turbed along the British front.

fact,

it

headed directly into heavy weather with

storm signals flying
rental

question

running high
the

along the

all

hot and

red

is

theater

owners'

moniker

official

and

stormy

and

occurrence,
suggestive

of

intervention.
result

of

a

is

sessions

with

Cinemato-

are

more

than

in

arms,

of

daily

a

hint

governmental

request for

This situation

up

is

the obvious

overbuilding and overseating.

manifest

is

that

rentals

large

enough

It

to

cover increased British production costs can

by killing competition.

7APP0INTMENTSMADE
ON LOCAL CODE BOARDS

RKO

Productions
Preparing to Shoot

—

THE FILM DAILY

RKO

In

England they

are slow to do things.

Once they do 'em

they are twice as slow

in

Ascap

undoing 'em.

Is
The history of the cinema industry in
Great Britain is following the pattern cut
in these United States. Over-building, overexpansion,
over-production
overcosts,
enthusiasm, and then the headaches of
remorse and retribution.
England, therem '§ n * we " fa ce heed of what hapirHf'
JHed over here, for, while business in the
Aght little Isle today is brisk, the best
way to throw this prosperity out of the
window is for industry elements to be constantly warring upon each other.
'

wired theaters

ir

as compiled and verified

by The Film Daily Year Book,
15,273, as of Jan. 1, 1935.
Of this
number, 13,386 are now open, while
1,887 are closed.
This compares
with 12,480 open at the start of 1933
and 12,574 at the start of 1934.
The Film Daily Year Book figures
supersede the Census Bureau survey, which omitted many houses,
i

STUDIOS

West Coast Bureau of

—As

THE FILM DAILY

a result of production activities being kept at a
maximum pace all season, WarnerFirst National is far ahead of its

(Continued on Page 8)

the

predominating.

S.,

(Continued on Page 8)

4

9

TELEVISION SPURRED

BY BRITISH ACTION

fill

London cinema irritation
Hollywood In addition to four
department comes serious censorship agi- features now before the cameras and
tation.
The situation is so important that three being edited, seven pictures
a deputation, headed by the Archbishop of are being prepared for early shootCanterbury, has had prolonged and serious ing at the
Radio studios. They
conferences with the Prime Minister seek- are: "Break of Hearts," with Kathing to break down the influence of the arine Hepburn and Francis Lederer;
British Board of Censors and in its place
(.Continued on Page 8)
set up governmental censorship with clergy
influence

the U.

vacan- production schedule in number of
cies in the personnel of local code features completed and awaiting reboards have been made by the Code lease. The company has been constantly working in advance of its
Authority, as follows:
(Continued on Page 3)
New York Grievance Board: un-

Seven appointments to

West Coast Bureau of
in

N.

—841 in Canada

Official total of

AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
Hollywood

7

—•—
Next

WARNER-F.

(Continued on Page 3)

only be paid by theaters in territories not

ruined

Houses Open
—66,070 for World

13,386 U. S.

substantially in the television boom that
has started in London are David Sarnoff, RCA president, and Isidore Ostrer
Ostrer is said to
of Gaumont British.
have invested nearly $250,000 in the
Baird system, while Sarnoff is on the
Marconi board. John Logie Bair, "father
of television," and I. Schoenberg, Sarnoff's
chief
experimenter, are others
who stand to make fortunes.

association,

the

is

graph Exhibitors Association,
secret

The

line.

feeling

opposing factions. In fact,

in

powerful

whose

is

In

cinema ship "Britain"

looks like the good
is

that

it

Seventy-five or 80 per cent of exhibitors in a territory should be allowed to ban double features if they
so desire under the motion picture
code, declared M. A. Lightman, circuit operator and former M. P. T. 0.
A. president, on Saturday in discussing proposed amendments to the
code, a subject scheduled to figure
importantly in the forthcoming M.

Sarnoff, Ostrer to Benefit
Among those who stand to benefit

of 12 Features

For Liberty Next Season
A minimum of 12 pictures, with
additional undertakings depending
upon conditions as they exist at that
time, will be made by Liberty Pictures for 1935-36, it was announced
by M. H. Hoffman, president, before
returning to the coast next week
after conferences in New York with
(Continued on Page 8)

Government's Only Concern
In the Foreign Field

American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers has been informed by the U. S. Attorney-General's office that the government be-

Four Warner promotions in the lieves the society's price-fixing pracforeign field were announced Satur- tices are illegal but that dissolution
day by Sam E. Morris, vice-presi- of the society is not sought. The
dent. Dave Blyth, manager for In- government has suggested that, to
dia in Bombay, has been made maintain true bargaining, Ascap act
supervisor for India, Straits Settlements and Dutch East Indies. Peter
(Continued on Page 8)

with radio experts here predicting that similar action will follow here. The problem in this country is somewhat different, however,
cles,

Minimum

s Price-Fixing Practice

Warners Promotions

Announcement last week of England's plans to launch television service in the near future has caused a
stir in American broadcasting cir-

house for

its

members who would advise the

so-

only

as

a

clearing

(Continued on Page 3)

it is pointed out by Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith, RCA consultant, one
handicap being the fact that the

(Continued on Page 3)

State

NRA

Ruled Invalid,
is Upheld
the New York State

Union Contract

Holding that
Recovery Act was invalid, Supreme
Court Justice Meier Steinbrink in
Brooklyn last week upheld the Allied M. P. Operators' Union in its
suit against Parkshire Ridge Amusements, Inc., operating three Brook
(Continued on Page 3)

Public Taste
Lincoln,

Toyland"

In Jail

Even

—

Neb.
Because "Babes in
and "Peck's Bad Boy" were

shown on two successive nights at the
Nebraska state penitentiary, the inmates
won't attend shows now unless the warden gives his personal guarantee that
the films suit their taste.
Jules Rachman, former Omaha exhib, runs the
shows.

THE

SOU

DAILY

Monday, Feb.
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Picture
Under Pressure
David Copperfield

5 Cents

Bordertown
Hei Tiki
Unfinished

Man

W.

St.,

Cinematographic
des-Noues,

Rue de

20th Century

Rivoli

Rialto

Warner Bros

Roxy

M-G-M

Mayfair
Strand

British

of

Aran (16th week)

Gaumont

M.
over

Westminster

Amkino

WARNER

in

is

New

H. HOFFMAN, president of Liberty Picreturned to Hollywood from New York
the week-end.

JOHN CABOT LODGE, film actor, arrives in
New York today from California on the Virginia
via

Cameo
Fifth

Avenue

the

Panama Canal.

JAMES

E.
FRANCIS, manager of the PhotoDivision of RCA Victor, who has been
on the west coast for the last two months in
connection with RCA's sound recording and
reproducing activities there, is scheduled to return to the company's headquarters in Camden,
N. J., on Wednesday.

phone

FUTURE OPENINGS

19.

Devil Dogs of the Air (Feb. 6)
The Scarlet Pimpernel (Feb. 7)

Warner Bros

Strand

United Artists

The Marines Are Coming*

Mascot

Music Hall
Mayfair

Sequoia*

M-G-M

Capitol

The Gilded Lily*
Jack Ahoy*
The Right to Live*

Paramount

Gaumont British
Warner Bros

Paramount
Roxy

Little

Men*

CODE

f

Subsequent run.

*

VINTON FREEDLY, legit producer, is back
from Hollywood, where he conferred at the
Paramount studios on the filming of his Broadway musical, "Anything Goes."

Rivoli

Mascot
Columbia

Carnival*

Astor
Rialto

CLYDE ELLIOTT'S
been

Following current program.

delayed

until

departure for the Orient has
this week.

later

IRVING MANDELL, Monogram
er

in

Chicago,

and

Miami on Saturday

FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY-)
Net
Con.

Fm.

Ind

Con.

Fm.

Ind.

"A"

Loew's,

Inc

Pathe

4

Exch.

.

.

1%
2%

.

RKO
Univ.

Pict.

Warner
do

Bros.

Th.

Loew

102

3%
1%

3%
1

371/2

2
37l/2

37l/2

3%

3%

3%

6s

2

%

8%

41ww ....105%

104'i

6s40

.

filed

5%s51

Bv.

21

8%

Eq.

Paramount 6s 47
Par.
Par.
Par.

10% 10% + %
32% 32% +%

1%

21% 21%
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
...

pfd.

Gen.

pfd.

20%
113

102

102
ctfs

6%

20V2

33%

Chg.

Close

3/8

113

107/8

pfd

Paramount

*>

203/4

113

Fox Fm.

do

pfd.

Kodak

East.

Low

High
63s

68
47 Vz

683',
5"?s50
5ijs50 ctfs.
68%
Warners's 6s39 ... 56 Vi
.

.

8%
1

04 J^

67%

675/8

473',

47%

67%

6734
67

67
56 1/2

Trans-Lux

3

Cazza, and although he has received many other flattering offers
for his services, he declares that he
will consider none of them until he
has completed filming "A Midsummer Night's Dream" for Warner
Bros.

Foundation Forms Distrib Unit
Motion Picture Foundation has
formed the Foundation Distributing
incorporated in New York
state, to handle its productions to
be made by a separate company.

Maatscahppij, Klangfilm GesekkAllgemeine
Elektricitate-

Gesellschaft and Siemens & Halske
and authorizing payment of $25,697
to Warner Bros, as assignee of
claims owed to Tobis-Tonbild and
International Tobis up to Dec. 31,

Best

wishes

FILM DAILY

from

THI

to tht fol-

\
\

\

lowing on their birthday:
Pat Dowling
Willard I. Scholes

Ethel Jackson

William

French

stay.

uation in which independent theaA. convention at the Roosevelt Hohave protested against Loew's
New Orleans, Feb. 25-28. They ters
College getting exclusive secondare Roy L. Smart of Charlotte, who
runs' protection will be made by the
will talk on "The Theater's End of
Code Authority at its meeting
the Better Films Bargain"; M. A.
Lightman of Memphis, who will Thursday. Specifically, the complainant in the case is J. B. Fishman, opspeak on "Family Night" programs;
erator of the Dixwell.

Roy
who

L. Walker of Lampasas, Tex.,
will discuss a new plan for selling more intelligent pictures.
Division
Administrator Sol
A.
Rosenblatt and John C. Flinn, ex-

Eli Gottlieb Joins Columbia
Eli Gottlieb has joined Columbia
Pictures and will be associated with
J.

W.

MacFarland

and

Marvin

Springer in the short feature department, acting as merchandising
counsellor to "Scrappy" and other
cartoon franchise licensees.

Allow Lincoln Square Claim

Agreement has been reached

tr

i:

Meehan and Towell Report Stock

|

Dec. 24.

Sydney Towell, Fox treasurer and
director,

Class

reported

A common

1,334
stock.

shares

of

DIRECTORS
AND THEIR WORK

Erpi Aiding Expedition
Interests allied with Electrical Refinancing
search
Products
are
"China Roars," which Clyde Elliot'

allow for approximately $405,000 ir will make for Columbia in China.
the Paramount-Publix reorganiza- His departure from New York has
tion proceedings the $436,227 claim been delayed to later this week.
of the Lincoln Square Realty Co.
Indianapolis, for two years' rent
Another Dual House for Cleve.
on the Circle theater, Indianapolis,
Cleveland
Max Marmorstein,
guaranteed by Paramount.
real estate man, has leased the Circle, closed for two years, and plans
Reception for "Pimpernel" Stars
to open it about Feb. 9, alternating
r
A press reception in honor o between double features and a single
Merle Oberon and Leslie Howard feature with vaudeville. Jack Greenstars of "The Scarlet Pimpernel,'' baum will manage the house.
Alexander Korda production for
United Artists, will be given Tues- Rupert Hughes Heads Writer Club
day afternoon at 5 o'clock in the West Coast Bureau ef THE FILM DAILY
Radio City Music Hall Studio. The
Hollywood
Rupert Hughes has
picture opens Thursday at the Music been elected president of the Writers
Hall.
Club of Hollywood.

—

/

two-week

tel,

1932.

Corp.

Y y

for a

franchise holdarrived in

MANDELL

Michael J. Meehan's holding in
Keith-Albee-Orpheum, as reported
to
the
Securities
and Exchange
ecutive secretary of the Code AuPara.-Tobis Settlement Signed
Commission, comprise 23,000 shares
Federal Judge Coxe on Saturday thority, have been invited to ad- of 7% cumulative preferred.
He
signed an order approving the set- dress the convention on code mat- bought 200 shares Dec. 4, another
ters.
tlement by the Paramount trustees
1,200 shares Dec. 18 and 100 shares

schaft,

3

3

may eventually accept the recently proffered post of managing
director of the Metropolitan Opera
Company, succeeding Giulio Gatti

hardt

bis

56i/2

MRS.

Reinhardt Defers Action
Four More Speakers Set
Ruling in New Haven Case
On All Outside Offers
For MPTOA Convention Is Expected on Thursday
Wet Coart Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Four more speakers have been
A decision on the New Haven sitHollywood —Although Max Rein- lined up to address the M. P. T. O.

for $19,312 of the claims of TobisTonbild Syndikat, International To-

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

York from the

DR. FRITZ SCHROETER, director of the laboof the Telefunken Co., leading radio
system in Germany, is in New York conferring
with RCA experts.
tures,

British

L.

ratories

Globe
55th St. Playhouse

First Division

Le Chasseur de Chez Maxim's

Cour-

la

Paramount

Gaumont

Symphonyf

JACK

coast and will complete the Warner Bros, triumvirate, including H. M. and Major
Albert, at
the Broadway premiere of "Devil Dogs of the
Air" at the Strand on Wednesday night.

Palace

Paramount
Paramount

Warner Bros

Chapayev

— Lichtbildbuehne,
— P. A. Harle, La

Berlin
Paris
Francaise,
I.

Radio

^Criterion
Music Hall
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London
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Theater
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Fox
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1% VOTE ON DUALS

GOV'T HOT SEEKING

URGED BY UGHTMAN
(Continued fiom Page
5

(Continued from Page

1)

New

Orleans. Lightman declared, however,
hat in his opinion, the code "ought
lo be entirely kicked out."
"At present," he asserted, "it is
primarily designed to aid those in
liower in the industry. It has not
jneant what it should have meant
I rom
the standpoint of the little
T. 0.

.

ASCAP DISSOLUTION

A. convention at

ciety
their
plied

i

I

ellow."

Lightman attacked the

I

code's pro

which allow control of the
clearance and zoning situation by
jpowerful influences," and consequently the long delay in setting up
J'isions

plans.

The 10 per cent cancellation

Jlause has not been enforced in the
pirit in which it was written, the
lircuit operator charged. More elasticity should be given local grievance boards, which, at present, are
n a position similar to a branch
inanager who is continually subject
lo New York's okay, said Lightman.
I
The right to buy should not be
jiredicated on admission prices but
In the ability of an exhibitor to pay
or the desired film, he declared.
Ldmission prices, however, should
e the basis of clearance, Lightman
bserved.
He would classify as
verbuying an action of a theater
n double featuring when its oppoition is confronted by shortage of
.

<roduct.

• • • THERE IS a first-class newspaper man with Commander Richard Byrd's expedition at Little America, Antarctica
and this gent is also well acquainted with the motion
picture theater
we don't know his name
but he
wrote a grand and colorful story about the closing of the coldest
theater in the world
12,000 miles from Broadway
called the Paramount Penguin
that being the name of
the expedition's mess hall at the South Pole
which was
transformed into a pix theater after dinner
three nites
a week
here are a few highlights culled from a fascinating story told by this ace reporter sent in a radiogram to
Will Hays
in appreciation of what the M. P. Producers
and Distributors association had done in supplying the expedition with films and equipment

T
•

"ON ARRIVAL

•

•

T

ago

at

a film storage vault

constructed by John L.

T
Little

made

Herrman and

(Continued from Page

1)

elease schedule and now has nine
ilms completed and awaiting distriution dates.

These films are "Devil Dogs of the
Warner's first Cosmopolitan
Toduction, co-starring James Cagley and Pat O'Brien; "The Woman
n Red," starring Barbara Stanwyck
/ith Gene Raymond, Genevieve To>in,
John Eldredge and Dorothy
"ree; "Sweet Music," starring Rudy
bailee
with
Ann Dvorak, Ned
Iparks, Helen Morgan, Robert Armtrong and Alice White; "Living on
Velvet," starring Kay Francis with
Varren William and George Brent;
While the Patient Slept," with
Lline MacMahon, Guy Kibbee, Lyle
"albot,
Patricia Ellis and Allen
enkins; "Gold Diggers of 1935,"
/ith Dick Powell, Adolphe Menjou,
rloria Stuart, Alice Brady, Glenda
'arrell, Frank McHugh, Hugh Herert, Dorothy Dare and Winifred
'.haw; "King of the Ritz," with Wiliam Gargan, Patricia Ellis and Al
Jenkins; "Black Fury," starring
'aul Muni with Karen Morely, Wil:am Gargan, Barton McLane, Tully
larshall and Mae Marsh, and "The
"Antine Dagger," featuring MariS Lindsay and Donald Woods in

k.ir,"

m

I

.

he leading roles.

Ten features are currently before
he cameras at the Burbank plant,
nth seven being prepared for early
elease.

Carl O. Petersen

Paramount cameramen, and members of the expedition
Steve Corey, the supply officer, was given the candy and coffee
concession at the theater
and the dog drivers became

men and

property

ushers

T

T
•

•

T

"THE THEATER

•

opened to an enthusiastic crowd
shown was "East Is West,"
starring Edward G. Robinson
the audience was a weird
looking crew
dressed in furs and mukluks
crowded together on benches, or sitting on the floor
chaffing and kidding each other and razzing the operator when
a stoppage occurred in the film
on Feb.

5,

1934

the

first film

T
¥arner-F. N. Studios
Far Ahead of Schedule

America about a year
of blocks of snow was

T

• • • "USUALLY
were two or three
sledge dogs who demanded and received plenty of room
those of the audience who came late were due for an unenthusiastic reception of growls and catcalls
not particularly
because of the disturbance they caused
but because of
the fact that when the door was opened it let in a blast of icy
sixty-below-zero air
ninety-seven complete shows were
loaned to the expedition, and these were run through by the
22nd of August
the theater then ceased to be a de luxe
first-run house
and became a second, third and fourthrun
because after that date, films were repeated by request."

UNDERFOOT

T
• • O SO NOW the theater has closed
having
made the long months of the winter night more bearable
so Commander Byrd expresses his appreciation and that of his
men
to Will Hays and the industry execs who donated
films

and equipment

"The

spirit

and the radiogram concludes
behind the generous action will always be remembered by the men who shivered with Mae West and got cold feet
with Gary Cooper."
we are glad to give all this space to
one of the finest film stories ever written
and some day
we are going to search out the guy that wrote it
and
after thanking him
ask him wherein'ell he got that notion
that any man could shiver with Mae West
even at 60 below zero
doesn't sound plausible
.

T
•

•

•

T

T

A READY REFERENCE

manual

for newspaper editors and motion picture writers
from the office
listing alphabetically the RKO Radio
of Rutgers Neilson
stars and featured players from Fred Astaire to Robert Woolsey
giving terse and informative Biographical Data
divided into Early Life, Stage Career (if any), Screen
Career
the best bound volume of Screen Biographies
not a lot of publicity hooey
we have ever lamped
Straight Facts that give the pix editor the lowdown at a moment's notice
and that's what they want, after all

« « «

& » »

what

prices they
individual songs.

1)

desired for

Ascap

re-

through Nathan Burkan, its
attorney, that such a method would
make the price of songs prohibitive
because watchers would have to be
installed everywhere to see that radio stations or dance halls played
only the songs for which they had
agreed to pay.

Television Spurred
By British Action
(Continued from Page

1)

U. S. extends over a large area
while England is only about the size
of New York state. Backing of television by the government here, the
same as in England, also may bt
necessary to a certain extent, it is

pointed out.
O. H. Caldwell,

former Federal
Radio Commissioner, also voiced the
opinion that television activities here
will be stimulated by the British
move, while Dr. Fritz Schroeter of
the Telefunken Co. in Germany, now
on a visit in New York, predicts
home television in his country within a year.

As stated from time to time in
The Film Daily, both NBC and
CBS have been in negotiations with
film companies for tieups in connection with television.

State

NRA

Ruled Invalid,
is Upheld

Union Contract

(Continued from Page

1)

houses, for reinstatement of
seven discharged operators and to
The therecover money damages.
ater company, in defense of its action in discharging the Allied men
and engaging Empire operators,
contended it was acting under the
The court held that the
state law.
lyn

state legislature had virtually sursovereign legislative
its
powers to the federal administrative
authorities.

rendered

M. & S. Settlement Remote
Settlement of the M. & S. circuit
dispute with RKO is unlikely, it was
said Saturday by Major I. Lambert,
RKO counsel. Settlement has been
talked over several times but no
agreement was reached because of
the terms asked by M. & S. Arbitration hearings on the dispute will be
resumed tomorrow. Max D. Steuer
is attorney for M. & S.

End Cut-Rates

New

Orleans

in

New

—The

Orleans

Lyceum here

its "economy" cards
Feb. 10, according to newspaper advertisements which state
the management was informed by
the code authority that this practice
violated the price-cutting section of
The Lyceum is the last
jthe code.
%ouse here openly selling cut-price
tickets in card form.

will

after

abandon

One more triumph

for the

beloved co-stars of "Daddy

Long Legs" and "Paddy." From the pages of Robert
Nathan's
.

.

.

stirring best-seller

down-to-earth

the- clouds with

new

in its

its

plaudits for

comes

moving

this

drama

sincerity.

.

of today
.

up-in-

limitless joy of living ... to

its

stars

.

.

.

new

profits

for

win
you!

From the novel by Robert Nathan

WALTER KING

ROGER IMHOF
GRANT MITCHELL ROSEMARY AMES
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•
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•

•

•

#

and

STEPEN FETCHIT

Produced by Winfield Sheehan

Directed

Screen play and dialogue by Edwin Burke

by Henry King

£0*

I

knew

he world

her only for

what

to be:. ...a hostess in a

gaudy night

two men who loved

knew

was

.

.

.

her

a beautitul

girl

cry rose above the roar of

she seemed

her tor

club,

lrte

what

she

whose lonely heart

empty revelry
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t
U. S,

THEATERS TOTAL

THEATERS
As

OFFICIALLY 15,273
{Continued from Page

theaters

be

to

counted twice.

The boards' reports are made by
key cities,
whereas the official Film Daily Year
Book survey covers all states and

territories served out of

cities.

In Canada, the report shows 841
wired houses, of which 64 are closed
and 777 are open, compared with 711
open a year ago and 712 two years
ago. For the whole world, the total
is
66,070, divided as follows: Europe, 39,547; U. S., 15,273; LatinAmerica, 5,002; Far East, 4,718;
Canada, 841; Africa and Near East,
689.

Minimum

of 12 Features

For Liberty Next Season
(Continued from Page

IN

THE

1)

Budd Rogers and other associates.
Liberty also is making 12 this seawith "Old Homestead," the
eleventh in the group, being put in
work within a few days.
son,

1,

The

Film

Omaha

Wired
Jan.

manager,

Briefs

and

Bill

7APP0INTMENTSMADE

AND CANADA

by States and Verified for

1

ON LOCAL CODE BOAfTj

Year Book

170
55
153
828
177
177
32
50

Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
of Columbia

District
Florida

Georgia
Idaho

Miskell,

darky singer, dancer and pianist,
during a free lobby show offered by
kids.
Cummings and Miskell signed
the youngster and have already peddled his services to William Morris
Agency.
Arriving in a few days prior to

Fox studios, Henry
trip
to
Fonda, star of "The Farmer Takes
a Wife," will visit with his father
and relatives here.

2

152
46
145
722
156
157
28
48

200

19

181

197
110
952

13

184
89

18

9
8

106
21

20
4

21

Iowa
Kansas

450
426
350

218
54
35
73

Kentucky

241

31

Louisiana

202
184
202
432

Illinois

Indiana

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota

561

Missouri

Montana

8

86
22
54

112
329
25
107
418
66

Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

9

34
54
6
172
27

1,388

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

Rhode

18

47
12
80
57
36

429
114
470

Mississippi

372
160
807
344
174

Pennsylvania

manager of the Orpheum, made an
amazing discovery of a 12-year-old

Closed
Wired
Theaters
Open
1, 1935 Jan. 1, 1935

Jan.

Wired

Wired

Open

Open

Jan.

1,

1934 Jan.

1933

1,

UNITED STATES
Alabama

Oregon

Bickf ord, until recently a representative for Fanchon
& Marco, arrives here from Des
Moines Friday to become new manager of the Paramount, an A. H.
Blank house, scheduled to reopen
Feb. 8 with pictures and vaude.
Don Fuller, city manager of A.
H. Blank theaters in Hastings, Neb.,
made a business call in the district
last week.
E. R. Cummings, A. H. Blank, district

Daily

Theaters
1, 1935

state

Oklahoma

Omaha— George

U. S.

— Tabulated

1935

1)

and the annual reports of the Film
Boards of Trade, which overlap in
several territories causing some of
the

of January

1

21

10
93

,098

Island

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah

19
97

1

79
29

24

241

11

Washington

262
227
396
49

13

Virginia

Wisconsin

Wyoming
TOTALS,

UNITED STATES..

Alaska

20
61

17

25

15,273
19

94
370

127

42
120
737
152
164
25
49
170
153
83
701

348
322
254
189
159
121

177
387
493
365
85
382
88

364
60

79
242
15
67
354
50

374
49

1,216

1,214

1,243

345

215

141

121

710
323

677
300
149
985

197
119
665
277
138
994
66
92

16
73

164
1,005
55

13,386

Virginia

West

277
210
184
137
190
352
504
393
106
384
90
275

1,887

Vermont

1 70
778
126
83

51

164
160
90
729
373
369
265
197
168
112
185
355
493
362

391

23
53
4

171

718
144
158
25

734
396

118
160
150
717
109
58
230
249
204
343
45

11
11

140
45
115

57
103
137
136

655
91

53

208
226
172
344
42

19

251
21
81

78

Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Newfoundland
Nova Scotia

68
33

Ontario
Prince Edward
Quebec
Saskatchewan

TOTALS,

73
98
58
27

101

British

146
583
85
67
243

CANADA

337
41

65
78

68
75
57
28

8

5

7

38
293

38

39
272

64

841

Board: unaffiliated
exhibitor.
Henry

5

281
4

129
48

117
48

4
114
48

777

719

712

Photophone Leads Abroad
received from England
show that approximately one-third

R.

Farnum, resigned.
Boston Grievance Board:

Victor Morris, Loew's
Orpheum, to succeed J. H. Brennai
of Loew's, resigned.

7

RKO

A

//

;By

RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
"pOX has

"LOTS

exercised its option on
the services of Nick Foran, exPrinceton football star, for an additional year. Foran is currently cast
for a featured role in "It's a Small
World," in which Wendy Barrie,

|

1)

of

Pompeii," "She," "Spring in Paris.'
with Anne Shirley, "Top Hat," with
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers,
and "Virginia Tale."
The four in work are "A Dog of
Flanders," "Laddie," "Becky Sharp"
and "Star of Midnight," while "Murder on a Honeymoon," "Captain Hurricane" and "Roberta" have just
been completed.

4

Warners Promotions
In the Foreign Field
1)

former manager in Cuba and
Panama, has been made supervisor
for
Cuba, Central America and
Peru.
A. A. Walter becomes man
ager of the Warner office at Bom
bay, while M. Wilheit takes charge

headed by Billy of the Panama office.
music and
lyrics were written by Will Jason
Rubinoff for Vitaphone Short
and Val Burton. Leigh Jason diDave Rubinoff and his band have

The large cast
Gilbert.
The

is

original

rected.

Mervyn LeRoy will direct Marion
young English star, will portray her Davies in her next Cosmopolitan picfirst Hollywood screen assignment
ture for Warner release, "Page Miss
Marathons Banned
opposite Spencer Tracy and in which Glory."
Kansas City
Marathons and Harold Minjir and Belle Daube will
other endurance contests are banned portray prominent roles.
T
Jane Clayton, niece of Frances
in a bill passed by the state legislature.
"Hail Brother!" new Educational- Marion, scenarist, makes her motion
Loosening of the blue laws in Musical Comedy, written by Leigh picture debut in the leading feminKansas is indicated by the repeal of Jason and Stanley Rauh as a satire ine role in the new Educationalthe anti-Sunday hunting law.
on communism, has been completed. Musical Comedy, "Hail Brother!"

—

Productions
Preparing to Shoot

(Continued from Page

of

similar tabulation from France indicates that nearly one-fourth of
all the feature films produced there
were RCA recorded.

affiliated

exhibitor.

Colli,

Statistics

pictures produced in that
all
country during the first six months
of 1934 were recorded with the RCA
Victor Photophone sound system. A

W

Amusement Co., to replace A.
Baehr, resigned.
Des Moines Clearance and Zoning
Board: unaffiliated distributor. Mel
Evidon, Columbia, to replace Joseph
Levy, Columbia, resigned.
Milwaukee Cleai-ance and Zoning
Board: subsequent run unaffiliated I
exhibitor.
Charles H. Braun, Hartford theater, Hartford, Wis., to replace W. L. Ainsworth, resigned.
Boston Grievance Board: impartial member.
Professor H. F. Whit
ney, Twentieth Century Club, 3 Joy
St., Boston, Mass., to succeed George

his

LITTLE from

P

subsequent run
Greene,
Lake

(Continued from Pane

8

59

Manhattan, Bronx, Staten Island
and Westchester Advisory Committee: unaffiliated distributor. Arthur
Greenblatt, Arthur Greenblatt, Inc.,
to replace Jack Bellman.
Minneapolis Clearance and Zoning

"Hooray for Love," "Last Days

45
294
5
150

Island

ry Thomas, resigned.

171

12,480
17

22

I

216

12,574
17

61

'.)

Jack Bellman.
Hollywood Pictures, to succeed Har-

131

CANADA
Province
A'berta

(Continued from Page
affiliated distributor.

been signed by

Sam

Sax, production

chief of the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio, to appear in a one-reel short
subject.
The number, which
scheduled to enter production the
latter part of this month, will be
released in Vitaphone's series of
"Melody Master" band shorts. .
Shemp Howard started work(
i

urday in a new two-reeler undei
rection of Lloyd French. Eddie Hall.
Fred Harper and Don McBride
are in the cast.

also

Intimate

in

The Da

Character

ernational

in

Scope

ependent

in

Thought

Now

NEW yCCI\,TLE$DAy, fEBCLACy

VCL. LXVII, NO. 3C

Producers Are Drafting

EMANUEJJMN
Tri-Ergon Patents Argued
by Both Sides Before
High Court
By RICHARD H.

FILM DAILY
Washington

Staff

charges made late last week that
the newsreels had released actual
scenes of Bruno Richard Hauptmann testifying, contrary to a re{Continued on Page 6)

Wisconsin Houses Join
In Cooperative Adv'g

—The Independent The-

aters Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin

sponsoring its own theater column
"Indepenheading
under
the
dent Theaters" in the Milwaukee
"Journal" with 29 houses listed.
Those not included in the column and
appearing under the heading "At
Your Naborhood Theater" include
Warner, Fox and several indepenis

(Continued on Page 7)

chairman.

COURT TERMINATES

London

—

London

M-G-M's "David Copper-

which is in its third week at
the Capitol in New York, will be presented here as a two-a-day attraction
at the Palace Theater with seats scaled
to a $2 top.
field",

CEN1S

C

Henry Herzbrun Exp
to Succeed Cohen

;e
cted
s

Production Chief

NIZER'S BOOK

ON CODE

MINN. RECEIVERSHIP

ings before depreciation, was signed
yesterday by Federal Judge Coxe.

Thomas Maloy

Is Slain

By Machine Gun Gang

—

HAS CLEARANCE PLAN
An

analysis of the entire clearance or protection problem, advising all elements of the industry of
their respective rights and how to
assert them, and offering a definite
program for the future, comprises
one of the chapters in "New Courts
of Industry: Self-Regulation Under
the Motion Picture Code", by Attorney Louis Nizer, to be published
{Continued on Page 6)

Mascot

Increasing
1934-35
Program
Its
Is

We*t Coast Bureau of

—

vice-

president in charge of production,
yesterday terminated his association
with the company. In confirming the
report in New York late last night,

Cohen

said he

would announce

his

future plans upon his return to the
coast in several days.

Cohen joined Paramount in 1927
after 13 years with Pathe, where he
first had charge of the Pathe Weekly and later started the Pathe Review and took charge of all shorts
{Continued on Page 7)

MEEHAN APPOINTED
DIRECTOR OF K-A-0
M. J. Meehan has been elected to
the board of directors of Keith-AlCorp., succeeding Orie
Kelly, president of the New York
County Trust Co., who resigned.

THE FILM DAILY bee-Orpheum

1934-35
Hollywood
Mascot's
Chicago Thomas Maloy, head of
the Chicago Motion Picture Opera- schedule, which originally included
tors' Union, was shot to death yes- 14 features and four serials, will
terday by a machine gun gang. Dr. be increased by several pictures,
Emmett Quinn, dentist, who was rid- says President Nat Levine. Five of
Great
ing with him, was wounded. Maloy the current lineup's features are alhad long held sway as "czar" in the ready finished and six more will go
in Pictures
He was in- in work by the middle of April. One
local operator field.
"A very great improvement in
dicted last week on charges of in- serial is completed and another is moral tone and social values has
in work.
come tax fraud.
been overwhelmingly apparent in
motion pictures during the past
year", it was stated yesterday by
Prof. Howard M. LeSourd, speaking over
and a nation-wide
network on a symposium titled

Improvement
Noted

New Academy

Writer Contract
Is Producers' Reply to Guild

Bank Nights

in Florida

—

in

<5

Emanuel Cohen, Paramount

Okayed by Attorney-Gen'l
"Copperfield" $2

p er
res

Sixteen Years Old

in Tri- Ergon

of the Motion Picture Club will resume today at 12:45 P.M.
Speakers for the initial sesand continue regularly on Tuesday until further notice.
sion of 1935 will include Hon. Ferdinand Pecora, Hon. James G. Wallace, Amos Pinchot
and Nathan Burkan, with Louis Nizer handling the introduction and Felix F. Feist as

NEWSREEL BARRED

Both newsreel and still cameramen were ordered out of the Flemington, N. J., courtroom yesterday
Judge Trenchard, following
by

u

TERMINATES PARA. STUDIO PP°T

Order approving the agreement to
Corp., told the high court that all terminate the Minnesota Amusement
of the inventions cited by Mitchell Corp. receivership and to retain
{Continued on Page 6)
William Hamm, Jr., the present receiver, as operator of Minnesota
Amusement and Publix-Northwest
IN -ircuit from the end of the receivership to June 17, 1935, at $700 weekly
salary and 15 per cent of net earn-

FLEMINGTON COURT

N ewspe
o n Pict

i

New Contract for Writers

Motion Picture Club Forums Resume Today

Correspondent

While William D.
Mitchell, attorney for Paramount,
insisted before the Supreme Court
yesterday that the idea of two recordings on one positive, basic principle of the Tri-Ergon patents, is
not new, and was entirely obvious to
inventors before 1926 when sound
films came into use here, Theodore
Kenyon, attorney for the Tri-Ergon

t

193.5

Weekly luncheon forums

CUNNINGHAM

—

Milwaukee

<5.

Supreme Court Hears Arguments

U. S.

ly

Of M

Attorney-GenTallahassee, Fla.
Cary D. Landis has declared
"Bank Night" as conducted at various Florida theaters is not a violation of the state lottery laws if a
person is not required to purchase
a ticket or other token in order to
qualify as a winner.
eral

By

RALPH WILK
THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Manager,

Hollywood

—

expected that
It is
oroducers will try to out-general the Screen Writers' Guild by
the
contract
with
drafting
a
Writers' Branch of the Academy
that will cover most of the demands
The Guild
made by the writers.
has iust submitted a brief to Washington which provides that writers
the

{Continued on Page 6)

WEAF
_

{Continued on Page 6)

E.

M. Loew Plea Denied

Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington The U. S. Supreme Court
yesterday denied E. M. Loew and other
New England amusement concerns a re-

—

view

of a lower court appointment of
receivers
for
Olympia
Theaters
and
Olympia Operating Co., Paramount Publix subsidiaries, after an attachment had
been issued against them in an antitrust

suit

in

the

Federal

Courts.
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15 Sales Execs Attending

Fox Meeting

in

Chicago

Fifteen Fox sales executives will
attend the company's district managers meeting in Chicago, Feb. 1011.
In addition to John D. Clark,
who will preside at the sessions,
those present will be: Herman Wobber, Ward E. Scott, George A. Roberts, Harry G. Ballance, Tom Bailey,
J. P. O'Loughlin, Edgar Moss, W. J.
Kupper, Charles E. McCarthy, Nat
B. Finkler, William J. Clark, Clarence A. Hill, E. H. Collins and Roger
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MAX BAER
Florida
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en route back to Hollywoo
with a film contract in view.
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Address all communications to THE FILM
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Holly- tax
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
refunds from the Bureau of Inwood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
ternal Revenue as announced SunLondonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
They include: Loew's,
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 day night.
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne Ohio Theaters, $32,119.48; Mayer
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, L;i
Productions (Louis B. Mayer), $1,Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour735.88; Paramount Puhlix, $3,556.06
des-Noues, 19.
and $14,937.45; Cinema Patents Co.,
$1,656.90; Columbia Pictures, $32,482.59; Fox New England Theaters,
$12,230.75; Sam Katz, $16,167.31 and
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Coming and Going

EDDY.

patrons.

Washington Bureau of
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Trailers Previewed

National Screen Service yesterday gave a trade press preview on five of the trailers
it
is
producing without the cooperation of M-G-M and Warner Bros. -First National,
both of which are now making their own picture advance ballyhoos.
These trailers
do not employ clips from the films publicized, but instead offer individual, interestarousing stories, told in footage not exceeding 200 feet.
In virtually every trailer
players known to screen audiences are used and each constitutes excellent supplementary entertainment for theaters, apart from their respective publicity values.
Trailers
screened yesterday were for "Biography of a Bachelor Girl." with Thelma Todd appearing in the National Screen Service production; "Sequoia," with Charles B. Murphy
and Ben Hall; "The Night is Young," with Charles Judels and H°rman Bing; "Devil
Dogs of the Air," with Pat Flaherty and Wirren Hymer, and "Black Fury." with Fred
Kohler.
They're an effective and novel medium for selling forthcoming pictures to your

Tax Refunds Granted

5,

ern

distributing

centers.

AL CHRISTIE, accompanied by MRS. CHRIS
and WILLIAM WATSON and ARTHUF

TIE.

'ARRETT,
from

ginia

SR., arrived
California.

ABE MONTAGUE, Columbia
week-end

the

on

yesterday

the

executive,

Vir

spen

Boston.

in

GEORGE KRASKA, manager and
the Fine Arts Theater,
end in New York.

KAY SWAN

left

operator 01
Boston, spent the weed

New

York

yesterday

fo

Hollywood.

GRADWELL
yesterday

SEARS returned

L.

from

to

New

HAROLD BAREFORD was back at his
yesterday following a Florida vacation.
PETER COLLI,
tion

in

Central

New York
{

I-

Feb.

York

Hawaii.
ol

in charge of Warner distribuAmerica and Cuba, arrives ir>

11.

ft^bOJ

MARCO has returned to New York
from Miami, where she attended the premiere
of Paramount's "Rumba" at the Olympia Theater.

—

—
—

Technicolor

3

Trans-Lux
N. Y.
Para.

3

3

PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Publix

3Va

—

—

8

3%

3V4

and substitute for them a 3 per cent
Bob Wolff Drive is Set
sales tax have been introduced in
Bob Wolff Anniversary Drive will the state senate and assembly here.
be held from Feb. 16 to March 29
in honor of RKO's sales manager at Reserves Decision on Para. Claims
the New York exchange. The camSpecial Master John E. Joyce has
paign is in honor of Wolff's fifth
exchange boss.
year as the

RKO

Best

wishes

FILM DAILY

from THI
to the fol-

lowing on their birthday:

Monta Bell
Jack Donohue
Stanley

J.

A.

Miller

Walter W. Simons

W. Hand

reserved decision on motion of counsel for the Paramount trustees^ to
expunge as non-provable the claims
exceeding $10,000,000 based on the

15th Annual Convention

The Roosevelt Hotel

New

Orleans, La.

Feb. 25th

to 28th,

1935

Daily Communique:
Daughter for Morris Goodman
A variety of return routes can be aranti-trust
Momand
ranged on the special reduced fare railroad
Morris Goodman, vice-president of E. M. Loew and
good for 30 days, to allow visiting
tickets,
Mascot Pictures, is the father of a actions against Paramount.
other cities and the famous winter resorts
girl weighing six pounds and three
accessible to New Orleans, such as Bay
St. Louis. Biloxi, Edgewater Beach, Pensaounces, born in the Doctors' HosDuWorld Gets "World in Revolt"
coia. Corpus Christi, Galveston, Hot Sprii
pital.
This makes the second time
DuWorld Pictures has acquired
(Ark), Aiken, Pinehurst, Savannah., i^
Goodman has become a daddy.
Florida Resorts, Havana, Vera Cruz, Mexico-'
world distribution rights to "The
City, etc. Consult your local ticket agent.
World In Revolt" from Mentone
Productions and will roadshow it in
4 Chain Bills in Washington
Olympia, Wash. Four bills seek- principal cities with Gil Boag in MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLY
publicity and exing to tax chain enterprises have charge of advance

—

been

filed

in the legislature.

ploitation.
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Music Hall,
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the premiere showings

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
The Largest Theatre

In

of Broadway

The World
Love, It

One Night of

Bill,

Happened One

Night,

We have just
THE WHOLE TOWN'S

Lady for a Day.
previewed

TALKING-another COLUMBIA picture—a most

exciting, suspenseful

comedy, cleverly produced and as

up

to the

paper. It
full of
will

minute as
is

this evening's

a powerful

human

interest.

completely forget

troubles

watching

ROBINSON

satire, yet

Patrons
all

their

EDWARD

battle his

G.

way through

an endless chain of

situations

never before seen upon the screen.
WORLD

PREMIERE

Radio City Music Hall

RADIO

CITY

MUSIC HALL

February 21st

Managing

Director
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EXTRA PLAYING TIME
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Tuesday, Feb.

SUPREME COURT HEARS

THE
:

TRI-ERGON ARGUMENT
(Continued from Page

PHIL M. DALY

to prove his
contention. The picture, "The Music
Master", was produced by this process, Mitchell told the court.
1^*08

Although admitting, under questioning from the court, that the TriErgon method is of tremendous
commercial value in the industry,
contended that the idea
still photography, immediately adapted to silent films,
and Tri-Ergon had no basis whatsoever in saying it was being inMitchell protested
fringed upon.
to the court that it was because of
Paramount's urgent desire to give
sound pictures to the nation as soon
as possible that the disc system, a
quicker, cheaper method of sound
reproduction for which they had all
tquipment on hand, was used when
Warners first produced talkies, and
that this fact has led his client into
patent difficulties.
George Wharton Pepper, former
Tri-Ergon,
representing
senator,
Mitchell
old

was

in

followed Kenyon in answering the
Mitchell arguments, and emphatically declared that the German inventors of the Tri-Ergon patents
deserved full and complete credit
for the present-day system of sound
recording, and that it was absolutely ridiculous to say their idea was
predecessors."
their
"obvious
to
Kenyon' answering Mitchell, pointed
out that America did not know how
to achieve talking pictures before
1926 and then only by the disc
He attacked the statemethod.
ments of Mitchell that Bullis, Craig
and others had anticipated the TriErgon idea, and said the Bullis
process of cementing films was a
complete failure.
"Bullis is our best witness in the
He was hoping to
case today.
achieve what the German inventors
later did achieve, but his idea was
a complete failure, it would not
work and it is not used at all,"
said Kenyon.
Kenyon said Paramount is free
to use the two-film idea for good
sound results without infringement.
The German inventors brought
over their sound ideas and turned
them over to Western Electric for
experimentation, and Western Electric turned them down, asserting
they were going to continue with
their disc method, but later when
they found that the German idea

they had to turn to

was

best,

said

Kenyon.

it,

• • THE GANG
Club Forum of 1935
•

looking forward to the First M. P.
scheduled for today at the Club
eminent leaders in public and professional life
at 12:45
will be the speakers
Felix Feist will act as chairman

T

is

T

T

• • • A REAL Naval opening will be given the Warners'
premiere of "Devil Dogs of the Air"
at the Strand tomorrow eve
a corps of Marines will participate
Naval officers will attend the first performance at 8 o'clock
and the Naval Militia Band followed by members of the Junior
Naval Reserve
will parade along Forty-Second Street to
the theater

T
• •
Loew

•

A LOT

•

•

THE FIRST

T

T

T
two song

featured by Maurice
Chevalier in 20th Century's "Folies Bergere"
will be broadcast by Raymond Paige and his orch on Saturday nite, Feb. 9
Alex Yokel, producer of the stage play,
over CBS network
"Three Men On A Horse," denies published reports that Warners
have a priority right to purchase the picture rights of the play.

Great Improvement

Noted

(Continued from Page

"Character

hits

Nizer's

Building

(Continued from Pag* 1)

1)

and

the

Book on Code

Gives Clearance Plan

in Pictures

G

—

—

Fire Destroys Theater
Chicago
The Ritz theater at
been appointed assistant to Merritt
Hulburd, story editor for Samuel Taylorville, 111., was burned a few
Goldwyn. She left New York yes- nights ago with loss estimated at
terday for the Coast.
$85,000.

—

(1

FLEMINGTON COURT
(Continued from Page 1)

ported agreement made with the
court to the effect that these scenes
would not be shown in the theaters
during the trial.
Cameramen are
now expected to confine their pictures to scenes outside the court
room.
Newsreel editors yesterday declined to discuss the situation in detail and dismissed it with the statement that it amounts to a great deal
of "confusion."

prodi
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Producers Are Drafting
New Writers' Contract
are to be paid at least 25 per cent of
the total amount agreed upon for material at time of agreement, the balance on delivery; that except in case
of royalty no producer shall agree
with writers to work on speculation; that producers and writers
shall have a week's notice on a weekto-week contract; that screen credit
be confined to originals and screen
plays, and that the writers shall
select which organization shall act
for them in arbitration.

Lti-i

m

D
Idzal Signs Quintuplets' Parents

—

David Idzal, managing
of the Fox Theater, announces the signing of the parents
of the Dionne quintuplets for personal appearances the week of Feb.
15 at a salary exceeding $2,500, with
proceeds going to charity.
The
quintuplets are to play the same
house when they are older, it is
stated.
Detroit

director

Feb. 15 by the Longacre
Press. As the first book to be written on the actual operation of a code
Paul Nicholson Dead
under the NRA, it has been written
West Lout Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
for laymen as well as for lawyers
Hollywood Paul Nicholson, stage
and will be a guiding reference to and screen actor whose film
career
exhibitors, producers and distribugoes back to the early days, died
tors.
The general discussions also Saturday in Santa Monica at the age
will be of importance to other inof 58.

about

Screen."
Prof. LeSourd, Dean of the Graduate School of Boston University
and chairman of the "Committee on
Social Values in Motion Pictures,"
participated in the discussion with
the Reverend Dr. Edward Roberts
Moore, Director of Social Action of
the Catholic Charities of the Dio- dustries under codes.
Austin C. Keough, Paramount
cese of New York and secretary of
the Council of the Legion of Dec- general counsel, has written an inThere also
ency, and Dr. William B. Millar, troduction to the book.
executive director of the Motion Pic- are chapters on overbuying and
Describing the other complaints before grievance
ture Foundation.
Legion crusade, Rev. Moore asserted boards, a review of the year's code
The
that "today the level of the na- activities and an appendix.
tion's screen entertainment is im- book will sell for $5, with orders
measurably higher than it was be- received by Longacre Press, the
fore the crusade began." The Leg- Code Authority, the 31 local grievion's objective has been attained, for ance boards, the New York Film
the time being at least, it was said. Board of Trade and standard book
distributing companies.
G B Filming Kipling's "Soldiers 3"
Missouri Anti-Premium Bill
London "Soldiers Three", based
Jefferson City, Mo. A bill to bar
on the adventures of Rudyard Kipling's famous soldier characters, has gifts at theater if the recipient must
gone into production in India, where buy a ticket has been presented to
a technical staff headed by Geoffrey the House by Rep. Catron.
There
Barkas will shoot the major scenes are now pending before the General
Assembly a 3 per cent, a 2 per cent
of the film for Gaumont British.
and a 1 per cent sales tax bill and a
10 per cent tax on movie shows.
Kay Swan Joins Goldwyn

Kay Swan, formerly with Fox and
Paramount story departments, has

BARRED

(Continued from Page 1)

T

of publicity has been garnered by Henry
brother of the late Marcus
for his part in
frustrating the robbery at the Loew's National in the Bronx
of which he is manager
Gypsy Nina will headline
the new variety revue opening at the Roxy on Friday
Joe
Fine, advertising manager for Fox some years ago
leaves
for the Coast today
Joe is also an old alumnus of Columbia
and Universal
lots of luck, Joe
they can use your 15
years of experience on the Coast

•
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prove his case had utterly failed,
and that therefore the Tri-Ergon
patents were new and were being

by Biograph in

r.

IN

to

infringed upon by Paramount. The
session was held with Judge Louis
Brandeis absent from his accustomed place on the bench.
Opening the argument for Paramount, Mitchell insisted that the
history of motion picture inventions
shows that inventors prior to 1926
had developed methods of obtaining single positive from two negatives and cited the picture produced

:
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—
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Fire Razes Frasina House
Taylorville, 111.
Fire of undetermined origin razed the Ritz Theater last week.
House belonged to
Dominic Frasina, who also has the
Capitol here.

—

Tarzan Producer Opens

Ben

Office

Cohen, vice-president of
Burroughs-Tarzan Enterprises, has
opened offices of the company at
1718 RKO Building. George W.
Stout is president. Harry Rathner
is eastern representative. Cohen reS.

b

turns to the coast Friday.

Arty House for Providence
The first arty theater
in Rhode Island seems due to open
here under the management of Anthony Romano and A. A. Spitz. The
Providence

Modern

is

—

being remodeled for that

purpose.

GB Closes Deal
GB Pictures has

in

Washington

"

closed a deal with
Levine of Washington for
first-run of all the GB product at
the Belasco Theater there.

Radin

&

MMttJ
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REVIEWS

MANUEL COHEN ENDS
AT PARAMOUNT

NEW

of

"THE NUT FARM"
Monogram

FEATURES

Lew Ayres and "Pat"

Patterson

«

in

"LOTTERY LOVER"

65 mins.

M-G-M TO LAUNCH
BRITISH PRODUCTION
Wet

Coa
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
BREEZY COMEDY OF EVERYDAY FOLK
with Peggy Fears, Reginald Denny,
Hollywood M-G-M is expected to
ITS
HAVE
APPEAL
WITH
Dinehart
WILL
POP
Alan
production.
His first activity at
start British production activities in
82 mins.
Paramount was the handling of EXTREME NATURALNESS AND HUMAN Fox
April.
First picture will probably
ATTRACTIVELY
STAGED
AND
FAIRLY
CHARACTERIZATION.
Paramount News and the company's
be "The Yank at Oxford" under
delightful
light
comedy,
adaptSATISFYING
ROMANTIC
WITH
A
really
COMEDY
short features.
In 1932, at Adolph
Jack Conway's direction.
Story
Zukor's request, he became head of ed from the play of the same name. Di- MUSIC WITH TOP CREDIT TO CAST.
Though the story background is rather by John Monk Saunders and John
production and was made a vice- rector Melville Brown and the adaptor de(Continued from Page

t

—

1)

i.

commendation

:erve

president.

for the extremely nat-

Assuming charge of the studio ural manner in which the characters act
when morale was badly shattered, *nd talk throughout. Here are everyday
his regime saw the personnel aug- 'mmans acting in the way that all of us
mented by the induction of Cecil B. inderstand and can appreciate. We failed
Oe Mille, Leo McCarey, Weslev Rug- o find cne false or artificial note. It is
bies,
Henry Hathawav, Mitchell the old yarn of the small time business
Leisen, Al Hall, Alfred

Werker, El-

Nugent and other

liott

directors;

Barney

Glazer, William LeBaron,
Arthur Hornblow, Douglas McLean,
Albert Lewis and Bayard Veiller
among producers, and Mae West,
Bing Crosby, George Raft. Cary

Mary

Grant.

Mary

Ellis,

Uarl Brisson

and other

outstanding

releases

Carlisle.

stars. Among
in the same

were "Belle of the Nineties,"

oeriod

'Now

and

'College

Forever,"

"CleoDatra,"

Rhythm," "Mrs.

Wiggs,"

My

Heart," "Lives of a
Lancer" and "The Gilded
Lily."
Also just completed and
waiting release are "Ruggles of
Red Gap," "Mississippi," "All the
'Here
Bengal

is

Horses" and Marlene Diesrich's "The Devil is a Woman."
Henry Herzbrun, whose elevation
;o a higher post in the production
Kind's

;etup was exclusively
The Film Daily of

forecast
Jan. 31,

who thinks he is smart, being taken
by a crooked promoter. The latter
sells the small business man back east an
'nterest in a motion picture production,
Secause his wife has a yen to be a screen
-nan,

iver

Her

star.

'-im

is

dead

against

his

Then

director of the Hollywood epic.
fun starts, when the director,

outthe promoter when the picture
flops at a preview, recurs the drama and
-nakes it a howling comedy, and sells it
'or a fancy price.
But it's the little huthe
smarting

-nan
-jne

and comedy touches that make
hour of grand entertainment.

Wallace

Cast:
Apfel,

Joan Gale, Oscar
Betty Allen, Florence

Bradley Page,
Spencer Charters,

Vnold

this

Ford,

Roberts,

Lcrin

Baker,

Gray.
Melville Brown; Author, John
Screenplay,
George Waggner;
Pierscn; Cameraman, Harry
Carl

Director,

Brcwnell;

in

Editor,

is

Neuman.

understood to be set to take over
ohen's post.

brother

brother-in-law's sucker act, so to keep him
from queering the deal, the promoter makes

Direction,

Very Good. Photography, Okay.

lucer. for a series of seven westerns
;tarrine Bill Cody and his Arabian
lorse "Chieo," to round out a pro-

gram of eight westerns which was
•ecently launched
with "Frontier
Days."

Crusader Sponsors Film
Memphis-— Sponsored by Dr. E. H.
"Mehl,
dean of the Southwestern
Jniversity and a militant crusader
igainst pictures considered objecionable, "The Human Adventure,"

Droduced
by Audio Productions,
)lays
Linden Circle, Malco
the
louse, Feb. 11 and 12.

Two Held Over

in Kansas City
Kansas City—Will Rogers in "Thf
bounty Chairman" is being held
)ver at the Uptown, while "Davie'
I!opperfield" holds at the Midland.

"Time"
of

Big Everywhere
Time"

was

sensationally

received Throughout the country with
exhibitors wiring in that the reel
boosted attendance, it was said
?
sterday by Harry Thomas, president
ft First Division.
A wire from C. H.
Buckley, operator of Harmanus Bleecker
KHI, Albany, said that people had come
from 50 miles around to see the "March

.I

Viy
»*.

of

Time."

cast

of

is

helped

personalities,

wins a lottery
naval
officers
in
Paris,
which entitles and requires him to entertain and woo a Paris star, Peggy Fears.
Being a little shy at lovemaking, he is
provided with a tutor, "Pat" Patterson,
with whom he promptly falls in love.
But,
under the terms of the pool which he won,
Lew must carry out his romancing with

Considine, Jr., with Howard Emmett
Rogers adapting it.

Louis Unit to Pick Delegates
Louis A special meeting of
the M.P.T.O. has been called by
President Fred Wehrenberg for 1
P.M. on Feb. 19 in the Fox Screening Room to select 16 delegates to
attend the M.P-.T.O.A. convention in
St.

—

St.

New

Orleans.
be discussed.

Legislation also will

Reopened After Improvements

—

Chicago

Abraham Gumbiner's

Banner theater has reopened after
tion and
arranges it for the lovers to being dark for four weeks for reSterling Hollo- modeling.
realize their happiness.
New seats and sound
way and Alan Dinehart inject some com- equipment were installed and a new
edy into the proceedings.
facade and new lobby built.
ImCast: Lew Ayres, "Pat" Patterson, Peggy provements cost about $35,000.
Peggy,

who

eventually

realizes

the

situa-

Fears, Sterling Holloway, Reginald Denny,
Alan Dinehart, Walter King, Eddie Nugent,
Nick Foran, Rafaela Otfiano.

William Thiele; Authors, Sig
Maurice Hanline; Screenplay,
Franz Schulz, Billie Wilder; Cameraman,
Bert Glenncn; Recording Engineer, Joseph
Director,

M.

Herzig,

Aiken.
Direction,

Fair.

Photography,

A-l.

Brown to Direct Garbo Again
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Greta

— Clarence

Brown

will

Garbo for the sixth
time when "Anna Karenina," from
direct

goes in work at
Fredric March will play
opposite Garbo.
David O. Selznick
is producer.
Tolstoy's

novel,

M-G-M.

Wisconsin Houses Join
In Cooperative AdVg

—

—

—

court scene where the kid

maneuvers the

reconciliation.

"March

production

this

teresting

Circuits Book Dionne Film
Three major circuits, Fox, Warner and RKO, already have signed
(Continued from Page 1)
with Dickie Moore, John Miljan,
dent theaters operated hy John Lud- to play the Pathe one-reeler, "A Day
Gloria Shea
With the Dionne Quintuplets." The
63 mins. wig, Manning Silverman and Harry
Monogram
is
being held over in many
GOOD HUMAN INTEREST YARN Hart, numbering a total of 20 film
ABOUT KID REUNITING PARENTS. houses. The independent exhibitors' spots.
association is studying the possibilWILL SATISFY IN POP HOUSES.
Shirley May Act Cartoon
Being weak in marquee names, this dra- ity of sponsoring similar columns ir
Filming rights for the King Feama may not prove much of a magnet for several other local dailies.
ture cartoon comic, "Little Anni^
drawing them in, but it has the effective
Roonie," have been acquired by th
hokum to satisfy the folks once they're
Coast Trust Suits
inside.
Though not very original, the story West Coat Bureau of THE FILM DAILY William Morris office as the prospecis along appealing lines,
a variation of the
Los Angeles- Fox West Coast and tive next feature vehicle for Shirle;
drama wherein a pair of separated parents various other major concerns named Temple, it was learned yesterday.
are brought together again by their little in the two anti-trust actions for $6,Gets Seven Years for Holdup
boy, played in this instance with a rather 080,000 asked by H. L. Gumbiner,
Seattle
Found guilty of holding
mature slant by Dickie Moore. The mother local exhibitor, and Colcata Corp.,
leaves the father when she catches him Pasadena theater firm, yesterday ex- u,p the Palm Theater here, a Negro
playing around with a blonde.
Separation pressed no concern over the suits. was gjven seven years by Superior
agreement calls for Dickie to spend half Two recent similar actions against Court Judge Jones.
of each year with his mother and half with
the same defendants in San Diegc
First Division Boston Changes
his father.
Bv the familiar expedient of and
San
Francisco
have
been
Boston
Samuel Haase, who bean iniurv to the lad, the mother eoes to dropped.
came short subjects salesman for
the father's home, where the blonde's
First Division when Meyer Gruber
oresence causes the mother to seek a com"Devil Dogs" Big in 4 Openings
ascended to the district managership,
plete divorce. Then comes the tear-jerking
"Devil Dogs of the Air," which has resigned
from his position. Bob

"TOMORROW'S YOUTH"

Spectrum Signs for Westerns
Spectrum Pictures has closed s
leal with Ray Kirkwood, coast pro-

by an inincluding
the personable and talented Peggy Fears
making her screen debut.
Together with
good mounting, it manages to come out
as fair entertainment for the not too fastidious.
Lew Ayres, one of a group of
mild,

Cast Dickie Moore, John Miljan, Gloria
Shea. Martha Sleeper. Jane Darwell. FrankIvn Pangborn, Paul Hurst, Barbara Bpdford
Harrv C. Bradley, Niles Welch, Edward
Director, Charles

Warner home

vised yesterday.
las,

office

Ralph

Shugart;

Editor,

Pierson.

Good.

Photography,

Good

Carl

left

the

was ad-

Spots include Dal-

7 Amusement

Fort Worth, Houston and San

Lamont; Authors, Harry

Gene Whitney. Robert Meller:
Cameraman, Jack Mackenzie: Recording

dauber,

Direction,

ings, the

Diego.

LeSaint.

Engineer,

opens tomorrow night at the New Wolfe, F. D. salesman, has
York Strand, has broken box-office local office.
records in three pre-releases open-

89 "Sweet Music" Pre-Releases
Warners have already booked 89
pre-release engagements on "Sweet
Music," starring Rudy Vallee. National release date is Feb. 23.

Lincoln,

Neb.

Bills in

Neb.

—With

the close of introduction of bills in the legislature,
the amusement industry is touched by
measures for the two-man booth, 2 per
cent sales tax, circuit theater tax, coin
machine 10 per cent gross tax, two bills
to reorganize the state fair board and
a

restriction

on

carnival

playdates.

wish to express
thanks and appreciation
JIl

to

my

my

former associates and the entire personnel of the Paramount Studio for their
confidence and co-operation Iwhich
have rendered possible the progress
the studio has made during the past

three years.
to the staff of the

Paramount News for their

loyal support in the creation
opment of the newsreel.

and devel-

Paramount

short feat-

to the

producers

of

ures for the continued excellence of
their product.

Paramount sales force here and
abroad for their successful merchan-

to the

dising of the program.

everywhere for their renewed
confidence in Paramount Pictures.

to exhibitors

EMANUEL COHEN

Intimate

in

'^dependent

The Daily Newspaper

Character
in

Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

Scope

International in

Thought
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Supreme Court Reserves Decision in Tri-ErgonCase

HERZBRUNTN AS PARA. VjCE-PRES. AND STUDIO HEAD
Only One Objection
Abram

Myers of Allied
Objects to Methods of
F.

Assessment

Filed at

How They

Code Budget Hearing

Started

By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington The motion picture

—

as vice-president and general
of production.
Promotion
of Herzbrun, which follows Cohen's
announcement on Monday night of
his leaving the company, confirms
a story exclusively published in The
ties

manager

Film Daily
Ernst

yContinued on Page 8)

.

-

i

of

OWN

District

Arthur Denies Knowledge
Of St. Louis Theater Deal
Harry Arthur said yesterday that
he didn't know anything about reports from St. Louis that Fanchon
& Marco had acquired Allen L.
Snyder's interest in St. Louis Ambassador Theater, Inc., which controls the Ambassador, New Grand
Central and Missouri theaters, St.

Presenting Winfield Sheehan, vice-president and production maestro of Fox,

Started" series.
top,

Winnie, the

jovial,

his first job being general

American war, then,
missioner of

New

in

York.

is

manager

practically the only film
for Fox.

At

sixteen he

turn, reporter, political writer

The

executive

was a corporal

and secretary to the

artist responsible for this

in

interesting series

is

the

"How They

who broke
in

in

at the

the Spanish-

and police com"Hap" Hadley
fire

High Court Reserves Decision
In American Tri-Ergon Action

Louis.

Withdraw Hauptmann Films
companies with
the
All
newsreel
exception
underof
Universal
are
have withdrawn their Haupttrial pictures from the state of
New Jersey as a result of threat of Atprosecute
torney-General
Wilentz
to
them for what he termed a breach of
agreement.
Loew theaters throughout
the country are also reported to have
ceased showing the pictures.

PRODUCING UNIT

ducing company. Some months ago
Cohen was reported to have threatened to leave Paramount to form a
major enterprise, taking with him
various important members of the

(Continued on Page 8)

to

super-

Emanuel Cohen, whose association with Paramount as production
chief has just terminated, is understood likely to form his own pro-

Judge C. B. Faris to the Circuit
Court of Appeals probably will resuit in a delay in the trial of Harry
M. Warner, Gradwell Sears, Herman Starr, Abel Cary Thomas, Ned
E. Depinet and George Schaefer on
a charge of conspiracy to violate the

stood
mann

becomes

COHEN MAY FORM

IN ST, LOUIS TRIAL

—Elevation

of last Thursday.

Lubitsch

{Continued on Page 9)

DELAY ISEXPECTED

Louis

—

Paramount yesterday officially announced the selection of Henry Herzbrun, head of its coast legal department, as the successor to Emanuel
Cohen, who has relinquished his du-

Code Authority yesterday submitted
for approval its proposed 1935 budget estimated at about $360,000
and also submitted for re-approval
its revised 1934 budget amounting
approximately to $216,000, at the
public hearing before Deputy Administrator William P. Farnsworth
at the Raleigh Hotel.
According to John C. Flinn, execu-

St.

Lubitsch
as
Production
Supervisor Kaufman
Assoc. Producer

RICHARD H. CUNNINGHAM
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington Following its usual
THE FILM DAILY procedure the U. S. Supreme Court

Nominations Submitted
For Academy Awards
West Coast Bureau

—

of

By

(Continued on Page 8)

Vocafilm-Electrics Suit
On Calendar for March
Vocafilm's $65,000,000 anti-trust
action against A. T. & T., Western
Electric and
Electrical
Research
Products is scheduled for trial in
the U. S. District Court, New YorkCity, next month. In the suit, David R. Hochreich and Harry Williams allege that the defendants'
(Continued on Page 8)

—

Hollywood Nominations for the yesterday, after hearing further arM. P. Academy awards for 1934 are guments, reserved its decision on appeals from lower court rulings favas follows:
For the best picture: "Barretts of Wim- oring American Tri-Ergon in two
pole Street," "Cleopatra," "Flirtation Walk," sound patents infringement actions.

"The Gay Divorcee," "Here Comes the Navy,"
prin"The House of Rothschild," "Imitation of In both cases Paramount is the
Life,"
"It Happened
One Night," "One cipal defendant. Merrill Clark, rep(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 14)

Paramount's Big Three
Paramount's "Big Three" now consists
of
Adolph
Zukor,
George J.
Schaefer and Austin C. Keough, all destined to play vital parts in the further
rehabilitation of the company.
Banking
interests involved in the situation have
indicated their confidence in this triumvirate.

THE
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ERNEST PASCAL and SONYA LEVIEN,

Fox

scenarists, are en route to New York
a special writing assignment in connection with the screen debut of Nino Martini,
Metropolitan Opera and radio star recently

Film

to
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wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
at

Wardour

W.

— Lichtbildbuehne,
La
— P. A. Harle,Cour-

Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Pari*
Cinematographic Francaiie,
des-Nouet, 19.
St.,

I.

Rue de

la

fulfill

signed

by

the

&

British

company.

RICHARD NORTON,

CAPT.

Dominion

Pictures,

an

executive of
today on

sails

the Berengaria from England for New York,
bringing a print of "Brewster's Milions," starring Jack Buchanan and
lease by United Artists.

is

Damita,

for

re-

New

York

Queen of Bermuda for Bermuda.
accompanied by Mrs. Wells.

He

CARVETH WELLS
on

Lili

sails

today from

the

DOLORES
Hollywood

COSTELLO

this

week

BARRYMORE, who

to

is
coming east
meet her husband,

arrived

week from the Far

in

New

a

vacation

York

returns to New York today
in Charleston, S. C.

film critic of the Boston
is
on a trip to South America, with
Lester Allen handling the desk in her absence.

"DIXIE" HOWELL,

football star

who journeyed

Hollywood over the weekend to make a test
Universal for the serial, "Adventures of

Merriwell," has returned to Tuscaloosa
for university examinations.
He goes to the
coast later to start film work.

Frank

JOHN BOLES, now making
ances

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Am. Seat

43,4

Low
43^

Chg.

Close

434
3534

personal appearChicago, leaves tomorrow for the coast.

TIM WHELAN, Gaumont-British director, and
his wife, MIRIAM SEEGAR, actress, arrived yes-

FINANCIAL
High

in

-

ft

the film version of "Trie Farmer

in

HOWARD
by

plane

DIETZ

New

left

M-G-M

the

for

World"

SALE

York

yesterday

studios.

leaves

New
in

York

on

"It's

a

Fri-

Small

Fox.

for

STANLEY W. LAWTON, managing

director of

the George M. Cohan Theater, left yesterday by
plane for Miami, Fla.
He will be away for
about three weeks.

TYREE DILLARD returned
terday

to

to

New

York yes-

from Washington.

JOHN C. FLINN and SAM SILVER
New York today from Washington.
ARTHUR GOTTLIEB of the Duart Film

tory and Mrs.
fornia on the

RUTH
brief

Gottlieb sail

return

in

labora-

leaves
tomorrow for a
Atlantic City.
She returns Mon-

day.

HARRY THOMAS
sojourn

in

returns today
Philadelphia.

from

a

brief

National Archives to Hold
Probe of A. T. & T.
Historical Film Library
Is Approved by Senate
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Proposed

investiga-

Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington To provide a hisand subsidiaries,
tory of American events as reflected
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RECORDING
ON

tive

N.

Allied Criticizes Reels
Theaters of New Jersey
yesterday went on record as assailing the release of newsreel pictures
showing scenes from the actual
Hauptmann trial at Flemington,
contrary to orders of Judge Trenchard and Attorney-General Wilentz
of that state. Members of the unit
have been urged not to play these
J.

Allied

pictures.

Next meeting of the association
takes place Feb. 21 at Trenton, when
pictures in which Gov. Hoffman
is interested will be shown.
Sutherland to Direct "Ziegfeld"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Hollywood
Edward Sutherland
"The Great Ziegfeld" for
Universal.
William Anthony McGuire, producer, also has added Jack
Chertok to his production staff, while
Bill Robinson is a new member of
will direct

the cast.

Kansas Tax Bill in Committee
Kansas City
A consumer's tax
bill, embracing a tax of about 10

—

mills on theater receipts, has been
introduced in the Kansas legislature
and is now in committee.

Probing Portland Fire
Portland, Ore. A mysterious ?4,000 fire at the Yaeger Theater is
being investigated. Authorities believe the house was broken into.

—

producers, authority has been created for the purchasing of appropriate films.

Warners Buy Two Stories
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Warners have bought

West Coast Bureau

—

two originals, "Captain of the Yard,"
by John Bright and Robert Tasker,
intended as a vehicle for Edward G.
Robinson, and "Ask Mrs. Foster,"
by Joseph Santley, being adapted
by Stanley and Mary McCall, Jr.,
as a possible vehicle for Aline Mac-

15th Annual Convention

The Roosevelt Hotel

New

Mahon.

Orleans, La.

to 28th, 1935
Korda Sets Another for Laughton
London Film rights to two books
week starts Friday.
Daily Communique:
by Robert Graves, "I, Claudius" and
The big feature of the MPTOA ConHenry Engel Dead
"Claudius the God," have been sevention will be the three days of busiMiddletown, Conn. Henry Engel, cured by Alexander Korda of Lonness sessions for theatre owners. These
will
67, for 35 years owner and man- don Films and will be combined into
be packed with crisp, concise
talks on exhibition problems and subager of the old Middlesex Theater a single screenplay in which Charles
jects of lively interest to intelligent
here, and in show business all his Laughton will be starred.
United
showmen. The talks will be by people
life, died Feb. 3 of a heart attack.
who know what they are talking about,
Artists will release it.

Feb. 25th

—

—

Film or Disc

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44Hi
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NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Theater to play four consecuweeks, did 15 per cent more
business in its second week than
"Forsaking All Others", previous
holder of the second week high,
house records show. It also exceeded the second week of "Barretts" by
16 per cent, "Riptide" by 17 per
cent, "Chained" by 35 per cent,
"Men in White" by 37 per cent,
"Dinner at Eight" by 39 per cent
and "Dancing Lady" by 43 per cent.
Business on the second Friday was
bigger than the first, and the third
Third
Friday topped the second.
week-end gross was almost equal to
The fourth
the second week-end.
itol

ft
ft
ft
ft

conference on the subject was held

Saturday for Cali-

Virginia.

SCHWERIN

rest

—

Monday.

day for the coast to appear

last

East.

"Post,"

to

work

MR. and MRS. MARTIN JOHNSON will make
personal
appearances
with
"Baboona"
in
Rochester, N. Y., the week of Feb. 8.

PRUNELLA HALL,

at

CODE

start

Takes a Wife."

VIRGINIA
from

JOHN

GILBERT MILLER
from

THE FILM DAILY
Measures for extension of the NRA, which expires
terday on the lie de France and will stay in June 16, are expected to be ready
New York for a week before going to the for recommendation to Congress by
coast.
the end of this week, according to
JANET GAYNOR, Fox star, and HENRY FON- Donald Richberg, chairman of the
DA, stage player recently signed by the comEmergency Council. A White House
pany, have left New York for Hollywood to
Washington Bureau of

Washington

-

5 Cents

Editor and Publisher

Legislation

Expected This Wee{?
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N.Y.C.

successful

Bellman to Handle 48
Hollywood Exchange plans

to

handle 48 features during 1935-36,
including 12 made by Liberty and 24
Westerns, Jack Bellman said yesterday in New York.

Would Boost Gross Tax in Wash'n
Olympia, Wash. A bill proposing

—

boost the tax on admission
grosses from 1% to 2% per cent
has been introduced in the state

owners

and

and

theatre
outstanding
managers, the foremost

o

advertising men, engineers and experts
in this great industry.

to

legislature.

MAKE

YOUR

RESERVATIONS

EARLY

!

ONE MORE TRIUMPH -

Wtw fu^r

FOR THE STARS WHO GAVE YOU "DADDY LONG LEGS" AND "PADDY"!
Emerging gloriously from the
the adventures of two

vital

who

suffered, strove

a pure, unselfish love that

and laughter

smash -seller of today by Robert Nathan come

and triumphed

guided by

no man or circumstance could crush.

Life

depth and drama ..... played with inspired
fervor

by your

favorite star

team

GAYNOR
'a/tn

BAXT
ONE MORE SPRING
in

with

?

Walter King
Jane Darwell
Roger Imhof
Grant Mitchell

Ct

Rosemary Ames
John Qualen

f:

Nick Foran
and

Stepin Fetchit
Produced by Winfield Sheehan

i

Directed by Henry King

From the novel by Robert Nathan
Screen play and dialogue by Edwin Burke

;

1i

^
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These 6 amazing

seem a

facts

about

clear indication that

last

Tuesday's world premiere at

Warner

Bros,

thl

have delivered anot»

.

the series of Big Shots that began with "Bordertown" and will contini

Sweet Music, Kay Francis

Living on Velvet,

others. Unless all signs fail, 'Devil

mercially superior to

its

Dogs

Gold Diggers of 193

7

of the Air' is destined to

predecessor, "Here

Comes the Nav^

Bwa

.

»..

"NEVER SUCH A TICKET
preclcles

Theatre in San Diego

SALE IN CITY'S HISTORY!"!

— says Mgr. Lou Metzger

I

.

renounced success in

ith Rudy Vallee's

1

-
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COULD HAVE SOLD HOUSE
OUT THREE TIMES OVER!

2,000 TURNED

AWAY AFTER

ADS ANNOUNCED SELLOUT!

STANDEES IN 2nd BALCONY
AT 1st BALCONY PRICES!

15,000 FANS MOBBED
$1.65 NIGHT PREMIERE!
^^yr^y"'"^"'"-~-.^

:

PRICE SCALE

ADVANCED 25%

FOR REMAINDER OF RUN!

mum

JAMES

m

CAGNEY

These 6 great personalities—! I

PAT

O'BRIEN

MARGARET

£ breathless

LINDSAY

i

FRANK

Roosevelt, Chic

McHUGH

»

LLOYD

BACON

U

air actio I

Maj. RALPH

MITCHELL

other fam

and the Marine

d;

s

Corps'

own

technical adviser

the Warfield, San Francisco; the Strand,

theatres are looking forward with

eek and next, of

this first

New

on the filming

York, and

keen anticipation to

of

many

their open-

Cosmopolitan Prod'n for Warner Bro>s.

THE

-Z2H

DAILY

ONE OBJECTION

FILED

tive secretary of the

Richards to Have Full Charge of Paramount

Code Author-

New

the only witness at the hearing, the actual expenditures of the

Delav
Censorship Measure
Among Conn. Bills

Is

—

Connecticut's
Hartford, Conn.
Code Authority during 1934 were
bill, providing
$204,166, though the budget calls for perennial censorship
Flinn reported that the for a state board of motion picture
$216,000.
Code Authority had a cash balance censors, has again popped up in the
measof about $30,000 on December 31, General Assembly. A similar
1934 and agreed that this surplus be ure has been defeated at each bien-

OWN PRODUCING
Paramount

Is

Expected
In St. Louis Trial

(Continued from Page

1)

There will
likewise be a postponement in the
court hearing on the same charge
against the various Warner, Paraaccredited against assessments for nial session for a number of years. mount and RKO concerns named deThe basis The 1935 version calls for board of fendants in the same indictment.
the first half of 1935.
for assessments during 1935 will three members, one to be a woman, As is customary, all bonds in the
be the same in general as for 1934. and was introduced by RepresentaOne objection to the proposed tive Thornhill of Brookfield, who case are made returnable in the Dismethods of assesments was submit- said he was presenting it by request. trict Court on the opening day of
Other bills now under considera- the next term of court, March 16,
ted in a letter from Abram F.

Myers of

Allied States Ass'n,

who

suggested that the assessments be
computed on the number of seats
multiplied by the orchestra admission price during evenings multiplied
by the number of shows per week.
He declared the present assessment
method unfair. Flinn branded the
Myers proposal as unworkable.

Vocafilm-Electrics Suit
On Calendar for March
(Continued from Pag* 1)

Sherman

anti-trust Act.

UNIT

1)

studio personnel, includ-

ing Cecil B. De Mille. This avowed
intention
is
understood to have
served to widen the breach between
Cohen and home office executives.

Cohen yesterday afternoon declined to disclose his plans, refusing to comment on the report that
he may enter production on his own.
He said he will remain in New York
a week or two before returning to
the Coast.
Sources close to the deposed pro-

duction
head yesterday declared
that chances of his joining Radio
Pictures in an important production capacity are virtually nil. They
tion contain the following provithat the intimated that former Paramount
Adding the amusement busi- but that does not mean
sions
interests now in the confidence of
trial
on that
to
will
be
called
case
unincorpopaying
those
the
ness to
RKO bankers would be likely to
movallowing
possibility
rated business tax;
There is a strong
date.
prevent such a deal.
ing picture shows after 2 p. m. on that the trial of the film men will
Final break between home office
Sundays; establishing 5 per cent
during the next term of officials and Cohen is understood to
come
up
not
tax on gross income of amusement
have occurred when Cohen demandbusinesses; providing sentence of court.
ed that he be given a place on the
one to five years for throwing gas
The defendants in the film case Paramount directorate which is
or stink bombs; prohibiting walka- have posted their bonds of $2,500 being formed under the reorganizathons, marathons, skate-athons or
each in New York City and have tion plan. This move has been sucsimilar endurance exhibitions.
cessfully blocked by these execuwaived the proceedings necessary
:

for their removal to St. Louis.

Colombian Biz Improves

RKO

—

—

—

—

Congressmen, Senators, university
Harry Arthur has
presidents, leading newspapers and
St. Louis
a number of influential citizens. The booked "Evergreen", the GB muspamphlet denounces the
and ical starring Jessie Matthews, for
attacks the industry's methods of first run at the Missouri Theater,
self-regulation.
beginning Feb. 15.

—

NRA

tives.

At the conclusion
ence

Motion picture business in CoForeign Deals
lombia in 1934 was better than for
Radio foreign representaRKO
to
according
previous,
several years
tives have closed deals for distribucontracts valued at $22,000,000 with
a report from the Bogota office of
Educational, Shuberts and A. H. the Department of Commerce. Box- tion of 1934-35 product in Poland,
Woods. Triple damages are asked. office receipts increased nearly 25 Denmark and Turkey. Deal for Poland was made by J. J. Kennedy of
There are nearly 120
per cent.
Radio Pictures International with
wired and about 50 silent houses in
Warsaw.
Film
of
Franco-Paris
RKO Dubbing 8 in French
Colombia. The government there is
Gloria Films of Stockholm, Sweden,
Paris Radio Cinema of Paris will now interested in establishing eduwill distribute the entire 1934-35
dub eight RKO Radio releases for cational film showings throughout Radio product in Denmark.
The
picthe
after
France
distribution in
the country.
deal covers nine features
Turkish
spots
first-run
tures have played
and was closed with Kemal Films of
with superimposed French titles.
"Winning Ticket" for Astor
Istanbul by Harry Leasim, manager
The deal was closed by E. D. LeishM-G-M's "The Winning Ticket", of RKO's Paris sales office, now
man and Harry Leasim of Radio
with Leo Carrillo and Louise Fa- touring the near east.
Pictures International, Ltd.
zenda, opens with a 6 P. M. Friday
preview at the Astor.
Cincinnati Chatter
other
Mayfair,
Reade's
The
"Mississippi" Premiere in N. O.
Cincinnati Prices at the Strand
Broadway film house, plans to hold
New Orleans World premiere of over "Society Doctor".
have been cut to 15 cents for matiBing Crosby's "Mississippi" will be
nee, 10-25 at night and 10 for kids
held at the Saenger Theater during
at all times.
convention here.
M.P.T.O.A.
the
Harold Harris, Columbia publicist,
Licensed for "Scrappy" Dolls
Bing Crosby will be here in person
is now a Kentucky Colonel.
Columbia's
Cartoon
"Scrappy"
for the convention.
Allan Moritz, Columbia distributFranchise department has licensed
ing chief here, has been made a
the Alexander Doll Co. as sole mansheriff.
Columbia Sets Two Releases
ufacturer of a series of composition Hamilton County deputy
RKO's "Roberta" is booked for
Columbia has set Feb. 22 as na- dolls, reproducing the likeness of the
characters,
"Scrappy," three weeks here and two weeks in
tional release date for "The Whole cartoon
Town's Talking," with Edward C "Margy," "Oopy" and the dog "Yip- Dayton.
Harry Rice is here exploiting
Robinson, and Feb. 15 for release py-'
United Artists' "Clive of India".
of Tim McCoy's "Law Beyond the
Range."
Mrs. John Popp, wife of the ownMomand Issues Booklet
of the Main St. Theater, died
A booklet entitled "The Hays er
Another death is the
recently.
Office and the NRA" has been put
mother of Sugar Bocklage of the
Adopts Classified Nights
out by A. B. Momand, president of
Kansas
City
Under a
new policy
Momand Theaters, Inc., Shawnee, Paramount branch.
adopted by Manager John W. Creamer,
Okla., and is being circulated to
the Waldo Theater, Fox Midwest house,
"Evergreen" for St. Louis Theater

acts, in the early sound days, had
the effect of nullifying equipment

will offer pictures with juvenile appeal
on Fridays and Saturdays, double bills
on Sundays, smart pictures for grownups
on Mondays and Tuesdays, and "downto-earth" entertainment on Wednesdays
and Thursdays.

I

COHEN MAY FORM

News
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ity,

1935
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(Continued from Page

{Continued from Page
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i

Richards, who has been in actual charge of production of the Paramount
News under supervision of Emanuel Cohen, is expected to assume complete charge
Richards makes his
of the reel as a result of Cohen's withdiawal from the company.
headquarters in New York.
A.

AT BUDGET HEARING

Wednesday, Feb.

Cohen

of the confer-

Adolph Zukor and
Monday, the stage had

between
late

not been definitely set for the latter's immediate departure.
The understanding was that he was to
notify Zukor yesterday morning as
to whether or not he would remain
at his post.
However, the situation was brought to a head by an

announcement from Cohen
that he
ganization.
effect

to

the

was leaving the

or-

It has been an open secret in the
industry for months that Cohen was
expected to leave Paramount.
No
ousting move, however, it is understood, was to have taken place until the reorganization plan was put
into effect.
In the meantime home
office executives in the confidence of
the bankers which control the company had spent many hours in conferences on the matter of a successor to Cohen. Their plan of replacement had hardly been arrived at
when the situation broke wide open
through Cohen's sudden trip to New'
York.

Disney Shorts on Air

in England
London
Walt Disney's "Silly
Symphonies" are being adapted for
presentation over the radio by Brit-

—

ish Broadcasting Co.
A special
group of players, with orchestra, is
devoted to the program.

Ceremonial Premiere
As part of the ceremonies at the
Broadway premiere of Warners' "Dev
Dogs of the Air," opening tonight a
the Strand, a contingent of Marines
from the Brooklyn Navy Yard under
Col. G. M. Kincade will form a color
guard in front of the theater.
Naval
and Marine officers from the Navy Yard,
along with celebs from various fields,

?.

will

attend

the premiere.

DAILY
DECISION

'1NRY HERZBRUN SET

RESERVED

TRI-ER60N ACTION

IN

PARAMOUNT POST

IN

IS

(Continued from Page
(.Continued from Page 1)

visor of production under the new
Albert A. Kaufman, who
setup.
las been assistant to the general

assumes the post of an

nanager,

issociate producer.

Austin C. Keough

is

understood

of greater imHe is at present secregeneral counsel of the
duties

for

;lated

oortance.
:ary and

?ompany.
'Vest

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Paramount employees
were given assurance at a meeting
>f executives and department heads
yesterday that no changes in perHenry Herzsonnel will be made.
brun, new vice-president and general manager of the studio, and
Ernst Lubitsch, in charge of production, were the principal speakers.
confidence in the new studio
heads was voiced in messages from
Pull

The present
directors.
personnel of 4,000 is the largest in
Ten pictures
the studio's history.
are currently in work, with five
others being edited and 20 more to
start between now and May 1.
and

Boston Briefs

—

Boston Celebration of the 52nd
((anniversary of B. F. Keith got under way Friday at the RKO Keith
Memorial theater with tremendous

Herbert Bayard
crowds on hand.
Swope, L. E. Thompson, Nate Blumberg, Fred Meyers, Arthur Willi and
Charles

W. Koerner were

present.

with weekly
changes, for one month. Jack Gold-

The

as Felix Feist, the club prexy, sidestepped in Louis' favor.

T

T

T

WE

Coast Bureau of

stars

• • • THEY PUT the legal talent in the spotlight at the
with Nathan Burkan, Judge
M. P. Club Forum Luncheon
James Wallace and Amos Pinchot going through their routines
our own attorney Louis Nizer acted as presiding judge

fiesta

continues,

• • •
GATHERED that Mister Burkan was making
who has
a very nice campaign speech for Judge Wallace
then
graduated from a district attorneyship to the bench
Judge Wallace in turn made some very complimentary remarks
about Mister Burkan
at which the film gents gathered
around the tables relaxed from trying to appear dignified before so many legal lights
it was the same Old Smoosh
and they felt
film mugs are always passing to each other
at home
even though some of the big words used puzzled
'em

T

T

T

• • • THE BEST crack of the afternoon from the dais
was made by Amos Pinchot
the international law expert
"I
who, turning to Mister Hays beside him said
don't want to see your business taken over by the government.
You can't do good work under constant supervision of a policeman."
the speaker was discussing the regimentation of
business under the New Deal
"Censorhe also said
ship has failed in every respect."
A Mister Cotton, a
realestater from Losang
gave Charlie Pettijohn practically full credit for the defeat of Upton Sinclair for governor of
California
by bringing the full power of the industry to

oppose him

T

T

T

• ON THE announcement by Louis Nizer that next
week's Forum would feature all bankers as the honor guests
Arthur Loew remarked to the Metro gentlemen at his
table
"Ah, the Paramount board of directors!"
on the

•

•

dais were
Feist, Harry

Jules Brulatour, Jack Cohn, Will Hays, Felix
Warner, Jules Levy, Judge Wallace, Amos Pinchot,
Nathan Burkan, George Schaefer, Louis Nizer, Phil Reisman.

New Eng-

stein, publicity chief in
land, got things under way the

night

J.

Clyde Strock, house manager

of the Metropolitan,

was

feted last

week on the occasion of the

• JUST HEARD a good yarn from Capt. Fred Owens
manager of Loew's Lexington
Captain Owens spent
many years in India in the British Army
so he was in a
•

before with a radio program.

first

anniversary of his ascension to the
position after coming here from
Minneapolis.
Buster Holt, assistant manager of
the Fenway theater, has been suffering with a serious nasal infec-

•

position to talk informatively on the Bengal Lancers the other
nite at the Motor Boat Show
his discourse being by way of
a plug for "Lives of
Bengal Lancer" playing at his theater
after he finished his address and mingled with the crowd
an old English gentleman approached him and exclaimed
"I say, that was a splendid talk, old topper.
I enjoyed
it so much, dont you know.
Where is the gent's toilet?"

A

T

tion.

•

•

•

AT THE

T

Music Hall Studio yesterday afternoon

Mister W. G. Van Schmus acted as host to the press
honor of Merle Oberon and Leslie Howard
appearing in
"The Scarlet Pimpernel"
inhaling the delightful cocktails
we observed Al Lichtman, Arthur W. Kelly, Joe Schenck, Hal
Home
Mister Howard was unable to be present .:....--. but
Miss Oberon was charming without him

1)

resenting Altoona Publix, and Judge
Thomas D. Thacher and George
Wharton Pepper for Tri-Ergon,
comprised the chief legal battery.
Many film executives and patent
lawyers watched the arguments.
Samples of sound track were given
each Justice by Attorney Clark.
The Supreme Court customarily
announces its rulings on Monday.
It recesses Feb. 11 to study records
in connection with cases it has heard
and resumes sessions the first Mon-

day

March.

in

Cleveland Notes
—Mr. and Mrs. Max Lef-

Cleveland

kowich have

left to join the Clevecolony in Miami, which now
numbers Mr. and Mrs. Jim Scoville,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gusdanovic. Mr.
and Mrs. John Urbansky, Maurice
Kaplan, Mrs. Holbrook C. Bissell and
Mrs. Nat Lefton.
Ernest Schwartz, long ill, made
his first appearance in the Film
Bldg. last week to attend a directors' meeting of the exhibitor asso-

land

ciation of

which he

is

president.

Cleveland

Variety Club holds a
meeting Saturday to elect officers.
Maurice Lebensburger, First Division branch manager, is laid up
with flu.
Paul E. Krieger, Universal Cincinnati branch manager, journeyed here
for a conference with Paul Krieger
(no relation) of the Warner theater
department.
J. S. Jossey, Monogram franchise
owner, has returned to New York
for a three-week conference with W.
Ray Johnston and other officials.
"County Chairman" is being held
a second week at Warners' Hippodrome.

George Roberts, Fox district manis headed for New York to

ager,

attend a meeting.
"David Copperfield," after a big
week at the State, was moved to the
Stillman by Col. Harry E. Long for
an extended run with scale raised
to the State level.

Funeral services were held last
week for Mrs. Rae Lefton, mother
of Nat L. Lefton.

in

•

•

•

ONE OF

the Bright Spots of the current screen
doing the narration on Fox Newsettes
caught him with his funny German accent at the Embassy Newsreel Theater
Lew's accent scored more laffs per minute
than most '"comedy" shorts score per hour
you're welcome,
Lew
you've earned it for the past two years

Lew Lehr

Ramon Novarro
Joseph
Charles

P.
S.

Lupe

Kennedy
Goetz

Velez
Russell Gleason
sssai

Louis

Nizer

Ben Lyon
Marion Orth
Jack Luden
William Cary Duncan

wmm

« « «

» »

AS

SEEN

AGENT
"Faultless of Blighty, the prize-winning bull terrier given to Dolores Del
Rio as a Christmas present from her
husband, Cedric Gibbons, has arrived in
Hollywood and taken up residence at the
star's

\>

BY

THE PRESS

home."— WARNER BROS.

o\

...

W

LIONEL

C FIEIDS
as

BARRYMORE

Micowber

asDonPeggotty

MADGE
EVANS
as

Agnes

FREDDIE
MAUREEN
OSULLIVAN BARTHOLOMEW
as

Dora

as David

LEWIS

STONE

>'

JIJ

as

RATHBONE

— '»^-0-

FRANK

BASIL
as

LAWTON

Mr Wickfield Mr Murdstone David

the

•

ELIZABETH
as

Man Mrs

ALLAN

as

Copperfleld

-MM
ROLAND

YOUNG

««H9B
OLIVER

as

Uriah Heep

..

EDNA MAY
as

Aunt Betsey

DAVID O. SELZNICK. Directed by GEORGE
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE.

Produced by

CUKOR

ARE YOU ALL SET

"I

have never had

a picture that built
from day to day like
this

one!"

The Extended Run

Hit

!

4th

Week

Capitol, N.Y.3rdWeekPhiladelphia.

Held over 2nd Week Cleveland,
Dayton, Boston, Columbus, Toledo,

Wilmington,
Indianapolis,
ville,

ter,

St.

Louis, Kansas City,

Youngstown,

Nash-

Hartford, Richmond, Worces-

Cincinnati.

New Haven,

Minneapolis, Atlanta. Engagements

extended

in

Akron, Evansville,

Canton, Memphis, Portland,
etc.

We

mail brings
all set for

etc.,

could go on forever, every

new hold-overs Are
!

you

EXTRA PLAYING TIME

— and

another

?

M-Q-M

sweetKeart-"SEQUOIA"

FOR EXTRA TIME?

THE
12

Wednesday, Feb.

A
By

pJAROLD

HOLLYWOOD TOTS

"LITTLE" from

6,

1935
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RALPH WILK
M.

YOUNG, who

di-

rected "The Scarlet Pimpernel,"
for London Films, will direct "Jungle" as his initial picture for Para-

mount. Before going to Europe he
was with Warner-First National for
several years.
T

T

Earl

E-rl Baldwin, Warner scenarist who wrote the screenplays for some of the company's
biggest hits including "Wonder Bar," "Here Comes the Navy," "Devil Dogs of the
A,,,
has been promoted to the rank of supervisor.
He recently completed ihe screenp y (cr "Go Into Your Dance" and has been assigned to write the screen play fo
and also supervise "The Irish In Us," which will feature James Cagney, Pat O'Brien
..o
Frank McHugh.

T

T

T

'

T

Edward Everett Horton

Heather Angel has been signed by
to play opposite Victor Mclaglen in "The Informer."

RKO

Baldwin Promoted to Supervisor

will join

Harry
comedy

Langdon's next two-reel
for Columbia will be entitled
"His Bridal Sweet."
Alf
Goulding is directing from the story
and screen play by John W. Gray.

Latest member of the "Our Gang"
Charles Middleton and Jay Ward
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers, his
T
group at the Hal Roach studios is have been added to Columbia's
Catherine Doucet and Spencer
pals of "The Gay Divorcee," in anCecilia Murray, four-year-old win- "Devil's Cargo," featuring Marian Charters will
appear in Columbia's
other big RKO Radio musical picner of Metro's "beautiful child" con- Marsh and Wallace Ford.
"Eight Bells."
ture.
Horton has just been signed
for a

comedy lead

in

T

Jack

Proctor

studio publicity
Division.

'"Top Hat."
T

has

named

been

director

for

First

test.

»

entire cast and production
staff for the new Educational-Buster

Olin

Howland

the latest player
to be added to the cast of First
National's "The Case of the Curious
is

Keaton starring comedy will go on
week at the U. S. Naval Bride."
T
T
Rowland V. Lee, who directed] base in San Diego. E. H. Allen is
in charge of production. The entire
"The Count of Monte Cristo," is diRKO Radio cast assignments: J.
production will be made on location.
recting "Cardinal Richelieu," which
This picture, as yet untitled, is the Fan-ell McDonald, Sidney Toler and
stars George Arliss, for Twentieth
Educational two-reeler this Frank Reicher for "Star of Midthird
Century.
season to star the frozen-faced night"; George Offerman, Jr., for
T
"Spring in Paris."
comic.
John Stone, Fox producer, and
Eugene Forde, who directed "Design for Murder," leave Saturday
for New York. They will view plays
that have screen possibilities. They
will make the trip East via New Orlocation this

leans.
»

»

T

Dave Gould, who created the "ConMilwaukee "Clive of India" has
St. Louis Briefs
John P. Murtinental" number in "The Gay Di- phy's Merry Widow theater was gone into its second week at the
vorcee" and the "Carioca" in "Fly- bombed last week for the tenth time Warner, the second picture to be

Down to Rio," has joined M-G-M
on a two year contract. In addition
to handling dance and ensemble
numbers, he will also direct, his inidirectorial efforts being contial
fined to short musical subjects. He
has just finished handling the dances
in "Folies Bergere," for Twentieth
Century.
T
t
Thomas Jackson has been signed
ing

i

in about four years, with labor troubles blamed
June Pittner of the

Dreamline Darlings at the Ambassador theater has left for Hollywood
to appear in Fox films as a Fanchon
& Marco protege Loew's State is
holding over "County Chairman" and
the Shubert is holding "Lives of a
Al Kraemer,
Bengal Lancer."
Tivoli manager, is the father of a
Funeral services
fourth girl
for a journalistic role in First Na- were held Monday for Mrs. Joseph
tional's "The Case of the Curious S. Turley, mother of Clarence TurBride."

RKO

camera with John Cromwell directing.
The leading roles are to be
played by Kay Johnson and Randolph Scott, and in the supporting
cast are such favorites as Dorothy
Burgess, Janet Beecher, Andy Clyde,
Arthur Hohl,
DeWitt Jennings,
Robert Barrat, Edward Ellis, Ray
Mayer and Guinn Williams.
T

Jack Mower and George Pearce
are the latest additions to the cast
of Columbia's "The Revenge Rider,"
starring Tim McCoy.
T
T

The "Dinky" production

unit, un-

der the direction of D. Ross Lederman, left the Warner studios Sunday
for San Diego, where it will be on location for the next two weeks. Jackie
Cooper has the title role in the picture. Mary Astor and Ricardo Cortez are the two leading grown-ups
in the cast.

.

ley of

Radio has completed the cast
for '"Village Tale," the Phil Stong
best-seller soon to go before the

held over at the house in the past
month.

—

New

Orleans
Vitagraph is callsalesmen to start an independent theater sales drive here.

ing in

all

.

.

Best

.

.

.

.

Amusement

—

Co.

»

the

comedy role in the Fox adaptation of "Hold That Tiger," a forfirst

mer stage play by Ben Hecht and
Rose Caylor.
T

House.

—

T

T

Resuming production after a fiveweek lay-off, Monogram this week
will start "The Desert Trail," a Lone
Star

production

starring
John
is producer.
play were
written by Lindsley Parsons. Following completion of this western,
"The Hoosier Schoolmaster" will be
produced.

Wayne. Paul Malvern
The story and screen

T

V

Chesterfield has finished "A Shot
in the Dark."
"Public Opinion," an
Invincible picture to be distributed
by Chesterfield, will go in work next
week at the
Pathe studios.
T
Al Santell will direct "Diamond
Jim" at Universal. Edmund Grainger is the producer, with Edward

RKO

Arnold

—

Lockport, Miss. Sidney N'Aquin,
veteran showman, has returned to
the managerial staff of the Opera

New

Birell, exotic dramatic acwill abandon seriousness on
screen and will emerge in her

tress,

T

—

—

T

Tala

The

in the title role.

T

T

T

Rochelle Hudson has been signed
for an additional year by Fox. She
is now working in "Les Miserables"
at 20th Century on loan.

Orleans The Carrollton, one
T
T
most profitable of the United
Jean Muir will probably be cast
neighborhood theaters, badly dam- by Warners opposite Robert Donat
aged by fire last week, will be re- in "Captain Blood."
of the

Jackson, Miss.
An independent built with hopes of opening in 90
T
T
T
theater seating 300 is to be built days.
Plans for publishing production
on the grounds of the old Palace Bilcredits of all unit art Directors,
liard Hall, 223 West Capitol St. R.
Old Orchard, Me.
Mrs. M. C first and second cinematographers,
W. Tyson, manager of the Crown, Hoffman, veteran operator of the film
editors and sound production
will operate the house.
Old Orchard Theater, a summer film and dubbing mixers have just been
house, died last week.
completed, and during 1935 a section of the Academy Screen AchieveTuskegee, Ala.
A new theater Waterbury, Conn.
The Jacques ments Bulletin will be devoted to
costing between $25,000 and $30,000
Theater is back on a film and flesh technicians' credits.
These credits
is being constructed here.
policy.
will be listed under each production,
as well as being classified alphabetSpokane, Wash. Vaude is being
Portland, Me.
Keith's Theater, ically by each individual's name, to
added to the film policy at the Em- part of the Frederick E. Lieberman show his professional grouping and
press.
group, is now a first-run.
Vaude- current production credits.
t
ville and films change semi-weekArthur Goodrich, dramatist, has
Lowell, Mass. Both the Victory ly.
been signed by RKO to adapt his
and the Capitol theaters have closed.
own play, "Mr. Grant."
Columbus, O.
Virgil Jackson,
T
T
T
of the Victory, will open
Milwaukee
A blaze confined to proprietor
Three players have been hand<%.
his Lyceum for pictures.
the projection room of the National,
parts at Paramount, Ted Oliver ana B
neighborhood theater, did damage
Charles McMurphy in Mae West's
estimated at $125.
Bardstown, Ky. P. C. Arnold has "How
Carl Miller,
I Doing?" and Jack Rayprojectionist at the theater, sus- taken over the Lyric, Lawrenceburg, mond in "Two on a Tower," with
tained burns to his face and arms. Ky.
Mary Ellis and Tullio Carminati.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

/T

—

—
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Interested Only
In Reality of Roles

in Television's

exploitation of
on the scale of

television
radio or movie entertainment
would require 10,000,000 "lookers" who would need to spend
billions of dollars.
Promoters

and program sponsors would
have to spend hundreds of millions.
So the day of midget
is

far

off.

Holly-

wood's annual output of from
300 to 500 feature movie films
a year would last only one
month on a television network.
Television in homes is unlikely within a generation; it is
only a dream now.

Present research is proceeding along three basic lines. One
is reproduction by wire. Televi-

by wireless via ultra short
waves is a second field. The
sion

third may be described as taking, for example, a movie newsreel of an important event, or
a movie drama, and televising
by wire or radio.

Whether progressive development comes by wire or radio,
the economic problems of television as an entertainment industry appear baffling in certain
phases.

Actually television now transmits a black and white image
on a 20-square inch screen. It
is more difficult, but good, on a
Close40-square inch screen.

ups and creditable group shots
can be transmitted now but, as
a "home movie," it is far below
cinema
standards.
Ordinary
telephone wires are useless and
the development of terminal receiving equipment at the end of
the wire is a great technical
problem in wire television.
Obstacles in the way of commercial exploitation of television
are enormous.
Present radio
broadcasting stations are built
for "blind" listeners and are not
adaptable to television. Television demands, in effect, talking
movie studios and all their appurtenances -stage equipment,

—

camera men, technicians, wardrobe, sets and properties.
Like

radio,

television

pro-

grams must be broadcast on a
syndicated basis.
Time schedules must be filled. News events
and happenings could fill only a
small part of the time schedules.
If $350,000 is taken as the average production cost of a Hollywood movie lasting 70 minutes, the indicated cost of putting it on a television network
would be $5,000 a minute. Hollywood's annual output of from
300 to 500 feature films would
last one month in television.
Could the program sponsors
ever afford this?

— Dr.

Alfred N. Goldsmith.

» » »

EXPLOITETTES

not the slightest in-

Tie-Ups Feature
"Mighty Barnum" Campaign
'"THE Mighty Barnum", 20th

message a picture may convey.
I have no
prejudices, nor do I hold any

Century production, was accorded an outstanding exploitation campaign at Loew's State,
Cleveland, under the supervision

briefs for ideas

of

HAVE

[

COMMERCIAL

television sets

« « « «

Wednesday, Feb.

terest in the

am a
I am

—in

and

realist

pictures. I

in the theater,

concerned with a realistic
fact that exists: that here is a
character which I am called upon to interpret.
It makes no

me whether

difference to

I

be-

lieve or disbelieve in the char-

acter's ideas.

me

for

It is

important

to believe in the charac-

man. A human being
a very interesting guy. All I
ask of a role is that it show a
human being, not an abstraction.
I have always avoided
being brought in as a crusader.
My politics is the business of
acting.
Nothing else matters.
It may sound dull, but I really
am not concerned with the depression, or with communism or
capitalism.
Not concerned and
not worried.
If
communism
ter as a
is

comes along, swell!
it's all right by me.

If fascism,

I'll take my
chances with the other fellow.

My

work

is

the theater.

work

I

a scientist who works
on an invention, not knowing
whether his discovery will be
in

it

like

constructive
o r
destructive.
That's my feeling about a picture.

—Paul

Muni.

Nominations Submitted
For Academy Awards
Night

(Continued from Page 1)
of Love," 'The Thin Man,"

"Viva
"The White Parade.'
For the best actor: Clark Gable in "It
Happened One Night"; William Powell in
"The Thin Man"; Frank Morgan in "The
Villa,"

Affairs

of

Cellini."

For the best actress:

Claudette

Colbert in

Happened One Night"; Grace Moore in
"One Night of Love"; Norma Shearer in
"The Barretts of Wimpole Street."
For the best direction: Frank Capra for
"It Happened One Night"; Victor Schertzinger for '"One Night of Love"
William
S. Van Dyke for "The Thin Man."
For the best original: "The Richest Girl
in the World," story by Norman Krasna and
Don Hartman, screen play by Krasna, Hartman and Jane Durfin; "Manhattan Melodrama," screen play by Oliver H. P. Garrett
and Joseph L. Mankiewicz, from an original
by Arthur Caesar; "Hide Out," screen play

"It

;

by Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett,
from an original idea by Mauri Grashin.
For the best adaptation: "It Happened One
Night" by Robert Riskin; "The Thin Man,"
screen play by Albert Hackett and Frances
Goodrich; "Viva Villa," screen play by Ben
Hecht.

For the best song: "Carioca," "Continent"Love in Bloom."

al,"

Central Circuit Adds House

—

Albion, Neb. Central States Theater Corp. has purchased the Rex
here from C. B. Marks.

Milton

All

Harris.

local

newspapers heralded the picture's opening with several advance and feature stories as
well as photos of Wallace Beery.
The "News" ran a classified ad
contest for three days giving
both the picture and theater
credit lines.
Spot radio announcements were made several
days in advance and all during
the engagement over stations
and WGAR.
A tie-up
with the local Kresge Stores
resulted in all of their employwearing special ribbons
ees
plugging the picture and special window streamers on their
display windows.
At the local
exposition, the Cinema Booth

WHK

contained scene

stills,

cut-outs

and other accessories plugging
Qpening at Loew's State.
book-marks
Eight
thousand
were distributed at 46 library
branches and each branch contained a display of scene stills
from the picture on their bulletin boards.
Five hundred special book-marks were distribat
other
uted
book stores.
the

Among

the other highlights of
the campaign were the distribution of 50,000 calendars in office buildings and parked cars,
25,000 calendars on the Cardiff
Giant, 1,000 imprinted balloons,
25,000 heralds inserted in "Liberty" Magazines, 5,000 Barnum
drawings and 2,500 cut-outs of
Beery placed in prominent mer-

chant windows.
Loew's State, Cleveland.

—

Needlework Revival
Capitalized

On Two Pix

HpHE

current revival of needlework, with the old fashioned sampler and yarncraft pictures again a popular item in
patterns and completed units in
oaken frame, has been made the
basis of two excellent tie-ups by
Radio's exploitation de-

RKO

Minister"
"Little
partment.
samplers and "Green Gables"
yarncraft pictures are on ex-

and
department

hibition

sale in
stores,

hundreds of

with theaters co-operating with the dealers in various phases of promotion.
Co., of

The Bernhard

New

Ulmann

York, manufactu-

rers of Bucilla needlework products, is putting out the new
units.
The "Little Minister"
sampler tells the story in six
scenes, cleverly worked out in
colored thread, while the "Green
Gables" yarncraft picture reproduces the home named by
Anne Shirley of "Anne of Green
Gables" and surrounding yard.

6,

1935

« « «

Bernhard Ulmann Co. packs the
units in illustrated boxes giving credit to
productions

RKO

tied in.

That company has

re-

leased

a broadside to department stores and theaters in
which the tie-up is outlined and

has prepared stories and mats
for newspapers.

—RKO-Radio

Preview and Contest
for "Forsaking All Others"

J7VERETT STEINBUCH, manager of Loew's State, CleveO.,
arranged a special
screening for critics of "Forsaking All Others" as part of his
campaign on that M-G-M picland,

Arrangements were made

ture.

with

the local "News" for a
contest in which people were
asked to determine the difference between wirephotos and
original pictures of the stars of
the film, Joan Crawford, Clark

Gable and Robert Montgomery.
The paper furnished 150,000
free tabloids. A contest in the
press was arranged for in which
the question was asked: "If you
were in Joan Crawford's posi-

which man would you marCash prizes were offered.
Fifteen thousand special cards
were posted at the Cleveland Intion,

ry?"

dustrial Exposition.

—Loew's State, Cleveland.
New York Campaign
on "David Copperfield"
'T'HE New York exploitation
campaign on "David Copperfield" started with a bang
with extra-space ads in the metropolitan papers. A preview was
given for the Board of Education,
and endorsements were

mimeographed and sent to all
school principals together with
a copy of the Teachers' Manual and a study guide on the
Dickens novel. Radio plugs were
received from Alexander Wooll-

Mordaunt Hall (formerly
for
the
New York
"Times") and other celebrities.
Tie-ups were arranged with
cott,

critic

such large department stores as

Wanamaker's, Bloomand others. 500 Parent Magazine honor medals onesheet cards were distributed to
Gimbel's,

ingdale's,

bus lines, book
and railroad stations. Endorsements were obtained from
Club.
Charles
Dickens
the
20,000 book marks were disnewsstands,
stores

tributed to libraries of all kinds|
5,000 door hangers were usedVl
in the Times Square district.
25,000 Copperfield blotters were
used in the downtown and Wall
Street districts.
.

— Capitol, New York
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1917" ("Shock Troop
117"), in
German; produced by AryaFn; directed by Hans Zoeberlein and
imid-Wildy.
At the 86th St. Casino

—rnToiii
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Cochrane Defends Showing of Hauptmann Films
Replying to the wire sent by Attorney General Wilentz of New Jersey to newsreel
editors regarding pictures of the Hauptmann trial, Vice-President R. H. Cochrane of
Universal yesterday sent him a telegram assuming full responsibility for instructing
Universal': newsreel editor to cover the trial.
In addition, Cochrane defended the showing of these pictures, declaring the newsreels had presented the case with dignity
and restraint, in contrast to the big show that has been made of the trial by the newsCochrane also said that the taking of the pictures in the
papers and over the radio.
courtroom was done without resort to any trickery.
In view of these facts, Cochrane
stated. Universal has not recalled its Hauptmann picture from circulation.

»DATE BOOK
Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

1 eater.

Tensely

dramatic

episode

cachment that was
>ied offensives of

of

wiped

1917.

German

a

out

Good

in

Feb.

San Antonio Notes

Buff alo Brevities

for audi-

—

like pictures depicting the hor-

San Antonio

—

Enterprises has appointed Daniel
Goldstein manager of the negro

He was

for-

district

Con-

meeting,

sales

Chicago.
of

Allied

States

Washington.

14-15:
Iowa-Nebraska Allied Theater convention and movie frolic, Des Moines, la.

Warner

16:

ball,

Feb. 20-26:

Sack Amusement

pictures department.

Fox

Hotel,

13-15:
Annual meeting
Ass'n board of directors,

and

the

Buffalo Police have made three
rs of war.
arrests in connection with the holdup and kidnaping of Mieczlaw Kon'LE CHASSEUR DE CHEZ MAXIM's", cyzkowski, owner of the Marlowe
French; produced by Paramount; di- and Senate, neighborhood theaters.
ted by Charles Anton; with Suzy Ver- They reported recovery of several
At the Fifth articles taken from the theater opn, Rubert Burnier, et al.
erator at the time he was taken for
enue Playhouse.
Produced at Paramount's studios in Join- a ride in his own car.
Joe Miller, area manager for Coe, France, this is a lively and pleasant
(icoction including music, broad comedy lumbia, is on his annual cruise to
the West Indies with Mrs. Miller.
romance.
Should prove very enjoy
:J
Buffalo Variety Club will resume
Be to the French clientele.
its weekly luncheons Feb. 11. John
oes that

10-11:
gress

Club's sixth annual dinner
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York.

Soviet Russia's first World

Festival,

Cinema

Moscow.

Feb. 21-22:

Independent Theater Owners
Ohio convention, Columbus, O.

Feb. 23:

Detroit

Variety

Club

Room, Book Cadillac Hotel,

of

Crystal

Ball.

Detroit.

i

"JO AS

OREG A HAZNAL"

("Father

lows Best"), in Hungarian; produced by
dnnia Film; directed by Fritz Schulz and
dor Zsoldos; with Szoke Szakall, Ernest
Distributed
rebes, Rose Barsony, et al.
Danubia Pictures. At the Tobis Theater.
Enjoyable farce comedy with music, has
excellent cast and is generally well
idled in all departments.
I

,

and Murray Whiteman have

Sitterly

merly associated with Publix theaters in this city, Austin and Temple, Tex.
Another recent addition
to the office force is F. C. Nelson,

who was with Fox and Paramount.
This week spells doom for double
features at the Plaza and Strand.
Single pix will be the new policy at

the these local houses, also the State.
Dan Esser is back from that trip

been designated as kings for
day.

A. R. Cooper of Ashtabula, 0., to Hollywood.
Adams Film Exchanges will celehas been here for several days negotiating for the opening of the brate their third anniversary beShubert-Teck, Buffalo's oldest legiti- tween February and April.
mate theater, as a vaudeville and
picture house.
Other negotiations here point to
the opening of the Playhouse, a unit
"EL AGUA EN EL SUELO" ("Water in of the Michael Shea estate and
Ground"), in Spanish; directed by known for 20 years as the Gayety,
e
sebio F. Ardavin; with Maruchi Fresno, as a burleque house.
Pena, et

is

Pictures.

i

al.

Distributed

by

Colum-

At the Teatro Campoamor.

Produced in Madrid, this picture is above
average of Spanish films in technique.
le story, revolving around the evil conquences of scandalous gossip, is well deloped, with good acting and photography.
e

SHORTS

Salt

Lake Squibs

Lake City—Earl Smith is
showing two features and a serial
Salt

at the Tower.

The Isis, subsequent run, has
adopted special kid matinees, 10 A.
M. to

2 P.M., at 5 cents.

Paramount

Kathleen Burke,
Will Osborne and His Orchestra
was booked by Ray Hendry for per(Melody Masters Series)
sonals at the Capitol.
itaphone
10 mins.
B. S. Winslor, operator of the
Good
Liberty in Tremonton, is recovering

Staged with more class and imjination than most band numbers,
so showing good judgment in section and presentation of material,

lis subject is a generally pleasing
msical novelty.
There is some
jreeable singing by Will Osborne, a
aartet bit, and finally a producon number of "Two Cigarettes in
le Dark" bringing in a team of
raceful
dancers
while
Osborne
Dcalizes and a little plot is panoramically presented via flashback.

"Vaudeville"
itaphone

Fair

Among

from an

star,

illness.

"Digging Deep"

Malkames Prods.

10 mins.

Interesting

This

is

a sponsored picture,

al-

though it carries no advertising
mention of any kind. With Lowell
Thomas delivering the running commentary, it tells the story of coal
mining from the time the men are

lowered down into the shaft of a
Hazleton, Pa. mine, to the digging
process, loading, lifting to the sur10 mins. face, crushing, sorting, washing and
shipment to market. Makes an in-

the acts in this vaudeville
eel are a trained dog number for
tie
opener, a trio of girl dancers
illed as the Three Queens, a peronable pair of singing and dancing
lidgets with the cute girl member
f..±he duo also taking part in a
hc '^k dance routine with a man
LvJr times her size, and finally the
amiliar vaudeville turn of Jack
epper and his group of stooges. All
a all, it makes a fairly enjoyable

"Desert Dangers" Fight Cut
"Desert Dangers," animal short, is
being released by the Film Exchange
in a version without the battle between a scorpion and a rattler which
was in the picture when reviewed by
The Film Daily. Edw. J. O'Toole,
who made the subject, says his original version did not have the scor-

ubject of its kind.

pion-rattler fight in

m

teresting

filler.

it.

Feb. 24:

Friars'

Frolic,

Majestic Theater,

New

York.
Feb. 25-28:

Hotel

National

Feb. 25-28:
tion,

Film

New

Roosevelt,

Carriers
Orleans.

meeting,

M.

Hotel

r. T. O. A. annual convenRoosevelt, New Orleans.

Awards Banquet of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Hollywood.

Feb. 27:

March

2:

dance,

New

Columbians'
fifth
annual dinnerGrand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria,
York.

March 4:

Extraordinary
meeting of stockholders of Patht Exchange, Inc., to act oi
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.

March

7-9:
National

vania,

Eleventh

Board

New

of

York.

Annual
Review,

Conference
Hotel

of

Pennsyl-

1POIP
NEW YORK

"Radio City Music Hall— Arliss
starrer gets Hall back to more comfortable position
than it's been last two weeks. (Last week's blizzard
no help to biz: the worst since '88) $70,000. Strictly

THE IRON DUKE

okay."— VARIETY

BOSTON

RKO

(Suburban roads

Memorial

— substantial

$12,000.

being uncovered after record-

just

breaking blizzard.)"— VARIETY

EVERGREEN

LOS ANGELES

4-star— "Gross; $4,750.

(Average $3,250)"—M.

DAILY

United

-M.

Artists

P.

P.

— "Gross;

$4,000.

(Average $3,500)".

DAILY

BUFFALO Lafayette — "topped average by $1,000.

CHU CHIN CHOW

Zero temperature."

v-Mlv-AvS'w

M.

P.

DAILY

McVickers

—

"Life saver for house.

Gross $10,000. (Average $9,000.)"— VA RIETY

NEWARK

MAN

good.

OF ARAN

House— "2G, Good. Going
Expects $2,000, which will be swell."— VARIE TY

BOSTON
Going

into fifth

Little, Arty

— FILM

MINNEAPOLIS

POWER

years.

— "Breaking

house records.
week. Good for another month's run."
Fine Arts

They liked

this

DAILY

World -"Severest cold
one here."— VARIETY

in

y^

22

CHICAGO
notices.

McVickers— "Big $13,000. Excellent
Making a handsome box-office return."

— VARIETY

rj

o
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in
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International

in
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361 Features Were Delivered By Majors Last Year

KEOUGHPROMOTEDTOPARAMOUNTVICE-PRESIDENCY
Reorganization Proceedings to Take 2
Legal Requirements Seen
Causing Further
Delays
Legal requirements indicate

Sportsmanship
.

.

.

By

and other things
JACK ALICOATE

•AMUEL SCHWARTZ,

chairman
' of the Pennsylvania State Censor Board,
ates that in the last 28 features reviewed
his group only four eliminations were
i
dered.
"America," one of the leading
jblications of the Catholic Church, says
lat "motion
pictures can now be rated
99'/2 per cent pure," and calls the inistry program of cooperation "an almost
credible reformation."
There can now
;
no question of the fact that the motion
retired

;

cture

industry has convincingly fulfilled
pledge for a clean screen. From this two
ings should result.
Exhibitors and film
Ik everywhere should not be unmindful
this inspiring industry achievement, and
le well-meaning Legion of Decency should
op its belligerent attitude toward films
for no other reason than that of good
>

:

lortsmanship.

Impressions, after a time, even if not
lipported by fact, ofttimes become deeply
loted.
For instance, we have been visiting
lis

England for years, and constantly it
been charged that American distributors

lid

exhibitors are hostile to British pictures

lerrie

because they were made in England.
it is now fact and not theory we
e dealing with, the fact being the high
xord of Gaumont British sales in this
)untry during the past six months.
Exibitors, in London, in Shanghai, in Rome
r in Chicago, care not a hoot where a piclire is made, as long as it causes a tune
limply

owever,

|

;

—•—
know that old Uncle Sam himwas in the picture business in quite
big way?
For instance, last year, accordig to our good friend Jack Leopold of the
S. Department of the Interior, government films of his department alone were
Did you

'

:lf

.

lr>

l

lfe

on

over 54,000 occasions
persons.
This library

to

over

run

week tomorrow

likely

does,

it

FOR MUSIC TAX FIGHT

BEING TACKLED TODAY
With the clearance and zoning

BLOCK BOOKING

solved
partly
through
agreement upon a plan for Los Angeles, the Code Authority at its
meeting today again tackles the pro-

New Haven schedule. The
Kansas City plan may be next in

posed

Remain

line.

Moray

secre-

{Continued on Page 10)

Non-Theatrical Ruling
Issued by Code Auth'y
The non-theatrical competition situation which has long aggravated
theatermen in Salt Lake City has
been finally adjusted by the Code
Authority, which in determining two
Page

10)

(.Continued

on Page 6)

Releases by Majors Last Year
Totaled 23 More Than in 1933
Release Dates Revised
On 20th Century Films

'

(Continued on Page 10)

COUNCIL DRAFTS

M.

situation

executive

Assuming the vice-presidency of
Paramount Publix subsidiaries,
in what is described as a coordinating move, Austin C. Keough takes

over supervision of all the company's
Eastern production activities, in addition to his duties as secretary and
general counsel. Adolph Zukor announced the realignment of Keough's
duties, as exclusively indicated in
A plan for counteracting the mu- The Film Daily yesterday.
Keough becomes vice-president of
sic tax increase effected last Fall by
the American Society of Composers, Paramount Productions, Paramount
(Continued on Page 10)
Authors & Publishers will be decided upon at the M.P.T.O.A. convention which takes place at the
Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, Feb.
P.
25-28.
Under the leadership of
Lewen Pizor, president of the M.P.
T.O. of Eastern Pa., a committee
BILL
will hold sessions on the first three
days of the convention and then
Indications are that a bill to ban
(.Continued on Page 10)
block booking sponsored by the Motion Picture Research Council will
South Will
Solid
be introduced at the current session
of Congress.
Ruth Marvin, assisAgainst Duals, Says
tant to the late William H. Short,
Southeastern
exhibitors
as
a
whole continue to stand off double and who has been named executive
secretary under supervision of the
features despite several attempts of
Executive Committee pending a,pthe sponsors of duals to invade the
(Continued on Page 6)
territory, says Norman H. Moray,
Vitaphone short subject sales executive, on his return from a trip to File Bill to Prohibit
the Atlanta, Charlotte and WashPrice Discrimination
ington territories, where he says a Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
definite
improvement in theater
the
Amendment

NEW HAVEN SCHEDULE

Flinn,

Para. Eastern Production
Activities to be Under
Austin C. Keough

MPTOA TO MAP PLAN

is

pore than simply toying with an idea.

to

begins

five

{Continued on Page 10)

C.

it

Record

which

Broadway house.

which time Federal Judge Coxe is
expected to sign an order approving
the plan, a 30-day period must
elapse during which stockholders
and bondholders may withdraw their

John

is

If

New

will

comDue to adverse weather condiIpsea of some
3,000 reels and many tions in the Pacific northwest where
hbjects are booked three or four months Darryl F. Zanuck has sent a unit
lead with practically all requests for sito make location scenes for "Call of
int subjects. All of which is considerably the Wild"
which has been held up

(-JP-0

itol,

for

Copperfield,"

at the Capto be held a fifth week.
will be the first picture
five weeks in the history of the

fourth

its

not emerge
from the reorganization proceedings before the latter part of March.
After the hearing on Feb. 14, at

that

(.Continued on

be played at the box-office.

l>

Paramount

Headed
"David

More Months

i

Features delivered by major companies last year totaled 361, an increase of 23 over the previous year
and representing the highest figure
since 1930, when the total was 362,
it is
shown in the official figures
compiled for the 1935 Film Daily
(.Continued on

Page

6)

Washington

—

of

Clayton anti-trust laws to prohibit
price discrimination "between different purchases" is sought in a bill
introduced in the House by Rep.
Mapes of Michigan. The measure
(.Continued on

The Governor

10)

Entertains

release received yesterday
Finney of Monogram:

Press

Ed

Page

from

"Messrs. W. Ray Johnston and Trem
Carr will be the guests of Governor
Harold Hoffman at tomorrow's session
rf
the Hauptmann trial in Fleming\-n, N. J."

THE

-awn

DAILY
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Seven Paramount Films
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—
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THE FILM DAILY

of

Seven

title

changes

Theater

business

"moving along
a Paramount anWillard

in

in

in

Detroit
in

New

nouncement giving the production
York yesterday, prior to leaving for
states of 12 Spring releases. MarImprovement in
home last night.
lene Dietrich's new picture, formerly called "Caprice Espagnol" and
subsequently "Carnival in Spain,"
has been definitely titled "The Devil

"How Am I Doing?"
West, has been reAm I Doin'?" "Night

a Woman".
starring Mae

is

titled

"How

Drama"

new name

for the
picturization of the stage success,
"Small Miracle", which Mitchell
Leisen is now directing with Richis

the

the auto business gets the credit,
Patterson has been
he explained.
on a trip to Mexico and during his
vacation he battled with pneumonia.

J.

F.

Dermody Dead

JACK
tive

week.

Vincent's Hospital on
Tuesday following a tonsil operation. He is survived by his wife, parents and three sisters.
The funeral will take place from his late
residence in Elmhurst, L. I.

in

special

New

sales

York,

SAM FLAX, Washington
Monogram, has returned to

denly in

St.

B.

has

representafor Los

left

for

TREM CARR returns to Hollywood some time
next week.
He returned to New York on
Tuesday with W. RAY JOHNSTON from a
week-end in Atlantic City.

after

F.

SCHLA1FER,
G.

for

Angeles to cover the West Coast territory
the next four weeks.

Dermody, Universal district
manager for New England, died sudJ.

*

good shape", de-

Patterson

clared

G omg

a nd

.oming

is

IV3D

7,

flying

a

RIFKIN

other

representative

for
territory

home

his

New York. HERMAN
CLAUDE EZELL of Dallas

to

Boston and

of

among

are

trip

Monogram

visitors

the

of

JOYCE CAREY, British actress and playard Barthelmess, Joe Morrison, Raywright,
and
RALPH KNAPP and ROBERT
mond Milland, Helen Mack, Roscoe
KREIER of Fox Films arrive in New York today on the Bremen.
Karns and Gertrude Michael.
"Give Us This Night" is definiteDOULAS FAIRBANKS, SR., has returned from
the continent to
London, where he
ly set for the Sylvia Sidney producreported negotiating to buy a home in Berkeley
tion formerly known as "End of the
—
Square.
Ampa to Discuss Dinner Plans
World", which Marion Gering is
DOYLE, Irish heavyweight being coached
"College Scandal"
slated to direct.
At today's luncheon meeting of byJACK
Jack Dempsey with a possibility of meeting
has been designated as the title for the A. M. P. A. in the Motion Pic- Max Baer, arrives in New York today on the
the production formerly listed as ture Club the order of business will Washington and is understood to have a con"Terror By Night".
"Paris in include a discussion of ideas and tract it. bJ.i.c movie wok ,n H-illywood.
FREDERIC P. CULBERT, European manager of
Spring" is the new name for "Two suggestions from members for the RCA,
is
another arrival in New York today on
on a Tower", in which Lewis Mile- Naked Truth Dinner to be held April the Washington.
CODE
stone will direct Mary Ellis, Tullio 27 at the Hotel Astor.
MITZI GREEN, now appearing in Detroit on
a vaudeville tour, returns to the coast at the
Carminati, Ida Lupino and Lynne
conclusion of her bookings and will probably
Overman.
"Annapolis Farewell"
be seen on the screen next in an M-G-M picBernice Claire in New Short
replaces "Target".
ture.
screen
Claire,
stage
and
Bernice
Other unchanged titles definitely
JAMES KIRKWOOD is embarking on a vaudeagreed upon as the release titles is- star, starts work tomorrow in a ville tour, opening for Loew in Newark on Feb.
at
the
two-reel
musical
comedy
22.
clude: "The Milky Way," in which
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
In supKITTY CARLISLE makes a personal appearNet the tentative cast will be Jack Oakie, Brooklyn Vitaphone studio.
ance at the Michigan Theater, Detroit, beginHigh Low Close Chg
Adolphe Menjou, Gertrude Michael port are Milton Douglas, Billie Leon- ning Feb. 15. She appears on the Rudy Vallee
Columbia Picts. vtc. 343,4 34% 34%
and Roscoe Karns, under the direc- ard, George McKay, Don Tompkins, radio hour tonight.
Vf
5% 5 3A VA
Con. Fm. Ind
HARRY BUXBAUM and JOE J. LEE leave New
"Guns", and Bryant, Raines and Young, all
tion of Ralph Murphy.
20
20
Vs
ZO'/g
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
"You Gotta Have Romance," "Fed- Broadway performers. Roy Mack has York tomorrow for Chicago.
—
Vz
112
Vz l"Vi
East. Kodak
JEFFREY BERNERD and ARTHUR A. LEE reeral Dick," "Morning, Noon and been assigned to direct, this short
turn to New York tomorrow from the South.
10y2 ...
105/8
10Vi
Fox Fm. "A"
Night," for a production the cast which will be released in Vitaphone's
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trude Michael; "The Glass Key," to
be directed by Frank Tuttle and in

Gets Air Conditioning Patents
Typhoon Air Conditioning Co. has
acquired a group patent on the iced
air systems of refrigerating and air
conditioning and is installing one
of these systems in the new Bromley Theater, Philadelphia.

which George Raft and Edward
Arnold are scheduled to play, and
"Rose of the Rancho," to be directed by Leo McCarey, with Kitty Carlisle and Leon Errol tentatively as-

Terriss on Vallee

—

Program

West Coast Bureau

—

will

offer

a

story entitled in Superior Court here against UniCase."
versal asking $250,000 damages.

Mummy

%
Vs

Lumiere Has Dimensional Process
Detroit Cinema Guild Starts
Paris Louis Lumiere has inventDetroit A capacity house greeted
ed a new process for making movies the Detroit Cinema Guild's first ofin relief.
It will be shown shortly fering, "Poil de Carotte," at the
before the Academy of Science.
Institute of Arts.
Henry Schuman
and Thomas J. Brandon, in charge
of the Guild, plan to give six picG B Films for Balaban & Katz
Chicago
Balaban & Katz has tures. Seats are sold on a membersigned for first-run on all Gaumont ship basis including six shows for $4.

—

—

—

British

pictures in the circuit's

34

Chicago theaters.
Abe Fischer of
Chicago closed the deal.

M-G-M Gets Play
M-G-M has acquired screen

rights

"Gold Eagle Guy," Broadway
play produced by D. A. Doran, Jr.,
in association with the Group The-

"Mazurka" in Elstree Version
London
Besides the German
"Mazurka," being made in Berlin
with Pola Negri, an English version

—

will be

Fred

Nugent

Buster Crabbe
Paul Guertzman

Stanley
Fred

F.

De

Silva

ater.
000.

Price

is

He

few days

late

in

within

a

tor

for the coast to

ARTHUR ISRAEL
from

France

de

BALCON leaves London
New York.
LOUIS CALHERN leaves New York

Feb.ujry

work

returns to

for

RKO.

New

York today

Salisbury.

ROBERT W1LBY

is

in

New York

from

the

South.

TOM

BAILY of the ParaLOU SMITH and
publicity department are now visiting
country
paving
the
cities
throughout
chief
the way for four of the company's pictures,
"Ruggles of Red Gap." "All the King's Horses,"
Doin'?"
"Mississippi" and "How Am

reported to be $40,-

I

PLAYERS
AND THEIR WORK

Completely Covered
in the

YEAR BOOK
MOTION PICTURES
Out This

Boston
—"ManWeeks
of Aran," GB pro-

"Aran"
Boston

7

in

duction, is holding for a seventh
week at the Fine Arts Theater.

Month

published by

produced at Elstree.

to

Edward

the

mount

Hix Sues Over Cartoon Shorts
of THE FILM DAILY
Terriss, producer of advenClaiming his idea
Los Angeles
ture subjects, will appear on the
for oddity shorts was appropriated,
Rudy Vallee radio program tonight. John Hix, cartoonist, has filed suit

Tom
Tom

Bernerd sails Saturday on
on his return to England.

MICHAEL

signed for the cast.

"The Mysterious

PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

N. Y.
Para. Publix

Brevities."

series of

Terriss

—

"Broadway

of which will be headed by Sylvia
Sidney, Herbert Marshall and Ger-

THE FILM DAI
Free

to

Paid Subscribers

1650 Broadway,

New

York

TP

DON'T »!• UBT
,YOU, MR. STROMBERG!

Comes a

telegram from Mr.

Hunt Stromberg, producer

at the

M-G-M

Studios*

Mr. Stromberg calmly announces the

GREATEST MUSICAL SINCE

TALKIES BEGAN!
Those are
us

the

big words, but we're inclined to believe Mr. S. because he gave

advance

tip-off

on such others of

his

pictures as

"Penthouse", "Chained", "Hideout", "Treasure Island",

Here are

his exact

"'Thin

Man",

etc.

words:

"NAUGHTY MARIETTA, STARRING JEANETTE MACDONALD
AND NELSON EDDY IS IN THE BAG. REALLY GREAT

MY ESTIMATION AND OTHERS WHO PRIVATELY SAW ROUGH CUT TODAY MOST SENSATIONAL
PICTURE.

IN

MUSICAL SINCE PICTURES BEGAN. SHOOT THE WORKS.
THE SKY'S THE LIMIT."
We've been

so excited about "David Copperfleld"; "Sequoia"; Wallace
Beery's "West Point of the Air"; Helen Hayes, Robert Montgomery in
Vanessa— Her Love Story", Clark Gable, Connie Bennett in "After Office
Hours"; Jean Harlow, Bill Powell in "Reckless" that we hesitated to talk
/^ibout "Naughty Marietta".

But

now

we've done

can check us up

if

it.

we're

YouVe heard what Mr.

S.

thinks about

it.

You

wrong, because we're going to check up on Mr.

S.

HELEN

MORGAN —

The top

torch-singer of

((

the land.

ill

ANN DVORAK-The
singing and dancing
surprise of 1935!

73RD

fitfDY
NED SPARKS,

Robert

w

Armstrong, Joe Cawthorn and Al Shean,
in a hilarious battle of
half-wits.

<-

1*7

•->.-

-*

-

.

r

1

i-

-

-.

100 HOLLYWOOD
CUTIESinthebig'Tare
Thee Well, Annabelle"
finaledirected by Bobby
Connolly.

«MM"

XA

BROS

ALLEN JENKINS
AND ALICE WHITETwo minds

without a

single thought.

THE CONNECTICUT
YANKEES— Rudy's
own world-famous
band.

I^^UffliJByw

II

BODY VALLEE PICTURES!

FRANK

& MILT
BUTTON'S BAND of

merry musical maniacs.

THE

-J^fK.DAILY
REVIEWS
"DEVIL DOGS OF THE AIR"

RtAlTO

86 mins.

Bros.

COMBINATION OF
OFFICE
BOX
COMEDY, THRILLING ACTION AND
ROMANTIC RIVALRY IN COLORFUL

NAVAL SETTING.
With the

aid

the

of

Navy Department,

Marine
the
Warners have turned out

Corps

particularly

a

swell

branch,
business

Cosmopolitan releaseBetween entertainment values and exploi-

getter
tation

their

as

first

possibilities,

looks easy for plenty

it

money. Continuing the Jimmy CagneyPat O'Brien scrapping of "Here Comes the
Navy", the new picture shows Cagney as
a fresh aviator, with plenty of ability and
a swelled head, joining the Marine flying

of

Cagney
an officer.
immediately proceeds not only to steal
glory from O'Brien, but also takes away
where O'Brien

unit

his

girl,

Margaret

PHIL
•

•

NEW

The

thrilling

aerial stuff is deeply dovetailed with the
romantic interludes and the comedy sequences in which Frank McHugh plays a
Naval maneuvers give the progood part.

duction impressive touches.
Cast: James Cagney, Pat O'Brien, Margaret Lindsay, Frank McHugh, Helen LowJchn Arledge, Ward Bend. William
ell,
Hicks,
Russell
Robert Barrat,
Davidson,

10-11:
gress

nothing very new
correct
about that thought, say you
but try this li'l
game when you're twiddling your thumbs with nothing else to
do
as so many of you are when we breeze into your office
suddenly
write down the names of all the Veteran Stars
whom you have heard criticized, slammed,
of the screen
pooh-poohed
and generally given the ole razberry recently
by friends of yours who help constitute the Great American Picture-Buying Public
then realize that if the folks
you contact feel that way about a lot of Worn-Out Stars
there are a helluva lot of other people in these Youessay feeling the same way about them

•

•

THE TROUBLE

that our studio execs are misled
the letter-writing addicts
in fan letters of praise
who express their thots in writing
and the execs forget the truism
to their Adored favorites
that the dumbest strata of the public write the fan letters
and the vast majority of the intelligent picture patrons don't
bother to write their fed-up-ness with this or that worn-out
star
and so these stars go on deluding themselves
the studios
everybody
everybody but the intelligent
is

.

.

.

.

who

STAY AWAY

just

from

Feb.

21

Edeson; Editor, William Clemens.
Photography, A-l.
Direction, Action

thur

sey

Feb. 21-22:

Ohio

S.R.O. At "Devil Dogs" Opening
Standing room only sign was put
out at eight o'clock last night at
the opening of Warner Bros, first
Cosmopolitan release, "Devil Dogs
of the Air," at the Strand Theater.
At 8:45 the lobby was jammed with
those waiting for the second per-

formance which did not begin until
Four shows were given last
9:40.
night, the fourth ending at 2:57 a.m.
and attracting a large audience.

Radio Releasing
7 Shorts This

Month

Three two-reel comedies and four
singlc-reelers are being released by
RKO Radio this month. The comedies are:

"Horse Heir," a Chick Chandler
two-reeler directed by Fred Guiol
and featuring Chick Chandler, Tom
Roberts;
Jeanie
and
Kennedy
"Spirit of 1976," to be released Feb.
15, a Radio Musical two-reel comedy
directed by Leigh Jason and fea-

King and Betty
turing Walter
Grable, and "Hunger Pains," for
release Feb. 22, a Blondes and Redheads two-reeler directed by Sam
White and featuring Dorothy Grainger, Carol Tevis and Grady Sutton.

The single-reelers include Pathe
Topics, and "Pharaoh Land." the
first of the Ace High series featuring the Easy Aces.
29 Last Year
1933-34 season,
Italian studios produced 29 pictures.
Of the 293 foreign pictures shown,
169 were American.
Italv

R ome

—Produced
For the

WE

Feb. 23:

•

•

•

T

T

ON A

to Pittsburgh
.

.

licity dep't

T

T

•

•

Tom

ONE OF
Terris,

Room, Book
Friars'

our own Film Gang gets a swell break
gent with the Dramatic Voice
placing his
Vallee program tonite

«

€4

«

Tom
.

.so

will tell a thriller
why not listen in

» » »

Frolic,

Majestic

Theater,

New

York.
Feb. 25-28:

National
Roosevelt,

M.

Film

New

Carriers
Orleans.

meeting,

T. O. A. annual convenRoosevelt, New Orleans.

Hotel

.

Awards Banquet of the Academy ol
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Ho'iywood
March 1
Actors' Equity Ass'n quarterly meet-

Feb. 27:

:

Hotel

ing,

March

2:

dance,

New

Astor,

New

York.

Columbians'
fifth
annual
dinnerGrand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria,
York.

March 4:

Extraordinary
meeting of stockholders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act oi
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.

March

7-9:
National

May

Eleventh

Board

New

of

20-24:
Society of

Conference
Hotel

of

Pennsyl

York.

A.M.P.A.
Hotel

Annual
Review,

annual

Astor,

New

get-together
York.

din-

Annual Spring Meeting of the
Motion Picture Eneineers. Holly

wood

South Will Remain Solid
Against Duals, Says Moray
(Continued from Page

1)

business has taken place. The general high standard of shorts from

companies is proving most helpin combating double bills, according to Moray. He said in part:
"I spoke with such prominent film

all

ful

as E. J. Sparks, Frank
Rogers, Bob Wilby, Col. Arthur
Lucas, Bill Jenkins and Mike Kincey, and each of them, in turn,
spoke very hopefully of the future
and was satisfied that we had turned the corner and were definitely on
the way to better business.
in their delight over the fact that
their territories were entirely free
of the double feature evil and were
hopeful that it would continue so
indefinitely."
fic

the

appears on the Rudy
colorful tones on the airlanes
"The Mysterious Mummy Case"
and give him a hand

c

Variety
Club Ball. Crystal
Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.

"These gentlemen were also speci-

T

• • • FORE!
the film lads are starting some indoor practice stuff
for the Film Daily Golf Tournament
this spring
in order to make the low handicap class
George Bingley, crack pro over at the Madison Square Garden
School and Indoor Course
has arranged for the film mugs
this course is laid
to throw their own elimination contest
15 girls from
out scientifically to improve the short game
RKO have signed up for an indoor ladies' tournament
and
such RKO sharpshooters as Lou Miller. Mike Pollard. Dick
Gavin, Ken Hallam, Al Mertz, Hen Grim, Frank Kennedy and
in secret practice.
Jack Level are putting
and putting

•

Jer-

exh.bitors

scheduled flight of a passenger airliner from
and
via Central Airlines
carrying U. S. mail.
there will be a screening of "Devil
Dogs of the Air"
the new Cosmopolitan production
the stunt was arranged by Joe Feldman in Pittsburgh and Frank
LaFalce in Washington
acting for Warners' theater pub-

Washington

New

Independent Theater Owners
Columbus, 0.

Detroit

Feb. 24:

calling

T

of

convention,

vania.

merely
• SO
leave this li'l thot with you
that it has taken a
your attention to the fact
producing organization OUTSIDE of Hollywood to grasp the
import right now
so Gaumontof New Personalities
British have given the American Public such comparatively New
Personalities as
Evelyn Laye, Jessie Matthews, Jack Hulbert, Harry Wilcoxson, little Nova Pilbeam, Jan Kiepura, Marta
Eggerth
ALL having scored in the last few months
If the British lads can score with
what we ask is this
New Personalities in America, why can't Hollywood dig up a
few native specimens?

•

Theater Owners
Trenton, N. J.

meeting,

ner,

•

Moscow.

Allied

:

April 27:

Jchn
Author,
Bacon;
Llcyd
Monk Saunders; Screenplav. Earl Baldwin,
Malcolm Stuart Boylan; Cameraman, Ar-

Club's sixth annual dinneil
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York

Soviet Russia's first World Cinemi|

Festival,

Director,

RKO

ball,

Feb. 20-26:

their pix.

Olive Jcnes

Con-

Warner

16:

and

.

cash customers

meeting

14-15:
Iowa-Nebraska Allied Theater convention and movie frolic, Des Moines, la.

Feb. 25-28:

by the Audible Minority

sales

Feb.

tion.

•

district

Chicago.

13-15:
Annual meeting of Allied State!
Ass'n board of directors, Washington

Hotel

T

Fox

Hotel,

Feb.

PERSONALITIES

is

Lindsay.

M DALY

Feb.

Feb.

•

iyi5

7,

»DATE BOOI^

1 THE

with James Cagney, Pat O'Brien, Margaret
Lindsay, Frank McHugh

Warner

Thursday, Feb.

361

Major Releases
Delivered in 1934
(.Continued

from Page

1)

Year Book. Number of releases by
each company was as follows:
Columbia, 43; Fox, 52; M-G-M,
Paramount, 55; RKO Radio, 46;
United Artists, 20; Universal, 44;
Warner-First National, 58.
43;

M. P. Council Drafts
Block Booking
ntiintcd

.

horn Page

1)

Bill
ImJ^S

pointment of a successor to SnR^J
said yesterday that the Council was
preparing an anti-block booking bill,
formal
announcement
and
that
would be made of when and by whom
the

bill

will be presented.

mi

**•

X

'§>

&

:^»l
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*
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THE UVtt

Chicago, U.S.A
Three weeks at
Roosevelt Thee

and going

stro

Los An geles ,U.S. A.-Th ree

Weeks!

1st

week: broke

di«»9

Paramount house record!
2nd week: biggest business
in

more than

six

months!

*

ib

London, England Sensational opening
the Carlton Theatre!

—

Sydney, Australia

Calcutta, India

Hailed as greatest road

show production

office

to hit the

—

A

smash at the

box

New

Empire Theatre! The out-

Antipodes!

standing

hit

Picture takes

storm!
office

..

London b

Strongest bo;

draw of

the year

of the season!

FLASH!

L

Stockholm, Sweden, Feb. 3 (By Cable).- BENGAL

packed house

mous

c

!

in calling

No
it

LANCER opened

feature ever received greater ovation here.

best picture

made and nominates

it

last night to

Press unani-

Best Picture for 1935!

m

!

New York,

U.S.A.

— Four weeks

After three smash

weeks at the
Paramount, moved to Rialto
and going like a house on fire!
...

one

•

Mefcarrf

<£

ey *

MM

Thursday, Feb.

1.1

PARA.REORGANIZATION

KEOUGH

IS

7,

Wit

APPOINT^
[)

TAKES 2 MORE MONTHS

PARA, VICE-PRESIDEN1

'"'"THERE are only two groups of
"If an actor hasn't a tremendous
(Continued from Page 1)
people in this drab, mad world faith in his work, if he doesn't Pictures, Paramount International
who can look at the current scenes consider himself the greatest of all Paramount Distributing and Para
passively: actors and newspaper- actors, I doubt whether he will ever mount News.
His jurisdiction a
rise above the commonplace."
present will cover the Paramoun
mation of the plan would then be men." JOHN BARRYMORE.
JOSEF
VON
STERNBERG.
Newsreel, short subject productioi
set for a week or ten days after
in New York and feature produc
this neriod, or about March 23.
"The
trouble is that the
whole
tion at the Eastern Service Studio
indications are that probable op- people above do not belong there.
"If I were a woman I'd hold myposition to final confirmation of the Generally speaking, the higher up self slightly in reserve with men. including the series of four feature:
plan w'll be centered principally on vou go, the lower the mentality."
As for petting, that's all right if one being made by Ben Hecht an.
Charles MacArthur and a grouj
the proposed new board of direc- LESLIE HOWARD.
is sincere about it, but the danger
of Spanish pictures.
Emanuel Co
-Tohn D. Hertz, one of the
tors.
lies in being sincere too often."
+
hen, who has ended his associatioT
proncsed directors, is likely o be
CLARK
GABLE.
with the company, has had supervj
or-"'"' because he is one of the de"A comedian must understand
sion of Paramount News and prl
That's whv I'm so
fendants in a suit brought by the human nature.
Samuel Zirn democratic."— JACK OAKIE.
"The humble opinion of a high duction of shorts in the East.
«ount trustees.
(Continwd from Pane 1)
certificates of deposit from the various committees if they do not like
Hearing on final confirthe olan.

—

—

I

<

!

is expected to oppose a place on the
bo»rd for Adolph Zukor.
Dec'sion was reserved Tuesday bv
Supreme Court Justice Costillo on
a reargument of his decision dismissing the suit brought by Zirn on
If of Robert S. Levy, a Paramount bondholder, agains<- Film
Productions Corp., Chase National
Brnk and eight local banks on the
"film hocking" transaction. A state
court injunction granted by Supremo
Com-'- justice Lydon under which

$10,000,000 of assets involved in the
bank is tied up still stands and, acing to Zirn, will be permitted to
stand until the banks make a fairer
settlement with Paramount. Zirn
vesterday he believed that in
addition to the agreement worked
out in the reorganization plan, the
banks should give Paramount the
$200,000 commission they charged
when the new money was lent.

New Haven

Schedule
Being Tackled Today
m Page

revealed in her sincere
more valuable than the
criticisms of all the experts put together."— CARL LAEMMLE, JR.
girl

"Movie stars seem to be careful
about their personal appearance and
careless about their personal ap-

is

"You notice that actresses always scream louder, laugh harder

"From the veriest beginning of
one's career in Hollywood, it is best
to keep in close touch with the

and have wilder hysterics than anybody else."— CAROLE LOMBARD.

press."— BETTE DAVIS.
"I'm always so disappointed when
see myself on the screen that I'm
sick afterward."—
BROWN.
I

am

filled with admiration for
comparatively young moving
picture industry, that even calls the

"I
this

TOM

"I don't think I'm funny.
Most
to task in the question of
purity and verity of detail, and I of the time I'm very serious."
appreciate the educational value of ZASU PITTS.
its ideals."—
WALPOLE.
literati

—

HUGH

"I believe the only reason why
there are not more women specializing in the directing profession is
the matter of health; I do not mean
that women are unhealthy, but that
they simply cannot stand the gaff."

DOROTHY ARZNER.

will

"I

want

to

GER ROGERS.

— GIN-

"People shouldn't expect actors to

human
LIPS HOLMES.

look like

beings."

—

PHIL-

Ruling
Issued by Code Authority
(Continued from Page

1)

Detroit Variety Boosts Ball Price
appeals has fixed six months' clear- Newark, dismisses interference-inDetroit Price of tickets for the ance
from the release date of a pic- negotiations complaint against RoVariety Club annual ball has been ture in
that territory, for the 22 senberg (grievance board had preEdgar
raised' from $5 to $7.50.
Ward Houses of the L. D. S. Church. viously dismissed complaint against
Kirchner, club president, says the The
wards generally operate enter- Weinstock and no appeal had been
attendance will be held clown to 600.
tainments
on
a
budget system taken); Roosevelt, Beacon, vs. BeaMayor Frank Couzens will be among whereby each family pays $1 a con and Paragon, both of Beacon,
the celebrities present.
month, which entitles all its mem- affirms
dismissal
overbuying
of
bers, regardless of number, to attend complaint.
five picture shows, held once a week.
Pittsburgh
Golden, Pittsburgh,
Complainants in the situation vs.
Granada, Pittsburgh, reverses dehe Rialto theater, Salt Lake
cision and thereby dismisses comCity, and the Gem, Magna, Utah,
plaint that respondent violated miniboth houses having the support of
mum admission price provisions of
the Intermountain Theaters AssoABOUT

—

—

i

FACTS

The Authority has decided other
appeal; as follows:

New York
J.,

mount
colonies at present
including
houses,
movie
h ve
4,535
wired.
^bout 3.250
•ce

and

its

firmed

Walter
tures;
•f.,

Page

1

)

April 21.

M.P.T.O.A. to

Map

Plan

For Music Tax Fight
(Continued from Page

1)

submit recommendations at the

final

day's meeting.
The association will develop plans
for co-operating with the Dept. of
Justice in the prosecution of its
pending anti-trust action against
Ascap.
The legislative attack will
be concentrated on Congress as
state legislators have no jurisdiction over the copyright laws, which
are of federal origin.

File Bill to Prohibit

Price Discrimination
(Continual from Page

,

1)

reported to have the backing of
which, through its en
Allied,
ment, would prevent alleged film
rental discriminations between inBill
dependent and circuit buyers.
is now in committee.
is

SUNS'rllN€
IN

—

—Fenray,

Cleveland
ry,

Ohio,

vs.

Wheeling, W.
and Para- and Warner Bros, theaters in Wheeland Para- ing, decided that no first-run house
Distributing,
Pictures
af- in Wheeling shall have clearance
decision finding respondent, over Martin's Ferry or Bellaire, unReade, overbought by 70 fea- less such Wheeling theater charges
Llewellyn, West Orange, N. an evening adult admission price of
Moe Rosenberg, West End, r cents or more, when 14 days'
Liberty, Plainfield,

THE

Martin's Fer-

first-run theaters of
Va., Capitol, Bellaire,

DAY'S

NFWS

vs. Strand, Oxford
mount, all of Plainfield,

N.

<>m

contracts.

ciation.

FILMS

f)

by snowstorms, the release schedule
of the 20th Century pictures, re
leased through United Artist-.
been revised as follows: "Folies
Bergere", with Maurice Chevalier
and Merle Oberon, Feb. 22; "Lis
Miserables", with Fredric March
and Charles Laughton, March "_'!;
"Cardinal Richelieu", with Ge
Arliss, April 21; "Call of the Wild"
with Loretta Young and Jack Oakie,

be a millionaire and

have about sixteen children."

Non - 1 heatrical

:ty.

Release Dates Revised
On 20th Century Film*
(Continued

pearances."— TED COOK.

1

report on the Washing'on hearing held Tuesday on the
1935 budget proposed by the Autary,

school

fan letter

vs.
irk,

li-

David

Weinstock,

Rialto.

"David
fourth

Copperfield" is being held a
at the Capitol on Broad-

week

way.

)

clearance

is

allowable.

mu

am

a cxUcc
Chalk up another

LOUELLA
Noted
Editor

O.

Hearst

PARSONS
Motion

success for

Columbia

.

.

Not

.

Picture

and Hollywood Columnist

a long time have I seen a

in

picture that so completely held

my attention and interest
isn

y

t

a dull moment in

WHOLE TOWN'S
is

there

it

situation.
will

dull care into a corner.

smash

hit

THE

TALKING, nor

a stereotyped

I can guarantee

There

drive

Ifs a

and should make

exhibitors happy.

Here

Eddie Robinson.

He

is

the

a new

proves to

our complete satisfaction that he
is

WORLD

PREMIERE

Radio City Music Hal
February 21st

one of our most versatile actors.

o

O^^^^O
A

COLUMBIA
PICTURE

11. -til

'

V

*
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UNDERWOOD

Washington premiere of The March of Time was
the United States Senate
^4/ ft&e

Col.

Edwin Halsey,

&

UNDERWOOD

Secretary of

££-

;

AMAZING
THIS

is

a true story. It

happened

Fri-

day afternoon on a Broadway surface car. Overhearing a passenger questioning the conductor about the Capitol
Theatre and noticing a copy of TIME
under his arm, our informant* asked it
OF
he was looking for THE
TIME. This story was the answer, an
amusing tale of the efforts of one TIME
reader who made up his mind to see
THE MARCH OF TIME, even though
misdirected all the way to Jersey City

MARCH

*

*'

-'if.

:''":
'

(for

which

'•:*•.-

:V

••'

'

f>*•-'"

UNDERWOOD

.

ft

UNDERWOOD

<

Ambassador Alexander Troyanovsky and Boris Skvirsky, counselor of the Soviet
Embassy, also at the Washington premiere, viewed The March of Time and its analysis

Soviet
^'f'.-rV-'

of the Pacific situation.

'«£>-•

THE MARCH OF TIME

offers full apology).

Unusual, of course

mined action of
is

— but

one

this

the deter-

TIME

reader

typical of the public interest that has

marked the

start

of this monthly

series.

why managers everywhere report constant phone calls asking" What
time will it go on?" It's why audiences
That's

in theatre after theatre are applauding

every performance.

It's

the reason

THE MARCH OF TIME on the

why

screen

of your theatre means a new kind of
audience that will come back month
after month. Talk to your nearest First
Division exchange at once.

*Name

on request

to the

Radio

March

City,

of Time, Inc.,

N. Y,

THE MARCH
OF TIME
Released by FIRST DIVISION

Harry H.Thomas, Pres., Radio City, N.Y,

UNDERWOOD

ft

UNDERWOOD

Other figures prominent in social and diplomatic circles included Mme. Sze, wife of the
Chinese Minister, Dr. Alfred Sze, with their daughters, Misses Julia and Alice and
nephew, Wilbur Sze.

REVIEWS FROM COAST TO COAST
NEW YORK HERALD
lively.

. .

TRIBUNE:

This feature should prove popular, for

WILLIAM BOEHNEL IN NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM:

It is

... a compre-'

why and how things happen, as well as the climax.
ELSIE FINN IN PHILADELPHIA RECORD: March of Time entertains as it informs. The camera work, editing and selection of material promise much for the
future of this new type of picture.
BALTIMORE MORNING SUN: At first sight The March of Time seems to be a
revolutionary movement in the newsreel field
The first reel offered humor, satire,
hensive pictorial record that shows

.

.

.

pathos ... At the end there was applause.

BRIDGEPORT POST
*ii.

it is

current and brief.

ABEL IN VARIETY

.

.

...
.

It

looks like the best thing since Mickey Mouse.

Each 20-minute short ought to prove potent

b. o.

DAILV

14

»

»

»

EXPLOITETTES

»

Colorful B'uay Opening
For "Devil Dogs of Air"
A

colorful

and thrilling spec-

staged with the co-operation of the Marine Corps of
the Third Naval District, ushered in the Broadway premiere
of "Devil Dogs of the Air",
initial

—

M. Warner, Major Albert Warner and Jack L. Warner— were
present.
An entire contingent
of marines were transported to

the theater from the Brooklyn

Navy Yard in motor
Upon arriving at the

lorries.

theater,
the Marines formed into a solid
body in honor of the occasion.
A color guard was also stationed at the theater for the
major part of the evening.
About a dozen high Navy and

were in
Other
the premiere audiences.
officers

who attended included Vaughn De Leath, wellknown aviatrix, Col. Roscoe
celebrities

Turner and Eddie Rickenbacker.

the performance,
Prior
to
the Naval Militia Band, followed by 150 members of the
Junior Naval Reserve in blue
jacket uniforms and carrying
banners heralding the showing
of "Devil Dogs" at the Strand,
paraded along 42nd Street from
Fifth Avenue and up Broadway
to the theater.

They engaged

in

a concert of naval airs and a
demonstration of the manual of
arms and active service forma-

Red, White and Blue
formed the color schemes of the
Strand front, the highlights of
which were the displays of MarThe lobby
ine Corps banners.
tions.

colored cutlife-size
outs of James Cagney and Pat
O'Brien. Other features of the
"Devil Dogs" exploitation campaign included daily plug over
four radio stations for a week
in
advance of the premiere;
the distribution of 200 newsstand cards as part of tie-up

featured

with "Screen Romances" magazine; displays inn over 500 grocery store windows; 200 window
displays in Western Union offices; including the display of

jumbo telegrams from H. M.
Warner congratulating the picture's

cast;

displays

in

thirty

prominent men's shops throughout the Broadway district, plugging for the picture and theater.
A sound truck playing
naval airs covered the Metropolitan area and outlying district two days before the premiere. It was panelled on both
sides with copy on the opening.
A letter was sent to all Historical Societies calling their attention to the theme of the picture.
The advertising and publicity

campaign for the opening

was exceptionally

space, including art work and
Credit
special feature stories.
for the "Devil Dogs" campaign

goes to Harry Charnas, Managing
Director
of
Warners
Metropolitan Theaters.

Cosmopolitan

production, at the Strand TheAll three of
ater last night.
Brothers Harry
the Warner

Marine Corps

«

with the local dailies co-operating with reams of publicity

tacle,

Warners'

« «

well-handled,

Hepburn Photos Prizes
in "Minister" Campaign
T OUIS

« » » » »

TIMELY TOPICS

Defends Expose
Of Production Technique
Critic

A

NYONE

who really believes
that stage and screen illusion
is
spoiled
by audience
knowledge of the technique of
simulation displays extraordinary naivete.
The actor acts.
He does not really feel angered,
arrogant, petulant or insane
when he registers these states
The audience knows

of mind.

MAYER

Thursday, Feb.

of the
E.
City,
Kansas
Mainstreet,
worked out a meaty promotion
idea with Ellis Barry, the Show-

this.

man Program, WLBF, Kansas

Bainter do a dramatic scene for
the radio the listener knows that
they are employing a written
script.
When, in the cinema,
an actor is seen to fall from a
high cliff, they know that the
fall is not reality; that it is
make-believe; "done by camera
tricks," yet that does not spoil

City,

in

conjunction

with

the

run of RKO's "The Little MinThere were several
announcements before
teaser
Mr. Barry told the fans that
Mayer had obtained some two
hundred beautiful photographs
of Katharine Hepburn to be
given to winners in a contest.
After the teaser copy and comment on the star and picture,
the fans were told to see the
production so that they would
ister".

be able to answer the contest
questions, to be given out later
The contest
on the program.
idea consisted of ten questions
regarding personalities and incidents in the story, the answers
to be mailed to the radio station and the first 200 contestants to answer the questions
correctly to be rewarded with
the Hepburn photographs. First
radio announcement was made
by Mr. Barry on December 12th,
the questions given out December 27th, so the production received publicity for more than
two weeks and at no cost.

—Mainstreet, Kansas City.

Special Preview Features

"Sequoia" Campaign

QNE

of the highlights of the

"Sequoia"
campaign
put
over by Lester Pollock, manager of Loew's Rochester, Rochester, N. Y., was a special preview held by him for the clergy,
Parent - Teachers' association,
Humane Society, Isaak Walton
League and the like, at which
comment cards were handed
Remarks were then used
out.
on throwaways, with permission of the writers whose comments were used. Pollock was
assisted by an M-G-M exploited Permission was obtained to
place announcements about the
picture on bulletins in the Public Library.
Five hundred of
the "Sequoia" English books
were sent to the various high
schools in the city. There were
four announcements over a local
-

.

radio station. Four large cards
were planted in book shops.
Since there was snow on the
ground, a bob sled drawn by
horses was used as a ballyhoo.
Loew's Rochester, Rocheslr.-.

—

When Mercutio is punctured by sword he is not really
cut.
The audience knows this.
Wh°n Walter Huston and Fay

When

their enjoyment.

in

"Au-

tumn Crocus," Francis Lederer
and Lillian Gish made love on
a papier-mache rock before a
background painted to represent
the Bavarian Alps the audience

knows that these representations are not real.
The person
who goes to the theater, if he
be not an imbecile, sits down
fully aware that he will not see
per se, but merely an
imitation of the same. He learns
this as soon as the child mind
reality,

becomes aware of certain elemental life-facts. He goes prepared for this expedient.
Mr.
knew when he watched

Gillette

"Broadway Bill" that the race
was fixed, that Frank Capra was
extensive
order
to
achieve the proper dramatic
effect; he probably even knew
that "Bill" would win the race
and die from the brave run, yet
I daresay it did not spoil his enjoyment of the simulated reality.
I have seen more than 300 motion pictures after reading plot
synopsis without losing the least
bit of the enjoyment in each
Subterfuge does not
hoax.
forced

affect

resort

to

camera

magic

enjoyment

to

in

until

it

is

so

crudely done as to intrude in
the audience's belief in reality.
Snow scenes on the stage are accepted as reality until the snow-

from his scaffoldbecomes ridiculous,
the subterfuge becomes evident
and breaks the links of illusion.
Acting and mimicking is actosser

ing.

falls

Then

it

cepted as reality until the per-

former overacts and thus reveals

framework of simulation.
Then he becomes ridiculous and
very "ham."
Max Sien,

the

—

Cincinnati "Post"

Blames Business Structure
For Industry's Troubles
A S the national

government

action
in
instituted
has
court against major motion picture corporations, a brief repetition of the following analysis

1935

7,

« «

«

€('

of the situation may be pertinent: All the abuses, faults and
evils of the motion picture as
an institution may be traced, in
full or in part, to the existing
form of business structure of
the industry, whereby the three
elements of the structure, production, distribution and exhibition, are under single ownership.

The

manner

structure

known.

in

which

operates

t

h

e

•

well

is

Each major company

produces pictures, owns

its

own

distributing system and owns or
controls its own key theaters,
extending its power over independent exhibitors by block
booking and other coercive practices. Collectively the majors do
80 per cent of the business. By
collusion they are able to give
their own pictures all the profitable exhibition time.
Any independent producer desiring to
make superior pictures must
go to a major company for distribution.
He can be denied an
adequate market, and must then
come to onerous terms with the
majors or quit the business or
make cheap "quickies." At the
same time the majors, operating
under factory methods incident to mass production, have
felt obliged to resort to

exces-

extravagance, vulgarities,
super-sensationalism and distortions of art to lure and shock
sive

the public into their houses. The
net results of stopping outside
enterprise and of factory-made
pictures are fatal to natural
development.
At the
screen
other end of the structure, with
the majors in control of both
ends and the middle, the independent exhibitor is confined to
inferior
supply,
restricted,
a

with no freedom of choice, and
thus the public has no opportunity to exert a healthy boxoffice pressure on picture quality, as it has with the stage and
with published literature. Regulation of the industry or censorship of pictures will be futile
so long as the business structure remains as it is. There is
but one way to cure the disease,
and that is to cut out the canCompletely
cer at its roots.
corporate
triple
divorce
the
ownership of production, disRetribution and exhibition.
quire each of these functions to
independently owned and
be
operated. Quite recently Walter
Lippmann, the eminent publicist, discussing the problem of
reforming the movies, came to
the conclusion that the present
picture quality is a result of
"If this
monopolistic methods.
truth," he says, "then
is the
the remedy for the undeniabl
low condition of the movies
not to impose standards on th'
existing monopolistic corporations, but by invoking the anti-

V

trust laws and perhaps
legislation to break their
er."

—

new

powFrank Woods.

mnu
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"LITTLE" from

15

HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
/TORMAN KRASNA should

Barry, six-year-old son of William
have volving a turbulation system to overbeen listed as sole author and come directional effect, also has been Gargan, who is working now in
"Traveling Saleslady" with Joan
laptor of "The Richest Girl in the installed by M-G-M.
Blondell and Glenda Farrell, is beT
T
forld"
in
the list of Academy
Mary Kornman has been signed ing given screen tests by First Nayesterday,
published
Dminations
hrough inadvertence the names of by Paul Malvern, Lone Star western tional.
for the
T
T
T
on Hartman and Jane Murfin were producer for Monogram,
lead opposite John Wayne in "The
The following writers have comven as co-writers.
Desert Trail." Archie Stout is di- pleted their current assignments at
»
T
T
A second battery of Bell & How- recting from the story by Lindsley Paramount and are awaiting next
Parsons.
assignment: Herbert Fields, "Peo1 automatic sound and picture proT
T
T
ple Will Talk" for Charlie Ruggles
lction printers has been bought by
A Gloria Stuart fan club, national and Mary Boland; Karl Dezer, "Car
:-G-M. Contract was closed by E.
Mannix, M-G-M vice-president, in scope, is being organized with 99"; Franz Schulz, "Two on a
Sth J. H. McNabb, president of B. headquarters in Chicago. Miss Stu- Tower"; Gene Towne and Graham
This additional battery of art, who is now playing the lead Baker, "Gambler's Maxim".
H.
rinters will put the M-G-M labora- opposite John Beal in RKO Radio's
T
T
T
try on a basis of 100 per cent au- production of '"Laddie," was born
Freddie Bartholomew, who made
imatic printing on releases. A new on July 4, and the new club is open his film debut as the child David in
& H. developing technique, in- only to those born on Independence "David Copperfield," will play Greta
Day. Miss Stuart is honorary pres- Garbo's son in "Anna Karenina," acident.
cording to announcement from M»
»
G-M. This is the picture based on
Plus the heavy morning fog which Tolstoi's
novel
which
Clarence
delayed start of C. B. DeMille's "The Brown will direct, with Fredric
Crusades" at Paramount, accident March in the leading male role.
Second annual and illness have contributed set- Young Bartholomew
Columbus, O.
is
currently
Variety
Columbus
Dlowout" of the
backs. Florence Cole, DeMille's sec- making personal appearances at the
than
more
lub was attended by
retary for eight years, is confined to Capitol, New York, where the M-G)0, many of whom were from Pittsher home with influenza and Dor- M version of the Dickens classic is
urgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati, De- othy Griwatz, also on his secretaria" holding for a fourth week.

NEWSofDAY«
—

"LOTS

Now the
shooting schedules have been so arranged that Hunter will be able to
was substituted for him.

appear in "Dinky" after all.
Another important role for Cortez will
be announced in the near future.
»

and other cities. A special sal- staff, is in the Hollywood hospital
T
T
T
from CBS featured a "conver- with five cracked vertebrae, result
Ethel Hill, Columbia writer, has
sion" between Chief Barker Duke of a fall from a horse Sunday,
had her contract renewed by the
lark, president of the club, and AdT
r
company.
Byrd.
W. M. James was
liral
oit

w

»

Allen Jenkins and Errol Flynn
have been added to the cast of First
National's production of "The Case
of the Curious Bride," in which
Warren William and Margaret Lindsey have the leading roles.
Other
members of the cast are Donald
Woods, Claire Dodd, Barton MacLane, Phillip Reed, Olin Howland,
Thomas Jackson and Charles Richman.
Michael Curtiz is directing.

Cast of "Sunset Range," the first
Hoot Gibson westerns being
produced by First Division Productions, includes Mary Doran, Walter
of four

McGrail and John Elliott.
Carey will direct. Story
iginal by Paul Schofield.
T

-

|

//-

T

Ray Mcis

an or-

T

Completing the ingenue lead in
"Ruggles of Red Gap," Leila Hyams
remains at the Paramount studio to
appear with Charlie Ruggles and
Mary Boland in "People Will Talk."

fce

Herbert

>astmaster.

J.

Biberman, former The-

ater Guild stage director, who was
recently signed by Columbia has
Boston Stanley Gosnell, wo was been assigned as dialogue director
ssistant head of Loew's State in for "Eight Bells," which is now in
leveland, has been appointed to production with Ralph Bellamy and
Manager Ann Sothern in the leading roles.
position
her by
lat

—

dolph Buehrig.

Bob Manley

ames new duties on the

as-

staff.

—

William McDermott Neill is directing.
Providence
been advanced from assistant
T
T
lanager to acting manager of
Raymond Walburn, Virginia Sale
oew's State. H. H. Maloney, reg- and Irving Bacon have been aslar manager, is still ill.
signed roles in Fox's "It's a Small
World."
New Haven, Conn. Will Osborne
T
nd his music went into the Roger
Harry Beresford will appear in
herman the first of this month for
new Nancy Carroll film,
house Columbia's

—

ne first vaudeville this

film
as used for over 20 months.

Leo Bul"I'll Love You Always."
gakov is directing, with Miss Carroll
the leads.
The Civic and George Murphy in
Battle Creek, Mich.
Dixon
Jean
was
added
to the cast
Battle
heater and Concert Club of

—

new

theater

T

T

last

week.

t

y

tional campus.

T

The Roosevelt Hotel

T

New

—

—

—

|f

Harry Semels

99th picture.
T
T
T
Joe E. Brown has been made a
full Professor of Mirth by Whittier
College
in
California.
Southern
Professor Brown achieved his doctorate a few days ago, complete
with cap, gown, scroll and other professorial paraphernalia.
The next
item in the curriculum of this latest
comer to the Groves of Academe
will be a girlie-musical called "Molly and Me," to issue from the intramural activities of the First Na15th Annual Convention

Charles Richman has been added
Bradley Page has been engaged
Grand Island, Neb. With the ad- to the cast of First National's "The by Columbia for a role in "Gimpy."
ent of the Island here as a picture Case of the Curious Bride", in Jack Holt is starred, with Mona Barouse under guidance of Fred Hait- which Warren William and Mar- rie in the feminine lead. Ralph Morgaret Lindsay have the leading gan and Jackie Searl will also be
r, four spots are now operating.
seen in feature parts.
The story
roles.
is by William Jacobs.
Fred Niblo.
T
T
T
Butte, Neb.
Sherman Meland has
old his Opera here to J. M. Fuller.
Arthur Byron has been signed for Jr., and Crane Wilbur are credited
"Hooray for Love," Felix Young with the screenplay. Phil Rosen is
[EWS of the DAY
Memphis
Amateur Night each musical production soon to go be- directing.
T
T
T
londay, staged in a tie-up with fore the camera at RKO.
Walter
tation WMC, has boosted business Lang will direct.
Ian Hunter, well known English
onsiderably at the Warner theater.
actor, was assigned several weeks
T
T
T
Bob Hill, ace director of West- ago to play opposite Mary Astor and
phis M. A. Lightman is di- erns, has been signed by Ray Kirk- Jackie Cooper in "Dinky," now in
of the Hollywood Electrical wood to direct Spectrum Pictures' production at the Warner studios.
ageant being staged as a feature "The Cyclone Ranger", second of a Then it appeared that Hunter's role
the Cotton Carnival here May 6- series of eight westerns featuring in "A Midsummer Night's Dream"
Two beauties will be picked and Bill Cody and his Arabian horse would prevent his taking the
warded trips to Hollywood.
"Dinky" part, and Ricardo Cortez
"Chico".

—

of

Allen Sears, Columbia completes the cast for "The Revenge
Rider," starring Tim McCoy, with
Billie Seward in the heroine role.
Other players include Robert Allen,
Edward Earle, Frank Sheridan, Jack
Clifford, George Pearce and Jack

Vilma and Buddy Ebsen, the dancing team who appeared in "Flying
Colors" and last year's Follies, have
been signed for motion picture work
by M-G-M. They are currently ap- Mower. David Selman is directing.
pearing at the Central Park Casino,
John Buckler, Spencer Charters and New York.
Bruce Cabot has also
Edward Sedgwick, M-G-M direcCatherine Doucet will also be seen been signed by the company.
His tor, celebrated his 22nd year in picparts.
Roy William first role has not yet been selected. tures by starting direction of his
in featured

as

reek plans to erect a
Dsting about $25,000.

T

With the addition
and

Orleans, La.

Feb. 25th
Daily

to

28th,
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Communique:
The

big

Reception

Committee

cf local exhibitors, film people and
native sens will be on hand to

shew the MPTOA visitors the famous places of interest, cafes and
The
night life cf New Orleans.
natural beauty and gay, colorful atmosphere cf this old French city,
the largest in the South, makes a
permanent impression en every
visitor.

MAKE

YOUR

RESERVATIONS

EARLY

Infer

t
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»

a
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OOD NEWS TRAVELS FAST

.

THE
4 SHOWMEN EVERYWHERE TOOK THE NEW INFANT PRODIGY
modern trailer .... straight to their hearts .... the producing companies lent
their sympathy and support to the new idea
.

.

.

.

.

.

4 IDEAS GAVE BIRTH TO OTHER IDEAS.. THE STUDIO OF NATIONAL SCREEN
Service became a research laboratory for

new

ideas ... an experimental station

ammunition
our camera-men invented new camera tricks
our
artists invented new and subtler ways of dressing up the show
our titlewriters and editorial staS ... in "come-hither" ad-lines made the English language
dance to the rhythm of the new technique
for selling

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4 SHOWMANSHIP

complete

*

trailer

its

.

.

.

ON THE SCREEN ARRIVED

screen advertising began

magical song of

.

.

IN FULL DRESS

.

.

.

MODERN

marvelous march toward national recognition to the

TRAILERS ... and today we celebrate our 15th Anniversary with
service to more than 9000 exhibitors ... no wonder they call

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
.

.

Little

Giant of

a. great

big industry!

i.

h

Intimate

in

The Daily Newspaper

Character

International in

Scope

lependent

Thought

in

Of Motion
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Hollywood

is Still

Pictures

Sixteen Years Old

193<5

<5

CENIS

Supplying 75% of World's Films

M.P.T.OATO SEEK CHANGE IN CODE AUTrTY SETUP
Work is Completed on Los Angeles Zoning-Clearance
Los Angeles Board to Get
Schedule Within

Two Weeks
Work on

the clearance and zon-

ing plan for
pleted by the

Circuit

Zone Managers

(Continued on Page 6)

WILL DEVOTE

DAY TO LEGISLATION
WrtHniiton Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

APPROVAL OF BUDGET

(Continued on Page 6)

Denies Motion to Expunge
$10,000,000 Para. Claims
Motion of the Paramount trustees
expunge the claims exceeding
$10,000,000 arising under the E. M.
Loew and Momand anti-trust suits
was denied yesterday by Special
Master John E. Joyce, who advised
that the claimants be permitted to
prosecute their actions and to liquito

i

(Continued on Page 6)

The

NRA

259
London

New

—

British

Firms

the past year 259 new
producing and distributing concerns were formed, with total capital
of about $10,000,000.
In

1 1

PRODUCERS SIGN

at

Washington

is

ex-

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Appeals Criticized
by Exhib Ass'n

A definite proposal for amending
the Code Authority setup under the
motion picture code, providing for
hearing of appeals by Authority
members who are in the same industry class as the litigants, is expected
to be offered at the M. P. T. O. A.
convention in New Orleans, Feb.
25-28, following action of the Southeastern Theater Owners protesting
against the present appeals procedure.

COMMITTEE TO DECIDE

Sennett's British Company
Will Start Activity Soon
London
Mack Sennett British

—

Productions, Ltd., will start activity
soon under the direction of Sennett.
The veteran American producer recently outlined his plans at a luncheon in the House of Commons. Exploitation of British talent will be
part of his project, he said.

75%

Board Rules Against Shea
In Overbuying Complaint

—

Cincinnati In a bitterly fought
case involving all major distributors except Paramount, the local
grievance board has ruled that Casto
Theater Corp. (M. A. Shea) must
give up 24 features to Zanesville
Theaters, Inc.
The board, consisting of Frank W. Huss Jr., Paul W.
Krieger, J. F. Oulahan and Arthur
Frudenfeld, found that Casto had
(Continued on Page 6)

Movie Fare
Coming from Hollywood

of World's

Still

Exhib Plans Court Fight
On Overbuying Ruling
Key West,

British

Method of Hearing Code

Hollywood Eleven producers have
pected to approve the motion picIn a resolution adopted recently,
ture code budget for 1935 calling signed an agreement approving the the regional unit assailed the profor $360,000, John C. Flinn execu- new five-year free lance contract cedure as destroying the spirit and
tive secretary of the Code Author- granted by the actor and producer intent of the provisions involved by
ity, which prepared the plan, re- branches of the Academy of Motion
(Continued on Page 6)
They
ported concerning a recent Wash- Picture Arts and Sciences.
are:
Warner
Bros.,
Radio,
M-G-M,
ington hearing on the budget when
the Authority met yesterday. There Paramount, Universal, Fox, Educawas practically no opposition to the tional, Columbia, 20th Century, Hal
proposed assessments expressed at Roach and Harold Lloyd.
the hearing.

—The

second day of
annual board meeting, to be
held Feb. 13-15 at the Carlton Hotel, will be devoted to the organization's
legislative
program, which
includes bills on NR A, block booking and Ascap. Regional associations
have been urged to send men who
have congressional and senatorial
contacts.
Program of the meeting

'

Get More Scope

EXPECTED BY FLINN FREE LANCE CONTRACT

Allied's

I

to

of scope of Warner theater zone managers by the transferring of
various home office duties and functions to the field will be discussed at a regular
quarterly meeting at the circuit's home office in New York on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday.
As yet no definite decision has been made in Ihe matter, Joe Bernhard,
general manager, said last night.
About 10 zone managers will attend the sessions,
at which Bernhard will preside.

Los Angeles was comCode Authority yester-

day when it affected its zone setup.
The clearance phase of the situation had been worked out at its
previous meeting.
It is expected
that the plan will be in the hands
of the Los Angeles board within
two weeks.
Gordon Youngman presided at
he session, which was attended by
iVilliam P. Farnsworth, deputy ad-

iLLIED

Warner
Amplifying

Fla.

—Refusing to com-

Despite barriers set up by languages, increased domestic produc-

and legislative restrictions,
more than 75 per cent of pictures
being shown throughout the world

MAYNARD PACT ROW

A

committee to arbitrate the difbetween C. C. Burr and
Larry Darmour was appointed by
the Code Authority at its meeting
yesterday.
The arbiters, who meet
at the coast soon, are: Henry Herzferences

(Continued on Page 6)

New

Circuit

is

Planned

By Jerome in New England

—

Boston A circuit of more than a
dozen houses is understood to be
planned by Jerome Jerome, who recently acquired the Imperial in
Pawtucket, R. I.
Among theaters
mentioned as likely to go under the
new operating company are the
Park, Woonsocket; Bates, Attleboro,

and Metropolitan, Providence.

tion

ply with the Code Authority's decision finding that he has overbought
to the extent of 70 pictures, Juan
Carbonelle, local operator, is understood planning to start a Federal
Court action seeking an injunction

are produced in the United States,
it is indicated by an international
survey conducted in behalf of the
BOOK,
1935 FILM DAILY

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

YEAR

Competition

from

American-made

Walker
New

to

Address

—

MPTOA

Frank C. Walker, genOrleans
counsel of the Comerford circuit
and an important figure in the Roosevelt
Administration, is scheduled to address
the forthcoming M. P. T. O. A. convention at the Hotel
Roosevelt Feb.
25-28.
eral

5&&*
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New

Educational Preparing
Films
Five Subjects in East
Get Catholic Okay
current Broadway

first-

run films have been approved by the

With the return of Al Christie
New York this week, following

a

International

—
—

—

Dermody

FINANCIAL

special
Net

High

Am. Seat
Columbia
Con. Fm.
Con. Fm.

vtc.

Picts.

Ind

Warner

53/4
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2

2

2
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40

40

3%

35/s
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2oy8

3

.

.

73^

l/

8

1
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3/s

+

V,

3r
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+
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+
+ 21/2

1/8

1/4

r

2oyB

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
8
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
75/8
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
Paramount 6s47 filed 68 2
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 673^
.... 48l/2
Par. By. 5V s51

Chg.

+

lliy8 H2V2

RKO
Pict.

45/8
353/4

144

Pathe Exch
do "A"
Univ.

4%
35V2

32
104

ctfs.

—

45/g

112i/8

do pfd
Fox Fm. "A"
Loew's, Inc
do pfd

Paramount

Close

35%
20 1/2

pf d.

Ind.

Kodak

East.

Low

8

—
—
—

at St. Bartholomew's

.

67
673£
48 8

IVi
68

showing of "The Iron Duke,"
Church.
Interment will be in the
picture starring George
family plot at St. John's Cemetery,
for its monthly forum to be

Arliss,

held tonight at the 23rd Street building of City College. Dr. Frederick
M. Thrasher of New York University will discuss "The Motion Picture
Theater as a Community Agency."
William Lewin, chairman of the Motion Picture Committee of the National Education Association's secondary education department, will
speak on "A Teacher Looks at the

54

Lauds Housing Co-operation

1/4

%

Bv

+ 1%
+
+ Vi

—

1

+ %

56

1

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
12V2 12% 12V2
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

N
Para.

Y.

3

2%

2%

+

PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

3%

Publix

35/8

3% +

Vi

%

who declared "they are giving
splendid co-operation to the better
housing movement." Fifteen thousand owners have been asked to distribute booklets and literature to
their patrons and their response has
been unanimous, Moffett said.

Houses Pass A. T.

&

T. Inquiry

THE FILM DAILY

—The Rayburn resolu-

Washington
an A.

tion for
in

the

T. & T. probe, passed
Senate earlier in the week,

yesterday

was

House Interstate

by the
Commerce Com-

approved

mittee.

DAILY

from

THI

to th« fol-

lowing on their birthday:

King Vidor
Howard Jackson
Lon Paff
Billy Dooley

\X
\ S
\

Samuel J. Briskin
Walter Klinger
Charles A. Logue
Hallam Cooley

Louis Morrison

tion.

M. A. LIGHTMAN
on

New

left

York yesterda

return to Memphis.

his

HYMAN

RACHMIL of the Windsor circui
leaves Sunday for Hollywood to visit his brother
Lewis Rachmil, independent producer.

ARTHUR ISRAEL'S return to New York ha
been delayed by death of his father-in-law
i

Salisbury.

GARY COOPER
JOHN WEXLEY

is

on an eastern

will

work on

a Theater Guild
finishes the screenplay of
for RKO on the coast.

CAROLE LOMBARD

visit.

to New York
play as soon as

come

has

f
h

"They Also

Serve'

returned

Holly

to

wood from Cuba.

RICHARD BENNETT, forced to give up hi
in a London play due to influenza, leave
England today for a four weeks' rest alon
the Mediterranean, after which he returns ti
London to appear in a Basil Dean film witl
Gracie Fields.
role

HARDIE

ALBRIGHT,

who

last

appeared

ii

Monogram's '"Women Must Dress," leaves Nev
York

on

Feb.

19

the coast.
His wife
MARTHA SLEEPER, remains in the east to fin
ish her role in the new Hecht-MacArthur picfor

ture.

PAUL GALLICO,

writer

and sports

specialis

the '"Daily News," returns to New
today on the Albert Ballin from abroad.
of

CHARLES

J.

GIEGERICH

of

Celebrity

Yorl

Pro-

on an extended visit to the southerr
and mid-western distributors handling the Powers "ComiColor Cartoons."
ductions

is

U

BEAUX-ARTS
INC.
APARTMENTS,

The Best Values
1

2
3

ROOMS
ROOMS
ROOMS

in

Town

(unf.)

$55 up

(unf.)

80 up
150 up

(unf.)

tor,

Washington Bureau of

wishes

HOLMAN

Vs

.

56

Albany.

ADOLPH ZUKOR, GEORGE J. SCHAEFER an
leave today for Hollywoo
to discuss plans for the fall product with
Henr
Herzbrun, general manager of the studio, an
Ernst Lubitsch, managing director of produc
RUSSELL

Movies."

1

Warner's 6s39

Roman Catholic

GB

the

RICHARD H. CUNNINGHAM
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
67%
Washington Exhibitors through48l/2
2
47% 47%
out the United States were praised
Par. By. S'^sSl ctfs. 47%
68
5V2 s50 filed
68% 67
-f IVs
Par.
yesterday by James A. Mof66I/4
68
+ % here
Par.
5V2S50 ctfs. ... 68
fett, Federal Housing Administra102
102
102
Pathe 7s37
7V2

.oming and Goin

to

Federation of Cathmid-winter vacation on the west
olic Alumnae, the Brooklyn Tablet,
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
Catholic church publication, states coast, Educational's eastern (pro"Right To Live," Warner duction forces have swung into full
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays today.
at
1650
Broadway, New York, N.
Y.,
picture opening Wednesday at the stride for the completion of their
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
W.
J.
Rivoli, was disapproved because of short subject schedule for the curAlicoate,
President, Editor and Publisher;
Three two-reel comDonald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer a suicide scene in the film, the Tab- rent season.
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- let states.
edies and two single-reel song subciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
New additions to the family clas- jects are set for immediate producEditor.
Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, sification include "The Good Fairy," tion. A Joe Cook featurette will be
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. "Jack Ahoy," "Devil Dogs
of the the first of the two-reelers to begin
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
Air,"
and
Pimpernel."
"Scarlet
In shooting, going before the cameras
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign, the adult class are "Gigolette," "Da- at the Astoria studios Feb. 18. This
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
$15.00.
Subscriber should remit with order. mozel," "Mystery of Edwin Drood" will be the second picture under his
Address all communications to THE FILM
contract with Educational. An ErnDAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and "Women in Red."
est Truex comedy will follow as
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
soon as the Cook subject is finishwood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollyed, then a Young Romance number
$3-A-Reel Censor Fee
London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
feautring Sylvia Froos.
Within a
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Worries Ohio Distribs few days production will also start
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paru
P. A. Harle, La
Cleveland
Distribution costs in on two one-reel pictures in the Song
Cinematographie Francaiie, Rue de la CourOhio are threatened with a new Hit Story series.
des-Noues, 19.
$100,000 annual burden if the bill
to raise the censorship fee from the
present $1 a reel to $3 a reel is
Funeral Sat.
passed. The measure was introduced
Funeral
services
for James F.
in the state legislature by Rep. WilCODE
Dermody, Universal's New England
liam J. Zoul of Cleveland.
district manager who died Tuesday,
will be held tomorrow. The funeral
will take place at 10 A. M. from the
Educators to View "Iron Duke"
The Board of Education of the home of his parents, 90-57 54th
City of New York has requested a Ave., Elmhurst, L. I., with a mass

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

i

"Call of Wild" Release May 6
"Call of the Wild," 20th Century
production which has been set back
on the United Artists releasing
schedule due to the location unit
being delayed by snow in the Pacific
northwest, is scheduled for release

May

6,

not

May

Also FURNISHED APARTMENTS

PENTHOUSE AND
TERRACED APART'S
Ask about our Trojet de Tension TIan

HOTEL SUITES
00 daily
$
from 4'

Same Rate
1

for
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FREE BUS TO ROCKEFELLER CENTER
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VARNER STUDIO MARSHALS 5000 WORKERS,
scord, to speed production on eight features
lg

WEEK

OF THE

now

setting

PHOTO-REVIEW

IN

all-time

'SEE

before cameras, includ-

I

'Go Into Your Dance' (above), Del Rio's big
and Max Reinhardt's 'Midsummer Night's Dream'

Al Jolson-Ruby Keeler's

lusical

'In

Caliente,'

"SWEET MUSIC"

guarantee

ous',

you'll

is

all

I

ask—and

becomeVallee-consci-

famous Editor Delight Evans

tells

her

million

Screen/and readers,echoing enthu-

siastic

reaction of

magazine previewers.

'A BUILDER-UPPER', is N. Y. Posts
tribute to Barbara Stanwyck in 'The
Secret Bride', as all New York
dailies agree
it's
'lively,
dashing,
baffling, exciting melodrama', and
Variety puts

down

it

as

'a

fine bet'.

MERVYN LEROY TO DIRECT
MARION DAVIES
Miss Glory'. Star's

DEVIL DOGS'
lone should
jir

it!'

(AmericanJ, 'Loaded

with

Tops

all

dynamite

in

thrills

—

— unbelievable

'Cagney and O'Brien incomparable' IMirror), is press
as Strand's opening duplicates phenomenal San Diego premiere.

thrills'

/erdict

miss

STORMS NEW YORK.

(Times),

production

for

Page
in
Cosmopolitan

(right!

first

Warners placed

in

hands of champion box-office director,

who
of

will start

deluxe screen version

Broadway stage smash on com-

pletion of 'Oil

ForThe Lamps of China'.
Vitagraph,

asm

Inc., Distributors

JEROME KERN'S AMAZI
MUSICAL STAGE SUCCESS
TEN TIMES AS TANTALIZING ON THE SCREEN!
.

s

V

.

/
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/
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R

K

O

RADIO
PICTURE

Three

of the nation's favorites in

ing love story

.

.

.

told to the

a heart-sweep-

haunting music

of

one and only Jerome Kern
New dance
sensations by the stars of "The Gay Divorcee ."
...New magic melodies .... New and ravishing
the

1

.

.

.

.

1

1

fashion creations, presented by girls so beautiful

you

can't believe they're real

time of laughs ...

rhythm

.

.

.

A

crowded

world

of

...

joy ...

scenes

into

1

of

A

A

life-

riot of

splendor

1

STARRING THE GOLDEN GIRL WITH THE SILVER SONG

iroi: imixxi:
AND AMERICA'S DANCING

STARS

mm; i> Asia mm:
imh;kks

<;in<;hk

with

RANDOLPH SCOTT
VICTOR VARCONI

.

.

.

HELEN WESTLEY
.

CLAIRE

DODD

dream- disturbing tunes:
Til Be Hard

From the play "Roberta." Book and
Otto Harbach. Directed

A PANDRO

S.

by WILLIAM

lyrics

by

A. SEITER

BERMAN PRODUCTION

"Smoke Gets

to

in

Handle"

Your Eyes"

"Let'sBegin"-'! Won't Dance'
"Lovely to Look At"— "Yesterdays'

DAILY

WORK

IS

COMPLETED

A

ON LOS ANGELES PLAN
QSCAR

On Overbuying

to prevent distributors from cutting
off his film service.
Carbonelle runs

two houses here and the complaint
was filed by his lone opposition theater.

Allied Will Devote
Day to Legislation
Page 1)
also includes the election of officers,
adoption of a budget, adoption of
plans for the convention in Atlanta,
adoption of a seal for use in cooperative advertising, consideration of
numerous tieups, and other matters.
(.Continued from

Howard Lindsay and Cole Porter

will

author the Freedley show.
T

Rosina

T

Lawrence,

T

many

times
stand-in for Sally Eilers, returned
to the Fox studio this week to portray her first screen role, the ingenue lead with Edward Everett
Horton and Karen Morley in "$10
Raise."
T

T

T

(Continued from Page

Run

Strand
Following an S. R. O. premiere
Wednesday night and a big waiting
line for the opening of the theater
yesterday morning, Warners' "Devil
Dogs of the Air" has been set for
an extended run at the New York
at

Strand. As a salute to the picture,
a U. S. Marine flying squadron will
stage an air show over the theater
for 45 minutes tomorrow afternoon,
starting at 5 P. M.

BIGp)wL
NEWS
SEEN IY
THE PRESS

AS

Wm~
^

AGENT
Arline Judge

box

is

%

bui! ding

a

new

cigar

fiddle.

—FOX

FILM.

»

Following
role

»

completion of his
Midsummer Night's
E. Brown will be

the

"A

in

Dream,"

(Continued from Page

1)

bought 159 features and only played 129 during the 1933-34 season,
and had already contracted for 172
features for 1934-35 but only 35 had
been played up to Jan. 24, or approximately 2 1-16 pictures a week.
Based on 129 films played last season, the board felt that respondent
should be allowed to increase this
number by 15 per cent, giving him
148 pictures, to take care of cancellations, non-deliveries, etc. Casto
was ordered to make up two lists
of 24 pictures each comprising films
which remain unplayed prior to
March 1, and the complainant is to
Herbert
select one of these lists.

H. Lind, Columbus attorney, handled
the legal end for Zanesville Theaters.

:.,,

1)

preventing a direct appeal to the
Code Authority. Under the present
arrangement, appeals are heard by
committees of three designated by
the Authority and consisting of members who are not of the same class
of the industry as the litigants, the

Joe
starred by Warners in "Alibi Ike,"
a baseball yarn.
Brown has asked
the studio to secure Ty Cobb and critics point out.
Such members are
Babe Ruth to appear in the picture. not in a position to understand and
T
T
T
competently deal with problems inJames Barton has completed "Cap- volved in these cases, it is declared.
tain Hurricane," his first RKO Radio Furthermore,
they complain, exhibstarring picture, and has gone on itors appealing never
have an opa hunting trip.
portunity to explain their problems
T
T
T
directly to the Authority, as intendFirst National has added Mary ed by the code, but only through
the
Treen, Gordon Elliott and James medium of
a committee.
Donlan to the cast of "Traveling
The protestants feel that the setup
Saleslady."
of the Authority, from the standT
T
T
point of class of members, should
Donald Cook and Irene Hervey compare with the local boards' perhave been signed by Larry Darmour sonnel.
for "Thunder In The Streets," Majestic's sixth production of the 193435 season.
Hollywood Supplies
T

In

"Devil Dogs" in for

for M-G-M with Greta Garbo and
Fredric March in the leading roles.

T

T

75%

Henry Kolker, Douglas Wood, EdAl Dubin and Harry Warren,
gar Sherrod, Laura Treadwell and
members of the First National staff

Teresa Conover have been added to
the cast of Fox's untitled Robert T.
Kane production adapted from the
stage play, "Man-Eating Tiger," by
Hecht and Rose Caylor. FeaDenies Motion to Expunge Ben
tured roles in the production are in
$10,000,000 Para. Claims the hands of Lew Ayres, Claire Trevor, Walter King, ZaSu Pitts, Jack
(Continued from Page 1)
date their claims in the reorganiza- Haley, Siegfried Rumann, Tala Bition proceedings in the amounts es- rell and Mitchell and Durant.
tablished as actual damages, if any.
Joyce stated that the language of
Maureen O'Sullivan has been addSec. 77 B seemed broad enough to
ed to the cast of "Anna Karenina,"
embrace a claim for damages ariswhich Clarence Brown will direct
ing under anti-trust statutes, but
that such claims would be entertained only for actual damages and Board Rules Against Shea
not for treble damages as asked in
Overbuying Complaint
the suits.

CODE AUTH'Y SET

IN

RALPH WILK;

HOLLYWOOD

1)

1)

"LOTS"

LITTLE from

ministrator. Present were: Charles
BRADLEY, noted musical
L. O'Reilly, Nathan Yamins, Felix
director and composer, who at
Jenkins, Sidney Justin, Felix F.
various times wielded the baton over
Feist, Harold Bareford, E. T. GomShubert, Schwab & Mandel, Hamersall, Eddie Golden and Walter
merstein
Ziegfeld
musical
and
The Authority meets shows, has joined the Fox Film muVincent.
again next Thursday when the New sical staff.
Haven and Kansas City schedules
T
»
will be taken u,p.
Eddie Cantor, after making his
next picture for Samuel Goldwyn,
will appear in a Broadway stage
Exhib Plans Court Fight
production under the management
Ruling of
Vinton Freedley. Russel Crouse,
(Continued
from Pane

f

MPTOA SEEKS CHAN
;By

(Continued from Page
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n

of composers and lyricists, are writing several special songs for Antonio and Renee De Marco, the ball
room specialty dance team which
was signed recently for roles in "In
Caliente."

T

T

Arthur Hohl and Raymond Walburn have been given parts in Columbia's "I'll Love You Always,"
featuring Nancy Carroll and George
Murphy.
Jean Dixon and Harry
Beresford will also be seen in the
cast.

Greet "Devil Dog" Plane
After Flight Screening

—

Passengers on the
Pittsburgh
Central Airliner arriving here last
night from Washington, after witnessing the first showing of a talker,
Warners' "Devil Dogs of the Air",
to be shown on a regular passenger
service flight, were greeted at the
Variety Club by a delegation- of 50
leading Pittsburgh business men.

The picture was shown after

the

plane was 5,000 feet in the air, and
there was a broadcast of the sendoff ceremonies as well as a scene in
A
the plane and the arrival here.
screening of the picture then was
held here for a special group.

pictures,

which

fell off

in

istered

Jill
l

,:st

:1s

l|l

:'(!

i'l

M
Ion

Mil

drastic

imposed on

Maynard Pact Row
E. Chadwick, Harry WebFarrell MacDonald and Ned
Marr, Los Angeles attorney, who
will serve as the impartial member.
In his complaint Burr claims that
the respondent violated code provisions governing the enticing of employes.
He declared that under a
deal
made through the Edward
Small office, the western star was
under contract to him until Jan. 1
I.

J.

last.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDERS
Lincoln's

Birthday

li

h

(Continued from Page 1)

brun,

I

(!

Committee To Decide

er,

P

•:«

imported pictures, with the result
that American companies have virtually withdrawn from the country.
In the Latin American market, Hollywood films have practically no
competition, partly due to little domestic production.

—

—

lid

'

])

Germany, where

—

signed Rouben Mamoulian to direct
New Paris Producer
for him after completing his conParis Jean Michel Pages, editor tract with Samuel Goldwyn this
of "Cinemonde," has formed Films spring.
Cinemonde as a producing company.
Jean Epstein will direct the first
U. S. Films for Geneva House
picture.
Geneva Studio 10, movie house,
Fifth Week for "Wandering Jew" has inaugurated a policy of AmerThe new Corso
"The Wandering Jew," Olympic ican films only.
Pictures release, is being held over opens next month for foreign pictures only
for a fifth week at the Criterion.

liicl

sound was adopted, is now steadily
increasing as Hollywood studios insert greater flexibility of story into
their product.
Perhaps the greatest blow to
American pictures is being admin-

Garganoff Signs Mamoulian
Leon Garganoff, producer
of "The Battle," announces he has
Paris

A

sharply when

political restrictions are

K

!'

of World's Films

(Continued from Page

a oi

and Valentine Day

come next week.

m
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REVIEWS
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NEWS of DAY.

«

—

Seattle The Rex theater has been
renamed the Mayfair. Policy of feature pictures, short subjects, and a
stage show will be carried out.

"HOME ON THE RANGE"
Jackie

with

Paramount

Coogan, Randolph Scott,
Evelyn Brent
55 mins.

I*WI1»

GOOD WESTERN WITH PLENTY ACAND BRINGING BACK JACKIE
COOGAN IN GROWNUP ROLE.
TION

•

containing the necessary
successful western, this
production marks the return to the screen
of Jackie Coogan, grown up and displaying
new promise as an actor. Remainder of
the cast also is above the average for

Is

westerns.

for

Story

a

is

more

or less the familiar

layout about a mortgage which the heavy
seeks to foreclose in order to get the prop-

t

•

Jackie

Ccogan,

Randolph

Scott,

Two

local theaters,
State, have upped

—

Tacoma Leading exhibitors here
are staging a Movie Frolic at the
New Century Ballroom for the evening of St. Valentine's Day. The gala
party will draw attendance from all
portions of Southwest Washington.
Committee of exhibitors for the affair
includes: Ned Edris, general chair-

THE MATERIAL
human and

man; Walter Fenny, H. T. Moore,
Bill Conner, Mike Barovic, Jay Porter, Pete Constanti, Rad Pratch, W.
Merwin, Martin Steffen, Louis PerS. P. Dean,

unko, Charles Schuler,
and N. J. Brossoit.

T

Chicago— G.

B.'s

"Man

of

Aran"

doing exceptional business at the
World Playhouse and will be held
over for the third week.
is

producer says to his partner
"Oo, I been reading a swell
It was so good I read seventeen pages already without
stoppinck. I want you should buy the picture rights."
and the partner says
"S-o. What iss the name of it?"
and the producers says
"The Life of Abraham Lincoln."
his partner cries, all excited
"Did you reach
the part with the shooting?"
the other sticks his fingers in
his ears and yells
"Dun't tell me! Dun't tell me! I want
to read it and be surprised."

Morris,

—

Nugent and

admission prices. State top now is
20 cents, including the tax, with 10
cents for children, while the Nugent
will continue its 25-cent top for
adults with the matinees upped from
17 to 20 cents.

story.

Albert Hart, Allen
Wood, Richard Carle, Ralph Remley, C. L.
Sherwood, Francis Sayles, Jack Clark, Alfred Delcambre, Joe Morrison.
Director, Arthur Jacobson; Author, Zane
Grey.
Screenplay,
Ethel
Doherty, Grant
Garrett, Charles Logue; Cameraman, William Mellor; Editor, Jack Dennis.
Direction, Good. Photography, Fine.
Phillip

•

T

Dean Jagger, Addison RichFuzzy Knight, Ann Sheridan, Howard

ards,

the

• • • THE WEEK'S Best Film Yarn
(credit Hal
Home, who told it to us in his native dialect which we can't imitate, as we have no Dialect Type font at the press)
A

Brent,

Wilson,

•

has genuine

Jackie ousts a crooked jockey at the last
minute and rides in to victory. As a side
treat, Joe Morrison sings "Home on the

Evelyn

Dover, O.

SOMETHING NEW

that The Voice will present
emotional value
and coming to
the theaters, as it will, with a ready-made audience of hundreds
of thousands
(not ballyhoo statistics, but authenticated by
a daily fan mail that takes a trained staff of girls to handle)
it looks like the Proverbial Pushover for any showman's
Bee-Oh
meaning of course the Tinkling Till
oh, yes
added thot
The Voice has also been on the lecture
platform for 17 years
during which time more than 4,000,000 folks have paid admission to hear him
ain't that
somethin'?

and race horses belonging to Jackie
Coogan and Randolph Scott, brothers.
Evelyn Brent, who is mixed up with the
crooked gang, falls in love with Randolph
and tries to protect him from the villain's
designs, with a happy ending being reached
after the action has run the gamut from
a roundup, a holdup and a gold rush to
a forest fire and a horse race in which
erty

Range".
Cast:

•

for the screen
something
that has been pre-sold to a vast audience of air auditors for several years
properly handled
we don't see how it
can miss
and we are quite confident
after talking to Bob Mapletoft
who has been working on it intensively for months
that it is going to receive expert
screen treatment
Mister Mapletoft is about ready to
present to showmen that pop personality known nationally as
"Voice of Experience"

to

addition

In

ingredients

lei

•

M. &£k%sW

—

Boston
Nellie McGlaughlin has
been promoted to office manager at
the First Division exchange. George
Flute, formerly of Paramount, has
been appointed booker by District
Manager Meyer Gruber.
Mercer, Pa.

—Blatt

Brothers, Cor-

have taken over
the Liberty here from John Lang.
Improvements are being made.
ry, Pa., exhibitors,

Kermit Maynard

in

"NORTHERN FRONTIER"
Ambassador
I

«

57 mins.

Pictures

Short Subject Reviews
"Stranger Than Fiction"
(No. 5)

MELLER OF THE NORTH WOODS
FROM JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD NOVEL Universal
HAS PLENTY ACTION AND THRILLS.
PIP

usual, a James Oliver Curwood story
the North Country carries the visual
action that the screen needs for the thrill

As

of

fans.
as his

This lad Kermit Maynard
famous brother, Ken. He

some fellow who knows how

is

as

is

a

good
hand-

to act as well

pull nifty stunts on his horse, and in
rough-and-tumble fighting he is a bear.
The youngsters will go for this one in a
big way.
And also the grown-up kids like

as

who

are not too sophisticated to
enjoy red-blooded slam-bang action.
Sam
ourselves

Newfield rates top honors for a swell job
of direction, crowding the speed stuff and
building to fine suspense.

Briefly, the plot

concerns a gang of eastern counterfeiters
who ply their trade hidden in the backwoods of the snow country of Canada.
Kermit Maynard as a Mountie is assigned
to break up the gang, and rescue the father
of the girl who has been forced to work
for the gang as an expert engraver.
Cast: Kermit Maynard, Eleanor Hunt,
Russell Hoptcn, J. Farrell MacDonald, Roy
Mason, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Gertrude As,V^k Lloyd Ingraham, Kernan Crips, Dick
•is, Jack Chisholm, Artie Artego,
Charles King, Walter Brennan.
Director, Sam Newfield; Author, James
Oliver Curwood; Screenplay, Barry Barringer; Editor, Jack English; Cameraman,
Edgar Lyons.
Direction,

Excellent.

Photography, Gccd.

Rabbit and Annabelle

»

Hound Dawg

supplies the motivation for this cartoon. The hillbilly tunes and lyrics
are amusing and the combat scenes
are splendidly and very humorously

9 mins.
Entertaining
This collection of unusual items
includes a display of liquid air's odd animated.
properties, a young girl with a
menagerie of pets, a windmill boat, "Going Places with Lowell Thomas"
a spot where four-leaf clovers are
(No. 6)
common, a soap-taster, a rooster Universal
9 mins.
with a 25-foot tail and other curiosiGood
With Lowell Thomas painting a
ties.

"Stranger Than Fiction"
(No. 7)
Universal
10 mins.
First-rate

An

engrossing reel featuring such
novelties as a young lady giving her
lion cub pet his weekly bath, pearl
fishing in Arkansas, the bed-ridden
individual who conducts a successful insurance business unaided, the
artist who uses a typewriter to
paint pictures, a blind maker of
famous violins, a pet cemetery and
other items.
"Hill

Billies"

(Oswald Comedy)
Universal

9 mins.

Very Amusing
A feud between the mountaineer
families of the rabbits and the
hound dawgs occasioned by the discovery of the secret tryst of Lamuel

colorful description, this trip which
includes a visit to Instamboul and
Bermuda and a view of the coastal
mountain ranges and their cloudmaking activities as the warm
moisture-laden air from the Pacific
encounters them is very pleasant.

—

Youngstown Princess, downtown
theater, after two unsuccessful attempts at girlesque, is dark again.
No immediate plans for reopening.
Hippodrome, which

last fall inaugurated a popular priced policy of
vaude-film, also remains dark.

Bremerton, Wash.

—The

Rex

the-

ater has dropped admissions to 15
cents from Monday to Thursday of

each week.

2GB

Films Spotted in

St. Louis
Friend," G. B.
picture, opens today at the Missouri,
while "Princess Charming," another
G. B. release, opens Feb. 15 at the
Fox, both Fanchon & Marco houses.
St.

Louis—"Little

"Going Places with Lowell Thomas"

"Devil Dogs" Holds in San Diego
San Diego "Devil Dogs of the
Universal
9 mins. Air," Warner's first Cosmopolitan
production, holds over for a second
Good
The items here include the sacred week at the Spreckles Theater.
feast of the fishnets, a ceremony
continued by the natives of MichoJason E. Ratekin Dead
Kansas City Jason E. Ratekin,
aca, Mexico, from Montezuma's time
and in which the sacrificial offerings former secretary-treasurer of the
still
predominate though the na- Grand Opera House here, died this
tives are now Christians; a glimpse week at his home in Long Beach,
of how billiard balls and cues are Cal.
made by the best-known craftsman
in this field, a brief description of
Stapenhorst With B. I. P.
Mt. Ranier and a view of some JapLondon
Herr Stapenhorst, who
anese girls dancing out a drama. resigned from Ufa, has been signed
Narrative throughout is first-rate. to direct for B. I. P.

—

(No. 7)

—

—

Speaking of Hold-Overs
T
i
!

A

goes into

5

th

3

rd

IF

IT'S

its

WEEK ON BROADWAY
CHICAGO
WEEK
WEEK IN LOS ANGELES
A

PARAMOUNT PICTURE

IT'S

THE BEST

SHOW

IN

TOWN!
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UNIONS JXJEND STUDIOJGREEMENTS
Introducing

Factions

Whole Seen
Endangered by Exhib
Legislative Moves
Columbus— A situation, somewhat

RKO

Industry as a

[resembling the one that existed
_ when the old 10 per cent admission
tax bill was put over while different movie factions were busy battling each other, has come about
again through the efforts of exhibisponsoring legislation
tor groups
primarily

affecting

distributors.

Three measures were prepared, one
to raise the censorship fee from $1
a reel to $3 a reel, another to prohibit distributors from designating
{Continued on Page i)

TRANS-LUX OFFICERS

Studio Labor Pacts Being

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood To take care of activity on five features and one two-reeler in work and
two others in rehearsal, the RKO Radio studios are now employing 7,000 weekly, compared with an ordinary weekly average of 3,500.
All depigments are running full
blast, and in addition Pioneer Productions is making "Becky Sharp" at the Pathe
Studios in Culver City, while "She" is bein<; mide at the Hrud^ntial Studios.
RKO
executives predict a new production pace for the company in 1935.

Hold Coast Code Conferences

Flinn to

Edwin Curtis to Handle
Fox Film Stock Company
West Coast Bureau

—

Hollywood

on

Conferences
in

Hollywood

will

code operations
be held by John

C. Flinn, executive secretary of the

THE FILM DAILY Code Authority, with Major Joseph
Edwin H. Curtis, Donovan, secretary for the Coast,

of

and the Los Angeles local boards
Broadway stage director, has been next week. Flinn left New York yessigned by Fox and will direct screen terday with plans to return in 10
tests and dialogue as well as coach days.
the young players forming the Fox
Flinn conveys to the Los Angeles
Film Stock Company.
(Continued on Page 2)

Code Assessment

Delinquents

Are Warned

Major Leslie E. Thompson, president and general manager of TransApproach of the deadline for the Italian
Lux Movies Corp., and all other
officers and directors of the company paying of
1934 code assessments,
to be continued in office for
another year, it was said yesterday
by E. T. Holway, secretary and
Trans-Lux Daylight
treasurer of
(Continued on Page 2)

Detroit Catholic Group
Asks for Cancellations
Detroit
As a result of conten-

—

tions

by exhibitors that they have

been denied the right of cancelling
objectionable films, the local Catholic Council has written the Hays
Office in New York asking that exchanges be instructed to grant cancellation privileges on disapproved
films.
In a recent test case, it was
claimed that distributors refused to
cancel a picture that had been listed as objectionable.

next

Friday,

was

brought

—

Producers Get
Three-for-One Permits

Rome

Italian

best

(.Continued on. Page i)

tend for one

—

scale

a

Ntw

to exyear the coast studio

agreement with the musame terms,

sicians' union on the
and to continue also the

wage agree-

ments with other studio crafts but
with minor modifications. The confab took place in the office of Pat
Casey and was attended by representatives of all major producing companies, Jos. N. Weber, president of
(Continued on Page 3)

GET WRIT TO EXAMINE
OLD PARA. DIRECTORS
Order authorizing the Paramount
trustees to institute ancillary ac^
tions or make application to the
California courts to examine Sam
Katz, Ralph A. Kohn, Albert A.
Kaufman, Jesse L. Lasky, Herman

picture

native

production.

Feld and Chatkin After

Pathe Reorganization Plan

Assured
Lightman

to

Get Third

Under a deal now nearing signaM. A. Lightman, head of Malco

ture,

take over operation of
Palace,
downtown
Memphis first run now jointly operated by Loew's and Paramount. The
move will give Lightman three
downtown first runs in that city, the
others
being the Orpheum and
2,200-seat

(Continued on Page 2)

More Theaters

in

Ohio

with which
Milton Feld and David Chatkin are
associated, is negotiating for more
houses in the region of Ohio. The
From proxies received and stock circuit, which headquarters in New
on hand indications are that there York, now operates six theaters in
will be little or no opposition to the that territory.
Pathe Exchange reorganization plan
on which stockholders will vote at
an extraordinary meeting to be held
Florida Admission Tax Looms
March 4 in the Pathe offices. Under
Senator James F.
St. Petersburg, Fla.
a special court ruling, the plan maj
Sikes of this city will back a bill in
be approved by two-thirds of the
the state legislature to put a tax on
movie admissions in an attempt to force
stock represented at the meeting.
down prices. Sikes claims there is not
Stuart Webb, president of Pathe,
free competition in Florida because most
said yesterday that Pathe's policies
of the theaters are owned by the same
interests.
would continue as at present after
the reorganization plan is approved.

Monarch

Theaters,

of Sufficient Vote

Downtown Memphis House
circuit, will

figure
the legislation up before the Nebraska
houses in session is costing them 19,000
passes during the next three months.

Modifications
Agreement was reached at
York conference yesterday

Each producer of an Wobber and Fred Metzler under
will be exempted Sees. 7 and 21 of the bankruptcy
from paying taxes on three foreign act, and to take depositions from
the industry who are delinquent
signed yesterday by FedThe them, was
after that date cannot file com- films intended for dubbing.
(Continued on Page 2)
plaints with the local boards. John government will give prizes for the

up at the Code Authority yesterday,
with the warning that members of

the
Legislative Overhead
Lincoln,
Showmen here
Neb.

Continued With Slight

wage

CONTINUING FOR YEAR

are

FORA YEAR

Against Each Other

Bills

Studio Employment Doubled

West Const Bureau of

—

CEN1S

Vote on Pathe Plan Assured

Sufficient Stockholder

Ohio

<S

—

THE
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Lightman

to

Get Third

Downtown Memphis House
(Continued irom Page
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John C. Flinn to Hold
Coast Code Conferences
(Continued from Page

1

)

clearance and
zoning board the
schedule approved by the Code Au-

A number

thority.

of

minor amend-

Screen

Corp., which
of Trans-Lux

MARGARET SULLAVAN, WILLIAM WYLEI
its annual meeting last
GILBERT MILLER, MRS. ROBERT SHERWOOI
Tuesday, but due to the illness of J. S. TAPERNOUX,
film
importer;
W.
Percy N. Furber, president of Trans- BEATTY, general patent attorney for Warn
Lux Daylight Screen, and the fact Bros., and Mrs. Betty, and MARCEL ACHARI
uled to hold

that

Thompson was

meeting

is

off to

an

in Florida the
indefinite date,

Wilk,

California— Ralph

wood,

6425

Holly-

London
Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

wood

Blvd.,

Wardour

W.

St.,

— Lichtbildhuehne,
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CODE

said.
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coast Flinn plans to attend the hearing on the C. C. Burr-Larry Darmour contract complaint.

'1%
3

Get Writ to Examine
Old Para. Directors

playwright,
are
booked to sail fro
today for France on the lie (

York

Furber,

British Producer
Plans Features, Shorts

London Cavalcade Film Corp. has
been formed with plans for the production of seven features and 15
(Continued from Page 1)
shorts this year.
M. Glover will
eral Judge Coxe. Katz, Kohn, Kauf- make
the first picture, "London
man, Lasky and Wobber were form- Lights."
erly directors of Paramount. Metzler was formerly auditor and acAl Somerbee to Be Honored
countant for the company.

HELEN BRODERIC

and

signed
for
RKO picture
president of Columbia Pii
tures Corp. of Canada, and Mrs. Allen, ar
LOUIS ROSENFELD, president of Theater Hol<
ing Co. of Canada, and M'S. Rosenfeld sail t<
day on the Virginia for California.

TREM

CARR,

Monogram

production

hea

leaves for Hollywood the middle of next we<
after completing conferences with W. Ray Johl
ston,
president,
on
next
season's
prograr

which

New

—

CRAWFORD

LESTER

Movie Corp. (Mrs. Crawford),
Percy E. HERBERT ALLEN,

will

be

presented

Monogram convention
week in April.

for

approval to
the

fir

Florida

f

Hollywood

in

GEORGE ABBOTT
a

stay

of

has gone
about two weeks.

LEE SHUBERT returns to
day from Florida.

JUDITH ALLEN

has

left

New

to

tl

York on Moi

New York

for

tl

coast.

LOUIS DENT

MAJ.

is

LESLIE

in
E.

town.

THOMPSON

has

gone

I

Florida.

STEVE NEWMAN, I.A.T.S.E. coast stud
Boston A dinner in honor of Al
Somerbee is being planned for April representative is in New York.
Church Starts Movie Showings
GEORGE E. BROWNE, president of the
on the occasion of his 35 years of
Des Moines "Road to Life" will service with the present Lothrop A. T. S. E., and FRED J. DEMPSEY, vice pres
return today from Chicago, where thi
dent,
be shown at the First Unitarian Theater Corp. here. He is manager
went to attend the funeral of Thomas Maloy
Church on Feb. 15-16 as the first of of the Bowdoin Square and the Old
JCHN C. FLINN left New York yesterdi
a series of foreign pictures to be Howard.
for Hollywood.
sponsored here. Admission will bp
M. A. LIGHTMAN, who has returned to Men
40 cents for adults, with books of
Conquest Adds Radio Station
will
be back in New York within
phis,
tickets for six films for about $2.
Conquest Alliance has added PRf 3, days.
DAVID CHATKIN has gone to Florida fro
Radio Diffusora de Sao Paulo, BraPoster Model Gets Life Pass
New York.
zil, to the list of radio stations for
Boston Mrs. John Hayes of Ips- which it is acting as representative
wich, whose wistful face adorns the in the U. S.
Liberty 100 Per Cent Set
first of the M. Leone Bracker series
of goodwill movie posters, yesterday
Closing of franchise for the Okla
Willy
Hollywood
Forst
for
was presented with a life pass to the
homa City territory this week give
Berlin
Willy Forst has been en- Liberty Pictures 100 per cent na
RKO houses here and the Strand in
Ipswich. Governor Curley made the gaged by Universal to direct a pic- tional distribution, it is announce
n'-esentation at the State House. He ture in Hollywood.
by Budd Rogers, general sales mat
also read a telegram from Will H
Alfred and Lester Sack
ager.
Hays felicitating Mrs. Hayes. Jack
Daughter to Kay Brown
Sack Amusement Enterprises a<
Goldstein of RKO is understood to
A girl, Katharine Ross Barrett, quired the Oklahoma City franchis
have arranged it all.
has been born to Mr. and Mrs. James and have opened an office in tha
Foreign distribution of tl
Barrett.
Mother is Kay Brown of city.
New Film Magazine for India
Liberty program also has been se
the RKO story department.
and
"Radio, Talkie
Bombay
Electric News," new monthly mag-

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Warner

r

New

—

FINANCIAL

do

it

Berlin

I.

Fnednchstrasse, 225. Hans P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Kue de la Courde»- Nmies,

Loew's,

to be effected before

French
France.

Holway

vice-president, and E. T.
Holway, secretary and treasurer.
100 per cent complete.
During The directors include Maj. ThompFlinn' absence, Tyree Dillard, coun- son,
Percy N. Furber, Geo. H.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y., sel for the Authority, is in charge Eichelberger, Harold P. Farrington
While at the and Ellery
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. at code headquarters.
W. Mann.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.

ments are

193!

9,

G oing

a nd

.oming

1)

owns all the
in Memphis. stock
Movie Corp.
New York Trans-Lux Movie Corp. was sched-

returns to
shortly to complete the deal involving the Palace.

and Publisher

Trans-Lux Officers
Continuing for Year

1)

operates

also
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azine,

wak

Bhojraj,

its

B.A.,

debut here. Sheeditor,

is

Duncan Smith

CbmodVEIDT

and

technical
52
contains
issue
First
editor.
pages, devoted to native and foreign

Prof. E.

is

Ike

amusements.

RKO

for Astor
Old Girl," with
Robson, opens Feb. 22 at the

RKO's

May

Picture

"Grand

Astor.
wishes

DAILY

from

to the fol-

lowing on their birthday:

Ronald Colman
Lyle Talbot
Albert De Sart
Smith
Richard
L.
Phil

W
D

Zuinn
C.

Fields

Hale
n
Henry Herzbrun

Regular

THI

Heather Angel
Lee L. Goldberg
L. Virgil Hart
Joe King
James Murray
Harry Beaumont
John Farrow
George Henry Leverett

THE MAN
WHO COULD

M-G D'v denH
:

Metro-Goldwyn Pictures has declared regular quarterly dividend of
47% cents on the preferred stock,
payable March 15 to stock of recorc'

NOT

NOW PLAYING

Feb. 28.
Colo. Tax
Denver Two per cent sales tax
law, passed by the state legislature,
effective March 1, exempts amuse-

Amusements Escape

—

ment

DIE /

5th

WEEK CRITERION THEATRE.
Distributed

(

N. Y.

by

OLYMPIC PICTURES CORPORATION. 729— 7th AVE.,

NEW YORK

CITY

BRyant 9-4417

tickets.

.

THE

-cB*HDAILY
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9k Little
from "Lots"

NEWS

RALPH WILK

By

Seamon, O.

HOLLYWOOD
ALBRIGHT has been
added to the cast of "'Secret

[ona

mder

Fox production featuring
Barrie and Gilbert Roland
the direction of Bruce Hum-

TV

Derstone.

Kay Francis and George Brent
have the leads in Warner's
'Lady with a Badge," Frank Borz-

will

ige

will

direct.

Thomas" is the new
for Will Rogers' latest starring
picture, adapted from the George
Kelly comedy, "The Torch-Bearers."
Others in the cast include Billie
Burke, Alison Skipworth, Sterling
Holloway, Andrew Tombes, Gail
Doubting

title

Johnny Arthur and Ruth
Warren. David Butler is directing
Prom the screen play by William
3onselman.
B. G. DeSylva is proPatrick,

ducing.

T

T

Bert Wheeler and Bobby Woolsey
lave returned from the east. Their

RKO

Radio comedy, "Murder
Song," will go before the camera on
Feb. 17. Made from a Stuart Palmjr story, the new film will have
Betty Grable, Etienne Girardot and
Sleep 'n' Eat in supporting roles.
Jeorge Stevens will direct. Dorothy
Fields and Jimmy McHugh have
•ompleted a new number, "Music in
lew

tfy

Heart," for use in the film.
»

»

T

Georgie Price, Clark

First

"The Case of the Curious

National's
Bride."

T

T

Mickey Rooney is out of the hosLSpital and will resume work in "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" at Warlers.

»

•

»

Rita Cansino, whose screen poten;ialities were "discovered" by Fox
officials at Agua Caliente where she
lanced in a cafe, has been signed to
i seven-year
contract as a result of
ler work in "Dante's Inferno."

&

New
ters

•

•

McCullough, Lou Holtz

WE HAVE

Studio Labor Pacts

Extended for Year

—

Orleans Despite high wathe Coldwater-Tallahatchee

Old Grand Opera
again
after
four
months of repertoire by the Kinsey
Players, may be reopened shortly
with subsequent-run films.

—

New Orleans First Division feature product, on a selective contract,
has been bought by the Saenger circuit and Affiliated Theaters in this
territory.
Deal was negotiated by
Exchange Manager F. F. Goodrow.

—

{Continued

Canton, O.
Theater interests
have been largely instrumental in
having legislation passed banning
marathon and other endurance contests in this city, Youngstown and
Akron.

Reading,

Revue Ads

— Use

of

Stir

Legion

nude figures

in

bill-

on the A. B. Marcus
revue, booked as the stage attraction
for the reopening of the Paramount Theater yesterday, caused the Legion of
Decency to urge a boycott of the theater although the film was given a Class

A

advertising

rating.

Pa.

—

New

one-year

agreement has been negotiated between the operators' union, Loew's,
Warner and Wilmer & Vincent providing for a slight increase for lower salaried employes.

—

Denver
Clayton G. Wright has
contracts specify that, in event of
any such tax on films, exhibitors resigned as treasurer of the Denham
theater, and Wayne Reeves has been
Chicago John Boles will be held would have to pay it.
over a second week at the Chicago
Distributor interests, as well as moved up from chief of service to
Theater.
some exhibitor groups, fearful that fill the job.
Cornerstone of the Beverly, new the sponsoring of these measures
Warner house on the south side, will eventually bring added burdens
Providence Frank Crow, formerwas laid this week. The house, cost- to the theaters as well as distribut- ly on the staff of Loew's Rochester
ing $200,000, will open late in April. ing companies, are up in arms and theater, Rochester, N. Y., is now
The Grievance Board meeting has threaten to expose the names of assistant manager of the State here.
been postponed to February 19 be- the instigators of the bills.
It is
cause of the absence of Nate Wolf, understood data is now being colKenosha, Wis. Pat Keating has
representing the independent the- lected and the whole story will be
been named assistant to Elroy
aters.
given out after the legislative ses- Luedtke, manager of the Saxe OrEddie Safier has joined B. N. Ju- sion.
pheum theater, succeeding Harry
dell, Inc., and will handle country

—

—

—

territory,

replacing

Morris

to city sales.

Boesel, resigned.

Hell-

Sa-

fier formerly was with the local
Columbia has added Franklyn United Artists exchange.
'angborn and David Clyde to "Eight
A local office of the Eclipse RenBells," while Ed LeSaint and Richtal Department, Inc., subsidiary of
ird Wessel go into "Devil's Cargo." Eclipse Studios of New York, will

Omaha

—

Canton, O.
House,
dark

Introducing Measures
Against Each Other

1)

in

section of Mississippi recently, theaters suffered little, if any, water
damage, exchanges here report.
Shipment of film was not stopped
and theaters seemed to have operated regularly.

heard from a raft of boys and girls who
on Tom Terriss guesting on Rudy
and they all report
Vallee's air program Thursday nite
that Tom was GRAND
Hazel Flynn of the Music Hall
publicity staff, is recuperating from an appendicitis operation
Jacqueline Logan, currently in "Merat Roosevelt hospital
rily We Roll Along," is recuperating from a slight illness at her
home
Harriet Kay has been signed for "Panic," a play that
Lennox Robinson, director and writer
opens soon on B'way
identified with the Irish Players, has been signed to adapt the
play, "The Happiest Man"
the deal was arranged by Laura
Wilck thru Dr. Edmond Pauker
Bob Hope and Yvette
Rugel will be guest artists on Major Bowes' Sunday morn broadcast
The sandwich man who found $45,000 in negotiable
securities and returned 'em, has been signed for pix house personal appearances by Lou Goldberg and Ben Serkowich
they only want a grand a week for the act

•

man, transferred

oard

is

operated by Ed McDade.

took our tip to listen in

{Continued from Page

into

McClure

Arnold, Pa.— The New Arnold theater closed suddenly this week. The
house for several months has been

Chicago Briefs

Shaw goes

R.

installed.

TOUTED

• • •
AS a Three-Ring Get-Together of stars
of screen, stage and radio
the 27th annual Friars' Frolic
takes place at the Imperial Theater
on Sunday eve, Feb.
24
with Louis K. Sidney lining up the talent, and staging
the show
and Danny Dare handling the dance numbers
the Frolickers will be George Jessel, Jack Benny, Irving
Caesar, and Rudy Vallee
the ambitious publicity blurb asthat will bring you
sures that 300 stars will participate
two days and nights of solid
to the office about Tuesday
fun
so get your tickets at the theater b.o. or Friars'
Club
but among the talent who will surely be there
are Jack Dempsey, Pat Rooney, Guy Robertson, Joe Laurie, Jr.,
Sam and Lew Hearn, Ray Bolger, Milton Berle, Bert Lahr,

from Page 1)
John Sheehan has been added to the American Federation of Musiilaydates on percentage pictures,
;he cast of Warners' "The Goose cians, Ed. Bieritz of the Internaand a third to impose a tax of 2
r.nd the Gander."
Brotherhood of Electrical
tional
per cent on each foot of film.
»
»
»
Workers, and other union represenThe latter bill was promptly withAstrid Allwyn will appear in tatives.
drawn when it was learned that film
Fox's "It's a Small World."

Winifred

—John

opening a movie theater here shortly.
Improvements are being made
to the house and new equipment

[ARDIE
jives,"

DAY!

of the

Code Delinquents
Are Given Warning
{Continued from Page

1)

—

Milwaukee Reports have it that
Frank Fisher, head of Wisconsin
Poster Service agency and former

executive secretary, will local exhibitor, is contemplating the
submit a report on the assessment erection of a neighborhood house
be established shortly with Charles situation to the Authority at its here.
Teichner in charge.
F. W. Stev- meeting following next Thursday's
ens, treasurer of the company, was session.
here for several days arranging for
Boris Morros, Too
the new office.
Boris Morros of Paramount, who can
C.

Flinn,

New Bombay

Not Quite a Colonel
Lincoln, Neb.
Barney Oldfield,
"State-Journal" movie critic, has

—

been appointed a First Lieutenant.

Bombay
tures,

—

Ltd.,

fill

Pic-

has been formed with

capital
duce pictures.
initial

Producer

Bombay Talking
of

$500,000

to

pro-

best

cuse

and
of
to

show
'em,

do

off
will

so.

a

uniform

with

—

been made a Kentucky Colonel
Governor Ruby Laffoon.
just

the

now have some exYou guessed it he's
by

Saturday, Feb. 9,

REVIEWS

« «

Colbert

Claudette

Jack Hulbert

in

"THE GILDED LILY"
Fred

GB

FEATURE FILMS

"THE WINNING TICKET"

in

"JACK AHOY!"

MacMurray, Ray Milland, C.
Aubrey Smith, Edward Craven
80 mins.
Paramount

with

NEW

of the

with Leo Carrillo, Ted Healy, Louise

74 mins.

Productions

Fazenda

«

"LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE"
with
Ben
Gallagher,

Thelma Todd,
Hope Crews,

Lyon,
Laura

Skeets

Walter

COMEDY EXTRAVAGANZA GETS M-G-M
Catlett, Pert Kelton
70 mins.
LAUGHS WITH JACK HULBERTS FUNNY
64 mins.
FAIR FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT IN RKO Radio
PROATTRACTIVELY
ANTICS
AND
NONSENSE.
ROMANCE
MILD
WEAK COMEDY WITH RATHER TRITE
MAKESHIFT STORY HOLDING GENERThis
STORY
production
IN
from
the
Shepherd's
DUCED BUT LUKEWARM
PLOT MIXTURE THAT FAILS TO DEOUS LAUGHS BUT NO REAL PUNCH.
Bush studios is a melange that runs the
AND CAST OPPORTUNITIES.
VELOP FOR MUCH COUNT.
of

that embraces no events
yarn
just
this
consequence,

With a
much

story

ambles along

ment

leisurely,

providing entertain-

Clauapproximately fair.
dette Colbert, a steno with ideals, is pals
with Fred MacMurray, an easy-going reporter, with whom she eats popcorn and
dreams in front of the Public Library on
Bumping into a young EngFifth Ave.
lish
nobleman, Ray Miltand, who pretends to be nobody and broke, she exRay is engaged to a
periences real love.
girl back in England, so he returns there
after telling Claudette that he has found
a job and must go out of town for a
while.
Meanwhile Fred makes a sensational story out of the situation, putting
Claudette in the headlines as having turned
down a nobleman, and as a result she
that

is

Going
famous entertainer.
again meets Ray, whose

becomes

a

England,

she

to
in-

terest in her now has turned to the playboy type.
So she gives him the air and
rushes back to Fred.
Cast: Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray, Ray Milland, C. Aubrey Smith, Edward
Meek,
Alberni,
Donald
Craven,
Luis
Michelette Burani, Edward Gargan, Charles
Wilson, Warren Hymer, Tom Dugan.
Director, Wesley Ruggles; Authors, MelKirkland;
Screenplay,
ville
Baker,
Jack

Claude Binycn; Cameraman, Victor Milner;
Editor,

Otho

Direction,

of farce, melodrama, extravaganza
and musical comedy.
It is built solely to
allow Jack Hulbert to display his eccentric
comedy antics, and the British comedian
manages to string the laughs with frequency
throughout the far-fetched proceedings.
Hulbert plays the role of a descendant of
famous English admiral who enlists in
a
the navy as a gob.
He falls in love with
the admiral's daughter, and they soon meet
in
China where it seems a British submarine
has
been captured by Chinese
pirates and is being held for ransom. Then
into a lot of very meller situations which
are treated lightly with the comic doing
his looney antics while performing the role

saving the admiral, his daughter,
re-capturing the submarine from the
pirates.
The escape of Jack, his pal, the
girl
and the admiral in the submarine is
the climax in a series of sequences too
long and repetitious.It could have been
snapped up considerably here, and generally throughout the entire length.
of

hero,

and

Cast: Jack Hulbert, Nancy O'Neil, Alfred
Drayton, Tamara Desni, Henry Peterson,

This is one of those rush jobs turned
out to capitalize on a topical theme, and
consequently it has neither strength of
story nor sufficient in cast or otherwise
to put it in the higher brackets, although
it's
fairly funny and the popular interest
in
sweepstakes will help it to get a response among the neighborhood trade. Leo
Carrillo, an Italian barber, buys an Irish
sweepstakes ticket against the advice of
his wife, Louise Fazenda, who is opposed
to gambling.
Informed that Carrillo has
won a prize, the family goes on a spree,
only to discover that the ticket has been
lost by the baby.
Then comes the fran:ic
runaround, with a side romance, a barbers'
picnic and a jail scene included among the
gamut of hokum.
Carrillo, Miss Fazenda,
and Ted Healy, as the latter's lazy brotherin-law, turn in good performances, while
Irene Hervey and James Ellison do well
as the incidental love team.
Cast: Lee Carrillo, Louise Fazenda, Ted
Irene Hervey, James Ellison, Luis
Alberni, Purnell Pratt, Akim Tamiroff, Betty
Healy,

Sam Wilkinson.

Jane Graham, Billy Watson, Johnny
sano, Roland Fitzpatrick.

Walter Forde; Authors, Sidney
John Orton; Screenplay, same; Editor, Herbert Kemplen; Cameraman, Bernard Knowles.

Director, Charles F.
Riesner; Authors,
Robert Pirosh, George Seatcn; Screenplay,
Ralph Spence, Richard Schayer; Cameraman,
Charles Clarke; Editor, Hugh Wynn.

Director,

Gilliat,

Direction,

Fair.

Lovering.

Good

Photography, Okay

Direction,

Good

Indri-

Photography, Good.

Photography, A-l.

"MAYBE
with Gloria Stuart,

McHugh,
First

gamut

IT'S

SHORTS

LOVE"

Alexander,
Helen Lowell
Ross

Frank

"Doin'

The Town"
18 mins.

MODERATELY SATISFYING DOMESTIC Universal

COMEDY DRAMA SUITABLE FOR THE
the

stage

play,

which the young couple assert themselves
against further meddling from relatives.
There is a fair amount of comedy in the
picture.

particularly

the

conversational

"Meet The

bon.
Direction, Fair.

Photography, Gccd.

Professor"

(Mentone Production)
Fair

This

much

subject

improved

have

would
somebody
if

been

had

worked out some sort
to carry it, instead
shift device used here.

his

them, the aunt appears on the scene
assumes that Pert is Ben's intended
wife and that Catlett is her father.
At

and

this point the story veers off in a murder
mystery channel, with a disappearing butler
as the supposed victim, and various other
melodramatic developments taking place,
until Ben finally manages to make matters
clear to the aunt, while the butler is found
alive, and all works out happily for the
romantic pair.
The cast is strong in comedy talent, but the story doesn't give
their talents much of a chance.
Cast: Ben Lyon, Thelma Tcdd, Skeets
Gallagher, Laura Hope Crews, Walter Catlett,
Pert Keltcn, Chick Chandler, Jchn
Hale, Margaret Armstrong, Jchn Davidson,
Fred Kelsey, Edgar Kearing, Roger Gray.
Director, Ben Hclmes; Authors, Marion
Dix,
Ben Hclmes; Screenplay, Joseph A.
Fields,
John Gray; Cameraman, Edward
Crcnjager; Recording Engineer, Jchn L.
Cass; Editor, Arthur Roberts.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

»DATE BOOK
10-11:
gress

Fox

district

Con-

meeting,

sales

Chicago.

Hotel,

13-15:
Annual
Ass'n board of

meeting

Allied States
Carlton,

of

Hotel

directors,

Washington.
Feb.

Feb.

14-15:
Iowa-Nebraska Allied Theater convention and movie frolic, Des Moines, la.

Warner

16:

and

Feb. 20-26:

21

Moscow.

Allied

:

meeting,

sey

World Cinemt

Soviet Russia's first

Festival,

Feb.

Club's sixth annual dinner
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York.

ball,

Theater Owners
Trenton. N. J.

of

New

Feb. 21-22:

Independent Theater Owners
Ohio convention, Columbus, O.

Feb. 23:

Detroit
Variety
Club
Room, Book Cadillac Hotel,

Feb. 24:

of

Crystal

Ball.

Detroit.

Majestic

Frolic,

Friars'

Jer-

Theater,

New

York.
Feb. 25-28:

Hotel

National
Roosevelt,

Feb. 25-28:

M.

Hotel

tion,

Film

Carriers
Orleans.

New

A.

O.

T.

'".

Roosevelt,

New

meeting,

annual convenOrleans.

Awards Banquet of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Hollywood
March 1
Actors' Equity Ass'n quarterly meetFeb. 27:

:

19 mins.

Universal

spasm by Joseph Cawthorn.
Cast: Gloria Stuart,
Ross Alexander,
F-ank McHugh, Helen Lowell, Phillip Reed,
Jcseph Cawthorn, Ruth Donnelly, Dorothy
Dare, Henry Travers, J. Farrell MacDonald,
Maude Eburne.
Director, William McGann; Author, Maxwell Andersen; Screenplay, Jerry Wald,
Harry Sauber, Lawrence Hazard; Cameraman, Arthur Edeson; Editor, James Gib-

(Paramount Varieties)
Paramount
10 mins.
Amusing

rich

of

Feb.

'"Satur-

the story end.

in

fiancee, finds himself with a couple of uncouth friends on his hands, Walter Catlett
and Pert Kelton.
Before he can get rid

"Sporting Sounds"

Paramount
10 mins.
slender
a
Strung
Fair
thread of story, this short makes a
day's Children,'' this story comes out on
After a few introductory words by
tour of cabarets including a French
the screen as more or less familiar hokum
Cafe, where Rachel Carlez sings Grantland Rice, this subject introof the type that usually goes well among
with zip and tunefulness; a Rus- duces Ted Husing, who acts as comthe neighborhood trade.
Ross Alexander
sian spot where Adia Kuzneezova mentator in presenting a series of
and Gloria Stuart, who work in the same
and his band of Russians hold forth sounds related to various forms of
place, get married on small means and
entertainingly; the Club Alabam, sports, with the audience given a
then are saddled with tribulations from
where the Five Rhythm Racketeers, few moments to guess the sport,
interfering relatives who move in on them
colored boys, put on a first-rate in- which is then flashed on the screen.
and try to run their lives.
After standing
strumental exhibition, and another The noise of horses' hoofbeats are
so much, Ross walks out, and later loses
spot where the Holman Sisters offer heard for the racing, splashes for
his job. whereupon he returns home and
an interesting specialty with two diving, swishes for golfing, etc. The
finds the wife has gone back to work and
pianos. Gracie Worth and Billy Tay- gag holds fair interest.
her employe's son, Phillip Reed, is making
lor, the couple making the tour, wind
Gloria is still in love with
a play for her.
up with a good song and dance spe"Jungle Antics"
her husband, however, and finally Phillip
steers
them into a reconciliation, after cialty by themselves.
from

yarn suffers chiefly

Ben Lyon, about to be visited by his
aunt who is interested in meeting

(Grantland Rice Sportlight)

Entertaining
together on

POP-PRICED FAMILY HOUSES.
Adapted

this

Feb.

(Mentone Production)

62 mins.

National

rate aggregation; the Four Brachards, acrobats, and the 12 Mentonettes, all offering specialties.

Belonging to the "Charley's Aunt" school
and therefore pretty much dulled by usage,

of narrative
of the makeIt introduces

such performers as Joe Browning,
monologist; Bernice Claire and Clarence Nordstrom, Helen and Earl
Tucker, singers, the Columbia University Band and Glee Club, a first-

Produced by an expedition unit in
the South American jungles, this
one-reeler shows an interesting collection of unusual animals engaged
in amusing antics, while some additional humor is injected through the
medium of offstage comments. The
animals are all of the small variety,
including
armadillos,
ant-eaters,
monkeys, and various other strange
creatures
with
equally
strange
names, and some of their activities
are highly comical.

ing,

March

Hotel

2:

dance,

New

Asfor,

New

York.

Columbians'
fifth
annual
dinnerGrand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria,
York.

March 4:

Extraordinary
meeting of stockholders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to act
o»
cr oi
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New Y

March

7-9:
National
vania.

April 27:
ner,

May

Eleventh

Board

New

of

A.M. P. A.
Hotel

Annual
Review,

Conferenc
Pcnn
inflpf

Hotel

York.
Astor,

annual

New

get-together
York.

din-

20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting of th«
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood.

•:
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Openings and Closings

heater

Excess of Opening?

Internal Strife
.

.

.

and

= By

is

Checked After Several Months

legislative missteps

After
several
months
during
which theater openings exceeded
ESSONS of the past are soon forgotten closings by a good margin, January
showed about an even break, with
It is only a couple
in this business.
the closings getting a slight edge
seasons ago that a 10 per cent tax was
on the openings, according to the
pped over on Ohio theaters while the
monthly reports of the Film Boards
>vie interests of that state were wrang:>r>iong

5

DON CARLE GILLETTE—

there has been another falling out
the buckeye state, with the ironical reIt that exhibitors out there are sponsorlegislation against their own industry
;
And these exhibitors are the fellows who

•

Hollywood crazy!

—•—

UT

it

is

not only

in

Ohio that

farces are being enacted.

legislative

Of

an exhibitor conference in Washgton this week will devote a good deal
its time to measures on block-booking
other so-called industry "evils."
Senators and Representatives will be concted and told things about the movies in
effort to enlist their support for these

id

lis

Thus

a lot of solons will get

both

natural

:lp

them to

es

in

file

With

all

but a few of the reports

(Continued on Page 6)

MPTOA WILL DISCUSS

NEW NRA

LEGISLATION

national

iport,

>pe,

11, 133*

much

inside

and colored, that will
bills against movie busi-

general.

from being ridiculous in itself,
lere is no better way than this for exbitors to invite additional taxes and other
jrdens upon themselves.
Aside

NRA

of new
legislation
will be definitely revealed and discussed at the M. P. T. 0. A. annual
convention in New Orleans Feb. 2528 at the Roosevelt Hotel. Another
important topic scheduled to enter
the program concerns basic principles of clearance and zoning sched-

Details

ules.

January

Cohen Report Denied
A

report originating at the coast that
Emanuel Cohen, former head of Paramount production, is joining Universal
in
an important capacity was denied
Saturday by R. H. Cochrane, who said
that "not a word" of it is true. Cohen
who is now in New York, has indicated
that he will make an announcement on

Wednesday.

ONLY 16 DIRECTORS
IN REVISED PARA.

PLAN

Theater circuits in the U. S. and
Canada, including all groups of four
or more houses, dropped to 373 at
start

legislation.

'.)

is simply because these prob:ms are too intricate and specialized to
:spond to the general nature of national
r

of

the efforts
orators to make them appear so.
iring these disputes to legislators and
showing it is a house divided against
)
self, the industry presents the appearance
f being an easy mark for all kinds of inpublic

eneral

rical

interest despite

cuits is attributed to the consolidation of various small groups. Among
the larger circuits are Paramount
(Continued on Page 6)

Declaring that the vaudeville section in the motion picture code has
proved to be of no value to actors

Johnston, Maurice Newton, Gerald
Brooks, Henry R. Luce, Frank A.
Vanderlip, Chas. A. McCulloch and
Duncan G. Harris. Frank C. Walker
declined
an appointment to the
board.

Film Measures Introduced
In California Legislature

measures.
of these measures are so speciously

Most

(.Continued on

Page 2)

120 Bills Touching Films
Filed in N. Y. Legislature

—

What is beSacramento, Cal.
an all-time record in the

lieved to be

legislation
state
introduction
of
Albany
Closely following the more or less affecting films has been
California record, a total of 120 chalked up here, with 135 measures
measures directly or indirectly af- filed to date. Of these bills, 48 were
Most of
fecting movie business have already introduced in the Senate.
been filed in the present session of the measures have been duplicated,
the New York legislature. Addition- so that if one is pigeon-holed in
(Continued on Page 6)
al bills are in prospect.

—

compared

ington, Stephen Callaghan, Wm. S.
Gray, Floyd B. Odium, Percy H.

—

for

year,

ACTORS' GROUP ASKS

state laws.

They are purely business problems,
)und-table discussion, and not matters

this

plan which will be presented Thursday to Federal Judge Alfred C.
Coxe for his approval. The directors
named are: Adolph Zukor,
George J. Schaefer, Chas. E. Richardson, John D. Hertz, H. A. Fort-

Walter Gould Joining
Wisconsin Allied Unit
Columbia Foreign Staff
Retaining Its Charter

1 35

of

with 412 at the beginning of last
year, it is shown in annual statistics compiled by The Film Daily
Year Book. The decrease of 39 cir-

Only 16 directors are named in the
amended Paramount reorganization

eculiar to this business were ever solved

The reason

Date

373 Circuits Now Against
412 at Start of
Last Year

VAUDE CODE CHANGES

the American FederaActors,
through Ralph
Whitehead, executive secretary, has
filed a memorandum with S. Clay
Williams, chairman of the National
Industrial Recovery Board, urging
revision of vaudeville code. Failure
of the code to specifically fix the
maximum hours allowed per day has
permitted employers to compel acin this

tion

field,

of

(Continued on Page 2)

— —

y

to

CENTS

About Even

the

Walter Gould, who has been in
Milwaukee
Allied Independent
Theater Owners of Wisconsin, which charge of Latin-American sales for
continues to hold its charter despite United Artists, today joins Columbia
•
DESPITE years and years of effort by the formation of the new Indepen- as assistant to Joseph H. Seidelman,
Gould had been
dent Theaters Protective Associa- foreign manager.
professional and amateur industry agiits annual with U. A. for nine years. His sucitors,
the records are almost barren of tion of Wisconsin, holds
cessor has not yet been named.
/idence that any of the trade problems meeting here Feb. 21.

'

<5

THE PAST YEAR

of Trade.

themselves.

Now

II

in

IN

Pictures

Sixteen Years Old

Pete

Wood
In

to Assist

Tax Enforcement

—

Columbus, 0. Pete Wood, secreof the Independent Theater
Owners of Ohio, has been appointed
agent of the Ohio Tax Commission
for the purpose of assisting in enforcement of the admission tax law.
He will serve without pay.
tary

Gilbert Hamilton Dead

—

Chicago Gilbert P. Hamilton, who
began his career as a cameraman with
the old Biograph company in the nineties and for the past five years has been
associated with Spoor and Ahbe Film
He was one of
Corp., died last week.
the founders of the American Film Co.
and later became an independent director and producer.
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des-Noue»,

M-G-M

Capitol

Olympic Pics
Paramount

Criterion
Rialto

First Division

Globe

M-G-M

Maybe

It's

First

Astor
Mayfair

Gilded

Lily

Love

National

Devil

Dogs of the Air

Symphony
(c)

BARTON, inventor of the Bathysph
William Beebe's companion on the de
last
summer, and EDWA
EWER, cameraman, sail today on the Sa
Cecilia for
Panama, where they will do
"Bring 'Em Back Alive" of the sea.

of Aran

GB

(17th week)

NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone execul
in charge of shorts and trailers, left yester
on a tour of all of the company's branch
fices in the U. S. and Canada.

Westminster

JEROLD KRIMSKY has left New York
Hollywood, where he will join his brother, Ji
Krimsky, on the Fox lot.

Roxy

Productions

WALTER STRENGE

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS
Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS

Cour-

19.

Rhumba*

CODE

Warner

Fifth

work

.Roxy
..Music Hall

.

.

.

from

.

illness.

who

First National's
will make a trip

has

just

finis

"Wanderlust" on
to New York

n

WILLIAM COWEN and LENORE COFFEE
leaving the
in Europe.

Astor
Capitol

.Paramount

coast

for

a

three-month

vacat

GARY COOPER, coming by train instead
by plane as first reported, has arrived in N
York from Hollywood.

Subsequent run.
Next attraction.

(c)
*

back

month.

Mayfair

.

.

her

in

coast,

.Astor

.

Universal...

Paramount.

Rialto

.

of

ALINE MacMAHON,

Rivoli

.

RKO
M-G-M

week, including 3 week at Paramount.
(b) Second week of subsequent run.
(a)

suit

Bros.

Columbia....
Paramount...
Fox
Mascot

due

DOLORES COSTELLO'S contemplated trip fr
Hollywood to New York to meet her husb
John Barrymore, has been intercepted as a

Fifth Ave.

Right to Live (Feb. 13)
Carnival
(Feb.
14)
Behold My Wife (Feb. 15)
One More Spring (Feb. 14)
Little Men (Feb. 15)
Notorious Gentleman (Feb. 15)
Grand Old Girl (Feb. 22)
Sequoia*

is

coast this week.

Amkino

Chapayey (4th week)
Une Etoile Disparait

exploration

Strand
55th St.
Palace

TWO-A-DAY RUN
Man

Dr.

sea

Music Hall

Productions
Warner Bros
GB Productions
Warner Bros

(b)

dG

OTIS

and

Paramount
..

GB

Ahoy

.oming an

U. A. -20th Century. .. Rivoli

Paramount
U. A. -London Films.

Pimpernel

Jack

Bordertown

— Lichtbildbuehne,
— P. A. Harle, La
la

David

Unfinished

Berlin

Rue de

Theater

Scarlet

THE

Wardour

Distributor

Copperfield (4th week)
Clive of India (4fh week)
Wandering Jew (5th week)
Lives of a Bengal Lancer (a)
Hei Tiki
Winning Ticket

at

Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,

Picture

11, 193!

GRETA GARBO is now figuring on leaving
that visit to Sweden by next June.

FINANCIAL
Internal Strife

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(.QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY}

.

Net

Am.

Seat

Columbia

Picts.

vtc.

Low

5

5

37%

38

6%

Ind

Fm.

Con.

High

20%

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 21

Kodak
'"A"

East.

1133/&

Fox Fm.
Loew's,

Inc

pfd

do

Paramount
Pathe

Exch

21

11234 1133/&
lOVi

33 Vg

325^

32%

1041/z 1041/z

104i/2

3%

35/g

3%

1%
1%
3%

33,4

21%

21%

21%

1

2

Warner Bros
pfd

6'/2

10'/2

RKO
do

38

10i/2

3%

ctfs

Vg

Chg.

Close
5

63/8

TVs

1%

+ %
+
+

Ve
i/

4

-4-

l/

+

Va

4

Keith

Eq. 6s40...

Th.

A-0

6s 46....

Loew 6s 41ww

5%s50

Par.

filed
ctfs.

5i/2 s51

By.

Par.

filed....

5!/2 s50

8

68%

68%

68%

ctfs...

48% 48%
69
68%
69

681/4

48'/g

69
69

55% 55i/2 55%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Warner's 6s39
Technicolor

13Vs

Trans-Lux

3

W4

1

3 3/a

2%

2%

and

work as many as 18 hours
a day and six or seven shows daily,
unwarranted or senseless that they never it is stated. It is also claimed that
get out of committee.
the code minimum wage has become
But it takes a lot of time and money to the maximum.
urges that the
keep fighting them.
code be amended as follows:
a high price to

pay just to provide

a

in

1/2

Vg

1

+ %
+ %
+ %
— %
+
+ Vi
+ %

1/4

—

'/g

tors to

AFA

is

ALLAN GLENN of the Warner home of!
has been in San Antonio exploiting "Devil D
of the Air."
SIDNEY

R.

KENT

leaves

New

York on Thi

day for Florida.

{Continued from Page 1)

legislative missteps

l/g

8

104
104
683^ 6&*A
683/4
69
67}4 69

.

{Continued from Page 1)

It

104

Paramount 6s 47
Paramount 6s 47
Par.

8

.

organizers and agitators.
— % jobsAndforwho few
the end?
pays
+
—
Moray on 10-Week Tour
—
To Get Data on Shorts
+

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

Group Asks
Vaude Code Changes

Actors'

A

A. Class

Theaters (having at least 1,500
a top admission price of 50

and with

seats

cents or over) must pay at least $10.00 net
per day to principals and at least $50.00 net
per week to specialty artists.
B. Class B Theaters (having less than
1.500 seats and a top admission price of less
than 40 cents) shall pay principals at least
$7.50 net per day and specialty artists at
least $40 net per week.

Launch School Movemem
For Movie Appreciatiu
First step in a nation-wide mo\to extend movie appreciatii
in the schools was taken last wet
in the adoption of a plan submittl
at a meeting of the committee 1
motion pictures of the departmet
of secondary education of the iNThe nd
tional Education Ass'n.
step will be taken at the assocj
tion's convention in Atlantic Cf
on Feb. 25, according to Willi?!
Lewin, chairman of the committi.
The plan includes cooperation w:i
theaters, libraries and the public, s
well as classroom studies in fii
Effois
evaluation and standards.
will be made to discourage doubfeaturing and "mixed-billing," whe

ment

AFA also urges that rehearsal periods be
Preparatory to mapping; the Vitalimited
two weeks, with
consecutive
phone short subject lineup for 1935- weeks ofto employment at the two
contract price.
36, Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone The employer shall pay the contract price for
sales executive, left yesterday on all rehearsals beyond two weeks, in addition
to the two consecutive weeks' work guara 10-week tour of the company's anteed.
exchanges in the U. S. and Canada,
AFA urges an amendment specifically forwhere he will check up current prod- bidding an employer, manager or independent
On contractor to require an actor to render serv- family night programs and juvene
uct and discuss future trends.
ices gratis at any public place of amusement,
his return, Moray will confer with whether designated as a public audition, matinees will be encouraged. LegSam Sax, production chief at the break-in, try-out or otherwise. This shall not lation "which attempts to solve_ te
Brooklyn Vitaphone studios, on lin- prohibit, however, the appearance of the actor cinema problem by artificial legisat any benefit performances having the aping up the new schedule to conform proval of the Theater Authority.
tion" will be opposed.
with Moray's findings in the field.
Period of Employment — The code shall not
fix a consecutive period of employment beMrs. Wilkerson Robbed of Jewel
cause of the peculiar nature of the business
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIW
the employment period to be as per contract
Charles Glett Joins Audio between the actor and the employer.
An unmasked bi|
Hollywood
Transportation — Any actor receiving less glar, posing as a messenger, on S:l
Charles Glett has joined the staff than
required
to
$10 net per day who is
R. Wof Audio Productions, Inc., in a pro- travel, shall receive not less than the cost of urday held up Mrs. William
duction capacity, it is announced by railroad transportation, in addition to his kerson and her maid and, at ti

—

W. A. Bach,

president.

—

wishes

FILM DAILY

from

THE

to the fol-

lowing on their birthday:
Joseph Mankiewicz
Henri Brunet

Mike Mindlin

Anita Garvin
Rex Lease

—Any

Wardrobe

Frisco Bans Beer Parlors
Local exhibitors
San Francisco

another victory last week
when five beer halls had their licenses revoked.
Theater men had
attempted a ban on the parlors because they ruined movie business,
patrons of the theaters refusing
to walk on the blocks where drunks
frequently were seen.
scored

salary.

receiving less than
$10 net per day shall be furnished with all
special costumes used in the act.
Personal Representatives' Contracts Any

actor

—

cmplover of theatrical talent who shall have
been found guilty by the NRA of failing tc
nay salary as per contract shall be licensed
by the NRA and be required to furnish a
surety bond as a guarantee of future payments.

Sunday Performances
tors

nr

theaters

— In

towns where acfrom giving

are prohibited

(6) days shall
constitute a week's work, and the actor shall
imt }\c required to play elsewhere for the
seventh (7th) day.

Sunday performances, then

six

point of a gun,
$24,000 in jewels.

got

away

wi^

Fox Met. Group Seeks Delay
Hearing

will

Federal Judge
the Fox Met.

be

held

today

before

Mack on application^of

bondholders' proterT*
which is represented^
committee,
Morton G. Bogue as counsel, for a 7*
ther extension of time within which to
file a reorganization plan for Fox MetThis is the fifth
ropolitan Theaters.
or sixth such application.

,

.

HONOR/

A PLEASURE AND AN

IT'S

TO PRESENT YOUR

COMEDY

FIRST

FEATURETTE

. .

"MR WIDGET"
Produced by Al Christie

You win the blue ribbon, Mr.
Cook, for the most novel tworeel comedy in months. The
exhibitors win a great new

name.

Showmen who

play Educational s Comedies are getting
this season the finest line of
big star attractions in short
subject history. Here's a new
one that sends the score higher
than ever.
f

^0*
^^

ll|ff

,

...with their early

^^-

—

Second Joe Cook featurette

now

in

production.

1935 releases
<&.
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One Run
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with
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GILBERT

Mrs.

"Dumb

„

Luck"

A Marnoge Wow Comedy

9

riQ

Comedies
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'

•

if

BILLY

ACES

George bhelton

Frolics

ob eet No t
-Ma ^s°*
»

^
«
"Moon Over
Little
j;;
HowAml Manhattan" Easy Money "The
Bfg Top »
A Young Romance Comedy and
i* *°" £„,.
Youth Comedy
UOing?
A " "£„ A „ of^"
cew w Comedy "Song Mugger"
a Ma
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K„
poouutb
tor Music
a song h* story
IN

Palooka
"Gentlemen
m Paducah" of the Bar"
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u
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by the men who made

"Nifty Nurses'

HANNEFORD
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9
Presented by

E.

W. Hammons
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(Skiivc-aZlctxaX UlctuAjU-'

THE SPICE

OFTHE PROGRAM"

Distributed in U.S.A. By

mm

IMM

FOX

Film Corporation

HOLDS THE
RECORD FOR
IT

LONG RUNS
SINCE THE
BEGINNING
OF TIME!

3

HAS

BEEN

PLAYING
TO PACKED

HOUSES IN
PARIS FOR
65 YEARS!
^

r

to

wonder

ZANUCK
PICKED IT FOR
DARRYL

F.

20„
CENTURY'S
GREATEST SPECIAL!

THE

%2!!lDAILY
OPENINGS, CLOSINGS

BALANCED

IN

AflONG

JANUARY

(Continued from Page 1)
indications are that openings
totaled slightly under 100, while
closings were a little in excess of
that figure.
Among localities where the greatest number of openings took place
were Salt Lake City, with 10 openings and no closings; Denver, seven
openings and no closing; Charlotte,
five openings, including four new
houses, and no closings; Oklahoma
City, three new theaters and one
reopening, while four closed; Indianapolis, 12 openings, including
two new houses, and nine closings.

Monday, Feb.

THE

Record
For Film Measures

Calif. Sets

(Continued from Page

1)

committee it still has another chance.
Senator Olson, a friend of Upton
Sinclair, has introduced nine bills by
himself, with the privilege of filing
two more when the legislature convenes in March. Measures carrying
the heaviest burdens are those imposing taxes on admissions, film
footage and payrolls.
Because of
the red tape to be gone through,
most of the bills are expected to be
killed in committee. The Senate appears to have a stabilizing influence
despite several blocks it has received
from the Assembly, and even should

go through both houses it can
still be vetoed or pocket-vetoed by
the Governor.
a bill

received in response to their recent
advertisements, it is stated by counsel for the trustees.
Identity of the
bidders and the amounts of their
bids was not disclosed.

Film

Prague

in

Four Languages

— Meissner Films will make

"Robinson and Friday" in English,
French, German and Czechoslovak-

• • AS USUAL
the film biz sits back and takes
on the chin
when any prominent individual outside
the motion picture howls that the screen is misrepresenting,
demoralizing something, or gumming up somebody's li'l game
•

so when the prosecuting attorney in the Hauptmann
Flemington, N. J., protested against showing newsreels
of the trial
there was just one film exec who went to
bat with him on the issue
pointing out with devastating
logic that the camera lens and sound equipment record with
technical truthfulness what happens
and present it to
the public As It Really Happens
whereas the newspaper
trial at

writers and radio commentators reflect their own personal opinions, bias, emotions and general unreliableness of the human
animal
in trying to tell other people about something
that has happened
those who run newspapers and the
radio realize that this Jersey trial is the biggest piece of dramatic news of the age
that the public can't get enough
of it
so they keep on feeding it to 'em
and no
prosecuting attorney is allowed to tell 'em how to run THEIR
business
but the film lads?
oh, they're used to taking orders from Outsiders

T

•

Bombay Film Exhibit
Bombay First exhibition of

—

na-

under auspices of the govwill be held here from

tive films

ernment
Feb. 16 to

March

2.

•

NOW COMES

T

T

ALONE

T

•

•

THAT SQUIB

T

about the RKO-Radio golf enthusi-

up for indoor practice at the Madison Square
Garden Club
to improve their short game for the coming
Film Daily Golf Tournament
has started something
asts

lining

the boys over at United Artists accepted it as a challenge
so they have organized a team of Specialists on the Short Game
to wit
Monroe Greenthal, midiron
Hal
Sloan, brassie
Len Daly, driver
Al Adams, spade
Ken O'Brien, spoon
Howard Le Sieur, niblick
Herbert Berg, putter
through this admirable
column they choose to fling their defi in the faces of the RKO"Name your team, and
Radio muggs
they say
we'll take 'em over any time you choose."

•

•

ONE OF

T

T

ABOUT

FILMS

with

•

•

AT THE

T
M.

T
P.

T

Club Forum on Wednesday

PAST YE/fn

from Page

an

1)

affiliation

Detroit Items

—

Detroit Ray Moon, general manager of Cooperative Theaters of
Michigan, has left for a Vacation j
in Florida.
Willard Patterson is back from a
voyage to Mexico.
United
Detroit
Theaters
are
boosting attendance nicely at all]
first run houses through a radio
tieup.
Earl Hudson, chief of pub-v
licity, is writing scripts for dra-1
matic sketches broadcast from each I
j

film.

Morris

Dudelson of United Ar-'l
Sales staff is back from a vaca- »
tion in Hot Springs.
tists

Shamrock Productions has been
formed by William T. Cunningham
real estate man. The company will
have a connection with Shamrock
Pictures, Inc., formed by B. C. Fas-

t

Mrs. Henderson M. Richey, wife!;
of
:

the general

manager
manager

of

Allied

Theaters of Michigan, is convalesccing satisfactorily from an operation,
for appendicitis.

Gus Greening is the new manager
St
of the Whittier east side house.
Jack Goldhar, manager of Unitedj
Artists exchange, has been made a
Colonel by Governor Ruby Laffoon
of Kentucky.
Fred North is the'
only other distributor here to share
the honor.
Edward Jennings, 85, formei,
Pinconning,

Mich,

died recently at

Ben

theater

Bay

Wachnansky,
of

owner,

City.

former

man-

Jacob

Schreiber's Blackstone Theater, is now free lance
manager with the Krim Circuit.
Jacob Schreiber has three theaters closed, all on account of th€|
widening of Woodward Avenue.

Second Fox British Film
Albert Parker will direct
"Six Deaths" as the second Fo>

London

—

production here.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER

produced its first
"The Song of the Bal-

How about

» » »

i

i

sio.

year

« « «

|

tors.

the affair will be dedicated to struggling young men in various
the principal speaker will be a gent
lines of endeavor
named Harry Hershfield who wants to be known as a humorist
a chap named Louis Nizer will introduce the speakers
a trade paper publisher named Jack Alicoate will inthen Mister Nizer will introduce
troduce Mister Nizer
they've been doing
it's an Act
Mister Alicoate
some day they'll be generally
it for each other for years
just a bunch
known
oh, yes, the Honored Guests
of dramatic crits who have been writing for the metropolitan
(it seems we have been reading some
rags for centuries
they also will be introduced
of 'em that long)

FACTS

IN

_

of 975
houses in the U. S.; Famous Players
Canadian, 187; Warner Bros., 436;
National Theaters, 165; Loew, 135,
exclusive of the 16 Poli houses;
RKO, 94. Fox, whose West Coast
holdings are now under National
Theaters, also has several other
groups assigned to different opera-

ager

the really brilliant affairs of the social
season
the Press Photographers' annual ball at the
Commodore Hotel Friday nite
the show was really a
Smash
with such luminaries as Eddie Cantor, Leslie
Howard, Merle Oberon, Joe Penner, Rudy Vallee, Bob Hope,
Block and Sully, Rex Weber, Juliet Lowell, Ed Wynn, Jack
Dempsey, Hannah Williams, Ethel Merman, and Major Bowes
with Freddie Bartholomew, the "David Copperfield" kid

•

Bulgaria last
talking picture,
kans."

•

the ironical part of this affair
all the newspaper correspondents covering the Flemington courthouse proceedings
are envying the newsreel lads
whose camera medium
can convey to the eager public
the drama, emotions, color and
above all
that
feeling of being right there in the court room
that no
newspaper article or radio talk can begin to equal
and
the film biz passes up their Grand Scoop!
just like that
when an offended official puts up a personal squawk
the Hauptmann trial has been the biggest newspaper
circulation builder since the World War

•

ian.

M DALY

it

•

Get Bids for Criterion Block

Paramount trustees are considering a number of bids for the Criterion and New York theater properties

TO 373
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11,

production

head of 20th Century Pictures,
has assembled the most prominent
cast of his career for his forthcoming production of Victor Hugo's
"Les Miserables," now nearing completion under the direction of Richard Boleslawski. At the head of the
cast are Fredric March and Charles
Laughton, co-starred in the film.
Others include Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
Rochelle Hudson, Frances
Drake, John Beal, Jessie Ralph, Eley
Malyon.
Florence
Roberts,
Jane
Kerr, Ian McLaren, Florence Eldridge, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Vernon Downing and others. The picture will be released through United
Artists.

from

NEWS

Eastern Studios

CHARLES ALICOATE^^

completed work

made

for the production of a
last week in a two-reel Vita- series of shorts to be made in color.
•
phone comedy, as yet untitled, at
John Reinhardt will start next
the Brooklyn studio. In support are
Faye Martin, Nell O'Day, Connie week on the second Spanish feature
Almy, Eddie Hall and Coly Worth. which he will direct for Paramount
Carlos Gardel, supLloyd French directed the short, International.
which will be released in Vitaphone's ported by Rosito Moreno, will again
series of Big "V" comedies.
be featured in the picture, which has
•
been titled "Tango Bar."
•
Al Christie, who returned last
Starting today, Audio Producweek from the coast and is back at
his desk at the Eastern Service tions, Inc., will produce the Public
studio in Astoria, is getting ready Service of New Jersey institutional
Frank Goldman, who was
to put into production the second subject.
of the series of two-reel comedies responsible for "Rhapsody in Steel,"
Work is ex- produced for the Ford Motor Co.,
starring Joe Cook.
pected to get under way next Mon- wrote the script, and Edwin E.
Ludig will ivrite the musical acday.

being

companiment.

is

of the

DAY

Cornwall, N. Y.— C. H. Mattiessen
building a theater here. He has

been running shows
Baltimore, O.

—A

in a hall.

movie theater
by Jack

will be opened here shortly
L. Hatcher.

—

Brockton, Mass. The Strand thehere is now operating with
films on a half -week basis.

ater

—

Boston

Robert Wolf, who has

left the sales forces of First Division, has gone to California, where

he

is

expected to re-enter the indus-

try.

—

Albany The Capitol has reopened
with vaudefilm policy. W. W. Farley
is owner.

T

T

Production on the Spanish feature
The new and definite title for titled "The Day That You Will
Warner's "Kins of the Ritz" is "A Love Me," with Carlos Gardel and
Nisrht at the Ritz." Featured in the Rosito Moreno in the leading roles,
p cture are William Gargan, Pa- has heen completed by John Reintricia Ellis and Allen Jenkins.
hardt, director, at the Eastern Ser:

The

vice studio in Astoria.

Roris Karloff has been engaged by
Columbia for the stellar role in
'

will

ternational.

•

Room

"Black

picture

be released by Paramount In-

Mystery."
Arthur
now at work on the screer

Rosito Moreno, who has just completed work in a Spanish feature at
treatment.
the Eastern Service studio in AsT
T
T
Alan Dinehart, Berton Churchill toria, has been added to the cast of
Frank Melton and Glen Boles hav the Hecht - MacArthur production,
Noel
been awarded roles in "$10 Raise" "Miracle on 49th Street."
the Fox adaptation of the Peter R Coward, supported by Julie Hay don,
Kyne story which will feature Ed- Hope Williams, Ernest Cossart, Al-

Strawn

is

ward Everett Horton and Karen
Morley under the direction of George
Marshall.
On completion of "$10
Raise," Dinehart will appear in "Secret Lives" for the company.
T
Y
All camera work has been completed on First National's production of "Wanderlust," in which Aline

MacMahon and Guy Kibbee

are co-

exander Woollcott, Burgess MereStanley Ridges, 0. Z. White-

dith,

head, Gloria Debevois, Harry Davenport, Edward Ciannelli and Frank
Condon, make up the cast of the
feature, which is being directed by

Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur,
with Lee Garmes in charge of the
cameras and also acting as associate director.

•

starred.

Walter Strenge, cameraman who
has been on the coast for the past
Frankie Darro, who gave a me- three months with M-G-M, postmorable performance in Columbia's cards that he expects to be in New
"No Greater Glory," was signed last York this week.
•
week for "Gimpy."
At the same
time Sam McDaniel. noted Negro
Gregoria Martinez Sierra, Spanish
actor, was also added to the roster. playwright,
C at a I in a Barcena,
Jack Holt is the star, with Mona Spain's foremost actress, CommandBarrie as leading lady.

-

V
SHOCK SAVERS

ant Franco, Spain's air ace, who is
credited with an ocean flight, and
Dr. Ramon toere guests of John
Reinhardt, director of Spanish features at the Eastern Service studios.

into your theatre ?
You

put shock absorbers on a
up the shock
of a hard, lumpy, uncomfortable seat.
RESEAT with comfortable chairs.
can't

theatre chair to take

•

Eddie Roberts has been added to
the staff of the Hecht and MacArthur productions in the capacity of

Ask

athletic instructor.

"How can

Us,
I

reseat

and pay

for

new chairs conveniently?

•
AS

SEEN IY
THE PRESS

AGENT
"Brownie is no more, says a wire from
e Warner studios. Perhaps the sudden
onor of being cast in a role to be directed by the great Max Reinhardt was
too

much

for

him.

He was

a

beautiful

brown bear."

—WARNER

BROS.

Nick Rogalli, cameraman, who
just returned from Florida and the
Southwest, is busy at the Irving ton
preparations
are
ivhere
studios,

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
/SS§S!5\

^^\

Holmes for

Film
has signed
Phillips Holmes to play in English
a role in "Casta Diva."
Phillips

Rome

—

Italian

Cine.s Studio

^|

Makers

o/ Dependable Seating for
Theatres and Auditoriums

R

General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan
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Trade Comtn. Promises Action on Free Radio Shows
JOINT PLAN ON FOX METROPOLITAN SEEN LIKELY

Sam Katz Put
Max Gordon
in

in

Charge of Musicals

at

M-G-M Studio

Serve

Will

an Advisory

I.A.T.S.E.

COURT ORDER SPEEDS

TO PROBE

Capacity
THE FILM DAIL)
Katz, who re-

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood
cently

— Sam

joined

M-G-M

the

studio
of the

force, has assumed charge
Max Gordon,
company's musicals.
Broadway .producer with a long list

of hits to his credit, is aiding
in an advisory capacity.

him

FRANK OlEiON
RESIGNS FROM RKO
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Frank

O'Heron, vetexecutive, resigned yesterday.
He was vice president of
the
studios and also acted as
an associate producer. Before coming to the Coast he was a vice president of
Radio Pictures and of
the
Distributing Corp.
eran

RKO

RKO

RKO
RKO

U. S. Films Strengthen

Dominant Hold

in

France

American

films strengthened their
position in France last year, when
importations from this country totaled 157, compared with 18 British films and 14 German, according
to

a report from Consul

Hugh

NRA

Seattle
Contending that the NRA is
neither constitutional nor binding upon
them, the operators of the Mayfair Theater, formerly the Rex, have refused to
ppear before an NRA arbitration board.
The theater men claim unfairness on the
part of the state compliance officer in
favor of organized labor.
In a recent
wage dispute, there was a walkout and
the theater was damaged by bombing.

W

m

—

Defy

1

—

Coincident with the
Chicago
resignation of Ralph O'Hara as organizer, an investigation of the
funds of the Motion Picture Operators Union is being started immediately by I.A.T.S.E. officials as part
of the new regime for the local organization following the slaying last
week of Thomas E. Maloy, for years
head of the local union. Maloy was
reputed to have received frequent
large sums from the organization's
coffers or through testimonials put
on by members, in addition to his
{Continued on Page 3)

Tim McCoy Westerns
On State Right Market
Louis A. Solomon, president of
Puritan Pictures, has closed a deal
for the production of 10 Tim McCoy westerns for release on the
state right market next fall.
C. C.
Burr also will produce two series
of action features including six

melodramas and

mon

returns

to

six thrillers.

New York

Hollywood at the end of the week,

when

Federal Judge Coxe yesterday
order
approving the
signed an

agreement

whereby

an

Olympia

Indications are that the Fox Metprotective
bondholders'
ropolitan

committee and Milton C. Weisman,
for Fox Theaters Corp.,
which owns all the Fox Met. stock,
receiver

committee may jointly present a reorganizastockholders
Theaters
tion plan for the Fox Met. circuit.
headed by Frank L. Converse is to
Weisman and Morton G. Bogue,
turn over to the Paramount truscounsel for the Fox Met. bondholdOlympia
comtees 56,956 shares of
committee, who have been at
mon stock and 724 shares of pre- ers'
loggerheads but who, in the past
ferred in return for payment of
few weeks have been conferring to$50,000 cash and allowance of two
gether with Federal Judge Mack in
claims totaling $1,986,059 in the
an effort to compose their differParamount reorganization proceed{Continued on Page 3)
ings.
With this agreement signed,
speedy presentation of the Olympia Theaters reorganization plan is

NO CHANGES INTENDED

expected.

New Indep't Producer
Starts With "Nick Carter"

IN PARA.

Dave

Gross, general sales
manager, leaves for the road.

ly in the film business but lately in
the financial field, as president;
(Continued on Page 3)

Heavy Hotel Reservations
For
New

Free Radio

Handed

to

Show Complaint
"Proper Channels"

The Federal Trade Commission
has turned over the legitimate Theater Code Authority's request for
action against free broadcasts to
tion restraining the Grand Central the "proper channels" and Division
Theater from continuing its dual Administrator William P. Farnsbill policy was granted by Judge worth has promised to lend his aid
Dempsey last week to the Fountain in the fight against free radio
Theater, competitive house operated shows, it was said yesterday by Dr.
by Meyer Fischer and William Henry Moskowitz, vice-chairman of
Weiss.
Max Kaplan, manager of the legit code authority. Dr. Mosthe Grand Central, claims he was kowitz said he conferred Saturday
absolved from obligation to play in Washington with Farnsworth af-

Theater

Enjoined
On Dual Bill Charge
Cleveland — A temporary injuncis

{Continued on Page 3)

N.Y. STAFF

Eight features on the famous
No changes in Paramount's exemystery character "Nick Carter",
in the East is
will be the first series of a pro- cutive personnel
gram planned by Independent Pro- planned, it was stated officially at
ducing-Distributing
Corp.,
newly the firm's home office yesterday. A.
formed company with headquarters J. Richards will remain in charge
(Continued on Page 3)
Solo- at 1441 Broadway. Heading the orfrom ganization are L. L. Hiller, former-

S.

Fullerton, Paris, to the Department
of Commerce. In the previous year
the imports by France were 117
American, 11 British and 18 German. French films shown in France
last year totaled 150, while another
150 foreign films were dubbed, and
196 foreigns were shown in the or
iginal.

CHICAGO UNION FUNDS OLYMPIA CIRCUIT PLAN

Month's Extension Granted
for Submitting Fox Met.
Reorganization Plan

(

Continued on Page 3)

MPTOA
—

Convention

Orleans
The Roosevelt's
room quota for the M.P.T.O.A. convention here, Feb. 25-28, has been
exhausted due to rapid reservations
and new reservations are being
shifted to the Jung, St. Charles and
Monteleone hotels, all within walking distance of the M.P.T.O.A. convention headquarters.
These hotels still have single rooms ranging

from $2.50

to $3.50.

"Copperfield" Five
As

FILM DAILY,

last

ba the first picture
the Capitol to hold

week.

Weeks

Thursday in THE
"David Copperfield" will

predicted

the history of
over for a fifth

in

The M-G-M film will start its
week at the Broadway house on

fifth
Friday.

mr

THE

c@H

wmmtm^mmwmmtm
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Fan Magazines Must Get Exhib Denied Exemption
Art Work Through N. Y. From Minimum Pay Scale

m

_

*l

Coming and Going

By agreement understood to have
Denial of an application by J. A.
reached among home office Gallagher of the Braddock theater,

been
Vol

Tues, Feb.
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1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y..
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J. W.
Alicoate,
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Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso
date Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor.
Entered as »econd class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-omce at New York.
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1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y..

Address

all

DAILY,

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
Londonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Wardour

W.

— Lichtbildbuehne,
La
— P. A. Harle,Cour-

Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,
des-Noues, 19.
St.,

I.

Rue de

la

publicity and advertising chiefs, a Braddock, Pa., for exemption from
ban has been .placed on fan magaz- the minimum wage scale set for his
ines obtaining stills, portraits and house was announced by the Code
fan magazine art on the coast be- Authority yesterday. It came from

sent to the home
offices, which
customarily constitute the clearing house for all text

National
Board.

and

granting of an exemption sought by
Herman J. Brown, Inland Amuse-

fore the material

pictorial publicity.
Action is
said to have been brought about because of the insistence of Ray Long,
editor of MacFadden's "Photoplay",
that he be given pick of the stuff
on the coast.
It is further stated
that Long will be granted any spe-

requests

for specific material
and layouts, but the ban is on having a Western editor come into a
studio office and select art ready
for shipment to the New York ofcial
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CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

CORP.
St.,

also

made

of

Co., Nampa, Idaho, from provisions requiring the filing of appeals from zoning and clearance
schedules within a 30 day period.

ment

European

JAY EMANUEL

trip.

Florida.

in

is

LEWEN PIZOR, who was
rerday,
Florida.

leaves

New York

in

Philadelphia

on

yes-

Saturday

for

JACK BENNY, current at the Mastbaum
Philadelphia, goes to the Hippodrome, Baltithe following week.

more,

M.
this

HOFFMAN,

H.

week

for

a

JR.,

of
Mexico after he
Kill" at Paramount.

ALICE FAYE
week from the

due

is

expected

is

"Four

Hours

New

in

tour
to

York

this

coast.

manager,

District

Cincinnati for a stay of about two weeks.

in

MELVILLE COOPER,

now ap-

player

British

on Broadway in "Laburnum Grove."
Hollywood for film work at the M-G-M

pearing
i?oes

to

on

completion

GEORGE

KREAMER,

studios

is

York

plans a motor

finishes

HARRY MICHALSON, RKO
is

New

in

stay.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS

Cash Balance
Held by Code Auth'y

$29,003

1

Vi
Vs

Vi

%

NYC.

promotions are effective Feb.

18.

of

the

run

play's

United Artists
Cincinnati for three weeks.

in

with work to be done either at the
Biosrraph studio or the Photocolor

Philly Unit to Pick Delegates
Philadelphia
Delegates to the
M. P. T. O. A. convention will be
selected by the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pa, at a meeting Friday. About
tO members are expected to attend
the New Orleans sessions, with
President Lewen Pizor heading the
contingent.

—

FRED McCONNELL, "March
manager,

sales

Tic Toe Girls Signed for Shorts
The Tic Toe girls, comic singing
Making Spanish Series for "U"
A series of Spanish language pic- trio featured at the Cocoanut Grove
tures will be produced for Universal atop the Park Central, have been
by Frank Z. Clemente, president 0" signed to make a series of shorts
The first one is
Latin Artists Pictures Corp. First for Universal.
will be "The Three Cornered Hat" scheduled for production this week.

here.

auditor,

returned

has

Time" eastern

of

from

a

Southern

trip.

M-G-M

BILL DANIELS,

Warwick

Hotel

NORMA
the

from

cameraman,

Culver

SHEARER'S

at the

is

City.

mother

is

in

town

at

Warwick.

AL JOLSON and RUBY KEELER. having finwork in First National's "Go Into Your

ished

Dance."
eral

have

days

of

Palm

for

left

Springs

for

sev-

rest.

Tarkington Book for Hepburn
M. H. AYLESWORTH and NED E. DEPINET
"Alice Adams", an early Booth who have been on the coast conferring with
Tarkington novel, has been bought studio officials on next season's product, may
by RKO Radio as a vehicle for remain another week.
BARRET McCORMICK returns today from
S.
Katharine Hepburn.
Hollywood.

Louise Beavers in Person at Roxy
Louise Beavers, colored actress
who scored in "Imitation of Life,"
will appear in person at the Roxy
starting Friday in an act specially
written for the occasion.

JULES LEVY returns today from Washington.

WILLIAM
Division

FISKE

vice president of
returns from England

III,

Exchanges,

First

next

week.

LOUIS
Pictures,

wood th°

A.
is

SOLOMON,
due back

tetter

part

president

New

in

Puritan

of

York from Hol'v-

the week.
general sales

of

On

his

manager,
return,
DAVE GROSS,
Louis Boas Recovered
departs on a tour.
"Clive" Holds Two Davs Longer
Boston
Louis M. Boas of the
Jules Chapman's Mother Dies
Pickup in business over the week- Boas circuit and treasurer of th'
pTi d
at th" "Rivoli has resulted ir local Friars' Club is back at his desk
Mrs. L. Chapman, mother of Jules
"Hive of India" beino- held for s^ after a severe illness lasting five Chapman, secretary of First Diviadditional two davs. "The Right tr weeks.
sion Exchanges, died last week.
Live" goes in Fridav instead of to
morrow as previously announced.

—

Lois
Lois

pnd

Moran Married

M" v "n.

stage and screen star

Col. Clarence

M. Young, former

Assistant Serretarv of Commence
for Aeronautics, motored to Balti-

more on Saturday and were married
After the ceremony they proceeded
to

PRODUCTIONS

Announcement was

departs on a

25,

Recovery

rates effected

sor plans designed to reduce the assessment.

RECORDING ON FILM

SLIDE

new

plant at Irvington.

—

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

Industrial

Herman Succeeds Dermody
by the American Society of Authors,
WALTER ABEL, Broadway player signed by
A. J. Herman, for the past three RKO Radio, has gone on the road with "MerComposers & Publishers last Fall
were discussed yesterday by Lewen years branch manager of the Uni- rily We Roll Along." At the end of the
tour
will proceed to the coast to start work
Pizor of Philadelphia, chairman of versal Boston exchange, yesterday at thehe RKO
studios.
the forthcoming convention's com- was appointed New England district
BERT PERKINS is in Cincinnati handling the
manager
mittee on the music tax, and Walsucceeding the late James campaign for Warner's "Devil Dogs of the
ter Vincent, who headed the exhibi- F. Dermody.
William P. Kelly, Air."
tor committee which negotiated with salesman in the Boston office beMAJOR LESLIE E. THOMPSON returns MonAscap.
The committee will spon- comes Boston branch manager. Both day from Florida.

CODE

Low

the

Cash balance of the Code Authority as of Jan. 1 was $29,003.37, it
is indicated by its January statefices.
ment announced yesterday.
Receipts from exhibitors for the month
Discuss Plans on Ascap
were $14,419, and from producers
Plans for organizing M.P.T.O.A. and distributors $11,350.
support to fight

High

is

JOE HUMMELL leaves New York on Thursday
Panama, Jamaica and Haiti, and about Feb.

for

we do not weigh and consider to what end this
given us, and thereupon order and dispose it
right, we do not number our days in the narrowest
and most limited signification.
If

life is

—Clarendon.

Washington.

STEBBINS-LETERMAN & GATES

Pemh"r f on Producing Wead Play
Brock Pemberton will be the producer of the
Zero,"
screen

by

stage

nlay.

Frank Wead. M-G-M
The production is
by Warners.

writer.
being financed

INSURANCE
Brokers and Adjusters
HERBERT R. EBENSTEIN. Pres.

"Ceiling

1540

Broadway

New

i)

York City

MU

THE
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plan

iint

is

likely

MOHCthe

Irfoxmetropolitan
{Continued from Page

3&H

ences,

tended to March 15. They said they
expected to have a plan ready by
that time.

Archibald

Palmer,

representing

petitioning creditors, and William
A. Littlefield representing the Irving Trust Co., trustee for Fox Met.
Theaters, agreed to the extension
of time for presenting a plan. Weis-

man and

the

PHIL

M DALY

• • THE LADS who put the Sparkle and Glamour into
with their powerful
our Broadway picture premieres
floodlights
meaning Charlie Ross, M. W. Palmer and H.
D. Clark
known as the M. P. Lighting & Equipment Corp.
are expanding as they deserve to
and are therefore moving into larger quarters at 244 West 49th Street
and the occasion calls for a bit of a ballyhoo
for these
chaps have devoted their lives to ballyhooing the other fellow's
proposition
so it is but fitting that they get a li'l blurb
themselves
•

all

Fox Met. bondholders'

have so far found no
common ground of agreement because the committee took the position that there was no equity for
the stock in the company and also
because the committee ignored a
claim exceeding $5,000,000 held by
Fox Theaters against Fox Met.

T

committee

Trade Comm. Promises
Action on Free Shows
{Continued from Page 1)

from Otis B. Johnson,
secretary of the Federal Trade Commission, a letter stating that the
legit
code authority's resolution
against free broadcasts had been
-turned over to the "proper channels for attention."

•

•

•

THEY ARE

the Electrical Wizards of Filmdom in
whether it is a battery of floodlights to stage a
the East
Hollywood opening on Broadway
a specially designed electrical sign to cover the front of the theater
or any of the
intricate lighting equipment for the picture studio
this
organization can furnish it on short notice
they have a
million dollars' worth of lighting equipment on hand for emergency purposes
and with their fleet of portable motor generator trucks
could light up any given section of New
York if all other lighting sources failed
so the Industry
can be proud of this organization that has developed strictly
within the motion picture field

Probe
Chicago Union Funds
{Continued from Page

1)

salary and other income.
Dr. Emmett Quinn also has resigned as
steward of the union.
George E. Browne, president of
the International, is in charge of
the situation.
He has announced
that the union hereafter will be conducted in a law-abiding manner.

No Changes Intended
in Para.

N. Y. Staff

{Continued from Page

1)

of Paramount News, under supervision of Austin C. Keough, who is
now vice-president in charge of
Eastern production activities as
well as occupant of other important
Paramount posts.

"Home on Range" at Criterion
"Home On The Range" Paramount picture with Jackie Coogan,
Randolph Scott and Evelyn Brent,
opens tomorrow at the Criterion.

the Milwaukee territory are included in a batch of 12 announced by
the Code Authority yesterday. Rulings are as follows:

—

Mlilwaukee
Strand,
Os'hkosh,
Wis.,
vs.
Rex, Oshkosh, affirms decision ordering cessation of "Bank Night"; Bay, Green Bay, Wis.
vs.
Strand, Green Bay, affirms ruling finding violation through "Bank Night"
Granada
and Juneau, Milwaukee, vs. Rivera, Milwaukee, approves decision ordering dropping of
"Bank Night"; Appleton, Appleton, vs. Embassy, Neenah, Wis., affirms decision against
"Bank Night"; Bay, Green Bay, Wis., vs.
Orpheum, Green Bay, affirms decision outlawing "Bank Night"; Appleton, Appleton,
Wis., vs. Brin, Menasha, Wis., approves order
ordering cessation of "Bank Night"; Capitol,
;

Allis, Wis., vs. Allis, West Allis, Wis.,
affirms decision finding "Bank Night" a viola-

West
tion.

—

Salt
Lake City Majestic and Adelaide,
fdaho, vs. Egyptian, Granada and
Pinney, Boise, sustains ruling that seven
days' clearance is reasonable.
Dallas
Cozy, Orange Grove, Texas, vs.
Rialto, Alice, Texas, sustains decision dismissing premature advertising complaint.
Louis Roxy, St. Louis, vs. Granada
St.
and Kingsland, St. Louis, affirms decision
placing Roxy in zone with Granada, Kingsland and Grant.
Cleveland Sunbeam, Cleveland, vs. Sun,
Cleveland, sustains decision finding violation
of minimum admissions stipulation.
Tacoma, Indianapolis, vs.
"Indianapolis
Roxy, Indianapolis, confirms decision ordering
Night" and "Grocery
"Gift
cessation *of
Night" upon compliance on part of com-

Nampa,

—

—

—

—

ter receiving

I.A.T.S.E. to

BY CODE AUTHORITY
Seven appeals decisions affecting

1)

appeared yesterday before
Judge Mack and were granted their
joint request that the time for presenting a reorganization plan be ex-

12 APPEALS DECIDED

NOW

• • •
THESE lighting experts have merged with
Charles Pf eiff
the first man in the
the pioneer
theatrical display lighting field
by purchasing an interest in the Pisch Equipment Corp. of which he is prexy
the new combine have taken over their enlarged quarters to
accommodate an elaborate machine shop
where they
will build all their specially designed electrical equipment
if the lighting problem calls for
a self-contained plant
new equipment
they'll go out and create it
and build
it
right in their own shop
a technical organization of
which the film biz can be proud
with its Technique founded on Showmanship

• • • WE SEE by another trade paper
that Jack
Cohn has appropriated Hal Home's joke about Abraham Lincoln
which we ran several days ago
but this must not
make Hal feel too happy
for we picked it up from a newspaper published in the town of Lincoln's birth
they ran it
it just got around to Hal last week
three years ago
so we ran it to make him feel good
we hope the matter
is now cleared up to everybody's satisfaction
except Misand he probably wouldn't care even if he
ter Lincoln
was here to hear Hal tell it
and he tells it very well

plainant.

New Indep't Producer
Starts With "Nick Carter"
{Continued from Page 1)

Jack Hayes, who last produced the
Baby Burlesk shorts for Educational, vice-president, and Sam Wiesenthal, formerly with Universal, secFirst release in
retary-treasurer.
the "Carter" series is scheduled for
The pictures will be exJune 1.
ploited through an exploitation tieup with Street & Smith, publishers
of the stories.
This series will probably be followed by another group of features

and some

Theater
single

THAT YARN

•

about the S.O.S. from the schooner
"Seth Parker" in the South Seas
that all the newspapers
broke on the front page with streamer heads
now a gent
in the film biz chirps that it is his Very Own Publicity Stunt
well, if he framed a stunt that sent ocean liners and a
battle cruiser miles out of their courses
why brag about it?

Western
THE FILM DAILY

International
Hollywood

—

Production
Manager
Frank Melford, together with Director
Edward Cline and Cameraman Frank B.
od, have left to scout location scenes
Sol
Lesser's third George O'Brien
icle, "The Cowboy Millionaire." Half
of the picture was filmed in England
and the rest will be made in and around
the swanky Biltmore Hotel at Phoenix,

t|

Ariz.

•

•

THE PRODUCERS

•

of the stage play, "Post Road"
understood to have been banned for films
have sent out queries to the drama crits
asking their opinipn as to whether there is anything objectionable in the play as
movie material
if the crits vote "yes"
the producers
promise to withdraw the play from Broadway

which

is

« « «

» » »

Bill

Charge

features

when he sold
As owner of

to his wife.

the
the

theater, Kaplan had signed the single feature agreement which went
into effect July 8, 1934.

Drama
Among

West Coast Bur.,

Enjoined

{Continued from Page 1)

house

•

is

On Dual

these film folks, they tell us, are saps for Old Stories
just look at some current films

•

Hayes and Wie-

shorts.

senthal leave in about 10 days for
the coast to start production.

Critics at

Forum

dramatic critics and editors
scheduled to appear at today's luncheon
Forum of the Motion Picture Club are
Bernard Sobel, Bide Dudley, John Mason
Brown, Bugs Baer, Robert Coleman, Leo
Marsh, Julius Cohen, John Anderson,
John Chapman, George Ross, Marsh Barron,
Whitney Bolton, Arthur Pollock,
Rowland Fields, Edgar Price, Percy Hammond, Robert Garland, Gilbert Gabriel,
Kelcy Allen and Martin Weyrauch, managing editor of the "Brooklyn Eagle."
Harry Hershfield will be the principal
speaker, with Louis Nizer as introducer
and Jack Alicoate as chairman.
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WHAT ABOUT THE
CIRLS IN PORT
SAI D !

WHAT ABOUT
THE CIRLS IN
SINGAPORE!

THE GREATEST
COMEDY FIND
SINCE CHAPLIN!
THE FUNNIEST COMEDIAN

THE FUNNIEST DANCER
THE FUNNIEST SINGER

THE FUNNIEST LOVER
Discovered since Charlie Chaplin

ACK HULBERT
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
T.

J

By RALPH WILK
WALTER RUBEN, who
have

directed

Fox Signs 14

was

to
M-G-M's "Pichas been post-

which
poned because Robert Montgomery
cadilly Jim,"

not available for the title role,
I. D. J.," which Ruben and Wells Root authored. Lucien
Hubbard is the producer, and title
means Bureau of Investigation, Deis

will direct "B.

New

Players

Ten states have contributed to the crop of 14 new players signed recently by Fox
The young beauties are: Shirley Aaronson, Fresno, Calif.; Lynn Barrie, Roanoke,
Mary Blackwood, Alexandria, La.; Esther Brodelet, Chicago; Julie Cabanne, Hollywood; Dorothy Dearing, Parachute, Colo.; Patricia Farr, Kansas City; Phillip] Hilber,
Los Angeles; Anne Nagel, Boston; Geneva Sawyer, Minneapolis; Irish Shunn, Sioux
City, la.; Anita Thompson, Dallas; Marion Weldon, Duluth, and Florine Dickson, San
Film.
Va.'

"LOTS
John Ira Angus expects to becon
the film colony's newest Blackston
He will take the state bar examim
tions the latter part of this mont'
He has been a unit business mai
ager for several years.
T

Francisco.

Leon

police department written by men Are Bum Newspapermen" for
Captain Cornelius W. Willemse. The Warner-First National in record
picture is now in production under time so that it will be ready for
T
T
T
the direction of Christy Cabanne. filming about the middle of the
Howard Smith is the father of e Colbert Clark will supervise. Story month.
girl.
Mrs. Smith is Jane Hilton, was adapted by James Gruen.
»
*
T
playwright.
W. Scott Darling has completed
T
V
T
»
T
T
the modern version of "The
A transplanted barn, now on the writing
Irene Bently and Richard C. HemOld Homstead," which Liberty has
ingway, players, were married Sun- Irving Cummings estate in the San placed in production at RKO Pathe
Fernando Valley, which formed a Studios in Culver City with William
day at Lake Arrowhead.
background for the first production Nigh directing. The cast is
T
T
as folDave Gould has been added to the he ever acted in, "At the Window," lows: Mary Carlisle, Lawrence Gray,
group of dance experts at M-G-M. at Mount Vernon, N. Y., will be used Dorothy Lee, Eddie Nugent, Willard
Others include Chester Hale and again as a background in "It's a Robertson, Fuzzy Knight, Lillian
Small World," which he is directing Miles and
Margarete Wallman.
others.
"The Old Homefor Fox.
T
T
T
stead" will be produced with a muNat Levine has signed Norman
T
T
sical background.
Foster to play the lead in "Behind
Working with three secretaries in
¥
T
»
the Green Lights," which Mascot is a single day, Laird Doyle is managThe French influence is being felt
making from a book of the New ing to complete the script of "Wo- by 20th Century Pictures. "Les Miserables" and Cardinal Richelieu" are
in production, with "Folies Bergere"

York

partment of Justice.

Schlesinger is all smilt
these days. "Mr. and Mrs. Is th
Name," one of his "Merrie Melodies
subjects, is being shown at the Wai
ner Hollywood theater and the Lo
Angeles RKO-Hillstreet in conjunc
tion with "Devil Dogs of the Air,
"Beautiful Dames," another "Merri
Melody," recently played the Ne^
York Mayfair, while "Pop Goe
Your Heart" was at the New Yori
Strand.
T

T

"Western Justice," the

fifth of th
Steele series being produced b;
Supreme, is in production, with Rob
ert N. Bradbury directing.
"Ki<

Bob

Courageous" will follow immediate
with Bradbury directing. San

ly,

Katzman

will act as

supervisor oi
W. Hackli

both pictures, while A.
is

the producer.

Wants "March

in the editing stages.

of

Time"

Classed as a Newsreel

Strand Week-End Records
Broken by "Devil Dogs"
Warner's "Devil Dogs of the Air"
all week-end records for busi-

broke

ness at the New York Strand, according to the house management.
Receipts ran nearly $1,000 ahead
of the "Flirtation Walk" record.
The picture starts its second week

tomorrow.

As part

of the exploitation for the
picture, an aerial show was staged

—

Cleveland Maurice Lebensburger
First Division branch manager, is negotiating with Dr. B.
Skinner, head of the state censoi
board, in an effort to classify "The
March of Time" as a newsreel anc
therefore exempt from censorship
Skinner had previously placed it
outside the newsreel classification on
the alleged basis of an advertise,
local

ment in which it was stated that
"March of Time" is not a newsreel

Services for Ed Hatrick's Mother
Marine planes.
Services will be held tomorrow in!
The maneuvers were described Mauch Chunk for Mrs. G. P
through a public address system by Hatrick, mother of Edgar B. Hat-j
Irving Windisch, exploitation direc- rick, vice - president and general!
tor for Warner Metropolitan The- manager
Cosmopolitan
Cor-I
of
aters, who pinch hit when Barney poration and of Hearst Metrotonej
Capehart, who was scheduled to do News. She died Sunday at her home
the commenting, failed to show up in Mauch Chunk, Pa. Hatrick was
in time.
on the coast when news of his
Advices from coast yesterday mother's illness reached him.
He
stated that "Devil Dogs" had set a flew east and was at her bedside

over

Broadway on Saturday by a

squadron of U.

S.

|

new house
street in

record at the

RKO

Hill-

Los Angeles.

before the end came. Mrs. Hatrick
is survived by two other sons and
two daughters.

Nat Holt Heads Cleveland Variety
Cleveland—The Variety Club has
elected Nat Holt, RKO division manager, president for the coming year,
to succeed Frank D. Drew.
Other
officers elected were : First vice-president, I. J. Schmertz; second vice-

president,
Col.
Harry E. Long;
treasurer, Nat L. Lefton, and secretary, M. B. Horowitz.
Drew, Jess

Fishman and Jack Shulman were
elected

to

the board of directors.

Asquith to Direct "Elizabeth"
Alexander Korda, head
of production for London Films, has

London

—

assigned the direction of "Elizabeth
of England" to Anthony Asquith.
Flora Robson has the leading role.
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REVIEWS

»

of

Janet Gaynor and Warner Baxter

NEW

—

FEATURES

«

Shorts Revie

"ROBERTA"

in

"ONE MORE SPRING"

Rochester
Abe Harris, M-G-M
representative, has been shifted to
Buffalo, with Ralph Maw of Buffalo
coming here.

Tuesday, Feb. 12, 193

1

with Irene Dunne, Fred Astaire, Ginger
Rogers, Randolph Scott, Helen Westley

87 mins.
Andy Clyde in
CHARMING AND ENTERTAINING
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
"I'm a Father"
COMEDY DRAMA OF THE DEPRESSION RKO Radio
85 mins.
Columbia
20 min
SMASH MUSICAL WITH STRONG
IN MANHATTAN.
IT'S GOT BOX-OF
Amusing
CAST, STORY, MELODIES AND STYLE
FICE APPEAL.
Good domestic hokum. Though h
Robert Nathan's best-seller affords Win- FLASH COMBINING TO PUT IT OVER
Florence, Ala.-— Louis Rosenbaum field
appears to hate kids, Andy Clyd
Sheehan material for a comedy WITH A BANG.
of the Muscle Shoals Theaters, Inc., drama thoroughly
Fred Astaire dances, Ginger Rogers anc' goes into ecstacies when he discovei
charming and entertain-

was recently
rector of the

elected an associate diChamber of Commerce.

Fox

ing.

dancing.

Kansas City

man"

is

week

at the

—"The

County Chair-

being held for

still

another

Uptown.

Guaydan, La.

effectively

all

principal

— Sunday

shows get
an added boost here from now on
with a Lancaster county board dewhich bans Sunday night
cision
Lincoln, Neb.

moments

has both

It

pathos,

are

parts

whimsy and

of

The three

done.

carried

Janet Gay-

by

nor,

Warner Baxter and Walter

the

trio

ances

of

are
of a

derelicts,

splendid.

and

their

Through

King,

as

performthe

cour-

member of the city's street
cleaning department, they establish themselves in a barn in Central Park.
Baxter
is
bankrupt antique dealer, Gaynor a
a
hopeful actress, and King a concert violin-

tesy

Apart from the vicissitudes of povwhich are humorously dealt with,
they persuade a fleeing banker, whose inist.

erty,

—Frank

DeGrauww,

who

operates theaters in Abbeville
and Kaplan, will open a house here
shortly. Seating capacity estimated
at 350.

stitution

has crashed, to return and face
music.
And Baxter develops matrimonial intentions via Gaynor. Henry King's
direction doesn't miss an opportunity to
the

score.

Cast: Janet Gaynor, Warner Baxter, WalJane Darwell, Roger Imhof, Grant
Mitchell,
Rosemary Ames, John Qualen,
Nick Foran, Astrid Allwyn, Lee Kohlmar',
Jayne Regan and Stepin Fetchit
Director, Henry King; Author, Robert
Nathan; Screenplay, Edwin Burke; Cameraman, John Seitz; Musical Director, Arthur Lange.
ter King,

Czechoslovakian Exhibs
Establish

—

Own

Exchange

Astaire
sings,

dance, Astaire sings, Miss Rogers
Irene Dunne sings, beautiful gowns

that draw nothing but ah's and oh's, in fac!
some creations that drew applause, Astaire
dances, Rogers and Astaire dance, and you

—

wow

you want "Roberta."
Ad
some beautiful music, especially "Smokr
Gets In Your Eyes" sung by Irene Dunne
some clever comedy, and, oh yes, the stor
well, you don't need much, but there
enough to furnish a pleasing backgroun
for the singing, dancing, clothes and com
edy. The rest of the cast was well chosen
especially Randolph Scott as the unwilling
heir to the gown shop, and Helen Westle;
as his aunt who leaves it to him.
William
Seiter's direction carried the story along
at an even keel, the comedy situations b?
ing outstanding.
Bernard Newman dr
signed the gowns and, from the female
sighs, they must be it.
Coming shortly
after "The Gay Divorcee," "Roberta" ha:
have the

—

i

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

If

you

operation,

to

hit.

The

works, the treatment of both in this opus
you as far-fetched and very
and you'll be right.
But the
fact still remains that the producers have
delivered a fast-moving yarn with plenty
of original twists, surprises and suspense-

Rauh are set to make a series of
two-reel musicals in Technicolor for
M-G-M.

Leigh Jason will direct
and collaborate with Rauh on the
stories, while Will Jason and Burton
will do the music and lyrics.

Mascot Equips Plant
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A deal has been

West Coast Bureau of

by Albert E. Levoy, general
manager of the Mascot Studios, with
closed

Peter Mole of Mole-Richardson to
completely equip the North Hollywood plant with newest type electrical apparatus.

Preview for "Town's Talking"
trade preview of Columbia's
"The Whole Town's Talking" will
be held Thursday at the Astor The-

A

Dell

for
is

"Pimpernel"
holding "The
second

Pimpernel" for a
week beginning Thursday.
Scarlet

pensers

from

the

feature

rani

Best.

FOREIGN

finally at the

picnic spot and su]
posedly unknown fishing hole whe:
Allen and the kid, after walkir
miles, find the place jammed wit
nutty fishermen. A good script ai

loads of excellent gags keep the a
tion pepped up all the time.
Oug
to click anywhere.

"Richard Himber and His Orchestr;
(Melody Masters Series)
Vitaphone
10 mill

"SCHLOSS

HUBERTUS,"

in

I

Guy
Sam

Week

by; Editor, William Hamilton.
Photography,
Direction, Smooth.

dangerous criminal the Disappears"), in French; produced by Parapolice are after, walks into his holdup mount; directed by Robert Villers; with
Constant Remy, Suzy Vernon, Marcel Valof a night club, and with the help of thAt the Fifth
girl,
eventually gets his man, a scoop, a lee, Sandra Ravel, et al.
job, the girl, and practically everything but Avenue Playhouse.
Produced at Paramount's Joinville studio,
the presidential
nomination.
But they
should cut down on those drunken reporter this is a good murder mystery surrounding
the death of a film star.
Acting is fine,
sequences that spoil the opening.
Cast: Robert Armstrong, Maxine Doyle and there is comedy by the customary dumb
Henry Kolker, Leroy Mason, James Burke detective.
Sets

release showing at the Radio City
Music Hall.

Second

"Vacation Daze"
with
Allen Jenkins and Ruth Donnellj
Vitaphone
18 min
Swell Comedy
With two expert comedy di

Excellent
German;
Staged with considerable elegan
building material.
The original story is produced by Ufa; directed by Hans Deppe; in an elaborate setting, this bai
above the average in furnishing fresh ma- with Hansi Knoteck. Hans Schlenck, et number has novelty, class and ge
terial away from the routine formula foeral entertainment. Besides the
al.
At the 79th St. Theater.
rming out crime thrillers. Robert Arm
Fairly entertaining romance of a painter semble work of the musicians, the
strong has the role of a reporter fired from and a young countess filmed in picturesque is a nicely conceived violin special
a Chicago paper, who lands in St. Louis
by Himber, with the effect of a da
setting of Bavarian Alps.
broke.
He meets a pretty girl, Maxine
cer doing her tripping on his viol?
Doyle, also busted, and the two form :
as he plays; some vocalizing by Jor
"UNE ETOILE DISPARAIT" ("A Star Nash and a hot rhumba dance by
sort of friendly partnership.
Armstrong

ater, with about 1,000 exhibitors attending. The picture will have a pre-

The Music Hall

_

pictures are very

know anything about newspaper Dances, Fred Astaire; Cameraman, Edward
and how the average reporter Cronjager; Recording Engineer, John Trib-

Leigh Jason, Will may strike
Hollywood
Jason, Val Burton and Stanley exaggerated,

i

heading the cast, this two-reeler
different but
neither can
be oversold. well above average. Allen Jenkins
"Roberta's"' cast, dancing,
music, and a mailman.
On his day off, wif
clothes gives you plenty to work with.
Ruth Donnelly forces him to tal
Cast: Irene Dunne, Fred Astaire, Ginger her and their boy on a picnic. Fir:
Rogers,
Randolph Scott, Helen Westley, comes the usual trouble with tl
car, then with a motorcycle cop, ar
Claire Dodd, Victor Varconi, Luis Alberni
some mark

Prague At a meeting of 300 theater owners organized in the Social
Democratic Party recently it was
decided to establish a film exchange
Direction, Fine. Photography, Grade A
together with an independent assoFerdinand Munier, Tcrben Meyer, Adrian
The move is expected to
ciation.
Rcsley, Bodil Rosing.
"ThYmYSTERY MAN"
work unfavorably on the position
Director, William Seiter; Screenplay, Jane
with Robert Armstrong, Maxine Doyle
of the Ass'n of Motion Picture OwnMurfin, Sam Mintz, Allan Scott; Music and
ers, which has only about 150 mem- Monogram
65 mins.
CRIME PLOT WITH NEWSPAPER AT- Lyrics, Jerome Kern, Otto Harbach; Addibers.
MOSPHERE CARRIES PLENTY THRILLS tional Lyrics, Dorothy Fields, Jimmy McHugh; Additional Dialogue, Glenn Tryon;
SUSPENSE AND ACTION.
Jasons, Burton and Rauh

Making M-G-M Shorts

a hope chest full of baby clothes
his house.
So he starts in bein'
ultra-nice to the wife, who suspeel
he's gone bugs.
Later, informe
that has wife has rushed to tr
hospital, Andy hurries there an
goes through the excitement of a
expectant father, only to find in tl
end that his Mrs. had been helpin
out a neighbor in connection with
blessed event. The comedy has bee
well constructed and should partii
ularly delight the family trade.

a

line

on

a

Usher, Jimmie Burtis, Monte Collins,
Lufkin, Otto Fries, Norman Houston

Henderson.
Director,
Ray

McCarey;

Author,

Tate produced

Finn; Screenplay, John Krafft, Rollo Lloyd;
Editor,
Carl
Pierson; Cameraman, Harry

Neumann.
Direction,

Okay.

"GRETL ZIEHT DAS GROSSE LOS"
Wins First Prize"), in German;

("Gretl

Very

Gccd

Photography,

by Gustav Althoff; directed by
Boese; with Lucie Englisch, Hans
Brauseweteer, et al. At the 86th St. Casino
Theater.
Enjoyable comedy about an office girl
and her orchestra-leader sweetheart, with
Carl

ballroom pair.
mixup over a winning lottery ticl!
providing the basis for a good deal of fi.

a

"SENORA CASADA NECESITA MAI
DO" ("A Married Woman Needs a Hi
band"), in Spanish; produced by Fox
Hollywood; directed by James Tinlii
with Catalina Barcena, Antonio More
Barbara Leonard, Jose Crespo, Romua
Tirado.
At the Teatro Campoamor. ^
Excellent performances by Catalia
cena and other members of stronV'give chief merit to story about a marr
couple who have gone stale on each ot
and seek to revive mutual interest by
voking jealousy.
i
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May Veto

Court

RKO

Items
...

of passing interest

^By DON

CARLE GILLETTE

Hertz as
Interlock

in

Member of

Bank

Connection May Bring
Disapproval

=

Considerable speculation exists on
will use
fWO statements quoted from speeches the power he has reserved to veto
by members of the San Francisco chapter any name on the first board of dithe Motion Picture Research Council at rectors selected to guide Paramount
s
regular luncheons which are broadcast after it emerges from the reorganization proceedings.
Indications are
'•om that city:
that the court may disapprove of

whether Federal Judge Coxe

5 CENIS

13. 1^3*

!f

No. 1, by Oscar Sutro, social leader and
anker: "I am strongly against block bookig and
blind selling.
do not attend
have not gone
liovies regularly, in fact
am not interested
9 one for a year, and
i

I

I

I

them."
by

2,

Wilbur,

Dr.

former U. S.
have more

member: "We will
incheons and make nuisances
Ve want to make nuisances
abinet

we

ntil

get

people
want."

these

what we

etting

of ourselves.
of

ourselves

irritated

into

Record Number of Film
Measures Pending in
Washington

Kentucky Gets Him
Morros of Paramount, appointed
Kentucky colonel last week, not only
has adopted the mint julep as his ne
coat of arms, but says he has bought
two two-year-olds from the stock farm
of John Stanford and will train them for
the 1936 Kentucky Derby.
Boris

a

Washington Bureau of

Washington

discussion seems to have been pro-

•* voked
by the conflicting figures on
umber of theaters in the U. S. as compiled
Bureau, the Film Boards and
>y the Census
"he Film Daily Year Book.

Speaking solely for the latter, it can be
that the Year Book's figures are
acked up by a complete list giving the
ames of the theaters and their locations,
necked and verified.
tated

And the
73 wired
•pen)

in

official

houses

FD.Y.B. number is 15,(of which
13,386 are

the U. S. at the start of

THE FILM DAILY

— Twenty

-

affector indi-

bills

ing film industry directly
rectly, are now pending in the 75th

Congress. They are:
Prohibiting blind and block booking, prohibiting unfair price discrimination, giving Federal Trade
(Continued on Page 10)
Commission additional powers, antiblock booking requiring submission
of synopsis before pictures are sold,
Minneapolis Closings of 15 the- general manufacturers' tax with 2Vz
aters, without a single opening to per cent assessment on films, licensoffset them, is reported by the local ing corporations engaged in inter(Continued on Page 10)
Film Board of Trade for the past
month. Heavy snow and storms put
Trans-Lux Movies Corp., which a crimp in Northwest theater businow has five newsreel houses in op- ness last month.
eration, has no plans for opening
additional theaters at least until
1936, it is learned from the head- British Exec to Discuss
quarters of the organization.
Production in Hollywood

NORTHWEST AREA

HIT

BY THEATER CLOSINGS

TRANS LWIXPANSION

—

PUT OFF FOR A YEAR

WARNER ZONE HEADS

GET ADDED AUTHORITY

Write your own comment.

rOME

Month

Paramount Board

j!

No.

res

u

BILLUFFECTING FILFBIZ NOW INlONGRESS

20

1

i

o n Pict

i

Sixteen Years Old

25 Houses in Pittsburgh Area Opened Last

|

N ewspc per

ily

M

Of

1934.

M-G-M

Reginald Baker, Associated BritSets Releases
Extension of authority of Warner
ish Talking Pictures financial head,
To the End of March who sails tomorrow from London on theater zone managers has been
Release dates have been set by the Olympic with William Fiske III, granted to apply to direct charge
M-G-M to the end of March. They vice-president of First Division Ex- of operating, auditing and purchas-

include: "Shadow of Doubt," Feb.
15; "After Office Hours," Feb. 22;

"Vanessa," March 1; "Casino Murder Case," March 8; "West Point
of the Air," March 15; "Vampires
of Prague," March 22; "Naughty
Marietta," March 29. These will be
followed by "Public Enemy No. 2,"
'"Reckless"
and
"Times
Square
Lady," which are now in work.

changes,

will

spend

five

weeks

in

the U. S., visiting Hollywood to discuss production with F. D. executives there.
While here, Baker may consummate a long pending reciprocal deal
under which F. D. would handle
U. S. distribution of 12 features
produced by Basil Dean for A. T. P.,
(Continued on Page 10)

ing of supplies and equipment.

lowing a

New York

Fol-

meeting of these

(Continued on Page 10)

Big Increase

is

Shown

In Studio Equipment
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles
Industries in this
area showing the largest gains in
employment at the year-end were
aircraft and motion pictures, ac-'
cording to the monthly summary of
conditions
by the Security-First!
National Bank of Los Angeles. Employment recently reached the high.

j

BITTER controversy is raging in Hollywood over some omissions in the
ominations for this year's Academy awards.

A

It

bears out a feeling of long duration
namely, that Hollywood with
its

Theater Biz in Steel District
Shows Continued Improvement
—

Pittsburgh
Reflecting the continued improvement in operations
Bill
ocaMzed viewpoint and maze of political Another
among the steel mills, 25 theaters
arF^ktions is no place for the selection
Is Filed in Missouri in this territory were opened in the
if
Vlr 'bests" of the year.
Jefferson City, Mo. Another bill past month, according to the report
The unprejudiced, unfettered and clearproviding, among other things, for of the local Film Board of Trade.
:yed motion picture critics of the country
Three of the reopenings were in
vill
always constitute the best court of a 10 per cent tax on admissions
West Virginia. In the same period
itandards for judgment of films, acting, di- has been introduced by Rep. E. M.
four Pennsylvania houses closed temecting and the cinema in general.
Brady of St. Louis.
porarily, while six were dismantled.
lere,

10% Tax

—

Hutu

I

est point since the recovery started.

Fight

New
—

Penna. Tax

;-

Harrisburg
Pennsylvania exhibitors
are preparing to combat an admission
tax proposed in the Governor's program
which seeks to raise $200,000,000 in additional revenue.
A measure authorizing the assessment will be introduced
into the Legislature shortly.

S&
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TITO GUIZAR,

of

the

leave

for

by

days to connext season production.

to

Keith-Aibce-Orpheum,
within the next few

will

at

communications to THE FILM
all
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood. California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest VV. Fredman. The Film Renter, 89-91

Address

Wardour

W.

— Lichtbildbuehne,
— P. A. Harle, La

Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,
St.,

des-Noue»,

1.

Rue de

la

Cour-

19.

FETCHIT, Fox comedian, who recently conpleted work on "One More Spring,"

STEPIN

New

in

is

tended
the

of

York

on

the

He

vacation.
south.

also

will

of

leg

first

make

an

ex-

a

tour

LOUISE WALLISER. film editor of tht
Antonio "Evening News," h3s returned

home from

WANDA

business

a

PERRY,

trip

Angeles.

Los

to

of the twelve models
who appear in the style show in "Roberta,'
RKO Radio musical film, has returned to Hollywood and her film career after a month's
visit

with

her

A.

for

CRONIN

J.

writers,

on

arrive

family

TIM WHELAN,

Brooklyn.

in

singer

recently

signed

Hollywood on Saturday

and

HAROLD NICHOLSON

New York

in

today from abroad

Berengaria.

the

JOCK WHITNEY
RKO Radio,

row and

of Pioneer Pictures, producarrives on the coast tomorM. H. Aylesworth.

confer with

will

HUGH O'CONNEL

be

will

New York

in

EDNA FERBER
Savoia

sails today on
Mediterranean.

the

for

the

MICHAEL BALCON, Gaumont
tion

British

is
expected to arrive
from England.

chief,

next week

Conte

producYork

backgrounds for 20th Century Productions,
rives
in
New York from Hollywood on
day and sails Saturday on the Berengaria.

GB

tion.

of

•

studios.

JACK

FIER, vice-president of Mascot Pictures,

concluded deals with Capital Film Exchange of New York; Hollywood Films of Boshiladelphia, has
ton and Gold Medal Film of
left New York on his way back to Hollywood.
En route he will visit Jack Jossey and Nat
Lefton in Cleveland; Benny Judell in Chicago
and Bob Withers in Kansas City.
having

RICHARD DAY,

designer of the settings and

RUBE JACKTER

in

back from

and BEN

the

for

Florida vaca-

HEIDINGSFELD

L.

arFri-

are

leaves

New

York

next

Coast.

—

Monthly report of the
Detroit
Detroit Film Board of Trade shows
eight theater openings last month.
Two were new houses, the State,
Grand Rapids, and Roxy, Dowagiac.
No closings are reported for the
period.

ABE MONTAGUE, Columbia
Mrs. Montague leave
sojourn in Miami.

SIR CEDRIC
ish
stage and
role

in

—

sales
for a

chief, and
three-week

of

the

Brit-

having completed his
"Becky Sharp" leaves Hollyhis way to England.

screen,

Pioneer's

TOM

Mrs. Colvin Brown Dies
Pearl Sayler Brown, wife of Col

now

SPRY

of

Boston

is

GRADWELL

L.

SEARS

left

day

New

DORAN,

A.

from

the

WYNANT
ducer,

in

is

in

Pittsburgh; Stanley, Baltimore; C

pheum, Portland,
San Francisco.

Ore.;

Warfie

Margo

to Appear at Paramount
Margo,
dancer
featured
wi
George Raft in "Rumba," will a

pear in person with the picture
the New York Paramount starti
Feb. 22, following the two-week r
of "Gilded Lily."

George O'Brien Film for Criteri
"When a Man's a Man," Fox
lease starring George O'Brien, h
been booked for the Criterion f<
lowing "Home on the Range," whi

York

New

opened yesterday.

Florida.

Enlarging

Brooklyn House
is being spend
New enlarging and improving the
liamsburgh Playhouse on Broadw
proBrooklyn, for the South 5th

York yester-

Chicago.

for

York
star

next week leaves

Hollywood.

D.

HARDWICKE,

wood tomorrow on

Mo. Exhibs Meet to Fight Tax
Fred Wehrenberg
St. Louis
-president of the M. P. T. O., has

today

DOROTHY HALL
for

Memphis; RKO Hillstreet, Los A
Orpheum, Denver; Stank

geles;

to-

'

Detroit Theater Activity
Bettered Last Month

Reports to the Warner home of
on the key city openings of "DeDogs of the Air" indicate that t
picture has set new records of o
kind or another in practically eve
spot.
Since the big opening at t
Spreckels Theater, San Diego, t
first Cosmopolitan release has s
marks at the Strand, New Yor
the
Roosevelt,
Chicago; Warm

.

SHANNON

EFFIE

a

Washington

to
Friday.

flies

returns

IKE LIBSON
town.

week

is

HANCOCK

DON

morrow and

di

New

in

GB's forthcoming
Jack Hulbert comedy, "The Camels Are Coming,"
left
New York yesterday for an exMIRIAM SEEGAR
tended visit in California.
Mrs. Whelan), accompanies him for a "blessed
event" there.
Whelan will return to London
in
September for further directoring at the
director

for

fortnight.

a

one

LOUISE BEAVERS arrived in New York this
morning to make personal appearances at the
Roxy for a week beginning Friday.

CODE

radio

leave

will

begin work on "Argentina."

ing for

MARY
San

Fox,

13, 19:

About $50,000

JR.,

has

returned

Coast.

to

HUBBARD, explorer and
New York following an African

D.

Amusement

W

Corp.

trip.

Dempsey Heads Ampa Lineup
Jack Dempsey heads the list of

celebs lined up for tomorrow's A.
vin Brown, vice-president and gen
eral manager of the Quigley Pub- M. P. A. luncheon in the Motion Piclications, died at her New York ture Club. Others include Guy Robapartment, 1060 Park Avenue, yes ertson, Johnny Green, Victor Moore.
terday morning, following an illness Roy Atwell, Basil Rathbone and Let
Monroe Greenthal will preof several months. She was married Brody.
In addition to side in the absence of Bill Fergu
to Brown in 1925.
her husband, she is survived by her son.
mother, Mrs. D. E. Sayler, who rePhilly Variety in New Quarters
sides in Elgin, 111., and four sisStage Revivals at Park Theater
Variety Club Tent ters. Funeral services will be held
Philadelphia
"No More Ladies," by A. E.
No. 13 has opened its new quarters today, with burial at Elgin tomorThomas, will be the initial offering
at 1910 Rittenhouse St. in a four- row.
under the new policy of stage restory building which will serve a?
vivals
sponsored by Chamberlain
a social center for the local film
About 100 members and Brings "Brewster's Millions" Print Brown at the Park Theater, formcolony.
Cosmopolitan, opening Feb.
friends inspected the clubhouse durRichard Norton, producer erly the
An enter- of Captain
ing: the past week-end.
British & Dominions Pictures, 21.
tainment is planned for Feb. 18 a who arrives on the Berengaria toPenn A. C.
day for a short visit here, bring?

issued a call for exhibitors to attend a public hearing in Jeffersor
City today to protest against the 2
Variou
per cent sales tax bill.
business interests hope to convin~
the lawmakers that the new levy is
unnecessary if the present one-half
of one per cent tax is enforced.

—

Aber-Salerno Marriage

with him the completed print of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"Brewster's Millions," B. & D. proHollywood Arline Aber, musical
duction with Jack Buchanan and comedy actress, and Charles Salernc
Lili Damita for United Artists re- of M-G-M have been married.

Rebuilding Jersey City House
Jersey City The Bijou, adjoini
the old Keith Theater, is being
built.
The building has been u
occupied for a number of years.

—

i

Closes Deal on Talmadge Series
Ajax Pictures has closed a d(
with Excellent Pictures of Detr<t
for the latter to handle the six Dil
Talmadge features in the Detnt
territory.
"Fighting Pilot," first l
the series, is now playing the Cetral Theater on Broadway.

THEATER!
AND CIRCUITS
Completely Coverei\
in the

—

lease.

Chandler Sprague With Lubitsch
West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

RKO Subject for Rivoli
RKO Radio's special musical

Chandler Sprague, short, "Spirit of 1976," featuring
writer, has become executive as- Walter King and Betty Grable, has
sistant to Ernst Lubitsch at Para- been booked into the Rivoli starting
Friday.
mount.

Hollywood

FILM DAILY

to the fol-

Howard Bretherton
John

Dorothy Mathews
Kate Price

Wray

YEAR BOO:
MOTION PICTURE!
Out This

Month

published b

""ij,

lowing on their birthday:

George Fitimauriee

I

Georgia Bill Reported Favorably
Atlanta The 5 per cent admission
tax bill introduced in the
House has been reported favorably,

—

Bob Sidman a Father
Bob Sidman of the Columbia pub
licity forces is the father of a baby
girl.
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THANK

YOU, MISS CREWE, FOR

REVIEW

»A THRILLING
"We

agree with every

word you

And we're

say.

glad to

you agree with Mr. Sennwald of the Times
most remarkable
('loaded with pictorial dynamite
Mr. Boehnel of the
aerial photography in years')
World -Telegram ('moves with glorious excitement')
Miss Creelman of the Sun ('expert combination of
thrills and fun')
Miss Johaneson of the Mirror ('a stunning thriller ') — and Miss Pels wick of the Journal ('an
tremendously impressive').
outstanding achievement
see that

.

.

.

—

—

—

.

.

.

Ws§M

i

in

THANK YOU, WARNER

BROS., FOR

ANOTHER THRILLING HIT
"I'm always glad to hear that the boss has booked a Warner
picture.

me something to do
meet so many interesting

They

evenings.

I

play shows

give

these long winter

people

when we

Walk', and 'Bordertown'
and those swell Clue Club mysteries. That's why
I'm looking forward so eagerly to Rudy Vallee in
'Sweet Music', Kay Francis in 'Living on Velvet', 'Gold
Diggers of 1935', Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler in 'Go Into
like

'Flirtation

Your Dance' and Paul Muni

in 'Black Fury', as well as to.

.
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duction
warn

Directed

by Lloyd

Bacon

s
take a marvelous box-office

take

^dr)
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Sfeg

LILIAN HARVI

take a

new song

hit to

take a swell script by

take a company like

1 1 mi

AJLgM

li

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER,w

take two stars like

"X

title

sweep the coun
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THREE OF THE NATION'S FAVORITES

IRENE DUNNE
The Golden

Girl

wilh the Silver Song

FRED ASTAIRE
GINGER ROGERS
America's Dancing Stars

From the play

\

"Roberta.'*''

by Otto.
Harbach. Directed by
Book and

lyrics

WILLIAM

A. SEITEE

PANDRO

S.

A

HERMAN

PRODUCTION.

SOME KERN'S DAZZLING MUSICAL ROMANCE
SURPASSING
J THE SCREEN ITS MIGHTY STAGE SUCCESS
with RANDOLPH
(•kim\ :m*#±l :l #f •! J
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20 FILM MEASURES

NOW

IN

(.Continued

from Page

portation of prize fight films, prohibiting photographing of military
and naval defensive installations

and equipment,

companion

bill

to

last-named measure, regulating salaries paid by Corporations in interstate commerce in excess of $25,000,
federal motion picture commission,
laws
repealing Section 5 of
pertaining to anti-trust laws, requiring corporations to report salaries of $25,000 or more, prohibiting
importation of obscene literature
and films, controlling and pooling
certain patents, preventing monopolies and combinations in restraint
of trade, uniform system of bankruptcy, patent bill and limiting life
of patents to 10 years.

NRA

PHIL

Warner Zone Heads
Get Added Authority
Page

1)

executives yesterday, Joseph Bernhard, general manager, emphasized
that this does not imply a decentralization policy in any respect.
The circuit has no thought of divesting itself of houses, it was indicated.

Cincinnati Chatter
W. A. V. Mack,

Cincinnati

—

branch manager for United Artists,

now a Kentucky Colonel.
Stanley Jacques,, RKO distributing manager, leaves Friday for
New York to attend a regional conference.
District Manager Michalson is now visiting here.
Joe Oulahan, Paramount branch
manager, entertained Harry Goldstein from Cleveland last week.
"Imitation of Life" comes to the
Strand, downtown, for a return run.
M. Dudelson, United Artists exis

change manager in Detroit, visited
his brother here last week.

M DALY

—

entire

city block.
placed at $25,000

The loss was
by Jeff Collens,

manager.

RKO

As part of his contribution to
"Bob Wolff Anniversary Drive,"
Branch Manager Wolff of the RKO
exchange in New York has sold
the Century Circuit of 25 Long Island houses

for the

1934-35

RKO

Radio lineup.
Millholland's Play for Festival
'"World
Apartment,"
play
by
Charles Bruce Millholland, will be
presented at Bar Harbor next summer in connection with the Bar Harbor festival.

man

Bros., as a member of the new
Paramount board of directors, because Arthur Lehman, a partner ir

petitor.

now develops

that the schooner "Seth Parker" was

WHAT

• • •
FOOLED us was the same thing that made
the newspaper editors suspicious
that the radio star was
equipped to broadcast from his schooner on his round-the-world
adventure trip
that he had already starred in an adventure
picture made at the beginning of his voyage
and vessels
a few hundred miles away reported no storm had been encountered
but meteorological reports show the hurricane
traveled in a narrow lane
and Phillips Lord's schooner
was plump in the middle of it

Bros.,

is

a director of Radio-

Keith-Orpheum, a Paramount com-

During the recent hearings on the

Paramount reorganization

plan, Alcounsel for Paramount, charged that Lehman Bros,
were trying to gain control of Paramount with the intent perhaps of
effecting a merger of Paramount
and RKO. At that time Cook stated
that Lehman Bros, were bankers fo

fred

Cook,

A.

RKO.

British

Exec

to Discuss

Production in Hollywood
(Continued from Page

•

•

Herrick

WHICH ALL

gives a swell break for F. Herrick
the director who made the adventure pix, "Obeah"

right on this schooner "Seth Parker"
with PhilLord starring
it's the sort of a break that a director
seldom gets
and if you will consult the review of this feature in this issue
you oxhibs will realize that here is a
Real Adventure picture taken on the high seas that you seldom
have the privilege of showing on your screen
lips

• • • A PREVIEW opening for the press was given by
Jack Dempsey for his new restaurant opposite Madison Square
Garden
with a beefsteak dinner and all the enticing
beverages that so annoy newspaper folk when thrust upon 'em
Jack and his wife, Hannah Williams, played host and
hostess to an S. O. crowd that included
Lowell Thomas,
Major Edward Bowes, Charles Pettijohn, Jack Connelly, Rubinoff Nick Kenny, Pat Rooney, George Bancroft
the maestro
in charge of events was Jay Kaufman
,

•

•

T
HONOR of

• IN
Rudy Vallee

T

T

his first Warner film, "Sweet Music"
be host at a cocktail party at the Hollywood Restaurant on Monday at 5 p. m
RKO Radio will
show "Grand Old Girl" to an invited list of teachers at the
Astor theater on Saturday morn
"Lady In Waiting," play
by Bob Cohen of the "Columbia publicity, staff
is being
presented all this week at the Earle Hall Theater, Columbia
University, by the Morningside Players
will

• • • HIS ENTIRE air program on next Tuesday will
be devoted by Ben Bernie to Paramount's "Stolen Harmony"
in which the orch maestro is co-starred with George Raft
..... Gertrude Niessen is now scoring nightly in the St. Regis
Tropical Garden with her exotic interpretation of songs
The Feagin School of Dramatic Art will present "The Royal
Family" on Thursday and Friday evenings in the 57th Street
Playhouse
.

T
Lineup for Century Circuit

(Continued from Page 1)

John D. Hertz, vice-president of Leh-

when

really disabled in a hurricane off the Samoan Islands
and
Phillips Lord and his crew have been rescued by the British
cruiser "Australia" which stood by

:

Fire Destroys Theater
Charles City, la.
The Hildreth,
largest local theater, was destroyed
last week when fire razed nearly an

AS PARA. DIRECTOR

Lehman

it

•

•

•

T

BACK TO

the days of the Crusaders
next
Tuesday afternoon Kenneth Lynch, armorer, will forge a Saracen helmet and a broadsword in his armor studio in Long Island
City
Paramount is inviting the press to the novel affair
as a plug for Cecil De Mille's "Crusades"
Sophie Delar,
portrait photographer, has opened the Delar Studios in Rockefeller Center
and will be known as the official photographer of the Center
Milt Britton and band are going big
in London, now in their fifth week at the Paramount Plaza and
being held over indefinitely

« « «

1935

MAY VETO HERTZ

• • LOOKS AS if we got the wrong slant on that drama
of the sea that all the papers are featuring on the front page
by treating it as a publicity stunt of a film gent

•

•

(.Continued from

RIALTO

:

1)

state

13,

i

A;10NGthe

CONGRESS

commerce, extending contract
labor provisions of immigration laws
to actors, repealing law forbidding
importation and interstate trans-

Wednesday, Feb.

» » »

1)

while Associated British Film Distributors,

Ltd.,

the

distributing

agency for

A. T. P., would distribute F. D. product in the United

Kingdom.

Cleveland Notes

—

Cleveland
Abe Kramer, official
of Associated Theaters and Mrs.

Kramer, will sail today from New
York on the Conte de Savoia for a
Mediterranean cruise.
Clarence Vogel and W. A. Davis
who operate motion picture theaters
in Wellsville and Alliance, Ohio,
and in western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia, have opened an office
in 702 Film Bldg., operating under
the name
Corp.

of

Liberty

Amusement

Monogram's "Little Men" gets its
major local releases this week
at the Alhambra.
V. G. Secord of LaRue, O., is rebuilding
the
Richwood Theater,
first

Richwood, O. He plans to open it
early in April.
E. J. Smith, Andover exhibitor,
has opened the Kisman Theater,
Kinsman, O.

Jack Flynn, M-G-M district manand Mrs. Flynn are in Miami
on a vacation trip.
"David Copperfield", in its second week downtown, continues to
smash box office records. It is beginning a third week at the Stillman.
Maurice Lebensburger, First Division exchange, is undergoing a
minor operation. His temporary ad
ager,

dress

is

Cleveland Clinic.

"Death Flies East" Release Set
Columbia's "Death Flies East,'
featuring Florence Rice and Conrad
Nagel, will
Feb. 28.

be

nationally

released

"Time" Canada Deal Nearly
Arrangements for distribution
"March of Time" in Canada are expected to be concluded by First Division within the next few weeks.

-
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«
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"ALL THE KING'S HORSES"
Mary

Brisson,

Carl

Ellis,

—

Edward

WWL

William

LeBaron's production

is

royal

a

Brisson in more ways than
scores with his singing, actThe picture also serves
dancing.

holiday for Carl
ing and

introduce

to

Mary

O.

Ellis,

a

worthy

screen

—

who, with
"A Little White
eral Sam Coslow songs.
Gardenia" and "When My Prince Charming Comes Along" stand out. Frank Tuttle
the rather familiar story skillful
Brisson enacts a dual role, playmovie star, who bears a strong re-

has given
direction.
a

Manmouth, W.
has reopened the

Brisson, puts over sev-

addition,

ing

Stockport,

semblance to King Rudolph, ruler of a
mythical kingdom. When the King departs
for Vienna he has the actor fill his sho<"-and his pajamas almost. The Queen falls
in love with the pseudo King, but he does
Instead, he steps out of a
no wrong.
dreamy waltz with the Queen, allowing
the returning spouse to finish the story.
Carl

Cast:

Mary

Brisson,

Ellis,

Edward

Katharine DeMille, Eugene
Pallette, R&sita, Arnold Korff, Marina Schubert, Eric Mayne, Stanley Andrews, Phillips
Smalley, George MacQuarrie.
Director, Frank Tuttle; Authors, Laurence
Clark, Max Giersberg, Frederick Herendeen,
Edward Horan; Screenplay, Frank Tuttle,
Everett Hortcn,

Frederick Stephani;

Music and

Lyrics,

Sam

Coslow; Dances, Lercy Prinz; Cameraman,
Henry Sharp; Editor, Richard Currier.
Photography, A-l.
Direction, Expert.
Phillips

Lord

H.

Fairhaven, Mass.

—The

are
P.

The Plaza has a

single picture policy. All seats
10 cents from 11:15 a.m. to 1

m.
Worcester, Mass.

— Lawson

Dan-

manager

of the Olympia, has
returned to his duties following an
operation. During his absence, Herbert Bloom, manager of the Family,
also an E. M. Loew house,
doubled up on duties.
iels,

75 mins.

—

Conn. John S. Glackin,
of the Strand, has returned
to his desk from a sick bed.
Plainville,

manager

American,

by Ernest Comi and

—

—

St. Petersburg, Fla.
Pinellas
Theaters, Inc., for the second time
lost an appeal to the Supreme Court
in which the company sought to
force Emil J. Brach to continue its
lease of the Ritz theater.

—

—

The Her-Mo Thenewest theater in these parts,
has been opened by C. M. Bassman.
It is a two-story brick and concrete

Hermann, Mo.

ater,

structure.

Hardin,

111.

— Sig

Holloway, local

exhibitor is recovering from his recent serious illness. He has been a
patient at a hospital in Alton, 111.

—

Milwaukee
A. C. Gutenberg,
president of the Independent Theaters Protective Association of Wisconsin, is back on the job after r
week's illness.

Charles Parrish and
Milwaukee Russ Leddy, formerly
Smith have taken over the
Pella theater of which Ben Gholson with the Fox organization here and
more recently manager of the Avawas manager.

—

Alton

"OBEAH"
Arcturus Pictures

here.

Philip Goky.

Pella, la.

in

Manmouth

after undergoing improvements, will

San Antonio

—

He succeeds F. L. Alig, who
has been transferred to Orlando to
Va.—L. E. Carte take charge of the Grand.

—

new

—

Palm Beach, Fla.
The Stanley
has been opened by the Sparks interests.
Al Hunt is managing it.
This makes the seventh Sparks
house in the vicinity.

ater.

Providence
Howard C. Burkhardt, formerly of the Poli Palace,
New Haven, has been named resident manager of Loew's State here.
Replacing Burkhardt in New Haven
is Harry Black, formerly of RKO
and Schine Theater Enterprises in
New York.

be reopened

»

Palatka, Fla. A. V. Wooten has
been transferred from the Dreka at
Ralph Callendine DeLand to manage the Howell the-

has opened the Stockport.

Brisson

one.

Day

of the

New Orleans -The Crescent, only
stage show house here, has added
Everett- Horton
another exploitation angle to its
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
stage shows by presenting the hour
86 mins.
Paramount
broadcast show of radio station
SWELL ROMANTIC COMEDY WITH
every Sunday night near
BRISSON AND ELLIS SCORE midnight.
MUSIC.
UNDER TUTTLES DIRECTION.
with

11

lon,
has been named production
ADVENTURE FILM OF SOUTH SEAS
New Orleans Clare McNamara, manager of radio station WISN.
SCORES WITH PUNCH STUFF AND
AUTHENTIC NAUTICAL ATMOSPHERE. blonde greeter for Paramount, is
Milwaukee Reports have it that
This is as close to being a real adven- back at work after a brief illness.
the Alhambra, local downtown house
the
ture feature of the high seas and
Vandalia, Mo.— The Star Theater operated by Fox, will go into a
South Sea Island atmosphere as the talkies
The
was taken on is now under the management of week-end flesh policy shortly.
have yet
produced.
It

—

—

Lord's

Phillips

the

first

adventure
plays the

schooner

months
cruise.

featured

of

its

"Seth Parker" in
round-the-world

The famous
role

as

an

radio

star

adventurer

theater

Emil Asbury.
Cast for "Doubting Thomas"
West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

"I'll

has

been

playing

double

Love You Always" Cast

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Robert Allen, stage
Will Rogers', viewHollywood
ing the American scene from the juvenile, now under long-term conair since the completion of his latest tract to the company, and Howard
Fox Film, "Life Begins At 40", is Hickman were assigned parts last
"Obeah." Lord tries to break the spell by
back at the Movietone Studios pre- week in Columbia's "I'll Love You
attacking the natives in their ritual of
paring for the title role of "Doubt- Always." Leo Bulgakov is directing
death, and is forced to flee to his boat
ing Thomas," an adaptation of this feature which has Nancy Carwith the dead explorer's daughter and a
George Kelly^s stage play, "The roll and George Murphy in the leads.
native girl.
With the chart of a sunken
Torch Bearers." Rogers supporting Others in the cast include Jean
chest of gold coins from the dead exHarry Beresford, Arthur
cast in the film was completed to- Dixon,
plorer, they sail away, but are beset by
day with the signing of Gail Pat- Hohl and Raymond Walburn.
the voodoo curse of the high priestess.
rick, Helen Flint, Johnny Arthur,
Suspense is built up beautifully to a smashRuth Warren and Fred Wallace.
Hearn in Mascot Serial
ing climax, with some grand exploitation
Other outstanding members of the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
angles on the sex situation between the
Hollywood
Edward Hearn has
cast include: Billie Burke, Alison
white and native girl and the star. The
Skipworth, Sterling Holloway and been added to the cast of "The
sea shots and life aboard the schooner are
Andrew Tombes. David Butler will Miracle Rider," Mascot's 15-episode

search of a lost American explorer. With
his crew he finds the lost explorer under
the spell of a powerful voodoo curse called

OTOPH

in

—

grand

—

a real

not duplicate.
n.p'AKpaper

i^

1

(

'* s

'

novelty that Hollywood could
With the current front-page

breaks on the schooner's
a bear f° r exploitation.

ship-

^Mst:

Phillips H. Lord, Jeane Kelly, Alice
Wesslar, crew of schooner, natives.
Director,
F.
Herrick Herrick; Author,

Same; Editor, Leonard Weiss; Cameraman,
Harry

W.

Smith.

Direction,
Excellent.

WW

Very

Good.

Photography,

Victor
starring Tom Mix.
supervising the production
for Nat Levine.
The picture is
ahead of its production schedule.

serial,

direct.

Zobel
Serial Press Book in Color
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood -The press book conceived and designed by Phil Gersdorf
for Mascot serials is attracting much
attention. It is a 12-page book, in
color, and outlines the highlights of
the forthcoming serials being pro-

—

duced by Nat Levine.

is

Terris Plans New Series Abroad
Tom Terris is arranging financing
on "Sirens of the Ages," feature
which he plans to produce abroad.
He is headquartering at 1776 Broad-

way.

OFFERING:
•
•
•
•

Unfailing

A Sound

Sound

Satisfaction

Box Office Attraction

Complete Ownership

And RCA Super
PHOTOPHONE

RCA

Service
DIVISION

Manufacturing Co.,
Camden, N.

A

Inc.

J.

Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary

rrr

THE

u

JZM

DAILY

A

"LOTS"

LITTLE from
.By

RALPH WILK.

HOLLYWOOD

on a loan to play in "Heaven's Gate,'
Leonard Shirley Temple film.
T
T
Spigelgass are taking bows on
Margot Grahame, prominent Britheir book, "I Wasn't Born Yesterday," published this week by the tish screen actress, has been given
Macaulay Co. It's the colorful story her first American film role bv
of a versatile showgirl whose life RKO in "The Informer," John Ford's

A LLEN

RIVKIN

and

was

just about one climax after another.
»
T
T

production of the Liam O'Flaherty
story with Victor McLaglen and
Heather Angel in the leads.
T
V

The Walter King whose name is
appearing in Fox billing these days
Frank McHugh has joined the
is none other than the Broadway cast of Warner's "A Traveling SalesWoolf,
Walter
musical comedy star,
lady."
who is carving a place for himself
T
T
in

the movies.

T

Anne

RKO,

T

Shirley's next picture for
after "Crime of Sylvestre

Bonnard"

which she

in

is

now work-

ing, will be "Freckles," adapted
Dorothy Yost from the classic

Geneva Mitchell will play the femlead in "Guns of the Law,"
Tim McCoy's next Columbia vehicle,
being directed by David Selman.
Story and screen play are by Ford
T

Gene Stratton-Porter.
V

T

»

studios adapting "Living

Up

to Liz-

Aline

MacMahon

will be featured.

T

T

William
young Detroit
Wells,
bank clerk, has been given a long
term contract by RKO. He is ap

in "A
will

Abem

AN UNUSUAL

FORUM
AT THE

T

T

MOTION PICTURE CLUB

is

expected to start production

month at the Warner stuSig Herzig and Warren Duff
are at work on the screen play, and
there will be an elaborate musical

late this
dios.

score.
*

T

t

^ft^fe9

Midsummer Night's Dream,"
"Broadway Gondolier,"
be

pearing in "Village Tale."
T

An army

of over

2,000 persons
taxing facilities at the Paramount

THE CRITICS
WILL HAVE THEIR SAY

has been assigned is
to adapt "Thin Air," "Cosmopolitan
studio, Hollywood, this week. These
Magazine" story by Mildred Cram, people
are actively engaged in ten
for Warners.
features, all of which are currently
Finkel

T

T

T

The new feature comedy which
Bert Wheeler and Bobby Woolsey
are making for RKO will be called
"The Nitwits."
Its working title
has been "Murder Song."
George
Stevens

is

slated to direct.

1

TO-DAY

Dick Powell's next starring picture, as soon as he finishes his role

"Saturday Evening Post" story. which

zie,"

13,

inine

by
by Beebe.

Benny Rubin and Elizabeth Meehan are at work at the Warner

Wednesday, Feb.

production.
The films in work
are: "The Crusades," "How
I
DoW?", VMississippi," "The Big
Broadcast of 1935," "Hold 'em
Yale", "McFadden's Flats," "Stolen

SS3S5S2

in

Am

LOOK--AN

.ALL

Principal Speaker

Harmony," "Paris in Spring," "Four
Hours to Kill" and "People Will

who

speak

will

in

his

STAR CAST

— Harry

inimitable

,1

Hershfield

Hershfieldian

manner

Talk."
for Academy awards include: Art direction:
"Affairs of Cellini," "The Gay Di-

nominations

Additional

T

T

Ruth Donnelly, comedienne, has
First
vorcee" and "The Merry Widow". been given a new contract by
Cinematography: "Affairs of Celli- National and is beginning the third
"Cleopatra" and "Operator 13."
Film editors: "Cleopatra," "Eskimo"
and "One Nijrht of Love."
Sound
recording:
"Affairs
of
Cellini,"
"Cleopatra,"
"Flirtation
Walk,"
"Gay Divorcee," "Imitation of Life,"
"One Night of Love," "Viva Villa"
and "The White Parade."
ni,"

T

T

year

of
studio.

her

She

association

with

now working

is

the
in

"Traveling Saleslady."
T
S.

K.

lumbia's "'One Night of Love," starring Grace Moore, has been assigned
to adapt "Maid of Honor."
»

w

»

Roger Pryor has been signed by
Following the completion of his
Warner's "Oil for the Lamps Warners for the principal masculine
of China," Lyle Talbot goes to Fox adult role opposite Mary Astor and
Jackie Cooper in "Dinky". Ian Hunter, previously assigned to this part,
still
is
busy in "A Midsummer
"Our Gang" Ballream Tieups
Night's Dream."
role in

fo
mobilize 1,000 exhibitors"Our Gang" baseball teams
spring and summer were announced
yesterday by the New York offices of
Hal Roach.
Backed by the Collegeville
Flag and Manufacturing Company
of New York, makers of "Our Gang"
baseball suits,
and the M-G-M field
staff, the giant national tieup is to be
launched
when major leaguers start
active training in Southern camps.
An
exploitation manual is now on the press.

Plans

sponsored
this

T

T

BUGS BAER

LEO MARSH

Daily Mirror

N. Y. American

N. Y. American

JOHN ANDERSON

PERCY

Herald-Tribune

BIDE

T

JULIUS

W.O.R.

Day Association, the
organization advises him from its
headquatrers in Spokane.
tional Fathers'

COHEN

Journal of

MARK BARRON

Commerce

Associated Press

RICHARD LOCKRIDGE

GEORGE ROSS

N. Y. Sun

World-Telegram

ROWLAND

ARTHUR POLLOCK

Bklyn Times-Union

Daily Mirror

ROBERT GARLAND
World-Telegram

JOHN CHAPMAN
Daily

FIELDS

News

WHITNEY BOLTON
Morning Telegraph

Brooklyn Eagle

MARTIN WEYRAUCH

JOHN MASON BROWN
N. Y. Post

Managing

Editor,

Brooklyn Eagle

T

T

ROBERT COLEMAN

DUDLEY

EDGAR PRICE
Brooklyn Citizen

s-^g^

Robert Gleckler has been signed
for "Case of the Curious Bride,"
currently in production at Warners.

Bing Crosby has been made an
honorary member of the Interna-

HAMMOND

Evening Journal

Station

T

who adapted Co-

Lauren,

BERNARD SOBEL

Come

You Want
the Air WMCA at 1:15

Early
On

If

A

Seat
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Court Order Approving Para. Plan Expected Today
1

.OOOg SUIT
for Federal

|

BY WARNERS

VS.

NAfT SCREEN

Film Commission Buried

Unfair Practice

Measure Untimely

Culkin

Committee

in

!to Get

Warner Bros.
A

RICHARD H. CUNNINGHAM
DAILY Staff Correspondent
'|/A FILM
Washington—The Culkin Bill for
j

$1,000,000 damage and permanent injunction action has been
instituted against National Screen
Service by Warner Bros. Pictures,

S" Bv

creation of a Federal motion picture commission, giving the movie
industry a public utility standing,
appears to have been buried in committee with very little likelihood
that the bill will even see the light
of day in committee this session, ii
spite of Congressman Culkin's protestations that he will continue his
fight for his bill. This was indicated

yesterday

Charged
by

in Trailer Suit

Consideration
This Session

and Vitagraph,

Inc.,

Inc.,

charging

that trailers distributed by the defendant and exploiting their pictures constitute an unfair and unauthorized practice.
Summons and
complaint have already been served
in the suit, which will be tried in
the New York State Supreme Court.
Warners some time ago began the

when Congressman Sam

(Continued on Page 14)

(Continued on Page 14)

ALLIED STATES ASS'N

WARNERSNET
IN

RE-ELECTS OFFICERS

13-WK. OPERATIONS

(Continued on Page 12)

Fox Theaters Corp. Nets

Washington
president,

operating profit of $29,332 for the
six months ended Dec. 31, 1934, but
a net loss of $48,368 for the period
after depreciation, amortization and
other charges, according to the re(Continued on Page 14)

of

Allied

States

Ass'n,

and Abram F. Myers, chairman of
the board and general counsel, as
expected, were re-elected yesterday
at

the

first

day's

session

of

the

board of directors' meeting here.
Others elected include H. A. Blum,
Presenting Jack Cohn, vice-president of Columbia Pictures, in the "How They Started" series.
Jack, the versatile, divided his early days in pictures between the dark room, developing and
printing pictures, being a cameraman and a ticket seller.
"Hap" Hadley, outstanding industry
artist is responsible for this unusual and interesting series

(Continued on Page 14)

Eastman Kodak Raises
Dividend Rate to $5

$29,332 Operating Profit
Fox Theaters Corp. showed an

THE FILM DAILY
— Sidney
Samuelson,

Washington Bureau of

Net operating profit of $16,248.after deducting all charges including interest, amortization and
depreciation, but before deduction of
Federal income taxes, is reported by
Warner Bros, and subsidiaries for
the 13 weeks ended Nov. 24, as compared with a net operating profit ol
69,

Expect Court to Sign Order
On Para. Reorganization Today
Huffman Group Faces

Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe today is expected to sign an order approving the Paramount reorganizaDenver In the "answer of defendants" filed by the government tion plan as fair and equitable folin the Harry Huffman auto give- lowing a hearing on approval of two
away case it is charged that the amendments to the plan advised by
three companies that have engaged the court.
Indications are that
Huffman as manager "have entered there will be no strong opposition
into and are now engaged in carry- to the amendments and that Judge
ing on of a conspiracy to obtain for Coxe will sign an order okaying the
the said eight theaters a monopoly plan, thus ending the first half of

By

declaration of a quarterly payment of $1.25, directors of Eastman
Kodak yesterday placed the common
stock on a $5 annual basis, against
$4 formerly. The regular $1.50 on
the preferred*, also was declared.
Both are payable April to stock of
record March 5.

Charges of Monopoly

Warners Set "Napoleon"
THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bur.,

—

-rvHollywood Definite plans to produce
<P|apoleon," with Edward G. Robinson
IJ / the title role and Bette Davis as
"Josephine, are announced by Warners,
tmil Ludwig acted as consultant on the
story.
Production will begin this spring.
Napoleon has been figuring prominently
in the press lately through the
publication

of his

love letters

to Josephine.

—

(Continued on Page 12)

(Continued on Page 12)

Cobb to Preside at Banquet
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Irvin S. Cobb will act as
toastmaster at the Academy
awards

—

Major Nathan Levinson will preside in absence of President
Frank Lloyd who will be on location.
Lionel
Barrymore, representing former
Academy awards winners, will introduce

banquet Feb. 27.

Cobb.

!7"™?F

THE
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Score Charges Up Again
At M.P.T.O.A. Meeting

Pictures will

Although

the

topic

„t

Coming and Going
in

score

of

produce between eight and 10 fea- charges
does not appear on the tenVol LXVII No. 38 Thurs.. Feb H 1935 5C;»'tures this season, of which United tative program
for the M. P. T. O.
Artists will distribute four in the A. convention
JOHN W. ALICOATE
at the Roosevelt HoEditor and fublisher
U. S., it was said yesterday by Capt. tel, New Orleans,
Feb. 25-28, proRichard Norton, B. & D. producer, tests against the assessment
Published daily except Sundays and Holiday
will b"
« 1650 Broadway, New York, N. V on his arrival from London. The brought into the meetings via the
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
U. A. releases here include "Run- M. P. T. 0.
J. VY
of Eastern Pa. and
Alicoate,
President,
Editor and Publisher;
away
Bride",
"Nell
Gwynn", other units. They will argue that
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
"Brewster's Millions", and "Escape the charge is a duplication
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso
and unciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Me Never", starring Elizabeth warranted. Attacks on score charges
Editor.
Entered as second class matter. Bergner.
During
hi>
stay
here,
have featured other exhibitor conMay 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
Capt. Norton intends to discuss a ventions but without breaking down
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United State* outside new
picture contract with
Miss
he policy.
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Bergner, engage a film editor and a
.

:

months,

$15.00.

Foreign,
$5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.

Address

all

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,

DAILY,

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California Ralph WiHc, 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

—

— Lichtbildbuehne,
— P. A. Harle, La

Wardour St., W. I. Berlin
Fried richstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,
des-Nouei, 19.

Rue de

Cour-

la

group of chorines for a new B. &
D. musical and perhaps sign a female star.

Code Auth'y

Next large-scale B. & D. production will probably be "Peg Woffington," a story based on the life of
David Garrick, famous actor, with
Sir Cedric Hardwicke starred anc
Herbert Wilcox directing, Norton
said. This is destined for next season U. A. release as is a new mus-

Determination of between 20 and
25 appeals will constitute the principal work of the Code Authority
when it meets today. Whether or
not it will devote time to the proposed clearance and zoning sched-

ical

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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is
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70
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13%

131/2
3

3

in

each zone

is

for the Authority, will act as secretary owing to the absence of John
Flinn, executive secretary, in

C

Hollywood.

The

Code

Authority

M

ZTn

LANG COBB

C
for

York todayr

of

-

-

Cinecolor

leaves

Monday

gone to

Florida.

California.

MILTON

WEISMAN

C.

has

from

for

Florida

tomorrow.

B production chief,
yesterday on the Olympic

England

New York.
ARCHER WHITFORD, managing

Everyones,"

director of
film
weekly,
arrives
so to look over thwill also visit England.

Australian

America in a week
movle situation.
He
n

FRANK

WEAD,

or

M-G-M

writer,

V-

"

+
C. Lang Cobb to Confer
+
+ 1% On New Color Sales Plan
A new sales plan for color which
+ % is expected to greatly increase the
4-

—

1

as far as Chicago to confer with
Brock
Pemberton. Broadway producer, on Wead's new
play, "Ceiling Zero."

GEORGE ABBOTT

returns

next week

from

Florida.

PHILIP
American

DUNNING

sails

Friday

for

South

a

cruise.

FRANK

GILLMORE,

president
of
Actors'
Equity, will head a delegation to Albany on
Feb. 20 for a hearing on Sunday legitimate
shows.
About March 9, Gillmore plans to sail
for a five-week Mediterranean cruise.

ROBERT GILLHAM
for

left

New

York

night

last

Florida.

GEORGE W. WEEKS
for

AILEEN BRENON
staff

leaves

leaves

New

York imme-

Detroit.

for

the

the Paramount- publicity
coast next week.

of

HARRY BRANDT is back from Florida.
ALINE MacMAHON, Warner player, left

Conclude 3-Day Meeting

coast Tuesday night aboard
vacation in New York.

the

Chief

-

INDUSTRIAL— FILM

ROBERT FLOREY, who
ecting
's

in

"The Florentine

New

York

at

the

recently

Dagger"
Hotel

the

for

a

finished
for

1% use of color
y-

in features, shorts
also extend its use to trailers

will

be

discussed

James Coston,

Chicago; Nat Wolf, Cleveland; B.
Bill in Minors in Massachusetts
E. Hoffman, New Haven; Don Ja
Boston Reintroducing a bill that
cocks, Newark; Louis Lazar, Albany; Leon Schlessinger, Philadel- was ignominiously turned down
phia; Harry Kalmine, Pittsburgh; the 1933 session of the Massachu
J. J. Payette, Washington; David setts legislature, James C. Scanlan
E. Weshner, Philadelphia; Herbert is endeavoring to gain support fo
Copeland, Atlantic City; Howard a measure that would regulate the
admission of minors to movies.
Waugh, Memphis.

—

i

and
and
next

week with Cinecolor officials in
% Hollywood by C. Lang Cobb who
leaves New York on Monday for

5,f

the coast.
Since his last visit in
California, Cobb has established the
use of Cinecolor with several leading- producers, including Paramount
RKO, Van Beuren and others. He
will remain on the coast until about

May

FILM— RECORDS

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

CORP.
St.,

N.Y.C.

1.
Cobb, who has spent about
15 years in the color field and 16
additional years in picture business,
predicts a big spurt in color by next
year.

"Roberta" for Music Hall
RKO Radio's "Roberta" is expected to go into the Music Hall following Fox's "Little Colonel" and Columbia's "The Whole Town's Talking."
"Colonel" opens Feb. 21.

di-

Warners,

Warwick.

1

newsreels

+

RECORDING ON FILM

SLIDE

comj

has

east

diately

Warner Theater Execs

-

'

CHARLES FORD leaves
MICHAEL BALCON, G

meet

will

Feb. 21, with Flinn due to return
he previous day.

a

connection with the Forum and Uptown theaters in Los Angeles.

+

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

understood being set up

is anticipated as the
result of the Authority's discussions in considering an appeal in

.

104V4 IO41/2 469% 70
69i/4
70

70

ctfs.

is

by the Code Authority, which

requirement.
The ruling

8

49

5'/2 s51

5'/2 s50

zoning

principle in clearance and

between the house

..

+

21

8

69'/2

filed

Par.

A new

New Ha-

New

in

1

21 Vi

A-0 6s46... 69Vi

Code Auth'y May Establish
Second Zone in Big Cities

Kansas City and

ven will be decided when the meeting opens.
Tyree Dillard, counsel

arrives
Miss.

JAMES GRAINGER. Universal sales manager,
olans to eaye Sunday on a
trip that will t*kin several Universal
Southern exchanges before
tHe
P T °- A ""ventlon
in* New Orleans.
in
t*

Today

Following a series of individual
+ V pected to officially rule that, when conferences
with Joseph Bernhard,
an area has a population of 25,000
15
115V2 +
or more, it can be divided into a head of Warner theaters, yesterday,
10
10
a three-day zone managers' meeting
32% 32% + Ve second zone. That a distance of at
Returning to thei'
least one and one-fifth miles exist was concluded.
31/2
3% +
respective posts are:

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40

Norton

ules for

25 Appeals

KUYKENDALL
Columbus,

•ailed
or

to Rule

21%

21

1

Chg.

Close

6

213'g

pfd.

Low
5
377/8

5

stated.

described "Escape Me Never," now
being cut, as "magnificent." It cost
$800,000 and is the most expensive
film to come out of England, according to Arthur C. Kelly, United Artists foreign sales chief.

FINANCIAL

Con.

be produced starring Jack

Buchanan, Norton

CODE

Am. Seat

to

On

ED
from

THE MAN

WHO COULD NOT DIE!

—
—

The Best Road Show Attractions in Years Six Record Breaking
Weeks at the Criterion Theatre New York

FOR DIRECT THEATRE BOOKINGS AND TERRITORIAL
RIGHTS

OLYMPIC PICTURES CORP.
729

SEVENTH AVE.

BRyant 9-4417

NEW YORK

.

EXTRA! AS WE GO TO PRESS!

COPPERFIELD
HELD OVER

th

WEEK!

CAPITOL, N.Y.
New

D

all

time

dBMlill TIH' IH h
l

DID IT
WIFE AND
—Yours and

EXTRA

playing time for

DAVID

Copperfield!

WE urged

it—

all

FOR

ii

nmMfflTiMi

R THE!
DIES!
ours!
IF

YOU

LIKE FIGURES

take a look at this!

*OUT OF FIRST 13 COPPERFIELD
ENGAGEMENTS:
Monday beat

the opening day, Friday,
3 cases. Tuesday beat the opening day,
Friday, in 9 cases. Wednesday beat the
opening day, Friday, in 70 cases. Thursday
beat the opening day, Friday, in 77 cases.
THE LAST DAY OF THE FIRST WEEK
in

it!

is

IN

i

itfod Mess

Record!

YOU did
THERE

I

no comparison

of picture history

BEAT THE OPENING DAY INI J
OUT OF 73 CASES!
In Louisville "Copperfield" started out doing 92% of
top business. By the end of 1 1th day it was doing 27%
better than top. In 11

over

the

*In Hartford
first

BUILDING

power and

days

it

had

built

more than 35%

best previous grossers.
it

three days,

started at

had done 112% of

At random,

a

76% of

top business in its

and by the end of the 11th day

it

top business.

few out of

many spots where "Copper-

conceptions of building
going strong: El Paso, Minneapolis,
St. Paul, Richmond, Nashville, Reading, Atlanta,
Norfolk, Boston, etc.
field" is upsetting all previous

$ WORD-of-mouth

OF this

greatest of

HOLD-over

power and

stimulation
all

pictures!

still

Capitol, N. Y. in its 4th big week. Total for first
three weeks biggest since "Smilin' Through," and
almost equals it. The 20th day (Wednesday) beats
opening day (Friday)

EXTRA DAYS! EXTRA PAY DAYS! DON'T REGRET LATER! GET MORE PLAYING TIME NOW!

...

THE

a
4
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REVIEWS

MONC

"MURDER ON A HONEYMOON"
RKO

GLEASON.
Those who go

pastime

the

for

in

of

guessing who did it will find a big field
Identity of the
day in this murder yarn.
culprits is covered up with unusual cleverness, so that the denouement carries a
little
more kick than the average melo-

drama of

detective

in

the

or

less

With Edna May

kind.

its

serving

end,

self-appointed

who

Gleason,

the

is

to

more
James

a

nicely

as

assistant

Oliver

inspector,

a

comedy motif runs through the

restrained

First murder takes place in
Catalina-bound airplane, with Edna among
Suspects include a young
the passengers.
married couple, a movie director and a
retired rum runner. Edna starts investigating, followed later by Jimmy's arrival from
New York, and in the developments the
bridegroom is killed just as he is about
something he saw late at
to tell them

proceedings.

a

night

the

in

shows

Finale

casino.

that

innocent looking couple did the jobs
because their gang double-crossed them.
the

May

Edna

Cast:

Oliver,

Lcla Lane, Chick Chandler,

Dorothy

Harry

Libaire,

James Gleason,
George Meeker,

Ellerbee,

Spencer

DeWitt Jennings, Leo Carroll,
Arthur Hoyt, Matt McHugh, Sleep 'n' Eat,
Morgan Wallace, Brooks Benedict, Rcllo
Charters,

Lloyd.

DALY

13-15:
Annual
Ass'n board of
Washington.

Feb.

• • • PUT ON the spot
the dramatic crits as
guests of the M. P. Club Forum luncheon
all turned
in Nice Notices
they didn't pan pix, the film execs, the
luncheon, the theater
not even the lousy current crop of
stage productions
they all talked to the film mugs assembled in that erudite, elusive, evasive manner in which they would
write their notices of a stage play authored by the friend of a
friend of a dramatic crit
in a word
they didn't tell
the film mugs a thing
why should they?

of

directors,

Allied

Start
Carltoii

Hotel

Warner

16:

Feb.

ball,

Club's sixth annual dinn.,
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New Yon;

Independent Exhibitors of Massachu
meeting at headquarters in Boston.

19:
setts

Feb. 20-26:

Soviet Russia's first World Cinem

Festival,

Feb.

meeting

14-15:
Iowa-Nebraska Allied Theater cot;
vention and movie frolic, Des Moines.

and

Moscow.

21:
Allied Theater Owners
sey meeting, Trenton, N. J.

Feb. 23:

Detroit Variety
Club
Room, Book Cadillac Hotel,

Feb. 24:

Friars'

Majestic

Frolic,

of

New

Ball.

Jei

Cryst,

Detroit.

Theater,

Ne

York.
Feb. 25-28:

•

•

•

AS PREDICTED

the other day in this kolyum
Colonel Alicoate as master of the revels introduced Louis Nizer
who introduced Harry Hershfield
who had the job
of trying to make the dramatic crits feel at home with the
film mugs out front
and vice versa
Harry had e
tuff assignment
the Colonel and the Barrister knew what
they were doing when they made Mister Hershfield the fall guy.

Hotel
Feb. 25-28:

BUT THE

• • •
Victim of a Thousand Luncheons rose
to the occasion magnificently
Harry started right off with
Bernie Sobel of the "Mirror"
Mister Sobel sez what will
I talk about Harry
and Harry sez about 2 minutes
Mister Sobel didn't need two minutes
he ducked under
the wire in one minute flat
Mister Sobel gave birth to the
original thot that he didn't like to pan a bad play
John
Anderson of the "Evening Journal" followed, and said he loved
to pan a bad play
which shows you how cleverly Mister
Hearst picks his dramatic crits for two different rags
for
people who think, as the slogan goes
and for people who
so what?

M.

Hotel

tion,

Film

New

Carriers
Orleans.

meetini

P.

0. A. annual conven

T.

Roosevelt,

New

Orleans.

Feb. 26-27:

Independent Theater Owners
Ohio second annual convention, Deshler
Wallick Hotel, Columbus.

Awards Banquet of the Academy c
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Ho'iywoo

k

"eb. 27:

1

March

Actors' Equity Ass'n quarterly meel
Astor, New York

:

Hotel

ing,

T

National
Roosevelt,

.

March

think they think

Author, Stuart Palmer. Screenplay, Seton
Miller,
Robert Benchley; Cameraman,
Nick Musuraca; Recording Engineer, John
L Cass; Editor, William Morgan.
Photography, A-l.
Direction, Good

Feb.

with

74 mins.

Radio

GOOD MURDER MYSTERY WITH VERY
PUZZLING PLOT AND AMUSING DETECTIVE WORK BY EDNA OLIVER AND

Feb.

RIAW
PHIL M

Edna May Oliver and
James Gleason

with

»DATE BOOI^

THE

Columbians'
fifth
annual
dinnei
Grand ballroom of Waldort-Aston.

2:

dance,

New

York.

March 4:

Extraordinary
meeting of trod
holders of Path* Exchange, Inc., to act c
reorganization plan 2.30 P. M., New York

March

7-9:
National

vania,

Eleventh

Board

New

of

Annual
Review,

Conference
Pennsy

I

Hotel

York.

April 27:
A.M.P.A. annual get-together
ner, Hotel Astor, New York.
•/lay

dir

20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting of ft
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Ho;
Roosevelt, Hollywood.

T

T

I

•

•

•

IN

PANNING

bad plays, Mister Anderson stated
that he felt like the champion for the entire human race
and after he pans the cluck plays, the film magnates buy 'em
and make millions
so what ?
is the crit wrong ?
the film mags?
the public?
when Mister Anderson
sat down. Mister Hershfield arose and sez
"The guy has
discovered a new form of sadism"
.

Dick Talmadge

in

"THE FIGHTING PILOT"
STUNT MAN DOES
HEROICS IN
THRILL FANS.

A

SLAM BANG
MELLER MADE FOR THE
HIS

Talmadge

Dick

typical

meller

with

man

working overtime doing
his hazardous leaps and falls, and knocking out platoons of his enemies with his
stunt

bare

fists.

Made

youngsters and
tures
to

recommend

adults

it

vincing,

undiscriminating

the

who

fist

has

fights are

enemies fall
whenever he takes

for

their

like
It

pic-

nothing

to the sophisticated audi-

Talmadge's

ence.

nine

for

and actionful.

lurid

his

not con-

down

like

sock at
The plot is very lurid. The hero
them.
is
helping his pal, the old inventor of a
modern airplane with some startling inpins

novations
audience.

.

.

65 mins.

Ajax Pictures

the

.

that

are

not

last

T

a

disclosed

That must be taken

• • • THEN CAME Arthur Pollock of the Brooklyn
"Eagle" who scored a birdie in a flight of words that didn't incriminate himself or the paper
a Magician
Julius
Cohen of the "Journal of Commerce" said frankly I'm really an
advertising solicitor so whatthe'ell and sat down
what
else was there for him to do?
Robert Coleman of the
"Mirror" unloaded a torrent of seven-syllable words on his highly intellectual audience
Bob has been trying for years to
get those words over in his kolyum but the ed always blue
pencils and tells him to keep writing for the Mob
he
was a proud mug when he sat down
VINDICATED at

to

the

for granted.

the agent of a foreign power
the plans with the help of his
steals
gang, and later steals the airplane itself.
Then hero Dick goes into some wild ad-

However,

ventures in Chinatown where he saves the
plans, the plane and everything.
Cast: Richard Talmadge, Gertrude Messinger, Robert Frazer, Eddie Davis, Victor
Mace, William Humphrey, Rafael Storm,
Jack Cheatham.
Director,
Noel Mason; Author, Ralph
Cusamano; Editor, Holbrook Todd; Cameramen, Reggie Lyons. Frank Bender.
Photography, Fair.
Direction, Fair

•

•

•

T

T

TIME OUT

right here while Mister Hershfield
announced we were off the air for
and could Be Ourselves
so he told a Bedtime Story about Garbo, Crawford
and Mae West, with Joe Brown stooging for Mae
c'm up
'n' see muh sometime and we'll tell yuh wot we can't print
Followed other speakers
Jules Brulatour, Roland
Fields of the Brooklyn "Times-Union," Herb Yates, Martin
Weyrauch of the Brooklyn "Eagle," Phil Reisman, Jack Cohn,
Bide Dudley
all Dramatic Crits in good standing
no
kidding
Messrs Brulatour, Yates and Cohn can be very
dramatic in criticising
Mister Brulatour said he had come
into the film biz only to eke out a miserably underpaid livelihood
at which Si Seadler broke out into violent sympathetic
sobbing and wanted to pass the hat for poor Mister Brulatour.

WMCA

.

« « «

Educational Preparing
Mt. Everest 3-Reele
Pictures of the spectacular Hous
Everest Flight, whicl
took man for the first time to thH
"top of the world," have been ob
tained by Educational Pictures an
are now being edited for releas
through Fox as a three-reel specif
under the title of "Wings Over M'
Everest".

ton-Mount

Hungarian Film Booked
"Father Knows Best," Hungaria
feature film operetta which ran i
the Tobis Theater in New York, hs
been booked for showings in Clev<
land, Youngstown, Akron, Detroi
Chicago and South Bend.

Andy Deitz Joins GB in St. Loui^
Andy Deitz, formerly with Ms
jestic and majors, has been
pointed St. Louis sales manager

Gaumont

.

» » »

British. George
sales manager

at|

f(

W. Week
who mac

general
the appointment, leaves New Yoi
immediately for Detroit to close fir:
run deals.

New
A.

L.

through

Theater for Brooklyn
M. Development G
Edward A. Johnso

sold the plot at the northeast
of Ave. M. and East 15th St., Brool
lyn, to a syndicate which is r
ported planning to build a mov

theater on the

site.

;

Wear

You, Too, Can

The Famous
John Hamrick
Smile!
NOTED SEATTLE

SHOWMAN

REVEALS SIMPLE RECIPE
FOR HAPPINESS
Dear Jack Warner:
The other night sat in a preview on
SWEET MUSIC, and if the audience reaction
I

to this picture

MUSIC

means anything, SWEET

going to be one of the best audience pictures of the season, and hasten to
extend to you my praise for the manner in
is

I

which you handled Rudy Vallee.

You made a regular trouper out

of

him

immediately on entering his first scene,
and you kept him a regular trouper all the

way through.
five minutes,

Before

we were in

everyone

was convulsed with

in

the picture

the audience

laughter. This picture

deserves success because it is filled to overflowing with entertainment value.

With worlds of good wishes,

2>
Sincerely,

...And prepare yourself for a shock

when

y<

READ RUDY'S MOST SENSATIONA
You're going to be surprised

when you

see Warner Bros.'

Ml

first

Vallee show. But just so you won't be too surprised, we're repri
ing these friendly warnings

from three recognized authority

HAVE YOU SCREENED

RUDY
VALLEE
ANN DVORAK
With

•

I'

9 STARS
Directed

-

AN MAIL!

ET?

WARNER BROS.

MUSIC
SWEET
BANDS
SONGS 10O
•

red

mm

E.

Green

6

•

GIRLS

f***
MILLIONS and

MILLIONS

and

MILLIONS
of

people have

passed

thru

doors

in

to

1

h

r

i

these

Pa

ris

KNOWN!

EVER

nv

DARRYL

F.

ZANUCK

BRINGING
TO YOUR DOOR
IS

20th

IT

AS

CENTURY'S

GREATEST SPECIAL!

THE
10
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

"LOTS

"3

RALPH WILK

By

Walter
Futter,
who produced
will direct "Valley
"Hong Kong Nights," starring Tom
Forge," adapted from the TheKeene, was a veteran short subject
ater Guild play, as his next Columproducer.
In 1924 he started probia picture.
ducing "Curiosities" and made the

CRANK CAPRA

T
T
T
The picsubjects for eight years.
James Blakeley has been borrowed tures were first distributed by Eduby Paramount from Columbia for cational and later by RKO and Co-

"Two on

a Tower," in which Tullio lumbia.
Carminati plays the lead under
T
Lewis Milestone's direction. As a
"Hell Breaks Loose," an original
result of this new assignment, Car- by Norman Houston, will be the
minati's plans to go to New York first production on the Premier Picfor a stage play are temporarily off. tures program. Houston is also doT

T

T

ing the adaptation.

Work

will start

pictures of 1934 said, "the best work
of the year was, of course, again
done by Disney, who gave us 'Steeplechase,'
'Mickey's
Mechanical
Man' and 'Lullaby Land,' each
worth any 12 average films."
T
T
Plans of Al Jolson and Ruby
Keeler for a vacation following completion of their work for First National in "Go Into Your Dance" were
cancelled to permit Miss Keeler to
enter the Good Samaritan Hospital
in Los Angeles for an operation on
She will be hospitalized
her foot.
for the next three weeks.

latest comedy for Educational, which
is in production under the working

"Matrimony Lane." Dorothea
Kent plays opposite Keaton, helping
to make life more cheerful for the
new "hand" down on the farm. Jane
Jones, blues singer, and Robert Mctitle

Kenzie also are in the cast.
Glen
Lambert wrote the script from
Charles Lamont's story. Lamont is
directing.
t

t

Frankie Darro was a late addition

the

to

cast

of

Columbia's

"Gimpy."
Marriage of Charlie Chaplin and about March 15th.
Paulette Goddard is now stated by
T
T
T
T
V
Buster Keaton, as a young mar
columnists to have taken place a
Walt Disney officials are all smiles
Metropolitan Industrial Pictures
year ago. The scribes claim Chaplin these days. The London "New Era" of Manhattan, goes back to the farm
has completed its second sound film
admitted it at a party.
in commenting on the outstanding and to the cows and chickens in hi:
for the bureau of Power and Light
T
T
of the City of Los Angeles.
The
"Gimpy," with Jack Holt, and
current two-reeler, "Modern Pio
"I'll Love You Always," with Nancy
neers," shows the early and present
Carroll and George Murphy, have
from
construction of Boulder Dam and
been finished at Columbia.
"Hot
the building of the world's largest
News", with Richard Cromwell, Waltransmission line which will trans!By CHARLES ALICOATE.
lace Ford and Billie Seward is under
mit power from Boulder Dam to Los
way with Lambert Hillyer directing.
"DERNICE CLAIRE, stage and start work in about two weeks on Angeles. Picture was staged by Pat
T
T
?
The Dowling and Hobart Brownell and
screen star, completes work to- the first three of the series.
Charles Boyer has replaced Franday in a two-reel musical short, en- studio in which the work will be narrated by Gayne Whitman.
cis Lederer in "Break of Hearts,
titled "Lovelorn", at the Brooklyn done has not yet been selected.
the new Katharine Hepburn starring
In support are
Vitaphone studio.
picture, soon to go into productioi
Donald Douglas, Billie Leonard,
"Southern California, with its
at RKO Radio. Philip Moeller is t
Eastern Studio Notes. .. .Harold sunshine and flowers in midwinter,
George McKay, Don Tompkins and
direct.
Lew Dithers with Jean and Joan Godsoe, first assistant director, has attracted another class of inr
v
t
Carroll.
Ed DuPar and Ray Fos- keeping more than busy between dustry by reason of the glorious
Dudley Nichols and Allan Scott, ter are behind the cameras.
the two sets.... Lee Garmes, asso- prevailing conditions. The Biograph
screen writers, have drawn term
ciate director in charge of the cam- Co., of New York, has sent a troupe
contracts at the RKO Radio Studio.
eras, figuring a new technique in of
motion picture artists clear
Everley Gregg, English actress, camera angles. .. Hope Williams
Erik Rhodes, the "Mr. Tonetti" oi now appearing in the New York wearing a snow suit under the lights across the country that they may
"Gay Divorcee," and Hazel Forbes, stage production of Noel Coward's for three days and complaining of work unhampered by the snow or
who was one of Ziegfeld's noted "Point Valaine", has been added to losing weight. .. .Noel Coward can- cold. The company, numbering 32
actors, actresses, artists and cam"Follies" girls, have been added to the cast of principals in Coward's celling all engagements, giving his
eramen, arrived in Los Angeles last
the cast of '"The Nitwits," new initial screen acting venture, "Mirfull time to his work in the picWheeler-Woolsey comedy soon to go acle in 49th Street", which Ben ture. .. .Hecht and MacArthur re- evening and registered at the Hollenbeck hotel. They intend to spend
into production at RKO Radio.
Hecht and Charles MacArthur are tiring to the backgammon board, the winter here, making pictures
T
producing in Astoria for Paramount with Hecht three games to the good
with California scenery as a backRKO Radio cast assignments: release.
... .A full camera crew with Lee ground".
Los Angeles "Express",
•
Arnold Korff for "Break of Hearts"
Garmes, Bill Kelly, Charles Harten Jan. 24, 1910.
John Warburton for "Becky Sharp"
was
.and Eddie
and Walter Strenge.
The two-reel comedy which
Samuel Hinds for "Strangers AH"; to feature Joe Cook and was sched- Roberts, carrying out his assignMary Bovard, formerly known a. uled to go into production next week ment as athletic instructor.
Mary Beich, for "Sylvestre Bon- at the Eastern Service studio has
Lew Pollock and Paul Webster,
nard."
whose "Two Cigarettes in the Dark"
been postponed for a week and Al
swept the country last year, are preT
T
T
Christie will put into production
Ballard Macdonald is completing
Production has been completed on
two one-reelers, with work planned the scripts for the next three shorts paring three special song numbers
"Circus Shadows," a Peerless film
for "Under the Pampa Moon," which
to be done at the Biograph studio.
which Mentone Productions is sched- B.
directed by Charles Hutchinson and
G. DeSylva will produce at Fox.
•
uled
to put into work next week at
starring
Dorothy
Wilson,
Kane
The picture will serve as a vehicle
studio
under
dithe
Biograph
the
Ritchmond, Russell Hopton and Dorfor Warner Baxter and Ketti GalThe Hecht-MacArthur production, rection
of Milton Schwarzwald.
othy Revier.
lian.

Short Shots

Eastern Studios

—

.

.

"Miracle in 49th Street", now in
at the Astoria plant, has been
broken up into two units, with ArA new version of the black and
thur Rosson directing the sequence
white animated cartoon "Kool Penfor the street scene employing about
guins" has been prepared for the
300 extras and principals, using the
main stage, and Ben Hecht and Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.
by Audio Productions, Inc. This verCharles MacArthur working on the
sion will be the subject of an inupper stage on interiors.
tensive campaign made to the pub•
lic in tying in the dealer organizaHarriett Milliard has been given tions
of the manufacturer at all
a screen test by M-G-M for a pro- points.
posed musical to be made on the

James Tinling

will direct.

work

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Unit cost of production in France last
year was 1,000,000 francs, against 1,200.000 the year before and 1.800,000 in 1932.

—•—

Arrangements were made
coast.
through Dick Krakeuer of the Leo
Harry Davenport, who has devotMorrison Office.
ed 64 of his 69 years of life to the
stage and screen, yesterday was
Ben Blake, who will produce and signed by Ben Hecht and Charles
direct the series of shorts featur- MacArthur for a part in "Miracle
ing the Voice of Experience, will in 49th Street."

AS

SEEN

IY

THE PRESS
AGENT
"Katharine DeMille tried mothering a
couple of puppies recently.
She even
used the private bath of her father,
Cecil B. DeMille. The pups died, nevertheless."

—PARAMOUNT.
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EXPLOITETTES

STREET

parade,

several

attractive merchant window
displays and plenty of newspaper publicity were among the

outstanding features of the ex-

arranged
by Manager W. V. Taylor of
Loew's State Theater, Houston,
Tex., for the premiere of "Kid
Goldwyn's
Samuel
Millions,"
United Artists release. In the
tie-up division, Taylor obtained
ploitation

campaign

the co-operation of Rettig's,
cal

ice

cream

distributor,

In addition to Rettig's co-operation, the band from the Rice Institute also participated in the
parade.
More than 5,000 roto
broadsides were distributed by
all Rettig dealers; 75 soda fountain displays were arranged and
local confectionery stores carried special window streamers.
Two of the local banks, Second
National and National Bank of
Commerce, got out special window displays and distributed
heralds reading: "You Too Can
'Kid Millions' if you have a
Us."
Savings Account With
The remainder of the copy on
the heralds sold the picture at
Loew's State., Radio Station
KPRC devoted many morning
broadcasts to the hit numbers
in the picture which also received additional plugging on the
Rettig Ice Cream program over

KTRH.

All local hotel

the song
decorated
numbers.
Special
three sheets were on display at
Kresses, Grant's, Groggin and
Both the Kresses
Baldwin's.
and Grant's used two song-pluggers singing the Cantor songs

orchestras

—Smoot,

lo-

Parkersburg.

and

Retput over a huge parade.
tig's loaned their 18 trucks, all
bannered, and Tailor arranged
to have a camel and a ballyhoo
truck with loud-speaker equipment.
The parade covered the
important streets of the city.

station

« « « « » » » »

unique layout. Mr. Barrett personally endorsed the production
in
heavy underlining in the
house ads several days in advance of the showing.
The
"Sentinel" carried an interview
with Mr. Barrett regarding his
visit to the World's Fair, where
Burlington Zephyr train
the
was on exhibition. Yearsley obtained several publicity breaks
with the pressbook stories. He
states the "Silver Streak" could
have played added time except
for previous bookings.

Parade Boosts

Cantor's "Kid Millions"
A

%!£1

DAILY
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featured

from "Kid Millions".
Loew's State, Houston.

—

Special "Copperfield"

Screening in St. Joseph

TWO

weeks prior to the premiere of "David Copperfield''

|

at the Missouri Theater, St.
Joseph, Mo., B. Dubinsky, manager, arranged a special screening for all school teachers, the
clergy, and the press. Dubinsky

was

assisted

by an M-G-M

ex-

One-sheet cards were
planted with all book, department and drug stores, newsand libraries, selling
stands
"Copperfield" as Dickens's "most
book
beloved
book."
2,500
ploiteer.

marks were distributed to stores
and offices, as were a large number

of

blotters.

were sent out
ing

list.

to

2,000 letters
a select mail-

—Missouri,

St. Joseph.

Show Above
Broadway

"Devil Dogs" Air

Strand Thrills

WTARNER BROS, gave Broadway

another thrill SaturP.M. with an aerial
demonstration
battle
given
above the Strand Theater by
VO Squadron 6MR, U. S. Marine Corps, commanded by Stephen A. McLellan. When Barney Capehart, who was scheduled to describe and explain the
maneuvers through a public
address system, failed to show
up on time, Irving Windisch,

day at

5

exploitation

director

of

the

Warner Metropolitan Theaters,

Map Idea
For "Silver Streak"

stepped into the breach. Parked atop the Strand marquee,
Windisch had a man across the

Ingenious
"RILL

YEARSLEY,

formerly

head of the First National's
advertising department, used an
an genious 40 x 60 home-made
map idea in exploiting RKO's
"The Silver Streak" at the
Smoot Theater, Parkersburg,
W. Va., a house owned by P.
W. Barrett. Yearsley is pubfor
the
licity
representative
house.
On the map across the
territory
.r-Jpulder

between Chicago and
Dam, covered by the

jl^in in the story, was a giant
^*«xreamline train, with a caption covering the "death-defying
run." Enlargement of a presssheet cover, a jumbo telegram
and catchlines completed the

street signal him the formations of the six pursuit planes
and two bombers, and then described to the Times Square
crowd in real expert fashion the
details of the demonstration.
description
was interThis
spersed with plugs for the
showing of "Devil Dogs of the
Air" at the Strand.
Traffic

along the district was held up
as automobile passengers stopped their cars to watch the aerThe Times Square
ial display.
area was packed with matinee
throngs who were impressed

and

thrilled
bition.

by the aerial exhi-

—Strand, New

York

City.
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TIMELY TOPICS

Arliss Sees Dialogue
Gaining Importance

A

GREATER

importance will

be attached to dialogue in
the future. Of course, your dialogue must be so good that it
continually interest and
will
I still
stimulate the audience.
think the time will come when
it will be possible for a film to
devote five or ten minutes at a
time to pure dialogue without
resort to situation or movement.
The arrival of talking pictures
means that we have not been
able to play so many tricks with
the camera. The danger lies in
the doing of certain things just
because you have the mechanical power to do them, not because any particular idea lies
I think that in
behind them.
the future the intellectual content and the verbal expression
will mean more than technical
Even now, diaachievements.
logue is becoming more widely
Such successes as "The
used.
Barretts of Wimpole Street,"
"The House of Rothschild", and

Women" prove
contend that my new
"Little

this.

I

picture,

"Cardinal Richelieu" is another
example of this unmistakable
tendency in film production.
What makes Shakespeare immortal?
The beauty of his
language and thoughts. Not the
situation, not the plots which
he stole. Eventually all Shakespeare's plays will be done by
the talking films. The pictures
with their great resources and
great audience can afford to do
him. The reason we don't have
more Shakespeare on the stage
is that every one of his plays demands to be perfectly acted.
Most productions are wretchedinadequate.
A theatrical
manager cannot afford the great
expense of employing the perfect cast which alone can do
I
think
Shakespeare justice.
the industry will have to work
up to Shakespeare. It may take
But these are the
ten years.
lines on which the picture will

« « « «

develop.
Literature, great dialogue, beauty of language will
be sought after. Yes, it is quite

evident that the future
the intellect.

lies

—George

with

Arliss.

International Policy

Applied by Korda

Is

'"THE international policy that
came to me on my first visit
to Hollywood is one that still remains the bulwark of London
Films. Our authors come from

many

And our

countries.

ac-

as well.
Besides Wells,
there are Robert E. Sherwood

tors,

and Sam Behrman from America; Baroness Orczy from Hungary; Madame Nijinsky from
Russia; and, of course, our own
Frederick Lonsdale, England's
top-notch playmaker.
Actors
follow the same line with Leslie Howard, Charles Laugh ton,
Douglas Fairbanks, senior and
junior, Elizabeth Bergner, Paul
Robeson, Nina Mae MacKinney.
And again those "little unknowns" Merle Oberon, Robert Donat, Binnie Barnes.
After being in the movie industry for so many years, it takes
something really unusual to
surprise me.
Such an unusual
thing happened two years ago.
The success of "The Private
Life of Henry VIII" all over
the world is the biggest surprise

—

—

ever

I've

had.

know why

it

still

don't

was such a

hit. If

I

did I would have the key to
success that would make me the
most powerful man in the entire industry.
As a matter of
fact. I don't know whether I
would want that. The responsibility would be too great.
I

—Alexander

Korda.

ly

Coloring Contest on
Little Minister"
T TSING the coloring

"The

contest
as outlined in RKO's
pressbook for "The Little Minister," Harry Reiner, publicity
director for Proctor's Newark,
tied-up with the "Star-Eagle.
Six thousand children colored
three Katharine Hepburn scene
cut reproductions. The twentyidea

five

winners each received two

tickets to the theater.
Three
illustrations were used in the
series, one appearing Wednes-

day, a second Thursday and the
third Friday.
The "kids" were
asked to save them until they
had the entire set, then they
either mailed them to the editor
of the comic pages or brought
them in personally.
Proctor's, Newark.

—

O. O. Mclntyre
Lauds Will Hays

WILL

H. HAYS is so frequently labeled by the per-

sistent misnomer Czar of the
Movies that many look upon him
as a sort of ogre skulking in
the shadows of the studios to
throttle whatever displeases a

To those who

churchly mind.
know him, the

picture is so
flagrantly libelous that it is
laughable.
Few human beings
are less czarlike.
A total abstainer by inclination and a nonsmoker, he is the life of many

With companions he
he will stay up until dawn
to gather around the piano and
lift his voice in the sour harmony of barber-shop melodies.
And he is, incidentally, the only
person I can recall who in years
of rather intimate association
has never spoken ill of a single
parties.

likes,

of the human race.
There's something grand about

member
that.

— O.

O.

Mclntyre in

"Cosmopolitan."

DAILY

News

EXPECT COURT TO SIGN «
PARA. ORDER TODAY

Omaha

— "David

—

—

—

—

1

—

RKO

Albee manager, has been supnlanted by Harry Schlinker from
Proctor's theater in Troy. N. Y.
Para. Extends "Ruggles" Contest
Deadline for Paramount's contest Christie Wilbert has come from
on the best advertising, publicity Denver to be assistant manager r
and exploitation campaign by a the- Loew's State under Frank Crow.
ater on "Ruggles of Red Gap" has
been extended to April 26. The comWorcester, Mass.
William Mcpetition starts tomorrow and was Dermott, formerly at Loew's State.
originally scheduled to close April Providence, has been named assisSetting back of release date ne tant manager of Poll's Palace here.
12.
cessitated the change.
Boston A new group headed b^
Jerome K. Jerome may take over
committee.

—

—

Set Business Sessions
For Ohio T.T O. Meet
Columbus

» WARNERS

was the Columbia, which has been closed IN
by the Lieberman circuit. It was

the World's fourth successive hold(Continued from Page 1)
over since Christmas, playing 10
the proceedings necessary for adop- days. House is now closed for complete renovation and rechristening.
tion of the plan.
Ted
Emerson,
manager,
Small difficulty is anticipated in When
obtaining the necessary consents for throws open the doors Feb. 21, it
confirmation of the plan in view of will be known as the Omaha. A new
the fact that the stockholders' com- assistant manager will replace Ray
mittee has 58 per cent of all stock on Smith, resigned.
deposit and that the two debenture
Clearwater. Neb. Henry Vinker
committees have on deposit over 75
has sold his Palace to Simpson &
per cent of all bonds.
Whatever further opposition exists Phillips.
will come to light at the hearing on
Judge
Leeds, la.
A new house, the
confirmation of the plan.
Coxe has stated that at this hear- Leeds, was opened here by Ellis <v
same partners who
ing he will permit production of any LaRue, the
may be desired. eouipped the Grand at Norfolk. Neb.,
that
witnesses
Whether any of those who have thus and sold out the day nreviou« to the
far objected to the plan will avail openine t.n Central States Theaters
themselves of this privilege is un- of Des Moines.
certain in view of Judge Coxe's findMarvsville, Kan.
ing that the plan in the main is fair
Rowan Miller.
formerly manager of the Granada.
and equitable.
Chief speculation about the plan Norfolk. Neb., has purchased the
centers around whether Judge Coxe Laune here and renamed it the
will veto the name of John D. Rialto.
Hertz, vice president of Lehman
Omaha Jack Risrers. manager of
Bros., bankers, as a member of the
new board because this would make the Sun at Central City. Neb., has
for an interlocking directorate with been discharged from a local hospiRadio-Keith-Orpheum. a Paramount tal following an operation when anArthur Lehman and other portion of his already ampu
competitor.
Paul M. Mazur, Lehman partners, tated leg was removed.
and Mazur is
are directors of
executive
Providence
Thomas Meehan,
a member of the

RKO
RKO

Day

of the

Copperfield"

Thursday, Feb. 14, 1935

—First

formerly a Loew house.

New

Haven, Conn.

13-WK, OPERATION!
(.Continued

— Edward

Paramount manager,

Ruff,

back from

is

a sick bed.

—

Boston
Louis Stern, formerly
with Century Film, has started with
First Division, covering Connecticut
and western Massachusetts.

—

Charlotte, N. C. A permit has
been issued for the construction o f
the new Fox Film exchange on
Church St. estimated to cost $41,000.

C—

Durham, N.
W. S. Maxwell
formerly connected with the Carolina
in Greensboro, has succeeded Frank

Remsburg

at the Paramount theater
here.
Remsbure: goes to Danville
as manager of the Rialto. Maxwell
is a native of Georgia and has been

connected with the North Carolina
Theaters, Inc., in Greensboro for

some time.

NET $16,241

from Page

1)

$124,252.86 after similar charges for
the corresponding period in the previous year. After deducting Federal income taxes (including Federal
income tax on taxable profits arising from discount on bonds purchased during the period) the net
operating loss was $143,751.31.
The net profit from operations for
the quarter before amortization and
depreciation of properties, and Federal income taxes, was $1,583,889.88.
During the period $740,811.60 was
credited direct to deficit account,
representing profit of $730,143.45 on
the redemption of funded indebtedness retired during the period, and j
other items amounting to $10,668.15. 1
The consolidated balance sheet as
of November 24, 1934 shows total \
current assets of $17,030,622.58, in- I
eluding cash of $3,200,703.01.
Cur- j
rent liabilities totaled $11,909,605.48. I

Huffman Group Faces

—

Charges of Monopoly
North Manchester. Ind. Marshall
theater has been taken oyer by
(Continued from Page 1)
Theatrical Managers, Inc., Indianap- of the exhibition of pictures in the
olis.
city of Denver." The answer claims
Huffman and his companies, by conNewburg, Ind. American Legion trolling eight theaters, four of
has reopened the Princess.
which are first run, are enabled to
determine the movement of most of
Indianapolis
B. J. Curry has the feature films in the city.
taken over the Udell. He has pracAccording to Byron G. Rogers, as-»
tically rebuilt the house and in- sistant U. S. district attorney, the.r
stalled new equipment.
government will contend the three
companies are violating the SherToronto — Loew's Theater, dark man anti-trust act.

j

«

i

—

j

J

—

-

this

week

new

floors

allow

to

the

laying of

At present Huffman

is

continuing

and installing of new his weekly auto giveaways, which
seats throughout the house, reopen c were ordered stopped several months
tomorrow with "David Copperfield." ago by the grievance board, under
protection of a restraining order isPawtucket, R. I.
The Imperial, sued by the U. S. circuit court of
opened by J. K. Jerome, is playing appeals. The order will hold until
triple features.
an appeal is taken and decided following the decision of Judge J. Foster Symes in the U. S. district court.
Chicago Notes
The case is expected to be set for
Chicago The Dionnes, parents of hearing within a month.
the famous Canadian quintuplets,
did not prove the big draw expected
Mass. Exhibs Meet Tuesday
at the Oriental, popular priced B
Boston Next meeting of Inde& K. Loop house. Expected to pack pendent Exhibitors of Mass. takes
them in, they drew less than the
at the Church St

—

—

business session
of the second annual convention of
the Independent Theater Owners of
Ohio, to be held at the Deshler-Wal
lick Hotel, Feb. 26-27, is scheduled
place Tuesday
for 1 P. M. on Tuesday.
The an- theater's normal business.
headquarters, according to Business
Warner's Cosmo theater is givin;
nual banquet takes place at 6:30 P
Manager Arthur K. Howard.
M., with a final business session and away hot oven wear every Tuesda:
election of officers at 1 P. M. the as a stimulus to attendance.
"David Copperfield" at the United
following day.
The Committee on
Arrangements is drawing up a Artists theater is being given heavy
"Devil Dogs of the
snappy program for the meeting, ac- exploitation.
cording to Pete Wood, secretary of Air," at the Roosevelt, also is being
heavily advertised.
the organization.
The New Ritz theater, Berwyn, inaugurated a new policy this week,
Ritchey Closes Deals
Ritchey International Corp. has giving a matinee daily.

—

15th

Annual Convention

The Roosevelt Hotel

New
Feb.
Daily

Orleans, La.

25th to 28th, 1935

Communique:

The

business sessions and Commitfeature discus-

tee conferences will

sions by exhibitors cf such important

matters cf widespread interest as the
music tax situation, the NRA Code
trade practice provisions, accomplishments, defects, and what can be
dene to improve upon it, its administration and enforcement.

MAKE

YOUR

RESERVATIONS

EARLY

acquired
the
exclusive
foreign
rights to all Peerless pictures.
Included are eight productions for the
1934-35 program. Norton V. Ritchey,
president of Ritchey International,
also has signed for foreign distribution of the entire output of Stage
&_ Screen Productions and Superior
Pictures, consisting of 12 action
dramas, and 12 western thrillers.

Added

to

Ampa

Edmund Gwenn, who
"Laburnum

List
is

scoring in

Grove"

and has been
signed for pictures, and the Tic Toe
Girls, night club trio, have been
added to the guest lineup for today's
A. M. P. A. luncheon. Jack Dempsey head the list.

Stuart Erwin
Fred Scott

Michael Devaney Farley

Marcia Harris
Jack Benny
William R. Swigart

m
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WARNERS SUE

N.S.S.

Detroit Boards

— Theater

IN

TRAILER FIGHT

(Continued from Page

1)

production of their own trailers. National Screen, however, has continued to make trailers for Warner
pictures without using actual scenes
from the productions.
Pending trial of the action, the
plaintiffs may seek a temporary injunction.
In their complaint, they
charge that National Screen is using
copyright titles of their pictures
without authorization as well as
names of players under contract to
them. Allegation is made that these
trailers reduce Warner revenue from
its own trailers and that "the public appeal and popularity of actors
and actresses employed by Warner,
many of whom are employed under
contracts or agreements for various
periods of time, has been and is being lessened and diminished by spurious and inferior actors and actresses employed by defendant im
personating
them and imitatinc

Charge

their parts."

is

made

also

that good-will of Warners has been
impaired by these trailers.

George E. Quigley

is

charge

in

Bros.

No

hearing date has been fixed so

far.

of the action for

Warner

Charlotte House Opening Feb. 18
Charlotte, N. C. Formal opening
of the Imperial, rebuilt at a cost o
$100,000 on the site of the old Im

—

which was burned down foui
years ago, is planned for Feb. It

perial

House seats 950.
Eugene
manager of the Carolina, will

Street
supei

Erving Stone
Carolina Thea
ters, Inc., operators of the house
for seven years, comes here fror.
Danville, Va., to manage the nev

vise both houses.

C.

who has been with

theater.

Herbert Sanborn to N. Y. Para.
Portland, Me. Herbert Sanborn,
formerly assistant manager at the
Strand here, has been transferred to
the Paramount in New York.

—

Sunday Shows
Portland, Me.
this

state,

for Portland, Me.

—A

local

where motion

-Z&»1DAILY

ruling

in

picture;

and many other activities are not
permitted on Sunday, now legalize;

Sabbath movies here.
"Carnival" Opens Tonight
Columbia
feature
with Lee Tracy, Sally Eilers and
Jimmy Durante, opens tonight a'
'"Carnival,"

the Rialto.

Detroit
bojrd, cs
secretary

well
E.

S.

Use school

They

publications as sales
essay contests.

like

me-

smoothly that the
not have to meet

grievance
last

week,

LOST

COMMIT

IN

(Continued from Page 1)

Allied States Ass'n
Rayburn, chairman of the Inte
$29,332 Operating Profit
Re-elects Officers state Foreign Commerce Comm
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

tee, told

1)

was

The Film Daily

very

that the

chance that t
port filed in Federal Court by Mil- secretary and treasurer, the two of- movie bill would reach committ
.on C. Weisman, receiver for the fices having been combined, and H. hearing for "some time to come."
company.
M. Richey, recording secretary,
"I have no idea when the Culi
A schedule filed with the report newly created office.
bill will be discussed," declared Ra
shows that the total claims in disThe board adopted a budget cov- burn. "What is it?" he asked Tl
pute amount to $22,662,940 and that ering dues of members and expenses Film Daily correspondent.
conceded
claims
total
Re
$18,441. of the association for 1935.
When told the chief provisions
Among the larger claimants are ports also were submitted by vari- the bill, the Texas congressman s?
Halsey, Stuart & Co., $1,000,000; ous officials and committees, an
that he had not heard the bill d
St. Louis Union Trust Co., $7,819,- discussions included the code anc
cussed before the committee, a
283; noteholders of Roxv Theaters whether members are in favor o. said his committee was complete
Cor,p.,
Trust Co. of refusing to pay further assessments, "tied up with other matters ji
$1,138,100;
Georgia, $1,032,563; Union Guar- the annual convention to be held now, so it will not be likely that
dian Trust Co., $2,406,368; Conti- next May in Atlanta, public rela- will get to the Culkin Bill for soi
nental Bank & Trust Co., $2,675,000. tions and other matters.
rme."
Today's sessions will be devoted
The receiver's total valuation of
Culkin is a New York State I
to
legislative
program,
Allied's
the assets of the company is $9,847,publican, while Rayburn, chairm
Consolidated statement show.- touching on the Celler Bill, the Cul- of the committee which must dec:
307.
.hat the company during the period kin Bill, the M. P. Research Coun- the fate of the Culkin Bill, is
of receivership from June 22, 1932, cil proposal, the Brookhart Bill am
Texas Democrat.
whether it should be reintroduced,
to Dec. 31, 1934, has had a net operating loss of $209,376.
Cash on the copyright law and the Ascaj
Puget Sound Squibs
hand is $446,977. On June 22, 1932, situation, and the code from a legis
Seattle
James Townsent, forn
the report indicates, the corpora- lative standpoint.
manager here for Pantages, died The meeting will continue into cently in Los Angeles, according
tion's liabilities, less stock issues
d
amounted to $5,768,053, and its as- tomorrow to take care of unfinished word received here this week.
business,
if
any.
sets to $17,935,652.
These assets
A dog-racing bill has been sts now are worth $9,847,807, Weisman
ed on its way through the House t
reported.
Since start of the reOlympia.
Exhibitors
and otr
Buffalo Items
ceivership $3,032,762 has been reshowmen are fighting it.
Buffalo Appointment of John E.
ceived and $2,585,785 has been exTed Gamble, general manager f
Carr, Hippodrome manager, as supended.
the
Parker Theaters in Polittle

:

-

').

•

|.|

t

•

i

—

T

—

pervisor of community theaters in
the Shea organization has brought
Detroit Brevities
about two promotions, a couple of
Detroit
Harold C. Robinson, transfers and one addition to the
president of Film Truck Service, has staff.
The Hippodrome will have

—

J.

J.

land, Ore.,

is

the father of a bo

Roxy Theaters has been

inc-

porated in Medford, Ore., by E. J.
Childers, Walter H. Leverette id
G. A. Codding.

appointed Gregg W. Koener, form- two managers, Nelson Martin, who
Harry Woodin, manager of
erly with Pathe, as manager of the
was Carr's assistant, and Frank
Chicago office.
Robinson reports Quinlivan, transferred from the Seattle Paramount Theater, is spiting a smart new car.
much improvement in business.
Kensington. Carl Rindcen, who was
Among departures for Florida are at the Elmwood, goes to the KenOfficers See "Devil Dogs" in Ph >
Elmer Zulke of the Cassidy circuit sington.
Succeeding him at the
High-ranking f
Philadelphia
upstate, J. C. Peck of the Rowena Elmwood is Joe Weinstein, former
ficers of the Navy and Marine Co. s
in Fenton, Howard Reynolds of the
booker for the Shea house who reFamily in Grand Rapids and Oscar signed several months ago to join headed by Major General Smecij'
D. Butler, former chief of the llVarneau of the Wealthy in the same the Basil Brothers' organization.
rines,
attended the premiere xf
city.
Howard T. Brink has resigned
John Dembeck of the M-G-M from the local GB sales organization. "Devil Dogs of the Air," Warn's
branch is claimant of the title of He is succeeded by George Rosen- first Cosmopolitan production, at H
Stanley Theater here last night.
Detroit's youngest booker.
He will baum from Albany.
be 25 on March 19.
oi
Presentation of an oil portrait
Heywood-Wakefield Cuts Loss
Excellent Pictures has been doing the late Michael Shea was the highNet loss of $174,199 is repoi*.
such good business while manager light of the Variety Club's first by Heywood-Wakefield Co. for 1:4
S.
K. Decker is away that Burt luncheon meeting in its new quar- compared with loss of $739,762 ii
Foster, William A. Flemion, Joe ters.
William Brett, manager of 1933. Current assets total $2,8 f,
Decker and Frank Stuart all have the Buffalo, was the presentation 119, against current liabilities o
'

—

new

radios.

speaker.

:

$182,164.

Lease of the Gayety, a Shea propCleveland interests, for
to
burlesque-vaudeville, has been comEng- pleted.
Opening is scheduled for
made Feb. 22.
erty,

Hollywood Robert Donat,
stage and screen star who
a sensational debut in American molish

SUNSHI

tion pictures with his portrayal in
"The Count of Monte Cristo," will
soon go before the cameras in his
second Hollywood production.
special

REMINDER

SEE FEDERAL FILM

Work

Fox Theaters Corp. Nets

Donat Set for "Robin Hood"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM. DA1L\

SHOWMAN'S

of

here

—

dium.

Out

have been running so
as the zoning and clearance board, did
Kinney reports.
affairs

Thursday, Feb. 14, 193

announcement

from

Four Favorable Bills Passed
Four bills passed by Legislatures
in four states have all been favorA
Edward able from the film industry stand-

Small, production chief of Reliance
Pictures, states that Donat's next is
the title role in "Robin Hood." Donat
is
now appearing on the London
stage and will leave for Hollywood
immediately on the completion of
his present engagement.

In Colorado a general sales
tax measure, which exempts theater
and other film grosses, has been
enacted instead of an admission tax
point.

;

'

Bills outlawing marathons have
been adopted in North and South
Dakota and Indiana.

bill.

Capitol Theater
on Broadway se
house holdover record of five wee
with "David Copperfield."

m

Features Reviewed
Reviewed

'itle

8-3-34
kdvanture Girl-RKO
litest the Law-COL. 11-21-34
',
Af Innocence-RKO.. 9-1-34
,!
^g the Missing-COL. 9-25-34
mne of Green Gables11-16-34
the King's Horses
ill
PAR.. 2-13-35

RKO

You a Mason?- KAN

ire

10-30-34
...10-25-34
12-15-34
iabes in Toyland-MGM. 11-12-34
1-22-35
Jaboona-F
12-29-34
iachelor of Arts-F

Vutumn Crocus-AU
Sabbitt-FN

Bait-RKO
Jachelor
Sand Plays

On-MGM.

7-28-34
.12-22-34

Wimpole St.-MGM

Barretts of

9-8-34
1 1-21-34
The-GAR
Battle,
least of Borneo-DU. . .12-28-34
Beggar's HoUday-TOW. .8-17-34
Behind the Evidence-COL. 1-8-35
3ei der blonden Kathrein
BAV.. 12-3-34
Belle of the Nineties
PAR.. 8-6-34
1-2-35
Jest Man Wins-COL
3*yond the Law-COL.. .7-31-34
Big-HeaiJted Herbert
WA.. 11-13-34
Biography of a Bachelor Girl
12-18-34
Biography of a Bachelor Girl
1-9-35
9-1-34
3Und Data-COL
7-26-34
"Blossom Time-BIP
1-24-35
Bordertown-WA
Bride of the Lake-ANG. .9-11-34
1 2-8-34
Bright Eyes-F
8-2-34
British Agent-FN
11-9-34
Broadway Bill-COL
Broken Melody-OLY ..10-31-34
1-15-35
Buzavirag-DAN
By Your Leave-RKO. .12-11-34
Calling AU Cars-MAY .... 1-9-35
Captain Hates the Sea-COL
11-30-34
9-28-34
Cararan-F
Case of the Howling Dog
10-17-34
WA..
7-30-34
Catfa Paw-F
Cette Vie le Canaille-XX. 1-15-35
9-1-34
Chilned-MGM
1-15-35
Chapayev-AM
Charlie Chan in London-F
9-13-34
Charlie Chan in Paris-F. 1-22-35

MGM..
MGM..

Chan'a Chance
F. .8-25-3i
12-4-34
Cheating Cheaters-U
9-22-34
Chu Chin Chow-GB
Charlie

Clive

1-17-35
7-25-34
..11-1-34

India-UA

of

Cleopatra-PAR

Rhythm-PAR

College

Corazones

en

Derrota-XX
10-11-34

Count of Monte Cristo

U A.. 8-29-Si

1-3-35
County Chairman-F
Cowboy Holiday-BEA 12-26-34
12-8-34
Crainquebille-DU
Crime on the Hill-B I P. .10-13-34
Crimson Romance-M AS. .9-26-34

Without

Crime

Passion

PAR.. 8-18-34
Cuetta Abajo-PAR
Curtain Palls-CHE
Czar Wants to Sleep

7-18-34
10-2-34

AM.. 12-8-34
Dames-WA

8-16-34
7-14-34

Dancing Man-PYR
Das Blaue Vom Himmel-XX
9-13-34
David Copperfield-MGM . 1-8-35
Dealers in Death-TOP. .11-30-34
Death on the Diamond-MGM
9-22-34
.

AJA — Ajax

Defense Rests,
for

The-COL. 8-1 5-34

Troub!e-STE. 8-1 0-34
10-15-34

Deserter-AM

9-1 5-34
Desirable-W A
Die Freundin Eines Grossen

Mannes-XX

9-13-34

Die Kalte Mansell-XX. .1-15-35
1-22-35
$20 a Week-AJA
12-26-34
Don Quixote-BEL
Dos Mas Uno Dos-F. .10-30-34

ARC — Arcturus Pictures
AU — Capt. Harold Auten
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G

Dos Monjes-XX

Down

Yacht-RKO

to Their Last

9-22-34

Dragon Murder Case
*'<*.
FN..8-2S-S
T >*
10-30-34
Keine-XX
D l| 'Ranger-F
9-29-34
Em Frau Wie Du-BAV 12-27-34
Sin Mann Will in Die Heimat

W

.

.

.

.

XX.. 11-12-34
Bin

Mann

land-XX
Bin

Toller

Einmal

Will

Nach Deutsch-

11-13-34
Elnfatl-UPA 1-28-34

Eine

—

Cinexport

Dame

COL.. 2-6-35

Distributing

COL— Columbia

—

—

—
KAN—

M.

—

Kandel

J.

KRE— S. S.
LAT— Latin

MAR— Marcy
Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MEN — Mentone Productions
M G M — Metro-Goldwyn-M ayei
MOD — Modern Films
MOP — Monogram Pictures

First
First

GFF — General

OLY — Olympic

BIP.. 10-5-34

(J

Prods.

U.. 1-8-35
Senora Casada Necesita Marido
F.. 2-12-35
Servants' Entrance- F
9-26-34

Side

9-24-34
EI Escandalo-XX
El Dancing-HOF
1-30-35
El Tango En Broadway

PAR.. 1-3-35
Norton-F.
Elmer and EUie-PAR
Embarrassing Momenta

U.. 9-4-34

En Natt-XX

1-30-35
.1-16-35
1-12-35

April-RKO.

Enchanted

Madame-PAR
Es War Einmal Ein Walzer
XX.. 10-1 5-34

Enter

.11-10-34
Evensong-OR
11-13-34
1-11-35
Evergreen-GB
Father Brown, Detective
1-18-35
7-17-3'
Fifteen Wives-INV
7-17-34
Fighting Hero-STE
Fightine Rookie-MAY. 7-12-34
Fiehting Through-WK. 8-29-34
Fighting Troooer-AMB. 11-21-34
Firebird The-WA
... 1 1-1 5-34
First World War-F
11-8-34
Flickorna Fran Gain's
Stan-XX. .12-28-34

PAR

1 1

MOP

-2-34

11-13-34
10-1 5-34

Finechtlinee-UF A
Friends of Mr. Sweenev-

WA

Forsaking All

.12-19-34
8-23-34

UFA. 11-5-34
.

.

12-8-34
Road-INV. ..11-13-34
GambUns'-F
12-4-34
Gav Bride. Gav-MGM. .12-1 5-34
10-3-34
Gav Divorcee-RKO

Gentlemen

Are

Born

FN.. 11 -22-34
Gab-U

of

Gift

9-25-34
2-9-35

Li'y-T AR
Girl of the Lbnberlost

Gi'rled

MOP.
Girl

.8-29-34

Good

MOP.. 11-6-34

Fairy.

The-MOP.

.2-1-35
1-28-35
7-20-34
Grand Canarv-F
1-9-35
Grand Old Girl-RKO
7-26-34
Great Defender-BIP
Great Fxnectations-U ..12-26-34
6-23-34
Great Flirtation-PAR
11-3-34
Green Eves-CHE
Grosse
Lis
Gretl Zieht Das

Mariza-XX

XX

FTash-RKO

Gridiron

2-9-3 5
7-17 34

Evre-MOP

Judge Priest-F
Kaiserwalzer-XX
Kansas City Princess

Streak-RKO
11-12-34
Sing Sing Nights-MOP. 11-27-34

set

Six-Day

.2-1 2-3'

;

....

1

1-3-34

Halsingar-XX

9-26-34
Happy Landlngs-MOR 7-31-34
Happiness Ahead-FN ...9-27-34
Hat, Coat and Glove7-27-34
10-19-34
Have a Heart-MGM
2-2-35
Hei Tiki-FD
Heart-PAR 12-22-34
Here Is
.9-29-34
Heroes of the Arctic8-18-34
Hide-Out-MGM
His Greatest Gamble
.

.

RKO

WA

Hochzeit

Am

AM

RKO..

7-18-34

Wo'feangsee

XX.

11-3-34

Kiss and Make Up-PAR
Kocha, Lubi, Szanuie

XX.

fi-30 34

.11-3-34

is

The

Willing.

COL.

.8-11-34

Violetera-XX
1-15-35
Lawless Frontier-M O P ... 1 -3-3 5
Le Chasseur de Chez Maxim's

PAR
Lemon Drop Kid-PAR.

.

Returns-U

Life

Lightning

2-6-35
10-27-34
1-2-35

Tw'ce

Strikes

RKO.

.2-9-3

.11-19-34
Home On the Range-PAR. 2-8-35
House of Danger-HOL. 11-10-34

1:

Limehouse Biue^-PAR. .12-11-34
Little Friend-GB
10-16-34

Men-MAS

Little
Little

12-13-34

Mini=ter-RKO ... 2-22-34
Lives of a Bengal Lancer
1

PAR.. 1-12-35
Lost

in

.

1-8-35
1-8-35

Stratosphere

the

MOP.
Lost Lady. A-FN
Lottery Lover-F

Love Time-F
Loyalties-AU

.10-23-34
10-5-34
2-5-35
11-3-34
0-26-34
1

Madame Bovary-TAP. .11-20-34
Madame Du Barrv-WA ... 8-8-34
Man from HeTt-WK
8-29-34
Man of Aran-GB
10-20-34
Man's Best Friend-KRE. 1-18-35
Man Who Changed His Name

Man Who

Barnum-UA

Mighty

11-23-34

Mil's of the Gods-COL. .1-9-35
Million Dollar Baby-MOP. 1-2-35
Million Dollar Ransom-U .9-19-34
Mindent a Noert-D AN. 10-18-34
.

Mit

Durch

Dir

Und

Dick

Duenn-BAV

11-27-34
8-7-34
Moonstone, The-MOP
Morning After-M A J
8-22-34
Most Precious Thing in Life
COL. .11-13-34
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch-PAR
10-27-34
Murder in the Clouds
FN. .12-26-34
Music in the Air-F. ... 12-14-34
Mutter Und Kind-XX ... 12-1-34
My Heart is Calling-GB 1-26-35
My Wife the Miss-XX .9-13 34

DU

.

Mysterious Mr.

Wong

MOP.
Man-MOP

Mvsrery
Mystery

Nada Mas Que Ana Muier
F.. 11-27-34

Name

Woman-COL. 10-16-34

the

Neath Arizona Skies

MOP.. 12-8-34
Gwyn-UA

Nell

Night
Night

7-12 34
12-8-34
..1-12-35

Alarm-MAT

Young-MGM.

is

No Ransom-LIB
Norah

1-9-35
10-25-34

O'Neale-DU

Northern Frontier-AMf? 2-8-3 c
Not Against Flesh-GFF 8-14-34
Notorious Sophie Lang-PAR.
.

7-21-34
10-13-34
2-5-35
2-13-3 =
11-1-34

Now

and Forever-PAR
Nut Farm. The-MOP

Obeah-ARC
Oil Raider-MAY

Old-Fashioned Way-PAR.
One Exciting Adventure

7-1 4-34

U..1 1-27-34

One in a Mil!ion-TNV. .. 12-1-34
8-10-34
One More River-U
Once to Every Bachelor
LIB.. 8-23-34

On

Service-BIP. .7-31-34

Secret

One Hour Late-PAR
On° More Sp-in^-Tr

2-1-35
2-12-3";

Hours-MGM

1-3-35
8-8-34
Our Dailv Bread-UA
11-3-34
Outcast Ladv-MGM
Outlaws' Highwav-TRO 11-3-34
7-26-34
Plata-TNC
On?
1 1-24-34
Painted Veil-MGM
7-28-34
Interlude-MGM
Paris
8-30-34
Party's Over-COL
8-31-34
Peck's Bad Bov-F
8-1-34
Personality Kid-WA
Petersburg- Nights- A
... 9-1 3-34

Only

8'

Y

.

.

.

M

Power-GB
President Vanishes-PAR
Prinzessin Turandot

10-5-34
11-17-34

UFA.. 1-16-35
Private Life of

Don Juan-

UA.. 11-1 5-34
Pursued-F

1-8-35

FN.
Man's Game. A. -COL.

.1-15-35
2-12-3 r
1-8-35

Woman-F

10-16-34

Reclaimed His

Head-U
Man With Two Faces

.7-12-34
.7-24-34
11 -20-34

Bike

FN..

_

XX.. 11-27-34

.

.

Springtime for Henry
F. 8-22-34
St.
Louis Kid-WA....
11-1-34
St. Louis Woman-SHO.. 1-3-35
Stolen Sweets-CHE
Straight is the Way

strange Wives-U ...
2-1-35
Strosstrupp 1917-XX ..'.'.'2-6-35
Student Tour-MGM ....10-13-34
Successful

Fatlure-MOP.

1 0-23-34
Pursuit of Happiness-PAR
10-26-34
Ouien Mato a Eva?-XX 12-27-34

Indulo-D A N

Take the Stand-LIB
9-4-34
That's Gratitude-COL. .10-27-34
Their Big Moment-U.
.8-6-34
There's Always Tomorrow
U. .11-10-34
TThree -Songs About
.,
Lenin
AM..
11-3-34
,-, „. .
365 Nights in Hollywood
F..
11-6-34
_
.
.
T
Thunder Over _
Texas
.

^

Merry

Love-FN

Widow-MGM

11-22-34
10-13-34

Rakoczi

...

1 1

Ra-Mu-FAI

.

In

Manhattan

RKO.. 11-21-34

.

,

.

T
Ticket
.

.

BEA..
„
Cnme-BFA

.

10-17-34
12-20-34
.2-5-35
9-15-34

.

to a

tomorrow's

Youth-MOP
Beyond-MOP

Trail

"Transatlantic

Merry-Go-Round

UA.. 11-1-34
_
_
u
JreaHno-XX
^ Te Istend-MGM 8-8-34
Tu
12-18-34
.

Two Heads on

.

.

a Pillow

LIB

IT

Unconquered,

10 3-34

Bandit

STE..

tt a «7
,,
Und
Wer Kuesst
Mich?

1-8-35

XX.. 1-28-35

it
j
Under

t>
Pressure-F
Unfinished Symphony

2-2-35

GB..

1-1 2-35

Und Viktoria
XX.. 1-30-35
Wagon Wheels-PAR .. 10-5-34

Viktor

Waltz Time
„,
Wake
,

Vienna

in

UFA.. 11-20-34

TT

Up

and Dream-U.

Wandering Jew-OLY
Wednesday's
_.

We

1
.

0-1
.

1

-34

1-12-35

Chi'd

RKO.. 11-13-34

.,

Live Again-UA
9-24-34
Herzen Sich Finden

Wenn

XX. 11-13-34

Were
West

Rich Again-RKO. .8-11-34
of the

Pecos-RKO

12-29-34

What Every Woman Knows

When

MGM. 10-5-34

Man

a

When

Red
U..1 1-24-34
Meet-LIB

Sees

Strangers

10-9-34

WA

White Cockatoo1-12-35
White Lies-COL
12-27-34
White Parade-F
10-22-34
Whom the Gods Destroy
,

COL.. 7-1 2-34
Woman, A

.

Wicked

Zwischen

It's

9-18-34
2-9-35

10-2-34
.1-30-35

Sweepstake Annie-LIB

Romance

Mavbe

Struggle-KIN

8-7-34

M-G-M.. 8-29-34

Menace-PAR

XX.. 12-18-34
Mass

.

M

Mein Frau. Die Schuetzenkoenigin-XX
..1-8-35
Melodie Der Liebe-XX. .9-18-34
Men of the Night-COL. 11-28-34

12-1-34

7-20-3»
8-18-34

Doctor
Reviewed As:
Soir De Reveillon-PAR. 1-22-35
Soviet CIoseUps-A
8-1-34
Spiel Mit Dem Feuer

Wild Gold-F

Marion Das Gehoert Sich Nicht

11 -2-34

—

Society

-22-34
8-6-34
Randv Rides Alone-MOP 6-14-34
Ready for Love-PAR. .. 11-30-34
9-18-34
Pedhead-MOP
Return of Chandu-PRI. 10-9-34
Return of the Terror
FN. .7-10 34
Richest Girl in the World-RKO
9-8-34
Roberta-RKO
2-12-35
Rocky Rhodes-U
11-13-34

.

Marie Galante-F
Marines Are Coming-MAS

Rider

,

Smoking Guns-U
Social Register-COL

.

7-28-34

La

'.

Mv

1-3-35

Kentucky Kernels-RKO 11-22-34
Kid Millions-UA.
10-17-34
..
Kidnaping Gorillas-KTN 12-1-34
King Kelly of the U S A
MOP a-n-34

Lady

Reviewed

Title

8-18-34

Los Tres Berretines-XX.

8-4-34
9-11-34

Danger-COL
My Dreams

Graefin

Ahoyl-GB

Jealousy-COL
11-23-34
Jo As Oreg A Ha^nal
XX..2-fi-«

Lockvogel-UFA

From Missouri-MQM

Girl in
Girl O'

Jack
Tane

.

Ladv-COL

Fugitive
Fugitive

.

PAR

Davs-SPE
.11-15-34
Fuerst Woronzeff-UFA 11-19-34
.

My

Ladies Should Listen-

Founrain-RKO
Freut Euch Des Lehens
Frontier

WA

1-2-35
7-17-3'
Give
I
L6ve-U
T Hate Women-GOP..
7-11-34
12-26-34
I Sell Anvthinq'-FN
I'll
Fix Tt-COL
11-10-34
Im Heidekrug-XX
1-3-35
Imitation of Life-U
11-23-34
Tn Old Santa Fe-MA<?
11-1 5-34
Tnside Information-STA . 9-25-34
Iron Duke-GB
1-25-35
It's a
Gift-PAR
11-17-34

Thief-

a

Buenaventura-WA ...9-18-34
Ladv bv Cholce-COL.. 10-6-34

Others

MGM.

Am

Side-U

T,a

7-27-3«
10-3-34
7-26-34

Freedom of the Seas-BTP
For Love or Money-BD

Human

8-15-34
8-11-34
9-15-34

.

Evelyn Prentice-MGM

Flirtation Walk-FN
Flirting With Dano-er

House of Greed- A M
Housewife-WA
I

1-22-35
8-4-34
9-19-3'

El'nor

Reviewed

Title

7-24-34
8-14-34

Streets-FN

Silver

_

Reviewed

Title

12-22-34

Shock-MOP

Bros

WK—Wfflii Kent
X X — No distributor

Pictures

2-2-35

Chateau

Sequoia-MGM

Arti»t»

WA — Warner

of the

She Had to Choose-MAJ. 9-18-34
She Learned About SailorsF.. 7-28-34
She Loves Me Not-PAR. 7-19-34
She Was a Lady-F
8-22-34

— Universal

UA — United
riFA— Ufa

Bride-WA

Secret
Secret

THO — Fred Thomson
TOP— Topical Films
TOW — Tower Prods
TRO—J. D. Trop

Pictures
Picture?

MAS— Mascot

— Fairhaven.
FD —
Division
National
FN —
GAR— Leon Garganoff
GB — Gaumont-British
Foreign Film*
FAI

.

SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP—John S. Tapernoux

Krel'.berg
Artists

MAT — Majestic

.

School for Girls-LIB. .10-16-34
Scotland Yard Mystery

SOV— Sov.-Am.

KIN — Kinematrade

Revinvea

Romance in the Rain-U. .9-8-34
Romance Tropical-LAT. 10-16-34
Runaway Queen-UA. ... 1-17-35
Scarlet Empress-PAR ... .9-15-34
Letter-MAJ
9-18-34
Pimpernel-UA ..1-25-35
Schloss Hubertus-UFA. .2-12-3

Productions

SPE — Spectrum
STA Stage ft Screen
STE — William Steiner

*tt e

1

Scarlet
Scarlet

RE (3— Regal
RKO — FKO-Radic Picture.
SHO — Showmen's Pictures

Stageplay
Pictures
INC Inter-Continent Film
TNV Invincible Pictures
JE Jewel Productions

LIB — Liberty

DAN — Danubia Pictures
DU — DuWorld
EUR— Eureka Prods.
F— Fot

RAS — Raspin

Corp

Picture?

PYR— Pyramid

IMF — Imperial Dist.
INT— International

CHE— Chesterfielri
CIN

PRO — Progressive

H. Hoffberg
Film Ex.

J.

HOL— Hollywood

BD — British ft Dominions
BIP— British International
BLU — Blue Ribbon Photoplay
BON—Al Bondy
CAP — Capitol Film Exchange

.

Grosse

10-30-34
Sein-UFA
El Agua En El Suelo

— Palestine-American Film Co,
I

HOF—

BEA-Beacon Productions
BEL— Waldemar D. Bell

.

1-22-35

PA

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS PA R — Paramount
AM — Amkino
AMB —Ambassador Pictures
GEN — General Films
PIN— Pinnacle
ANG— AmerAnglo Corp.
GOP— Goldsmith Productions
PR — Principal Dist.

Dangerous Corner-RKO. .12-4-34

Demon

Daily, July 11 to Feb. 13

Film

in

Wings

in

W'nning

Woman

MGM.. 12-8-34
7-24-34

Dark-PAR. 2-2-35
Ticket-MGM
.-2-9-35
the

.

in

the

.

.

Dark-RKO
12-4-34

Women Must

Dress

MOP.. 1-22-35

Woman Who Dared-TMP. 9-26-34
You Belong to MePAR. .9-13-34
Young and

Beautiful

HAS.. 8-30-34
Vouth

of

Russia-SOV. .11-1»-34
Himmel Und Erde

BAV.. 1-22-35

THANKS...
FORMIDABLE

and weird are the stories of the motion picture
business that reach the outside. These tales of incredible tycoons, mysterious geniuses and fabulous sums caused the Editors
of THE
OF TIME to view their venture into this new field

MARCH

with trepidation.

The

Editors

knew

that

TIME

and

FORTUNE

and

THE MARCH

OF TIME on

the air had valuable and loyal followings. But before
these people could see
OF TIME on theatre screens
nation-wide, they knew that "the trade" must approve and cooper-

THE MARCH

ate.

THE MARCH OF TIME'S Editors worked industriously at their

wondering if the men wise in the selling and exploiting
of screen entertainment would catch THE
OF TIME's
enthusiasm for real life drama from the world's news.
A week has passed since the premiere of THE
OF TIME.
The first release has been well received by the public, critics and
picture,

MARCH

MARCH

Released by

FIRST DIVISION— Harry

trade press. But even more encouraging than the praise has been
the friendly, interested criticism.

—

To famed showmen Dave Loew, Charles Moskowitz, Nick Schenck, Jo<
Vogel, Eugene Picker of Loew's; to Barney Balaban, Walter Immerman, Ab<
Kaufman of B. and K.; Jules Rubin of Publix Great States; Jack Sullivan anc
Charles Skouras of Fox West Coast go THE MARCH OF TIME's sincen
thanks for continued support and encouragement. Also to Ralph Branton
A. H. Blank of Tri-State Theatres; Al Boyd in Philadelphia; Chris Buckley o
Albany; Dave Idzal in Detroit; Wm. Smalley, Smalley's Up-State Circuit
Bob O'Donnell of Inter-State in Texas; Al Steffes in Minnesota and N. L
Nathanson in Canada.
In the fields of exploitation and publicity, the Editors thank Oscar Doob
New York; Bill Hollander, Chicago; Carter Barron of Washington; Willian
Saxton and Herb Morgan of Baltimore; Milt Harris, Cleveland; Reves Espe;
on the West Coast; Frederic Schrader, Detroit; Harry Freeman, Philadelphia
Everett Cumings, Omaha; Stanley Brown, Des Moines; for starting THI
MARCH OF TIME onto the screen with one of the most successful campaign.'
ever given any picture.

—

THE MARCH OF

TIME's Editors

worthy of the industry's support, that
perfect. It is their determination to

realize that they

make each

complete, a more skillful issue.

H. Thomas, Pro., Radio

THE MARCH OF

City,

must b

their film is yet far fron

N. Y.

Tl

release a

"t

t
:•

nti

mate

in

^Vrnational

dependent
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Welcomes Warner Test Suit

ARA.JjEORGANIZATIONJENTATIVELYJPPROVED

Warner
Duties

ore

from

Transferred

Home

Office

to the Field
Important realignment of various
arner Theater circuit executives
der a plan to transfer more du-

from the home office to the field
announced yesterday by Joseph
rnhard, general manager, followa three-day meeting of zone
j
s

is

inagers at the home office.
Joe Silver, who has been in charge
the Western division, goes to Al-

ny
zre

rk

to
make his headquarters
as circuit head of the New
state
houses, exclusive
of
(.Continued on Page 10)

LLIED

Under

Circuit Executives Realigned

CONFERENCE

GOES INTO THIRD DAY

Mary Pickford Turning Producer
of THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau

—

Hollywood Mary Pickford is understood to be planning to turn from acting to
producing next season. She is said to be planning to find a young girl who will play
Charlie Chaplin also is
type of roles made popular by Miss Pickford years ago.
expected to produce some features starring Paulette Goddard.

New

Plan

Para. Plan to Come Up for
Confirmation on
April 4

the

Proposed

MPTOA

Being Submitted to
Two More

Film Measures
Are Filed in Missouri

Jefferson

City

— Additional

anti-

film bills filed in the stage legisla-

ture include two by E. M. Brady,
St. Louis City, and Allen Eckert,
Platte County, each asking for a
tax of 1 mill on each foot of film
exhibited in the state, and another
by Brady to prohibit theaters from
selling standing room admissions.

Code

Revisions

Code Authority

Concrete proposals for amending
the motion picture code, and which
are scheduled for adoption at the
M. P. T. O. A. convention at New
Orleans, Feb. 25-28, will be submitted to the Cqde Authority, President
Ed Kuykendall of the exhibitor association told The Film Daily yesterday after his arrival in New York
to attend a Code Authority meet-

Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe
yesterday signed an order tentatively approving the amended Paramount reorganization plan as fair
and equitable. Next hearing on the
plan was set for April 4, when it
is expected that the plan will come

Judge Coxe
up for confirmation.
also approved tentatively the Vandebenture committee's dederlip
posit agreement with several important modifications and approved
the stockholders' deposit agreement
thereby enabling the committees to
(Continued on Page 10)

ALLOW PARA, CLAIMS

town

TOTALING 60 MILLION

States Ass'n
Revises Plan for Taxing
Parts
continued in session yesIrday, with legislation as the subReceding from its previous stand
day, and no statement
Met. Committee
let of the
that sound reproducers used in conis given out at the end of the secTrying
for
nection with talking picture apparaid day's confab.
It was learned
Fox
Metropolitan
playhouses
Film Daily, however, that full tus are subject to a 5 per cent manufacturers' sales tax under the Rev- bondholders committee is endeavor•.tails, including budget facts, are
ing to work out a settlement with
be announced today, when the enue Act of 1932, the Department
of
Internal Revenue now Milton C. Weisman, receiver for Fox
inference ends.
states that it will determine the Theaters Corp. which owns all the
taxability of such items as ampli- Fox Met. stock., of the chief points
'illy 1 Film Disapproved
fiers and loudspeakers used in talk- of difference so that Weisman may
ing picture reproduction on submis- perhaps present his own reorganiza-

indication that
Definite
claims
totaling $60,000,000 will be allowed
in
the Paramount reorganization

Bureau of

Ushington

Washington

i

Kuykendall remains

ing.

in

(Continued on Page 10)

THE FILM DAILY

—Allied

Government

Sound

rectors

Fox

Agreement

1

I

In Current Catholic List

All but one of the current Broadly first-runs are on the approved
t of films published today in the
Irooklyn Tablet," Catholic church
iblication. "Right To Live" at the
•

the non-endorsed film.
Additions to family films include
voli is

(Continued on Page 10)

52 Again for Fox
Fox

ii

II

expected to offer 52 pictures
on its 1935-36 program.
This will approximate the company's current year
list,
which consists of 51 features, ineluding several made outside of its own
studio.

is

(Continued on Page 10)

(Continued on Page 10)

Trailer Test Suit

Welcomed

By National Screen
Cong. O'Malley Threatens
Attack on Hays Group

Commenting
Supreme Court

on

Service
the

(Continued on Page 8)

Court Asks for Reports
On Stock Beneficiaries
After stating yesterday in Federal Court that the Paramount trustees intend to contest issuance of
new securities to individuals whose
claims against the company may be
allowed but who are being sued by
the trustees, Leo Gottlieb, of counsel for the trustees, asked Judge

$1,000,000

brought by WarBy RICHARD H. CUNNINGHAM
ner Bros, against National Screen
FILM DAILY Staff Cor re pondent
Washington— With the Culkin bill Service, charging unfair practices in
reported dead in committee, a new connection with the trailers turned
opposition to major interests of the out by N. S. S. on Warner pictures,
motion picture industry was threat- as reported exclusively in The Film
ened yesterday by Congressman Daily yesterday, the following state(Continued on Page 8)

proceedings was given yesterday by

Leo Gottlieb of counsel for the Paramount trustees at a hearing in Federal Court on the Paramour' reorganization plan.
Gottlieb iniormed
Judge Coxe that the trustees were

(Continued on Page 8)

suit

(Continued on Page 8)

Prosperity

Note

A checkup by FILM DAILY'S Miami
correspondent reveals that number of
film folk taking vacations at the Florida
r=sort this winter is the highest since
boom

days.

THE

c&a

DAILY
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Managerial Shifts Made
2 More Sunday Previews
In Warner's D. C. Circuit
Are Set for M. P. Club

THE FILM DAILY
Two more Sunday night previews
Washington Several managerial
are planned by the Motion Picture
changes have taken place this week
Club.
Next takes place this comin the Warner Bros. District of Coing Sunday, when "Ruggles of Red
JOHN W ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
lumbia circuit, according to an anBUDDY ROGERS, who has been working
nouncement by John J. Payette, Gap" will be screened. The enter- pictures for B.I. P. in England, returns to Hoi
tainment
wood
will
in the near future, according
be
staged
by
Boris
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays general
to advii
zone manager.
Thomas Morros.
at
1650
Broadway,
New York, N. Y.,
understood to be
The following Sunday "The from London. He
Baldridge,
formerly
manager
of
the
for a Warner production.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Whole
Town's Talking" will be
Alicoate,
President,
Editor and Publisher;
Capital,
Winchester, is now in
ED KUYKENDALL, who arrived in New Y<
shown and Louis K. Sidney will put
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer charge
of the Academy and Colonial
yesterday from the South, departs tomorr
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Assoon the show.
for
Columbus, Miss.
at Hagerstown, Md.
Charles K.
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor.
Entered as second class matter. Eagle will take charge of the TrenTREMM CARR leaves New York this we
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, ton at Lynchburg.
Stanley BanCompany to Present on his delayed return to Hollywood.
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
MAX
Terms (Postage tree) United States outside has gone from the Strand at Staunof Boston was in New Y(
Foreign
Pictures in U. S. yesterdayLEVENSON
as a substitute for Nathan Yam
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
ton to the Capitol at Winchester,
at the Code Authority meeting.
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Metropolis Pictures Corp., under
and LaMarr Keen has been pro$15.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
SIR
CEDRIC HARDWICKE has arrived
Address all communications to THE FILM moted from assistant manager of the direction of Martin J. Lewis,
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., the Tivoli, Frederick, Md., to man- for the past six years connected New York from Hollywood en route to Londi
Washington Bureau of

—

is

:

New

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph WiHc, 6425 HollyLondon
6607.
Granite
Phone
wood Blvd.,
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
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West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

FINANCIAL

Fox Fm.

Expeditions
Set Out for South Seas

19.

CODE

Con. Fm.

Two M-G-M
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6s39

1

491/2

49'/2

49
70

2

70'/2
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Trans-Lux

3'/4
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2
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Cooper to Build

Best

wishes

from

THE

to the fol-

lowing on their birthday:

John Barrymore

on

the

"Lafayette"

author,

for

sails

West

a

I

Ind

J.
CRONIN, author, who arrived in N
this week with Mrs. Cronin, will rem,
the Ritz Tower for a few days and tr
proceed to Hollywood.

A.

York
at

GLORIA GRAFTON,

°KO Radio
by plane.

torch singer,
has left for

Pictures,

DOROTHY MACKAILL
York

from

NEIL

New
on

has

signed
Hollywc

in

N

Chicago

fr

arrived

Hollywood.

AGNEW

gone

has

to

York.

FREDDIE
Monday

BARTHOLOMEW
for

New

leaves

\

Hollywood.

HELEN WESTLEY, Theater Guild charac
who has won film popularity on

actress

RKO Radio lot in
to New York for
the studio

in

Hollywood,
a

vacation.

is

on

She

her

v

returi

June.

—

Howard Higgins

I.
E. Chadwick
Leo Trainor
William Janney
A. H. Halprin
Benjamin Listengardt

—

15th

Annual Convention

The Roosevelt Hotel

New

Orleans, La.

Feb. 25th

to

28th,

1935

"Ruggles of Red Gap." The tenta- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Sam Flax, local Daily Communique:
tive bookings are for Feb. 21 in Boston, Cincinnati, Detroit, Denver and Monogram representative, will beThe "Ole Man River Party" on th
Mississippi River, Wednesday evening, wi
gin work this week on a new buildLos Angeles.
be
long remembered.
\ palatial four-dec
ing to house his offices at 925 New
river steamboat, the "SS Capitol," accom
Jersey Ave. N. W. New quarters are
"Sweet Music" Opens Wednesday
modating 1,500, has been chartered for
private moonlight cruise around the harbc
Warner's "Sweet Music," starring expected to be available about May
and up the river. Dinner on board on th
Rudy Vallee, opens Wednesday eve- 1.
glass enclosed cafe decks, smooth danc
ning at the New York Strand, folmusic and unique entertainment fi
Radio
Station
Adds
Foreign
enjoyment, an unsurpassed view
lowing two weeks of "Devil Dogs
mighty Mississippi, the levee syst<
conquest
added
Alliance
has
of the Air."
of the New Orleans waterfront, a panoram
HHK, the government station in of world-wide commerce.
Port-au-Prince, Haiti, to the list of
Harry Brandt Drops One
Harry Brandt has turned the Rex radio stations for which it is acting MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS
EAI
on East 67th St., New York back to as representatives in the U. S. and
Irving Fineman.
supplying with transcriptions.

—

FILM DAILY

night
cruise.

release,

in Colo. Springs
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Regal
Paramount News' supplementary Theaters is planning a 1,200-seat
reel will carry interviews with De- bouse with work starting within
fense Attorney Reilly and Mrs. three weeks, Joe Cooper stated yesterday in New York. This increasesHauptmann and her son.
holdings of the Cooper group to 40
houses.
5 "Ruggles" Pre-Releases
Paramount is planning five speNew Wash'n Exchange Building
cial
pre-release
engagements for

was f rom the

j

+

31/4

:

THE FILM DAILY
The largest motion Hands"

of

versions for a flash release.
One
acquittal angle and the
other to use in case of conviction.

Vs

M
i5'/2

—

JOHN W. VANDERC30K,

55th

'

4

i35/a

of the

Ohio P-T Ass'n Backing Bill
Columbus, O. Circulars are bei
sent out by the Ohio Congress
Parents and Teachers urging mei
aa/
sonalities who make trips to New
"Eskimo",
parts
have
the
leading
n
1/
The committee for the fete bers of the Ohio legislature to gi
"Tvnee", which is based on Her- York.
favorable consideration to the t
y in
is headed by Martin Starr.
roan
Melville's
of
tropical
romance
,,
that
would
prohibit
distribute
.1
Vi
the same name.
from designating playdates.
Authority Decides Appeals
Independent
Theater Owners
S"pplementary Hauptmann Reel
The entire session of the Code Au- Ohio also is working for passa
A supplementary reel on the thority yesterday was devoted to de- of the bill.
Hauptmann case is being prepared by termination of appeals from local
V2
Ppramount News for general re- boards. Sidney Justin presided and
lease to follow the advance reel the attendants included Deputy Adh w hi cn was released by flashes to
ministrator William P. Farnsworth.
exchanges immediately on the an- The Authority meets again next
nouncement of the verdict.
The Thursday.
newsreel staffs had prepared two

55'/4

15 3 4

management

Playhouse and before that with
Fox Film, has been organized to
present outstanding European films
n the U. S. First acquisition is "La
Maternelle," to be called "Loving

picture expedition on record has which will be presented in associajust sailed from San Pedro harbor tion with John S. Tapernoux, French
yesterday bound for the South Seas, film representative here.
The picwhere "Mutiny on the Bounty" and ture, with super-imposed Elnglish
"Typee" will be made for M-G-M. titles, will be shown on Broadway
A technical staff of 60 persons shortly.
shipped aboard the Maunganui, together with Director Frank Lloyd
Frank Conklin to be Feted
of
"Mutiny".
Director
Richard
Frank Conklin, former film man
Thorpe of "Typee", and a large
who recently joined the Hearst
^* group of players.
Clark Gable, Robert Montgomery Hotels as assistant general manNet and
Charles Laughton have the ager, will be given a buffet luncheon
Chg.
principal roles in "Mutiny on the and cocktail party at the Hotel WarBounty", adopted from the famous wick next Wednesday afternoon
Yf
bo °k by Charles Nordhoff and James from 12 o'clock until 3 o'clock prior
,/
to his departure for the coast t<
N ° rman Hai iv
Mala and Lotus Long, who starred launch a new service to screen per-

NEW YORK CURB market
Technicolor

with the
St.

— Lichtbildbuehne,
— P. A. Harle, La

Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,
St.,

ager of the Strand, Staunton.

NEWS

WEEK

OF THE

PHOTO-REVIEW

IN

JOLSON-KEELER'S 'GO INTO YOUR DANCE'
COMPLETED. Spectacular hoofing by Ruby and Al in
mammoth 'Latin From Manhattan number marks finale
new Warner musical of 'Flirtation Walk' calibre.

*

of

RUDY WINS

resounding applause of expert trade previewers

solicited letters from

Music' 'great

John Hamrick and M.

box-office

— Vallee's

best'

with entertainment values' Picture debuts

NEVER

I

i

SAW SUCH

J.

...
in

in

un-

Mullin declaring 'Sweet
'filled

overflowing

to

key spots next week.*

FLYING ANYWHERE!',

raves globe circler

Wiley Post (below) after seeing Warner-Cosmopolitan special 'Devil
Dogs of the Air,' which Variety describes as a 'wow' in Chicago
.

.

'a

sock'

in

Washington

.

.

'B.

O. pace ran a

fever'

Pittsburgh

in

EMERGENCY ORDER ISSUED
Maj. Albert

Warner

eral release date

by

cancelling gen-

on 'Gold Diggers

advance engagements to insure proper build-up
for company's most lavish musical.
of 1935'and restricting

THIRD CO-STARRING ASSIGN-

MENT
stars

awarded 'Living On Velvet'
Kay Francis and George Brent

(right),

as their second, 'The

and The Gander,' goes
room Frank Borzage
romantic star-team

*A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A

First

National Picture

in

Goose

to cuttingwill

new

direct

special.*

Vitagrapb,

Inc., Distributors

THE
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A

MONG THE

Little
from "Lots"
By

RALPH WILK

=

J pear in the cast of "The Informer," RKO Radio's production of the
Liam O'Flaherty story which will
have Victor McLaglen and Heather
Angel in the leading roles. Wallace
Ford has also been added to the cast.

John Ford

is

T

directing.
T
T

Charles Logue has been signed by
Robert E. Welsh, Monogram execuproducer, to put the finishing
touches on Tristram Tupper's adaptation of the Edward Eggleston novel
tive

"The Hoosier Schoolmaster," which
is scheduled to go into production
next week. Logue is working with
Paul Malvern, supervisor, and Lewis
Logue recentD. Collins, director.
ly worked on "Sing Sing Nights"

Monogram.

for

T

Mack

was

married this
week in San Francisco to Charles
Irwin of Fox Film.

Helen

T

T

T

Nena Quartaro has been signed
by Ray Kirkwood to play opposite
Bill
Cody in Spectrum Pictures'
"The Cyclone Ranger" now in production.
Eddie Gribbon, Donald
Reed and Earl Hodgins have also
been added to the cast. The story
is by Oliver Drake. Bob Hill, director of Spectrum's "Frontier Days,"
is also directing "The Cyclone Ranger."

RIALT

';:

HOLLYWOOD
WARREN KERRIGAN will ap-

T.

PHIL
•

•

•

WE HAVE

M DALY

on the word of Oscar Doob
that within a few minutes after the Hauptmann verdict was
announced in Flemington Wednesday nite
every Loew
theater in the New York territory flashed the announcement on
the screen
how was it done?
simple
as soon
as word was received by open wire
a battery of operators
at the

it

Loew switchboards contacted

the various theaters, in-

forming the managers of the jury's decision
short film
which had been prepared for a "Guilty" or an "Acquittal" verdict was on hand
the "Guilty" trailer was immediately
flashed on the screens

1935

SHORT SHOTS fro
EASTERN STUDIOS
;

CHAS. ALICOATE:

By

]\TORMAN CORDON,
ing

made such a

whose singin "The

hit

Bounding Main," will be featured
"The Blue And The Grey," the

in

next subject in Educational's series
of one-reel Song Hit Stories.
The
Ritz Quartette and the Mountain
Melodeers will also be heard again
in this song story of Civil War
days, which will go into production next week.
William Watson
will direct, from a story by Art
Jarrett.

"Get That Story" is the title given
the next Joe Cook comedy, the
second in this famous comic's group
for Educational Pictures.
Cook is
to

AMPA

• • • THE
luncheon was celebrated as a sort of
Saint Valentine's gesture
the piece de resistance being
the Tic Toe Girls
these three cuties chanted a special number dedicated to St. Valentine himself
filled with delicate
wisps of sentiment, romance and the soft blandishments of that
little god of love called Eros
or was it Erotica ?
it was a really charming number
all the f emme Ampaites
present blushed their appreciation

now

putting

the

touches

finishing

on his story of a goofy newspaper
reporter, and production will begin
at the Astoria Studios on Feb. 25.

Bob Hope, stage and screen comstarts work today at the

edian,

Brooklyn Vitaphone studio

in a twocomedy short subject. Supporting the star is a cast of well-known
stage and screen performers including Nell O'Day, Marie Nordstrom, Sam Wrenn, George Watts,
Fred Harper, Lyle Evans, Freddy
Manett, and Arline Dinetz, six-year
old actress.
The short, as yet untitled, will be
directed by Lloyd
French.

reel

WE

• • • BUT
found cause for enjoyment in the entertainment of other talent on the dais
Edmund Gwenn, star
of "Laburnum Grove"
Basil Rathbone, now scintillating
with Katharine Cornell in "Romeo and Juliet"
Victor
Moore, who delivered his original "In New York With a Hit"
poem
Johnny Green, who played his "Body and Soul"
Lee Brody, torch singer
and Arthur Laval, a gent
with a Grand Voice

T

of the Central Casting
Bureau for 1934 shows that only 11
extras made $2,000 or more in the
year.
Highest earner was Oliver
Cross, who got $2,846 for 195 days'

Report

work, while in the feminine ranks
Gale Ronn earned $2,641 for 167
days.

A

total of 219,859 daily jobs

were given to about 4,000 extras.
Average check was $9.03.
t
Grace Moore is understood scheduled to make two pictures annually
for Columbia under her current
five-year agreement.
T
T
T
Felix Adler, comedy writer, has
started work on a new two-reel Columbia feature for the slapstick
comedians, Howard, Fine and HowClyde Bruckman has again
ard.
been assigned to direct the trio.

•

•

•

THAT TRADE

showing of Columbia for their
"The Whole Town's Talking" at the Astor
packed the
theater with exhibs and the press
they say it was a gorgeous pix

T

T

AFFABLE gent known as Walter Green
of National Theater Supply
is
overwhelmed
with the receipt of his Kentucky Colonel's commission
The N. Y. "Times" gave Louis Nizer a three-quarter column
break on his tome, "New Courts of Industry"
which tells
the story of self-regulation under the motion picture code
•

•

•

THAT

Ernest Truex's next comedy for
Educational, produced under the
working title of "There Goes The
Groom" has been re-titled "Objectl
Not Matrimony." It will be released

\

\

March

1.

»DATE BOOK «
Today:

Annual

board
Washington.

• • • EXTRA
Pressagey Reverts To Type
Greg Dixon, formerly of Columbia, is now doing his stint for
writing a movie page in adthe King Features Syndicate
!

dition to general feature stories

eye on Hollywood

mugs

in the biz

why

who can

not ?
write

the lad probably has his
along with all the other
and Greg CAN write

Feb.

•

•

IF

AT

times, dear reader

this

column seems

please remember this
uninteresting and even boring
your columnist can but reflect the influence of the film
and some days it is just
mugs he contacts during the day
possible he may encounter a lot of flat, uninteresting and even
of course he didn't contact YOU on
boring film mugs
surely that explains to you
the day the column was lousy
but if he DID contact
why the stuff didn't Scintillate
boy, isn't it a Great Column?
you
and mentions you
huh
you tell 'em
can that mug WRITE!
flat,

IV

AGENT
"An automatic time

clock opens the
at 4 P. M. in
allowing
his
apartment,
Tracy's
two collie dogs. Tom and Jerry, to
feed 'on the hour' even though he may
be working."— DAVE EPSTEIN.

door
Lee

to

a

Allied

Hotel

States
Carlton,

I
f

Warner

16:

end
Feb.

19:
setts

Festival,

refrigerator

» » »

Moscow.

Allied

Variety

Detroit

Friars'

of

Club

Room, Book Cadillac Hotel,

New

\

Crystal

Ball.

Detroit.

Majestic Theater,

Frolic,

Jer-

New

i

York.
Feb. 25-28:

Hotel

National
Roosevelt,

Feb. 25-28:
tion,

Hotel

Film

New

Carriers
Orleans.

meeting,

|

O. A. annual convenRoosevelt, New Orleans.

M.

P.

T.

Independent Theater Owners of
Ohio second annual convention, Deshler.
Wallick Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 26-27:

Awards Banquet of the Academy^! i
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Hollywood
March 1: Actors' Equity Ass'n quarterly meet-l

Feb. 27:

ing,

« « «

Soviet Russia's first World Cinema

Theater Owners
meeting, Trenton, N. J.

Feb. 24:

|

Independent Exhibitors of Massachumeeting at headquarters in Boston.

Feb. 20-26:

:

Club's sixth annual dinner
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York.

ball,

Feb. 23:

•

SEEN

of

directors,

Iowa-Nebraska Allied Theater convention and movie frolic, Des Moines, la.

sey

THE PRESS

of

Today:

Feb. 21

AS

meeting

Ass'n

Hotel

Astor,

New

York.

annual dinnerColumbians'
fifth
dance, Grand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.

March 2:

ARAMOUNT'S RUMBA
Sweet Money Music
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REVIEWS
Edward G.

Robinson

Jean

Arthur

with

Byron

95 mins.

Columbia

BOX-OFFICE NATURAL IN ACE ENTERTAINMENT OFFERING SUSPENSE

AND

WITH

EXCITEMENT

LAUGHS

From

script

and

the bag.
It's
gangster story line,
chance to alternate
is

in

meek

office

clerk

to direction and
background, this one

cast

production

a

and

new

twist

giving

between
a

the

in

Robinson

a

playing

a

notorious

killer.

resemblance of
mistaken for
is
the two
the desperado and put through a furious
grilling before his innocence is established,
whereupon he is given a passport of identification to avoid his being taken for the
gangster. Then the killer moves in on the
clerk and uses him for a cover-up to conThe comtinue his holdups and killings.
plications arising from this situation are
both amusing and exciting, and the action
works up to a wallop finish in which the
gangster's own mob shoot him down in
Because

the striking
men, the clerk

of

the belief they are killing the clerk. Some
incidental romance is provided through the
clerk's adoration of Jean Arthur, a co-

worker.
Cast: Edward G. Robinson, Jean Arthur,
Wallace Ford, Arthur Byron, Etienne Girardot, Arthur Hohl, Donald Meek, Paul Harvey, Ed Brcphy, James Donlan, J. Farrell

MacDcnald, John Wray, Effie Ellsler.
Director, John Ford; Author, W. R. Burnett;

75 mins.

SUSPENSEFUL MURDER DRAMA WITH
PLENTY OF PLOT AND A PUNCH PERFORMANCE BY BICKFORD.
With

a well

conceived story packed with
helped by Charles Bick-

ramifications and
ford's

GALORE.
elaborate

Charles Bickford, Sidney Blackmer,
Helen Vinson, Onslow Stevens

Universal

Wallace Ford,

Arthur,

fine

work

murder mystery
fare, though it's

the chief role, this
makes pretty good adult
in

strong

the
lawyer
who bumps off a rival, Sidney Blackmer,
when their feud of long standing is brought
to a head by Blackmer's successful conquest of the hand of Helen Vinson, who
Though he
is
also desired by Bickford.
lays a clever network of evidence to clear
himself and cast suspicion on Helen, and
later browbeats John Darrow, a nephew
of the slain man, into making a confession that he is the murderer, Bickford
eventually is trapped.
Story is enacted
in a southern locale, and there are good
supporting performances by Miss Vinson,
Onslow Stevens, Blackmer, Darrow and
Dudley Digges.
Cast: Charles Bickford, Sidney Blackmer, Helen Vinson, Onslcw Stevens, Dudley Digges, John Darrow, John Larkin, Evelyn Selbie, Alice Ardell.
Director, Edward Laemmle; Authors, Colin Clements, Florence Ryerscn; Screenplay,
Leopold Atlas, Robert Tasker; Cameraman,
David Abel; Editor, Albert Akst; Recording Engineer, Gilbert Kurland.
Direction, Good. Photography, Good.
youngsters.

a

little

Bickford

is

a

for

criminal

Screenplay, Jo Swerling, Robert Ris-

Gets "Scrappy" Franchise
Columbia's
"Scrappy
Cartoon"
Engineer, Glenn Rcminger; Editor, Viola
franchise department has closed
Lawrence.
negotiations with the Mershon ManDirection, Punch. Photography, Expert.
ufacturing Corp. whereby this firm
of
manufacturing jewelers
was
Nat'l Screen Welcomes
granted exclusive right to use the
Test Suit on Trailers name and reproductions of the animated cartoon characters, "Scrappy"
(Continued from Page 1)
ment was given out last night by and "Margy," on the firm's complete
line of children's jewelry.
National Screen Service:
"Since Warner Bros, after seven
years of silence have seen fit to
"Lancer" Big in Toronto
bring a suit charging that trailers
Toronto "The Lives of a Bengal
distributed by National Screen and
exploiting Warner Bros, pictures Lancer," with five showings daily,
kin;

Cameraman, Joseph August. Recording

—

constitute

an unfair

NEW

"A NOTORIOUS GENTLEMAN"

in

"THE WHOLE TOWN'S
TALKING"
with

of the

practice,

Na-

welcomes the
opportunity of having the propei
authorities determine whether or not
it has the right to serve the requirements of its thousands of exhibitor
customers throughout the country,
as long as it does not infringe on
any copyright protections. Warner
Bros, have certain rights under the
copyright laws.
These rights National Screen has always recognized
tional Screen certainly

and respected.

now

in its third

week at the Up-

FILMS

"CARNIVAL"
with Lee Tracy, Sally

Eilers,

76 mins.

Columbia

GOOD

%

SHORTS

Jimmy Durante

\

"Hindu Holiday"
Central Films

r

10 mir

Good Scenic

ENTERTAINMENT
CHIEFLY THROUGH EXCELLENT CAST

A

AND CERTAIN AMOUNT OF STORY AC-

nual

TION.

India

POPULAR

picturization of the great a
religious festival of Moth

known

as the Dusseroh.

It

Although movies about carnival life sel- very colorful and spectacular, ai
dom have rated very high, mainly due to takes you through all the phases
lack of knowledge and inspiration on the the occasion
the parade to tl
midway subject, this one is helped along
maharajah's palace, the vast thronj
by some good marquee names and fairly
good all-around handling of the rather assembled for the blessing of the
routine story.
Lee Tracy's wife dies at master, the games and feasting, ai
childbirth, leaving him with a child to a great variety of interesting sid
worry about.
Warding off the interfer- lights. Dan Beddoe does
the narr
ence of the child's grandparents and weltion in fine style.
Camera work
fare workers and declining the help of-

—

by his two co-workers, Sally Eilers,
in love with him, and
sets out to find what
he considers an ideal mother for the child.
When he does run across a woman answering his requirements, he finds that she is
married.
Then Sally decides to leave the
hospital, but a carnival fire intervenes and
finally Tracy wakes up to the fact that
Sally is the girl for him.
Cast: Lee Tracy, Sally Eilers, Jimmy
Durante, Dickie Walters, Thomas Jackson,
Florence Rice, Fred Kelsey, Lucille Ball.
Director, Walter Lang; Author, Robert
Riskin; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Al
Recording
Engineer,
Siegler;
Edward
Bernds; Editor, Richard Cahoon.
Direction, Good. Photography, A-l.
fered

who incidentally is
Jimmy Durante, he

very good. Those who enjoy the u;
usual in foreign lands will appr
ciate this one.

Cong. O'Malley Threaten*
Attack on Hays Grou
{.Lonttnutd

1)

awaiting the St. Louis federal grai
jury indictments decisions befo
bringing new motion picture legisl
tion before Congress."
He was r
ferring to the anti-trust charg
pending against Warner Bros.-Fir
National,

Allow Para. Claims

from Page

Thomas O'Malley, Democrat, of Wi
consin, who said that he was "on

1

Paramount and RKO.

Regardless of the St. Louis d
Totaling 60 Million cisions, O'Malley stated, "I plan
(Continued from Page 1)
renew my attack on the Hays o
willing to state that they would ganization
as I did before and wi
agree to allow $27,000,000 of claims even more vigor of action."
including $25,000,000 of debenture O'Malley materializes his intenti*
he will assail alledgedly monopoli
claims and to make provisional al-

lowance of claims totaling $23,000,000 additional in order to permit
holders of the claims to vote upon
the plan.

Request that Judge Coxe
for hearing on an order

fix

date

a
to

tic

;:

conditions in the film industry

Court Asks for Reports
On Stock Beneficiariej
(Continued from Page 1)

show cause why the allowances of Coxe to direct the various commi
town, Canada's Largest theater.
tees and stock brokerage hous
claims as outlined by Gottlieb should which may have deposited stocks
one has the right to mention the not be accepted so that voting could bonds to file a detailed stateme:
name of their productions, or the proceed was denied on the ground showing the actual beneficiary of tJ
players in any of these productions that such proceedings should be stock for the protection of the estat
without their authorized pel-mission heard first before Special Master Judge Coxe declined to sign such
order, but referred the question
is too ridiculous to require lengthy
withholding new securities from i
comment. If this were so, it would John E. Joyce.
dividuals being sued by the truste
mean that no newspaper or tradeto Special Master John E. Joyce.
paper would have the right to menGottlieb said that the trustees art
tion their productions in any form
Ruth Etting in Air Interview
their counsel in asking that ne
whatsoever without their consent.
Ruth Etting will tell of her career securities be withheld from indiv
It would also mean that no exhibitor
would have the right to either using in an interview conducted by Nellie duals being sued were acting on j
bankruptcy
proceedir
his own ingenuity, or authorizing Revell over an NBC-WJZ hookup familiar
under which payment of any
others to do it for him in properlj next Tuesday afternoon.
dends was withheld from indi
exploiting their pictures for which
against whom the trustees ^a
Furthermore,
he has contracted.
claims.
Gottlieb stated that the
it would mean that no exhibitor has
3 Monogram Releases Set
was already on file over $1,000,0(
the right to advertise in any form
Monogram has set release dates in claims by individuals whom tl I
whatsoever, whether in newspapers,
in the lobby, or on the screen an,\ on three more pictures, including trustees are suing, without conside
Warner Bros, pictures that he has "Nut Farm," being released tomor- a tion of what information detail* f
contracted for without their author- row; "Mystery Man," March 6, and data on beneficiaries of deposit*
stocks and bonds might disclose.
"Great God Gold," March 24.
ized permission."

is

i

i.ij

:

Screen
emphatically
denies that it has infringed in an>
manner whatsoever, or that it has
been guilty of any unfair methods.
On the other hand, National Screen
contends that it has rendered a very
definite service in a very fair manner and of gi eat value to the exhibitors throughout the country as
evidenced by the substantial support
of thousands of exhibitors over a
"National

-

period of 15 years.
"Warner Bros.' contention that no

.*

»

m
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P« EXPLOITING THE
Olive of India"

Norfolk and Richmond

i

TWENTIETH

CENTURY'S

"Clive of India" was accorded two clever exploitation cam-

paigns when the production had
premiere in Loew theaters in
Norfolk and Richmond, Va. At
the Loew theater in Norfolk,
Manager Allan Sparrow, landed
handwriting mat in the Portsmouth "Star" which plugged the
attraction for a week and also
landed 35 attractive window displays, each containing an array
'of scene stills and appropriate
icards.
Sparrow also contacted
its

schools and colleges and
arranged the distribution of
5.000 book-marks in all local
libraries.
More than 5,000 spePlcial autographed photos of Ron-

"My

Colman and Loretta Young

i
ft

if

on all copies of "Time
Magazine." Loretta Young cutouts were used in many leading
store windows and Colman photos were placed in the outer
lobby of the theater. Book-marks
% were distributed at local libraries
land more than 300 blotters, anopening
were
the
il nouncing
ij

,nlaced

post offices.
-Loew Theaters,

placed in

all local

Norfolk and Richmond.

irondcast

1

musical picture starring
Hulbert. was the nightly
broadcast over radio station
tical
•Tack

KNEW,

in

advance and during

the run of the nicture. giving
nrominent mention to the nicture. theater and nlavdate. This
effective means of advertising
was free to the theater, being
nart of a tie-un with Adam
Hats, which ran a contest to

J

.^V't an anpronriate descrir,u!
for
Hulbert's
catchline
"chummv chin". Guest tickets
were awarded to winners of
.-

BIow-htjs of a cablegram from Hulbert. were nlaced
the windows of the 200 Adam
,Hat stores, in and around New
best lines.

$
'2

,

,;ji

m

my
Adam

of

"We

are on our
Hulbert in
'Jack Ahoy' at the Roxy The-

placards read:

way

to

ater."

see

Jack

—Roxy, New

York

City.

Press and School Screening
For "Copperfield" in K. C.
A S part of the exploitation
campaign on "David Copperfield" for its run at John
McManus's Loew's Midland
Theater, in Kansas City, Mo.,
advance screenings were
held for both the "Star" and
the "Post", as well as for the
local School Board. McManus
special

assisted in his campaign by
Three
an M-G-M exploiteer.
thousand book marks were distributed to all department stores
and book shops in thee ity. Tieups were arranged with department and cosmetic stores on
Madge Evans, and with Coca
Cola, Lux Soap and the A. & P.
Fifteen thousand herStores.
alds were distributed to people
on the theater'si mailing list.
Loew's Midland.

was

—

Kansas

City.

advance, a billing campaign was
started which covered the entire
city.
Eighty-five pictorial 24sheets, 300 three-colored six's
and three-sheets and 200 threecolored one-sheets were posted.
Streets cars carried special onehalf-sheet cards on "Barnum."
Special feature stories, the radio series and photos of Beery

On "Mightu Barnum"
J^ERB MORGAN and

Saxton of Loew's Century
theater, Baltimore, arranged a
number of effective stunts in
exploiting the premiere of "The

Mighty Barnum."

One week

in

case involving infringement of a copyright on
a cartoon character has been taken
to the U. S. Supreme Court. Ralph
first time, a

Ralph
A.
A.
Freundlich
Inc..
Freundlich and Sol J. Freundlich,
defendants, in an action brought by
Fleischer Studios Inc., Fleischer Art
Service Inc. and Josenh L. Kallus,
doll manufacturer, have a=kf>d the
Supreme Court for a writ of certiorari, under which the court will
assume jurisdiction over the appeal.
The comnlaint originated in the
U. S. District Court. Manhattan,
where Judge Woolsev found the defendants guiltv. When thev appealed to the Circuit Court of Appeals,
the decision was sustained.
Phillips & Nizer are counsel for the

of the

plaintiffs.

venture Girl dress print; Leighton's hats had special window
and counter displays of photographs of Miss Lowell wearing
the latest in fall hats; McCreery's on Fifth Ave. featured
the Adventure Girl dress prints
in newspaper ads of 500 lines.

Century, Baltimore.

1

Monogram

begins work on its
about June 1.
1935-36 program
simultaneous with completion of its
current year list.
Out of 20 fea-

remain to be
"Hoosier
are:

produced.
Thev
Schoolmaster," "Honeymoon Limited," "Keeper of the Bees," "The
Healer" and "Reckless Romeos."
Five of eight John Wayne Westerns

have now been finished and titles
of the remainder of these pictures
are: "Desert Trail." "Paradise Canyon" and "Dawn Rider."

who

has been conferring with W. Ray
New
leaves
Johnston,
president,

York

this

week for the Coast,

lowing several delays.

includ-

department store displays. Mallinson's silks, designed an Ad-

The Cardiff

Carr, production head,

week

ing the Bide Dudley and Jack
Lait programs.
A number of
national fashion tie-ups featuring Miss Lowell involved local

car.

Trem

The con-

women between

casts the opening

cial publicity stories in all local

six

to

as the prize.
Miss Lowell was
interviewed on six radio broad-

papers and preceded the street

scheduled,

was open

18 and 50 years of age with a
free trip to the Island of Haiti

Giant broke with numerous spe-

tures

New

several air programs.
test

engage-

Cartoon Infringement Suit 1936 Monogram Lin^uo
Taken to Suoreme Court
Gets Under Way June

its

tables of theatrical, motion picand civic life. The principal feature of the ballyhoo,
the essay contest, was announced
from the Rialto by a special
trailer. Details were announced
in local newspapers and over

'"Barnum" paper.
Outdoor billing was the topic
of discussion, and the picture
came in for additional publicity.
For a street ballyhoo a street
car was used with two 24-sheets
on each side. This car was kept

—Loew's

RKO

the

ture

Saxton had their meeting room

the picture.

GIRL,"

premiere at the Rialto
York, was heralded
by an elaborate promotional
campaign instituted about ten
days prior to the picture's opening.
This campaign included
.special newspaper features aimed at women patrons on six
local air programs, fashion tieups with several leading New
York stores, tie-up with a travel
agency and a special newspaper
essay contest on '"Why I Should
Like to Be an Adventure Girl."
The theater was bedecked in
jungle atmosphere, with a huge
150 x 40 overhead sign atop
the theater heralding the showing of the film ten days in advance.
A special preview performance was attended by no-

posted with

Ts

For the

had

WFBR

entire

TURE

theater,

the "Liberty Magazine" carriers
resulted in more than 15,000
special "Barnum" heralds being
distributed in the latest issue
of that magazine. Radio station
gave the attraction many
spot announcements.
Cooperative ads were obtained through
the cooperation of the local A.
& P. organization, and many
local radio distributors placed
ads in which "The Mighty Barnum" received prominent display.
A tie-up with the Mav Co. accounted for the distribution of
2.000 "Barnum" balloons to all
children visiting the store and
special circus heralds were distributed from each counter. At
a special meeting of the local
advertising club, Morgan and

ment of
Bill

J

Van Beuren production which

appeared in all local papers. All
merchants carried displays
announcing the opening.
Two
hundred three-colored half-sheet
cards and 50 special display
frames were distributed throughthe city.
A special party for

city during the

« «

Joan Lowell Film
Gets Big Ballyhoo
"JOAN LOWELL — ADVEN-

local

in the business districts

Baltimore Campaign

Hat Tieup

or "Jack Ahoy"
'T'HE highlight of an effective
exploitation
and nublicitv
famnaign arranged bv A. P.
Waxman. GR Advertising Counsel, for the Roxv Theater showing of "Jack Ahov". the nau-

comedy

head inspired by
Another
hats."
your
highlight of the fine campaign
was the parade of 200 Junior
Naval Cadets, preceded by a
fife and drum corps of 50 pieces,
to the Roxy Theater, day after
the opening. The parade started at Penn Station and marched
Banners and
up Broadway.
side

Among
trons at the theater.
of
Manager
the
highlights
George Jones' campaign on
"Clive" at Loew's theater in

01

GB

ater,

were also distributed among pa-

Richmond, were a classified tieup put over with the "Newsreader" and a special showing:
'arranged for local ornhans and
sponsored by both newspapers.
,TVie special showing erot ulenty
Special
of newspaper publicitv.
stickers, announcing the premiere
of
both "Clive" and
"March of Time" reel, were

latest starring
Ahoy opens at

Roxy TheFriday, February eighth.
Hit song of picture my hats on
Jack

local

ald

These streamers read:

York.

Plugs

CURRENT FILMS

fol-

Ads

of various fashion tie-ups

used in the "Women's
Wear" magazine, informing lo-

were
cal

stores of their availability.

The Columbia steamship

lines

and Cook's tour used a spectacular exhibit of jungle curiosities

and souvenirs in their Fifth Ave.
window.
The "Daily Mirror"
used a series of articles by Miss
Lowell on her experiences in
New York, as one of the many
woman job-hunters, which ran
for an entire week starting the
Miss Lowfirst day of the run.
ell made personal appearances
during the first week.
Rialto, New York.

—
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TENTATIVELY APPROVE

2,300 Attend Breakfast Preview
Washington Bureau of

—

in

Friday, Feb. 15, IS

WARNER

Washington

Washington Twenty-three hundred Washingtonians got up early yesterday morning to attend at 6.30 a. m. a "breakfast world premiere" at Loew's Fox, where, for
breakfast and saw "After Office Hours."
cents, they received a Continental
Under the stunt, inspired by Carter Barron.
M-G-M picture with Clark Gable.
Loew district manager here, and with Ray Bell as his aide, a staff of 50 served
Advertising carried the line: "Would you give up hours of sleep
the breakfast.
for Clark Gable?"

PARA.REORGANIZATION
1)

act to obtain the necessary consents
for confirmation of the plan.
At the direction of George Z.
Medalie, counsel for interests with
four directors on the proposed new
Paramount board, Judge Coxe said
that he would see that the proposed
board of 16 members would be the
board of the reorganized company,
and also that the new board would
begin functioning on the effective
date of reorganization and not have
to wait until the date of annual
election of directors in case there
was any interval time between the
annual election and the effective
date of reorganization. Judge Coxe
also agreed to sit in as arbiter between Medalie and other interests
on the allocation of terms for directors in the event that no agreement could otherwise be reached.
As a result of considerable opposition, the original order for approval of the plan as fair and equitable presented to the court by Alfred A. Cook, counsel for Paramount, was amended slightly to indicate that the court approval was
tentative and that further hearings
on the plan were to be had. Monroe Goldwater, representing the Allied Owners' trustees, stated during
this discussion that the Allied trustees could not approve the Para-

mount plan because

its

form would

prevent a reorganization of Allied
Owners now going forward. Goldwater told Film Daily that the
form of the Paramount settlement
with Allied makes Allied liable to
payment of a $500,000 tax. Archibald Palmer, who is interested also
in the Allied Owners' reorganization, suggested to Judge Coxe that
he confer with Cook and the Allied

Owner

trustees to straighten out
Malcolm
difficulty.
existing
Brandwen, of counsel for the Mun-

the

MPTOA

Gov't Revises Its Plan
Fox Taxing Sound Parts
Being Submitted to Auth'y

erate

(Continued from Pane 1
until tomorrow, when he leaves for
his home in Columbus, Miss., er

office,

Code Revisions

Jersey,

who

has

won

Wilentz

of

international

New
fame

through his successful prosecution of
the Bruno Richard Hauptmann case, is
the brother-in-law of David Snapper,
New Jersey exhibitor and a member of
Allied Theaters of New Jersey. Wilentz
Elwood
of
the
represented
recently
Newark in a clearance and zoning
adNew
Jersey
the
heard
by
action
committee of the New York
visory
board.

(Continued from Page

)

route to

New

Orleans.

^aid also that he would permit bondholders to indicate their dissent
without withdrawal of their bonds,

and h^ld further that he would
the

allowances for the

fix

committee.

1)

sion of catalogues and a complete
statement of facts as to the suitability of such products for radio

work.

The Internal Revenue Department's new attitude was communicated in a letter from Deputy Commissioner D. S. Bliss to the Enter-

The Vanderlip committee agree- tainment Apparatus Manufacturers'
ment permits a charge up to 1 per Ass'n., Inc., which protested the
cent.

Archibald Palmer maintained that
the court was not acting in accordance with the law in permitting the
committees to obtain consents without requiring an examination of the
committee members or a report on

1)

I.

J.

H

their

dealings

in

the

Paramount

the

circuit's

\

New Engh

Ted Schlanger, who
been a Bernhard aide at the ho
theaters.

eral

1

has been named assistant g
manager and will make his

in Philadelphia as resident
cuit head, under a re-mapping
administrative purposes of hou
in the Philadelphia territory.
Setup in that territory now is

flee

<

follows: Herbert Copelan, zone m;
ager, Atlantic City; David E.
ner,
zone manager, Philadelp
first
runs;
Leonard Schlesing
zone manager kej' theaters and s

We

proposed impost on motion picture
sequent runs; A. J. Vanni, zi
equipment on the ground that radmanager out-of-town districts.
ical alteration of such equipment
T. Stewart Macdonald, Clayl
would be necessary before it would
Bond and Mort Blumenstock 1
be properly taxable under the law.

The statute
a tax upon

in question provides for
chassis, cabinets, tubes,
reproducing units, power packs and

tinue in their respective capacit

at the

home

office.

bonds and indicated that he would phonograph mechanisms used in Only 1 Film Disapprove*
connection with or as part of radio
appeal from Judge Coxe's finding.
In Current Catholic Li
receiving sets or combination radio
(Continued from Pane 1)
Enter- "Ruggles of Red Gap", "Law
sets.
The
phonograph
and
Para. Tropical Distribution
tainment Manufacturers' Ass'n ad- yond the Range", "Symphony
Distribution of Paramount prodmits that tubes which have not Living", "When A Man's A Ms
uct in the Republics of Guatemala,
taxed, are taxable.
and "One More Spring".
In
Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua hitherto been
The Entertainment Manufactu- adult class are "Women
and also in British Honduras will
hereafter be carried on by Para- rers protested to the government Dress", "Shadow of Doubt", "I
mount Films of Guatemala, Inc. over a month ago after two treas- torious Gentleman" and "After
Saul E. Jacobs, with headquarters ury department agents inspected the fice Hours".
in Guatemala City, is manager of books of the S.O.S. Corp., headed by
this company. Distribution in these J. A. Tanney, with the statement Fox Met. Committee
territories was formerly carried on that sound reproducer equipment
Trying for Agreeme
by Paramount Films, S.A. with used in connection with motion pic(Continued from Page 1)
tures was to be taxed thereafter.
headquarters in the Canal Zone.
tion
said yesterday
1

M

<

«

N ews

»

o f th

—

plan, it was
Morton G. Bogue, counsel for
Fox Met. committee.
Bogue denied reports that Jos(
M. Schenck had made a bid for
Fox Met. circuit, as did Ernest
Niver, chairman of the Fox W

Rum ford, Me. The Maine & New mendations from women who sa<> committee.
Hampshire Theaters Corp. has re the special preview. E. A. Patchen

—

Wilentz's Film Contacts

(Continued from Page

the metropolitan area.

•

FIEI

man, Eastern division head,
headquarter in New Haven to

opened the Arcadia
ger debenture committee, questioned
the court at this point on whether
an attack on some of the proposed
members of the Paramount board
Hillsdale, Mich.— George F. Spinwhich might lead to a possible veto ner, real estate owner, has re-acJudge Coxe asked quired the Alhambra from Howard
was in order.
Lane and appointed Harry J. Burthat this argument be deferred.
On the argument principally of nett of Fort Wayne, Ind., as manP>randwen and Archibald Palmer, ager.
Judge Coxe stated that he would
permit any bondholder who had deMilan, Mich. William Sporl, theposited securities with the Vanderlip
ater owner at Defiance, O., extendbonds
their
committee to withdraw
ed his activities into Michigan to
on application to him and without
take over the Garrick.
any payment to the committee. He

Attorney-General

El

REALIGNED IN

35

(Continued from Page
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Release List to May
Is Set by Univers

takes a bow.

Indianapolis Items

Universal

has

set

its

rele.

schedule for March and April,
Howard, Para- follows: "Transient Lady," Ma
af
back
is
mount exchange manager,
4; "Night Life of the Gods," Ma
his desk after a touch of influenza
11; "It Happened in New Yor
f
Mrs. Helen Keeler, secretary o March 18; "Princess O'Hara," Ma
Associated Theater Owners of In25; "Bride of Frankenstein," A]
diana, is confined at home by the
8; "Mr. Dynamite," April 15; "K
Indianapolis

—John

flu.

on Dancing," April 22; "Werew
Milton Feld, big boss of the In- of London," April 29.
diana and Circle theaters, was in
town looking things over.
"Symphony" Holds Again
Charles Olson, operator, and Ted
"Unfinished Symphony," GB
Nichols, manager of the Lyric, spent
third week
several days in Chicago on business. lease, will hold for a
Roy Churchill, RKO exchange its subsequent run at the 55th
Sturgis, Mich. The Roxy, owned
Playhouse.
by Harry Pravat, has been trans- manager, has gone to New York tc
attend a sales meeting.
ferred to R. Hartzer.
Variety Club will hold its first
M.P.T.O.A. Carnival
Valentine party Saturday night.
With E. V. RicTBT.vls
New Orleans
For the first time,
Lincoln, Neb.
taking an interest and suggesting to
the Ad-of-the-Month award, a prize
cooperate
they
that
heads
exchange
House
Harry Friedman Adds
sponsored by the Local Ad Club,
the M.P.T.O.A. film car
financially,
operates
Friedman,
who
Harry
J.
on
here
with th
connection
theater
held
in
nival to be
went to the Stuart
25-28
Feb.
here,
convention
annual
No theater houses at Kingston and Suffern, N.
"Imitation of Life."
appears to be assured.
ever rated the top before. Ad wa: Y., has taken over the Academy at
composed entirely of written recom- Newburgh.

—

—

—
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u

DID

YOU

HEAR ABOUT
MRS. LEO's
QUINTUPLETS!

we'll say

a

it's

RECORD!

-.11,'

(over)

Ik

WEEKS

AVID
NEW

for

OPPERFIELD

ALL-TIME RECORD

A

at the Capitol Theatre, N.Y.
Tot the

time in the 16 years' existence of the famed Capitol
Theatre, a motion picture plays five weeks! The variation in gross
business from week to week has been so slight as to make"Copperfield" an entertainment unique in all screen history. This building
first

evidenced likewise in extended runs from
Coast to Coast in theatres and in cities of every classification.
"Copperfield" is unquestionably the greatest hold-over picture
repeat to our exhibitor friends
the industry has ever known.
the urgent advice to arrange for ample additional playing time.

and

sustaining

power

is

We

Congratulations to those

who made

it

possible!

David O. Selznick,

To

pro-

To George Cukor,
To the great cast
stellar
players. To
of 65
Hugh Walpole, adaptor.
To Howard Estabrook,
author of screen play. And
ducer.

director.

to the

memory

of beloved

Charles Dickens!

Intimate
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CENTS

Ask Circuits to Share in Ohio Legislative Fight Costs

TMES STAND

ALLIED

GB

Second Group of Nine American Releases

Sets

Three Musicals and Second
Arliss Film Are

On
America

NEW CONTRACT SEEN COHEN

this season in accordance

with the plan originally outlined by
Mark Ostrer, chairman of the GB
board, were announced yesterday by
Arthur A. Lee.
Ostrer sails for
New York shortly to complete arrangements for the distribution
here.

turing the comedian, Sonnie Hale.
"The Dictator", with Clive Brook

Madeleine

'Carroll,

lhas

been

(.Continued 'on Page 3)

—

London (By Cable)
Meetings
Emanuel Cohen, former Parahere between the C. E. A. and K. R.
mount production head, is underS. indicate that exhibitor grievances
stood negotiating with Eastern Seragainst distributors may be straightvice Studios, Erpi subsidiary, for
ened out. The Renters' Society profinancing in connection with a series
fesses
sympathetic
consideration
of pictures he contemplates making.
and promises a new standard conHe has delayed his departure from
tract.
New York to the coast.
The exhibitors' association at a
Cohen yesterday said that he "has
meeting this week decided there was
no plans as yet."
televi-

Meeting on Radio Shows
Closing of All-Nighters
Urged in Detroit Report Being Held in Two Weeks

—

Detroit Closing of all-night theaters, elimination of double features

MARSH

LONDON

DEAD

—

cles,

in

where he had been

influential

publicity chief.

(Continued on Page 6)

Consol. Film Defers Action

On

Dividend,

New

Setup

Action on dividend and recapitalization was deferred yesterday by
the board of directors of Consolidated Film Industries until the next
monthly meeting.

fa 10% Tax Up
f

Downtown

first-runs are not affected
because of the higher price scale,
giving the film industry an im- according to Earl W. Hudson, Publix

particularly in British financial cir-

Lincoln,
pertaining

Neb.

—

in

Nebraska

action on bills
to
the film
business
will
probably be on Representative Obbink's
10 per cent tax measure which asks
that all rentals of films, theater furnishings, etc., be levied upon.
Measure
asks that account sheets be kept and
payment made the first of each month.
First

Regulatory

Bills

—No

Taken on
Washington Bureau of

and ejection of unaccompanied children from theaters at 9 P. M. are
T.
among recommendations of a committee headed by Deputy Commissioner of Police Eleanore Hutzel.
IN
The duals are opposed by various
organizations on the grounds that
London (By Cable)
Hubert T. they cause the showing of mixed
Marsh, 56, managing director and bills not always suitable for family
chairman of the board of British & trade. H. M. Richey of Allied TheDominion, died suddenly Thursday aters defended the all-night theaters
of heart trouble. He was well known as filling a need in some localities.

HUBERT

DICKERING

by Allied

The group includes two completed
"My Heart Is Calling" no immediate menace from
and "My Song For You," starring sion.
Jan Kiepura, operatic tenor, and feamusicals,

and

IS

FOR BRITISH EXHIBS ON EASTERN ACTIVITY

List

Details of nine pictures constituting the second group of GB releases
in

AGAjNST FILM LEGISLATION

Having been assured bv Division
Administrator William P. Farnsworth that Otis B. Johnson, secretary of the Federal Trade Commission, will grant a prompt hearing on
the legitimate theater code authority's complaint against free radio
shows, Dr. Henry Moskowitz, vicechairman of the legit code authority
will go to Washington in about two
weeks to take up the matter with
Johnson, he told Film Daily yesterday.
Dr. Moskowitz said he expected to be occupied for the next
week or so with the hearings at Albany on the Berg bill to legalize
Sunday performances of legit shows
in

New York

State.

Exhibs Ask Circuits to Share
Ohio Legislative Fight Costs

Washington

Opposed
Action

NRA

THE FILM DAILY

— Recording

definite

opposition to various motion picture

regulatory measures now pending
in Congress, and refusing to take
a definite stand on the NRA in view
of the recent action of Senators Nye
and MacCarran, the Allied States
Ass'n board of directors meeting adjourned unexpectedly late Thursday
night, instead of continuing for a
third day as had been announced.
"We just finished our business
ahead of time, that is all there is
to it," said Abram F. Myers, chair(Continued on Page 3)

oppositWexpected
on para. allowances
Considerable opposition is anticipated to the Paramount trustees'
proposal to fix provisional allowances for various claims to permit
voting on the reorganization plan.

The trustees

of Allied

Owners have

already indicated that they will ob(Continued on Page 3)

Van Schmus Attending
Conference on Coast
Departure of W. G. Van Schmus,
managing director of the Music
Hall, for the Coast yesterday from

New York was

interpreted as a preliminary to further conferences with
Joseph M. Schenck on the deal
Charge Code Auth'v
Request that RKO, Warner Bros, whereby the big Radio City house
"Irregularly" Called and Loew's "absorb their share" of will have first call on most of the
Charges that the meeting of the expenses incurred in the campaign United Artists program, with the
(Continued on Page 3)
Code Authority which took place
Thursday was called "irregularly" staged by the Independent Theater
reverberated throughout New York Owners of Ohio in fighting adverse
Free Speech at Convention
yesterday. When the Authority ad- legislation in that state was made
"There will be no 'gag rule' at the
journed at the previous session, de- by three officials of the association
Ed
M.P.T.O.A. convention," declared
cision was made to meet two weeks at conferences with circuit execuNew York
in
president,
Kuykendall,
later, on Feb. 21, it was claimed, and tives in New York yesterday.
yesterday.
The
calling of a meeting for last Thurs- exhibitor leaders last night reported
"Anybody who has anything to say
can say it," he said.
day was improper, according to the that circuit officials indicated their

Meet

Was

protestants.

(.Continued on Page 6)

THE

c&H

DAILY

J.

R. Grainger

Sales

Meet

in

May

New

Call

Orleans

New

Saturday, Feb. 16,1935
s

Coast Laboratory

Opening About March 15

Co

G om

ming a
Orleans
Jimmie Grainger, West Const Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Officials of the InterUniversal sales head, accompanied
Vol LXVII. No. 40
Sat., Feb. 16. 1935
5 Cents
by Mrs. Grainger, will be here for national Cinema, Inc., which is buildSince ing a laboratory at Santa Monica
the M.P.T.O.A. convention.
CLINT WEYER of National Film Carriers, Inc
Publisher
Editor
and
JCHN W. ALICOATE
W. J. Heineman, Western district Blvd. and Citrus Ave., expects to is back in New York from a brief visit to
Philadelphia.
H. M. Herbel, general open the plant about March 15. The
Published daily except Sunday! and Holidays manager;
CHESTER MORRIS, having finished work
Y., manager of the Chicago office; John building and equipment will cost apBroadway, New York, N.
at
1650
Universal's "Princess O'Hara," is on his way
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Ezell,
southern district manager; proximately $150,000. International to New York
President, Editor and Publisher;
from the coast.
Alicoate,
He will take
will develop and process negative in a vacation and
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer and Harry Graham, south-western
may also appear on the radio
all
fields
production.
Assoof
film
Eddy,
Arthur
W.
and General Manager;
division manager, all will be here at
JANE
BRODER,
casting agent, sailed
last
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Officers
of
the
company art night on the Lafayette
the same time, it is reported that
for a cruise.
Entered as second class matter,
Editor.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, Grainger plans a meeting of his George T. Regan, president; H. T.
HERBERT BAYARD SWOPE arrived in HollyJames, one of the principal owners wood
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. sales heads.
yesterday.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of the original Bennett Film Labora"MissisPreview
of
Paramount's
ROSCO ATES is visiting New York befort
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
vice-president
and general opening an engagement at the Palace,
Foreign, sippi" will not be held at the con- tory,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Chicago
Subscriber should remit with order. vention, but both Bing Crosby and manager; A. J. Guerin, vice-presi- He has been appearing at the Fox in Detroit.
$15.00.
FILM
Address all communications to THE
dent, in charge of operations; A. C.
are
to
attend.
ColumFields
W.
C.
CARL E. MILLIKEN of the Hays Office wil.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Snyder, secretary-treasurer. Guerin be in Seattle on Monday to attend a luncheon
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. bia will show "Whole Town's Talkgiven in his honor by the Seattle Better Films
Hollyand
Snyder
with
Consolidated
York.
were
New
Filmday,
Cable Address:
ing" at the Orpheum on dates overCouncil.
wood, California— Ralph Wilt, 6425 Holly- lapping the meeting.
for several years.
London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
MR. and MRS. AL LEWIN are eastbound from
In
addition
to
the
developing
and
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Hollywood for a vacation.
processing,
controls
International
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
MR. and MRS. CARL BRISSON will leave th«
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harlej La Phillv M.P.T.O. Moves
the Regan-Dey sound translation
coast shortly for a rest in Honolulu.
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courprocess, which provides a method of
Against Admission
des-Noues, 19.
KING VIDOR. now in Hollywood, is expected
sound dubbing whereby the actor
Philadelphia— The M. P. T. O. of speaks words in English, that form to leave for England in the Spring to direct i
picture for Alexander Korda.
Eastern Pa. yesterday took steps to the same lip movements as the reDOUGLAS FAIRBANKS has left London foi
fight the proposed state 10 per cent
quired words in the language de a world yacht cruise starting from St. Thomas
Virgin
tax
on
tickets
under
supervision
of
FRED ASTAIRE and DONALD
CODE
sired.
This
process
has
been OGDEN Islands.
STEWART, both now in this country
the legislative committee named by patented.
are expected to join him.
President Lewen Pizor. Each memLIONEL STANDER left New York yesterday
ber was asked to contact legislators
for
Hollywood to work in "Four Stars foi
Lincoln House Goes to Duals
and inform them that theaters canLove," Radio picture.
He recently completed
Lincoln, Neb. Indicating a new a role in "Miracle in 49th Street" for Hechtnot carry any more load.
MacArthur.
battle on cut admissions and dual
W. G. VAN SCHMUS left New York yesterbills, L. L. Dent's Kiva here goes to
First Div. British Deal Set dual bills at 10 and 15 cents this day for the Coast.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
DR. FRITZ SCHROETER of the Telefunken Co
Reciprocal deal whereby First Di- week-end. The town had been wiped of Berlin
High Low Close Chg.
sails from New York today for home
5
5
5
+ Vf vision will distribute a number of clean of duals with exception of the after conferring here on television apparatus
Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc. 39% 39V4 39% + 5/8 Associated Talking Pictures produc- small Sun, which held to secondALINE MacMAHON will arrive in New Yorli
6% + V* tions in this country has been closed. runs and two at a time. It being tomorrow aboard the Twentieth Century for
63/4
6Vi
Con. Fm. Ind
-f
2114 22
% Wm. L. Fiske III, vice-president of a J. H. Cooper house, Dent waited three-month vacation.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 2214
119'/2 120V2 +
121
4
East. Kodak
SIDNEY LUST, Washington exhibitor, who has
F. D., is now en route from London for six months on the policy to be
1/2
146
45V2 145V2
do pfd
been in New York negotiating on distribution
10
10
10
+ 1/2 to New Yolk aboard the Olympic in called off, but now the dog fight of
Fox Fm. "A"
his seven-reel New Deal film, "Birth of a
345/8
33% 34% 4- V/2 company with Reginald Baker, A. T. commences.
Loew's, Inc
New America", left yesterday for Philadelphia
3% 3% + Va
Paramount ctfs
3*A
thence
back to Washington.
P. financial head, who will visit the
Va
Va
Pathe Exch
MARTIN J. SMITH, MOE HORWITZ and
14% 143/4— Va coast to talk over production plans Rita Weiman's Novel Out Feb. 27
143/4
do "A"
P. J. WOOD, of the Independent Ohio Theater
1% 2 + Va with First Division Production ex2
RKO
been in New York
"What Manner of Love," new nov- Owners Ass'n, who haveexecutives,
3% 3% 33/4 + Va ecutives.
Warner Bros
leave today
conferring
with circuit
21
21
21
+1/2
do pfd
el of stage life by Rita Weiman,
Among the A. T. P. production- author and playwright, will be is- for their homes.
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
will be four starring: Gracie Fields,
8
8
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 .8
sued on Feb. 27 bv Longmans, Green
69
69
Vi
Keith A-0 6s 46 .... 70
about the highest paid British star
104i/
& Co. The book is understood to
1/2
104'/2
Loew 6s 41 ww
2 104 14
Her
first will be a comedy written
70
have film possibilities.
70% 70
Para. 6s 47 filed ..
for her by J. B. Priestley.
70
70% 70
Para. 6s 47 ctfs
New

—
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—
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Technicolor
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"Voice of Experience" Reception
Plans of "Voice of Experience" to
pointed exclusive representatives of produce a series of pictures will be
Freddie Bartholomew, the David in given out at a reception to be held
"David Conperfield," in the com- at 2:30 P. M. today in the offices
mercial field for the licensing of his of Voe Pictures Corp., Palace Thename and likeness on merchandise ater Bldg.
Several contracts alreadv have bee^
RCA Preferred Dividend
signed for various lines of novel
ties.
RCA yesterday declared regular
quarterly dividend of 87% cents a
share on the "A" preferred stock,
"Congo Raid" Benefit Premiere
London
"Congo Raid," London payable April 1 to stock of record
Films production for United Artists March 1.
release, will have its world premiere
April 2 at the Leicester Souare The- Resuming M. & S.-RKO Arbitration
ater as the principal feature of p
Arbitration proceedings involvinc
benefit nerformance for the News- the M. & S. circuit and RKO will
naper Press Fund.
Paul Robeson be resumed this morning at 14 Vesey
heads the cast.
St., New York City.

Representing Bartholomew
Hoerle-Marks, Inc., has been ap-

15th Annual Convention

The Roosevelt Hotel

New

Orleans, La.

Feb. 25th

to

28th, 1935

—

-

William LeBaron
H. R.
Sol

Kossman

Chester Morris
Leah Ray

Mary Brian

Lesser

Milton Krasner

Daily
The

"Ole

Mississippi

Man

River,

on

the

Wednesday evening,

will

River

Party"

A palatial four-deck
be long remembered
river steamboat, the "SS Capitol," accommodating 1,500. has been chartered for a
private moonlight cruise around the harbor
and up the river. Dinner on board on the
glass enclosed cafe decks, smooth dance
music and unique entertainment for yp
enjoyment, an unsurpassed view of a,
mighty Mississippi, the levee system
of the New Orleans waterfront, a panorama
of world-wide commerce.

Shimon Joins Garden. Milwaukee
Helen Chandler for New Play
Milwaukee Louis C. Shimon, for
Helen Chandler, who was married
vears associated with the Milwaukee Wednesday to Bramwell Fletcher,
theater.
hirrh-class
neighborhood will appear soon with her husband
house, has joined the Garden the- in "The Dominant Sex," London
MAKE
ater staff as assistant manaeer in stage hit, to be produced here by
charge of exploitation and publicity. George Busbar and John Tuerk.

—

Communique:

W^

YOUR

RESERVATIONS

EARLY

mM

DAILY
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jPSETS SECOND GROUP

J^LONGthe

F0RAMER1CANRELEASE
(Continued from Page

I

minster Cinema in New York, is also
one of the second group.
"Lover Divine" starring Hans Jaray, Helen Chandler, and Marta Eggerth is another musical romance
scheduled for early release. George
Arliss begins work on his second GB
picture, as yet untitled but probably
based on a J. B. Priestley story,
in the spring, while Conrad Veidt
soon to start filming his next,
is
which may be "The Tunnel."

Opposition Expected
On Para. Allowances
(Continued from Page

ject to

1)

having the $23,000,000 Allied

claim scaled down to $5,000,000, the
amount of the Allied settlement in
the plan, for the purposes of voting.
Other large creditors are expected
to take a similar stand.

Sunday Sports Bills in Mass.
Boston A number of bills that
will have severe effect on Sunday

—

Massachusetts
have been introduced in the state
Joseph F. Cleary seeks
legislature.

box-office receipts in

Sunday hockey, while
James Ross wants permission for
Other similar
Sunday bowling.
to

legalize

measures, principally concerned with
sports, have not yet been printed.

Sunday Legit. Hearing Wednesday
Hearing on the BergAlbany
Neustein bill to permit Sunday legitimate shows in New York is set
for Wednesday.

—

Good Showing by Films

—

• • • THE SUNDAY
morrow will introduce that

Boris Morros
the Class of the film set will be there
will supervise the floor show with a dazzling array of Talent
Floor
Dinner at 7
Cocktail Hour starts at 5
then the Paramount pix,
Show during and after dinner

and ALL for $2.50
"Ruggles of Red Gap" at 9
better get your reservation for a table in as soon as you absorb
bring the Missus, or the girl friend
this juicy item
for it's planned to give the ladies a break

T

•

•

THE DEFI

•

T

Lew

Miller,

Ben Grimm, Ken Hallam, Leonard

production by Fox.

W

Mgr. for Roxy, Springfield, 111.
-e^Jpringfield, 111. Johnny Giachetto
is managing the Roxy for Dominic
Frisina.
When the house was

,-opk

—

opened recently under the Frisina
ownership the Illinois State "Journal" got out a special edition in
honor of that event.

legislation.

Van Schmus Attending
Conference on Coast

Hall, Fred

(Continued from Page

Lutkin, Jack Level
the RKO-Radio gang is going for this
indoor golf in a big way
with about 50 boys and girls
taking up practice at the Garden Course

T

•

•

that the British pix, "Brewster's Millions", to be released thru United Artists, has a dance called
The War"Caranga" that is becoming a Continental craze
ner Club's sixth annual Banquet and Ball at the Waldorf tonite
with Paul Whiteman's orch looks like a Sellout with 1500 ticklarge delegation from
ets tagged to cash customers
Harlem will be on hand at the Roxy today to welcome Louise
Beavers, colored actress headlining the stage revue
Director Rouben Mamoulian plans a record breaking 6-day hop to
Moscow to catch the annual Russian Film Festival as soon as
Attention!
Press Forehe finishes "Becky Sharp"
man
Max Stuart, your Boss, gets a BREAK in the
column after all these years he's tried to crash
Mister
Stuart, head of Barnes Printing Co. which prints FILM DAILY,
now rates a Kentucky Colonel salute
so give him a salvo
from the linotype battery
be generous, lads!
it's his
battery

been fixed.

American Films Maintain
Top Position in Argentina

A

.

T

1)

Music Hall management taking over
the Rivoli, which U. A. now runs.
The agreement is reported set but
not signed as yet. Date for Schenck's
return to New York has not as yet

T

THEY SAY

•

THE FILM DAILY
Washington Out of 477 films released in Argentina last year, 353
were American, compared with 32
German, 26 French, 22 Spanish, 14
British and 4 Italian, according to a
Washington Bureau of

«

—

Commerce Department.
Argentina ranks next to the United
Kingdom as the most important for-

report to the

eign

T

market

for

American

films.

There are approximately 1,500 theaters in the country and nearly half

• • • DID YOU ever hear of a star getting publicity because she was overlooked in the publicity?
sounds like a
contradiction
but it happened to Bette Davis
a lot
of picture crits have commented on the fact that Bette was not
even nominated for the Academy Award for the Best Actress
Performance
after her grand work in "Of Human Bondage"
did somebody blunder?
or are we out of order
again in bringing the matter up ?

are wired.

"Frankie" Unit Shooting in South
New Orleans A unit headed by
Bill Saal, Director John H. Auer and
Cameraman Joseph Ruttenberg is at
Morgan City shooting about 3,000
feet of Mississippi and Bayou atmosphere background for "Frankie",
based on "Frankie and Johnnie".
tax will be imposed They expect to be finished today.

—

FOREIGN FLASHES
Paris

—Anatole

Litwack, director,

—

Vienna No
on imported films that are considered

by the municipality as

artistic

oi

10 Municipal Theaters Proposed

cultural.

A circuit of 10 municipal theaters
presenting legitimate drama, to be
Paris Societe Philips will short- operated in New York by the
ly present a color picture in the new at nominal prices, is proposed by the
League of New York Theaters
process called Gasparcolor.
through a committee headed by Col.
Earle Boothe and Frank Gillmore,
Moscow A movie auditorium will president of Actors' Equity.
Budapest Hermes Film will make be included in the giant airship,
the first English talkie here, titled Maxim Gorki, now being built.
Pizor to Handle 8 Features in '36
"By Force," which also will be done
William Pizor plans to distribute
in Hungarian and French.
Venice
Owing to past success, eight features during 1935-36, as
compared with a program of 12 for
the Cinematographic Exposition will
the current season. Six of the eight
Batavia Increase of the import be held annually. The international will be based on published stories
tax from 6 cents to 10 cents a meter exhibition of films will be held here and two on originals. He also plans
has been protested by importers.
in August.
to handle 49 shorts during 1935-36.

—

—

T

hurled by those Upstart Golfers over
has been taken up by the RKO Mashie
at United Artists
they will meet the U. A.
Marvels and Putting Paragons
team in an epic match to be played over the indoor course at
the Arkayo team will line up like
Madison Square Garden
this
Eddie McEvoy, Al Mertz, Frank Kennedy, A. Schubart,

1)

general counsel, yesterday.
"The question of NRA regulation,
while discussed by the group, has
been left in abeyance, and inasmuch
as conditions are changing from day
to day the organization did not feel
that it could go on record regarding
the NRA," it was said following the
adjournment.
At the offices of Myers it was
learned by The Film Daily that
the organization was highly pleased
with the results of the convention
and that much influence was exerted
in opposition to unfavorable film

Social Nite at the M. P. Club tobeautiful debbie, Miss Paramount

Detroit Annual report of Lester has been signed by Universal and
E. Potter, police censor, shows that will go to America in May.
out of 397 cuts made from theater
programs, none occurred in straight
film houses, while 328 took place in
Prague Tobis has formed an orburlesque theaters, 59 in combinaganization to make six Czechoslovation policies and 10 in legit.
kian films this year. The company
Fox's Third in England
will also distribute some RKO films.

London Manning Haynes will direct "Smith's Wives," third British

(Continued from Page

man and

PHIL M. DALY

tor Saville.

STAND

AGAINST LEGISLATION

R ALTO

1)

completed under the direction of Vic-

"The Man Who Knew
Too Much," which has already created unusual interest, is another on
the list. Jack Hulbert, now appearing in "Jack Ahoy," will next be
seen in "The Camels Are Coming."
"Man of Aran," the GB saga of
the sea directed by Robert Flaherty,
which won the Mussolini Cup, was
awarded the honor of being adjudged
the "Best film of 1934" by the National Board of Review, and is now
in its fifth month at the West-

ALLIED TAKES

—

PWA

—

—

—

—

EQUIPMENT
Chicago
in as

E. Rob—Re-election ofIndependent
J.

president of the

Theater Supply Dealers' Association
is expected at its annual meeting
scheduled for May 1 at the EdgeBen
water Beach Hotel, Chicago.
Shearer, vice-president, and Clem
Rizzo, secretary-treasurer, are both
expected to be again named for
these posts.
The association has established z
service for testing and studying
equipment as to its efficiency.

FIELD

BUSINES

NOTES

and sound

one operation
and it is fully automatic.
After
being set up, the negatives for picture and sound track are locked in
a dust-proof separate compartment
and thereafter the machine needs
only to be threaded forward or
backward with positive stock at the
completing of the printing of each
reel. The machine stops automatically if a lamp burns out or if by
chance the film breaks or the air
supply fails. Its makers describe it
tures

II

in

JOH]
EDITOR'S NOTE:

—

SOI

This is the second of a series of articles
These are regular weekly features and are written with the
prominent people will follow Mr. Eberson's. Letters from

11

as "absolutely fool-proof."

Denver

—Three

—

houses in this loNew York In connection with the
cality are effecting improvements.
latest S. 0. S. Tone Filters, Sales
The Romona at Wheatland, Wyo., is on Sound Corp.
claims that the deinstalling Western Electric sound.
vices, used with the proper speakers
The State at Boulder, Colo., is put- and necessary
parts, suit practically
ting in a new heating and cooling
every variation of the input and
system and redecorating and the
output. Rotary switches on the filtPace at Gordon will install Wide
ers are provided to overcome and exsale
following
its
equipment,
Range
clude any undesirable sound freto the Black Hills Amusement Co.
quencies.
By turning the rotary
by James Pace at Chadron, Neb.
switches, the filter can be adjusted
to meet the acoustical requirements
Hollywood
The "chemical flick- of any particular theater it is used
er" has been removed from talking in, according to the company.
pictures, according to M-G-M engi-

—

—

Through what is described
neers.
New York Joe Hornstein is reas an amazing new equipment, the juvenating the Tuxedo, 42nd
St. and
film, in development, is bombarded
Third Ave., for Harry Brandt. Procontinually with minute particles of gram
calls for new carpeting, intechemicals, thus eliminating the old
rior decorating, New Ideal theater
"chemical unsteadiness" caused by chairs,
new box-office, theater front
partly used solutions being carried
and signs.
on the film, as it passes through
developing machines, by friction.
Columbus Will Kerr will give a
demonstration of RCA equipment at
Chicago The second battery ol the Columbus Athletic Club on
Bell & Howell automatic sound and Monday night at 8 o'clock in conpicture production printers sold to junction with the projectionists' lothe M-G-M studio print both pic- cal here.

—

—

Hollywood

— Approximately $25,-

the deal under
which Peter Mole of Mole-Richardson is to completely equip the North
Hollywood plant of Mascot studios
with the newest type of electrical
apparatus. Installations include new

000

is

involved

in

DEC
A new

dress for your theatre,

—

at least as long as you

Good Showmanship demands
you

entertaining your

are

four

'

Mi
iio»

last four years, so my guess
of at least sixty theatres so sh,

tP

it

redecorating.

I

personally

in

the

know

—

makes them not worth while and not fit, and don't forget the
Box Office knows it, your Manager and Custodian know

—

—your

movement and improved developments throughout. First camera
is

on display at the Camera Sup-

it,

— "Cos

toloi

Now

A

Let's

Go!

ito

painting here and there won't do it,— it is a waste of money, and effec \w
most of the Exhibitors know it

little

—

::,-

results are negligible,

Get a complete estimate

for the

and sketches designed to
decorative atmosphere.

fully

Redecorating of your house,

—

call

for

schc

color

change and contrast your present color schemes

An experienced Theatre Designer
practically make a new theatre out

do

can

Decorator

or

wonders

for

and

you,

of the old house, over night
an

A

scheme combined with honest workmanship and mal
DECORATOR are the quickest and most efficient tonics for the
They will 'M
find prompt appreciation on the part of your patrons.

clever design and good color

by a

THEATRE

office,

and

will

to the value of your real estate,

—
—New

—ask

Uncle Sam,

—

I

believe he

with the Sign, Canopy and Box Office,
not loud, but attractive, and tied into one color group
Start

Your Vestibule and Lobby,

—

in

light

colors,

and

YOU OWE
ATTENTION—
LABORATORIES,

yOU

ply Co.

London

— Patent

suit

of

RCA

against British Acoustic has been
decided in favor of Gaumont British.
A light beam was involved.

—

Washington Zeiss-Ikon has just
produced two new film projectors
called the Ernemann IV (silent) and
IV T (with sound equipment). Their
characteristics are midway between
(Continued on Page 6)

1

Public kq l^

in

colors,

is

willing to help

—"BRIGHT"—Che

contrast to the front.

THIS

Use

TO YOURSELI

—

tric

ii,

upkeep."

lights.

New York Mitchell Camera Corp.
has developed a new silent operation camera, with an unique eccen-

Hiatii

that you keep fresh the appearance of your theatre wl
'paying" guests, and that you redecorate at least e

no new theatres have been built

Practically

it,

a

years.

ALL Movies need
that

cannot afford to buy

NOW.

necessary and complete trousseau

FILM

EDITORS

now can purchase sound movi-

—

single system, double system
olas
and moviola projectors on a budget plan.
Your promise to pay monthly instalments is all that is required.
Headquarters for Moviolas
There is no substitute for a moviola
order yours now.

RECORDING
ON

Film or Disc

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FiSfl

—

RUBY CAMERA EXCHANGE, INC.
NEW YORK

729 7th AVE.

kyaRt

J-M30

BRUNSWK
PRODUCTIONS CO
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th St

tyei

0\

—

THE

*&£
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NT
UILDERS

C

THEATERS

THEATER IMPROVEMENT NOTES
New York— Shampan & Shampan,
largement
Playhouse

LSON

the

of

Broadway,

on

BUSINESS BUILDERS

ing

—

by other

Articles

for exhibitors.

Total

—

Lanett, Ala.
New Photophone
Fidelity sound equipment has
been installed in the Langdale to
replace apparatus recently damaged

High

Fort Atkinson, Wis.
Approximately $2,500 has been spent in ren- by fire.
ovating the Fort here, with imDetroit
provements including new air cush-

paper by John Eberson, one of America's leading architects,

his

is

lon

west

of
of
to be spent on alterations.

Marcy Ave., Brooklyn.
$50,000

—

Avalon, Fla. Stage of the Avahas been enlarged to allow
playing of vaudeville and a new and
Williamsburgh larger screen has been installed.

architects, have been commissioned
to prepare plans and supervise en-

requesting information will be answered by this department.

—Remodeling

Kansas City

ING

Casino

March

will
31.

be

completed

Calera, Ala.

of the

around Fidelity

"inviting"

to

without being

illumination,

Kansas City

gar or glaring.

down your

lie

make an

color family in the Foyer, and

effort through

mildly-toned-

vn effects, to place your guests and patrons in a proper frame of mind and mood,
CALMLY receive the performance.

ep your stairway approaches

light

in

—

colors,

avoid

dark

schemes for

color

stairs

narrow corridors and passages.

modern feminine color

for the Ladies'

Room,

—

a

combination of colors

in

the Men's

Dm.

—

shades for walls of toilet rooms,

color
a

hospital.

now

d

the

—nothing

tter,

Auditorium
to

—"Warm

interfere with

—no

and

Friendly,"

the easy

Why

don't be afraid.

visibility

shiny

white?

—

—

RCA

Victor

High

equipment

W. Wade.

—A

Frank

Cassil has
New York
new marquee has
finished remodeling the front of the been installed at Loew's Sheridan.
Rialto, St. Joseph.
A new marquee

—

has been installed.

—

Jersey City A. Davis, architect,
has been signed to rebuild the Bijou

Dream

172 Newark Ave., this
front will be built and
a modern story front installed.

city.

at

A new

Columbus
Indications of increased activity in the theater renovating and construction field is reported by Peter Hulsken, Lima
architect, who states that he has
had 29 requests for figures during
the past two weeks.

is

—

no gold ofr
and white picture,

paint,

of the black

This

Michigan has been

has been installed in the Calera, operated by
C.

ibinations there that will lend themselves

—The

recarpeted.

ioned seats.

moving picture auditorium must have decoration which you need not see, but must
be felt in the dark, you heard this before, well,
coined these phrases and am
Decially privileged to use same.

—

ly

lis

is

the most important thing

make

in't

I

a

proper auditorium decorations.

in

morgue out of your theatre by going too

sign

and selection of your color combinations.

like

a

far in the other direction in the

dark ceiling and neutral sidewalls.

—

the flat for all work within reach, distempered waterupper walls and ceilings, varnish body or flat enamel paints for rails and all
her special exposed wood and iron work.
ecify best oil paint finished in

ilor

for

—

EDECORATING,
ce

Blush and

isappear,

and

—

like no other branch of remodeling, will bring spryness,
new lifeGlow, to your theatre, will make shabbiness, dullness and mustiness

will

—

lead

to

better business.

OWE THIS TO YOUR PATRONS
"IT'S

Many of our customers are good enough to say that
we have a gift for translating their floor-covering needs

All Set to Serve You
National Service never relaxes.

It

is

ready to help your

renovation, re-equipment and repair problems.

opk

ment

/

of

KNOWN

projectors.

SERVE your

QUALITY.

Send for catalog.

Only equip-

Carpets, seating, screens,

National

is

PREPARED

St.

you like— or

credit

it

it

a gift if

to our eighty years' experience

the fact remains that Alexander Smith Carpet is used in

to

theatre.

or 0ffice Nearest

into good-looking, long-wearing carpet. Call

the majority of the country's most successful theatres.

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY
92 Gold

A GIFT"

you

New

CO.

York, N. Y.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
wmm

THE

%*n
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20 VITAPHONE SHORTS

Passage of Copyright
Washington Bureau of

IN

THE CUTTING ROOM

Washington

— Favorable

Bill

Saturday, Feb. 16,1935

Q

OHIO EXHIBS ASK

Predicted

Is

THE FILM DAILY

action by Congress on American membership in the International Copyright Union is predicted by Senator Pittman, chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee.
The proposed bill is said to closely resemble the Vestal Bill which
was passed by the House several years ago but did not get through the Senate.

t

AID IN FIGHT COSTS
witli

Vitaphone at present has 20 shorts
cutting room at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio being prepared for

(.Continued

in the

Sam

early release, according to
production chief.

The two

reelers

Sax,

Bernice

include:

Claire in "Lovelorn," a "Broadway
Brevities," Herb Williams in "High,
Wide and Hansom," a Big "V" comedy; Lee Sims and Ilomay Bailey in

&

Mrs. Melody," a "Broadway
Rosco Ates and Shemp
Howard in a Big "V" comedy, as yet
untitled; Olga Baclanova in "The
Singing Silhouette," a "Broadway
Brevities"; Shemp Howard in a Big
"V" comedy, as yet untitled; Morton Downey in "The Castle of
Dreams," a "Broadway Brevities"
musical; Bob Hope in a Big "V"
comedy, as yet untitled; Fifi D'Orsay in "Cure It With Music," a

"Mr.

Brevities";

Denver Briefs

—Herman

(Continued from Page 4)
western sales manager for Fox, stopped the old Ernemann II and the widely
long enough in Denver to hold a known old Ernemann V projectors.
The new IV is a simplified and
sales meeting.
cheaper model of the latter type, but
B. M. Shooker, Columbia salesretains a number of the constructive
man, went to Mercy Hospital for a advantages.
It is intended for memajor operation, and after appar- dium and small theaters which operently recovering nicely, suffered a
ate with low light-intensity and,
relapse.
therefore, do not need water-cooling
By remodeling their offices, tear- systems, and which do not demand
ing out two partitions, the Warner- the interchangeability of the picture
First National exchange looks and frames.
Apart from retaining a
is much more roomy.
number of the advantages offered
For the first time the Elk the- by the modernly constructed Erneater at Rapid City has played a re- mann V, the new model offers the
turn engagement of a film, which additional advantage, taken over
from the lighter Ernon IV, of being
was "One Night of Love."
easily supplemented with the sound
aggregate, by which it is turned
First Geo. O'Brien Club to Meet
into the type Ernemann IV T.

Denver

Wobber,

Brevities"; Pollv Moran
in "Pretty Polly" a Big "V" comWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
edy; "In This Corner," "A BroadHollywood
George O'Brien and
way Brevities" with Roscoe Ails; his horse "Mike" will be on hand
and Hal LeRoy in a "Broadway to greet the 1,100 members of the
Brevities" musical, as yet untitled. first "George O'Brien" club in CaliThe one-reelers are E. M. New- fornia, at the United Artists theater,
man's "The Mormon Trail" and Belvedere Gardens, Whittier, on
"Westward Bound" in the "See Feb. 23.
America First" series; Lew Pollack
With the release of "When a
in "What's the Idea," a "Pepper
Pot" song composer reel; J. Fred Man's a Man," starring O'Brien,
clubs are being organized nationally
Coots in "Moving Melodies' a "Pepper Pot"; an All-Colored Vaudeville in all theaters showing Fox films.
Headquarters are at the RKO Pathe
reel, a "Pepper Pot"; Freddie MarStudio, Culver City.
tin and His Orchestra, Borrah MinManager Homer R. Skillion of the
nevitch and His Harmonica Rascals
and Dave Apollon and His Band, all United Artists theater reports that,
three in the "Melody Master" series previous to this club, the Saturday
matinee usually ran about 60 boys
of band shorts.
and gh'ls. Now the house is filled
to capacity, 921 paid admissions.

"Broadway

Equipment Field Notes

—

Hubert T. Marsh

Dead

London

in

(Continued from Page

1)

portant rating.
Marsh handled th(
deal under which United Artists
took over distribution of British &
Dominion pictures in this country.

Boston Notes

—

Lowell Thomas to Narrate Film
Lowell Thomas has been signed to
record the descriptive dialogue for
the American edition of the picture
of the
Houston - Mount Everest
Flight, which is being prepared for
release by Educational as a threereel special under the title "Wings

Boston
Harry Blackstone has Over Mt. Everest." The film records
been appointed assistant manager the hazardous flights that carried
of the National, an E. M. Loew the little band of English flyers twice
house.
He replaces Edward Myer- over the summit of Mt. Everest in
son, transferred to Hartford.
the Himalayas, the world's highest
Alden Smith, formerly manager of mountain peak.
the Ware in Beverly and then of E.
M. Loew's Fitchburg house, has been
Paul Ash to St. Louis
shifted to manage the Watertown in
St. Louis
Paul Ash arrives here
Watertown.
in a day or so to prepare for his
Mrs. Ema V. Corbett of Universal
opening on Feb. 22 as master of
is mourning the death of her aunt,
ceremonies at the Ambassador theCatherine Hughes.

Detroit

— Lieut.

Lester Potter is
again actively directing censorship
activities following retirement
of
Lieut. Royal A. Baker.
Sergeant
Joseph M. Kollar has charge of
actual detail work.
George Custer and Frank Stuarl
of Excellent Pictures sales staff art
celebrating their 20th year in film
biz.

Perry,

C.

first-run house,

From FILM DAILY
FIVE

Waxman,

Clive Waxman
died early this
Australia.

Fifth Ave.

amusement

TEN YEARS

plans

big

center.

AGO— Col.

Fred Levy plans

Louisville exchange.

FIFTEEN YEARS
gins

work on

a

AGO—Charles

series

for

First

Ray beNational.

of

73,

father

First

week

of
Division,

in Melbourne,

V\

Representing the Ohio unit were
Martin J. Smith, president; Moe
Horwitz, treasurer, and P. J. Wood.
They talked with Joe Vogel, Joseph
Bernhard and Nate Blumberg.

Through the

efforts of their asso-

AIL!
NCE.

E

in

kiy,

[or

they declared, exhibitors in
m
the state have been saved approximately $2,500,000 due to one-year
reduction of the state admission tax
from eleven to three per cent. The
nun
assessment has been suspended for
ciation,

i-oll

litol

that

period.

Additionally,

exhibi-

tor leaders have defensively engine

ered passage of a three per cent
general sales tax which exempts
is

territory

lives

,":

fi

m\
frtw
the

They pointed out that

theaters.

no M.P.T.O.A. unit in their
and they were without

IS

I

big
far.

other industry aid.

si

it

The Ohio leaders denied a report
that they have supported a state
tax on films in their Legislature or
any other bill adverse to any theater.
in

No

specific

their

tl

Id

in

arte

;ol

sum was mentioned

they said.

officials,

i

set

conversations with circuit

turns to their

The group
homes today.

re

»DATE BOOK

—

to the heating

Fred DeLodder.

rbert

Direct

Wi

Today:
and
Feb.

Warner

Club's
sixth
annual dinner
ball, Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York

19:
setts

Independent Exhibitors of Massachu
meeting at headquarters in Boston.

Feb. 20-26:

Alterations are being
system at the
Aloma, East Side house operated by

Detroit

reAS

Soviet Russia's first World

Festival,

made

definite

,H
C
Jirect

Cinem

Moscow.

Feb. 21

Allied Theater Owners
:
sey meeting, Trenton, N. J.

of

New

Jer-

Feb. 23:

Detroit Variety
Club Ball, Crysfa
Room, Book Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.

Feb. 24:

Friars'

Majestic Theater,

Frolic,

Ne

York.

—

Detroit Business has improved 20
per cent over a month ago in sale;
to exhibitors, according to George
McArthur of McArtnur Theater

Equipment Co.

Feb. 25-28:

Hotel

National
Roosevelt,

Feb. 25-28:
tion,

Hotel

M.

P.

Film

New
T.

Carriers
Orleans.

meeting
HE.

O. A. annual conven-

Roosevelt,

New

Orleans.

Feb. 26-27:

Independent Theater Owners o
second annual convention, Deshler
Wallick Hotel, Columbus.

Ohio

N. O. Thea. Takes Over Broadcasts Feb. 27: Awards Banquet of the Academy o
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Hollywood
New Orleans The St. Charles here
Actors' Equity Ass'n quarterly meet
will take over the
Sunday March
ing, Hotel Astor, New York.
night broadcasts formerly playing
at the Crescent and build it up into March 2: Columbians' fifth annual dinner
dance, Grand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria
a unit for midnight performances
New York.
ater.
beginning Feb. 17. Meanwhile the
March 4:
Extraordinary
meeting of stock
Crescent will continue to present
holders of Path* Exchange, Inc., to act oi
Grace Moore for B.I.P.
performers, who split
some
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.
London Grace Moore is reported with the original company and will
March 7-9:
Eleventh Annual Conference o
to have been signed by B.I.P. to take the air over WDSU.
National Board of Review, Hotel Pennsyl
star in "Parisian Life," which also
vania, New York.
will be done in French.
April 27:
A.M. P. A. annual get-together*
F. D. Opens New Offices in N. O.
ner, Hotel Astor, New York.
New Orleans First Division has
1:
Annual meeting of Independent The
opened its new offices at 221 South May ater
Mrs. Livingston in Tucson
Supply Dealers' Ass'n, Edgewater Beacif
Lincoln, Neb. Unable to weather Liberty St. F. F. Goodrow is manHotel, Chicago.
a siege of asthma, Mrs. Bob Liv- ager; R. A. Kelly, assistant man- May 20-24: Annual Spring Meeting of th
inston, wife of the Capitol manager, ager and booker; Alma Shermann,
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Hote
Roosevelt, Hollywood.
cashier.
is in Tucson, Ariz.

—

WWL

1

;
,

w

m

:

WWL

—

Files

AGO— "Roxy"

YEARS

is

his place.

Joseph

|-G-h

manager

of the
recuperating in St. Mary's Hospital following an appendix removal.
Elmer
Balaban came from Chicago to take
C.

Adams,

—

LOOKING BACK

sympathy but that no
were given them.

1)

plies

there

Detroit Brevities

from Page

—

—

luvei

Sim'

THE

REVIEWS
Bennett

Constance

Gable,

Clark

Hutchinson, George

Josephine

with

Sylvia

Sidney

FILMS
"SHADOW OF DOUBT"

in

"BEHOLD MY WIFE"

Brent,

with Ricardo Cortez, Virginia Bruce, Constance Collier, Isabel Jewell, Regis

with Gene Raymond

Colin Clive

75mins.

d-G-M

NEW

of the

"THE RIGHT TO LIVE"

"AFTER OFFICE HOURS"
with

-Z&*

DAILY

Saturday, Feb. 16, 1935

Warner Bros.
Toomey, Arthur Byron
75 mins. Paramount
78 mins.
^WSPAPER-SOCIETY-CRIME DRAMA
M-G-M
73 mins.
FAIR
ADULT TRIANGLE DRAMA
FAIR DRAMA WITH GRAND PERSPARKLE AND PUNCH WITH
IAS
TOPNOTCH MURDER MYSTERY HOLDSABLE DELIVERING GRAND PERFORM- HELPED BY EXCELLENT ACTING AND FORMANCE BY SYLVIA SIDNEY HITS
ING GOOD BLEND OF ACTION AND
SMOOTH DIRECTION.
UNSYMPATHETIC NOTE IN SPOTS.
ANCE.
a swell

;

rl

combo

of Robert Z.

Laurence

director,

Sacred

Stallings

ium

that

value

son,

for

one

olves

Gable

fired.

ets

who
who is

lennett

ght

the

f

is

and
sweet on Constance
friends,

financial
is

interested

in

the

society

playing around with the wife
Bennett believes impli-

financier.

the society lad, while Gable is sure
This clash between
the murderer.
gives the story a great kick, as the

in

ity

e

his

of

is

hem

udience knows Gable
ave seen the murder committed.
with
solution,
the dramatic
nto
is

movement,

parkling

right,

clever

they

for

Then
crisp,

dialogue,

a

mart cast and fine production background.
)ne of the best balanced pix you'll book
has pracor any other.
It
his season

—

everything.

ically

Cast: Clark Gable, Constance Bennett,
tuart Erwin, Billie Burke, Harvey Stephens,
Catharine Alexander, Hale Hamilton, Henry
ravers, Henry Armetta, Charles Richman,
terbert

Bunston.
Robert

Z. Leonard; Authors,
aurence Stallings, Dale Van Every; Screen-

give

is

that

plot

a

the

early

an

has

appealing

engages attention.
estate,

where

Setting

Clive,

Nicely

Hutchin-

Miss

plane

par-

personality

that

on an English

is

is

crippled

devote herself to him, but when

plantation

for

a

for

life

is

coffee

thrown

to-

gether with Josephine at Colin's own suggestion,

the

inevitable

the two crops up.
cide

not to

see

romance

between

Just as the lovers de-

each

other

fairness to Colin, the latter

again

out

leld;

Herman Mankiewicz; Editor,
Cameraman, Charles Rosher.

Tom

Photography,

First

Direction,

Excellent.

dose of medicine and dies.
follows, with Colin's nurse, who had fallen
in love with him, charges he was murdered,
but this is quickly cleared up.

Hutchinson,
George
Peggy Wood, Henrietta
Crosman, C. Aubrey Smith, Leo G. Carroll,
Phyllis Coghlan, Halliwell Hcbbes.

Josephine

Cast:

Brent, Colin Clive,

William

Director,

Jack

Cameraman,

Killifer.

Direction,

A

LITTLE from
;By

Judicious

some humor

"Call of the

Wild" for 20th Century Pictures
mder the aegis of Darryl F. Zanick, has returned from the Northzest, where much of the picture was
ilmed against authentically wintry

Photography,

Fine.

"LOTS"

handsomely produced and well-acted but
trips because it is sordid and unsympathetic
in spots.
Gene Raymond, scion of socially
prominent parents, vows revenge on them
because they caused the suicide of a
stenographer whom he was about to wed
by telling her that he had gone to France
and offering cash consolation.
Raymond
winds up near an Indian reservation where
in
is

a

friendly

with

scuffle

wounded and taken

to

p..rhkie

a

an Indian he
cottage to be
Sylvia Sidney,

nursed back to health by
an Indian girl.
Scenting a brilliant revenge if he presented his parents with an
Indian girl as an in-law, Gene induces
Sylvia to wed him.
She is in love with
him.
But his revenge turns out to be
first
a
sort of triumph for Sylvia and
then a complete disillusionment.
There
are various interesting complications before the final clinch.
Cast:

Sylvia

Sidney,

Ann Sheridan, Dean Jagger,
Charlotte Granville, Eric Blore, Chas. B.
Middleton, Ralph Remley, Cecil Weston,
Dewey Robinson, Edward Gargan, 01 in
Howland, Greg Whitespear, Jim Thorpe,
Otto Hoffman, Nella Walker, Gwenllian
Gill, Charles Wilson, Fuzzy Knight.

Thomson,

Director,

Gilbert

Vincent
Shamroy.

Mitchell Leisen; Author, Sir
Parker; Screenplay, Grover Jones,

Lawrence;

Leon

Good.

Photography,

will

crackerjack entertainment

is

News

A

mystery murders.

of

in

the

shrewdly con-

structed story, with strong cast and a good

tempo

and

slayer

ner

inevitably

the covering up of the

the finish,

to

ought to click gen-

it

Though the formula

volves

the

direction,

in

erally.

that

it

maintaining

identity

and

holds

of

suspense

the

has been done

intrigues

in-

in

the

a

man-

interest

throughout.

Ricardo Cortez and Virginia
Bruce are to be married. Miss Bruce pays

home

night visit to the

a

whom

with

Bradley Page,

of

Cortez has had

quarrel,

a

but

changes her mind about seeing him when
he

arrives

Page

with

found

is

a

girl

a

butler

to

tell

Next day

friend.

with

dead,

suspicion

More murder

Virginia and Cortez.

being killed just as he

how Page was bumped

off,

on

follows,
is

about
and so

action moves on to a lively finish in
which an old spinster reveals the unsuspected culprit.

the

Ricardo

Cast:

Constance

Cortez,

Collier,

Isabel

Virginia

Bruce,

Jewell,

Arthur

Byrcn, Betty Furness, Regis Toomey, Ivan
Simpson,
Bradley
Page,
Edward Brophy,
Samuel S. Hinds, Richard Tucker, Bernard
Siegel,

Paul

Hurst.

George
B.
Seitz;
Author,
Scmers Roche; Screenplay, Wells
Root; Cameraman, Charles Clarke; Editor,
Director,

Arthur

Wrangell.

Direction,

Fine

Snappy

of the

Photography, A-l.

Day

»

—

—

—

—

-

shows.

Milwaukee

— The

grievance
board this week issued cease and desist orders against bank nights at
the Oriental, Tower, Shore wood and
State theaters here.
The first two
houses are operated by Wisconsin
Amusement Enterprises, the Shorewood by the Milwaukee Theaters,
burn's new starring picture at the
Inc., and the State by the A. & V.
niversal has bought "Delay i
Charles Boyer anr*
RKO
Studios.
Sun" by Anthony Thorne. Bin- John Beal are supporting Miss Hep- Operating Co.

Barnes and Frank Lawton
be co-starred in it.

Here
line

Basil

Direction,

«

Photography,

1

'he

HANDLING.

which

LaCrosse, Wis. The Bijou, dark Harry Smith at the Strand, Abe
for the past several years, is slated Goodside house.
ture, "Public Opinion," an original for reopening March 3 under the
story by Karen DeWolf.
The cast direction of the La Crosse Theaters
Greenwich, Conn. The Pickwick,
includes Lois Wilson, Crane Wilbur, Co.
The house is now undergoing operated by Perfect Theaters, Inc.,
Shirley Grey, ,Luis Alberni, Andrer remodeling and renovation.
is billing stage shows bi-weekly.
De Segurola, Florence Roberts, Paul
Ellis, Ronnie Cosbey, Gertrude SutBeatrice, Neb. After a petition
ton, Erville Alderson, Edward Keane,
Salem, Mo.
The Lyric theater signed by 1,605 citizens here deRichard Carlisle. Directed by Frank has been reopened by Mae Preston. manding the call of a special elecStrayer. "Public Opinion" is a ten- While dark the house was complete- tion, Beatrice will get a chance in
tative title and replaces "A Gentle- ly renovated and remodeled.
the near future to decide on Sunday

ackgrounds.
Headed by Clark
Loretta Young and Jack
the actors and technicians
rrived
Hollywood yesterday, man's Agreement."
in
'roduction in the Northwest took
wo weeks more than was expected,
ecause of storms and blizzards. The
Jane Loring, noted as a film cuttH'ilm is based on the famous Jack
ter and editor in Hollywood, ha r
iOndon saga of the North and will
been made associate director with
e released through United Artists.
Philip Moeller in the making o'
"Break of Hearts," Katharine HepJable,
)akie,

suspense,

this film,

in

is

RALPH WTLK;

HOLLYWOOD
r*HE company making

W

Author,
Ralph
Screenplay,
Sid
Hickox; Editor,

Keighley;

Maugham;

Somerset
Block;

ass.

of

Plenty of plot twists maintain
interest and

Gene Raymond,
takes an over- Juliette Ccmpton, Laura Hope Crews, H.
An anti-climax B. Warner, Mcnrce Owsley, Kenneth

Director,

lay,

to

brother

his

Brazil

his

and

visit,

happy

a

continues

wife

George comes back from

to

in

after

His

crash.

intel-

much

do

just

marriage to Josephine,
a

sequences.

Hutchinson

Miss

interest.

and

familiar

is

guidance,

directorial
it

ticular

in

absorbing

fairly

a

Brent and Clive, together with

ligent

the sophisticates and intelligent
Clark Gable as editor goes after
atrons.
murder mystery yarn after his publisher
as told him to lay off as the story inas

/ell

this

performances by

restrained

the happy methe mob as

hits

entertainment

of

despite

obvious from

.oop on

lox-office

Flame",

drama

crashing society in order to get a
a murder mystery, here is grand

'or

COMEDY WITH SMART ALL-AROUND

Taken from Somerset Maugham's "The

Leonard
and Dale
'an Every delivering a crisp and exciting
Clark Gable as a newspaper
tory, and

With

s

burn in

modern love drama.

local

—

Clarence, Mo. The Dixie theater
now being operatel by B. Coverton formerly of Cabool, Mo.
is

—

Madison, Wis. Articles of incorporation have been filed here by the
Madison Majestic Theater Corp. Incorporators are S. M. Kernan, H. F.
Hansen and A. E. O'Brien.

—

Sheridan, Mich.
The former
Portland, Me. Bruce Allen, re- Gould theater, recently sold to M.
cently assistant to Manager Harlan Bush and Wykoff by Lloyd Gould,
T
r
t
Boucher at the Empire, has been has been renamed the Community
been
Lawton's
option
Frank
has
starting
proMaury M. Cohen is
Manager theater.
assistant
to
appointed
years.
taken
Universal
for
five
up
by
picuction on the next Invincible

!irobably

this

—

In
u

^^

the «e„ pictures chosen as I93 4' S

best in the Film Daily s nationwide

poll, eight

were photographed on Eastman

Super- Sensitive

Again

of

BEST TEN"

1934's

QF

eight

this

Panchromatic

Eastman

film has

Negative.

made

its

con-

tribution to the artistry and entertainment

value of the productions adjudged the finest

of the year. Eastman

Rochester, N.Y.
tributors,

(J.

Kodak Company,

E. Brulatour, Inc., Dis-

New York, Chicago,

EASTMAN

Hollywood.)

Super-Sensitive

Panchromatic Negative

\

/yl/l

nti

mate

in

The D, ally N ewspc per

Character

ependent

in

NEW y
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13 K,

A 11- Time Record Set
1ELLER EXPECTED

Showmen

—As

one

in

Number

of Family Films

Awards Vote

the steps ii
to put the moon picture* business on a sound
isis, regulation will shortly be in

to

West Coast Bureau

Be Wide Open
THE FILM DAILY

—

to Pass Test
Congress

of
Hollywood In answer to criticisms the awards committee of the Academy of
M. P. Arts & Sciences has decided to have the awards vote wide open with members
allowed to write in their own selections, it was announced Saturday.

Seen Revising
Views After Meeting
With Exhibs

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Modifications
in
Congressman Emanuel Celler's block
Washington Bureau of

—

of

movement

jrmany's

£ CENTS

18, 1935

Germany Will be Required

to Require
Instruction of

Berlin

MONDAY, fECCLACy

i

TO MODIFY BLOCK BOOKING BILL

overnment

j

o n Pict u res
t
S ixteen Years Old

Now

Thought

Exhibitors in

Mo

Of

Scope

niernational in

7 L^c^^Jk>i

OHIO THEATER GROSSES FILM CARRIERS

oduced making it obligatory on all
rsons who buy and operate £
ovie theater to have passed an ex

UP 10 TO 20 PER CENT

nination showing his fitness to
ndle operation.
To qualify for
is, the German exhibitor must atnd a year's course of instruction
(Continued on Page 4)

gion

MAP

LEGISLATIVE FIGHT

—

Box-office grosses in the Ohio re-

Philadelphia
Definite steps to
are between 10 and 20 per combat the legislation now pending
cent better than a year ago, said P. in the various states, as well as in
J. Wood, business manager of th
Congress, that is adverse to the film
Independent Theater
Owners of trucking business are being taken
Ohio, in New York on Saturday by the National Film Carriers, Inc.,
prior to departing for Columbus. according to James P. Clark, presExhibitor confidence in a further in- ident. Clark, who is head of Horcrease is evident, he stated.
lacher Delivery Service, says the
subject will be gone into further at
fO
the executive committee meeting U
Years in Production be held by the Film Carriers in New
In anticipation that they eventuH. G. Wells Picture Orleans at the same time as the
ly will go into film work, stage
London Having already been in M. P. T. O. A. convention.
tors are being urged by Actors'
Executive committee is composed
work for nearly a year, "100 Years
quity Ass'n to join the Screen Ac(Continued on Page 7)
from Now," the H. G. Wells story
ts' Guild which recently acquired an

TAGE ACTORS URGED

booking bill are expected following
an earful of facts given the Congressman by Sidney Lust, operator
of independent theaters, and other
leaders of the M.P.T.O. here at their
last meeting, Film Daily learns.
Declaring to Celler that the "block
booking" phrase has been distorted
for propaganda and that this trade
practice was entirely misunderstood
by agitators and the general public,
Lust said that in his own status as
an independent exhibitor he considered block booking a necessary exy

JOIN SCREEN GUILD

(Continued on Page 4)

Two

For

P. of L. charter affiliating it with
quity
in
the amusement field.
quity, through the current issue of
(.Continued on Page 4)
.

Hearing Thursday
On Empire Lease Claim

[old

Hearing

Thursday here Special Master Joyce on the
oposal of the Paramount trustees
is

set for

allow

as a general claim for
the three-year rent claim
the 1432 Broadway Corp. totaling

—

being produced by Alexander Korda
of London Fil*ns for United Artists
release, will soon go into a second
year of production, with greatest
secrecy surrounding it.
While the
new London Films studios at Elstree
are nearing completion, Korda has
moved his establishment to Isleworth. William Cameron Menzies is
directing the film, with Hal Rosson
on the photography and Harry Zech
doing the illusionary shooting.

and a possible additional
(Continued on Page 4)

NRA

Message Due Soon

Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington The Nye-McCarran reso-

—

lution to investigate the attitude of the

NRA

toward

the

little

fellows,

which was referred to the Finance

and

Com-

last week
instead of to the
'"diciary Committee, as the two Senawished,
will
not
affect the plans
,i\
er
resident Roosevelt for an early mes>°ge to Congress recommending continu-

mittee

I.

ance of the NRA, according to word
from the White House. The President's
message probably will be delivered early
this week.

88%

IS

REPORTED SETTLED

Long-pending anti-trust litigation
Allied Leaders to Attend
between Paramount and E. M. Loew,
Ohio I. T. O. Convention New England circuit operator, is

Four national Allied leaders have understood
agreed to attend the second annual
convention of the Independent Theater Owners of Ohio at the Hotel
Deshler-Wallick, Columbus, Feb. 2627. They are: Abram F. Myers, Sidney E. Samuelson, Nathan Yamins
and H. M. Richey.

100,000

143,390

E.M.LOEW-PARA.SUIT

9

Last Month s Releases
Rated Suitable for the Family
of

A new

all-time record in family Board also gave an "Exceptional"
as rated by the Review rating to the "Gilded Lily," "David
Committee of the National Board of Copperfield," "Sequoia" and the So-

have been settled out
Loew,
who charged that he was unable to
to

It is reported that

of court.

buy

film for certain of his theaters,
receives $150,000 under the adjust-

ments.

Aylesworth

On

Is

Uncertain

Start of Television

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Though making the
announcement that NBC will start
work this year on a giant sound studio here with a view to using it for
television broadcasting, M. H. Ayles(Continued on Page 2)

pictures,

Review, was set last month, when,
out of 33 pictures summarized in
the Board's monthly guide, 29 were
rated suitable for family patronage,
while only four were designated for
adults. This makes a percentage of
88 in the family category, the best
showing of its kind ever made. The

"Chapayev."
films were: "Baboona,'
"Behind the Evidence," "Best Man
Wins," "Carnival," "Charlie Chan in
Paris," "Clive of India," "David Copperfield,' "Don Quixote," "Enchanted
viet film

The family

April,"

"Flickorna

Fran

(Continued on Page 7)

Gamla

Meenhan Adds

to

KAO

Stock

Michael J. Meehan, now a director of
Keith-Albee-Orpheum, added 500 shares
of 7% cumulative preferred stock of
the company last month, bringing his
total holdings on Jan. 31
to 26,800
shares, according to his report filed with
the New York Stock Exchange in compliance with the Securities Act.

• The Broadway Parade
Distributor

Picture

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Cents

5

Editor and Publisher

Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
1650
Broadway, New York, N.
Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Alicoate,
President,
Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor.
Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
$15.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
at

THE

FILM
communications to
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
7-4739.
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738,
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph WiHc, 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredraan, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne,
P. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.
Address

all

M-G-M

David Copperfield
5th weekl
Pimpernel (2nd week)
Gilded Lily (2nd weekl
Devil Dogs of the Air (2nd week)
Right to Live
1
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Men

Little

Behold

My

Wife

Home

on the Range
Notorious Gentleman
Carnival
Unfinished Symphony
(3rd week)
Hei Tiki
Wings in the Dark"

(a)

Man

Aran

of

Chg.

Close

43/4

5

39'/4

Columbia

Rialto

GB Productions
First Division

55th St.
Globe

Paramount

Falace

5

38V4
6V3

383'i

— %
— V

for

a

who

h

a year
vacation.

completion of

r

Paramou

MARY ELLIS, now making "Paris in Sprini
Paramount, leaves Hollywood in the ne
future for London to fill a stage role
also probably to appear in one or two
B
at

E.

Westminster

ALPERSON

L.

way

his

1

back

the coast last week
Yo.k by way of S

left

New

to

ROSALIND RUSSELL

Amkino

C?meo

Paramount

Fifth Ave.

eastern

MR.

S. S.

(

Krellberg

.

Fox

.

Universal

22)

route

Paramount
Roxy

IKO Radio

M-G-M
Fox
U. A. -20th Century.

.

Mascot

week

Is

of

Follows

week

last

TEMPLETON,

Fox

(Lenc

on

will

th

probal

designer,

is

Europe.
British
actress,
sails
|
to resume work at Ui

M. H. AYLESWORTH, NED E. DEPINET a
A. H. McCAUSLAND are due back from
coast this week.

bill.

I

Weiss Filming "Drunkard"

Uncertain

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Louis Weiss will pro{Continued from Page
duce "The Drunkard" for the indeworth declared last week that there pent market.
The picture will be
actual
telewhen
telling
is still no
aimed at Class A theaters.
The
new
vision service will start.

Start of Television

east

ROY DEL RUTH is on his way back to Hoi
wood from 3 yachting cruise to Panama.

Rivoli

present

on

versal.

Mayfair

subsequent run.

to

EINNIE BARNES,
week for Hollywood

Astor
Capitol
Criterion

is

WILLIAM COWAN

who came

LILLIAN

Globe
Music Hall

player,

Europe for a vacation,
abroad several months.

Strand

Paramount

MRS.

and

to

remain

Warner Bros

Sweet Music

(Feb. 20)
Lost City
Feb. 20)
One More Spring (Feb. 21)
Rumba (Feb. 22)
Night Life of the Gods (Feb.
Grand Old Girl (Feb. 22)
22)
Sequoia
(Feb.

way

M-G-M

vacation.

Coffee),

FUTURE OPENINGS

West Coast Bureau of

—

1

Net

Low

(Gamby),
more than

for

takes for "Private Worlds" at the
studios, will come east for a visit.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS
Chapayev (5th week)
French version)
Topaze

Aylesworth

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

vtc.

Roxy

Subsequent run.

OTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

coast

in

Francisco.

On

Seat.

Mayfair

GAMBARELLI
the

New York soon
CLAUDETTE COLBERT, on

Astor

GB Productions

(18th week)

Bergere 1 "
Marines Are Coming"*

FINANCIAL

Am.

Universal

been on
expected

Rivoli

I

(a) Third

Columbia Picts.
Con. Fm. Ind.
Con. Fm. Ind.

Criterion

MARIA

Strand

films.

Folies

High

Music H ill
Paramount

.

Paramount
Warner Bros
Warner Bros
Mascot
Paramount.
Paramount. ...

TWO-A-DAY RUN

When A Man's A Man

CODE

Capiiol

.

U. A. -London Films

Scarlet

Coming and Goin^

Theater

studio will be used at first to permit
screen players to step quickly from
a motion picture set to a broadcasting microphone, as well as for ex-

DR. FRIEDRICH WOLF, author of "Sailors
Cattaro," is expected to arrive in New Y
from Russia late this month.

GINGER
leave

ROGERS and

Hollywood

Miss Rogers
Midnight."

for a
finishes

LEW AYRES

plan

delayed honeymoon al
in
RKO's "Star

work

W. RAY JOHNSTON and TREM CARR,

acc(

panied by their wives, went up to Ossining
Saturday to visit Russell M. Bell, art direr
for Monogram, and Mrs. Bell.

"Black Fury" Pre-Releases
Following a home office preview
William Gorman Dead
... .146
+ Vi perimental work. Aylesworth said of "Black Fury," Paul Muni's latest
do pfd
.... IOV4
Fox Fm. "A''
9% 10 4 + '/« television is
William
E. Gorman, veteran pi
a $100,000,000 project starring vehicle for Warners, com34'/4
34V4 — 3'3
345/8
Loew's,
Inc
and will come only when the public- pany executives have decided upor. licity man identified chiefly with t
104
104
104
do ptd
v4 drags it out of the laboratories.
special pre-release engagements for legit field, died last week in Miar
Paramount ctfs
35/8
3'/2
$Vz
V*
Pathe Exch
Va
Va
the picture, with special handling in He was 69 years old.
+1/4
15
15
15
do "A"
RKO
1% 1% 1% — va A. F. of L. Convention in A. C. the key city advance dates. "Black
Fury" which is set for April release
334
35,
3%
Warner Bros
This year's American Federation will be given its world premiere or
2034 20
do pfd
of Labor convention will be held in Broadway before that date.
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Atlantic City starting about Oct. 7
7i/ —
7i/2
V2 and lasting for about three weeks.
73/4
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Rudy Vallee Cocktail Party Today
Arthur J. Siegel a Father
Rudy Vallee will be host today at
Arthur J. Siegel, associated with a cocktail party for theatrical and
Max Cohen in local independent the- newspaper friends at the Hollywood
ater operations, became the father Restaurant.
The party, which
of a boy on Saturday.
Siegel and being given in honor of Vallee's first
Cohen have labeled the new arrival Warner Bros, picture, "Sweet Mu"the first major release to play the sic," will be broadcast over Station
i:

WNEW,

Siegel-Cohen circuit."

The Roosevelt Hotel

New

starting at 5 o'clock.

JERITZA

SCREEN
DEBUT

MUSIC

BY

FRANZ

L

E

H A R

WRITE— WIRE FOR DATES
Adolphe Menjou
Maury Ascher

Russell

John

F.

Hopton
Goodrich
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The

"Ole

Man

River

Party"

on

th

Wednesday evening, wi
A palatial four-dec
steamboat, the "SS Capitol," accom

Mississippi

River,

be long remembered.

modating 1,500, has been chartered -for
private moonlight cruise around the harbc
and up the river. Dinner on board on th
glass enclosed cafe decks, smooth danc
music and unique entertainment for vol
enjoyment, an unsurpassed view of
erru
mighty Mississippi, the levee systei
of the New Orleans waterfront, a pa
of world-wide commerce
I

an%

PICTURES,.™

NEW YORK

to 28th,

Communique:

Daily

river

"VIENNESE LOVE SONG"
WITH

Orleans, La.

Feb. 25th

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MARIA

Annual Convention

15th

CITY

MAKE

YOUR

RESERVATIONS

#AND HATS OFF
TO AMERICA'S

SHOWMEN!
FROM SCREENLAND MAGAZINE,
"David Copperfield"
ing

more

tributes

is

APRIL ISSUE.

receiv-

than

any,

picture of recent years.

•

being

Editorials

are

about

Critics

it.

out their hearts

in

written

are pouring
praise of

it.

•

We

reprint

on

this

page

the

high honor which has been be-

stowed upon

it

by Miss Delight

Evans, editor of Screenland

one of many
honors and Leo happily

Magazine.
similar

extends

It

is

thanks to

his

all.

•

He takes
express

opportunity to

this

his

deepest apprecia-

George Cukor, the ace director of "David Copper field, " is shown directly above guiding Freddie
Bartholomew and Elizabeth Allan through a scene. The close-ups above, show Freddie, left, as the boy
David with W. C. Fields as the inimitable Micawber; and, right, with Jessie Ralph, the perfect Peggotty.

tion to his exhibitor friends for
their brilliant presentation of his

All

Honor

to All

beloved picture to the public.

Picture!

Not

Distinguished Cast

in

years has there been so

Thanks

Those

to

who Made "David

the Courageous

who

Copperfield" the Miracle Motion

Producer, the

Captured the True

Brilliant

Director,

and

the

Spirit of Charles Dickens' Masterpiece!

thorough and so successful an
exploitation of a motion picture.

The record of extended runs

is

IS easy for us, watching "David
IT today,
to admire and marvel at

Copperfield" on the screen

But stop to
think for just a moment of the terrific two years' work, energy
and devotion that went into its production! First, the courage of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in undertaking it. Second, the painstaking
its

perfection.

adaptation. Third, the flaw-

greater than on any previous

M-G-M

less

casting.

And

through

it all the genius of director George Cukor, who has
taken his fine material and

picture.

woven it into an immortal
motion picture. Cukor has
contributed more than polished technique, more than

•

clever craftsmanship; he has expressed a rare sensitiveness and
understanding and humanity worthy of Dickens himself. Indeed,
if D. W. Griffith may be called the first great director for giving
the screen most of the dramatic devices still in use today: the closethen surely George Cukor is the secup, the struggle, the chase
ond great director— who,
achieving technical perfec-

—

tion effortlessly, goes many
steps further and re-creates the inner beauty that
is
always hiding in the
hearts and souls of men,
waiting for the great artists
Hail Cukor!
to reveal it.

Happily indeed a great motion
picture wins

its

true

reward

in

opppatronage at the box-office!
Produced by David O.
Selznick
Directed by
George Cukor; Adaptation by Hugh Walpole;
Screen play by Howard
Estabrook.
;

The grown-up
David,

acted

by

Frank Law ton,
with Madge Evans,
as Agnes, above.

Above,

David and

his child-wife Dora
CXSulliLeft, more
van).

(Ma ureen

stellar performers.

Ah

THE

zzm
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Monday, Feb.

GERMAN EXHIBITORS

CELLER TO MODIFY ^

TO GET EXAMINATION

BLOCK BOOKING

exhibitors'

association

has started a campaign to raise the
artistic standard of movie theaters,
advertising and general operatioi
methods. All new theaters will b
designed along special lines by ex
perts in the field, and the badly ventilated nickelodeon is to be wipec.
out.

Unfair competition in the mattt
of admission prices has been stopped
by regulations which compel a fixec
scale, drawn up by experts, applicable
to the needs of respective districts
Because of these and other innovations introduced by the Germai
film industry, including also a curb
on theater construction and abolition
of dual features, a big attendance
from exhibitor interests in othei
countries is expected at the inter
national congress of exhibitors to be
held here this year.

Stage Actors Urged
To Join Screen Guild
(.Continued from

Page

strength with the producers.

Hold Hearing Thursday
On Empire Lease Claim
(Continued from Page

1)

from Paramount's
arising
claim
breach of lease on the Empire Theater Bldg., New York.
Hearing also will be held Thursday before Joyce on a proposal tt
authorize the Paramount Broadway
Corp. to pay franchise taxes totaling
$10,720 to the State of New York
for the period from Nov. 1, 1933.
Film Tests
will head the
Columbia expedition to the Far East
to film "China Roars," will start
Elliott Starting

film

who

Elliott,

tests

week

this

in

New York

male

role in the
Elliott has practically comfilm.
pleted assembling his equipment for
the expedition and will sail shortly.

for

the

leading

• PLAYING UP a special newsreel feature
Proctor's theater at Newark, N. J., created a tremendous
advance interest for the showing of the Pathe "special" of the
celebrated Dionne Quintuplets
it is safe to say that no
topical news event has so intrigued the medical fraternity and
femmes of the land as these Canadian babes
Manager
R. L. Golding and advertising manager L. H. Reiner appreciated
this fact
so they sent out 2,000 postcards stressing the
showing
to doctors, registered nurses and attaches of
maternity, private and public hospitals throughout Essex County
and soon the theater telephone service was swamped
with inquiries as to the scheduled time the pix went on
•

•

RKO

T
•

•

•

HAVANA NOTES

chief in this territory,

is

elected

YEARS

AGO— R.

treasurer

of

Files

Anderson

E.

Electrical

Research

Products.

TEN YEARS
ganized

with

AGO— Reelcraft

Pictures or-

$5,000,000 capitalization.

FIFTEEN YEARS

the

Warner

Ramon Garcia, head man for
New York
feeling quite proud these days
for his office won
first place among Fox exchanges the world over in the recent
big cash drive of the company
Garcia is a local boy who
made good in New York and then returned to his home town
here to take charge
Carole Lombard still has the local
lads raving
since her recent flying trip here when she
stayed and dazzled 'em for a week
Fox,

is

• • • UNBELIEVABLE
Picture of Film Mugs
Giving Each Other Credit
for a funny story, in this instance
but what staggers us is that film mugs are caught
giving each other credit for Anything
now Hal
Home steps forward coyly, with Jack Cohn bashfully holding
his hand
they both whisper to us that the much disputed
Abraham Lincoln story recently run here was originated by
the "reigning sensation on Eddie CanNick Parkyakakus
tor's program," as Hal put it
so we spoke to Nick, who
when
said he pinched it from Hal's extensive Gag File
we conveyed this info to Mister Home, he was amazed
"Hell," sez Hal, "I didn't realize I had a good gag in my file."
and we sez
"You haven't. Mister Parkyakakus
pinched it."
now we hope this settles the Lincoln Controversy, Hal Home and his Gag File
we've done our
best

AGO— Jeffrey

i

distributors in selling individually
It was suggested by Lust, ho\
ever, that exhibitors should have tl
privilege of 15 to 20 per cent cai
cellations,
"with no strings a
tached," and that there should be i
designated playdates by distributor
He also recommended to Celler th;
score charges and the music ts
were more deserving of attentic
from legislators seeking to brir
about relief for exhibitors. Doub
features likewise were deplored t
Lust.
Speaking of film quality, Lust sa

there were more exceptional filn
today, and more that are suitab
for family programs, than at ar
time in his 25 years in the fil
business.
Celler is said to have been great
interested in the independent exhi
itor's side of the situation.
It

understood he
advice

his bill on

filed

• • • THE FAMOUS Artists' Ball will be confined this
year to invitations only
limited to those connected with
to
the "Lively Arts," as the announcement phrases it
invites can be obbe held at Webster Hall on March 8
or Cleon
tained from Cynthia White, Hotel Brevoort
Throckmorton, 102 W. Third St
among others on the
Committee are: Tony Sarg, Russell Patterson, Bernard Sobel,
Margaret Bourke White, George Gershwin, Leslie Howard, Harry
Hershfield, Nick Kenny, Deems Taylor, Otto Soglow, Alice
Hughes, Agnes DeMille, Irene Thirer, Bill Steinke

tl

of

constituents,
withoi
all about the subject.

knowing

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
Feb.

Independent Exhibitors of Massach
meeting at headquarters in Boston,

19:
setts

Feb. 20-26:

Soviet Russia's first World Clati

Moscow.

Feb. 21:
Allied Theater Owners
sey meeting, Trenton, N. J.

of

Feb. 23:

Detroit Variety Club
Room, Book Cadillac Hotel,

Feb. 24:

Friars'

}i

Crys

Ball.

Detroit.

Majestic

Frolic,

New

N

Theater,

York.
Feb. 25-28:

Hotel

National

Film

New

Roosevelt,

Feb. 25-28:

M.

Hotel

tion.

T.

P.

Carriers

meitii

Orleans.

O. A. annual convi
New Orleans.

Roosevelt,

Independent Theater Owners
second annual convention, Dcshl
Wallick Hotel, Columbus.

Feb. 26-27:

Ohio

Awards Banquet of the Academy
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, Ho'lywo

Feb. 27:

•

•

• REMEMBER

THAT

8-page
in

insert

on

Marel

1:
ing,

Metro's

THE FILM DAILY?

with glaring red letters stating
"7382 HAPPY WORDS (By the Critics)"
say, Si, we
have spent our evenings ever since it ran two weeks ago
checking your count of the words of praise used by the met
crits
according to your count, you cheated yourself
there are 7385 words
you may say it's not
Profitable to argue over a difference of 3 words
but suppose a lotta exhibs get excited by this item, and wanna count,
too
then you'd have to run the 8-page insert in the li'l
ole paper again
would that be Profitable?
ha
ask our ad dep't
it

March

off

Bernard

here with Viennese picture and to buy for
England.

pedient for the theater owner.
£
pointed out that, by purchasing
block, he not only was assured of
supply of product, but could gi
the outstanding films at a fair pric
whereas if pictures were sold sinj
ly, and there was free competitic
for them, prices would be bid up
prohibitive levels for the hits, whi
even the poor films would cost moi
due to the added expense imposed c

Festival,

Si Seadler started

LOOKING BACK
From FILM DAILY

Colli,

his jaunts to Central

America and

"David Copperfield" recently run

FIVE

Pete

a busy gent with

1)

monthly magazine, also advises
motion picture players to join the
Guild so that it can make a propei
showing not only before the NRA
but also in the event of a test 01

its

Clyde

M DALY

PHIL

amination.
film

BlL

(Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from Page 1)

and then pass a fairly exacting ex-

The

18, 193!

« H «

Actors' Equity Ass'n quarterly
Astor, New York.

me

Hotel

2:

dance,

New

fifth
Columbians'
annual dinn
Grand ballroom of Waldort-Astoi.

York.

meeting of afoExtraordinary
holders of Path* Exchange, Inc., t» act I
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New Yoi

March 4:

Eleventh

Annual

Board of

Review,

March

7-9:
National
vania,

April 27:
ner,

May

New

Hotel

Conference
Hotel Penain
I

York.

A.M. P. A.
Astor,

annual

New

get-togethe%

y

York.

1:
Annual meeting of Independent Tlater Supply Dealers' Ass'n, Edgewater Be.
Hotel, Chicago.

Annual Spring Meeting of {
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, He
Roosevelt, Hollywood.

May 20-24:

» » »

'

Form

81

May
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replying please refer to subject

OF 1935"
and number mentioned abovi

In view of the many urgent requests we have received for pre-release dates on "GOLD DIGGERS
OF 1935," I agree with you that a general state*
ment of our policy on this production will he
helpful to all Warner accounts.

As you say t the original release date of this
greatest Gold Diggers of all time must he withdrawn, for obviously a production of this magnitude cannot cany a general release date.
We should, however,

entertain propositions for
a few pre-release engagements.

Of course these houses will have to he chosen
on the basis of proved ability to properly set
up a show of this exceptional calibre.

>^J
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A
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'LM CARRIERS

MAP

A

LEGISLATIVE FIGHT

FAMILY FILMS SET

LITTLE from^'LOTS"

ALL-TIME RECORD

Lai

RALPH WILK.
HOLLYWOOD to return
;By

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
to Hollywood by midSta'n," "Gilded Lily," "In Old Santa
of Clark, George F. Callahan of Exwriting
for
August
resume
his
to
T
has been assigned
Fe," "Hei Tiki," "Iron Duke," "Lives
hibitors Service, Pittsburgh; G. M.
to direct Dick Powell's next musi- the screen.
of a Bengal Lancer," "Maybe It's
Service,
Film
Smith
Blackman,
»
»
?
cal starring picture for Warners,
Love," "My Heart Is
Calling,"
Syracuse; H. C. Robinson, Film
"Broadway
Gondolier."
Bacon
re"Dizzy
musiDames," the Liberty
"Night Is Young," "Nut Farm,"
Truck Service, Detroit, and John
cently
completed
work
on
"In
Calcal production featuring Marjorie "Rendezvous at Midnight," "Rocky
Vickers, Carolina Delivery Service,
iente," starring Dolores Del Rio, and Rambeau, Florine McKinney, Law- Mountain
Mystery," "Square ShootCharlotte.
received
the
directorial
laurels
for
rence Gray, Inez Courtney and Fuz- er," "Texas Terror," "Tombstone
Another reason for holding the

LOYD BACON

meeting in New Orleans is for the "Devil Dogs of the Air."
V
V
T
purpose of developing closer contact
Bruce Cabot is now on the M-G-M
and cooperation with both exhibitors
and distributors in the transporta- contract roster.
T
tion and delivery of film and accessories, says Clark.
Lucien Hubbard, one of the ace
producers of the motion picture industry, is to remain at M-G-M under a new contract awarded him by
Boston Brevities
Louis B. Mayer.
Two stage hits,
Boston
Samuel Richmond, for- "Merrily We Roll Along" and "Gold
merly booker for the Hub Film Ex- Eagle Guy," are to be among the
change here, has been appointed first productions on Hubbard's new
manager of Keith's, Portland, Me., and enlarged schedule.
operated by Frederick E. Lieberman.
Arthur Goldstone resigned as resiM. H. Hoffman, president of Libdent head.
erty Pictures, has signed Mary CarEdward Myerson, formerly on the lisle, Lawrence Gray, Eddie Nugent
house staff of E. M. Loew's Na- and Lillian Miles for "The Old
tional here, has been made assistant Homestead," which William Nigh
manager of the circuit's Hartford will direct.
theater,, Hartford, Conn.
V
T
V
The Tremont theater, operated by
Jean Arthur and Victor Jory will
F. E. Lieberman with double fea- have the featured roles in Columtures, is now assessing all passes bia's "Party Wire," which Erie Ken-

—

TV

a 10-cent service charge.

ton will direct.

Wholesome Film Exchange has acquired New England rights to "The
Fighting Priest."
Radio audition nights on theater
stages is the latest New England
for box-office favor and is
bid
especially
spreading
rapidly,
in
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and

»

*

»

Ray Enright, currently

directing

zy Knight, is now being edited un- Terror," "Under Pressure," "Waltz
der the supervision of M. H. Hoff- Time in Vienna," "White Cockatoo,"
man, producer of the Liberty pro- "Wings in the Dark" and "Winning

gram.

TV

Ticket."

The

adult

pictures

included

Lewis Stone and Charles Butter- "Mystery Woman," "Right to Live,
worth are among recent additions to "Rumba," "Society Doctor."
M-G-M's "China Seas."
V

Fritz Lang,

V

German

V
director sign-

:

Denver Area Notes

ed by M-G-M, has taken out American citizenship papers.
T

Denver Ross Labach is opening
up Sagauche, Colo. The town has

As her first assignment under her
new long-term contract with Firs,

three years,
sound.

National, Ruth Donnelly will have
a featured role in Joe E. Brown':
next starring picture, "Alibi Ike."
T

—

been

,

without

Denver

aters

a

theater

and

has

—Fred

at
Littleton,

over

had

Lind, owner of the-

Steamboat
is

for

never

Springs

and

building at Rifle, and

plans to open next month.

—

Wallace Ford, who recently completed a role in "The Whole Town's
Talking," starring Edward G. Robinson, will shortly be seen in an
other Columbia production, "Hot
News", with Richard Cromwell and

Fort Morgan, Colo. John Anderson leased his two theaters, the
USA and Cover, to Edwin Bluck
about a year ago and went to California to live and re-enter the drug
business.
However, he decided he
Billie Seward in the leads. The story would rather live in Colorado and
Lambert returned and bought up the leases,
is by Anthony Coldeway.
Hillyer directs.
and is operating the theaters again.
T
V
V
Newcastle, Wyo. O. L. Cleveland,
Production work on "Princess owner of the Castle theater, is reO'Hara" has been completed at Uni covering after an extended illness.

Joan Blondell in "Traveling Saleslady" on the Warner lot, will direct
Joe E. Brown in "Alibi Ike," which
goes into production soon at the
Burbank studios.
versal City.
The director, David
»
»
»
Burton, has informed Jean Parker
Connecticut.
Gus Shy, musical comedy star and and Chester Morris that there wil
stage producer, has returned to the be no retakes, and the large com
Kansas City Briefs
M-G-M studios. He is playing the pany required to make this Damon
Kansas City
Al Wheeler, for
Koerpel Closes Foreign Deals
leading male role in "Department Runyon picture has been dismissed. several years head booker
at M-Gmusitabloid
Technicolor
Store,"
in
a
"Princess
O'Hara" originated
Jacques Koerpel has sold "Jungle
M
here, has been transferred to the
Harry
Rapf.
produced
by
Leon- New York exchange. J. W. Maguire,
"Collier's" as a short story.
Killer" and "Forgotten Men" to cal being
Vohrmann Films of Talinn, Esthonia, Shy also is to assist in the staging, ard Spiegelgass, associate producer, shorts booker, has succeeded Mr.
for that country. To Artistic Films writing and direction of forthcoming made extensive additions to the Wheeler.
screenplay, which is by Harry Clork
of Vienna he has sold "Forgotten musicals.
Jack Fier of Mascot was here last
Cast also inV
and Doris Malloy.
*
V
Men," "Blazing Trails," and the
week visiting Robert Withers of
"Jungle Killer."
He disposed of
With his health improved suffi- cludes Leon Errol, Vince Barnett, Midwest Film Exchange.
"War Is a Racket" to Mezai Films, ciently to permit him to leave the Henry Armetta, Ralph Remley, DorEddie Bonns, general manager of
Budapest.
To Films Brazilia, he nursing home in London where he othy Gray, Anne Howard, Jimmy
sold "War Is a Racket" and a series has been confined since before Christ- Fay, Verna Hillie, Clifford Jones, short products for Universal, was
of 12 three-minute and a series of mas, Hugh Walpole has notified Clara Blandick, Pepi Sinoff, Tom in Kansas City visiting Benny Benjamin, local exchange manager.
12 five-minute shorts.
To Nippon M-G-M that he expects to be able Dugan.
Mabel Elsloo has succeeded Miss
Films of Tokyo, he has sold "War
DuWorld Gets French Film
Myrtle Boland, secretary to Harry
Martin-Koplar Suit Up
Is a Racket."
has
acquired
DuWorld Pictures
Taylor, Columbia exchange manager.
The $25,000 damage
St. Louis
suit of Thomas J. Martin of New American distribution rights to "The
York aginst Harry Koplar of St. Lady of the Camelias," French picLouis is scheduled to go to trial ture starring Yvonne Printemps and
in the Federal Court in New York Pierre Fresnay.

—

—

—

SUNSHIN€
\\^y//

IN

THE
DAY'S

NEWS

today.
ners,

Martin,

auditor

for

SHOWMAN'S

War-

Louis F. Sunlin Dead
and former treasurer oi
Flint, Mich.
Louis F. Sunlin,
Skouras Bros. Enterprises, charges
that Koplar, formerly a Skouras as- owner and operator of the Savoy

—

sociate, was responsible for his ar- theater for the last 25 years, died
He
rest May 14, 1932, and May 17, 1932, last week after a long illness.
on charges of contempt of court, and would have been 80 years old Feb. 27.
thatKoplar had complained to the
Ernest Colling Now at
St. Louis Circuit Court that Martin
Ernest S. Colling, for the last two
has failed to turn over certain securities with a face value of $1,000,- years with NBC, has been transDepartment of
000 to the receivers for Skouras En- ferred to the
Information under Frank Mullen.
terprises.
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RCA

Mora

film folk were able to afford
to take a Florida vacatioa this year.
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Going Big with Exhibs
BROS, home

J^

office

The Higher Plane
In Cinema Art

W. LAWLOR, manager of
the Orpheum in Spring-

reports exhibitors over the
country are going in a big way

arranged for 10,000
heralds to be distributed in the

for the company's recently inaugurated stunt of making avail-

home

field,

at the Warner exchanges for 50
cents a thousand, come in sheets

and

100

of

in

different

five

colors.

Among

many

the

uses of the

stamps are the following: tieups
with local merchants for them
to stick the stamps on their
packages; a city-wide contest,
with promoted prizes, for anyone who can get a complete set
of stamps and tieups with local

stamp collectors.
One of the most effective uses
to which these star stamps have
of

societies

been put

Clark

— Orpheum,

He

which involved his giving
stamps away at every perform-

At

same time,

the

was run on the

a slide

screen, giving

the details of the contest and
requesting patrons to watch the
questions in the exhibitor's ads
The quesin the local paper.

were along the

tions

"Who
etc.,

of

lines

the star of So and So,"
with prizes given for the
is

neatest book of stamps turned
in by the patron, and also the
nearest correct answers to the

questions run in the ads.
extensive use of these

stamps

proving

is

medium

The
star

valuable
the
publicizing

in

a

National

Warner-First
nationally.

players

— Warner

Bros.

BIG,
NEWS
SEEN 1Y
THE PRESS

AS

'

1
"

AGENT
Producer

B.

G.

in?

TO
DcSylva

will

utilize

the entire population ot an ostrich farm
sequences in "Under the Pampa
for

Moon."

—FOX

FILM.

tele-

Springfield,

III.

a dangerous temptation
inasmuch as it seems to show
man an evident form of reality,
vides

a materialistic conception of art.

The intervention of man seems
limited to something subtle and
evanescent like the act of making a choice, and since the technical development is handled by
machines alone, it seems that

man

has to submit himself to
the tangible fact, the pure arid
simple reality.

Many

'"pHE
was

,

MIGHTY BARNUM,"

starring
given a

Wallace
Beery,
well-rounded ex-

ploitation campaign at the hands
of Manager H. H. Maloney at
Loew's State theater, Providence.
week before the open-

A

newspapers ran
and special feature
stories. Photos of Beery and
Adolphe Menjou broke in all
editions on the day of the opening.
A few days prior to it
ing

all

local

advance

'"The Mighty

Barnum"

received
numerous radio plugs over stations

WPRO

and

WEAN. Ma-

loney tied up with the Newberry
Store, Tommy Tucker Bread
Co. and the Biltmore Market,
and got his attraction maximum
coverage. The Newberry tie-up
accounted for the distribution of
25,000 throwaways in packages
leaving their store.
A special

Barnum Sundae was

the means
getting window streamers
placed on their various counters.
Both the Tommy Tucker and
Biltmore Market tie-ups resulted in the distribution from their
various stores of 10,000 circus
throwaways. Special signs were
used at the registration desks
of all local hotels, and in each
guest's letter box special cards
announcing the picture's opening were placed. Special inserts
plugging the picture were placed
in the latest issue of "Liberty
Magazine," and 5,000 heralds
were distributed at the local
More than 100
high schools.
leading local merchants carried
special cards and scene stills in
their windows announcing the
picture's opening, and two 60 x
40 roto blow-ups were the cenof

ter of attraction
parlor tie-up.

—Loew'a

^m

in

a

beauty

State, Providence.

films are produced with

completely

false

concep-

which the fantasy is
worse still, where
there are numerous manifestations of a cold intelligence and
a sense of boredom that knows
in

false

Plugged "Mighty Barnum"

art of the cinema

man

the perils of a
magnificent technique which is
continually improving. It prooffers

tion,

Providence Merchants

test

ance.

local

"THIS new

this

recently by one
ran a 30-day con-

test idea used

The

Gable.

phone company also used a head
of Gable as an insert when sending out their bills.

the following con-

is

exhibitor.

111.,

edition of the local "Journal" as part of his campaign on
"Forsaking All Others." Lawlor
was assisted by an M-G-M exploiteer.
The Governor of the
state and his staff, as well as
the press, were invited to a special preview of the picture. One
thousand special cards were
mailed out to a selected list obtained from the Chamber of
Commerce. These purported to
be a special invitation from

able stamps carrying portraits of
the company's contract players.
The stamps, which are available

Monday, Feb.

TIMELY TOPICS

« » » » »

Heralds Highlight
"Forsaking" Campaign

Warner Star Stamps

WfARNER

&tl

DAILY

Ml

and,

no limits.
The motion picture has not
yet understood, with rare exceptions, that its future does
not lie in a faithful and automatic reproduction of a purely
material reality, but rather in
the creative search for authentic
truth.

We frequently hear talk of
the cinema's power of evocation,
but we are always faced by an
infinite poverty of evocation.
Supinely copied in all that is
most anecdotal and formal,
reality

revenges

itself

by hid-

ing behind the emptiest forms.
A large number of documentary
films give this melancholy impression.
Nature, feeling herself betrayed, disappears, while
for anyone who can seize her,
not only in her exterior aspects
but in her very soul, she can
give a worthy life to the fleeting
images of the screen.
If we
think of Pudovkin, Ekk and Eisenstein and the chief Russian
film directors,

we can

18, 193!

« «

«r

cording to our aspirations." It
matters but little that the greatest Russian pictures such as
"The Ways of Life" surpass and
deny the theoretical materialism
of Leninism, and even in a certain sense attack the doctrine
they are supposed to serve. They
are examples which allow us to
understand why so many European and American films give
us an impression of infinite
emptiness. They do not set out

any sort of interpretation of life but are merely engaged in reproducing empty appearances and this because they
do not correspond to any aspiration of our spirits.
to give

—

Daniel -Hops in
"International Institute of

Educational Cinematography"

Local and International
Appeal Go Together

THE

picture that achieves international appeal, whether
English, Gerit be American,
man or any other nationality,
also achieves greater success in
than one of
its own country
purely local attraction. Primarily, people love to laugh, hence
pictures echoing happiness are
as a rule more popular than
tragedies.
At the same time,
tragedy well done also achieves
success, because people also like
to be made to cry if it is done
by an appeal to sentiment.
Equally popular in all countries
The
are detective mysteries.
principal thing to consider in a
story is whether its entertain-

ment appeal is based on human
emotions rather than geographical fads, foibles, politics or be-

Love, hate, glory, power,
family, war, and culture these
are not German or French or
American they are human and
eternal.
Hence a picture dealing properly with these eleliefs.

—

—

ments can appeal

to

audiences

the world around.

—Robert

Licbemann,

German playwright and
scenarist now with M-G-M.

easily see

that function which nature can
be called on to play when it
becomes the central element of
the action.
The conception of the film
based on the artist or star also
derives from an analogous and
The
erroneous point of view.
custom of the Russians of using
non-professional actors chosen
for exhibiting their moral characteristics, their deep and expressive reality is much more
This allows us to
justifiable.
recall and admire once again the
great truth proclaimed by Goskino: "We should seek to interpret our life on the screen ac-

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Movie attendance increased to 30
per cent of the population in Paris last
compared with 15 per cent throughout France.

year,
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That new- idea of 15 years ago

by every type of showman

recognized today
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from Class -A

.

Circuits to the small-
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est

3-hundred-seater
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the cheapest and best exploitation
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need ideas most
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you can count on the National Screen

Trailer

nl
Ale

as the key-stone of

your selling-campaign

"new-idea" organization which blazed new
tion 15 years ago
.
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is

now
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.
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That same
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to theatre exploita-

trails

Br

y
Hill

bigger

.

.

stronger

,

the Little Giant of this big industry

.

.

.

.

.

.

greater than ever

Mil

with eight great branches
mil

hooking service together from coast-to-coast

.

.

.

with more than 700
OTS
1

employees thinking only of

TRAILERS

* *

With

special

land
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.

for
.

.

.

.

specialized brains

... an organization

TRAILER SERVICE
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Plans Deep Probe of A. T.

inn.

gES

TAN DART CONTRACT

Maxwell Adds 10 Houses

.

on the passing scene

.

By

Newsreel Theaters

DON CARLE GILLETTE^

London (By Cable)

are

inklings

at

last

that

ing
are

—

In what appears to be a new competitive drive
to acquire theaters, John Maxwell,
industry minds are beginning to give
head of Associated British Cinemas
erious thought to the idea of classified
and of B.I.P., is adding 10 big subheaters.
urban London houses to his circuit
Even some big producers, who once conthis week.
At the same time Gauended the plan wouldn't work, now admit
mont-British is said to be negotihat it not only is feasible but may soon
(Continued cm' Page

HERE

a

in

Up

India

—

approxiin

India,

is reachthe point where native productions
beginning to offer competition to

American and

British

films.

FILM STOCKS RISE

ON GOLD OPINION

7)

ilms

of troublesome problems could

by

solved

e

heaters

having

specializing

different

for

Producers

different

types

different types
types of audiences.
in

of
of

be blamed for having
the same mass audience that
newspaper publisher to devote
can't

heir eye on

nduces

a

per cent of his front page to emotional

SO

tuman

interests

like

the

Hauptmann and

and a few lines in
:orner to epochal world problems

/allee

;old

trials

lower
like the
a

decision.

the publishing field has its
"Fortune," "Vanity Fair" and

But, just as

'Esquire,"

Work"

along with its "Sateveiost" tribe, so must the film industry mainain a few class cinemas to appease the
ludible
and
influential
minority
which
itherwise will continue to take potshots
it the movies in general.
'World's

3-CORNERED FIGHT
OVER A SOUND PATENT
Indirectly bearing upon the American
Tri-Ergon patents case, a
three-cornered contest for a patent
covering a photo-electric cell, with
suitable connections for sound reproduction, is now going on, with
(Continued »n Page 7)

Miss. Tax Returns Show
Box-Office Improvement

—

Jackson, Miss. Sharp recovery in
theater receipts last year is reflected
•
IUST when it looked as though cycles in the annual report of collections
* had been relegated to the limbo of for- under the state's 10 per cent admisgotten things, along comes no less than sion tax, which brought in $283,083
in 1934, compared with $155,009 the
ix murder mysteries in a single week.
year before and $94,098 in 1932.
Is it a coincidence, or are the studios
Only $3,475 of the 1934 amount
it it again?
Hollywood had better do a little checking came from outdoor shows, the rest
being paid by theaters.
ip on itself.

— —

'"

OTS

of praise

is

being heard around the

tremendous

improvethe prolucers established their self-regulation bueau on the coast.
The only drawback is that the high
tandards set by such pictures as "David
fCopperfield" and "Lives of a Bengal Laner" and "Roberta" make it awfully tough
'or the product that follows them.
Plenty of nice little pictures are coming
long and finding it almost impossible to
;et a rise out of the box-office because
hey happen to be just good pictures and
equire a little effort and ingenuity on the
art of exhibitors to put them over.
land
nent in

about

the

quality

of

films

since

Bookish Film
Hollywood

—

Director

THE FILM DAILY
With

purchase

the
library of the late Daniel C. Hutkins.
Pasadena millionaire, Clarence C. Brown,
M-G-M director, has a book collection
of

to be worth approximately $1 50,000.
Brown started picking up first
editions and
other tomes four years
ago.
Last batch involved about $25,000.

said

Contract Decision
RICHARD
FILM DAILY
Washington
By

H.

CUNNINGHAM

Staff

Correspondent

stamp

of illegality on the standard exhibition contract which includes an arbitration clause^ the U. S. Supreme
Court yesterday dismissed the action
of Fox Film vs. A. D. Muller in

which Fox sought a review of the
case in which Minnesota courts last
year declared such contracts to be

Film stocks joined the boom in in violation of the anti-trust laws.
markets yesterday following an- Muller is an exhibitor of Maple
nouncement of the Supreme Court's Lake, Minn.
opinion upholding the Government
and the New Deal in the gold clause
cases.
Columbia, Loew and Pathe
A shares all gained 1*4 on the day,
DECISION
while Fox was up %, Technicolor
1% and other fractionally with the
exception of Consolidated Film preferred, which lost a point due to

TRI-ERGON

DELAYED

disappointment over delaying of dividend action, although Wall St. reports yesterday intimated the regular rate would be continued.

TWO WEEKS

Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

—The

U. S. Supreme
Court recessed yesterday without
announcing its decision on the two

Washington

Paramount appeals from patents decisions favoring American Tri-Ergon
Corp., which William Fox controls.
Is
This action means that there will
Loss of $10,220 in a robbery at
be no ruling at least until March 4,
the Roxy theater just after midwhen the judicial body resumes sesnight Sunday was completely covsions.
ered by insurance, it was said yesterday at the theater. Police have
no clue to the identity of the lone
Re-elected

Roxy

$10,220

Holdup Loss

Covered by Insurance

thug who escaped undetected with
(Continued on Page 7)

Probe ofA.T.&T. Movie Hookup
Voted by Minnesota Legislature
West Coast Bur.,

Supreme Court Refuses to
Review Fox vs. Muller

all

—•—

I

England

in

— Putting the

intra-

e imperative.

A number

CENTS

<S

SUPREME COURT

IN

There are now
producing studios
checkup reveals, and activity

Calcutta
mately 40

p er

i

Pict u res
S ixteen Years Old

& J. Movie Hookup

40 Studios

GB After 40—Plan 34

N ewspc

19, 1935

lew Competition for Theaters Springs

Notes

ally

M otion

Of

tion

T.

Circuit

Y. Frank Freeman has been reelected president of North Carolina
Theaters, Inc., which operates 40
houses in that state. Robert B. Wil-

by has again been named vice-president.

—

Paul Under a joint resoluadopted by both branches of
the Minnesota legislature the most
searching probe ever attempted of
the A. T. & T. activities in the movie
field will get under way shortly in
connection with a general investigation of telephone rates and A. T. &
St.

Frank Freeman
Head of Carolina

subsidiaries

including

(Continued on Page 7)

Western

30 Czech Features

—

in

Czechoslovakian
Prague
turned out 34 sound features

1934
studios
last year,

including one in the German language.
Of the 164 features imported, only 19
were American, due to the barriers exRe-entry of Ameristing at the time.
ican films into this market is expected
improve the situation considerably.
to
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Rue de

la

Cour-

WALLACE BEERY
over

Astoria

arrived

Woldorf-

the

at

week-end.

the

JOCK WHITNEY

due

is

in

New

York

next

week from the Coast.

TAYLOR
where

HOLMES

his son,

sails

Phillips

Friday

Holmes,

is

Rome,

for
ill.

MRS. SAMUEL GOLDWYN leaves
week for New York with SAM

this

the coast
joining her

here later for a trip to Europe.
H.
this

KRAFT, writer, is
S.
week for the coast.

WILLIAM

L.

FISKE

III,

leaving

New

York

THOMAS

B.

now on the

about the end

COSTAIN,

Fox story
coast, will return to
of next week.

head

whc

New

York

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE, who recently finished his role in RKO's "Becky Sharp" on the
coast,
is
en route back to England on the
Berengaria.
theater owner of

Moun-

View, Calif., arrived in New York yesterday on trie Pennsylvania from the west coast.
He is bound from here for the M. P. T.
O. A. convention in New Orleans.
H. LESTER CUDDIHY, sponsor of the "Literary
Digest's" "Spice of Life" series produced by
Mentone and formerly on the board of Motion
Picture Capitol Corp. and Cinema Finance Corp.,
accompanied by Mrs. Cuddihy and friends, arrives in Los Angeles today after a two-week
motor trip from New York.
They will stop at
the Ambassador.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

M.

J.

to

New Haven

HERMAN

from

RIFKIN.

has gone

auditor,

Hollywood Film Exchange
Boston from New York.

GEORGE W. WEEKS, GB general sales manto
New York yesterday from

NAT DORFMAN goes to the Coast in April in
connection with the stage production of his
"Errant Lady."

play,

GEORGE WHITE
dals"

into

arrives

in

New

Hollywood to put

has

returned
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RECORDING ON FILM
INDUSTRIAL— FILM
SLIDE

FILM— RECORDS

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200 321

W.

Pioneer Pictures Not Set

On Future

Distribution

Contradicting reports from the
Lowell Calvert, president of
Pioneer Development Corp., service
company for Pioneer Pictures, yesterday stated that Jack Whitney has
no interest in acquiring distribution
facilities for his firm and will confine his efforts to production. Whitney is scheduled to arrive in New
York from the coast next week.
With the exception of "Becky
Sharp," which will be completed for
RKO about the second week in
March for RKO release, distribution
arrangements for other pictures to
be made by Pioneer will be announced later, Calvert stated.
coast,

—

York from

organizations attended the hearin

New

"Folies Bergere" Opens Friday
"Folies Bergere," 20th Centui
production starring Maurice Ch

<

the Coast.

DONALD DILLAWAY, who
from

the Coast,

will

is

in

York

do a stage play.

CLIVE BROOK, who recently completed the
starring role in "The Dictator." a Toeplitz production to be released here by GB, arrives in

New

York tomorrow
accompanied by Mrs.

aboard

the

Manhattan

Brook.

Ann Sothern and Mer
Oberon, opens at the Rivoli on Fr
day for an indefinite run. Unit*
valier with

Fxtpnds Run
Noarlv
AH Bookings
In

'CoDDerfield'

—

is

releasing.

Mickey in Color at 2 Houses
"The Band Concert," first of Wa
Disney's Mickey Mouse cartoons
color, released by U. A., will opt
Thursday at the Radio City Mus
Hall and Friday at the Rivoli.

Cleveland Oct of 67 engagements
played so far by "David Copperfield," only three were not extended
runs, according to Frank Drew. MG-M branch manager. One of these
Branton on Vacation
three has already played a repeat
run. and the film was not available
Des Moines, la. G. Ralph Bra
to the other two houses for extra ton, manager of Tri-States Theate
days.
Corp. is taking a month's vacatio
He and Mrs. Branton are motorii

—

RKO Films Dated at Roxy
Two RKO Radio pictures have
2

to

Florida.

been dated for showine at the Roxv
following TJniversal's "Nigrht Life of
the Cods," which
opens Friday.
"Murder on a Honeymoon" comes
in March 1. followed bv Ann Harding's "Enchanted April" on March 8

CORP.

44th St, N.Y.C.

— Hearing

Merwin Heads Tacoma Exhibs
of the suit
Tacoma. Wash. C. W. Merwin
and circuits
charged by Public Theater with a owner and operator of the Victory
Chicago

against

EXCHANGE SECURITIES

3%

Va

Mass. Sales Tax Bill Withdrawr
Boston Film interests won a vi
tory last week when the 2 per cei
sales tax proposed by Tax Con
missioner Henry F. Long for tl
sixth year was withdrawn in tl

Chicago Suit Put Off

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

Va

charged.

Artists

Chg.

Close

123

"A"

Fm.

Fox

do

6V4

20%

.

Low
5

the cases unt
indicated that if tr
alleged violators obeyed the law
the meantime they would be di

state legislature.
Martha Ferris
the Film Board and Joseph Brenns
and Arthur Howard of the exhibits

Net

Am.

continued

York early
his "Scan-

rehearsal.

LOU SMITH

judge

i

Boston.

ager,
returned
Detroit.

next month from

work representatives of the Acadi;
Highway, Boulevard, Colony, Brigl
ton, Olympia and Indiana theatei
faced Judge Gibson E. Gorman. Tr

March 29 and

CUMMINGS. M-G-M

head, has returned to

wood.

ANTHONY BLANCO,

FINANCIAL

GILES, president of Allied Theaters
Mass., will attend the M. P. T. O. A. convention in New Orleans.
SAM PINANSKI. New
England circuit operator who is now in Florida
for his health, may also run over for the meeting.

tain

CODE

GEORGE

of

vice-president of First

Division, and REGINALD BAKER, financial head
of Associated Talking Pictures of London, who
arrive in New York tomorrow from abroad on
the Olympic, will leave immediately for Holly-

is

—

Chicago
Complaints that man
Chicago theaters were permittin
children to view "adults only" pi<
IRVING BROWNING, cameraman, and his tures came to a head a few daj
ago when the local censor boar
assistant have returned from Quebec, where they
filmed winter sports and scenery for the RKO hailed seven exhibitors into
polic
/an Beuren Vagabond Series.
court.
The censor board has bee
POLLY MORAN is in Boston appearing at the conducting a quiet inquiry througl
Metropolitan Theatei.
out Chicago and as a result of the

distributors

—

conspiracy to prevent the latter theater, is the new president of the
from getting films to show at 10 Tacoma Theater Managers' Assocents has been put over to the latter ciation.
part of the week before Judge
Frank Cohen Dead
Charles Woodward of the U. S. District Court.
Frank Cohen, connected with the
H. E. R. Laboratories in a sales and
promotion capacity, died Sunday in
Rebuilding Des Moines House
Kings County Hospital. He was 46
Des Moines The Strand theater, vears old.
His wife was Hattie
destroyed bv fire Jan. 15 will be
Bates, former actress.
rebuilt by the Des Moines Theater
Co., a branch of Tri-State Theater
Balcon After Hollywood Talent
Corp., it is announced by A. H.
Michael Balcon. production head
Blank, president. Work is to star!
at once and the theater is expected of Ganmont British, who arrives in
to be ready for reopening by May 1. New York tomorrow on the Olympic,
The cost of rebuilding is estimated will go to the Coast to sign talent
at $60,000.
Seating capacity will be for his pictures. He will remain in
this country several months.
1,000.

—

15th

Annual Convention

The Roosevelt Hotel

New

Orleans, La.

Feb. 25th
Daily

Communique:

The convention
done about
tion,

atres,

28th, 1935

to

will

consider what can b

non-theatrical competi
competition between the
double features, unreasonable clear
designated pla> dates, trick clause
unfair

cut-throat

ance,
in
exhibition contracts, score charges, ir
creased selection
Duying and bookin;
unfair and discriminatory Taxes and ai
verse legislation
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WORLD PREMIERE
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

JOHN FORD

RODUCTION
Screen play by Jo Swerling

Based on a

and Robert

Riskin

W. R. Burnett
Directed by John Ford

-

story by

A80u

L0 MINE
Ho^wSlJ J |HU
E

!

Everywhere -America's Biggest Attractioi

Starring

JAMES CAGNEY'PAT
From the same Company that's bringing you Rudy Va

Kay

Francis in "Living

I

lee in "Sweet Music"-

on Velvet" with Warren William and George Brent—

ince

he World's

Fair!

.

•

Warner

Bros.

MEN Directed by Lloyd Bacon
"Gold Diggers of 1935"— Jolson and Keeler

Paul Muni

in

in

"Go

Into

Your Dance'

"Black Fury"— Dolores Del Rio in "In Caliente"

THE

%2H

DAILY

A

Little

—

from "Lots"
By

RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

W/ARNERS

REVIEWS
Robert

and

Hayes

Helen

way

Otto

May

Kruger,

M-G-M.
T

T

Henry King

slated

is

new
on

pictures this
Fox contract.
vacation after

to

direct

year under his

three

He

is at present
finishing "One

More Spring."
T
T
T
finished his role opposite
Jeanette MacDonald in M-G-M's
"Naughty Marietta," soon to be released, Nelson Eddy, baritone, will
be featured in a story based on the

Having

of Johann Straus.
T
T
T
Philip Klein and Robert Yost will
adapt Sinclair Lewis' "Work of
Art" for Fox.
V
T
T
Frank Morgan has signed a new
long-term contract with M-G-M.
T
T
Wilson Collison and Bruce Manning are additions to Columbia's
writing staff.
Collison is adapting

life

should like the picture because it is a
"love story" from start to finish. The cast
consists of plenty of outstanding names,

Montgomery, Helen Hayes

May

Robson.

certainly won't

want

Cast: Helen Hayes, Robert Montgomery,
Otto Kruger, May Robson, Lewis Stone,
Henry Stephenson, Violet Kemble-Cccper,
Donald Crisp, Jessie Ralph, Agnes Anderson, Lionel Belmcre, Lawrence Grant, CrauKent, Howard
Dudgeon,
Elspeth
furd

Pringle,

George

K.

Leeds,

Mary

Ethel

Griffies,

Aileen

Gordon,

Arthur.

Marlow
Beware,"
Brian
Direction, William K. Howard; Author,
novel, and
Manning will do the Hugh Walpole; Screenplay, Hugh Walpole,
treatment for "Depths Below," or- Lenore Coffee; Cameraman, Ray June; EdiFrank Hull.

tor,

T

T

Direction,

Dick Powell's film discovery, Martha Merrill, who was picked by
Powell from the ranks of 300 Busby
Berkeley beauties to play the lead
with him in a short film advertising
the
picture
"Dames," has been
signed to a new contract by Warner Bros.
v

v

Anna Sten

Ralph

Bellamy,

Helen

Vinson,

Rumann
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
United Artists-Goldwyn

Excellent.

Photography,

A-l.

'RUGGLES OF RED GAP"
with

Charles Laughton, Mary
Charlie Ruggles

Boland,

76 mins.

Paramount

Approx. 82 mins.

ROMANTIC
PRODUCED
DRAMA OF GENERAL APPEAL WITH
EXCELLENT CAST AND GOOD DIRECSMARTLY

TION.
This is a high class production which
Anna Sten and
have general appeal.
Gary Cooper give fine performances, with
King Vidor has
Cooper at his very best.
Helen Vinson,
turned in an excellent job.
as Cooper's wife, and Siegfried Rumann,
as Anna's father, are convincing, while
Ralph Bellamy is good as the loutish farmer, who marries Anna for her money
and land.
Walter Brennan and Otto Yowill

and

his wife are reconciled.
Cast: Gary Cooper, Anna Sten, Helen
Vinson, Ralph Bellamy, Siegfried Rumann,
Esther Dale, Leonid Snegoff, Elinor Wesselhoeft, Milla Davenport, Agnes Anderson,
Hilda Vaughn, Walter Brennan, Hedi Shope,
Otto Yokcmoka, Violet Axzelle, Ed Ebele,

Robert Louis Stevenson 2nd.
Director,
King Vidor; Author, Edwin
Knopf; Screenplay, Edith Fitzgerald; Cameraman, Gregg Toland; Recording Engineer, Frank Maher; Editor, Stuart Heisler.
Direction, Fine. Photography, Best.

Oppose Hauptmann Jury Bookings
American Federation of Actors
went on record yesterday as being
opposed to stage appearances of the

or other principals
GUSTY COMEDY OF THE LATE NINE- Hauptmann jury
trial in view of
TIES
CHARLES
WITH
LAUGHTON in the Hauptmann
local theatrical agent
CLICKING BIG AT HEAD OF FINE CAST. the fact that a
engagements for the
is

soliciting

The novel by Harry Leon Wilson has
Chester Beecroft and Harry Pop
Hauptmann jury. The Federation
pe, whose original story, "Three been revived as a colorful and hilarious states that more harm than good
the
little
Kids and a Queen," will be made b} comedy, retaining all the flavor of
is done to the stage by appearances
Universal, have written "Unbounc. mining town of Red Gap as Ruggles, the of persons connected with criminal
Feet of China," a novel which will dignified English butler, found it in the trials.
The production represents
be published by Doubleday, Doran late nineties.
3 Air Films Open in A. C.
a
distinct triumph for Charles Laughton,
t
The Boardwalk
Atlantic City
who
essays the difficult role of the digniOur Passing Show: Fred Astaire,
got a big dose of aerial entertainfied gentleman's man absorbing the demoGroucho Marx, Murray Feil, John
ment this week with three air films
"Devil Dogs of
McCormick, Maxie Rosenbloom at cratic ideas of the wild western mining playing at once.
Laughton delivers one of the outtown.
preview of "The Wedding Night";
the Air" is at the Stanley, "Murder
standing performances of the screen, scorDonn Hayes and Gene Havlick, vetin the Clouds" at the Virginia and
exhaust an expert
eran film editors, chatting on flow- ing laughs enough to
"Wings in the Dark' at the Steel
And
Charlie Ruggles is not far
docker.
er St.
Pier.
behind in that respect. The entire cast is

—

T

Weiss Productions

T

will place "Pals

of the Range" in work next week.
The principals will include Rex

Lease,
Frances
Wright,
George
Chesebro, with Elmer Clifton directing.

T

T

Guatemala," a
one-reel travel comedy, which Herman Wohl and David Miller produced, will be distributed nationally
by Ray Olmstead of Premier Pictures of Los Angeles. Troy Orr is
the narrator.
"Comicruise

in

a source of joy.

Clean fun for the whole

family.

Cast: Charles
Charlie Ruggles,
Leila

Hyams,

Laughton,

ZaSu
Maude

Pitts,

Mary

Boland,

Roland Young,
Lucien Lit-

Eburne,

tlefield, Leota Lorraine, James Burke, Del
Henderson, Alice Ardell, George Burton,
Frank Rice, Clarence Wilson, William J.
Welsh, Genaro Spagnoli, Augusta Ander-

son,

Willie

Director,

Fung.

Leo McCarey;

Author,

Harry

Leon Wilson; Screenplay, Walter DeLecn,
Pearson;
Humphrey
Thompson,
Harlan
Cameraman, Alfred Gilks.
Direction, Very Good. Photography, Okay.

Booking Films for Mexico

—

New

NEWS

of the

DAY

in

Helen Hayes's admirers
to miss this one. Ray
June's photography shows her to better
komoka furnish effective comedy. Cooper
Montgomery does a is a novelist, who takes his wife to his old
advantage than ever.
grand job of the young lover, and May home in Connecticut when his fortune
Robson as the spry grandmother of 100 fails.
His fickle wife returns immediately
years is perfect.
Otto Kruger as Vanessa's to New York.
Anna, daughter of a Polhusband whose jealousy drives him crazy ish farmer, who raises tobacco, is Cooper's
good, and so are Henry Stephen- neighbor and inspires his new book.
is very
He
Wil- falls in love with her.
son and Lewis Stone in minor roles.
He attends her
liam K. Howard's direction keeps the story marriage, and Bellamy, in a drunken rage,
moving along so that it never becomes attacks him. Trying to save Cooper, Anna
dull and it might easily have been.
Cooper
killed in a fall down steps.
is

and

"Lady

iginal.

Cooper and

«

Siegfried

Stephenson

Henry

especially Robert

with

Lewis

Robson,

FILMS

"THE WEDDING NIGHT"

"VANESSA, HER LOVE STORY"
with

Parrish,"

will direct for

Gary

in

Stone,
have bought "I Found
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
an original M-G-M
Approx. 74 mins.
story by John Monk Saunders, as a
APPEALING ROMANCE GIVEN DISstarring vehicle for Kay Francis. It
is being prepared for the screen by
TINGUISHED PRODUCTION SHOULD APMary McCall.
PEAL ESPECIALLY TO WOMEN.
T
T
Merkel
Franchot Tone and Una
A distinctive production of the better
have been assigned the leading roles class which will appeal to those interested
in "Order, Please!" which Jack Con- in
finer
pictures.
Women especially

Stella

NEW

of the

Montgomery

Tuesday, Feb. 19, 1935

Omaha—-E. R. Cummings, district
manager for A. H. Blank, appointed
Orvile Rennie, former m. c. for
stage shows, star in road company
of "The Student Prince" and recent
player in film shorts, as assistant
manager of the new Omaha, opening
Feb. 20. The house has been com
pletely done over at a cost of $30,-

Fir

000.

cal

Thr

—

Lake City Dave Frazier, lomanager for Sheffield Monogram

Salt

exchange system, has left for Carthage, Tex., due to the illness of
his mother. Nina Scott is in charge
during his absence.

srli

—

Santa Anna, Tex. The Queen has
been purchased by G. Preston.

Johnson City, Tex.

—

Fire of an
recently destroyed
the Bluebonnet theater.

unknown

origin

—H.

Milwaukee

J. Fitzgerald, genWisconsin
of the
Amusement Enterprises, Inc., il
back in town following a confab oi
zone and division managers in Los
Angeles.
The circuit's Oriental,
neighborhood house, will play stage

eral

manager

.t'li

shows every Thursday, Friday ant.
Saturday night beginning Feb. 28.

Kansas City Items

—

Kansas City M. A. Anderson has
been promoted from assistant booker here to booking manager at the
Paramount exchange in Omaha. Bill
Barker comes from Omaha to replace him here.
Lee Durham, former Columbia
manager in Omaha, is now GB salesman in Des Moines.
Tom Baily was here last week on
his return to the coast from a tour
of key cities in connection with
Paramount studio publicity.
George Baker has been installed
as president of the Variety Club. He
Other
succeeds Frank C. Hensler.
officers
are Finton Jones, Harry
Taylor, Charles Jones and John
Muchmore. Directors include Hensler, Dick Biechele, J. C. Carrington,

William Wagner, Robert
and R. C. LiBeau.

Withers

Chicago Chatter

—

Louis R. Lipstone, pro
duction manager for Balaban &
Katz, has left for New York and
sails this week on a three-week
cruise to the West Indies.
George and Olive Brasno, midgets

Chicago

Charles Livesay,
Orleans
press agent, says he has been retained by the Department of Education of Mexico to select and book who appeared in "Mighty Barnum,"
104 films for showing at a special are appearing at the RKO Palace.
Capitol Film Exchange says 140
film session to be held in Mexico
City.
Livesay further claims that Illinois and Northern Indiana houses
he will handle world publicity for have signed for "March of Time."
Two Alex Manta circuit houses,
films produced in Mexico.
the Tivoli in Michigan City, Ind.,
and the Indiana at Indiana Harbor,
Omaha Theater Opening
Omaha Warner's "Devil Dogs of have added Sunday stage shows,
the Air" will open the new Omaha booked through the Boyle Woolfolk
office here.
theater tomorrow night.

—

»,

DAILY
.VOTES TO PROBE

RAGE FOR THEATERS

RENEWED

(Continued from Page

Three-Cornered Fight
Over A Sound Patent
(Continued from Page 1)

Fox company, Delmar
Whitson and Albert Radtke as the
the William

RCA

(Continued from Page 1)
Electric, Erpi and others. The probe
will delve into the "effect upon the

1)

ating for control of Union Cinemas,
comprising some 40 properties.
Further evidence of pronounced
theater activity is indicated in announcements of four more newsreel
theaters planned for the West End
in Londcti and 30 in the provinces.

understood to
have an option on Whitson's device,
while Warner Bros, is reported interested in Radtke's invention.
A photo-electric cell has been
brought into testimony in connection with hearings on the American
Tri-Ergon flywheel patents infringement action. A hearing wiH soon
be held at Washington under auspices of the Patents Office as a
preliminary to awarding of the
participants.

A.T.&T. MOVIE HOOKUP

ENGLAND

IN

is

photo-electric cell patent.

Danubia Gets German Film
Danubia Pictures will release in
the U. S. a German dialogue film
made in Budapest entitled "Rakoczy
March," starring Gustav Froelich
and Camilla Horn. New York premiere will be at the 79th

St.

Play-

PHIL M. DALY
SUNDAY

evening preview at the Empey Club
• • • THE
scored brilliantly
with Paramount's "Ruggles of Red Gap"
the dining room was crowded with guests before the
screening
a classy floor show accompanied the dinner
Bob Whiteman acted as emcee because Boris Morros'
accent became absolutely unintelligible with laryngitis
Katharine Newman and her
Monroe Silvers told stories
Raymond Baer did a doubles
lyric soprano were charming
and Henrietta Schumann did some real
on his saxophones
concert work on the piano

T

•

T

PERSONAL APPEARANCE

by Rudy Vallee on
the staged of the Strand tomorrow eve in conjunction with his

•

•

Warner

Fred Waring and his assistants will give a musical picturization of "Hunkadola," the
new dance feature created by George White for his forthcoming Fox Film "Scandals"
it will be played over the CBS
network Thursday eve
first

pix,

"Sweet Music"

T

ARE

T

T

apolis.

Catholic Rating Doesn't Hurt

Omaha

—Despite

a Class C in the
Catholic weekly paper, the Paramount did a big week's business with
"The Band Plays On" and vaudeville.

Missouri Bank Night

—

Bill

Dead

Jefferson City The bill to prohibit offering of cash prizes by theaters at "bank nights" has been
killed by the house committee.

local service."

Roxy
Is

$10,220 Holdup Loss
Covered by Insurance
(Continued from Page 1)

Sunday receipts after trussing
up James Pisapia, assistant manager; James Muldoon, treasurer, and
Walter Cowrey, his assistant, in
the

• • • PLANS
shaping up in an impressive way for
the "Voice of Experience"
soon to make his appearance
on the screen in a series of shorts for Voe Pictures
The
Voice was presented to the press at a reception Saturday
he has a dynamic and magnetic personality, and regaled the
newspaper lads with some fascinating tales of his experiences
such as have made his
broadcasts famous
Julius Klein, special assistant to Carl Laemmle, Sr., has scored
a scoop for his forthcoming book on Roger Casement, the Irish
patriot
Julius has secured a lengthy signed statement
from Georare Bernard Shaw for inclusion in the book
heretofore Shaw has refused to make any statements for publication on the subject of Casement

WABC

.

house.

Liberty Film for N. J. Circuit
Liberty's "School for Girls" has
been booked to play 32 houses in the
Warner Bros. New Jersey Circuit,
it
announced by Budd Rogers,
is
This picture and
sales manager.
"Two Heads on a Pillow" and "Take
the Stand" also will play first-run
successively at the Palace, Minne-

rate base of the company's expansion into fields unrelated to telephone communication particularly
the motion picture; the failure to allocate profits derived from exploitation of patents in private fields; the
effect upon amusement, education,
social welfare and culture of the
people of Minnesota of the company's control of motion pictures,
and the extent to which telephone
users in Minnesota have borne the
cost of research, development for
motion pictures and other developments unrelated to improvement of

Kingston With British Agency
O'Hara Trial Set for March 25
Al Kingston, through his New
Chicago
Trial
of
Ralph J.York representative, Selma Alex- O'Hara, former official of the operander, has completed negotiations
ators' union, for perjury in connecwith The Wieland Agency, literary
and theatrical agency in England, to tion with his testimony on the late
represent the latter organization in Thomas E. Maloy's income tax deNew York and Hollywood. The deal ficiency, has been set by Federal
was arranged between Miss Alex- Judge Sullivan for March 25. O'Hara
ander and Al Sherman, American
representative
for
The Wieland pleaded not guilty.
Agency, and headquarters have been
established in the Palace Theater
Town Gets Movies Again
Building.
Negotiations now are
Mays Landing, N. J.
William
under way for various American
Rhoads of Wildwood has reopened
stars and writers to go to London
under the combined management of the renovated Victoria theater, dark
the Wieland Agency and Al King- for several years, thus bringing back
ston, Inc.
movie entertainment here after £
long absence.
Arthur Somers Roche Dead
Palm Beach, Fla. Arthur Somers
Roche, novelist with a number of
books adanted to the screen, died at
his Via Bellaria home on Sunday.
Body is_ being sent to Castine, Me.,

—

—

Muldoon's

office.

"Dr. Monica" Rejected Third Time
Chicago Local censor board for
the third time has refused a permit
for showing of "Dr. Monica." The
board also refused a permit for
Ufa's "Our Flag Leads Us On,"
characterized by the board as being
strong communistic and Nazi propaganda.
Universal's request for a
permit for "Notorious Gentlemen"
has been held up until the board
again previews the picture.

—

Kleinerman Gets One-Reelers
M.
Kleinerman,
president
of
Screen Attractions Corp., has acquired world distribution rights from
Gabriel Barnett to five single-reel
screen interviews with Lupe Velez,
Alice White, Jean Hersholt, Loretta
Young and John Boles produced in
Cinecolor.

Father Hubbard to Lecture
Rev. Bernard Hubbard, known as
the Glacier Priest and producer of
Alaskan expedition films, will lecture on his adventures at 8 o'clock
tonight in the Cenacle of St. Regis,
628 West 140th St.
Talk will be
illustrated

by motion

pictures.

—

for burial.

LOOKING BACK

—

FIVE YEARS AGO—Will H. Hays played
to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Coolidge in

host

Hollywood.
of

TEN YEARS
New York

625,000

to

FIFTEEN

AGO— M.
increased

P.

Capital Corp.

capital

YEARS

AGO— Major
company

Leo Young Doing Publicity
Leo Young has been engasred by
Bowes Herman Gluckman of the Majestic
Vivian exchange to handle publicity and advertising on Mascot's "Little Men."

from $9,-

$20,625,000.

organizing a producing
Martin.

Wisconsin Anti-Marathon Bill
Madison, Wis. A bill to prohibit
marathon contests has been filed in
the state assembly.
Plans for a
marathon dance have been announced in Cudahy.

for

NIGHTLY COUVERT.
$1.00
DINNER
$1.50
COCKTAILS, THIRTY CENTS
.

.

.

Hollywood's Gayest and Smartest Place To

Go

W»U»PHEM,EHE.

AlP ^J
1

HELPl POLICE!
The/

The

sign

now

WEEK! New

26 day
,h

reads 5th
all-time

Capitol record. Hold
everything — especially
extra playing time!

m

1

Intimate

in

International in

Ofiependent

in

Scope

Now

NEW yCKK,WCDNESI)Ay, TEBCUAEy

-43

10% Gain

FILMl

seek

Additional Conventioneers
Joining at Washington

newjrial
Ohio Senate Passes Playdate

Columbus

— Having

ferred playing time

and Charlotte
Four special cars will depart
rom Pennsylvania station Saturay night at 9:40 o'clock en route
New Orleans, bearing conven-

bound for the M.

P. T. O.

annual session at the Roosevelt

Two more

cars will be atached to the Crescent Limited at
Washington and one more at Charlotel.

atte.

List of reservations include:
(Continued on Page 4)

30% OVERUST YEAR
Theater equipment supply busihas improved about 30 per
ent over last year, according to reless

from members of the IndeTheater Supply Dealers
>endent
received by J. E. Robin,
fcss'n.
jorts

Dresident.

Holding to Plans
9n His Block Booking Bill
Celler

Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Contradicting statements by Sidney Lust of the M.P.T.
D. of the District of Columbia to
the effect that Congressman Emanuel
Seller intended to modify his antiDlock booking bill as a result of information on the subject obtained
n a meeting with exhibitors, Celler
stated yesterday that he has made
no such decision as yet.
He said
Lust must be laboring under a misapprehension.

Flinn
ihn C.

Reports
Flinn,

returned to New
yesterday from Los Angeles, will
submit a report to the Authority at its
meeting tomorrow concerning conferences he held with the Los Angeles
clearance and zoning board on the plan
adopted by the parent body.
Several
minor points proposed will be discussed.
secretary,

i

Tomorrow

Code Authority execu-

I

who

N ewspj per
o n Pict ures

Sixteen Years Old

<5

CENTS

passed

now goes

the

Senate,

to the House.

WOULD PUT FOX MET.

Vote

in

Application to be Made by
Fox for New Hearing
on Contract

Bill

Waldvogel

the

contract case
for MPTOA Meet

in

bill

prohibiting

pre-

the Senate was 29 to 0.

Owing to the fact that the U. S.
Supreme Court action finding the

12

B'WAY OPENINGS

UNDER FOX THEATERS

WITHIN THREE DAYS

Milton C. Weisman, receiver for

Setting something of a record for

Fox Theaters Corp., which owns all number of pictures
Sam the Pox Metropolitan Playhouses Broadway in a space

IQUIPMENTBUSINESS

i

2C, 1935

o

ioneers

t

Grosses Estimated for This Year

in

Special Cars Leave N. Y. Saturday

%

ly

Of M

Thought

CL. LXVII, NO.

OX

The Da

Character

opening

on

of three days,

standard exhibition contract illegal
was based on a technicality, Fox
Film, which sought a review of the
case through an appeal from a decision in the Minnesota courts, will
again apply for a writ of certiorari
so the case may be argued on its
merits. This should occur in a few
months, or, at the latest, when the
Supreme Court reconvenes after its

stock, is understood to be preparing no less than 12 films are scheduled
a reorganization plan providing for for their debuts today, tomorrow summer recess.
control of the Fox Met. circuit by and Friday. "Lost City" starts this
Fox, which is defendant in the

the Fox Theaters. Weisman is believed to be acting for an undisclosed
principal. At present the Fox Met.
bondholders' committee is in control
of the circuit.

Meeting Again to Discuss
Lousiana Corporation Law
Attorneys for major companies
meet again at the Hays office
week to decide upon a plan for
coping with the new Louisiana law
requiring corporations doing business in the state to furnish statements of profit and losses. The law
requires compliance by March 28.
Courses under consideration include a plan for each major to form
a separate company to do business
in Louisiana.
Under the present
setup, companies would be com-

morning at the Globe.

"Sweet Mu-

opens tonight at the Strand.
Tomorrow's debuts include "One
More Spring" at the Music Hall and
"Car 99" at the Rialto. On Friday
there will be "The Marines are
Coming" at the Mayfair, "Sequoia"
at

the

Capitol, "Rumba" at the
"Folies
Bergere" at
(Continued on Page 10)

Paramount,

will
this

pelled
losses

to show their
nationally.

profits

Film
Being Made for Expo.
Diego, Cal.—A motion picture

Calif. Historical
San

PRODUCTillSTS
SHOW BIGJNGREASE
Production

costs

showed an

in-

crease of 22 per cent in 1934, according to a basic survey of the
amusement industry just issued by
Standard Statistics Corp.
Biggest
jump occurred on the M-G-M lot,
where costs went up 28 per cent.

Warner-First

National

showed an

depicting California's colorful his- increase of 24 per cent and Columbia
tory is being made for showing at 13 per cent.
the California Pacific International
Exposition here starting May 29.
The film will feature the exhibit of Youngclaus Readying
the F. J. Hansen Co., Ltd., real esHouses
and tate developers of La Mesa and San
Grand Island, Neb.
W. N.
Diego.
Youngclaus is renovating the Em-

Two Nebraska

Standard Statistics Sees
10% Gain in Gross for '35
Gulf States Exhib Unit
Holds Meeting Feb. 28
New Orleans — A one-day convenby the Gulf States
Theater Owners Ass'n at the Jung
tion will be held

Hotel on Feb. 28, tying in with the
M.P.T.O.A. convention.
Members
will be urged to attend the latter's
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 4)

sic"

—

press here and the State in Central
City for reopening shortly.
Joe
Lucas will manage the latter house.
These are the first two theaters in
a new circuit to be built up by

Youngclaus.

Based on the present attendance
of about 70,000,000 weekly and with
admission scales continuing at a 20cent average, aggregate movie gross
in this country for 1935 will be approximately $715,000,000, an increase of 10 per cent over last year,
according to the cv*
amusement
(Continued

c

10)

Duplicating
custom

Byrd

of the Byrd
Clyde E. Elliott, who is
going to Mongolia to make "China
Roars" for Columbia, plans daily communication via low wave frequency between his expedition and centers of

Following

expedition,

civilization.
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New

to

EDWARD GOLDEN. Monogram
left

night

last

manager,
Chicago and

sales

Philadelphia,

for

York yes-

^.^

Cleveland.

NOAH
York

KAY
flu,

New

BEERY,

for

a

FRANCIS,

has had
York.

ALICE
attend
King,

as well
sojourn.

to

turned to
by plane.

is

in

M Q M

an

her

attack
vacation

of
trip

the
to

visit,

which

after

has

arrived
in
the east
to
her
of
cousin,
Barbara
Scharff, Rudy Vallee's pianist.

T.

SILVERBERG,

Buffalo

film

yesterday

attorney,

from

re-

New York

he

returns

to

studios

CLIVE BROOK arrives in New
the "Manhattan" from England,
cently finished work in "The
GB.
He is accompanied by Mrs.
S.

to

week's

a

New

wedding

Walter

HERBERT

Wallace,

^

CHARLES EINFELD

has

York today on
where he reDictator"
Brook.

gone

to

for

Florida,

and from there he will go to New Orleans to
attend the M. P. T. O. A. convention.
F.

New

O'TOOLE,

Columbia, is on a cruise
aboard the "Georgia".

in

England head
southern waters

NED

E.

DE?INET

is

back from

Onem

Soviet Russia's first World

Moscow.

Feb. 21 :
Allied Theater Owners
sey meeting, Trenton, N. J.

of

New

Jer

Feb. 23:

Detroit Variety
Club Ball. Crysta
Room, Book Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.
Friars'

Frolic,

Majestic

Theater,

N*v

York.

Hotel

recently signed to direct for Columbia, arrives at the company's
studios this week after a New York visit.

National

Feb. 25-28:

Carriers
Orleans.

meeting

M.

Hotel

tion,

Film

New

Roosevelt,

P. T. O. A. annual conven
Roosevelt, New Orleans.

Feb. 26-27:

Hollywood.

Independent Theater Owners o
second annual convention, Deshler
Wallick Hotel, Columbus.

Ohio

CHESTER MORRIS called off his New York
when the Universal studios decided to
rush his next picture, "Storm Over the Andes",
into work.

GEORGE
T.S.E.,

E.

BROWNE,

returned

has

the

president of
from Chicago.

I.

A.

FRANK MORGAN

arrives

in

New

York today

AL FRIEDLANDER

MILTON
turn

Awards Banquet of the Academy o
Motion Picture Arts O Sciences, Hollywood

Feb. 27:

visit

arrived

WEISMAN

C.

from

today

has

is

on

the

expected

coast.

to

re-

Florida.

March

1:
ing,

—

Columbia, will start work in tions are denied. Joe Barcelona, of
April on the first of his series of Baton Rouge, may be the next G.
S. T. O. A. president, as H. S. Mcwesterns for that company.
Leod refuses to run again.

by

Actors' Equity Ass'n quarterly
Astor, New York.

meet

Hotel

March 2:

Gulf States Exhib Unit
Series
Holds Meeting Feb. 28
Scheduled for April Start
(Continued from Page 1)
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Ken Maynard, signed business sessions, but merger inten-

FINANCIAL

Feb. 20-26:
Festival,

Feb. 25-28:

DOROTHY ARZNER,

Maynard Columbia
CODE

'

Feb. 24:

TIMOTHY
for

FAYE
the

due
cancel

to

as

for

dance.

New

Columbians'
fifth
annual
dinner
Grand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria
York.

March 4:

Extraordinary
meeting of ltock
holders of Path* Exchange, inc., to act «
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.

March

7-9:
National

vania,

Eleventh

Board

New

of

Annual
Review,

Conference
Hotel

o

Pennsyl

York.

April 27:
A.M.P.A. annual get-together
ner, Hotel Astor, New York.

din

May
Annual meeting of Independent TheSets Record
ater Supply Dealers' Ass'n, Edgewater Bead
Hotel, Chicago.
Office
"After
Net
Annual Spring Meeting of thi
High Low Close Chg. Second Ave. which has housed legiti- Hours", new Clark Gable-Constance May 20-24:
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Hot*
57/8
51/2
5% + 5/8 mate Yiddish attractions, will re- Bennett co-starring; picture, has
Am. Seat
Roosevelt, Hollywood.
the
383/4 39
Columbia Piets. vtc.
401/s
open March 1 as a combination pic- broken all existing records at
63/g
% ture and vaudeville
6V8
6V8
Con. Fm. Ind
theater and will Community Theater, Sunday's busi20 '/2 19Vi I'Vi
Vi
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
3
En- ness there set a new all-time high
"Roberta" Release March 8
1221/4 —
4 be known as the Roosevelt.
East. Kodak
1231/s 122
146% 1461/z 1461/z — 1/2 tire theater is to be redecorated, for the house, and Monday's busido pfd
"Roberta," RKO Radio's musica
IH/4 11
llVs 4Vb
Fox Fm. "A"
with new seats and new lighting ness was almost as large, setting made from Jerome Kern's musica
Loew's. Inc
343A 343/4 — 3/4 effects installed.
357/s
E. M. Glucksman, another record for the theater. The comedy
hit
and starring Irem
1/4
IO41/4
1041/4
+
IO41/4
do pfd
3S/8 —
V8 formerly with RKO, will operate the picture is booked later for the Cap- Dunne, Fred Astaire and Gingei
35/8
33,4
Paramount ctfs.
Theater
here.
itol
Vg
1
house, which will play a combinalVg
Pathe Exch
Rogers will be nationally releasee
5/g
155/g
155/g
155/g
do "A"
tion policy on Friday, Saturday and
March 8. A big demand for pre-re
V4
13/4
13/4
17/g
RKO
Albee
RKO
Talent Hunt at
Sunday and pictures the rest of the
lease dates is reported by RKO as i
1/2
3% 33/4 334
Warner Bros
week.
RKO will conduct another of its result of rave trade reviews of th«
20
20
20
do pfd
talent quests at the RKO Albee film.
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
theater, Brooklyn, starting Feb. 27.
7l/2
1/4
8
7Vi
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
Whiteman to Introduce Vallee
Auditions of talent picked from ra7i/4
7V4 — 1/4
7V4
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
Rudy Vallee, star of Warner's dio, stage and screen aspirants will
104V2 103Vg 104%
Loew 6s 41ww
69S/g
Vg
"Sweet Music," will be introduced be held every Wednesday night.
695/g
Para. 6s 47 filed... 695/8
V4 from the stage of the New York Minimum age limit for talent will
Para. 6s 47 ctfs.
69V2 69V2 69l/2
—
70
70V4
V4
Para. 5Vis50 filed.. 70V4
Strand Theater at 7:45 this evening be 16 years.
69% 69 4 693/4
Para. 5V2 s50 ctfs.
by Paul Whiteman, preceding the
102S/8 1025/g 1025/g +
Vg
Pathe 7s37
553/4
Warner's 6s39
55V2 55V8 -f- Vs world premiere showing of the picM-G-M Adds Play to Schedule
ture. Other celebrities of the stage, West Coast Bureau
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
of THE FILM DAILY
3
A screen and radio fields will be on
Technicolor
16V8 15 1/4 16
Lennox Robinson's
Hollywood
V
3
3
4
Trans-Lux
hand for the occasion.
3Vg
play, "The Far Off Hills," has been
On tomorrow evening's Fleisch- added to the current schedule by MN. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
3i/
31/2— Vg mann Yeast Hour, Vallee will give G-M.
Para. Publix
3V2
2
William K. Howard will di15th Annual Convention
a gala sendoff to "Sweet Music."
rect, with cast including Maureen
O'Sullivan, Constance Collier, FranThe Roosevelt Hotel
To Pass on E. M. Loew Settlement chot Tone, Charles Butterworth and
New Orleans, La.
Lewis Stone.
Petition for approval of a settleFeb.
25th to 28th, 1935
ment of the $5,000,000 E. M. Loew
Jack Holt With Cagney
anti-trust action against Paramount
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
will be submitted to Special Master
Hollywood Jack Holt, borrowed Daily Communique:
Joyce within the next ten days by
New Orleans includes among its famous
from Columbia, will appear with

Glucksman Gets East Side House
The National, Houston St. and

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

—
—
—
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learned.

wishes
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THE

Harlow in Historical
West Coast Bureau of THE

to th* fol-

C.

Moskowitz
Ed

A.

Marian

Schiller

Spit zer

it

is

James

Cagney

Farrell Case".
will be in it.

Romance
FILM DAILY

in

Warner's

Ann Dvorak

"The
also

cafes Antoine's, Arnaud's, Brass Rail, BrousClub Forest, Cafe de L'Opera, Gala•oire's, Kolb's, La Louisiane, Madame Begue's,
Maylie's, Menalle's, Morning Call, Nut C
Old Absinthe House, Patio Royale, Pri
sard's,

Eddie Golden on Tour
Roosevelt Blue Room, S'lver Slipper, SuL/ui
Gorgeous
"The
Edward Golden, general sales ban, Tuiacque's, Turci's.
Hussy," historical romance by Sam- manager for Monogram, left night
He MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLY
uel Hopkins Adams, will be Jean on a week's tour of exchanges.
Harlow's next M-G-M vehicle. David will be in Philadelphia today, and
O. Selznick will produce it.
then goes to Chicago and Cleveland.

Hollywood

lowing on their birthday:
Charles

trustees,

—

PLAN**^..
FOR EXTENDED RUNS ON THESE FOX
GLANCE

doesn't date

GAYNOR
BAXTER
ONE MORE SPRING
in

time
. .

With Walter King, Jane DarweH, Roger Imhof, Grant
Mitchell, Rosemary Ames, John Qualen, Nick Foran
and Stepin Fetchit. Produced by Winfield Sheehan.
Directed by Henry King. From Robert Nathan's
best-selling novel.

and convince

yourself that the exhibitor

WARNER

JANET

at the details

HITS!

is

them

in for extra playing

cheating his bank account.

.while you're at it,,. slap

on the back

who

for being a

And

yourself

FOX showman!

Screen play

and dialogue by Edwin Burke.

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

LIONEL BARRYMORE
m

The LITTLE
A B. G.

COLONEL

DeSylva Production. With

Evelyn Venable, John Lodge and
Bill

Robinson.

Butler.

GEORGE WHITE'S
1935 SCANDALS

Directed by David

Screen play and adaptation

by William Conselman. Based on
the storv by Annie Fellows Johnston.

With ALICE FAYE, JAMES DUNN, NED SPARKS
Lyda Roberti, Cliff Edwards, Arline Judge, Eleanor Powell,
Benny Rubin, EmmaDunn,GEORGE WHITE. Entire
production conceived, produced and directed by George
White. Screen play by JackYellen and Patterson McNutt.
Based on a story by Sam Hellman and Gladys Lehman.

WILL ROGERS
LIFE BEGINS AT 40
,„

With Rochelle Hudson, Richard Cromwell,
George Barbier, Jane DarweH, Slim Summerville,

Sol

Sterling

M. Wurtzel.

Holloway.

Produced by

Directed by George

Marshall. Suggested by the book by Walter

B. Pitkin.

The

Screen play by Lamar Trotti.

GREAT HOTEL

MURDER
with

EDMUND

VICTOR

LOWE

McLAGLEN

Rosemary Ames, Mary

K:pSB#

Carlisle,

Henry O'Neill, C. Henry Gordon.
Produced by John Stone. Directed
:

by Eugene Forde.

Screen

play by Arthur Kober.

Story by

Vincent

Starrett.
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4 GARS LEAVE SAT,

FOX SEEKS

FOR NIPTOA MEET
(Continued from Page 1)
Jr., Herman Robbins,

Dembow,

IN

Young, George W. Weeks, Ben Rosenberg, Earle W. Hammons, Harvey Day, Jack Skirball, H. H. Pease,
Maurice D. Kann, Charles E. Lewis,
Sally Kelly, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
G. Levy, William Benton, James P.
Clark, Roy Chartier, Jack T. Knight
Jr., Clint Weyer, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Tobias, Helen O'Toole.

PHIL
•

•

•

WE LOVE

to

14

co-operate with you

DALY
publicity

ner.

Ray Brown, Warner

district manmost of the past week

in town.

Julius Lamm, manager of Warners' Uptown theater, and
Mrs.
Lamm celebrate their 20th wedding

anniversary Feb. 21.

Dave Polster

of the Hough-79th
theater is at Mt. Sinai Hospital
under observation.
Sam Stecker of Associated The-

lads

all we ask
and help you ballyhoo the current pix
is that you are Reasonably Sure that the dope you give us is
substantially correct
f'r instance
we recently ran an
exploitashe stunt about a certain pix
that was supposed
to have been handled by a Steve Bennis, manager of the Lincoln theater at Lincoln, Nebr., in conjunction with the news-

•

•

SO IMAGINE

our surprise to receive this check-up
from our local correspondent, who is a good newspaperman and
"1.
gets his facts STRAIGHT
There is no Steve Bennis
in Lincoln
2.
So naturally not being here, he is not the
manager of the Lincoln theater
3.
There was no contest
or exploitation stunt done with the picture in question in this
town
There is no 'Courier' here
And the pic4.
5.
ture did not play the Lincoln theater."
so
this report
left us sort of dazed, as you can imagine
so we have written to our correspondent
"The postmark on your letter
assures us there is a Lincoln, Nebraska. Thank gawd something
is

Maurice Lebensburger, First Division branch manager, is reported
convalescing from an operation at
the Cleveland Clinic.

Max

Kaplan, new lessee of
the Grand Central theater, has signed the Cleveland single feature
agreement, which automatically ends
the injunction suit to restrain the
theater from playing duals.
G. W. Erdmann and Mrs. Erdmann celebrated their 25th wedding
anniversary on Lincoln's Birthday
with an informal party at their

home.

•

substantiated."

•

•

A.

1)

D.

Mullei

exhibitor, take

the stand that the Thacher decre
in 1930, finding compulsory blocl
booking illegal, did not out^
other clauses in the standard uni

form agreement.

TO USHER

in

Rudy

Vallee's

first

Warner

pix,

"Sweet Music," there was a nifty party for the press at the
Hotel Edison on Monday eve
tonite the Strand premieres
the pix, and in the audience will be Leo Reisman, Fred Waring,
Skeets Gallagher and wife, Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels, Jack
Dempsey and the missus, Lanny Ross, Jack Pearl and frau,
Ozzie Nelson, Abe Lyman, Ruth Etting, Ramona Davies, Paul
Whiteman, Vera Van and James Melton

|.G

J
Tk

6

American Producers
Enter Soviet Festiva

—

nearly

•

by

Moscow The first Soviet Worl
Cinema Festival gets under way to
day here with representatives o

St.

aters, accompanied by Mrs. Stecker,
will spend a month in Florida.

brought

Maple Lake Minn.,

—

Cleveland Frank D. Drew, outgoing president of the Variety Club,
was presented with a wrist watch by
club members at a testimonial din-

Mrs.

CONTRACT DISPU

action

paper "Courier."

Cleveland Notes

ager, spent

NEW TRIA

(Continued from Page

Hal

1931

all

nations in attendance an

major American

six

film

companie

exhibiting films in competition fo
awards to be made by a jury of fa
mous film personages. The Ameri
can companies represented includ

t\
lii

II

/I

|m
lloti

Paramount, RKO, M-G-M, Warners
Universal and Columbia. Paramounl
RKO and Universal have sent a
special
representatives
Carl
York, J. J. Kennedy and Michs
Gojchrach, respectively.
French pictures to be shown a ^
th« Festival include: "Grand Jeu,
"Pension
Minosan" and "Mari
Chapdelaine."
London Films ha
sent "Private Life of Henry VIII.

The Soviets

will show "Chapayev,
"Moscow Laughs," "Youth of Mas

im," "Gulliver's Travels" and othe
pictures.
An exhibition

of American an
European motion picture equipmer

is

being held in conjunction with th

Festival.

•

•

•

RADIO PREMIERE

Ben Bernie's Paramount
pix, "Stolen Harmony," over NBC on Tuesday eve, Feb. 26
Through Paramount News Bruno Hauptmann will make his
first statement to the public from the motion picture screen
the special newsreel is released today
A Grand
of

Spanish Gala will be held in the Continental Grill of the St.
Moritz this eve after the theater, with Fowler and Tamara doing their famous bull fight dance

Reception to Fiske and Baker
A cocktail party will be given b
First
Division at the
Waldorf
Astoria tomorrow at 4 P. M. i
honor of William M. L. Fiske III c
First Division and Reginald Bake
of Associated Talking Pictures, Lor
don, who arrive today on the Olyrr
pic from England.

k

lit

N.

J.

Allied Skips Meeting

Theaters of New Jersey
regular meeting yesterday in deference to a session scheduled for tomorrow at the StacyTrent Hotel, Trenton, when legislative matters will be discussed. President Sidney E. Samuelson was back
Allied

omitted

in

its

New York

yesterday.

Monogram Deal in Antipodes
Deal has been closed for release
of 25 Monogram pictures in Australasia this year starting in March,
the contract having been signed by
Norton

V. Ritchey, president of
Ritchey International Corp., with
Max Ehrenreich, managing director
of Film

Distributors, Ltd.

20-Week Run

for

"Man

of

After a run of 20 weeks,

Aran"

"Man

of
2 at the Westminster. The G B release, has gone
into a ninth week at the Fine Arts,
Boston, setting a first-run record
there.

Aran"

closes

March

•

•

•

JUST CAUGHT

a glimpse of a set of eye-gripping

they were labelled
photos over at Radio
"Fashion
Preview from RKO Radio's Musical Production 'Roberta' "
even to our cockeyed masculine eye, the styles seem to be the
(last word, ya mug, last word)
final peroration
and
with this array going to roto editors
you exhib fellers
will get some swell advance on the Dunne-Astaire-Rogers fashion-musical
where papers have no roto, the RKO Hollywood fashion bulletin gives a text picture of this charming
film lady "Roberta"

RKO Closes Venezuela Deal
Robert H. Hawkinson of RKO'
home office has closed a deal fo:
the complete 1934-35 lineup, indue!
ing shorts and Pathe News, wit
Luis H. Muro, distributor of Cars
cas, Venezuela.
More "Devil Dogs" Holdovers
Warner's "Devil Dogs of the Air

3

holding for a second week at th
Stanley, Pittsburgh, and for thir
weeks at the St. Francis, San Frar
is

cisco,

•

•

•

GRANDMA PUSHED

her feet on the table
stogie and

back her chair and planted
as she puffed on her after-dinner

squawked

"Whatthe'ell is the idea in fooling
us girls with misleading titles on movies?"
so we parried
"What's wrong now, old bird?"
"Why," sez grandma, "I went to see 'The Scarlet Pimpernel' because the first
part of that word raised a lotta false hopes."
Kentucky
Colonel Boris Morros celebrated that event and the office preview of "Ruggles of Red Gap" by entertaining the press lads in
typical

Kentucky

style in his

« « «

Paramount

suite

» » »

and Blue Mouse,

GB

'[

Ml

;

II

)

iw

w

Seattle.

Richard Bennett Hurt
Richard Bennett is in
nursing home recovering from irf
juries received when he fell off
horse a few days ago while a gues
of John Loder.

London

it

—

"Ml

i

Preview For Music Wor.

A

private preview of "My Hea:
Is Calling," GB musical starring Ja,
Kiepura, will be held at the Wes
minster Theater today at 5:30 P. IV

'.ij

it
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REVIEWS

Git

"NAUGHTY MARIETTA"
with Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy,
Frank Morgan, Joseph Cawthorn

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
*

»

i!

"

Together
son Eddy, noted baritone.
Jeanette MacDonald, who is at her best,
he has made the Victor Herbert operetta
a joyous songfest that should appeal to
"Sweet Mystery
types of audiences.
all
of Life" and "I'm Falling in Love With
Some One", old favorites, and "Southern

in

"SWEET MUSIC"

with Ann Sothern and Merle Oberon
84 mins.
United Artists-20th Century

Bergere,

who

is

comedian of the

Ann Dvorak, Ned

with

Sparks, Helen

Mor-

gan, Robert Armstrong, Allen Jenkins, Alice

noted

for

his

tion

impersona-

eral

When
of Baron Cassini, a playboy.
Baron, also played by Chevalier, goes
England to raise money, the Baron's

tion

the
to

engage

advisers

Charlier

to

impersonate

vide

takes the place of her maid, who was
to have sailed for New Orleans with a
Eddy, a scout,
boat-load of brides-to-be.
and love triumphs.
falls in love with her
Cast: Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy,

ability as a

I

a

guiding a

1

musical.

—

:1

''

'* Frank

tive

many

laughs. Merle

Oberon

the Baroness, while
Chevalier's sweetheart,
as

is

Ann

decoraSothern,

shows much
comedienne. Eric Blore, Lumsden Hare, Robert Grieg and Ferdinand
Munier are important principals.
Roy Del
Dave Gould's dance
Ruth directed well.
Photogranumbers are of smash calibre.
phy by Barney McGill and Peverell Marley
as

Morgan, Elsa Lanchester, Douglas
Dumbrille, Joseph Cawthorn, Cecilia Par- is high class.
Cast: Maurice Chevalier, Ann Sothern,
ker, Walter Kingsford, Greta Meyer, Akim
Merle Oberon, Eric Blore, Ferdinand MuTamiroff, Harold Huber, Edward Brcphy.
Director, W. S. Van Dyke; Book and nier, Walter Byron, Lumsden Hare, Robert
Ferdinand
Gottschalk,
Halliwell
Lyrics, Rida Johnson Young; Music, Victor Grieg,
Screenplay,
John
Lee Mahin, Hobbes, Georges Renavent, Phillip Dare,
Herbert;
Francis Goodrich, Albert Hackett; Musical Frank McGlynn, Sr., Barbara Leonard, Olin
Adaptation, Herbert Stothart; Additional Hcwland.
Director, Roy Del Ruth; Authors, Rudolph
Lyrics,
Gus Kahn; Cameraman, William
Lothar, Hans Adler; Screenplay, Bess MereDaniels; Editor, Blanche Sewell.
dyth, Hal Long; Musical Numbers, Dave
Direction, Aces. Photography, A-l.
Gould; Cameramen, Barney McGill, Peverell
Marley; Recording Engineers, Vinton
"SECRETS OF
Vernon, Roger Heman; Editors, Allen Mcwith Nick Stuart, Lucille Brown
Neil, Sherman Todd.
63 mins.
Northern Films

CHINATOWN"

II" LURID

MELLER

OF

CHINATOWN

CARRIES THRILLS AND SUSPENSE FOR
THE KIDS AND ACTION FANS.
Not made for the thinking element that
may be found here and there

in

our pic-

theaters, but for the neighborhood
houses this one should have 'em yelling
from the balcony.
It is a lurid tale of a
secret Oriental society headed by a mysterious hooded figure.
It seems the police
are unable to stop the dastardly work of
this organization, so they call in a private
nvestigator, who goes to work to unravel
e mystery.
He has a pal, Nick Stuart,
'ho also helps investigate, and they disover
the
secret
underground
meeting
lace of the Order of the Black Robe.
The hero runs into many surprising adventures, loses his memory as to all
that
(transpired for several days he was held
prisoner, escapes, and goes back
again
vith the private sleuth and with the help
if the
police they capture the gang eventure

tually.

'

Direction,

Fine.

There's plenty of stuff to this producin the way of names to give it gen-

Folies

Jeanette, as a French
princess, refuses the King's command that
Instead, she
she marry one of his aides.

^

|

principal

the Baron at a reception that cannot be
postponed.
The impersonation is so good
that Charlier's sweetheart and the Baroness
are almost fooled.
The scenes between
the pseudo Baron and the Baroness pro-

]

II

Charlier,

The picture is also
Moon", stand out.
rich in comedy, with Frank Morgan and
Lanchester supplying most of the
Elsa
Director Van Dyke, who has done
laughs.
an excellent job, shows his versatility in

'*

' F:

Rudy Vallee

in

"FOLIES BERGERE"

SERIAL
"The Lost City"
with Wm. (Stage) Boyd and
Claudia Dell

SWELL VEHICLE FOR CHEVALIER White, Joe Cawthorn, Al Shean, Frank & S. S. Krellberg
Milt Britton Band
SURE MUSICAL HIT WITH FINE CAST ABLY AIDED BY MERLE OBERON AND
12 two-reel Episodes
HERBERT
OVER VICTOR
95 mins.
PUTTING
SOTHERN IN CLASSY PRODUC- Warner Bros.
ANN
Exciting Serial
VALLEE AND OTHER STRONG NAMES
SCORE AND PLENTY OF COMEDY TO TION.
This new serial produced by S. S.
GIVE B. 0. PULL TO ENTERTAINING Krellberg possesses thrills, novelty,
HELP.
"Folies Bergere" is a field day for Mau- COMBINATION OF MUSIC AND COMThis is a smash musical hit, which serves
suspense and continued interest.
rice Chevalier and should be very popular EDY.
as a triumphal screen introduction for NelMoreover it is well-produced and
He is right at home as
with with his fans.

*

1

Maurice Chevalier

FILMS

Approx. 80 mins.

M-G-M

11

'

NEW

of the

Photography, Best

fan

BACKWOODS MELLER SUITED

FAIR

FOR THE POP HOUSES.

him better than in his previous
because he shows up more advantageously.
Story is nothing much, servpictures

framework for musical numbers plus a good sprinkling of comedy that
runs from the amusing slapstick provided
ing only as a

by

& Milt Britton's gang to Ned
deadpan chatter and the fooleries

Frank

Sparks'

of Allen Jenkins in the role of a publicity

agent with a flare for sensational stunts.
A love affair between Vallee and Ann
Dvorak, an entertainer who dislikes him
at first but falls for him later after he has
tried to carry her along to success with
him, gives the picture a nice little romantic
interest.
Production has plenty of

starting in a Chicago night club and
ending in the New York radio studios,
and a couple of the song numbers already
are hits. Cawthorn, Shean and Alice White
do good work.
Cast: Rudy Vallee, Ann Dvorak, Ned
Sparks, Robert Armstrong, Allen Jenkins,
Alice White, Joe Cawthorn, Al Shean,
flash,

Wm.

production

is

Creighton Chaney, a backwoods
a witness to the incident and retrieves a riding crop which would fasten
As the price of his
guilt on the judge.
silence he demands Lila's hand in marriage.
Because the judge's wife is an
invalid and the shock might kill her, Lila
consents to wed Creighton.
However she
declines to live with him and pronounces
her loathing for him.
Lila aids him in
preparing to run for Congress, and he
promises a divorce, but in the end she
is

Addison

Phillip

Richards,

gotten rid

"TOPAZE,"

in French; produced by Pardirected by Louis Gasnier; with
Louis Jouvet, Marcel Vallee, et al.
At the

amount;

Fifth Ave.

Made
this

is

raphy.

Fair.

by Donald Duck, who can't be
of, and then by a vicious
As the band launches forth
bee.
into music descriptive of a storm,
a tornado comes along sweeping up

first

FOREIGN DIALOGUE

Playhouse.

Paramount's Joinville studios,
a good production of the Marcel
at

Pagnol satire in its original language.
It
should prove thoroughly enjoyable to those
who understand French.

everything in its path, including the
band, which continues to play despite the mad gyrations of the musicians. Windup finds them all hanging from branches of a denuded
tree and playing away.

"JUAREZ Y MAXIMILIANO,"

in Spanproduced in Mexico and released by
Columbia; directed by Miguel Contreras
Torres; with Enrique Carlota, et al.
Excellent historical costume drama, produced on elaborate scale, with good acting
in
principal roles and interesting native
background.

ish;

DIE

BAHN"

LIEBE

UND

("Love and

DIE
the

ERSTE
First

EISEN-

Railroad"),

in

'

Buxton Martin; Screenplay, Betty Laidlaw,
Bob Lively; Film Editor, S. Roy Luby; Recording Engineer, Frank McKenzie.
Direction, Okay. Photography, Good.

Mickey Mouse in
"The Band Concert"

United Artists
10 mins.
Bull's-eye
Wald; Screenplay, Jerry Wald, Carl ErickFirst of the Mickey Mouse series
son, Warren Duff; Music, Warren & Duin Technicolor, this subject rings the
bin,
Fain & Kahal,
Dixon & Wrubel;
bell for action, humor and fantastic
Dances, Bobby Connolly; Cameraman, James
incident. Mickey Mouse is the leadVan Ness; Editor, Herbert Lenord.
er of a band giving a concert in the
Direction, Good. Photography, Good
park.
The concert is interrupted

German; produced by Ufa; directed by
Cast: Nick Stuart, Lucille Browne, Ray- returns to him.
Hassa Preis; with Karin Hardt, Fritz Kammond Lawrence,
James
Flavin,
Harry
Cast: Lila Lee, Creighton Chaney, Ed- pers, et al.
At the 79th St. Theater.
\itson, James McGrath, Reginald Hincks,
mund Breese, Francis McDonald, Audrey
Pleasing romantic comedy involving a love
Ferris.
'\j_J Barnard, Arthur Legge-Willis.
affair between a postmaster's daughter and
tfirector, Fred Newmeyer; Author, Guy
Director,
Albert
Ray;
Author,
Marie a young engineer.
Morton; Screenplay, same; Editor, William
Austin; Cameraman, William Beckway.
Direction, Spectacularly lurid.
Photog-

SHORTS

Henry
Helen Morgan,
Reed,

"'

ja|

well-performed in its principal roles.
The story as unfolded in the first
three episodes concerns an expedition headed by Kane Richmond, an
electrical engineer, to find the center
of a magnetic disturbance that has
already caused serious catastrophes
and loss of life and threatens to
destroy the world unless checked.
The expedition goes to the heart of
Africa where Wm. Boyd, the mad
scientist, has been formenting the
disturbance in a weird fortress full
of odd electrical phenomena. Boyd's
discoveries have enabled him to turn
the diminutive natives into giants
and make them his slaves. His unwilling aide is an inventive genius
and his daughter, Claudia Dell. The
arrival of the party in this fortress,
the adventures that befall them and
their escape with Claudia and her
father make up the exciting happenings of the first three episodes.

Russell Hicks, Clay Clement.
Director, Alfred E. Green; Author, Jerry

Lila.

youth,

Davidson,

B.

O'Neill,

handicapped

by a
weak story. Lila Lee's father, who bears
the title of judge, accidentally causes the
death of a youth whom he believes has
wronged his younger daughter, sister of

This

followers

Vallee's

like

will

"THE MARRIAGE BARGAIN"
with Lila Lee and Creighton Chaney
Hollywood Exchange
62 mins.

and

interest,

"DIE

SONNE GEHT AUF"

("The Sun
produced by Aafa;
directed by Willy Reiber, with Reva Holsey.
Rises"),

in

German;

"Don Redman and His Orchestra"
(Melody Master Series)
10 mins.
Vitaphone
Snappy Band Novelty
With his aggregation of colored
band artists, set up against a jazzy

Don Redman serves a nice
dish of novelty musical entertainment.
It's mostly singing and
instrumental stuff, with bits of romantic byplay flashed in, and also a
little comedy supplied by a pair of
singing comedians.
setting,

little

Charles Kullman, Fritz Kampers, et al.
At the 86th St. Casino.
Entertaining musical romance with good
singing by Charles Kullman and a generally
efficient production.

THE

-a&m

DAILV

10

10%

GAIN IN GROSS

EXPLOITETTES

» » »

SEEN FOR THIS YEAR Many
(Continued from Page

1)

JyfANAGER Ed

Melniker of
Loew's Grand Theater in
Atlanta, arranged a number of
attractive tie-ups for the pre-

to benefits derived from the foreign markets, there is a tendency
toward rising production costs that
may become serious, the survey
points out.

Crusaders

and

miere of "Clive of India", 20th
starring
production
Century
Ronald Colman with Loretta
Young and released through
United Artists. All local Rogers

government fac-

particularly the Department
of Justice probe, threaten to give
some bother, according to Standard
Statistics, but otherwise no serious
irritations or labor troubles are on
the horizon.

Tea stores carried special cards,
and 2,000 stickers were placed

tors,

Omaha
Omaha
the

—

Bill

Miskell,

manager

of

father

his

William P. Miskell of Boston,

visit-

H. J. Chapman, Columbia branch
manager, and wife, will observe 15th
wedding anniversary Friday.
Larry Hensler, Columbia salesman, was transferred this week to
the Des Moines territory.
Selby Carr, Paramount salesman,
has gone to Minneapolis to become
advertising manager of the Parathere,

Roy Palm-

quist comes from Minneapolis to replace Carr.

Popeye Cartoon for Roxy
A Popeye cartoon, "Dance Contest," will be an added attraction
at the Roxy starting Friday.
The
feature film opening that day is
Universal's
"Night Life of the
Gods."

Handling Lenten Films
American Film Exchange

will

handle Cecil B. DeMille's "King of
the
Vatican
Kings"
and
film,
"Through the Centuries," for Lenten and Easter bookings.

Rosco Ates at RKO Albee
Rosco Ates will appear in person

RKO

Albee, Brooklyn, start-

ing Friday.

New

Tennessee House Opens
Tenn.— C. C. Lawing,
who operates houses in Brownsville,
Alamo and Humboldt, opens a new
theater here this week.
Whiteville,

Bus

Greyhound

Company

re-

sulted in 200 block type cards

ing him.

at the

all

More than

Briefs

Orpheum, has had

mount exchange

outgoing tea packages.
4,000 dodgers were
distributed by "Liberty" Magazine carriers. A tie-up with the

on

•

being placed in all bus terminLocal street cars carried
als.
special front dash-board signs.
Letters were sent to the president of the local Board of Edu-

drawing attention

cation,

to the

opening of "Clive" at the Grand.
All

local

restaurants,

more

napkins.

each

coffee

and many hotels used
than 10,000 imprinted

shops

Window

displays,
cards,
accessories,

AS

WITWNTHREE DAfo
(.Continued from

part of his campaign in
exploiting "Devil Dogs of

the Air", Warner's first Cosmopolitan production, at the Aztec
Theater in San Antonio, Arthur
Esberg, manager, secured the
cooperation of Kelly Field for
the loan of over $50,000 worth
of aviation equipment for display in his lobby. In addition
to the above, Esberg arranged
for matinee and night demonstrations of packing and unpacking a parachute, a stunt
which drew the attention of
thousands. Photos were taken
four times daily of the patrons
who turned out for the per-

formances, with stills of same
given away to each patron free.
Esberg's campaign "broke" for
loads of free publicity space in
the local dailies, and helped give
the theater one of its biggest
grosses in years, despite adverse weather conditions.
Aztec Theater,
San Antonio, Tex.

—

window

utilizing

cut-outs and other
were used in steamship company offices, the Hollywood
Dress Shop and the Russell McThe spePhail Candy Store.
radio transcription was
cial

given a 15-minute period over
Station WGST, and "Clive" received additional plugs on the
radio by local commentators.
The front lobby contained many
special art panels which were
posted fully ten days prior to
the opening. Hugh cut-outs and
other lobby accessories completed the front. All local newspapers played up the engagement
days in advance with a roto
break in the Atlanta Constitution, three-column art in the
Sunday "American" two-column
art in the "Journal" and onecolumn in the "Georgian". More
than 2,100 lines of advertising

were carried

« « « « 12 B'WAY OPENINGS,

Air Equipment Display
Used on "Devil Dogs"

Local Stores Plug
"Clive" Atlanta Opening

survey issued by Standard StatisThough film producers
tics Corp.
are expected to show better profits
more uniformly than exhibitors due

Wednesday, Feb. 20, 1935

Novel Radio Campaign
Put Over "Bordertown"
T7RANK LaFALCE, Warner

exploiteer
in
Washingthe
ton territory, put over a novel

radio campaign on the showing
of "Bordertown" at the Earle
Theater here, that helped put
the picture over for big grosses.
With the cooperation of Station
WJSV, LaFalce invited
three hundred local housewives
to be the guests of the theater
at the initial matinee showing
of "Bordertown" after which
they were to give their reactions
to the picture.
The stunt was
built around the title of the picture, with the women being given the questionnaire cards carrying the following copy:
What Is Your Opinion of

"Bordertown"
with
Paul Muni-Bette Davis

in the three local

newspapers.
Loew's Grand Theater,
Atlanta, Ga.

—

What

Would You Give
This Picture?
Earle Theater,
Washington, D. C.

Page
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the Rivoli, "Night Life of the Gods"
at the Roxy, "Grand Old Girl" at
the Astor, "When a Man's a Man"
at the Criterion and "Bella Donna"
at the Acme.

Cincinnati Squibs
Cincinnati— A. R. Dietz, formerly
with Majestic Films here, is now
with G B in St. Louis.
Offices of the Ohio Valley Independent Exhibitors
League here
havp been closed.
"David Copperfield" has set a
downtown record here by going inho
a fourth week.
Opening of the Shubert, former
legit house, with films and vaude is
set for March 1.
Ike Libson will
operate it as an RKO house.
Rudolph Knoepfle. G B manager
here, has closed deals for the entire
territory.

"Transatlantic" Campaign Winners
Winners in the national exploitation contest, arranged and sponsored
by United Artists and Reliance Pictures on "Transatlantic Merry-GoRound", were: Milt Harris, Loew's
State, Cleveland, first prize and a
cash award of $100; Lou Brown, Fox
Theater, Washington, $75; Lester
Pollock. Loew's Rochester, $50. More
than 300 exploitation campaigns
covering every conceivable angle of
merchandising were received at the
United Artists Home Office.
The
judges were: Al Lichtman and Hal
Home of United Artists and Harry
Goetz and Edward Small of Reliance.

Wilby Reopening Another
Another old theater
landmark is to be reopened. This

Birmingham

time

it is

—

the Frolic, colored house,

which has been leased for five years
by Paul Engler and R. B. Wilby.
About $25,000 will be spent to put
it
in shape.
Pantages, dark for
about five years, was the other old
landmark to be reopened by Wilby
as a combination vaudeville and picture house. Business has been good
since reopening.

Title

—

G B Maybe
— PollyforMoran,
appearing

Moran

Polly

Boston

here, says she is dickering to make
a picture for G B in England.

Fleischer Wins Cartoon Ruling
The United States Supreme Court

NIGHTLY COUVERT.
DINNER

has decided that manufacturing of
a doll based on a copyright cartoon
character is an infringement. Decision was made in denying an appeal
.

.

.

$1.00

made by Ralph

$1.50

Ralph

COCKTAILS. THIRTY CENTS

Hollywood's Gayest and Smartest Place To

Go

A. Freundlich, Inc.,
A. Freundlich and Sol J.
Freundlich from lower court opinions favoring Fleischer Studios, Inc.,
Fleischer Art Studios and Joseph
L. Kallus, doll manufacturer.
Betty Boop was the cartoon charAtacter involved in the action.
torney Louis Nizer, who handled the
case for the plaintiffs, was aided by

Looking Back
From The Film Daily

YEARS

FIVE
his

Files

AGO—William

case before Fox stockholders

Fox
in

S->

fight.

TEN YEARS
paring

laid

control

AGO—Colvin

liquidation

of

Thos.

W. Brown
H.

Ince

[

Cor-

poration.

FIFTEEN YEARS

Robert Benjamin and Arthur Krim. Cohn

AGO—

Jack and Harry
producing Hall Room Boys comedies.

3
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CLARK GABLE

CONSTANCE
U

BENNETT

AFTER
OFFICE HOURS
Successor to "Forsaking
All Others"
Washington, D. C,

Coast advance notices predict
greatest musical of all time.

Unique musical melodrama.
Jerome Kern melodies. Biggest
Song and Spectacle Show
M-G-M ever produced

premiere sensational!

FLASH!

AFTER °F FIC E

E. J. Sparks, Community Theatre, Miami:
ana
broke all existing records Sunday! Monday set another Monday record
sensational.
Coast Preview

Telegram from

HOURS'

almost equalled Sunday!" FLASH!

"NAUGHTY MARIETTA"
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46 This Season, Says Depinet

rWO MOHr
__—— YEARS OF NRA ASKED BYWOSEVELT
|i

Made

Multi-Lingual Films
Dubbed

Foreign Dialogue

in Person by Edwin
Hopkins Invention

Possible by

How They

Started

New

Process

Congress

Will
Probe

RICHARD
FILM DAILY
By

The problem of presenting Amernan talkies in small foreign coun-

Washington

new

is

is making his headWest 43rd St., calls

the

apparatus
(.Continued on

CUNNINGHAM

Staff

—

Correspondent

NRA

mall to justify dubbing, is said to
ave a solution in a newly patented
ivention of Edwin Hopkins, who
ivented dubbing-in back in 1907.

Hopkins, who

H.

President Roosevelt's long awaited message asking
a two-year extension of the
was delivered yesterday to Congress, which will have the task of
writing the exact provisions of the
i ew
law after the Senate Finance
Committee's investigation of the
present
administration
is
completed.
Data obtained in this

ries where English is not undertood, and where the market is too

uarters at 255

Redraft
Following

NRA

NRA

Multiple

Page 4)

(Continued on Page 4)

JIVES

MISS GROTHERS

NEWSREELS ADOPT

A PARTNERSHIP DEAL
est Coast Bureau of

—

UNIFORM RECORDING

THE FILM DAILY

Crothers,
Rachel
Hollywood
Iroadway playwright, will be parters with Samuel Goldwyn in the
iroduction of an original play she

Better and more uniform

written as a vehicle for Miriam
Miss Crothers will coop-

ias

Hearst-Metrotone, Paramount
News, Pathe News and Universal
Newsreel.
At present each company records its sound without retone,

[opkins.

(Continued on Page 4)

TO A

Faction Opposes
Reelection of Brandt

Re-election of Harry Brandt as
resident of I.T.O.A. will be opposed
»y a faction of Brooklyn and Manlattan exhibitors at the next meetng of the organization on Wednes-

when nomination

lay

ake place.

of officers will

Election itself will be

A

memseveral weeks later.
of the "younger element" will be

leld
>er

lominated by the group opposing
Jrandt who is understood ready to
lead the organization again.

(Continued on Page 4)
Presenting

S.

W. Webb,

.,'

% Bob
lob

Sisk,

Sisk as Producer
former

RKO

director

of
as-

publicity and advertising and now
sistant to J. R. McDonough, president
of Radio Pictures, is being groomed to
step into a production post, it was said

yesterday by Ned E. Depinet, president
of RKO
Distributing Corp., following
his return from the coast.

the prominent and dignified

"How They

Started" series.

Hadley

the whole story

tells

Prexy
in

Webb

President of

Pathe Exchange,

broke into the picture business as

his irresistible

manner

in

a

Inc.,

banker.

in

the

"Hap"

the above sketch

S.

M. P. E. Program
Tentatively

46 This Season, 45-50 Next,
Coming from RKO— Depinet
RKO

Radio

produce between

Drawn Up

Tentative plans have been readied
for the spring convention of the
S. M. P. E. which takes place May
20-24 at the Roosevelt Hotel, Holly-

wood,

it is

Kunzmann,

announced by William C.
convention

vice-presi-

Nine technical sessions are
45 and 50 pictures for 1935-36 and scheduled, with two of them to be
will

Defendants Ask Data
In Suits Over Color

will complete 46 of the 50 pictures

San Francisco
tween Leon F. Douglass, millionaire
inventor of Menlo Park, and Fox
Films, Paramount and Walt Disney,
charging infringement of color patents, is again brought to light with
the defendants demanding answers
to some 35 questions before Douglass can win suit, which runs into

dent of
Distributing Corp.,
just back from coast conferences.
Due to exhibitor response over
Richard Dix in "West of the Pecos",
another Dix picture in a western
setting is planned for the current
lineup, Depinet stated. There will be
also three more musicals, including

—

K

sound

quality in newsreels is expected to
result from the adoption of a standard in recording by the five newsreel companies, including Fox Movie-

dent.

(Continued on Page 4)

promised this season, it was said
Legal battle be- yesterday by Ned E. Depinet, presi-

(Continued on Page 4)

RKO

(Continued on Page 4)

Lesson

— Lew

in

Duals

Emery, manager of the
RKO Uptown, offered a contrasting double-bill
this
week, "Little Minister"
and "Mighty Barnum."
Due to length
of both features, the box-office had to
be closed at the evening show. On top
of that, patrons stayed for two performances.
Detroit
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Columbus The new state admission tax setup will be explained bj

DAILY,

1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
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HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
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Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.

—
—

EDWARDS,

assistant

sales
on a

manager

for

10-day tour
night
of Fox exchanges in Pittsburgh, Cleveland and
Chicago for conferences on the Educational
product released through Fox.
Educational,

left

last

VICTOR KILLIAN, Broadway character actor
left New York yesterday

signed by Columbia,
tor the coast.

SAM
Bros.,

MORRIS,

E.

vice-president

yesterday

left

for

Florida

of

on

Warner
twoa

ELLIS, Warner featured player, left
Hollywood yesterday for a ten-day vacation in
Detroit.
She recently completed work in
A Night At the Ritz."

M. WARNER and JACK WARNER
York on Saturday for the Coast.

S.

for

CHARLES EINFELD

New

York today

departs from

New York

soon

BEN SHLYEN

New Orleans
convention.

to

is

driving from Kansas City to
the M. P. T. O. A.

attend

JR., son of the Chicago exhibiarrived in New York yesteiday with
With Old Daddy Miller they plan to
Orleans for the M. P. T. O. A. con-

JACK MILLER,
visit

New

vention.

HENRI D'ABBADIE D'ARRAST,

director, and
a star in the silent days,

ELEANOR bOARDMAN,
have arrived in New York from

FINANCIAL

on
in

abroad on

t,i.

appear-

STEPHIN FETCHIT opens a personal
ance engagement tomorrow at the Fox, Detroit.
KITTY CARLISLE has been appearing at the
Michigan Theater, Detroit, and will probabiy

New

the
England.

a

York yes-

stay

of

six

CLIVE BROOK, who arrived yesterday from
England after appearing in GB's "The Dictator, "
at the Kitz-Carlton tor a few days, then
go to the coast for a brief story, after which
he returns to England to make a film tor
Alexander Korda.

win be

to New York
California.

is

the

via

en route from the coast
Panama Canal on the

GEORGE ABBOTT, back from

may

Florida,

go to London to stage the British production oi
"Three Men on a Horse," Broadway stage hit.

CHARLES LAUGHTON is booked
from New York for England.

1

to sail

March

DONALD CRISP, who recently finished
RKO Radio's "Laddie," is preparing his

work

passengers, was
ing instead.

BOB

the
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Technicolor

Trans-Lux

N
Para.

Y

15%

3

PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

3%

Publix

LOCAL MOVIES

3%

35/8

IN

—_

SOUND

OCAL

sound on film movies made
Select your local star
any place.
from your neighborhood talent. Your
SRO sign will go out early on the
nights the picture is made and when it
Write us for full
is being screened.

T

—

the cost of this
particulars
very low. This entire work
ditionally guaranteed.

work
is

is

Established 1910

BRyant 9-9430

ington.

Seek to Remove "Ecstacy" Ban
Henry Pearlman, New York attor
ney, has been retained by Eurekt
Productions to work for a remova

i

of the ban on "Ecstacy," foreigi
nudist picture recently barred bj

delayed and arrived this morn-

Nat'l Screen Reply by Feb. 27

RITCHEY

is

booked

Saturday

Deadline for filing of a reply bj
National Screen Service to the $1,

Sunday from the

000,000 damages and injunction ac
tion brought by Warner Bros, in th<
New York State Supreme Court has
been set as Feb. 27. Plaintiff claim;
that trailers made by Nationa
Screen constitute unfair competitioi
and infringe upon its rights.

to

sail

on the Champlain for Europe.

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

sails

New

HENRY KING,

director, and
scenarist, who will

BROUK,
on a
look

York.

HOWARD

work as
new Fox production, have come

over

plays

and other

ESTAa team
east

to

material.

Columbia Buys Land
For Location Work

Contract of Nate Spingold, Co- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Columbia has bought
lumbia home office executive, which
a 40-acre tract of land in Burbank
expires next month is understood
Spingold, who to use for location.
slated for renewal.
is now in Florida, is reported as
Gala Opening for Coast House
anxious to buy into the company to West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
a substantial extent.
Hollywood
Albert A. Galston,

—

Strachan to Portsmouth
Canton, O.
J. Knox Strachan
formerly manager of Warners' Al
hambra here, has been appointei
manager of the Leroy theater ii
of the Palace (Chatkin) theate

—

here.

—

Proposes Sunday Movies in Maine!
former Detroit exhibitor, and Jay
Representativ
Portland,
Me.
M. Sutton, formerly of Long Beach,
Udell Bramson has petitioned th
will
start
"Inaugural
an
Week
of
Lester Sack in Oklahoma City
legislature to legalize Sunday mov
Oklahoma City Lester J. Sack New Management" at the Marcal on ies after 3 o'clock in the afternooT
Galston is the new owner
will be in charge of the newly open- Sunday.
ed Sack Amusement Enterprises of- of the theater, while Sutton will be
fices
here until March 15, when resident manager. State, county and
Frank C. Nelson, formerly of Fox city officials will be present, as will
and Paramount, will become local stars, producers and executives.
Howard Hill, star of "The Last
manager.
The Sack firm, headed
by Alfred N. Sack and having head- Wilderness," will make a personal
quarters in San Antonio, took over appearance in conjunction with the
k
the fully equipped exchange prop- picture, while "Power" will also play
erty on West Grand Ave. here. Sack the full week.

—

—

ft

Schaefer To M.P.T.O.A. Meet
New Orleans George J. Schaefer,
Paramount general manager, is due
here to attend the M.P.T.O.A. convention next week. He has been at
th Coast with Adolph Zukor, conferring with Henry Herzbrun and
Ernst Lubitsch, new studio chief-

—

NEW YORK

Joe Krumgold Writes Novel
Joe Krumgold, recently with MG-'M's Paris exchange, has eome
out of the Jersey hills with a novel
called "Thanks to Murder."
Vanguard will publish the book in May.

Dog Tracks
Boston

Because the Naked Truth Dinner
committee will be busy making plans
for that affair, there will be no
luncheon meeting of the A. M. P. A.
today.

New

here will be hit

by three dog tracks for which licenses were granted this week by
the State Racing Commission. Parimutuel betting also looms.
B. P. Schulberg today leaves

York by plane on

The Roosevelt Hotel

for Boston

—Theaters

Schulberg on Coast Trip

No Arapa Meeting Today

15th Annual Convention

Orleans, La.

Feb. 25th to 28th, 1935

tains.

uncon-

RUBY FILM COMPANY
729 7th AVE.

Renewing

holds the Liberty franchise in this
territory along with several miscellaneous releases.

16

3

is

Spingold's Contract

A
submitted con
cerning the recent meeting of th«
Allied board of directors at Wash-
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will also speak.
report will be

100coast to

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am. Seat

Tax Commission, at the
annual convention of the Independent Theater Owners of Ohio at tht
Deshler-Wallick here Tuesday anc
Wednesday. Gov. Martin L. Davej

of the Ohio

Cabinet officials in Washington. L
U. S. Attorney Conboy's office hen
does not permit the film after seeing
The Olympic, originally scheduled to arrive it at a private screening, the mat
in
New York yesterday, with WILLIAM L. ter will
be taken to the courts, ac
FISKE III ot First Division, REGINALD BAKER
cording to Jacques A. Koerpel, hea<
of Associated Talking Pictures and MICHAtL
BALCON ot Gaumont British among he. of Eureka.
in

coast on the Virginia for

Champlain.

Hollywood.

to

toot yacht tor a cruise from
Tahiti and the South Seas.

Hollywood.

tor leader,
his bride.

CODE

terday

months

Florida.

GWEN HELLER
for

leaves

returning

arrived in
Manhattan after

JEROME BEATTY

PATRICIA

HARRY
New

before

JOHNNY WALKER

week vacation.

leave

Chicago

play

New

his return to the

Daily

An

Communique:
entire day of business sessions

will

be devoted to the question of how to increase attendance, how to interest the
great army of non-theatre-goers in the
new movies, how to sell the hard to sp"
pictures, what the distributor can do/
help you merchandise his pictures, l\
to improve the service and appointmerm
the comfort and enjoyin your theatre,
ment of your patrons.

Plans which he has under
Coast.
development are not ready for announcement as yet, he stated yester- MAKE
day. The producer plans to return
to New York in about three weeks.

YOUR

RESERVATIONS

EARl

.

4EWS

WEEK

OF THE

PHOTO-REVIEW

IN
i

tf

'DEVIL DOGS' HOLD-

OVERS

up as Seattle

pile

and 'Frisco go into third
weeks of Cagney-O'Brien

Cosmopolitan

with

hit,

scores of other key dates
reporting

extended

runs.

'BRILLIANT ACTING' of
Josephine Hutchinson,
George Brent, Colin Clive

New York
opening of

acclaimed by
critics at Rivoli

'The Right to
set

Live,'

Maugham's

Somer-

'strong,

touching drama' IMirrorl*
tt

UDY'S

NEW DEAL

slebrities; including

-iasse

for

in

screen entertainment brings

bridge expert

festivities

P.

New

York

Hal Sims (above), out en

preceding Wednesday night's gala
Music' at the Broadway Strand.*

Biremiere of Vallee's 'Sweet

VANDERLUST GRIPS
is

they plan vacations

ileted

Aline MacMahon and Guy Kibbee (below)
won by great work in 'Wanderlust,' com-

simultaneously with Blondell-Farrell's 'Traveling Saleslady'.

BUICK CARRIES 'GOLD DIGGERS'
starting

this

week

in

musical, scheduled for

*A Warner

mi

Bros. Picture

°A

First

National Picture

Safeveposr.

New

Vitagraph,

Full

YorJcer,
Inc.,

into

national

limelight

page followups,

Time, Fortune,

Distributors

Spur,

with

plugging

huge ad campaign
lavish

and other leading

new

Berkeley

periodicals.

THE

S£l

DAILY

NEW PROCESS ENABLES

A

MULTI-LINGUAL FILMS

LITTLE from
:By

It

1)

HOLLYWOOD
means "pOX has signed Slim Summerville

,

"LOTS

Myron Fagan will adapt "Strangers at the Feast," while Arthur Cae-

not necessary for the actors to memparts.
The invention also automacompensates for the slow-reaction actors
who ordinarily would not dub-in at the proper
It

is

moment.

S.

M. P. E. Program
Tentatively

Drawn Up

RKO

Radio to Deliver
46 Features This Season

sound track for a Hollywood film without
"oing to Hollywood or ever seeing the film
It saves money on retakes as the same actors
as are on the film may supplv a fresh voice
track without retaking the film, even after
the actors have dispersed after making the
Extraneous sounds may be eliminated
film.
from outdoor films and the proper sounds inserted later, while in theaters fitted with
Multiple Acoustigraphs sounds of gun fire
may be made realistic.
Stars may make personal appearances with
films, using their own voices in place of thf
sound track voice, the remainder of the cast
This is useful for
being sound track voices.
songs.

bers to visit studios during the afternoon.
Opening the session will be a gettogether luncheon on the initial day
and the semi-annual banquet will be
staged Wednesday evening, May 22.
Studios to be opened to the conven-

Berlin, who,

Depinet declares, has
written another "Carioca" for the
production. Helen Broderick will be
Katharine Hepburn's
in the cast.
next two pictures present her as a
modern girl, as a change from her

recent films.
Annual convention is slated to be
tioneers include Fox. Warner-First
National and Walt Disney's, as well held in June and may be in the
as the California Institute of Tech- east, Depinet said.
nology.
Aiding Kunzmann in handling arrangements for the convention is Richev Protests to
the Pacific Board of Managers, G.
Assessment
F. Rackett, chairman, and Emery
Detroit
H. M. Richey, general
Huse, executive vice-president. Peter manager of Allied Theaters of MichMole has been appointed chairman igan, has protested to the
of the local reception and arrange- against the method of assessing exments committee and Oscar F. Neu hibitors for the code. He recomis in charge of the studio and new mends that, instead of the present
Projection oi system, exhibitors should be charged
equipment exhibit.
all pictures during the convention on the basis of run, number of seats,
will be supervised by Herbert Grif- admission charged and weekly gross.
In
fin of International Projector.
charge of the papers' program is
Philly Variety Starts Season
J. 0. Baker of RCA Manufacturing
Philadelphia Social season of the
Erpi
Whitmore
of
Corp. and Will
local Variety Club will start Sunday,
is handling publicity.
when the first of a series of trade
shows for members only will be put

NRA

On Code

Goldwyn Gives Author

A

Partnership Deal

(Continued from Page

1)

erate with Goldwyn on nroduction,
casting and directing. She will devote the next six months to the job.
drawing no salary or stipulated
guarantee, but instead sharing in
the picture's returns. Miss Hopkins
is now slated for three Goldwyn pictures to be released through U. A.
The others are "Barbarv Coast" and
"Hands Across the Table".

Plan

—

NRA

—

"Marietta" New Orleans Premiere
on.
The showing will be followed
New Orleans M-G-M's "Naughty by dancing. First gala event of the
Washington Hearing on the ap- Marietta" will have its world pre- local Tent was held Monday with an
Mayor
peal of the Elwood Theater, New- miere March 2 at the State here. attendance of nearly 2,300.
ark, N. J., from a local board deci- Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Ed- Moore was made an associate memsion that was upheld by the code dy, who head the cast, will make ber by Chief Barker Earle Sweigert.
authority, was put over yesterday to personal appearances at the open- Leonard Schlesinger was master of
ceremonies.
March 13 by the NRA appeals board. ing.

NRA

Postpones Action on Appeal

Washington Bureau of

—

(Continued from Page 1)

probe,

source industries be assured to elimin
waste, control output and prevent ruim
price-cutting.
Jail sentences for code violation be eli
inated.
Small businesses be given added protect

and

Anti-Trust

—

THE FILM DAILY

,

'^:vj»:

more

laws

adequately

forced.

The President

will not submit a spec
changes.
Roosevelt made no specific recommendat
on Section 7A of the NIRA, merely say:
that "the right of employes freely to
ganize for purposes of collective bargain
should be fully protected."
He also said he favored State
lef
lation as a supplement of the new program
Congress.

draft of the proposed

NRA

NRA

Defendants Ask Data
In Suits Over Cole
(Continued from Page 1)

The questions were
by Fox and filed in the U,

millions.

rected

<

District Court here.
Attorneys i
both sides have asked for an exte
sion of time in order to plan th(
Dougla
cases more thoroughly.
is expected to answer the questio
within a month.

Newsreels Adopt
Uniform Recordin

(Continued
Page 1)
from Page 1)
gard
A held at night so from
as to allow mem- "Top Hat" with music by Irving
the

(Continued

The invention has numerous other uses.
group of New York actors may provide

i

sponsored by Senators N
and McCarran, will form the bai
sar will work on "Her Excellency,
of the redraft, according to Cha
the Governor", both at Universal.
man Harrison, who will handle t
v
Recovery Act extension. The Pre
Warren William, Margaret Lind- dent's message asked that:
say and the entire cast of Warner's
Powers be guaranteed to impose minim
"The Case of the Curious Bride," standards of competition, labor relatio
wages and hours on recalcitrant industries.
are on location in San Francisco for
Government supervision of natural

www

orize the

W

ASKED BY R00SEVE1

for five pictures and has given
whereby a group of living actors
Paul Kelly a term contract.
Fox
are enabled to speak the dialogue
has also secured the binding signaaccompanying a film within limits ture of Howard Estabrook, author,
of accuracy of l/25th of a second, who is at present viewing Broadway
and without looking at the film be- plays with Henry King, director of
ing run. Their voices then go into the current "One More Spring."
Alexander Leftwich, Broadway pro- five days.
the theater amplifiers and take the
ducer-director, has been added to the
w
t
f
place of the voices for the film's Fox production staff.
With the addition of Arthur Mcsound track.
In the case, for ex»
Laglen, brother of the famous VicOur Passing Show: Warner Bax- tor McLaglen, the cast of Vic's new
ample, of a sound film being shown
ter and Mrs. Baxter returning from starring picture,
"The Informer,"
in Athens, a group of native Greek
a brief vacation at Arrowhead Hot now in production at RKO, is pracspeak into the Multiple Springs; ZaSu Pitts enjoying an
actors
tically completed.
Acoustigraph, located wherever con- early morning breakfast at the Fox
T
Hills
Cafe
de
Paris
and
counting
the
venient in or about the theater, and
"The Mark of the Vampire" has
$1,000 she won at the Santa Anita
words in Greek are heard in place
been selected as final title for M-GM's picture adapted from the story
of the English words from the sound
T
T
by Guy Endore and Bernard Schutrack.
Sam Taylor expects to complete bert.
It was formerly called "VamEach theater has to be supplied with the "Vagabond Lady" the last part of
pires of Prague." The cast includes
apparatus, but the signalling strips of various this week.
Although several memlanguages are interchangeable.
Bela
Lugosi,
If ear-phones
Lionel
Barrymore,
are provided for the patrons, several langu- bers of the cast have been affiliated Lionel Atwill, and Elizabeth Allan.
ages may be caused to accompany the film, with the flu at various times during
T
T
T
each going into certain ear-phones while any the shooting, Taylor will still bring
desired language may be put through the
Zelda Sears, actress, playwright
the picture in on schedule.
loud speakers.
and scenarist, who died Tuesday at
The invention will be useful in the United
More Passing Show: L. B. Mayer, the age of 62, was in private life
States for foreign films.
Tn theaters fitter!
with the Multiple Acoustigraph a group of Samuel Goldwyn, Kay Francis, Ed- Mrs. Lou C. Wiswell, wife of the
American actors may provide English for the die Buzzell. Lew Schreiber at pre- theatrical manager.
foreign film, either through the loud speakers
view of "Folies Bergere": George
T
in place of the foreign language, or through
Universal has bought "1011 Fifth."
ear phones.
Thus a patron might listen to Seaton, Arthur Kober, Mike SimGerman with one ear and English with the mons, A. S. Jacoby and Robert "Liberty Magazine" serial by Eric
others, or listen to one running of the film
Pirosh playing tennis.
Hatch.
in English and the next in German.

tically

MORE YEARS OF

2

//

RALPH WILK;

provides

(Continued from Page

Acoustigraph.

Thursday, Feb. 21, 19 1W

(Continued from Page 1)

the others and there h
been a tendency to record sound
too high a volume or loudness lev
Under the new system, which w
start with the first-run releases
March 4, the uniformity in recordii
will remove distortion and do aw:
with fader changes on the part
to

projectionists.

"Sweet Music" Opens to S.R.O

Many

celebrities

attended

opening of Rudy Vallee's
ture for
Music," at

Warner

Bros.,

t

first pi

"Swe

Strand last nigl
Patrons were standing by 7 o'clo
although the first show did not
Among notabl
on until 8:05.
plimpsed were Rudy Vallee, Pa
the

i

Whiteman who

later introduced I
star to the audience, Alice Fay, E

mund Gwenn, Fred Waring, A
Lyman, Vera Van, Smith & Da
Ruth Etting, Johnny Green, Albe
Tracey, the Stuart Sisters, Jeanr
Lang, H. M. Warner, Maj. Albe
Warner, Jack Warner, Grad Sea
and S. Charles Einfeld. Many we
introduced to the air audience fro
the lobby over station WNEW.

Marjorie

Rambeau Taking Rest

—

Marjorie Rambei
has returned to being just pla
Mrs. Francis A. Gudger at her hor
here, where she is resting for se
eral months.
Sebring, Fla.

—.&fr*lPAILV

^Thursday, Feb. 21 ,1935

NEWS of DAY.

REVIEWS

k>

S.

S.

Boyd

(Stage)

74 mins.

source

u

111

of

electrical

atmosphere

disturb-

ances which have caused serious catastrophes and loss of life and threaten to
Boyd is the malevolent
destroy the world.
and mad scientist who in a weird fortress
fitted out with sliding doors, huge black
giants who once were normal, and strange
electrical devices, has been sending forth
the death-dealing bolts.
Boyd has as his
unwilling aid an inventive genius and his
daughter Claudia Dell. How the expedition
destroys Boyd's power and escapes his
clutches with Claudia Dell and her father
makes for exciting screen fare almost to
the close of the film.
Cast: William Boyd, Kane Richmond,
George F. Hayes, Ralph Lewis, William
Bletcher, Josef Swickard, Milburn Moranti,
William Millman,
Gino Carrado,
Eddie
Fetherston.

SHORTS
"Trial of the Century"
Super Special Attractions
18 mins.
Hauptmann Compilation
Using'

as

its

main content the

same trial sequence as recently put
out by Universal, as a special reel,
this is one of those quickie attempts
to cash in on a current topic by digging up a lot of library shots startting with
Lindbergh's flight to

Paris, his return and big reception,
his goodwill flight to Latin-America
during which he met his future
bride, then to the kidnapping, trial
and conviction of Hauptmann. A. L.

Alexander does the narration, and
many of the developments are told
merely by flashes of front-page
headlines.

Reviving "Zwei Herzen'*
"Zwei Herzen Im % Takt" ("Two
Hearts in Waltz Time"), which ran
for a year at the 55th St. Playhouse,
is being revived there starting today.

Cummings Takes to Farming
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

— Now

that

prices

of

pro-

duce and meat have advanced to a point
^where farmers are once more making
.^/profits, Irving Cummings, Fox director,
has added 50 acres to his San Fernando valley ranch and has bought some

«

)

hogs

and

alfalfa,

cows.
corn and

He

is

several

also

aerei

the
for

—

•

•

planting
of let-

THE FILM

•

the Hotel
lin

lads kept dropping in all afternoon at

to say howdy to Frank ConkWarwick yesterday
an alumnus of Fox and First National in the good

old days
and to offer congrats on his appointment as
a buffet
assistant general manager of the Hearst Hotels
luncheon and cocktail party had been arranged by Martin Starr
and we are here to state
on behalf of the Hearst interests
for the breaths
that we dam near fell off the milk diet
of so many film mugs smelt so tempting after an hour of cocktailing
it was the tuff est assignment we have covered
crossing our fingers and pushing away waiters
this year
who just insisted on planting liquor in front of us

T

•

•

•

AND THERE

T

T

was sweet music dispensed by Jan

Elsie Rossi,
Augustoff and his orch throughout the party
one of the Martin Starr beauties, had a gang of railroad officials
hypnotized
(you see this Hearst organization has a tieup with all the railroads in bringing the Hollywood personalities

Mort Downey into New York to stop at their hotels)
sisted on ice cream for dessert
the waiter said there was
"Migawd Ain't ya
only French pastry
Mort said
so
supposed to get
at a Hearst hotel?"
they sent downstairs and served him three portions of ice cream
!

EVERYTHING

and made him eat 'em

•

•

IT

T

WAS

T

one of the merriest and best handled affairs of the season
a grand tribute to a grand guy
so here's wishing Frank Conklin the best of everything in his
Frank leaves for the Coast today to line
new post
things up

•

•

•

T

T

HISTORY REPEATS

itself
so do some film
pulling publicity and
gents repeat their Ace Performances
first for one major conadvertising magic out of the hat
cern
then for another
and this truism was graphicalas a most arresting and unly brought to our attention
usual piece of Advertising Literature reached our desk
and it seems silly to tell what
created by A. P. Waxman
everyone knows
he's the "Advertising Personality" of
hell, we're away ahead of you on that
Gaumont-British
one
we planned that "A.P."
we didn't walk into it
phraseology this very minute right out of our own head
out of the guy's initials
also the "Ace Performances" at
the kick-off

•

•

WE'RE FUNNY

T

T

we love to wax
that way
enthusiastic and adjectivial over a splendid bit of work
when the gent who was responsible for it says nothing about
it
and some other mug brings it to our attention
(and A. P. would be surprised to
as in this instance
learn the name of a competitor who put us wise
a dam
good sport, this other egg)
so get yourself a copy of
that most modernistic example of Color, Form, Class, Atmosphere, Allure, Style and Eve Appeal
typified in "Ace
Performance" Waxman's "All Eyes Are On Her"
"She's
On Everyone's Lips"
the Princess Personality Plug for
Jessie Matthews in "Evergreen"
oh, yes, to go back to
our crack about History Repeats itself
in the identical
office Mister Waxman now occupies for Gaumont-British
eight years ago he was putting Vitaphone on the Publicity Map
as the pioneering publicity palpitator of that new and uncouth

•

SOUND

baby

•

Hollywood

will

Grand Island, Neb. Film operation of the Island theater here lasted

•

Harry Revier; Authors, Zelma
Carroll, George W. Merrick, Robert Dillon;
Screenplay,
Perley
Poore Sherman,
Eddie Graneman, Leon d'Usseau; Cameramen, Roland Price, Edward Linde; Recording Engineer, Cliff Ruberg; Editor, Holbrook Todd.
Direction, Good. Photography, Fine.
Director,

lit

Dubarry

remodeling are under way.

ADVENTURE MELODRAMA HAS ACTION, THRILLS AND NOVELTY BUT
SLOWS UP AT FINISH.
For seven-eighths of its length this proWith
duction provides a rousing show.
the ending tightened up a bit it would
be excellent popular entertainment of its
kind.
The story concerns an expedition
to the heart of Africa to dsicover the

—Walter

manage the Savoy theater for
widow of L. F. Sunlin. Plans

Flint, Mich.

"THE LOST CITY"
with William
Krellberg

•

•

NIFTY RADIO

Fred Haitor then gave

but a week.

up and now allows a stock company its stage.

it

—

Natrona, Pa. The Keystone theater reopened recently under new
management, the house having been
and
reredecorated
extensively
modeled. J. G. Rainey and William
G. Lieber are the proprietors. Rainey
also operates the Olympic, Verona.

Michigan to Censor Reels

—

Detroit In a statement brought
out by the Ohio censors' asserted
right to pass on "March of Time,"
Lieut. Lester E. Potter, police censor here, said that any newsreel may
be subjected to censorship in MichiHe
gan under an existing law.
declared the principal matter subject
to censorship would be communistic

propaganda.
Opposition for Kuykendall
Reports received
Orleans
here, while unconfirmed, indicate
there will be a new theater in Columbus, Miss., shortly, in competiEd Kuykendall's house.
tion
to
Exhibitors in Cleveland, Miss., are
rumored behind the plan.

—

New

2

More Houses

for Albion, Mich.

Albion, Mich.—This town of 9,000
population will have two more movie
houses with the opening of the new

Gem

this

week by Glenn Gardner

of Stanton and the reopening of the
Censor by George A. Bohm after
five years. McArthur Theater Equipment Co. has outfitted the Gem.

Local Paper's Convention Special
New Orleans A special M. P. T.
O. A. convention edition will be put
out by the "New Orleans Item."
An advertising representative has

—

New York selling space.
The airport carnival planned for
the M. P. T. O. A. has been can-

been in

celled

report
Gras.

due to lack of funds. Hotels
a sell-out over the Mardi

T

originated by S. Charles
Einfeld
to plug "Sweet Music" at the Strand
a fourday broadcast over
resulted in the selection of 300
"radio crits"
who will witness the first showing this
morn, and then some of these amateur crits will broadcast their
opinions of the pix over a mike in the lobby after the show
Clive Brook just landed from London after completing "The
Dictator" for G-B
he will make a trip to Hollywood for
the Sole Purpose of paying his income tax!
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Fox Met. Plan Involves No Outright Purchase
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Code Changes
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M. P.

T. 0.

St.
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Louis

St.

Louis

IN

BARRETT

F.

Staff

—Eleven

NEW

FOX LINEUP

WORK BY

MPTOA Meeting

FIRST DIV, TO HANDLE

24 BRITISH PICTURES

APRIL 15

Correspondent

amendments
by the
to

will be proposed
T. 0. of St. Louis,

code

the

OF

of

Being Submitted to

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood By April 15, all but
Eastern
M. P.
half a dozen Fox releases for 1934Missouri and Southern Illinois to
35 will have been completed, the
bhe annual convention of the M. P.
balance of the program will be in
T. 0. A. in New Orleans next week.
i'uur
The changes, decided upon at a production, and not less than
of the 1935-36 lineup also will be in
(Continued on Page 3)
work, according to Winfield R. Sheehan, production head. "The Farmer
Takes a Wife" goes befoi'e the cameras the first week in March.

MAJOR GO, EXECS

FOR MaPJ.OA MEETjRKO

With

7 Features in Work
THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood

—Production activity at

RKO studios has hit a high levseven features being in work,
besides five in preparation and three
being edited. Those before the camf
The
eras are "Break of Hearts,"
Bonnard,"
"Sylvestre
Informer,"
"Star of Midnight," "Strangers All,"
"Village Tale" and "Becky Sharp."
on
Paae
i)
(ConHnurd
Preparations are under way on "The
Love,"
"Hooray for
Nit-Wits,"
"She," "Top Hat" and "Last Days
Gibraltar Enterprises
Pompeii," while "A Dog of FlanTheaters of
Adds
ders," "Laddie" and "Captain HurGibraltar Enterprises, ricane" are finished and being preDenver
Inc., a theater holding and booking pared for release.
company, has increased its string
by the purchase of two theaters,
the Rialto at Loveland, bought from
J. J. Goodstein, and the Rex at Gilthe

III, who returned to
this week with Uc-ginr
Baker, joint i ahaging

liam Fiske

i

Two More

—

(^ontmued on Page

Two

Circuits

—

John Maxwell of
London (By Cable)
Associated British Cinemas and B.I. P.
continues to add important theaters to
with the Clavering group
of about 1 Ohouses and the Dawes circuit
going over to him this week.
Negotiations are understood to be under
way for many more kinemas, and a bid
for the General Theaters circuit is becircuit,

his

ing considered.
The moves are part
of a theater acquisition race now in
progress.
A big deputation of the C
E.

A.

week

on the Chancellor
tax remission.

waited
for a

this

D

INU.S.NEXT
N.

Meeting
Draws Big Attendance

J. Allied

— Meeting

Gaumont British will distribute 16
features in America during 1935-36,
selected from 50 pictures on its program, said Michael Balcon, the company's production head, now in New
York. These pictures will be sold
in a single group, instead of in
groups of eight, as during the curSales activities on the
rent year.

of Allied TheJersey at the StaceyTrent Hotel on Thursday drew an
attendance of more than 100 exhibitors, representing nearly all indePresident
pendents in the state.
Samuelson introduced
Sidney E.
Governor Hoffman as one of the new product begin in April.
The exspeakers at the luncheon.
Balcon leaves for the Coast in
hibs looked at the highway safety a week to sign talent and perhaps
film sponsored by the Governor and work out exchange deals for playpledged their support of his safety ers. He expects to remain in Amerprogram.
ica at least two months.

Trenton

aters of

New

Theater Site in Miami
Is Acquired by Sparks

—

Miami, Fla. Sparks circuit has
purchased the Little theater building on West Flagler St. and will
Milton C. Weisman, receiver for convert it into a movie house.
Missouri Senate Gets
Fox Theaters Corp., which owns all
Censorship Bill the stock of Fox Met. Playhouses,
State Senator Shea of stated Thursday that he expected to
St. Louis
Loew Doubles Dividend
St. Louis introduced in the Missouri present a reorganization plan for
By the declaration Thursday of a
Federal
in
circuit
Met.
Legislature yesterday a censorship the Fox
quarterly dividend of 50 cents a share
next week providing for
bill which covers advertising as well Court
on the common stock, Loew's, Inc., inheaded
company
creased the annual rate to $2 a share,
as films. It provides for an inspec- formation of a new
New dividend is
against
$1 formerly.
of
president
tion charge of $5 a reel and a 50 by Joseph M. Schenck,
payable March 30 to stock of record
The plan has no
Shea United Artists.
cent charge on advertising.
The company also paid an
March 15.
extra of 75 cents a share at the end
told the Senate the measure is de- provision for outright purchase of
of last year.
signed to eliminate unwholesome the outstanding Fox Met. bonds,

New

—

features from films.

JttttM

izing its legal committee tc s-tudj
The chainviatf
the proposal.

3)

Outright Purchase Proposed
In New Fox Metropolitan Plan

(Continued on Page 4)

The Code Authority yesterday
moved towards a plan for making
impartial members of local code

Associated Talking Pictures, Ltd., deadlock.
Under another resolution pass
A. T. P. Studios, Ltd., and Associof clearance ;and zoning
"
ated British Film Distributors, call members
(Continued on Page 3)
for the latter firm to handle approximately 30 pictures in the British
Isles, while Baker's firm will send
about 24 pictures over here for disEl

No

Maxwell Adds

New

York

el,

'

Authority Orders
Legal Committee to
Study Plan

Deals for distribution of First
Division product in Great Britain boards their permanent chairmen
and on the Continent, closed by Wil- when it adopted a resolution author-

Studios Hit Stride

West Coast Bureau of

Fast-increasing reservations beng made at the Roosevelt and other
New Orleans hotels indicate that a
ecord-breaking number of distribution executives will attend the 15th
nnual M. P. T. O. A. convention
which opens Monday.
i.e
opening day will be mainly
devoted to social affairs, with a

Code

(Continued on Page 3)
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hit song of the week.
the City Service
selected "Sweet Music," the title song of War.
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G. Cameron Gets Dallas House
Dallas
P. G. Cameron, Dallas
showman and former owner of the
Melrose Theater in Oak Lawn, became the owner of the Peak Theater at 1315 North Peak in a recent sale.
His son, Guy Cameron,
will aid in the operation. The father
recently moved to Santa Monica,
Calif., where he bought the Wilshire
Theater.
P.

—

and

L.

DENT,

L.

midwe UK

RECORDING

m

Jill!

GAHAGAN

for

RKO

the

New

leaves

'

York

tod,

in

ite

Studios.
(k

in

MARITZA GERVAY,
New York this week

Budapest actress,
en route to the

J

arriv<

M-G-

studios.

JAMES BARTON, who

recently

finished

in RKO's "Captain Hurricane," arrives
York today for a two-month stay.

CHARLES

LAUGHTON

in

wo
Ne

M
tins

(UK

today
fro
the coast and sails immediately on the Chart p
plain for England to appear in an Alexand Mil
Korda film.
He has just finished work in 20
»
Century's "Les Miserables."
arrives

f;

BERNARD VORHAUS,
working
terday

in

on

GEORGE ARLISS leaves
for New York en route to

MARK OSTRER
month

from

due

is

who

director,

England, arrived
the Olympic.

New

in

has

Klty

in

New

III!

York

MANNY

ne

London.

in

is

Island

March

the Coast
England.

I

n
[ul:

MAURICE WOLF, Warner manager
England,

be(

York ye

for

Sta

Ne

Texas.

Rue

representati J,
I
for London
scheduled to leave
Films,
is
Washington over the weekend to attend tl
premiere of "The Scarlet Pimpernel" at Keith ,,,
e
there.

SILVERSTONE,

local

(

Rainbow Color Shorts Finished
Five of the 13 Rainbow Parade
color cartoons being produced under
supervision of Burt Gillett for Van
Beuren, and released by RKO, have
been finished to date.
They are:
"Pastrytown Wedding," "Sunshine
Makers," "Japanese Lantern," "Parl-otville
Old Folks" and "Parrotville Fire Department."
5

J.

FRANKLIN

H.

B.

E.

W. HAMMONS,

H.

SKIRBALL,

left

yesterday for the coai

president

Education;

of

manager,

sales

and

HARVi

DAY,

representative of Paul Terry-Toons, le
New York last night for the M.P.T.O.A. coi
vention in New Orleans.

HARRY THOMAS,
leaves

New

today

for

president of First Divisio

M.P.T.O.A. convention

the

Orleans.

Bookings by RKO Circuit do
metropolitan circuit will pla ana.
3B's "Iron Duke" in 45 houses start
ll
The circuit is nc
ing Feb. 26.
playing "Evergreen," while "Ma
of Aran" goes into its first-rur

G B

it

RKO

—

first-run pictures,

Lincoln

operating a house
has sued Paramount

Co.,

for Negroes,
for $20,250.

Abraham

HI

V

ip a
ai

starting

March

2.

Mass. Admission Tax Bill Loses
Mastbaum Closing March 2
Theaters in MassachuBoston
setts have been saved from a state
Philadelphia— S. L. "Roxy" Roths
admission tax as a result of the fel yesterday formally announce
action by the House in upholding
the Roxy-Mastbaum
the negative report of the Taxation closing of
March 2.
Committee.

—

Irs

ill

i,

spoi

fee

Under

a three-year deal closed by
Norton V. Ritchey of Ritchey International, Monogram features will
be distributed in Cuba through a

ON

Film or Disc

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
St.

10

M-G-M's "Naughty Marietta."

miere of

Monogram Cuban Deal

CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

I

'.'ill;

Charges Refusal of Product
Charging it was denied
St. Louis

Amusement

1/4

+ %
+ %
—
— %V?
+ %
+ V4
+

17

3

3

—

14

—

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

K. C. Indies May Sue Fox Midwest
Kansas City A group of independent exhibitors is reported sounding
out how all indies feel about contributing to a fund for legal action
against Fox Midwest on charges of
monopoly
prevailing
under
the
schedule of clearance. A Fox Midwest official recently said that if
downtown houses reduced admissions, the Plaza and Isis, Fox Midwest houses, would go to 15 cents
and still retain protection because
they have first subsequent run contracts.
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48
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33 4
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do

3
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Kodak

East.

do

vtc. 39'

arrived

England.

in New York this week
NELSON EDDY arrives Monday in New Yo
en route to New Orleans for the world pr

Net

Low

from

P'

Ruby Camera Exchange

esting exhibit
a special camera used by Director HerrickHerrick in making the underwater shots on his feature, "Obeah"
a specially constructed camera was built into a pressure
resisting box
this unit was lowered 105 feet under water
the operator in regulation diving suit handled the camera
on a tripod
the diver could easily pick up the camera and
special motor
carry it to any location on the ocean bed
and control box is built outside the underwater carriage
The First Division Cocktail Party at the Waldorf in honor of
William M. L. Fiske III and Reginald Baker of Associated Talking Pictures of England was attended by Amos Hiatt, H. B.
Franklin, Pauline Starke, Budd Rogers, Gar O'Neill, Capt. Harold Auten, Edward Raferty, Alice Hughes, Virginia Cotier

CODE

High

ROGERS

Europa

H.
COOPER
exhibitors, arrived

HELEN

picked "The Saar."
made by Van Beuren as the outstanding shortsubject recording job of the year
George Palmer Putnam,
publisher, has resigned from the Paramount editorial board
Negotiations have been opened through the Leo Morrison
office for the appearance of Noah Beery on the radio

THE

W.

•

ner's musical
a single reel

FILM
communications to
all
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736. 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmdav, New York.
wool, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
St.,

will be

radio

DAILY.

Wardour

(BUDDY)

the

lbs

(Postage free) United States outside
of Greater Xew York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
$15.00.

Friedrichstrasse, 225.

on

J.

1879.

3,

Terms

Address

THE GALA

•

CHARLES
terday

MRS. BERTHA FARKAS, representing Dam
Pictures in the middle west, has left to
up bookings for two Hungarian features.

Preview at the Empey Club tomorrow
Columbia's "The Whole Town's Talking"
as usual, the screening will be preceded by dinner at 7
the pix will have its premiere at the Music Hall starting Feb. 28.

•

•

eve

:

Coming and Going

N.Y.C.

newly formed company called Monogram Film of Cuba.

No Movies

at Million Dollar Pier
Atlantic City It is definitely decided that there will be no movies
on the revamped Million Dollar Pier
this summer.
A theater may be
erected in 1936 if the season turns
out well.

I

Ck**r.

—

NIGHTLY COUVERT.
$1.00
DINNER
$1.50
COCKTAILS, THIRTY CENTS
.

.
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Hollywood's Gayest and Smartest Place To

tl

Go

<<

in,

Saturday, Feb. 23, 1935

A REVIEWS
"CAR 99"

"NIGHT

Fred McMurray, Ann Sheridan, Sir
Guy Standing, Frank Craven, William
Frawley
67 mins.
jjJiramounr

with

ith

NEW

of the
LIFE

OF THE GODS"

DANDY ACTION DRAMA WITH FINE
FARCICAL FANTASY
HAS
BY SIR 'GUY STANDING AND LAUGHS THOUGH BASIC
IDEA

NEW

FACES.

Maintaining
lues

a

lively

clip

to

a

Adapted from the novel by Thorne Smith,

Sir

i

commendable.
Cast: Fred McMurray, Ann Sheridan, Sir
Djijy Standing, Frank Craven, William Frawy, Russell Hcpton, Marina Schubert, Dean
jgger, John Cox, Nora Cecil, Joe Sauers,
Gray, Eddie Dunn, Peter Hancock,
Iipack
oward Wilson, Alfred Delcambre, Douglas
Charles Barton; Author, Karl
Screenplay, Karl Detzer, C. GardSullivan; Cameraman, William C. Mel-

Director,
3tzer;
;r

toi

f-

Direction,

'ox

j

for

its

comedy provided by the

a

thousand

woman supposed
years

old,

to be

results

in

much amusement. When the complications
get too thick, Alan turns the former statues
back into stone, but in very different
postures, and then does the same with himself

and

girl

friend.

;

Cast: Alan

Mowbray, Florine McKinney,

Peggy Shannon, Richard Carle, Theresa
Maxwell Conover, Phillips Smalley, Wesley
Ferdinand Gcttschalk,
William
(Stage)
Boyd,
Arlene Carroll, George

Barry, Gilbert Emery,

Douglas

Henry

Fcwley,

Armetta,

Irene
Ware, Geneva Mitchell,
Kaye, Robert Warwick, Raymond Benard, Pat De Cicco, Marda Deering.
Director, Lowell Sherman; Author, Thorne
Smith; Screenplay, Barry Trivers; Cameraman, John J. Mescal!; Editor, Ted Kent.
Direction, Novelty.
Photography, Fine.
Hassell,

Fast.

Photography, Good.

in

Fox

Owsley

60 mins.

O'BRIEN GETS OVER PLENTY OF AC-

Paramount

77 mins. TION AND THRILL STUFF
IN TYPICAL
GOOD CAST AND FLASHY MUSICAL HAROLD BELL WRIGHT WESTERN.
This one carries the necessary action and
BACKGROUND SUSTAIN
RATHER

PUNCHLESS STORY.

excitement

to please the western fans, with
George O'Brien delivering in his characteristic
breezy manner.
Adapted from one
of the most popular of the Harold
Bell
Wright stories, the action moves swiftly

Plenty of production effort has gone into
this picture

in

the

novelty

others, and a

nearly

« «

"WHEN A MAN'S A MAN"

Margo, Lynne Overman, Monroe

with

entertain-

of turning present-day
persons into stone and bringing to life
the historical statues of past ages.
The
mixup thus created, along with an incongruous love affair between Alan Mowbray,
who holds the secret of turning folks into
stone and has applied it to some relatives

among
j

on

depends

Paul

ackley.

1(1

i

fugitive's

is

chiefly

nonsensical

leading

The
ady fairly well known McMurray.
tstanding performance by Standing, plus
medy work on the part of Frank Craven
d William Frawley, also contribute much
the entertainment, and Charles Barton'a
rection

ment

Guy

capture has the good
i chase style and should click well with
Though love interest does not
e masses.
»ure prominently, there are a number of
teresting newcomers in the cast, chiefly
Sheridan, Dean Jagger and the alto the

production

this

Plot deals with the state
names.
lice and the efforts of a recruit, Fred
"'cMurray, to regain his standing after per-

ee

mitting the getaway of a prisoner,
Action
anding, a gang leader.

FAR-

FETCHED.

throughout, this

number of entertainment
compensate for its lack of mar-

has

cture

MANY
IS

George O'Brien

in

"RUMBA"

73 mins.

*4/ORK

JME

George Raft and Carole Lombard

Alan Mowbray, Florine McKinney,
Peggy Shannon, Henry Armetta

Universal

FEATURE FILMS

grounds

and

some more

way

musical

of attractive back-

trimmings,

of the style of dancing

Raft and Miss

Lombard

in

between

and

able

who
story,

this

enough

about

are
it

to

the
hold

done by

cast

interest

As

there
for
for

is

fans

the

below par.
Raft is a cabaret
Havana, where he meets Carole

dancer in
and is given a setback by her for getting
fresh.
Next time they meet, Carole falls
for him, but Raft rebuffs her to get even,
after which he realizes he loves her too.
Later their paths cross again in New York,
where Raft is filling a dancing engagement,
and when his partner refuses to go on with
him because of fear over a supposed gangster threat, Carole pinch hits for her, and
so to a

from the time the hero as a busted Eastern spendthrift finds himself stranded
in
the small western cattle town.
He gets
a job on a ranch, and is soon
plunged into
the plot and counterplot of a dastardly
attempt to drive the girl owner off the
range and kill her cattle by diverting the
water supply.
O'Brien and the girl succeed in preparing a tunnel to the river

"Bolero," so that

not too meticulous.
is

including

new

partnership.

that will restore the water supply, and are
about to make the final dynamite blast

open

to

Cast: George Raft, Carole Lombard, MarLynne Overman, Monroe Owsley, Iris
Adrian, Gail Patrick, Akim Tamircff.
Director, Marion Gering; Authors, Guy
Endore, Seena Owen; Screenplay, Howard J.

Green; Cameraman, Ted Tetzlaff.
Photography, A-l.

it

up when the villain and his gang
From there to the finish

get into action.

a sizzling succession of hectic thrills
suspense, with the hero triumphing
overwhelmingly.
it

is

and

Cast:
Paul

go,

Direction, Classy.

j

George O'Brien, Dorothy Wilson,
Harry Woods, Jimmy Butler,'

Kelly,

Richard
Norton.

Carlisle,

Clarence

Wilson,

Edgar

Edward F. Cline; Author, HarWright; Screenplay, Agnes Christine Johnston,
Frank M. Dazey; Editor,
Donn Hayes; Cameraman, Frank B. Good.
Direction, Fast.
Photography, Good.
Director,

old

Bell

Impartial Members
Major Company Execs
Met. Plan Involves
M.P.T.O. Submitting
Outright Purchase
For Board Chairmen To Attend MPTOA Meet
II Changes for Code

No

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

does contemplate a financial and boards cannot sit on individual cases
anagerial interest by Schenck in involving their own interests, but,

1)

it

meeting of the board of directors neeting of exhibitors here this week,
scheduled for that meeting.
Re- include:
ssociation with Weisman.
however, can function when terri- election of President Ed Kuykendall
A. C. Blumenthal has no connecAn unconditional 20 per cent cancellation
is
expected.
Tuesday, annual rebn with the proposed reorganiza- torial matters are considered. The ports and
clause to cover each block of ten pictures.
committee
reports will
on and Schenck is acting for him- Authority received too late for acHome rule on the question of outlawing
feature the inaugural session in the double features.
lf and not for his brother, Nicholas tion a report of the coast re-regisafternoon and in the evening, the
Elimination of score charges.
chenck, Weisman stated.
tration committee on extras, submit- president's reception takes place.
Complete elimination of non-theatrical shows
ting a list of 1,000 names of extras Keynote of Wednesday's meetings that compete with theaters.
will be theater improvements and
Elimination of designated playdates.
It also recomfor classification.
irst Division to Handle
advertising.
Foremost on the eveThe fixing of a definite date
which
mended that 500 more names be ning menu is a moonlight sail. The producers and distributors would before
not sell new
24 British Pictures
product.
This
is to discourage the present
added to the list.
final day will witness discussion of tendency
to sell the next year's pictures be(Continued from Page 1)
the code, with addresses by Sol A. fore the present season has been fully set in.
Rosenblatt and John C. Flinn and
Paris
Fair and equitable method of clearance
ibution via First Division.
convention and zoning.
Indianapolis Items
reports from various
xport Film will represent the HarDefine matinees as stopping at 6 P. M.
Thomas firm on the Continent,
r
Indianapolis
Mannie Marcus of committees. The convention winds when
the maximum night prices must go into
he A. T. P. studio is producing Fort Wayne has been appointed ad- up that night with the annual ban- effect.
features but the organization's ministrator of the late Clyde Quim- quet.
I
A provision that the decisions of local clearitire program will run between 40 by estate.
ance and zoning and grievance board decisions

—

id 50.

Seattle Briefs
Seattle

—Western

Sound

Service,

has been incorporated by W. A.
id K. D. Deming and J. A. Johnic,

>n -?'jth
'I

Ylie

a capitalization of $50,000.
of India" is in its third

Izzie Halperin, general manager
Para. Wins Plagiarism Suit
of the Indiana and Circle theaters,
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
is back from a trip to Chicago.
this week dismsised the plagiarism
Oscar Kusehner, Warner Bros,
brought against Paramount by
exchange manager, has been on the suit
George G. Ornstein, who charged
road for a week.
that his unproduced play, "Woman",
Mrs. Helen Keeler, secretary of had been pirated in the making of
the Associated Theater Owners of "Blonde Venus".
Louis PhilliRS
Indiana, has returned to her office handled the action for Paramount.
after a week of the flu.

e«nzat Hamrick's Music Box, manned by Bob Murray.
Mayor John W. Kern has been
"Broadway Bill" continues for a
made an honorary member of the
Denver Orpheum Back to RKO
iird week at the Liberty and "DevDenver RKO will resume operaDogs of the Air" moved into the Variety Club.
Carl E. Milliken of the Hays or- tion of the Orpheum, operated relue Mouse to continue its extended
ganization spoke here Saturday.
cently by Harry Huffman.

—

must go

into effect within ten days.
This
avoid violations being continued while
on appeal is awaited.
rule against interference between the
lease arrangements between landlord and tenis

to

decision

A

ant.

A

change in the rule against advance advertising of product so as not to restrict an
exhibitor from advertising in his home tuwn
newspaper unless such newspaper has general
circulation in a nearby town in which a rival
theater holds prior run rights.
Delegation from this area will be headed
by Fred Wehrenberg, Louis C. Hehl, C. H.
Weeks and Mrs. Weeks, Sam Komm and
Mrs. Komm and two others, P. Mercier and
daughter, S. Luken and son, Louis Ansehl,
Art Kalbfeld, Jimmy Zappalia, Leto Hill and
Mrs. Hill, O. W. McCutcheon and M. A.
Sanowsky.

THE
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SHORT SHOTS from

News

«

EASTERN STUDIOS
^By

CHAS. ALICOATE-

"DOBERT HALLIDAY

and Evelyn
Herbert make their initial bow
in pictures in "Desert Harmonies,"
a two-reel musical which Mentone
Productions put into work this week
at the Biograph studios. Others in
the cast, which is being directed by
Milton Schwarzwald, include Moran
& Casper, Four Black Jacks, Gracella and Theodore, Philip Ryder and
Joe Nadel
Evon Yvonne Monoff.
will assist on the direction, with
Frank Zucker in charge of the cameras.

for the
series of sho7-ts which will feature
the Voice of Experience and to be
"produced by Voe Pictures Corp. has
Prodiiction
is
completed.
been
scheduled to get under way within
the next two iveeks under the direction of Ben Blake, ivith shooting
likely to be done at the Beal Studios,
Oceanside.
•

The

first

scripts

three

New

sound equipment and will use it here
at the house he runs in St.
jobs as the result of personnel shifts Francesville. Both houses run three
here.
Lee Euring, former assistant nights a week.
at the Regent, has been advanced to
Richmond, O.—V. G. Secord of La
manager of the Hippodrome. Euring's place at the Regent is being Rue is rebuilding the Richmond thefilled by Lou Harris, formerly as- ater and plans to reopen the house
Fairbanks, where about April 1.
sistant at the
Gene Kearns, chief usher, has been
Mechanicsburg, O. Byerly Brothadvanced to assistant manager.
ers' Rainbow theater is dark after
Arnold, Pa. Frank Castorina and several months of straight films.
Joseph Barraco have leased the ArOrbisonia, Pa. The Strand thenold theater. Ed McDade had it for
ater has been leased by T. F. (Dina year.
ty) Moore and will reopen shortly.
Kinsman, O. E. J. Smith of An- Moore also operates the Liberty i;i
dover has opened the Kinsman the- Robertsdale.
ater after extensive improvements.
Crete, Neb.
The Lyric, managed
Woodville, Miss.
D. J. Rumain, by A. W. Persons, has been sold to
who runs the Fox here, has pur- A. Burrus, who manages the Isis
chased Western Electric portable here.

—

—

—

—

—

—

San Francisco Squibs
San Francisco

—R.

T.

La Marre.

Bruno Vecchiarelli, manager of the
El Rey, Sebasopol, opened his theater last week to find it burglarized.
The burglars only got away with
several articles in the office.
Tivo one-reel song shorts, titled
Henry Preciado, formerly man"Blue and the Gray" and "I Smell
Smoke", for Educational-Fox release ager of the California theater, Palo
and directed by Al Christie and Alto, now one of the Petersen CirWilliam Watson, respectively, were cuit houses, is running a theater of
eom-plcii (I this week at the Biograph his own in Madera, the Rex.
studio in. the Bronx.
The "Argonaut Magazine," local
weekly established some 50 years,
is now publishing a "Film News of
The DeBrie silent camera has
Week" column. Among the thecome into prominent use in eastern the
aters represented are the Alexanstudios, with many of these cameras
dria, Haight, Marina, Irving, Parkseen in use on current productions.
side

and Uptown.

Don Williams

is

in charge.

Stillman, president of the
Film Corp., has signed
Lynn, director of "Bar
If' nery
Mitzvah", recently completed Yiddish talking picture starring Bores

Thomashefsky and Regina Zuckerberg, to a new long-term contract as
tor for that

production unit.
•

"Tango Bar," Spanish feature
which will star Carlos Gardel and
Rosito Moreno, has gone in work
at the Eastern Service studio in
Astoria. John Reinhardt will direct
the picture, which will be released
by Paramount International.

Culkin to Push

THE

Bill

cau of
FILM DAILY
Washington Although Chairman Rayburn of the House Interstate Committee
last week said he had no
idea when
the Culkin film regulation bill would
be taken up. Congressman Culkin declares the measure is not dead and thif
he will see Rayburn to get a hearing

—

for

it.

*

Little

from "Lots"
By

^^

RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOC
pHILIP BARRY
by M-G-M to
play

based

has been signj
prepare a sere'

j

Samuel Hopki
Adams's "The Gorgeous Hussy,"
which Jean Harlow will be starre
on

www

Douglas Doty, screen writer ai
former magazine editor, was burii
yesterday.
He died Wednesday
the age of 61.
T
T
Sol Lesser plans a saga of tl
movies in his feature called "Cell
loid."

T
T
T
Pauline Garon has been given
role in RKO's "Becky Sharp."
T

h

W

Maurice

Hanline is writing tl
screen play for "Magnificent Obse
sion," which John M. Stahl will c
rect for Universal.
T
T

Gibraltar Enterprises

at the Van Beuren studios. In this
subject the Aces will describe the
various points of interest covered
on a tour of Greater New York.
•

Jack

A

— Three Chakeres-

Springfield,. O.

York," issue number

Sov-Am

»

Warner organization men have new and

three in the Ace High series being

•

Day

of the

ad sales manager for Fox exchange,
has jumped from somewhere around
produced by Van Beuren for RKO re- thirteenth place to second place
lease and featuring the Radio "Easy among Fox ad sales managers in ad
Aces," has been put in production sales during the past few weeks.
"Little

Saturday, Feb. 23, 191

Adds Two More Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)

Adrienne Ames has been award<
a role in "Secret Lives." the F<
production featuring Gilbert Rolai
and Mona Barrie.

Wyo., reopened under name of
Ted Thompson has been
made manager of the Loveland
From far off Guatemala com
house.
Improvements have been
word that listening to the Standfor
made at both theaters.
lette,

the Fiesta.

:1

Alabama New Year's Day footbs
game cured the worst spell of horn

Detroit Notes

sickness that "The New Adventur*
and Sol Krim plan of Tarzan" company has had sin*
it went on location.
Herman Bri
to completely modernize the Lasky
former Olympic star and gridirc
theater, East Side key house.

Detroit

— Mac

Anthony

Guerioro

is

now

in

hero,

is

the star of the picture beir

Norwood all night. made in Guatemala, while Ashtc
Dan Drozan has become manager of Dearholt is the supervisor. Wilbi
the Mayfair.
Joseph Adelman was McGaugh is directing.
charge

of

the

promoted to day manager.
William Guentsche, Jacob Scrreiber's partner in the Lakewood, is
taking over the Fine Arts.
Either the Broadway-Capitol or
the Downtown may be reopened as
a first-run, possibly with a music
Eastern agents have
hall policy.
been inspecting the houses.
Ralph Mogan, former Monarch

The three-act stage play, "It Nev<
Rains," by Aurania Rouverol, wi
be made into a two-reel comedy
the next in Educational's series
Frolics of Youth. Cast will featiu
Junior Coghlan, with Dorothea Ken
and will also include Gloria Brow
(by arrangement with Charles 1
Rogers), Gladys Gale, Lorin Rake

i

j

•:

Irving C. Ackerman, manager of salesman, is a candidate for circuit Constance Elliott, Henry Roqu
more, Mildred Gover and Al Thorn
the Casino theater, is preparing judge.
Shooting will start within
plans for the Golden Gate Kenne
Jack L. Saxe of Monarch Pictures son.
of A
Club dog show to be held in the has been elected treasurer of the few days under the direction
Civic Auditorium the latter part of Varietv Club following resignation Goulding.
March.
of Carl H. Shalit.
Detroit Cinema Guild, managed
The Liberty theater in North
Beach, is resuming burlesque shows. by Henry Schuman, may acquire a
The M. P. T. 0. A. convention in regular theater for arty presentaNew Orleans will cause quite an tions next fall.
Additional film men from this area
exodus of theatrical men from this
locale,
numbering a little more who have gone to Florida include
Fred Strubank, R. J. Peltier, Gus
than 20.
Coplan, Frank Stuart, Harold C.
Emil Euman, former press agent Robinson.
for the RKO Golden Gate theater
Harry H. Thomas of First DiviBest wishes from THE
has moved into the office of Phi) sion and Charles Stillman of "March
FILM DAILY to the folFrease to assist Frease in opening of Time" visited Milton Cohen here
lowing on their birthday:
up his new Albany theater at Al- this week.
bany.
B.
Fineman
Albert V -iar»
P.

Terry-Toon for RKO Circuit
London Films for Russia
"Tom, Tom, the Piper's Son,"
London
Etienne Pallos, general Educational's new Terry-Toon carsales manager for London Films, is toon inspired by the famous nursery
en route to Russia where he will rhyme, has been booked to play the

—

negotiate for the distribution of his
company's product.

RKO

Metropolitan

cently by

James Kirkwood
Robert Young

G.

Emil C. Jensen
Victor Fleming

Richard Thorpe
Harry

m

Nacio Herl

W.

Rita

Norman
D.

.es

Weiman
Taurog

Nathaniel Finston
Buckley

Circuit,

Harry Huffman.

m

'

U^

u.

n

*

J

Intimate

i

J International
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^dependent
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Gets $7,500,000 Circuit

M.P.T.0 ACONVENTION
a
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Sixteen Years Old
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1935

War for

SWINGS INTO

Theaters

ACfl

TODAY

i

New
New

=

.

.

By

(|CN ROUTE.

.

Negotiations Under Way
With I.B.E.W. and
I. B. C.
J.
I.A.T.S.E. may be included in the

Orleans
Next Stop

JACK ALICOATE

&

=

—We're

and new
strumming banjoes

cotton

mown

hay and darkies
the moonlight under

in

studio pact between the major
companies and coast unions if
negotiations shortly to be instituted
by the I.A.T.S.E. with the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers and the International
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners are satisfactorily concluded, it
was stated to The Film Daily on
(Continued on Page 12)

new

on our merry way to
il^ the M.P.T.O.A. convention in New Orleans.
At least, we're on the good old L.
> N. headed in that general direction. The
Sunny South?
Magnolia trees.
Fields of

Where?
We have just
thousand miles through Dixie, the
weather is as cold as a sales manager's
heart and all we see is hot dog stands,
icomfort stations and Socony gasoline 24sheets.
Free hint to song writers.
"Did
You Ever See A Street Like Broadway Down
In Sunny Tennessee."
(Sycamore trees.
{ridden a

MORE INTERCHANGE
IN

COMING GB FILMS

•

AS

'»

YOU

Monday morning

read this

('affaire

be ringing
Convention

Nouvelle

Orleans.

will

they

up on the fifteenth
de MPTOA at La

The Hotel Roosevelt

the gathering place for the

is

powwow which

keep exhibitors, sales managers, adand others who wanted
an excuse to attend Mardi Gras, awake
until
the big non-speaking banquet on
'Thursday night. At least this "non-speaking" thing is what they tells us.
Remembering Los Angeles last year, this is something for which we give thanks.
will

vertising directors,

•

CPECIALS

from New York, Chicago, Los
** Angeles and points between arrive
Monday morning. The Mayor spent quite
some time polishing up the big gold key
'and tomorrow Ed Kuykendall will return
'it until the next Epworth
League conven-

i

Today

get-together day.
Know your neighbor, as it were. Teas. Golf
tournament. Bridge party. Races. And all
that sort of thing. The Board of Directors
will meet, sample the best bourbon the
South has to offer, pass on credentials and
the convention will be officially under way.
tion.

is

sort

of

•

MEW

ORLEANS

is

on

the

More extensive interchange of talent with Hollywood is planned by

GB in connection with its releases
for the coming season, with negotiations to this end to be furthered
by Michael Balcon, director of production, who arrived in New York
last week and leaves shortly for the
coast, it is announced by Arthur A.
Lee,
vice-president.
Not less
than 16 pictures will be released
here this year by GB, and stars al(Continued on Page 12)

GB

RKO and Huffman Battle
Over Orpheum in Denver
Denver — Move by RKO to oust
of
Harry Huffman from possession

the Orpheum is expected as a result
of Huffman's action in blocking acceptance by the city sheriff of a
(Continued on Page 12)

GB

Include I.A.T.S.E.
Exhibitors Pour Into New
Orleans for Fifteenth
MPTOA Conclave

Saturation Point
Lincoln,

Mich.

—

If

every

resident

of

town should decide to attend the
movies at the same time, they can be
accommodated.
Fred Blumer recently
opened the Community Theater, seating
250.
The population here is just 250.
this

By

New

BROOKLYN PARAMOUNT
Si Fabian is understood to have
purchased the Paramount theater,
Brooklyn, from the Allied Owners
trustees for a sum between $1,250,000 and $1,500,000 on Saturday,
thereby removing a chief stumbling
block from acceptance of the Para-

(Continued on Page 12)

plan.

A.

Coast Exhibs Complain
On Forcing of Shorts
West Coast Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

— Charging

In fact

(Continued on Page 2)

—

Loaded with ideas
practices
revising
industry
through alteration of the motion
picture code, exhibitors are pouring
into New Orleans for the 15th annual M. P. T. O. A. convention which
swings into action today with preThe business
liminary activities.
end of the confab opens tomorrow,
with the Roosevelt Hotel as the center of excitement.
Outstanding on today's program
is the annual session of the board
of directors, preceded by a dinner,
when officers for the ensuing year
will be named.
The only major vacancy to be filled is due to the resfor

REPORT FABIAN BUYS

mount reorganization

ARTHUR EDDY

Orleans

KAUFMAN QUITS
PARA. FOR AGENGY

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Albert A. Kaufman,
was foundviolation of the code, distributors with Paramount since it
become
are still forcing short subjects on ed, resigned last week to
general manager
exhibitors, the Independent Theater vice-president and
Owners Ass'n of Southern Califor- of the Selznick-Joyce agency. When
Paramount renia has complained to John C. Flinn, Emanuel Cohen left Page
(Continued on
12)
executive secretary of the Code AuLos

Angeles

that,

in

The organization also demands that distributors make read-

thority.

Gulf Unit Faction Seeks

justments retroactive with the 1934Merger with M.P.T.O.A.
35 season.
If the demands are
New Orleans Hard on the heels
ignored, relief will be sought in the of the announcement that H. S. McFederal Court.
Leod would resign as president of
the Gulf States Theater Owners
Ass'n came the report that a certain group in the G.S.T.O.A. would
move to merge with the M.P.T.O.A.
The road is open to such a move
since the law preventing the Gulf

—

and Maxwell Deals
In Theater Buying Campaign

More

Mississippi.

during flood season it is in the
jssippi.
The last convention on the
tvussissippi that we attended was in St.
!-ouis some twelve years ago.
Being frightfully warm, the first business session was
held on a
River Steamboat.
Mississippi
Twenty attended the convention on the
|
*

May

Union Pact With Studios

Speakers for Forum
Speakers at tomorrow's Motion Picture
Club luncheon forum will include Samuel
Liebowitz, noted criminal lawyer,
who will talk on the Hauptmann trial;
Jack Lait of King Features and Assistant
District Attorney Alexander Kaminsky.

(Continued on Page 12)

—

London (By Cable) The amazing
wave of theater buying on the part
of Gaumont British and John Maxwell of Associated Talking Pictures
continues unabated, the latest acquisition by GB being the Hyams
circuit of eight houses valued at
(Continued on Page 12)

Bavaria Films for U.A.

—

Berlin
Bavaria Films Co. is understood to have signed a deal for releasing through United Artists.
First proslated
for
duction,
is
"Peer Gynt,"

showing

in

the U.

S.

next

fall.
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Theater

M-G-M

One More Spring
Rumba

Fox

Capitol
Music Hall

Paramount
Warner Bros

Strand

Sweet

Music

Folies

Bergere

Good

Terms (Postage

Man

free)

W.

Rivoli

Astor

Roxy

Fox

Criterion

Mascot
Paramount

Mayfair

Krellberg
Universal

Globe
Palace

GB

(19th week)

Aran

of

M. SAVINI

R.

through

Rialto

Chapayev (6th
Bella
Donna

week)

Two

Waltz Time

Hearts

in

(b)

Enchanted April (March 8)
Biography of a Bachelor Girl
Red Hot Tires (c)

CHARLES

(a)

Subsequent run.

(b>

Revival.

.

Net

Low

High

Con

Fm.

Fm. Ind. pfd.

Con.

pfd

Fox Fm.
Loew's,

do

"A"

Pathe

ctfs.

Exch.

53/4

53/4

.19%

19

19

121

120

120

147

147

147

Bros.

.

347/s

IO41/4

33/g

31/4

IOI/2

on

347/8

+
+

Vb

L.

Va

31/4

1

14V9

1%
3%

1%

15/8

33/8

33-g

20

20

Cameo

Acme
55th

6s

104% 104%

41ww

Paramount 6s 47
Par.
Par.

5%s50
5%s50

Warner's

filed

ctfs

6s39

69%
...69%
69%
.... 55%

ctfs.

(c)

RKO Radio
M-G-M

some houses.
J.

St.

(c)
c)

Follows

GEORGE S. KAUFMAN is due back
York from Hollywood about March 15.

163/4

.

Mayfair
Astor

from

Criterion

a

horse.

ETHAN

D. ALYEA of counsel for the Par.
mount trustees left Saturday for New Orlea
to confer with E. V. Richards on the Saeng
reorganization.
He will be gone three week

Rivoli

Rialto
bill.

LESLIE

from

a

THOMPSON

E.

Florida

is

due

ba

vacation.

—

.

that attended but that went back
home feeling more informed and a better
showman for having made the trip. The
hibitor

7

S

...

—
—

1

1

program this year seems even better. Important and timely subjects promise to be
and intensive analysis.
intelligent
given

%

Pictures have been sort of merry-go-roundCo-operation and coit for some time.
ordination are needed and there is no bet-

%

ter spot for

104i/2

153/4

Nc

Delaware Sunday Bill
Passed by Committee

Orleans

in

ing

69% 69% —
69% 69%—
69% 69% —
55
55%
153/4

in

BARBARA BENNETT (Mrs. Morton Downe'
has arrived in London, where her father, Rid'
ard Bennett, was injured last week in a fi.

Capitol

present

president of RKO Rad
come east from the coast ne
attend a board meeting and f
conferences on next season's produc
will

to

further

National
Fox
Majestic
U A.-B. & D
First National

McDONOUGH,

R.

Pictures,

Music Hall
Roxy
Paramount
Roxy

First

1/4

it

than

%

New

Orleans.

•

AS

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

DIETZ sailed Saturday nig
West Indies cruise

for a

circuit owner, has returned fro
to Lincoln,
Neb., where he h

York

month

Radio

Paramount

i/
2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew

III
<

11/2

1

141/8

return

DENT,

L.

New

Olympic Pics
Moviegraphs

RKO

1)

—
—
Time Passes On. (Free Ad).
•
— %
DUT that was yesterday. The conven_
" tion of last year Los Angeles was
V4
No exthe most constructive ever held.
—
3/4

Volendam

the
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Booth Committee to Meet
Fact-Finding committee on th
booth situation is slated to confi
Next Stop
Wilmington, Del.
Committee on again this week in an effort to woi
(Continued from Page 1)
miscellaneous
bills
has reported out a uniform wage scale for Ne
upper deck and the rest of us were down favorably to the lower house of the York City operators.
The commi
When legislature the bill to legalize movies tee is considering plans present*
in the boiler room shooting craps.
The by Charles O'Reilly, Harry Bran<
we got back to town an Armenian stoker on Sundays in Delaware.
owned three theaters and two colored oil- measure provides for a referendum and the I. A. T. S. E.
ers each had an independent exchange. in the various cities and towns.

New

38%
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HOWARD
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Amklno
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(BUDDY)

today on a sales
and south.

week from abroad, goes to Hollywood
contracts and then sails for England to
some more film work there.

today

Picts.

west

last

Westminster

Productions

Columbia

(c)

Brewster's Millions (c)
While the Patient Slept

CODE

Columbia

leaves

mildle

fill

FUTURE OPENINGS
Whole Town's Talking (Feb. 28)
Murder on a Honeymoon (March
Ruggles of Red Gap (March 1

Great Hotel Murder
Perfect
Club
(c)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

the

THE

boys

back

home

would

say,

entertainment
is
of
program
Personally, we
Stupendous and Colossal.
are here for sort of an under-cover rest
cure and hope to confine our social activithe

—

1

%

to eighteen holes in the morning, a
generous bowl of boullabaisse 'round about
tea time, with perhaps a dash of Antoines
and the Latin Quarter after the sun sinks
Mardi Gras dovetails
in the golden West.
From
the convention and starts Friday.
then on every man for himself.

Gets Eucharistic Subject
Criterion Films, headed by M. D.
Strong, has taken over the distribution for the U. S. and Canada of
the one-reel subject, "The Eucharistic Congress at Buenos Aires." The
picture will be handled by independent
exchanges
throughout
the
country, and has already been contracted for by Sack Amusement Enterprises of San Antonio, B. N. Judell of Chicago and Elliott Film Co.
of Minneapolis.

Poster

Men

to Discuss Silk Scre«

Estimating that use of posters
25 per cent off as compared with
year ago, independent poster dea
ers on Saturday said that the sul
ject of the trend toward silk scree

work will be discussed at the fortl
coming annual convention of the
national association to be held
April at a place yet to be selectel
Plans may be formulated for a c<l
operative arrangement for the mal
ing of silk screens.

Rudolph Speth Dead
"Maedchen" for Non-Theatricals
Rochester, N. Y.—-Rudolph Spetl
"Maedchen in Uniform," both in treasurer of Eastman Kodak an
German and English, is being of- with the company for more than 3
fered

for

non-theatrical

showings.

years, died last week.

ties

RECORDING ON FILM
INDUSTRIAL— FILM

NIGHTLY COUVERT.
$1.00
DINNER
$1.50
COCKTAILS, THIRTY CENTS
.

SLIDE

FILM— RECORDS
Feld-Chatkin

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

CORP.
St..

Ill

Ft)

—
—

I.

(a)

.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

Berlin Lichtbildbuehne,
Paris P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.
St.,

Radio

Universal

S. S.

Fairy

and HOWARD ESTABROOK !c
Saturday night for the nor
woods to get atmosphere for the next pictu
on which they will work for Fox.

TWO-A-DAY RUN

United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
$15.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Wardour

City

Lost

ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor.
Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. V., under the act of March 3, 1879.

Friedrichstrasse, 225.

RKO

HENRY KING
New York on

Paramount

U. A. -20th Century.

Grand Old Girl
Night Life of the Gods
When a Man's a Man
Marines Are Coming
Car 99

Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
hy Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Alicoate,
Publisher;
President, Editor and
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur \V. Eddy, Asso1650

at

Picture

Sequoia

N.Y.C.

at

Radio City

Monarch Theaters, Inc., will be
the twenty-first film company to
move to Rockefeller Center wben it
occupies new quarters in the RKO
building about April 1. Milton H.
Feld is president of Monarch Theaters, D. J. Chatkin is vice-president
and Harry Katz, treasurer.

.

.

Hollywood's Gayest and Smartest Place To
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—
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REVIEWS
Id

MONG

"WEST POINT OF THE AIR"
Hardie

PHIL

Approx. 100 mins.

vl-G-M

Feb. 20-26:

RIALT

Ivith Wallace Beery, Robert Young, Maueen O'Sullivan, Lewis Stone, James Gleason,
Russell

THE

H DALY

(Hollywood Preview)

THRILLING AVIATION PICTURE WITH
CAST AND GENERAL HANDLING
MMED AT POPULAR APPEAL.
FINE

This

is

and son story played against
background of Randolph Field,
Wallace Beery is excellent as the
a father

the stirring

Texas.

flight sergeant,

>ld

who

has trained scores

and who is determined to
son, Robert Young, an outstandYoung returns to Randolph Field

officer fliers

)f

nake

his

ing flier.

West

from

Point with

inflated

notions of

orably discharged.

and

quit

is

afraid

When Young
to

fly

in

wants
the

to

night

naneuvers, Beery goes up in an old ship.
crashes and Young saves him from
watery grave. This act on Young's part
estores Maureen O'Sullivan's love for him.

Beery
i

It

The flying furnishes thrills galore and Richird Rosson has done a good job of direction.
James Gleason supplies the comedy,
while Lewis Stone is excellent as the head
if the training camp.
Robert Young,
Beery,
Cast: Wallace
Vlaureen O'Sullivan, Lewis Stone, James
leason, Rosalind Russell, Russell Hardie,
Henry Wadsworth, Robert Livingston, Robert Taylor, Frank Conroy, G. Pat Collins,
konnie Cosby, Bobbie Caldwell, Marilyn

';

Spinnet.
Director, Richard Rosson; Authors,

WMCA

T

Good.

Photography,

•

•

•

Fine.

SHORTS
Andy Clyde in
"In the Dog House"

THE BROADWAY

Cheese Club, which lunches regularly at the Friars Club, will have Walter Connolly as one of
its guests of honor today. Connolly is currently drawing criti-

T

•

•

Good Comedy
Domestic hokum that will please
the slapstick fans. Andy is married
to a bossy woman who likes her pet
pooch but hates Andy's young grand'fchild whom he has taken in to live
with them. The kid is responsible
for the dog catcher taking the pooch,
thereby sending the wife into a
spasm and causing a wild race to the
dog pound to save the canine from
being gassed along with the stray

known among those who patronize Neon Lane, is
the Schenley Import Corp., which means he is in the
liquor biz still
The musical score of "George White's
1935 Scandals," Fox pix, went over the Columbia network Saturday night with Earl Oxford of "Life Begins at 8:40" featured

now with

•

•

•

WE

T

NOTICE

Inspect properties in your care every

week.

Check up on

ventilating.

T

T

that Terry Ramsaye, ye ed of the
"M. P. Herald," has been checking up on statements by our
F. D. editorial writers
and thinks he has tripped them
one of the editorialists claimon conflicting contentions
ing that the critics of the country are the best judges of film
acting, quality, etc., and the other contending there are only
half a hundred A. No. 1 crits in the country
well, perhaps the combined opinions, or consensus as they are wont
to call it, of those 50 critics might be enough to serve the purbeing located, as they are, in all parts of the counpose
try, and reflecting a number of viewpoints, an amalgamation
of their views certainly ought to beat a localized Hollywood or

New York judgment
•

•

•

T

T

PROVING SOMETHING

T
or other,

no less than

The Film Daily on Friday, which was
Washington's Birthday and a holiday, to ask where they could

eight persons telephoned

the pix, produced by Alexsee "The Scarlet Pimpernel"
ander Korda of London Films for U. A., had just finished two
weeks at the Music Hall and is taking the customary "time
out" before going to the second-runs
Peggy Goldberg
of the Educational publicity department, will be laid up at
Peg already has been on the
home for a while longer
"Living on Velvet," latest
sick list for three weeks
First National pix with story by Jerry Wald and Julius Epstein,

•

REMINDER

May
May

•

1:
Annual meeting of Independent Theater Supply Dealers' Ass'n, Edgewater Beach
Hotel, Chicago.
20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting of tht
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood.

New

T

well

ders,

Moscow.

Incorporations

Freddie Bartholomew, who

has become tops, or almost tops, since his performance in
"David Copperfield," made a personal appearance at the Friars'
Frolic last night at the Imperial
Louis K. Sidney, one
Al Sanof the really de luxe producers, put on the show

NEW YORK
Museum Theater Company,

Inc., Kings County.
of the theatrical and motion
picture business; capital, 100 shares of stock.
Shareholders: Julius Schnapper, Bertha Silver-

All

branches

man and
Radlev

Lucille

Ursitti.

Theater

Circuit,

Inc.,

Manhattan.

Theatrical business: capital, 200 shares of stock.
Shareholders: Irving M. Radin, Joseph L. Maged
and Herman H. Solnit.
Aldo Theaters Corporation, Manhattan. Theatricals: capital, twenty-five shares of stock.
Shareholders: Alexander Weiss, Adolph D. Weiss
and Emil Greenstein.
Campbell Productions, Inc., New York City.
Sound and silent motion pictures; capital, $50,000.
Stockholders: Corel B. Campbell, Robert

W. Johnson and Margaret Watson.
W. E. G., Incorporated, Buffalo.

Pictures

Stockholders:
and vaudeville; capital, $20,000.
Herbert H. Hoffman, Thomas D. Powell, 3rd, and
Elizabeth A. Mayer.
New
Radio and Film Methods Corporation.
Radio broadcasting; capital, 200
York City.
Jack Kane,
stock.
Shareholders:
shares
of
Edith Cohen and Evelyn Cohen.
Motion
Mayfair Studio, Inc., Manhattan.
pictures; capital, twenty shares of stock. Shareand
Liebman
holders: Leo Bernstein, Bernard
Helen Robinson.
York
Pan-American Film Corporation, New
City.
Motion pictures; capital, $50,000. Stockholders: Nat Meshberg, Florence Katz and Ada
Weinstein.
American Display Company, Inc., New York
Theatricals; capital, 300 shares of stock.
City.
Shareholders: Katherine Burke, Margaret Tully
and Beatrice R. Ortman.
Motion
Alliance Films, Limited, Manhattan.
Stockholders: Maurice
pictures; capital, $500.
Arthur Dent, Robert Clark and Arthur J. Ho-

mans.
Big Three Amusement Holding Corporation.
Manhattan. Operation of theaters; capital, $20,Stockholders: Julius Stone, Benjamin Bro000.
die and James Crapanzano.

opens on Broadway within two weeks

mutts.

SHOWMAN'S

T

THAT YOUNGSTER,

Soviet Russia's first World Cinemi

National
Film
Carriers
meeting
Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans.
Feb. 25-28:
M. P. T. O. A. annual conven
tion, Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans.
Feb. 26-27:
Independent Theater Owners of
Ohio second annual convention, DeshlerWallick Hotel, Columbus.
Feb. 27:
Awards Banquet of the Academv o'
Feb. 28:
Meeting of Gulf States Theater Owners Ass'n, Hotel Jung, New Orleans.
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences. Hollywood
March 1 : Actors' Equity Ass'n quarterly meeting, Hotel Astor, New York.
March 2: Columbians' fifth annual dinnerdance. Grand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria
New York.
March 4:
Extraordinary
meeting of stockholders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to ict oi
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York
March 7-9:
Eleventh Annual Conference of
National Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.
April 27:
A.M.P.A. annual get-together dinner, Hotel Astor, New York.

and audience raves about his performance in "The Bishop
Misbehaves," Broadway show
His remarks to Jack
Dempsey and Edmund Gwenn, star of "Laburnum Grove," also
a Broadway tenant, will be etherized through WMCA. The
unextinguishable Harry Hershfield will be toastmaster

19 mins.

Columbia

Festival,

Feb. 25-28:

cal

James

McGuinness, John Monk Saunders; Screen
Play,
Frank Wead, Arthur J. Beckhard;
Cameramen, Charles A. Marshall, Clyde De^inna, Elmer Dyer; Editor, Frank Sullivan.
).

Direction,

• • • FOR TOMORROW'S Motion Picture Club Forum
luncheon, Samuel Liebowitz, who has convinced many a jury
that his client was as pure as the driven snow, will be a guest
and speaker
The noted criminal lawyer, after a thorough study of the events developing from the Lindbergh kidnaping, will talk on "The Trial of the Century, Bruno Richard
Uauptmann vs. State of New Jersey."
Address will go on
the air waves via Station
from 1:30 to 2:15 P. M.
Others who have free tickets for the luncheon are Alexander
Kaminsky, assistant district attorney, and Jack Lait, well known
colymnist
Attorney Louis Nizer will do the introducing biz

He

breaks some of the
:amp regulations and in a row, Beery slugs
iiim.
Beery is court-martialed and dishonimportance.

his

»DATE BOOK«

ONE OF

T

T

the most comprehensive campaigns we
that one on "Clive of India" put over
have seen lately
by Lester Pollock, manager of Loew's Rochester theater
one item that smashed over the message of the pix was a fullcolor page ad from the "American Weekly"
2,200 of
these were converted into throwaways, window bulletins and
color cards
nice work, Lester

•

T

T

• • • LEASE FOR the new Rialto theater, to be built on
the site of the present house, has been signed by Arthur L.
New house
Mayer, president of Faitmay Theater Co.
will seat 800, as compared with 1,850 in the present theater,
Work of demolition
lease on which expires in November
will begin soon
Feature of the new theater will be entrances from all subway lines in vicinity, all converging on an
under-theater rotunda
,

.

.

AS

SEEN

1Y

THE PRESS

AGENT
"Isabel Jewell confesses she is superand that every month she

stitious

changes the entire color scheme of her
costume, a procedure which a fortune
bring her luck."
teller said would
DAVE EPSTEIN.

THE

%ti

DAILY

A
~

LITTLE from
By

"LOTS
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RALPH WILK

—

HOLLYWOOD

Moon," spectacular drama of the
Milwaukee The Majestic, 1,900South American Pampa country, seat downtown house dark for sevzation in "Gaucho Lover," in featuring Warner Baxter and Ketti eral years, is being remodeled into
which he will be co-starred with Gallian under the sponsorship of store and office space.
Ketti Gallian, will be co-starred with Fox Film.
T
ican version of his famous "Cisco
T
T
Green Bay, Wis. Dick Pritchard.
Entire rights to "The Great ZiegKid" portrayal, which brought him
identified with theatrical ventures
stardom in "In Old Arizona." B. G. feld" have been acquired by M-G-M on the west coast for several years,
DeSylva will supervise the picture, from Universal, the price being has been named manager of the
which will be directed by James Tin- mentioned as $250,000. William An- Bay theater here, succeeding Harry
thony McGuire and Billie Burke
ling.
Corbett, who has gone to Chicago.
also go over to M-G-M.
William

^/"ARNER BAXTER'S

characteri-

—

j

j

»

»

title

role

in

the

—

Boston Ira Tupilan of New York
George S. picture.
¥
V
»
Kaufman, Rupert Hughes, Walter
is managing the Majestic, opened i
Gary
Cooper
is
to appear in Kip- few days ago for foreign films. VinKingsford, Walter Myers, Mel Shauer, F. Hugh Herbert, Tommy Turn- ling's "The Light That Failed" for cent Grater, also of New York, is
The rumored "Peter assistant manager.
er,
Erwin Gelsey, Robert Riskin, Paramount.
Arthur Kober at opening of "Mer- Ibbetson" is not materializing, it
rily

Edmund

We

Grainger,

turns out.

Roll Along."

—

Woonsocket, R. I. The Rialto the»
T
Jerold Krimsky has arrived in ater here is now showing first-runs
Bill Plant, formerly publicity diHollywood to take a position with under the management of J. Donarector for Sol Lesser, has been
Fox Studios, where his brother John hue. It was formerly operated by
made press agent for the Filmarte. is now
Fred Greene as a second-run.
working.
T

T

T

T

Teague, who recently
Puget Sound Notes
returned from London, where he did
Seattle Frank L. Newman, presprocess work on "Congo Raid," "The
Scarlet Pimpernel" and "Shape of ident of Evergreen circuit, is back
Things to Come," for London Films, from Hollywood.
Double features and vaudeville
will service major and independent
producers. He is maintaining head- constitute the new program at the
quarters at the General Service stu- Paramount here.
The Taylor Street theater in Portdios.
land has reopened with dual bills
T
Harry Tyler, who is working in after undergoing extensive improve"Mr. Dynamite," at Universal, will ments.
"David Copperfield" is being held
play a featured role in "The Glass
Key," at Paramount.
Both deals a third week at the Broadway, J. J.
were handled by Ralph G. Farnum. Parker house in Portland.

George

—

Marion, O.
George Planck has
been
named city manager for
Southio Theaters, Inc., with supervision over the Palace and Marion
The appointment was announced by
Tracy Barham, general manager for
the group at Hamilton. Roy E. Peffley,
former city manager for
Southio, has been named city manager of the Paramount and Strand
in Middletown, O.

»

Our Passing Show: Henry Henig- Powell plays the
son,

DM

NEWS OF THE

//

J.

—

Charlotte Notes

C—

Charlotte, N.
With C. Erving
Stone of Greensboro as manager, the
Imperial was opened last week with
gala ceremonies by North Carolina

Theaters, Inc.

The Jesters' Club, organization of
local film folk headed by Jack Kirby,

may

adopt an orphan baby.
The Carolina Theater, Chapel
Hill, managed by Carrington Smith,

has been reconditioned.

13 Vitaphone Shorts
Set for March Release

U. S. Films Lead in Greece
Athens
Despite import restric
for March release, it is announced tions and other difficulties, American
by Norman H. Moray, executive in films have maintained their dominant
charge of shorts and trailers. The position in Greece last year. They
group includes:
accounted for 52 per cent of the pic"Mr. & Mrs. Melody," a two-reel tures exhibited in the country in
"Broadway Brevity" starring Lee the first quarter of 1934-35. GerSims and Ilomay Bailey; "The Blue man films came next with 32 pei
and the Gray," a one-reel "See cent.
America First" number, seventh in
this
series by E.
M. Newman;
Samuel Herron Dead
"Guess Stars," a one-reel "Pepper
"Broadway
New Philadelphia, O.
Bill" smashed all atSamuel
Pot" starring the Radio Ramblers,
T
T
T
tendance records and holds over at
and "I Haven't Got a Hat," a one- Hemming Herron, 73, owner of the
Leo Carrillo has been assigned to the Roxy, Tacoma.
old Bijou here from 1911 to 1929,
reel "Merrie Melodie" song cartoon
the leading role of Corelli in Grace
died last

Moore's new starring vehicle for
Columbia, "On Wings of Song," now
Boston Brevities
in work.
Victor Schertzinger, who
Boston Ben Wolonsky and Ben
directed Miss Moore's success, "One Stein of the Globe, as well as the
Night of Love," again wields the nearby Stuart and Lyric, have dropbaton and the megaphone.
ped vaudeville for straight films the
last half of the week.
T
T
More wedding bells at the M-G-M
Paul Kelly, recently signed to a
long term contract by Fox Film, exchange, this time splicing Ann
will play his first role under the Lockary with Frank Piancia.
Bertha Griffin is back on the job
contract with Gilbert Roland and
in the Fox contract department afMona Barrie in "Secret Lives."
ter a two-month illness.
T

—

Armida, Spanish song and dance
protege of Gus Edwards, and J.
Carrol Naish have been assigned to
featured roles in "Under the Pampa

Detroit Briefs
George W. Weeks

Detroit

—

of

GB

—

Thirteen Vitaphone shorts are set

—

in
2;

color,

all

to be

released

March

"His First Flame," a two-reel
"Big V" comedy starring Shemp
Howard and Daphne Pollard, and
"Buddy's Pony Express," a onereel "Looney Tune" cartoon, on the
9th; "The Singing Silhouette," a
two-reel "Broadway Brevity" starring Olga Baclanova; Billy Hill in
a one-reel "Pepper Pot" song composer number; and Barney Rapp &
His New Englanders in a one-reel
"Melody Master" band number, on
the 16th; "High, Wide and Hansom,"
two-reel "Big V" comedy starring

Herb Williams, and "The Mormon
Trail," a one-reel "See America

week following a long

eastern Ohio.

J.

Kupper

of

Work

in Denver
Work, manager of
the Golden Gate theater in San
Francisco and a district manager
Cliff

Denver

—

Cliff

for RKO, is here "waiting an as
signment." His job, he said, was to
set up an operating personnel in any
theater to which RKO assigned him
At present he is just waiting for
developments.

First," eighth in this series by E.
M. Newman, on the 23rd; and
GB's "Iron Duke" has been booked "Gypsy Sweetheart," a two-reel

and W.

ill-

ness. He was a prominent exhibitor
in this section a decade ago and was
one of the pioneer theater men of

Fox Film were

visitors here last week.

for the entire Butterfield circuit, according to Harlan Starr, local GB

manager.
Sam Brown's Oriole Theater, ordinarily a neighborhood run, gave a
first-run showing of "Power," GB
film.

,OOKING DACK
B,

"Broadway Brevity"

in Technicolor
featuring Winifred Shaw, Phillip
Reed, and Eddie Shubert, and "Eggs
Marks the Spot," a one-reel "Pepper
Pot" Radio reel featuring Sims and

Bailey, The Three X
Ramona, on the 30th.

Sisters

and

From The Film Daily

FIVE
sidering
field.

Warren Hymer
Helen Jerome Eddy

AGO—Sid

proposals

to

return

Grauman conto

exhibition

/"*>

<*„
TEN YEARS AGO— George
Gets Florida Studio Charter
midwest sales manager for Famous, inter
Tallahassee
A Florida charter tary of the local code boards and
Wisconsin exhibitor buying
has been granted American National the Film Board of Trade, has been ested in new
combine.
Pictures, Inc., of Miami for a mo- granted a temporary leave of abtion picture studio.
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO— National CentralJ
Directors are sence to fill an official assignment
H. C. McKay, Florence Vincent, at the Mascot studios in Hollywood. Theaters, Inc., organized by Haring &
Merrill Waide.
He is slated to leave here March 10. Blumenthal with $1,200,000 capitalization.

—

Zeppo Marx

Ben Koenig Gets Mascot Job
Milwaukee
Ben Koenig, secre-

YEARS

Files

—

W. W,

PARAMOUNT
PRESENTS A

PREVUE

IBB*
starring

BING CROSBY
W. C. FIELDS
JOAN BENNETT
Queenie Smith, John
Fred

Kohler, Claude

A Paramount
Tarkington

mmu

Miljan, Gail Patrick

•

Gillingwater

From the play by Booth
Directed by Edward Sutherland

Picture

•

ACTION

.

.

.

MUSIC

.

.

.

LAUGHTER

.

.

THE GLAMOUR OF THE OLD SOUTH !— Bing Crosby playing the
gallant to his lovely Dixie bride, Gail Patrick, amidst the romantic

the

glamour of

Old South.

IN

A JAM!— The

River,

W.

C. Fields,

Man

old
is

jammed

of the
in

be-

tween the doorway and Queenie Smith
after an altercation in which the commodore comes out second best.

THE SINGING KILLER!— B.ng
Crosby sings love songs to lovely ladies,
fights for honor and wins the prettiest
gal in Dixie!

STYMIED HAM!- -The

steely glitter in

Dead Shot Cap'n

Blackie's (Fred

Kohler) eyes interrupts the trajectory of some "ham-and" from the plate to the
commodious mouth of the four-flushing river showman!

HERE THEY

THE BATTLE OF THE CENTURY!— The
to the death with

Swamp

Dead Shot Cap'n

Blackie,

Singing

Killer in a struggle

Unchained Alligator of the Dismal

Jackson HIMSELF
of Novelty Melodies

the Glittering Galaxy of Stars from the Great
Alabam, Dancing Dynamite of the Bayous ...
A ship of Song, Laughter, Rhythm and Roma)
.

.

1

.

^

1

•

VNCING

.

.

.

EXCITEMENT

.

ROMANCE!!

.
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ANYWAY,
hits a close

IT'S

LOUD!— The

Champion

one with the Notorious Colonel

^fl

Calliope Player of the Seven Seas

Steele, the Singing Killer.

ON THE LOOSE! — A tense moment when a friendly card
started with chips

and

glasses ends with pistols

and knives!

NOT SO BAD! —

Lovely Joan Bennett gets quite a shock when she learns that
the notorious river desperado, The Singing Killer, is none other than her romantic
troubador, Bing Crosby.

w

Afloat

in Kids,
in:

.

Commodore
Dusky Singers
.

.

THE OLD ARMY GAME!—What with bedlam

rampant on

the Show Boat and killers on the loose, the Skipper can't be
bothered playing around in a woman's arms!

A SONG OF LOVE
into the heart of

the

Mint Julep

—

!
Bing Crosby sings his way
Joan Bennett, the loveliest lass in

Belt.

NATION-WIDE MERCHANDISING CAMPAIGN!

TO PLUG PARAMOUNT'S 'MISSISSIPPI
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HEATER CHANGES REPORTED
CALIFORNIA
Changes

ANGELES— Cozy,

LOS

Openings

Ownership

in

transferred

to

Anderson by H. M. Parlier.
York,
Fannie Barsky by Baffa

(arris

ransferred to Mrs.

PASADENA—Florence,

Boffino.

—

YANCEY

SHELBYVILLE

Yancey.

—

Edwards.

.

Elite.

I

FORT MORGAN— Cover,

transferred

—

Openings

DENVER—Roxy. FT. MORGAN—Usa.
URAY— Ouray. PAONIA—Paonia. SAGUACHE— Rialto. TELLURIDE—Telluride.
ONA—Vona.

IDAHO
Changes

KAMIAH—Cozy,

transferred to Eckersley
iros.
by Geo. Jungert.
tancock (formerly Community Hall), transprred to James Hancock by C. M. Plyler.

CAMBRIDGE—

Openings

COUNCIL—Hancock (formerly Peoples).
TEW MEADOWS—Hancock (formerly Tha»ert).

erial

transferred to A. H. Westcott by

transferred

Oakwyn

to

HARVARD
hea. Corp. by Gus Economy.
-Harvard, transferred to Harvard Amuse.
CAIRO—
o. by Jos. Greene & A. Shoen.
"ptown, transferred to C. P.

Washman.

Changes

Hall.

NEWARK—Park,
to

BOSTON—

Francis Hill by Globe Amuse.
Lancaster, transferred to M. Spero by G.

FAIRHAVEN— American,

Openings

AUBURN—American.

CAIRO—Uptown.
IVINGSTON—Eagle. CHICAGO—Rialto,
tar and Garter.
EAST CHICAGO—Mid>wn.

NEW BRUNSWICK— Europa

Closings

Roxy, transferred

Ownership

INDIANA
in Ownership
DECATUR— Madison, transferred to R.
Indiana, transferReed.
FT.
d to H. F. Gilpin. State, transferred to R.

Changes

WAYNE—

C. Thea. Co. INDIANAPOLIS— Capitol,
ansferred to Central City Amuse. Co. by
Marcus.
Lincoln, transferred to B. H.
ansfield.
Udell, transferred to B. J. Curry.
Campbell, transferred to Orville

".

W. H.

LaDue by Vern
transferred to

J.

GRAND RAPIDS—
Grand

to

R.

to

to

CHESANING—

Rapids

STURGIS—

Hartzer

SHERIDAN— Gould,

Pravat.

by

Harry

transferred to
M. Bush & Wykoff by Lloyd Gould. NEWAYGO^ Park, transferred to J. Thibodeaux
by Mrs. M. j. Dale.

—

Openings

MINNESOTA
Changes

PROCTOR — Orpheum, transferred to
Franklin Studley by Paul Helquist.
FERGUS FALLS—Lyric, transferred to Bennie

Openings

GARRETT—Royal.

OREGON
Changes

P. A.

in

PORTLAND

WALLOWA— McLean.

—

Closings

PORTLAND—Taylor

MOOK— Castle.

Ownership

NEW YORK CITY—

BROOKLYN—

—
ELMHURST—

CENTRE—

TILLA-

Street.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes

in Ownership
Maryland, transferred to D.
H. Boyd by E. Barrett, Jr. DIXONVILLL
Dixon (formerly City), transferred to Philip
Samuels by J. A. Donahue. FREDERICKS-

BLAWNOX—

—

TOWN —New
fili

by A.

Grand, transferred to P. Pro-

GROVE CITY— Gutherie.

Bellette.
to Mrs.

transferred
Gutherie.

Gutherie by John

John

MANOR — Manor,

transferred

to

Mrs. Rose Beretta and A. Battiston by M.
MERCER LibZopetti and A. Battiston.
erty, transferred to J. A. Blatt by John Lang.
Roxy (formerly Penn), transfer-

—

MONACA—

to Monaca Thea. Co.-J. F. Huszar &
Glen Floyd by L. Rottenstein.
Keystone, transferred to Wm. Leibler & Jack
PITTSRainey by Ritenour & Bonani.

red

NATRONA—

BURGH— Elite,

transferred to J. Richman
F. White, by J. Richman.
Roscoe, transferred to A. Battiston by M.
Zoppetti & A. Battiston.
West End, transferred to Sam Reichblum by
Dean,
H. Schwartz.
transferred to H. G. Huff by V. F. Scott.
transferred
to
Garden,
Wm. Bamrick by Stanley Podsiadlik. MILMildred, transferred to Geo. Gatta
Stanley,
by M. S. Rogala.
transferred to Leo McGowan by Jos. Reed.
Roxy, transferred to Albert
E. Page by Benj. W. Freed.
Pinebrook, transferred to M. E. Ouslander

ROSCOE—

&

UNIONTOWN—

WILLIAMSBURG

—

WEST BUTTONWOOD —

STAPLETON—

DRED—

LARKSVILLE—

WEATHERLY—

Openings

BROOKLYN— Surf

Hawthorne, transferred

Carlin by C. R. Scott.

BEAVERTOWN—Ritz.

thea-

Victory, 2094 2nd
Ave., transferred to Aldo Thea. Corp.
Bijou,
211 W. 44th St., transferred to Nat Feldman by Cartoon Exch., Inc. West End, 362
W. 125th St., transferred to Metro Contracting Corp.
Arcadia, 3rd Ave. and 59th St.,
transferred to R. & L. Op. Corp. by 3rd Ave.
Corp.
Hippodrome, 6th Ave., transferred to
Drome Corp. by Hippodrome Amuse Co. University (formerly Band Box),
37 W. Fordham Road, transferred to Devoe Thea., Inc.
by Goodwill Ent., Inc.
Imperial,
transferred to Morris Goodman by
N. Y. Whitmar Thea. Corp.
Comet, transferred to Lego Amuse. Co.
Fortway, 1620
Ft. Hamilton Pkwy., transferred to Signal
Thea. Corp. by Fortway Holding Corp. HASTINGS Hastings, transferred to Mr. Sherman
by Sherman & Dealy.
BAYSIDE Bayside,
transferred to Siri Amuse. Co., Inc., by
Adon Thea. Corp.
Newton,
transferred to Frank Muscato by Better Ent.
Corp.
Strand,
transferred to Skouras by Powdac Corp.
Embassy, transferred to
Skouras by Sawpits Thea. Corp.
BAYSIDE Victory, transferred to Mabrook
Amusement
Corp.
Park,
transferred to Vanpark Amuse. Corp.

—

Ownership

in

PORTLAND— Star
to

Openings

(new

NEW YORK

—

Ownership

in

P.

JERSEY CITY—Monticello.

DETROIT— Davison, Rivoli. WILLIAMSPONTIAC—Oakland. NEW
BALTIMORE— Roosevelt. ALBION — Cen
ROCKVILLE
sor. GRAND RAPIDS— State (New theater).
DOWAGIAC—Roxy (new theater).
PORTCHESTER —

TON— Star.

PENCER—
"ughes.

&

Rose.

Changes

Amuse. Co. by R. G. Taylor.

PARIS—Lincoln. TAYLORVILLE— Ritz.
LLIN—Amusu. WAVERLY— Bijou.

F.

PALISADES

Geller.

ter).

BOSTON—

transferred

Kress by L. A. Fill.
Southlawn,
transferred

to

OKEENE— Rialto. WAURIKA—Waurika.
WELEETKA—Blaine. CORDELL— Ritz.

Closings

MICHIGAN
DETROIT— Mack,

Closings

Ownership

Openings

W.

LOWELL—Victory and Capital. LEOMINSTER— Rialto. BOSTON — Columbia.
HOLYOKE—Royal. FITCH BURG—Lyric.

Locey.

Openings

NEWARK—

Quimette.

in

TON—

DEPER—Palace (new theater). HOMINY
ASHER—New. TONKAWA— Ray.

Lee, transferred to Grant Lee Amuse.
Inc., by E. T. Kelly.
Station,
transferred to Seyhas Amuse. Corp.

trans-

Comi & Philip Goky by Geo.

MILAN— Garrick,

C. Breau.
transferred to L. E.
Smith by Waltine Jackson.
BILLINGS—
Roxy, transferred to Bennie McCoy by H. N.
Williams.
Empress, transferred
to A. L. Means by Hamilton & Hamm. OILRitz,
transferred to Walter Martin
by C. E. McClain.

RINGLING— Delano,

—Ritz.

transferred

Amuse. Corp. by Louis

in Ownership
Worcester, transferred

WORCESTER—

in

— Grant

Changes

Storl by Richard Spangle.
Crystal, transferred to J. X.

Cot-

WOLFEBORO—Liberty.

J.

MASSACHUSETTS

Changes

M.

I.

transfer-

Amuse. Co. by Mrs.

WILSON—

CouAshland,

Openings

Closings

Im-

to

Thea. Op. Co. by Mrs. Florence Paley.

[ERWYN— Oak,

to

Majestic

Changes in Ownership
CHICAGO —Imperial, transferred

theater

NEW JERSEY

FORGE VILLAGE—Abbot.

LAKE— Cozy.
ILLINOIS

(new

by

Closings

ferred to Ernest

House

trell.

by

Ownership

in

OKLAHOMA CITY—Aldridge,

NEW HAMPSHIRE
in Ownership
DOVER — Orpheum, transferred
F.
ture
Mike White. ASHLAND—

Walderman.

Dimock.

OKLAHOMA

red to Bijou

Changes

Openings
(new),

(burned).

Changes

NEVADA

Openings

Closings

SPIRIT

transferred to

by R. C. Ebbert.

BALTIMORE—Fremont

ROUNDUP—

(new).

Sorg's

American.

by Elmer Hughes).

PRINCE FREDERICK—Town

Ownership

in

EKKICOT CITY— Earle,

Moe Kohn

Closings

COLUMBUS— Ogden. MIDDLETOWN—

Openings

MESQUITA— Opera

(fire).

Changes in Ownership
BALTIMORE—New Preston, transferred
to New Preston Thea. Co. by C. H. Lighiser,
Jr.

to

Openings

MARYLAND

to

Anderson by Ed Bluck.
Usa, transDENerred to John Anderson by Ed Bhick.
VER Webber, transferred to Ass. Thea.,
ric, by Dewitt Webber.
bhn

Openings

CHEVIOT— Chevwood.

transferred

Fred Arnst by Jas. Nepstad.

Closings

GARDINER— Strand

Ownership

Chfuifrp« in

1

son.

FORT BENTON— Capitol,

(formerly Palace).

State

COLORADO

BERWICK—

MANCHESTER—
PORTSMOUTH—

Real

Ownership

in

BUTTE—Broadway

Openings
FREEPORT^Nordica. SO.

Op**nines
LOS ANGELES—Daly &

Changes

MAINE

W.

EXCEL-

MONTANA

Closings

transfer-

transferred to Circle Theas. by

nlonial,

FOREST CITY— Ritz.

Valley.

SIOR SPRINGS— Casino.

Shelby.

transferred to R. Wheaton bv J.
Neth.
Lyric, transferred to Mrs. Lauradell Dugle hy Mrs. Laureldell Spencer.
Eastland,
transferred to Geo. Laws by Rendon & John-

Ogden,

Closings

ASHLAND—Lyric. HARDBURLY— HardNORBORNE— Royal (burned). PATTONburly.
STONE— Stone. VIRGIE—Virgie. BURG— Mainstreet. KANSAS CITY— Penn

ASHLAND—Edisonia, Family. COVING
pd to Perkins Thea. by W. J. Edwards, Jr. TON— Strand.
BURKESVILLE — Brook.
aymond, transferred to Perkins Thea. by CADIZ— Gem. CALHOUN— Masonic. ELK
Edwards,
PASADENA—
SO.
Jr.
TON—
LOUISVILLE—
y. J.
Damon.
Drury Lane.
I

BOARDS OF TRADE

BY^ FILM

SCRANTON—
NEW YORK CITY—Yorkville, 1703 3rd by Fred H. & Fred W. Winters. TROY—
ion.
INDIANAPOLIS—Granada.
ADAMS—Adams. CLARISSA — Time.
transferred to J. E. Snedecker by T.
COOK—Comet. CLITHERALL— Community. Ave. BROOKLYN—Flora, 291 Atlantic Ave. Roxy,
KANSAS
WYALUSING — Wyalusing,
Jos. Foley.
NORTH CAROLINA
FERGUS
FALLS—
Lyric.
HAYFIELD—
transferred to S. H. Schulze by H. Allen.
Changes in Ownership
Hayfield. ISLE— Isle. OSLO— Cozy. PIPESChanges
in
Ownership
EASTON—Fourth Street, transferred
FREDONIA—Whiteway, transferred to A. TON—Alo. WEST CONCORD— Concord.
MONROE:— Strand, transferred to Steven- Shamrock Thea. Co. by Jos. B. Rossheim.
Pugh by J. E. Whitten. HUTCHINSON
son Amuse. Co. by F. W. Smith. CLINTON PHILADELPHIA— Castle (formerly Amber),
MISSOURI
Iris, transferred to Sproule Bros, by C. A.
— Gem, transferred to Stevenson Amuse. Co. transferred to Castle Amuse. Co. by Richard
insign.
IOLA—Kelly, transferred to Ira D.
Changes in Ownership
by E. M. Whaley. GIBSONVILLE— Gibson- O. Nitsche.
NORRISTOWN— New Towers,
ielly & Dickenson
Thea. by Ira D. Kelly.
APPLETON—Plaza, transferred to Al ville,
transferred to C. R. Hubbard by Thomp- transferred to Norris Amuse. Co. by Jack
..ENORA—Opera House, transferred to C. E. East by T. O. Peal. BRUNSWICK— Russon & Chooch.
Delmar.
5oodman
Mrs.
Schieferecke.
LACYGClosings

ARGOS—Princess.

HENRYVILLE—Le-

Berger by McCarthy Bros.

(new).

Closings

Closings

ti

.

tfE
ly

by
—Liberty,

J.

sell,

transferred
Earl E. Vance.

W.

to

F.

Irwin

Openings

tlsis.

Closings

IOLA—Plaza.

KENTUCKY
Changes

in

ASHLAND—Lyric,

Ownership

transferred
to
Fon
Co. GEORGE'm \! Glenn, transferred to Nelson Amuse.
I
^ro 9 Pgoenis Amuse Co.
lanJDurly, transferred to T. J. Macalarnus

[I

;>eg f qn

>y
i

D.

-yric,

by Columbia Amuse.

—

A.

Wilson.
transferred to

HARDBURLY—
LAWRENCEBURG—

Pope Sisco by

STONE—Stone,

Ulison.
'Stone Thea.

J.

N.

transferred
to
Corp. by Collins & Boehl. VIRJ3IE Virgie, transferred to F. M. Johnson
1>y C. G. Hamilton.
NationBil, transferred to George Evans.

—

LOUISVILLE—

to

Elmer

to

Bills

by

H.

T.

SPRINGS— Casino,

EXCELSIOR

transferred

NEODESHA—Gem ARKANSAS CITY—
GARDEN CITY—Kimo.

HOLYROOD—Holyrood.

transferred

Till.

Erwin Dodson by Fox Mid-

HOLDEN—

west Thea.
Davis, transferred
to Alvin Anderson by J. W. Davis. KANSAS
CITY Mokan, transferred to Universal Concessions Corp. by Commonwealth Thea. PennValley, transferred to C. E. Esterle by F.
H. Smith.
Roxy, transferred to
S. E. Pirtle by Dickinson Theas.
Valencia,
transferred to S. E. Pirtle by Dickinson Thea.

—

MACON—

CLARENCE—

Dixie, transferred to J.
P.
Coverston, by Jack Weil.
Cozy,
transferred to J. H. Fisher by J. B. Coverston.
ILLMO Plaza, transferred to Robt. Wilson,
by C. L. Stretch.
Compton
ST.
(Park), transferred to A. S. & H. R. Johnson by H. Wise.
Dixie, transferred to Emil Asbury by Asbury & Ingwen-

—

CABOOL—

LOUIS—
VANDALIA—

Openings

MARSHALL—Princess. ORLANDO—Or(new theater).
MURPHY—Murphy
(new
theater).
CHADBORN—Chadborn

lando

(new theater).

NORTH DAKOTA

Changes

APPLETON—Plaza.

CLARENCE—Burns

MACON

(new

thea.)

—

Roxy.

Ownership

transferred to Mrs.
Kjelstrup & Shupert.
Opera House, transferred to
Jamestown Amuse. Co. by Hans Peterson.
SANISH Crescent, transferred to N. C. Hanson by J. C. Hanson.
P.

Kjelstrup

JAMESTOWN—

by

—

Closings

OSNA BROCK—New. SHARON—Sharon.
MAXBASS—Allona. WILLOW CITY—Palace.

OHIO

sen.

Openings

in

PARSHALL— Grand,

C.

Changes in Ownership
BALTIMORE:—Victoria, transferred
L. Hatcher by

John Stamm.

to

J.

COLUMBUS—

Openings

AUSTIN— Community.
—Ritz.
—Rivoli

BELLE-VERNON

BLAWNOX— Maryland. COLVER
CURWENS
HOOVERS
ROCKS—

Colver).
(formerly
VILLE—Rex. ERIE—Lyric.
Lyric
VILLE— Savoy. McKEES
Crysand West Park.
NEMACOLIN
Keystone.
tal.
Elite. RUSNemacolin.
Nixon. TIDIOUTE—Tidioute.

MEADOWLANDS—
NATRONA—
PITTSBURGH—
SELLTOWN—
TRAFFORD CITY—Bell. UNIONTOWN—
West End. WILLIAMSBURG— Dean. BUTTONWOOD— Garden. SCRANTON—Pinebrook.
NEW THEATERS: CHICORA—
Palace.
ACOSTA—Acosta. GRAY—Recre-

—

ation Hall.

JENNERS—Recreation
Closings

Hall.

LACKAWAXEN—Casino. MOUNTAINHOME— Casino. GEORGETOWN-^Diamond.
SHEPPTOWN — Capitol. FREELAND —
Strand.
NUMENBURG—Liberty. BELLE(Continued on Page 12)

M
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IT

WILL BE ONE OF THE BOX-OFFICE SMASHES OF THE YEAR!
Says LOUELLA

"SUPER-ENTERTAINMENT! FOUR STARS!

PARSONS

in the

Hearst Newspapers!

r

* * *BOOK
*

— EUGENE CHRISMAN, SCREEN PLAY and SCREEN

"WILL TOP ALL BOX-OFFICE RECORDS FOR MUSICALS!"

— HARRY BURNS,

,

"SHOULD PROVE

A

HOLLYWOOD FILMOGRAPH

MAGNET AT BOX-OFFICE!"
—

HOUYWOOD

VARIETY

"GIRLS GORGEOUS, SONGS GRAND, CHEVALIER AT BEST!"

— RAY LONG,

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

"DAZZLES THE EYE AND EAR! GIVES CHEVALIER
THE OPPORTUNITY FOR WHICH HE CAME FROM FRANCE
YEARS AGO . AND WAITED TILL NOW TO FIND!"
.

.

— EILEEN PERCY, PAUL BLOCK CHAIN OF NEWSPAPERS

with

ANN SOTH ERN

MERLE OBERON
DARRYL ZANUCK'S

\
(.esj

PROUDEST ACHIEVEMENT

CENTURY
PICTURE
Released

thru

UNITED
IBTISTS

THE
12

-z&*\DAILV

Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards of Trade STUDIO

MPTOA CONVENTION

(Continued from Page 9)

VUE—Lincoln.

SWINGS INTO ACTION

—

CITY

Palace.

DORONO— Liberty. FORD
FREDERICKSTOWN —

Grand.

HILL STATION— Grand. HOPF.

—State.

PITTSBURGH— Carleton,

WELL— Casino. IRWIN—Ritz. MIDLAND
(Continued from Page

11

ignation of former Secretary Fred
S. Meyer, who has joined Universal
at the coast as assistant to Carl

Laemmle.
This morning

and

Pitt

Royal.

RHODE ISLAND
in Ownership
WOONSOCKET — Park, transferred
Jerome

K.

Jerome

transferred

Rialto.

Amuse.
Donahue by

Alton

by
to

Jos.

SOUTH CAROLINA

Chancres in Ownership

GEORGE—Park,

ST.
Star,

J.

transferred

Mrs.

transferred to
Ross.
to F. B. Wilson by

E.

PIEDMONT—
T.

Changes

in

GB

—

May.

Monn &

E.

L.

—

to

Fo'-

transferred

GARLAND—
SANTA ANNA—

Moore.

MIRANDO

TON—
WOODVTLLE—
CROWELL—

CITY— Trinity,
ORANGETREN

Openings

PALESTINE

RKO

tansferred

to

(formerly VirginCarolina-Granda Then.

Openings

—

Yale

by H. W. Robert
(new theater) by C

(new

theaterl.

—

[01

FAIRMONT— Virginia.

UTAH

GRANTSTOWN
House.

LEHT — Cozy,

purchasing

J.

A.

Brown

A.

Manwill.

-11 u

i

JiiJio

limll

Claud Rains and Fay

make "The
rice

140 Under Contract
Commercialism Retards
At Warner-First Nat'l
British Films, Says Brook

—

Frantz,

to

by L.

lil v

Wray

will

Clairvoyant," with

so<|ntlii

Ma

Elvey directing.

Matthews is set for t«|nm
pictures, the first to
"Barcarolle," directed by Victor S

musical

Denver A. G. Edwards, manager,
and J. R. Keitz, salesman for the
Denver Sheffield exchange, have resigned, and Dave Frazier, manager
at Salt Lake for Sheffield, has been
moved here. Keitz has joined Gaumont British as salesman in the
Denver territory.
Geo.

transferred

PINEDALE—Wilson,
PTNEY— Piney.

BTG

will direct three other pictures
follow this one.
"Soldiers Three
adapted from Kipling's work, is i
production in India.
>M
Two George Arliss films a
schduled for spring and summ
production, one probably being a IK«
B. Priestley story and the oth H
tentatively set
as "Mr. Pepysi

Jessie

Denver Notes

for Fox West Coast,
birth of a
-lb. son,

Openings

Ownership

Interchange
GB Film

ready set for productions inclu
Robert
Donat, Claud Rains, Mad
—
leine Carroll and Fay Wray.
Corp.
Outlining the forthcoming pro
Closings
uct, Balcon said that work will beg
PORT ANGELES— Lincoln. BREWSTER shortly on the filming of the li
-Brewster.
story of the late Edgar Wallac
WEST VIRGINIA
based on the author's autobiogr
Changes in Ownership
"Thirty-Nine
Steps,"
sji
CRANTSTOWN Grantstown, transferred phy.
thriller by John Buchan, with Robe
to Chas. Anderson by New England Fuel &
Trans.
Co.
STOTESBURY— Stotesburv. Donat and Madeleine Carroll sta|i
transferred to A. R. demons by C. C. B.
red, is already in work under t
Smokeless Coal.
direction of Alfred Hitchcock, w race
Openings

)

in

S.

Coming

(Continued from Page 1)

FERNDALE—

1

Changes

George

m

Changes in Ownership
Grand, transferred to Eugene Pierce by G. D. Gallaher.
PORT ANGELES Elwah. Lincoln, Olympian, transferred to Callam Thea., Inc.. by Elwah Then.

ATHENS —Liberty (new
YUKON—Union. POWELLTON — Plaza.
TEXARKANA—Midway (new theater).
RHODELL—Lyric.
$428,000 check from the Colorado
Closings
WISCONSIN
Orpheum Co., RKO subsidiary,
ST.
TO—Majestic. LUFKIN — Lincoln
Closings
which would have given RKO con- SAN DIEGO—Palace.
SAN BENITO
INDEPENDENCE—Legion.
Huffman Juarez. HARLINGEN— Park. JOHNSON
trol
of the property.
CITY— Blue Bonnett.
WYOMING
maintains that the legal time limit
for presentation of the check expired Feb. 10 and stated that he
would fight the case to the Supreme
Court.

1)

E. Browr
president of the I.A.T.S.E.
Browne said that the I.B.E.W. a;
the carpenters' union had stat IDL
their willingness to negotiate
jurisdiction over the coast studi
and that he had strong hopes that
if
solution would be reached. The
jor companies are understood
favor an early settlement of juri
dictional questions.
The I.A.T.S. |
was excluded from the coast stud
strike after an unsuccessful stri
two years ago.

In

-

Empress.

by

More U.

TROUPE— New (new theater). MIRANDO —Grantstown. LUMERPORT— Opera
and Huffman Battle
CITY—Trinity. SAN ANTONIO— Venn-.. STOTESBURY— Stotesbury.
Over Orpheum in Denver HOUSTON—Washington. ROCKWALL
Closines
theater
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page

Saturday

WASHINGTON

V.

transferred to Gidney Talley.
Stariand, transferred to B. F. White.
Queen, transferred to J. W. Durham
Fain, transferred to T. Woodtransferred
tfflin.
Rialto,
Elec. Am. Co. by E. L. Draper.

companies.
Opinion here is that high rentals
have forced independents to take
cover with the circuits.

ROANOKE—Lincoln

Corp.

Closings

CROWELL—Rialto,
OZONA—

WALL—
WEIMAR—

Other negotiations
are now being conducted by both

buying houses.

son.
ian),

W. W. Thomp-

WACHAPREAGUE— Neptune.

Ownership

Palace, transCampbell.
ferred to A. C. Hammett.
SAN ANTONTO
Venus, transferred to Mrs. Newman. BOLTNG Queen (formerly Boltex), transferred
Crescent,
to W.
G. Winters.
transferred to Al. Wolf.
Oueen. transferred to G.Preston Tate. ROCKEmpress, transferred to Mr9. H. R.
Bisby.
Palace, transferred to A.
to

H. H. Thompson by

to

GRUNDAY— New

DALLAS — Bowie, transferred to
CLAUDE— Gem, transferred
Yates.
son

CASTLE DALE

Ownership

in

COVINGTON— Collins
Openings

War

Changes

son.
E. Smith).

SPARTA— Sparta.

1)

Ward.

VERMONT

G.

Harper.

also is erecting the biggest theater in London's
suburb, a 4,000-seater.
Maxwell, whose deals last week
included the Clavering group of ten
houses and the Dawes circuit, is still

about $7,500,000.

House.

MANCHESTER DEPOT— Colonial.
VIRGINIA

red

TEXAS

(Continued from Page

Openings

EMERY— Emery

— Ward

UNION PACT

MAY INCLUDE lAt

DALE

Chas.

PAWTUCKET—Imperial.

More GB, Maxwell Deals
In Theater Buying

—

CLARKSVILLE— Charles, transferred to
C. Bryant by C. D. Nicholson. HONAKER —Honaker (formerly Pann), transfer-

Openings

Mary Ross by

Ward.

transferred to G. E. Olsen.
CASTLE
Ward House, transferred to E. A. Niel-on.

Closings

to

Co.
F.

Greene.

registration of conventioneers.
The M. P. T. 0. A. golf tournament
takes place in the afternoon at the
Metairie Country Club, where, simultaneously, a bridge party will be
in progress. Delegates will be guests
of the New Orleans Athletic Club
and also local theaters during the
convention.

the

EMERY— Emcrv

Harold Wooton.

l.y

Changes

devoted to

will be

Monday, Feb. 25,

While British production has made
tremendous strides forward, the industry's progress has not been a c
rapid as it might be due in part t'a greater commercialism in British
production than in the United State?
and the fact that English audience?
are less sophisticated than American
moviegoers, Clive Brook told The
Film Daily in an interview last
week following his arrival from
England where he recently finished
work in "The Dictator" for GB. re-

agent

reports

the
7%
Donald Lee.
Local theater men are taking active part in the drive for funds to
advertise Denver.
Harry Huffman
is president of the Denver Tourist lease.
Bureau, and on the committee to
As evidence of the greater comsolicit funds are E. B.
(Bishop)
mercialism of British production in
Briggs, Gerald Whitney and Burns
comparison to the American, Brook
Ellison.
cited
the many English pictures
Wm. Rosenfeldt made a trip to made
solely for the domestic marAlbuquerque, N. M., selling films.
Gus Kohn, retired theater man, is ket where they grossed large sums.
He contrasted this type of producbecoming an adept horseman.
The Plaza at Las Vegas, N. M., tion with that of Alexander Korda
making pictures for a world
rebuilt, will soon be reopened by who is

West Coast Bureau of THE^ FILM DAILY
Hollywood Latest listing of the

—

ville, followed by "Sam and Sallie
dealing with London theatrical li!
Conrad Veidt will star in "The Tu
nel," under direction of Lothar Me
des, and "King of the Damned

production staff under Warner-First
National contract shows 22 stars, 50 with Walter Forde directing. Be
featured players, 23 directors and thold Viertel will direct "Redem
45 writers working for the compa- tion," "The Passing of the Thi
nies.
Floor Back" and a Nova Pilbea

Mi!

wes
imb
''

Wit
14

fi

losmi

picture.

P'

Laskys Get Tax Refunds
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—Tax

intra

THE FILM DAILY Gulf Unit Faction Seeks
refunds of $34.-

III

Merger with M.P.T.O J

242 to Jesse L. Lasky and $47,907
(Continued from Page 1)
to Mrs. Bessie Lasky, both due to exhibitors from joining any nation
overassessments for 1930, have been organization expires shortly at
granted by the Internal Revenue McLeod, who was pledged to a no
Bureau in Washington.
Ho^
joining policy, will be out.
ever, certain other interests, notab
Allied members will fight such
To speed
ored such development.
this progress, Brook observed that
he thought it advisable for AmeriQuits
Albert
can actors to spend some time yearfor Agenc
ly in British production and vice
(Continued from Page 1)
versa.
Brook said he proposed to
endeavoring
to maintain adopt such a program for himself cently, Kaufman was made ass
market
and
Fox.
the highest standards of artistic in- if practical because of the added producer. He had been assist^
tegrity and excellence.
perspective this gives the actor. Cohen. Adolph Zukor, Henry
Marion Talley at M-G-M
England
has something to give the brun, new studio head, and Ern
all
that
Brook
believed
said
he
West Coast Bureau of THE FJLM DAI! Y
productio
Hollywood Marion Talley, opera motion picture production was tend- American actor, Brook declared. Lubitsch, supervisor of
all expressed regret at Kaufman
star, has been signed to a term con- ing to become increasingly interna- Following a brief visit to the coast,
leaving.
tional in its outlook and that he fav- Brook returns to England.
tract bv M-G-M.
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^Hearing Set for Paramount Coast Reorganization

MPTOA MEET

CODE BECOMES BIG SUBJECT OF
i

Congress
rid

May Hold Up NRA Extension

M.P.T.O.A.
.

.

.

in

By

Two

Likely to
be Merged Due to
Inquiries

convention assembled

JACK ALICOATE

"JEW ORLEANS—Your
^ ports a speedy trip

correspondent reand safe arrival,
>ifh few minor bridge and poker casualties
tl
route.
Personally, we are taking no
i hances, for as soon as we were off the
rain we shouted, "Three cheers and a tiger
or Huey Long!"
Up good old Canal Street
zith a gabby taxi driver to the Roosevelt,
edecked for the occasion like a Hollywood
tudio when the bankers arrive, there to be
n varmly greeted and vice versa by President
d Kuykendall from down Mississippi way
oil ind
his general staff, who have not missed
convention since Carl Laemmle stopped
Rattling the old patents company.
The
Overture is on and they ring up for serious
msiness in the morning.
Nizer and his

Lack of Funds
By RICHARD H.

FILM DAILY
Washington

t

irownie camera are here.

—•—

|(

J
Ti

_
pjj

SI

OREAKFAST
**

of strawberries and southern

waffles (prosperity note) and a remin-

hour with Felix Feist, who sets
>rices for Metro, and then a "Do you renember" tete-a-tete with Julian Brylawski
>f
old Washington days when we were
,novie editor of "The Washington Post"
ind first saw Charlie Chaplin at Brylawski's
Cosmos doing a split week in vaudeville at
'5
per and contemplating a Hollywood
:ontract while dining at Hunt's Restaurant
ust around the corner.
A quick double-o
)f the convention hall, reached by a stair?
way that looks like a Lubitsch set, a bit
)f
handshaking and a quick visit to the
jooths.
There are not more trade paper
iien here than exhibitors,
ft only seems
John Clark is a dude. He is wearing
;o.
iscent

)n

ice

QROM

cream

suit.

—•—

the looks of the crowd, this will be

the best attended convention ever held
At this writing
the theater owners.
close to 500 have punched the time clock.
There is an atmosphere of seriousness and
V 4ty about the whole affair. What
f )rs us is that there is no fighting in
prospect.
What the hell good is a contention without at least one good fight?
Oh, for Tommy Goldberg!
Special trains
are still arriving and they are sending the
overflow to adjoining hotels.
That will
make coffee 20 cents extra in the morn(Continued on Page 2)
'

by

Convention on Coast

M-G-M's annual

convention will
be held on the west coast in May.
sales

Correspondent

Staff

—

Congressional action to extend the NRA for two
more years, as requested last week
by President Roosevelt, may be held
up until the two probes into NRA
activities have been completed, it
was indicated on Capitol Hill yesterday.
Due to the likelihood that
(Continued on Page 39)

MPTOA WON'T

INVITE

—

Although Huey
Orleans
Long was reported in the Roosevelt last night, the M.P.T.O.A. will
not invite him to address its convention as the organization's lead(Continued on Page 39)

Abolition of the Code
Urged by Jack Miller
Abolition of the
New Orleans

—

code on the ground that

it is

doing

more harm than good to the industry will be demanded by Jack Miller,
Chicago exhibitor leader, when he
reports today to the convention as
chairman of the labor committee.
He will urge that only the labor
provisions be retained, and these
probably with revisions.

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Emanuel Cohen, on
Hollywood
his arrival from New York to confer in regard to his independent production plans, denies reports that he
will annex various Paramount stars
as the nucleus of his new organiza-

Mae West, Bing Crosby and
Gary Cooper were among the names

tion.

Second Studio Project

Announced

—

in Florida

British-American
Pla.
Studios, Ltd., will erect a
adjoining
studio
Opa-Locka,
at
Miami, for the making of pictures
primarily for British quota require(Continued on Page 39)

Miami,

About Code
ARTHUR EDDY

By

HUEY LONG TO SPEAK Emanuel Cohen Denies
New

Pre-Convention Talk in
New Orleans Mostly

CUNNINGHAM

I

5!l

M-G-M

Pending Probes

Cinema

—

New Orleans As exhibitors gather here preliminary to the formal
opening of the 15th annual M. P.
T. 0. A. convention at the Roosevelt Hotel today, it becomes increasingly certain that the motion picture code and its effects upon theater operations will supply the meetings with oratorical dynamite. Listen to the lobby conversations and
you get that impression distinctly.
Much of the convention's program
(Continued on Page 4)

—

Plan to Raid Paramount

OFFICERS RE-ELECTED

BY THE

M.P.T.O.A.

—

New

Orleans Ed Kuykendall and
other officers of the M.P.T.O.A.,
with the exception of the secretary,
were re-elected yesterday. The post
of secretary, vacated by Fred S.
Meyer, who joined Universal, has
all

mentioned, as well as Cecil B. DeMille in the producing end, with
John D. Hertz, former Paramount
finance chairman, said to be behind
Cohen.
Adolph Zukor, Paramount been filled by Morris Lowenstein of
president, admitting he had heard Oklahoma City.
such a plan was in the air, said ef(Continued on Page 39)

Trustees Seek Reorganization
Of Paramount Coast Properties

B'klyn Para. Deal Removes
Allied Owners' Objections

Objections of the trustees of AlOwners Corp. to the Paramount
reorganization plan are removed by
the scheduled sale of the Brooklyn
Paramount Building and Theater to
Hearing is set for March 4 be- Si Fabian subject to a 20-year lease
State Censorship
fore Special Master Joyce on appli- on the theater by Paramount-Pubin Missouri Bill
cation of the Paramount trustees lix. The deal for the property, conJefferson City, Mo. Creation of a
firmed yesterday by Fabian and soon
authority to permit Paramount
V in Page 4)
(Conti
state censorship board, composed of for
three members appointed by the Properties, Inc., a wholly-owned subgovernor at annual salaries of sidiary, to file a petition for reor$4,000, with expenses to be covered ganization under Sec. 77B in the
In the Store Business
by imposing an inspection fee of $5
Chicago
Essaness circuit now has
a reel on films and 50 cents on ad- U. S. District Court for the SouthScreeno in eight of its theaters, stamp
lied

Board

Asked

—

—

vertising manager, is asked in a ern District of California and to apbill introduced in the senate by John prove acceptance of the plan with
P. Shea of St. Louis.
(Continued on Page 4)

collections in 16 houses, dinnerware
eight and kitchenware in two.
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JOSEPH

M.

SCHENCK

from
finally got
in
expected to go to Florida

the coast.
He is
next, while NICHOLAS M.
for a rest in Tucson, Ariz.

SCHENCK

is

slated

WILLIAM HARRIGAN

is
due to leave New
in about a week for Hollywood to appear
James Cagney's next Warner picture, "The

York
in

New

York
week from the coast and is booked to
March 1 on the Majestic for London.
arrives

in

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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104%
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IRENE DUNNE is expected in New York this
week from Hollywood for a three-week vacation.

3V4
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19l/2

19i/2

19V2

1%

ST.

JOHN

has

arrived

back

MYRNA LOY

visits

New

York this week.

LOUIS SOBOL, New York "Evening Journal"
columnist, has left for Hollywood, where he
plans to stay for a month or so.

MAJ.
Miami
Orleans

LESLIE

THOMPSON

A-0 6s46
41ww

Keith

Loew

6s

Paramount 6s47

gone from
convention at New

to the M.P.T.O.A.
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NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

153,4

Trans-Lux

3

N. Y. PRODUCE
Para. Publix

film

in

con-

legislation.

direction.

THURSTON HALL, Broadway
Columbia, leaves New York on

actor signed

by

Sunday for the

coast.

coast

this

returns

to

the

week.

REGINALD BAKER, financial head of Associated Talking Pictures, leaves tomorrow night
or Thursday for Toronto and will fly from that
city

to

Hollywood.

WM.

M. L. FISKE III
Thursday for Hollywood.

leaves

plane

by

on

to

New

BUSTER COLLIER
tour,

York.

is on a personal appearance
Buffalo.

starting with

Jos.

O. A.

Bernhard Denies
Big Loss by Mastbaum

that

We

a

mint julep, which

For complete
in

format ioi

we

are

sure

going to taste like a Ramos gin fizz.

the theater, which closes Saturday,
were nowhere near that figure, said
Bernhard. He also pointed out that,
due to prior obligations, "Roxy"
could not devote his entire time to
the Philadelphia house.

Edwin

Dead

Tarbell

F.

Albany, N. Y.— Edwin F. Tarbell,
more than 25 years identified
with the film industry as an exchange manager and for the past
two years executive secretary of Allied Theater Owners of New York,
Inc., died suddenly on Saturday of

regarding

ERPFs new
Service Plan.
visit

Booths 62-63
on the

Convention
Floor.

for

pneumonia

in

a local hospital.

is

Warners Buy "Leave

Us"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Warners have bought
It to

WIDE
'^

^§^SOUNPfp£lsYSTEM^

—

Roy Del Ruth at M-G-M
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY "Leave It to Us," an original story
Hollywood Roy Del Ruth will d. by Isabel Dawn and Boyce Degaw,
rect
"The Broadway Melody of as a co-starring vehicle for Joan
1935" for M-G-M.
Blondell and Glenda Farrell.

—

R AM

WesternC^Electric
Distributed by

Electrical Research Products, In
250 West

57f/i Street,

New York
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projector

NIGHTLY COUVERT.
$1.00
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a better way of
you can
exploiting coming attractions
rent projectors from us for sound or
sensible rental rates.
silent trailer film
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Kodak

East.

do

Picts.

C.

sail

premiere of "Roberta" takes place tomorrow at the Orpheum. It's a swell picture.
Monday afternoon was a three-ring circus
with a take-your-choice between a golf
tournament, a bridge party, a sightseeing
trip and a trip to the races.
It was only
our loyalty to the blue grass state of Kentucky and our inborn love of hoss flesh
that took us to the races along with about
report with
90 per cent of the gang.
certain degree of embarrassment that
a
most of our horses ran fast enough, but
not far enough.
The weather here is as
Sweltering
changeable as Allied's policy.
in the morning and freezing by sundown.
Now that our day's work is done, pardon
the Old Colonel while he takes time out

Net

Columbia

C.

nection

Newspaper stories to the effect
more than $200,000 had been
lost by the Roxy-Mastbaum theater,
Philadelphia, in the 10 weeks of
ing.
Some important execs who promoperation by S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel,
Others who
ised to come have cancelled.
yesterday were branded as false by
said they would not come are here.
That
Joseph Bernhard, general manager
makes it a Mexican standoff.
World's
of Warner Bros. Theaters. Loss by

FINANCIAL
Am. Seat

ii

ANN HARDING is returning from an Orient
to appear with Franchot Tone in M-GM's "The Flame Within" under Edmund Goul-

(Continued from Page 1)

Low

HENRY MOLLISON, British actor now work
ing in the B. I. P. production of "Drake"
England, comes to America next month under
contract to Universal.

cruise

SAMUEL GOLDWYN

...

High
53^

1

this

Case."

Farrell

M.
COD!

01

your lobby

is

—

.

—

Machines operate from any current
and may be used any place without
Write for
fire department regulations.
details.

.

.

Hollywood's Gayest and Smartest Place To

Go
<z

RUBY CAMERA EXCHANGE, INC.
NEW YORK
729 7th AVE.
BRyant 9-9430
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going to say

still
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and, modestly,

on

baby who brings
vitamins
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to

fifteenth anniversary, I
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remind you that
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more than 9000 showmen those very necessary

National Screen Trailers

.

BEST

.

.

exploitation ever devised

created and distributed by a coast to coast organization of "trailer-

made"

experts

more than 700 strong

.

.

.

K NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE:*"
t**A

CODE

IS BIG

SUBJECT

Making Talkies
New

(Continued from Page

is

New

of the industry leaders who
devoted days of exhausting work on
the code are due here for the convention, in which they will take part.
Sol A. Rosenblatt division administrator, who presided at the code

meetings in Washington in the Fall
of 1933; Ed Kuykendall, who carried the M. P. T. 0. A. banner; Jack
Miller of Chicago, Ben Berinstein
of Los Angeles, Fred Wehrenberg

Morgan Walsh of San
Harry Ballance, Claude

of St. Louis,

John Ezell, Lionel Keene,
William Johnson and various others.
Ezell,

A

new

trations

first-day record for regisestablished, 300 deler

was

gates having registered early in the
day.

John

executive secretary of the Code Authority, like Rosenblatt, is on the program for an
address on the much-discussed and
C.

Flinn,

ganization plan provides for issuance of new 6 per cent bonds maturing in 1942 with sinking fund requirements instead of serial maturities for the $2,750,000 of Properties
bonds outstanding and makes provision also for new leases on the
Paramount coast studio and the
Paramount building and theater in
Los Angeles. The new lease on the
Paramount building and theater
provides for a sliding scale of rentals from $66,000 for the year expiring Sept. 1, 1936 to $106,000 for
the year ending Sept. 1, 1942, when
This compares
the lease expires.
with annual rental of $200,000 under the old lease subject to reductions as the bonds are paid off. New
studio lease runs from $99,000 for
1935-36 to $160,200 in 1941-42. Under the old lease current rental is

—

—

West Coast Bureau

New

Theater
Philip Jacobs

A

By

Reported
Booth Committee
Is

is being made toward a
solution of the booth scale controversy in New iTork (Jity, The biLM

Progress

Roosevelt and Polk Avenues, Jackson Heights.
Deal was handled
through O'Gara & Co., Inc. and
Myles Rieser for Klein & Jackson.

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Code

Hawaii
.

i?arnsworth.
The code has already
been drafted and will go through
with the exception oi a iew changes

which Farnsworth has made.

New

—

in

N. 0.

of
Orleans World
premiere
"Gold Diggers of 1935" has been set by
Warners for the Saenger Theater here
starting Friday night, coincident with
Original rethe Mardi Gras festivities.
the musical has been
lease date on
will
pre-release
bookings
withdrawn and
be granted to houses that will definitely
set up the picture with fitting exploitaA regular Hollywood
tion campaigns.
premiere will be staged for the local
debut.

B'klyn Para. Deal Removes
Allied

Protest Refusal to Cancel Shorts
New Orleans
Coast exhibitors
interested in amending the code will
protest against the practice of one
major distributor in not allowing
them to cancel two-reel shorts under
the cancellation provisions.
They
claim that when cancellations are
allowed the company forces them to
drop one-reelers.

—

Edward Esmonde Dead
Edward Esmonde, former
and discoverer of

whom

actor

Barry Conners,

he supported while the writer

was turning out

his first plays, died

Owners' Objections

(Continued from Page

1)

be submitted in Brooklyn Federal Court for approval, will make
unnecessary the payment of a $500,000 federal tax by the Allied Own.
ers trustees as would have been required if there had been no sale
Fabian is at present operating the
theater under an assignment of
lease from Paramount expiring in
September, when Paramount's new
20-year lease begins.
Fabian said
yesterday he was acquiring the the
ater in his own name, but woulc
assign it to a corporation later.
The price is reported to be $1,500,to

Saturday night at the Hotel 000.
Flanders. He was 72 years old and
is survived by his wife, Mrs. Mary
Henry Hull in Coast Play
Louise Esmonde.
Esmonde owned
all rights to the Conners plays, many West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
San Francisco
Henry Hull ha?
of which have already been made
been given leave by Universal tc
into films.
appear in a coast version of hit
late

"Sweet Music" Holding Over
"Sweet Music," Rudy Vallee picIsland" as the title of the produc- ture for Warners, is being held for
tion based on the life of Dr. Mudd. a second week at the New York
Nunnally Johnson is adapting the Strand as a result of big business
book, titled "The Life of Dr. Samuel over the week-end. Next attraction
Alexander Mudd," by Netti Mudd, at the house will be "Living on Velhis daughter.
U. A. will distribute vet," with Kay Francis.

—

Broadway
"Tobacco

vehicle

of

last

season

From here the
move to Los Angeles

Road."

production will
Hull is due back at the Universal
studios on June 1.

Wiley Post

in

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

Columbia Film

THE FILM DAIL)

—Wiley

Post, aviator
has been signed by Columbia to apElisabeth Bergner for Benefit
pear in "Air Fury."
Armida for Fox Film
Elisabeth Bergner is to appear in
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Armida, Gus Edwards the benefit performance and fashion
protege who recently scored in Mas- revue for the Israel Orphan Asylum
Lyrical Denial
Madison Square Garden on
cot's "The Marines Are Coming," at

the picture.

"Diggers" Premiere

to

P. T. O. of St. Louis.
visers of tne fact-finding committee
In some instances where the Los
on the booth situation. Likelihood Angeles board has decided a practice
is that the solution evolved will emis unfair or illegal the respondent
body features of each of the three has been able to continue as long
separate plans now being consid- as five months before the Code Auered. The booth committee is slated thority ruled on the appeal, Berinlo meet later this week.
stein points out.
According to his
proposal, a decision would become
effective immediately in the event
for
is Set
that it is unanimous.
When memti'ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY bers
differ on a decision, however,
Washington b O. vViniams, vice- the respondent could continue
pendpresident of Consolidated Amuse- ing determination
of his appeal.
ment Co. and president of the MoBerinstein also will seek a gen
tion Picture Ass'n oi Hawaii ar- eral remodeling of the code to
weed
rived here yesterday to confer on out inequitable and impractical secthe proposed code lor tne territory tions and a 15 per cent cancellation
with Deputy Administrator William clause "without any strings."

Hollywood
Darryl Zanuck of
has 20th Century has selected "Shark

client of
leased for 21 years the theater now
being erected on 82nd St. between

—

Orleans
prevent

Revision of the
continuance of a
banned practice pending determination of an appeal will be asked by
Ben Berinstein, Los Angeles exhib
ltor, at the M. P. T. O. A. convention.
A similar request is included in the
list of changes submitted by the
code

Daily was informed yesterday folThe Paramount Properties reor- lowing a meeting of tne legal ad- M.

sometimes-cussed code.
$160,000.
Sidney R. Kent, who is in Florida,
M. E.
will be unable to get here.
Booths at Convention
Comerford and Walter Vincent also
are being kept away, both due to
New Orleans Companies having
minor illnesses.
booths at the M.P.T.O.A. convention and those in charge of the
booths include the following: NaVeidt in New Korda Film
London Alexander Korda of Lon- tional Carbon Co., P. A. King, B.
don Films, producing for United J. Nolan; General Register Corp.,
Artists, has placed Conrad Veidt un- Ed. A. Powers, Ray DuPort; Nader a long-term contract and will tional Theater Supply Co., W. A.
present him next as Franz Liszt, tne Hodges; Radio Corp. of America,
composer, in a story now being J. E. Francis; ERPI, S. H. Morris;
Motion Picture Advertising Service
written.
Co., Inc., A. E. Chadwick; Motion
Resuming French Previews
Picture Screen Resurfacing Co.;
John S. Tapernoux will resume Railway Express Agency, V. M.
important Grimsley; American Seating Co., H.
showings
of
preview
French pictures on Thursday eve- W. Leuthstrom; American Display
ning, when "Itto," which was pro- Corp.; H. A. Sarnwick; Alexander
duced entirely in Morocco, will be Film Co., Ruth St. Cyr.
exhibited before an invited audience
aboard the He de France.
Zanuck to Make "Shark Island"

Lease

Progress

nia.

in the air!

Many

Francisco,

ON BANNED PRACTICES
New

1)

devoted to rehabilitation
Setup
Set Hearing on
and modernization of theaters. But
chances are that this will prove sec- For Para. Coast Property
(Continued from Page 1)
ondary from the standpoint of importance, regardless of the inten- such modifications as may be recconvention-steerers. ommended by the court in Califorthe
of
tions

is officially

Code

SEEKS QUICKER ACTIF

of Conventioneers

— National

Screen Service has established a motion picture studio on
the mezzanine floor of the Hotel Roosevelt and will make talking picture shots of
all conventioneers.
John Holbrook, NBC announcer, will function on the ceremonies,
while Frank Zucker will do the camera work.

OF M.P.T.O.A. MEETING

Orleans

—

at the Mayfair in New March 23.
York, has been signed by Buddy De"Barretts" in Stage Revival
Sylva for a feature role in "Under
The stage production of "The Barthe Pampa Moon," Fox production
starring Warner Baxter and Ketti retts of Wimpole Street," released
Gallian.
J. Carroll Naish also has as a film last year, has been revived
at the Martin Beck theater.
been added to the cast.

now playing

went lyrical yesterday in,
which Carl Lacmmle,
denied the latest report about UniversV^
Universal

statement

r^
,.

in

.

Quoting from the statement:
that day lost whose low
descending sun
Has not seen Universal 'sold'
To some wise son-of-a-gun!"

being sold.

"Count

!

f

X

RUDY

BEMDAMES

Vocal Boy Makes Good In Movies
TOPS 20 MILLION SWEETHEARTS TOO
.Amazing New York Premiere of "Sweet Music
Establishes Vallee as a

9

Definitely

Money Star

J^oott*

N.

Y.

STRAND'S CANDID CAMERA TELLS THE STORY OF RUDY'S NEW BOX-OFFICE PERSONALITY
i

11

PHOTOGRAPHIC

PROOF

THAT

^H

SWEET MUSIC

!

IS

EVERYTHING

A.

vi

M. Thursday

FAMOUS

SHOWMEN PREDICTED

— ——

—

No wonder Ann's
turning handsprings!
Look what

New York papers say

about her and Rudy

in

SWEET
MUSIC
Sweet Music' a hit, Rudy Vallee a star! Three rousing cheers
Warner Bros, and the teamwork which puts Rudy
Vallee over with a bang." N. Y. American

for

Rollicking, tuneful, hilarious.

A Rudy which should send the

Vallee Fan Clubs into ecstasies.

than his previous films."

Can

entertain a wider public

Daily Mirror

Sparkling addition to the series of musical hits devised by

Warner Bros, definitely establishes Rudy
Grand fun."— Eve. Journal

as a screen person-

ality.

Will delight Rudy's enthusiasts."

Herald- Tribune

"Rudy's most ambitious and most promising picture."

— Daily News
A

thoroughly diverting

Vallee

)

is

excellent."

song - and - dance entertainment.

World-Telegram

Another Big Shot Hit
Set

All

Up and Delivered by

WARNER

BROS.

tt

RUDY VALLEE
SWEET MUSIC
makes

//

and 'Sweet Music" has made Rudy Vallee!
Congratulations from

9,000 happy

first-nighters to

ANN DVORAK
Ned Sparks

Helen Morgan

Robert Armstrong
Allen Jenkins • Alice White • Joe Cawthorn • Al Shean
The Connecticut Yankees • Frank & Milt Britton Band
The Six Famous Composers • Bobby Connolly and
•

•

DIRECTOR AL GREEN
NEXT! Kay Francis in "Living On Velvet" — "Gold
Diggers of 1935"— Jolson and Keeler in "Go Into
Your Dance"— Paul Muni in "Black Fury" — Dolores
Del Rio

^^T

in "In Caliente".

r>m,m- j^
'

wr.

'*-v.«

C

Rudy and

//

THE
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THE ORDER OF BUSINESS

» «

Nathan Goldstein Gets
Springfield Paramount

At M.

O. A. Convention

P. T.

—

Springfield, Mass.
Nathan E.
Goldstein, veteran theater operator,
has taken over the Paramount here
for the Theater Operating Corp. of
Springfield.
Associated with him
jare

Martin

Mullins

and

who have served

Pinanski,

Samuel
as re-

two years.
Herman Bamberger, formerly manager of the Poli here and for some
months manager of the Paramount,
North Adams, will return to Springceivers for the house for

Second Day (Today)

members, dele

Registration of

Omaha

—F.

P.
elected

G.

Briefs
Lewis of

R.
3.E.
retary.

Omaha

M. Brewer was named

H.

sec-

Blank,

president of TriStates circuit, and his entire branch
jffice group here employed in three
theaters, were feted at a supper
party following the opening of the
new Omaha by building contractors
and decorators.

A.

|

|

of

the

Lloyd Davidson, manager of A.
H. Blank's Capitol at Sioux City,
and Joe Dietz, booker for Blank's

Report of

convention

committee,

H.

S.

McLeod.

"How

to Sell the Finer Pictures," Lupton
Wilkinson, Advertising Advisory Coun-

cil.

Report of committee on public relations,
Fred Wehrenberg.
Report

committee
values, Walter Vincent.
of

Announcement

of

on

at 4:45 P.

5:30 o'clock.

Dinner on board.

Fourth Day
standing

committees and their meeting plans.

Adjournment

at

—

Evening Old Man River party on board
the S.S. Capitol, leaving pier foot of Canal
St., at 7:30 o'clock.

entertainment

convention

M.

—

Evening The President's reception, 8:30
Tip Top Room, roof of Hotel

circuit

of sciatica.

George Harris has opened an ofthe Film Bldg. as local manager of Garrison Film Distributing
Co., Inc., of New York.
The comfice in

Adjournment

Report of committee on labor relations,
Jack Miller.

—

M. B. Horwitz, local
owner and official of the Independent Theater Owners of Ohio,
is laid up at his home by an attack
Cleveland

Experience with Family Night Programs," M. A. Lightman, Memphis.

Levy.

Cleveland Chatter

Roy Smart, North Carolina The-

Charlotte.

"My

Edward

secretary,

,

,

Bargain,"
aters,

A.

president of the
been
Nebraska Association of the I.A.T.

[has

ests, which
ly wealthy

Advertising and Selling the Motion Pic~"
..
..
„ ?,
,, ..
t
u
ture
to the Community,
Hal Home, United
Artists; Charles D. McCarthy, Fox; Paul
Gulick, Universal; Robert Gillham, Para.

—

Annual report

Omaha

Southern Theater Group
Plans Expansion Moves
New Orleans— The Jones inter-

are backed by a reputedperson in Memphis, and
which operate a house in Cleveland,
gates
:ates and guests at Hotel Roosevelt.
Roosevelt,
Miss., are planning to expand. Deals
Afternoon Convention called to order
have been closed for Aberdeen and
t
2 o'clock by H. S. McLeod, general
are
reported
closed
for
Yazoo.
chairman.
mount.
Rumors that Jones will head the
Invocation.
"How to Market the Literary Type Pic- Ed Kuykendall opposition in Columture," Howard E. Jamieson, Midwest Thea- bus remain unverified.
Address of welcome, president of Chamters, Kansas City.
ber of Commerce.
"The Theater End of the Better Film
Response

—

Morning

kendall.

Springfield.

reconvenes at 2

o'clock.

as house manager of the Paraon behalf of M. P. T. 0. A.,
mount here. He will be succeeded M. E. Comerford.
Rose,
at North Adams by Walter B.
Annual report of the president, Ed Kuylately manager of the Broadway,
field

— Convention

Afternoon

» »

Morning

— Session

(Thursday)
convenes

"Film

James
ciation

10:30

have formed Progressive Pictures
and have taken office space in 502
Film Bldg. for distribution in Ohio
of road show attractions.
Their

is "Damaged Lives."
K. Morrie is the new
lessee of the Erie theater.
Morris
National AssoIsrael, former lessee, remains as

first

o'clock.

o'clock,

at

pany is distributing 16 mm. foreign
and American films.
Harry Klein and Morris Blank

Problems

Delivery
Clark,

P.

of

President,
Film Carriers.

and

Service,"

release

William

house manager.
Everett Steinbuch, manager of
Loew's State theater, stopping a
"Theater
Admission
Taxes
and
Other
Third Day (Tomorrow)
man from breaking into the theater
members were signed for the new
Taxes," L. W. Roberts, Jr., Washington,
to see a show, found, after a fight
Variety Club now in the process of
Morning Convention convenes at 10 D. C.
with him, that he was wanted by
organization.
Harry Shumow, M- o'clock.
Address, John C. Flinn, executive secre- the
police as a convict who escaped
G-M branch manager, and Bill Mis"Technical Aspects of Theater Opera- tary of the Motion Picture Code Authority.
from the Oklahoma penetentiary 17
kell, manager of the Orpheum, are
tion," Herbert Griffin, S. M. P. E.
Address, Sol A. Rosenblatt, division ad- years ago.
the guiding spirits of the club. The
Talk, Mrs. F. J. Bloch of Laurel, Miss., ministrator.
G. W. Erdmann, secretary of the
full quota of fifty members is antivice-president of the American Federation
Address, Sidney R. Kent.
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors
cipated within a week.
of Organizations for the Hard of Hearing,
Afternoon Session reconvenes at 2:30 Ass'n, leaves today for Columbus
Inc.
and the second annual convention
o'clock.
Chi. Women Mob Raymond
"Modern Design and Materials for the
Theaters Owners
Chicago Gene Raymond, picture
Reports from the following committees: of the Independent

were

callers at the local dislast week.
In three hours' solicitation, twelve

circuit,
trict

1

"Our Problem in Local Legislation,"
Judge Roy L. Walker, Lampasas, Texas.

Roosevelt.

office

—

!

I

—

—

star,

is

J

Lcrowds

opening
stormed
making

attracting record-breaking
to the RKO Palace.
On
day thousands of women
the doors of the theater,
it necessary for the man-

Theater," Robert Boler, architect, of Kansas City.

C.

credentials

music

"Theater Illumination and Lighting," W.
Brown, engineering division, General

tax,

competition,

and

rules,

M.

Lewen

Pizor;

George

A.

E.

Comerford;

of Ohio.

non-theatrical

Giles;

legislation

Film Expedition to Congo

—A

M. A. Lightman; public relaChicago
party of eight pertions and community affairs, Fred Wehren- sons under Captain Lewis Pellissier
"Mechanical Facilities of the Modern berg, NRA code and trade practices, Mor- will leave herein a few weeks on a
agement to call police assistance.
Raymond's act, scheduled for eight Theater," J. F. Knight, Jr., Paramount The- gan A. Walsh; labor provisions of code, picture-making expedition to the
minutes, had to be extended to 20 ater Service Corp., New York.
Jack Miller; resolutions, Edward G. Levy.
Belgian Congo.
Captain Pellissier
on the insistent demand of women
"Acoustics and Sound Reproduction."
Adjournment sine die at 5:30 o'clock.
is
here completing plans for the
patrons, who at the conclusion of the
Luncheon at 12 o'clock at Young Men's
Evening Annual Banquet at 7:00 o'clock trip, which is expected to take about
act stormed the stage and demanded
18 months.
It is the intention of
Business Club.
in Tip Top Room.
the star's autograph.
the party to film the wild animals
of the Congo country in their native
Paul Ash Sponsoring Local Movie
jungles and also to bring back half
Many Remaining for Mardi Gras
Chicago
"Cinemania," a threea dozen African elephants and a
reel musical picture sponsored by
New Orleans Quite a number of exhibitors attending the M. P. T. O. A.
number of gorillas. The party will
Paul Ash and employing only local
convention are planning to remain over for the world-famous Mardi Gras,
sail from Miami, Fla., April 8.
talent is to be made by Action Film
which goes into action immediately at the close of the theater owners' meetCo. here for showing in neighborings.
Dalrymple P. A. at Bijou
hood theaters.
Ash also plans to
On Saturday, the carnival takes place, with a children's masque. The
55V the picture at a movie ball to
Nat Feldman, who took over the
following day a special M. P. T. O. A. party is on the schedule, with Gentilly
taged at the Hotel Sherman,
Bijou theater from Robert Schirmer
Inn as the spot.
The carnival festivities continue on Monday and Tuesday,
iid^ril 12.
Proceeds of the ball will
the first of the year, has engaged
ending with a gigantic and colorful parade.
go to a local charity. Direction and
G. H. Dalrymple as press agent.
The
Junior League holds its Mardi Gras ball in the New Orleans Civic
shooting of the picture will be by
change in policy may be made soon
Auditorium on Friday night of this week.
Irving Siegel, formerly with Warthat of adding a feature picture for
ners' eastern studio.
night showing.
Electric

Co.,

and

taxes,

Cleveland.

—

—

—

A

I

DAVID
COPPERFIELD
Greatest Extended Run Hit in
the history of motion pictures!

CLARK GABLE
CONSTANCE BENNETT
AFTER OFFICE HOURS
Successor to "Forsaking All Others"
Washington, D.C., premiere sensational!

SEQUOIA
(SEE-QUO-YAH)

t

1935's Exploitation Triumph!
Nominated among Year's Ten

Best!

!

JEANETTE

MacDONALD

NELSON EDDY
in

VICTOR HERBERT'S STAGE HIT

NAUGHTY MARIETTA
Coast advance notices predict
greatest musical of all time.

WALLACE BEERY
and Giant Cast

in

WEST POINT
OF THE AIR

Unique musical melodrama.
Jerome Kern

m
product.

Biggest
>w

!

I'll

see

you

miere of

at the

World Pre-

'NAUGHTY

MARIETTA',

Loew's State
Theatre, New Orleans, starting March 2nd".

HELL
BENT!
The
go

eyes of the entire industry are

Never

in the annals of

annals I) has

Leo

hit

dough on the leaping

on your

pal Leo.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (and what

such a winning
lion.

This

is

stride.

Keep your

only February of 1935

—W*
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$10 REGISTRATION FEE

INCLUDES 7 ITEMS

—

New Ch-leans In return for an
investment of ten bucks, which is
the registration fee in connection
with the M. P. T. 0. A. convention,
you get the following:
1. Official convention badge which
admits to all business sessions no
admission without; admits to all theaters in New Orleans during convention; admits to President's reception; admits to golf tournament at
Metairie Country Club; admits to
bridge party at Metairie Country
Club; admits to film fair and car-

—

7

M.P.T.O. A. Convention
By

Sidelights

COMMITTEES
CONVENTION

ARTHUR EDDY

HAN^
DETAIL:

—

New Orleans The job of keepir
He's busy nowadays the M. P. T. 0.
A. convention mi
as
assistant
ing cafes, racing and other atto Carl Laemmle at the
chinery running smoothly has bet
tractions, noted the world over, this Coast.
entrusted to seven major committei
exhibitors' town affords an ideal
under the general supervision of I
setting for an M. P. T. 0. A. conven"M. A.," that's Lightman, has S. McLeod of this city. The con
tion.
And with the Mardi Gras as a collected some mighty interesting mittee personnels are as follows:
Class B attraction, too.
and sound ideas on "family nights"
Reception
Chairman, Rodn<
via the actual experience route.
Toups, Loew's State, and all e:
]\TEW ORLEANS—With

its invit-

Fred Meyer.

—

Jimmie Grainger, Universal sales
hibitors and all exchange manage:
who arrived here Friday with
It seems that the report about Al in New Orleans; auditing, Chai
Mrs. Grainger for the M. P. T. 0. A. Steffes coming to the convention was man, Harry S. McLeod, St. Charle
convention and Carnival, says Uni- only an Unconfirmed Rumor.
Victor Meyer, Orpheum, Philip S!
versal may purchase the rights to
man; display booth
chairma
Shushan Airport, by invita- Lyle Saxon's "Lafitte, the Pirate."
nival
Exhibitors who have stored up Harry S. McLeod; printing chai
tion.
Saxon is a former New Orleans ideas on what's wrong with the code man, Moise Block, Loew's State.
2. Coupon ticket to banquet.
newspaperman with several books to will have a chance to try 'em out
Entertainment Chairman, Frai
ticket to Gray Line
3. Coupon
his credit.
on Sol Rosenblatt and John Flinn, Heidrick, Lyceum, Warres Salle
sightseeing tour over New Orleans.
both of whom are on the list of Garden, E. J. Myrick, United, A
ticket to "Wednesday
4. Coupon
W. S. Van Dyke, M-G-M director, speakers.
thur Higginbotham, Baton Roug
Young Men's Business
luncheon
who also arrived Friday, was tenLa.; banquet
chairman, Robe
Club.
You can expect authorative dope Blair, Saenger, Joe Alsino, Famot,
dered an honorary breakfast by the5. Coupon ticket to Ole Man River
on the music tax fight of last Fall Rodney Toups, Loew's State, H.
ater men.
Party, SS CAPITOL.
from Walter Vincent. He headed McLeod, St. Charles; registrati<
6. Coupon ticket to Fair Ground
the exhib committee which worked and housing
chairman, Vict'
Races Monday special program for
Taker
McLeod
the
H. S.
is
official
the deal out.
Meyer, Orpheum, Walker Ross, J:
0.
A.
M. P. T.
of Compliments and Raps as head
New Orleans Chamber of Commerc
7. Official program of the conven- man on the general convention comPressure of governmental and Bert Kiern, Happy Hour.
tion.
Looks like the former is
mittee.
head,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

going

to

business pu'events Frank C.
of the M. E. Comerford
Circuit from attending the convention.
He was on the program as a
speaker.

other

prevail.

Walker

Milwaukee Items
Massa Ed Kuykendall the exMilwaukee Officers of the newly acrobat who reformed and became a
formed Variety Club here were in- theater operator, is steaming with
stalled last week at the organiza- good-of-the-industry ideas picked up
Tanned by Florida suns, Bob Gillin the Hotel while doubling between the M. P. T.
tion's headquarters
ham and Charley Einfeld trekked
Plankington. George Fischer is chief 0. A. and the Code Authority.
into town to give the exhib congrebarker, with Charles Trampe, first
The M. P. T. 0. A. convention gation their slants on advertising
assistant chief barker; Sam Shurman, second assistant; Ben Koenig, won't seem complete without M. E. and publicity.
property man; Art Schmitz, wagon Comerford on hand. He's kept away
One of the liveliest delegations to
man, and Harold Fitzgerald, Andy by illness.
add dramatic interest to this here
Gutenberg, Al Kvool, Ed Maertz, J.
Fred Wehrenberg is scheduled to convention is that of National
0. Kent and Ed Weisfeldt, canvas-

—

men.

take his usual early a. m. jaunts
Spooner has resigned as about New Orleans long before the
press agent at the Davidson The- boom of convention sessions echo
ater to join the Eva Le Gallienne through the Roosevelt.
repertory company as advance man.
Fireworks may be expected when
His wife succeeds him at the DavidJack Miller lets loose on the code's
son.
Jack has opinions
Paul Langheinrich, Jr., co-partner labor clauses.
and manager of the Burleigh, is in which are sharply defined and he
tells 'em out loud.
Florida on vacation.

Fred

Screen Service.
Robbins,

It includes

Sam Dembow,

Jr.,

Herman
and Hal

Young.

Erpi Consulting Service
Plugged at Conventio
New Orleans — Electrical Resear
Product's new consulting service
being plugged here under supen

Fire

did

$1,750

damage

to

the

Lew

Erpi

Pizor's

—

Conrow, Eastern

officials

plan to

sell

all

Hammons was among

o

again deny that th
kinds of equipme

as a phase of their

Earle

new

service.

the

industry's important execs who made
the trip out of New York Friday.

Chicago Chatter

Chicago—Will Rogers' "The Cou
Espousing the cause of good Britty Chairman" is being held a secoi
ish pictures is George W. Weeks,
Gaumont British general sales chief- week at the Apollo.
committee on the muEvery Loop theater did capaci
tain,
who seems to know about

tax situation shapes up as one everybody here.
of the most important appointed for
the convention.
Bill Benton from the town which
Buck Owens Touring Ohio
helped make horse racing famous,
on
the
code-scarred
exhib
Another
0.
Alliance,
Buck Owens, westi.e., Saratoga, is a regular M. P. T.
ern screen star, his wife, Rita Ty- premises is Morgan Walsh, who 0. A. convention attendant.
those
through
his
way
fafought
bell, also in movies, and his horse,
"Goldie," are making personal ap- mous Washington conferences.
W. S. Van Dyke and Nelson Eddy,
pearances in major film houses in
identified with the M-G-M producmenu
on
the
is
down
George Giles
eastern Ohio. They are touring by
tion, "Naughty Marietta," are due
as an authority on unfair non-themotor.
to appear on the convention scene.
from
Boston,
atrical competition.
whence he hails, has been the hotbed
W. S. Butterfield, veteran circuit
of free shows.
World Wide Changes Name
operator, has reservations for the
World Wide Pictures Corp. has
Ed Levy, one of the leading lights greatest exhib show on earth.
changed its name and will be known in the M. P. T. 0. of Connecticut
Julian Brylawski knows the lowhereafter as Atlantic Pictures Corp. as well as general counsel of the
R. M. Savini, sales manager, has national exhib association, has got down on the Congressional legislaleft for a visit to the exchanges in some
interesting slants on code tive situation as he home-towns in
Washington.
today for a visit to the exchanges in amendments.
the middle west and the south. The
Sidney Kent wired from Florida
company recently took over six
Seems odd to have an M. P. T.
Hughes features.
0. A. convention swinging without that he couldn't make it.
sic

week.

L.

erating manager, with two boot'
at the M. P. T. 0. A. convention
the Roosevelt Hotel. Two projecto
have been installed to furnish illu
trations of economies which can
effected providing a machine is
proper working condition.

—

Rainbow, neighborhood house, last

W.

sion of

business on Washington's birthda
business being the largest in sever
years.

Eddie Levin, Balaban & Katz pu
man, is spending two weel

licity

West Indies.
Ben Bloomfield, manager

in the

of tl
B. & K. Oriental, is handing oi
cigars in honor of the arrival of
daughter, Eileen Elizabeth.

The twin daughters of Jack Hue
manager of the State-Lake theate
again be with the Hagenbecl
Wallace Circus this season.
Bob Michels, manager of theJj
more theater, has returned frm
vacation on the west coast.
North Center theater has inaug'
rated bank nights and will gv
away $50 in cash every Tuesds
will

night.
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JEROME
KERN'S
miracle

musical

stage success

.

screened in
sunburst

o!

.

a

song
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THE NATIONS FAVORITES

NE DUNNE
',D ASTAIRE
>LDEN GIRL

WITH THE

SILVER

SONG

IGER ROGERS
[CA'S

DANCING STARS

WITH

RANDOLPH

SCOTT...HELEN

WESTLEY
VARCONI

.

. . .

.

.

VICTOR

CLAIRE

DODD

From the play "Roberta." Book and

by Otto Harbach.
Seiter.

A

Pandro

S.

Directed

Lyrics

by William A.

Berman Production.

'ROBERTA SUREFIRE SMASH
ASTAIRE, DUNNE, ROGERS,
9

about a football player
dressmaking establishA Russian princess
Paris.

bare outline

Direction, Writing,

Music, 100 Per Cent
"ROBERTA"
(Radio)

Harbach.
Screen Play: Sam Mintz, Jan
Allan Scott.
Eddie .rontager
Photography
Producer
Pandc^Jp^J^Man
Cast: Irene Dunne, Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Randolph Scott, Helen
Victo^yV^oni, Claire
Westley,
Lorna
Dodd, Ferdrrwrtvvvlvlunier,
aJOWfl. "8prB$ryri£yer, William Da-

honey

AND

a

wow!

the musical you meant to save
all
those adjectives for and one for
which you try to think up new ones.
Freddie Astaire's dancing feet and
nimble comedy have never been seen
to better advantage and he scores anIrene Dunne comes
other triumph.
into her own again as the heroine.
Bill
Seiter proves himself a master
Kern crashes through
musical maker.
with two new hits besides the well
known "Smoke Cets in Your Eyes."
And there's a fashion show for the
ladies that will make them swoon with
the clothes worn by the kind of girls
It's the best
that make men stay.
guarantee of how to get money in the
bank that an exhibitor will get this
Tt's

year.

you think that opening paragraph exhausts the rave possibilities,
Sam
you stopped reading too soon.
Mintz and Jane Murfin have taken
what was a pretty dull book originally
If

and,

using

the

bare

outline

of

the

have hung a flock of laughs on
with great lightness and gayety
it
without neglecting the love story. The

story,

is

inherits a

ment in
becomes his business partner and, after a few minor musical comedy complications, becomes his partner for
life.

Direction
William Seiter
Original Play: Jerome Kern and Otto

a

who

....

there's so
Astaire
say about him it's hard to
His utter
iprse to stop.
dness of delivery.
His
KjitaKiind the superb dance
_ tines ... . entirely the product of
Astaire ingenuity.
Maybe it's better
and then J>\
to say just Fred Astaire
we've said everything. Ginger Rogers

Freddie

much

fp

"ROBERTA"
with Irene Dunne, Fred Astaire, Ginger
Rogers, Randolph Scott, Helen Westley

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Radio

doing an IndianaiJaTgone >PoI»sh
Countess is grand and improving with
Irene Dunne,
every new dance step.
beautifully photographed, her
voice
beautifully
recorded
and speaking
lines as though she meant them, steps
Helen Westley as
up another peg.
Aunt Minnie, thoroughly delightful.
Randy Scott, given his chance to get
out of westerns and turning that
chance to such good account that you
wonder what's kept him away from
feature pictures all this time. Claire
Oodd as the other girl is attractive
enough and just about adequate. The
rest of the cast is fine, with "Candy"
doing his singing act, just for a laugh.
Pandro S. Berman has brought
forth another winner in the produc-

and given

it everything,
infashion designer for
pictures, Bernard Newman, who has
Bill
done some very lovely things.
Seiter misses nothing in his direction
It's
and nothing slackens his pace.
a musical without a single time-takCronjager's
ing
chorus
number.
photography is beautiful and Max
Steiner's musical scoring a joy, particularly in "I Won't Dance" and the
arrangement of "Smoke Gets in Your
Eyes" for a dance routine

tion line

cluding

a

new

V

85 mins.

WITH STRONG
ST, STORY, MELODIES AND STYLE
FLASH COMBINING TO PUT IT OVER
WITH A BANG.
ASH

MUSICAL

Fred Astaire dances, Ginger Rogers anc*
dance, Astaire sings, Miss Rogers
sings, Irene Dunne sings, beautiful gowns
that draw nothing but ah's and oh's, in fac'
Astaire

some creations that drew applause, Astaire
dances, Rogers and Astaire dance, and you
have the wow you want—"Roberta."
Ad
some beautiful music, especially "Smok<

Gets

Your Eyes" sung

In

bys^

some clever comedy, and, oh

12//

—

well, you

enough

to

don't need much,
furnish

pleasin

a

the singing, dancing, clothes
edy. The rest of the cast was well choseW
especially Randolph Scott as the unwilliitgjs
heir to the gown shop, and Helen Westley
for

as his aunt

who

leaves

direction

Seiter's

it

carried

at an even keel, the

to him.

the

comedy

William

story

along

situations b-

Bernard Newman d<from the female
sighs, they must be it.
Coming shortly
after "The Gay Divorcee," "Roberta" has
ing outstanding.
signed the gowns

some mark

to

hit.

and,

The

pictures are very

but neither can be oversold.
"Roberta's"' cast, dancing, music*"' and
clothes gives you plenty to work with.
Cast: Irene Dunne, Fred Astaire, Ginger
Rogers,
Randolph Scott, Helen Westley,
Claire Dodd, Victor Varconi, Luis Alberni
Ferdinand Munier, Tcrben Meyer, Adrian
different

Rcsley,

Bodil Rcsing.

Director, William Seiter; Screenplay, Jane

Murfin,
Lyrics,

tional

Sam Mintz, Allan Scott; Music and
Jerome Kern, Otto Harbach; AddiLyrics,

Dorothy

Fields,

Jimmy Mc-

Additional Dialogue, Glenn Tryon,
Dances, Fred Astaire; Cameraman, Edward
Cronjager; Recording Engineer, John TribEditor, William Hamilton.
by
Photography, Best
Direction, Smooth

Hugh;

;

IRST

FLASH FROM

HOLLYWOOD
1REVIEW

•

•

TRADE PRESS
STAND
UP AND CHEER
CRITICS

The stars of "The
Gay Divorcee" return in a blaze of
glory

.

•

.

introduc-

ing sensational

dance

new

specialties!

MOTION PICTURE

Roberta"
(Radio)

^^^^^mmx DA I L Y
—

Hollywood, Feb. 12. In as fine and entertaining a musical show as
has graced the screen in this or any other season, Fred Astaire, Ginger
Rogers, Irene Dunne and Randolph Scott scintillate and gayly cavort,
ringing the gong with high point box-office entertainment.
Handsomely mounted, and expertly directed, this outstanding production attains ^ythnir^i ii'liiy IliUI li titafc^ng^, dances, comedy and plot
in its

gracefuk^

JVfrhsJ^i

t&^SSmfhe

-

^5fe^^£^

j

fl

stage, the

s^?iSft^fe^^^tetaining

all

the per-

flavor of the former, adds tEe^JrajfiraKand lustre of the
ci's advantages to the latter.
The story l^Sj^hKAmerican jazz
band stranded in Paris. While the leader ( Astaire j^™^s>^cott remembers his Aunt Roberta (Helen Westley) is a famousS&es^aker, calls
and meets her assistant, Miss Dunne. When Roberta alJSSySbqtt, the
former football player, inherits the fashion shop with M&svQtmne.
Astaire, at the shop, meets Miss Rogers, a former Pittsbin'gfrN, feme
incognito as a Polish princess.
misunderstanding inspired by^

A

Dodd's gown separates Miss Dunne and Scott, but their reunion
in a combined fashion show entertainment and cocktail party.
Seldom have personalities attuned their roles for such harmonious
effect as here achieved. Miss Dunne acquits herself most favorably in
singing and acting. Astaire, who can say more with his feet than most
people with their eyes and mouth, stops the show with his dancing and
comedy. Miss Rogers, lissome, matches Astaire's agility with easy
competence. Together they are what Vernon and Irene Castle were at
their tops.

Scott turns in his finest performance, being both poised and confident
and earning a new niche away from westerns. Miss Westley is choice.

Dodd support splendidly.
Seiter's direction a statuette, likewise Pandro Berman's
production. The photography and sound are excellent, featuring
Steiner's musical direction.
This entertainment leaves the screen richer and should do likewise for

Victor Varconi and Miss

To William

Max

showmen.

It's

Radio's

wow.

•

•

•

«aSj}

-*•«- 1/-:=

WESTE
J&X8

major

,

^

08

**«ursr7^»& / i\

'JXfig-

AND SAPEsr

WAV TO;

i^fe:

Ravishing beauties in gasping gowns, furs, jewels... Heartsweeping romance soaring through Paris at love time on
wings of dancing and song!
The whole world whistling, singing, humming, dancing to ihe leasing tunes now burnphonograph records
ing up the air
ballroom orchestras: Lovely to Look At"
"I Won't Dance"— Smoke Gets In Your Eyes"— "Let's Begin' — 'I'll Be Hard to Handle"
—"Yesterday '.

flfcW

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

Newspapers everywhere publishing

feature articles

by Fred

Astaire on

"How To Dance".

A

-sT-

staggering showman's press book • • • crammed,
jammed, packed with ideas, helps, build-ups • • .
cataloging the greatest line-up of accessories you
ever saw!
A GREAT NATIONAL ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN IN NEWSPAPERS IN KEY
CITIES AND TOWNS FROM COAST TO COAST
TERRIFIC ^** BACKING
.

.

.

FOR THE PICTURE THAT SURPASSES EVEN THE FONDEST
TIONS OF A SHOW WORLD HUNGRY FOR A HIT!

,u

M m

EXPECTA-
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jPATE_BOOK«
Moscow.

meeting,
Carriers
Film
National
Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans.
convenannual
A.
T.
0.
M. P.
Feb. 25-28:
tion. Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans.
of
Owners
Independent Theater
Feb. 26-27:
Ohio second annual convention, DeshlerWallick Hotel, Columbus.
Feb. 27:
Awards Banquet of the Academy of
Meeting of Gulf States Theater OwnFeb. 28:
ers Ass'n, Hotel Jung, New Orleans.
Sciences, Hollywood
Motion Picture Arts
March 1: Actors' Equity Ass'n quarterly meeting. Hotel Astor, New York.
March 2: Columbians' fifth annual dinnerdance, Grand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria,

New

MOHG

Soviet Russia's first World Cinemi

Feb. 20-26:
Festival,
Feb. 25-28:

York

meeting of stockExtraordinary
holders of Path* Exchange, Inc., to act oi
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York.
Eleventh Annual Conference of
March 7-9:
National Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.
A.M.P.A. annual get-together dinApril 27:
ner, Hotel Astor, New York.
May 1: Annual meeting of Independent Theater Supply Dealers' Ass'n, Edgewater Beach
Hotel, Chicago.

March 4:

FOREIGN FLASHES

—A

syndicate of financiers is
an organization to erect

Nice
forming

film studios here.

the

RIALTO

•

PHIL M. DALY
•

•

•

NOTES FROM

London Town

Paramount

has changed the title of Wanger's "The President Vanishes" to
"The Strange Conspiracy"
Joe Rock's first British feature, "Strictly Illegal," starring Leslie Fuller, was a triumph
at its London trade show
the good news was like a tonic
to Joe, who is a pretty sick lad and will probably be laid up for
another two months
Donovan Pedelty, film scout, has a
house maid with the name of Constance Bennett ........

STILL FOGGING around Lunnon
Henry
Mollison was signed for Universal after they saw a test of him
made by Paramount
and Frances Drake was signed by
Paramount after Universal made a test of the lovely girl over
•

•

•

it seems the film companies maintain testing departments to help each other out
Henry "Minny Mouse"
Werner has left for Paris to handle the French rights of the
Disney creations
Jack Mersereau, genial brother of
Don of this paper, has stepped into a nice berth at Gaumont's
Shepherd Bush studio
and all the American Colony is

here

out rooting for

him

Amsterdam—G. W. Pabst has been
signed by a local studio to make
a historical film in Dutch, French
and English, with work to start in
April.

London

—"Conquest of the Air"

is

being written by the French authoraviator, Antoine de Saint Exupery,
for production by London Films.

Madrid

— Spanish

films for 1935-36,

studios plan 35

compared with 21

the past year.

—

—

A Franco-Austrian syndiFranco-Austria Film, has been
formed to produce films in French,
Paris

AND NOW

• • •
George Gerhard, manager of publicity
for Hearst Metrotone News
rises to remark that he is
surprised to note that his name has been changed to Oscar Doob
for we gave Mister Doob credit for having the Hauptmann verdict in the Loew theaters five minutes after it was
delivered at Flemington
as George states, he prepared
the Hearst Metrotone Newsreels a week before in anticipation of
and anyway we were a big
the verdict going either way
bum because we left out the only thing that mattered to Mister
Gerhard the fact that it wasn't just a newsreel but a Hearst
sorry, George, we were just carried
Metrotone newsreel
away by the enthusiasm of the Loew Theaters' publicity dep't
they think that Oscar should get credit for everything

why not?

T

cate,

German and English.

—

Buenos Aires R.I.S.C.A., newly
formed producing company, plans to
start work in April on the first of
12 native pictures.

—Aktb.

Svenks Filminproducer of films and
operator of movie theaters in SweStockholm

•

•

•

T

T

WHILE WORKING

on an expose of Hollywood
fake movie schools, literary agents, casting bureaus and other
vulture gangs that prey on the gullible
William A. Ullman, Jr., was beaten up by two gangsters who broke into his
Los Angeles apartment
so Mister Ullman is now finishthe first
ing his series of articles under police protection
of the articles appears in the April issue of "New Movie"
and it has the fraternity of fakers in the film city in a panic
for it probably means the end of their dirty racket.

dustri, largest

den, recently finished
ored cartoon short.

Vienna

—The

U.

S.

its

first

col-

was granted

110 import permits for features and
173 for shorts in 1934. Native productions in the past year totaled 17.
All three Austrian studios now in
operation are located here.

• • • THE CHALLENGES are piling in so fast on this
Indoor Golf Tournament that we are running behind schedule
now the National Screen Service golf enthusiasts have
organized a team
and challenge RKO Radio and United
Artists to take 'em over any time
singly or in doubles
George Dembow,
the National Screen lineup is
Paul Benjamin, Mike Kaufman, Maury Ascher, Eddie White,
Ed McNamee, Al Semels, Lou Semels, Joe Zimanich, Leo Weissberg, Irving Berg

T
•

Looking Back
From The Film Daily

m

VE YEARS
pendent

AGO—A.

circuit in

TEN YEARS

Files

H. Blank building
Iowa.

AGO— Bob

Rogers joins

Lumas Film Co.
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO— Goldwyn

Sax

Sam

•

•

L.

WISDOM.
'""THE writer is the kingpin of the
^ motion picture business today."

—JO SWERLING.
"Don't you think we have been too
CLIVE
pictures?"
in

—

polite

BROOK.
"The cinema is the best evening
school."—E. VUILLERMOZ.
is a goofy place, but
it."— CHARLES LAUGHTON.

"Hollywood
I like

"It would seem that there cannot
be a sudden reconciliation of the
long divorce between art and puband
lic, and therefore between art
satisfy
that
Films
producer.
aesthetics do not satisfy the public,
and vice versa. It is a painful vicious
circle, from which it is not easy to
see how and when and through whom
CORRADO
we are to escape."

—

PAVOLINI
tute of
phy."

Educational

Cinematogra-

"I sincerely feel that the honor
of being a Kentucky Colonel is the
final event in that sometimes trying,
but always zealous experience of
making myself truly one-hundred
per cent American not in the bombastic sense, but in the sense of one
who considers it a decided privilege
to breathe the freedom of American
air, and to share in the benefits^ of
our many great institutions here."

—

Boris Morros.

"When they begin to ask 'Whatever happened to Gloria Stuart?'
you can tell them that she is living
in a little village within sight and
sound of the sea, raising delphiniums
and children, baking gingerbread
and writing accounts of church socials for her husband's paper."

GLORIA STUART.
"Laughter springs from tragedy.
That is why I am a clown." LYDA

—

ROBERTI.

T

case of the general manager of
Schmalz Productions, who was promoted to the vice-presidency
of the company
and the g. m. promoted to v. p. sez to
Mister Schmalz
"I don't wanna be vice-president."
and Schmalz sez with shocked surprise
"Look! I give
him the honor and the glory of bein' vice-president, and he sez
he don't want it. Ooh!"
and the g. m. sez
"Just
give me a dollarana quarter more in me pay envelope, boss,
and I should tell a smart feller like you what to do with the
honor and the glory."
James A.

Pictures

Hess desig-

in "International Insti-

CONSIDER THE

in

Corp. formed and Gabriel
nated as representative.

WORDS

€4

«t

€€

» »

FitzPatrick

E.

Geoffrey Boothby

to

J.

Mannix

:><£

SAMUEL GOLDWY
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GARY COOPER'S^
SINCE

'FAREWELL TO ARMS,'" SHOUTS THE

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER. ..WHICH ADDS!

i

NNA STEN'S^

SINCE

HER

ADVENT ON

THE

AMERICAN SCREEN!'.'
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N-E-W-S O-F T-H-E D-A-Y
—

Monson, Mass. The Capital, 500seater, has been purchased by Elliott
Davis
and Charles
Magriel
of
Springfield, and will be managed by
Davis with a first-run policy.

—

Norwich, Conn. Edwin W. Higgins and Herbert M. Lerou have
been re-elected president and treasurer, respectively, of Palace Thea-

Boston

1935

Abraham Mayberg.

—

—

ately.

bration.

Miami, Fla.
ter,

sary,

—The

celebrating
still

has

its

its

Cranston, R. I. The Palace oj
erated by Spitz and Romano, h£

Olympia theaninth

first

closed.

anniver-

manager, Al

Tipton, Ind.— C. V. Wilson of th
is building a new theater
Alexandria, Ind.

Weiss.

city

—B.

Dover, N. H.— The State theater
M. Wimbish
the Avalon for here was recently leased by Fred
Spencer, Ind.— The name of th
some time, is closing the theater in Couture of Rochester. House was Campbell theater here has bee
order that he may take over man- formerly known as the Orpheum.
changed to the Strand.
agement of the Valerie, competitive
house.
Inverness,

Hartford, Conn.
Jack Sanson,
manager of the Roger Sherman,
New Haven, for several years, has
been named manager of the Colonial
here.
He succeeds George Bronson,
who will take charge of a Warner
house in East Liberty, Pa.

M-G-M exchange

—

Sale of the
Palm Beach, Fla.
All directors are also
They include, beside the Kettler theater under a foreclosure
James Graham, Nelson J. deed will be consummated immedi-

Ayling, and

— Maurice

Wolf, managt.
and hes
Friars Club, is vacations
among boyhood scenes in Texas. H
wife and son also made the tri
Wolf was tendered a send-off celt
of the
of the

Kine Year Book Out

The 1935 edition of the Kinetomagraph Year Book, published by Kinematography
Publications of London and now in its 22nd year, arrived last week.
With size
increased to about 630 pages, the new edition of the Brtish trade reference book is
the most comprehensive put out to date.
It contains complete directories of British
film companies, circuits, trade organizations, and who's who in the industry, as well
as lists of the year's films, government data, legal and financial sections, equipment
and technical departments, a summary of events of the year and brief directories of
foreign countries.

ter Corp.
retained.
officers,

British

Fla.

who has managed

Rangeley,

—The

Tower

theater,
a Wometco house, has completed a
Sioux City, la. The Princess, sec- three-month program of improveond A. H. Blank house here, has ments.
gone from first-run to second-run on
alternate weeks.

Miami, Fla.

—

Me.

—

The Lakeside

—

theater has been reopened by H. C.

Gosport, Ind.
The Gosport re
opens this week -after several year

Riddle.

dark. Hughes and
ate the house.

—

Canton, O.
Old Grand Opera
House, which for the past four
months has housed repertoire, has

Pogue

will opei

—

Kittanning, Pa. Dipson Theatri
"David Copperfield" is gone to a straight picture policy cal Enterprises has taken over th
Toronto
It is the State theater.
being held over for a second week at with "Damaged Lives."
George Otte will b
Farragut, la. C. 0. Campbell has Loew's theater. "Petersburg Nights," first film for the house in more than in charge.
the
at
over
two
years.
holds
talkie,
Soviet
opened the Farragut here.

—

—

Strand.

—A

Milwaukee

would
prohibit endurance contests in Wisconsin is being studied by the newly
named legislative committee of the
Independent Theaters Protective Association of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan, consisting of Frank McWilliams, William Silcock, L. F.
Thurwachter, E. F. Maertz, James
Boden, Frank Koppelberger and Art
Desormeaux. The five state direcbill

which

tors of the association are planning
to organize a state affairs committee to meet on the last Friday of
each month, with all state members
invited, to discuss problems.
The
association will also issue a bulletin

every other Tuesday to

all its

mem-

Kansas City—"The Good Fairy

—

New Orleans Joe Barcelona, BaBob Livingston, ton Rouge exhibitor, has resigned
Lincoln, Neb.
Capitol manager, made a hurried from the clearance and zoning board
business trip by air to the coast, here. No one replaces him yet.
returning by way of Tucson, Ariz.,
where his wife is wintering.
Clarksdale, Miss. The Savoy, a
new Negro house, will be opened
Hammer.
Dallas James T. Floore, former March 2 by M. A.

—

has

week

held over
at the Tower.

for

a

secon

—

Antigo, Wis.
"Bright Eyes" i
with breaking all attend
dance records for the Home theate
here since the opening of the house

—

credited

—

of the Old Mill theater, has
been transferred to the Interstate
Johnny Sanders,
Lincoln, Neb.
Theaters in Denison. The Old Mill
is
under the direction of James lately of the Pueblo theater, Pueblo,
Owen Cherry, city manager, until Colo., has been transferred here to
after its complete alteration, now be the manager of the Kiva, L. L.
scheduled to start around March 15. Dent house.

been

manager

—

Wis.— The Capitol the
week observed its first an

Madison,
ater last
j

'>

niversary under the direction of

thi

Saxe Amusement Management, Inc
Edward Benjii is manager, and Wal

manager

ter E. Croft, assistant

o:

the house.

bers.

Poultney,

—

Des Moines About 200 Iowa theaters have enrolled in the state personality-ability contest to be held
here March 12 and 13 in connection
with a convention of the Allied Theater Owners. Lester Martin having
resigned as business manager of the
affair, arrangements are now being
conducted by state contest head-

quarters.

—

Des Moines Clubrooms for the
newly organized Variety club here
are being arranged at Hotel Savery
and the headquarters are being remodeled to fit the club's needs. Dr.
W. E. Banford is chief barker.

—

Grand Rapids, Mich. The Michigan State Soldiers' Home, just outside of this city,

sound.

has been wired for

Vt.— The

Star theater

formerly operated by E. Stevenson
is now run by R. L. Whitton.

—

Peterboro, N. H. The Gem, oper
ated by Warren Nichols, has steppec
up its seating capacity by 190.

Boston —-Pauline Berman has beer
engaged as inspectress by the local
Columbia exchange.

operated by A. Twombly, has cl^j.
until further notice.

Oak Bluffs, Mass.
operated by A. Hall,
rarily.

—

The Strand,

is

dark tempo-

Greetings To The Theatre Owners Of America:
We extend to your our sincere thanks for your support
during the past year, and wish you success

for the

ensuing season.

* * *

We Deem

It

Our Duty To WARN You

against people

who impose upon

Merchants by claiming
resenting us.

to

Numerous

to

Men and

be associated with

instances,

pure "rackets" and violations

come

Theatre

some

of

or rep-

which are

of criminal laws,

have

our attention where unauthorized persons

have made use

of

our

name and

characters in theatre

tie-ups.

* * •

OUR ONLY AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES! ARE:

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Distributors

* • •

KAY KAMEN,
729 7th AVE.,

Inc.

NEW YORK
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Hollywood

RALPH WILK

PRANK BORZAGE,

Ralph Forbes,

June Collyer, Anita Stewart,
William Gargan, Paul Perez, Charles
Ruggles and Phyllis Astaire were

among the members of the film colony who had entries in the Pasadena
National Winter Dog Show.
T

T

Coast papers overlooked the recent death of Harry Todd, pioneer
actor of the screen.
He was with
Essanay and Selig in the early days.
T

»

T

Newspaper Training Aids

Director, Says

H. Griffith

E.

Newspaper training is the most valuable asset in the world for a motion picture
director, according to Edward H. Griffith, former press correspondent and now one
of the best known Hollywood megaphonists, who is at present preparing to film "No
More Ladies," co-starring Robert Montgomery and Joan Crawford at M-G-M.
"Newspapermen see dramatic situations worked out in real life before their very
eyes, and therefore are equipped to reproduce them realistically on the screen," Griffith explains.

Among

those

who have been graduated from

the newspaper field into the business
Von Sternberg, Row-

of directing motion pictures, he set forth, are Roy Del Ruth, Josef
land V. Lee, Gregory La Cava and Frank Tuttle.

tured

in

Warner's "Go Into Your

The screen treatment

Dance," co-starring Al Jolson and MacCauley's
Ruby Keeler.
Post" story,

"Saturday

"Women

of Richard

Evening

Are

"Lots'*

Ruby Keeler, who went into the
Good Samaritan Hospital in Los An-'
geles for a minor operation on her
foot after completing "Go Into Youi
Dance" with her husband, Al Jol-Mi/
able to return to hell
the end of the week. Missr
Keeler's hospital stay had a dualj
purpose: in addition to her own surgery, she decided to stay at theBp
Good Samaritan and keep her youngi||
sister, who had a tonsil operatior
there at the same time, company.
son, will be

home by

Bum

Newspapermen," in which First Nat
t
v
Frances Grant, recently promote
Jerry Larkin is keeping busy.
tional will star Glenda Farrell, has from a New York night club, where
Jay
Walter
Ward
has
been
enFollowing his engagement in "$10
been completed. Roy Chanslor and she danced, to a term acting con
Raise" a Fox picture, he joined the gaged by Columbia for "In Spite of Lillie Hayward did the screen play.
tract by Fox Film, has been awardcast of "Order, Please," at M-G-M. Danger," which bore the working Laird Doyle did the dialogue.
ed the choice role of leading ingenue
title "Devil's
Cargo."
This comV
V
in the forthcoming Will Rogers star
"
Una O'Connor is playing her in- pletes the roster of players for this
ring picture, "Doubting Thomas
feature which has Wallace Ford and
itial dramatic screen role in "The
His first assignment an original
Informer," which John Ford is di- Marian Marsh in the leading roles. story for Marlene Dietrich schedT
recting for RKO. She played Mrs.
T
uled to be directed by Ernst LuIrving Pichel, when a student a
Gommidge in "David Copperfield"
Virginia Reid, beautiful young bitsch, Geza Herczeg, Hungarian Sorbonne University in France i
and recently finished work in "The Kentucky girl who appears as one playwright, has joined the writing number of years ago, spent consid
Bride of Frankenstein."
of the 12 fashion mannequins in forces at the Paramount studios. erable time in the American library
T
Y
T
RKO Radio's "Roberta," has had her Signed with the famed stage creator in Paris, delving into historical!
Crane Wilbur's new play, "Hired contract extended six months by that is his translator, George Siegel- facts on the life of Benjamin Frank
bauer.
Girl," based on Rose Wilder Lane's studio.
Pichel subsequently wrote a
lin.
"Saturday Evening Post" serial of
story which was published in a mag
V
T
V
azine, on this illustrious American.
the same name will be the first atRussell Lewis, assistant to Art DiThe cast of "Mr. Dynamite," in Meriam Cooper, to whom he recenttraction sponsored by the Hollywood
rector
production
Robert
Jones
Universal
Edmond
on the
at
City under ly unfolded the story, is now ne
Theater Guild, which has leased the
productions
of
"La the direction of Alan Crosland, now gotiating for the film rights.
Hollywood Playhouse. Edwin Max- Technicolor
well, who directed "John Ferguson" "Cucaracha" and "Becky Sharp" for includes Edmund Lowe, Jean Dixon,
and other plays for the New York RKO Radio release, has been as- Verna Hillie, Esther Ralston, Victor
Educational's west coast unit, unTheater Guild, will direct "Hired signed to supervise the dances in Varconi, Matt McHugh, G. Pat Colthe Merian C. Cooper production of lins, Mary Wallace, Joyce Compton, der E. H. Allen, has finished the sec-l
Girl."
"The Last Days of Pompeii" for Marina Passerowa, Greta Meyer, ond of the pictures Buster Keatonl
RKO.
Bradley Page, Jameson Thomas, is making this season, a story of aT
Our Passing Show: Frank J. PerRobert Gleckler, James Burtis and city boy down on the farm, where he
T
T
shing, son of General Pershing, reMinor Watson.
mixes lessons in agriculture with]
Paul
Harvey
will
appear
in
Conewing acquaintance with Nick
romance. Dorothea Kent furnishes
lumbia's
"I'll
Love
You
Always."
Foran, Fox player; Alan Dinehart
the romantic allure. Within a few
superintending the building of a badT
v
The fact that newspaper readers days this company will follow with
minton court at his riverside ranch;
Warren Hymer has been assigned are quick to accuse motion picture a picture in the Frolics of Youth
Warner Baxter slicking up his dress- to First National's production of writers of "stealing the other fel- series, "It Never Rains." Junior
ing room at Fox, which he will re"The Case of the Curious Bride," in low's stuff" is revealed by the vol- Coghlan will be featured, with Doro
occupy as soon as "Under the Pam- which Warren
William and Mar- ume of mail which Charles Kenyon, thea Kent. Alf Goulding will direct
pa Moon" goes into production.
National
scenarist,
garet Lindsay have the leading roles. Warner-First
says he has received since publicav
T
T
T
T
V
Taking up his option for a third
tion of news that he sold his story,
Without resorting to trickery, DiHelen Morgan has recorded for "The Goose and the Gander," to the picture, Robert E. Welsh, Monogram
rector
Chester Franklin
secured Brunswick records "I Was Taken
by studio for which he is working. He executive producer, has assigned
scenes of a friendship between a
Storm," featured in the Liberty pro- has 18 letters accusing him of pirat- Arthur Lubin to direct "Honeymoon
deer and a mountain lion for "Seduction, "Dizzy Dames," in which ing his yarn from Grimm's Fairy Limited," which Mrs. Wallace Reid
quoia" that naturalists deemed imMarjorie Rambeau, Florine McKin- Tales and from the children's stories will supervise from the novel by
possible at the time this M-G-M
ney, Lawrence Gray, Inez Courtney by Hans Christian Anderson. Actu- Vida Hurst.
Lubin recently com
picture was being planned.
and Berton Churchill play leading ally the story concerns a man and pleted "Great God Gold" and "A
T
T
T
roles.
Hal Kemp and his orchestra his wife and is a sophisticated com- Successful Failure" for Monogram
Seven songs, all written by Harry have also made a record of the num- edy drama of domestic relations.
r
v
T
Warren and Al Dubin, will be fea- ber, for which Louis Alter provided
T
T
T
well followdoing
Roberti
Lyda
is
the music and Edward Heyman the
The much mooted question, wheth- ing an appendicitis operation at the
lyrics.
Ostrow Urges Writers' School
er studios are interested in original California Lutheran Hospital.
T
T
T
stories, can be definitely answered
Need for a producer-operated school
Four players have been added to
for writers for the screen
is
as imby Laird Doyle, Warner scenarist.
the cast of Warners' "Oil for the
perative as a school for players, accordReinhardt Kisses Cagney
A recent announcement that he had
ing to Lou Ostrow, president of Royal
Lamps of China." They are Robert written
When James Cagney completed his
a story called "Woman from
Productions,
now making pictures for
role of Bottom in "A Midsummer Night's
Barrat, Olive Jones, John Hyams
Universal
release.
Ostrow, who
has
Yesterday," brought instant teleDream" at the Warner studios last week
and Florence Fair.
had wide experience as a writer and
he was extremely surprised upon being
phonic requests from every major
has developed a score of scenarists durkissed on both cheeks by Max Rein
Y
V
T
studio in Hollywood.
ing the past five years, claims that
hardt,
who is directing the Shakes
The cameras are turning on
there Is a dearth of real talent.
"It
pearean production.
The German maes
would be much better," he contends,
"Break of Hearts," Katharine Heptro, enthusiastic over Cagney's perform
"to train writers with good backgrounds
ance, declared that it was the greate
burn's new starring picture, at the
Since Roy Del Ruth completed the
and with some experience in the actual
characterization of Bottom that he ha
RKO Radio Studios in Hollywood. direction of "Folies Bergere," starbusiness of writing for the screen, than
ever witnessed. "A Midsummer Night's
to hire novelists and playwrights who
The star is supported by Charles ring Maurice Chevalier, for 20th
Dream" will be finished in about a
do not understand motion picture techweek more.
Besides Cagney, the cast
Boyer,
John
Beal, Arnold Korff and Century, he is said to have been renique at fabulous salaries, only to learn
includes Joe E.
Brown, Dick Powell,
others.
Philip Moeller is directing, quested by five French publications
later in many cases that this was a
Jean Muir, Victor Jory, Verree Teasdale
mistake."
with Jane Loring as associate in to write articles based on his expeand many other well-known players.
charge of camera work.
riences as a film director.
(
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Novel Stunt Heralds
Dionne Quintuplets Film

Preview Features Rochester
'David Copperfield' Campaign

AS

use of a simple but

decidedly effective expliotational scheme, the RKO Proctor's theater in Newark created

a tremendous advance interest
for the showing of the special
Pathe News feature of the fa-

mous Dionne

Quintuplets.

More

than two

Part

attaches

ters

maternity,

private

his

exploitation

Copperfield," Mr. Pollock, manager of Loew's Rochester Theater, in Rochester, N. Y., arranged a preview of the picture
and issued invitations to members of the Board of Education,
professors of Rochester U., editors, ministers, critics and editorial writers.
Comment cards

film's run.

of

of

campaign on M-G-M's "David

thousand postcards
stressing the showing of the
special feature were mailed to
doctors' registered nurses and

were passed out, and returns
were posted on a large board in
front of the theater during the

Three thousand blotwere distributed in schools

and public hospitals throughout
Essex County. Manager R. L.
Golding and L. H. Reiner, Advertising and Publicity Director
take credit for the stunt, which
proved its effectiveness for the
theater was besieged with hun-

and office buildings; 3,000 doorknob hangers were placed in
residential sections, and 2,000
book marks were distributed to
book stores and leaning libraries.
The study guides prepared by the National Council
of English Teachers were distributed in all public and private

dreds of calls from post card
holders anxiously inquiring as
to when and what time the subject was scheduled to go on
view.
The subject was given,
equal
newspaper
advertising
with the two features, "Helldorado" and RKO Radio Pic-

schools.

"Romance

tures'

In

Manhattan"

on the program.

—RKO Proctor's Theater,
Neivark, N.

J.

—Loew's Rochester, Rochester.

Advance Screening Features
"Sequoia" in Columbus
'THE highlight of the campaign on "Sequoia" conducted by Taylor F. Myers, manager of Loew's Broad Theater,
in Columbus, Ohio, was an advance screening held for newspapermen, school officials, boy
scout, girl scout and campfire
girl officers.

Airplane in Lobby
Plugs "Devil Dogs"

Jy[ANAGER Dave

Robbins, of

the
Warner Theater in
Youngstown, Ohio, arranged for
the display of a real airplane in
the lobby of his theater as an
advance and current plug for
his engagement of "Devil Dogs
of the Air."
The plane, which
carried a banner announcing the
attraction,
created
loads
of

word-of-mouth comment among
patrons and passers-by. In addition, Robbins set up an attraclobby

tive

—

Myers was assisted

English teachers were
with special booklets
duct a national essay
assured of cooperation

SEEN

The Groucho Marx domicile now has
radios, one for every member of

seven
the

family,

because
grams.

they

as

well
all

as

have

fhe

servanfs
their pet pro-

— M-G-M.

Crory's and the Grant Stores.
tie-up with the Harrisburg
News Agency placed cards,
plugging "The Scarlet Pimpernel," on all newsstands.
In Reading at the Colonial
Theater, Manager Bob Suits secured co-operation from Radio
Station
and WEEU.
Both stations mentioned the
film's opening after various prothe
Luckys
Listeners'
gag,
Window displays were secured
at Lubin's Haberdashery, featuring Leslie Howard.
Local
Beck Shoe Stores carried displays on Merle Oberon.
Displays mentioning the opening
were placed in the Crystal,
Kresge's, Colonial, Huyler's and
other local restaurants.
Regent, Harrisburg, Pa,
Colonial. Reading, Pa.

A

WRAW

—
—

School Discussion
On "David Copperfield"

WHEN
was

"David

Copperfield"
scheduled to be shown

Denver Theaarrangements

at Bernie Hynes'
ter in Denver,

Hynes

contest,

secure additional plugs.

by an M-G-M exploiteer.
There was an advance report, and several announcements on two of the local
radio stations.
Taxi bumpers
were used on most of the cabs

Broad,
Columbus, O.

"Pimpernel" Campaigns
In Harrisburg and Reading

ADIO

Harrisburg, Manager Sam
arranged a series of
classified teaser ads which were
placed in the personal, business
and where-to-go sections of the
"Telegraph" on three consecu-

Gilman

book stores, and both

window and counter displays
were featured in Kresge's, Mc-

through

—Loew's

in

in all local

supplied
to con-

Scarlet
Pimpernel,"
starring
Leslie Howard and Merle Oberon and released through United
Artists. At the Regent theater

BY

THE PRESS
AGENT

Listeners' contest was put
over, and the station also broadcast a skit and gave the attraction special announcements on
their various programs a week
prior to the picture's opening.
Window displays were obtained

secondary schools discussed the
book and the picture in advance.
Teachers were admitted free to
the first matinee performance to

and newspaper tie-ups
and several prominent window displays, were the highlights of the exploitation campaigns put over both in Harrisburg and Reading, Pa., for the
openings of Alexander Korda's
United Artists release, "The
AS

WHP,

Lucky

were made whereby teachers in

the school board.
The city library was supplied with 5,000
bookmarks and 2,000 specially
printed stickers were supplied
the Postal Telegraph and were
used on all telegrams delivered
in the city.

"D

tive days. Through the co-operation of Radio Station
a

A

by an M-G-M exploiteer.
local radio station broadcast the
script one week in advance. All

frame,

containing
from the production.
Warners, Youngstown, 0.

stills
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Exploiting the Current Films

«

RAKING

>%g"SDAILY

was

assisted

in town. A tie-up was obtained
with a large department store
on child dresses, as worn by

Agnes

in the picture.

—Denver

Theater,

Denver, Colo.

»

c

Big Campaign for "Clive"
Arranged in Toledo

JN

ushering in "Clive of India,"

20th Century production starring Ronald Colman and Loret-

Young and released through
United Artists, at Loew's Valenta

tine theater in Toledo,

Manager

Wally Caldwell enlisted the aid
of local merchants in a powerful window display campaign
which heralded the engagement
fully one week in advance.
The Lion Department Store
devoted an entire window to a
display featuring Indian rugs.
Books
dealing
with "Clive"

were on display

in an attractive
at Lamson's. Three-sheet
poster cut-outs were among the

window

accessories

used in the Home
Furniture
Company window.
Star-head stills, displayed in
silver frames, were featured in
the Basch Jewelry window. In
addition, other local merchants

carried

200
special
window
cards and 16 mounted 11 x 14
displays plugging the opening
of "Clive."
All local

newspapers played
up the engagement with numerous advance and feature stories
as well as columns of art work
on both Colman and Young.
Local weeklies, college and all
foreign language papers also
gave plenty of advance publicity.
A tie-up with Wachter
Shoe Company resulted in mention on their radio program,
and photos of Ronald Colman
and Loretta Young were distributed from their store. The
back of each photo contained
full theater billing.
Radio Sta-

WSPD

featured the special
transcription on a 15-minute
program, mentioning the theater and playdate.
More than
miniature postal tele3,000
graphs were attached to all outgoing wires delivered by P. T.
tion

carriers.

Candy Throwaways
Plug "Flirtation Walk"

—Loew's

Valentine,

Toledo

'"TAKING

advantage of the
three major football games
played in New York, the Warner
Metropolitan Theater's exploitation department tied-in with
the manufacturers of Tootsie
Rolls for a throwaway at these
games.
Over 100,000 of these
confections, each in an envelope
carrying copy on opening of
Warner's "Flirtation Walk" at
the New York Strand, were distributed at the Polo Grounds,

Yankee

Stadium

Field.

—Strand,

and

New

Baker
York.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER^
Use
shorts.

trailers

and

billing

to

sell

good
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Through The Following Exchanges
Liberty

Film Exchange
D. C.

Jack

Charlotte,

Adams Film
Dallas,

Big Feature
Louisville,

Exchange
Texas

Rights

No.

Buffalo,

Los Angeles

Orleans,

Cleveland,

Louisiana

W.

Stout, Pres.

— Ben

S.

Cohen, V.

New

P.

— Nat

Inc.,

Rothstein, Adv.

8476
Mgr.

Distributing
York, N. Y.

Majestic Film Exchange
Cincinnati,

Cooperative

Ohio

Film Exchange

San Francisco
i

Majestic Pictures
Pittsburgh, Pa.

To Be Announced

SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

— Harry

Corp.

Majestic Pictures
Boston, Mass.

York

Michigan

Additional Exchanges

BURROUGHS-TARZAN ENTERPRISES,
George

Albany,

Film

New

Ohio

Majestic Exchanges, Inc.

Detroit,

Names Of

Majestic

Company

Selected Pictures

Majestic Pictures, Inc.

Affiliated Producers, Inc.

New

Corp.

Atlanta, Georgia

Empire Films, Limited
Canada

Cooperative Film Exchange

Rights

Affiliated Producers, Inc.

N. Y.

Preferred Pictures
Philadelphia, Pa.

Corp.

Feature

Indianapolis, Indiana

Carolina

Majestic Exchanges, Inc.

Kentucky

i

Big

Affiliated Producers, Inc.

Washington,

— 1270

Rathner

6th Ave., N. Y., Eastern

Representative.
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TOPICS
British Film

Humor

Fields

Needs Change for U.

'"THE most striking feature of
British screen humor, as it
has been vouchsafed to American filmgoers, is its total absence both of personal style and
of what, for lack of an equally
inclusive word,

When

we may

call cos-

Hulbert or
Hale, the two English
who have been presented
most frequently to American
audiences, take the floor, they
create the principal impression
of two law-abiding gentlemen
who are making a very honest
and very willing attempt to be
mos.
Sonnie
comics

Jack

as funny as possible.

You may

behavior in vain
for any semblance of personal
character or universal truth.
Instead you encounter a slapdash blur, a slightly hysterical
an embarrassing
desperation,
sum of foolish noise. The only
perceptible theory or quality of
understanding resident in their
work is the principle that the
merriment of an audience multiplies in direct proportion to
the labor of the performer. In
short, the louder the funnier.
The sole emotional release or
spiritual purgation which these
amiable gentlemen provide is
useful only for the small boy
ambition to sass his betters and
to raise the roof without being
punished.
Consider, on the other hand,
the comic styles of the best
American screen comedians and
you find that they inspire not
only an immoderate sum of
mirth but also a definite sense
of affection, as well as the endearing emotion that comes of
standing in the presence of inescapable though distorted wisdom. W. C. Fields, befuddled,
bruised, gallant and beery, provides emotional overtones even
when he is being most outrageEven in the act
ously lunatic.
of laughing most heartlessly at
him, we respect, love and pity
the character for which he
dissect

stands.

their

When we

see

him

TIMELY INTEREST

of

when he

created Wilkins

in

"David Copperfield," we almost
feel that Dickens knew of Bill

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Of the 299 features shown in Aus110 were of American
last year,
tria
origin and 129 from Germany.

Of nearly
comedians
invite

all

it

is

respect,

our outstanding
true that they

sympathy

and

understanding, as well as the
rowdier manifestations of the
comic sense.
You are not to
misunderstand this as a suggestion that slapstick is more important for its cosmic implications than for its ability to pro-

voke what is genteelly known
as the abdominal guffaw. It does
happen, though, that the great
clowns intuitively grasp the re-

between the mask of comedy and the mask of tragedy.
It does happen, too, that our
first
rank screen comedians
suggest this profound emotional
affinity in their work, where the
British comics to which we have
thus far been subjected reveal
nothing more interesting psy-

lation

chologically

or

philosophically

than a grim and determined ambition to be quite, quite mad.

—Andre

in

nated

point

would be

Micawber.

S.

Sennwald
"Times"

New York

photographic
with
conducted
and sound recording apparatus
furnished by the national club.

Each local club could select two
candidates to go to the district
meeting where a regional screen
and voice test would be held in
some principal city n^irby.
Cash prizes would be offered in
both events. The regional judges
would then select the best prospects for the main contest. The
best prospects from each of the
cities would have their tests
sent to Hollywood, or a desig-

From

finals
this sup-

—

James B. Rhody in
Frankfort, Ky., "State Journal."
*

'"THE

following plan would
serve to solve the problem
of where to find new screen talent,
and make available to
Hollywood
every
person
of
promise in the U. S. The plan
would be to start a nation wide
organization, for opening a field
for background training and to
encourage talented persons to
develop their art. The name of
the organization might be "The
Nationwide Players Clubs" or
something similar. In each town
of adequate size would be organized a players club sponsored by the local motion picture theater. The clubs in each
town might be financed by a percentage of the receipts of each
play, plays to be given three or
four times a year. A per cent
would go to the local club and a
small per cent would go to the
national organization to support
The Hollywood
its operation.
producers would in turn cooperate by staging annually a nation-wide screen and voice test
In each local club,
contest.
screen and voice tests would be

the

where"

held.

ply of talent prospects the future stars would be selected
and awarded contracts by the
producers. This plan would solve
the talent problem, as well as
create an active interest in the
movies by the entire populace.
If this plan was conducted nationally, it should develop into a
large and interesting project in
Financing
a very few years.
of the plan should not be costly.
In each theater where screen
tests were taken, they could be
run in the theater as a featured
attraction, thus splitting the
percentage with the local cost
to pay for the cost of the tests.
Parts of the proceeds of each
play given in the community
would go for cash prizes offered
for the local contests. The producers could offer the grand
prizes plus a short term movie
contract to the national winners.
One movie could be made a year,
with nothing but the talent secured through the national club,
thus giving the new players an
opportunity to display their talents.

Plan is Suggested
For Finding Talent

key

Tuesday, Feb. 26, 193!

*
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Arrival of Television
Is Still Uncertain

A NNOUNCEMENT

that engineers of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories had developed a
"wire within a wire" whereby
it becomes possible to send the
equivalent of 200 different telephone-message currents through
a single circuit was coupled
with the statement that a great

problem

in television

had been

was

thus
aroused that the time had come

The

solved.

hope

see a face in San
Francisco. Engineers know betThe new, "coaxial circuit,"
ter.
technically known,
is
it
as

when we may

makes

its

appearance in advance

of its time. True, it seems suitof
dozens
linking
for
able
television broadcasting stations
But where is teletogether.
vision ? Ever since 1928 we have
have been assured that it is
"just around the corner." There
it persists in hiding until principles of which we are not even
aware are discovered.
As yet television is limited
to stations with a normal range
of 30 miles provided no high
between
intervenes
structure
transmitter and receiver, and
this because the waves that car-

ry images must be quasi-optical.
In other words, they are so
short that, like light, they are
unable to pierce skyscrapers.
Hence the elevations at which
most stations are installed. The
difficulty is one of modulation,
by which the engineers mean a
process of molding or sculptur-

ing waves to suit the voice or
the image to be conveyed.
To
telegraph, we have but to interrupt a train of waves for shorter or longer periods a crude
form of modulation which gives
us the dots and dashes of the
Morse code. When we telephone,
each wave in a train must be
electrically sculptured to assume
a shape that corresponds with
that of a particular vowel or
consonant. Thousands of waves
a second must thus be shaped.
In television the process must
occur in the minutest fraction of
a second. The electrical modulating or sculpturing instrument
must be finer than the wave. It
is impossible to carve a cameo
with a chisel. Similarly, in television there must be waves
enough in a second to sculpture
or modulate if we are to see a
flow of complicated images. To
send out waves at a frequency
a
second—that
of
1,000,000
adopted for most audible broadcasting is of no help at all.
There are not enough of them
to sculpture. Hence the 40,000,000 quasi-optical waves a second now sent out by television
Electrical chisels
transmitters.
can carve these into the necessary forms so that when trans-

—

—

lated

into

light

they

become

recognizable as people or things.
But the range is limited.
There are also economic difficulties.

When

television

comes

new drama

or other feature
at least every week and possibly
every night would be demanded.
The expense would be appalling.
The television of news events
to interlard plays and vaudeville sketches is out of the quesinauguraCoronations,
tion.
tions and similar predictable
events might be sent through
But the
space or over wires.
unexpected occurrences that are
daily recorded in a newspaper
for these there can be no preparation.
Yet despite all these
obstacles, who can doubt that
television will some day supplement our present means of elec-

a

trical

communication ?

was an invention
awaited.

—"New

so

Never
eagerly

York Times"
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IN

THE
DAY'S

NEWS
Loew's,

from

25

quarterly.

Inc.,

cents

c

raised common dividend
quarterly to 50 cents

a

new

field, in

the space of only a few weeks,

INTHE MARCH OF TIME has made a new impression

—fresh —deep —

clear cut.

motion picture theatres are

)

More than

a thousand

now showing THE

MARCH OF TIME on the screen. Millions of people
Released by

have thrilled to this

ism

.

.

.

The

mark of

coast.

"newsmagazine of the screen"

distinction for theatres

Second release

FIRST DIVISION—Harry H. Thomas,

of pictorial journal-

public and critics alike have been quick

to recognize in this

a

new kind

Pres.,

—March

Radio

City,

from coast

to

8th.

N. Y.

THE MARCH OF TIME

Features Reviewed
Title

/

AJA — Ajax

8-3-34
After Office Hours-MGM 2-16-35
Against the Law-COL. 11-21-34
Ago of Innocence- RKO. .9-1-34
Among the Missing-COL. 9-2 5-34

All

AM — Amkino
ANG— AmerAnglo Corp.
ARC — Arcturus Pictures
AU — Capt. Harold Auten
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G

Green Gables-

of

RKO

11-16-34

BE A- Beacon

Horses

King's

the

PAR
Are You

BEL—

2-13-35

Mason?-KAN

a

On-MGM

9-8-34
Battle,
11-21-34
The-GAR
Beast of Borneo-DU ... 12-28-34
Beggar's Holiday-TOW. .8-17-34
Behind the Evidence-COL. 1-8-35
Behold
Wife-PAR. .2-16-35
Bei der blonden Kathrein
BAV. .12-3-34
Belle of the Nineties
PAR. .8-6-34
1-2-35
Best Man Wins-COI
Beyond the Law-COL. . .7-31-34

My

Biography

MGM.. 12-18-34
Bachelor Girl
MGM.. 1-9-35

a

of

Data-COL
Blossom Time-BIP
Bordertown-WA
Bride of the Lake-ANG.
Blind

9-1-34
7-26-34
1-24-35
.9-11-34
12-8-34
t-2-34

Eyes-F

Bright

British Agent-FN
Broadway Bill-COL

1-9-34

1

Broken Melody-OLY
Buzavirag-DAN

..10-31-34
1-15-35
Leave-RKO. 12-11-34

By Your

.

Calling All

Cars-MAY

1-9-35

Hates the Sea-COL

Captain

11-30-34
2-23-35
9-28-34
2-15-35

Car 99-PAR

Caravan-F
Carnival-COL

Dog

Case of the Howling

EUR— Eureka

7-30-34
Cette Vielle Canaille-XX. 1-15-35
9-1-34
Chained-MOM
1-15-35
Chapayev-AM
Charlie Chan in London-F
9-13-34

Chan

Charlie
Charlie

Paris-F. 1-22-35

in

Chan's Chance
P. .8-25-31
12-4-34
Cheating Cheaters-U
9-22-34
Chu Chin Chow-GB
of India-UA
Cleopatra-PAR

1-17-35
7-25-34
.11-1-34

Clive

Rhythm-PAR

College

Corazones

en

.

Derrota-XX
10-11-34

Count

Monte

of

Cristo

UA.. 8-29-34
County

Cowboy

Chairman-F
Holiday-BEA

1-3-35
12-26-34

12-8-34
Crainquebille-DU
Crime on the Hill-BIP. 10-13-34
Crimson Romance-MAS. .9-26-34
Crime Without Passion
.

PAR.. 8-18-34
Curtain Falls-CHE
Czar Wants to Sleep

10-2-34

AM.. 12-8-34
Dames-WA

8-16-34

Vom Himmel-XX

Das Blaue
David

9-13-34
.1-8-35
1-30-34

Copperfield-MGM.

Dealers in

Death-TOP

Death on the

..

1

Diamond-MGM

9-22-34
Dangerous Corner-RKO .. 12-4-34
Defense Rest*. The-COL. 8-15-34
Demon for Trouble-STE. 8-10-34
10-15-34
Deserter-AM
9-15-34
Dcsirable-WA

Die Freundin Eines Grossen

Mannes-XX
Die Kalte
Die Liebe

Mansell-XX

Und

..

Reviewed

Title

Agua En El Suelo

AAFA.
..

Dos Monjes-XX

Down

FN.

.2-20-35
12-26-34
10-30-34
1-22-35

8-2S-S"

Dude Ranger-F

9-29-34

Ein Frau Wie Du-BAV .12-27-34
Ein Mann Will in Die Heimat

XX.

Sein-UFA

.11-12-34

Nach Deutsch-

11-13-34
Elnfall-UPA. J-28-34

Ein Toller
Einmal Eine

Grosse

1-22-35
8-4-34

U.. 9-4-34

En Natt-XX

A pril-R K O

Enchanged

1-30-35
.1-16-35
1-12-35

.

Madame-PAR
War Einmal Ein Walser
XX.. 10-15-34

Enter

Es

Evelyn Prentice-MGM

.11-10-34
11-13-34

Evensong-GB

Evergreen-GB
1-11-35
Father Brown, Detective

PAR

1-18-35

Fighting Pilot-AJA
2-14-35
Fighting Through-WK 8-29-34
Fighting Trooper-AMB. 11-21-34
Firebird. The-WA
...11-15-34

World War-F
Flickorna Fran Gamla
Stan-XX.

.

First

11-8-34

Dame
10-30-34

IMP —
INC—
INV — Invincible

Pictures

—Jewel Productions
KAN— M. Kandel

JE

KRE— S. S.
LAT— Latin

— Principal Dist. Corp

PRO — Progressive
PYR— Pyramid

RAS — Raspin

Pictures

PA — Palestine-American

Film Co.

1

MOP.

1-2-34

Friends of Mr.

WA.. 7-27-34

Freedom of the Seaa-B IP. 10-3-34
For Love or Money-BD. 7-26-34
Forsaking All

MGM.

,

Fountain-RKO

.

.12-19-34
8-23-34

.

.

Gambling-F

Gay Bride, Gay-MGM.
Gay Divorcee-RKO
Gentlemen Are Born
FN..
Gift
of
Gab-U
.

Lily-PAR..

.

12-4-34
12-15-34
10-3-34

11-22-34
9-25-34
2-9-35

Girl of the Lunberlost

MOP.. 8-29-34
_
From Missouri-MGM

,

Girl
,-•

,

~
Danger-COL

•

Girl in
Girl O'

My

8 -*-3*
9-11-34

Dreams

MOP.. 11-6-34
The-MOP .. 2-1-35

„
Fairy.

„ „
Good

.

Mariza-XX ....1-28-35
Grand Old Girl-RKO
1-9-35

Graefin

Great Defender-BIP
7-26-34
Great Expectations-U ..12-26-34
Great Flirtation-PA R
6-23-34
Grctl

11-3-34

Das Grosse Los

Zieht

Flash-RKO

Happy

11-3-34
9-26-34

Landings-MOR.. 7-31-34
Happiness Ahead-FN ...9-27-34
Hat,

Coat and

Have
Hei

Glove-

RKO.. 7-27-34
Heart-MGM .10-19-34

a

Tiki-FD

2-2-35
Here Is
Heart-PAR 12-22-34
Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 9-29-34
Hide-Out-MGM
8-18-34

My

Am

Hochzeit

Home On

Wolfgangsee

XX.

.11-19-34

Range-PAR. 2-8-35
House of Danger-HOL. 11-10-34
House of Greed-AM
8-15-34
Housewife-WA
8-11-34

Human
I

Am

I

Sell

the

Side-U

Thief-WA
Anything-FN

a

.

Jack

Ahoy!-GB

2-9-35

Jealousy-COL
11-23-34
Jo As Oreg A Haznal

XX.

.2-6-35

Juarez y Maximlliano-Col 2-20-35
Judge Prieat-F
8-18-34

Kaiserwalzer-XX
Kansas City Princess

1-3-35

WA

11-3-34

Kentucky Kernels-RKO. 11-22-34
Kid MilHons-U A
10-17-34
Kidnaping Gorillas-KIN. 12-1-34
of the U. S. A.
.

King Kelly

MOP.
Kocha, Lubi, Szanuje

XX.

.11-3-34

La Buenaventura-WA. ..
Lady by Cholce-C O L

.9-18-34
1 0-6-34

.

.

The

Willing,

is

La

1-15-35
Violetera-XX
Lawless Frontier-MOP.
1-3-35
Le Chasseur de Chez Maxim's
.

.

PAR

Lemon Drop Kid-PAR.
Life

Returns-U

Lightning

2-6-35
.10-27-34
1-2-35

Twice

Strikes

9-1 5-34

1-2-35

12-26-34

.2-9-35
12-11-34

Limehouse Blues-PAR.
Little Friend-GB
10-16-34
.

Men-MAS

Little
Little

Minister-RKO.

.

12-13-34
.12-22-34

Sequoia-MGM
12-22-;[
Shadow of Doubt-MGM..2-16-.'
She Had to Choose-MAJ.9-18-

Prods.

SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP —John S. Tapernoux

She Learned About SailorsF.. 7-28-3|
8-22-:
She Was a Lady-F

TOP —Topical Films
TOW— Tower Prods.
TRO —J. D. Trop

Shock-MOP

UA — United

Six-Day

U

Thomson

WK— Willis
XX — No

PAR.. 1-12-35
Lockvogel-UFA

1-8-35
Los Tres Berretines-XX .. 1-8-35
Lost City-KRE
2-21-35

Lost in the Stratosphere

MOP.. 10-23-34
Lost Lady, A-PN
Lottery Lover-F

10-5-34
2-5-35
11-3-34
10-26-34

Love Time-F
Loyalties-AU

...

Madame Bovary-TAP.
Madame Du Barry-WA.
Man from Hell-WK
Man of Aran-GB

11-20-34
.8-8-34
8-29-34
10-20-34
Friend-KRE. 1-18-35
.

Man's Best

.

Man Who Changed His Name

DU.

Man Who

.10-16-34

Reclaimed His

Head-U

1-8-35

Man's Game, A. -COL. .7-24-34
Marie Galante-F
11-20-34
Marines Are Coming-MAS
.

12-1-34

Marion Das Gehoert Sich Nicht

XX.

.12-18-34
Marriage Bargain-HOL. .2-20-35
9-18-34
Mass Struggle-KIN
Mavbe It's Love-FN
2-9-35
Mein Frau, Die Schuetzen-

koenigin-XX
1-8-35
Melodie Der Liebe-XX .9-18-34
.

Men

Night-COL.

11-28-34
11-22-34
10-13-34
Merry Widow-MGM
11-23-34
Mighty Barnum-UA
Mills of the Gods-COL. ..1-9-35
of the

Menace-PAR

Million

Dollar

Million Dollar

Mindent
Mit Dir

a

Baby-MOP.

Noert-DAN

.

10-18-34

Durch Dick Und

Duenn-BAV
Moonstone, The-M OP
Morning

1-2-35

Ransom-U. 9-19-34

After-MAJ

8-14-:

Streak-RKO
Sing Sing Nights-MOP.
Bike

11-1211-27-

Rider

Artistt

FN.

.11-2-31

8-18Register-COL
Society Doctor
Reviewed as
Only 8 Hours.
Soir De Reveillon-PAR. l-22-3|

Social

Bros.

Kent

—

.

distributor

set

Revtewd

Title

Most Precious Thing

Wiggs of
Patch-PAR

Murder

10-27-34

Clouds

the

in

Cabbage

the

FN.. 12-26-34
Music in the Air-F
12-14-34
Murder on a Honeymoon-

RKO.. 2-14-35
Mutter Und Kind-XX. .. 12-1-34
My Heart is CaUing-GB. 1-26-35

My

Wife the Miss-XX.
Mysterious Mr. Wong

.9-13-34

MOP.
Man-MOP

Mystery
Mystery

.1-15-35
2-12-35

Woman-F

1

-8-3 5

Nada Mas Que Ana Mujer
P.. 11-27-34

Name

Woman-COL. 10-16-34

the

Naughty

Marietta-MGM

'Neath Arizona

.2-20-35

Skies

MOP.. 12-8-34

Night Alarm-M A J
1 2-8-34
Night is Young-MGM... 1-12-35
Night Life of the Gods-U 2-23-35

No Ransom-LIB

1-9-35

Norah

10-25-34
O'Neale-DU
Northern Frontier-AMB .2-8-35
Not Against Flesh-GPF. 8-1 4-34
.

Notorious
Notorious

Gentleman-U. .2-15-35
Sophie

Lang-PAR.
7-21-34
.10-13-34
2-5-35
2-13-35

Now

and Forever-PAR
Nut Farm, The-MOP

Obeah-ARC
11-1-.34
Raider-MAY
One Exciting Adventure

Oil

U.. 11-27-34

One in a Million-INV. .. 12-1-34
8-10-34
One More Rlver-U
Once to Every Bachelor
LIB.. 8-23-34
Secret

Service-BIP. .7-31-34

One Hour Late-PAR
One More Sprine-F

2-1-35
2-12-35
1-3-35
Only 8 Hours-MGM
8-8-34
Our Daily Bread-UA
11-3-34
Outcast Lady-MGM
Outlaws' Highway-TRO. 11-3-34
7-26-34
Orr Y Plata-I N C
11-24-34
Painted Veil-MGM
7-28-34
Paris Interlude-M
8-30-34
Party's Over-COL
8-31-34
Peck's Bad Bov-F
8-1-34
Personality Kld-WA
Pemrsburg Nights-AM .. .9-13-34
10-5-34
Power-GB
President Vanishes-PAR 11-17-34
Prinzessin Turandot
UFA. .1-16-35
Private Life of Don JuanU A.. 11-1 5-34
10-23-34
Pursued-F
Pursuit of Happiness-PAR
10-26-34
Ouien Mato a Eva?-XX 12-27-34
Rakoczi Indulo-DAN. .. 11-22-34
8-6-34
Ra-Mu-FAI
Rearlv for Love-PAR ... 1 1-30-34
9-18-34
Rerlhead-MOP
Return of Chandu-PRI .. 10-9-34
2-23-35
Rumba-PAR
Richest Girl in the World-RKO
9-8-34
2-16-35
Right to Live-WA
2-12-35
Rnberta-RKO
11-13-34
Rocky Rhodes-U

GM

Romance

in

.

.

.

Manhattan

RKO.

.11-21-34

Romance in the Rain-U .9-8-34
Romance Tropical-LAT. 10-16-34
Ruggles of Red Gap-PAR 2-19-35
Runaway Queen-UA .... 1-17-35
9-15-34
Scarlet Empress-PAR
.

8-7-34

Scarlet

8-22-34

Schloss

Hubertus-UFA

Scarlet

Dem

Mit

8-1-

Feuer

XX

9-18-34
..1-25-35
..2-12-35

.11

Springtime for Henry

Life

in

COL. .11-13-34
Mrs.

CIoseUps-AM

Soviet

Letter-MAJ
Pimpernel-UA

11-27-34

7-24-3

Streets-FN

Side
Silver

— Universal

UFA— Ufa
WA — Warner

On

Lives of a Bengal Lancer

1-8-

.

Senora Casada Necesita Marid<|
F. .2-12-:
9-26-1
Servants' Entrance- F

.

PAR.. 7-28-34
Lady

2-;

.

Secrets of Chinatown-NO.2-20-:|

RKO — RKO-Radio Pictures
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
SOV— Sov.-Am.

.9-11-34

RKO.

UFA.. 11-5-34
Frontier Days-SPE
11-15-34
Fuerst Woronzeff-UFA 11-19-34
Fugitive Lady-COL
12-8-34
Fugitive Road-INV. ..11-13-34

_.

.

Others

Freut Euch Des Lebens

G'.lded

11-10-34
1-3-35
Imitation of Life-U
1 1-23-34
In Old Santa Fe-MAS. 11-15-34
Inside
Information-STA 9-25-34
Iron Duke-GB
1-25-35
11-17-34
It's a
Gift-PAR

COL.. 8-11-34
.11-13-34
10-15-34
2-20-35

FIuechtlinge-UFA
Bergere-UA
Sweeney-

Folies

,

It-COL
Heidekrug-XX

Fix

Im

.12-28-34

Flirtation Walk-FN
Flirting With Danger

_

Revieivrd

Title

10-i

Chateau

the

of

U

Productions

REG— Regal

THO — Fred

MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MEN — Mentone Productions
M G M — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOD — Modern Films
MOP — Monogram Pictures
NO — Northern Films

BIP..

Bride-WA

Secret
Secret

Pictures

—

Krellberg
Artists

OLY — Olympic

PRI

Ri'rnexvM

itle

School for Girls-LIB... 10-16-1
Scotland Yard Mystery

PIN— Pinnacle

SPE — Spectrum
STA — Stage ft Screen
STE William Steiner

J.

KIN — Kinematrade

Ladies Should Listen-

XX.. 2-12-35

Du Oder Keine-XX ... 10-30-34

Will

Norton-F
Elmer and Elsie-PAR
Embarrassing Moments

Gridiron

9-22-34

Mann

9-24-34

Elinor

2-20-35

Yacht-RKO

to Their Last

land-XX

Escandalo-XX

Dancing-HOF
1-30-35
Tango En Broadway
PAR.. 1-3-35

Green Eyes-CHE

Dragon Murder Case

Ein

El
El
El

Halsingar-XX

Don Quixote-BEL
Dos Mas Uno Dos-F.

HOL—

I'll

COL.. 2-6-35

9-13-34
1-15-35

Die Sonne Gcht Auf

HOF—

PA R— Paramount

Spiel

Erste

die

Eisenbahn-UFA

Prods.

— Fox
— Falrhaven.
FD — First Division
FN — First National
GAR — Leon Garganoff
GB — Gaumont-British
GFF — General Foreign Films

.

WA.. 10-17-34
Paw-F

CaVs

Exchange

FAI

WA.. 11-13-34
Biography of a Bachelor Girl

Photoplays

V

El

Herbert

International

DU— DuWorid

.

Big-Heatfted

Ribbon

— British

Productions
J. H. Hoffberg
Hollywood Film Ex.
Imperial Dist.
Inter-Continent Film

— Liberty Pictures
— Cinexport Distributing LIB
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
COL — Columbia
MAR — Marcy
DAN — Danubia Pictures
MAS— Mascot Pictures

12-22-34

.

.

BLU — Blue

Dominions

GOP— Goldsmith

CIN

Wimpole St.-MGM

Barretts of

ft

BON—Al Bondy
CAP — Capitol Film
CHE— Chesterfield

Babbitt-FN
12-15-34
Babes in Toyland-MGM. 11-12-34
Baboona-F
1-22-35
Bachelor of Arts-F
12-29-34

Band Plays

Productions
Waldemar D. Bell

BD — British
BIP

10-30-34
...10-25-34

Autumn Crocus-AU

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
GEN — General Films
Pictures

AMB — Ambassador

25

Daily, July 21 to Feb.

Film

Revietved

Girl-RKO

Adventure

Anne

in

P.. 8-22-34
St.
St.

Kid-WA
Woman-SHO.

Louis
Louis

11-1-31
..1-3-31
8-7-3

Stolen Sweets-CHE
Straight is the Way

MGM

8-29-34!

.

Wives-U

Strange

2-1-31
2-6-31

Strosstrupp 1917-XX
Student Tour-MGM
Successful Failure-

10-13-34*

MO P. 10-2-31

Sweepstake Annie-LIB
Sweet Music-WA

l-30-3f
2-20-31

.

Take the Stand-LIB
9-4-31
That's Gratitude-COL
10-27-34]
Their Big Moment-U
8-6-3|
There's Always Tomorrow
.

.

U..

11-10-3|

Three Songs About Lenin

AM.. 11-3365

Hollywood
F.. 11-6-34]

Nights in

Thunder Over Texas

BEA.
Crime-BEA

Ticket to a

.10-17-31
12-20-34

Tomorrow's Youth-MOP 2-5-3j]
Topaze (French) PAR.. 2-20-31
.

Beyond-MOP

Trail

9-15-3]

Merry-Go-Round

Transatlantic

UA..
Treasure

Ishand-MGM.

.

Tu Hijo-XX
$20 a Week-AJA

Two Heads

11-1-34
.8-8-34

12-18-341-

1-22-3

on a Pillow

LIB
Unconquered

10-3-3

Bandit

STE.

.1-8-3

Und Wer Kuesst Mich?

XX..
Under Pressure-F

.

1-28-35
..2-2-3!

.

Symphony

Unfinished

GB.
Vanessa-MGM
Viktor Und Viktoria

.1-12-3.'

.2-19-35

XX. .1-30-3!
Wagon Wheels-PAR
Waltz Time

.10-5-3'

..

Vienna

in

UFA.. 11-20-3'
Wake Up

and Dream-U. 10-1 1-34
Wandering Jew-OLY ..1-12-3:
2-19-3!
Wedding Night-UA
Wednesday's Child

We

RKO.

.11-13-34

Live Again-U A. ... .9-24-3'
Sich Finden

Wenn Herzen

XX

11-13-3'

We're Rich Again-RKO. .8-11-34

West of the Pecos-RKO
West Point of the Air

MGM.

12-29-34
.2-25-3!

What Every Woman Knows

When
When

MGM.. 10-5-34

Man-F. .2-23-35
Red
U.. 11-24-34
Strangers Meet-LIB
Man's

a

When

a

Man

a

Sees

10-9-34
1-12-3!
White Cockatoo-WA
12-27-34
White Lies-COL
10-22-34
White Parade-F
Whole Town's Talking

Wicked Woman,

COL.
A

MGM.

Wild Gold-F

.2-15-35

I

7-

Wings in the Dark-PAR.2-:
Winning Ticket-MGM

Woman

in

the

Dark-RKO

12-4-34

Women Must

Dress

MOP.. 1-22-35
Woman Who Dared-IMP. 9-26-341
You Belong to MePAR. .9-13-34|
Young and

Beautiful
II AS.. 8-30-34

Youth

of

Zwischen

Russia-SOV..ll-12-34|
Himmel Und Erde

BAV.. 1-22-351

M:

))'

l-il

!!(

^dM^!!'i

^MKi«

I
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The Mayor Bids You Welcome
MAYOR

OFFICE OF THE

NEW ORLEANS
February

To the Motion Picture Theater Owners

1935.

18,

America:

of

On behalf of the City of New Orleans, want to tell you
how proud the city and our citizens are with being honored
at the selection of New Orleans for your fifteenth annual
I

convention.

We

are proud that your

being held here.
the most pleasant

vention.
that

In fact,

many

of

you

We confidently expect
we hope

local exhibitors

your stay
to

any con-

stay so pleasant

is

|

have

and

let
I

me

going

on the secret

in

am more

have gone

be our pleasure

a remarkable

make your

to

at

stay

;

extent to which they

going

make your

is

remain over Mardi Gras.

will

they are doing for you,

If

to

you have ever experienced

ft

The

convention in the South

first

to

of

than proud

what

of the

bid you welcome.

to

be one-tenth as pleasant as

to

have you, you are going

to

it

have

time.

Sincerely,

(Signed) T.

S.

is

WALMSLEY,
Mayor.

M
it

New Orleans
WELCOMES WITH

THE CITY BEAUTIFUL

I)

SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY THE
THEATER OWNERS OF AMERICA

TRUE

By WILLIAM SPECHT
FILM DAILY New Orleans Representative

N the dependable word of H.

/K\

McLeod, general

chairman of the committee on arrangements for

_y
the

S.

M.

film

row

are

all set to

the grandest

its

give the exhibitors of the country

welcome and the most memorable four

week of enjoyment

days or a
their

O. A. convention, Netv Orleans and

P. T.

that they have ever

had

at

annual conclaves.

Tivo big

event's in

—

one

the 15 th

Annual Conven-

Motion Picture Theater Owners of America

tion of the

and the century-old Mardi Gras that has become

a

world-renowned mecca each year for gaiety lovers

from

points of the compass.

all

Priding

itself

on hospitality, and rich in points of

both historically and

interest

in a

modern

sense,

New

THROUGH A FRAME OF

GRILL: The Vieux
Through the cast

Orleans for weeks has been anticipating and preparing

Old Quarter, of 'New Orleans.

for this opportunity to do

from

its

stuff for

Carre,

or

iron and

hand-embroidered ironwork of antebellum slaves can be seen
The St.
this Pontalba balcony many colorful vistas.
Louis Cathedral, built in 1792-93, is in the background.

the nation's

cinema showmen.

The

local film roiv in particular has been a hive of

activity for the past

two months

in preparation for the

get around and

mix

in a

goodly portion of pleasure

with the more serious purposes of the gathering.

event.

Practically

An

extensive

activities,

not only for the exhibitors but

wives, families

Many

program of entertainment and

and

friends, has been

social

also for their

mapped

events have been calendared and a

out.

number

the good

of

judgment of the convention com-

mittee in confining the business sessions to daytime
only, there will be

ample opportunity for the

of film row has constituted

and guides for the convention

greeters

Association of

Commerce

has extended

itself

guests.

its

into

The

full coopera-

tion.

others will be sprung in the nature of surprises.

Through

all

visitors to

In case the film

numbers

row personnel proves

insufficient in

to adequately take care of the visiting brigades,

arrangements have been made for reinforcements.

New

Orleans extends

its

hand and opens

the theater owners of the country.

its

arms to

'

Go
What

Where to
In

BEAUTIFUL, ROMANTIC,

T^Y WAY
f~*ij some

—

many

is

against the law, of course, but

want an absinthe at the Absinthe
House, Bourbon and Bineville Streets. But there
is a bartender named Jeff who has changed jobs
so often recently he'll have to be found, who is
a genius at making a legal substitute taste like

' New Orleans, including a few things not included in the usual guide books or tourist trips, the
following lists have been prepared by The Film Daily's
representative for the special benefit of the M.P.T.O.A.
conventioneers:

will

the real thing.

FOOD

NIGHT LIFE
Antoine's

Night clubs running from the Blue Room, the
at present, to the Bourbon Street group
which includes Prima's, Vanity Club, Village
Barn, Nut Club.
No formality in any. Cotton
Club in Jefferson Parish considered an interesting

by some.

GAMBLING: No open gambling due

is

naturally the

It

For atmosphere:
various court-

yard restaurants.

DRINKS:

More

bars than you

one spot on

need; all fairly

and

added a female

a

New

the

and Toulouse

Chartres, has

get
in

and Thompson's

though.
Three pansy spots:
The Mansion, Dauphine, between St.

recently the Orchard, Canal at

to

Orleans unless you
seek out the emulators of Child's

rather

Street,

Grill,

almost im-

bad meal

tawdry

Decatur

is

possible

unique experi-

Streets;

meal

meals.

Number of smaller
night spots, cheaply priced, offer

Louis

A

DeSoto and Monteleone Hotels, furnish good

SLUMMING:

all

place.

is

cooking.
Kolb's for German cooking. Expensive.
In the dollar dinner class, Holems, Solari's

to political

squabbles. Taxi drivers and others may help.
Dice games running under cover about a mile
outside of New Orleans Parish lines in Jefferson
and St. Bernard.

ences,

show

something different but it is good to remember what one of the owners used to say to
the effect that if you had to think of the check you
could not afford to eat there.
Galatoire's is another spot for splendid Creole
there

best

spot

See

NEW ORLEANS

ABSINTHE

of providing convention visitors with
pointers on the recreation possibilities of

to

good, and several
superb. The Roose-

^M^m^dmr.
l-AIR

GROUNDS RACETRACK:

im-

Where

convention

the
n

M.P.T.O.A.

Ncu

Orleans.

personator review.

COFFEE AT THE MARKET:

Several stands

in

the French Market make a unique place to finish
the night or early morning. The market in early
morning is interesting; a cross section of races,

nothing openly disreputable and safe.

jm*

i^k

velt bar, that of the
will

be

held

during

I

In

Charles and the
Sazerac are in the

St.

newer section of
the older there are Henry Holley's on
and the Iberville group.

the city; in

Bourbon

(More on next page)

-

Points of Special Interest in the Crescent City
SPORTS

V e u x Carre,
meaning literally
i

Old Square,

the

oldest

the

Golf, Aviation,

is

Tennis, Horse

section

Races, Salt Water
Bathing, Boating.

New

of

and

Orleansthe highest.

FISHING: Waters

Bienville, the city's

below New Or-

founder, selected
the spot because it
offered dry land in
the midst of swamp,

years he attempted to move
the seat of government here, only to
be held back by the
internal politics
and greed of France.
for

canal

street-.

New orhan
a

central

thoroughfare showing

Mardi Gras parade

new

in

Americanism is
visible in skyscrapers and modern homes; in the
old section, a blending of French and Spanish
section,

the buildings quaint.

FOR AUTOISTS
Splendid highways leading into adjacent par-

good scenery.
to Sugar Cane country.

Lakeshore Drive.

carnival

crowd

with

Only

motion

pic-

MISCELLANEOUS
Napoleon's death mask in the Cabildo (cast
from the dead emperor by a physician).
The Customs House, especially the staircase

and

the Marble Hall. This building, of granite
reported to have its foundation on cotton bales.
It is massive, a splendid piece of architecture and
always neglected by the professional guide.
The Maya Museum at Tulane University (compares favorably with Field's Museum, Chicago).
The Shrine of Our Lady of Prompt Succor at the
new Ursulines' convent. This shrine contains the
statue of the Virgin to whom the Ursulines
prayed during the Battle of New Orleans. The
very devout believe her intercession helped Andrew Jackson's military genius.
Tomb of Marie Leveau, voodoo queen, in St.
Louis cemetery No. 1; tomb of Dominique Yu,
Lafitte the pirate's lieutenant, in St. Louis cemetery No. 2.
The "Miracle" shrine run by two sisters on
Kerlerec between Prieur and Roman Streets.
is

honesty is vouched for by
them; the interest lies in the
kept and the possibility that
cures have been effected through auto-suggesNot a racket.
tion.
The Water Works, for those interested in a re-

These two

sisters'

many who know
way the place is

markable
its

Trip

gay

a

progress.

tures.

—

ishes;

those

THEATER

course of the Mississippi River.
The streets of the old quarter are named after
French nobility Chartres, Bourbon, Burgundy,
Dauphine— with Americanism creeping in for such
streets as Decatur, Jefferson, Wilkinson, Madison.
Newer sections developed, largely as outlining
settlements and plantations, past the boundaries
of what are now Canal, Esplanade and Rampart
Streets. South of Canal Street, the American section developed. The present Garden residential
district, home of the wealthy, is an outgrowth of
plantations, and while the difference in residents
of the American city, such as the commercial
area and its residential areas to the south of it
were called, are not now as widely different from
those of the French city, as they were, the architectural characteristics of the two cities are vastly

makes

for

afford thai

AMUSEMENTS:

front follows the

In the

Tarpon

who can

HUNTING.

around Place d'Armes; the exterior limits of the
city were marked by Rampart Street, another
Street which the later Spanish domination called
Esplanade, and the present Canal Street. The

different.

of fish.

type of fishing.

The Old Square grew up about a square
known as Place d'Armes (renamed Jackson
Square in honor of Andrew Jackson after the battle of New Orleans).
Church and state squatted

^

provide

leans

abundance

purification plant.

One

of the first 01

type.

Courtyards along Royal Street. Sugar Refinery. St. Roch
New 11,000-seat Municipal Auditorium. AirCemetery.
port,

one

Mouth
steamers

of the world's finest.

(Ferry
of the Mississippi.
at the foot of Canal Street.)

boats and excursion

TOPOGRAPHY OF NEW ORLEANS
This animated

map

portrays a few of the

many noteworthy

sights of

New

Orleans ...

with Lake Pontchartrain on the north and the Mississippi River encompassing

abounds

tropical,

semi-tropical

and native

much

is

virtually

with roses in bloom twelve months

foliage,

surrounded by water,

On

remainder.

of the

every side

the year.

of

1 *V

Courtesy

NEW ORLEANS AND
THE New
'

Orleans Mardi Gras, gayest
and most famous carnival of the West-

ern

Hemisphere,

year from March

will

be

celebrated

this

For the five-day

1-5.

much a

part

ITS
of

the

celebration

the

festival

lies

ticipation

of

fun and festivity, pageantry, fantasy
and merrymaking.
Actually the Mardi
Gras marks in the colorful social life of

Lent.

the

city

the

culmination

of

a

series

of

and pageants begun during Christmas Week. But the festival, though local
in character, has become international in
fame and popularity.
the

United States and

From

all

parts

from Central

South America visitors pour into

New

of

and
Or-

leans for the Mardi Gras and become as

by

in

the

the

the

chief

Krewe

of

Momus, one

organizations

Mardi Gras.

of

participating

Tuesday, March

5,

the
in
is

of the

season with joy and merrymaking

the

4,

Mardi Gras Day, the most important day

period of the jubilee, the city will be given

balls

the

Latin custom of celebrating the pre-Lenten

over unrestrainedly to whoopee and wassail,

as

five
of

Orleans Chamber of Commerce.

FAMOUS MARDI GRAS

natives.

The origin

New

In

the

penitential

in

self-denial

anof

period exceeding a century

during

which

New

Mardi

Gras,

an

Orleans

elaborate

has had a
organization

had been perfected to make the carnival
an Arabian Nights spectacle enhanced by
modern splendor and ingenuity.
The street parades, which are the most
distinctive feature of the Mardi Gras celebration, start on Thursday night, Feb. 28.
The next outstanding event is a ball and
pageant given on Monday night, March

streets.

in New Orleans. All day long
masked and unmasked, fill the
During the day and night on

year

revelers,

renowned Canal Street the parades of the
Krewes of Rex and Comus and the Ancient
Order of Diuids with floats, fantastic and
lovely, lend joy and enchantment to the
scene. Coronation of the King and Queen
of the Mardi Gras is a highspot in the
revelry. Two chief balls and innumerable
small celebrations mark the festive finale
of the New World's most famous fun festival.

•I

WE HAVE

AMONG THOSE

WITH US

PRESENT

>

•
President

the

of

Motion Picture The-

Owners

ater

a

America,

•

•

GREETINGS!

sembled

Ed Kuykendall

of

leader

in

New

the

at

to

Orleans

who

ties

get-together

and highlight

will help to

the

ber

and a mem-

Code

the
Authority.
of

•

•
is

with the

NAME

your obedient scribe ole Phil

time

first

Leaders

and

an individual

M.

P.

symbolizes the small town

and a Fighter
Ed made

but with that ole Southern smile

member

functioning as a

Louis,

Eastern

the

and

Ed goes hunting

Missouri
Southern Illi-

the

of

motion picture code.

a paragraph

a

stirring

speech

M.P.T.O.A
in the

Code Authority as well as prexy
during spare moments
if
any
wilds of his home state
the

of

Sidney

R.

Kent

the Philly

at

convention several years ago
worked untiringly during the
Washington codifying days of the fall of 1933
now commuting
between New York and his home town of Columbus. Miss

Owners of
America and presiSt.

who

his debut in M.P.T.O.A. affairs through

Theater

Administrator

charge

Personal Tribute

a highly intelligent gent

par excellence

of

to start

that's his

Divi-

T

ED KUYKENDALL

•

and

of the exhibitor organization)

theater operator

the
board of directors
of the Motion Picture

the

•

NEVER

breaking his self-imposed rule
of

compliance

director

in

(FOR THE very

M. Daly

•

of

NRA

the personali-

of

sion

•

Rosenblatt

guide the deliberations that will chart the imme-

T
Fred Wehrenberg

A.

Sol.

hand

American Showmanship

diate future of

tc the

of

a few

just

as-

M.P.T.O.A.

drafting oi
film industry

code

dent
T. O.

convention
the

the

in

Chairman

in
of

the exhibitor leaders are on

all

look them over

let's

delegates

the

Annual

15th

President of F o x

Film Corp. and pro-

ducer

-

distributor

of

leader during code
conferences.

nois.

•

•

•

JACK MILLER

sharp, incisive definition

M.

E.

Comeriord

no

A

Softie

-

presi-

dent of the Motion

Theater

Picture

Owners of America
and president and
general manager oi
the

Comerford

always good

•

•

the

exhibitor

•

attack

standpoint

most successful
relations

lic

the

Youessay

and trade practices

Motion

Theater

a

member

•

Picture

in

the

Malco

Service, formerly active head of Publix
Theaters
and a
former member o
the Motion Picture
Theater Owners of
America board.

of

f

built up one of the
an Authority on pub-

the ablest leaders the
of

him as

T

•

WALTER VINCENT

M.P.T.O.A.

official

representative of Conservatism

knows

lineup

of

in all intricate details

through years

currently

ranging from an actor

to

of

guy

John C. Flinn

•

board and head
the

one

Jr.

General manager
of National Screen

Dramatic
sort of

and Memphis can be proud

T
of

Owners

America,

Sam Dembow,

Code Board

of its

M. A. Lightman

the

is

the

a dynamite-loaded speech

an exhib who has

of

in

circuits

association ever boasted

one

of

M. A. LIGHTMAN
a dyed-in-the-wool fighter for
cause
equally expert in diplomacy and direct
"M. A." can talk authoritatively about theater oper-

ation from the

Past president

for

Jack

labor provisions

the

Colorful
at any man's convention
Dynamic
just a straight-from-the-shoulder

cir-

cuit.

a spade a Spade

drafting

is

an

puts over his opinions with

calls

Big Shot

motion picture Code
vice

First

Chicagoan

two-fisted

authority on settling labor disputes

a

circuit

of

his

theater

tary

diversified experience

a Rock

operator

Executive

operations

of Gibral-

wherever the exhibs are face to face with a crisis
never
stampeded into a decision
weighs everything with a judicial
mind
a perennial source of intelligent advice to any exhib who

of

the

secre-

Code

Authority and form-

tar

it.,

of

circuit.

er

Paramount

Pathe

and

executive.

seeks his opinion or guidance

T
•

©

•

exhibitor

LACK OF

LEWEN PIZOR
E.

V. Richards

Head

of

Theaters
of the

Saenger

and

one

country's

leading
.operators.

theater

BERG

as

leaders
of

T

space only prevents extended comment on such

EDWARD LEVY

of

Eastern Pennsylvania M.P.T.O

MORGAN WALSH

New Haven
FRED WEHREN-

Washington code conBEN BERENSTEIN of Los Angeles
ference fame
M. E.
COMERFORD, whose grand record as a champion of exhib causes
To all you Leaders named
would fill this page
to all
of

St.

Louis

of

you exhibitors gathered in New Orleans on this historic occasion
and presents
the FILM DAILY extends greetings and salutations
this Special Issue as a sught token of our esteem and regard for your
great

organization

America

the

Motion

Picture

Theater
•

Owners

of

John

W.

Editor
lisher

of

DAILY

Alicoate

and

and

mander-in-chief
all

the

Colonels.

Pub-

THE FILM
comof

Kentucky

EXTEND GREETINGS

Day-after-Day

EXCELLENCE
EASTMAN

Super-Sensitive "Pan"

Negative has played

pro-

a part in

ductions that marked veritable milestones
in

cinematic progress. Yet

success

its

outstanding pictures

is

based

upon the same dependability

it

offers

in these

cameramen and producers every day

in the

year. Unfailing, day-after-day excellence

is

the quality that makes this film the natural

choice for the screen's greatest ventures.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
N. Y.

(J.

E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,

New York,

Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN

Super-Sensitive

Panchromatic Negative

And so

to bed!
Final forms of the

1935

FILM YEAR

BOOK

go to press today and by

next week subscribers of

FILM DAILY
be receiving
This

book

carries

THE

over the world

all

will

important volume.

this

of

time

this

more than 1100 pages

more valuable information

than any of the
Books, which

is

preceding Year

saying plenty.

EVERYTHING
in

pertaining to

PRODUCTION-DISTRIBUTION— EXHIBITION
will

be found

in

the

1935
FILM YEAR BOOK
Published by

THE FILM DAILY

!

(Mrnil!
OKAY, M. P. T. O. A. MEMBERS
WHILE YOU'RE HAVING A GOOD TIME,
COLUMBIA IS GOING RIGHT AHEAD WITH

MORE BIG-MONEY PRODUCTIONS!
GET SET TO BREAK RECORDS with

EDWARD

ROBINSON

G.

THE WHOLE TOWN'S TALKING

in
with

AN

A?T H u,

~

LILIAN
in

HARVEY — TULLIO CARMINATI

rfUBIs

TONIGHT

LET'S LIVE

GRACE MOORE

in

ON WINGS OF SONG

TITLE

A New

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
H
r

A New
THE SIGN
OF GOOD TIMES

always

I

Tl

FRANK CAPRA

production

"THE BEST OF THE YEAR"I

«tfi

COLUMBIA PICTURES
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REVIEWS
Hardwicke
75 mins.

DESERT DRAMA FROM ROBERT HICHCLASSIC

ACTED

FINELY

ULANSKIE"

"SLUBY

Cedric

Ellis,

Olympic

ENS'

"JOHANNISNACHT,"

FOREIGN DIALOGUE

"BELLA DONNA"
with Conrad Veidt, Mary

WITH

("Love
in
the
Army"), in Polish; produced by Blok-Muzafilm; directed by Mieczyslaw Krawicz; with
Franciszek Brodniewicz, Marja ModzelewDistributed by
et al.
the Fifth Avenue Theater.
Fairly
enjoyable military

At

Principal.

ska,

comedy from
VEIDT SCORING STRONG.
Warsaw deals with Poland's move for freeAs usual, any film with Conrad Veidr dom at the time of the World War and
featured must result in a production carry- includes some pleasing romance between
ing conviction, because of this fine actor's officers and a wealthy widow and her niece.
talent if nothing else.
But in this case A few agreeable musical numbers also are
there is an intelligent and grown-up story interpolated.

—

—

written by a master
Robert Hichens
so
that the results are more than just pleasing.

There is a fine quality of restraint
work of Veidt, Mary Ellis and
Hardwicke, following closely the

the
Cedric
in

original

novel,

and

director

Robert Milton
the manner in

deserves much credit for
which he has preserved the dignity and
beauty of the original, for its sheik type
plot was so easy to sensationalize and
cheapen.
The theme is that of the wife
of an Englishman who is lured away from
him by a rich Egyptian, who spurns her in
the end and she thus becomes an outcast.
of

The acting
a

an

colorful

the

of

three

principals

intelligent

Cast: Ccnrad

Veidt,

for

in

with
al.

("The Song to
produced by Svensk

Swedish;

Filmindustri;

directed

by

Ivar

Johansson;

Oehman, Sickan Carlsson,
At the Fifth Avenue Playhouse.
Martin

et

also

is

"EL
er

of

unusually interesting.

CANTANTE
Naples"),

in

DE NAPOLES" ("SingSpanish;

produced

by

entertainment.

Mary

Ellis,

Warner Bros, in Hollywood; directed by
Cedric Howard Bretherton; with Enrico Caruso, Jr.,
Stuart, Mona Maris, et al.
At the Teatro Campoa-

Hardwicke,
Jean
Stuart,
John
Michael Shipley.
Director, Robert Miltcn; Author, Robert
Hichens; Adaptor, H. Fowler Mears; Editor,
Paul Masschke; Cameraman, Sidney Blythe
Direction, Very Gccd. Photography, Okay

in

FILMS

German;

pro-

duced by Aafa; directed by Willy Reiber;
with Lil Dagover, Hans Stuewe, et al. At
the 86th St. Casino Theater.
Entertaining love drama in attractive Bavarian Alps setting with good performance
by Lil Dagover in the role of a famous ac-

"Crossroads of the World"
(Magic Carpet Series)
Fox
10 min

Good
Scenes around Singapore compri;

interesting travel short. Thei
from the bustling cil
streets to the Malayan jungles, wil
the usual native activities includir
"DER SCHIMMELREITER" ("The Rider a bit of ceremonial dancing by
darkskin tribe. The subject is we
of the White Horse"), in German; produced by Europa Film; directed by Curt photographed.
Oertel and Hans Deppe; with Marianne
Hoppe, Matthias Wieman, et al.
At the

who

the lure of the mountains and the love of a country playwright.
tress

falls

for

79th St. Theater.
Unusual and absorbing drama on the
order of "Man of Aran," depicting man's
struggles with the forces of nature, as well
as

own

his

failings,

along

the

coast

of

Friesland.

Nice combination of music, singing, acting and photography makes this musical
romance from Sweden a swell piece of
entertainment for the Scandinavian fans.
Native background, including winter sports,

carries

and suspenseful story along

hour of

"SANGEN TILL HENNE"
Her"),

NEW

of the

this

are

views

"Pardon My Grip"
(World of Sport Series)
Columbia
10 min
Action and Comedy
Depicting the art of wrestling

it is

j

practiced in different countrie

from the ceremonial performance
put on by the Japanese bone-crusl
ers to the rough and tumble exhib

SHORTS
"Chums"

(Treasure Chest Series)
Educational
10 mins. tions staged in America, this subjei
Fine Animal Novelty
is
a wow for action plus laugh
Depicting the playful companion- Highlights of the reel are contril
ship of a dog and various animals,
uted by Jim Londos, with Evere
including a monkey, a porcupine,
opponent
cats, etc., this subject is both en- Marshall as one of his

grossing and amusing.
The dog
shows unusual intelligence and, in
mor.
addition to disporting with his pals,
Excellent musical romance with good cast he goes around and picks up a snake,
and direction and very pleasing vocal work, an alligator and other pets and
all done in a festive background that should
brings them back to their zoo cages.
be highly relished by Latin audiences.
Young and old will enjoy it.

supplied partly by tr
the wrestlers themselyt
and partly by a well-delivered lir
of amusing chatter by a comment!

Comedy

antics

tor.

is

of

Though men

enjoy

will

women and
plenty

kids also
entertaining.

will

it

mos

find

DEPENDABLE FILM DELIVERY
ASSURED BY
Carolina

Delivery Service Co., Charlotte, N. C.

Columbus-Cincinnati Trucking Co.. Columbus, Ohio.
Electric

Delivery System,

Exhibitors Film Delivery

New

b

Orleans, La.

Delivery

Film Transfer Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

Interstate

Minneapolis, Minn.

Film Service,

Iowa Film Delivery, Des Moines,

Omaha, Neb.

la.

Service Co., Inc., Denver,

Service Co., Inc., Kansas

Mo.

Exhibitors Service Co.,

Film

b

la.

Inter-Carolina Delivery Service, Charlotte, N. C.

Film Transportation Co., Des Moines,

Exhibitors Film

Inland Film Express, Des Moines,

Pick-Up Service, Minneapolis, Minn.

Film Service, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

Film Transport Co.,

Colo.

City,

Film

Film Truck

Service,

Gilboy Company, San
Pittsburgh,

Pa.

Exchange Transfer Co., Boston, 'Mass.

Film Express Service, Minneapolis, Minn.

Gross

&

Detroit,

Mich.,

Middle West Film Express, Minneapolis, Minn.

la.

&

Chicago,

Francisco, Cal.

Horlacher Delivery Service,
Inc.,

Inc.,

I

New

Jersey Messenger Service, Philadelphia, Pa.

Northwest Film Delivery Co., Seattle, Wash.
Smith Film Service,

Johnson, Cleveland, Ohio.

Howell Trucking Co.,

Philadelphia,

Rochester, N. Y.

Pa.

Inc.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

Theatre Service Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Theatre Transport Co., Toledo, Ohio.
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OF NRA

Emanuel Cohen Denies
Plan to Raid Paramount

MPTOA Won't Invite
Huey Long

(Continued from Page 1)

*MAY

AWAIT PROBES

(Continued from Page 1)

an appropriation of only $5,000 will
investigabe obtained for the
tions, although $25,000 was asked
by Senator Nye, efforts are being
made to combine the judiciary sub-

NRA

Second Studio Project

Announced

Speak

to

(Continued from Page 1)

would be made to prevent disers feel that such a move would be
rupting of the new studio setup unLong is underder Henry Herzbrun and Ernst Lu- politically unwise.
bitsch.
stood to be willing to speak at the
meeting provided the newsreels
Warners Out of "Fly Away"
shoot the scene.
Ed Kuykendall,
Warners are reported to have
withdrawn from the management of M.P.T.O.A. President, is an inti"Fly Away Home," stage produc- mate friend of Senator Pat Harrition,, at Jthe 48th St. theater.
The son, who has frequently been opshow continues under the manage- posed to the Louisiana political

forts

committee probe headed by Senator
King, aimed especially at exposing
monopolistic practices fostered under ment of Theron Bamberger.
codes, with the McCarran-Nye resolution designed to probe the effect
of

39

leader.

in Florida

(Continued from Page 1)

ments,

it

is

announced by Greater

Miami Studio

Industries. This is the
second film project in recent weeks,
the other being sponsored by Merrill
Wade, president of American
National Pictures, Inc., which plans

26 pictures.

Releasing Sex Film
"Children of Loneliness," dealing
with a sex theme, is being released
nationally by Jewel Productions.

administration by code authori-

ties.

Brooklyn Paramount Sets
New Attendance Record
A new attendance record has been

set at the Brooklyn Paramount with
Warners' "Devil Dogs of the Air,"
with about 61,000 admissions from
the Thursday night preview to SatOn
urday, according to Joe Lee.
Thursday night an extra midnight

show was given to accommodate
nearly 5,000 waiting in the lobby,
after the first preview had played
On Friday and
to 7,000, says Lee.
Saturday the house played to 24,000
and 25,000 cash customers, respectively.

li

The Thursday evening preview
was ushered in with a contingent
from the U. S. Marine aviation base
at Floyd Bennett Field and the
presence of Roger Q. Williams, noted

18

aviator.

1
DeMarcos for 4 More Films
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Tony and Renee DeMarco, dance team now at work in
West Coast Bureau of

—

Warners' "In Caliente," starring
Dolores Del Rio, have been signed
by the company to dance and act in
four

more

features.

John Halliday Back in Play
John Halliday, who left the cast
of "Rain from Heaven" last Wednesday because of illness, is back in
the stage play.
"Littlest Rebel" for M-G-M
Littlest Rebel," play by the
late Edward H. Peple, has been ac-

"The

quired for the screen

by M-G-M.

Joining "March of Time" Staff
Ralph Rolan of Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn, is joining the

"March of Time"

staff.

The EUCHARISTIC CONGRESS
AT BUENOS AIRES
Imposing array of dignitaries from the farflung corners of the world, participating
in awe-inspiring ceremonies.
.

A colorful pageant of
INCOMPARABLE BEAUTY & SPLENDOR
Engrossing

narrative

by

BASIL RUYSDAEL
Organ accompaniment by Lew White
eatht
Reel

—

11

minutes

—

Original

ready-made audience of

fifty

sound,
million

people waiting.
Territorial

M. D. Strong

rights

available

Criterion Films
50 EAST 42nd STREET. NEW YORK

GENERAL REGISTER CORPORATION
1540 Broadway,

New

York

A HARD HITTING TEAM
THAT'S

WHY

THEY'RE
ALWAYS OUT IN FRONT
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NOW A7 BAT.
AND

IT'S

.

ANOTHER HOMER

Buster

KEATON
in

ONE RUN
ELMER
Directed by Charles Lamont

NEXT

OBJECT NOT

Joe Cook, Buster Keaton, Ernest Truex .... home
run kings of comedy .... Sylvia Froos, the Easy
Aces, York and King, Tom Howard, Junior
Coghlan, Billy Gilbert .... regular Babe Ruths, every
one of them, when comes to socking out the laughs and entertainment in the shorts innings. And they're drawing the payinc

MATRIMONY

fans to the stands, too, whenever they play.

MAN

UP.

.

ERNEST TRUEX
in

it

Produced by Al

Presented by

£.

W.

Christie

Educational team

is

walking

away

No wonder

with the pennant

ag

tha
fl

HAMMQNS
(f

Distributed in U.S.A.

by

&c/xu:cillcncU (J Lctu-xsA^

THE SPICE

OFTHE PROGRAM"

111

Fox Film Corporation

w-

I
Intimate

The Dail y N ewspe per

Character

in

l^ernational

in

Scope

ependent

in

Thought

o n
Of M
Now Sixt een
i

Pict u res
Years Old
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Tighten N.

Bill to

27, 193<S

Censorship

Y.

CEN1S

5

Defeated

is

SCRAPPgOF CODE DEMANDED BY MPTjJALEADERS
42 Pictures Planned by Universal for 1935-36
New
.

=

merry-go-round
JACK ALICOATE

.

.

===

Six Westerns Included in
Next Season's Lineup,

Orleans

By

Says Grainger

HIT

Orleans Universal will sell
ORLEANS, Tuesday— Up and at it 36 features and six westerns for
Philadelphia In a statement for
next season, James R. Grainger
early after a rollicksome dinner at the
said yesterday while attending the the benefit of exhibitors who may
the
as
Antoine's
famous
^astronomically
M. P. T. O. A. convention at the be tempted to default on contracts
?uest of old Trader Horn Wally Van Dyke.
Roosevelt.
The company will hold as a result of a misapprehension as
to
Nizer
Louis
This morning we promised
its annual sales convention in late to the import of the recent U. S.
number
mistake
That was
go sightseeing.
Supreme Court action in dismissing
May, probably in New York.
The weather is freezing and you
one.
the Muller vs. Fox Film case, Frank
wincannot see anything thru the bus
Fogel, local attorney representing
Jackson
dows on account of the frost.
several major companies, points out
[Square, the St. Louis Cathedral, the French
that the high court did not declare
FIRST DIV. LINING
market, the haunted house, Cabildo, the
the standard exhibition contract il-

—

NEW

UP

Napoleon house and the land of Evantwo and even, Evangeline
Six,
geline.
wore flannel underwear down here at this

(Continued on Page 16)

old

time of the year.

scheduled

ride

It

so cold that they

is

First Division will produce six
features next season and in addition
will have two or three producers
each making several pictures for
F. D. release, it was stated yester-

party.

skating

«
convention

THE

MORE PRODUCERS

changing the river boat
for tomorrow night to a

considering

ire

was

yesterday

John

track.

race

the

*

*

held

at

self.

Never has there been

a

more

the

boy

colored

who

shined

our

shoes

I

ever

see."

did

New

Orleans

may be

show town in the United States,
but they sure do outdo themselves when
it comes
to showing good old time Southern hospitality to the show folks.

the worst

*

*

*

and we are having lunch
IT'S one o'clock
with President Ed Kuykendall, who tells
us of the serious inconsistencies and inpresent zoning and
congruities
of the
Two o'clock and the
clearance set-up.
convention hall is well filled as H. S.

McLeod

of

New

Orleans,

a

of

Commerce,

a

colorful,

dignified,

LEVY

Recommendations from California
that the extra list be limited to
1,004 names with a maximum of 500
to be added during the year will be
considered today by the production
committee of the Code Authority

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 2)

Hollywood
sistant to

THE FILM DAILY
A. M. Botsford was

—

appointed

executive

Henry Herzbrun

as-

to handle

dealings with actors, directors and
writers.
'

G,

—

New

annual convention yesterday at the
Deshler-Wallick Hotel.
The newly
introduced measures include a bill
to restore the 10 per cent admission
tax and a bill to compel two operators in every booth. Following busi-

yesterday

the

SAYS EDWARD

Limit of 1,004 Extras
Recommended by Coast

West Coast Bureau of

like-

welcomes the
Julian
crescent city.
Brylawski replies for the exhibs and then
Prexy Ed Kuykendall renders the president's
(Continued on Page 2)
to

Net profit of $4,249,263 is reportby Radio Corp. of America,

Columbus With two new state
worry about the Independent
Theater Owners of Ohio opened its

Botsford Assists Herzbrun

able, full-fledged Southerner,

exhibitors

ed

REPORTED BY RCA PLAN NO INVASIONS,

Support
Of N. Y. Censorship Measure

the meetweather-beaten showman,
'"
The invocation is by Rev.
ord ®r.
"Yk.
D^Mb Wattley of New Orleans, and
Theodore Simmons of the New Orleans

Chamber

IS

Nobody Appears

calls

resolution.
Soon after opening of the initial
(Continued on Page 16)

bills to

—

how he liked theater owners and he replied, "Boy, they is the drinkenest bunch

—

New Orleans A general vitriolic
attack on the motion picture code by
M.P.T.O.A. leaders yesterday indicates that the current convention
will adopt a resolution asking for
either its complete abolition or elimination of all provisions excepting
those governing labor. Led by Jack
Miller of Chicago, one leader after
another tossed high content explosives at the code.
Jules Michaels
said he will introduce the necessary

Ohio Independent Unit
Opens Annual Confab

(Continued on Page 16)

M.P.T.O.A. corn husk. Everybody, even
Huey Long, seems to be here. We asked

ARTHUR EDDY

Orleans Policy of the M. P.
which controls RKO, for the year
T. O. A. is not to invade territories
1934, compared with loss of $582,094 in 1933. Gross income from all where regional units are established
sources
for
the
year amounted but are unaffiliated with it, and the
organization also is opposed to
to $78,756,993, an increase of 26.3
"high-pressure demands for affilia(Continued on Page 14)
tion or else the threat of organizing

color-

ful

Alone
By

$4,249,263 NET PROFIT

Wm.

day to The Film Daily by
M.
L. Fiske III, vice-president of First
Division Exchanges, who leaves tomorrow for Hollywood to line up

Felix

Clark,

and the old Colonel acted as judges
the judges' stand during the running
in
Clark was touted off
of the fourth race.
the winner and he is still talking to him-

Feist

Exhibitors Would Retain
Code's Labor Clauses

BY HIGH COURT ACTION

—

New

CONTRACT NOT

Bogart Rogers

the writing department.

will

head

in

By

EDWARD

FILM DAILY

C.
Staff

CUYLER
Correspondent

Albany, N. Y.—The Senate Committee on Education yesterday rang
the death knell of the McCall-Canney bills making New York State's
motion picture censorship law more
stringent and empowering the board
(Continued on Page 2)

a

rival

unit,"

declared

(Continued on Page

Edward

G.

9)

M.P.T.O.A. Appoints
8 Standing Committees
New Orleans — Eight standing
committees were appointed by the
M.P.T.O.A. yesterday, as follows:
Legislation and Taxes
M. A.
Lightman, Chairman; E. M. Fay,

—

Providence; O. C. Lam, Rome, Ga.;
H. C. Buchanan, Charlotte, N. C.
Public Relations and Community
(Continued on Page 4)

Rosenblatt En route South
Wash. Bureau of
Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY

Sol A. Rosenblatt, diviadministrator, left here last night
New Orleans, where he will address
the M.P.T.O.A. convention tomorrow, acmade here
cording to announcement
yesterday.

sion
for

m*

DAILY

New
.

Wed,
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Berlin

I.

Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
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Hes-Noues,

Rue de

la

19.

.

.

Defeat Bill to Tighten
Censorship in New York

Orleans

TONIGHT

the

9

President's

reception

is

being held in the tip top room way
up in the skies.
Tomorrow the exhibitors
go to school, for the program is devoted
entirely to constructive aspects of theater
operation.
Among those who are here to
talk to the undergraduates of showman's
college on the selling of motion picture
entertainment are professors Charley McCarthy,
Charlie
Einfeld
and
Bob Gillham.
are
having our sailor suit
pressed, for tomorrow night provided it
thaws, is the big night on the Mississippi.
Sol Rosenblatt has wired he will be here
to speak on Thursday.
Goethe once said
that man expresses best that which is
within him.
If that is so, we know of at
'

We

least

two exhibitors who are now

bottles

of absinthe.

CODE

Limit of 1,004 Extras
Recommended by Coast

FINANCIAL

(Continued from Page 1)

and, if approved, will be submitted
to tbe Code Authority for action at

meeting tomorrow. The recommendations made under a resolution
adopted by the Code Authority re-

its
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THE MAN
WHO COULD

HOT

DIE /

Greatest
Road Show Attraction
in
Years
Six
Record Breaking Weeks at the
Criterion Theatre
New York.

The

FOR

—

—

DIRECT THEATRE BOOKINGS
TERRITORIAL RIGHTS

AND

OLYMPIC PICTURES CORP.
729 Seventh Ave.

BRyant 9-4417

New

York

"Black Fury" Premiere Set
Pittsburgh— "Black Fury," Paul
Muni's new Warner picture which
has its locale in this city, with many
scenes
actually
photographed ir
local coal mining districts, will be
given its world premiere at the
Opening will
Stanley on April 27.
be a heavily exploited gala event.
General release date of the picture
is

May

tisements.
Representatives of the
motion picture industry, organized
labor and newspaper publishers submitted the measures to a heavy battering for several hours at a public
hearing.
When they were
through, Senator A. Spencer Feld,

Manhattan Democrat, asked

if

any-

one present desired to speak for the
bills.
No one came forward.
"Perhaps," said
Senator Feld,
smiling,
"they have been over-

whelmed by the arguments presented by the opposition."
Statements were made at the hearing that the bills, if enacted into
law, would drive 50,000 printers out
of work, disrupt the motion picture
industry's distribution system, virtually prohibit newspaper advertising
and drive small exhibitors out of
business.
The bill taxing each film advertisement $10 was assailed as "ridiculous." One speaker said the measure would tax $37,000,000 a year
from the motion picture industry,
while
it
another
declared
that
would permit censorship of all radio
programs sponsored by a theater.
C. C. Pettijohn, representing motion picture producers and distributors, said the industry has increase''
wages in this state alone $1,000,000
under the code.
"It seems as though everyone in
America today has two businesses,"
he said "his own, and motion pictures.
Today I think the cleanest
form of human expression known if
the motion picture.
It certainly
cleaner than many magazines sold
on the newsstands and available to
children."
Pettijohn charged that one of the
bills was intended to stop wholesale or block selling of films.
"Wp
have the most efficient distribution
svstem in the world," he asserted.
"That's the trouble with other business.
It can't even distribute the
necessities of life at a fair cost."
Charles L. O'Reilly was chairman
of the committee for the motior
nicture interests attending: the heari

19

3

19%

moves some 6,000 names from the
extra roles and leaves on the new
list those most deserving of extra
work.
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c

Merle Oberon for M-G-M Film
ing.
Senator J. Henry Walters also
Merle Oberon, who has been visit- attended.
ing New York since completing
work in "Folies Bergere" for 20th
Capitol Bookings Set
Century, will return to the coast to
Following "Biography of a Bachappear in M-G-M's "The Flame elor Girl." which opens Fridav.
Within," under direction of Ed- bookings at the Capitol will include
mund Goulding. Ann Harding and "After Office Hours." with Clark
Franchot Tone have the leading Gable and Constance Bennett: "West
roles.
Point of the Air," with Wallace
Helen
"Vanessa."
with
Beery,"
Hayes and Robert Montgomery, and
RKO Gets Another Select Film
"Casino Murder Case." with Paul
"Blind Road," Select production
with Preston Foster, Lila Lee, Mel- Lukas, Major Edward Bowes anvyn Douglas and Shirley Grey, will nounced yesterday. All are M-G-M
be released by RKO Radio on March pictures.
The picture was directed by
15.
2 More "Diggers" Dates
Crane Wilbur at the Biograph studio
Two more special engagements
in New York.
have been set bv Warners for "Gold
Seek to Boost Utah Tax
Diggers of 1935," which will have
Salt Lake City Increase in the its world premiere this week at the
amusement tax to 10 per cent is Saenger Theater, New Orleans.
included in a proposal by Joseph These are at the Community TheW. Jensen for expanding the scope ater, Miami. Florida, March 1. and

—

of

the

sales tax to provide
the benefit of teachers.

state

funds for

Coming and Going

of regents to censor all film adver-

from Page 1)
report,
full
of
meat and constructive
thought, talking for almost an hour and
receiving an ovation at the end.
Others
who spoke at the opening session included
Ed Levy, the colorful Jack Miller and Fred
Wehrenberg.
41
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(Continued from Page 1)

merry-go-round

{.Continued
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the Florida Theater, St. Petersburg,

on March

2.

P. A. POWERS of Celebrity Pictures returm
yesterday from a six-week sojourn in Pal
Beach.

CHICK YORK,
Texas,

in

after

back

is

work soon

in

his

a

trip

DUDLEY DIGGES, who
M-G-M, will leave

has

with

studios

to

oil

wel

will

sta

his

New York and

in

next comedy for Education;

for

signed a contra,
the Culver Ci

tomorrow.

BUCHANAN, star of "Brewster
Millions," which has its premiere tonight
the Leicester Square, London, and is soon
bo released through United Artists, will arri
here from England for a short visit next wee
JACK

HAROLD

F.

HARRIS

duction forces arrives
abroad on the lie de

the

of

in

New

Fox Film
York today

pr<

fro

France.

EDWARD GOLDEN, Monogram

manage

sales

following a brief trip through the central te
ritory, has left for New Orleans to attend
t
M.P.T.O.A. convention.

WILL ROGERS, following a visit with
wife and daughter Mary in Chicago, returns
the Fox studio on the coast today.
Mrs. Rogc
and Mary also are coast-bound.
I

FREDERICK

P.

CULBERT,

Radio Corp. of
York today on the
for

America,

European manag
sails
from N.

Manhattan

for

the

oth

side.

McCONVILLE was

JOSEPH

Boston

in

ot

week-end.

the

M.

E.

ater

LOEW, New England independent

circuit

about

two

owner,
weeks.

MITZI GREEN

is

has

in

gone

Boston,

to

th

Florida

appearing at

I

f

Metropolitan.

JOHN HAY WHITNEY,
ductions,

has returned to

head of Pioneer Pr

New

York.

AL MERTZ, RKO
is

short subject sales manag
in Chicago on the last lap of a mid-weste

sales

trip.

IRENE DUNNE, RKO Radio Pictures star w
is
coming to New York for a belated hon«
moon with DR. FRANCIS GRIFFIN, is mak
the trip from California by way of the Panaij
Canal aboard the Santa Rosa.

M. H. AYLESWORTH is expected back fnj
Hollywood tomorrow or Friday.

MAXWELL ANDERSON returns to New Ycj
on Friday following the completion of ti
screen adaptation of his book. "So Red li
Rose", which Paramount is producing.
KITTY CARLISLE,

currently

making

persoil

appearances, has added Chicago to her itinera
before reporting back at the Paramount Stun
on March 18.

CLAUDETTE COLBERT is en route from Hi)
lywood and scheduled to arrive in New Yci
on Friday for a brief holiday following comp
tion of her Walter Wanger production, "Priv
Worlds", for Paramount.
•

RECORDING ON FILM
INDUSTRIAL— FILM
SLIDE

FILM— RECORDS

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44A

•

CORP.
St.,

N.Y.C.

•

;

Listen in to:
"ACCORDING TOTHE
MOONLIGHT" • "IT'S
AN OLD SOUTHERN
CUSTOM". "HUNKADOLA"."OH,l DIDN'T
KNOW YOU'D GET

THAT WAY"* "I WAS

365 Times Better Than Last Year!

JAMES DUNN
NED SPARKS

ALICE FAYE

•

LYDA ROBERTI CLIFF EDWARDS • ARLINE JUDGE
ELEANOR POWELL • BENNY RUBIN • EMMA DUNN
•

BORN TOO LATE". "I
GOT SHOES— YOU
GOT SHOESIES"

Entire production conceived,

By those hit creators: Jack Yellen,

Jack Yellen and Patterson MclMutt. Based on a story by Sam Hellman and Gladys Lehman

Friend,

Cliff

Joseph Meyer, Herb Magidson

GEORGE WHITE
produced and directed by George White. Screen play by

0/

DAILY
.P.T.O.A,

Wednesday, Feb. 27,

SINGLE NRA INQUIRY

APPOINTS

An
.^A

Registrations at Convention
EIGHT COMMITTEES

—

Registrations on
New Orleans
the first day of the M.P.T.O.A. conWehrenberg, Chair- vention included the following:
man; Sidney Lust, Washington, D.
Alexander, J. Don, Colorado, Springs.
C; Wm. Landers, Batesville, Ark.; Alexander,
H. II., Belzoni, Mi".
Roy L. Smart, Charlotte, N. C; Wm. Alicoate,
Charles, New York.
Benton, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Alicoate, Jack, New York.
Geo. A. Ansell, Louis K., St. Louis.
Credentials and Rules
Mann, Chairman, San Francisco; Auger, Edward, Camden, N. J.
{Continued from Page 1)

Affairs — Fred

—

Wm.

Benton, Saratoga, N. Y.; L. EThompson, New York, N. Y.; Fred
Dolle, Louisville; Louis Ansell,
J.
St. Louis.

—E.

G. Levy, Chair
B. N. Berinstein, Los Angeles

Resolutions

man;

Ballance, Harry G., Atlanta.
Barrett, Martin H., New York.
Belshe, E. B., Forrest City, Ark.
Belshe, Mrs. E. B., Forrest City, Ark.
Benedic, A. Jules, Atlanta.
Benton, Wm. E., Saratoga, N. Y.
Berinstein. B. M., Los Angeles.
Berry, H. R., Hartsville, S. C.
Beraheimer, Louis, Washington.
Beveuson, A., New Orleans.
Bissinger, L. G., Dallas.

X. Williams, Jr., Oxford, Miss
Emanuel, Philadelphia; L. S
Hamm, San Francisco.
Music Tax Lewen Pizor, Chair Blackman, Geo. M., Syracuse, N. Y.
man; A. J. Brylawski, Washington Boiler, Robert, Kansas City.
Boiler. Mrs. Robert, Kansas City.
Chas. E. Williams, Omaha; Jos. H. Blount. X. B., New Orleans.
Brennan, Boston; Sol E. Gordon Brown, Colvin, New York.
Brylawski, A. Julian, Washington.
Beaumont, Tex.
NRA Code Trade Practices— Mor Buckwalter, H. C, New Orleans.
gan A. Walsh, Chairman; Morris Casanave, Chas. L., New York.
Lowenstein, Oklahoma City; J. H. Casanave, Mrs. Chas. L., New York.
Mack Jackson, Chadick, A. E., New Orleans.
Michael, Buffalo;
R.

Jay

—

Chartier, Roy, New York.
Alexander City, Ala.; W. F. Ruffin, Clark,
Jim, Philadelphia,
Covington, Term.
("lark. J. D.. New York.
Clemmons, J. C, Beaumont.
NRA Code Labor Provisions
Jack Miller, Chairman; J. R. Den- Conner, Luke, New Orleans.
Conrow, L. W., New York,
Detroit; Chas. Segall, Phila-

—

niston,
delphia; R. B. Wilby, Atlanta; Geo.

Nasser, San Francisco.
Non-Theatrical Competition Geo.
A. Giles, Chairman; Geo. P. Aarons,
Philadelphia; Barney Dubinsky, St.
Joseph, Mo.; H. V. Harvey, San
Francisco;
Fred Pickrell, Ponca
City, Okla.

—

Ohio Independent Unit
Opens Annual Confab
{Continued from Page 1)

ness sessions yesterday, the annual
banquet took place last night. Officers will be elected today, when
the confab comes to a close.

St.

Louis Houses Cut Scale

St.

Louis

— The

Ambassador and

Fox theaters will reduce admissions
March 1 to 25 cents for matinee and
40 cents at night at
house and 25 cents to
cents for afternoon and
night for the latter. A

the

former

P.M., 35
55 cents at

2

Fanchon
Marco spokesman said the cut

being

so

effected

pictures

moved from the Ambassador

&
is

can be
to the

Missouri without a day's delay.

('rim.

L.

Eddy. Arthur W.,

—

royalties against
the Roosevelt Hotel,
convention headquarters, with suit also
due to be filed shortly against the Av.ilon Theater, Hammond, and announced
$4,500 judgments obtained against Mississippi

theaters.

New

York.

Einfeld. Chas., New York.
Elkin. W. E., Aberdeen, Miss.
Fair, Al,

New

York.

Fay, Ed, M., Providence.
Feinberg, J. Geo.. New York.
Feist, Felix F., New York.
Fordyce, Edith M., Selma, La.
Francis. J. E., Camden, N. J.

Gerson, Philip, Philadelphia.
Gilboy, Thos. W.. San Francisco.
Gillham, Robert M., New York.
Goldberg, Aaron. San Francisco.
Goodman, Mrs. R. J., Starkville, Miss.
Goodman. R. J.. Starkville, Miss.
Goodrow, Fred F., New Orleans.
Gordon, Julius M.. Beaumont, Tex.
Gordon, Sal. E., Beaumont. Tex.
Gregg, J. M., Charlotte, N. C.
Gregg, William Walter, Charlotte, N. C.
nil ith,

C.rifTith.

New Orleans Apparently anticipating
and answering the M. P. T. 0. A. challenges due tomorrow, the American Society of Composers. Authors t> Publishers
on Monday filed formal claim for $3,000

Charles.

Duncan, L. J., West Point, Ga.
Duncan, Mrs. L. J., West Point, Ga.
Duport, Raymond, New York.
Duvall, Duke, New Orleans.

Griffith.

Fight

Lake

N.,

Day, Harvey B., New York.
Demharter, Anton, New Orleans.
Demharter, Mrs. Anton, New Orleans.
Dembow, Sam, Jr., New York.
Denniston, Mrs. J. D., Monroe, Mich.
Denniston, R., Jr., Monroe, Mich.
Duke. H. O., Atlanta.
Dossett, Mrs. Stanton, Cameron, Tex."
Dolle, Mrs. Fred J., Louisville.
Dolle. Fred J., Louisville.

i.

Ascap Shows

193!

Hamm,

C, Oklahoma

L.

S..

Washington
Fred M., Dallas.
Jackson, Mack, Alexander City, Ala.
Johnson, W., New York.
Jack,

Jones,

Homer C,

Alva, Okla.

Jorman, Joseph, LaGrange, Ga.
Keegan, Wm., Trenton, X. J.
Keegan, Mrs. Wm., Trenton, N. J.
Keene, Lionel H., Atlanta.
Kennedy, Edw. L., New Orleans.
Kennedy, H. F., Broken Bow, Nebr.
Kiefner, Mrs. John, Perryville, Mo.
King, Burt, Dallas.
King, P. A. "Gus", Birmingham.
Knight, J. T., New York.

Komm, Sam, St. Louis.
Komm, Mrs. Sam, St. Louis.
Kuykendall, Ed., Columbus, Miss.
Kuykendall, Mrs. Ed.. Columbus, Miss.
Kuykendall, Jerry, Columbus, Miss.

Lam, J. H., Rome, Ga.
Lam, Miss Lillian, Rome, Ga.
Lam, Oscar C, Rome, Ga.
Lesserman, Carl, New York.
Leuthstrom, H. H., Dallas.
Levy, Jules, New York.
Levin, D. B., San Francisco.
Levy, Edward G., New Haven.
Levy, Mrs. Edward G., New Haven.
Lewis, Chick, New York.
Lightman, M. A., Memphis.
Livingston, E. M., Louisville, Miss.
Locwenstein, M., Oklahoma City.
Ludwig, L. J., Minneapolis.
Lueken, Al, St. Louis.
Lueken, J. B., St. Louis.
Lust, Sidney B., Washington.

Mann, Geo. M., San Francisco.
Mann, Mrs. Geo. M., San Francisco.
Marshall, Mrs. Fred, Tupelo, Miss.
Matreci, Anthony L., St. Louis.
Mercier, A. C, Perryville, Mo.
Mercier, Mrs. A. C, Perryville, Mo.
Merritt, Chas. H., Birmingham.

Frank

Merritt,

\

.,

Michael, Jules H.,
Miller,
Miller,
Miller,
Miller,
Miller,

Moog,

Chris, St.

Birmingham.

S.,

New

Helen.

New
New
New

San Francisco.

Hammons, Earle W.. New York.
Hammons, Mrs. Earle W., New York.

Palfreyman, David,

Orleans.

York.

New

York.

S..

Robb. H.

Buddy, Dallas.
Harvey, H. V., San Francisco.
Harvey, J. A., San Jose. Calif.
Haven, L. F., Forrest City, Ark.

Rosenbaum, Louis, Florence, Ala.
Rosenbaum. Mrs. Louis, Florence.

liven. Mrs. L. F., Forrest City, Ark.
Hi lil. Louis C, St. Louis.
Herbst, Wm. P., Washington.
Herbst, Mrs. Wm. P., Washington.
I

Hickson, D.

C, Washington.

B.,

Schnibben, M. F., Florence, S. C.
Schutz, George, New York.
Schuersler, H. B., Fairfax, Ala.
Segall, Chas., Philadelphia.
Shlyen, Ben, Kansas City.
Shlyen, Mrs. Ben, Kansas City.
Shlyen, Jesse, Kansas City.

Jack H., New York.
Sliman, Philip, New Orleans.
Smith, Al., Minneapolis.
Smith, F. E., Syracuse, N. Y.
Sobelson, R., Banger, Pa.
Sobelson, Mrs. R., Banger, Pa.
Specht, Wm., New Orleans.
Skirball,

Nathan A., Washington.
Swarsky, Rose, Starkville, Miss.
Swift. Stanley H., Cameron, Tex.
Swift, Mrs. Stanley H., Cameron, Tex.
Stoefel.

Tabackman, Max,

Homer

Tegtmeier,

Thompson, L.

E.,

New

Haven.
San Francisco.

I.,

New

York.

W., Richmond.

F.

Walsh, Morgan A., San Francisco.
Walthall,

Wallace, Dallas.
New Orleans.

Washburn, Mel,

Waters, N. H., Birmingham.
Weber, Miss Joe M., Rome, Ga.
Weeks, Geo. W., New York.

Wehrenberg, Fred,

St.

Louis.

Weiner. Chas. M., Winnipeg, Canada.
West, J. A., Louisville, Miss.
Weyer, Clint, New York.
Woolward. W. E., New York.
Woolfolk, Mrs. Robert Moore, New Orlear
Wharton, H. D., Warren, Ark.
Wilby, R. B., Atlanta.
Wilby, Mrs. R. B., Atlanta.
W ilkes, Harold, New Orleans.
Wilkinson, L. A., New York.

Young,
Zions.

Camden, N.

J.,

New

Hal.,

J.

York.

Louis. Washington.

Richmond.

Hardin, Miss Ruth, Charlotte.
Hardy, Gerald, Fresno, Calif.
Harris.

arose as to which should act fin
on the President's proposal to e>
tend the NRA for another two year

Yahr, M.

Powers, Edw. A., New York.
Proctor, Mrs. Laurance, Rome, Ga.

Edwin

range a compromise whereby a sir
gle special committee would mak
the inquiry in order to save tirr
and duplication. Meanwhile in tr.
Senate
and House disagreemer.

Williams, C. E., Omaha.
Williams, R. X., Oxford, Miss.
Williams, Mrs. R. X., Oxford, Miss.
Wilson, Reg, New York.

York.

Patton, L. J., New Orleans.
Pearson, Robert, New Orleans.

Reid,

mittee, Senator McCarran yesterda
blocked proposals in the Senate fc
two separate probes of the NRj>
He objected to consideration of resc
lutions asking $5,000 for each prob
declaring he wanted to try to ai

York.

Nathan, .Marion, New York.
Nichols, Harry, New York.
Nichols, Mrs. H. E., New York.
Niece, C. W., Hubbard, Tex.
Nizer, Louis, New York.

O'Toole,

effort to gt

Underwood, J. B., New Orleans.
Ungar, Arthur, Hollywood.

Nasser, Al., San Francisco.
Nasser, Henry, San Francisco.

Olmsted, L. N..

an

a single inquiry by a special con

Twyman,

McCarthy, Chas., New York.
McCormick, B. P., Cannon City, Colo.
McCormick, Mrs. B. P., Cannon City, Colo.
McCroskey, C. H., Dermott, Ark.
McDougald, B. V., Monticello, Ark.
Mclnaney, Mike J.. Colorado Springs, Colo.
Mclntyre, J. II., Dallas.

O'Rourke, Mona.

—In

Tobias, S., New York.
Tobias, Mrs. S., New York.
Toups, Rodney, New Orleans.

Buffalo.
Louis.

Jack, Chicago.
Jack, Jr., Chicago.
Jr., Mrs. J., Chicago.
L. M., New Orleans.
H. B., Atlanta.

Morris, H.

THE FILM DAIL

H'aslungton Bureau of

City.

Walter, Charlotte.
Mrs. Walter, Charlotte.
L.

Hodges, Win. Alvin, New Orleans.
Huffman, Mrs. M. \V., Rome, Ga.

1

BY MCGARRAI

Dallas.

Robbins, Herman. Xciv York.

New
Ala.

Rosenberg, Ben. !•'.. Nov York.
Rowley, E. H.. Dallas.
Rudolph, Mrs. Mary, Chicago.
Rudolpher. Morris, Vorristown, Pa.
Rudolplier. Violet, Xorristown, Pa.

Superimposing Process

Major Film Laboratories has developed
a
new method of superimposing titles
suitable for both domestic and foreign
use

that

considerably

of this process,

Tom

Evans,

it

was

reduces

the

said yesterda,'

r-fi
\f.

president.

Sablosley, Nathan, Morristown, Pa.

HI

BY DIRECT WIRE FROM

WESTERN
UNION

Class of Service
This

is

a full-rate

Telegram or Cable-

gram unless

its

de-

ferred character is indicated by a suitable
sign above or preced-/ ing the address.

c)

NEWCOMB CARLTON.
The filing time as shown

1225

in the date line

PRESIDENT

J. C.

on full-rate telegrams and day letters, and the time of

SIGNS
DL = Day Letter

NM

=

Night Message

NL = Night Letter
LCO = Deferred Cable
NLT = Cable Night Letter

WLT =

Week-End Letter

WILLEVER. FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT

receipt at destination as

shown on

all

messages

.

is

STANDARD TIME.
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CHICAGO ILLS FEB 21 1935

GRAD SEARS

WARNER BROS PICTURES INC NY
WAS GREATLY DISAPPOINTED TO LEARN FROM YOUR
LOCAL EXCHANGE THAT YOUR COMPANY PLANS TO
SET BACK RELEASE DATE OF

GOLD DIGGERS OF 1935

WHICH IS NOW SCHEDULED FOR MARCH SIXTEENTH
STOP GOLD DIGGERS PRODUCTIONS EACH YEAR HAVE

ALWAYS BEEN OUTSTANDING BOX OFFICE ATTRACTIONS
WHICH INDUSTRY GREATLY NEEDS
I

URGE YOU TO USE YOUR

AT

THIS TIME AND

INFLUENCE TO DO EVERY-

THING POSSIBLE TO RELEASE GOLD DIGGERS MARCH

SIXTEENTH AS PLANNED OR EARLIER PLEASE ADVISE
JOHN BALABAN

a

PATRONS ARE REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COMPANY BY CRITICISM AND SUGGESTION CONCERNING ITS SERVICE

(*

Tostal Tekgvapb

et»»« o* smvict dijibio
CABLE

DOMESTIC

(

run

nuo*i«
|»V

«»Tt

1
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NIGHT C "Bit
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j
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|
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ALL AMERICA
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•
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)

j

otrwuro
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THE MAtKAY SYSTEM
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of fervice He»ir«l. olht.-»
j >>»uld check
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CABLES
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Form 2

Send the following Message, subject to the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

322CH KFV 137DL

NEWYORK NY FEB 2$ 1935

JOHN BALABAN

BALABAN

A

KATZ CHICAGO

AGREE WITH YOU THAT INDUSTRY NEEDS GOLD DIGGERS OF 1935
AT

PRESENT TIME BUT FOR PROTECTION OF THEATRES PLANNING

TREMENDOUS ADVANCE CAMPAIGNS WE MUST HOLD TO PREVIOUS
ANNOUNCEMENT OF

INDEFINITE RELEASE DATE STOP WARNER BROS

MUST AND WILL KEEP FAITH WITH THE HUNDREDS OF EXHIBITORS

DEPENDING ON THIS PICTURE FOR THEIR CASH CLEANUP OF THE
SEASON AND WE KNOW YOU WILL BE FIRST TO COMMEND SUCH

A

STAND STOP PLEASE ADVISE WHAT DATES YOU PREFER AND FURNISH
OUTLINE OF CAMPAIGN PLANS AS THE SURVEY DETERMINING WHAT

THEATRES CAN BEST SET UP GOLD DIGGERS NATIONALLY

IN PRE-

RELEASE RUNS WILL BE COMPLETED BY SMITH AND MYSELF

IN

A

FEW DAYS AND FINAL ANNOUNCEMENT OF SELECTIONS WILL BE MADE

IMPATIENCE WE KNOW WHAT KIND OF AN

THEN STOP THANKS FOR YOUR

ATTRACTION WEVE GOT WHEN

A

SHOWMAN LIKE JOHN BALABAN CANT WAIT

GRAD SEARS

J>

ft

s

THE

ould Extend
PLAN NO INVASIONS,

SAYS EDWARD
{.Continued

G.

from Page

I

Fred S. Meyer, now with
Laemmle, Sr., in Hollywood,

of

Levy delivered a report to fill the
requirements of the agenda for a
secretary's report.

Outlining the constitutional set-up
M. P. T. 0. A. and its three
regional
classes of membership
of the

—

Sidelights

ARTHUR EDDY
Johnson A LTHOUGH

By

directors which at present consists
of 23 men, 17 representing regional
units, five representing affiliated na-

tional circuits and one representing
those unaffiliated circuits or theaters

which are associate members

—Levy

point code

taking approximately $5,000,000
annually out of the motion picture
business, A. Julian Brylawski of
Washington will tell M. P. T. O. A.
conventioneers in an address on the
According to
copyright situation.
his computations, Ascap gets about
$3,500,000 a year through its assessment of $500 per reel. In 1931 the
society was paid $900,000 by theaters under the seat tax, according
to Brylawski, and now the rates
have been increased through new
is

schedules effected last fall.

ii

Major L. E. Thompson was another Florida-to-New Orleans passenger.

Jimmy Grainger played
other

P.

Club Forum Clicks

At the M.
le

P.

Hauptmann

Club
trial

Forum yesterday
was discussed by

Sam Leibowitz, Jack Lait and Alexander
Kaminsky, the assistant district attorney at the Flemington proceedings. All
three speakers were well received by a
large

turnout.

recently

a.

m.

sales activities.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

joined up with
at Charlotte.

Walter

the

Griffith

conventioneers

golf the

—on the fairway,

he

tion clause, territorial determination
of the double feature issue, elimination of score charges, elimination
of competitive non-theatricals, a 50
per cent territorial vote for determination of the premiums' question,
instead of 75 per cent as at present^
no designated play dates, compulsory arbitration and fair clearance
and zoning schedules.

Reg Wilson, chief field representa- "Screen
is on hand as aide to George
Is
Weeks, head of Gaumont British'

sez.

Missing his first M. P. T. O. A.
convention in years, Charles Picquet,
Jeanette MacDonald and Hunt Carolina exhib leader, sent his secStromberg are expected here Satur- retary, Ruth Hardin, as his proxy.
day from the coast in connection
with
the
opening
of
M-G-M's
Those film delivery boys, Jim
"Naughty Marietta" at Loew's Clark and Clint Weyer, are conState. Nelson Eddy also has been tributing generously
to the festivreported as coming here for the ities.
premiere.

Broadcasts"
Well Represented

—

New Orleans
Distributors for
"Screen Broadcasts," headed by
William Johnson, are here in force
for the M. P. T. O. A. convention.
The Motion Picture Advertising
Service Co., New Orleans, has an attractive booth on the Roosevelt's
mezzanine.
Distributors attending the meeting are: W. H. Henderson, Jr.,
United Film Advertising Service,
Inc., Kansas City; A. V. Cauger, A.
_

V.
Cauger
Service
Inc.,
Independence, Mo., Al M. Smith, Al M.
Smith Service Co., Minneapolis; Elmer Home, Screen Broadcasts, Inc.,
Dallas; R. V. Stambaugh, Art Film
Studios, Inc., Cleveland.

Eddie Selette to Albany
Lester Tobias, the demon premium
Jack Edwards, who is on hand man, was formerly in vaudeville
Boston Edward Selette, former
from Hollywood in a newspaper ca- with Walter Winchell, who made manager of the Columbia theater
pacity, was a former theater man- good as
here, now closed, has been named
a columnist.
ager here and one time reporter for
resident head of the Regent in Althe "Item."
bany, N. Y., acquired by the Morse
Charles Segal of Philly is givand Rothenberg circuit.

—

ing plenty of discussion to exhibitor

Samuel Cummings of Jewel and problems.
Eureka 'productions, producer of
"Forgotten Men," is here to negoLou Nizer
tiate deals for his films.

compliments

Protest Church Showings
Des Moines Protests have been
is receiving deserved sent to producers by local theater
on his book dealing interests against the showing of

principally with the motion picture

Somebody started a rumor about
gambling being

illegal in

code.

it

—

Russian films at the First Unitarian
Church here as unfair competition.

Louisiana

Plenty of big shots in the sales
ranks are present, including Felix
Feist, Jimmie Grainger, John D.
Eating spots getting a play from Clark, Jules Levy, to
mention only
the visiting firemen include Ana few.

but

M.

amendment plan

tive,

York.

Brylawski Says Ascap
Takes 5 Million Yearly
New Orleans—American Society
of Composers, Authors & Publishers

Ed. G. Levy Endorses Code
Changes Proposed
By Kuykendall
New Orleans—Endorsing the nine-

re-election

Other officers who will serve additional terms include Walter Vincent,
That Lightman-for-president gag treasurer; M. E. Comerford, M. A.
Lightman, B. N. Berinstein and W.
caused a lot of conversation.
S. Butterfield, vice-presidents, and
Ed. G. Levy, general counsel. Fred
A report is current to the effect Wehrenberg is chairman of the
that the convention may adjourn board.
from the Gold Room to the bar.

said that the organization is being
operated at a minimum of expense.
Officers all serve without salary, he
Arthur Higginbotham supervised
pointed out, and the only paid em- the golf tournament Monday afterployee is the young lady in charge noon.
of the national headquarters in New

He attacked "self-seeking profesand
organizers"
exhibitor
sional
urged "all of the honest, representative local associations to band together on national matters, with a
representation of their own choosing
as a qualified director of the M. P.
T. 0. A., particularly those with a
willingness to work with others for
the good of the exhibitor and the
motion picture industry."

Code Auth'y

Kuykenhad proposed by President Ed
dall of the M. P. T. O. A., the
been a foregone conclusion for
of "Screen Broadcasts" fame is
M. P. T. O. of Connecticut, through
one of the convention's better hosts. some time, Prexy Ed Kuykendall Edward G. Levy, is urging that the
and various other M.P.T.O.A. officers
makeup of clearance and zoning
were receiving congratulations yes- boards
be extended to the Code AuIllness has prevented W. S. But- terday on their continuance in ofthority itself and the local grievance
Incidentally, Kuykendall's reterfield from attending the pow-wow. fice.
boards as well. The clearance and
election was predicted in The Film
zoning board setup is as follows:
Daily of Dec. 28.
one first run independent exhibitor,
Ben Shylen drove here from his
two subsequent run independent exMiddle Western home and has plenty
Morris Lowenstein, newly-elected hibitors, one first run affiliated exof nasty things to say about the
secretary of the organization to suc- hibitor, two distributors, one operatroads en route.
ceed Fred S. Meyer, has long been ing theaters and the other without
an active leader in the Oklahoma theater-holdings.
The nine-point proposals endorsed
That inseparable pair, Claude City territory.
are: 20 per cent outright cancellaEzell and Bill Underwood, are promhis

and
inently on hand.
and a board of

units, affiliated national circuits,

unaffiliated circuits

Local Boards to

M.P.T.O. A. Convention
TVTEW ORLEANS — Bill

1)

in his report as acting secretary of the M. P. T. 0. A. at yesterday's session of the annual convention. Due to the recent resignation

Makeup of

LEVY

Levy

Carl

s&n

DAILY
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was only a rumor.

toine's, Galatoire's

and

Kolb's.

Announcement of a series of
Williams from Omaha shorts to be based on "The Voice of
seldom, if ever, misses an M. P. T. Experience,"
radio
headliner,
is
O. A. convention.
causing considerable exhib interest.
Charley

Premiums Increase
New

—

25%

Orleans
Use of premiums has increased
approximately
cent
25
per
throughout the country as compared
with a year ago, declared Lester Tobias,
premium dealer, yesterday, while here to
attend the M. P. T. O. A. convention.
He estimates that about 3,500 houses
'are now using giveaways.

A PARADE OF PRAISE
FROM COAST TO COAST!
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Orpheum
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Chalk up another Class

\

office attraction for

A

box-

Columbia!
—Stanley Robbins
Egyptian Theatre

Ogden, Utah
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WATCH YOUR AUDIENCE TURN INTO WALKING 24 SHEETS
FOR THE GREATEST WORD-OF-MOUTH PICTURE IN YEARS!

______

A great audience
f

Sure-fire boxoffice!

picture!
fa
— G.

E.

Landers

Loew's
Hartford, Conn.
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appeal
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Rialto Theatre

Atlanta, Ga.
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APATHY THREATENS

Luncheon

New

M.

P.

T. 0. A. Officers

Orleans Officers of the M. P. T. 0. A. will be guests of the members of the
Council of the Association of Commerce at its weekly luncheon tomorrow at the
Those attending will be Ed Kuykendall, Fred Wehrenberg, A. Julian Brylawski,
Roosevelt.
Edward Levy, M. A. Lightman. Morgan Walsh and W. S. Van Dyke, M-G-M director
who is here for the world premiere of "Naughty Marietta" Saturday night.

RKO

Wins Battle

For Denver Orpheum
Denver— RKO won the battle for

the effectiveness of the organization. the possession of the Orpheum. AfWhile some openly say that only ter presenting its check to the
President H. S. McLeod kept the sheriff for redemption following
G. S. T. O. A. together till now and foreclosure by bondholders, Huffman
are going to fight his resignation, had refused to move and threatened
he insists it is final and will nrob- to force
to court action. Howably lead the group to nominate ever, Cliff Work, division manager
Joe Barcelona, Baton Rouge, subse- for RKO, and Huffman arrived at an
quent run exhibitor, whose sincerity amicable settlement, and
will
has built him a large following. get the theater March 15.
Floyd
However, Barcelona told The Film Maxwell, formerly manager of the
Daily correspondent over long distheater, Portland, Ore., will
tance that he did not wish to run, manage the Orpheum.
feeling he could not manage both
his business and the G. S. T. 0. A.
Fresnay-Printemps in New Film
properly. He requested his friends
not to put him in the position of
Pierre Fresnay, appearing in the
refusing, but his friends apparently Broadway play, "Noah," and Yvonne
will not heed him.
Barcelona said Printemps head the cast of "Lady
he would visit the M. P. T. 0. A. of the Camelias," which DuWorld
equipment exhibits but that he will release in about six weeks.
would not be here for the G. S. T. Fresnay and Printemps also are
O. A. convention since he had to slated to go to Hollywood to appear
sign contracts for a theater build- in a Reliance picture for United
ing program on that day.
Artists release.

RKO

RKO

RKO

Serious also is the rumored intention to affiliate with the M. P.
T. 0. A. If successful, it will alienate
some independents and all Allied

members.

WARNED

ABO/fl

COPYRIGHT DANGEha

—

—

Gravest problem
Orleans
Gulf States Theater
the
Owners Ass'n when it meets for a
day at the Jung tomorrow is to
overcome an apathy which threatens
facinp

EXHIBS

193?|

—

New

GULF STATES ASS'N

to

Wednesday, Feb. 27,

"Sweet Music" Openings
Big in Key City Spots
Warner's "Sweet Music", starring
Vallee, in addition to going
strong at the Strand in New York,
has had big openings in several key
cities, topping "Devil Dogs of the
Air", "Dames" and other predeces-

Rudy

according to reports to the
yesterday. At the Metropolitan, Boston, the take for the
first three days was 80 per cent
ahead of "Devil Dogs", and also exceeded "Dames", "Flirtation Walk"
and "20 Million Sweethearts". First
four days at the Earle, Washington,
also
topped "Devil
Dogs",
sors,

home

office

"Dames" and "Flirtation Walk". At
the Stanley, Atlantic City, receipts
were the best for any opening in
the last five months, and other
strong openings included the Midwest,
Oklahoma City; Orpheum,
Portland, and Orpheum, St. Louis.

Interstate Inspecting
Sites in

New Orleans Hazards confront
ing the film industry through pre
posed adherence to the Interna
tional Copyright Convention will b
stressed to exhibitors at the cm
rent M. P. T. 0. A. sessions.
I
event the United States should con I
form to this agreement, major com;
panies and exhibitors would b
liable to assessments for music copy!
righted in foreign countries whiclj
are party to the convention, it wil
be pointed out.
The State Department is under
stood engineering the move to brini
the United States into the interna
tional deal.
Conferences have al
ready been held on the matter a
Washington. The industry's legisla
tive outlooks see many dangers b;
way of increasing scope of the pres
ent copyright law to cover furniture
etc.

Salt
Salt

Lake City Items

Lake City— C. E. Huish,

termountain

exhibitor

San Antonio

In
leader, wil
theater, Elkc

take over the Hunter
In line with its Nev., on April 1.
plans to build two or more neighHazel Flynn Recovered
Irving Schlank, local U. A. man
Hazel Flynn returns to the Music borhod houses here, Raymond B. ager, is making a special tri]J
Willie, city manager for Interstate through Montana.
Hall on Monday after a long siege
Theaters, has been instructed from
Lon T. Fiddler, president of Dis
of illness.
Dallas to make surveys in commun- tinctive Films, is due here from hi
ity centers for suitable locations. Denver headquarters for a stay o
Houses are to be designed to ac- about two weeks.
commodate television.
Fire did considerable damage bf:
the Babcock, a West Coast house ii

San Antonio

—

I

H

Rental Service

%

Seattle Squibs

—

Billings,

Mont.

The Albion

in

Eddie Rivers, formerly been closed.
promoted to
advertising manager of the John
Hamrick houses here. He succeeds "Rumba" Holding
Seattle

Albion,

Ida.,

ha

of Portland, has been

SILK

TRANSPARENT

VALANCES
FLAGS & BANNERS
ON ALL MAJOR PICTURES

Over on B'wav
Joe Rosenfield, resigned.
"Rumba," with George Raft an<|
Frederick Mercy, Sr., and Fred, Carole Lombard, will hold
over a
Jr., have boosted admission to 30
the Paramount.
Warner's "Whil<
cents at their Liberty theater, Kenthe Patient Slept" opens tomorrov
newick. Wash.
night at the Rialto and M-G-M':
An objectionable movie show pro- "Biography of a Bachelor Girl'
moted to a California crowd and opens Friday at the Capitol. In i<
competing with legitimate movie sudden change, Fox's "Great Hote
houses was raided last week at the
Murder" went into the Astor las
Eaeles Auditorium.
night. "Man of Aran" ends its rui
"David Copperfield" is being held at the Westminister on Saturday
over at the Fifth Avenue.
"The Iron Duke" opening there
A split-week policy has been with
Sunday for a week.
adopted by the Fox theater in Spokane.
"Broadway Bill" in Portland has
been moved from the Paramount to Boston Major Opposes Dog Tracki-p
the Mayfair for a continuation of its
Boston Mayor Mansfield says htj
run.
plans to invoke an old law if anj
attempt is made to open a dogj
Bank Nisrhts in New England
Licenses already
track in Boston.
Boston With contracts signed by have been granted for tracks in]
several Vermont exhibitors, bank Cambridge and South Boston.
nights are set for an early invasion
of the New England states, according to James Kennedy who controls
Leo the Lion is Dead

—

—

MORRIS LIBERMAN
729 Broadway

NEW YORK

CITY

distribution rights in this territory.

1018

Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

S.

Joe Cook Comedy for Rialto
"Mr. Widget," Joe Cook's first
comedy for Educational Pictures,
opens at the Rialto theater oh
Thursday.

Leo, the lion

whose picture has servel

trademark, died Monday
Zoo at the age ot
M-G-M had kept Leo traveling for
20.
Disposition of the
years.
more than 15
body has not been decided.
as
in

the
the

M-G-M

Philadelphia

VAN B
[WHERE THOSE GOOD OLD " DUMBBELL LEfiTERS^OlRE^WlQM^

Save some room on your marquee signs for here's
another Short that you're going to hill in lights!

*
Right on the heels of those cockeyed "Dumbbell Letters

m

y

/

that

If

doubled up the nation with belly-laughs comes the

dizziest

Laugh novelty

that has hit the screen in years

ACE HIGH SERIES
FEATURING RADIO'S MOST "TUNED IN" WISE AND DUMB CRACKERS

44

THE EASY ACES n
a series of single reels crammed with laughter,
pached with thrills, crowded with novelty and overflowing with that certain something that makes an
audience ash" "When Do You Show The Next One?"

Iti

TWO

OF THE SERIES

NOW READY

.

.

.

" PH AROAHLAND "

"TOPNOTCHERS"

SEE

THEM AT YOUR RKO-RADIO EXCHANGE

THE
14

REVIEWS
"THE GREAT HOTEL MURDER"
with Rosemary Ames, Mary Carlisle,
William Janney
70 mins.
Fox

GOOD MURDER MYSTERY WITH COMBINATION OF ENTERTAINMENT ELEMENTS PLUS EXCELLENT CAST WORK
Built primarily as mystery entertainment,
with stress on the dramatic elements, suspense and surprise, as well as a sprinkling
of comedy, and judicious subordination of
the romantic interest, this yarn turns out
Good dito be generally satisfying fare.
rectorial
handling by Eugene Forde, together with a nicely picked cast of able
Edmund
players,
helps matters a lot.
Lowe, as a writer of mystery fiction, and
Victor McLaglen, a hotel detective with
a low opinion of crime theorists who solve
their mysteries in advance, show up better than in some of their recent films, and
they get fine support from Rosemary Ames,
Henry Gordon, Henry O'Neill, John
C.
Wray, William Janney, Mary Carlisle and
others.
The plot has some novel twists,
with laughs provoked as Lowe and McLaglen get in each other's way while trying to solve the murder of a hotel guest,
and the entanglements get pretty thick before the solution finally is reached. Janney
and Miss Carlisle supply a bit of inciden-

of the

"DEATH
with

Conrad

-2&>*DAILY

NEW

Nagel,

Florence

FILMS

SHORTS

FLIES EAST"
Rice

The Three Stooges

65 mins.

Columbia
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"Horses' Collars"
ROUTINE MELLER WORKS OUT MUR19 mins.
DER MYSTERY IN MECHANICAL SETUP Columbia
Good Comedy
THAT FAILS TO IMPRESS.
More mh'th-provoking nonsense

One of the formula murder mysteries
done without any imagination or original
treatment of incident or characterization.

This automatically puts it in the class of
the program picture turned out to meet a
schedule, and it has all the earmarks. Not
even a good cast could arouse any enthusiasm over it, and they all turn in routine performances.
Florence Rice has the
role of a trained nurse released on parole
on a poisoning charge of which she is
innocent.
She is flying from the coast to
get a confession from the guilty man, who
is about
to be electrocuted in an eastern
prison.
Two mysterious deaths occur by
poison among the passengers on the plane.
Then into the usual police investigation,
with the girl suspected. But Conrad Nagel,
a fellow passenger, rises to the occasion,
and cleverly clears the girl and uncovers
the murderer.
The condemned murderer
has a confession conveniently waiting to
clear the girl of the other crime, so everything is just ducky.

by the Fine and Howard boys, and
calculated to hand out enough laughs
to satisfy the slapstick fans aplenty.
The lads this time play the roles of
detectives, fantastically garbed as
usual and indulging in their typical
fooleries.
They are assigned by

=2 S

Clark and McCullough in
"Flying Down to Zero"
RKO Radio
19 min
Fair Slapstick
Typical of the Clark and McCul
lough nonsense, but not very Ion;
on originality or amount of goo
gags. The boys have a scheme fo
drumming up life insurance busi
ness by tripping folks with a rope
then giving them a talk on the valu
of being insured in case of a mis
hap. First victim, of course, is th
manager of the insurance compan
himself, Bud Jamison, who mus
drum up a quota of business or lose
his job. So the lads spot a prospect
Eddie Gribbon, and proceed to giv<
him the works, put him through ai
examination, etc., with fairly amus

Fred Kelsey, operator of a detective
agency, to go out west and recover
an I. 0. U. which is about to cause
the heroine to lose her property. The
villain in the case is the formidable
Fred Kohler, who shoots on the ing results.
slightest provocation, but the tenderfeet and their brazen lack of fear
"Hunger Pains"
are something new to him. So there RKO Radio
18 mins
saloon
follows a routine of western
Moderately Amusing
action leading up to the comical deA fair amount of fun revolving
nouement, with laughter all the way.
around the efforts of a couple oi
hungry dames, Dorothy Granger and
Carol Tevis, to get hold of some

"Country Boy"
food. One of their targets is Grady
(Merrie Melodie Cartoon)
Sutton, whom they meet first as a
7 mins. member of a classy beach club anc
Vitaphone
Cast: Edmund Lowe, Victor McLaglen,
Cast: Conrad Nagel, Florence Rice, RayAmusing Cartoon
later as a magazine salesman his
Rosemary Ames,
Mary Carlisle, Henry mond Walburn, Geneva Mitchell, Robert
A lively color cartoon describing father having ordered him to learn
O'Neill, C. Henry Gordon, William Jan- Allen, Oscar Apfel, Miki Merita, Purnell
who the publishing biz from the ground
ney, Charles C. Wilson, John Wray, John Pratt, Irene Franklin, George Irving, Adrian the antics of Peter, a rabbit,
plays hookey from school to steal up. The trio starts to work a bad
Qualen,
Herman Bing, Madge Bellamy, Rosley, Fred Kelsey, George Hayes.
the farmer's gar- ger game in order to land subscrip
Robert Gleckler, Clarence H. Wilscn.
Director,
Phil
Rosen;
Author,
Philip vegetables from
Windup has Peter in a wild tions, and are promptly caught, but
den.
Director, Eugene Forde; Author, Vincent
Wylie; Screenplay, Albert Demond, Fred
Starrett; Screenplay, Arthur Kober; Camride on a gasoline lawn mower with not before Grady has accidentally
Niblo, Jr.; Editor, John Rawlins; CameraThe retrieved a troublesome contract
eraman, Ernest Palmer; Recording Engithe irate farmer in pursuit.
man, Al Siegler.
A which his father had tried in vain
neer, Alfred Bruzlin.
color work is especially good.
to get back from a tough rival.
Direction, Fast Photography, Fine.
Leon Schlesinger production.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.
love

tal

interest.

—

"Sign of Cross"

Show

14 Films in 2 Days
For Soviet Anniversary

GB Entertains 150 Conventioneers at Preview
New Orleans— Gaumont British, through George Weeks, entertained 150
at a

In celebration of the fifteenth an-

niversary of

Soviet films,

10

via

morning preview of "The Dictator" at the Orpheum.
telegrams delivered

to

all

conventioneers

early

Invitations

yesterday

exhibitors

were extended

morning.

in

Italian

Paramount's "Sign of the Cross,"
with dubbed Italian dialogue, will
open Saturday at the Venice the
on
ater
formerly
the
Jolson,
Seventh Ave. at 59th St., for an in,

fea-

and five shorts from Russia
be shown at the Fifth Avenue
theater on March 1 and 2, seven to
be shown each day.
tures

Over Asia," "Day in Moscow," "Un- $4,249,263 Net Profit
definite run.
This is the first offer
lucky Truck," "End of St. Peterscontract closed with
ing
under
a
by
Reported
Is
burg" and "Old and New." On March
Paramount by Comm. Clement Gig{Continued from Page 1)
2 the films will be "Road to Life," per cent over 1933, and net current lio, Italian-American impresario, to
"Morzko," "Newsreel," "Ivan the
during the handle the company's Italian reThe March 1 program includes: Terrible," "Dorzov," "Mother" and assets rose $5,633,155
year.
"Potemkin,"
"Deserter,"
"Three
About
Lenin."
"Storm
Songs
Commenting on television in his leases.
annual report, President David Sarnoff says that RCA is "in the forefront of television development" and
that "there are no shortcuts to the
inauguration of television, on a nationwide basis, in the U. S.; that
it must proceed step by step through
the processes of research laboratory
development, field demonstration and
NIGHTLY COUVERT.
$1.00
thence to regular service".

RCA

will

.

.

.

DINNER
$1.50
COCKTAILS. THIRTY CENTS

Hollywood's Gayest and Smartest Place To

Go

Fourth Spanish Office for RKO
Opening of a sales office in Seville
by RKO makes the fourth branch
to be opened in Spain by the company. Other offices are in Barcelona,
Madrid and Valencia. Robert Trillo,
Spanish manager, is now on a trip
to Bilbao, where a fifth branch will
be established.

Joan
Ian

Bennett

David Sarnot.
Franchot Tone

Keith

Albert

Deane
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HAVE YOU

—

Miss. David Flexer
reopen the Ritz theater here.

will

—

The Marion
Clarksdale, Miss.
theater, de luxer here operated by
the Saenger Realty Corporation, i
now called the Paramount.

New

Orleans

• • •
observed that new note in trade paper
advertising
being sounded by the lads who are preparing
the copy for "The March of Time" ?
one ad in particular
caught our fancy
it contained a very frank statement to
the effect that they realized their product was far from perfect
can you imagine a producer admitting that his current
product is far from perfect!
it has probably never been
done before in the history of the film biz
absolutely Sensational !

— Saenger

Theaters
Theaters have

and

the Affiliated
signed
with First Division for
These
Audio's "Musical Moods."
shorts are taking here.

Overton, Tex.—H. B. McNair, W.
W. Adams, and J. E. Adams have

formed Adams Theaters,

Inc., here.

—

Proctor, Minn. Franklyn Stutley
4 has succeeded Paul Helquist as manager of the Orpheum theater.

—

Minn. The Stillwater
Auditorium Co. has taken over the
theater at Bayport for reopening.
Stillwater,

—

Wheaton, Minn. The Gem theater
has opened with Kenneth Jahnig as
manager.

—

Kansas City Work of remodeling
the Rockhill Theater building, damaged by fire last Thanksgiving,
nearing completion.

is

•

_

•

•

T
BUT THAT

T
was only part

of the

Cleverness of

ad
it went on to say that with the Industry's support
they were going to continually strive to make their product
better
by this gesture they bring everybody that reads
the ad to feel that here is a concern that would be glad to receive a constructive criticism
and we bet they would
then they finish the ad by extending thanks to a long list of
well known showmen and experts in the fields of exploitation
and publicity
for starting the "March of Time" onto the
screen "with one of the most successful campaigns ever given
this

any

picture."

well, that's

just plain

SMART

that's

all

T
•

•

•

T

T

THAT NEW

theme song written by Gus Edwards
will be of particular interest to our west coast manager, Ralph
Wilk
for Gus has called his song "A Little From Lots"
the heading under which Ralph writes his studio chatter
and what a chit-chat that lad Ralph has turned out to
be
which reminds us that Armida, the fiery Mexican protege of Gus Edwards, and who has been signed by Fox for
would answer better to the
"Under the Pampas Moon"
"A Lot from Little"
reverse of that title, to wit

—

Elm

Creek, Neb. Marshall Riskel
opening a new house here, installing sound and all new equipment.
is

—

Owen Frederick is
Cairo, Neb.
opening the Cairo here installing
new sound and equipment.

Omaha

—

L.

0. Ringler, branch

manager for Midwest Films,

indi-

cated here the present shipping de-

LOOKS AS

if Max Reinhardt has started someselecting what he terms as "the greatest perJames Cagney, Charles
formers in pictures," as follows
Laughton, Katharine Hepburn, Leslie Howard, Greta Garbo,
Marlene Dietrich, Paul Muni, Bette Davis, Robert Donat, Kay
and he places Cagney
Francis and Edward G. Robinson
characterizing him as "a
as the greatest of the film stars
mysterious, dangerous and terrifying uncertainty that never
coming from
allows the tenseness of an audience to relax"
the great theatrical producer, this means Something

•

•

•

by

thing

become a branch office. The shipping depot is managed out of the
ly

office.

San Antonio Squibs
San Antonio

— Alfred

N.

Sack,

president of the Sack Amusement
Enterprises of San Antonio and

Oklahoma City, has returned from
Oklahoma where he recently established a branch office with Frank C.
Nelson in charge.
Julius Sack, formerly with Fox
and RKO in New York, was a visitor in the Alamo City last week. He
is now general sales promotion manager for Schenley Products.
W. J. Lytle, Jr., son of the San
itonio theater owner, is a senior
5t. Edward's College and was reSitly initiated into Alpha Chi, nascholarship fraternity.

tional

Frank Beckwith, formerly with
the Hedgegrow Players, is now director for the Little Theater Producing Co. here.

•

•

•

SHE

IS

now

a colonel in a real military organiza-

meaning Shirley Temple
she was made a "Little
Colonel" in the 157th Regiment Colorado National Guard by
could it be possible that this is
Col. Rufus A. Johnston

tion

an exploitation stunt for Shirley's pix. "Little Colonel"?
Southern Music Co. will publish "I Love It When It Rains,"
a song number featured in the Van Beuren Rainbow Parade
color cartoon "Picnic Panic"
"The Iron Duke" goes into
the Westminster on Sunday for one week
Irma Williams
of Trans-Lux, and Paul Terry of Terrytoons, will be the lecturers this Friday at the New York University's motion picture course
they will cover the subjects of newsreels and
shorts respectively

T
• • DON'T GET sore,
who are getting big dough

Dumb Guys in the
while you with more intelligence get less
it's about time you faced the Facts of
Life
the Dumb Guys are delivering the stuff that sells
the Public
because the D. G. speak the language of the
Public
so quit being Smart
be Dumb
and Col•

biz

lad,

at the

lect

« « «

» » »

CHAS. ALICOATE

gOTH

eastern and western production units of Educational Pictures
are again in full
swing
producing short subjects for spring
release through Fox. In New York,
where two new one-reel Song Hit
stories, "The Blue and the Gray,"
with Norman Cordon and Charles
Carlisle, and "I Smell Smoke," featuring Cordon, have just been finished, Al Christie's unit has started
to shoot on Joe Cook's second comedy featurette.
Cook's own story
about a goofy newspaper reporter
has been adapted by Charlie Williams and Marcy Klauber, under the
title "Mr. Widget Gets That Story."
Following completion of the Cook
comedy, Christie will put the next
Ernest Truex picture in work, and
then another in the Young Romance
series, featuring Sylvia Froos.
•

"House

Party"

and "Telephone
Blues" are the titles of the two
musical shorts just completed by
Mentone Productions at the Biograph studio in the Bronx. Milton
Schwarzwald directed, with Frank
Zucker doing the camera work and
Joe Nadel assisting on the direction.
•
"Miracle in 49th Street," the feature production being made by Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur for
Paramount release, will be completed
this week at the Eastern Service
studio in Astoria.
It is being directed

pot maintained in Des Moines with
F. E. Judd in charge, may eventual-

Omaha

EASTERN STUDIOS
•By

cruise.

Shaw,

SHORT SHOTS from

Taylor, executive

J.

secretary to Manager Harry Krichjessner of National Screen Service
jf Mass., is on a 25-day West Iniies

15

'by

Hecht and MacArthur

with Lee Garmes in charge of the
cameras and acting as associate director.
Harold Godsoe assisted on
the direction, with Arthur Rosson as
associate producer directing several
sequences, and Joe Kane in charge
of the sound.
•
Sam Sax, production head at Warner's Brooklyn Vitaphone studio,
will wind up his season's production

schedule on March 7, after which
time the studio will close, with reopening scheduled for April 29, when
production will again be resumed.
•
Having completed the production
of three industrials during the past
two weeks, the West Coast Service
studios under the supervision of
Lynn Shores will be kept busy during the next few months with contracts calling for the production of
several more industrials for leading
manufacturers. •
Jose Luis Tortosa, signed by
Frank Z. Clemente to do the scripts
for the three Spanish dialogue features being supervised by Clemente
for Universal, has about completed
the script of the first, which goes in
work in about three weeks.
•
Ruth Blasco is leading woman for
Joe Cook in his second Educational
comedy, \"Mr. Widget Gets That
Story," now in work. Others in the
cast include Richard Cramer, Eddie
Hall,

Foxx.

George

McKay and Jimmy
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MPTOA CHIEFS DEMAND

A

SCRAPPING OF CODE
(Continued from Page

1)

session President Ed Kuykendall,
anticipating opposition to his plan
for conducting the convention, announced he had revised the schedule so as to provide immediately for

He
a one-hour forum open to all.
imposed the restriction that only
national issues could be discussed.
Miller urged that the code, with
the exception of its labor clauses,
be "wiped out", and a wave of applause greeted his recommendation.
The situation which caused the
Legion of Decency movement was
discussed by Morgan Walsh of San
Francisco.
He assailed the Hays
temporary cancellation plan announced last summer as a trick
Ben Berinpulled out of the bag.
stein declared that relief which the
code was supposed to afford hasn't
that
charged
materialized,
and
"deals" have been made under it.
The Los Angeles leader urged dropping of the code upon its expiration
on June 30th of this year.
Michaels in his assault on the
code asserted that exhibitors have
paid $240,000 and have had nothing
J. Dennison of Monroe,
in return.
Mich., representing the W. S. Butasked for radical
terfield circuit,
changes or total elimination of the
code.
H. S. McLeod of New Orleans charged that nothing has been

£LAIRE DODD,
at

work

in

HOLLYWOOD
who

"The

currently
Case of the
is

tured.

T

T

More Fox

cast assignments: Edmund Lowe, Claire Trevor for "Kiss
and Make Up"; Mae Clarke for

"Safe in Jail"; Donald Cook, Marion
Clayton for "Secret Lives": Helen
Freeman, George Cooper for "Doubt-

Ed Brady

for "It's a

Small
World";
Soledad
Jiminez,
T ohn Mill an. George Irving for "Un-

•

der the

Pampa Moon."
T

*

Brown Meloney, young
New York newspaperman and magaWilliam

zine writer,

Fox scenario

has been added to the
staff for a long term

oeriod.
T

screen writer,
Anthony
has been given a term contract by
accomplished under it. Another at- RKO Radio Pictures following his
tack came from Robert Wilby, who script on "Star of Midnight," Wilurged revisions and took issue with liam Powell-Ginger Rogers picture
A. now in production. Young Veiller is
the appeals committee setup.
Julian Brylawski said he would op- the son of Bayard Veiller, also a
pose a vote asking nullification of famous Hollywood scenarist, and
Brylawski asked the noted for years as a writer of hit
the code.
meeting its opinion on proposed melodramas for the Broadway stage.
block booking bills, and charged that
fake dissemination of information
Olivia De Haviland has been sethereon influenced some exhibitors lected for the feminine lead oppoand was piling up messages to con- site Joe E. Brown in "Alibi Ike,"
gressmen.
which iroes into production at WarSidney Lust asserted elimination ner's Burbank studios soon.
Also
of block booking would enable ex- 'n the cast are William Gargan.
changes to charge more money for Roscoe Karns, on a loan from Parafine product and give big theaters mount, Henry O'Neill and William
the break.
He favored the present Frawlev.
*
*
*
system with a 20 per cent cancellation, and hit at preferred playing
In addition to Franchot Tone and
time.
Una Merkel playine: the leading
Lewen
Pizor
suggested
code roles, the cast of "Order, Please!"
changes be formulated and present- which Jack Conway will direct for
ed to Sol A. Rosenblatt when he ar- M-G-M, will include Conrad Naerel,
rives to address the M.P.T.O.A.
Steffi Duna, Harvey Stephens, Nat
Ed Hebert, "New Orleans States" Pendleton, Henry Kolker, Harold
columnist
here,
then
introduced Huber, Louise Henry and Mary Jo
Meigs O. Frost, star "States" reporter, who spoke on New Orleans. rector of Grace Eniscopal Church,
FolH. S. McLeod opened the session, who delivered the invocation.
introducing Rev. D. H. Whattley, lowing him, Theodore M. Simmons,
Association of Commerce vice-president, delivered the welcome address,
and A. J. Brylawski replied in beFlint Exhibs in Duals Ban
half of the M.P.T.O.A. Kuykendall
Detroit — Agreement to end dual bills,
then read his report, with Edward
the second in two years, was reached
G. Levy following with the secreThe
this
week by Flint exhibitors.
tary's report and wires from film
agreement provides: double bills allowVeiller,

AAA

one change a week; a new
"guest" picture, which has
already played all runs in town, may
night as an added attracused
one
be
tion; agreement becomes effective Nov.
able

for

class

1.
its

of

Detroit
success.

operators

are

sceptical

of

"LOTS

FIRST DIV, LINING UP(«

MORE PRODUCER!

RALPH WILK.

Curious Bride" on the Warner lot,
has been loaned by that company
to Paramount to play the feminine
lead opposite George Raft in "The
Glass Key."
T
T
T
Harry Lauder, nephew of the
world famous Sir Harry Lauder, has
been engaged by Fox Film for a
role in "$10 Raise," in which Edward Everett Horton will be fea-

ing Thomas";

//

LITTLE from
;By

Wednesday, Feb. 27, 193]

folk.

The convention chairman, H.

S.

McLeod. reviewed the amusements,
after which Kuykendall changed the
business order for an hour.
The president's reception took
place last night.

(Continued from Page 1)
Matthews.
"Order, Please!" was
adapted for the screen by Frank producers and to work out
other de
Davis from the stage play by Ed- tails of the program.
ward Childs Carpenter.
Bernard

Hyman

is

the producer.
T

Adrienne
in "Secret

land and

T

T

Ames will next be seen
Lives" with Gilbert Ro-

Mona

Barrie.

Fiske said that the balance o
26 pictures to be released by Firs
Division next season would be sup
plied by Associated Talking Pic
tures, the British company witl
which First Division has become ast

T
sociated.
Reginald Baker, financia
The
"The Case of
the Curious Bride" has returned to head of A.T.P., who is in New Yorl
the First National studios from a and will shortly join Fiske on th
coast, said yesterday that among th
five-day location trip in San Franpictures to be supplied by A.T.P
cisco.
would be two starring Clive Brook
T
T
Warner Baxter has taken his several with Gracie Fields and n
guitar out of the moth balls.
He number of other productions bj
played it last in "In Old Arizona," Basil Dean, production head o:
and an encore has been requested A.T.P.
Baker revealed that A.T.P. woul<
when he appears in "Under the
make two pictures to cost abou
Pampa Moon."
$300,000 each in association with th(
Vindobono Co., Austrian producing
firm backed by the Rosenfelt bank
M-G-M has acquired film rights ing interests. One will be based or
to Wilson Collison's novel "Dark
the life of Mozart with the emphasis
Dame," published last week by on his domestic life and the other
Claude
Kendall
and
Willoughby based on Eleanor Smith's best-selle
Sharp, Inc.
novel, "Ballerina," will be made ir
T
entire cast of

I

Ml

English and German.

Ik

Baker said that A.T.P. propose*
Karl Freund, noted German direcjoint production with First Division
tor, has been signed by M-G-M.
but whether this would be done here
in England or in both places de
pended
developments.
Basi
on
Joan Blondell has been assigned Dean will come here later in th
to play the feminine lead opposite year to go into this angle more

Ik

i

'.

'Is

i(

•si

thoroughly, Baker said.
Dick Powell in "Broadway GondoAmong the players lined up fo
lier," which Warners are planning
next season besides those mention
to make into a musical spectacle.
Baker listed Leslie Henson, Victoris
Hopper and John Loder. Writers in
Priestley,
Margare
elude
B.
J.
Paul Kelly has been signed by Kennedy, R. C. Sheriff, H. M. Har
Eleanor Smith, Merton Hodg
RKO Radio for "Star of Midnight," wood,
and E. N. Hay.
in which William Powell and Ginger

!l«l

,il

in

151

d
;li

Rogers are now starring.
T

Two

T

T

Contract Not Hit

famous players have
High Court Action
been signed for roles in Monogram's
(Continued from Page 1)
"The Hoosier Schoolmaster." They legal, but merely refused to paaa
are Wallace Reid, Jr. and Fred upon the merits of the case on the
ground that the refusal of a new
Kohler, Jr.
trial by the Minnesota court did not
T
T
T
amount to a final judgment. As
"Let 'Em Have It," dramatizing the Supreme Court will only enterthe war against crime that is being tain an appeal from a final judgwaged by the Federal forces of law, ment, it would not consider the
has gone into production at the Re- Muller-Fox case at all, says Fogel.
liance Pictures studio under the and although the state court's deciIt is the sion remains undisturbed under this
aegis of Edward Small.
first picture of the new season for ruling, it does not thereby have the
this company, and will be released approval of the high court.
Camera
through United Artists.
work has already been started under
the direction of Sam Wood, with
Richard Arlen, Virginia Bruce, Alice
Plan 2 New Houses in Mich.
Brady and Bruce Cabot portraying
Detroit — New house planned by th/fl
Other players
the leading roles.
Sam Brown Circuit near the Universif V
sons of

By

'

1

1

who

will

the

cast

soon take their places in
are Eric Linden, Joyce
Compton and John Carnevale. The
story of the film

is

credited to Jo-

seph Moncure March and Elmer
Harris, with additional dialogue by
Al Boasberg.

A 2,000-seate\
is to be built.
year,
and plans
last
projected
dropped, but the architect now has

of Detroit

was

completed plans.
Harry Colton, Grand Rapids architect,
drawing plans for a house in
is
Kent County.

also
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Pictures

Sixteen Years Old
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TEN IS

Happened One Night" Walks Off With 5 Awards

lit

MPTOA CONVENTION

DUAL BILLS PUT ON GRJDAT
Probe

Film
4

in

Smith and Other Officers
Re-elected by Independent Unit

M.P.T.O.A.
.

goes

.

.

•—

By

to

college

JACK ALICOATE

===

ORLEANS, Wednesday— In

NEW

and

accuracy

of

terest

the inplay

fair

we

lenust report that last evening was a huge
E. V. Richards was host
social success.
to the best dinner we have drunk in years
The affair was
;«it the famous Arnaud's.
ii

brought back memories of
those anti-bellum days of 1928 with E. V.,
H
Earle Hammons, John Clark, Felix Feist,
Charlie McCarthy, Jules Levy, Lou Nizer,
Turk Carter and your observer talking with
I;
utmost freedom and without fear of pub0]

;ele<-tive

and

](.

How some

lication.

of

have been burning along
out

those

ears

Ohio Promised by Governor

must

Times Square and

By J. W. LEHMAN
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Columbus Speaking at the an-

—

nual banquet of the Independent
Theater Owners of Ohio convention,
which closed yesterday, Gov. Martin L. Davey promised a legislative
investigation of the movie industry
in Ohio.
He said facts had been
laid before him to show that small
theater owners are being oppressed,
{Continued on Page 4)

evening President Kuykendall start-

the brilliantly colored
At
Tip Top Room promptly at 10 o'clock.
two in the morning he was still receiving,
with the line forming on the right. As far

ed

receiving

in

we know, he may still be receiving, for
three we were down in Peacock Alley
listening to an exhibitor tell us how he

as
at

once

outtalked

TEN

o'clock

school

Al

Lichtman

are

ringing,

for

today the

membership of the M.P.T.O.A. goes to college.
The boys and girls are all assembled
on the campus and will soon be listening
to such highly intellectual and psychological
subjects as special facilities in the theater
for hard-of-hearing patrons, technical aspects
of

theater

operation,

Programs."

DROFESSOR

Charlie

McCarthy

Professor

professor

3TI

1

—

New Orleans Cracking down on
double features, Walter Vincent, in
a message to the M. P. T. O. A. convention, charged the dual policy
with influencing many producers to
concentrate on quantity rather than

may appeal the decision. In a statement in Washington, President William

for

A

total

The morning

quality.

Green of the A.F. of L. declared "labor
cannot accept the decision as final and
conclusive."
Deputy Administrator W.
P. Farnsworth also stated in Washington

an hour

late,

session

with Mrs. F.

J.

was

Block

leading the speakers. The program
was then changed to allow Fred
Wehrenberg to read his report, due
yesterday,
and Walter Vincent's

that the film division of the NRA is
"sitting tight" but keeping in touch
with the situation, realizing its significance to the movie industry.

letter.

budget of

the

Ralph Rolan Appointed

"March of Time" V. P.

{Continued on Page 8)

ARRAIGNMENT MAR. 4
IN ST, LOUIS

ACTIONS

F. B.

WARREN SUES

CHRYSLER FOR 125

G'S
St. Louis On a motion filed by
U. S. District Attorney Harry C.
Blanton, District Judge Charles B.
Control Corp. of America, of
Davis has set March 4 as the ar- which F. B. Warren is president, has
raignment date for the governmentV filed suit against the Chrysler Corp.
restraint of trade cases against for $125,000, charging that due to
Warners, Paramount, RKO and va- failure of the Chrysler Corp. to sup{Continued on Page 8)
ply air conditioning equipment under a sales and distributing contract
Film Carriers Appoint
entered into with it, Warren has
Legislative Committee been compelled to withdraw his com-

—

Relph Rolan, account representative with Batten, Barton, DurNew Orleans A legislative comstine & Osborn for the last seven mittee of five was appointed by the
years, has joined the "March of National Film Carriers, Inc., before
Time" staff as vice-president in concluding a two-day session at the

{Continued on Page 8)

—

{Continued on Page 8)

{Continued on Page 4)

M. P. Academy Awards
Go to "It Happened One Night'

Five of

9

Springer-Cocalis Circuit
Is

Invading Times Square

Springer-Cocalis will shortly acquire two theaters in the 42d Street
block between Broadway and Eighth
Ave., it was said yesterday by J.
He stated that he
W. Springer.
would attempt to eliminate priceslashing and title-changing on the
block.

of

Fox,

Charles Einfeld of Warners
Bob Gillham of Paramount
jheir striped trousers pressed and ad
1
dialled the undergraduates on advertising
and selling motion picture entertainment
to the community.
It is consoling to know
that now we can expect a 20 per cent increase in community patronage all along the
{Continued on Page 2)
*

THE FILM DAILY

current year was
agreed upon by Allied States Ass'n
directors following their recent annual meeting here, it is disclosed in
the official report of the meeting.
An increase of at least $6,000 in this
$21,700

Boosts

Cancellations Request
to 25 Per Cent

theater architecture,

new values in theater lighting and a shameless expose of his past by Memphis M. A.
Lightman on "My Experiences With Family
Night

Washington

—

{Continued on Page 4)

Wednesday morning and the

bells

Washington Bureau of

O.

Vincent explained that doctor's
orders prevented his attendance and

SET BY ALLIED

IS
LAST

—

Wilmington, Del.
In a ruling on the
Recovery Act's labor clause, Section
7-A, that is regarded as of wide significance to industries operating under
codes, Federal District Judge John P.
Nields yesterday ruled Section 7-A unconstitutional where relations between
employer and employees do not affect
interstate commerce. Case at issue was
Weirton Steel Co. Department of Justice

UDGET OF $21,700

Hollywood!

in

T.

I.

Walter Vincent

7-A Ruled Void

Section

to

Nominate Harry Brandt
For ITOA Re-election

By

RALPH WILK

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAILY

—Awards

of Merit for
nominated for re-election as presi- best achievements in 1934 were andent of the I.T.O.A. after a speech nounced by the Academy of Motion
by Milton C. Weisman, I.T.O.A.
Picture Arts & Sciences last night,
counsel, that failure to nominate
Brandt would disrupt the organiza- at its annual awards banquet in the

Harry

Brandt

yesterday

{Continued on Page 8)

was

{Continued on Page 4)

Cols.

New

Richards,

—

Kuykendall

Richards of_ the
Saenger circuit and Ed Kuykendall, M.P.
T.O.A. prexy, are new additions to the
Commisranks of Kentucky Colonels.
sions were presented to them yesterday
by Commander-in-Chief Jack Alicoate.

Orleans

E.

V.

THE

s^m

DAILY
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Three Advertising Chiefs Address Exhibs
New
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

—Three

major company advertising and publicity heads yesterday gave
the same slants on the industry to the M.P.T.O.A. convention at its afternoon session.
Speakers were Charles McCarthy, S. Charles Einfeld and Robert Gillham.
As an important problem confronting producers is the development of new personalities as well
as the protection of current ones, McCarthy told the exhibs, theater men should lend
Gillham said
their aid in protecting stars through careful handling of advertising.
his department welcomes reactions to its work and asked exhibs to send these in.
Einfeld spoke on the value of cultivating editors and newspaper people in general.
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163/g

153/4
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Mississippi,

are

business

is

a

pretty

provided the ice breaks.
they will have to cruise
without at least one old sea dog, for there
is
pneumonia in the air with the mercury
still flirting with the freezing point.
Jimmy
Grainger is organizing a mushing party into
the backwoods for tomorrow morning, and
unless spring quickly arrives and the robins
again start singing we are wiring for our
raccoon coat and long underwear.
afraid

—Delmar,

Albany

Delmar, N. Y., vs. Odd
Fellows Halls, Voorheesville, N. Y., reverses
decision giving Delmar seven days' clearance
on ground board lacks jurisdiction to increase
clearance and complaint dismissed.
Madison.
Oneida, N. Y., vs. Avon, Canastota, N. Y.,
reverses decision increasing Madison clearance
from 14 to 30 days and dismisses complaint.
State, Glens Falls, vs. Paramount, Rialto,
Empire, Glens Falls; sustains clearance ruling.
New York Liberty, Plainfield, N. J., vs.
Strand, Oxford and Paramount, Plainfield,
Paramount, et al., modifies overbuying decision favoring Liberty to reduce award from

—

70 to 61

pictures.

—

Kansas City Dickinson, Iola, Kan., vs.
Uptown, Iola, Kan., rules that Dickinson as c
condition of local board finding that Uptown
cease and desist from charging admissions
lower than provided in exhibition contract
filed a certificate of compliance with the same
provision.
Dallas
Hollywood, Worth, Majestic and
Palace, Fort Worth, vs. New Liberty, Ft.
Worth, sustains local board on "Bank Night.'
Buffalo Haven, Olean, N. Y., vs. Film
Classic, Inc., Buffalo, affirms ruling requiring
Film Classic to stop servicing non-theatrical
account.

—

—

Denver— Crown, Laramie, Wyo.,
Laramie, sustains
advertising contract.

press,

ruling on

vs.

Em-

exclusive

Long Houses
East Texas

Chicago Majestic and LaSalle, LaSalle,
State.
111., vs. Peru, Peru; Rexy, La Salle;
Mendota, 111. sustains ruling on reduced admissions.
Glen, Glen Ellyn, 111., vs. Para
mount, Wheaton, 111., sustains dismissal o.
clearance protest.

8

Va

H/4
Va
"Va

103

16
-f
23/4

—

yesterday

—

sales tax.

designer,

New

by plane for

JIMMY DURANTE

Thomas,

his

yacht,

will

to

Virgin
Caroline,

for

leaves

has

SR.
a

arrived
he boai

where

Islands,

cruise.

probably be on March 9
China.

IRVING CAESAR

Hollywc

i

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,
St.

left

York.

arrives
in
the east
at Loew's Valencia stai

personal appearances
ing tomorrow.

First

st

in

Nassau, then

New

York tomorr<

where Damon Runyon, his collabor
on the forthcoming play titled "Sarato
Chips", is now sojourning.
for Florida,
tor

BERNADOTTE,

M.

the former Prince Sigva

of Sweden who assumed this name on his ma
riage last year to a commoner, is scheduled
leave Berlin today en route to Hollywood
fulfill
a film contract.

MILTON COHEN, First Division manager
is on a
New York trip.
JOE SEIDELMAN of Columbia leaves tomorro

Detroit,

for

Australia.

PRUNELLA HALL,

motion picture editor
the Boston "Post", is back in the Hub from
South American trip.
Lester Allen took tl
desk in her absence.

BERT LYTELL
CHAS.

in

is

Boston.

HILLES, Paramount
tonight from Miami.

turns

D.

RUDY SANDERS,

trustee,

Brooklyn exhibitor, sailed

f

Europe yesterday.

CARL SHALIT, Columbia branch manager
is
visiting New York.

i

Detroit,

RUDY VALLEE, whose Warner
Music",

picture, "Swe<
the Strani

is
currently running at
tonight for a five-day rest

leaves

JULES
real

Dallas
Twelve Texas theaters
formerly operated by J. G. Long
Van Dyke Marries Ruth Mannix
have changed over to East Texas
New Orleans W. S. Van Dyke,
Theaters, Inc. Houses are the Grand. M-G-M director, was married here
Alvin; Colonial and Franklin, Bay Tuesday to Ruth Mannix, daughter
City; Cleveland, Cleveland; Ritz, Co- of E.
J. Mannix, M-G-M studio exlumbus; Edtex, Edna; Liberty, El ecutive.
Campo; Jewell, Texas City; Queen
and Rita, Victoria; Queen, Wharton,
Plans Negro Pictures
and Strand, Yorktown.
Campbell Productions, Inc., has
been formed with headquarters at
2313 Seventh Ave. to produce picHearing on Tenn. Tax
Offitures on current Negro life.
Memphis A hearing will be held cers are C. B. Campbell, president;
at the state capitol today and Fri- Robert W. Johnson, treasurer; Marday in connection with a bill intro- garet Watson, secretary; Leroy
duced in the legislature to impose a (Buddy) Collins, technical directax on amusements.
The measure tor and cameraman, and Alvin J.
was imposed instead of a general Moses, publicity director.

China, returning in sumr
a second Hecht-MacArthur picti

ROYER, Fox fashion

;

—
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Fox
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good spot to be in after all.
Tonight is
the Old Man River party and cruise on

FINANCIAL
Am. Seat

.

Decisions of Boards

on completing work n
49th St." leaves March

in

in

Paramount.

for

Two

ance and zoning board are included
in at batch of ten decisions on ap(Continued from Page 1)
line.
Being still under the influence of peals handed down yesterday by the
Washington's Birthday, it is with drooping Code Authority.
Rulings are as
eyelids that we confess that the above follows:

ize

CODE

Columbia

O. A.

P. T.

luncheon given by the Young Men's
'
Business Club of New Orleans to the
visiting delegates was dignified and decidedly worth while.
Wally Van Dyke was
the principal speaker and made us all real-

la

vacation

to appear in

— Lichtbildbuehne,
La THE
—P. A. Harle,CourRue de

Berlin
Eriedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,
des-Noues, 19.
St.,

"Miracle

in

a

LEVEY

of

the

Warner

in

Bros,

Miami.

theah

estate department leaves today for Cornel
on a business trip.

(New York

I

Helen Hayes to Quit Films
Detroit—Because of her stage ac
tivities
and domestic obligations
Helen Hayes will say goodbye t
Hollywood after the present optio:
on her services expires, the star sail
here.
She is now on a road tou
in

"Mary

of Scotland."

Retitle

Select

Film

"The People's Enemy" is the nev
and final title of "Blind Road," nev
Select Production featuring Prestoi
Foster, Lila Lee, Melvyn Dougla:
and Shirley Grey and soon to bi
released by
Radio.

RKO

"Marietta" Premiere March 8
New Orleans World premiere of
Burrus Buys Opposition House
Daughter for Albert Deane
M-G-M's "Naughty Marietta" at
A. J. Burrus, wh(
Crete, Neb.
Albert Deane of Paramount be8.
Loew's State is set for March
came the father of a 7 % -pound Director W. S. Van Dyke and Jean- manages and owns the Isis, has alsr
bought out the opposition Lyric fron
daughter yesterday. The girl, named
ette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy,
A. W. Persons.
Julie Margaret, was born in the
who head the cast, will be present.

—

—

Doctors' Hospital.

Irving Briskin

William Wellman

"Through the Centuries" for Brazil
Territorial rights to "Through the
Centuries" have been sold through
Variety Film Distributors to Ponce
& Irmao of Brazil, RKO distributors for that country.
Other South
American deals are pending.

Close Books on Para. Claims
Under an order signed yesterday
by Federal Judge Coxe at the request of the Paramount trustees,
authority is given Special Master
John E. Joyce to close the books
against any further assignment of
claims.

Resolutions Submitted
ancernirfi'
New Orleans Resolutions con

—

block booking, score chargV,"'
and double features were submitted yes^~
the M.P.T.O.A. resolutions
terday
to
committee, which held a meeting late
Tuesday afternoon.
the
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'HAPPENED ONE NIGHT'

WINS

FIVE OF

AWARDS

{Continued from Page

"It

PHIL

—

Happened One Night", (Co-

lumbia).

—

Best performance, actress
Claudette Colbert, "It Happened
One Night."

—

Best performance, actor
Clark Gable, "It Happened
Night."

One

Best direction—
Frank Capra, "It Happened One
Night."

—

Best original story
Arthur Caesar, "Manhattan Melodrama."

—

Best screenplay (adaptation)
Robert Riskin, "It Happened One
Night."
Best art direction

—

"Merry Widow."

—
recording —

Best cinematography
Victor Milner, "Cleopatra."

Best sound

"One Night of Love."
Year's outstanding achievement by
an assistant director or unit

manager

—

Johnny Waters.
Most outstanding short subject productions

—
"Tortoise and the
Comedy —
"La Cucaracha."
Novelty—

THE

RIALf

1)

Hotel Roosevelt, as follows:

Best production

Thursday, Feb. 28, 1935

:

Cartoon

Hare."

"City of Wax."
Best scoring of a motion picture
production
"One Night of Love."
Best musical composition

—

—
Technical—

"The Continental."
Scientific or
Certificate of

Merit to Electrical
Research Products for Vertical Cut
Disc Method; Honorable Mention to
Columbia Pictures for applying Vertical Cut Disc Method on "One Night
of Love", and to Bell & Howell for
development of Fully Automatic

Sound Picture Printer.

•

•

M DALY

• WITHOUT ANY

fanfare of trumpets
a gent
has arrived among us to launch a Revolutionary Idea
he
is so modest about it all that he will not realize till he reads
this that he has a Revolutionary Idea
and then he will
probably deny that his thought is anything extraordinary
but he proposes to go to Hollywood
and make careful
selection of certain players who have it in them to become
International Stars
they will be given alluring contracts
with Gaumont-British
and thereby hangs a very interesting tale
as told to us by Michael Balcon, the G-B production chief
and the modest gent with the Revolutionary Idea.

•

•

•

IT

T
T
SEEMS that every

one of the British players
featured in the Gaumont-British pix being currently shown in
this country
has received all sorts of offers of theatrical
engagements over here
they are already established on
the Continent and in all English-speaking countries
so
Mister Balcon sees these British stars as already in line to become International Stars
simply through the showing of
the G-B pictures in the United States
so the British production chief has come to the logical conclusion that he can
make International Stars of some Hollywood players
by
placing them in pix that will be shown throughout the Englishspeaking world as well as here
simple, isn't it?
yet
we maintain it is still a Revolutionary Idea
for nobody had
thought of doing this obvious and logical thing before

T
•

•

•

T

T

A WORD

about Michael Balcon
he is the production side of the combination that together with administrative genius is necessary to make a major producing organization outstanding
Mark Ostrer, chairman of the G-B board,
represents the executive balance
a great British team
brilliant, in fact
comparable to our Louis Mayer
and Irving Thalberg
Joseph Schenck and Darryl Zanuck
Michael Balcon has risen steadily from independent production through combinations, amalgamations and reorganizations of major British companies
ALWAYS on top
for he was always the one man who stood ready and perfectly
equipped to advance British production to meet the American
demands
Mister Balcon knows the steps that are necessary to make British pix acceptable over here
he has taken several of those steps
and now he is ready to take several

more

T

T

T

• AN EVENING premiere for "Ruggles of Red Gap"
at the Broadway Paramount on Wednesday, March 6
the
only other evening performance marking a premiere at this
house was that for "Cleopati-a"
"Zwei Herzen," playing a
revival engagement at the 55th St. Playhouse, will play for a
•

•

second week, after which the German musical will close for good
A. P. Waxman, advertising counsel for G-B, has appointed Estelle Schrott editor of the sales weekly, "The Big Push,"
in addition to handling fan mag publicity

T
AT THE AMPA

Film Carriers Appoint

a compulsory insurance
pending, and in Missouri a
measure would limit the gasoline
carrying capacity of trucks to 30

• • •
luncheon today, the various committees will report on the plans for the Naked Truth Dinner
to be held at the Hotel Astor on Saturday eve, April 27
the Real Big Social Event of the film biz
Bob Hope
will head the stage revue at the Capitol for the week beginning
Friday, March 1
The Episcopal Actors Guild held their
annual meeting Tuesday for the election of officers
George
Arliss was elected president
Sid Weiss, pressagey, has
taken himself a wife, she being Lucille Engel, formerly of the
Broadway stage
A luncheon at the Tavern was given to
Joe Seidelman before he leaves tomorrow for Australia
Those attending were Nat Spingold, Jack Cohn, Joe McConnville, Rube Jackter, Max Cohn, William Jaffe, Louis Weinberg,
J. McFarland, Louis Barbano, Eddie Schnitzer, Nat Cohn, Irving Wormser, A. Schneider, Carl H. Shalit and Walter Gould
Among big fellows who have already endorsed Lou
Nizer's book on the code, "New Courts of Industry," are Will
H. Hays, Sol A. Rosenblatt, Donald R. Richberg and Raymond

gallons.

Moley

Legislative

Committee

{Continued from Page

1)

Members are
Roosevelt yesterday.
George Callahan, Pittsburgh, Chairman; Harold Robinson, Detroit;
John Vickers, Charlotte; James
Clark, Philadelphia; L. C. Gross,
Cleveland.
In addition to members of the
executive committee, carriers were
present from practically every key
city. Clark presided at the sessions.
The

adverse
In

bill

committee will fight

legislative
bills

Illinois
is

in

state

legislatures.

GOVERNOR PROMISE^
FILM PROBE IN OHII
(Continued from Page

1)

and he declared he will personall
see that an investigation is immec
iately begun.
Davey also spoke in favor of Ser
ate Bill 88 to ban preferred plaj
ing time.
resolution pledgin
support of this measure was adopt

A

ed by the convention yesterday.
All officers were re-elected, a
follows: Martin G. Smith, Toledc
president; Sam E. Lind, Zanesvill
and Elmer Shard, Cincinnati, vice
presidents,
and M. B. Horwitz
Cleveland, treasurer.
P. J. Woo
continues as secretary and managei

Budget of $21,700
Is Set by

Alliec

(Continued from Page 1)
year's budget was recommended b,
the budget committee.
Abram F. Myers, Allied chairma
and general counsel, reporting o
legislation, said five national organi
zations had been brought togethe
in support of such a measure, bu
that the censorship provisions de
manded by these groups would b
eliminated and a bill is to be intro
duced shortly providing for relie
against compulsory block bookinj

and requiring advance synopses wit
films

offered for

sale.

Allied

als

soon sponsor a copyright bil
unless the present copyright discus
sions
crystallize
along favorabl
will

lines.

The board voted unanimously t
sponsor an investigation of the ne
gotiation, writing and administra
tion of the code under either of th
two Congressional bills recently in
troduced.

President Sidney E. Samuelson re
ported progress in developing ne\
sources of independent product, an
details of tieups in this connectioi
and for increasing kid attendanc
will be given out later.
The Atlanta convention is to b
held on Tuesday and Wednesday ii
the second or third week in Maj
with the local committee to set th.
exact dates.
nominating commit
tee consisting of Ray Branch, Frei
Herrington, Aaron Saperstein, H. A
Cole and Ike Katz reported the fol

A

lowing slate, which was unanimous
ly adopted:
President, Sidney E. Samuelson
general counsel and chairman, Ab.
ram F. Myers; secretary and treas|
urer, Herman Blum; recording see
retary, H. M. Richey; executive com
mittee,
Samuelson,
Branch
anc
Yamins, with the chairman as ai
ex-officio

member.

Phonograph Record Firm Sues
Suit

been

for
filed

$1,000,000

by

Decca

damage ha
Records. |Jl"

Decca Distributing against lj
American Record, Brunswick Rec
ord, Columbia Record, H. J. Yates
Consolidated Film and other defen
dants charged with combining t<
prevent the plaintiff from marketing,
a low-priced record.

l
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from the "LITTLE COLONEL" front!
HIPPODROME, CLEVELAND: Beating every single
Fax picture, including "Judge Priest "
FOX, DETROIT: 25 per cent bigger than "Bright
Eyes" sensational Xmas week engagement.
i«

RIALTO, LOUISVILLE: 75 per cent bigger than
"Bright Eyes."
FOX, PHILADELPHIA: Opening two days 100 per
cent bigger than "Bright Eyes."

PARAMOUNT, PORTLAND: Shooting farther ahead
of "Bright Eyes" every day of run.
FOX, ST. LOUIS:
Opening three days 100 per
cent ahead of "Bright Eyes."

STATE, RICHMOND: First three days equals
average week's business. .and building
.

R K

PALACE: By far the biggest opening
of any Fox picture this season
1
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Legislation
M. P. T. 0. A. President's
Annual Address Covers

Many
By

Subjects

ARTHUR EDDY

—

New Orleans Taxes, legislation,
and unfair and discriminatory regulation constitute perhaps the big-
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Chief Menace, Says Kuykendai*.

is

each
Business Club Host to Conventioneers

—

New Orleans Conventioneers were guests of the Young Men's Business Club at
luncheon yesterday at the Roosevelt.
On the rostrum were Ed Kuykendall, Jack
Alicoate, Ed Levy, Felix Feist, Dave Palfreyman, William Coleman, and W. S. Van Dyke,
M-G-M director, who told his audience that reports about stars being temperamental
are just rumors, according to his own experience.
When he arose to speak the band
went into "Here Comes the Bride" to remind him that he was married a few days ago.
A new attendance record for an M.P.T.O.A. convention has been established here,
Edward Hebert, who presided, admitted that the current weather
said Kuykendall.
F.
is unusual,
which revived memories originating in California.
Outside the Roosevelt,
the thermometer alleged it was 45.
a

gest menace of the industry, declared Ed Kuykendall, M. P. T. 0. A.
president, in his annual address derepresentative of this industry and hibitor who is now complaining belivered to the convention Tuesday.
the people who have real in- cause of inability to get product,
"We have organizations in this that
They are vestments in brick and mortar in because the distributor would conindustry that do this.
this industry must be considered tinue to
sell
the preferred cuscontinually encouraging those at
as against these people who have no tomer, just as he now does.
Washington to attack us; they con- investment
at all.
Records speak
"I am sure the old battle cry of
tinue to aid and abet those profesfor themselves; check the records at
'down with block booking' does
sional reformers who for years have
Washington, see what various internot come from the really sincere exused the popularity of the motion
ests have actually stood for.
hibitor but is just another slant to
picture as the one method of atNon-Theatrical Evil
the time worn cry of 'right to buy'
tack to get notoriety. They are today working in Washington to bring
"Non-theatrical competition has over which we fought so many days
attacks upon us by members of Con- 'become mjore threatening to the and nights in Washington.
If the
gress. They depend on their future regular theater than ever before. 'right to buy' clause had been writby keeping dissension, hatred, and This is partly the fault of the the- ten into the code as they wanted
misunderstanding prevalent among ater management, because the the- it, it would have destroyed this
us that they may be able to con- ater as an average is not properly business, and the first to suffer
tinue their demands upon misin- encouraging friendly relations be- would have been the old established
formed theater owners for funds to tween the various organizations par- exhibitors whose life work was tied
pay lawyers who are notoriously ticularly the aggressive ones like the up in their theaters; it would have
known for misinformation and have American Legion. This also includes fostered shoe-string promoters, and
no actual interest in theaters. These Rotary, Kiwanis, Exchange, Lions, distributors would have temporarily
lawyers are at this moment aiding etc., as well as the school authorities, reaped the benefit of competitive
and abetting in the drawing of vari- such as parent - teachers, and wo- buying of each picture as it was reous and sundry bills in Washington men's clubs. To come into our own leased. I am convinced that the presto beget government interference as theater operators, we must have ent method of selling in groups is
with our business. They are advis- the good-will and co-operation of all the best method for the exhibitor.
ing with well meaning but mis- these organizations, work with them I am further convinced that the disguided club leaders, men and women, on benefits, etc. Your theater, if it tributor deep down in his heart favtrying to get their influence against is the right kind of theater, is the ors elimination of this method if
us; they are deliberately misrepre- ideal place for amateur theatricals, all of them are restricted at the
senting the actual theater owners school plays, women's club affairs, same time by law the selling of inthey can speak for. Their so-called etc.
The theater manager should dividual pictures would be demoralorganization is pitifully small in strive to establish the thought in izing to the exhibitor, and even if
actual theater owner membership, the minds of his community that 'block booking' is declared illegal,
yet they say they represent a large his theater is the natural gathering there could not be anything writnumber of independent theater own- place. In doing this he may have ten into the law prohibiting the exers. How this word independent has to rent the theater at a loss five or hibitor, if he so desired, from buying
A theater owner is six times a year, but he will be re- in groups as he now does. The disbeen abused!
not and cannot be independent of paid manifold in good-will and co- tributor would still have the right
the producer, nor can the producer operation the other 359 days of the to choose his customers, as is done
in all other lines of business; the
be independent of the theater owner. year.
need each other, and on both
"We
believe that where it is per- strong exhibitor would continue to
sides there have been violators of missible, the clearance or run should buy the choice product.
There are
every rule of fair business and rea- be held back long after the legiti- many who disagree with me on
There is a so-called exhibitor mate theater has shown it; of course, this, I know, but I am giving you my
son.
organization that rants and orates excepting the bona fide education- frank opinion, based on close conabout not allowing chain theaters to als, as the average theater cannot tact with thousands of problems
be in their organization, yet in the show the cold educational at a prof- along this line; and I am convinced
next breath they ask the chains to it.
must use discretion in at- that the real answer is a reasonable
give them financial support. Is this tacking these non-theatricals but we cancellation privilege in contracts
i.stency?
must be unrelenting on the cheat- About 20 per cent cancellation is thi
"The M.P.T.O.A. uses every effort ers, including religious institutions real answer.
The exhibitor must
to promote friendly relations be- who attack us as an industry yet have a certain number of pictures
tween exhibitor and producer for na- attempt to rent and run our films per year; give him a reasonable
cancellation, and he will build prestional or local legislation and at- for profit to themselves.
tacks from without. We will always
tige for his theater, thereby buildUpholds Block Booking
ing the industry.
The same numhave our disputes and buying problems within; and, as to these and
"Block booking, sometimes called ber of pictures will have been sold.
to exhibitor rights, the M.P.T.O.A. group selling or wholesale distribu- The only difference will be that the
But tion, is a method of selling that we producer who makes the best pichas some very definite ideas.
I
say to you in all sincerity that all know has prevailed for years, tures will sell more than the others,
who aid and encourage organ- •and most of us agree that it is the and it's rapidly coming to that anyizations within our industry to at- only economical method by which way; and, as a matter of principle,
theater
owner should be
tack us and promote others to do we can buy pictures, especially for every
so are tearing down their own in- those exhibitors who cannot be with- squarely behind this.
all know
vestment, even though they may not in easy reach of the exchange for that each director starts each picWe screening.
also know that sell- ture with the determination to make
at this moment be involved.
must let Washington know that ing of individual pictures would be that particular picture his best. Picthese professional rantors are not of no help whatsoever to the ex- tures are not made like sausage;

—

We

We

We

We

is a creative thing.
Some hit,
some miss; and the cry of the producer that exhibitors must take the
loss with him on inferior pictures
is a fallacy, because what the producer would lose on his duds would
be made up for in the increased
box office on the better ones, and we
all know that the producer knows
how to make us pay for the good
ones.
The sane answer to all this

hue and cry about 'block booking' is
a reasonable cancellation. There is
no other answer.
The cancellation
privilege must be given us in a reasonable amount, and it must be without
it,

all

>!

If
out

Hist

lelj

the legal strings attached to

like the present.

different lawyers

As

it is

now

6

have put different

interpretations on it.
Just a plain
20 per cent cancellation clause, no
strings attached, is the answer.

II!

I

Et

Percentage Pictures
"Regarding percentage pictures, I
still believe that where the distributor and exhibitor cannot get together on flat rentals, the answer is
percentage. But the terms and conditions of the percentage agreement
are vital to the exhibitor, and I
know that the percentage terms of
many distributors have gone beyond
all

sense of reason, from the exhib-

itor's side.

It is

common knowledge

the average major producer
cannot turn out more than 10 box
office pictures a year.
If he sells
us, say, 10 pictures on percentage
and offers the others flat, we are
sunk unless the percentage terms on
the 10 are fair and reasonable, because almost 80 per cent of all the
possible box office of the entire
group will be in the 10 percentage
pictures; so if we pay unreasonable
percentages, we will continue to
struggle to keep open and earn
nothing on our investments.
My
definite opinion is that when the distributor sells us a percentage picture it must include that obnoxious
score charge and the necessary

that

shorts.
He would profit by it by
setting up the proper shorts suitable
to the feature and booking them
all together.
It would increase the
box office, and the exhibitor would
feel that the distributor was his
partner in this instance; so whatever
the percentage may be on a picture
it should include the entire program,
This would also
shorts and all.
eternal
'score
partly
settle
the
charge' argument, because the exhibitor at least is able to figure it
in on the flat rental, as part of the
rental, but how can we do it on

And it would not be
productive of any loss to the producer. It is the chiseling tactics of
the producer as to percentages and
'score charge' that does more than
all other things to foster the ill-will
that prevails in many instances
tween exhibitor and distributor
percentages?

Ascap and Music Tax
"The theater owners of this country were startled a few months ago

when ASCAP, out

of a clear sky,

(.Continued on Following Page)
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kuykendall's report

Wehrenberg Cites Value
New

Avers many
((Continued

topics

from Previous Page)

announced a big increase
Announced it
your music tax.
just at a time when we were still
breathing heavily because of an unprecedented drop in receipts, just
[at a time when the theaters were
money in large
losing
mostly
amounts weekly, just at a time when
if we did pay an increase it would
be out of losses, thereby increasing
arbitrarily
in

the loss.

must

2&>*lDAILY

activities for tie-ups.

society insisted they
this unreasonable in-

must all accept the theory of film
rental paid and admission charged
'n working out clearance.

Premiums and Bank Nights
Our national treasurer,
"Much has been said about premWalter Vincent, called a meeting.
He was appointed chairman of what iums, bank nights, and other methwas called an emergency commit- ods of getting out of the show busiMy position
tee; this committee met frequently ness into the rackets.
with those representing ASCAP, is well known. The position of the
and after many arguments and dis- M.P.T.O.A. is a matter of record.
problem.

cussions it was deemed advisable to
accept ASCAP's concession on the
basis of 10c per seat up to 800,
15c a seat up to 1,600, and 20c per
accepted
seat for all over that.
this without prejudice to our rights
to take any action we thought advisable as an organization, because
this arbitrary raise in rates brought
us to realize that something must
be done to control these rates in
the future. If ASCAP can arbitrarily raise the rates as they proposed,
what is there to prevent their demanding a percentage of your daily
receipts?
How far will the present copyright laws permit them to
go in charging us for the use of

We

l

Work

The

have

The M.P.T.O.A. immedcrease.
iately interested itself in a nationcampaign to treat with this
al

i

of Public Relations

We still believe that premiums are
harmful, and will react eventually.
The same applies

bank nights. I
am convinced that premiums, bank
to

nights, automobile give aways, etc.,
will not be productive of the best
interests in theater operation. Let's
get in the show business, and let
the 10c store handle the pottery.

Double Features

"Dual bills have increased in
some spots and have been banned
in others.
This is a highly controversial subject. I am sure that the

showing

responsible for this shortage? I
all sincerity it is the man
and woman who manage the theater. Too many of us have dropped
into the old habit of depending on
the star. We want attractions that
we can put out two or three sheets
on and go fishing, knowing that the
picture will take care of itself.
It
doesn't take a showman to sell the
real established stars of which there
are too few. You don't deserve any
credit for getting money on these,
but you only have them a few times
each year. It is up to us as theater
managers to help' create new stars;
we have an abundance of material.
There are many on the verge of
stardom that would go over with
reasonable boosting and exploiting
in a few pictures.
They are bright
personalities and have a surprising
following.
Unless we join wholeheartedly in the creating of new
personalities and encouragement of
the younger artists, we are burning
our bridge behind us. This business
has lived on variety. We must have
new faces; we can make stars out
of them like we did the others by
exploiting them locally and not depending on the producer to do all
of it.
After all, the producer cannot possibly control the local exploitation. The making of new stars
is vital; the way to do it is for you
to determine.
But let's give this
some thought and help to promote
some additional box office values.
is

say in

of two features for the
price of one is wrong and cannot
help proving disastrous in the long
their music?
What we are inter- run. Dual bills promote the makested in now is having the proper ing of cheaper pictures; they enauthorities given the legal right to courage fly-by-night producers to
say how much per seat they can flood the market with cheaply made
charge us, similar to the so much pictures; they tend to run away
per record the graphaphone people from the box office people who aphave; also an amendment to the preciate worthwhile entertainment.
copyright laws which will protect The argument that banning duals
innocent infringers against the ar- will run the independent producer
There is no patbitrary $250 per performance pen- out is a fallacy.
alty.
This should be a matter for ent on duals; the so-called major
Short Subjects
the courts to decide and not ar- can make cheap pictures also for
dual
presentation.
The
result
will
"Too many theater managers fail
bitrarily set with no recourse in
be a larger number of quickies, and to give the short subjects proper
court.
I am firmly convinced that several
consideration.
It is amazing to see
Clearance and Zoning
of the majors are now making pic- how many really do this. They just
"The M.P.T.O.A. believes in the tures at a low cost for showing on set in the required number of reels
necessity of fair clearance and zon- dual bills. It has been demonstrated to make the program
run the right
ing, we know it will be beneficial to that
independent
producers
can time without carefully measuring
a vast majority of the theater own- make good pictures
some of the its relation to the feature.
The
ers of this country.
believe in majors of today were independents short with the wide variety we have
the following basic principles: prop- not so long ago.
Let's encourage to select from should and could be
er and fair setting up of geograph- the independents in the making of
a build up for the feature.
Then
ical zones, film rentals paid, and ad- quality product
not quantity.
there is the short as it relates to
mission price charged.
cannot
the so-called family programs. How
Scarcity of Stars
possibly have clearance and zoning
in the name of reason can a man"One of the most vital problems ager set in a beautiful short, with
unless the admission price charged
is considered.
This has been one of with which we are confronted as appeal to the kids and family patthe most controversial issues with theater men, is the scarcity of stars.
ronage, including a serial if you
which the code authority has had to There are comparatively few stars please, and run with them a
sexy or
treat.
There is no such thing as today that will stand on their own sophisticate feature?
Yet this is
a
standard formula.
Each town at the box office, and they seem to being done."
a.1 jpity
is a problem all unto it- be narrowing down each year. With
Legion of Decency
SbLlL/ That which would be fair here 365 days a year in which to operin New Orleans would probably not ate and 10 or 12 stars to fill those
Touching on the Legion of Decwork at all in some other city. But dates with, what is the natural re- ency and boycotting of theaters,
if we are going to have any semb- sult?
Many poor days at the box Kuykendall said that although the
lance of order in this business, we office.
Who makes the stars? Who campaign had run out of bounds, its

—

We

We

__

EXHI!

—

Declaring that the communities most successful in withstanding the
Orleans
attacks of the recent Legion of Decency crusade were those in which exhibitors had
established sound relations with the local Better Films Council and other organizations,
Fred Wehrenberg, in his report as head of the committee on public relations and
community affairs at the M.P.T.O.A. convention yesterday, counseled exhibitors to
give greater attention to this phase of their business.
In communities where theaters
had not worked in harmony with all local elements the criticism was sharper and had
more effect, he said, whereas in places where exhibitors had taken the time to
acquaint influential groups with the real status of the industry and the fact that the
big majority of films were unobjectionable it was possible to avoid "blow-ups."
With current product worth boasting about, Wehrenberg said exhibitors should
have no trouble enlisting the interest of film councils, schools and various community
groups on behalf of pictures.
He suggested that theaters use the tie-ups worked
out nationally by the Hays organization in each community by the local exhibitor.
He advocated labeling of pictures with respect to their appeal, and recommended a
public relations committee setup by exhibitors consisting of an Optimist Division, to
spread good words about the theater, a Get-Acquainted Division, to cultivate fathers,
mothers and fans in general, and an Emissary Squad, to dig up data on community

—

SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS

—

New Orleans In a paper on the
technical aspects of theater operation prepared by Homer G. Tasker,
president of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, and read by Herbert Griffin at the M.P.T.O.A. convention yesterlay, exhibitors were
urged to join the S.M.P.E. so that
the engineers might learn more of
the theater operator's problems and
help in their solution.
The theater is in a large sense a
factory, heavily dependent on engineering, from lighting, projection
and sound to comfort and sanitation, the paper nointed out.
Cincinnati Chatter

—

Cincinnati Cliff Boyd, manager
of the Albee, will be the new manager for RKO Shubert, opening Saturday. Boyd's post at the Albee goes
to Manny Shure, manager of RKO
Palace. The palace will be managed

by Joe Alexander, who comes from

RKO

Capitol.

Harry Gold

of U. A., spent sevdays at the local exchange.
"David Copperfield," still outgrossing current releases, goes into
a fifth week at RKO Grand.
Fox executives George Roberts
and E. C. Grainger have been here
for a sales meeting at the local exchange.
Larry Surnbrock is opening the
Taft Theater for films and a show.
Charley Weigel of the Madison,
eral

Madisonville,

is

in

Florida.

Max Stahl to Cincinnati
Cincinnati Max Stahl, formerly
with United Artists in Minneapolis,

—

has been appointed sales manager of
the local U. A. office.

general effect was to bring about
better product, with Hollywood re-

sponding in grand

He

style.

certain fan magazines for exposing the mechanical illusions of the industry and dissemicriticized

nating intimate information about
the private lives of the stars, declaring that these practices had
greatly injured the box-office.
Advertising standards have been
materially raised in the past year,
said the M.P.T.O.A. president, who
urged exhibitors to give greater at-

tention to exploitation of their

bills.

Praises Will H. Hays
Kuykendall also paid a high tribute to Will H. Hays for his cooperation on industry problems, and
praised the work being done by Joseph I. Breen on the coast.
Speaking of the Code Authority,
Kuykendall declared it was inevitable that there would not be smooth
sailing, but pointed out that the code
gives exhibitors a place to go with
their grievances, and the rest- could
be worked out. He expressed faith
in Sol A. Rosenblatt, division administrator, and William P. Farnsworth, deputy administrator.
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DUALS PUT ON GRID

A

AT MPTOA CONVENTION

SAYS LABOR CLAUSES

LITTLE from
;By

(Continued from Page

1)

reading of the expected report, but
listed evils of the industry and
Menurged action against them.
tioned were: duals, with the result
that producers sought quantity instead of quality and were makingmany films to fit dual bills; recommendations for 25 per cent cancellation on contracts, but no elimination of block booking, pointing out
that an open market would ruin exhibitors and hurt producers; score
charges, which he said should be
abolished and urged the M. P. T.
0. A. to act since it has passed sevVincent claimed
eral resolutions.
if all exhibitors fought it together,
the score charge would soon be abolished.

on technical
operation, followed by W. C. Brown, who declared modern film theaters were getting away from the legitimate theater construction style with its wide
lobby for smokers in intermissions
and its balconies extending as near
to the stage as possible. He recommended smaller lobbies; larger foyers to get the public on carpets as
soon as possible; smaller, less steep
balconies to improve vision and eliminate accidents; increased proscenium space since sides were not
needed for storing scenery; new
lines to fit the screen; use of modern materials; effects from opaque
glass for both exterior and interior; wood veneers mounted on canvas for walls; new style drinking
fountains; furniture built for style
of house; architectural modern style
evolved from history and background of communities. He pointed
out necessity of having theater entrances dominate their localities.

Herbert

aspects

of

"LOTS"

PROMOTE GOOD Wiu

RALPH WILK;

HOLLYWOOD

Bells," Si Jenks

and Richard Alexander in "Fighting Shadows," and
rected "Bright Eyes" and "The Walter Brennan and Grace Hale in
Little Colonel," both with Shirley "Party Wire."
Temple, has been given a new contract for three years by Fox.
Thomas Beck, appearing with Will
T
Rogers in "Life Begins at 40," has
Shirlev Temple's next picture, by had his option renewed by Fox.
the way. will be titled "Curly Top."

"T)AVID BUTLER, who

lately di-

—

New Orleans Labor provisions o
the code have brought about a nev
friendly attitude between operator
and exhibitors owing to the hard
and-fast rules they lay down, de
clared Jack Miller in addressing th
M. P. T. 0. A. convention. He com
plimented Sol A. Rosenblatt for hi
administration of the code.

T

T

to Jack Holt being busy at
Columbia studios, the role he
was to have played with James Cagney in "The Farrell Case" for Warner Bros, is being filled by Robert
Armstrong. Margaret Lindsay and
Ann Dvorak have the leading feminine roles.
Barton MacLane is an-

Due

the

My

Affections."

and distributing agent of Chrysler

"The Age of Indiscretion,"

Griffin,

Marlene Dietrich has signed a
contract with Paramount.

new

orig-

inal by Leon Gordon, has been added
to this season's M-G-M schedule. Edward Ludwig will direct.

T

T

Lubitsch will confine his
Columbia has cast John Darrow activities at being director general
and Emerson Treacy in "Eight of Paramount Productions.

Ernst

advised going slow with air condireputable
with
dealing
tioning,
firms and checking plans with a
He attacked
competent engineer.

»

Ted Lewis and his band will apChrysler for 125 G's
near in M-G-M's "Rise and Shine,"
(Continued from Page 1)
based on a story by Paul Sloane and pany from active participation in th(
Victor Mansfield, to be directed by air conditioning of theaters.
Sloane. The picture will feature alIn his complaint, Warren sets
so Pinky Tomlin, singer and com- forth that Chrysler retained Contro
poser, who wrote "The Object of Corp. as its sole and exclusive sale:

of the cast.

theater

ftL

Warren Sues

F. B.
T

The program was then resumed other member
with

Thursday, Feb. 28, 1935

Nominate Harrv Brandt
For ITOA Re-election
(Continued from Page 1)

tion led to withdrawal of Dr. Greenpressure sales methods and field and John Benes as nominees.
warned that defective conditioning Wm. Yost stated after the meeting
that a candidate might still be
in homes and stores may cause sicken+Pi-ed against Brandt.
ness which will automatically hurt
Other nominees are Bernard Barr.
He
theaters with air conditioning.
suggested that the same branch M. Fleischman and Dr. Greenfield,
Hvman Rachmil
ought to take over all theater prob- vicp-presidents;
lems so that exhibitors could have and Leon Rosenblatt, treasurer;
Maurice Brown, secretary, and Dave
reliable advice. He suggested a moSchneider, sergeant-at-arms. Nomition picture academy of engineers.
nees for the board of directors inKnight's clude
approved
Kuvkendall
S. Seenfreund, Al Conner, M.
The afternoon convened with W. speech and said he was proud all F'pischman. Leo Breche 1*. H. RachC. Brown discussing theater illumi- branches of the industry were at mil, Dave Weinstock, Rudy Sandnation.
He said increased lighting the convention.
ers. Jack Hattem. Dave Davis. Bereffectiveness did not necessarily mean
Louis C. Hehl. secretary of M. nard Pear. Maurice Goodman, J.
increased costs, and told of a light P. T. 0. of St. Louis, was in- S^einkritz. M. J. Schenck. L. Rosenchecking service.
troduced on floor, also Dave Pal- bloom. Wm. Yost. A. H. E'nsenAir conditioning is the greatest freyman.
stadt, Dr. Greenfield, Louis Shiffhazard facing exhibitors in the next
Rov Smart explained the North man. Bernard Barr and Leon Rofew years, J. T. Knight of Para- Carolina theaters' seven-noint pro- senblatt.
mount told the meeting.
Since gram of cooperation with better
everyone is turning out equipment films groups.
Library Opens Film Info. Bureau
and plans furnished by a sales or"You can't make a good picture
ganization are not those of comDes Moines An information buout of a bad picture with a pair
petent engineers studying the parreau on current motion pictures h"°
of shears." M. A. Lightman told
ticular problem of each theater, he
been opened at the Des Moines pubthe exhibitors. He urged classificalic
library by Forrest Spauldin"-.
tion of nictures as a means of avoidcity librarian.
Local theaters sup
ing trouble with reform groups. He
Roy Del Ruth Resuming
also
warned nroducers. "if you plv the library with lists of comin~
pictures. A filing card is then made
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
can't make a picture similar to the
for each picture and all available
Hollywood Back from a cruise in his
don't
book
on
which
is based,
it
yichr to Panama, his health recovered
information, including title, director
feels
the
public
make it at all." as
after a siege of
influenza contracted
synopsis, valuation and suitability
this
amounts to misrepresentation.
during the making of "Folies Bergcre",
for certain groups.
Roy Del Ruth, one of Hollywood's ace
Sneaking of the status of theaters
directors, has begun preparing an unin their respective communities, the
titled production for M-G-M.
The picMemphis circuit onerator declared
ture,
a musical, will be produced
by
John Considine, Jr.
Del
Ruth spent
that from a community standpoint.
Russel Burke to Wed
three weeks making the trip down the
closing of a theater is as serious as
Boston The engagement has been
Mexican and Nicaraguan coasts to the
closing a school.
announced of Russell Burke, manPanama Canal and back again with
Mrs. Del Ruth.
It was his first vacaLunton A. Wilkinson of the Ad- ager of the Lieberman circuit's Tretion in more than four years.
vertising Advisory Council sooke on mont. and Ann Cheney, principal of
"How to Sell the Finer Pictures." the Spaulding School in Tewksbury.

air conditioning equipment and th<
intent of this agency was to have
Control Corp. install Chrysler ah
conditioning equipment in theater

—

—

I

The complaint
S.
further alleges that Control Corp
spent $62,000 in the promotion o!
Chrysler equipment, and after contacting many theaters was unable tc
obtain the equipment from Chrysler'
Chrysler has been served with papers in the suit. Arthur S. Friend
is handling the legal end for War

throughout the U.

ren.
ic

Arraignment March 4

high

—

((

In St. Louis Actions

:M

(Continued from Page 1)
rious officials of these companies
On that date the cases probably will
bet set for trial during the Marcr

term of the Federal Court, but it
possible there may be some dela>|
due to the recent advancement oiKj
District Judge C. B. Faris to theB
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals. Un-ll
i

less

another district judge

is

con-J

firmed by the U. S. Senate in thel
meantime, it may be necessary tcr
bring in a judge from another disTht,
trict to preside at the trial.
cases grew out of complaints by the
Ambassador, Missouri and Grandi
Central Theaters that they were un-i
able to obtain product.

Ralph Rolan Appointed
"March of Time" V. P.
(Continued from Page

1)

charge of advertising and promo-|

new

screen feature, it
announced by Roy E. Larsen
is
president. Rolan handled the "Time'
magazine account for the past three
when
December,
Since
years.
"March of Time" was launched, he
has been in charge of promotion for
A separate promotion depart
it.
ment has been formed to handle the
tion for this

growing

activities.

3 Bidding for Next

Meet

?

Louis are bidding for the
1936 M.P.T.O.A. convention. Place and
dates will not be selected for some

City and

months.
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COMMITW NAMED BY fP.T.O.A.
Reject New Haven Zoning; L A. Plan to Start March 15

CODE REVISION

Sol Rosenblatt
.

addresses the M.P.T.O.A.

.

===

JACK ALICOATE

By

ORLEANS, Thursday.—Ten

NEW

o'clock

the morning and it's the old story
have
of the star bringing 'em out.
just come from Sol Rosenblatt's room and
he is to address the convention this mornin

We

The

ing.

air

is

with expectancy and

filled

anything may happen. The convention hall
now holds the greatest gathering of the
meeting as the silver-tongued Nizer adHe is well apdresses the gathering.
That guy could
plauded for his efforts.
a

'talk

out of a tree.

bird

of

address

THE

One Month's Ruling Made
on Code Payments from

Rosenblatt

is

forceful,

Clearance and zoning schedule for
the New Haven territory was turned down yesterday by the Code Au-

whose committee on clearance and zoning will hold further

thority,

with the New Haven
committee toward working out an
conferences

acceptable plan.
At the same time the Authority
ordered the Los Angeles board not
(Continued on Page 2)

He knows
year of the code.
not perfect, but he also believes the industry and its integral parts
much better off because of it. His speech
the

first

code

takes

good

a

half

hour

and

he

finishes

He tells the exhibitors
an ovation.
he will gladly hear their individual probHe
Poor Rosenblatt!
lems in his rooms.
into the
will probably be here until well
As we sneak out for luncheon,
summer.
Signor Jimmy Grainger is on the rostrum
telling the assembled showmen the Universal is not for sale to anybody, even the
amid

Standard Oil.

FHE

old

got

ice

crusher

away

for

S.

the

S.

Capitol finally
River

Mississippi

had
without the
help,
advice and assistant of your corNot, however, until we had
respondent.
made the trip to the wharf and taken a
How could one
good look at the ship.
forget the Vestris and Morro Castle so
easily? It seems that the industry just cannot get away from that radio competition
cruise
to

•

By WILLIAM SPECHT

FILM DAILY

is

last

struggle

evening,

but

the

through

the

trip

captain

New

Orleans

was thrown

Staff

—A
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Flood of Resolutions Are
Passed on Closing Day
of Convention

Shirley

—

By

ARTHUR EDDY

—

New

Orleans
The M.P.T.O.A.
yesterday definitely moved to bring
about revision of the code when, in
a whirlwind final session of its annual convention, the association au-

URGE COMMISSION

ON MUSIC TAX FIXING

GSTOA UlfDEMANDS
CODE BOARD CHANGES

Award for
THE

Coast Bur.,
FILM DAILY
Hollywood A special award in the
form of a miniature statuette was
handed to Shirley Temple, little Fox
star, by the Academy of M.
P. Arts
and Sciences among the honors bestowed for merit in 1934.
In making
the presentation, Irvin S. Cobb said it
was "for bringing more happiness to
millions of children and grownups than
any child of her years in the history
of the world."

Delinquents

dynamic and compelling as he reviews
the

Special

W est

—

thorized appointment of a committee
of five to confer with Sol A. Rosenblatt, Division Administrator, on the
matter. The plan was adopted after
Miorgan Walsh, chairman of the
code practices committee, subcommitteed a report containing this

NRA

recommendation.

New Orleans Appointment of a
In the shower of resolutions adoptrate-fixing commission to determine
the music tax to be paid by theaters ed during the pre-adjournment hours
and at the present time fixed by were a number which serve to in(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 4)

Correspondent

ton of bricks
at the code setup at the

Gulf States Theater Owners Meeting yesterday with the following
(Continued on Page 5)

MPTOA
New

Orleans

Resolution

Asks 20%

Cancellations

—Without a murmur

opposition the M.P.T.O.A. convention yesterday adopted a resoluSpecial Master Appointed tion asking for a 20% cancellation
Reorg'n Claims clause in the code and opposing
Because Thomas D. Thacher, spe- elimination of block booking, procial master in the RKO reorganiza- vided the privilege is so amplified.
Formal approval and adoption of
Another resolution also unanition proceedings, is unable to take
on any additional work at this time mously passed compliments the pro- the Paramount reorganization plan
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 2)
was announced yesterday by the
protective committees for stockholders of Paramount Publix and for
bondholders of Paramount Broadway Corp.
of

COMMITTEES APPROVE

On RKO

PARA, REORGANIZATION

Footage Tax on Exhibition
Is

Asked

in

See 3 Weeks for "Roberta"

From Premiere Momentum
New

—

New State Bill Belgium Preparing Quota

By EDWARD C. CUYLER
Like the One in France
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Brussels Belgian government is
Albany A bill imposing a foot- preparing a quota regulating film
age tax on exhibition of motion pic- imports along the same lines as the

—

—

World premiere
Orleans
regulations in France.
RKO's "Roberta," timed for the tures has been introduced in the
York assembly by Bernard J.
All morning some Orpheum here coincident with the New
the convention hall.
Moran, Democrat of Brooklyn. The
f(\ \ has been singing "You Made Me M.P.T.O.A. convention, got off to tax runs all the way from one cent
Theater Bible Classes
Ah, well!
such a momentum that Manager
ftklL/1 Am Today."

King.

Station

WWL

practically

adjoins

of

Victor Meyers has wired Ned Depinet that a three-week run looks
THE afternoon was turned over to the assured. Opening with a bang-up
'
There were re- campaign staged by Gar Moore, Orreport department.
ports on everything you could think of pheum publicity man, and Ed Hol(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

a foot of film, $600.00 a day for
theaters of more than 5,000 seats in
New York City, down to two-tenths
of a mill a foot for a small theater
in a city, town or village of 10,000
(Continued on Page 5)

— Starting

ater.

Sunday/ the
Third BapSunday mornmeetings in the Missouri TheThere are several hundred mem-

bers

in

St.

Louis

Agoga Bible Class of
tist Church will hold
ing

the class.

this

the

its

Th£

DAILY

.

.

addresses the M.P.T.O.A.

(Continued from Page
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Columbia

5%

5%

Am. Seat
Picts.

vtc.

41

40
55/s

5%
120%
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35%
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+

Time marches

3/R

Va

8

'/a

3

RKO

Vis

'/«

Warner Bros
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
7'/2
7% 7% +
Eq. 6s40.

Gen. Th.
7'/4
7 1/4
7'/2
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
68
68
68
Keith A-0 6s46
106
106
106
Loew 6s 41ww
69'/2
70%
Paramount 6s47 filed 72
Paramount 6s47 ctfs.. 71% 69' 8 70%
48%
5%s51 ... 49% 48
Par.
By.
69% 71
Par. 5%s50 filed... 71 1/4

%
%

.

Par.

5%s50

ctfs

Pathe 7s37
Warner's 6s39

71%
103

52%

69%
103

52%

71

103

52%

—
+
+
+
+
+
+

1%
1%
2
2

1%

%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

Trans-Lux

16%

16

23'4

2%

na-

on.

Special Master Appointed

On RKO Reorg'n
(Continued from Page

Claims
1)

and there has accumulated 16 claims
totaling $5,042,611 which must be
litigated, Federal Judge Bondy yesterday appointed Richard J. Scandrett, Jr. a special master to act on
any new claims other than those already under consideration by SpeDecision is
cial Master Thacher.
awaited soon from Special Master
Thacher on claims totaling $23,924,281.
/ n Jt

designed especially for class
sophisticated audiences, contains paragraphs of witty comment
on current news events, with incidental music, and can easily be clipped on a newsreel. It is released
through Cartoon Exhibitors.

3/a

+
—

+ Vf
Va
33/
+
3'A
% 3A 143/4A
143/8
15
+ %
+
1% IVi 1% —
3
%
3% 3
18
18
175/8
+ %

Pathe Exch
do "A"

a

Tonight is
guard target practice.
the big non-speaking banquet and we are
leaving it, win, lose or draw, to catch the
And, boy, will it feel good to
nine-fifty.
get back north where it is warm! We hope
to see you again next year in St. Louis.

ject,

Clos

fact,

In

at

tional

and

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Low

1)

New Humor Reel Booked
"Of All Things," a three-minute
short made from Howard Brubaker's
column of the same name appearing
in "The New
Yorker," has been
booked for its first showing at the
Jr*laza, Leo Brecher house. The sub-

FINANCIAL
High

from Page

some things you couldn't.
there were more reports than

and

16

2%

Coming and Going'

1)

plan into effect until
March 15, following application by
Fox West Coast for a rehearing of
to

Vol. LXVII, No.

March 1,193

Reject New Haven Plan;
L. A. to Start March 15

Sol Rosenblatt
.

Friday,

put

its

certain sections of the schedule, and
the Authority will take up this matter at its hearing next week.
Executive Secretary John C. Flinn
yesterday was empowered to use his
discretion in accepting delinquent
code payments for 1934 from assenters.
Those who failed to pay by
Feb. 15 will not be qualified to file
complaints before local boards until
30 days have elapsed from the time
payment is accepted by Flinn. This
ruling is in effect for 30 days only.

SAMUEL
Goldwyn,

in

accompanied by
York today

New

Mi|
fro

•

BARTHOLOMEW

FREDDIE
of
"David Col
perfield" has arrived back at the M-G-M studil
from New York to start work in "Anna K.|
renina."

ROCHELLE HUDSON plans to leave Hollywocf
week-end for New York on a visit.

Ihis

HUGH O'CONNEL,
dian,

work

leaves
in

FRED

—

arrive

west.
After supervising final preparatiol
ror the New York premiere of "Wedding Night I
hey will probably sail for London in abol
two weeks, returning to Hollywood in April!

writer,

Appeal for Tolerance
Made by Louis Nizer

GOLDWYN,

will

the

a

stage and screen com!
for the coast to sta|
Universal picture.

tomorrow

new

MaclSAAC, scenario and
MRS. MaclSAAC and

magazirl

JEROK

and

KRIDEL, theater owner of Orange, N. J.,
tomorrow from New York on the Rotterdal
for a National Tour cruise to the West li
dies and South America.

New Orleans An appeal for tol- BARBARA BENNETT, who rushed to Londcj
erance in examining and passing on to see her father, Richard Bennett, followirl
results under the film industry code his injury recently when he fell from a horsj
was made by attorney Louis Nizer is en route back to New York.
BASIL RATHBONE leaves New York on Mori
at the M.P.T.O.A. convention yesfor the coast to appear in M-G-M's "Anij
terday at the Roosevelt. Agreeing day
Karenina."
that the code is not perfect, ne recH. WRIGHT, formerly assistant
ommended that exhibitors concen- B. WILLIAM
P. Schulberg and who resigned two weell
trate their efforts on such genuine- ago from Paramount, left New York yesterdi
ly major industry problems as over- for Hollywood following negotiations here f|
seating which he charged, consti- association with another major company.
WM. M. L. FISKE III, vice president of Firl
tutes the "heart of industry diffiDivision
Exchanges, left yesterday for Holl'f
culties." There is one seat for every
wood.
ten persons in the United States
M. H. AYLESWORTH returned from Holl;
and one for every six large city wood
yesterday.
Overresidents, Nizer estimated.
HAL HORNE, director of advertising ar|
seating causes overbuying and over- publicity
for United Artists, accompanied
buying in turn leads to admission HERBERT JAEDIKER, art director, will leaHe New York today for the coast to confer
price cutting, declared Nizer.
for forthcoming pictures from 201
observed that scales in this country campaigns
Century, Reliance and Disney.
They will n
are considerably lower than in Eu- main in Hollywood four weeks.
rope.

Nizer hailed major circuit decenSecond "Time" Out March 8
tralization as an actuality, with 81
Second monthly issue of "March per cent of the houses through counof Time" will be released nationally try now being operated by indepenMarch 8. More than 700 theaters dents. He said exhibitors can rest
in the U. S. and Canada have al- assured that there will be no change
ready booked "March of Time" for in this situation.
the coming month.
Harry Brandt Persuaded
Ford Film for Soviet Festival
In connection with the nomination
Permission
been obtained of Harry Brandt for re-election as
has
from Ford Motor Co. to present president of the I.T.O.A., The Film
"Rhapsody in Steel," which was Daily learned yesterday that Brandt
rated
outstanding
industrial
the
had declined to accept the nominaproduction for 1934, at the first So- tion,
but agreed to run again after
viet World Cinema Festival.
The being urged to do
so by many I. T.
film was produced by Audio ProducO. A. members.
A chief factor in
tions.
Brandt's decision to take the nomination was a speech by Milton C.
Edward D. Smith Dead
Weisman, ITOA counsel, who exWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY horted Brandt to again give his
Hollywood Edward D. Smith, 65, services to the organization.
personnel director for M-G-M and
formerly a theater manager in St.
"Iron Duke" Gets Break in A. C.
Louis and Boston, died this week.
Atlantic City George Arliss, never

—

TREM CARR, vice-president in charge
Monogram production, left New York yesterd
for

Hollywood.

See 3 Weeks for "Roberta
From Premiere Momentui
(Continued from Page 1)

land of S. Barret McCormick's staf
crowds stood in line around thre
sides of the block for an hour b<
fore the doors opened for the firs

showing.
ales chief,

Even Jules Levy,
was surprised.

New London
London

—

RK

Studio Start

The

Anglo-America

Syndicate has inaugurated its S'
dios at Teddington, where some 2j
pictures will be made this year,

—

a box-office favorite here, scored
Nat Fellman Taking Leap
heavily with "The Iron Duke" at
Nat Fellman of the Warner The- the Strand theater over the weekter booking department under Clay- end before one of the most "highton Bond is being married in Albany brow" audiences in the history of
this week and will take a two-week that Boardwalk theater, the audihoneymoon before returning to his ence being mainly those here for
job.
National Educational Assn. conven-

THE MAN
WHO COULD

The Greatest Road Show Attracting.
Years— Six Record Breaking Weeks a\ -,4«ft
Criterion

tion.
Lois

Moran

Wells Root

John Loder

Gitta Apar for Hollywood
Frank Phelps 111
Berlin
Gitta Apar leaves soon
Frank Phelps of the Warner Thefor Hollywood to star in the English
version of "The Belle of the Savoy." ater Department is laid up by grippe.

—

|

norm!

FOR

Theatre

— New

York.

DIRECT THEATRE BOOKINGS
TERRITORIAL RIGHTS

ANDl

OLYMPIC PICTURES CORP.
729 Seventh Ave.

BRyant 9-4417

New

York

EWS

WEEK

OF THE

IN

PHOTO-REVIEW

BACK TO THE COAL COUNTRY

where

it

was

goes sensational new Paul Muni drama, 'Black
April

27 world premiere at Stanley Theatre,

filmed

Fury', for

Pittsburgh.

MARDI GRAS TO EXPLOIT
'GOLD DIGGERS OF 1935'
as

Warner

Orleans'

Bros, award New
Saenger Theatre

March

1st world premiere date
on guarantee of record send-

off

successor

for

world-

to

famed 'Gold Diggers of

S. R.

O.

1933.'°

SIGN GOES UP on

Warner Burbank

lot

as start of

'Farrell

Case'

films in

production to

raises

total
17.

of
Lat-

go before cameras will
James Cagney with Ann
('Sweet Music') Dvorak, and
Margaret ('Devil Dogs') Lindsay.
est to
star

STARS FELL ON KAY FRANCIS when

Hollywood's great flocked to

re-

new special
Strand March 7th.°

cent nautical party celebrating release of her 'Living on Velvet',
with

Warren William, George Brent, scheduled

N. Y.

HOLDOVER OF 'SWEET MUSIC'

with Atlantic City, Boston,

MM

VVorner Bros Picture

°A

First

National Picture

Viiagraph,

Inc.,

Distributors

N.

Y.

sets torrid

Washington topping

Walk' and 'Dames'. Crack exploitation
broadcast' (left! aids 'delicious biz'

A

for

like

New

(Variety]

pace

'Devil

for key cities,

Dogs',

York's

'Flirtation

'patron-critic

on Vallee musical.*

THE
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Sol

Rosenblatt Upholds

Code Authority Defended
by Administrator at
M.P.T.O.A. Meet
New

Orleans

— Defending

By
"JSJEW

ORLEANS— H.

is

"Considering exhibitors' problems
the
code
provides
three
chances to one for relief through
local grievance boards, which consider
fair
trade practices only.
What do the figures show? Nothing less astounding than the fact
that relief has been granted to exalone,

hibitors

75%

of the cases tried.
Here is the record.
Out of 1,020
cases
tried
by local grievance
boards, 771 cases brought relief to
exhibitors.
In only 24% of the
cases
or in 237 complaints was
relief denied.
In 205 of the cases,
in

—

appeal

—

was taken

to the

McLeod

Approve

New

Extra

Rules

The

Code Authority yesterday approved recommendations of the re-registration
committee of the standing
committee for extras, limiting extra
players to 1.004 names for the ensuing
year, with the right to add 500 names
to

this

list

during the year.

ing does not apply
ple or crowds.

to

This

rul-

atmosphere peo-

ulation,

said

the convention's

versed.

"Until the code was achieved,
there was no such thing as relief
for clearance and zoning problems,
generally.
Now the clearance and
zoning boards are in operation to
nass wholly upon those questions.
In the first 289 cases brought to
these boards, relief has been granted to 172 exhibitors— 59% of the
comnlaints filed. Appeals were taken
to the Code Authority in 78 of these
cases. Again the exhibitor profited;
again the exhibitor gained protection that was never thought of and
could never be had before this code
was drawn. Eighteen per cent of
the appeals heard were reversed and
sent back to the zoning boards:

URGE COMMISSION
pres(

FIXINt

in
Rosenblatt
Sol
steps taken by pro-

Ed
to

American
the
Authors &

Kuykendall exclusively stated

FILM DAILY

that he will not

again invite the G.S.T.O.A.
iate ivith the M.P.T.O.A.

to affil-

from Page 1)
Society
of
Composer.
Publishers is asked in

meek

pern

(.Continued

i

resolution adopted by the M.P.T.O
A. at the closing session of the con
vention.
It empowers officers am
representatives of the associatioi
to appear before
petition and "to

Congress with th

take other neces
sary steps for such relief from th<
existing copyright laws." The reso

Sol A. Rosenblatt held individual
conferences with exhibitors at the lution replaces the Ed Levy resolu
Roosevelt following his morning ad- tion asking for rate-fixing commit
dress.
He leaves here Saturday on tee which Julian Brylawski consid
ered incorrect legally.
his return to Washington.
Brylawski told the fight history ti
The lobby buzzed with a report keep out of the international copy
that William Fox was in the Roose- right congress. New proposal call:
for no lawyer fee unless damage:
velt late last night.
It looked like
are proved and reduces the sum col
a rumor.
lectable to $50.00 only. Brylawski';
resolution opposing entry into th<
In
a
telegram to James R. copyright
congress until there an
Grainger, who read it to the M.P. treaty
reservations protecting the
T.O.A. members, Carl Laemmle yes- aters or
the copyright law is chang
terday said in part: "It is up to ed was carried
unanimously on Ber
you to see that our product and Berinstein's motion
seconded bj
your product is fairly represented." Morris Lowenstein.
Brylawski ex
Laemmle declared no business has plained that he wanted
to kill th<
ever gone so far as the motion pic- fees
altogether and would work t(
ture industry in an attempt to meet that
effect.
the public half way.

Giving his oratorical support to
the Code, Attorney Louis Nizer in
addressing the M.P.T.O.A. yesterday, let it be known that there is
a rumor that even the ten commandments are being violated.
Shirley Exhibit Attracts
Atlantic City Due to the high
interest shown in the newly installed
Shirley Temple display, the Steel
Pier will completely revamp its extensive movie exhibit for the coming season.
local store has been
doing a rush business on children's
dresses in a tieup with the Shirley

—

A

exhibit.

New Kentucky House
Standf ord, Ky.

—

Alexander Otto,
of the Lincoln, is opening
theater, the first in the town,

manager
a

new

at Liberty,

members

Ky.

of Congress on tax matAt
ters affecting their business.
the opening of the session, Edward

Lew

20%

Cancellations

Asked

in Resolution

{Continued from Page

1)

ducers for self-regulation of pictun
morals and appeals to the moviego
ing public to patronize these films.

Kansas City Briefs

—

Kansas City
Jim Schorgl ha
gone with United Artists here.
The Variety Club met this weel
to complete the organization for th<

coming

year's activities.
George
Baker, president, announced the fol
lowing committees with their chair
men: House, R. R. Biechele; finance
F. Shanberg; publicity, Barney Jof
fee (Film Daily's correspondent
Kenneth Force, is a member of thi
committee);
entertainmen,
Irwit
Dubinsky; welfare, Arthur Cole
About a dozen members will go t(
St. Louis March 18, to attend
luncheon of the Tent there.
An explosion of a heater die

read telegrams from Pete $1,500 damage to the home of El
Woodhull, B. B.
Kahane, Carl mer C. Rhoden.
the appeals."
Laemmle, W. Ray Johnston, John
Rosenblatt was preceded by L. W. C. Flinn, Tyree Dillard and Louis
Robert. Jr., assistant secretary of B. Mayer.
Gets 7 French Films
the U. S. Treasury who arrived
Film delivery problems and serJohn S. Tapernoux, who sailed yesterhere vesterday morning with him vice were discussed by James P.
day for New York aboard the Paris,
from Washington. Robert discussed Clark, president of National Film
closed deals while in France to dis^
the theater admission tax situation Carriers, Inc. who explained that
tribute seven French features an
and tjff»'
and said that unless Congress acts the purpose of his association is to
shorts here including four Marcel
productions and three Tobis pictures.
the present assessment will expire unify delivery services.
The Pagnol productions are "Angele",
on July 1 of this year, thus restorNinety per cent of all film deliv"Toni", "Le Gendre de M. Poirier" and
ing the old three-dollar exemption. eries are being handled by members
"Dr. Knock". The Tobis pictures include
"L'Ange Gardien", "Mile. Josette, Ma
He urged the M.P.T.O.A. to name of his organization, he stated.
Femme", and "Primrose".
a committee to function as a fact
President Ed Kuykendall presupplying organization to inform sided.

Code Au- judgment was affirmed

thority as a court of appeals and in
85% of the appeals the local board
was sustained; in 30 cases, or 15%,

Result

Its

.pin-

S.

back at its
mitting that "essential modificahours in connection
tions" are needed, declai-ed it has times within 24
theft. The gag startphoney
with
a
expectation".
beyond
itself
"justified
ed when the Gaumont Bi-itish sales
Speaking at the final day of the head "stole" a pocketbook lying on
M.P.T.O.A. convention at the Roose- a table in his suite, under the imvelt, Rosenblatt answered criticisms
pression that it belonged to his aide,
of the Code Authority and local
Reg Wilson. However, it was the
complete
"the
declaring
boards by
property of the local Western Union
the
only
fairness with which not
manager.
Code Authority but the code agencies have acted in the performance
Then the trouble commenced. The
and discharge of their duties has
detective entered
caused some of the evil omen criers Roosevelt house
and "pinched" George. Later, at
of this industry to publicly admit
He Antoine's, t%vo cops took him into
their own mistaken attitude."
custody and, when he returned to
added:
the hotel that night, he found two
"The closest scrutiny of the work more policemen waiting for him at
of these code boards will demon- the entrance. Again on Tuesday
strate that their activities have morning cops came into his suite to
been properly motivated, that they nab him. This may never end.
have indeed extended themselves to
do the right".
Ben Berinstein, in his own lanPersons inclined to the opinion guage, has been promoted to doorthat the code has not brought them man of the M. P. T. O. A. convensome benefits should take a three- tion. And after 20 years of learning
question examination and ask them- the theater business.
selves if they possessed before the
code the rights they now have, genJules Michaels is concerned over
erally speaking; are the code boards the bill taxing and censoring advergood or bad things and is the ma- tising now pending in the New York
overbuying State Legislature.
prevent
chinery
to
worthwhile continuing or not. Lack
of unity among exhibitor groups in
Recent product is a distinguished
the country was deplored by the
example of the efficiency of self-regspeaker, who also praised the code's
labor provisions, declaring that they
have averted many potential strikes the local board's decision was reIn citing benefits exhibitors have derived through the code, Rosenblatt
said in part:

March 1,193! KM

ON MUSIC TAX

ARTHUR EDDY

champ frame- touching upon
artist.
He managed to have ducers to counteract moves on
Weeks "arrested" four part of reform groups.
George

lashed
yesterday
critics and, while ad- up

administrator,

Code on

the

M.P.T.O.A. Convention Sidelights

the mo-

tion picture code with two-fisted
vigor, Sol A. Rosenblatt, division

Friday,

in

82%

of

Di
I

lev

ie

M
Coy

-

J

I

Friday,

March 1,1935

iW EXHIBITION TAX
IS

FILED IN

GSTOA UNIT DEMANDS

NEW YORK

(Continued from Page

1)

The bill coninhabitants or less.
tains a clause that only one-half the
prescribed tax need be paid in any
week when the total paid admissions fall below a certain stipulated
percentage of seating capacity.

Detroit Brevities

Morris Dudelson and George McCoy, Columbia salesmen, are the
first Detroit filmites to return from
Harris Silverberg of NaFlorida.
tional Screen Service is recuperating

Max Ruben, Amusement Supply
owner, is a grandfather through a
girl born to his son, Ralph, who is
managing the business.

owner of the
Stocking Theater, Grand Rapids, is
Brown,

recovering after an operation.
is

Arthur E. Koch, east side exhib,
running for election as Common

Pleas Judge.

The Adams Theater has gone

to

a Saturday midnight policy.

William G. Bishop,

M-G-M

trip

is on a threethrough the territory.

Addition of two members to CoMichigan
of
Theaters
operative
brings the total to 78. Newcomers
are Ferndale Theater, Ferndale, and
The office is
Hollywood, Petosky.
being enlarged and M. Munsie added
Ray Moon, general
to the staff.

manager

is

now

in Florida.

Variety Club's second annual ball
at the Book-Cadillac was a sellout
Stepin Fetchit
at $15 a couple.
tried to crash the affair, but a doorman refused to credit his identity.

St.

Louis Squibs

—

Louis Stage shows will be
dropped tomorrow by the Ambassador theater, thus eliminating stage
entirely
from local movie
acts
St.

houses.

Mort Harris, producer of the Amto
bassador stage shows, goes
Loew's State, Elizabeth, N. J.
State Senator John P. Shea, who
has introduced a censorship bill embodying a tax on films, was manager of Koplar's Montgomery theater before going to Jefferson City,
and probably will return to that post
Film
after the legislative session.
wondering if there is any
connection
between the Federal
anti-trust suit and the Senator's

row
;

is

U

Dinty" Moore, Warner circuit
manager, is back from New
York.
A. S. and H. R. Johnson have acquired the Compton Theater on Park
Ave. from H. Wise.
district

-—

"—

don't these

Academy

fellers realize that

gave Columbia's "It Happened One Night"
and in the face of this Oracle's dethe Academy lads give the pix no less than FIVE

this estimable rag
2'/2 stars?

ONLY
cision,

Awards

for the best production, best actor performance,
best actress performance, best direction, best screen play
according to our calculation, this makes it a Five Star picture.

• SO IT must have been embarrassing for the puband editor of this paper to be compelled to run the news
story from their Hollywood correspondent
that the pix
they rated 2% stars had copped the major awards against the
entire field of Hollywood production
but with that admir•

lisher

able quality of correct reporting evidenced in the picture editor's
2% star appraisal
their Hollywood scribe reports "three
awards to the same picture"
and in the very next paragraph he says
"Columbia won a fourth award for the
what
best sound recording in 'It Happened One Night.' "
so
about the fifth award for the best screen play?
is it asking too much for the publisher and editor and reporter
to make up their minds and relieve the terrific suspense of the
Entire Picture Industry?
Did the Columbia pix win 5, 4,
3 or just 2% Awards? .,
to be consistent, they should decide
on the 2%
or henceforth and forevermore they have made
a terrible bum out of their cockeyed Star System
a tabloid
newspaper should at least agree with Itself

—

—
.

divi-

sion publicity director,

week

WE

• • •
ARE terribly upset over the way in which the
Motion Picture Academy has made a bum out of one of our most
estimable metropolitan newspapers, and its Star System of ap-

•

there.

Walter

(Continued from Page

praising pictures

—

W. D. Ward of the
Detroit
Cleveland RKO staff has been sent
here for a few weeks.

down

CODE BOARD CHANGES

.

WE

• • •
NOTE that a new mark has been set for the
pressbook lads to shoot at
with the issuing of the book
on "Roberta" by Barret McCormick of RKO Radio
it
typifies what we were shouting about a few weeks ago
that
it is time for the biz to organize a Back to Showmanship Movement
here is a grand step in that direction
this press
book is like a big Sunday newspaper, with its supplement and
features
color and contest departments
woman's
page, pictorial section,
advertising, merchandising columns,
and news stories
the Expert and Dean of Pressbook Compilers
Fred Schaefer
turned the trick
if Sam
Showman can't collect with this pageant of pages of showmanship to help him, then he might as well quit
• • • TICKETS ARE on sale for the annual ball of the
Sixth Masonic District to be held March 16 at the Hotel St.
George, Brooklyn
Lowell Thomas and Mitchell May are
among the committee members
George H. Maines is chairman of the entertainment committee
Les Kaufman has
engineered a swell tieup for Columbia's pix, "The Whole Town's
Talking"
seven Chevrolets will be given to theater patrons
and exhibs in connection with a newspaper essay contest and
publicity

campaign

THE LAD

•
• •
who makes those star tieups with personality shirts
Abe Portugal
is now working on one
haberdashers throughout the country go
for Cary Grant
for these tieups, for it gives them an attractive window and a
natural break on the star's pix playing at a nearby theater
George Beck, ex-Broadway pressagey, has sold a story that will
appear in the March 9 issue of "Liberty"
On Saturday
morn Boy Scouts will parade in support of a patriotic pix, "Pilgrim Day," being shown at the Trans-Lux theater in Brooklyn
Olive and George, the midgets in "The Mighty Barnum,"
Palace starting today
will head the vaude bill at the
.

RKO

« « «

& » »

.

1)

resolution scheduled for Sol A. Rosenblatt here.
"The present personnel of grievance and clearing boards has not
in our opinion functioned and will
not function in such matters as are
presented to them for the protection of the independent exhibitors.
In other words, important decisions
cannot be rendered and the intent
of the code, which is fair practice
and competition, has been impossible
up to now with the present board
setups. Therefore, it is the opinion
of the G.S.T.O.A. here assembled

that the code administrator call a
special meeting, in some centrally
located city, of at least one independent exhibitor from each ex
change center and there with open
discussion work out ways and means
of making a code for the motion picture industry that carries out the
President's
intent,
that
fair
is,
practice and fair competition."
Rene Brunet, Henry Lazarus and
Philip Slima comprised the presentation committee.
Acting quickly to avoid a G.S.T.O.
A. breakdown when 15 members of
the expected 75 answered the convention call, President H. S. McLeod introduced a resolution postponing the elections and started the
code forum.
Lazarus tried to inject the Allied plan, but his resolution did not carry.
The only code
defender was Joe Barcelona.
McLeod will rescind his resignation
and run again.
This prevents an

M.P.T.O.A. affiliation, since McLeod
is pledged to no affiliations.

Einf eld Advocates
Cultivating Editors

New

Orleans

—

Discussing relaand th"
Einf eld.

between the exhibitor
newspaper, S. Charles
advertising and publicity
for Warner-First National,

tions
local

director
told the
jM.P.T.O.A. convention gathering that
the important function of getting
the greatest value out of newspaper
publicity, by supplying the papers
with much news that is actually desired by them, is being sadly neglected by most exhibitors.
Newspapers need the theater and
its news just as much as the theater needs publicity in the papers,
declared Einfeld, pointing out that
amusement news has great reader
interest because of the big part that
the theater plays in the lives of the
population.
Cultivating an acquaintance with
editors and other members of the
newspaper staff right down to office
boys was advocated by Einfeld as a
means of getting more than just the
ordinary space on stories. He said
there are many departments in e
newspaper besides the motion picture page that can prove valuable
to the exhibitor, and advised theater men to develop a news sense
in taking advantage of all opportunities.

DAILY
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Little
from "Lots"
HOLLYWOOD
has signed a new

RKO contract. His next picture,
another western drama with an Arizona locale, is being written by DudXichols.
T

Fox has bought an

T
original story

"Kiss and Wake Up" from
Alan Dwan, and have also secured

called

the services of Dwan to act as director of the picture in which Edmund
Lowe and Claire Trevor will be featured.

Three
Hollywood couples, the
Frank McHughs, the Andy Clydes
and the Mike Lallys, were recently
blessed with baby boys. One each.
T

W

Wheeler and Woolsey have begun
work in their new RKO picture,
"The Nitwits."
Dorothy Granger
was a late cast addition. George
is

directing.

Cast of M-G-M's "The Age of Indiscretion"
will
include
Madge
Evans, May Robson, David Holt,

Ralph Forbes, Louise Henry, Beryl
Mercer, Christian Rub, and Flush,
the dog that appeared in "Barrett?
of Wimpole Street."
Edward Ludwig will direct. Film is based on
an original story by Leon Gordon.
t

r

Robert Benchley, who has signed
to write and act for M-G-M, will
first appear in "China Seas."
Earle
Henry R. Symonds,
Arthur Strawn, Preston Black and
John Grey, recent additions to Columbia's list of writers under contract,
are busy on assignments.
Snell is writing the screen play temporarily titled "Sure Fire." Symonds
is doing an outdoor drama for Tim
McCoy, while Strawn is preparing
"Black Room Mystery" for Boris
Karloff.
Black and Grey, comedy

work on two-reelers
Andy Clyde and Harry Langdon,

writers, are at
respectively.

T

RKO

Radio has assigned Jean
Hersholt,
Susan
Fleming,
Jean
Howard, Helene Millard, Lowden
Adams and Inez Palange to "Break
of Hearts," Pert Kelton to "Hooraj
for Love," Fred Keating to "The
Nitwits,"
Reginald
Barlow,
Paul
Stanton, Virginia Reid and Suzanne
Kaaren to "Strangers All," and John
Hyants to "Village Tale."
T

With the signing of Herman Bing
and William Austin, the cast of the
Jesse Lasky-Fox Film musical production, "Redheads on Parade," has
been completed. Other principals in
the
picture
include:
John Boles,
June Knight, Alan Dinehart, Jack
Haley, Jane Withers and Grant Mitchell.

SHORT SHOTS

=

EASTERN STUDIOS
DIOS
If

Zone

Committee

T
Snell,

for

March 1,1935

By CHAS. ALICOATE
the organization's attitude Louis were adopted among the resoon various industry issues.
Other resolutions
The lutions passed.
piFI
D'ORSAY
has completed work
Walsh report recommends the fol- passed are as follows:
at the Brooklyn Vitaphone stulowing changes be sought:
Favoring cooperation with theater
(A) Permit of re-organization of patrons to facilitate individual se- dio in her second two-reel musical
the Code Authority to provide for lection of pictures according to the comedy for Vitaphone entitled "Bet
more equitable representation of the taste and preference of the patron; ter Than Gold." Supporting the com
various departments of the industry opposing the practice of large au- edienne are The Troubadors, George
and the various sections of the coun- diences attending free broadcasts Watts, Eddie Garvie, Jim Donovan,
Charlie Olcott, Tom Morrison and
try.
in theaters and urging the govern(B) Provide for greater author- ment and Federal Radio Commis- Walter Dare, Wahl and Oldfield
Joseph Henabery directed "Better
ity on the part of the local grievance sion to prohibit its continuance; favboards, with the judgments of the oring the policy of family programs Than Gold," which will be released
in Vitaphone's series of "Broadway
local boards becoming immediately and urging its members to use them;
Brevities."
effective and operative, until and un- asking fire underwriters association
'ess revised or modified by the Code to revamp downward premiums for
Authority.
fire insurance and authorizing PresiChick York, recently back from
(C) Provide for review by the dent Kuykendall to act in carrying Texas, where he was looking
after
Code Authority of matters or find- out the plan; requesting members to his flourishing oil properties, is in
ings of fact resulting in decisions by pledge themselves not to exhibit sex- consultation
with Al Christie, pro
the
local
clearance
and zoning hygiene pictures as they inspire hos- clucer-director, on the story of the
boards, only when such review is tile legislation; approving the ser- next Educational
comedy in which
necessary to establish or support the vices rendered by the National Film York and King will
appear.
'egality of the local board's deci- Carrier, Inc.; prohibiting tying-in
•
sion.
shorts
with
features;
of
fixing 6
Rose King (Mrs. York), during
Amending of the code to abolish p. m. as deadline for matinees in
score charges and arbitrary desig- order
prevent
extension
to
of her husband's absence in the South,
nation of playdates by distributors matinee price scale into evenings; has been making a hit in the 'stage
is
sought in resolutions passed by effecting local board decisions within musical production, "Thumbs Up."
•
the convention. Both are addressed 10 days after a ruling except when
to the administrator of the code. In exemptipn is granted by the Code
Ben Hccht and Charles MacAr
connection with the former petition Authority; complimenting indepen- thur made themselves up to resemit
is
charged that "score charges dent producers on efforts to turn out ble bums this week and joined in
constitutes one of the few remaining better product; thanking trade press with 23 derelicts from the Bowery
rackets which the government is for coverage of convention; express- for a flop-house scene in "Miracle
ing sympathy for M. E. Comerford, in 49th Street," which Hecht-Macmaking no effort to investigate".
Reporting that a practice of at- vice-president, who is ill, and a vote Arthur are producing at the Astoria
tempting to influence members of of confidence for Kuykendall.
studio for Paramount release.
Convention activities were conlocal
code boards has spread to
•
such an extent as to discredit such cluded with a banquet which was
Dave Rubinoff and his stage an
local boards, a resolution was adopt- non-speech in character.
radio orchestra have started work at,
ed opposing such interference.
It
the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio in a
declares "local problems can best be
Units
to
Select
one-reel "Melody Master" band num
amicably disposed of by local boards
ber. In support are Kuznetzoff, Maracting without instructions from inExecutive
tinoff, and Lopoukin and Kounavterested parties unfamiliar or but
New Orleans- Units in the dif- sky, specialty performers.
superficially acquainted with local ferent
zones mapped out under the
•
conditions."
M.P.T.O.A. by-laws will
mem-

dicate

RICHARD DIX

Stevens

Code Revision Committee
Appointed by M. P. T. O. A.
(Continued from Page 1)

RALPH WILK

By

Friday,

Norman McLeod

is

directing.

—

Premiums went under

fire

when bers

the conventioneers resolved to have
the policy banned except in territories where a majority of theaters

want

it.

select

of

the

committee

it

association's

executive

was decided upon

at
at

convention and approved
President Ed Kuykendall's suggestion that each zone will select a
member in a vote taken through the
the

Jules Michaels felt that the entire
code should be thrown out.
mail.
M. A. Lightman reported for the
•ommittee on legislation.
Morgan Walsh wanted an execu- Anti-Dual Resolution
tive session, but the proposal was
Rejected by M.P.T.O.A.
voted down.

—

New Orleans
The M.P.T.O.A.
Bemoaning the spread of the non- declined to advocate banning of
theatrical movement, encouragement double features yesterday when, at

?iven it by producers serving this its closing convention session, it
hade, and showing of pre-released killed a resolution to prohibit the
films on ships and camps as unfair policy unless a majority
of exhitrade practices, the convention re- bitors in a territory voted for it.
solved to request producers serving: President Ed Kuykendall pointed
this competition to cease immediout that the Code Authority has
ately and that a code amendment ruled against restrictions against
make this an unfair trade practice. the policy as imposed by grievance
Resolution does not apply to hos- boards.
pitals, shut-ins and other places now
allowed under non-theatrical provision of code.
Standing committee Jack Miller Attacks
appointed to execute this includes:
Code and Rosenblatt
George Giles, chairman; George P.
New Orleans Jack Miller, ChiVarons, Barney Dubinsky, H.V.Har- cago exhib leader, slammed away at
vey, Fred Pickrell.
the code in general, and the address
A number of code revision recom- made by Sol A. Rosenblatt as well,
mendations of the M.P.T.O. of St. at the final session of the M.P.T.

—

Joe Cook, appearing in comedies
for Educational, has just signed a
new radio contract for appearances
on WJZ starting March 8.
•

With the opening of Ernest
Truex's comedy "Gentlemen of the
Bar" at the Roxy Theater Friday.
Educational has three short subjects
playing
Broadway houses
"Chums," a picture from the Treasure Chest series, is at the Rivoli
for the run of "Folies Bergere," and
Joe Cook's first comedy featurette
opened at the Rialto Thursday.

O.A. convention yesterday.
Miller
manner he also

In the

rapped
"chiseling exhibitors" and went on
record as declaring that distributors are trying to make the elimina
tion provisions ineffective.
Sandwiched into his remarks was
a reference to cashiers who t
they are partners. Miller put Wl
rap for the code authority's pR/-|(
cedure under which appeals com-i'i
mittees, whose members are not)
members of the Authority and wh
do not know local situations, sit o
appeals.

^COLUMBIANS'
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•

You've never seen anything like it*. •.this town has gone

wild over "ROBERTA" ... .it

1

s 2

3

o'clock here now and all

fe

opening day's records have been shot.

.

.

.they're standing

up all over the house and all over the street.

went nuts over picture.

.

.

..

.critics

.airmailing rave reviews.

..

.last

night's world premiere for exhibitor's convention. .had
.

iter

crowds standing in line around three sides of the block
for an hour before the opening.

..

»15

.Victor Meyei) Orpheum

1

Manager, tells me he is certain of three weeks of record

splintering business.

..

.Kuykendall at meeting gave "ROBERTA"
1

te

ill:

great boost.

..

.trade paper boys here for the convention tell

me they have burned up the wires to their papers about great

success of picture and opening.

..

.telegraph offices were

Jammed last night with messages from exhibitors to their

managers telling them to shoot the works for "ROBERTA".... _
V*

sending photos and more details airmail*. .everyone says
.

RKO-Radio has biggest money-picture in years in "ROBERTA".

\'i
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CENIS

End of Big Dough for Bum Writers Seen by Goldwyn
FRANKLJNTKEMPNER GOjNG
Exfiibs Fear Strangulation
Tax Measure Also

Calls

Fee and Bond

theater, depending upon size of theater and community, the measure
requires exhibitors to make annual
registration accompanied by a fee
(Continued on Page 2)

20 ST. LOUIS GROUPS
AID IN BETTER FILMS
Louis Twenty highly
groups consisting of 551 units

women members

are
better films
here under the wing of the Better
Films Council of Greater St. Louis,
of which Mrs. A. F. Burt is president, it is shown in a summary of
the organization's activities. Efforts
of the Council are aimed chiefly at

with

250,000

now cooperating

Chicago

for

(Continued on Page 2)

Tax

Bill

New

California Theater
Project Planned by
Franklin, Kempner

is

Harold B. Franklin and Alexander
the

W.B.-F.N. PLANNING

FITZPATRIGK SIGNS

60 AGAIN FOR 1935-36

NEW M-G-M CONTRACT

The Warner-First National pro-

James A. FitzPatrick, producer of
Technicolor traveltalks, has signed
a new contract with M-G-M for
1935-36.
He will supply between
eight and ten subjects for the next
program. In addition to this deal,
FitzPatrick is going to Africa to
make a feature.

gram

for 1935-36 is expected to
embrace a total of 60 features, the
same as this season. There will be
30 from Warners and 30 bearing
the First National trademark.

National Education Ass'n
Will Fight Block Booking Provisional Allowances
Atlantic City, N. J.— To fight for
Asked on Para. Claims
the abolition of block booking was
the resolutions passed at the
session of the 65th annual
convention of the Department of
Superintendence of the National
Education Ass'n held here this week.

among
organclosing

—

in

of theaters already in existence, in preference to construction
reported to be favored by Loew in its plan to enter the Chicago territory.
Number of sites will depend on location and price, though the figure has been
mentioned as high as 20.
of houses,

Strangulation of a large part of
the exhibition industry in New York
State will result if the new tax bill
introduced at Albany by Bernard J.
Moran (D) of Brooklyn is passed,
according to comments from exhibitors yesterday. In addition to calling for a tax running from twoLeiiths of a mill to one cent a foot
for each feet of film shown by the

St.

Loew

— Acquisition

Chicago

for Registration

ized

New Albany

Under

Acquisitions Likely by

THEATERJIZ WEST

IN

is

—

Sol Lesser has ap-

with

coast,

will be associated in
business on the west
details of the project
out, The Film
Kempner, who was

now being worked
Daily

learns.

with the Fox organization at the
time Franklin headed the Fox West
Coast circuit and lately has been engaged in real estate business in New
York, is now on his way to Los Angeles in connection with the new
undertaking.

COLUMBIA SHARES
HIT FIVE-YEAR HIGH
Apparently

in

anticipation

of

a

set for

Revenue Dept. Withdraws
For Use of Nat'l Parks $259,456 RKO Tax Claims
West Coast Bureau
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood

theater

March 11 be- very favorable quarterly earnings
fore Special Master John E. Joyce report, due any day now, and with
on petition of the Paramount trus- momentum provided by the five
tees that provisional allowances be Academy awards accorded "It Hapfixed on a large number of claims pened One Night," plus the rave
for purposes of voting on the Para- notices on "The Whole Town's Talkmount reorganization.
ing," which opened Thursday at the
Hearing

Gov't to Charge Films
of

Kempner

Radio City Music Hall, shares of
Columbia Pictures on the big board
yesterday went to a new five-year
igh of 43%, closing at the top. This
represented a rise of 3% points on

U. S. Collector of Internal Revenue the day and more than 7 points in
has withdrawn two claims against

pealed to President Roosevelt fol;three days.
Circuit
lowing word from Secretary of the RKO totaling $259,456, under a stipGets "Time" for Canada Interior Ickes that $5,000 would be ulation signed by U. S. Attorney St. Louis Arraignments
Martin Conboy.
(Continued on Page 2)
Famous Players Canadian Circuit
Postponed to March 15
will exhibit "The March of Time"
St. Louis— Date for pleading on
exclusively in Canada under a deal

Famous Players

between N. L. Nathanson and
Fitzgibbon for Famous Players and Harry Thomas and Chas.
Stillman for "March of Time."
Regal Films is handling Canadian
distribution for "March of Time."

closed
J.

J.

\f

Cardinal Continues Ban

—

Banning of films by the
Philadelphia
Catholic Church will be continued, it is
stated in a letter sent to pastors yesterday by Cardinal Dougherty.

Writers Will

to Deliver

In Future, Declares
Big salaries for unqualified screen
writers, and long-term guarantees
for scribes who have no ability but
are sponsored by good agents, will
soon be a thing of the past in Hol-

Goldwyn

said the majority should be pushing
plows instead of typewriters, and
that many of them remain in Hol-

lywood on salary only through the
clever

efforts

of

agents in selling

lywood, declared Samuel Goldwyn them from one studio to another.
yesterday on his arrival in New The producer cited his recent royYork from the coast. Lambasting alty deal with Rachel Crothers,

most of the

"'""

Have

film authors,

Goldwyn

the federal indictments for restraint
of trade against Warners, Paramount, RKO and various officials of
these companies has been postponed
from March 4 to March 15.

Pathe

Calls

in

Bonds

Pathe Exchange, Inc., has called for
redemption before maturity $2,000,000
of 7 per cent ten-year sinking fund
gold debentures at the redemption price
of $103.

(Continued on Page 2)
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AID IN BETTER FILMS

$50 for each theater and to put up
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
insurance policy in the
Y., a bond or
York,
N.
Broadway, New
at
1650
sum of $5,000 conditioned
J. W. penal
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
Editor and Publisher; upon the payment of any tax due
President,
Alicoate,
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer or penalty imposed under the proand General Manager Arthur W. Eddy, Assomake
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing visions of the act, which would
;

Entered as iccond class matter,
Editor.
21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
$15.00.
Address all communications to
DAILY. 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
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Comin

BILL

2, 19:

s^

5 Cents

1935

2,

Editor

NEW ALBANY

March

non-compliance a misdemeanor.

1)

CHARLES BOYER,
been appearing

in

French

film

recommended pictures.
The plan
worked out under Mrs. Burt for the
group has served as a pattern
for many other Councils throughout
local

WILL

HAYS

H.

few

past

who

star

I

JOHN Hi
Pioneer
Pictur
husband. IRVIr
lie de France

Hollywood films;

ncouraging producers to make more WHITNEY, associated with
films suitable for family trade and and ROSIE DOLLY and her
NETCHER, sail today on the
cooperating
exhibitors
on Europe.
with
been

has

I

in

Washington

t

days.

WERNER HEYMANN,

composer of "Congn

Dances," who has been on the coast with
The bill requires a monthly report the country.
wife, will sail March 8 for the other side.
showing the total number of feet
LOUIS ROTHENBERG, executive of the Mor
of film exhibited each day in the
& Rothenberg circuit in New England,
preceding month and this report Gov't to Charge Films
a European jaunt.
THE FILM must be accompanied by a certified
For Use of Nat'l Parks CRESSON E. SMITH, western and southe
check, money order or cash payment
sales manager of RKO Distributing Corp., r
(Continued from Page 1)

HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Wardour

Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La

W.

St.,

Friedrichstrasse,

I.

Cinematographic FrancaUe, Rue de
des-Noues, 19.

Cour-

la

I

is

of the tax on the privilege of exhibiting films.

Goldwyn Says Writers
Will Have to Deliver

the "Cowboy Millionaire"
unit for use of the Zion National
Park.
Ickes stated that film companies will be charged for the use
of any national parks.

charged

turns

by

desk on Monday morning.
Smith recently sailed to the

to

his

Mrs.

.-nd

Coast

via

the

Panama Canal.

They

I

We

return.

train.

TOM CONNOR

of

M-G-M

in

New

York

touring Florida by motor with the company
Southern representative, Charles E. Kesnich
Atlanta.

(Continued from Page 1)
Exhib Loses Product Suit GEORGE W. WEEKS, general sales manag
playwright, as indicative of the
Sioux Falls Federal Judge Luci- for GB is due back in New York today fro
trend in arrangements with writers. us J. Wall yesterday dismissed the the south.
M. H. AYLESWORTH left for Washington la
This, he said, will result in good re- $7,500 damage suit brought against
night and returns Monday.
turns for those who can deliver and Paramount Distrib. Corp. and Albert
HERBERT BAYARD SWOPE returned fro
eliminate the ones who can't.
He R. Anderson, local Paramount exHollywood yesterday.
said Hollywood is starving for writ- change
manager, by Richard H.
AILEEN ST. JOHN BRENON of the Par.
ers who can create.
Wagner, operator of the Capitol mount
publicity staff leaves today for Holl'
Theater, who charged that Para- wood.
mount had conspired with other
McKAY, comedian, dancer and ma:
Returns major companies not to supply him terGEORGE
Convention
of ceremonies recently signed by Colun
with
pictures.
dis- bia, left New York yesterday for the Coast.
The
case
was
Arriving in New York this mornALEXANDER S. KEMPNER has left Ne
ing from the M.P.T.O.A. convention missed after Wagner's attorneys
had completed an eight-day presen- York for the coast.
in New Orleans are Felix F. Feist,
J.
H. SEIDELMAN, Columbia foreign mai
John D. Clark, S. Charles Einfeld, tation of their charge and before
]ger, is en route to the company's coast studii
Carl Leserman, Charles C. McCarthy, the defendants put in any evidence.

—
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1%
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.
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41ww
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72
2
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Pathe 7s37
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2
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1634
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16
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L.

%

Manheim

Harlow
Larry Kent
Henry
Jean

Virginia

an

extended

tour

he
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THE
DATE BOOK

Henzler Buvs Waterford Theater
Waterford," Wis.— The Waterford
theater building has been purchased
Movie Company Leases Space
Automotion Pictures, Inc., has by John W. Henzler from William
Uglow. The former theater will be
leased space at 14 West 40th St.
remodeled into a store building.

N.

of

—

program some time next week.

Jack White

lap

Louis Nizer, William Johnson, Marimake of Australia and other points.
He w
"Living on Velvet" Opens Thurs.
sail
from San Francisco for Sydney.
on Nathan, Frank Zucker, A. E.
First National's "Living on VelChadick, Edward Johnston, Jack
CLAUDETTt COLBERT, who recently finisht
and Charles Alicoate, Arthur Eddy et," with Kay Francis, opens Thurs- work in "Private Worlds" for Paramount r<
day morning at the New York lease, arrives in New York tomorrow for
and Colvin Brown.
week's vacation, after which she returns we
Sidney Zucker and others left the Strand.
to appear in "A Bride Comes Home."
train in Atlanta, while Edward Fay
HENRY HATHAWAY, Paramount director, a
got off in Washington and Charles
rives in New York today from the coast.
Racing Competition Unlikely
Segall in Philadelphia.
BEN BERNIE, who has been working in "Sto
Boston Agitation against horse
and dog racing tracks in this com- en Harmony" at the Paramount studios
the coast, returns to New York on Monday
munity, with the Hub mayor and
Youngclaus Sets Headquarters
C. C. PETTIJOHN is on a New Orleans visi
others digging up old laws on which
Grand Island, Neb.
William they will base a finish fight against
GEORGE J. SCHAEFFER, vice-president ar
Youngclaus, who has just opened the four dog tracks already licensed, is general manager of Paramount Pictures Di:
tributing Corp.,
left
Hollywood yesterday
local Empress, will make his head- expected to forestall the strong sum- plane
and will arrive in New York today.
quarters here and will build up his mer competition that has been loomGUS J. SCHAEFER, Paramount general mar
new circuit in a 50 mile radius. He ing for theaters.
ager in Germany and Central Europe, sailalready has the State in Central
yesterday on the Washington from Paris, a
riving here March 7 to confer with Paramoui
City.
Vitaphone Two-Reeler Starts
International's vice-president, John W. Hick
Work starts today at the Brook- Jr.
lyn
"$50
Vitaphone
studio
Bill,"
on
Majestic Duals for Criterion
HAL HORNE has delayed his departure f
Following the run of Fox's "When a two-reel musical revue featuring the coast until today.
a Man's a Man," the Criterion will The Twelve Aristocrats, Jack Powell,
go on a policy of first run double Adia Kuznetzoff, Carolyn Marsh,
features.
Two Majestic pictures. jEleanor Whitney, George McKay and
INDUSTRY'S
"The Perfect Clue" and "In Old George Watts. Roy Mack has been
Sante Fe" will make up the first assigned to direct.
<

+

71%
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1/4

1/2

3% +
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Close

May Reopen Saenger House
Greenville, Miss.

—

The Saenger

circuit is considering the reopening
of the Grand.
Officials were here
last week conferring with Dan Bur-

erum,

manager of the Paramount.

Modern, Providence, Opens
Providence—Anthony Romano and

Abraham

A. Spitz have opened the
Modern as the only arty house in
First pix is "Man of
the state.

Aran."

March

Columbians'
annual
dinner
fifth
Grand ballroom of Waldorf-Astori
New York.
Extraordinary
meeting of itocl
March 4:
holders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., to let c
reorganization plan 2:30 P. M., New York
Eleventh Annual Conferen
March 7-9:
National Board of Review, Hotel Pf
2:

dance,

vania,

I

New

York.

A.M.P.A. annual get-together
4pril 27:
ner, Hotel Astor. New York.

May

dir

Annual meeting of Independent The
ater Supply Dealers' Ass'n, Edgewater Beac
1

:

Hotel, Chicago.

VM

aturday,

March

2,
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pPLOITETTES

MONGthe

\Roberta" Is Given
Special Accessories

RIALTO

TN

addition to the usual display of colorful paper, lobbies
and other standard accessories,
RKO's "Roberta" will be backed
by the largest list of special
units the company has ever supplied for a big production.

The special accessories include a display one sheet, a
embellished
tabloid-style flash
with formal art work, aimed for
space in windows, style centers,
dancing schools.
the only concern supply-

libraries

RKO

is

and

ing an accessory of this type.
"Roberta's" fashion background is illustrated in a lobby
standee six feet in height. The
scope of beauty in the big show
is put across through 8 die-cut
hangers of pretty girls, suitable
for lobby and marquee decoraGiant streamers include
tion.
those for panel, door and marTwo styles of 40 x 60
quee.
lobby displays are listed.

Jumbo heralds and jumbo
window cards, 14 x 17 photos, a
burgee, door knob hangers and
a tire cover are in the line-up
of advertising accessories.
The stills embrace 50 production units, a set of 25 specially
posed as depicting "Roberta"
fashions and a set of 15 for
special exploitation purposes.

A "Roberta" tabloid newspaper rounds out the array of
showman aids designed for a
campaign in keeping with showmanship merits of "Roberta,"
with its three popular stars,
Irene Dunne, Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers, its lavish setting and Jerome Kern music.

—RKO Radio Pictures

Essay Contest Features
'David Copperfteld"

TERRY SIGMAN,

Campaign

manager

Iil

t
!

]
|

were offered for the best 200word essay on "Why I Like the
Motion Picture Best" or "Why
Sigman
I Like the Book Best."
was assisted by an M-G-M exploiteer.

Fifteen - minute broadcasts,
daily for four days in advance
a local station, sold the
Jure. Special life-size figures
were planted with the public

UY

libraries.

Book marks were

H DALY

PHIL
•

LOOKS AS

•

if

this

now comes

catching on

Back

to

Show

the stunt pulled

movement is
by Monroe GreenMonroe had a
Biz

thai to exploit "The Mighty Barnum"
copy of the "Cardiff Giant" of Barnum fame produced for exploitation purposes
and sent it on a Trans-Canada tour
the Canadian Radio Commission liked it so well that they
made it a feature on their 77-station coast-to-coast network
the pix was held over in Ottawa, along with the replica
in Montreal it was a cleanup
in stone of the Cardiff Giant
the newspapers revived the legends of the Giant that had
grown up since the day when the great showman first sprang
so we nominate the author of
the hoax on a gullible world
this fine exploitation stunt to the membership of the Back to

Show

Biz

Movement

who's next?

— ""

"CILMS

—

owing largely to the
foresight and shrewdness of
certain American business men
ever since for their lack of arare a heritage
of the people.
One has to be rich to afford
grand opera, or paintings, or

—

tistic sensibility

sculpture.
don't need

To

afford films you
in fact
they are everybody's luxury.

—

much money

I want to
this, partly

have a hand in all
because I think it's
worth doing, partly because the
doing of it is adventure, romance, in itself.
Consider the possibilities of

"The Scarlet Pimperor
"Folies
Bergere."
They're the magic carpet that
whirls us away to other times
or other climes- and bring us
back feeling fit to tackle anything from the supper dishes to
the parking ticket.
Yes, films supply a great need
in the hearts of all of us for release into imaginative worlds,
for romance. But when our own
romance comes, of course, it is
the greatest thing that ever
nel"

• • • UP AT the Dunn indoor golf school over in Madison Square Garden
the United Artists' golf experts mixed
Thursday nite with a team representing Paramount
the
U. A. lads walked away with the honors, winning three matches
out of five
Daly and Dunphy, even
the results were
Cicero and Sloan, 4 up for Sloan
Adams and Nubert,
Greenthal and Slater, 7 up for Greenthal
3 up for Nubert
the way this
they're going to run a fourRKO, United Artists, National Screen and
the Paramount lads are still getting organized.

Berg and

Guilfoil,

Indoor Golf looks right

way match
Columbia

up for Berg

9

now

—

happened to anyone.

•

•

•

NEAT STUNT

pulled by

Ed Rosenbaum

—Merle

exploiting Columbia's "The Whole Town's Talking"
and dedisong, "The Whole Town's Talking"
cated it to the writers who are contributing to the Buffalo
"Times' " new colorgravure magazine section, "This Week"
in Buffalo, by
the song was introduced over station
Harold Austin's orch
nice
and went over with a bang
work, Ed
that's pulling one out of the routine

WGR

•

•

•

GUEST SPEAKER

weekly luncheon on Thursday

at the N. Y. Advertising Club

Martin Johnson, African
explorer
his address will go over
Sam Taylor will interview Louise Beavers, film player, during his
program on Monday eve
she will be interviewed from the
stage of the Apollo theater where she is doing a personal
Al Selig has been sojourning five weeks in Boston, pushing 'em
over for United Artists
he is now haunting the newspaper
offices with "Folies Bergere" material
Al sends his best
to the gang

T
•

will be

T

WMCA

WMCA

T

as trustee of
the
to be getting
by on another enterprise
see by the financial columns that
the Tobacco and Allied Stocks, Inc., of which he is vice prexy
and secretary, showed a rise of 40 per cent in its assets for last
tuff

Swerling Finds Stage

Below Film Standards
DON'T like the complacent
attitude
some people have
about the screen's "inferiority"
to the theater.
You know, I
suppose, that writers in Hollywood are supposed to make
[

an annual pilgrimage to New
York to learn about show business.
That's baloney.
I have
seen

plays

30

here.

since

I

arrived

Twenty-seven were not

worth the

15-cent

price

of

a

movie.

When you
today,
screen.

we

• • IN ADDITION to doing quite nicely
Howard S. Cullman seems
Roxy theater

year

Oberon.

in Buffalo

Ed wrote a

you

speak of the theater

must

mean

the

really mean that. And
will live to see the day when
I

the screen will be the theater
and will be better than the theater ever was.
Jo Swerling

—

on Howard, eh?

Specialized Theaters

• • • WHILE THE majors are giving the once-over to
Pierre Fresnay, star of "Noah"
and Yvonne Printemps,
star of "Conversation Piece"
the Du World lads have both
of these stars featured in "La Dame Aux Camillias"
this
Dumas classic will soon open at a Broadway house for an extended run
Guy Wood, composer of that pop tune, "Somewhere In Your Heart," which was used as incidental music in
"Babbitt" and "Bordertown," is a member of the Columbia home

Predicted Eventually
spite of the ever-changing
PNprocesses
in motion picture

production and distribution we
cannot expect things to happen
too fast and one thing to anticipate has been the specialized
theater.

That

it

will

some day

be worked out to the mutual

office

satisfaction of exhibitors
public there is little doubt.

dis-

—M-G-M

Merle Oberon Calls Films
Heritage of the People

films like

tributed in book and department
stores.

TIMELY TOPICS

who have been roundly damned
•

of

Stuart theater in Lincoin, Neb., arranged for an essay contest to be held in connection with the showing of
"David Copperfield" at that
Fifty dollars in prizes
house.

J the

I

3

IWI

« « «

» »

»>

and

—"National Board of
Review Magazine"

THE

Z&>*

DAILY

Theater Improvement Items

»

March

2,

«

BUSINE

<*

Kansas City—After $40,000 worth equipment have been ordered for the
Rialto theater, owned by Smith and

of alterations, the Rockhill theater,
seating 1,600, will reopen shortly.

jOl

Ehrstrom, with opening date scheduled for the 'middle of March.

—

O.— Mrs. C. M. StewWhitecloud, Mich. A new front
remodeling the Parkland.
has been installed by the White
Cloud theater.
Culver, Ind. Edward P. Hosel is
re-equipping the Palms.
New Orleans Bert Kiern is inSayler Park,

art

is

—

EDITOR'S NOTE:— This

—

Happy

provements.

air

conditioning in his
Hour. This is one of the few

neighborhood houses equipped with
conditioning here.

Providence Harry Schlinker, now here
managing the Albee and covering

RKO

in the city, is rejuvenating
the exteriors of the Albee and VicWilliam Baker and Ward
tory.
Jukes are now sign arists here.

the third of a series of article

air

Houma,

—

is

These are regular weekly features and are written with I
prominent people ivill follow Mr. Eber son's. Letters fro

—

stalling

Dallas
P. G. Cameron's Peak
theater will get $6,000 worth of im-

for

193

QUI

e

STUDIOS
»

Saturday,

—The

SPECIAL

is

—

The State will inWestern Electric Wide Range
sound soon. R. W. Tyson is the
manager.
Jackson, Miss.

You shudder when you think of the threadbare and neglected out-of-date conditi
and you shudder when someone mentions remodeling and its i
your theatre,
"Don't."

—

*

stall

*

*

'«

*
LI

*

You can help conditions materially without any large or complete appropriation, ;
few important and vital things to brighten up your house and please your patro

a

—

—

RI

Fox

theater
installing air conditioning.

La.

Meridian, Miss. A. H. Yeomans
Phil H. Heyde will
Olney, 111.
will install air conditioning here
the
at
improvements
make extensive
shortly at the Alberta. Installation
will be by National Theater Supply
Arcadia, including renovating, re- of New Orleans.
decorating, and new sound equipBadger,
Kansas
City
C.
H.
ment, marquee, air conditioning, carWork is expected to be manager of Stebbins Theater Equippets, etc.
ment Co., reports the sale of new
completed by April 1.

pi

Get

new Box

a

Office,

—

all

new and complete,

—pleasant

in

appearance and pract

shape, size and arrangement.

—

sound
St.

Louis

—

who
Theater Realty Co.,

subsidiary of Fox Theater Corp., has
awarded contract for store alterations.

—

Henry, S. D. Complete remodeland installation of new sound

ing

equipment

to

Elmer

Bills,

operates the Russell at Bruns-

wick,

few crates
electrician,

now

offering in the market, complete, ready to set up, box of fie

work by a practical carpenter, four hours' work
and you are ready to go.
Your patrons will compliment you the

to unpack, six hours'

evening.

Mo.

*

—

Denver National Theater Supply
branch reports sales of ventilating
equipment and air washers to the
Princess, Tucumcari, N. M.; Powers
projectors, lamp houses and screen
to the United States Fitzsimmons
Veterans'
hospital
here;
lamp
houses to the Sagauche theater, Sagauche, Colo.; projection and lamp
houses to a new theater at Rifle,
Colo., being built by Fred Lind, and
reflecting

Specialists are

arcs to the

Orpheum

Buy

a

free-standing

lettering in frieze,

all

*

*

*

—

with glass roof, glass rim and superimposed
transparent and illuminated by one 4-outlet concealed Be

box office,

plug.

Box

office

practical

with

shatterproof

glass,

money drawer, storage

— speaking

shelf

*

Use marble

*

or Bakelite base with

hole

contraption,

—marble

deal

and ventilated door.

Duco

*

finish

for

*

paint.

at

Glenwood Springs, Colo. RCA has
sold sound equipment to the above
theaters at Rifle and Fitzsimmons

PLEASEV]

hospital.

HEADQUARTERS FOR
MITCHELL CAMERAS
FEARLESS PRODUCTS

HARRISON FILTERS
VICTOR ANIMATOPHONES
SIMPLEX PORTABLES 35 mm
SOUND PROJECTORS
LEICA CAMERAS
MOVIOLAS

MOTION PICTURE
CAMERA SUPPLY, INC.
723 Seventh

Avenue

RECORDING
AIR CONDITIONING

m

PHOON
ONDITIONINGCO.
BLOWERS - FANS
AIR

WASHERS

asa Weit 36th

St.,

Ntw York

ON

Film or Disc

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILMt-jf

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

St.

NYC

THEATERS
EIILDERS

»

Notes from the Equipment

Walter E. Green, president
National Theater Supply Co.,
now a Kentucky Colonel.

;on

of
is

—

Elizabeth, N. J. Andre Merle, of
172 Lincoln Ave. here, recently patented a new balanced temperature
and humidity control system in-

paper by John Eberson, one of America's leading architects.

ki-

BUSINESS BUILDERS

*j

vented by him.

by other

Articles

for exhibitors.

—

thing which will help,
throw away your old-fashioned gingerbread wood
ompo display frames. Treat your front to new design composite wood and metal
is, made and offered in a great variety of designs,
stock patterns, low prices, and
but "different."
They are put up over night and "you won't know" your vestibule

liltmother

—

obby.
*

*

*

buy some perforated sectional rubber mats for your vestibule or runners in
rubber mats
if you please,
all made in brilliant color combinations.
give you a new floor and add feeling of newness, and will keep your house

again,

—

lobby, or link
II

Br.

rose St. is the New England distributor for the Victor Animatoand
phone,
portable
projection
sound 16 mm. equipment. Newly
associated with the firm are George

Selman

It

will

give

—

foot-sureness

satisfying

your

to

patrons

in

wet and

former

Acme

Exchange

owner, and William Woll, formerly
of Paramount. No restrictions are
involved in the use of the apparatus

—

Detroit Herman Hunt, manager
of National Theater Supply, is running the office with his broken arm
clamped to a board. His assistant,
Joe O'Neill, is commuting between
Detroit and Chicago due to his
mother's serious illness in the latter city.

—

Detroit Paul le Veque of Cinema
Service Co. has been seriously ill
Detroit— Colin G. O'Dell, sound of pneumonia. Max Blumenthal,
expert, has joined Harry W. Mason operator of the Film Exchange proroom, is another recent
as a partner in Detroit Sound jection
Engineering. Mason will continue absentee on account of illness.
in this

*

has been remodelled, and a branch
opened with Earl C. Graser in
charge.
Mason reports complete
sound installations in the Ritz at
Port Huron, and the Hazel Park
and
Fordson,
Detroit
suburban
theaters.

Boston The Ambuter Film Laboratory in its new quarters on Mel-

iNDATIONS

state.

slippery

ler.

lit

new lamp shades for your old lighting fixtures,

nt

all your aisle standards
demarkation.

your retiring rooms to

tion to these matters
Oticed by your patrons

new

in

glazed

LIGHT

—

larger

ivory,

It

and more colorful ones.

give your aisles addi-

will

furniture.

—

prove you to be a good showman,
it
and "the box office" will notice it also.

will

will

be favorable;

SATRONS
"THE WHOLE TOWN'S TALKING"

All Set to Serve You
National Service

never relaxes.

It

is

ready to help your

renovation, re-equipment and repair problems.

ment

ID

mm

of

/
NATIONAL
92 Gold

St.

KNOWN

QUALITY.

projectors.

Send for catalog.

SERVE your

theatre.

Only equip-

Carpets, seating, screens,

National

is

PREPARED

THEATRE SUPPLY

or Office Nearest

You

New

to

CO.

York, N. Y.

«

to handle the booth sound jobs on
sales and service. The main office

—

mjuesting information will be answered by this department.

Field

AND

are our ears red!

know

that

all this

It's

to

and long wear

in

talk about good looks

Alexander Smith Carpet

you

some consolation, though,

is

the gospel truth. That's

why

find this floor-covering used in the majority of the

country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

Streamlining

Adopted

in

New DeVry

Projector Technical

Aspects

of

Theater Operation
iko<

Chicago

—A

"streamlined" type of
theater projector to meet current
ideas has been put on the market
by DeVry.
Streamling in this
case means complete inclosure of
the usual projecting parts, affording
a dust proof case from top to bottom, making for smoother running,
less cleaning, and longer life.
Another innovation is integral or
unified design for both sound and
picture.
In other words, the sound
mechanism has not been added, so
to speak, as an afterthought to a
former silent projector.
This unit
engineering has dispensed with a
number of unnecessary parts, and
has made a more direct flow of
power to both picture and sound
mechanisms. This results in similar
operation and lower first cost, as
well as expense of upkeep.
Other novel features are the silent

chain

dispensing with all
meshed gears the rear barrel shutter (regular equipment) for increasing illumination and cooling the
aperture and the
Robertson fly
wheel for filtering out vibrations.
drive,

—

M

(Excerpts from paper by H. G. Tasker, President, S.M.P.E.)

In the first place, let me make
the somewhat startling statement
that a theater is a sort of factory,
run by engineering equipment, and
The DeVry firm also is marketing turning out a dennite engineering
a new single and double or bi-pack product. It is easy enougn to subsound recording camera, which we stantiate this statement. As we aphave not had the opportunity of ex- proach a theater the blaze of iignt
on the marquee and within the
amining as yet.
lobby at once fixes our attention
and draws us into the house. But
what is the blaze of light except
Frederick McKown Dead
many carefully selected electric
Englewood, N. J.
Frederick W. lamps of various colors, suitably
McKown, acoustical engineer asso- mounted, and interconnected in
ciated with the Bell Telephone labsuch a way that switches and flashoratories, died at his home here last ers can create attention arresting
week. He worked on the early radio effects. The installation and mainbroadcasting apparatus
and had tenance of this lighting equipment
charge of the technical side of the is an entirely everyday engineering
first
musical broadcast from the problem of a simple sort. Passing
Capitol Theater when S. L. (Roxy) through the lobby we see posters
Rothafel managed the house.
and photographs, all made by technical methods and using modern
equipment. In the box office an

—

—

electrically

controlled ticket vender

tie'

projectionists to do the best sort of

ill

Even today, sound reproduction

many

theaters

desired.

If

leaves

much

to

kit!

in

be

the sound head of the
I

projector, the amplifying equipment,

and the loud speakers, are not

to

the theater:.

Many an

—

his

till

i

of

i

;ie

W

high quality, properly installed, and
systematically checked on perform
ance, it is fairly certain that there
will be a poor quality of reproduc
tion and even breakdowns at un
pleasantly short intervals.
Again,
while no one may walk out of the
theater or smash the fittings in his
anger, it is certain that an audience
straining its ears to understand at
least a portion of the dialogue will
be badly dissatisfied and will show
its displeasure in the most deadly
fashion, namely, by not coming back

and change maker are other exam- nas wondered why

We

ill!

job.

Vs

'-til

-mil

all

in

llrii

"I
Ci

exhibitor

competitor
til

succeeded when the answer could
be found in his own theater.
attracted or repelled by the appearStill continuing with the considance of the house depending upon eration of the engineering aspects
its
architectural design and the of a theater, the question 01 air conengineering skill used in properly ditioning and ventilation is of basic
We either importance. Half-stifieo. audiences
lighting the theater.
stumble down the aisle and search become dull, sleepy, and bored; and
in vain for vacant seats in a too dim their opinion ot an even good pictheater or, on the other hand, we ture is not so enthusiastic as it
may find the beauty of the picture should be. The average picture will
on the screen reduced by excessive be condemned in a hot, stuffy
house theater. Unless the air conditiondistributed
incorrectly
or
lighting.
.ng equipment is selected to be of a
Once seated, we immediately en- type and size entirely capable of
counter a series of technical tri- maintaining the house atmosphere
umphs or failures. Consider first at proper levels of temperature, huthe picture on the screen. I have midity, and speed of air motion, it Mho
been told that there is many a man- iS a sad certainty that the pictures h r
ager who has not the least objec- will give the audience a headache,!
physically as well as mentally.
tion to spending considerable sums
I will pass over dozens of other
«|
of money for paper in the lobby but
who protests violently to replacing theater problems which involve ena sprocket in the projector or to gineering such as the choice of promaking simple changes or additions jector lamps, the construction of
theater seats, the inspection of the
in the projection room to enable
consistent and improved projection. theater screen, the acoustic treatThe exhibitor who is satisfied with ment of the theater, means for
dim, uneven, or out-of-focus pic- keeping street and lobby noises out
tures is injuring himself to a tre- of the auditorium and the like.
mendous extent. It may be true
I wish to make the practical sugthat no member of the audience gets gestion that more of the exhibitors
up and walks out because the pro- associate themselves with the Sojection is unsatisfactory
but you ciety of Motion Picture Engineers.
may be sure that in the Ions run In this way the engineers will leaun
picture brings more of the problems of the exhjr*
the bright, clear
J
back the audience and that is what tor and will in turn help
the
exhibitor
solve
I
to
them. On
counts on the balance sheet. I cannot too strongly emphasize the ne- other hand, the exhibitor will get j
cessity of keeping the screen and invaluable information on certain
projection equipment in first class theater problems which may as yet I
condition and of encouraging the have escaped his attention.
ples of engineering equipment.
pass into the theater and are either

i

.,j

(

COMFORTABLE
VISION

Ide CkdtumcU

Immediately upon entering the theatre patrons
enjoy the comfortable vision which High Intensity
Projection permits. This screen light greatly improves
black and white and makes colored pictures especially
pleasing. National High Intensity Projector Carbons
make available to theatres of every size a comfortable level of general illumination and the brilliant,
snow white, screen illumination which only High
Intensity Projection provides.

O/vowctbr CcuiocnU

Your Patrons Will
Notice The Difference

—

.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
Carbon Soles

„,|

Division, Cleveland,

Ohio

INC.
gj>

—

|
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REVIEWS

in

"THE CASINO MURDER CASE"
with

Guy Kibbee and Aline MacMahon

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
M-G-M

GOOD MURDER MYSTERY WITH

AND
A
with

SUR-

COMEDY, FINE PERFORMANCES

SPEEDY DIRECTION.
engrossing Van Dine
a new twist that keeps one
very

who committed the murders

mystery
guessing

right

up

to

Every time you think you
the very end.
have discovered the murderer, you are out-

A

smarted.

between

interest

love

slight

Paul Lukas and Rosalind Russell lightens
the tenseness without detracting from the
purpose of finding the killer. With Eric
Blore as the battling butler, Louise

Fazenda

awkward maid, and Ted Healy as
comedy sleuth, laughs are spotted

the

as

the

where

they

Metro

This

her

is

nicely.

in

fit

Russell,

first
it

Rosalind

In

Kay Francis.
big role, and she cerwell.
Paul
Lukas is
another

has

handles

tainly

smooth as the detective who discovers the
criminal through his knowledge of chempsychology.
Florence
Ryericals
and
Woolf's screenEdgar Allan
and
son
play

some very interesting situaEdwin
some clever dialogue.

includes

and

tions

Marin direction has made this a fast-moving picture that has no let-downs.
Skipworth,
Lukas,
Alison
Paul
Cast:
Russell,
Arthur
Rosalind
Cook,
Donald

Ted

Byron,

Healy, Eric Blore, Isabel Jewell,

Fazenda, Purnell B. Pratt, Leslie
Fenton, Louise Henry, Leo Carroll, Charles
Louise

Sellen.

Marin; Author, S. S.
Van Dine; Screenplay, Florence Ryerson,
Edgar Allan Wcolf; Cameraman, Charles
arke; Editor, Conrad A. Nervig
Photography, Fine
Direction, Snap.
Director,

I

Allen

with

Jenkins,

Approx. 85 mins.

PRISES,

Edwin

in

"WHILE THE PATIENT SLEPT"

Lukas

Paul

L.

Patricia
First

NEW

of the
Lyle

Talbot,

Ellis

67 mins.

National

Tim McCoy

chorean ability of other contestants.
Popeye takes a few swigs of his
trusty spinach, which sends the
with Jacqueline Wells
necessary pep down to his feet, afColumbia
57 mins.
ter which he returns to the floor
SATISFYING WESTERN WITH THE and, with Wimpy pulling trap doors
NECESSARY AMOUNT OF OUTDOOR on other dancers, waltzes away with

Suspense combined with plenty of comedy touches, acted by a nice cast under
effective direction, and given ample attention in production background, this murder
mystery drama is good entertainment of
the fact
its title from
its kind.
It gets
that the action takes place while an old
uncle is in a state of coma brought on by
stroke while he was reaching for an
a
ornamental elephant on a mantelpiece. Another man with the elephant is shot, and
then the excitement gets under way in
earnest, with Guy Kibbee as the investigator and Aline MacMahon as a nurse
whom he amusingly tries to romance in
between hunting for murder clues. Comedy
is amplified
by Allen Jenkins, assistant to
Kibbee, as he third-degrees various suspects
among the rich man's relatives.
Aline MacMahon,
Kibbee,
Cast: Guy
Jenkins, Lyle Talbot, Patricia Ellis,

Allen

Robert Barrat, Helen Flint, Walter Walker,
Hcbart Cavanaugh, Henry O'Neill, Brandon
Hurst, Eddie Shubert, Russell Hicks, Dorothy
Tree, Sam Godfrey, Virginia Howell, Joe
Bernard, Jack Richardson, George Chandler.
Director, Ray Enright; Authors, Migncn
G. Eberhart, Robert N. Lee, Gene Solow;
Cameraman, Arthur Edeson; Editor, Owen
Marks.
Photography, A-l.

Direction, First-rate.

in

"SQUARE SHOOTER"

NEATLY CONCOCTED COMBINATION
OF MURDER MYSTERY AND COMEDY ACTION

WITH LOTS OF EXCITEMENT.

FILMS

STUFF

AND

ROMANTIC

honors.

THREAD.
As westerns

go,

this

one

fills

the

action,

"His

bill

backgrounds
and the usual conflict between the hero
and the villainous forces who would do
him dirt.
Out to avenge the death of
his
uncle, who was done out of some
money and property through forged checks
and a suspicious will, Tim organizes a
group composed of men who have been
fleeced by the crooked combination. After
setting up a camp, Tim goes forth at night
and breaks into the enemy headquarters,
where he finds the real will making him
John Darrow, who conheir to the ranch.
for

attractive "outdoor

Tim a rival for the affections of
Jacqueline Wells, tips off his hiding place
siders

villains,
who descend upon the
camp, take some prisoners, but
finally are defeated when Tim arrives on
the scene for a shooting finish.
Tim then
takes possession of the land that was left
to him, and let's John and Jacqueline pair
up with his good wishes.

with

Flame"

First

Shemo Howard and Daphne
Pollard

(Big

V Comedy

Series)
18 mins.

Vitaphone
Fair

Not a very

spirited affair, rating

Shemp Howjust so-so on laughs.
ard, a fireman, falls for the aggressive wiles of Daphne Pollard and
marries her.
They set a fire in
their house to demonstrate a new
extinguishing powder, invented by
Shemp, but his defeated love rival
switches flashlight powder on him
and the house burns to the ground.

the

to

hero's

"Of All Things"
Cartoon Exhibitors
3 mins.
Witty Comments
This is primarily designed to clip
onto the end of your newsreel showing.

It

named

is

after the witty

column of comment by Howard Brubaker that appears in the "New
Erville Alderson, Charles Middleton, John
Intended for
Farrell
MacDonald, Wheeler Yorker" every week.
Darrow, J.
Cast:

Tim

McCoy,

Jacqueline

Wells.

Selman; Author, Harold
Shumate; Screenplay, same; Cameraman,
George Meehan; Recording Engineer, Lodge
Director,

David

Cunningham;
Direction,

Editor, Al Clark.

Good

more intelligent audiences who
can appreciate the sometimes subtle

the

Oakman, Steve Clark.

Photography, Good.

wit of the editor. The comments are
brief, and are simply flashed on the
screen with incidental music. At the
Plaza theater, the ritzy Park Ave-

nue crowd seemed to

like

this

in-

novation.

"PORT OF LOST DREAMS"
with

"RED HOT TIRES"
with Lyle Talbot, Mary Astor, Gavin Gordon,
Roscoe Karns, Frankie Darro
61 mins.
First National

FAIRLY ENJOYABLE LITTLE ACTION

DRAMA MOVING ALONG AT GOOD
CLIP THOUGH STORY ISN'T MUCH.
Though

is

it

well

with

supplied

action

sequences, due mainly to actual auto racetrack scenes taken at the American Legion
Ascot Speedway, this production loses out
the

in

story

moderate
involved
rival

end

entertainment.
in

driver

up

Lyle

the death of Gavin

who

on the track and

same

winds

and

interest

in

just

as

Talbot
Gordon,

tried

some

who
Mary

incidentally had

unfair

Astor,

is

a

tactics

the

daughter

of

Jailed for manslaughter,
auto maker.
Lyle breaks out before his release can be
arranged through the efforts of Mary in
obtaining evidence that he is innocent, and
beats it to South America with his pal,

an

Roscoe Karns.

After some

racing activity

the Latin environs, they return at Mary's

in

request and drive her father's car in a fast
climax, with Lyle also winning the girl.
Cast: Lyle Talbot, Mary Astor, Roscoe
Kjt-'s, Frankie Darro, Gavin Gordon, Mary
Y Henry Kolker, Bradley Page, John
j

Eddie Sturgis.
D.
Ross
Director,

ErAoTt,

Lederman;

Author,

man, Arthur Todd; Editor, Frank McGee.
Direction, Lively. Photography, Gccd.

Lane
68 mins.

DRAMA ABOUT REGENERATION
OF WOMEN WITH A PAST SHOULD GO
FAIR

ALL RIGHT IN POP HOUSES.
With
utilizes

the

story that

a

rather

is

hardly original and

unsympathetic logic toward

production
is
a
fairly
programmer for the popular price
grinds.
Lola Lane, a fugitive with a past,
seeks refuge on a fishing schooner belonging to Bill Boyd.
Suspicious of her, Bill
treats Lola mean for a while, but soon falls
in love with and marries her.
Then the
gent from her past turns up and starts
trouble, committing a murder and throwing
suspicion on Bill.
To protect her husband,
finish,

this

satisfying

Though
pretends she did the killing.
learning about Lola's
at first on
former entanglements, which send her to
iail even though she is cleared of the murLola

sore

Bill relents and deliberately commits a
crime himself so he can go to jail and be
near his wife until she is let out.

der,

Lola Lane, Ed Gargan,
Harold Huber, Evelyn C.
Carringtcn,
Elliott,
John
Beck,
Robert
Charles Wilson, Harold Berquist, Pat Harmon, Lafe McKee, Eddie Phillips, Gordon

Cast:

Bill

DeMain, Lew

Kelly.

Frank Strayer. Author, Robert
Ellis; Screenplay, Charles Belden; Cameraman,
A Andersen; Recording Engineer,
L E Clark; Editor, Roland Reed.
Direction, Fair.
Photography, Good.

M

FOREIGN
"ITTO",

French and a native dialect
also, with English titles; produced by Eden
Productions; directed by Jean Benoit-Levy
and Marie Epstein; with Simone Berriau,
Moulay Ibrahim, Ben Brick, Roland Cailin

laux, Sylvette Fillacier; Distributed by

Mar-

Sprecher and John S. Tapernoux.
Produced deep in the interior of Morocco
in a region never before photographed, this
picture tells of the very recent conquest
of the Chleuh tribe by the French in a
story with good romantic interest.
The
photography and composition is superb, and
the acting by the half-native cast and the
French players first-rate, so that even if

cel

the story lags or backtracks, one's attention
The country,
is
riveted on the screen.
though bare and hilly, is beautiful and the
natives are not so much picturesque as

There are numerous fine points in
the picture, besides the views of odd tribal
With judicious cutting, this
customs.
should make good entertainment for the
more intelligent audiences.

vital.

Indianapolis Items

—

Indianapolis
manager of the

SHORTS

Collins,

John Howard, Paramount exchange manager, spent several days
in Kentucky last week on business.
Charles
spent the

Lyric

Olson,

week

in

operator,

Louisville.

Oscar Kuschner, Warner Bros,
manager, took to the road for a
week.
Gaumont-British has opened an
office at 326 North Illinois St. in
the charge of F. E. Wagner.
W. S. Johnson, formerly with
United Film Adv. service, will establish an Indianapolis office for Alexander Film Co.
A bill to place motion picture
operators under supervision of the
state fire marshal has been withdrawn from the legislature.

W.
Popeye the Sailor in
"The Dance Contest"
7 mins.
Paramount
Good Animated
More comical antics by Popeye,

Kenneth

Apollo will hold
"One More Spring" a second week.

Boyd,

George Marion,

Director,

Tristram Tupper. Screenplay, same; Camera-

AMM

Boyd and Lola

Bill

Invincible

A

E. Sound in General's
35

mm.

House

portable Western Elec-

sound system has been installed
Mexico City home of Gen.
Abelardo Rodriguez, former presi-

tric

in

the

dent of the Republic, Export Manager P. L. Palmerton of Electrical
Research Products announces. An
this time as a participant in a danc- equipment had previously been deAppearing to be out livered to another former president,
ing contest.
of the running because of the terpsi- Gen. Plutarco Calles.

DAILY

A

Saturday,

LITTLE from
;By

Muncie, Ind.— The Uptown theater Kenosha has announced a new prebe operated by Leonard Sowar. Easter low price policy of 15 cents
John Meehan formerly had the to 5 P. M. Mondays through Saturdays and 25 cents after 5 P. M. Both
house.
houses are operated by the Standard
Dayton, la.
G. A. Sharp has Theaters Co.
taken over the Dayton from W. L.
The Eagle reLivingston, 111.
Wadlow.
opened recently.
Sam Dalzell has
Casey, la.
H. T. Till has
Brunswick, Mo.
opened the Granada.
transferred the Russell to Erwin
Boston The Scollay Square, op- Dodson.
erated by M. & P., has discarded
New Haven, Conn. Owen Smith
vaudeville for double features.
has returned to this city from New
Boston
Alex Tradd, technician York to act as salesman for GB
for the Comi Bros, supply house, has
Robert Wilson has
Illmo, Mo.
joined the ranks of independent distributors.
"The White Rose," an taken over the management of the
Arabic production dubbed in Eng- Plaza from C. L. Stretch.
lish, is lated for a roadshow engageParis, 111.
The Lincoln has closed.
ment here, possibly at the Columwill

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Boston

—

—Tom

Spry,

Warner

New

Bros,

2, 19:

"LOTS" €

RALPH WILK;

HOLLYWOOD Edward Small, Reliance produj
being completed by tion head, has made several adc,
Darryl Zanuck, 20th Century tions to the cast of "Let 'Em Ha
production chief, for the filming of It." They are Hale Hamilton, Ro*
ert Emmett O'Connor, Bodil Rosin'.i
Sir Walter Scott's novel, "Ivanhoe."
Production is expected to start in Landers Stevens, Lillian Leightoi
Joseph Girard, Matthew Betz, Doi
July.
"DLANS

are

;

;

aid

Kirke,

Harry

Woods,

Cly<

T
T
Dillson and Paul Fix.
Russell Hopton, William Harrigan
and Edward Pawley have been addHenry O'Neill has been assign<
ed to the cast of James Cagney's to the
cast of "Oil For the
new picture, "The Farrell Case," of China," now in production Lam]
at tl
now in production.
Ann Dvorak Warner studios under the directic
and Margaret Lindsay head the sup- of Mervyn LeRoy. O'Neill
replaci
porting cast.
Other principals are Robert Barrat, who is
busy in tl
Robert Armstrong and Barton Mac- new James Cagney picture,
"Tl
Lane.
Farrell Case."
T

T

With the signing

T
of Joe

Sauers,

Arthur Treacher and Frank Melton,
the cast of Fox's "Man Proposes"
has been completed.
The leads in
the film are in the hands of James
Boston Bert Henson, manager of Dunn and Claire Trevor and other
principal roles will be enacted by
the RKO Boston, is on a two-week
leave of absence. Tony Zinn is man- Neil Hamilton, Sidney Toler, Warren Hymer, Stanley Fields, Rayaging the house in the meantime.
mond Hatton, Jack La Rue, Dorothy
Providence— The RKO Albee last Christie and Madge Bellamy.
T
week began using name acts with
Jack Donohue, Fox dance direcpictures.

—

bia.

March

*

1J
J

Warners have lined up "Men c
Her Mind" as the next vehicle f<
Bette Davis, following the compL
tion of her role apposite Edward (
Robinson in "Money Man."
la
Hunter has been assigned the mai
lead.

England, has been
manager in
named chairman of the house comBuffalo Notes
mittee of the Friars Club here. Film
Buffalo Two Milwaukee youtl
men on the committee include Harry
this week were sentenced to sta
Kirchgessner, Al Somerby, Louis
prison for their share in the hoi
Boas and Phil Marget. Jack Magann
tor, will portray a fetured role with up, kidnaping
and robbery of Mi
has been made head of the enterCabool, Mo. J. B. Coverston has Shirley Temple in the latter's new- czyslaw Konczakowski, owner of tl
tainment committee which is comest
starring
vehicle,
"Heaven's
Marloe and Senate, community th
turned the Cozy over to J. H. Fisher.
posed of Phil Smith, Edward Ansin,
Gate."
aters.
n
Harold Stoneman, Joe Cifre, and
»
T
»
C. P. Washman has
Cairo, 111.
Henry King, director, and Howail
Phil Fox.
"Stranded" is the temporary title Estabrook, scenarist, have been her
taken over operation of the Upfor the Warner picture previously
town.
announced as "Lady With a Badge," working: on details of a story fc
Rock Port
Rock Port, Mo.
which teams Kay Francis
and Janet Gaynor.
Amusement Co. has been formed to
now
Plaza
is
Appleton, Mo. The
Joe Miller, Columbia manage
operate movies and other shows. In- under the management of Al East. George Brent, with Frank Borzage
and
his
wife
are
back
froi
directing.
corporators are Anna Stapel, Henry The house reopened recently.
their annual cruise to the West Ii
F. Stapel, Mrs. Frieda S. Cox, John
r
t
t
dies.
Roles in Columbia's "Hot News,"
C. Stapel.
Harry Seed, Warner district mai
now in production, were assigned
Pacific Northwest Notes
ager, has gone to Florida for a v;
this week to Jack LaRue and WesLincoln, Neb. H. J. Chapman, the
Howard McBride has re- ley Barry. Richard Cromwell and cation. He joins a group of Buff;
Seattle
film distributing head in this terrilonians including A. Charles Ha:
tory for Columbia, has just cele- signd as city manager for the Ever- Billie Seward play the leads. Walman, managing director of the Li
lace Ford will also be seen in a
brated his 15th wedding anniversary. green in Spokane.
Manager Harry Woodin of the prominent part. Lambert Hillyer is fayette Theater.
bringing directing from Anthony Coldeway's
Milwaukee
Milwaukee members Paramount in Seattle is
Ruth Mix up from Hollywood for story.
of the independent Theaters ProtecSan Francisco Items
personal appearances.
tive Assn. of Wisconsin are running
T
V
is
continuing
Liberty
here
The
San
Francisco
Cliff Work ha
Arthur
Jacobson,
director,
and
300exclusively for the "Journal," a
word newsreel trailer explaining "Broadway Bill" for a fourth week. Russell Mathews and James Hogan, engaged Ken McGaffey of Los Ar
The Roxy in Tacoma, managed assistant directors, have signed new oreles as publicity expert for th
Wirephoto. A two-column by threeRKO Golden Gate. He succeeds Jac
inch advertisement is run by the by Walter Fenney, is now opening contracts with Paramount.
Cart.wright.
newspaper telling at which theaters at 11 a. m. instead of noon on Sun»
»
"Bud" Lollier of Los Angeles ha
Ward
Columbia
has
assigned
the trailer is being shown each days and holidays.
Alfred Bloom, local film salesman, Bond and Otto Hoffman to "Fight- been here conferring with his F. ^
night.
recently returned home and found ing Shadows" and Charles Grapewin C. execs.
Bill Rogers, son of the Fox stai
and Addison Richards to "Eight
Kenosha, Wis.
The Gateway, his place looted by burglars.
is reported planning to take over
Bells."
dark since the holidays, is reopenlarge Los Angeles newspaper ft
T
T
ing for week-end shows only. The
Stars for Masonic Benefit
Gordon Jones, former football $1,000,000 when he is gradual
Among stars of the stage, screen star, and Wesley Barry, Joseph from Stanford this year.
nd radio who will provide entertain- King, J. Farrell MacDonald, Ter"Three Songs About Lenin," firs
Kandcl Twickenham Deal
ment for the sixteenth annual Char- rence Ray, Paul Stanton and Joseph of a series of Soviet film offering
M. J. Kandcl, president of Olympic
ity Ball of the Sixth Masonic Dis- Crehan have been signed by Edward at the Columbia theater did veri
Pictures Corp.. has signed a new contrict Asso. at the Hotel St. George, Small, Reliance Pictures producer, well in its week's run.
trjet under which he will release this
March 16, are Eddie Cantor, Rudy for "Let 'Em Have It", U. A. reyear 12 pictures produced by the Twickenham Studios.
First two pictures of
George Hoover Transferred
Vallee, Vera Van, Charles Purcell, lease.
"Triumph
of
this
group.
Sherlock
Manchester, Conn. George Horn*
Milton
Berle,
Gertrude
Neissen,
T
T
Holmes," with Arthur Wontncr and Lynn
Ruth Etting, Marilyn Duke, The
Harding,
and
"Kentucky
Minstrels,"
Al .Tolson and Ruby Keeler have er, manager of the State, has {* J
starring Nina
Mae McKinney are en
Charioteers, Ethel Merman, Jane eft for a Palm Springs vacation fol- transferred to Springfield, M. -J
route here.
Titles of the four pictures
Frohman, Jean Goldkette, Harry lowing permission granted by Miss where he will manage the Capitol
to follow are "Blind Jester,"
"Street
Hershfield, Jack Dempsey, Nils T. Keeler's doctor that she may go Jack Sanson has been shifted fror
Song." "The Ace of Spades" and "The
Lad," an Edgar Wallace storv
Granlund, Frances Williams, Bert there to convalesce from her recent the Colonial, Hartford, to succee|
Hoover here.
Lahr, Victor Moore and others.
operation.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Berton Churchill Busiest Player for Third Year

fPASS PATHE PLAN TODAY
Way at Warner -First National

EXPECT STOCKHOLDERS
17 Productions Under
Five Pictures Before the
Cameras and 12 in
Preparation
THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

— Activity

is

running

Sol Rosenblatt Outstrips
New

went Huey
— A. Rosenblatt pyjamas
German dignitary
and

Orleans

Sol

received a
in his
received a committee of the Gulf
petition him, in his shorts.
"Is this all
we only came to talk to you," replied a
Sol

better recently.
Huey
started an international sensation.
States Theater Owners Ass'n, who came to
right?" inquired Rosenblatt cordially.
"Sure,

high at the Warner-First National
studios, where no less than 17 features are now in various stages of
11.
Five
production and preparation.
are hefore the cameras and a dozen
1& are in preparation.
Those in production are: "Oil for
%the Lamps of China," with Pat
O'Brien, Josephine Hutchinson, John
TTp?>riTi<r is spt for Marpn 11 beEldredge, Jean Muir and Lyle Tal- fore Sno^iol Master .Torm 'R. Jovce
bot, director, Mervyn LeRoy; "Din- oti annlip^tion of the Paramount
(Continued on Page 3)
trustees fb«t thp B nor pout dobontnres totaling $11918.000 and the
R1A nor cent dehontnros totaling
$13,259,000. now outstanding, be al-

SET MAR

HEARING

tai

ON PARA, DEBENTURES

tli

foi

AUSTRALIAN RENTALS

(Continued on Page 2)

SHOW

BIG

Pilm rontals romiWpo +<">
di^triVcn+ors Inst vosr Tw
annrorima-rpW
Australia
totalpd
$9,900,000. a considerable dron from
tho total of about $4,000,000 in
1930. acpording to fip-ures from thp
Motion Picture Distributors' AssV
Due to a lower wool -cheque and
other unfavorable conditions, this
vear's receipts may be even less, it
1

is

believed.

Release Pates to Mav
Set Bv Warner-F. N.
National release dates on seven
features, running from this month
to the end of May, have been set
bv Warner-First National. They are:

"J

"While the Patient Slept" (FN),
with Guv Kibbee and Aline MacMahon, March 9: "A Night at the
Ritz" (WB), with William Gargan,

mm

{Continued on Page 2)

—

New Orleans Sam Cummins will show
a French nudist film at the Crescent
this week together with a stage show
billed as "Lady Eve and Her Nudist
Girls."
With "Sterilization" recently
on Canal St., this may start a wave of
police control similar to that which followed
*r\

"Elysia."

Cummins

ho pnoft'ntf fho h«n««

is

reported

TTillorl
TpflFersoTi
nnrj

Wavs

in Micooil^i

—

one

TTmmp

Approval of the Pathe Exchange
reorganization plan is expected today at the extraordinary meeting of
stockholders in the Pathe offices.
The plan proposes formation of a
new company with Stuart W. Webb
continuing as president.
Capital
stock of the new company will include 30,000 shares of $7 convertible
preferred stock of no par value and
'Ropommondations of tnp Para- 2.000,000 shares of common stock of
mount trrftooq frrp nrovisionnl pl- $1 par value. Holders of each share
Ipwan^o of 17 claims for tnp nuroosp of 8 per cent preferred stock of
of votin<* on tnp Ton-pcmni^rion plan Pathe will be entitled to one share
"o s»s follows* TTlppt-pical ppspar^
(Continued on Page 3)
P^^pts. S1.2R0.9K0: Ridnov P.

ALLOWANCES ASKED

ON 17 PARA. CLAIMS

CJo-mupl ann* Nafhnn
S1 27.000: Pmdenpe Co..
Tnp.. rolat'nq* to nronoHvy at .Tapksonville, Fla..
$784,452: Prudenpe
Co., Inc., rplating to property at St.
(Continued on Page 2)

TTp-nt.

<R70.4OR-

Tnp. House
Mo.
Mp«ns Committee last

Citv.

Pathe Reorganization Plan
Is Expected to Be
Approved

committee member.

nr.lrjq+f,;^.

DECREASE

SviItipv
Ameripa-n.

Huey Long

Long

wppk

killed a bill calling: for a 10
nor ppnt tax ou tnoater admissions
and club memberships.
Ahovp evp-rv other storv element,
A substitute general sales tax bill, romance is the most important, dpretaining: the old one-half of one per plarpd W. S. Van Dyko. M-G-M
cent rate but broadening its scope director, en route to Washington
to include numerous additional ser- from New Orleans, where he attendvices, will be taken un by the House ed the M. P. T. O. A. convention.
tomorrow morning. This measure is After visiting with friends in that
designed to replace the six pending city he expects to come to New
sales tax measures.
(Continued on Page 3)

1934 Screen Credits Show
Greater Number Employed

S.M.P.K to Giv«* Award
For Year's Achievement
An award known as the Progress
Medal has been created bv the Societv of Motion Picture Engineers
and is to be presented this year to
an individual in recognition of any
outstanding invention, research or
development which in the opinion of
the Progre c s Award Committee shall
have resulted in a significant advance in the development of motion
pipture technology.

The Progress Award Committee,
ppointed by the Board of Governors
(Continued on Page 3)

"Roxv" Trying; to Revive
Deal for the Old Roxy
Having ended his operation of the
Mastbaum, Philadelphia, on Saturday, S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel is now

trying to revive his deal for taking
in succession, in which he received screen credit, over
the Roxy in New York City.
Henry O'Neill was third He has been conferring with PhilaChurchill, character actor, while
played more roles in 1934 than any with 20.
delphia film men on the matter of
other screen player, according to an
In the feminine ranks, Shirley raising finances to swing the plan.
analysis of the year's screen credits Grey and Sarah Padden each were
as published in full in the 1935 Film in 13 features, while Minna Gombell
Daily Year Book, which comes off appeared in 12.
Royalty Sees "Lancers"
the press this week.
Churchill apLondon A performance of Paramount's
Total number of players receiving
peared in 29 features last year, com"Lives of a Bengal Lancer" was given
screen credit in features last year
Friday night for the King and Queen
pared with 16 in 1933 and 31 in
was 2,056, compared with 1,846 in
of England.
It was the first American
1932.
production seen by Their Majesties since
1933.
"Cavalcade."
Hobart Cavanaugh came second
Of the 234 directors employed last
in 1934, with a total of 24 features
(Continued on Page 2)

For the third year
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5 Cents

Editor and Publisher

Published daily except Sunday! and Holidays
Y.,
Broadway, New York, N.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Aliooate,
President, Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
tnd General Manager: Arthur W. Eddy, Asso-

1650
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Carle Gillette, Managing
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Addresa

DAILY,

Don

Biography of

a

Bachelor Girl

The Whole Town's Talking
While the Patient Slept
Murder On a Honeymoon
Great Hotel Murder
Red Hot Tires
When a Man's a Man (2nd week)
Rumba (2nd week)
Sweet Music (2nd week)
Folies Bergere (2nd week)
The Lost City (2nd week)
The Iron Duke»
The Scarlet Pimpernel*
Bella Donna
(2nd week)

(8th week)
Hearts in Waltz

Chapayev

Two

Time

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,

—
—

des-Noue»,

19.

Theater

M-G-M
First National

Capitol
Music Hall
Rialto

RKO

Roxy

Columbia
Radio

First

National

Fox

.Criterion

Paramount
Warner Bros

Strand
Rivoll

United Artists

Palace

Olympic Pictures

Acme

Krellberg

*

(a)

also

Enchanted

April

Shadow

of

Perfect

Clue

(March

8)

Doubt

(b)
(c)
In Old Sante Fe (c)
After Office Hours (e)

Paul

Fox director, and Mrs. Fordc

Cameo

Moviegraphs

55th

NANA BRYANT,
is

on

Broadway actress signed b

way

her

MARTA EGGERTH,

St.

Playhouse

Hollywood

next

ROBERT
flu

to

Hollywood.

New

in

G.

European

star,

arrive

far

month.

VIGNOLA,

York,

is

after

a

siege

of

th

heading back to California

Paramount

National

Music Hall
Roxy
Mayfair

Majestic
Majestic

Criterion
Criterion
Capitol
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Subsequent runs.
Follows

Dual bill, follows When a Man's
(e) Follows Biography.
(c)

Revival.

Red

Hot

Tires.

a

lid

jS t

the coast.

THOMAS

D. GOLDBERG, Baltimore exhibitoi
home yesterday after a visit in Nev

returned
York.

(a)
(b)

f o

ligl

RUSSELL HOLMAN of Paramount's editoria
board is due back in New York this week fron

Strand

RKO Radio
RKO Radio
M-G-M

M-G-M

ir,i

ise

Amkino

First

Santa

Fox producer, and Mrs. Ston tree
Saturday on the Santa Paula fafkike,"

sailed

Columbia,

Paramount

saile

the west coast.

FUTURE OPENINGS

Ruggles of Red Gap (March 6)
Living on Velvet (March 7)
Roberta (March 7)

the

Fo

for

Friedman,

JOHN STONE,

and

Globe
Westminster

S.

EUGENE FORDE,

Paramount

United Artists

director

California.

for

GB Productions

S.

casting

accompanied by Mrs.
Saturday from New York on

Astor
Mayfair

Fox

FRIEDMAN,

PHIL

dG oing

Film,

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

all

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filinday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne,
P. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Parii
Cinematographic Francaiae, Rue de la Cour-

Distributor
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Release Dates to May
Set By Warner-F.

CODE
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Allowances Asked on
Berton Churchill
Is Busiest Player
17 Paramount Claims

FINANCIAL

(Continued from Pane 1)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net

High Low Close
43 Vi 43 V4
Columbia Picts. vtc. 44
20
193/4
19%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
122
1221/4 122
East. Kodak
36
36V8 36
Loew's, Inc
3V4 35/g
35/g
Paramount ctfs
3,4
3/4
7/8
Pathe Exch
16
do "A"
15V2 16

—

Chg.

V2

+
+
+
—
+

RKO
Warner Bros

1%

1%

1%

31/4

3'/„

31/s

3/g

Vt
1/4

Ve
1/2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
73/4
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40..
68
Keith A-0 6s 46
Paramount 6s 47 filed 75
Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 733/8
50
Par. By. 5V2 s51
Par. By. 5'/2 s51 ctfs. 50
Par. 5V;,s 50 filed.. 75
ctfs... 75%
Par.
5>/2 s50
104
Pathe 7s37
53
Warner's 6s39

73/4

73/4

68
72

68
75

711/4

73%

49%
49%

50
50
75

72
75

75%

103% 103%
53

53

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

163/4

16

I6I/4

—
+
+
+
+

1/2

31/2

2%
7/g

31/2

4- 3
4-

3%

—
—

3/4
3/8

tures and Dore Schary down for 11.
Of the 127 editors, compared with
113 the year before, the busiest were
Fred Bain and Carl S. Pierson, each
credited on 11 pictures, and S. Roy

filed
by Paramount-Publix
and scheduled for hearing March 11
before Special Master Joyce, sets

ances,

an<|oi

Erik Rhodes, March 23; "The Flor
entine" (WB), with Donald Woods
Margaret Lindsay, C. Aubrey Smitl

Henry O'Neill, March 30; "Traveling Saleslady" (FN), with Joai
Blondell, Glenda Farrell, Willian

land

[,

j

Gargan, Ruth Donnelly, Grant Mit
chell and Hugh Herbert, April 6
"The Case of the Curious Bride'
(FN), with Warren William, Mar
garet Lindsay, Donald Woods anc
Claire Dodd, April 13; "Go Intc
Your Dance" (FN), starring Al Jol-i
son and Ruby Keeler, with Glendi
Farrell, Sharon Lynne, Patsy Kel
ly, Benny Rubin, Phil Regan, Heler,
Morgan and Gordon Westcott, Aprl
20, and "Wanderlust" (FN), witrl
Aline MacMahon, Guy Kibbee anc
John Arledge, April 27

]

j

a

in

forth that separate application will
be made for provisional allowances
of the Allied Owners' claims and the
Luby, with 10.
Cameramen decreased slightly ten banks' claims for which settlefrom 130 to 121 last year. Ben ment is provided in the plan. The
National release date on Warners
Sidney petition also states that Paramount
photographed
14,
Kline
"Gold Diggers of 1935" has been set
will
shortly
acquire
the
claims
of
and
Hickox, 12 and M. A. Anderson
the National Rockland Bank of Bos- aside, with the picture made avail
Archie Stout 11 each.
able for special engagement only.
Reflecting the increased activity ton and of Harold G. Storke.

l!

Ie

I?

»:

112 song writers contributed numbers to features last
year. Nineteen dance directors were
employed in connection with the ensembles.
in musicals,

Columbia Signs Nana Bryant
Nana Bryant, Broadway leading

woman, has been signed by Columbia under a long-term contract start-

ing immediately.

Robert J. Rubin
David Btder

(Continued from Page 1)
year, compared with 230 the year
before, the busiest were William Petersburg, Fla., $602,083; Prudence
Nigh and Phil Rosen, each credited Co., Inc., relating to property at
with nine features, while Robert N. Long Island City, $886,222; Jos. H.
Bradbury and Lambert Hillyer di- Cooper, $64,726; Circle Theater Co.,
Indianapolis, $370,170; Cravath, de
rected eight each.
Writers of screen plays showed Gersdorff, Swaine & Wood, $26,660;
a substantial increase, the figure for Chase National Bank, $29,954; Law1934 being 448, against 384 in 1933, rence Berenson, $15,000; D. W.
with Ralph Spence and Gladys Un- Chamberlain, $59,299.
Petition on the provisional allowger each getting credit on 14 fea-

(Continued from Page 1)
Patricia Ellis, Allen Jenkins

Dorothy Mackaill
Pierre Gendron

Set

March

11 Hearing

J.

Allied Sets

Four meetings

March Meetings
will

be held

this

On

Para. Debentures month by Allied Theater Owners
New Jersey, all taking place
(Continued from Page 1)

Opens Review Board Confab
lowed in the reorganization proceedProfessor Frederic M. Thrasher ings together with interest of $98.34
of the School of Education of New and
respectively,
on each
$108,
York University will precide at the $1,000 worth of bonds of record on
opening session of the eleventh an- March 21. The petition also asks
nual conference of the National that the docket of claims be closed
Board of Review which will get un- against further assignments of
der way on Thursday in the Hotel claims on March 21, and requests
Pennsylvania. Delegates to the con- .llowance with interest of 209 claims
ference will attend a session of Pro- not hitherto allowed and final allowfessor Thrasher's course on "The ance of a number of claims previEducational, Artistic and Social As- ously allowed.
pects of the Motion Picture" at the
university on Thursday night. Roy
W. Winton, managing director of
the Amateur Cinema League, will
talk on "Personal Motion Pictures."
The conference will last for three
days, during which problems confronting the film industry will be
discussed.

N.

Sherman Brown Dead
Milwaukee Sherman Brown, 69,
veteran theatrical man who man-

—

aged the Davidson theater here for
the last 41 years, died last week.

He was

a

member

Club of

New

York.

of

the

Lambs

oi

or

Tuesday of the week at the Hotel
Lincoln in New York.
convene at 2 P. M.

Sessions will

I]

THE MAN
WHO COULD

norm./
The
Years

FOR

Road

Show

Attraction
in
Six Record Breaking Weeks at the
New York.
Criterion Theatre

Greatest

—

—

DIRECT THEATRE BOOKINGS
TERRITORIAL RIGHTS

AND

OLYMPIC PICTURES CORP.
729 Seventh Ave.

BRyant 9-4417

New

York

r

Monday, March 4, 1935

17 FILMS

UNDER

WAY

THINK STOCKHOLDERS
WILL PASS PATHE PLAN

AT WARNER STUDIOS
.(Continued from Page 1)

with Jackie Cooper, Mary Asor, Roger Pryor and Henry O'Neill,
-lirector, D. Ross Lederman; "Alibi
vke," starring Joe E. Brown with
tuth Donnelly in the Ring Lardner
tory, Ray Enright directing; "The
3ase of the Curious Bride," with
Varren William, Margaret Lindsay,
Claire Dodd, Allen Jenkins, Donald
Woods and Philip Reed, director,
:y,"

t«

and "A Midsummer
Wight's Dream," with an all-star
ast including James Cagney, Joe
3. Brown, Dick Powell, Jean Muir,
/ictor Jory and many others, diectors, Max Reinhardt and William
Vlichael Curtiz,

,

tapieterle.

The 13 being prepared for forth:oming production include: "Page
Marion Davies,
:rom the play by Joseph Schrank
liss Glory," starring

md

Philip Dunning, Mervyn LeRoy
"The Farrell Case," with

lirecting;

Tames

Cagney

and

Ann

Dvorak,

:rom an original story by Seton I.
filler; "Napoleon," starring Edward
x. Robinson and Bette Davis, in the
riography of Emil Ludwig; "Lady
vith a Badge," starring Kay Franks and George Brent, a Frank Borsage production; "Backfire," based
>n a story by Dan Templan; "An;hony Adverse," based on the best
idler by Hervey Allen; "Broadway
jondolier," starring Dick Powell,
Lloyd Bacon directing; "Living Up
starring Aline MacLizzie,"
;o
Mahon in the "Saturday Evening
Post" story by Lillian Day; "Cap;ain Blood," starring Robert Donat,
vith Jean Muir, in Rafael Sabatini's
lovel; "Thin Air," from the "Cosii
nopolitan" magazine story by Mil^ Ired
Cram; "Women Are Bum
I

Newspaper Men," with Glenda Farin the "Saturday Evening Post"
story by Richard MacCauley, and
'Haircut," with George Brent and
Jean Muir, in the Ring Lardner

•s'pll,
et

litory.

PHIL
•

•

profit of $10,025 is reported
Sentry Safety Control for the
(rear 1934.
The company's subsidiary, Universal Sound System, reports a net loss of $7,342, making

Net

i

consolidated net profit of $2,683
the year.

for

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
How

about a

Spring Trade

Week?

A

WONDER

•

•

T
THEY HAD

T

T

on Hal Hode of Columbia to
champion the cause of the industry
Hal has developed
quite a rep as a speaker on film topics
Hal isn't one of
these fancy oratorical spellbinders
but he has a disconcerting habit of presenting facts and asking embarrassing questions when debating with one of these professional baiters of
the film biz
and that's what happened in this instance
the speaker for the Legion of Decency blasted a broadside of accusations against the average motion picture and the
industry in general
quoting a lot of half-truths, unsupported statements and the general line used by professional
industry detractors when addressing a civic group which has
no way of disproving the speaker's accusations
his main
charge was that a big percentage of errant younths and hardened criminals admitted on examination that the motion picture
had influenced them strongly in their careers that brought them
within the dragnet of the law
called

T
•

•

•

SO

WHEN

Mister Hode got up to defend the film

and the terribly destructive and vicious pictures that were
making criminals of the youth of the nation and driving hardened criminals to more outrageous and dastardly crimes
he started off very quietly by asking his audience a series of
questions
"How many in this audience have been arrested for assault and battery ?
Why, not a single hand
raised? Amazing!
Well, mebbe some of you have been
imprisoned for rape
No?
Strange!
Well,
perhaps there are some real hardened criminals among you, some
who have been indicted for murder, mayhem, manslaughter.
Any such, please raise their hands
Tut, tut
Not
I must be wrong. Your crimes run to the
a hand raised
milder type
Pickpockets. Petty larceny
Still no
hands raised in all this audience of hundreds of people?"
biz

T
of

i)y

•

IF the execs of the industry realize
just how eager are serious-minded and worthwhile
groups of citizens to get Inside Facts on the motion picture
business?
this was graphically demonstrated the other
evening at a meeting of the Jewish Center of Jackson Heights
the largest community organization on Long Island
the session was given over to a Symposium on the Influence of the Motion Picture
there were three speakers
for the Legion of Decency, the Educational Group, and
the Film Biz

•
Profit for Sentry Control

•

M DALY

(Continued -from Page 1)
of $7 convertible preferred and five
shares of common stock of the new
company. Holders of each share of
Class
preference stock will be entitled to two shares of common of
the new company and holders of the
present common stock will be entitled to one-twentieth of a share of
common of the new company.

T

T

• • THEN THE speaker asked the audience how many
them were regular patrons of the motion picture theater

practically everybody raised their hands
How
patrons for ten years ?
most of them
raised their hands
How many have patronized the picture theater for twenty years ?
practically all the more
adult in the audience raised their hands
"Isn't it amazing ? " Mister Hode queried
"Here are all these people
who have been under the terribly malign and vicious influence
of the motion picture for a decade or more, and not a single
one of them has committed a criminal act!"
and he went
to punch holes in the wild statements of
on from there
the gent talking on behalf of the Legion of Decency
and
by Cold Facts and clever comparisons and RIDICULE
he made a monkey out of his opponent
to the vast delight of the assembled listeners
the whole world loves
Fair Play
when a gent can get up on his hind legs and
call the turn on some detractor or maligner, he has got the
world with him
and that's exactly what Hal Hode did
these film smirchers have been getting away with murder because there was no film authority around to refute their
wild statements
the film biz should organize a Flying
Troupe of Hal Hodes

many have been

« « «

» » »

Van Dyke Rates Romance
Leading Story Element
(Continued from Page 1)

York,

where

"Naughty Marietta,"

which he directed,
miere soon.

will

have

its

pre-

Wearing out

of players by their
too-frequent use in pictures was deplored by Van Dyke. According to
his experience, the reform move has
imposed serious restrictions on picture-makers.
"Reformers mistake reality for
smut," he said.
Upon returning to the coast, the
director will make a sequel to "The

Thin Man," again using William
Powell and Myrna Loy, with production scheduled to start within three
weeks.

S.M.P.E. to Give Award
For Year's Achievement
(Continued from Page 1)

of the Society,

is composed of Dr.
A. N. Goldsmith, chairman; M. C.
Batsel, James Crabtree, Carl Dreher
and W. B. Rayton. The committee
will meet on June 27 to select the
recipient of the medal to be awarded
at the fall convention of the society.

Claude Neon Profits Increase
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles

—

Claude Neon ElecProducts Corp., Ltd., and subsidiaries for year ended December
31, 1934, showed net profit of $392,766 after depreciation, federal taxes,

trical

equivalent after dividends of
$6,491 on 7% preferred stock, to
$1.47 a share on 262,193 no-par
shares of common stock. This compares with $324,823 or $1.15 a share
on 262,303 shares of common stock
in 1933, after $20,958 preferred dividends.
etc.,

AS

SEEN

IY

THE PRESS
AGENT
Although Claudette Colbert is a bit
timid around horses, she enjoys nothing
more than the fast weaving of a taxi
driver in and out of heavy traffic,

—PARAMOUNT.

THE
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

« «

Chevrolet Auto Tieup

On "Town's Talking"
A FTER

several months of negotiations,
Columbia Pictures' exploitation department,
last week closed a contract with
the Chevrolet Motor Co. where-

by Columbia has acquired seven
of the latest 1935 model Cheyrolets for prize distribution in
connection with the national exploitation
campaign of "The
Whole Town's Talking," starring Edward G. Robinson. Five
of these motor cars will be
prizes in a national newspaper
essay contest, and two will be
awarded to exhibitors.
The contest opens on March 1
and will close July 1. The subject of the essay will be "Why
the Whole Town Talking
Is
About the New Chevrolet?"
Answers not to exceed 100
words or less than ten.
The two Chevrolet prizes will
go to the exhibitors who display
the best campaign on "The
Whole Town's Talking." Chevrolet dealers will work in conjunction with the theater owners throughout the country. The
co-operation will consist of window displays, exhibition of
motor cars in the lobbies of
theaters and a 30x40 poster with
space for the local theater imAlso, Chevrolet is planprint.
ning local dealer ads, to include
theater credits.
Columbia has issued a 30 by
40 broadside to exhibitors which
is to be used as a work sheet. It
includes entire details of the
contest.
Six newspaper stories
and countless other exploitation
ideas.
Les Kaufman of the
exploitation
department
arranged the plan.

—Columbia

Pictures.

Key

City Radio Plugs
For "Devil Dogs of Air"

THROUGH

a tieup with the
radio broadcasts sponsored
by the Richfield Oil Co. and
called "The Air Adventures of
Jimmy Allen," Warner's have
arranged for air plugs on "Devil
Dogs of the Air" coincident with

SUNSHIN€
s^^y//

in

THE

DAYS
NEWS

the picture's release in key city
situations.
The tieup consists
of two plugs for the picture as
follows:

The

broadcast advises
listeners to tune in the following week at which time "Jimmy
Cagney, the motion picture star,
will join the Jimmy Allen Flying Club. He'll have a message
initial

all of you, and he'll talk to
you himself. Be sure to listen
and hear Jimmy Cagney, star

for

of Warner Bros, new picture,
'Devil Dogs of the Air."'

The following week, the

sta-

1930.

stock

hiH

new high

since

mainder getting

letters advising

them to see the picture and giving them an autographed photo
of Rudy Vallee after presentation of the picture at the theater. The stunt created a great
deal of favorable comment for
the picture and the theater.

—Strand,

New

York.

Publicity for "Roberta"
'TIMING the major activities

Newark chapter of the
Dunne Fan Club with the

of the

Irene

of

forthcoming of "Roberta", Publicity Director Harry Reiners
scored through local newspapers
with
several
advance-story
breaks for the house. The
"Newark Ledger" devoted a
quarter of a page to a photograph of the organization, a
list of members
and the recounting of current activities.
Sixty-five members of the Club
were guests of RKO Proctor's
in the roof garden of the building.
Following the business
meeting, which was featured by
the presentation to the club of
a huge water color poster of
Irene Dunne, the members were
entertained with an impromptu
kiddie revue.
The poster was
donated to the organization by
Louis R. Tepper, of the Art
Sign Club of Newark, while the
entertainment was presented by
the students of the Elsa Greenwood School of Dancing.

broadcasts

a

record

followed by a plug
"Devil Dogs of the Air."

for

club,

This stunt has been set on
radio

local

stations

in

New

York, Washington,
Syracuse,

Pittsburgh,
Baltimore, Philadel-

Hartford,

phia,

Springfield,

Rochester, Buffalo, Boston, Binghamton, Scranton, Harrisburg,

Schenectady and Providence and
used simultaneously with the
picture's engagement in each of
is

these spots.

—Warner

Bros.

Strong Campaign
for "Sweet Music"

'THE New York

Strand campaign on "Sweet Music,"
helped in putting over the picture for big grosses. The opening night was made a gala
celebrity night, with Rudy Vallee introduced from the stage
of the theater by Paul Whiteman.
Other stars who turned
out for the event were Edmund
Gwenn, Noah Beery, Ruth Etting,
Alice Faye, Block and
Sully, Joe Penner, Jessica Dragonette, Leo Reisman, Ted Lewis,
Fred Waring, Johnny Green,
Dick Himber, Ray Bolger, Abe
Lyman, Gertrude Niesen, Jeannie Lang and many others who
participated in the radio broadcast which took place in the

The stunt received loads
space in the metropolitan
dailies, with photos and stories
hailing the premiere. A "Sweet
Music" cocktail party was given
by Warner Bros., with stars and
representatives of the press attending. An unusual radio stunt,
initiated by S. Charles Einfeld,
helped tremendously.
It consisted of a daily broadcast over
station
inviting three
hundred listening patrons to a
lobby.

of

WNEW

performance of "Sweet Music"
and then to broadcast their opinions

of

the film over

—RKO

Proctor's,

Newark, N.

J.

Big Opening
for "Clive of India"

CTREET

parades, several effecand a series of
co-operative ads were among the
high spots of Manager Milt
Harris' exploitation campaign at
Loew's State, Cleveland, for the
opening of "Clive of India." A
few days before the opening,
Harris arranged a parade for
the "Liberty Magazine" carriers,
and on the opening day another
parade was held for the Postal
Telegraph boys, each boy wore
a special silk badge, plugging
the picture, all bicycles carried
signs in their frames, a sound
truck supplied music and the
boys carried a huge banner
reading: "We're on our way to
see 'Clive of India' as guests of
Loew's State."
Both parades
created considerable comment
and served as great advance
tive tie-ups

build-ups.

—Loew's

State,

4, 193!

«

4

berg and Jack Chalman of the
Aztec theater at San Antonio.
A tie-up with Novelow Bros.,
toy manufacturers, resulted in
an effective street ballyhoo and
attracted considerable attention
for the engagement.
miniature auto, driven by a midget,

A

toured the principal streets of
the city as well as all local

Fan Club Builds

James Cagney thanking them
for making him a member of the

tion

Cleveland.

schools,

and distributed heralds.

The Household Furniture Company got out an attractive window display and also aided the
attraction by placing ads in all

An

local papers.

Old Gold

tie-

up accounted for additional publicity for "The Mighty Barnum."
Girl ushers at the theater distributed free samples of Old
Gold in small envelopes containing strong selling copy on the
picture.

—Aztec,

San Antonio,

Tex.

Big Advance Campaign
Plugs "Devil Dogs"

THE

Keith's theater at Syrawent the limit in
exploiting Warner Bros.' first
Cosmopolitan production, "Devil
Dogs of the Air."
sound
truck paraded the streets two
cuse, N. Y.,

A

days in advance and two days
during the run. Ten two minute

announcements were made daily
over the air in advance and
current.
The local newspapers
cooperated with special stories
and art work.
The "Plane
Identification"
contest
which
was worked in conjunction with
the "Junior Birdmen," created
a great deal of attention. Mens'
shops featured window displays
with stills and plugs five days
in
advance; three downtown
clothiers were tied in with displays in advance; two perfume
shops, three hat stores, three

women's shops, two sport shops,
three toy shops, two boy's shops
and four downtown luncheonettes were all tied in for "Devil
Dogs" displays.
Keith's, Syracuse, N. Y.

—

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

WNEW

from the theater lobby.
Over
six thousand letters were reColumbia

Monday, March

ceived by the station proving
effectiveness of the idea,
first three hundred received
dio critic passes, with the

the
the
rare-

"Mighty Barnum" Gets
Over in San Antonio
'"THE MIGHTY BARNUM"
was given a thorough excampaign by A. Es-

ploitation

There are 98 ushers at the Radio City
Music Hall.

E
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AND NOW THE WHOLE

BIG

SHUFFLIN' OFF TO
at the

Saengerl

SHOW WITH

ITS 100's

OF GIRL;

NEW ORLEANS FOR A

First pre-release

RED

date selected from scores of booking requests

BACKED BY THE EXPLOITATION BUILDUP O

m

JUST A FEW OF
THE SWELL NUMBERS!

"THE LULLABY
OF BROADWAY"

THE BALLET OF
BABY GRANDS

The

with 50 grand pianos
in

Already famous

amazing "dance
j

formations'!

song

hit-

breath-takingly

staged by Berkeley,

•

1

.

rS

INCREDIBLE BERKELEY SPECTACLES, ITS 12 GREAT STARS,

HIRE
Htet

WORLD PREMIERE MARDI GRAS WEEK

meeting Warner

HE

IS

Bros.'

announced promotion requirements, because

it

will

be

WORLD-FAMED MARDI GRAS FESTIVAL!
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
RALPH WILK
OUISE FAZENDA and

TOTS";

By

T

William

to
important roles in Warners' forth-

coming musical production, "BroadGondoliers," which will co-star
Dick Powell and Joan Blondell.
Lloyd Bacon has been assigned to
direct.

For three consecutive years, the
awarded by the American
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences for the best cartoon
subject of the year has gone to a
Walt Disney Silly Symphony production.
In 1933, it was "Flowers
and Trees." In 1934, it was "The
Three Little Pigs." And now, in
1935, it is "The Tortoise and the
prize

I

Hare."
T

T

T

which stars William
Ginger Rogers.
t

Powell

Months of preparation have preceded the actual camera work on
"She," which is to be directed by
Irving Pichel and L. C. Holden. So
huge will be the sets that RKO Radio was forced to lease space at the
Tec-Art Studio in Hollywood to accommodate the production. Gustav
Von Seyffertitz, one of filmdom's
leading character actors, has just
been signed for a prominent role,
and other cast announcements will
be made before production actually
begins.

t

Camden, N.
Martin B.
be

J.

Ellis

interested

Amusement

—Lou

Rovner and

are understood to
in
the
Broadway

which has taken

Co.,

over the Drive In theater.

Harry Gammett

is

managing

direc-

tor.

last week.
Libby Taylor, who has been Mae
Hollywood Allied Pictures Corp.,
West's personal maid for years and
is well and favorably known to La distributors of the Liberty program
West's large circle of friends, has on the west coast, have sold Libbeen signed for a role in RKO Ra- erty's "Sweepstake Annie" for firstdio's new drama, "Star of Midnight," run to the Pantages Theater.

—

—

—

Hollywood
Under the direction of
Clarence
Brown,
writing
"Anna
on
Karenina" will be completed only when
the principal characters have been cast,
so that their roles in the M-G-M special, starring Greta Garbo, will be absolutely
suited
to
them, it has been
learned.
So far, Brown has tested
Bruce Cabot,
recently
placed
under
contract at the studio, and Elizabeth
Allan for important parts, but has not
yet come to a decision regarding them.
Also considered for a strong role is
Bill ie
Burke.
In addition,
Brown has

summoned
York.

Basil

Rathbone

from

New

Montreal Liberty's line-up of 12
features for the current season has
(been sold for first-run at Ottowa and
Hamilton. The deal was closed by
J. H. Briggs, Montreal manager for
Excellent Film Exchange, holders of
the Canadian franchise.
Jacksonville, Fla.

—

ford has been appointed
the Empress Theater.

Denver

—RKO

G. K. Stan-

manager

close

of

will take over the

Orpheum Theater on March

»

titled

»

"If

You

»

M. H. Hoffman, president of Liberty Pictures, has engaged the Sons
of the Pioneers, popular hill-billy
troupe, for roles in Liberty's production' of "The Old Homestead," a
modern version of the famous novel.
The musical mountaineers, who are
managed by Gus Mack, feature the
song hit, "When the Old Age Pension Check Comes to Our Door," by
Manny Stone.

June Collyer, George Meeker,
Huntley Gordon and Henry Mowbray have been signed by Cameo
Pictures for leading roles in "Murder by Television," in which Bela
Lugosi is starring. James Brown,
Jr., and Art Reed have been signed
More than
as first cameramen.
$75,000 worth of actual television
Chester, 111.
Walter Light has
equipment is on the set for this picopened his new Court theater here.
ture, in which the new method of
television will be seen for the first
Forge Village, Mass.
William
MacDermott has opened the Abbot time. Milton Stern, noted television expert, is in charge as techniTheater.

—

—

—

Kansas

»

City
Antonio Joseph
Cameo also has purchased several
Lenge, for 30 years a member of
published novels to fill their prothe old Orpheum theater orchestra,
duction schedule, including "High
died last week.
Hat," by Alma Sioux Scarberry;
"Silver Lining," by Joseph McCord;
Milwaukee Jimmy Innes has re- "Rich Relations," the novel by Prissigned as director of the Oriental
cilla Wayne, and "Penthouse Love,"
theater orchestra here to join Dave
by Alma Sioux Scarberry.
Apollon and his unit in New York.
T
T
T
He is succeeded by Ray Brown, forGermany
tell that the
from
Cables
mer concert master of the PhilharParapronounced
censor
Reich
monic orchestra.
mount's "Lives of a Bengal Lancer"
one of the finest motion pictures he
Blue Mountain, Miss. A new kind
had ever seen. It was directed by
of free shows have developed here
Henry Hathaway and has a cast
with merchants giving open air
headed by Gary Cooper, Franchot
movies every Saturday night for the
Tone, Sir Guy Standing and Richard
last 18 weeks.
Merchants are spon- Cromwell.
soring the project as a means of
stimulating business.
Ferrell E. Butler Dead
New Orleans— The
CompliSaginaw, Mich. Ferrell E. Butance director is facing a delicate sit- ler, 41, manager of the Temple theuation here with the Ashton the- ater here, died last week of pneuater.
House, which employed a monia. He has been connected with
union projectionist but evidently had the Butterfield circuit in Michigan
his consent to pay him under scale, for the past seven years. Surviving
discharged the man when the con- are the wife, and three children.
tract expired so that the owner's son
could be employed. Union appealed
Duck Lays Egg
to the compliance office to enforce
Birmingham Harry Wade, operator of
code salaries and owner ordered his

—

—

—

NRA

—

lawyer to make a

—

fight.

14 and
The Empire, operBirmingham
for a week, reopening on ated by the Acme Theaters, has
21 with "Roberta."
changed to Thursday openings.

it

March

litfu

temporarily
Could Only Cook."

tion,

r

cal expert.

—

Allentown, Pa.
A. R. Boyd is
opening the Lyric theater here.

—

THE FILM DAILY

Happened One Night" and is
in New York for a brief vaca-

NEWS OF THE DAY

—

West Coast Bur.,

T

T

Joe E. Brown's latest First NaJohn Eldredge, Philip Reed, and
tional picture, "Alibi Ike," a screen
Ruth Donnelly have been cast in
version of the late Ring Lardner's
Warners' "Men on Her Mind," which
famous short story, went into prostars Bette Davis with Ian Hunter
duction at the Burbank studios last
playing opposite. Alfred E. Green
week.
Two players, William Garwill direct.
gan and Roscoe Karns, the latter
T
T
T
borrowed from the Paramount stuCasting for the next two Samuel dios for the picture, have been cast
Goldwyn productions, "The Barbary in principal roles as baseball playCoast" with Miriam Hopkins, and ers. Brown's leading lady is Olivia
Eddie Cantor's sixth annual screen De Haviland.
Ruth Donnelly also
musical comedy, now is under way has a prominent part in the picture,
and Goldwyn, who is now in New which is being directed by Ray EnYork, is to study screen tests, con- right. Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby
tracts and other details before leav- wrote the screen play.

Easton, Pa.
Dick Shamus is
Phil Regan has been selected to handling the Fourth Street theater,
play the leading romantic role in opened by Joe Rossheim.
Warners' "Crashing Society," previously announced as "Social Pirates."
Lansing, Mich.
A bill expressly
Others in the cast are June Martel
and Guy Kibbee. Robert Florey will prohibiting operation of walkathons
and similar contests in Michigan
direct.
was introduced into the state senate

Fit

"It

now

tion
after
completing
"Private
and ing for Europe. He plans to return Worlds" for Paramount, will next
be seen in another Columbia producto Hollywood early in April.

.

"She," the spectacular tale by H.
Rider Haggard, which Merian C.
Cooper is to make into one of the
year's big films for RKO Radio Pictures, goes before the cameras on
March 11, with Helen Gahagan, Randolph Scott and Nigel Bruce in leading roles.

Writing Parts to

Academy

Olive and George, midgets who played in "Mighty Barnum" and "Carnival" and
are now appearing at the RKO Palace, have signed a contract with 20th Century to
again appear in films at the expiration of their present RKO vaudeville tour, in June.
The little actor and actress will be cast in several motion pictures designed especially
for them.
The roles they will portray, it is said, will mark the first time such prominent parts have been awarded to people of their stature.

way

Colbert, who won the
of Motion Pictures Arts
and Sciences Award for the best
screen performance of 1934 because
of her characterization in Columbia's

Claudette

Midgets to Get Leading Roles

Gargan have been assigned

a

Talladega, Ala., theater

was fined $100

by Federal Judge W. I. Grubb on a
charge of using the mails in connection
with a lottery. Wade pleaded guilty of
promoting a "Live Baby" drawing. The
baby was a duck.

THE

DAILY

10

TOPICS
Whitman Bennett Raps
Historical Inaccuracies

CINCE

leaving the picture bus-

I have made myself an
acknowledged specialist in early

iness

American fiction, history, customs and other data to such an

my

extent that

standing in this

can be readily verified.
Needless to say, I have been interested to see American period
come into a popular place on
field

the screen, especially in this
propitious season of nationalistic tendencies.
But what I see
on the screen appals me.

For instance, take the Barnum film, which utterly misrepresents

the

entire

personality

and demeanor of the title charFor the sake of being
acter.
broad-minded, let us say that

Monday, March

TIMELY INTEREST

of

the early life had to be made
picturesque, let us suppose that
little matters like dates had to
be juggled, let us give the
for
widest
possible
latitude
dramatic license—was it neces-

form of bundling

(not

at

all

up of two
from which
the custom took its name) still
In the same
existed in 1776.

like the real rolling
persons in a blanket

spirit, let

us concede that stocks
existed in some towns

sary completely to distort Bar-

may have

num's management of Jenny
Lind and then create a perfect-

even at this late date. Still we
cannot admit the truth of the
comic Connecticut blue laws, in-

ly silly origin

for the firm of

Barnum & Bailey?
Even if one tolerates
nonsense, how is one to

all this

justify
Longfellow
a
bringing
into
Jenny Lind sequence as an old
man with a white beard at a
time when he was really 43
years of age and in the prime
of his vigorous manhood?
For a second instance, take
"Pursuit of Happiness." Let us
be liberal and assume that in
some remote section a modified

cluding the prohibition of wifekissing on Sunday, most of
which never actually existed (as
was proven years ago) even
though the scenario writer tries
to dodge by creating a special
atmosphere in a special town.
But, granting even the modified bundling, the stocks and the
blue laws, who ever heard of a
national draft in the Revolutionary War?
Most certainly,

Washington never did, and God
knows he would have welcomed
This perversion of history
really too, too preposterous.

it.

is

—

And

further
even admitting
above nonsense who ever
saw an 18th Century American
Almanack the size of a suburban telephone book or one printing the Song of Solomon?
If
you find it, send it to me and
the

I will

—

pay $50 spot cash.

Reasonable

dramatic

license

must be allowed, but there are
limits beyond which distortion
becomes desecration.
Needless
twisting of facts which are often more dramatic than the
foolish fictions invented to replace them is a lazy man's short
cut to the payroll.

— Whitman

*

*

lywood.

Bennett

*

Goldwyn Sees Revolt
Against Bad Writers
'J'HERE is a revolution

in

Hol-

The place has been

of bad writers with good
agents.
Now we are throwing
out the bad writers.
No more big guarantees for
ten weeks, which all the time
the writer is not even thinking
about what he is doing, but
about the play he is going to
write when he goes back east.
We are going to give royalties,
exactly like in the theater.
A
writer who can create will make
more money.
Bums will get
nothing which is what they defull

has nothing on
the shock of
uncomfortable seats

?0$I5*!&*"~-

Why

—

shock your patrons with

pay

U S, "How can

for

new

I

reseat

and

chairs conveniently?"

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
IR
General Offices: Grand Rapids. Michigan

BRANCHES

IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

COMFORT — The

1935

#

An author is worth what he
can get. But nobody should get
more than he is worth. Miss
Crothers now is sitting on sets,
getting the feel of things. She
is not in a hurry.
She is not
thinking to make a racket for
ten weeks and go away with her
money. She is creating something.

—Samuel Goldwyn.
*

*

*

Sarnoff Says Television
Doesn't Threaten Movies

QRANTING

that

day

the

may come when we can

de-

velop millions of "home theaters" through television, public theaters will continue to operate because people will go to
them in response to the instinct
for group emotions and to see
artists in the flesh.
These are
the human demands which television
home cannot
in
the
The demand for creasatisfy.
tive work, the domain of the
author the playwright, the composer, and the human interpretation of the creator's work will
be strengthened by any additional medium of reaching the
vast audience.
Television will
furnish a new outlet for artisAll this will
tic expression.
stimulate and further advance
the art of motion picture production.

—David

*

*

Sarnoff.

*

Working Classes Provide
Biggest Cinema Audience
TT

IS customary to speak of

the public as an amorphous
mass, whereas, in truth nothing
is
more complicated than the
public.
The public may be divided into three or four basic
groups quite capable of being
again divided into further secEven if
tions and categories.
we restrict ourselves to what is
commonly defined as the people,
there can be no doubt that it is
the popular working classes
which provide the largest numerical proportion of spectators
for the cinemas.
Denys Amiel in
"International Institute of

—

Educational Cinematography"

serve.

hard, lumpy, uncomfortable chairs?

Ji.SK

4,

£

Greatest Star Of

1HI

Them

All!

The trouble with the average
story is the man who gives birth
to the child throws it on to the
doorstep for somebody else to
finish.
So I have signed a contract with Miss Rachel Crothers,
a very high type writer.
What Hollywood is starving
for is a writer who can create.
A story. A story with a beginning, a middle and a finish.
Structure.
So I have signed a
contract
Miss
Rachel
with
Crothers to write an original
film drama for me on a royalty
basis.

,OOKING DACK
B,
From The Film Daily

Files

J

FIVE YEARS AGO— Edward Small and
Nat Levine form Aristocrat Pictures to
produce for state-right market.

TEN YEARS

AGO—Adolph

Zukor de-

clares Europe unsuitable for production

and

won't send companies there.

FIFTEEN YEARS
signs
staff.

Allen

AGO

Holubar

to

—

Al

head

Kaufman
production

Features Reviewed
AJA

RKO

BD —British & Dominions
BIP— British International
BLU — Blue Ribbon Photoplay

BON—Al Bondy
CAP— Capitol Film
CHE— Chesterfield

WA.. 11-13-34
MGM.. 12-18-34

Biography of a Bachelor Girl

Biography of a Bachelor Girl

MGM.. 1-9-35
Date-COL
Blossom Time-BIP
Bride of the Lake-ANG.

9-1-34
7-26-34
.9-11-34
12-8-34
Bright Eyes-F
8-2-34
British Agent-FN
11-9-34
Broadway Bill-COL
Broken Melody-OLY ..10-31-34
1-15-35
Buzavirag-DAN
By Your Leave-RKO. .12-11-34
1-9-35
Calling All Cars-M
Captain Hates the Sea-COL
11-30-34
2-23-35
Car 99-PAR
9-28-34
Caravan-P
2-15-35
Carnival-COL
Case of the Howling Dog
WA.. 10-17-34

Blind

AY

Murder Case

Casino

MGM.. 3-2-35
Paw-F

Caltfi

7-30-34

Vie'le Canaille-XX. 1-15-35

Cette

Chained-MGM
Chapayev-AM
Charlie

Chan

9-1-34
1-15-35

London-F

in

9-13-34
Charlie Chan in Paris-F. 1-22-35
Charlie Chan'* Chance
F.. 8-25-3i
12-4-34
Cheating Cheaters-U
9-22-34
Chu Chin Chow-GB
1-17-35
Clive of India-UA
11-1-34
Rhythm-PAR
College

Corazones

en

Derrota-XX
10-11-34

Count

of

Monte

Cristo

U A.. 8-29-31

Chairman-F
Cowboy Ho!iday-BEA

1-3-35
12-26-34
12-8-34
Crainquebille-DU
Crime on the Hill-BIP. 10-13-34
Crimson Romance-M AS. .9-26-34

County

.

Crime

Without

— Fox
—Fairhaven.
FD — First Division
FN — First National
GAR— Leon Garganoff
GB — Gaumont-British
GFF — General Foreign Films
FAI

Reviewed
Ein Toller Einfall-UFA.S-28-34
Einmal Eine Grosse Dame
Title

Sein-UFA
El Agua En El Suelo
Escandalo-X X

El
El Dancing-HOF
El Tango En Broadway

10-2-34

Elinor Norton-F
Elmer and Elsie-PAR
Embarrassing Moments

Das Blaue

En Natt-XX

Madame-PAR
War Einmal Ein Walzer
XX.. 10-15-34

Enter

Es

Evelyn Prentice-MGM

.11-10-34
11-13-34
Evensong-GB
Evergreen-GB
1-11-35
Father Brown, Detective
1-18-35
2-14-35
Fighting Pilot-AJA
Fighting Through-WK. .8-29-34
Fighting Trooper-AMB. 11-21-34
Firebird. The-WA
...11-15-34

PAR

World War-F
Flickorna Fran Gamla
Stan-XX.
First

Flirtation Walk-FN
Flirting With Danger

.

.

Die Freundin Eines Grossen

Mannes-XX
Die Kalte
Die Liebe

Mansell-XX.

Und

die

9-13-34
.1-15-35

Erste

Eisenbahn-UFA

2-20-35

Die Sonne Geht Auf

AAFA.. 2-20-35
Don Quixote-BEL
12-26-34
Dos Mas Uno Dos-F. .10-30-34
Dos Monies-XX
1-22-35
Down to Their Last Yacht-RKO
9-22-34
.

Dragon Murder Case
FN..8-23-S
Du Oder Keine-XX. .. 10-30-34
Dude Ranger-F
9-29-34
Ein Frau Wie Du-BAV
12-27-34
Ein Mann Will in Die Heimat
-

.

XX.. 11-12-34

Mann

Will Nach Deutsch-

fand-XX

11-13-34

Ein

1

1-8-34

.12-28-34
1 1-2-34

MOP.. 11-13-34
Fluechtlinge-UFA
10-15-34
FoHes Bergere-UA
2-20-35
Freedom of the Seas-BIP.10-3-34
Forsaking All Others

MGM.. 12-19-34
Fountain-RKO

8-23-34

Freut Euch Des Lebens

.

Are

Born

FN.. 11-22-34
Gift

of

Gab-U
Lily-PAR

9-25-34
2-9-35

Girl of the Limberlost

MOP.. 8-29-34
From Missouri-MGM

Girl in
Girl O'

8-4-34
9-11-34

Danger-COL
My Dreams

MOP.. 11-6-34

Good

The-MOP.

Fairy,

Mariza-XX
Grand Old Girl-RKO

Graefin

Defender-BIP

Great
Great
Great
Great
Green

.2-1-35
1-28-35
1-9-35
7-26-34

Expectations-U

..12-26-34
6-23-34
Hotel Murder-F. .2-27-35
Eyes-CHE
11-3-34
Gretl Zieht Das Grosse Los
XX.. 2-12-35
Gridiron Flash-RKO
11-3-34
Halsingar-XX
9-26-34
Happy Landings-MOR.. 7-31-34
Happiness Ahead-FN ...9-27-34
Flirtation-P A R

.

Hat,

Coat and Glove-

Have

Reviewed

a

Tiki-FD

Here

Is

My

2-2-35

Heart-PAR

12-22-34

Artists
Liberty Pictures
Majestic PictureB

PA — Palestine-American

XX.. 11-19-34

Anything-FN
It-COL
Heidekrug-XX

I'll

Fix

Im

Jack

a Thief-

WA

1-2-35

FN.
Artisti

WA— Warner

7-24-34
8-14-34
11-12-34
11-27-34
.11-2-34

Social Register-COL
8-18-34
Society Doctor
Reviewed as
Only 8 Hours.
Soir De Reveillon-PAR. .1-22-35
Soviet CloseUps-AM
8-1-34

—

Bros

WK—Willii Kent
XX — No distributor

set

Dem

Mit

Spiel

Most Precious Thing

Patch-PAR
Murder

Feuer

.2-6-35

1-3-35

Name

No Ransom-LIB

.9-18-34
.10-6-34

Lemon Drop Kid-PAR.

.

Returns-U

2-6-35
10-27-34
1-2-35

U..1 1-27-34

One in a Mi!lion-INV. .. 12-1-34
8-10-34
One More River-U
Once to Every Bachelor
LIB.. 8-23-34

Twice

RKO.

.2-9-35

Limehouse Blues-PAR. 12-11-34
Little Friend-GB
10-16-34

Men-MAS
.

On

Lockvogel-UFA
1-8-35
Los Tres Berretines-XX .. 1-8-35
Lost City-KRE
2-21-35
Lost

Stratosphere
MOP. .10-23-34

A-FN

Lady.

10-5-34
2-5-35
11-3-34
10-26-34

Lotterv Lover-F
Love Time-F

Loyalties-AU

Power-GB

1-8-35

Marriage Bargain-HOL. .2-20-35
Mass Struggle-KIN
9-18-34

Red

Hot Tires-FN
Return of Chandu-PRI

2-9-35

Mein Frau. Die Schuetzenkoenigin-XX
1-8-35
Melodie Der Liebe-XX .9-18-34
Men of the Night-COL. 11-28-34

Barnum-UA

Misjhty

Gods-COL.

Dollar

11-22-34
10-13-34
11-23-34
.

.1-9-35

Ransom-U. 9-19-34
Noert-DAN. 10-18-34
Durch Dick Und

Million Dollar
a

The-MOP

Morning After-MAJ

..

Rumba-PAR
Richest Girl in the

World-RKO

Live-WA
Roberta-RKO

Right

3-2-35
10-9-34
2-23-35

to

Rocky Rhodes-U
Romance in Manhattan

RKO.

9-8-34
2-16-35
2-12-35
11-13-34

11-21-34

Romance in the Rain-U. .9-8-34
Romance Tropical-L AT. 10-16-34
Ruggles of Red Gap-PAR 2-19-35
Runaway Queen-UA. ... 1-17-35

Baby-MOP. 1-2-35

Duenn-BAV

Pursuit of Happiness-PAR
10-26-34
Ouien Mato a Eva?-XX 12-27-34

Indulo-DAN ... 1 1-22-34
Ra-Mu-FAI
8-6-34
Ready for Love-PAR. .. 11-30-34
Pedhead-MOP
9-18-34

XX.. 12-18-34

Widow-MGM

10-23-34

Rakoczi

12-1-34

Marion Das Gehoert Sich Nicht

Menace-PAR

.1-16-35

Don JuanUA.. 11-15-34

Pursued-F

Marie Galante-F
11-20-34
Marines Are Coming-MAS

Merry

10-5-34

UFA.
Private Life of

Reclaimed His

Love-FN

.

President Vanishes-PAR 11-17-34
Prinzessin Turandot

DU.. 10-16-34

It's

.

M

Man's Best Friend-KRE. 1-18-35
Man Who Changed His Name

Mavbe

.

INV.. 3-2-35

.

Head-U

Hours-MGM

8

Port of Lost Dreams

Madame Bovary-TAP. .11-20-34
Madame Du Barry-WA. .8-8-34
Man from Hell-WK
8-29-34
Man of Aran-GB
10-20-34

Man Who

Service-BIP. .7-31-34

2-1-35
2-12-35
1-3-35
8-8-34
Our Daily Bread-UA
11-3-34
Outcast Ladv-MGM
Outlaws' Highwav-TRO. 11-3-34
Painted Veil-MGM
11-24-34
Paris Interlude-MGM
7-28-34
Party's Over-COL
8-30-34
Peck's Bad Bov-F
8-31-34
Personality Kid-WA
8-1-34
Petersburg Ni?hts-A
... 9-1 3-34

Only

PAR. .1-12-35

the

Secret

One Hour Late-PAR
One More Sprin<?-F

12-13-34
.12-22-34

Lives of a Bengal Lancer

in

10-25-34

Obeah-ARC
2-13-35
11-1-34
Oil Raider^MAY
One Exciting Adventure

.

Lost

O'Neale-DU

Norah

.

PAR

Minister-RKO.

1-9-35

Northern Frontier-AMB .. 2-8-35
Not Against Flesh-GFF. 8-14-34
Notorious Gentleman-U .2-15-35
Now and Forever-PAR .10-13-34
2-5-35
Nut Farm. The-MOP

COL.. 8-11-34

Little
Little

Skies

MOP.. 12-8-34

The

Strikes

.2-20-35

Night Alarm-M A J
1 2-8-34
Night is Young-MGM... 1-12-35
Night Life of the Gods-U 2-23-35

Violetera-XX
1-15-35
Lawless Frontier-M O P. .1-3-35
Le Chasseur de Chez Maxim's
Life

Marietta-MGM

'Neath Arizona

PAR.. 7-28-34

Lightning

Woman-COL. 10-16-34

the

Naughty

Ladies Should ListenWilling,

1-8-35

F.. 11-27-34

XX.. 11-3-34

is

Woman-F

Nada Mas Que Ana Mujer

Kocha, Lubi, Szanuje

Lady

Wong
MOP.. 1-15-35
2-12-35
Man-MOP

Mysterious Mr.

Mystery
Mystery

Scarlet

11-27-34
8-7-34

8-22-34

^—

Empress-P A R
Letter-MAJ
Pimpernel-UA

9-15-34

9-18-34
..1-25-35
Schloss Hubertus-UFA ..2-12-35
School for Girls-LIB... 10-16-34
Scarlet
Scarlet

Square Shooter-COL
3-2-35
Springtime for Henry
F.. 8-22-34
11-1-34
St.
Louis Kid-WA
St. Louis Woman-SHO... 1-3-35
Stolen Sweets-CHE
Straight is the Way

8-7-34

M-G-M.. 8-29-34
Wives-U
1917-XX

Strange

Strosstrupp

My
My

.

La

.12-26-34
12-14-34

.2-14-35
Mutter Und Kind-XX .. .12-1-34
Heart is Calling-GB. 1-26-35
Wife the Miss-XX. .9-13-34

11-3-34
Kentucky Kernels-RKO. 11-22-34
Kid Millions-UA.
10-17-34
Kidnaping Gorillas-KIN .12-1-34
King Kelly of the U. S. A.
MOP.. 9-11-34

.

Clouds

RKO.

WA

La Buenaventura-WA. ..
Lady by Choice-COL.

10-27-34

.

Music in the Air-F
Murder on a Honeymoon-

Juarez y Maximlliano-Col 2-20-35
8-18-34
Judge Priest-F

Kaiserwalzer-XX
Kansas City Princess

the

in

FN.

Jo

XX.

in Life

COL.. 11-13-34
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage

2-9-35
11-23-34

Jealousy-COL
As Oreg A Haznal

Reviewd

Title

1-3-35

Ahoy!-GB

Moonstone,

Am

Streak-RKO

Silver

Sing Sing Nights-MOP.
Six-Day Bike Rider

— Universal

Imitation of Life-U
11-23-34
In Old Santa Fe-MAS .. 11-15-34
Inside Information-STA. 9-25-34
Iron Duke-GB
1-25-35
Gift-PAR
11-17-34
It's a

Human
I

Streets-FN

Side

UFA— Ufa

12-26-34
11-10-34

Sell

I

Mindent
Mit Dir

9-1 5-34

Shock-MOP

Thomson

UA — United

Film Co.

She Learned About SailorsF.. 7-28-34
She Was a Lady-F
8-22-34

XX.. 11-27-34

Range-PAR. 2-8-35
House of Danger-HOL. 11-10-34
House of Greed-AM
8-1 5-34
Housewife-WA
8-11-34
the

Side-U

U

Reviewed

Title

Million

8-18-34

Wolfgangsee

.

Prods.

TOP — Topical Films
TOW — Tower Prods.
TRO —J. D. Trop

MAR — Marcy
MAS — Mascot Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MEN — Mentone Productions
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayet
MOD — Modern Films
MOP — Monogram Pictures
NO — Northern Films
OLY — Olympic Pictures

Hide-Out-MGM

Home On

THO — Fred

MAJ —

F.. 2-12-35
Entrance-F. .. .9-26-34

Servants'

Sequoia-MGM
12-22-34
Shadow of Doubt-MGM .2-16-35
She Had to Choose-MAJ. 9-18-34

SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP —John S. Tapernoux

LAT— Latin

Mills of the

Am

Picture!
Pictures

SPE — Spectrum
STA — Stage & Screen
STE— William Steiner

2-2-35

Chateau

the

of

U.. 1-8-35
Secrets of Chinatown-NO. 2-20-35
Senora Casada Necesita Marido

RKO— RKO-Radio

SHO — Showmen's
SOV— Sov.-Am.

Bride-WA

Secret
Secret

Pictures

Productions

REG— Regal

— Jewel Productions

Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 9-29-34
Hochzeit

BIP.. 10-5-34

— Principal Dist. Corp.

RAS — Raspin

KAN— M. J. Kandel
KIN — Kinematrade
KRE— S. S. Krellberg

LIB—

Scotland Yard Mystery

PRO — Progressive
PYR— Pyramid

.

RKO.. 7-27-34
Heart-MGM ... 10-19-34

Hei

JE

PRI

.

UFA. .11-5-34
Frontier Days-SPE
11-15-34
Fuerst WoronzefF-UFA. 11-19-34
Fugitive Lady-COL
12-8-34
Fugitive Road-INV. ..11-13-34
Gambling-F
12-4-34
Gay Bride, Gay-MGM. 12-15-34
Gay Divorcee-RKO
10-3-34

Girl

9-13-34
David Copperfield-MGM. .1-8-35
.12-4-34
Dangerous Comer-RKO
Dealers in Death-TOP. .11-30-34
Death Flies East-COL. .2-27-35
Death on the Diamond-MGM
9-22-34
Defense Rests, The-COL. 8-1 5-34
Demon for Trouble-STE. 8-10-34
10-1 5-34
Deserter-AM
9-15-34
Desirable-WA

1-30-35
.1-16-35
1-12-35

April-RKO.

Enchanged

8-16-34

Vom Himmel-XX

1-22-35
8-4-34

U.. 9-4-34

Gilded

AM.. 12-8-34
Dames-WA

9-24-34
1-30-35

PAR.. 1-3-35

PAR.. 8-1 8-34
Curtain Falls-CHE
Czar Wants to Sleep

10-30-34

COL.. 2-6-35

Gentlemen

Passion

Distributing

F

.

Herbert

Cinexport

DAN —Danubia Pictures
DU— DuWorld
EUR— Eureka Prods.

.

Big-Hearted

—

CIN

Exchange

COL — Columbia

.

My

PA R— Paramount
PIN — Pinnacle

—Ajax

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AM — Amkino
GEN — General Films
AMB —Ambassador Pictures
ANG—AmerAnglo Corp.
GOP — Goldsmith Productions
ARC — Arcturus Pictures
HOF—J. H. Hoffberg
AU — Capt. Harold Auten
HOL— Hollywood Film Ex.
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
IMP — Imperial Dist.
BEA-Beacon Productions
INC — Inter- Continent Film
BEL— Waldemar D. Bell
INV— Invincible Pictures

Giri-RKO

8-3-34
After Office Hours-MGM 2-16-35
11-21-34
Law-COL.
the
Against
Ago of Innocence- RKO.. 9-1-34
Among the Missing-COL. 9-25-34
Anne of Green Gables11-16-34
All the King's Houses
PAR. .2-13-35
Are You a Mason?-KAN
10-30-34
Autumn Crocus-AU ...10-25-34
12-15-34
Babbitt-FN
Babes in Toyland-MGM. 11-12-34
1-22-35
Baboona-F
12-29-34
Bachelor of Arts-F
Band Plays On-MGM. 12-22-34
Barretts of Wimpole St.-MGM
9-8-34
11-21-34
The-GAR
Battle,
Beast of Borneo-DU. .12-28-34
Beggar's Holiday-TOW. .8-17-34
Behind the Evidence-COL. 1-8-35
Wife-PAR. .2-16-35
Behold
Bei der blonden Kathrein
BAV.. 12-3-34
2-26-35
Bella Donna-OLY
Belle of the Nineties
PAR.. 8-6-34
1-2-35
Best Man Wins-COL
Beyond the Law-COL... 7-31-34

to Mar. 2
Title

Reviewed

Title

Adventure

27

Film Daily, July

in

Student

Tour-MGM

Successful Failure-M O
Sweepstake Annie-LIB
Sweet Music-WA

2-1-35
2-6-35
10-13-34
P 1 0-2-34
.1-30-35
2-20-35
.

lake the Stand-LIB
9-4-34
That's Gratitude-COL.. 10-27-34
Their Big Moment-U. .. .8-6-34
There's Always Tomorrow
U.. 11-10-34
Three Songs About Lenin

AM.. 11-3-34
365

Nights

Hollywood
F.. 11-6-34
Thunder Over Texas
in

BEA.. 10-17-34
Crime-BEA

Ticket to a

12-20-34

Tomorrow's Youth-MOP .2-5-35
Topaze (French) PAR.. 2-20-35

Beyond-MOP

Trail

9-15-34

Merry-Go-Round

Transatlantic

UA.. 11-1-34
Treasure

Islland-MGM

.

Tu Hijo-XX
$20 a Week-AJA

Two Heads on

.8-8-34
12-18-34
1-22-35

.

a Pillow

LIB
Unconquered

10-3-34

Bandit

STE..

1-8-35

Und Wer Kuesst Mich?
XX.. 1-28-35
Under Pressure-F

2-2-35

Symphony
GB.. 1-12-35
Vanessa-MGM
2-19-35
Unfinished

Und

Viktor

Viktoria

XX.. 1-30-35
Wagon Wheels-PAR
10-5-34
Waltz Time

Wake Up

Vienna

in

UFA.. 11-20-34
and Dream-U. 10-11-34

Wandering Jew-OLY .... 1-12-35
Wedding Night-UA
2-19-35
Wednesday's Child

RKO.. 11-13-34
9-24-34
Sich Finden
XX. .11-13-34
We're Rich Again-RKO. .8-11-34
West of the Pecos-RKO 12-29-34
West Point of the Air
.2-25-35

We

Live Again-UA

Wenn Herzen

MGM.

What Every Woman Knows

When
When

MGM.. 10-5-34

a

When

Man-F. .2-23-35
Red
U.. 11-24-34
Strangers Meet-LIB
Man's

a

a

Man

Sees

10-9-34

While the Patient Slept

FN.. 3-2-35

WA

White Cockatoo1-12-35
White Lies-COL
12-27-34
White Parade-F
.10-22-34
Whole Town's Talking

COL.. 2-15-35

Wicked Woman,

A
MGM.. 12-8-34

Wings in the Dark-PAR.2-2-35
Winning Ticket-MGM
2-9-35

Woman

in

the

Dark-RKO
12-4-34

Women Must

Woman Who
You Belong
Young and

Dress

MOP.

1-22-35
Dared-IMP.' 9-26-34
to MePAR. .9-13-34
.

Beautiful

MAS.. 8-30-34
Youth of Russia-SOV. .11-12-34
Zwischen Himmel Und Erde

BAV.. 1-22-35
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Awards

ol tne

making

£>roud

Academy

acknowledgement

ol

Motion Picture Arts and

ol

Annual

i

Sciences,

i

the

i

Columbia announces

i

Fifteenth Anniversary.

its

?

i
It is JDeculiarly lifting

i

which had

that tne organization

Hall

beginning in 1920 with tne advent ol tne

Room

its

humble

Boys should
i

I

in

successive

Flight

,

Haf){)ened.

mark

stages

its

Platinum Blonde

One

Night

One

,

The wnole Town s

ana

,

way upward through
Dirigible

,

Lady For

Ol Love

Night

,

Submarine

A

Day

Broadway

,

,

It

i

Bill
i

Talking

to the highest honors within

)

i
the

gilt

ol a distinguished

Academy and

simultaneously establish

itseli

i
in the

world-wide conlidence ol exhibitors.
i

vf e acknowledge with thanks the good wishes and congratulations
i

ol our

i

mends.

i

i
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production
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i
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picture
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Non- Theatrical Issue

to Clarify

ERGON PATENTTARE HELDJNVALID
Approved by Wide

Pathe Reorganization Plan
Vote Overwhelmingly in Favor
of New Setup

Stockholders

Pathe Exchange reorganization
plan was overwhelmingly approved
yesterday at an extraordinary meetThe vote was
ing of stockholders.
328,885 shares for the plan, and 8,910 against.
In response to questions during
the meeting, Stuart Webb, president
of Pathe, stated that the company
had no plan to go into independent
production and that he doubted that
the directors would approve such a
(Continued on Page

List

CHICAGO FILM SUIT

—Indicating

Publix

U.

Securities
securities

that the case

has assumed great importance, about
75 witnesses are expected to be
called by the Public Theater at the
April hearing of its suit against
majors for the right to play double
(Continued on Page 12)

S.

to

issued

.

60LDWYN TO PRODUCE

Supreme Court Hands Down Ruling
Favor of Paramount Publix on Two
Patents Controlled by Wm. Fox

—

cases

to

six

a favorable decision
obtained in the lower court.
The opinion reversing the lower

pro-

(Continued on Page 12)

for United Artists release during 1935-36, the producer stated in an interview yesterday.
He also plans to produce

duce

were directed by Mr. Fox's

company and

FAMOUS CIRCUIT GROSS
Goldwyn plans

in

By RICHARD H. CUNNINGHAM
biLM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington William Fox's hopes of collecting millions
from the film industry through his control of the American
Tri-Ergon patents covering flywheel and double-print processes were shattered yesterday when the U. S. Supreme Court
ruled that the patents were invalid. The case had been carried
to the high court by Paramount Publix, against whom the first

NEXT SEASON

SIX FOR

12)

EXPECT 75 WITNESSES

Chicago

Para.

under
the reorganization
plan were admitted to trading yesterday on a "when, as and if issued"
basis.
The debentures and the first
preferred stock were the most active,
the former being quoted at 74Vi to
76, while the latter were 59i/2 to 60y2
The second preferred and common had
nominal markers.
be

Samuel

IN

New

New Paramount

Mc-rgin

features

AHEAD OF YEAR AGO

Grosses
of
Famous Theaters
a stage show with Eddie Cantor.
houses were approximately 13 per
His program for the current year
cent higher in February than in
provides three features and has now
the corresponding month of 1934,
(Continued on Page 2)

PAY FOR PARA. BOARD

URGED BY M.L. ERNST

made to the home office in
indicate.
In Detroit,
Proposal that the new board of
/^Continued on Page 12)
\
/I directors
of ParamountrPublix be
paid, is made by Morris L. Ernst, a

reports

New York

Would Make Theaters Buy

Ticket Supply from State CJam^iliis Not Subject

member of the Vanderlip debenture
\committee, in a letter to bondholdSalem, Ore. Under a 10 per cent
States' Sales Tax^s
(Continued on Page 12)
amusement tax bill filed by RepreEmphasizing the fact that films
Society of Arts
sentative Olun, theaters in this state are leased to theaters and not sold;,
Medal to Grace Moore would be required to purchase their major companies will oppose any at- Tobis to Appeal Ruling
supply of admission tickets from the tempts to include distribution in
This year's award by the Society of state treasurer.
Double-Print Patent
(Continued on Page 12)
past
for
the
which
Arts and Sciences,
Berlin
Action of the Reichs
52 years has made an annual award
Patent Office here in declaring void
for distinctive service in the arts,
the Tobis double-print patent is exhas been conferred on Grace Moore
pected to be appealed to the Gerachievement in
"conspicuous
for
man Supreme Court in Leipzig.
"

xTo

—

Awards

On

Non- Theatrical

(Continued on Page 12)

Is Planned by

—

Clarification

Code Authority

Trade opinion, however,
decision will be upheld.

Those Newspaper Slants
A

big-headline
yarn yesterday had it that "a national
figure" is sought for the post of chief
executive in the Paramount reorganiza"~Nn. and mentioned the name of Joseph
daily

newspaper's

J Kennedy. Kennedy now chairman

of
Securities Exchange Commission, had
limelight
short fling in
the film
with
through
connection
Pathe.
his
Adolph Zukor has been a national figure
as
Paramount chief for these many

_3re
a

years.

Ohio Playdate Measure
Goes Before the House

—

that the

is

Last De-

Court sustained
to increasing confusion in cember the Supreme
(Continued on Page 12)
national non-theatrical situation, the Code Authority will immediately move to clarify code proBandits Kill Theater Man
visions covering the subject.
The
resolution to be adopted by the adAbner A. Appleby, proprieDetroit
tor and manager of the Roxy Theater,
ministrative body will seek to estabwas murdered Sunday by bandits in the
lish certain guide-posts and prevent
office of the theater.
The gunmen fired
local grievance board decisions from
two bullets in the back of Appleby's

Owing

the

Columbus Having passed in the
Senate by a vote of 29 to 0, the bill
to ban preferred playing time goes
before the House this week.
It is
also understood that the measure
to boost the censorship fee from $1
to $3 a reel has been heard by the conflicting.
Senate committee and will be heard
The M.P.T.O.A. at its
by the House within a week.
(Continued on Page

—

New
3)

Or-

head and escaped
from the safe.

with

S376

taken

DAILV

Tuesday, March

Goldwyn to Produce
Geo. Schaefer Discusses
Six for Next Season
New Para. Studio Setup
Vol. LXVII. No. 53

Tues.. Mar. 5. 1935

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Cents

5

Editor and Publisher

Various matters in connection
with the new production regime at
the Paramount studio were arranged by George J. Schaefer, who has
returned to New York following
conferences with Henry Herzbrun
and Ernst Lubitsch. Adolph Zukor

{Continued from Page

finished

starting dates,

"Dark

is

as follows:

May

which

Sidney
Franklin will direct; May 15, "BarPublished daily except Sundays anj Holidays
at
Broadway,
New York, X. V..
bary Coast," with Miriam Hopkins,
1650
T.
W. is remaining in Hollywood for sev- and Howard Hawks directing; June
by Wid's Film- and Film Folk, Inc.
Alicoate,
Present, Editor and Publisher; eral weeks before returning to New
15, Eddie Cantor picture; Aug. 1,
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer York.
Rachel Crothers story which she is
and General Manager: Arthur \V. Eddy, Associate Editor: Don Carle Gillette. Managing
writing on a percentage basis; SepEditor.
Entered as second class matter,
tember, "The Goldwyn Follies," a
Mav 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York. Major Firms to Comply
revue with three personalities from
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
the stage already signed, and an
With La. Corporate
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Anna Sten picture.
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Following announcement by the
Goldwyn may sail on the BerenSubscriber should remit with order. Louisiana Attorney-General of rules
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE F
garia next Saturday for a trip
DAILY, 1650 Broadwav, New York, N. Y., governing the state's new corpora- abroad with definite plans for rePhone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. tion laws, major companies affiliated
turning to Hollywood by April 1.
HollvCaf.lf Address: Filmdav, New York,
with the Hays association have dewood. California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyProduction costs again raised the
without
changing
cided
comply
to
Londonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
1,

Angel,"

W. SPRINGER

J.

cuit

WALTER READE
JOHN WEXLEY
from

Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Ernest \V.

— Lichtbildbuehne.
—P. A. Harle, La

Wardour St., W. I. Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,
des-Noues,

Rue de

Cour-

la

19.

their corporate setups. Under clarification issued by the Attorney-General the picture firms will only have
to file semi-annual balance sheets
and annual statements in the state
and keep a list of stockholders on

hand. Originally it was understood
that greater demands would be made

CODE

in outside concerns.

of the producer, who assailed
them as "ridiculous". He said he is
willing to work out royalty deals
with writers provided they're agreeable. Discussing the Legion of Decency move, Goldwyn credited Joe
Breen with having done a fine job.
ire

une"

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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Tales,"

1% Lang.

74
501/2

1

organization's

public

rela-

He was

formerly
with the "Chicago Tribune". Pettey
may assume all or part of the duties which have been performed by
Lupton Wilkinson, who has gone to
the producers' Coast organization.
tions department.

Awards Begin at Home
Moscow Soviet films were given
Soviet

—

honors

in the "international"
festival just held here. First award
went to the Leningrad studio for
"Chapayev," now showing in New
York; "Peasants" and "Youth of

top

M-G-M Contracts
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Maxim." France won second honors
Hollywood M-G-M has given a with "Last Millionaire." Walt Disney received third mention for his
VA long-term contract to Edna May
Oliver, who will appear first in "No "Mickey Mouse" and "Silly Sym% More Ladies," and to Wera Engels, phony" cartoons, while certificates
of honor were awarded to United
Vi who will probably go into "Tell No
3

75

753/8

on Monday joins the

Get

1/2

50'/2

103%

report.

city staff

—

4-

—
—

52%
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Technicolor

—

1%

18% 19i/2
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Locw 6s41ww
Paramount 6s47
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34

4-

104V2

1534

Paramount

Chg

Close

42%

44V2
5 34
20V4

"A"

Con. Fm.
Fox

vtc.

Evidence in connection with application of Fox West Coast for a
re-hearing on the zones within the
Los Angeles clearance and zoning
plan was studied by the Code Authority's committee on clearance and
zoning at a meeting yesterday.
Present were Charles L. O'Reilly,
Sidney Justin and Paul Lazarus.
The Authority will make its determination upon the basis of the com-

— %
— %
— %
—

1/4

4-

14

a

new

film

A

Doran

Renee Carroll
Branch

in

ci

Miami.

back from Florida.

is

has returned to New
nine-month stay in Hollywood.

career,

following

who

blueblood
on his way
eastern visit.

MARC CONNELLY

left

has

back

is

an

for

to

Yo

adopted
the

coa

Hollywood

ov.

week-end.

the
H.

WELLS, whose "100 Years fTom Now

G.

being filmed by Alexander Korda in Englan
for
U
A. release, arrives in New York
o
Thursday aboard the Bremen.

is

.

HARRY ROWSON,
in
New York

rived

British film
will be

and
two weeks.

about

for

man, has
at

at

Ash

the

MARLENE DIETRICH, who
a

has just signe
will be directe
Sternberg again in her next piq
in
New York on Thursday froi

new Paramount contract and

by Josef von
ture,

the

arrives

coast for a vacation.

MICHAEL

E.

BALCON,

GB

the

production

head

studios and ARTHUR A.
LEE
v, M
leave today for Hollywood, 'whet
plan to arrange for an interchange

president,

they
stars.

to New York this
will remain on the

of
Michael
forthcoming

GEORGE
York

picture.

SCHAEFER

J.

from

the

has

returned

Ne>

to

Coast.

SAM SHIPMAN
for

to Englant
coast to await the arriv;
to
discuss plans for h

Balcon

GB

planned to retur

week en route

New

leaves

York

on

Frida

Hollywood.

HERBERT
within

a

RAWLINSON

few days by boat

leaves
New Yor
for the Coast.

Warners Behind Shumlin Play
Warners are financially intereste<
in "Sweet Mystery of Life," b;
Michael Wallach, to be produced oi
Broadway by Herman Shumlin.

John Barrymore Laid Up
John
Barrymore, attacked bj
bronchitis and influenza last week
JvHl be in the New York Hospital
about another week.

foi

M-G-M Gets "Gold Eagle Guy"
Daily
Bread"
"Our
and
"Gold
Eagle Guy," play by Mel
under direction of Fritz
Edwin Marin also has signed Warners' "Gentlemen Are Born." vin Levy, has been bought by M-G
contract as director.

RKO

"Viva
Villa"
received
honorable M.
mention although it was not eligible
"Cleopatra"
for the competition.

was the other American film in the
Belgian contest.
distributor, will distribute 15 features
and 20 shorts from the RKO Radio New Sound System in French Film
1934-35 schedule under a deal negoParis In the production of "Natiated by E. D. Leishman, manag- poleon Bonaparte," directed by Abel
ing director of Radio Pictures Inter- Gance for Majestic Film, a new
national.
sound principle called "sound perspective" has been employed that
gives a more realistic effect, accordNew House at Columbia, Mo.
ing to technicians here. The invenColumbia, Mo. Rex Barrett will tion is credited to Gance and Andre
manage the new house being built DeBrie. It requires a simple athere by C. A. Schultz of Common- tachment applicable to any projecwealth Theaters, Inc.
It will be tion machine and will
be sold or
finished May 15.
rented by Western Electric.
Brussels

Belgian Deal

—Max

Bosman,

—

New Projection Firm
Paramount Unit in Florida
Everett, Wash.
Casper and ElOcala, Fla.
Ewing Scott heads a
vira Fischer and Earl W. Husted Paramount camera crew on location
have incorporated the Metal Film at Silver Springs, making atmosCorp. to manufacture and sell pat- pheric shots for a picture featuring
ent applications for rights to a Irvin S. Cobb, Fred Stone and Dametal film projection apparatus.
vid Holt.

—

D.

rest

Artists'

—

Edwin Carewe
Jules Furthman
Houston

a

GEORGE ARLISS, who had

Pettey Joins Hays Staff
Tom Pettey of the "Herald-Trib-

Study Coast Zoning Data Hays

FINANCIAL

a

the Springer-Cocalis
for

JOHN LODGE,

'

Law

of

tomorrow

leaves

G oing

a nd

.oming

1)

with completion of
"Wedding March."
Goldwyn's next year list, with
been

5, 19:

—

^President?
Atlantic City's Finest

Boardwalk Hotel
Sea Water Swimming Pool
Turkish Baths. Marine Sun Deck
American-European Plan
Beautifully Furnished Housekeeping Apartments
Cocktail

Lounge

Bar-Grill
Write for Descriptive Booklet
and Rates

.
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JAN KIEPURA
THE GREATEST SINGER IN THE WORLD ...
THE TWO BEST MUSICALS EVER PRODUCED

IN
.

.

MY HEART IS CALLING
MY SONG FOR YOU
TOPS 'EM ALL

H»

I
I

•

CONRAD VEIDT
WOMEN

FIGHT FOR CONRAD VEIDT

... THE MAN'S MAN

.

.

.

THE PERFECT LADIES' MAN ....

L

TOPS 'EM ALL

.

PUBLIC ENEMY No.

1

.

.

OF ALL THE WORLD

^4MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH
NOVA PILBEAM

•

PETER LORRE

•

EDNA BEST

•

LESLIE BANKS

THE ARCH CRIMINAL.. .OF
ALL CRIME... OF ALL TIME
TOPS 'EM ALL

THE GREATEST COMEDY FIND SINCE CHAPLIN.

^CHULBERT
THE CAMELS ARE COMING
EVEN THE SPHINX WINKS AT THE HIGH JINKS
.

.

IH

.

A HAREM-SCARE'EM AVIATOR DETECTIVE

SAHARA HAREMS ... HOT CHA CHA

.

.

.

WMYl

M%
TOPS 'EM ALL

v$r£i

9HHBB.

tvSHHM

,

TOPS 'EM ALL

.

CLIVE

BROOK

MADELEINE CARROLL
IN

7^ DICTATOR
WOMEN MADE

HIM

.

.

.

WOMEN UNMADE HIM

TOEPLITZ
PRODUCTION

A

ran

. .

MAN OF ARAN
ROBERT FLAHERTY'S SAGA OF THE SEA

"THE BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR"
.

NOW

IN

ITS

.

.

NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW

22nd WEEK ON BROADWAY
TOPS 'EM ALL

niCTOlRHTiOKi • crtY

CYrUAMAK * rAMADA. BECAL

FILMS. LTD.
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"GREAT GOD GOLD"

Manchester, Conn.
ver,

RECEIVERSHIP
ACKET HOLDS INTEREST THOUGH A
IT LONG ON TALK.
Though up-to-the-minute
choice of subject makes for
nd one somewhat lacking

in

theme, the

a talky picture
in

action

and

the development has focused the main romantic interest away from the principal
:haracter.
Sidney Blackmer, a successful

operator with unblemished
induced by a pair of shady
awyers with political connections, to join
hem in a receivership ring. The lawyers
receiverships and
ire to bring about the
ilackmer is to be appointed receiver, loot
he company and divide with his accomilices.
The first receivership results in the
uicide of the head of the company, Martha
There follows other reileeper's father.
ceiverships and the partners are waxing
Meanwhile Martha has joined with a
at.
eporrer and is attempting to expose the
Blackmer's doom comes when
acketeers.
associate finds he has been playing
in
Then Blackmer
iround with his wife.
;ives Martha evidence to show up his ac-

market

stock

eputation,

is

:omplices.

Cast: Sidney Blackmer, Martha Sleepsr, Regis Toomey, Gloria Shea, Edwin Maxwell,
Ralf Harolde, Maria Alba, John T.
Murray.
Direction, Arthur Lubin; Authors, Albert

Meserow,. Elynore Dalkhart; Screenplay,
Gorman Houston, Jefferson Parker; Cameraman, Milton Krasner; Film Editor, Jack
Ogilvie; Recording Engineer, J. A. Stransky,

Good

Direction,

Photography, Fine.

•

•

SINCE THEY won
home

office

all

those

district

Academy Awards

gang have gone Arty

in a big

way
when

so
yes, yes, they have a Standard to maintain
to the matter of some lobby cards for the gent's rest
instructing gentlemen how to comport themselves
a special commitwhile relaxing on the company's time
tee on layout, copy and art work held a series of conferences
and finally got out a series of five classy art posters in
they were hung in place
color that were the Last Word
with befitting ceremonies
a short while after a porter came
in to clean up
he gave one look at the dazzling display of
poster material, and exclaimed in awed admiration
"Jeez!
That oughter drag 'em in!"

came
room

manager; James McCarthy,

Strand, Hartford, and Jack Sanson,
new manager of the State, were
among the speakers.

it

T

•

•

•

SIGNAL HONOR

T

T

the National Board of Review
that august, dignified body that watches and guards
the entire industry production with a sort of paternal love
has selected the G-B saga, "Man of Aran" as the only picture to
be shown to 600 representatives
who are foregathering
from all over the nation for the annual conference of the Board
the showing will take place on Friday eve at the Hotel
Pennsylvania
the National Board recently selected the
film as "the best picture of 1934."

• •
and Budd
)•

THOSE RADIO

T

T

comics

Colonel

Stoopnagle

—

Spokane
Roe Rosenfield has
been named city manager here for
Evergreen circuit.

—

Chicago Al Dezel of Road Show
Pictures,
now distributing "Narcotic" and "Guilty Parents," has
added Clifford Johnson and Robert
Stauffacher to his exploitation staff
and Al Bays to manage one of the
units.
Bert Pirish, booker of Fox
Wisconsin Theaters, has signed the
two pictures for this circuit.

—

Arcadia, Fla.
Kermit Stanford
has been transferred from the Star
theater to the Empress in Jacksonville.
F. L. Alig, Jr., comes to the
Star from Winter Park. All three
are Sparks theaters.

new stage show at the Roxy
Marcel Sprecher, prexy of SELF, the indie

will headline the

opening Friday
French film company
is in New York to arrange for the
showing of the new Eden production, "Itto"
he will give a
reception tomorrow afternoon for the press at 4 o'clock in the
Hotel Pierre
he is headquartering there
Mister
Sprecher has distributed American films abroad

—

Augustine, Fla. The Orpheum
being closed for a time. When
reopens it will be with a new

St.
is
it

policy of rates

and dates.

—

Fort Worth, Tex.
Joe Phillips,
operator of the old Rialto theater
other up at the big local baseball in Fort Worth, has taken over the
game.
Buster scores the winning management of the "Rathskeller" in
Ernest Truex in
There are the Texas Hotel here.
run with a trick play.
"Object Not Matrimony"
some good gags worked in through(Star Personality Comedy)
out the footage, and Buster's dead
Fort Worth, Tex.
The Worth
Educational
20 mins. pan antics should score the usual theater is giving Saturday midnight
Truex Scores
quota of laughs.
Story by Glen previews of special pictures.
The
Ernest Truex lends his facile and Lambert. Directed by Charles La- first two previews were "Roberta"
mellow humor to a sketch that is of mont.
and "Sequoia."
the typical short comedy pattern,
"Tracking
the
Explorers"
commeaning that the grand little
North Adams, Mass.
Walter
edian is a lot better than his mate- (Adventures of a News Cameraman)
Rose, formerly manager of the
10 mins.
rial.
However, he injects so much Fox
Broadway in Springfield, has come
of his own personality, style and
Fine Adventure
here to take over the directorship of
ability into it that he lifts it up to
A very interesting and entertain- the
Paramount, succeeding Herman
a place where it fairly sparkles in ing assembly of news shots of sevspots.
He plays the role of a fam- eral recent exploration expeditions Bamberger, who goes to head the

—

BEEN AROUND"

"I'VE

with Chester Morris, Rochelle Hudson

66 mins.

Universal

DRAMA POOR-

POINTLESS SOCIETY

LY WRITTEN AND JUST WASTING THE
EFFORTS OF CAST AND DIRECTOR.
Though dressed up

in

stylish

clothes and

attractive backgrounds, from the standpoint
of

entertainment this

ception,
save

neither
Story

it.

is

a

feeble and use-

from its connor director could
about the marriage ot

Almost

effort.

less

futile

cast
is

Rochelle Hudson on the rebound to Chester
After the
Morris, an earlier sweetheart.
Wedding she turns cold toward him, and

when he
Chester

finds
off

sails

out

other guy
long jag, returning

about

on

a

the

wife making New
Year whoopee with a gang which includes
the old boy friend, whom she had not
seen again until now.
More fireworks follow, causing Rochelle suddenly to attempt
suicide,
which brings Chester back and
eventually

result?

hard

in

find

to

a

his

reconciliation.

It's

all

pretty

to take.

Cast: Chester Morris, Rochelle Hudson,
P. Huntley, Phyllis Brooks, Gene Lockh
\lsabel Jewell, Ralph Morgan, Henry

J

9.
-

/

•

the Columbia

SHORTS

Jr.

i

Hoo-

Warner Theaters, was tendered a
farewell dinner last week at Castle
Farms Inn. Henry Needles, Warner

MELODRAMA ON

FAIR

— George

manager

of the State here, on
being transferred to Springfield by

Sidney Blackmer, Martha Sleeper,
Regis Toomey and Gloria Shea
70 mins.
onogram

with

Jta.
Director,

pian,

Jr.;

—

ous author of love stories left alone and also motion picture expeditions
house while wifey visits her like that of Martin Johnson and
mother. He goes out to hire a cook, Clyde Elliott. Opens with views of
but by mistake picks a dame from Vanderbilt's trip around the world
a matrimonial agency. The result- in his yacht.
Several Arctic and
ing complications bring plenty of Antarctic expeditions are covered,
Especially a hilarious se- including that of Admiral Byrd. The
laughs.
quence where Truex gets a bun on accompanying narrative keeps the
with the cook who thinks she is his interest up, and there is sufficient
wife.
Produced by Al Christie.
diversity in the shots of the jungle
and the frozen places to make this
a comprehensive adventure picture
Buster Keaton in
in the wide open spaces of the world.
"One Run Elmer"

Uohn Mescall; Recording Engineer,
Kurland; Editor, Raymond Curtiss.
Direction,

Stumped.

Gilbert

Photography, Good.

—After

Boston

four banner weeks
RKO Keith Mereturned to straight

of stage shows, the

morial

has

films.

Memphis Briefs

—

Howard Waugh,
Warner theaters,
and Mrs. Waugh have returned from
an extended vacation to Palm Beach
Memphis
zone manager

Col.

for

and Havana.
20 mins.
21 More Dates on "Gold Diggers"
Charles Mensing, who operated the
Good Keaton Comedy
Orpheum prior to its being taken
A typical Buster Keaton com- Warners have closed 21 additional over
by the M. A. Lightman interedy, wherein he is discovered run- special engagements in key cities on
ning a gas filling station out on the "Gold Diggers of 1935," which had ests, is back in Memphis to run the

Educational

desert.

Cahn; Author, John MeeScreenplay, same; Cameraman,
Phil

Springfield Paramount.

in the

Soon he has a

rival,

who

miserable for him, and
tries to steal his girl (Lona Andre).
Lona plays one rival against the
other, and because she is a baseball
fan, they both try to show each

makes

life

its world premiere Friday at the
Saenger in New Orleans. The southern opening, preceded by a big campaign, drew S.R.O., with business
running big over the week-end, ac-

cording to wires to the

**•."-

''

home

office.

house for Lightman.
A. Barrasso, who operates the
Beale Street Palace for Negro pa-

tronage, was held up recently by a
colored bandit and forced to turn
over receipts of $166.

DAILV
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EXPECT 75 WITNESSES
IN

A

CHICAGO FILM SUIT

;By
(.Continued from Page 1)

features and to charge 10 cents admission. After three days of hearing the latter part of last week,
when 16 lawyers representing the
defendants were denied a motion for
dismissal on their claim that the
complaint should be brought before
the local grievance board under the
code, Judge Woodward ruled that
the case should be gone into more
deeply, and he set trial for April 8.
This was a victory for Morris Sider,
attorney for the Public Theater, who
contended the case should be tried
under the Sherman anti-trust law
because the charge was conspiracy
to prevent the theater from obtainHe also alleged that
ing product.
the personnel of the local boards
made it impossible for the theater
to get a fair decision.
In the hearing, statements from
R. H. Cochrane of Universal, one
of the defendants, were read to show
that Cochrane characterized opponents of double features "human
hogs" who would try to prevent competitors from operating at a profit.

//

Thomas

Dr.

£HARLES HILL MAILES

and nical director on "Society Doctor"
and "The Casino Murder Case," for
Claire McDowell are playing
featured roles in "Murder by Tele- M-G-M, has returned to that studio.
vision," which Cameo is producing, He has been ill for the past four
with Bela Lugosi and June Collyer weeks, suffering with the recurrence
starring.
Clifford Sanforth is di- of a leg wound received in the
World War.
recting.
Y

T

»

Passing Show: Harry M.
Greta Garbo is reported to have
Warner, Harold B. Franklin and
Jake Wilk among the easterners at- rented a villa in Stockholm for the
coming summer.
tending the Academy awards banquet; two Thompsons Harlan and

Our

—

—
Robert

Paramount
chatting
at
T. Kane, Bill Seiter, Jame*
Dunn and Brandon Hurst in a four
some at Lakeside, with Dunn leading the pack.
Keene

»

two lectures at the Metropoli-

liver

tan

Museum and do some

work

•

Code Auth'y to Clarify
Non-Theatrical Situation

leans convention last week passed a
resolution seeking amendment of
the non-theatrical clause. It would
prohibit pre-release showings of pic(Continued from Page 1)
tures on ships and military camps as
This an unfair practice but does not apstate general sales tax laws.
has been decided as a result of meet- ply to shut-ins, hospitals, etc. The
ings of attorneys at the Hays of- provisions under fire now read as
fice.
follows:
First-line companies are satisfied
"It shall be an unfair practice for any diswith decisions of two states, Colo- tributor to license the exhibition of its mopicture for exhibition by any non-thearado and Iowa that ad sales acces- tion
trical account contrary to any determination,
sories are not within scope of gen- restriction or elimination by a local grievance
eral sales taxes as they are leased board, where such shall be determined by such
grievance board provided for in this code to
to exhibitors, not sold outright.
be

unfair

to

an

established

motion

picture

theater.

part shall be interpreted
to prohibit the licensing of motion pictures for
exhibition at army posts or camps or on
board ships of the United States Navy, or
ships engaged in carrying passengers to foreign or domestic ports or at educational or religious institutions or at institutions housing
such as prisons, hospitals, or"shut-ins,"

"Nothing

Awards
Grace Moore

Medal to

(Continued from Page

1)

raising the standard of cinema entertainment through the Columbia
production of 'One Night of Love'."
In naming Miss Moore for this
honor, the Society has recognized
the existence of film entertainment
for the first time, approaching it as
a great potential cultural influence,
says the announcement of the award.
The gold medal will be presented to
the star at a dinner to be given in
her honor at her convenience. She
is now busy in Hollywood on her
second Columbia film, "On Wings
of Song."

"Roberta" Topping
Out-of-town openings

"Women"
of

RKO's "Ro-

berta" are topping the business records
set by "Little Women." according to
wires received by Jules Levy sales chief.
Spots include New Orleans, Dallas, Fort
Worth,
Richmond.
Baltimore,
Dayton,
Dcs Moines. Kansas City, Omaha, Syracuse, Toledo and Pittsburgh.
Picture
goes into the Music Hall on Thursday.

in

during

Pathe Reorganization
Approved by Big Margin
(Continued from Page 1)

Claim Films Not Subject
To States' Sales Taxes

this

phanages, etc."

!

^

court
Stone.

1)

was handed down by Justice
No dissent was announced,

although Justice Brandeis did not
participate in the ruling. The deci-|
sion states, in effect, that the devices
in question did not constitute patentable inventions.
In connection
with the double-print device, the
court found "want of invention" and
declared that the principles involved were known before the patent?
were issued and were not patentable.
On the flywheel, the court
held that only skill and not invention was required to produce the

mechanism.

research
the next ten days;
Frank Butler has been loaned by Howard Hawks, Sidney and Harold
Hal Roach to Harold Lloyd to write Buchman, Cesar Romero, Gus Meins,
Lloyd's next story. He wrote "Vag- Karen Morley, Sally Blane at "Seabond Lady" and Laurel and Hardy's quoia"; George E. Marshall taking
next feature, "Laurel and Hardy in bows for having finished "$10 Raise"
in less than scheduled time.
India."
w

1935

More Passing Show: Royer, Fox
William D. Mitchell, former atstylist, flying to New York to detorney general, represented Para-

(Continued from Page 1)

Society of Arts

(Continued from Page

F. McLoughlin, tech-

5,

ARE HELD INVALiU

RALPH WILK;

HOLLYWOOD

!

TRI-ERGON PATENTS

"LOTS

LITTLE from

iH—

Tuesday, March
tfi

proposal and announced that a fiveyear loan of $2,000,000 had been obtained at 4 per cent interest from
the Bankers' Trust Co. to pay off
the 7 per cent debentures before
maturity.
He said there would
probably be no dividends until the
loan was paid off.
Business in the
past six months was about equal to
that during the first half of 1934,

Webb

stated.

The Pathe plan provides for dissolution of the old company and
formation of a new company to
which all the old assets and obligations will be transferred.
The officers of the new company will be
Stuart W. Webb, president; Arthur
B. Poole vice president; T. P. Loach,
secretary and ass't. treasurer, and
Ellen U. Keough, ass't secretary.
The directors are the following:
Stuart W. Webb, Theodore C. Streibert, Charles A. Stone, Arthur Sewall, 2nd; Arthur B. Poole, Robert
W. Atkins, Paul Fuller, Jr., Henry
Guild, Ellery W. Mann, Charles B.

He argued that the decisions of the lower court giving Mr.
mount.

Fox tremendous power were being
used to coerce substantially the en
tire film industry.

Pay For Para. Board
Urged By M. L. Ernst
(Continued from Page

ers sharply attacking the

1)

makeup

of

the new board and urging communication with Federal Judge Coxe sc_
that changes may be made prior tc;
final confirmation of the plan.
Ernst's letter states that it would
be difficult "to pick a board of directors as barren of creative knowledge and experience in the movie
field as the board 'picked' in this reorganization."
Ernst advises addi-i
tion to the board of an actor and i
writer representative to be selected'!'
from a panel of 25 names sub-A
mitted by the Screen Actors' GuildM
and the Screen Writers' Guild, aim
educator such as President Conant
|
of Harvard because of the large!
possibilities for development of edu-I
cational films, and a person familiar
with the movie export business.
Bondholders are also urged to request disclosure of board positions,
carrying salaries such as chairmen
of committees.
|

Reade Has Doc Arrested
Charging him with attempt to
extort $5,000, Walter Reade caused!
Another hearing Wiggin and George S. Montgomery,
New Orleans
the arrest of Dr. Fuad Hanna, Mia-j
for the reorganization of Saenger Jr.
mi physician, who accompanied thel
Corp.,
Realty
Theaters and Saenger
theater circuit operator back to New I
Richboth in bankruptcy with E. V.
Tobis to Appeal Ruling
York.
The doctor contended hel
ards as trustee, has been called in
Double-Print Patent merely asked for his fee for com-i|
Federal Court here for tomorrow.
ing north with Reade, who suffered"
(Continued from Page 1)
Edith Walker, St. Charles cash- decisions of two lower courts in the a heart attack, but the theater man*
ier, has returned to work after sev- case
Ufa-Afifa
and
Hubert claimed the doctor said he wou''! tell
of
eral days' illness.
Schonger vs. Tobis that the double- things if he didn't get the money.
"Naughty Marietta" premiere has print methods of these companies
been set forward a week due to un- contravened the patent held by Tobavailability of prints.
is,
who obtained them from TriMoray Finds ImprovementReported opposition to his theater Ergon in 1928.
Minneapolis — Conditions are
improv
ing in practically all sections, said Nor
in Columbus, Miss., will probably
man
H.
Moray,
Vitaphone
sales
exec
not materialize, Ed Kuykendall told Famous Circuit Gross
tive, on his arrival here in the courl
The Film Daily. These reports
Moray
of a tour of Warner exchanges.
Ahead
of Year Ago
who has already visited Albany, Bufhave been circulating for months,
(Continued from Page 1)
falo, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Cinthe M. P. T. 0. A. president claimed. where weather conditions were not
cinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis, Chicago
Felix Feist and J. R. Grainger unfavorable, takes were 50 per cent
and Milwaukee, said he found a definite
note of optimism everywhere.
checked out of the Roosevelt on Sat- up as compared with the same
urday
month in 1934.
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Columbia Reports Highest Earnings in Its History

LEHMANJROUP SEEN AFTER PARAMQUNTCONTROL
K\\ Tri-Ergon Suits
Court Decision
Clears the Slate, Says

supreme

Erpi Head

Ended by

How They

Ruling,

Says Otterson

Started

Bank Out

Loans and Claims
Acquisition by Lehman Bros, of
the preferred stock to be issued to
the Manufacturers Trust Co., the
Public National Bank & Trust Co.,
and the Central Hanover Bank &
Trust Co., under the proposed settlement of the bank debt in the
Paramount reorganization plan is
reported imminent.
Plans also are
said to be afoot for purchase of
other bank claims that will result
in probable control of Paramount
by the Lehman group. This is expected to bring a number of changes
in the proposed board of directors.

Decision of the U. S. Supreme
lourt in finding the Tri-Ergon patnts invalid disposes of all of these
bits, it was stated yesterday by
E. Otterson, president of Elecrical Research Products, Western
Clectric subsidiary, which conductd the defense of the suits against
'aramount. Otterson said:
so-called Tri-Ergon patents
I "The
n question, originally taken out by
'.

(Continued on Page 14)

TRI-ERGON UNDECIDED

REGARDING NEXT MOVE

1935 FILM YEAR BOOK

of American Tri-Ergon
controlled by William Fox,
s as yet undecided, following the
J. S. Supreme Court decision findng its double print process and flywheel patents invalid. The company
ilso owns other Tri-Ergon patents,

Future

MAKES DEBUT TODAY

I!orp.,

vhich, it is understood, its officials
:onsider basic.
Mr. Fox and his
ittorneys are expected to confer
shortly on what course is to be pursued in connection with the remain-

ng patents.

Eagerly awaited and "better than
the 1935 Film Daily Year
Book, the standard reference volume

ever,"

of the film industry, makes its bow
In more than 1,100 pages
today.
it

New

Sales System
For Smaller Localities

—

in
,]]

Detroit First Division executives
are in conference here in connec:ion with the testing of a new sales
method for selling pictures in towns
(Continued on Page 14)

Sermons
Omaha
title

in

Film Titles

— Declaring

that

an element of
attempt to harmonize

holds

\ will

jtural truth, Rev.
ptist minister, will

Sunday sermons
rowed from recent

of

film
every
truth which

Raymond
deliver

with
Cooper,
series

a

borstarted

bearing

titles

films.

He

with "The Right to Live" and will follow with "Under Pressure," "The Man
Who Reclaimed His Head," "Life Begins
at 40" and "Gold Diggers of 1935."

contains not only anything that
(Continued on Page IS)

Presenting

Carl

Laemmle,

president of Universal Pictures and the daddy of 'em all in the
"How They Started" series. Carl Laemmle broke in as an exhibitor in Chicago. In 1906 he
opened his first theater, "The White Front," with the feature "From Newsboy to Judge." The
admission was a nickel and the business sensational.
Blame it all on that unusual artist,
"Hap" Hadley, for he is doing the dirty work
.

Test

to Acquire Stock
Payment of

Issued in

.

Price-Cutting Leads

Complaints to Boards

.

Unfair
plaints

$919,184 Profit for Six Months
Reported by Columbia Pictures
Kans. City Indies Put Off
Court Action on Clearance

—

Kansas City At a meeting yesterday the independent theater owners decided not to go into court immediately over the present clearance plan, which now depends on
the way Fox Midwest buys.
Instead the indies unanimously agreed
to ask the clearance and zoning
(Continued on Page 14)

Highest earnings in the history
of Columbia Pictures were reported
yesterday for the six months ended
Dec. 29, the net profit being $919,184.81, of which $683,472.62 was
earned in the second quarter, compared with $235,712.19 in the first
The profit is equal, after
quarter.
all charges, to $5.15 a share on 173,593 shares of common stock outstanding, compared with $404,562.92
(Continued on Page 15)

price-cutting

filed

with

local

leads

com-

grievance

boards since their inception ond during the period ended Dec. 21, thus
representing 54% per cent of all
cases filed, according to a recapitulation announced by the Code Au(Continued on Page 14)
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THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
An interesting slant on
the way Hollywood appraises itself is
revealed in the casting of "Redheads
on Parade."
The story is laid behind
the scenes of a movie metropolis, and
the part of the producer is played by
Alan Dinehart, best known as a portrayThe role of the press
er of villains.
agent is enacted by Jack Haley, a fa-

mous

comedian.
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Pathe Stock Awaits
Approval by Commission

1935

o

Coming and Going
Approval of the new Pathe Exclaims
is
likely
to «be
assigned change stock by the Securities Exagainst the
company succeeding change Commission is the next step
Saenger Theaters, and over $1,200,- in the Pathe reorganization after
CARL E. MILLIKEN of the Hays office
000 may be assigned against the which the reorganized company may scheduled to speak at Radcliff
College up
company replacing Saenger Realty, begin functioning. Application for New England on Friday, discussing the egi

™

I

when reorganization

of both these approval of the new stock will be
companies is undertaken in con- made as soon as the proper form to
formance with the present bank- file has been determined, it was said
ruptcy laws.
Charters for a new yesterday by Stuart W. Webb, presiSaenger Theaters and a new Saen- dent.
ger Realty are understood to have
been filed in Delaware.
Prompt Assent is Urged
Claims against Saenger Theaters,
Wiseman on Para. Plan
allowed in the principal amount, inPrompt assent to the Paramount
clude minor sums due to distributing companies and larger amounts reorganization plan, so that the
to various Saenger theater affiliates. company may proceed unhampered
claims allowed against by the restrictions of bankruptcy,
Principal
is urged by Sir William Wiseman,
Saenger Realty cover bonds.
of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., the bankers
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who originally offered the outstandERNEST THESIGER has returned to Ne
ing bonds to the public.
The pro- York
from Hollywood en route to England
posed plan is fair and equitable to
PATRICIA ELLIS has returned to the Warn
all holders of securities, Sir William studios
from a vacation in Detroit.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY states, adding that "with a return
JOAN BLAIR leaves New York within thri
Hollywood
Paul Hoefler, who to normal business conditions and weeks
to work in pictures at the Coast
produced "Africa Speaks", has or- with strong and experienced manMARGO
leaves New York tomorrow for Ch
to
ganized Cinema Investment Corp.
agement, the company may con- cago
Hoef- fidently look forward to a prosperproduce adventure pictures.
WILLIAM KEYES of Dayton leaves New Yo
ler, who spent a year in India, has ous future."
today on his return home
shot all backgrounds needed for the
IKE LEVY of Trenton was in New York
ye
initial release and J. G. Hawks is
to Arrange Deals terday.
Next sumwriting a story for it.
JAY EMANUEL returned to Philadelphia ye
8 Bill Cagney Pictures terday from the South.
mer Hoefler will head an expedition to northern Africa and Arabia West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
AL GOLD of the "Boardwalk
Atlant
Hollywood Sam Katzman is en City, who is now in New York,News",
for the second picture.
returns hon
Friday.
route to New York by automobile
to arrange independent distribution
of the series of eight action meloMascot Starting
and Wilkinson
dramas which he will make with West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Address Coast
Hollywood With completion la
William Cagney starred. Katzman
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY was formerly with the Supreme Pic- week of "The Miracle Rider", 1
Los Angeles J. J. McCarthy and tures Corp., producers of the Bob episode serial starring Tom Mi
and "Behind the Green Lights", fe;
Lupton Wilkinson of the Hays Office Steele series of Westerns.
turing Norman Foster, Judith A
in addressing the studios' publicity
len and Sidney Blackmer, Mascc
executive committee yesterday statTesting Erpi Service
cleared
for two new pi
ed that the swing of public opinion
A number of circuits are now tures tothebeboards
put in work by N;
in praise of pictures and in appre- testing Electrical Research
ProdLevine. These are tentatively title
ciation of fulsome advertising have ucts' consulting service on a re"Headlines" and "One Frightene
been on a steady upcurve since last search basis.
No actual contracts Night".
pledged
publicity
men
summer. The
for the new service have as yet been
full co-operation to McCarthy and signed, according to company exN. J. Allied Meet in
The committee decided ecutives.
Wilkinson.
not to take any action on co-operaAllied Theaters of New Jersey
tion with the Wampas' Baby Star
planning its annual convention fc
Philly
in
Typhoon
program.
Atlantic City next summer.
Typhoon Air Conditioning Co. of
New York has opened a Philadelphia
"Bergere" Holds in Philly
office at 1239 Vine St., with Charles
Investigation of the
Philadelphia Opening to the bes
S. Dingleman, formerly chief engi- business the Aldine Theater has ha
Thurs. neer
Gets
of the Stanley Co., in charge. since last September, "Folies Bei
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY The new branch will handle Eastgere," 20th Century-U. A. releasi
Washington Probe of the NRA ern
Pennsylvania,
New Jersey will hold a second week and possibl
by the Senate Finance Committee south of Trenton, Delaware, Mary- a third.
will get under way tomorrow. Don- land and the District of Columbia.
ald Richberg will be the first witness.
Meanwhile President RooseSmith Reports Pickup
FILM
velt is understood to have told ad"hopeful pickup in business all
A
dissatisfied
with
the
visers he is
over the country" is reported by
Abolition of
present NRA setup.
Cresson E. Smith, western and
FILM
all codes except those for industry
southern sales manager of RKO Ra-

— Lichtbildhuehne.
—P. A. Harle, La Hoefler Forms Company
CourRue de
To Make Adventure Films

Wardour St., \V. I.
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Clay Williams, chairman of the
board,
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effective later in the
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dio, on his return from a long trip
Smith visited
across the country.
various branches and also spent
some time at the company's studios.

Mascot Story Chief
of THE FILM DAILY
MacDonald,
Havana -Declaring it libels Cu- once a screen leading man, has
bans, the government has moved to turned exclusively to writing and
ban showing of "Rumba" in this has been made story editor of Mascountry.
cot Pictures by Nat Levine.

MacDonald

Cuba Opposes "Rumba"

—

is

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—Wallace
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NAUGHTY MARIETTA' A HIT
MacDonald, Eddy
Charm in Operetta
"NAUCHTY MARIETTA'
(MCM)
Direction
Original Opertta

W
-

Victor

S.

Van Dyke

Herbert and

Rida Johnson Young.
Screen Play: John Lee Mahin, Frances
Goodrich and Albert Hackett.

Cus Kahn

Lyrics

William Daniels
Hunt Stromberg

Photography
Producer

''•*<...

Cast

Jeanette
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Cawthorn,

Dumbrille,

Parker,

Douglas

Walter

Akrm
Meyer,
Huber, Edward

Lilting music that trills its way
throughout the picture and thrills by
its performance.
The lovely, familiar
Victor Herbert arias are at once the
hero and heroine and raison d'etre of
the production and, as sung by Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy,
they are something one can't afford
to miss
It's SPwpicture that should
be labelled, "Must See."
There is in the picture another debt
the public owes itself and that is the
privilege of hearing N&lson Eddy
He
sings his way through with the greatest of ease, with a voice that has a
surprisingly great range, with a personality that is easy-going and charming,
and he has all the physical
attributes of a hero.
There's gold in
that thar voice for Mr. Eddy, the producers and the exhibitors.
Those are the outstandingly impor-

tant features of "Naughty Marjexta."
plot doesn't matter, because it's
delightfully hidden by the music and
direction, the acting and the spare

The

dialogue

The whole thing

made up

neces-

is

of

individual credits.
Van Dyke turns his talents on a musical and manages to give it the same
moving pace that he injects into all
his pictures
The big song numbers
have been staged very well and he
has gotten that same feeling of the
actors having fun while working that
sarily

in everything he does
Herbert Stothart is the one to thank
for the grand scofetng of the picture.
It must have been a terrific task and
he has done a gorgeous job. And to
continue with the music, Cus Kahn
has contributed fresh lyrics that help
tremendously in the pleasure of renewing acquaintance with old favorites. The screen play has been cleverly
and amusingly done by John Lee
Mahin, Frances Goodrich and Albert
Hackett.

impresses

Jeanette

MacDonald has the happi-

est role that's been handed her in a
long time.
She looks so beautiful in

costumes and her voice is an
Frank Morgan, good old
Frank Morgan, is a joy as the governoi
the

inspiration.

to forget what he married.
he married was Elsa Lanchester
in her first sizable part on the American screen and there's an actress who
should become a very valuable factor
in our fair business. She's grand, she's
so realistically awful
Harold Huber
and Edward Brophy as a couple of
palsy walsys in Daniel Boone outfits
are priceless
Cecilia Parker is lovely

trying

What

and very charming as a little maid.
Joseph Cawthorn, Douglas Dumbrille,
Walter Kingsford, Akim Tamiroff and
Greta Meyer are all excellent in supporting roles.
William Daniels photography does
much \q enhance the beauty of the
production, and for that production
itself

bow

Hunt Stromberg may take a
Hunt seems to be clicking along

rather merrily these days.
All
this picture is something to
about for trie whole family

\
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HAPPENED

IN

Hugh O'Connell

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
75 mins.

Universal

DANDY COMEDY WITH STORY BOLSTERED BY GOOD PERFORMANCES AND
EFFECTIVE DIRECTION.

A

comedy loaded with

swell

action, clev-

good trouping and wholesome

dialogue,

er

same sort of human
comedy.
It has
interest as "It Happened One Night." Lyle
Talbot does the best work of his career.
Alan Crosland keeps the action moving at
a furious pace, injects many human interthe

est touches, and his timing prevents laughs
Gertrude
from running into one another.

Michael, a temperamental screen star, fed
up with publicity stunts, hires Lyle Talbot,
Her mana taxi driver, as a bodyguard.
ager, Hugh O'Connell, engages a phony
Prince to escort her to the opening of her
However, she goes with ' Lyle.
picture.
Heather Angel, Lyle's sweetheart, for spite,

Lyle and
agrees to accompany the Prince.
the Prince come to blows, but Lyle and
Heather are finaly brought together, with
Gertrude extending her blessings.
Cast: Gertrude Michael, Heather Angel,

O'Connell, Adrienne
Lyle Talbct,
D'Ambriccurt, Rafael Storm, Robert Gleckler, Wallis Clark, Phil Tead, Bess Stafford,
Richard Elliott, Guy Usher, Herman Bing.
King Baggott, Phyllis Ludwig.
Director, Alan Crosland; Authors, Ward
Morehouse, Jean Dalrymple; Screenplay,

Hugh

Rian James; Camerman,
George Robinson. Recording Engineer, Gilbert Kurland; Editor, Murray Seldeen.
Photography, Fine.
Direction, Aces.

Seton

Miler,

I.

FOREIGN DIALOGUE
DUMME MAMA" ("Dear, Stupid

"LIEBE

Mama"),

by

Hermann

Ulrich.

86th

German; produced by Bavaria-

in

directed

Film;

St.

Boese; with Luise
At the
Thimig, et al.
Carl

acts

a young daughter
mentor of her young-looking
mother in love and business.

as

and flighty

"CORAZON BANDOLERO"

("Heart of a

Bandit"), in Spanish; produced by MexFilm; directed by Raphael Sevilla; with
Martinez Casado, Victoria Blanco, et
J. J.
al.

At the Teatro Campoamor.
Good action drama with colorful

dating

story

back to the days of Maximilian
Filmed

the Second Empire of Mexico.
interesting native backgrounds.

"SOVIET RUSSIA TODAY,"
with English
directed by

titles;

in

in
in

Russian

produced by Soyuzkino;

Edward Tisse; distributed by

At the Acme Theater.
Intended partly as an answer to allegedly
false reports about the progress and current condition of Russia under Stalin, this

Amkino.

documentary

film

• • • FROM SMALL beginnings great enterprises someit is not generally known that a woman not
times emerge
even identified with the film biz gave the first impetus that resulted in the formation of Jock Whitney's Pioneer Pictures
that will soon exhibit to a waiting world the gorgeous Techni-

holds interest for special

audiences as well as having special merit
from a technical standpoint due to the
good direction and photography of Edward
Tisse.

9 Circuit Deals for Liberty Film
Nine major circuits have booked
Liberty's "Sweepstake Annie." They
RKO,
Warners,
Loew's,
include
Skouras, Randforce, Consolidated,
Springer & Cocalis, Century and
Brandt.

"Becky Sharp"

color feature,

T
•

T

T

SO IT comes to pass that the person who is most
with the Academy Award to "La Cucaracha" as the

•

•

delighted
is Mrs. Caroline Bummiller
year's outstanding short film
Wharton
wife of a prominent New York attorney
she conceived the idea of making this short in the newly perwrote the first script, and had much to
fected Technicolor
do with the production
it was the remarkable success of
this short subject that opened Mister Whitney's eyes to the
unlimited possibilities of the new color process
so he
formed Pioneer Pictures
and you will soon see the first
feature production, "Becky Sharp"
and be able to judge
for yourself whether COLOR is about to revolutionize the film
biz
and kick black-and-white into the discard
and
don't say that sounds fantastic
look what Sound did to the

T

silents

•

•

•

LOCAL LIGHT

T

T

Division manager Carter Barron pulled a smarty stunt the other nite at Loew's Fox at Washington, D. C.
in the local phone book he discovered a government employee named Janet Gaynor
so he made her
the honored guest in a special showing of the latest Gaynor
film. "One More Spring"
the stunt grabbed plenty of space
in the local rags
so in a manner of speaking it was hardly
excuse it, please
hurry on to the
a Barron Idea

Harrisburg A delegation of members of the M. P. T. O. of Eastern
Pa. yesterday attended a hearing
held on the proposed 10 per cen +
state admission tax bill under aur
pices of the House ways and meai.s
committee. Philadelphia district w«
well represented.

Atlanta— The Robert Fulton Hot!
has been selected as the spot fo*
the annual convention of Allied in
May. Sam Borisky of Chattanooga
is chairman of the committee working out convention arrangements.
'

—

New Orleans
Warner's "Gold
Diggers of 1935" at the Saenger
Theater has scored the biggest
"take" at this house since "42nd
Street."

—

Boston Loew's State, now managed by Adolph Buerig, is back on
double features.

—

Pittsfield, N. H.
Ownership of
the Liberty has been transfered from
W. Trayers, Jr., to W. Trayers, Sr.

Columbus—Will Kerr

T

T

T

• • • HONOR GUESTS at the M. P. Club luncheon on
Monday will be
Raymond Moley, editor of "Today" and
former brain-truster
Frank Tichenor, publisher
Frank
Walton, editor of "Outlook"
and Martin Weyrauch, managing ed of the Brooklyn "Eagle"
Louis Nizer will preside
and
will broadcast the proceedings to a waiting world

Athletic

T

•

•

THIS GOLF

T

T

competition is getting beyond our
control
now comes another challenge
from six golf
mugs over at Columbia
they say they have taken over
the RKO and United Artists experts at baseball and bowline
and they see no reason why they can't triple it with golf
so these other fellows can take this as a defi from the
Columbia outfit to take them over anytime they say at Indoor
Golf
the guys with all this front are Bill Brennan, Hal

Simon
Maiden

Rieff,

•

•

•

Bell,

Danny

Heiss,

T

T

THE STORY

J.

W. MacFarland, Sandy

T

of the filming of "Man of Aran" will
form by E. P. Dutton early this spring

be published in book
the book was written by Pat Mullen, one of the Aran
Islanders who assisted director Robert Flaherty in making the
pix
Margo opens in Chi for Paramount late this week
and then plays Paramount houses in Boston and Detroit
she is at present appearing on the Broadway Paramount
stage
about April 1 she goes to the Coast to work in "The
Drum Beats" for Paramount
Their Majesties the King and
Queen of England selected the G-B mystery-thriller, "The Man
Who Knew Too Much," as the first pix to be shown before them
privately
this feature was awarded the gold medal of the
Cinematographers Institute as the best British film of 1934
Warners' "Living On Velvet" opens tonite, instead of
tomorrow, at the Strand

T
•

•

•

T

ARTISTS LINED up

T

tomorrow's gala open
A.M.P.A. include Frank Morgan, Constance
Cummings, James Barton, George Bancroft, Sylvia Froos, Walter Connolly, Bob Hope, Jane Wyatt. Buster Collier, Patsy
Flick, Joe Weber, Stepin Fetchit, Noah Beery, Nicholas Hannen,
Buck & Bubbles, Louis Waldman, Jack Powell, Charlie Cantor,
Teddy Bergman, Mickey Harmon, Adele Ronson, Adie Kutznetzoff and Ruth Davies

meeting of the

for

RCA

and

Kerr recently inequipment in the RialDayton, and the Pythian, Colum-

stalled
to,

Club.

RCA

bus.

Richmond

—The Park Theater

is

to

be the name of the new neighborhood playhouse to be built by Wal
ter J. Coulter and Charles A. Som-

ma.

—

.

WMCA

of

Al Sugarman of RKO have changed
their headquarters to the Columbus

next

•

Casino.

Amusing comedy about

who

1935

—

NEW YORK"

with Heather Angel, Lyle Talbot, Gertrude

Michael,

6,

»NEWSofDA>S

REVIEWS
"IT

Wednesday, Mar.

Boston
Sam Haase, formerly
with First Division, is now on the
sales staff of the local Columbia exchange.

Milwaukee Briefs
Milwaukee

— Mr.

and Mrs. Nate

Racine, have announced the
engagement of their daughter, Rene,
to Ben Katz, publicity director for
Warner theaters in Wisconsin.
H. J. Fitzgerald, general manager
of the Wisconsin Amusement Enter
prises, Inc., and E. L. Weisner, associated with him in the operation of
several of the circuit's houses, are
slated to leave March 15 for FlorSilver,

ida.

Ten amateur acts and two features
are being played one night a week
at the Egyptian, local neighborhood
house.
Louis Lutz is manager of
the theater.

»DA TE BO OK*
March

7-9:
Eleventh Annual Conference of
National Board of Review, Hotel Penp- [vania
New York.
/
March 12: Allied Theater Owners of New JoL
Inc.,
meeting at Hotel Lincoln, New tcTk.
2 P. M.
April 27:
A.M.P.A. annual get-together dinner, Hotel Astor, New York.

May

1 :
Annual meeting of Independent Th
ater Supply Dealers' Ass'n, Edgewater Beat
Hotel, Chicago.
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Office

Personnel
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Reel

Home

Films,
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Productions.
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America,

Inc.,

Personnel

Home

Office

1934

Releases

Censor

Boards

epartment of Visual Instruct

Authors' Work,

600 Automatic

Personnel

Association.

Sprinklers

Screen

See:

Writers

Play

Art
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Service Corp

Advertising
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Advertising

Frojectors

Film
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Short

Noveltic

A

Recorders
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York

Pictures

Dominican Republic,

Alabama, Theaters

A

Albania.

Alexander

Amusements

Allied

Exhibitors of Ontario,

Pcrso.,

Allied

Independent
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sin,

North

the

Theater

iWORLD PICTURES,
Home

Personnel

i

Association

Allied States

934

Personnel

Office
Releases

Motion

of

Personnel

Allied Theaters

of

Illinois.

Allied Theaters

of

District

Colur,

of

sonnel

Survey

Allied Theater Owners.
Allied Theaters

Inc

I

Iowa),

Massachusetts,

of

P.

Association

Person.

\

Owners

Allied Theater

Southern

Owners

Allied Theaters of Michigan.

Owners

Allied Theater

New

of

Film

Work

m,

Personnel

Inc..

Jersey.

f»

lOini

achines,
Persoi

Louisiana.

of

9Jfl)

1933-1934
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i

IAL PICTURES, INC.
ce Personnel, and Subsidiaries

Inc..

sonnel

5

sonnel

Owners

Allied Theater

Allied Theaters

New

of

Personnel

York.
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Northwest

the
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(Minn.),
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Island,

Inc
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sonnel

Owners

Theater

1

Owners

Theater

ters

actors

\

Personnel

Texas,
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'ey

\

Rhode
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Personnel
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Products,
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ALTERNATING CURRENT:

Home

Inc.,

Office
5

Rectifiers

s

"'[

Transformers

s

AMBASSADOR PICTURES:
Home

Office

1934

Release

AMERANGLO

Personnel

Office
Release

-

of

Musicians.

Cinemjtographcrs.

of

Protection

the

for

Inc.

Theaters.

Personnel 600

the

of

Mo600 Cabine

Personnel

Ltd

Corp..

Pictures

Cable,

562 Calgary,
.

.

Office

1934

Releases

562 CALIFORi

Stocks

1934

in

Code Authority

by

Iron

Architectural

Plastering

Corp

Henry Foreign
Arias
Arizona, Tnc.ncrs

Studio

.

Outlook

Office

Personnel

562
1033

for

1006

1935

Export

Home

Office

Personnel

Film

Artificial

Exchanges.

Home

Office Personnel

570

Studio

Directors.

Personnel

601

Trends,

Personn

Indiana.

Personnel 609 Carpets

Personnel

Advertising

Novelt
Personnel

Personnel

gg^

Summary
by

Jack

f
1

y

Harroww

Showmen's Calendar
Statistics

Digest

Newfou
Governmen

Manual

Personnel

Performing

415 Cans and Cases. Reel
Carbon Adaptors
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc.. (A.
601 Carbons
M. P. A.I, Personnel ..'.
579 Carpet Cushions
News, Ltd., Studio Personnel
Jted Sc
Theater Owners of

and

Office

r.ndncidi

sonnel

Associate Producers

Associa ted

Home

956

and

96' Canadian

Flowers

Associated Assistant

Assoc

Producers

415 Canadian

Directors

Chicago,

Inc
955 Exploitation Pictures,
Exporters and Importers
KODAK CO.:
955 EASTMAN

Exchanges

562 Canada

Personnel

of

Association

EXPLOITATION:

Theaters

Co..

Organizations,

Exhibitors

,043 Exploitation

CANADA:

Theater

Theaters

Post

,

951

Lense

Studios.

Theaters

Arnocinema

r

Systems

Release

1934

Key City
Standard Contract...

.bition.

Exhibitor

Personnel

roductions.

.hibitor

Ti

965 Cameramen, V»
973 Cameras. Parts

Home

Arcturus Pictures Corp..
Argentina. A Survey

Artclass

Theaters

945 Camera

Work

Architectural

Art

Studios,

626

965 Call

Architects

Army

898

^^

ring

Survey

^.iges,

586 California

Producer.

Lamps

Arkansas,

^

369 Exhibitor
Produce
945

Decisions

Pictures

^

Calendar

:

Personnel

Home

Argosy

"

Personnel

Animated Cartoon

<

Union.

Society of Compeers. Authors and Pub-

Amusement

II

Operators

Personnel

Amplifiers

»

Per-

Fredman

Actors.

Federation
Society

sonnel

Arc

Office

Personnel

of

AMKINO CORP

I

Picture

Personnel

Federation

Picture

Appeal

Home

Personnel

Dramatists.

lishers.

Amity

'

Inc.,

i

American Society

:

jtors.

i

1934

American
American
American
American
American

Systems

CORP.:

Home

tion

'

Personnel...

A Survey

Pcrsonn:!

Illinois,

Allied Theater

Producers
6

Inc.,

Studios,

".ervice

Eastern Mo., and

of

Non-Theatrical
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nel

Allied Theaters of Oregon, Personnel

Allied

Office Personnel

INC.:

Personnel

hibitors.

Allied

Home

uPont Film Mfg. Corp.,

Allied

of

Fabrics

lrops

Introduction

Jack.

Alicoatc.

Jrapery

Studio

Co..

Survey

Curtains

and

Jraperies

Survey
Film

A

Fireproof

)oors,

Theaters

Alaska,

mm

16

Home

Corp..

Percentages

Addresses

Exchanges

Key City

Lights

Ajax

Office

Lobby

Frames,

isplay

Telephom

tilating

Aisle

Home

Inc.,

Personnel

Agents and Managers
Air Conditioning.

Productions,

Walt,

isney,

Survey

Players'.

ir

Subject

Dance

Distributor

South,

Work

Feature,

Personnel

.

Home OHic

Pictures,

Affiliated

Signs

IRECTORS:

Trailer

Aeolian

1

;

of

rectional

etc.)

Admission

P

Screen

See:

Exploitat

of

immers

BALA"

changes, Distributors, Forc^n. Producers. Thea

Advance

Home OfJ

igest

Bahama

Buying Guide, Circuits, Ex

Associations,

ters,

Personnel

Corp.,

)innr J

ADDRESSES:
(See:

Ass'n,

Film

ialoguers.

943
^
497

Projection.

Incandescent

Lense,

Adaptors,

Education

evon

ADAPTERS:
Carbon,

Expo

partment of Commerce Promotes
Motion Picture Products, by

Personnel

••• 417 Authors' League, Personnel

-525

Film

563 Deliveries,

sonnel

Survey

Authors' Guild,

Numbers

Theater
Theaters

Delaware,

Fer

Silverberg

Glass

563 Decorative
602 Decorators

Personnel

Herbert T.

Court,

951 Decisions.

Carrying

Office

Actors Guild

Catholic

Personnel

Inc.

Survey

Harold,

943 Auten,

Services

33-1934
Telephone

Equity

A

943 Australia,
and

ACTORS AND ACTRESSES

Actor?

Associations,

51 Austria,

1928-1933

Accounting

Agents'

Associations,

Personnel

600 Audio Productions,

Personnel

Merit

Cases

Personnel

601

Personnel

A.,

P.

Carrying

Directors
,j, uance
943 Danubia Pictures, 1934 Releases
949 Dates of Leading Holidays

951 Deaf
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Devices

Dealers,

Theater

Suppl

3

"

371

F.

f>

M. Stageshows.

963

Costume

925

apery
Drap

Inc.,

Home

Office Personnel

>

.
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About the
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39 General Service Studio,

Industry

PLAYERS C'NADIAN CORP., LTD.;

(MvlOUS

General Theaters Equipment,

Lmous Theaters Corp., Home Office
and Trade Publications

Home
eleased

Released

by

564

Personnel

1934

Sum-

Independent Theater

Owners

ot

So.

963 India,

A

Personnel.

612

Long

California,

1060

Survey

Personnel

609

Producers

582

Theaters

776

fRMANY

Exhibitor

Associations,

Theaters

NDICATORS:
Film

Productions,

S.

Ass'n

Studio

611

Personnel

573

610

Personnel

Associations

Exhibitor

609
783

Personnel

907

Owners

Theater

Island

C,
Personnel. 613 LOUISIANA:

INDIANA:
Associations,

Statement

Financial

608 Long,

Personnel

373 Independent Theater Owners of Wis.,

Release

Producers

582

Studios

576
792

Theaters

Luminous

Tube

Signs

981

Co

518

Dyk

14,573

Released Since 1955,
i{|

665 GEORGIA:
959
Exhibitor

Credits

1934,

in

Office

Personnel.

Financial

907

904 General Pictures,
569 Generators

Summai.

Financial

Inc.,

mary

874

Theaters

573 Independent Theater Owners of Ohio,

Personnel

Companies in 19|
ompany Releases
1934

Personnel
Relief

Fund

Relief

Fund

Golf

To

Ten

Best

Ten
Im

Editing

Im

Editors,

Exchange, Th

ijlm
I

Best
Deliver

ilm

M

Inspection

ilm

Im Libraries

.

.

.
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lilm Outlook

jilm Perforators

Club,

,;lm Players'

603 »<"*>•
978 Handy,

Personnel

Inc.,

ilm Safes

}\m Society,

Imchoice,

Home

Inc.,

Office

A

Survey

re

Extinguishers
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Hose

Picture

Service,

Inc.,

Studio

Per-

576

Motion

Picture

Industries,

Studio

Italy,

A

anagers
1061 Manheim,

Survey

Per-

Devices

993

Agents
N.

L.,

Marcy Pictures
Marquees

sonnel

897 Hard of Hearing
1048 Hardware, Stage

Summaries

nancial

566

Personnel

iur¥e y

Jam,

sonnel

965 Harcol

Indicators

jlm Speed

inland,

603

Personnel

Inc.,

A

Outlook for 1935.

Foreign

1934

Corp.,
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373

Releases

9?0

MARYLAND:
610

Personnel

960 Harle, P. A.
960 Harman-I

ireproof

Curtains

ireproof

Doors

957

IRST DIVISION EXCHANGES, INC.:

Home

Office

Personnel

1934 Releases
Productions,

Srst
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irst

National,

itzPatrick

Fictures,
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Person

Inc.,

Warner

See:
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Lighting

Plumbing
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Studios,
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Coverings

lorida,

....

Tile
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Theaters
Artificial
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Survey

World
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Article
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Article
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N.
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England,
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France,

Germany,
Soviet

Russia,
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b
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i
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!FOX

Home

Office
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.
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Financial
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Foreign

Midwest

!Fox
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Studio

Theatei

Theater

Circuits,
(|Fox

Movietone

Fox

Movietone
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!

A
Wi
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Films

D
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Lis

1

News,

Frames,

FRANCE:
Article by P
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Survey
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England
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The,
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F.
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Film
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Release
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BRITISH
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Home Office
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Independent

Studio

Releases

371
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963

GENERAL FOREIGN SALES CORP.:
Home Office Personnel

565

1934 Release

Y.,

MOTION PICTURE CODE OF
Article by Louis

Nizer

Personnel ...

'

.

1934
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Personnel
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FAIR

659
604

COMPETI6 5
'

Text of Code
566
Independent Theater
and Exhibitors of
962 Motion, Picture Distribjuto
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sonnel
S"4
Canada, Personnel
970
Photographs
Lobby
61
1
Personnel
(Mo.),
Independent Theater Owners
604
Zoning Boards 635 Motion Picture Laboratories Ass'n., Personnel..
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Clearance
Grievance
Local
Per
<N.
Y.)
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Owners
Independent Theajter
Motion Picture Location Managers Association,
INC.:
LOEWS
611
sonnel
Personnel
566
e Office Personnel
Independent Theater Owners of No. California,
Operators
Motion Picture Machin
ters

ome Office
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Inc
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Pictures

371 Independent

PICTURE CORP. OF

foreign 0<

970 Motion Ticture Books
373 Motion Picture Club of N.

Association

5S7
CO 3
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P^Morris, Sam I.,
Moser & Terry,

.

:

—

:

UTORS OF AMERICA,

INC.

604
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Picture

Publications

World
Motion Picture

Fund

Relief
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.
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Blowers
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Booths
Incandescent Adaptors
972
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ORGAN

the

America,

of

Personnel

Theaters

Office):
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Producers

DISTRIB

Personnel

Motion

Exhibitor

604

Personnel

306,

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS AND

653 Organs
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Inc.,

604 Original

Personnel

Personnel

Titles

Books
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Plays

Made
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—
1086

606

Personnel

.

Players
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Directors

412

Writers

413

947

Series

943

1934

413
Releases,

by

Companies

369

SHOWMEN'S:

Lamps

966

972

Lenses
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Calendar of Holidays

599

Rooms

991

Exploitation

738

Section

978 Showmen's Pictures,

Projector Safety Devices

Into

—A
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1934
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Releases

Studio Personnel.

Motion Picture Researc
Motion Picture Studio

.

578

979

MOTION PICTURE TH
AMERICA:
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981

1934
Music

1934

Pictures.
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Music Stands

"Music Tax Fight," by
Music Writers
Musical

ok for lSj
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Complete Service

*>. .1007
7M
34.
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981

570

onnel

599

ENGINEERS:

E

Instruments

606

Yours When You Become a Subscriber of

Is

689
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sker

981

National Ass'n. of Non

579

rsonncl

Personnel

Inc.,

1074

BOARD

NATIONAL
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PICTURES:
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Association,

Per-
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Best

Picture

613

Selectio

National Film Carriers,

National Indorsers
National

of

Pictures

National Poster

Service

National Screen

Service

National Theater

Suppl

National Variety

Artist

Navy Ship and Shore

—

—

CONSTRUCTIVE EDITORIALS — EXPLOITATION AIDS
TOPICAL OPINIONS — ADVANCE PRODUCTION INFORMATION — EQUIPMENT NEWS — PICTURE CASTS AND CREDITS — SHORT SUBJECT
SCHEDULES — ACCURATE REFERENCE DATA — INFORMATION
SERVICE

NEWS

F

Co.,

!

NEBRASKA:

REVIEWS

1023

rsky.

1073

1074

964
935
377
982

rography
ies

970

982

Associations

Exhibitor

Producers

982

Theaters

963

Needles

A

Netherlands,

Netherland

The FILM DAILY

Survey

A

India,

is

the only film trade paper which

968
977

offers

Si
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subscribers such

a

wealth of Information and Service

978

Nevada, Theaters

Newark M.

New

IONS,

Hampshire,

570
377

Thearr.

NEW HAVEN:
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Code Boards
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for $10.00

You This Complete

723

Service:

971

Exchanges
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Theater
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—
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DIRECTORS'
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Studios,
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Zealand,
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Events,
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A
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Ten Leadi
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.

A
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"1934
Louis.

Nicaragua,

.

.

Code"

NON-THEATRICAL:
Central
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I
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I

National

1 i

SHORT SUBJECT QUARTERLIES

Producers

Four time-
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i

Theaters

inly

iti.

NORTH DAKOTA:

to
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a

>

car

—These useful

issues,

devoted en-

Short Subjects, Reviews, Exploitation Stunts,

welcomed

h\

969

exhibitors.

Canada
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1030

—

—

975
935
570
415

Personnel

—

—

—

Association,

NORTH CAROLINA:

898

999
997
607

titles

—

—

!

983

—

of
>t>
Production Schedules of Distributors,
pictures planned, tentative casts and credit- and release dates wherever possible.
Covers the first six
months of the year including latest work of Players.
Director-. Writer-. Film Editor-, Cameramen, Dance
Directorand Song Writers Studio Personnel
Credits on picture- released during the first half
of the year
and many other useful references.

Survey

and

hooks

of

Original
released since 1920
play- made into films under

Producer- and DisCompanies, Studios,
Association:
Work of Players, Directors, Authors.
Screen Plaj Writers. Cameramen. Film Editors, Song
Writer- and Dance Directors Telephone numbers of
Players' Agent
Birthday- and Birthplaces of prominent film folk
Financial Structures of motion picture
An up-to-the-minute Equipment Buying
companief
<,uidc
A complete -nr\cv of Foreign Markets
Motion Picture Code Court Decisions of 1934
comprehensive Showman's Manual of Exploitation
Personnel of Focal Grievance and Clearance and
Zoning Boards A list of Theaters in the United
States, Alaska and Canada
Addresses of Producers,
Distributors, Exchanges. Laboratories, Trailer Companies, Insurance Brokers. Projection Booms, \genl-.
Play Brokers. Vaudeville Bookers, etc.
Motion -Picture Publications— Books, and a thousand and one
other important items of information.

ANNUAL
valuable

Serials

983

377
989

— Short Subject Series.
tributors — Personnel of Important
new

vance

New

Exhibitor

of

data—Published each

tion

Theaters

Niier,

her 300 pages

•

titles

and

year

past

762
763

—

—

the

PRODUCTION GUIDE

369
39

annual volume contains oxer eleven hundred
pages and covers the industry from every angle
Production, Distribution and Exhibition.
Between
its covers will he found: A list of more than
14,500
Title- of pictures released since
I'M.)
Credits on
pictures released in 1934
Features imported during

Code Boards

NEW YORK:

915

This

NEW ORLEANS:
Exchanges

Summary

THE FILM YEAR BOOK

—

publication Six
day- each week
Containing Live News, Constructive
Editorials, Straight from the Shoulder Reviews <>f
Features and Short Subjects, and Timely Exploita-

NEW MEXICO:
Exhibitor

INC.:

Studio,

P.

925
1076
983

—

1077

377

ise

1078

965

Theaters

Theater Owners Assoc

575
ise.

The FILM DAILY SERVICE
THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood

1650 Broadway,

6425 Hollywood Blvd.,

New

Hollywood,

York. N. Y.

Office:

Calif.

immediately.

570

best $10.00 investment an exhibitor

make.

can

Gentlemen:
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to
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,,f
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uT

575

I

LY POLLS:
37-59

S10.00 (Foreign subscription. SIS. 00).
•s

Foreign Outlook
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rest.

BOOK
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Since
P.,

City:

1934"

the
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377
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.

for

1935
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1920

Foreign Outlook for

Critics

Who

Voted

in

1934

1934 Honor Roll
979
979
Ten Best, 1922-1933
1005 Ten Leading News Events of 1934

.

61

59
80
X.

570 TENNESSEE:
383

Exhibitor

1935 .1003

Theaters

Associations,

Personnel

613
843

TEXAS:

State:

585

Exhibitor

Associations,

Personnel

611

—
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THE
Wednesday, Mar.

» »

»

6,

EXPLOITETTES

exploitation

campaign

staged by Gar Moore, publicity

ater,

man

New

of the Orpheum TheOrleans, and Ed Hol-

land of S. Barrett McCormick's RKO home office staff for
the world premiere of "Roberta" in New Orleans last week
was something to interest the

hundred exhibitors

several

at-

tending the M.P.T.O.A. convention in that city at the time.
Stunts ran the gamut from a
super-fashion show of the original Hollywood gowns to every
type of handout that has been
used since ballyhoo became a
science.
This fashion show, in
which the city's most beautiful
mannequins wore the original

Bernard

Newman gowns from

production, was the highlight.
The eleven creations arrived in New Orleans on Monday insured for $44,500 and
were delivered by two armored
cars to D. H. Holmes & Co.,
the town's leading class department store. The cars were bannered, and took a long route to
the store, escorted by motorcycle
the

cops. Bernard Waldman, director of the Modern Merchandising Bureau, aided the exploitPreceding the picture's
eers.
snowing, which began at 11:30
p.m., the eleven models, each
with an armed guard, rode in

through the
after which
they paraded through the theater while an announcer deeleven open cars
principal streets,

scribed the clothes over the P.
For the events at
A. system.
the theater, Kleig lights flooded
the house entrance, a band played in the lobby and motion pictures were taken both inside
and outside the theater. A great
radio, newspaper and posting

campaign

also

marked the New

Orleans world premiere, an outstanding event of the current

MPTOA

—conclave.
RKO Radio

Pictures.

Crosby and Swarthout Cast
-st
'

/

Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Plywood Bing Crosby, Gladys
;hout and Joe Morrison have
cast for the leads in the Paramusical special based upon
t
,fe

of Victor Herbert.

ow of Doubt" Tomorrow Night
M-G-M's "Shadow of Doubt"
pens with a 6 P. M. preview tomor-

ow

at the Mayfair.

Anniversary for Gluckman
March has been designated Herman
Gluckman Month by the Majestic Distributing Corp. in honor of Gluckman's
18th
ness.

*m

year

in

the

« « « « » » » »

Canadian Campaign on
"Anne of Green Gables"

"Roberta" Premiere
Put Over with Bang
'T'HE

i^

DAILY
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motion picture

busi-

RACKED

by a far-reaching
campaign engineered by Manager A. R. Cooexploitation

per the Prince Edward Theater,
Charlottetown, P.E.I., hung up
an all time box-office record
with Radio's "Anne of Green
Gables." A gable roof built over
the box-office was a factor in
the extensive theater-front decorations.
A second feature of
the house front was a rotating
color spot playing on 14-inch
cut-out letters pinned on blue
close-in drape. The fifteen minute broadcast provided in the
RKO accessory list was played
the night before the opening
day from the stage of the Prince
Edward and was also used by a
local
radio station.
Sixteen
dealers had Neon signs playing
on 11 x 14 photos, while fifty
window cards were used by
other merchants and five bookshops co-operated through displays of books and the film's
accessories. A current issue of
the "Chatalaine Magazine" was
opened to Mrs. Montgomery's
picture and an interview with
the famous author, who also
wrote a letter for the house

manager

to use.

—-Prince

Edward,

Charlottetown, P.E.I.

Politicians

n

TIMELY TOPICS

Attempt

To Horn In On Movies
old game known as Horning In is being developed
into a fine art at Albany among
members of the two houses of
the Legislature.
A bill introduced in the State Senate by

'"THE

John T. McCall of New York
City and in the Assembly by a
legislator named Canney from
Buffalo would place all motion
advertising
(except
newsreel and scientific film ads)
under the control of a board
of censorship.
The censorship
board would thus get the power
to say what kind of movie advertising the papers shall or
shall not publish
not to mention what kind of throwaways,
bill-board displays, lobby advertising, etc., etc., the movie exhibitors shall or shall not issue.
The usual righteous excuse is
given that this bill is intended
to keep "obscene, lewd, indecent, filthy, lascivious, immoral,
picture

—

—

inhuman,

sacrilegious, or disgusting, offensive or revolting"

ads away from the pure eyes
and minds of the public. But
and here is where one of the
catches comes in this lovely

—

service to the public is not to be
performed gratis. To each and
every piece of movie advertising submitted to the censorship

« « « «

board a $10 fee must be tied
pay the salaries of the
multitude of bureaucrats who
will have to be hired to do the
work. The bill is a bold attack
on the freedom of the press,
besides being a grab at the
throat of the motion picture industry in this State.
Suppose

to help

censorship division of the
State Department of Education
gets the power to stand guard
over every piece of movie advertising that goes into every
paper in the State. From there
it
will be only a short and
easy step to give the State Department of Markets or some
other appropriate department
the power to censor every piece
of department store or merchandise advertising: that goes
into the papers.
This bill will
give a Dolitical board the power
this

to choke down on an important
source of newspaper revenue,
and will enable a bunch of politicians to drain off a portion of

that revenue in any event by
means of that $10 fee to be paid
with every scrap of movie advertising submitted to the censorship board.
We hope the

newspapers

see

will

what

threatens them and will fight
this bill to a finish.

—N.

Y. "Daily News."

stage show at the Circle theater
the coming week. The Circle is creating a stir in the local theatrical
Detroit Doings
Cleveland Chapter
world by presenting stage shows
Detroit Joseph O'Neill has reCleveland
Nat Holt, division with outstanding names, a band,
signed from National Theater Sup- manager in charge of RKO theaters and a first-run feature picture for
in this district, has just received 20-cent
top matinees and 30-cent top
ply and is going to Chicago, where
an appointment as state deputy tax evenings.
his mother is ill.

—

—

collector.

Jerry Steel, owner of the Apollo
H. A. Silverberg, manager of NaLew Wasserman, who joined the theater, Oberlin, and his family are
tional Screen Service, is back from Circle theater as publicity man, is
spending a month in Florida.
Florida but is still recuperating.
now managing the house as well as
John Pekras, Elyria theater ownGeorge Sampson, owner of the looking after its advertising. Jack er, and H. Bernstein of Cincinnati,
manager,
Greenbaum,
former
is deDawn Theater, has formed Sampvoting his entire time to the sale of were elected as directors of I. T. O.
son Theater Premium Co.
of Ohio last week, to succeed Paul
"Guilty Parents," state rights picEllis of Warren and Willard Vance
John Goldhar, U. A. manager, has ture.
of Cincinnati.
gone to Memphis for several weeks.
Col. Nat Wolf, Warner zone manMilt Harris, Loew's crack pub"David Copperfield", in its third ager, is back from a two-week vaca- licity
man, and Dick Deutsch of the
week the the United Artists, sets tion in Texas.
a season's record here.
Nate Schultz, president of Select- Dick Deutsch Printing Co., represented the Cleveland Variety Club
ed Pictures, has acquired the Ohio
Paul Kreps, former manager of
at Detroit Variety's banquet.
distribution rights to the new Tarthe Center and Plaza, has opened
Joe Lissauer, Warner theater
zan serial starring Herman Brix.
the Hi-Lo Inn in Highland Park.
Sam Manheim, at one time a pow- booker, is back from a week in New
Class films are going over well er in local theatrical circles, and
here, with the Cinema Guild pre- Edward Flanigon, former
president
senting "Le Million" as its third of- of the Exhibitors Ass'n, are reported
fering Saturday at the Detroit In- planning the reopening of the Ter,OOKING B.
stitute of Art.
minal theater with 10-15c policy.
From The Film Daily Files
Jim Scoville of the Scoville, EsLew Pimblett, former theater operator in New South Wales, has sick & Relief circuit, is back from
opened temporary offices in the Film a six-week stay in Florida.
Mrs. Holbrook C. Bissell, wife of
FIVE YEARS AGO
Fox stockholders
Exchange through Clive Waxman of
Columbia's local branch manager, back Wm. Fox refinancing plan by 15
First Divv"on.
also has returned from Florida.
to 1 vote.
J. C. Peck, owner of the Rowena
Milton Korach, one time manager
in Fenton, is in Florida.
TEN YEARS AGO—Joseph M. Schenck
of the Hippodrome and more recentand Sid Grauman announce proposed conLee Corbett, owner of the Elvona ly managing theaters
in Buffalo and struction
of 10 theaters throughout «U. S.
in Blissifield, is now a benedict.
Chicago, is back in town and is temGeorge McArthur, theater supply porarily connected with the LexingFIFTEEN YEARS AGO— Samuel Goldwyn
man, reports the best business in ton theater.
expected to establish his own exchanges in
two years.
George Jessel will headline the England.

DACK

—

MAD
FRANTIC.
JOY- CRAZED EXHIBITORS AND CRITICS
SIZZLE TELEGRAPH WIRES AND BURN
UP PHONES IN THE GRANDEST ORGY OF

ACCLAIM EVER ACCORDED A PICTURE
BALTIMORE

.

.

MARCH

1 .."'Roberta'

opening today necessitated extra police handle

crowds establishing new high box-office record in history theatre. Critics unanimous in praise. Have never seen such an enthusiastic response before. Thanks
for this gold mine."— Izzy Rappaport, Hippodrome Theatre

MARCH

2 "Hell broke loose here tonight. Police and house staff unable to control crowds. Shattered previous opening day record. Two thousand people turned
away. Audience comment and reaction sensational. look for three weeks maybe
four here."— Izzy Rappaport, Hippodrome Theatre
.

.

I

MARCH

"'Roberta' first three days twenty per cent ahead previous house
3
record. Hardly thought this possible, even with extra police to handle crowds.
Packed to capacity 10:45 this morning fifteen minutes before first show started.
Not even standing room available at any time since opening Friday. Audience
reaction most enthusiastic I have ever seen."
.

.

—Izzy Rappaport, Hippodrome Theatre

RICHMOND, VA.

"Marvelous work of Dunne, Astaire and Rogers in 'Roberta' the
talk of the town. Reviewers ran out of adjectives. Looks like new all time record
with holdover assured."— Walter Coulter, Byrd Theatre
.

.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

. . MARCH 2.. "'Roberta 'opened Stanley, Pittsburgh, Friday, one
thousand dollars better than 'Gay Divorcee' opening at higher admission prices
and best opening straight picture or stage policy this theatre past year with
'"Roberta' got sensational gross Stanley
single exception."
MARCH 4
Saturday."— Wire report from RKO District Manager
.

.

.

.

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette . . "If Mr. Kern's 'Roberta' was a good stage buy at
three dollars, then the screen version is a bargain at twice that much."
Pittsburgh Press . . "'Roberta' is the one picture which must not be missed.
the TOP! Of the popular operettas, it is unmatched."

It's

Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph . "Take off your hat and make a sweeping bow to the
RKO Studio, which has yet to fail in the making of musical talkies. The bow is
not for that reason, but because RKO has done it again in 'Roberta'."
.

• OPENING RADIO CITT MUSIC HALL THIS THU'l

—
.

THREE OF THE NATION'S FAVORITES

IRENE DUNNE
FRED ASTAIRE
THE GOLDEN GIRL WITH THE SILVER SONG

.

.

AND

GINGER
ROGERS
DANCING
"GAY
STARS

DIVORCEE"

OF

From the play "Roberta."
Book and lyrics by Otto

Harbach. Directed by

WILLIAM

PANDRO

A. SEITER.
S.

A

BERMAN

PRODUCTION

ROME KERN'S DAZZLING MUSICAL ROMANCE ..SURPASSING
N THE SCREEN ITS MIGHTY STAGE SUCCESS ... with RANDOLPH
:OTT • HELEN WESTLEY • VICTOR VARCONI * CLAIRE DODD
.

>ES

RKO-RADIO

PICTURE

MOINES.

Orpheum biggest Friday history theatre.
I A. . . "'Roberta' opened
Papers raving over show and audience reaction marvelous!"
—Wire report from RKO Branch Manager

ANSAS

CITY. . MARCH 2 .. "'Roberta' Mainstreet Theatre opening Friday played
to twenty-five hundred more people than 'Gay Divorcee'. Theatre changed
schedule opening at nine this morning instead of usual eleven and had a line
waiting at that time and will have eight shows today." . . (Wire of MARCH 4). .
"'Roberta' Saturday and Sunday played to 11,423 paid admissions . Number of
people show to Saturday breaks all time house records."
.

—Wire report from RKO Branch Manager

)MAHA

. . "'Roberta' Brandeis Theatre, Omaha, Friday opening largest in history of
that theatre for that day of week. Saturday largest gross in history of theatre.
Enthusiasm tremendous. Everyone talking 'Roberta'. Crowds have been lined
at theatre fighting to get in . . Greater gross on 'Roberta' than any important
picture ours at Norfolk and Columbus."— Wire report from RKO Branch Manager

OLEDO

. . "Thank you for the best picture of the year. 'Roberta' doing capacity business appeals to everyone. Will hold for indefinite run."
—John F. Kumler, Pantheon Theatre

DALLAS

"'Roberta' Majestic Theatre, Dallas, Saturday and Sunday did best business
of any picture for one and one-half years, beating highest gross of 'Little
Women', and 'Gay Divorcee'."— Wire report from RKO Branch Manager
. .

MEMPHIS

Memphis Commercial Appeal

"The team of Astaire and Rogers has
done it again and better, this time as a threesome with the addition of Irene
Dunne. In 'Roberta' Mr. Astaire and the Misses Dunne and Rogers have easily
the best tune talkie yet to emerge from the RKO Studios."
.

.

NEW ORLEANS

.

.

"'Roberta' is another smashing movie
. New Orleans Tribune
The Wednesday night premiere crowd was one of the biggest that ever tried to
get into the Orpheum Theatre. The waiting ticket buyers were lined up almost
around the block, and police reserves had to be called to handle the surging
.

.

.

crowds."

FORT WORTH. TEX.
of 'Little

HY

.

.

.

"'Roberta' Saturday and Sunday gross beat highest grosses
and 'Gay Divorcee.'"- Wire report from RKO Branch Manager

. .

Women'

AND OTHER KEY SPOTS THIS WEEK! +
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M-G-M producdeclares that the pictures turned
out in the last five years have been
the best in the industry's history
Bernard Hyman,

Paramount begins production

American

be revolutionary in the

was conceived by March of Time,
Inc.,

and

will be tried first in

Mich-

Among

this

is

T

Reliance

Price-Cutting Leads

Howard Jackson has been engaged

T

Harvey Stephens has been signed by
for

M.

Hoffman,

of

Complaints to Boards

Liberty Pictures, to arrange the
musical numbers in "The Old Home-

(Continued from Page 1)
thority yesterday.
total of 609
complaints of this class have been
brought to the attention of the
boards.

H.

president

A

T
T
stead."
Fred McConnell, William RichardHelen Vinson is an addition to the
son and Daniel Longwell, all of cast of M-G-M's "Age
of IndiscreTime, Inc., and Harry Thomas, tion,"
Barney McGill and Harold Minjir
with Madge Evans, May RobAmos Hiatt, Maurice Lebensberger, son, David
have been added to the cast of Jesse
Holt
and
Ralph
Forbes.
of
Thomas
Dave
Henry Ellman and

Edward Ludwig

First Division.

Lasky's

directing.

is

Fox

T

T

"The Last of the Mohicans"

Next most frequent complaint

will

—

—

Stevens

is

directing.
T

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Check
formance.

sound

effects

af

every

per-

T

student
T

Theresa Helburn, Columbia executive, was the jjuest of honor at
the March meeting of the Beverly
She talked
Hills Woman's Club.
on "Valley Forge," Frank Capra's
next production, work at the studio
and her experience as head of the
New York Theater Guild.

competitors

will

be

given

"Cecil B. DeMille-Cleopatra Scholarships" in universities or colleges of
their choice.

T

Isabell Jewell, M-G-M featured
player, predicts that she will be a
star within two years.
She's been
busier latelv than at any time in her

the feminine lead in Fox's "Charlie

life

Chan

T

gregate 139 and

"Pat" Paterson has been awarded
in

Egypt."

12%

per cent.

Kans. City Indies Put Off
Court Action on Clearance
(Continued from Page

I

1)

board to revise the present setup. If
they don't obtain a more agreeable
schedule from this course, however,
the indies have plenty of money
pledged and a well planned campaign with which to go into court
on a monopoly issue.

San Antonio Notes

—

The new $100,000
San Antonio
movie theater at Fort Sam Houston
opened last week. This army post
house seats 2,500 and is reinforced
concrete and steel.
Ben K. Gersdorf, former theater
manager, is now managing the
Pomegranate Nite Club here.
Lester J. Sack of the Sack Amuse
ment Enterprises will return here
about March 8 from a business trip
to Oklahoma City, where Sack has
opened a branch office with Frank
Nelson as manager.

SUNSHIN€
\

Addison Richards replaces Robert
Barrat in "The G Men," James Cagney's forthcoming vehicle for Warners.
Bobby Connolly will direct
a musical number for this picture.

is

prior advertising, which has result
ed in 219 cases, representing 19 1 2
per cent of all complaints regist
ered.
Third is overbuying, com
plaints in connection with which ag

musical production,
Parade," in which

"Redheads On
John Boles and June Knight will
be produced by Edward Small of be featured under the direction of
Dave Frazier, Reliance for U. A. release. Merle Norman McLeod.
Salt Lake City
ex- Oberon will head the cast.
Sheffield - Monogram
former
change manager here, has been
T
T
¥
Henry O'Neill and William Frawshifted to the Denver branch. ArTitle of Warner's new James Cagthur Huot comes from Seattle to re- ney film, "The Farrell Case," has ley are late additions to First Naplace him here.
been changed to "The G Men." tional's Joe E. Brown film, "Alibi
Harry David, general manager of Monte Blue and Noel Madison are Ike."
Famous Theaters in this area, has additions to the cast.
booked Jean Parker, M-G-M player,
»
T
Most recent of the out-of-town sofor personal appearances at the
"Pape Miss Glory," Cosmopolitan
Paramount, managed by C. Clare production starring Marion Davies, ciety belles who have come to Hollywood in search of a motion picWoods.
goes in work at the Warner studios
ture career is titian haired Dorothy
Cresson E. Smith, RKO western about March 15.
Haas, Salt Lake City debutante.
sales manager, and Harry Cohen,
t
western division manager, visited
Harold Lloyd is being sought by The daughter of Frederick Haas,
Branch Manager Thomas Walsh Paramount for the starring role in Utah clothing man, she was found
here last week on their way east.
"The Milky Way," which already playing a small role in Paramount's
Joe Ruecker, Paramount Sound has Edward Everett Horton and "People Will Talk" with Mary Boland and Charlie Ruggles.
News cameraman, and Frank W. Adolphe Menjou in the cast.
Vale of Pathe News came here to
T
film the Olympic ski finals.
Our Passing Show Alice Brady,
Final consideration is being made
Johnny Hines, Edmund Mortimer
Raid Nudist Film Showing
and Frank Hall Crane, who were this week by Cecil B. DeMillle on
New Orleans Showing of a nu- together in the old World Film Com- the prize essay contest started sevdist film together with a stage pres- pany
reminiscin at RKO- eral months ago on the subject of
days,
Twenty choice essays
entation at the Crescent was raided Pathe! Al Boasberg and Richard Cleopatra.
Monday night by police. The pic- Arlen motoring to Culver City; Har- were selected by the director, who
ture is handled by Samuel Cum- old M. Young's French car attract- is now working on his current Paramount production, "The Crusades,"
mins.
ing much attention.
and mailed to New York with recy
t
t
"Wedding Night" for Rivoli
ommendations on four first choices.
Edward Cronjager, ace camera- The remaining members of the
"Wedding
Goldwyn's
Samuel
photography
man,
in
charge
of
is
Night," U. A. release, opens March
board of judges are expected to pass
It stars Gary on "The Nit Wits", new Wheeler final judgment within the next two
15 at the Rivoli.
which
George
and Woolsey picture,
Cooper and Anna Sten.
weeks, as a result of which three
T

Salt Lake City Squibs

motion

dolier."

those arriving for the
by Edward Small of
meeting here were Charles Stillman, "Let 'Em Have
It."
Richard E. Beck, Ralph Rolan,
igan.

manufacturers,

picture producers, and exhibitors in
connection with which extravagant
claims for damages were made. The
decisions of the Supreme Court declaring these patents to be invalid
finally and effectively dispose of all
of these suits and the claims incident thereto."

New

to

1)

the German inventors, have been
used as the basis for numerous infringement suits brought against

er,

on "Forty week on the Dashiell Hammett story,
Days of Musa Dagh."
"The Glass Key," with George Raft
in the starring role.
Frank Tuttle
T
T
»
Sales System
Test
Adolphe Menjou, Ted Fio-Rito and is directing. Others in the cast inFor Smaller Localities Orchestra, Four Mills Brothers and clude Claire Dodd, Edward Arnold,
(Continued from Page 1)
the Judy Canova Family are addi- Frank Marlow, and Hubert Evans.
of less than 25,000. The plan, said tions to Warner's
"Broadway Gonindustry,
assignment at

Lady".

1935

ALL TRI-ERGON SUIT?]

//

RALPH WILK;

In a step-up of acthe M-G-M studios nine
FLEMING, after an
productions are currently in work.
absence of several years from
They include "Public Enemy No. 2",
"Reckless," "Order Please," "Age of the Fox lot, is back there to direct
"Flame Within", "Farmer Takes a Wife."
Indiscretion",
»
»
»
"Mutiny on the Bounty", "No More
Eric von Stroheim's first writing
Ladies", "Typee" and "Vagabond
at

tivity

"LOTS

LITTLE from

6,

\

(

I

A

IN

THE
DAY'S

NEWS
Columbia
earnings

in

Pictures
its

history.

reports

(

biggest

—
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1935 FILM YEAR BOOK

ILUMBIA EARNINGS

MAKES DEBUT TODAY

HIGHEST IN HISTORY
(Continued from Page 1)
or $2.25 a share in the same period
a year ago on 169,359 shares outstanding. The six-month net also is
just a little under the $5.69 earned
during the entire 1933-34 year.
The highly favorable financial report bore out the action of Columbia stock, which has been hitting a
new five-year high for the last several days.
The company declared a quarterly
dividend of 25c per share on the
common stock and voting trust certificates for common stock, payable
April 1 to stockholders of record
March 13.
In view of the high
earnings, Wall St. circles expect an
increase in the dividend later in the
year.
Consolidated balance sheet as of
Dec. 29 shows current assets of $7,137,715.50 and total current liabilities of $1,418,973.26, or a ratio of

Earned surplus
over five to one.
increased to $3,903,488.51 and working capital increased to $5,718,742.24.

'T>RODUCERS
great many

have learned
a
lessons since 1929,
and are applying them today."

—

BERNARD HYMAN.

I

—

JEWELL.

OWEN

"A stooge is a person who has the
courage of someone else's convictions."— TED HEALY.

Cullman to Address Board
Howard

not everything.

is

It

is

but

I

must

CAR-

almost everything,
live
also."—TULLIO

MINATI.

"My

"I

"A

star

is

story

she

enacts."

only as good as the

MILLE.

—CECIL

B.

DE

Warners Start Two

Cullman

S.

of the

Roxy

Vita.

-

believe."

am

a

takes

layoff

starting

—

PAUL MUNI.

M-G-M

aration of scripts for next season's
lineup will be under way during the

SEEN

IY

THE PRESS
AGENT
Ida
in

down

Bl
M

Week for "Lost City"
Krellberg's "The Lost City"
is being held for a third week at
The picture also has
the Globe.
S. S.

been booked by Warner's Capitol,
Newark, and the same circuit's Ri-

hvy
v[/_

sometimes jumps out of
the middle of the night to w ite

Lupino
bits

of

verse

that

mind.— PARAMOUNT.

come

into

her

release

dates

May

to

by M-G-M, as follows: "Times Square Lady", March
8; "Casino Murder Case", March
set

"West Point of the Air", March
"Naughty Marietta", March 29;
"Mark of the Vampire", April 5;
"Public Enemy No. 2", March 12;

15;
22;

"Reckless",
April
Please", April 26.

Omaha
Omaha
treasurer,

—
is

19;

"Order

Items

Oscar Peck, Orpheum
the father of an eight-

voli,

Paterson.

'

Opening
DuWorld Pictures has arranged
for a first-run showing of "Lady
©f the Camelias," French picture
starring
Yvonne Printemps and
Pierre Fresnay, at the Fifth Avenue Theater, now renamed Le CineSet

ma

erta".

Allene Fransen of A. H. Blank's
as the
"world's most beautiful usherette"
in the contest sponsored by Universal in connection with "The Good
Fairy".
She will probably be featured in an act over the circuit.

Orpheum has been picked

recess.

Third

AS

May

Sets Dates to

Saturday on completion of the cur- po'ind boy.
rent schedule of 130 shorts, will be
Opening day records at the Orresumed about April 15, according pheum and Brandeis were smashed
to Sam Sax, production chief. Prep- with
"Little
Colonel" and "Rob-

be among the speakers at
Thursday's opening session of the
New House for Jacksonville
National Board of Review conferJacksonville, Fla.— Fred L. Mullience at the Hotel Pennsylvania. His kin, local real estate dealer, ansubject will be "Popular Art and nounces tentative plans for the erecOther speakers will dis- tion
Profit".
of a new independent neighborcuss censorship, organized minori- hood house just one block from locaComtopics.
additional
ties and
tion of one. of E. J. Sparks' themunity activities will be among Fri- aters. It is stated that J. W. Marsh,
and
youth
while
day's subjects,
capitalist of High Point, N. C, will
movies will be discussed Saturday.
build the new house

BIG#3i(
(jpL
NEWS JK^H?

BARBARA

about himself.
But I'd rather talk
about Russia, or about walnuts."

Resumes April 15
five-week

—

indulging deeply in an acworst habit that of talking

THE FILM DAILY
National
"Stranded", with Kay have been

activities
the
Production
at
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, which

was

only refuge, as a child,

make

in

tor's

will

L

"Money

BAXTER

perhaps

STANWYCK.
"There are too many kinds of people."— CLAUDETTE COLBERT.

—

cussion about the possibilities of
shifting production to Florida if
more burdensome taxes and other
legislation are imposed on the film
Schenck
industry in California.
made the headlines on his arrival
here by proposing that Florida raise
$10,000,000 by popular subscription
to build studios which could be rented to film producers.

who have been my

—WARNER

"There is no established formula
for writing plays for the stage or
the screen."—
DAVIS.

feel."

«t could make love just as con .
vincingly to a pillow as to the

"Success is all a matter of atti- charming ladies
tude toward one's work." ISABEL heroines."

Francis

—

something you

is

!

j

Hollywood
and George Brent, under
Miami Joseph M. Schenck, head Frank Borzage's direction, and
of United Artists, who arrived here "Men on Her Mind", with Bette
a few days ago from New York, is Davis, Ian Hunter and Claire Dodd,
to confer with Sidney R. Kent, Fox directed by Alfred E. Green, will
president, at Boca Raton today. The go in work at the Warner studios
visit is expected to include some dis- this week.

;

"Glamour

—IRENE DUNNE.

West Coast Bureau of

Schenck to See Kent

bed

I

French

Francaise de

Harry Shumow, manager

of

M-

(.Continued

anybody wants

from Page
to know

1)

about the
pictures produced and other activities of the industry during the past
year, but also the answers to a million and one questions about production, distribution, exhibition, theaters and their locations, lists of all
companies,
studios,
organizations,
exhibitor units, etc.; personnels of
home offices and studios, full casts
and other credits on the year's features; the work of actors, directors,
writers and other studio craftsmen;
birthdays of prominent film folk,
financial statements of major companies, complete manual on exploitation, buyer's guide, foreign survey and directory, full text of the
code plus a summary by Louis Nizer
on its operations in 1934, court cases
of the year summarized by Herbert
T. Silverberg, complete record of
film titles for the past 20 years,
what the leading industry executives did during the year, data on
the "Ten Best" pictures, and other
statistical facts about the industry
too numerous to mention.
The editorial index takes up 12
pages which gives you an idea of
the extent and comprehensiveness of
the contents as well as the ease in
locating desired information.

—

Cincinnati Squibs

—

Cincinnati Maurice A. Chase has
taken over the Majestic franchise
Ohio, Kentucky and
in southern
Jack Lawrence
West Virginia.
continues as manager.
Max Stahl from the U. A. offices
in Minneapolis has succeeded W. A.
V. Mack as business manager at the
local exchange.
Fire did $1,500 damage at the
Park Hall Theater, managed by

Henry McGinnis.

Hugh Astor, Columbia sales representative from New York, was
here last week.
Harry Rice of U. A. is here on
campaigns for "Scarlet Pimpernel"
and "Folies Bergere".

exchange, and Mrs. Shumow
Mary Cartwright of Warners is
Milwaukee back after a long illness.
returned
from
have
serwhere they attended funeral
"Ruggles of Red Gap" has been
vices for Mrs. Shumow's mother.
a second week at the Capitol.
held
A. H. Blank's Paramount will
show "President Vanishes" starting
Several weeks ago the
Friday.
Blank office jerked the picture out
of the Orpheum before it opened,
nresumably due to threatening let-

G-M

FACTS

ters.

ABOUT
Arch Gaffney Buried

Arch Gaffney, writer who died at
the Coast, was buried at Dumont, N.
yesterday.
J.,

FILMS

Film

New

York.

Buzzell Back at Columbia
West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Eddie Buzzell is back
on the Columbia lot as a director.
His first assignment will be "Fifi
and the Five Bad Boys," which Gene

Markey

is

Radio City Music Hall played to 12,529,000 admissions in the two years
and two months since it opened.

adapting.

=

mm

WILL IT BE a bull's-eye?

Of

that the

producers of

THE

MARCH OF TIME cannot be sure. No one can.
But of this much MARCH OF TIME's editors can be
sure are sure: the new release of THE MARCH OF
TIME

is

better than the

first.

They have done much to tighten up this month's new
MARCH OF TIME. They have made it crisper, faster,
cleaner. The rushes more than fulfill promise of that.
It is MARCH OF TIME's determination to make each
new release a more complete, a more skillful "NewsReleased by

FIRST DIVISION— Harry

magazine of the Screen."

GET YOUR SHARE OF THIS GIGANTIC AUDIENCE

MARCH

OF TIME— a national
For the second release of THE
advertising campaign even stronger than last month's! Advertisements in TIME and FORTUNE to a combined audience of more
than 2,548,000 advertisements in 109 local newspapers to an
additional 17,747,284 spot radio advertising in 38 cities to
20,842,444 and a dramatic 24-sheet campaign in 37 cities to an
audience estimated at 25,095,129 daily! All of this advertising will
bring customers to theatres showing the new release of THE

—

—

MARCH OF

—

TIME.

H. Thomas,

Pres.,

Radio

City,

(

N. Y.

THE MARCH OF TIME

-

2
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Code Authority Upholds Cancellation of

U.

CCNIS

A. Film

COAST GjLDS TO SUBMJTJAMES FOR PMA. BOARD
Leeway

Lubitsch Will Give
New

Writers
.

.

Outlines Policy

and studio dictators

West Coast Bureau

DON CARLE GILLETTE

By

Director General of

Paramount Production

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Believing that the
continued popularity of stars debushel of publicity the past week by pends chiefly on the kind of stories
ambasting the tar out of Hollywood's they are given and the way in which
screen writers, calling them hacks and pot- they are directed, writers and directors hereafter will be given more
)oilers and other uncomplimentary names.
leeway to express themselves on the
All that Goldwyn says, and a lot more,
Paramount lot, says Ernst Lubitsch.
first
in
the
was brought to light long ago
in a statement of policy following

SAMUEL GOLDWYN

tationwide

fetched

Forum

Critics'

himself

conducted

a

by

{Continued on Page 12)

FHE FILM DAILY.
Though the

scribes

eply to the charges that they've gone stale
and are repeating themselves too

away from the

to get

LOCAL APPEALBOARDS

nearly

AN

informal

Cohen

said

ducers and
sincere

in

talk

that

writers for
their

recently,

directors,

efforts,

in-

the most part are
but they are sub-

cannot be made by telephone.
And perhaps the most buffeted of all
cinema craftsmen, according to those who
have had the experience, are the truly
imaginative
and original authors whose
ideas are not understood or properly evaluated by executives who have the say-so.

THE

BEST method

date

the

raignment

of

aranti-

in
the Government's
trust
action
against
Warners,
Paramount, RKO and various officials of
these companies has been set for March
15, the impression prevails around the

Federal
case is

Building that actual

many months

trial

of the

distant.

SET DATE TO HEAR
ALLIED OWNERS' PLAN

of

Hearing on confirmation of the
reorganization plan of the Allied
Owners Corp. will be held March 15
before Judge Inch in Federal Court,
Brooklyn. The plan includes the settlement for $5,000,000 of the $23,000,000 Allied claim against Paramount.
After the plan
deal under which

is

confirmed the

the

{Continued on Page 8)

successful

movie-

making, the records show, is through
the formation of harmonious writer-director
teams and allowing them to work side by
side from the birth of the story idea,
through its nursing period and to the com-

"Little Colonel" Grosses
Fox's Best in Four Years
Fox reports more than 36 key
city holdovers on "The Little Colonel,"

starring

KuykendalPs Illness
Delays Code Revision
Illness of Ed Kuykendall, who is
confined to his home at Columbus,

'%

of

the picture.

sorfs °* reasons an d sl'bis

I

gQw

tials.
It

to

is

try

better to
explain

to

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Panels of 25 names
from which the Paramount board of
directors may select an actor and
writer to serve on the board will be
submitted by the Screen Actors
Guild
and the Screen Writers'
Guild, it was stated to THE FILM
Daily yesterday by Laurence Beilensen, counsel for the guilds.
The

proposal

that

the

guilds

assemble

ERNST TO FIGHT HERTZ
AT PARA. HEARING
Morris L.

Ernst,

prominent

Temple. Miss., by influenza, will delay his
is appointment of a committee to draft
of proposed amendments to the motion
the company's releases during the picture code.
The M. P. T. O. A.
past four seasons.
{Continued on Page 8)

of the

at-

Van-

derlip debenture committee will appear in opposition to the proposed
board of directors of ParamountPublix at the hearing before Federal Judge Coxe on April 4 on final
confirmation of the Paramount reorganization plan, he told Film
{Continued on Page 12)

Shirley

100 Publications Find

Cancellation of U. A. Film
Upheld by Code Authority

in the moral
tone of pictures during the past six
months is an actuality, not merely
a rumor, is testified to by more than
throughout the
publications
100
country, it is indicated in a pamphlet of editorial clippings compiled
by the Hays organization. Publications quoted range from New York
City newspapers to Catholic maga-

is

Pennsylvania Censor Finds
Fewer Deletions Necessary
Philadelphia

—Reflecting

the vast

improvement in the tone of films
since the Legion of Decency cammethods paign
started,
the
Pennsylvania

have been

support of the varying
now employed.
But explanations are of no value to a
film that comes out minus the b. o. essenin

Paramount Board
West Coast Bureau of

made that the picture
doing more business than any
Claim

'

pletion

Actor - Writer Guilds to
Suggest Candidates for

Paramount torney and a member

pro-

entirely

to

—Though

{Continued on Page 8)

actors,

too much dictation and
interference from higher-ups and hangerson who don't know what it's all about.
Good motion pictures, Cohen declared,
ject

URGED BY JACK MILLER

Regular meetings of appeals committees in key cities, with a member of the Code Authority functioning as chairman at each session and
with membership of the committee
Emanuel

always results in a good
spiration turning out a bad picture.

IN

Louis Hearing Far Off
Louis

{Continued on Page 8)

film

center for fresh viewpoints, they are right
in one contention, i. e., that the multiple
adapting and revision of stories by different

hands

St.
St.

have no satisfactory

on ideas

much and need

to Writers and Directors

censor board now finds it possible
to view as many as 20 to 25 pictures without having to make a single elimination, according to Mrs.
change the system than John D. Davenport, vice-chairman
why it doesn't deliver.
of the board.

Over-ruling United Artists' contention that it does not come within
jurisdiction of the code's 10 per
cent cancellation provisions as it
sells its pictures individually, the
Code Authority has granted the
Egyptian, DeKalb, 111., operated by
F. W. Anderson, the right to canThe accel "Catherine the Great."
tion sustains the determination of
the Chicago grievance board.
Acting on another appeal from a
{Continued on Page 8)

Betterment in Films
That improvement

zines.

Springer-Cocalis BuildingSpringer-Cocalis

plans

erection

of

a

750-seat theater in Westchester Square,
the Bronx, on a site already acquired.
The circuit is now engaged in constructing a 600-seat house in the old
Tribune Building in downtown Manhattan,

it

is

learned.
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Sprecher Setting Release
On 2 More French Films
to Warner Suit

Marcel
A 20-day extension has been
Sprecher, president
of
granted National Screen Service in Self, French distributing organization,
connection with filing its reply to
is
seeking to arrange U. S.
the Warner-First National $1,000,- distribution for "Pension Mimosas"
000 damage and injunction action and "Le Grand Jeu," two French
now pending in the New York State pictures directed by Jacques Fey-

Time

Supreme Court.

now

for filing the

March 19.
House, Grossman & Vorhaus

answer

7, 193!

Given Extension

On Reply
Vol. LXVII. No. 55

Thursday, March

will

der,

in

shown

expire

addition to the film "Itto,"
week aboard the He de

dG omg

.ommg an

HENRY HATHAWAY, Paramount director, ha
gone to Washington from New York to ar
range for a location trip to Annapolis in con
nection with "Annapolis Farewell," which h
will

make.

last

HOLMAN has arrived in New Yor
Fiance.
from the Coast.
Sprecher, who is general secrecounsel for National Screen, while
FRANCES GOODRICH and ALBERT HACKETT
George Quigley is representing the tary of the recently organized Union M-G-M
scenarists, will arrive in New York to
Syndicate des Distributeurs de Films morrow for a short vacation.
plaintiff.
They adapte
en
France, which
embraces all "The Thin Man" for the screen, and mos

Albany

American distributing companies as
well as all French companies, said
Without Escorts that a new uniform distribution
James E. Stephens, contract was being drafted for use

Bill

Children
Albany

is

—

Would Admit

RUSSELL

recently
etta."

wrote

the

script

"Naughty Mari

for

EDWIN MARIN, who
Casino

directed M-G-M's "Th
is
en route from Holly
reach this city Sunday.

Murder Case,"

wood and

will

Democrat, of New York, has intro- in France. Sprecher said that playWALLACE BEERY has arrived at the Waldorf
duced a bill in the Assembly permit- ing on percentage was unknown in Astoria from Hollywood for another visit.
France
outside
Paris,
and
is
conadoptbe
ordinance
ting that a local
HELEN MORGAN is back in New York fo
ed for exhibition of especially cen- fined there to part of the city, be- a short stay.
difficulty
checking
of
in
cause
the
J.
H. SE1DELMAN sailed yesterday on th
Wardour St., \V. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne. sored films to children between the
on receipts.
Monterey from San Francisco for Australia
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La ages of five and 16, during certain
Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la Cour- restricted hours without escort proMR. and MRS. SAM SAX and MR. and MRS
des-Noues, 19.
ROY MACK are booked to sail Saturday on th
vided a seat is had for each child
Roma for a Mediterranean cruise.
20
Appeals
Today
and that the theater maintains a
CLARA BLANDICK sails Monday on
matron for each group of 75 chilDetermination of nearly 20 apPresident Adams for a world cruise.
dren. The theater would pay a $10 peals will constitute the principal
GEORGE S. KAUFMAN is due to return t
yearly fee for the privilege.
business of the Code Authority at
CODE
New York next week from the coast, where h
Lewen Pizor of filled
its meeting today.
an assignment at the M-G-M studios.
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4733. 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk. 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest \V. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

%
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100 Per Cent Holdovers
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Columbia

50%

Picts.

vtc. 44

44

44

14%

15

15%

Technicolor

+

Boy

for

Mervyn LeRoys

West Coast Bureau of

6

Hollywood

For

Direct

Theatre
and

Territorial

-

THRILLS

Bookings

—A

Rights

729 7th

Ave.

BRy.

9-4417

New

York

at his

Ed Kuyhome

in

Columbus, Miss.

cutives.

Clemente Moving to Radio City

Frank
Latin

Z.

Clemente, president of

Artists

Pictures

Corp., will
to new

move from 723 Seventh Ave.

RKO Building,
Rockefeller Center, on March 10.
Clemente has contracted to make
three Spanish features for Univer-

headquarters in the

sal release.

Darrieux.

Review Board to See Audio Shorts
Four shorts in the "Musical
Moods" series made by Audio Productions and distributed by First
Division have been selected by the
National Board of Review as the
only shorts to be shown at its annual conference which starts today
The
at the Hotel Pennsylvania.
pictures, to be previewed tomorrow
evening, are "In a Monastery Gar-

Second

Time"

issue of "The
also will be shown.

March

JACK MILLER has arrived
New Orleans.
CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN
New York from the South.

JOHNNY BURKE
writers,

for

New

HUGH HERBERT, who

is

York fron

returned

has

t

SPINA, song

Hollywood.
in

First

National'

"Gold Diggers of 1935," to be shown in Nev
York soon, arrives here tomorrow with his wife
for a month's vacation.
They will stay at thi
Warwick.
Herbert also is to make some per
appearances.

G.

O'NEILL

(GAR)

R.

has

returned

fron

Kentucky, where he previewed the Technicolo
fox-hunt picture, "Countryside Melodies," thi
filming of which was arranged in Kentucky las
year, by Audio Productions.

McDONOUGH,

R.

J.

and

tures,
arrive

B.

B.

president of Radio Picvice president, wil

KAHANE,

New

York from Hollywood over thi
week end to attend a directors' meeting an(
for further conferences on next season's pro
in

duct.

GWEN MANNERING,

British actress who ha
in films abroad, arrived in New Yorl
yesterday on the Berengaria on her way ti
the coast.
BARBARA BENNETT also returnee
on the same ship after visiting her father
Richard Bennett, in London.

appeared

A.

SCHWARTZ

H.

New

from

flew to Florida yesterday

York.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
7-9Eleventh
National Board of
vania
New York

Annual

March

Songwriters to be Honored
Johnny Burke and Harold Spina,
"Annie
of
composers
youthful
Doesn't Live Here Anymore", "The
Beat Of My Heart" and "Love
Dropped In To Tea", will be honored by Fred Waring, before they

in

HAROLD

and

week

leave this

den", "Barcarolle", "Mediterranean
Songs" and "Fingal's Cave", all in
three-color Technicolor photographed by Robert C. Bruce.

over the Columbia network to Spina
and Burke compositions, and will inof troduce their new song, "Once Upon
A Midnight".

be "After Office Hours," with
Clark Gable and Constance Bennett.

PRINCE SIGVARD and his wife, the forme
ERIKA PATZEK, arrive in New York toda
aboard the Bremen on their way to Hollywood.

sonal

Ben Bernie for Capitol
Ben Bernie and his gang will pro- entrain for the coast.
Waring will devote his entire ravide the stage show at the Capitol
Screen feature dio program this evening at 9:30
starting tomorrow.
will

OLYMPIC THEATRE CORP.

ill

THE FILM DAILY

youngster are doing nicely in the
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital.

Danielle

-

is

of

French Film for 55th St.
Following a third week of the
"Zwei Herzen" revival, the 55th St.
Playhouse will present next week
the French musical comedy, "La
Crise Est Finie" ("The Depression
Cast
Is Over"), with English titles.
headed by Albert Prejean and
is

DRAMA MUSIC

who

boy was born yes%
% terday* to the Mervyn LeRoys. The Columbia Film for Roxy
V* mother is the former Doris "Warner,
Columbia's "Let's Live Tonight",
Vb
daughter of H. M. Warner, thereby with Lilian Harvey and Tullio CarWarner
minati, will have its New York pre% making the president of
Mother and miere on March 15 at the Roxy.
Bros, a grandfather.

Vi

.

Par.
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Loew 6s 41 ww
051/2 IO51/4 105%
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1

1

1

9i/8

31/8

143/4

RKO

427/8

347/8

3%

ctfs

Pathe Exch
do "A"

Warner

5

vtc.

Picts.

Con. Fm.

Con.

5

5V4

Columbia

Clos

Philadelphia will serve for

kendall,

23 pre-release engagethat have already played,
RKO Radio's "Roberta" has been 169 "Gold Diggers" Dates
Special advance engagements on
held over 100 per cent in many
The pic- "Gold Diggers of 1935," recently
cases for extended runs.
ture opens today at the Radio City withdrawn from general release for
the time being, totaled 169 up to
Music Hall.
yesterday, according to Grad Sears
and Andy Smith, Warner sales exe-

Out
ments

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

I

1

Review.

Conference
Hotel

«

Pennsyl

of
Luncheon
thi
Annual
March 8: Tenth
Drama Study Club for benefit of the Stage

Fund,

Relief

Hotel

Waldorf-Astoria,

Nev.

York.

March
Inc.,

2

March

12: Allied Theater Owners of
meeting at Hotel Lincoln,
17:

Anni 27:
ner,

New Jersey,
New York

M

P.

Boston

Friars*

A.M. P. A.
Hotel

Astor,

r

Club Party, B

annual

New

getYork.

May

Annual meeting of Independent The
1 :
ater Supply Dealers' Ass'n, Edgewater Beach
Hotel, Chicago,

viay

Annual Spring Meeting of tht
20-24:
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Rno^evelt. Hollywood.

m
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Isn't

it

strange that some of

the commentators

who

are

drawing
names aren't even mentioned 7
touted

as

newsreel

.

EDWIN C. HILL
RAN AWAYI
It

see

He was

wasn't even a contest.

so far in the lead that

any of his competitors, even on a clear day.

Annual Radio

Poll

of the

New

Certainly

you couldn't

we mean

the

York World -Telegram in which 260 of

America's foremost radio editors voted for the favorite commentator of
the air waves.

Ed

Hill got

246 enthusiastic votes.

EDWIN
HEARST METROTONE NEWS
Tiat's

of

why

the

name

last year, too!

C. HILL, Globetrotter of

of

Showmen who know

He won

is

what's top!

M-G-M's

bringing extra dough to thousands

\

HlHiS!!

^san^ (B®MH2

WARNER
who gave you

BROS.

"Devil

Dogs"

and "Sweet Music", now bring
you 3 major stars in a single show,
to keep you living on velvet.

o<ao

^M
i

)??^\

rr

^

r

H

I

i|(li|[|lllllililll!

FRANK BORZAGE
Walk"
of
champions
the box-office

who helped make
one

of

1934, turns in

"Flirtation

another swell directo-

rial job in this First National Picture.
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Ann Hard"Biography of a Bachelor Girl'
"Devil Dogs of the Air,"
with the action taking pL^
place in midocean where two aviators are adrift,
anxiously
awaiting rescue
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"Devil Dogs," and discussing the merits of the picture;
"The Night is
roung,
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with
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York.
National Screen ServServyesterday showed the trade press
five3 advance trailers, built along brand
new productioi
production lines and embodying
the first intelligent
intelli
use of production
entertainment without spilling the
whole story of the pictures

d

mc

ing

National Screen Scores

in

five trailers are of

MCM's

'

hich National Screen
whi
Service is now making, are an innovation in trailers that should prove a
»Jew
N«

trailers,

to audiences.

..

New

idea

is

to tak

main theme of the pictures being exploited on the screen and build a short
dramatization around them. Title of the
picture and the names of the stars and
featured players are worked into the
of

I

I

,

ture.
ture

takes tlide stereotyped
»«!"
ballyhoo and preadvance

story. In short,

forms

Charles Judels getting into trouble
with a studio watchman; "Sequoia,"
showing Charles Murphy, the animal
trainer;
"Black
Fury,'
with
III
Fred
cu
Kohler telling the board of directors
~
the lowdown on Muni's
uni's coal mine pre-

it

in a visual manner that is
ten times less obvious and considerably
more lasting in the mem ory of the
National Screen is to be
movie-goer.
congratulated for this new departure.

sents

them

NATIONAL SCREEN

SFHVTCF.

!

.

'
:
.

-

'
.

the Industry

New Trailers

-

That "Sell"
From Stereotyped
"

Approval/

a^t.
Ad
Reels

Provide Pleasure and Sales Punch

S

HO WMEN
Fa

l?»\
r
na

PRODUCED TRAILERS
20 Mins.
Projection Room
National Screen Service
Expanding on recent experiments
in trailer manufacture, partly with
a view to getting away from the
routine form, National Screen Serv-

!°

for 'Devil Dogs' (WB)
opens like a ne'wsreel with lost fliers
in the Pacific.
Film cuj:s to two
men marooned on airplane wreck-

The one

age out at sea. Warren B. Hymer
and Pat Flaherty have a radio with
them through which comes gab
about 'Devil Dogs,' the two men getting into a fight over the merits of

VorV

diary.

many

WB

Aside from anything else,
these new type advance plugs give
a variety in trailers if a house
is
using the conventional design,
methods;

which includes actual scenes from
films.
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trailers.

getting out these trail
ers on
and Metro pictures as
a means of competing against these
two majors in the trailer field, it iS
offering real opposition. It is a forward step in screen advertising
is

i?

Ty

a
Va
e ar' t hrs

»St£
"

own Screen Presents.' Copy tags onto
produced scenes but is severely held
actors, prepared its own sets and
staged the scenes. It used no talent down to get away from the tireunder contract to either Warner or some ballyhoo which has charac-

NSS

sell'

Merro and
e °t
fac ' *****
Warners are making
'cng their own.
and sery-

hired its

If

3?

SerWc'e

1

.

acterized so

Scr ec „

oj scene''

:

Metro.
On 'Biography of a Bachelor Girl'
(MG) National hired Thelma Todd
a~d others to -tage a bedroom scene.
After making the audience guess as
to what it is all about, the characters, as in a story, ring in a
discussion on 'Bachelor Girl' to send
in the ad plug. Trailer subject ends
with Miss Todd hopping out of bed
in nightgown, throwing a mink coat
over her shoulders and declaring
that she's going- out to find what
impressions of life Ann Harding
(star of the picture) reveals in her

Punch and
'

he frade
?as afforded its
Press
firS °'
ppor ' u "''y of
"•9 a group f
scc .
th'"
<^9ned tj ove rC o *
V"' "* ""'are

.

NSS

TRAI^ERS
DELUXE]

'«en to the
*
oceario^ and
are
f"f '"e
ottered.
' rar

a new type trailer, produced that picture.
by that company.
'Night Is Young* (MG) is another,
These trailers are so staged that with Herman Bing and Charles
chey look suspiciously like shorts Judels as a couple of muggs crashget well under way. ing a studio gate in their car and
until they
Subtly managed on the advertising ending up discussing this picture
angle, the trailer uses clever means with the doorman^
to make sure that strong selling
Production of trailers on 'Sequoia'
points are injected.
(MG) and 'Black Fury' (WB) are
National was, in a fashion, forced handled with freshness and effect.
to this new style but has evolved Charles B". Murphy, animal trainer,
a method which marks a distinct who handled beasts for 'Sequoia,' is
advance in this field. It was partly in a hunting lodge setting, with a
forced because Metro, on Jan. 1, mountain lion as a pet. He introjoined Warner Bros, as a producer duces a conversation with another
man over 'Sequoia.' For 'Black
of its own trailers.
Having no contracts with these Fury' there is a company directors'
majors, under which' dialog scenes meeting when one man argues with
would be made available, plus other board members over what they
co-operation, NSS was faced with know about handling the troubles
of miners.
the problem of servicing its acSome of these trailers carry an
counts (theatres) on pictures of
Getting to- introduction credit, making them
these two companies.
gether a group of five specially pro- look more than ever like a short,
duced trailers on Warner and with the opening words: 'National
.
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CODE AUTH'Y UPHOLDS
CANCELLATION

U. A.

(Continued from Page
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Thursday, March

Other appeals decisions are as

fol-

lows:

New York — Washington, Wash

ington, N. J., vs. Embassy and State.
both of Easton, Pa.; Music Hall.
Clinton, N. J.; Strand, Hackettstown, N. J., and distributors, affirms decision dismissing zoning and
clearance complaint on jurisdiction-

r

<ft>^x^^iB

""PHIL

M DALY

•
• • THE BOSS has just wished on us a very tuff assignment
"Phil," he sez, "why not give the Year Book
one of those colorful, glamorous and extravagant adjectival
presentations for which you are so justly famous?"
and
"All right, Boss, but if you ask us, it's the same
we sez
to add aroma to some
as tellin' a guy to gild the lily
to dilate on the virtues of the
rare and exotic perfume
Perfect, to describe the Indescribable
Word in the World of Baillyhoo

to ballyhoo the Last

But

if

you

insist,

T

Lake
Paramount, Gayety and Rex, all
of Idaho Falls, reverses grievance
board decision so as to dismiss complaint against Demordaunt & DrenSalt

nen, operator of the Gayety.

Francisco

—American,

Oak-

land, vs. T. & D, Oakland, sustains
decision finding respondent guilty of
failing to maintain admission prices.

Atlanta

—

National,

McRae,

Ga-

H. Thompson, Hawkinsville.
Ga., affirms decision dismissing comJ.

plaint that respondent interfered in
leasing negotiations.

Set Date to

Hear

Allied Owners' Plan
(Continued from Page 1)

Building and Theater, Brooklyn,
will be sold to Si Fabian for $1,500,000, subject to a 20-year lease
on the theater by Paramount-Pubhx.
will be consummated, it was said yesterday by Monroe Goldwater of
Counsel for the Allied Owners' trustee?.

• IN THIS biz where everything is hoorah and tershouting about a Production before it is even finished in
studios
along comes Producer Alicoate
(he being
who makes one super-spethe Boss we alluded to above)
cial every year
called the "Year Book"
which comes
along about this time without any advance ballyhoo
you
arrive at your office one day and find it on your desk
the result of 12 months of intenthat's all there is to it
sive, unremitting work
a complete and exhaustive Reference Work of the entire industry
as one commentator truly
said
"It is the one indispensable reference work that enables your competitors to get out their publications with a reaa very pretty compliment,
sonable degree of exactitude."
indeed
and in all modesty we can say that it is fairly accurate
many's the time we have wandered into the offices
and caught them poring over the pages
of rival publications
of the Year Book as they strove to get the Film Facts
so whenever you read a misstatement or a
STRAIGHT
cockeyed statement in some other trade publication, you can just
"Be sure
bet that the reporter forgot the standard rule
to consult the Film Daily Year Book if you happen to be writing a story that contains Film Facts."
•

•

rific

• • • YOU CAN take that one new section alone
not
"Men Who Made Motion Picture History in 1934"
but a
a lotta applesauce about what some film execs said
record of what they DID
at a glance the status of

boiled-down data that gives you
men who are keeping the film biz

T
Kuykendall's Illness
Delays Code Revision
(Continued from Page 1)_

New

Orleans convention last

week authorized the naming of

group of

five

to

prepare a

list

a

of

revisions.

Kuykendall was scheduled to attend a meeting of the Code Authority in

Local Appeal Boards

Urged by Jack

Miller

1)

film men, was
Miller, Chicago exhibitor leader, in New York
yesterday, following his arrival from

consisting

of

local

New York

New

Orleans. The plan may be proposed for incorporation in the list
of code revisions to be formulated
by the M. P. T. O. A. and presented
to Division Administrator Sol A.

Rosenblatt.
At the exhibitor

convention in
Orleans last week, complaint
was made that under the present appeals setup, committees used are unfamiliar with conditions which they

New

must consider in examining appeals.
The current plan is to have a member of the Authority act as chairman and two film men from the
New York area sit with him as the
committee.
Under the Miller plan, committees would comprise five members
and would meet every two months.
Members would be of the same in-

dustry class as the cases considered,
but would not be interested parties.

Moving Forward

at its

1)

recommended by Jack

City— Rio, Idaho Falls

vs.

ys.

NAMES

resentation by persons familiar with
creative process of motion pictures.

(Continued from Page

T

(

members who m'ght serve on
the Paramount board came from
Morris L. Ernst, a member of the
Vanderlip committee of Paramount
bondholders, who is urging that the
Paramount board include more rep-

goes"

T

1935

of

'ists

here

grounds.

San

PARA, BOARD
(Continued from Page

aters, LaSalle.

al

GUILDS TO SUBMIT

1)

Chicago grievance board decision the
Authority has decided that the Peru.
Peru, 111., is guilty of premature advertising of pictures, as complained
by the Majestic and LaSalle the-

7,

T

T

FOR READY

reference when you want a phone
and your sec and switchboard operator
don't cuss and
are both out simonizing their enamel jobs
gals must powder and preen if they want
act like a meany
just turn to pages 52-5, and there
to get by in Show Biz
you will find all the important phone numbers in New York
why, my lad, this feature alone is worth
and Hollywood

• • •
number in

a hurry

the price of the

Year Book

Screen

By

Ad Campaign
General Baking Co.

General Baking Co. is launching
a screen advertising campaign in
theaters in larger cities, using a series of short films which are shown
as trailers to newsreels.
It is the
first campaign of its kind on definite
scheduled showings. Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn, handling the
General Baking advertising, has ar-

ranged with Signer

&

Bryne,

New

York

representatives
of
Screen
Broadcasts, Inc., to take care of the
distribution.

today.

• • • AND THERE is that old standby
"Feature
production credits on American and
Releases of 1934"
foreign-made pictures released during the past year
abas hundreds of film folk have found
solutely indispensable
accurate information
for years back, in their daily routine
available instantly
then its companion department
listed alphabetically
cover14,573 Feature Releases
ing the most complete list of features released in this country
with the distributor's name and
during the past 19 years
Gosh, we thot it was going to
the Film Daily review dates
be tuff to find words to talk about the Seventeenth Edition of
the Year Book, after all that EVERYBODY ELSE is saying
about it
and here we are at the end of the kolyum
and we haven't even STARTED to talk

FACTS
ABOUT

.

SEEN IY
THE PRESS

AS

AGENT
of cellophane will
costumes of the chorus

One thousand yards
compose

the

girls
in
the "Latin from Manhattan"
dance number of "Go Into Your Dance."

—FIRST NATIONAL.

FILMS

<^i
Approximately 75 per cent of

all

shown in Hong Kong theaters
1934 were from the U. S.

films
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"Order,
new contract with rection of Raoul Walsh.
Universal for next season. The new Please!" the Edward Childs Carpencontract calls for the same number ter play, is now called "Mystery in
of features as this season, with the Room 309." Franchot Tone and Una
option of several more. It also calls Merkel have the leading roles in this
for the production of Universal's picture, which Jack Conway is dithe leadoff serial for next season, the recting.
his signature to a

(^ARL LAEMMLE,

JR., has expanded his special production
unit by assigning Hazel Jameson, for
several years in the Universal writing department, as his story editor.

Miss Jameson will help him

in

which

of

"The

selection and preparation of six pictures this year.
T
T
T
Major R. B. Bodley of Oxford

title

pervisor on the story and producof "Manners Make the Man,"

Kibbee and June Martel.

is

Roaring

T

T

Edward Everett Horton has been
University is en route from England signed by Warners for "Crashing
to Hollywood to act as technical su- Society" joining Phil Regan, Guy
tion

which Bernard

M-G-M

for

in

Hyman

will

produce

May.

T

Two

T

T

changes are announced
"Baby Face Harringby M-G-M.
title

the final title for the picformerly known as "Public
man $32.68 to cover the installa- Enemy No. 2," in which Charles
tion of a window and accrued inter- Butterworth is featured under diest since 1915.
Tracy broke the
window while playing baseball on
Page Boulevard, St. Louis, on his
way home from Soldan High School.
T

T

Lee Tracy has sent a

»

»

Edward H.

St.

ton"
Louis ture

?

a leading director of "class" photoplays, has begun rehearsals on "No More Ladies"
at M-G-M, and will continue them
Griffith,

is

Von Stroheim,

signed by MG-M to adapt a story, written by
him and as yet untitled, will also
act as technical advisor to Clarence
Brown on military sequences in
"Anna Karenina," Garbo's next
starring picture.
T
T
T
As a reward and a recognition of
his work on three Universal serials,
Louis Friedlander has been given a
feature to direct.
As soon as he
completes the direction of "Call of

Eric

West."

T

T

NEWS OF THE DAY
—

—The

—

—

the

Schoolmaster" in about a week,
Waverly, III.—The Bijou Theater
Monogram will start immediately on
"The Healer," with Reginald Barker is now under the management of J.
directing. This is the third of four W. Hart.
special productions scheduled on the
Chicago Election of a business
current Monogram program. "The
Keeper of the Bees," Gene Stratton- manager for the Chicago operators'
Porter novel, which is the fourth local to succeed Tom Maloy, who
special production, will be put be- was killed by a gunman recently,
fore the cameras almost at the same will take place soon.
sier

—

time.
T

T

1934-35

Kansas

City

amendment

to

—

The

Sunday

will be "Reckless

t

—

Grand Island, Neb. Jack BeachLewis D. Collins is directing "The
Hoosier Schoolmaster," with Nor- ler, manager of the Majestic, A. H.
man Foster and Charlotte Henry in Blank house, is the father of a seven-pound girl.
the featured roles.
Evelyn Brent has been signed for
"The Nitwits'", new Bert WheelerBobby Woolsey comedy now in production at the RKO Radio studios.
Others in the cast are Fred Keating,
Betty Grable, Erik Rhodes,
Etienne Girardot and Sleep 'n' Eat.
George Stevens is directing, from a
Stuart Palmer story.
T

T

T
T
Cecilia Murray, five-year-old New
York child who won a M-G-M contest, has been given the leading role
opposite

"Spanky"

Fitchburg,

Mass.

—

The

Lyric,

formerly managed by Alden Smith
for E. M. Loew, has closed.

Boston

—William

Jennings, father

of Jack Jennings of the Fox sales
staff and of Tom Jennings, former
Columbia salesman, died last week.

Canton.

O.— Wallace

McFarland

in

"Anniversary Trouble," a new Our
Gang comedy.
T

Gertrude Astor, long a glamorous
figure in silent pictures and remembered for her work in "The Cat and
the Canary" and "Twin Beds," has
a small role in "The Informer," the

new Victor McLaglen starring picture now in production at
Radio with John Ford directing. Heather Angel, Wallace Ford, Margot
Grahame and others support McLaglen

in

this

who operates

the Peoples at Kirksville, Mo., and formerly operated the
Roxy at Macon, is reported to be
opening a new show in that section.

Kansas City

— Murray

Starr has

gone

to Seattle for the National
Screen Service. J. S. Mednikow of
Chicago, visited Beverly Miller, local

manager

for the
Service this week.

National

Screen

Liam

O'Flaherty

story.
T

T

Regis Toomey has been signed for
a role in "The G Men," starring
James Cagney and currently in
work on the Warner lot.
T
T
T
diasasters hit the "Alibi Ike"
production unit on location at Fullerton, Calif., and the entire company has returned to the First National studios at Burbank. The first
of the calamities was a light California mist which rained out the
spring training quarters of the Hollywood team of the Pacific Coast
League at Fullerton, where the motion picture people were on location. The star of the picture, Joe E.
Brown, was then attacked by a collection of influenza germs which
aid him low and took him out of the
play.
The studio then decided to
continue the shooting of the picture
around Brown on the home grounds,
returning to Fullerton as soon as
the baseball field dried.

Two

proposed

the Kansas

Romeos," labor laws to permit Sunday shows
"Honeymoon Limited," which Ar- has been killed in committee. There
thur Lubin will direct, and "Cheers were no theater organizations beof the Crowd." These three remain- hind it, inasmuch as local option
ing pictures will go before the com- apparently is settling the issue of
Sunday movies throughout the state.
eras late in March.

program

thews and Joyce Compton.

T

Boston

—

Monogram's

the Savage," he will take directorial
charge of Edgar Allan Poe's "The
Raven."
Karloff and Bela Lugosi
have been cast in co-starring roles.
Other members of the cast already
chosen are Irene Ware, Lester Mat-

RKO

Topeka, Kans.
Best's Theater,
Boston Friars Club,
Joan Craw- fraternity of local moviemen, plans which burned last week, will be refor about two weeks.
ford and Robert Montgomery are co- a private dinner dance at the Cocoa- modeled into a No. 1 second-run
house.
starred in the production, written nut Grove on March 17.
for the screen by Horace Jackson.
Kansas City Al East of IndeT
T
St. Louis
The Variety Club dance
Sam Wood has started directing at the Meadowbrook Winter Club in pendence, Mo., who operates thea"Let 'Em Have It," with a cast that Hotel Chase on Monday night set a ters at Appleton City, Mo. and Osceincludes
Richard Arlen, Virginia new mark for such accomplishments ola, Mo. is completing a circuit by
Bruce, Alice Brady and Bruce Cabot. hereabouts.
shows at Rockville and
is running
The
committee
This is a United Artists production charge was composed of Harold W. Deepwater, Mo., with a portable.
which Edward Small is producing,
Evens, Tony Metreci, Henry Budde,
r
Alvin Wolff and George Wiegand.
Kansas City
C. M. Anderson,
With
completion of "The Hoo-

Completing

"LOTS

(Doc)

Elliott,
manager, is in

Although his present schedule of Warner's Alhambra
Westerns for Universal is only half Cleveland attending a conference of
completed. Buck Jones has affixed Warner managers and executives.

—

Helen Broderick, one of Broadway's favorite comediennes, has reported on the RKO Radio lot to
make her motion picture debut in
"Top Hat", the new musical film for
which Irving Berlin is writing the
score and in which Fred Astaire and
Oil City, Pa.
Harris Amusement Ginger Rogers will star.
Co., operating several houses in the
greater Pittsburgh area, has given
The filming of "Oil For the Lamps
up its lease on the Drake here.
of China," based on the best-seller
by Alice Tisdale Hobart, will be
Canton, O. T. M. Jones of Mor- completed on Saturday at the Wargantown, W. Va., has taken a lease ner studios. Pat O'Brien and Joseon the old Grand Opera house here phine Hutchinson head the cast of
and is reopening it with a perman- the picture, which Mervyn LeRoy is
ent run of musical stock and films. directing.
Among the other imHouse also will be available for road portant principals are John Elshows for the first time in several dredge, Jean Muir, Lyle Talbot, W/f
years.
lie Fung, Arthur Byron, Tetsu
mai, Ronnie Cosby, Donald Crisp,
Canton, O. A new house record Christian Rub, Edward McWade,
seems likely to be set at the Palace Florence Fair, John Hyams, Olive
Laird
with "The Little Colonel," which will Jones and Henry O'Neill.
hold up at least ten days, according Doyle is the author of the «creen
version.
to Manager R. Keith Chambers.

Steubenville,
O.
Fire
which
a downtown block burned
away doors, scorched the roof and
drenched the carpets and furnishings of the Grand theater.

swept

—

—

H^

—

mm

m
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"Clive of India" Campaigns
In Boston and Syracuse
"('"LIVE OF INDIA", 20th
Century's Ronald Colman
film released through United
Artists, was given two thorough
exploitation campaigns for its

oration

of

Colman has appeared

as virtual

in

of
libraries
and
schools. The ingenious make-up
of the unique accessory is almost sure to catch and hold the
eye of passers-by and headlines
and copy are effectively woven
into the pictorial highlights. In
its entirety, the news-flash poster is a summary of the show
intended for dancing schools,
libraries, windows and centers
of fashion. Because of its newsiness and distinctive tone, one
that reflects the lavish production, the accessory is intended

was

in the

resulted in the picture getting
200
billing
with
additional
streamers on all cigar store

placard

and window and
displays
on

"Screen

Romance"

windows

Two

for locations that could not be
reached by the ordinary lithograph, window card or common-run of showman aids. It
printed on heavy stock in
is
two colors and sold to exhibitors four in a tube at a dollar
Space is left for
for the set.
the exhibitors imprint.
Radio Pictures.

magazine.

fifteen-minute radio trans-

were broadcast from

scriptions

Station

WEEI

of the

NBC

net-

work. Tire covers were placed
on 60 local cabs; 10,000 inserts
were placed in outgoing packages of the United Market, and
5,000 imprinted bags were dis-

—RKO

tributed by the Carroll PerfumThrough a tie-up
ery Stores.
with Duchess Beauty Salon,
Loretta Young's picture was
used in a cooperative ad which
broke in the "American" and
"Advertiser", giving the picture

ager

was used in the "Journal". In
the "Herald" a seven-day "Solve
the Problem Contest" garnered
more space for the opening.

More than 105 prominent
carried displays
opening.

stores

the

plugging

—

last

ville

Landis,

Flash Displays Poster
As "Roberta" Accessory

ter,

—

The Sutter theaindependent house, has closed

for an indefinite period.
Jean Parker is here for a five-day
stay, five days of personal appearances in conjunction with "Sequoia,"
after which she returns to Holly-

28" x 42" poster combining
the tabloid pictorial layout
idea with more formal art de.c-

A

wood.

Herman Cohen

of the United Art-

and Strand theaters has filed
complaint against all San Francisco
theaters using Bank Night or Race
Night. The case, to be heard Monists

Back
Files

day, is expected to settle the issue
here.
1

w'?ii

r 'S nts

'(ITjMiey

t0

AGO— Columbia
remainder of

Mouse" cartoon

takes over
the current

series.

AGO— Universal

Florida

from

E.

J.

buys

Sparks.

one place where good pictures
are made consistently, although
notable strides are being made
abroad. The picture industry is

dead

practically

from

an

point.

mixing

in

Germany,

international

stand-

It will be until they quit
politics with their films.

did not see a German picture
playing in England all the time
I was there.
Little of importance in the production line is
being done in other countries
except England. However, there
is
some interesting production
activity in Vienna, with film

I

worker

exiles

from

Germany

taking the lead.
Unquestionably, the industry has boomed in
England.
Important money is
being placed behind the production companies.
English pictures, as a rule, do not seriously
threaten Hollywood supremacy,
although some splendid pictures
are being made. Understand, I
am not unappreciative of Eng-

— Extended

Seattle

runs are befashion here.

Showing

A

TVA

Files

Bill

—A

Albany

But

pictures.

it

would be

too much to expect that they
could reach in two or three years
a level that it has taken Hollywood 20 years to attain. The
chief fault I observed was a lack
of the efficient, well oiled production organization of the Hollywood studios.
So far as organization is
concerned, the
English today are in the situation that existed here several
years ago.
Talent is unquestionably there.
The English
films have been drawing heavily
upon American players. There
are also many splendid British
artists appearing in the films.
The English studios also have
imported many American technicians.
I believe it would be
feasible for an entire American
production organization to function in Hollywood fashion in

England.

It

is

difficult,

how-

ever, to perfect a mixed organization. The temperaments and
methods of the two peoples are
too different.
Foreign studios,

particularly the English,
well staged and equipped.

are

The

photography generally is very
good. Sound recording is not
quite up to the standard of the
Hollywood studios. I expect to
stay here, because it is the perfect place to make pictures.

—

on Benefits

has been introduced in the Senate by Thomas F.
Burchill amending penal law by
making it larceny to conduct a show
or

other

bill

public

event,

advertising

same as being for charitable purposes, without turning over to charity at least 75 per cent of net receipts.

Mickey in Color at Dutch Treat

A special screening of Walt Disney's first Mickey Mouse subject in
Technicolor, "The Band Concert'"
was run at the regular weekly
meeting of the Dutch Treat Club.
Among some of the guests of honor
were Feodor Chaliapin, Charles
Winninger and General Hugh Johnson.

Roland Young in Radio Skit
Roland Young has been engaged

17

to

The Heart of Hollywood
400 Rooms With Bath

From
2

$2.5

and 3 Room Apartments Available

Dancing

Film

film dealing with the Tennessee

Valley Authority and explaining the
history of the President's project to
in
build the big Norris Dam will be
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO— Charles Chaplin shown Sunday evening, March 17,
planning to make only features when he at the New School for Social Research.
starts releasing through United Artists.

TEN YEARS

theaters

wanted to make good
And Hollywood is the

Puget Sound Notes

San Francisco Squibs

FIVE YEARS

back to Hollywood be-

I

pictures.

Fox

week on business.

San Francisco

From The Film Daily

cause

Ted Nicholas, manager of the
Lyric theater, spent a day in Louis-

Loew's State,
Boston and Syracuse.

,OOKING

CAME

J

lish

—

newspapers
which gave "Clive" good plugs
throughout its engagement. A
three-day classified contest, and
"Write a Headline Contest"
a
local

in

Varconi Says Hollywood
Undisputed Leader

Is

« « « «

Victor Varconi.
exchange manager, has gone to coming quite the
Florida with his wife for several "Broadway Bill" has smashed all
records and is in its fifth week at
weeks' vacation.
Dud Williston, operator of the the Liberty. "Good Fairy" contin- Resume Saenger Hearing Friday
Walker theater, is vacationing in ues for a third week at the Music
New Orleans Hearing yesterday
Box, while "Sweet Music" moved to on the Saenger Theaters and SaengCuba.
Mark Wolf of the V. U. Young the Blue Mouse for additional show- er Realty Co. reorganization plan
circuit is back from a flying trip ings.
was continued till Friday when a deClarence
Hamrick, brother of cision is expected.
to Cincinnati.
Myrian Yergens, secretary of the John, expects to open his new thealocal code boards, has returned to ter in Everett early next month.
Manager Harry Woodin and Jules
work after a month's illness.
orchestra
Joe Cantor, manager of United Buffano,
leader,
have
Artists exchange, has a yen for the wrought some extraordinary scenic
effects at the Paramount.
jewelry business.

Ed McBride

contests

— George

TIMELY TOPICS

» » » »

Indianapolis Items
Indianapolis

In Syracuse, manplaced three

full credit.

one-sheet stands in

thousands

"Daily Record1 '. Tieups with Old Gold and Kresge's

run

new

were best-selling accesdrawing wide comment

ister"
sories,

that

pictures

««

film accessory
continues to popularize with the release of "Roberta." Similar styles of display
posters for "Anne of Green
Gables", and "The Little Minis

RKO

which

openings at Loew State theaters,
in both Boston and Syracuse.
Under the supervision of Joe de
Pesa, in Boston, it got top space
The
in all local newspapers.
cartoon strip on the picture was
used in the "Evening Globe".
A six-day pictorial contest on
identification

a

«

11

Famed

Room
Room for

in Supper

Little

Cocktails

work

which

in "Her Master's Voice",
will be broadcast over the

Lux program March 17.
Bath of the A. & S. Lyons
ranged

Davidd

•HOLLYWOOD ROOitVELT*

office ar-

deal.
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UNION CINEMA CIRCUIT
BUILDING 30 HOUSES
London
tial

—Acquisition

interest in the

circuit

of a substan-

Union Cinemas
will not

change the former's expansion program, but will press it forward more
rapidly with about 30 theaters already planned, according to C. F.
Bernhard, Union Cinemas head. The
circuit already has some 35 houses,
and others are under way in 10
at present.
also recently bought into the
Hyams and Gale Circuit of eight
localities

G-B

houses.

Drama Club

to Discuss
National Theater Plan

A

symposium on the subject, "Can
America Use a National Theater?"
will be held tomorrow at the tenth
annual luncheon of the Drama Study
Club in the Waldorf-Astoria for the
benefit of the Stage Relief Fund.
Speakers will include William A.
Brady, Walter Connolly, Herman
Shumlin, Burns Mantle and others,
with Major Edward Bowes of the
Capitol as toastmaster, with Eddie
Dowling, Waiter O'Keefe and Bob
Hope as masters of ceremonies. The
theme of luncheon will be the unity
of art and entertainment drama,
screen, radio and opera. About 1,500
are expected to attend.

—

March Releases

Features being nationally released
RKO Radio this month include:
"Roberta," with Irene Dunne, Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers; "Captain Hurricane," with the film debut
of James Barton; "A Dog of Flanders," with Frankie Thomas, Jr., and
"The People's Enemy," formerly
called "Blind Road," a Select pro-

by

duction

made

in the east.

Ed Powers has resigned as sales
manager of General Register Corp.
As yet no successor has been named.
Harry D. Goldberg recently joined

Want Lower

—

—

Prices

University of
Missouri students, at a mass meeting this week, threatened to boycott
movie houses here starting today
unless the admission price of 35
cents for orchestra seats at night is
lowered.

NRA

La. Rules Against
New Orleans Judge Wayne

the company.

Students

pers carrying the Associated Press
flash carried a report of life imprisonment.
Very dramatic, colorful.
This subject has the feel of
pulsing drama happening before
your eyes. It is easily the strongThe second
est subject in the reel.
subject shows Professor Edgerton's
stroboscopic camera that records 50
times as fast as the regular movie
camera.
Shows for instance what
happens when a bubble bursts or an
electric bulb is smashed. We do not
think this type of material belongs
in March of Time, whose field is
essentially that of drama, human
interest, and re-creation of news
happenings of national or worldwide interest. The third subject details the highlights of the recent
disaster to the "Mohawk", and a
fresh news angle is injected by presenting Senator Pittman addressing
the Senate urging ratification of
the International Safety Code that
would have made this catastrophe
The drama of
at sea impossible.
this subject is missed, for the simple reason that actual scenes of the
disaster itself are not presented.
The only touch of human interest
appeal is in the fourth subject, that
outlines the episode of the colored
convict down South who was pardoned by the governor because he
wrote a couple of negro folk songs
The story
that made him famous.
just
lacks humor, pathos, drama
a recounting of a "rather novel act

—

Ed Powers Resigns

Columbus, Mo.

First Division
20 mins.
Diversified Drama
Five subjects are covered, embracing a murder trial, a scientific invention, a marine disaster, a human
interest news item, a European political situation.
More specifically,
the first is the inside story of how
the New York "Daily News" scooped
the entire newspaper world by getting the Hauptmann death penalty
verdict on the streets when the pa-

Europe

welding around Adolph
So the first and the last
subjects shape up grand, and the
three in between simply cannot
stand up in the same class. But at

REMINDER
St.
Patrick's
tie-ups.

Day

is

near.

Arrange

is

Hitler.

that this March of Time carries a
punch of sincerity and intelligent
effort that the screen needs.

1935

AT PARA. HEARINt
(Continued from Page

1)

Daily yesterday.

Ernst propose:
to attack the fitness of John D
Hertz for a director's post and t<
press for addition to the board o:
an educator such as President Con
ant of Harvard and a leading acto
and writer. Ernst holds that th
proposed board is no improvemen
over the Paramount board befori
the depression and that it is prac
tically barren of creative knowledg
and experience.

Lubitsch to Give Leeway
"Ryrhm on the Roof"
with Anson Weeks Orchestra, Bob
Crosby, Toby Wing
Paramount
11 mins.
Fine Band Number
Helped considerably by the singing of Bob Crosby, this orchestra
subject is topnotch entertainment of
its kind. Toby Wing figures in for a
bit of incidental love interest, but
it is
chiefly Crosby's vocal work,
which is much along the same pleasing lines as his brother Bing, and
the smart background provided by
the Anson Weeks aggregation that
provide the short and sweet musical
treat.

j

"The Bull Fight"
(Paul Terry-Toons)
Educational
7 mins.
Lively
Very bright and funny cartoon,
with the hero a Mexican gallant
who takes his girl to the bull fights.
The toreador suffers a defeat at the
hands of the bull, so the hero jumps
into the ring and wins a great victory amid the plaudits of the crowd.
A lot of very funny business is injected, with some very clever cartoon tricks and grotesqueries.
It
moves fast, with catchy musical
score.

To Writers and

Directors

(Continued from Page 1)

his recent elevation to the post o
director general of production.
"Hundreds of pictures are pro

duced in Hollywood each year,'
Lubitsch observes.
"That mean
that someone must strive to con
trive to have the boy meet the gir
in a different way than others hav<
related

that

is

it.

Reduced

to elementals

our problem.

"Get able men and women, am
give them a chance to express thei:
individuality.
That is our solution
or at least the formula I will fol
low.

have heard it said: 'Bu
"I
Lubitsch's pictures are cut so mucl
to the same stylized pattern. Can h<
supervise a diversified product?'

i'l

m

"Most certainly. Paramount wil
scatter its picture making over thi
entire field of proved showmanshi]
will make everythinj
subjects.
from slap-stick comedies to the lov<
stories and dramas of the classics.

We

"Personally I feel that opera wil
be the next important turn for th>
screen; not opera as we know it oi
the Paris, La Scala or Metropolitai
stages, but opera told in terms o
That will be the nex
the screen.

great Hollywood development."

Mich. Upholds Chain Tax

NRA

—

te

Held Invalid

NRA

NRA

Up

—

j

it

State
G.
Lansing, Mich. State taxation of
Decisions holding that states ar<
Boran of the U. S. District Court, chain stores was upheld yesterday
without power to impose codes pat
in an oral opinion yesterday, ruled by the State Supreme Court.
have beei fa
unconstitutional.
terned after the
the
handed down by the Appellate Divi
Vitaphone Chorus on Tour
for the state of Nev
While the Brooklyn Vitaphone sion in Albany,
Rosenblatt Laid
York, and the State Supreme Cour
studio is temporarily shut down for
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
of Wisconsin in Madison.
a five-week period beginning SaturWashington Sol A. Rosenblatt, day, the permanent chorus of 16
division administrator, is laid up by girls who appear in the company's
a severe cold.
musical shorts will fill in the layoff

SHOWMAN'S

7,

» ERNSTTOFIGHTHERF

of mercy on the part of a state governor. It seems that some other subjects could have been selected that
would have added the fillip of human interest appeal, for the front
pages of the newspapers are filled
with such. The final subject is very
well done, showing with dramatic
power and sweep the iron ring that

"The March of Time"
(No. 2)

by Gaumont-British

RKO

« Short Subject Reviews

Thursday, March

Conboy Acts Against Nudist Film
Papers have been filed in the U. S.
District Court by Martin Conboy,
United States Attorney, demanding
the confiscation of the Czech nudist
film, "Elysia," imported by Eureka
Productions and which has been
Conboy
held up since its arrival.
requests that "the facts at issue be
determined by a jury."
The case
will probably go on the calendar in
Eureka Producabout two weeks.
tions has filed answer and will fight
to have the film released.

period with a four-week stage

tour.
The girls, who are under the
direction of Allan K. Foster, begin
their first engagement tomorrow at

SUNSHIN€
\VJJ/>

Theater, Philadelphia.
The following week they will appear at the Earle in Washington.
the

Earle

Probing Exhib's Murder
Toronto Death of Abner A. Appleby, owner of the Roxy, who was
found shot to death in front of his
open safe with $376 missing, is being probed by police, who suspect
some motive other than robbery.

—

Pennsylvania censor says number of
eliminations being made have hit a low
point.

n
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CENSORSHIP ATTACKED INCREASED OPPOSITION
AT REVIEW BOARD MEET FORPARAMOUNTBOARD
Stockholders are urged to reject
the Paramount reorganization plan
unless the "abnormal discrepancy in
voting rights" between the 1st preferred stock and common and 2d
preferred stock is remedied and a
number of changes made in the
proposed board of directors, in a

RICHARD H. CUNNINGHAM
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington Continuance of the
By

—

general

NRA

Judge Coxe and requests appoint- them being that the Recovery Act
ment to the board of men of the should be "extended substantially
(Continued on Page 8)
in the present form for two years,

—

(Continued on Page 8)

Order requiring Jesse Lasky to

a verified bill of particulars in
support of his claim for $265,498
Paramount-Publix
Support for the contention of against
was
Morris L, Ernst that writers should signed yesterday by Federal Judge
be represented on the boards of mo- Coxe.
tion picture companies was voiced
yesterday by Margaret L. Mayorga,
(.Continued on

Page

8)

Raps Catholic Crusade

file

BEST SINCE YEAR AGO

Victor,

RKO

Meadville;

Low

Changes

Code Authority Sends Secretary
To Study FWC Zoning Objection

Motion

pictures, like life, are bigger than any one point of view, and
insistence
by a class, such as the
Catholics, in regarding the movies from
one point of view and that the moral
view, cannot prevail, it was stated yesterday by the Rev. Orrin G. Cocks,
if
the First Presbyterian Church of
ellboro, Pa., at the opening session
of the National Board of Review conference at the Hotel Pennsylvania. Rev.
Cocks did not mention the Catholics
directly, but it was plain to all present
that his remarks were addressed
at
the Catholic Legion of Decency.

RKO CIRCUIT RECEIPTS

theater circuit chalked up
Liberty, its best grosses since April, 1934,
Mercer; Roxy, Monaca, and Strand, during the week that ended last
Orbisonia.
The Dixie in Grafton night, The Film Daily learns.
and the Mamouth in Mamouth, both
West Virginia, also reopened. Only
Activity Reported
one closing was reported for the terIn Theater
ritory.
This was the New Arnold,
Arnold, Pa.
Reports of the Film Boards of
Trade for February from the Oklahoma City and Portland, Ore., territories
show that not a single
change occurred in those areas during the month. In the Chicago field
the only changes were one closing
and one transfer.
After hearing informally the objection of Fox West Coast representatives to certain phases of the
Blimey
Los Angeles clearance and zoning
Toronto On the word of Dr. W. J.
schedule, particularly to the admisAlexander, professor emeritus of Engsion price regulation, the Code Aulish
University
at
the
of
Toronto,
neither King George nor the Prince
thority yesterday ordered John C.
of Wales speaks the King's
English,
Flinn to depart immediately fop
but Marlene Dietrich does.
Dr. AlexHollywood and to report back folander says the film star pronounces her
vowels with greater purity and beauty
lowing investigation of the
than most Englishmen do.
complaint. Flinn will fly to the coast

nor;

In Lasky's Para. Claim

Favor Voice for Authors
On Boards of Directors

NRA

principles for two
years, but with changes and clarifications in codes and elimination
of those engaged solely in intrastate commerce, was recommended
by Donald R. Richberg, recovery
co-ordinator, as the first to be heard
letter sent by Louis Martin Levy, in the Senate Finance Committee's
being conducted
attorney, to Federal Judge Alfred probe of the
under the chairmanship of Senator
C. Coxe and to stockholders.
Richberg made 17
Levy advises formation of a stock- Pat Harrison.
among
recommendations,
holders' committee to wait upon specific

;

I

Continuance of Principles
of NRA Advocated
by Richberg

GLASS FILED

»

Files

CENTS

Study Zoning Plan

groups participating."
As a reason for the international 7 Pennsylvania Houses
survey on censorship, Dr. Tippy
Reopened Last Month
Organization of subscription aud- said that we now have no adequate
Pittsburgh Seven theaters in this
iences throughout the country to data on which to judge censorship.
Assertion that there is no intel- section of Pennsylvania were reencourage production of motion picopened last month, according to the
tures, not for mass audiences, but ligent basis for censorship was made
report of the Film Board of Trade.
for intelligent people, was urged in an address before the conference
(Continued on Page 8)
Houses included the New? Grand,
yesterday by Dr. Frederick M.
Frederickstown
Kayton (formerly
Thrasher, associate professor of
Majestic), Grove City; Manor, MaCourt Asks Particulars
(Continued on Page 8)

URGED

<S

of Movies, Cullman Tells Board

SUBSCRIPTION GROUPS

it«

1935

RECOMMENDED ATJEARING

Assertion that the producer who
is gambling with an investment of
Opposition to federal censorship
millions, has neither the right nor
freedom to indulge his craving for but endorsement of a proposal for an
truth, beauty and aesthetic perfec- international survey of the effects
tion but should instead come out in and limitations of censorship here
the open as a merchant of popular and abroad was voiced yesterday by
entertainment, respecting prevailing Dr. Worth M. Tippy, executive secstandards of taste and decency, was retary of the department of the
made yesterday by Howard S. Cull- Church and Social Service of the
man of the Roxy at the opening ses- Federal Council of Churches of
sion of the National Board of Re- America, at the opening session of
(Continued on Page 8)
the National Board of Review conference at the Hotel Pennsylvania.
Dr. Tippy said also that he favored
revision of the production code, "not
only by the Catholics, but with
Protestant, Jewish and other ethical

nl

to

8,

Measure to Lift

Ban on Fight

I

Pictures

THE FILM DAILY
Washington A bill to repeal the
law prohibiting interstate transporWashington Bureau of

—

was introduced
yesterday by Representative Quinn
of Pennsylvania.
Under a companion measure such pictures could not
be shipped into any state having a
law against their exhibition.

—

tation of fight films

FWC

j

(Continued on Page 8)
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"Diggers" Sets Record
Accountants Retained
In Premiere Booking
In Para. Stock Action

—

C

Coming and
Retention
World premiere
by
the
Paramount
Warner's
"Gold trustees of Myer & Greene as speVol. LXVII, No. 56
Fri., Mar. 8, 1935
5 Cents Diggers
of 1935" at the Saenger cial accountants in connection with
Theater here set a new record for the trustees' suit against Ralph A.
IRENE DUNNE, IVKO star, accompanied by
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
the house, outgrossing the previous Kohn, Adolph Zukor, Sidney R. her husband, DR. F. D. GRIFFIN, will arrive
in
New York today from California aboard
high established by the company's Kent, Jesse Lasky, Sam Katz, AlPublished daily except Sundays and Holidays
A bert A. Kaufman and others to re- the Santa Rosa for a vacation.
at
1650
Broadway, New York, N.
Y., "42nd Street" by 13 per cent.
ROCHELLE HUDSON, who recently finished
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
comparison of the "take" recorded cover any losses resulting from work
J. W.
in
Fox's "Life
Begins at 40,"
Alicoate,
President, Editor and Publisher;
on
"Gold
Diggers"
against
the
re- trading by Paramount in its own in New York tomorrow from Hollywood.arrives
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
capital
stock
1929-30-31
in
ceipts
is
auof
other
hits
at
this
house
reand General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, AssoROYER, Fox Film style director, left yesciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing veals
that the picture grossed 20 thorized under an order signed yes- terday on his return to the coast after conducting a series of lectures at the MetroEditor.
Entered as second class matter, per cent above "Flirtation Walk," terday by Federal Judge Coxe.
politan Museum.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
per cent above "20 Million
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. 45
JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON returned to
Terms (Postage free) United States outside Sweethearts" and 15 per cent above
New York yesterday from abroad on the BremEducational
to
Start
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 "Wonder
en.
Bar."
New

Orleans

engagement

Going

of

Two

$15.00.

Foreign,
months, $3.00.
3
Subscriber should remit with order.

Address

all

months,

$5.00;

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,

DAILY,

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Wardour

W.

St.,

Two new
Educational

Springer-Cocalis Acquire
Monday.
Shubert House in B'klyn Tvuex will

Springer-Cocalis circuit has taken
over the Shubert-Teller theater in
Lichtbildbuehne. Brooklyn.
It was a legitimate playP. A. Harle, La
Rue de la Cour- house for years.

—
—

Berlin
Paris

I.

Friedrichstrasse, 225.

Cinematographic Francaise,
des-Noues, 19.

Library Gets Prize Script

The original working manuscript
from which Samuel Hopkins Adams'
story, "Night Bus," evolved into the
prize-winning Columbia motion picture production, "It Happened One

COD!

Night," has been given a position
of honor in the New York Public
Library. The manuscript was sought
by H. M. Lydenberg, director of the
Library, long before it was rendered
famous by recent awards by the
Academy for the best adaptation,
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net best direction, best individual perHigh Low Close Chg. formances and as the best film pro3/4
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Morris Agency Gets Players
Several players in current Broadway stage productions have just
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GUS SCHAEFER, Paramount's eastern
two-reel comedies for
Pictures go into work pean manager, arrives in New York

In New York, Ernest
begin his fourth picture

St.

Nicho-

place tonight.
novelties will

Pictures and stage
comprise the program.

Hal

Hode

Edgar
Jerry

Cohen

B.

Hatrick

With Amusement Supply

making

a

radio and stage
tour westward,

bari-

stage

with

"The Object of My Affections," and
his motion picture debut in M-GM's "Times Square Lady," arrived in New York
yesterday for a series of personal appearances
at the Capitol Theater beginning March 15.
ular song,

—

tax

$50 each on pintables or
TIM O'TOOLE, New England manager for
games operated in any place of Columbia, has returned to Boston following
a cruise of the Caribbean.
amusement, including theaters, has
PAUL PARRY, screen player, who has been
been introduced in the Assembly
in
the east for the last few months, leaves
by Eugene R. Duffy, Democrat of tomorrow on his return to Hollywood by way
New York City. If more than three of Detroit, where he will pick up a car from
tables are operated, the annual tax the factory and drive west via Dallas, his home
town.
He expects to be back in New York
shall be $2,000.
next fall.
AL and HENRY NASSER, operators of the
Nasser Bros. Circuit of San Francisco arrived
Educational Shorts Booked
in
New York yesterday for a two-week stay.
"Bosom Friends," one-reel novCLEMENCE DANE, playwright, sails today
elty from Educational's Treasure on the Berengaria for Europe.
Chest series, will play a return engagement on Broadway, opening toMove to New Quarters
day at the Roxy.
Film Exchange, Inc., has moved
"The Campus Hoofer," from the
Frolics of Youth series of two-reel from 729 Seventh Ave. to 130 W.
comedies featuring Junior Coghlan, 46th St.
Pictorial Film Library, Inc., also
has been booked to play the RKO
Metropolitan circuit in conjunction has moved from 729 Seventh Ave.
with "One More Spring," beginning to new offices at 130 W. 46th St.
of

Tobis Producing 6 in Spain
Lisbon Tobis will make six native pictures, with two already finished.
The new Bloco H. da Costa
will make three in addition to one
recently completed.

—

B. I. P. to Start "DuBarry"
London
A British version of
Albert Reinlieb, old time film "Mme. DuBarry," with Greta Natzexecutive, is now representing the ler and Buddy Rogers, will be startAmusement Supply Co. in New ed soon by B. I. P. with Walter
Mycroft directing.
York and Brooklyn territories.

Reinlieb

HEATHERTON,
is

who made

Would Tax Pin Games
Albany A bill imposing a yearly

the press, will attend. The picture today.
opens soon at the Capitol.

and

RAY
tone,

Eurotoday

Manhattan.

season,
tentatively titled Hollywood picture work in view.
"Only the Brave", at the Astoria
A. W. SMITH, JR., Warner sales execuStudios, with Al Christie producing tive; HARRY SHAW, in charge of Poli circuit
operations for Loew's, and MRS. SHAW; MRS.
and directing. Mary Jane Barrett MILDRED LOEW, daughter of Adolph Zukor,
(Mrs. Truex) will have the leading accompanied by MISS F. D. FALKENBERG
feminine part.
On the west coast and INEZ WALLACE, writer who edits the
feature page for the "Cleveland Plain
Buster Keaton and his company movie
Dealer," are on
the passenger list of the
will begin work on a comedy story Lafayette, which sails today for a West Indies
of the navy at the big naval base cruise.
"PINKY" TOMLIN, composer of the popit San Diego.

—

theater, at 125th St.
las Ave., will take

the

the

of

been taken under management by
the motion picture department of
They
the William Morris agency.
include Elisabeth Risdon, of "La- March 16.
burnum Grove"; Walter Gilbert, of
"Annie" for State-Lake First-Run
"Rain"; Mary Sargent, of "Times
Have Changed," and Harry Bellaver,
Chicago
Liberty's "Sweepstake
of "Noah."
Annie" has been set for a first-run
engagement at the State-Lake theater, beginning March 21.
Reception to Nelson Eddy
A reception for Nelson Eddy, co"Copperfield" as Single
star with Jeanette MacDonald in
Loew's New York theater, which
"Naughty Marietta," will be given
by M-G-M on Monday afternoon has been on a double-feature policy
from 4 to 7 o'clock at the Hotel for some time, temporarily goes
Elysee.
Celebrities of the concert, back to a single bill with the showstage and screen world, as well as ing of "David Copperfield" starting

Harlem House Opens Tonight
Grand opening of the De Luxe

on

—

Raymond Ferguson Dead
Raymond Fergu-

Copake, N. Y.
son, 39, owner
film house here,
this

week when

—

and operator of

a

was

instantly killed
his automobile skid

ded over an embankment.
for Union City
Capitol theater, union city
will play vaudeville on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays starting today

Vaude

RKO

RECORDING
ON

Film or Disc

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

St.

N.Y.C.

NEWS

OF THE

WEEK

PHOTO-REVIEW

IN

'IT'S

TERRIFIC!', says Judge M. A. Musmanno,

'Black Fury' co-author, after viewing

Muni drama. Photo shows
tending shipment of

'GOLD DIGGERS OF 1935' SCORES

direct

hit

with business

23%

over

Gras world premiere in New Orleans. Among
throngs seen at gala Saenger Theatre opening are Col. Lionel Keene
and Rodney Toups, (right foreground), prominent Southern showmen."
'Diggers of '33' at Mardi

first

new

Paul

writer-jurist superinprint

to

exchanges.

WARREN WILLIAM MOBBED
by Los Angeles admirers
opening of

after

on Velvet',
new Kay Francis romance with
William, George Brent, which
Variety

Seattle,

'Living

reports

'going

big'

INSPIRING SENDOFF by
America

in

Washington, Buffalo.

First'

shorts

patriotic organizations

makes

first

of Vitaphone's 'See

featured attraction at Brooklyn Translux Theatre,

(below)

ES^SjSSHSK

-3J

WORLD EVENTS

TWIN BLESSED EVENTS
up

for Mervyn Le Roys as ace director winds
Lamps of China' and announces 'It's a Boy!' upon arrival
Hollywood hospital. Newcomer named Warner Lewis Le Roy.

'Oil for the

of stork at

°A

First

National Picture

Vitagraph,

Inc., Distributors

..

^t

TO THE MORE THAN 10

OPENING ROBERTA
BUSINESS THRILL AWAITS TOU!
have been pouring in

frc

RUBBER WALLS/' frc
BY 20 PER CENT/' frc
FOR INDEFINITE RUT
paper

critics will

be w

PL AY/'— Pittsburgh Po

RADIO" — Memphis Cc

New
show

THAT'S

WHY

WE SAY

.

.

.

Orleans Tribune

.

to the skies 1

KEEP
EXTE

RKO-RADIO PICTURE

with
THREE OF THE NATION'S FAVORITES

IRENE DUNNE
FRED ASTAIRE
THE GOLDEN GIRL WITH THE SILVER SONG

.

.

AND

ROGERS
GINGER
"GAY
DANCING
STARS

DIVORCEE"

OF

SURPASSING
JEROME KERN'S DAZZLING MUSICAL ROMANCE
ON THE SCREEN ITS MIGHTY STAGE SUCCESS wilh RANDOLPH
SCOTT * HELEN WESTLEY * VICTOR VARCONI * CLAIRE DODD
.

.

.

.

.

.

From the play "Roberta." Book and lyrics by Otto Harbach.
Directed by WILLIAM A. SEITER. A PANDRO S. BERMAN PRODUCTION.

TOP!

EY CITY THEATRES
,OD AY... YOUR BIGGEST
§

lOUf tOO

(over this
(liter
r

Id

will

week-wires

& Somma, Byrd

be sending wires
like

Theatre,

similar to those that

"WE NEED A THEATRE WITH
Richmond

Rappaport, Hippodrome, Baltimore

•

.

. . .

.

•

."BREAKS RECORD

"YEAR'S BEST. IN

John F. Kumler, Pantheon Theatre, Toledo ....

YOUR

news-

"WORTH TWICE AS MUCH AS THE STAGE
osette
"THE BEST TUNE TALKIE AS YET FROM RKO"POLICE CALLED TO HANDLE CROWDS"icial Appeal
naves

UR

like these:

crowds

will

storm your doors and

come

out boosting your

riME OPEN FOR
)ED RUNS!

THEM ALL

THE

•%2H

DAILY

mm

REVIEWS
"LIVING
Kay

with

ON VELVET"

Francis,

George

Brent

80 mins.

HANDSOME STAGING THOUGH STORY
LIGHT.

Lacking punch in its story, which is an
easygoing fanciful romance with an undercurrent of tragedy and is helped conFrank
Borzage's direction,
siderably
by
depend
will
production's
chances
this
His life
largely on the appeal of its cast.
shattered by the crash of his plane which
kills his parents and sister, George Brent
adopts a listless attitude toward life, roaming around and doing half-nutty stunts.
Then romance enters in the person of Kay
Francis, the girl friend of his best pal
Warren William, who graciously lets love
have its course and even helps the couple
Kay tries to
to marry and get located.
steer George out of his irresponsible ways,
but fails and eventually leaves him, only
to be reunited when called to George's
side after he has been in an auto smash,
Miss
a rather makeshift and weak climax.
Francis, besides giving a good performance,
displays a batch of classy clothes, which
should interest the femme trade.
Cast: Kay Francis, George Brent, Warren
William,
Russell Hicks,
Maude Turner
Gordon, Sam Hinds, Martha Merrill, Helen
Lowell, Henry O'Neill, Edgar Kennedy.
Director, Frank Borzage; Authors, Jerry
Wald, Julius Epstein; Screenplay, same;

Cameraman,

Sid

Hickox;

Editor,

William

Holmes.
Direction,

First-rate

Photography,

Buck Jones

Fine.

in

"THE CRIMSON TRAIL"

—

Smithfield, Va.
Lillian M. Scol
listed as president of Smithfie
Amusement Corp., chartered to coi|

|l

^5^C>v

(

1

WITM

PHIL

FAST ACTION WESTERN WITH
BUCK JONES RIDING AND FIGHTING
MOST OF THE FOOTAGE.

•

•

after risking
different ways and

satisfactorily

his

life

in

a

engaging in a
dizzy series of hand-to-hand battles, and
The suspense
doing some terrific riding.
cleverly built up, and it is one of
is very
the fastest-moving westerns to be found
anywhere.

dozen

Cast: Buck Jones, Polly Ann Young, Carl
Charles French, Ward Bond,
John Bleiffer, Bob Kortman, Bud Osborne,
Charles Brindley, Hank Potts, George Sowards, Paul Fix, Bob Walker.
Director, Al
Rabcch; Author, Wilton
West; Screenplay, Jack Natteford; Cameraman, John Hickson.
Direction, Fast Photography, Very Good
Stcckdale,

DALY

A FLOOR SHOW

was added by Prexy

Billy Ferguson to his usual gigantic, stupendous, dazzling array of celebs
for the
luncheon
he just got back from a business
trip to Miami where he worked himself almost to death and his
face still shows the terrific strain he has been under
it's
red like our kolyum
for a guy who is all run down and exhausted he staged a marvelous show on a few days notice

T
•

•

•

T

T

the sweetest jobs of acting as master of
the revels was done by Teddy Bergman, the radio ace
a genial gent with a facile wit and a fund of repartee, who
knows how to present the talent with graciousness and just the
right touch that puts the guest and the customers right at
home with each other
and when the speaker sat down
after telling some hilarious story, as most of them did
Teddy was able to match it with another just as good

T

—

Marion, Wis. The Fox, former!
operated by Ed Fuchs, has be«
taken over by H. L. Miller and
being operated as the Arcade.

Teddy gave him a great build-up without mentioning his
and as he concluded, both George Bancroft and Noah

Beery started blushingly to their feet to take the bow
which should teach masters of ceremony to always mention the
celeb's name at the very beginning, so as to avoid these em-

Milwaukee B. K. Fischer, open
tor of several neighborhood house
has returned from a four-week

•

•

•
Noah Beery sang

—

Kenosha, Wis.

stories

were

Why

told by Mister Connolly
Darkies Were Born"

the toastmaster's

introduction

of the juvenile class
he
describing to an Englishman a

sign with 150,000 bulbs
exclaimed the Britisher, "but

T

member

of the committee in charg
arrangements for celebrating th
city's 100th anniversary this sun

WHEN

T

T

• ONE OF the sweetest girls ever to attend an
luncheon
Adele Ronson, the "Lieutenant Wilmer"
Dot Brown did a solo on her
of Buck Rogers' radio hour
Mickey Harmon, the newsboy singer from the
accordion
sidewalks of New York, contributed a neat number
Pauline
also Frances Drake
Starke was introduced
Louis
Waldman, the youngest cantor in America, sang a hymn
marvellously
•

•

AMPA

T

T

T

Boston

—Hyman

Levine, formerl

of United Artists, has been appoinl
ed salesman by First Division in th
Connecticut territory.

Hartford, Conn. Charles Repas
has returned to his office at th
Crown theater following a length
illness.

—

Lincoln, Neb. Rowan Miller, foi
of the Granada, Noi
folk, Neb., is now on the road fo

mer manager

General Motors.
His wife runs
house in Marysville, Kan.

Toronto

now

in
theater.

Toronto
ater,

ada,

— "David

its

third

—The

Copperfield" i
at LoeV

week

Jewish Little the

its kind in Can
being formed here.

the first of
is

Chicago Chatter
Chicago

— Valuable

negatives

many prominent movie

stars

o

wen

destroyed in a fire which gutted th<
Bloom Studios in the State-Laki
building, causing damage estimate'
at $50,000.

The Drexel theater
its

is

third year under the

celebrating

managemen

Gumbiner & Young and is pre
senting all patrons with candy anc
souvenirs in celebration of the an
of

NOT OVERLOOKING that floor show we spoke
The Dixie Four from the Cotton Club gave three
can those four boys harmonize!
hot numbers
then
came Buck & Bubbles, the cullul lads who say it with their eyes,
feet, hands and voices
and how they can sing "They've
hot diggety
these two groups of enGot Rhythm"

niversary.

about

The Hamlin Theater on Wesl
Madison street has been redecorat
ed and refurnished and new sounc
equipment installed.

tertainers had all the guests swinging their bodies to their intoxicating rhythms

movie programs for children/ y
been announced by Director SteJ
Thes<
C. Sims of Field Museum.
Saturday morning entertainments

•

•

•

« « «

» » »

I
j,
I

mer.

T

IT came to George Bancroft's turn
• • •
he said that since making "Elmer and Elsie," he felt he had
he told how Noah
gone back to his kindergarten days
Beery sitting alongside him had made him picture conscious in
and taught him how to steal scenes
his early film days
Harry Hershfield batted out one pip
he told about
the guy who complained bitterly that his marriage was illegal
"Why?" asked Harry
"Because," said the mug,
"her father had no license for the gun."

T

William Extoi

manager of the Gateway and Ker
osha theaters, has been named

—

T

"That's
Buster Collier in response to
said he was the George Arliss
told about being in London and
marvellous Broadway electric
"That's remarkable, by Jove,"
isn't it rather conspicuous?"

vj

cation in Florida.

barrassing situations

T
TWO GRAND

(

of

T

• • • BY WAY of presenting Walter Connolly, who is
now holding audiences spellbound in "The Bishop Misbehaves"

name

vice-president; Jes;

Spott, Smithfield, secretary-trea
urer.

—

ONE OF

T

*

J.

AMPA

A

This thriller should score heavily with
the youngsters, for it is loaded down with
action sequences that keep the suspense
Buck Jones
mounting right to the finish.
gets tangled in a private range war between his uncle and a neighboring rancher.
Buck is in love with the other rancher's
daughter, and when her father is shot in
the feud it is up to him to get out and
clear his uncle and prove to the girl that
his uncle
is
not guilty of stealing the
The chap
other's cattle as it appears.
who did the shooting is really the cause
of all the trouble and has been egging
the two neighbor ranchers on to fight each
Buck Jones clears everything up
other.

14.

duct an amusement business and v
own and operate theaters. Othi
officers
are:
Lillian
F.
Majett

Newport News,

•

60 mins.

Universal

s
•

193

is

FAIRLY AMUSING ROMANTIC COMEDY WITH MARQUEE VALUE AND
IS

8,

»NEWSofDA£|

Warren William,

National

First

March

Friday,

A new

series of nine educationa

A

given free to school children, an
provided by the James Nelson anc
Anna Louise Raymond Foundation

I

|

riday,

I

March

8,

A
By

1935

ATTENTION

Little" from

RALPH WILK

Raymond Walburn and Dorothy
ney, Ian Hunter, Hobart Cavanhas been augh,
Olivia de
Haviland, Ross Dearing have been signed for the
added to the cast of "Public Alexander, Grant Mitchell, Otis Jesse L. Lasky-Fox Film musical,
ero Number One," the forthcoming Harlan, Dewey Robinson and Nina
"Redheads on Parade."
[-G-M picture based on the activi- Theilade.

IONEL BARRYMORE

es of the Bureau of Investigation,
V
V
T
•epartment of Justice.
The cast,
Paramount has purchased Ferenc
"Chasing Yesterday" has been
nder the direction of J. Walter Ru- Molnar's play, "The Pastry Baker's chosen
as the final title of Anne
en, includes Chester Morris, Joseph Wife."
Shirley's new starring picture for
purin-Calleia, Paul Kelly, Arthur
T
RKO Radio, made from "The Crime
iyron, Paul Hurst and Bert Roach.
Lewis Milestone has signed a of Sylvestre Bonnard," by Anatole
;uben wrote the story directly for two year contract with Paramount.
France.
le screen.
Deal is the result of his current hanT
T
dling of "Paris in Spring," in which
Ray Walker, Akin Tamiroff, Rita
Tala Birell, second feminine lead Paramount is co-starring Mary ElPaul McVey and Fred
Tullio Carminati.
Mile- Rozelle,
i "Let's Live Tonight," co-starring
lis and
"ilian Harvey and Tullio Carminati, stone's first assignment under the Toones have been assigned to roles
as been assigned to the principal new deal probably will be "13 Hours in "Secret Lives," Fox production
eminine part in "Air Fury," Colum- By Air", with Gary Cooper and featuring Gilbert Roland and Mona
ia production shortly to be placed Carole Lombard.
The story is by Barrie.
»
T
»
Norman Krasna
i work.
Wiley Post, famous avia- Bogart Rogers.
tor, will be seen in an important is working on the screen play.
Two original musical numbers
me.
T
T
have been added to the three selecErin O'Brien Moore, stage and tions already announced for Liberty
forthcoming production,
Final sequence of "A Midsummer screen player, has been assigned to Pictures'
"Heaven's "The Old Homestead," a modern
Fox production,
Wight's Dream", by William Shakes- the
u,
>eare, also will be filmed on Satur- Gate," in which Shirley Temple will version of the famous novel in which
Mary Carlisle, Lawrence Gray, Dorlay at the Warner studios.
This star.
r
T
othy Lee, Eddie Nugent, Willard
>icture, directed by Max Reinhardt,
James Flavin and Gary Owen Robertson, Fuzzy Knight and LilAssisted by William Dieterle, is one
have been signed by Paramount for lian Miles are featured. "Love Me
>f the most important and elaborate
>fferings ever sponsored by Warners. "People Will Talk", featuring Char- Ever," by Howard Jackson and Jack
^.mong the players are James Cag- lie Ruggles and Mary Boland, with Bennett, and "Harlem Nasty Man,"
Harry Cord- by Howard Jackson, are the two adley, Joe E. Brown, Dick Powell, Al Santell directing.
lean Muir, Victor Jory, Verree ing and Water McGrail also were ditional songs introduced in the feaTeasdale, Anita Louise, Hugh Her- added to the cast of C. B. DeMille's ture which William Nigh is directDert, Frank McHugh, Mickey Roo- current production, "The Crusades". ing.
'

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY
THE FOREMOST SPOKESMAN FOR THE
ROOSEVELT
BE

WILL

ADMINISTRATION

THE PRINCIPAL SPEAKER AT THE

Motion Picture Club
(1560

BROADWAY)

FORUM

tld

ON

Monday, March

11th

e'i

AT

'in

12:45

P.

M.

ft

[

t

,,[

»

Frank

BEAUX-ARTS
INC.
APARTMENTS,

The Best Values
1

2
3

ROOMS
ROOMS
ROOMS

in

Town

(unf.)

*55 up

(unf.)

80 up
150 up

(unf.)

Also FURNISHED

APARTMENTS

PENTHOUSE AND
TERRACED APART'S
Ask about our Trojet de Tension Tlan

HOTEL SUITES
r

jrOm

$/1.00 j •/
*|
daily

Same Rate
1

for
or 2 Persons

FREE BUS TO ROCKEFELLER CENTER

AND GRAND CENTRAL

307-310

E.

MUrray

44*h STREET

Hill

4-4800

effort

for

Horizons,"
novel.

»

Capra's

RAYMOND MOLEY

»

next

EDITOR OF

TODAY"

directorial

Columbia will be "Lost
HIS OPINION OF THE
from James Hilton's WILL EXPRESS
NEW DEAL, AND ITS RELATION TO

THE PROBLEMS OF THE MOTION
Patricia
to

Ellis

"Stranded,"

has been assigned
new Kay Francis-

PIC-

TURE INDUSTRY.

George Brent vehicle which Frank
Borzage is directing for Warners.

Colin Clive has been added to the
cast of Warner's "Men On Her
Mind," which stars Bette Davis with
Ian Hunter and Claire Dodd also
featured.
Alfred E. Green directs.

OTHER

DISTINGUISHED

FRANCIS WALTON
EDITOR OF

The instructions wired from Florby Joseph M. Schenck to Darryl
Zanuck, advising him to hold up
work on the $250,000 studio project
recently announced, would seem to
indicate that Schenck is not entirely
ida

kidding about shifting operations to
Florida unless this state goes easy
on further taxation.

"Mickey's Kangaroo," a production
inspired by the gift of three wallabies to Walt Disney from an Australian admirer, is the next film
from the creator of Mickey Mouse.
It will soon be released through
United Artists.

GUESTS ARE:

"NEW OUTLOOK"

FRANK TICHENOR
PUBLISHER OF

"NEW OUTLOOK"

"SPUR" and "AERO

DIGEST"

MARTIN WEYRAUCH
MANAGING EDITOR BROOKLYN
"EAGLE"

Bing Crosby's racing stable was
increased to four thoroughbreds a
few days ago when the singing star
purchased two more horses.

H

THE

ART NOT FOR MOVES,

3,226 Bookings

CULLMAN TELLS BOARD
(Continued from Page 1)

view conference at the Hotel Penna

motion

—

—

elementary

even

Cullman

themes,

declared, as this is the inevitable
limitation of a form of entertainment directed, not at select thousands, but at an audience of millions.
He urged substitution of
"good entertainment" for "art" in
the vocabulary of the exhibitor.
Cullman also deplored official censorship as an evil which can do
more than anything else to cripple
the industry and retard its progress.
To avoid this evil, he urged

Weeks

industry

Favor Voice for Authors
On Boards of Directors
Urged in Class Field
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

today.

Charles Skouras, William T. Powers, Charles C. Buckley, Edward
Alperson and Max Goldberg.
The Code Authority also disposed
of 33 appeals during the session.

Major L. E. Thompson presided.

Million-Dollar Sideline
West Coast Bur.,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood A new type of automobile brake which Alan Hale invented
and which will soon be put on the
market is conservatively estimated to
bring the actor from two to five million
Hale, who currently Is
dollars.
B.
playing a featured role in Cecil
DeMille's Paramount production, "The
Crusades," is utilizing what spare time
he has away from the studio to negotiate the final details of a deal which
will soon make him a millionaire.

m

(Continued from Page 1)
so as to allow for a further develo
ment of administrative procedur
and a clarification of the entiI
problem prior to the enactment
such permanent legislation as nu
then seem desirable."

M)l

i

chairman of the motion picture comProvisions for stricter code ei i,
mittee of the Long Island Federa- forcement, and making remedi<
tion of Women's Clubs, at the open- under the Federal Trade Commi
ing session of the National Board sion act available for enforcemen
of Review Conference at the Hotel also were urged by Richberg.
Pennsylvania.
Chairman Harrison set aside ti
Thrasher said:
Miss Mayorga said that, with day for direct questioning.
"In making pictures for intelliI
gent people the movies are up writer representation on boards, the
against a genuine difficulty growing author would enjoy a greater creaout of the fact that they are under tive freedom that would result in Increased Opposition
the necessity of producing mass en- better product.
For Paramount Boar|(
tertainment. The reason that intelligent people do not get the kind of
pictures they want is because they
do not know how to get them. The
primary need at the present time is
for leadership of community groups
in developing these specialized audiences on a subscription basis. The
average person spends from ten to
one hundred dollars a year on his
movies.
A fine subscription series
of excellent motion pictures can be
developed for five dollars or less.
"This idea has been developed in
England where the Guild plan has
been adopted and where a considerable market for superior pictures

has been opened by means of some
300 film forums which cater to the
interests of intelligent men and women.
"That such courses will be popular here is shown by the experience
of Jacksonville, Florida, and the recent experience in Pittsburgh where
more than 3,500 people attended one
of the special showings arranged for
this group. Community groups have
a splendid opportunity to develop
this type of work throughout the
country."

Detroit Notes

—

To Study Zoning Plan
(.Continued from Page
FWC was represented by

A MODIFIED

education at New York University,
who presided at the opening session
of the eleventh annual conference
of the National Board of Review
Dr.
at the Hotel Pennsylvania.

to

Flinn Going to L. A.

8, 19;j

RICHBERGADVOCATES

on Crime Short

Subscription Groups

shoulder the responsibility of maintaining decency
on the screen.

the

3

March

to

Cullman said

in part:
picture exhibitor
and as a trustee responsible for the
invested savings of thousands of
bondholders, I have learned that the
word 'art' has no place in my offivocabulary, instead, I have
cial
schooled
to
substitute
the
been
phrase 'good entertainment.'
This
may appear a Phillistine view. I
have, however, made the experiment
or
of exhibiting films which were
These
tried to be
works of art.
oictures were not successful because
they did not give my customers what
they wanted, and what they had
come to the theater expecting. Had
I failed to learn my lesson from
this experience, I would have been
derelict in my duties as a trustee.
I might enjoy dedicating the screen
of the Roxy Theater to artistically
ambitious films, but for the sake of
those who have invested their savings in this theater, I have no right
to do this."
Quality of pictures is steadily
improving, Cullman observed.
Establishment of films as an art in the
strict sense of the term, however,
The
is not to be expected, he said.
successful films, as shown by experience at the Roxy, which draws
a family type of audiences comparable to the average American town,
have been those based on simple.

"As

in

Friday,

be a record, 3,226 contracts have been written during the past three
weeks for playdates on "Buried Loot," first of the new M-G-M series of "Crime
Doesn't Pay" short subjects.
Circuit sales, according to Fred Quimby, M-G-M Junior
Feature Manager, include Schine, Butterfield, Comerford, Warner Brothers, Loew's,
Poli, Hall
(Dallas), Robb & Rowley, Huffman (Denver), Balaban & Katz, Publix of
Salt Lake, Fox West Coast, Fox Evergreen (Seattle) and Consolidated Amusement of
Honolulu.
A feature-size press book has been made up.
Believed

sylvania.

-XfrlDAILY

Detroit Plans of Flint exhibitors
ban dual bills have been altered
to start the new policy Nov. 1, if
agreement is reached.
to

Joseph A. Smith has opened
fices for Exhibitors Truck
in the Film Exchange.

of-

Service

Harold C. Robinson, president of
Film Truck Service, returned from
New Orleans without visiting Florida.
S. K. Decker returns next week
from California.
M-G-M division
John
Flynn,
manager, is in Florida.
Howard Reynolds and Oscar Varneau, Grand Rapids exhibitors, have
returned from Florida.

Luise Sillcox, executive secretary
of the Authors' League of America,
said yesterday that while no official
action has been taken as yet by the

integrity"
Chas.
E.

ability and
of George

unquestione
Schaefe
J.

Richardson, Percy I
Johnston, Chas. A. McCulloch an
all
members individually Gerald Brooks. Levy asserts ths
approved of writer representation the efforts of these five men
to pre
on boards of directors.
vide sound management for Part
mount will be frustrated unles
others of "like caliber and simila
Censorship Attacked
disinterest" are named to the boarc
At Review Board Meet He states also that the stock wai
rants are of little value.
(Continued from Page

Authors League on the Ernst suggestion,

1)

'

I"

:

)

e

by Miss Margaret A. Mayorga,
chairman of the motion picture committee of the Long Island Federation of Women's Clubs.
Miss Mayorga said that competent authorities were divided on the effects of
motion pictures, with half denying
the claims of baneful effects put
forward by the other half. The fear

I

Waring

to Introduce "Dance" Song
Warner's home office advertisinj
and publicity department has al
ready started its radio campaign o
"Go Into Your Dance," the Al Jol
son-Ruby Keeler co-starring vehiclt
with songs from the production t<
be introduced for the first time ove
of censorship was a deterrent to
the air by Fred Waring and Hi
more meritorious film product, Miss Pennsylvanians over the CBS na
Mayorga said, in urging an end to tional hook-up the evening of Marcl

censorship agitation.

The tunes in the picture wer*j
written by Harry Warren and A
Audio Short to be Shown at Derby Dubin.
"Countryside
Melodies",
threereeler in Technicolor depicting a
Joe Cook Back on Air
Kentucky fox hunt and produced in
Joe Cook, whose first short com
that state by Audio Productions,
edy featurette for Educational ha
Inc., for release by First Division,

••

21.

.

Broadway premiere an<
premiere in Louisville just had its
whose second is in the editing stag<
at the time of the Kentucky Derby,
early in May.
The short was pre- in the Astoria studios, goes bacl
viewed in Lexington on Sunday by on the air tonight over WJZ an(
members of the Iroquois Hunt Club, the NBC network as grand ring
with G. R. (Gar) O'Neill of the master of the big Silvertown Circm
Audio home office staff in New York program.
will

have

its

attending.

Sparks Circuit Books Revue
Musical Setting for Wells Film
London
The Musical score for
the London Films production, "100
Years From Now," has been completed by Arthur Bliss, English
It is now being syncomposer.
chronized
with the picture, the
storv of which has been written by
H. G. Wells.

—

Nudist Show Opens
sive franchise to Transogram, Inc.,
Samuel Cummins New York, manufacturer of games
New Orleans
has reopened his nudist show at the and toys, to use the "Scrappy" carCrescent, which was raided follow- toon characters in all lines of their
merchandise.
ing the opening Monday night.

—

"Goin' Places,'
a stage revue headed by Olsen
Johnson, Gene Austin and Cand>
and Coco, is making a tour of th
E. J. Sparks theaters.
Jacksonville, Fla.

"Roberta" Smash

in

— "Roberta,"

Frisco

RKO Ramusical
Dunne-Astaire-Rogen
romance, opening at the Golden Gjf "V
terrl
1,
in
a
Wednesday
Ash
Theater on
wind and rain storm, smashed evT"^
Prehouse.
the
opening day record for
vious record-holder, both for attendance
and receipts, was the same company's
San

Gets "Scrappy" Franchise
Columbia has granted an exclu-

—

(Continued from Page 1)
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Code Revision Committee to Confer With Rosenblatt
ALLIED BEHIND

BOOpG

NEWLY TJLED BLOCK

BILL

Review Board Speakers Praise Films

in

^alue of Screen in School
And Cultural Work Cited

Block Booking Bill Comes
Up Before House Com-

At Annual Confab
Testimony on the educational imof motion pictures was
yesterday by a number of
ppeakers at the second days' sesNational Board of
;ion
of the
Review conference at the Hotel
Pennsylvania which was given over
discussion of the general topic
;o

portance

Would Arouse

Film

Interest

Through

Museums

Arousing interest in motion pictures as an art by arranging exhibitions in museums
and colleges of pictures showing the chronological development of film production is
proposed by the Museum of Modern Art, it was stated yesterday by John E. Abbott,
secretary of the museum's motion picture department, at the National Board of Review conference at the Hotel Pennsylvania.
The film industry has promised its aid
and many museums and colleges throughout the country are anxious to cooperate
by showing such programs, Abbott said.

;iven

,'Hr.w
j?e?"

Important

Mabel

Can the Movies

Revokes Film License Because of Ads
revoke license
Detroit. — Right
Fox Attorneys Preparing
been passed
to

superintendent
Papers in Muller Appeal
f school work of the New York
Public Library, stated that motion
Fox attorneys in Minnesota are
pictures have broadened the range working on papers in connection
j>f children's
interests and that this with an appeal to the U. S. Sus reflected in their reading interpreme Court seeking a review of
Williams,

(Continued on Page 4)

ALLIED

CONVENTION

its case in which the high court refused to review the decision of the
lower court. In planning to ask the
Supreme Court for a writ of certi-

orari, the film

company

declares that

{Continued on Page 4)

SET FOR MAY 21-23

—

ode Board on Giveaways
New Orleans —-What will be the
attempt to challenge the code
>oard here on giveaways will take
dace shortly when the Schulmann
Brothers, stormy petrels of the inependents, conduct a voting popuirst

(

Continued on Page 4)

No

Favoritism

—

iacramento Although
inthe film
.^try was perhaps chiefly responsible
n
defeating Upton Sinclair for him,
Governor Merriam is showing no favors
to the movies in the legislative pro-

gram now under way.
He is back of
numerous bills that will hit the film
business

severely.

the action being taken due to an
objectionable display involving wax
dummies in front of Jacob Schreiber's No. 2 Theater. The edict was
executed by Joseph Kollar, new
film
censor, who has impressed
local distributors as being "pretty
tough" on demands for cuts and
eliminations.

in

among

exhibitors.

The showmen fear

(.Continued on

Page 4)

Looms

in

California

Washington—House

New York

No. 6472,

(Continued on Page 4)

WOULD HAVE CONGRESS
DEFINE NRA'S FUTURE
Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—Declaring

certainty

May

Tax
Main Biz for Iowa Meet

representing
leaders
Exhibitor
the M. P. T. O. A. will confer with
Sol A. Rosenblatt, division administrator, in Washington within a

Filing of an appeal by six major
distributors from the Philadelphia few weeks in regard to proposed
Federal Court decision finding con- changes in the film industry code.
tract restrictions on double fea- Headed by President Ed Kuykentures illegal is being delayed pend- dall, they will interview Rosenblatt
ing preparation of the decree in as the committee of five authorized
the case. Judge George A. Welsh by the association's New Orleans
and Morris Wolf, attorney for the convention last week. It is likely
(Continued on Page 2)

Bill

introduced this week by Congressman Samuel B. Pettengill, designed
to end compulsory block-booking and
£ '"'
to require advance synoy es
is the frequently mention!
that has the backing of i
Ass'n, it is revealed in
tion's current bulletin iss ted by Abram F. Myers, chairmai
eral counsel.
The bill was
ed
by "a distinguished and influential
group of public spirited people with

Paramount

Committee on Code Revision
Will Confer With Rosenblatt
Majors' Appeal Delayed
In Philly Duals Decision

Days

30

THE FILM DAILY

that unover the future of the
NRA is slowing up trade and indusSales Meeting try, Donald R. Richberg, recovery
coordinator, yesterday urged that
Set for
in
Congress define the future scope
Paramount will stage its annual of the agency. Testifying on the
sales convention in New York this second day of the Senate Finance
year, with sessions tentatively set
(Continued on Page 2)
to start on May 18. Its 1935-36 program is now being set for announceBill
Fight on Ticket
ment at the convention.

Circuits

Dates for the annual convention
f Allied States Ass'n have been set
San Francisco
An opinion from
Is May 21-23.
The confab will take Attorney General Webb, in answer
jnace at the Robert Fulton Hotel,
to a query from Assemblyman CronAtlanta, coincident with the annual
onvention of the Georgia-Florida- in of San Francisco, that movie theaters are eligible to a tax or license
(Continued on Page 4)
fee under the law which levies taxes
on chain stores has spread alarm

O. Exhibs Challenge

it

mittee

Washington Bureau of

Washington Bureau of

Tax on Movie Theater

f.

had
was exercised for the first time this
week by Lieut. Lester Potter, police
censor, on "Tomorrow's Children,"
on a film after

Education

(Continued on Page 2)

Moines

Des

—

Annual conven-

Allied Theater Owners of
Iowa to be held here March 12-13
will have as its main business the
subject of the pending 10 per cent
President Leo F.
admission tax.
Wolcotib says chances of defeating"
the bill are 50-50. The measure is
tion

of

(Ccnitinued on

Page

4)

Action Drama
Mount

—

Mich.
Robert Pelowner, is back from
a Florida trip in the course of which
he was involved in an illness, a fire
at sea, a hurricane and an auto wreck.
tier,

local

Clemens,
theater

DAILY
To Confer With Rosenblatt

Would Have Congress
Define NRA's Future

{Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

Code Revision Committee

Committee's NRA probe, Richberg
said the Federal Trade Commission
Vol. LXVII, No. 57
Sat.. Mar. 9, 1935
5 Cents
could not deal with the NRA problem, although it might be utilized
Editor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
more for code enforcement. Senator Nye said he had drafted a bill
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
at
to give the trade agency complete
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
empowering President Kuykendal] control over code making.
President,
Editor and Publisher;
Alicoate,
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer to appoint a code revision commitand General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- tee, is certain to be named one of
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Majors' Appeal Delayed
its members.
Entered as second class matter,
Rditor.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
In Philly Duals Decision
that the committeemen will be five
of the six vice-presidents which
M. P. T. O. A. zones are to elect
Morgan A. Walsh of San
soon.
Francisco, chairman of the convention's committee on code practices, and author of the resolution

X.

under

Y.,

the

act

of

March

1879.

3,

free) United States outside
Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order,
MS. 00.
FILM
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HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk. 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Nones, 19.

Terms (Postage
if

THE

,

—
—

{Continued from Page

Jerome H. Wolff Forms

Warwick Film Enterprises

NRA

in

and abroad.

The new firm has opened
the

RKO

distribuoffices

in

Building.

1)

defendants, plan to get together to
work out the wording of the decree,
but the judge is in Florida at

Jerome H. Wolff, formerly sales present.
manager and director of publicity
for Raspin Productions, Inc., has
Cullman on
formed Warwick Film Enterprises
Howard S. Cullman

to represent producers
tion of product here

Board

appointed

sey.

Mardi Gras Business Big
New

CODE

FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
High

Columbia
Fm.
Con.

Ind

Con.

Fm.

East.

Kodak

Loew's,

do

pfd.

Ind.

Inc

pfd

.

Pathe

43S/8
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5%

5*4
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20Vi
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Exch

"A"

RKO
Warner

Bros

Loew

3

133/4

133/4

1%
3%

IVi
3
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6s
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3

104% 104%

73%

72
73
50
50

50

153/4

2%

Trans-Lux

153/4

2%

153/4

2%

business
during the Mardi Gras has been big
at practically all movie houses in
the commercial area.
"Roberta" at
the Orpheum, "Gold Diggers of
1935" at the Saenger, "Little Colonel" at the Tudor. "Baboona" at
the Globe, "White Lies" at the St.
Charles and "Vanessa" at the State
led the parade.

+
+
+
-f-

+

%
1

duced

by

Supreme.

Hackle

will

L. V. Jef-

Tom Tyler's next Western, "Silent Valley," will also be made at
Reliable, with B. B. Ray directing.
"Murder by Television"
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Director Clifford Sanforth finished Cameo's "Murder bv
Television" one day ahead of schedFinish

West

lowing on their birthday:

Durante
Bobby Vernon
Gregory La Cava
Stuart

Holmes

Margaret Lee
Jess Smith
Lowell Calvert
Melville

March

17,

with Boyd starred.

St.

Brown

i

...

•

—

and under the budget, which

Ambassador

of

Picture

LOU SMITH

of Paramount publicity depart
ment has concluded a New England tour an
headed to Washington.

SAM

HARRIS

H.

leaves

Florida

sailed

last

today

fc

Hollywood.

ERNEST THESIGER
Berengaria

for

day
and

on
join

night

on

th

the other side.

BENITA HUME

arrived

the Bremen.
the Douglas

RUDY VALLEE
JANE BRODER

New

in

York yester

She will go to Florid
Fairbanks yachting parti

is

back

from

Florida.

is

back

from

a

West

Indie

NOEL COWARD
Cisco

left yesterday for San
route to the Oriertt.

en

KATHRYN SERGOVA
on

arrived
yesterday.

Bremen

the

MARCUS HEIMAN
Springs,

in

yesterday

left

Fran

New

Yor

for

Pair

Calif.

SHUBERT

back in New Yor
from Hollywood, where he spent about te
weeks at the 20th Century studios.
MRS. H. PETERSEN, wife of the office
cameraman with the Byrd expedition
sail
today from New York on the California fo
the west coast.
J.

J.

JR.,

is

ROBERT RITCHIE, manager
Donald,

M-G-M
on

today

sails

on

HAYWARD,

LOUIS

the

of Jeanetfe Mac
for Europe

Paris

English

actor signed b
his hit in "Point Valaine
leaves today for the coast t
American film career in "The Flam

following

Broadway,

start

his

to New York toda'
from Florida.
He will remain for the premier'
of
Samuel Goldwyn's "Wedding Night." ii
which Cooper and Anna Sten are starred
at
the
Rivoli
next week, then departs fo

the

coast.

TED CURTIS
York

today

of

by

Eastman

plane

Kodak

leaves
coast.

the

for

DAVID PALFREYMAN returned
yesterday from New Orleans.

ABRAM
general
Indies

MYERS,

F.

First

Productions,

from
H.

New

Yorl

Allied

LUDINGTON,

S.

Division

New York
HARRY

to

Nev

chairman an.
sailed yesterday on
a Wes
returning March 27.

counsel,
vacation,

NICHOLAS

has

president
returned

o
ti

Hollywood.

THOMAS

returns today

from De

troit.

RALPH ROLAN

AL ALTMAN

returned

yesterday from

De

vacation

in

St.

of M-G-M
Petersburg,

leaves

today for

Fla.

—

THE FILM DAILY
new third dimen-

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—A

sion process, demonstrated here recently, is to be used by J. H. Whitney of Pioneer Picturs in his next
Technicolor feature, according to
report.
Whitnev is understood to
be planning "The Life of Christ"
with this process.

Betting Bill Advances in N. H.
Nashua, N. H. The pari-mutuel

—

permitting horse race betting
was $35,000. The cast included Bela for the next four years has been
by the New Hampshire
Lugosi, June Collyer. Huntley Gor- passed
don.
George Meeker ami Henry House and sent to the Senate, where
enactment appears certain.
Mowbray.
dule

CONN

troit.

Missouri Moves Against Bombers
1%
Kansas City Coincident with the
%
filing of a bill in the House at Jef1
ferson City imposing drastic penV4
alties
on bombers, the Citizen's
2 to Start at Reliable Studios
%
Protective Council here has offered
West Coast Bureau ni THE FILM DAILY
rewards for
and conviction
Hollywood— "Wolf of the North", of perpetratorsarrest
of bomb outrages.
the first of the Rin-Tin-Tin, Jr.,
series, will go into production at
Another Third Dimension
the Reliable Studios next week.
will direct.
the story.

MAURICE

has arrived at the Park Central from the coasl

ii

leave for New York within 10 days
to close distribution arrangements.
He will be located at the Park
Central.

Hairy Webb

Coming and Goinf

tween Los Angeles and Panama. The Within."
cast includes Eleanor Hunt, Sheila
MOLLY LAMONT, British actress, arrives
Terry, LeRoy Mason, Lloyd Ingra- New York on Tuesday aboard the Olympi
on her way to the RKO studios, which re
ham and Louis Natheaux.
cently signed her.
"Racing Luck" goes into producGARY COOPER returns
tion

ferson wrote

Jimmy

Hollywood— "Go Get It Haines,"
starring William Boyd, has been finished by Select.
The picture was
made entirely on an ocean liner be-

—

—
+

Select Finishes One, Starts Another
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Dickie Moore and Gloria Shea are
tentatively set for the cast.
Sam
s/s
Supreme to Start Series in May Neufeld will direct. The picture will
West Coast Bureau of THE FTT.M DAILY be made at Agua Caliente.
2%
Hollywood
A. W. Hackle of
% Supreme Pictures Corp. will place
% the initial Johnny Mack Brown feaServices for Richard Hoyt
% ture in work in May. Brown will
Funeral services will be held this
Va be starred in a series of
eight Peter morning for Richard F. Hoyt, bank% B. Kyne stories, which have ap- er frequently identified with film
% peared in the "Saturday Evening industry financing and a member of
1/2
Post."
This series will be in addi- the Fox board of directors, who died
% tion to the new group of eight Bob Thursday. They will take place at
Steele Westerns also being pro- his late residence, 206 East 65th

73+1
— %
50

73% 73%
73% 74
% 50% 51
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Technicolor

-4-

8

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Paramount 6s47
Paramount 6s47
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—
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do
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"A"

Fm.

Fox

vte.

Piers,

Low

Orleans

9, 193!

cruise.

of the Roxy
a member of
the New York regional labor board,
which has jurisdiction over this city,
Connecticut and northern New Jer-

has been

March

Saturday,

bill

% President
Atlantic City's Finest

Boardwalk Hotel
Sea Water Swimming Pool
Turkish Baths. Marine Sun Deck
American-European Plan
Beautifully Furnished Housekeeping Apartments
Cocktail Lounge

Bar-Grill
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REVIEWS

»

—

New Orleans
Rodney Toups,
manager of Loew's State and mem-

"PRIVATE WORLDS"
Claudette Colbert, Charles Boyer,
Bennett, Joel McCrea, Helen Vinson

with
Joan

ber of
board,
started

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

':;\

84 mins.

Paramount

UNUSUAL THEME DEFTLY HANDLED
AND HAVING SPECIAL EXPLOITATION
POSSIBILITIES BESIDES STRONG CAST.

• • • SELECTION OF a femme radio announcer is the
stunt that will be pulled to plug "Gold Diggers of 1935".
will start a five-day broadcast
on Thursday station
inviting its listeners to be guests of the Strand theater as
radio crits at the first morning showing of the pix
following the performance, the crits will broadcast their reactions
over a mike in the lobby
those that show talent for
radio announcing will get an audition at the studio

Walter Wanger has ventured into a new
background for his latest
for the
field
Although an institution for the
picture.
mentally defective is the scene of most of
the action, the story has been given such
intelligent, sympathetic treatment that the
The picspectator is seldom ill at ease.
ture will cause much discussion and is

.

.

...

Colbert

dette

rises

to

new heights

as

• • A RACE TRACK tieup has been arranged by dismanager Lionel Keene for the showing of "Folies Bergere"
at Loew's State in Houston, Texas
the Epsom Downs racetrack today will feature a race known as the "Maurice Chevalier
•

trict

a

of Folies Bergere Handicap"
the event a big play

the most difficult
Joan Bennett is effective as the
cases.
wife of Joel McCrea, who fears she will
Esther Dale, Sam
lose to Helen Vinson.
Hinds, Jean Rouverol and Big Boy WilLeon
-ms stand out in smaller narts.
Shamroy's photography is excellent.
Cast: Claudette Colbert, Charles Boyer.
Joan Bennett, Joel McCrea, Helen Vinson,

who handles

:

Samuel

Dale,

Hinds,

Jean

Rouverol,

Big Boy Williams.
Director, Gregory

LaCava; Author, PhylBottome; Screenplay, Lynn Starling;
lis
Cameraman, Leon Shamrcy; Recording En-

Hugo Grenzbach;

gineer,

Scotto.
Direction, Top.

1.

•

"TRANSIENT LADY"

"WILDERNESS MAIL"
with

\
MODERATELY SATISFYING DRAMA Ambassador
OF SMALLTOWN POLITICS SHOULD DO
GOOD ACTION
ALL RIGHT IN THE POP HOUSES.
with a fairly good amount of
the directorial
in
well
action, handled
end, and with excellet performaces by
Henry Hull, Frances Drake and Gene Raymond, this is an all-right programmer despite the inclusion of a sequence dealing

A

story

with

a

planned

lynching,

which

likely

is

some touchy spots. Story is set in
southern town, where Edward Ellis, Clark

to hit
a

Williams and Frances Drake arrive and set
up a roller skating rink. Small-town imagination causes the local slickers to think
and say the wrong things about Frances,
resulting in a squabble and the shooting
one
of one of the troublesome rubes by
of the rink partners, who beats it and lets
As the dead boy's
his pal stand the gaff.
is
a powerful politician, the prissees little chance of getting a fair
deal, but a young local lawyer, Gene Raymond, in love with Frances, takes his case
and, despite an attempt of the locals to

father

oner

lynch

the

gets the
Cast:

prisoner,

girl

wins

his

freedom

and

.

Frances Drake, June Clayworth, Helen Lowell,
Clark Williams, Douglas Fowley, Frederick
Burton, Edward Ellis, Clifford Jones.
,', -Ajrecror,
Edward Buzzell; Author, Oc-

Gene Raymond, Henry

Hull,

Roy Cohen; Screenplay, Edward BuzzStT Arthur Caesar, Harvey Thew; Cameraman, Charles Stumar; Recording EngiMaurice
Editor,
Kurland;
neer,
Gilbert

rLjB

Wright.
Direction,

Good.

Photography,

Good.

Toups

—

Lincoln, Neb.
Bob Livingston
has just signed a five-year lease
on the Capitol. He has been at the

Capitol for the last three years.

—

"Roberta" grossed

the largest receipts of any picture
played at the Orpheum here in several years, according to Manager

Hale Cavanagh.

—

Toronto More than a score of
detectives are trying to solve the
murder of Abner A. Appleby, owner of the Roxy. Police have learned
that he took out a $25,000 insurance
policy two month ago.
Providence, R.

I.

—

Condition of

H. H. Maloney, manager of Loew's
State,

ill

since the first of the year,

reported

is

improved.

Lincoln, Neb. It is reported that
the Kiva will be enlarged and an
addition of seats made.

—

—

Kermit Maynard

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

69 mtn

zoning

New Britain, Conn. Jack Grace,
formerly assistant manager of tne
Strand, has been appointed manBuffalo Briefs
ager of the Embassy. Dave SugerBuffalo Local Legion of Decency, man has been transferred to Hartwhi
for months has been issuing, ford, where
he takes over the

by Arthur Mayer

with Henry Hull, Gene Raymond,
Frances Drake
Universal

CLOSING OF

•

week.

this

—

T

the Rialto will take place on May 15,
prior to razing of the building to make way for a new structure
it will contain a very modern theater, to be operated

•

-

Photography, A-

T

T

Aubrey

Editor,

T

ALL THE

•

Columbia branches are going after rebookings on "It Happened One Night"
taking advantage
of the publicity on the Academy Awards
the Chi office
leads with 127 rebookings, which makes manager Phil Dunas
the company is issuing a
a great guy at the home office
supplementary pressbook for these showings, which contains
new ads, exploitation and publicity material

l

Ester

T

T
•

•

the local papers have given

and

clearance

with Klaw & Erlanger,
shifting to Loew's Crescent as assistant manager and working up to
manager.
When Loew opened the
State, he was put in charge there.

Des Moines

T

of

probably

psychiatrist

the

was 37

WNEW

This is
heavy exploitation.
Gregory LaCava's finest directorjob and he handled his difficult task
ial
Charles Boyer will
with the utmost skill.
intrigue with his performance as the superintendent of the hospital, while Clau-

worthy

NEWS of DAY.

^
weekly

—

7
Approx. 65 mins.

lists

of

recommended rums

Colonial.

f or publication in the secular press,
Imhas discontinued the practice.
provement in films is responsible.

Detroit Brevities
MELODRAMA OF THE
unDTuu/ccT
MniiMTPn
ha?
rffn
FF
Joseph Bodner has sucEFBEEN
HAS
MOUNTED
Detroit.
NORTHWEST
first time .^ mQre than
por
ceeded Ben Wachnansky as general
FICIENTLY HANDLED ALL AROUND.
a
getting
is
picture
two years> a
manager of the Jacob Schreiber
It is
James Oliver Curwood second downtown run here.
Action-loaded
circuit.
good
drama of the Northwest Mounties in the "David Copperfield." After two
Barry Theater Corp. is again reWill rate with the best of weeks in the Hippodrome, it is on ported
big snows.
planning to build a new

at least another in the Century, also a Shea house, and usually
performance, while Arthur Reed's photog- devoted to double bills,
Zoning
and
Clearance
Buffalo
raphy is praiseworthy. Cast is well chosen,
especially Fred Kohler as the thief and Board has determined that pictures
murderer. Syd Saylor and Fred Kohler fur- shall be available to the Ridge TheLackawanna, 35 days after
Kohler, a fugitive from ater,
nish the comedy.
May- the conclusion of the Buffalo first
the States, kills Maynard's brother.
In trying run clearance.
nard trails Kohler to a robbery.
to escape, Kohler runs into Maynard. MayBuffalo Variety Club has arranged
nard makes him believe he is trying to help a testimonial dinner for Monday
him, but instead takes him to the tree on
honor of Major Louis Lazar, who
The j s retiring as Warner circuit manwhich he found his brother dying.
mounties find them, arrest Kohler and aid a g er f or this territory, with headMaynard, who has been wounded in the
E. K. O'Shea,
q Uar ters in Albany.
Maynard then joins Doris Brook, chief Barker, is in charge of the
flight.
brother,
dying
his
who assisted him with
program.
The picture was produced by Maurice
Conn.
Poodles Hanneford Comedy at Roxy
Cast: Kermit Maynard, Fred Kohler, Paul
"The Little Big Top," EducaHurst, Doris Brook, Syd Saylor, Richard tional's new Frolics Of Youth CornCurtis, Nelson McDowell. Kernan Cripps.
e dy, featuring the famous circus
thrill

yarns,

suspense.

with

novel

Kermit

twist

Maynard

adding

gives

a

for

to

fine

m

j

|

James rider, "Poodles" Hanneford, with
Cohen, Junior Coghlan and Ben Turpin,
Robert Dillon; Cameraman, Arthur Reed: opened at the Roxy Theater last
"Bosom Friends," one-reel
Recording Engineer, Corson Jewett; Edi- night.
novelty from the Treasure Chest
tor, Jack English
series, is on the same program.
Photography, Rne
Direction, Fast
Director, Forrest Sheldon; Author,

Oliver

Curwood.

—

^

Screenplay,

Ben

house, tentatively called the Rio.
Rumors of the reopening of the
Broadway Capitol or Downtown by
a big eastern circuit are again rife,

with S. A. Lynch of Paramount
Publix reported in town on the deal.
Fred Schader, Fox Theater publicity man, is recovering from an
Another who has been on
illness.
the sick list for some time is Max
Ruben head of Amusement Supply
Co.

Sam Brown circuit has engaged
Art Frost, former manager of the
Minter theaters in Owosso and
Saginaw, to succeed Charles T.
Danke

at the Oriole.
Visitors here this

week

included:

Brooks, former roadshow
promoter; Harry Berman, of Bufon special exploitation for
falo,
Monogram, and William Raynor,
former manager of the Fox.
Two plans for summer onera. including one sponsored by the Shuberts, are in view.
Drury Lane Theater, dramatic
stock house, has reopened.

Harry

THE

S&H

DAILY

ALLIED IS BEHIND

A

BLOCK BOOKING BILL

LITTLE from
By

(Continued from Page

Allied Convention

May

21-23

(Continued from Page 1)

Tennessee

-

Alabama

association.

Bobby Jones, the golf champ, will
attend the meet.
Allied's new executive committee
has fixed annual dues of 3 cents a
seat for individual members, who
will be accepted in regions where
unit affiliated with the

orneys Preparing
in Muller Appeal
from Page
its

previous action

1)

was based on a

technicality.
Fox's position, as indicated in the
suit brought by A. D. Muller of
Maple Lake, Minn., exhibitor, is
that the Judge Thacher decree find-

ing compulsory arbitration illegal
did not also outlaw other provisions
of this contract.
In event the Su-

QUS

summer

recess.

Theater Circuit Tax

Looms

HOLLYWOOD

director,
has discovered two
prodigies for the "Our Gang" comedies whom he thinks will surpass
They
all current child discoveries.
are Harold and Carl Sweitzer, who

be featured in "Beginners
Luck," the first "Our Gang" mu-

will

land.

;

at M-G-M,
by Edward

Germany

to

Produce 90

out ap90*
proximately
during
the
features
current year, it was estimated by Gus
Schaefer, in charge of Paramount distribution in Central Europe, upon his
arrival
The
in
New York yesterday.
same studios produced between 100 and
will
110 features last year.
Schaefer
spend four or five weeks in New York
conferring with home office officials.
will

turn

9,

1935

BETTER USE OF MUSIf*f

URGED

IS

IN PICTURES!

Y

Y

Charlie

M

Declaring that music is being I
used "stupidly" in motion pictures;!
Douglas Moore, associate professoiBCL
of music at Columbia University jl
speaking yesterday at the second
day's session of the National Board
of Review conference at the Hotel R
Pennsylvania, urged the necessity
of employing leading classical composers to write original scores as a

means of improving the quality

of

films.

Moore said that background
for films is of two types,
classical or popular. Classic music
is now becoming increasingly familiar to the public and is often a
distraction because its meaning in
its
original context might differ
from its use in the film, Prof
Prof.

music

Moore

said. Popular music he dis^
missed
as
musical
cliches
and
threadbare.
With the increasing
use of pantomime in motion pictures,
employment of the finest musical
creative talent is important to properly enhance motion pictures. Prof.

Moore

!.»l

stated.
liG

Praise Films' Value
In Educational
ests.

to

Work

(Continued from Page 1)
She cited the heavy call

m
ai

for

Dickens' work as a result of the
picture "David Copperfield." George
Freedley, librarian in charge of the
theater collection of the New York
Public Library, said that the movies
were relying heavily on the library
due to the necessity for exact factual representation on the screen
and that the library was building
up a collection of motion picture
items that would be invaluable to
later students of the movies.
Mrs. Jessica G. Cosgrave, principal of the exclusive Lenox and
Finch Schools of Manhattan, predicted that in five years the movies
would take the place of the comic
strips. Dr. John A. Hollinger. director of visualization of the Pittsburgh schools, stressed the value of
motion pictures in shaping public
opinion.

Chicago Notes
Chicago

—"Roberta"

is

booked for

three weeks at the Palace on

March

22.

After two rejections, Universale
"Notorious Gentlemen" was screened
ceipts.
before the censor board this week
G-B Film for Mayfair
"The Man Who Knew Too Much," for the third time and the board
G-B Productions release, with Nova ordered so many cuts that it is
Pilbeam, Leslie Banks and Edna probable the picture will not be
Best, has been booked by Walter released in Chicago.
Reade for the Mayfair.
Fifteen Chicago theaters are now

German producers

T

Chase, Hal Roach-M-Gstar, resumes production on Mon»
day, when he begins work on "Okay,
Y
Joseph
O'Donnell
today
was Toots!" at Culver City, the fifth
signed by Cameo pictures to write Chase comedy of the current series.

1)

it
may mean the adoption of one
particular bill calling for a tax of
$1,200 a theater in big circuits or
where pictures are leased on percentage deals based on gross re-

the screen adaptation of the novel,
Relations,"
by
Priscilla
Wayne, which will be the second
Cameo production following "Murdr by Television," which is now being filmed at Talisman studios with
Clifford Sanforth directing and with
Bela Lugosi and June Collyer featured.
O'Donnell adapted "Murder
by Television."

which stars Spanky MacFarThe kids are natural born
Rowland V. Lee, who directed
comedians. Harold is seven years old
and Carl six.
"The Count of Monte Cristo" and
who will direct "The Three MuskeY
Harry N. Blair and N. Brewster teers," for RKO-Radio, will leave
Morse are co-authors of "Pocahon- shortly for a Honolulu vacation. He
completing
tas, Preferred" which will be the is
the
direction
of
Richelieu,"
next production at the Bliss-Hay- "Cardinal
starring
den Miniature theater, in Beverlv George Arliss.
Hills.
Morse wrote "The Half
T
Naked Truth" and "In the Blood,"
More Passing Show: June Walker
which were produced on Broadway battling a severe cold at Palm
before he came to California to Springs; Jane Withers playing with
write screen plays for various stu- a month old kitten, brought to her
dios,
from her home town, Atlanta, Ga.;
v
y
Arthur Lubin, who directed "A Jane Darwell watching the races at
Successful Failure" and "Great God Santa Anita.
Gold" for Monogram, will start the
direction of "Honeymoon Limited"
Dore Schary has been given a
this month. It is an original story by bonus for his work on the screenMrs. Wallace Reid, who will also play and dialogue for "Chinatown
supervise the picture.
Squad," which will be made by Universal, and has been assigned to
T
Our Passing Show: Clark Gable adapt "Storm Over the Andes."
viewing yachts in local boat yards Both pictures will be supervised by
Robert Young making plans for his Maurice Pivar.
first trip to New York; Louise FaT
zenda having to pass a station every
Here and There: Henry Herzmorning, because her son, Brent, brun, Sam Katz, B. B. Kahane, Ben
has a fondness for trains; Mary Goetz, Edmund Grainger, J. P. NorCarlisle taking flying lessons from manly, Mel Schauer, Edgar SelAlfred Vanderbilt; Janet Gaynor, wyn,
George Fitzmaurice, Gene
Walter King, Ginger Rogers and Fowler. Ivan Lebedeff, Wera EnLew Ayres exercising on a Beverly gels, Hubert Voight at the preview
Hills bowling alley.
of "Private Worlds" Robert T. Kane
and Harold B. Franklin lunching at
t
Louise Henry has been cast in the Cafe de Paris at Fox.
sical,

in California

(Continued from Page

March

RALPH WILK;

MEINS, Hal Roach-M-G-M "Rich

preme Court does not act on the "Age of Indiscretion,'
writ this Spring, the matter will which will be directed
go over until next Fall, following: Ludwig.
its

"LOTS"

1)

the aid of the Legislative Drafting
Service of Columbia University and
the advice of the general counsel of
Allied", says the bulletin, which
predicts that its passage is assured.
The arbitrament of the Federal
Trade Commission in cases of disputes between exhibitors and distributors, as provided in the Brookhart and Patman bills, has been
dropped, and prices of films will not
be fixed by any government agency.
There is provision for penalties and
injunctive relief to be invoked by
the U. S. District Attorneys acting
under the direction of the Attorney
General.
A hearing on the bill will be held
by the House Committee on Interstate Commerce in about 30 days.

Set for

Saturday,

N. O. Exhibs Challenge
Code Board on Giveaways Fight on Ticket Tax Bill
(Continued from Pane 1)
Main Biz for Iowa Meet
larity contest at their Plaza Theater, prize for which will be a Cannon ball racer for kids. The tieup,
with merchants giving away voting
coupons, may be such that the code
board may have no grounds for
complaints.
Alex
Schulmann is
agent for the racer he is giving
away and he can sell them to many

theaters once he establishes the fact
using Screeno.
A few outlaying these machines can either circumhouses are giving Bank Nights a vent the code or defy it.
tryout.
The Parthenon, Hammond,
will start Bank Nights on March

Agree on Saenger Plan

25.

New

N. E. Allied Unit Meets March 12
Boston Next meeting of Independent Exhibitors of Massachusetts, Allied affiliate, will take place

—

March

12.

—

All parties are
Orleans
agreed on the Saenger reorganization
plan which is now awaiting the
court's decision, due today or Monday.
Gaston Dureau and Norman
Carter are understood to figure in
the new executive set-up.

now

(Continued from Page 1)

committee and exhibs have
been urged to keep sending petitions and telegrams urging its defeat.

in

A

screen personality contest,

sponsored by Lester F. Martin,
former Allied secretary, is being
held in conjunction with the convention.

Film

Folk

—

Horse Minded

Sacramento Raoul Walsh is among a
group of Los Angeles and San Franciscjf'"\
men listed as directors of the Hollyl
wood Park Jockey Club, $750,000

cor^

seeking permission to establish
a second racing plant to follow
the Santa Anita track.
Five groups
are seeking notice along with the Walsh
faction, with one being headed by Alfred Green.
poration,

c

mm

\S

Zj^HJt^U^
Intimate

in

international in

ependent
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Character
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Scope

Now
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Pictures

Sixteen Years Old
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Film Bills Pending in Legislatures Increase to

GOV'T

British

Moves by Maxwell and GB
Seen as Steps to Get

—Recent

feverish activity

the part of John Maxwell, head
British International Pictures
md Associated British Cinemas, and
jf

;he

Gaumont-British interests to add

rther

circuits

and theaters

to

the

groups under their control is viewed
in film circles here as a move toward
abtaining more outlets for British
By controlling
films in the U. S.
{Continued on Page 7)

FIVE

LAUGHTON FILMS

ONKORDA'SSCHEDULE

—

of

London Alexander Korda, head
London Films, producing for

United Artists release, has signed
Charles Laughton to star in five picKorda also
tures to be made here.
will present Leslie Howard in another picture, besides having ar-

rangements

for

productions

with

(Continued on Page 12)

Record
For Code Attendance

O'Reilly Holds

Charles L. O'Reilly, president of
the T. O. C. C, holds the Code Authority record for attendance, having only missed one meeting of the
46 held by that body since its incepNathan
tion, a checkup discloses.
Yamins, Allied leader, is next in line
for honors, with Ed Kuykendall,
president of the M. P. T. 0. A.,
third.

Failure of members of the Authority to attend meetings regularly
was condemned at the M. P. T. 0. A.
convention at New Orleans recently.

<

1

~i eater

Answers Fan Queries

—

ansas
City A
question
box has
been placed in the Ashland Theater
lobby for patrons to drop questions they

want answered about stars and films.
The replies will be given each Tuesday
night as part of the theater's program.

Theaters to Force Films

Big Things Brewing in Monogram
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Coincident with thejjfijurn of Trem Carr to the Monogram lot last
week after 60 days of conferenc
President W. Ray Johnston in New York,
it is understood that details are,
completed to put Monogram in a more
important position as a nation
"he revised setup involves no changes
in personnel, but will materially s
.e">company in the distribution end.

—

American Outlets

m

292

GljG THROUGH WJTH TAX ON SOUND PARTS

Merging
London

CENTS

in

U. S.

Revenue Department Seeks
Payment on Sound Retroactive to 1932

Dissipating any hope that the government had abandoned its plan to
collect a 5 per cent manufacturers'
sales tax on sound equipment, the
Department of Internal Revenue
K.C.
has made demand on the S. 0. S.
Corp. for payment of the tax retroactive to 1932, it was said yesterday
BILL
by J. A. Tanney, president of S.O.S.
Test of the legality of the assessKansas City Jay Means, E. C. Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ment, which is contested by the EnHartman, E. Rolsky, and C. H. PotWashington
Work on the new tertainment Apparatus Manufacturter, officers of the Independent The- NRA bill, embodying the sugges- ers Ass'n, will be made by prompt
ater Owners Ass'n, last week filed tions outlined by Donald Richberg appeal from payment of the tax to
a protest to the present clearance at the hearing before the Senate the Board of Tax Appeals at Washsystem as now practiced in Kansas Finance Committee last Thursday, ington, Tanney said.
City, and submitted the following was started by the Committee at the
1

INDEPENDENT UNI

ITTEE DRAFTING

SUBMITS ZONING PLAN NEW

—

—

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 12)

Milwaukee Asked to Deny
Permits for
Milwaukee— A

FOR THE NRA

New Theaters
request

that

the

National Review Board
Concludes Conference

NEW SAENGER SETUP
IN

common

council refuse permits for
National Board of Review of Moconstruction of any more theaters tion Pictures wound up its eleventh
here is contained in a communica- annual conference on Saturday with
tion sent to the council by R. A. a luncheon at the Hotel PennsylTesch, business manager of the In- vania at which addresses were made

EFFECT APRIL 9

—

New Orleans Unconditional approval of the Saenger Theaters and
Saenger Realty reorganization plans
dependent Theaters Protective Ass'n by Mayor Fiorello H. La Guardia, was announced by Federal Judge
The petition points Dr. George W. Kirchwey, Edward Wayne Borah on Saturday. The deof Wisconsin.
out that there is approximately one Golden, Helen Westley, Alexander
(Continued on Page 12)
theater seat for every seven persons Markey, Blanche Sweet, Irene Rich,
in

Milwaukee.

(Continued on Page 12)

292 Film

Bills are

Pending

Week

At Warner-F. N. Studios
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY

In addition to the
starting of production last week on

—

Exhibitors showing French
would have their taxes reduced under a measure adopted by
the Chamber of Deputies Finance
Total of 292 bills directly affect- Commission. American distributors,
ing the film industry are now pend- anticipating a blow to their proding in 43 state legislatures, accord- uct if the measure is signed, are
ing to a Film Daily checkup. Esti- opposing it on the grounds that it is
mate is made that about 90 per cent discriminatory.
In
of the measures are adverse.
Congress there are pending 24
measures, all of which directly afCommunity Puts Up Theater
fect the motion picture business.
Bosworth, Mo. — Recognizing the value
Among most recent bills to be filed
of a movie theater to the town's busiare two taxing theaters and now
ness,
local merchants have put up a
250-seat Bosworth Community Hall by
pending in the Kansas legislature.
sponsoring a bond issue, coupled with
One would impose a 4 per cent levy
PWA funds. There has been no show
on grosses, while the other would
here since the previous theater burned

In Current Legislatures
4 Films Start in

France to Cut Exhib. Tax
For Showing Native Films

"Stranded," with Kay Francis and
George Brent, and "Men on Her
Mind," with Bette Davis, the Warner-First National studios today will
put in work "Broadway Gondolier,"
with Dick Powell, Joan Blondell and
Adolphe Menjou, and "Crashing Society," with Guy Kibbee. This makes
nine pictures in work, while eight assess a tax of one cent for every
are in preparation.
(Continued on Page 7)

Paris

films

down three

years ago.

Monday, March
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a

Mayfair

Paramount

Rialto
Criterion
Criterion
Little Carnegie

Uniterf.Artists.

.Westminister

.

.

•

*

(g)

Fox

Subsequent runs.
Dual Bill.

(a)
(b)
(c)

a

Living

on

Velvet.

returns

New

York

on

New

York

on

to

Florida.

FLINN,

by

plane

who

left

the coast,

for

returns

In

W. HACKLE

a

cuit

Amkino
Amkino

Acme

south

Cameo

He

week.

of

stop

will

at the

Park

Central.

PHIL SMITH, independent New England

55th St. Playhouse
5th Ave. Playhouse

operator,

with

his

has
been
family.

vacationing

cir-

in

the

CHESTER TAPPIN, General Talking Pictures
Corp. executive, was in Boston last week for
conference with Divisional Engineer Harold
Davidson.

a

Westminster
Roxy
..

Productions.

Rivoli

Strand

Music Hall
Paramount
Rialto
.

.Mayfair
Capitol

(d) Follows
(e) Follows

Revival.

Follows

Saturday
week.

Moviegraphs

GB

KENT

R.

C.

Supreme Pictures, which
will star Johnny Mack Brown in eight Peter
B. Kyne stories, is due in New York in
about

.Palace

M-G-M

Marietta

JOHN

A.

Globe

.

Naughty

SIDNEY

March 16 from

..Rivoli

S. S. Krellberg

Monastery Garden (Mar. 12; two-a-day) S. G. Film Co
Columbia
Live Tonight ( March 15)
(March 15)
United Artists.
First National
Gold Diggers of 1935 (c)
Fox
Little
Colonel
(d)
Paramount
Private Worlds (e)
Paramount
MacFadden's Flats (f)

Man Who Knew Too Much

CODE

..

DON ALEXANDER, president of Alexander
Co., of Colorado Springs, is in New
York
business and will probably remain here
for
week or ten days.

J.

Nlm
on

M-G-M

Wedding Night

19.

•

.Paramount
.Roxy
.Astor
.Strand

Radio.

FUTURE OPENINGS

Cour-

la

Paramount.

Majestic
Majestic
Universal
GB Productions.

(b)

In a
Let's

.oming and
dGi
Ooing*

Theater

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

%

— Lichtbildbuehne.
— P. A. Harle, La

Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,
I.

Doubt

Zwei Herzen Im
Takt
Topaze
Soviet Russia Today
Chapayev (9th week)

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738. 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
St.,

of a

1935

.Capitol
.Music Hall

RKO

Universal.
First National.

the King's
Horses
The Perfect Clue (a)
In
Old Sante Fe (a)
Great Expectations*
(2nd week)
The Iron Duke* (2nd week)
Folies Bergere
(3rd week)
The Lost City (3rd week)
One More Spring*

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,

Wardour

M-G-M
RKO Radio

All

all

DAILY,

Distributor

After Office
Hours
Roberta
Ruggles of Red Gap
Enchanted April
Transient Lady
Living on Velvet

Shadow

at

Address

Picture

11,

Roberta.
Ruggles.
(f) Follows All the King's Horses.
(g) Follows Shadow of a Doubt.

JULES RIEFF, Columbia auditor, is in Boston.
PHOEBE FOSTER, Broadway actress, is being
sent to Hollywood by

M-G-M.

EDWARD MARIN, M-G-M director, and Mrs.
Marin have arrived at the Hotel Warwick for
a month's stay.

Court Approves Changes
In Hamm-Minnesota Deal
Federal Judge Coxe signed an orSaturday approving several

der

Upturn for Westinghouse

FINANCIAL

Consol. Film Dividend

amendments to the agreement between the Paramount trustees and

William Hamm, Jr., to obtain terquarterly dividend of 50 cents mination of the Minnesota Amusefacturing Co. reports net income of on the preferred stock has been de- ment Corp. receivership and to re$189,562 for 1934, compared with clared by Consolidated Film Indus- tain
Hamm as operator. The
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
loss of $8,636,841 in 1933.
Sales tries. It is payable April 1 to stock amendments were asked by Hamm
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net billed last year were 39 per cent of record March 18.
for his further protection under the
High Low Close Chg.
higher than the year before, and
agreement.
Am. Seat
5
5
5
the outlook is for substantial imRemodeling Elizabeth House
43 Vs
Columbia Picts. vtc. 43 '/2 43
"Dealers of Death" Deals Closed
provement this year, it is stated in
Elizabeth, N. J.
Simon & Morse,
Con. Fm. Ind
55/8
55/8
SVa
Monty Shaff and H. O. Kusell
the annual report.
circuit
operators, are remodeling have concluded
19l/2
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 20'/8
19V2
a distribution deal
the Capitol, installing latest type
East. Kodak
121% 12iy4 12iy4
for "Dealers in Death" with MajesWins
Verdict
Bullfighter
projection
equipment,
new type tic Film Distributing Corp. CanaLoew's,
Inc
35% 35!/4 353/8
Sidney Franklin, Brooklyn bull- Strong Utility lamphouses and For- dian rights have been taken over by
do pfd
104% 1041/4 IO41/4 +
Metro-Goldwyn, pfd. 27y8 27
27
fighter, has been awarded $.7,000 est rectifiers, using the newly devel- Columbia Pictures
of Canada, Ltd.
3l/8
damages in his $300,000 suit against oped National High Intensity carParamount ctfs
2% 3
Pathe Exch
Columbia on charges that he was bons, and RCA sound. House is to
%
Vs +
!4
14% 133/4 14% +
do "A"
libeled by references to him as a reopen March 15.
H/2
RKO
H/2
IV2
"bull-thrower" in a short subject.
Warner Bros
3
2% 3
Justice Carew rjf the Supreme Court Erpi to Handle "Know New York"
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
also granted an injunction against
"Know New York," feature film
7i/
7i/
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40..
7'/4
4
4
further distribution of the picture.
produced by Onto New York, Inc.,

Westinghouse
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Julius

+

Hagen Film

"In a Monastery Garden," a JulHagen production with Gina
Malo, John Stuart and Hugh Williams, opens tomorrow at the Westminster Cinema. It will run two-aday.
ius

+

+
—
+

—

1

British Films for

'

Newark, N.

meRLe

OBGROn
pBROKCn
iMBHfiEfflfil
DRAMA MUSIC THRILLS
-

For

Direct

-

Theatre

Bookings

and
Territorial

Rights

OLYMPIC THEATRE CORP.
729 7th Ave.

BRy.

9-4417

New

for Westminster

York

Newark House

—

dealing with the big city and narrated by Lowell Thomas, will be
distributed by Electrical Research
Products under arrangements concluded last week by D. W. Beman,
president of Onto New York.
In
a period of six weeks, instead of 52
weeks as previously expected, the
picture will be shown to invited audiences aggregating more than 200,000 throughout the country. Release
is set for early in May.

Starting with
"Unfinished Symphony" next Saturday, the Little Theater, managed by
"Devil Dogs" Sets House Record
Sidney Franklin, will show a series
Middletown, O.
All house recof British pictures. "Don Quixote,"
"Evensong,"
and
"Marie,"
first ords at the Gordon theater were
Hungarian film with English dia- smashed by Warners' "Devil Dogs
of the Air," according to Robert A.
logue, will follow.
Gibbs, president of the
theater
company.
Majestic Bows to U. A. on Title
In deference to United Artists'
Lansing House Testing Vaude
feature, "Thunder in the East,"
Lansing, Mich. The Strand has
Majestic has changed the title of
its
production,
"Thunder in the booked five acts of vaudeville for
Streets," to "Motive for Murder." March 14-16 as a test of public reLarry Darmour has just completed action, according to Frank H. Butterfield, house manager.
the Majestic release.
J.

—

—

The Heart of Hollywood
400 Rooms With Bath

From $2.50
2

and 3 Room Apartments Available

Dancing

Famed

in

Room
Room for

Supper

Little

Cocktails

HOLLYWOOD

ROOSLVfLT'

'

TO HEADLINE THE
OF YOUR
An uproarious new k ugh-•star
sensation

.

.

Discovered and developed to concomedy leadership of

tinue the

.

PROGRAM
Sky-rocketed to fame by the millions who go to the movies for

Vitaphone ....

the fan of

it!

jjfe

mB$$
'

J®
est

If you've never seen him, ask for
a screening of one of his "Big V
Comedies" ....

Be your own preview audience
•

•

•

•

test

him on yourself

.

.

.

.

why his name on your
going to mean money In
your cash-drawer!

You'll see

front

is

'-?-.

SHEMP HOWARD

..

X

*
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DAILY

REVIEWS

»
Clive

Madeleine Carroll

and

Brook

«
in

"THE DICTATOR"
GRADE

DRAMA OF
COURT LIFE.

PHIL M. DALY

A REAL PICTURE STORY
SPLENDIDLY ENACTED.
In

"The

Dictator," which

G-B

is

the picture's

piece of entertainment which favorably matches the betWritten
ter American-made productions.
by Hollywood-trained Benn Levy, the story
tentative

title,

has

a

American in tempo for the most part.
enhanced by capable performances by
Clive Brook, Madeleine Carroll and a grand
is

It

is

supporting cast and even the girls playing
The yarn shows the
bits are beautiful.
political rise of Brook, a Hamburg physician, who through winning the half-mad
confidence,
becomes dictator of
King's
Sweden. With the beauteous queen as his
Brook effects various social reforms
ally,
in
the face of opposition of the party
headed by the King's scheming mother.

weakling monarch learns of
his wife's infidelity with the physician and
he allows his mother to order his execution,
while the Queen escapes to England.
Cast: Clive Brock, Madeleine Carroll,
Emily Williams, Helen Haye, Isabel Jeans,
Alfred Drayton, Nicholas Hannen and Frank
Finally

the

Cellier.

Victor Saville;

Director,

Authors,

G

H.

Lustig and M. Logan, in collaboration with
Hans Wilhelm; Screenplay, Benn Levy;

Cameraman,

Farnz Planer; Recording Engineer, Eric Williams; Editor, Paul Weather-

wax
Direction,

Photography,

Fine

beautiful

•

•

IT'S

STILL

ploitation Ideas

Red Gap Contest

T

T
•

•

•

IT'S

GOING
we

Youessay
about
Loew's sent a

memo

T

merry blazes

don't have to tell you

you

all

like

know

all

over the

Showmen what

it's

Doob

of

Oscar

already

go out and
get some of this dough that was being dangled in front of 'em
Mort Blumenstock sent similar message to his boys
to all his boys in the field to

of the Warner theaters
a special bulletin to let the
of this Showmanship Stunt

Johnny Dowd of RKO got out
managers know what he thought

T
•

•

T

• IN PUTTING on extensive campaigns for "Rugshowmen have a chance to exercise all
Red Gap"

gles of
their ingenuity and initiative
the sky is the limit
and the rewards are certainly substantial enough to be worth
working for
the conditions are a cinch to meet
all you exhib lads have to do is to present a summary, with
tear sheets, photographs, etc.
refer to the splendid Manual that Alec Moss has had prepared
it tells the whole
story
the Paramount exchanges are supplied with all
the necessary material
and where there is no exchange
write to Mister Moss direct, at the Paramount home

SHORTS

T

Paramount
Good Animated

7

mins.

A

cute animated cartoon in color
from the Fleischer studios. Action
depicts the shooting of a baby robin
by a tough kid, who then is stricken

with remorse and goes through a
nightmare while the bird colony
makes funeral preparations. A rainfall brings the little bird to life
again, causing merriment all around
and making the kid break up his
gun.

Radio Talent in 5 Toronto Houses
Toronto
Amateur radio artists
are presented in competition one

—

week

night a

in five of the larger

houses of the Capital Entertainment circuit in Toronto.
film

B.
.OOKING DACK
From The Film Daily

YEARS

Files

AGO— Cosmopolitan

ductions to be distributed through

in

Pro-

Metro-

Goldwyn.

FIFTEEN
bining

YEARS

Selznick,

companies
operating

into
costj.

AGO— Selznick

SO

NOW

T

T

we have done our

best to steam this
contest up to even a greater zing and zu-r-r than it already
has attained
and they tell us it is getting even oletimers
enthused who had sort of settled back and started resting on
past performances
but Mister Moss suggested that a
word from us would add the necessary FILLIP with the boys
in the field
don't know what the hell it means, but we

hope we've Filliped, anyway

T
•

•

Miller.

—

.Milwaukee Joe Rosenfeld, manager of Saxe's Modjeska, local
neighborhood house, has been elected an officer and director of the
Mitchell Street Advancement Assn.

—

Toronto Toronto police commission has added $500 to the $500
offered by Louis Appleby, son of

Abner A. Appleby, proprietor

Roxy

theater,

this

city,

of the

who was

murdered in the theater a few days
ago, bringing the reward for information leading to the arrest of the
slayer up to $1,000.

—

Everett, Mass. The Rialto, operated by Morse & Rothenberg, is
closed as the result of a fire.

—

Boston
Master Motion Picture
Bureau, headed by Maurice Master,
has acquired its building on Piedmont St. and will expand.

—

Hartford, Conn. John Sanson of
the Colonial staff has been transferred to Manchester, where he is
now managing the State theater.

•

T

T

SURE AS

shootin'
Showmanship is coming
M. B. Liebman, originator of the Frankie Darro
Picture Stamp Club
those pop kiddie clubs operating
throughout the nation
has made a tieup with Bost Tooth
Paste
a trip to Hollywood and many other prizes will
be awarded to club members in a simple and practical contest
that will appeal to the youngsters
the plan is backed
by a national advertising campaign, including a coast-to-coast
hookup with the Edwin C. Hill program, and thousands of win-

back

Loew

I.—The Royal, E. M.
house, has reopened.

Boston— "Little Colonel" is holdweek at the RKO Keith
Memorial, and "Wandering Jew" is

ing a second

being held over at the Fine Arts.

—

Boston Eighteen theaters of the
M. & P.-Publix circuit are combining radio audition nights with films,
in many cases doubling the draw.
Winners compete at the Metropolitan theater every Monday night.
Harry Browning is handling the

campaigns.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

dow

displays with the toothpaste
all theaters operating
these clubs will participate in the awarding of prizes

March 12:

• • • LOOKS AS if this kolyum is dedicated to Merchandising
and why not?
after all, Showmanship is nothing but Merchandising
now comes Bernard
Waldman, of Modern' Merchandising Bureau
who is
showing what can be done with i eal motion picture fashions
in the "Roberta" campaign
live models wearing the
gowns
old-style ballyhoo and full-page ads on opening
days that look as if they were written by the theater
Pittsburgh, New Orleans, New York, Washington and Kansas
City are going for the idea
did you see those full-page
smashes in the dailies from Macy's dep't store?
wow!
a bow to Ed Holland of Radio publicity who helped put
the idea over

« « «

» » »

Independent

Exhibitors

of

Massa-

chusetts meeting, Church Street headquarters, Boston.

T

T

March
Inc.,

2

12: Allied Theater Owners of
meeting at Hotel Lincoln,
P.

annual

March

New Jersey.
New York

M.

March 12-13:
13:

Legion
Sailors
17:

March

Allied

Theater

convention, Des
Motion Picture
charity

beano

Owners of

low-,

Moines.
Post
party,

of American
Soldiers anr

Home, Boston.

Club Party, Boston.
Allied
States Ass'n annual conRobert Fulton Hotel, Atlanta
May 21-23: Georgia-Florida-Tennessee-Alabama
Independent Theaters Ass'n annual convention, Robert Fulton Hotel, Atlanta.
A M P A
April 27:
annual get-together I \>
ner, Hotel Astor, New York.
^JBr
Boston

Friars'

May 21-23:

vention,

May

1:
Annual meeting of Independent Theater Supply Dealers' Ass'n, Edgewater Beach
Hotel, Chicago.

May

20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting of th«
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood.

com-

National and
Republic
organization to cut

one

•

-

FIVE YEARS AGO— 30 Loew houses
New York equipped with wide screens.

TEN

•

•

of the Birds"
(Color Classic)

His duties here as secretary of the
code boards are being taken over by

Olneyville, R.

office

"Song

Milwaukee Ben Koenig left hero
last week to become associated with
Mascot Pictures Co. in Hollywood.

Ben

the open season to go gunning for Exand to qualify for that Back to Show
Biz Movement inaugurated in this kolyum a few weeks ago
so we are happy to report that Alec Moss of Paraand
mount has been duly initiated as a charter member
has dam near moved up to the head of the class already with
called The Ruggles of
a pip for the nation's Showmen

•

J!

—

I

ENTERTAINMENT IN
CENTURY SWEDEN
18th

"A"

1935

•NEWS of DAY

the

R ALTO

'

85 mins.

G-B Productions

11,
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Worlds
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THE FINEST
PICTURE OF
n
THE YEAR!
—Motion Picture Daily
and the reasons why
appear on the next page

WHY:

HERE'S

c
1«

The theme

Worlds"

is

of "Private

REPRESSION-

a topic of vital interest to
"I'm living in a ghost world with a
ghost lover!"

ALL women!
£• "Private Worlds" vividly

'1

hate woman doctors. They always
take advantage of their sex."

dramatizes the eternal conflict of the sexes! It asks the
question, "Can a woman
compete with a man on an
even basis in a man's world?"
—and answers, "YES!"

Women will go for
CHARLES BOYER! The

*•

Charles Boyer who, Louella Parsonsi
says, "is so grand in this picture that
all the girls

are asking where he has

been

all their lives."

Remember
is

.

.

Hollywood Reporter says:
"Charles Boyer is superb!
There is no question that
America— especially female
America— will be

that

always a

.

at his feet."

A WOMAN'S PICTURE

BOX OFFICE PICTURE!

THE
Monday, March 11,1935

"% INDEPENDENT UNIT

A

SUBMITS ZONING PLAN

LITTLE from "LOTS'

7
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THE CUTTING ROOM

IN

RALPH WILKj
HOLLYWOOD includes such
;By

(Continued from Page 1)

schedule

favored

as

by

mem- ^TORIES have

its

bers:
1.

A

suburban

first

run

house

charging

cents or more admission shall be entitled
to a picture not later than 28 days from the
close of the downtown run, the second 25cent spot to be two weeks later, and the regular 25-cent spot to be two weeks behind the
second 25-cent spot.
The 20-cent run shall
be two weeks behind the 25-cent runs, the
15-cent spot three weeks behind the 20-cent
runs, and the 10-cent six weeks behind the
15-cent run.

25

2.

Where

a

picture

is

shown on double

or with premiums, pictures shall be available 28 days back of the spot mentioned in
the above schedule.
Double bills including
premiums shall be 42' days back of the spot
mentioned in the above schedule.
bill

3.

No

protection

between

equally

priced

houses.
4.
All pictures regardless of contract to be
available for doubling as per above schedule.

The local clearance and zoning
board will meet today to consider
the protest and set a date for hearing.

Merging British Houses
To Force Films in U.
(Continued from Page

S.

1)

several hundred theaters apiece in
this country,

it

is

said, both

Max-

been set for the two
pictures which Richard Dix has
contracted to make for RKO Radio
this season. Following the story of
Arizona by Dudley Nichols, which
goes in work soon, Dix will star in
"Powdersmoke Range," by William
C.

McDonald.

While production activities at the
famous melody-mongDorothy Fields Brooklyn Vitaphone Studios are
and Jimmy McHugh, and Herb Ma- temporarily shut down for five
gidson and Con Conrad, thumped its weeks, the Studio's cutting room
staff will remain on the job ready
pianos loudly to welcome Jimmy.
ing 22 shorts which will complete
T
T
T
the Brooklyn studio's 1934-35 schedHenry Duffy, long connected with ule.
These shorts include twelve
dramatic stock productions, is join- two-reelers and ten of one-reel
ing 20th Century as one of Darryl length.
Zanuck's associate producers.
The two-reelers are: Fifi D'Orsay
ers as Irving Berlin,

T
Gene Raymond has been signed
Robert Riskin, Columbia's ace
"Hooray for writer, has been assigned to do the
Love," new musical comedy soon to screen
play for "Lost Horizon," a
be filmed by RKO Radio Pictures picturization of James Hilton's
novwith Felix Young producing. Others el. Frank Capra has already been
already cast are Pert Kelton, Arthur
announced as the director.
for a featured role in

M

"Becky

Sharp," which is nearing
completion under the direction of

Rouben Mamoulian.
With the

arrival of

Raoul Walsh
Ralph A. Kohn

Johnny Mer-

one of the ace lyricists of the
song writing business, Hollywood's
colony of hit writers is now complete.
Johnny has arrived from
Savannah and has reported on the
RKO Radio lot, where he is under
contractoto write and act.
Among
the songi^uccesses for which he has
done the words are "Lazy Bones,"
"Pardon My Southern Accent" and
cer,

William Jaffee
Don M. Alexander

"Better Than Gold," a "Broad-

way Brevity";
Shemp Howard

Rosco
in

Ates

"Why Pay

and

Rent",

Big "V" comedy; "$50 Bill," a
"Broadway
Brevity,"
with
the
Twelve Aristocrats and others; Bob
Hope in "The Old Gray Mayor," a
Byron, Lionel Stander, Bill RobinT
T
T
Big "V" comedy; Fifi D'Orsay in
son and Jennie Le Gon. Sammy Lee
Joe E. Brown returns to the First "Cure It With Music,"
a "Broadwill stage the dances.
National studios at Burbank today way Brevity";
Polly
Moran in
T
to complete the work in "Alibi Ike,"
"Pretty Polly," a Big "V" comedy;
Catherine Doucet will have a lead- which was interrupted by his ill- "In This Corner," a "Broadway
ing role in M-G-M's "The Age of ness. Brown was stricken with in- Brevity" with Pick and Pat, Roscoe
Indiscretion," which is now before fluenza while on location.
Ails and others; Shemp Howard in
T
T
T
the cameras under the direction of
an untitled Big "V" comedy; Ber"Spring
Tonic"
has
been
selected
Edward Ludwig. Miss Doucet has
nice Claire in "Lovelorn," a "Broadbeen prominent in Theater Guild pro- as the final title for the Fox adap- way Brevity"; Bob Hope in an untation
"Man-Eating
of
Tiger,"
stage
ductions.
titled Big "V" comedy; Hal LeRoy
play by Ben Hecht and Rose Caylor in an untitled "Broadway Brevity";
which will feature Lew Ayres, Wal- Herb Williams in "High, Wide and
Maiitza Gervay, the Hungarian ter King, Claire Trevor, ZaSu Pitts, Hansom," a Big "V" comedy; and

actress, has arrived at the M-G-M Jack Haley, Tala Birell, Siegfried
well and GB would be able to exert
studios to begin work under a long- Rumann, Frank Mitchell and Jack
more influence in causing American term contract. Announcement will Durant. Clyde Bruckman is directcompanies with theater affiliations be made soon as to her first role. ing.
to give a better break to British Her most recent picture, made in
product.
Budapest, is "Students of Iglo."
"Garden of Allah," by Robert
Commenting on the situation in
Hichens, is to be produced at M-GT
T
T
Alexan interview a few days ago,
by David Selznick with Joan
At the suggestion of Kay Francis Crawford starred.
ander Korda of London Films deand
Frank
Borzage,
Busch,
Mae
clared that such action on the part
T
T
T
of British interests is unnecessary, star of the silent films, has been
Philip Barry, playwright, is now
since good British films will be wel- signed for an important role in War- in Hollywood to lend his talents to
comed in the U. S. and elsewhere ner's "Stranded." Kay Francis and the screen. He is under contract to
George Brent are teamed, with M-G-M.
without forcing.
Borzage directing.
T
T
T
Because of his work in the curT
T
T
Shortening Purity Seal
Ralph Bellamy just jumps from rent "The Little Colonel," Bill RobAs of March 15, the Hays pro- one leading role to another. The inson, Negro comedian and famous
duction code approval will appear popular Columbia player last week tap dancer, has been assigned to the
forthcoming Fox-Will Rogers vehiin a new and briefer form on short completed
the lead in "Eight Bells,"
cle, "In Old Kentucky."
subjects, where it will be shown on with Ann Sothern
as the heroine,
an introductory frame instead of and was assigned to the lead in "Air
T
T
T
Bill Benedict, 17-year-old Tulsa
being shown on a separate frame, Fury," with Tala Birell opposite
lad who hitch-hiked from his home
Change is being ef- him.
as at present.
Albert Rogell has been astown to Hollywood and talked his
fected in order to reduce the length signed
to direct.
way to a role in "$10 Raise," has
of screen time necessary for the frebeen signed to a long term contract
quent repetition of the longer form
of approval due to the number of
Alison Skipworth has been given by Fox and will play his second
shorts on one program.
the role of Miss Crawley in the screen role with Will Rogers in
Pioneer Technicolor production of "Doubting Thomas," now filming.

,

in

"If I

RKO

T

tomed
smoke

to seeing a half-human ape
cigars, dine at a table and
ride a bicycle, refused to work with

him.
They relented when Ashton
Dearholt,
production
supervisor,
promised to keep the simian a safe
distance away. Jiggs has good manners, however, as was proven when

owners and Herman
Brix, who plays "Tarzan," were acHad a Million Dollars." The corded a reception by President
Radio tunesmith group, which Ubico of Guatemala.

W^

with his

Fifi

D'Orsay

an untitled "Broadmusical.
one-reelers
include
four
in

way Brevity"

The
"Melody Master" band numbers,
Dave Rubinoff and His Orchestra,
Freddy Martin and His Orchestra,
Borah Minnevitch and His Harmonica Rascals, and Dave Appollon
and His Orchestra; two in E. M.
Newman's "See America First"
series, "Westward Bound" and "The
World War"; and four "Pepper
Pot" novelties, All-star Vaudeville
featuring the Pat Rooneys, All-star
Vaudeville featuring Buster West,
and an All-colored Vaudeville reel
featuring Adelaide Hall, and J. Fred
Coots and Lillian Shade in "Moving Melodies."

292 Film Measures
Now in Legislatures
(Continued from Page 1)
cents paid in admission prices.
Revenue from the last-named bill
would be used for the state's school
fund.

10

T

Jiggs, famous chimpanzee, upset
the production schedule of "The New
Adventures of Tarzan" company, on
location in Guatemala.
At historic
Antigue, 650 natives, not accus-

he,

a
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Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers probably

are

the

ltd" 'have
exclusively

first

portrait

of

their

of the screen
"standing"
taken

stars

feet.— RKO

Radio.

ALL OVER THE COUNTRYNEW YORK
FOUR STARS
CHEERING ITSELF HOARSE!...*
!

I

SAN FRANCISCO BREAKING
ALL OPENING RECORDS!
MORE THAN 100 KEY CITY
.

.

•

THEATRES FROM COAST TO
COAST SHOOTING GROSSES
SKYWARD OVER FIRST LENTEN
WEEKEND!... LAST WEEK, 23
OPENINGS -23 EXTENDED RUNS!
...MORE RE A

WHY YOU SHOULD
RKO-RADIO PICTURE

with
THREE OF THE NATION'S FAVORITES

IRENE DUNNE
FRED ASTAIRE
THE GOLDEN GIRL WITH THE SILVER SONG

.

.

AND

GINGER
ROGERS
"GAY
DANCING
STARS

DIVORCEE"

OF

JEROME KERN'S DAZZLING MUSICAL ROMANCE
SURPASSING
ON THE SCREEN ITS MIGHTY STAGE SUCCESS with RANDOLPH
SCOTT . HELEN WESTLEY * VICTOR VARCONI * CLAIRE DODD
.

.

.

.

.

.

From ihe play "Roberta." Book and lyrics by Otto Harbach.
Directed by WILLIAM A. SEITER. A PANDRO S. BERMAN PRODUCTION.

BEATS

*i»

.

"

Show
their

(****FOUR

pletely satisfying combination of comedy, delightful musical score, entrancing and witty dancing, a perfect cast,
and a fashion show that contains some thrills as well as

— N. Y. DAILY NEWS

frills."

Irene Dunne
RKO-Radio's home run! It's the topi
Astaire
songs
1
Fred
and Ginger
singing Jerome Kern
elves
sunbeam!
The deon a
Rogers dancing like gay
Westley
Victor
trouping
of
Randolph
Scott,
Helen
lightful
tossed
Claire
Dodd
in
Var coni! The charm and beauty of
Seiter's
Bill
together
under
for good measure! Put them all
and you have 'Roberta' a movie-musical
direction
N. Y. AMERICAN
de luxe!
"It's

.

.

.

,

—

—

—

"Having turned the trick neatly with 'The Gay Divorcee',
which seemed the 'tops' in screen musical comedies, and
'Flying Down To Rio'. RKO-Radio Pictures have done it
again with 'Roberta'

. .

It

is

the last

comedy entertainment — one

word in screen musical

of those 'drop everything;

you've got to see it at once' films that pop up now and
then . « . 'Roberta' is a superior entertainment if ever there
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
was one."

—

RKO-Radio has
and shimmering pleasure dome in

the excellent help of Fred Astaire,

erected

a

add

critics

thunder to the storm of praise sweeping America:

STARS) "The women of the town are
forming a long queue outside of the Music Hall waiting
their chance to get in and see 'Roberta.' That it is worth
waiting in the rain for, I wish to testify to right here and
nowl The waiters are thoroughly well repaid by the com-

"With

New York

business stands agape as

bright

'Roberta',

which was unveiled with appropriate cheering

Radio City Music Hall yesterday ... A brilliant
N. Y. TIMES
musical film."
at the

—

some
and by far the best dancing any picture
has yet boasted ... As amusement for eye, ear and very
good cheer, it has about everything you could wish!"

"A handsome,

healthy, song-and-dance show, with

luscious music

— N.Y. SUN

Jj

"A new

set of adjectives

drawn up and

and phrases

will

have

to

be

set aside solely for pictures presenting Fred

Astaire ... At the

first

performance

of 'Roberta' at the

Radio City Music Hall yesterday, the audience burst forth
into applause at the conclusion of each of his numbers
... It all adds up to gay. tuneful and thoroughly enjoyable entertainment."

— N. Y. EVENING

JOURNAL

"Fred Astaire dances his way through this gay and lavish
film adaptation of Jerome Kern's 'Roberta'. His dancing
is enough to make any film a rare treat. In 'Roberta' he
Ginger
Irene Dunne is splendid
is in top form
Rogers dances lightly and beautifully."
.

.

.

.

^H

— N. Y. DAILY

.

.

MIRROR

"The successful stage musical comedy called 'Roberta'
seems destined to achieve a considerably greater economic success on the screen ... It is an important picture."

BEST

N. Y.

.
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GEN — General Films
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Better than ever!
The

entire industry

now

is

acclaiming the 1935

FILM YEAR BOOK
a Better than

ever

a

:?:

:W%.
:

1935

FILM YEAR

BOOK

This annual volume contains over eleven hundred pages and covers the industry
from every angle Production, Distribution and Exhibition. Between its covers will
be found: A list of more than 14,500 Titles of pictures released since 1915— Credits
on pictures released in 1934 Features imported during the past year Serials released since 1920 Original titles of books and plays made into films under new
titles
Short Subject Series, Producers and Distributors—Personnel of Important
Companies, Studios, Associations Work of Players, Directors, Authors, Screen
Play Writers, Cameramen, Film Editors, Song Writers and Dance Directors
Telephone numbers of Players' Agents Birthdays and Birthplaces of prominent
film folk Financial Structures of motion picture companies An up-to-the-minute Equipment Buying Guide A complete survey of Foreign Markets Motion
Picture Code Court Decisions of 1934 A Comprehensive Showman's Manual of
Exploitation Personnel of Local Grievance and Clearance and Zoning Boards
A list of Theaters in the United States, Alaska and Canada Addresses of Producers, Distributors, Exchanges, Laboratories, Trailer Companies, Insurance
Brokers, Projection Rooms, Agents, Play Brokers, Vaudeville Bookers, etc. Motion Picture Publications Books, and a thousand and one other important items
of information.
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FIVE

Short Shots

ON KORDA'S SCHEDULE

By

from

W/TTH a few exterior shots yet to
1)
be
made,
Ben Hecht and
Leslie
Brook,
Clive
Donat,
Robert
Charles MacArthur will wind up
Banks, Merle Oberon and Ralph production on "Miracle in 49th
Street" this week at the Eastern
Richardson.
In addition, Korda will present Service studio in Astoria. Featured
in the cast of the picture, which was
Conrad Veidt in a series of pictures directed
by Hecht and MacArthur
starting with "Liszt", which goes in from an original story also by them,
work late this summer after Veidt are Noel Coward, Julie Haydon,
Rene Stanley Ridges, Hope Williams,
finishes his present contract.
Martha Sleeper, Rosita Moreno,
Clair and Victor Seastrom have been
Alexander Woollcott and Ernest
direcwork
as
engaged by Korda to
Cossart.
Lee Garmes is credited
tors, while John Monk Saunders will as associate director on the prodo the story for a spectacular air duction as well as in charge of the
cameras assisted by William Kelly
film.
and Charles Harten, with Arthur
Rosson as production manager and
Hearing Today on Para. Allowances Harold Godsoe assisting on the dimorning
Master John E.
before
Special
Joyce on application of Paramountwill be held this

Publix for provisional allowance of
17 claims for the purposes of voting on the reorganization plan and
on request of the Paramount trustees for approval of allowance of
the bond claims and a large number
of other claims with interest. Special Master Joyce will be asked also
to close the docket of claims against
any further assignment of claims

March

after

21.

rection.

•
Finishing touches are now being
put on a new comedy story for
Sylvia Froos, in Educational' s Young

Romance

se7'ies. It will be produced
by Al Christie in Astoria following
completion of the new Ernest Truex
picture, which start* next week. Arthur Jarrett and William Watson
arc writing the Froos script.
•
"Tango Bar," a Spanish musical
feature from the story by Alfredo
LePera, produced by Exito Produc-

tions

for

Paramount

International,

has been completed at the Eastern
"Marietta" Premiere Delayed
New Orleans World premiere of
M-G-M's "Naughty Marietta" at the
State has again been set back, and
it will probably play the house as

—

studio in Astoria.
John
Reinhardt directed the cast, which
included Carlos Gardel, Rosita Moreno, Tito Lusiardo, Colette D'Ar-

Service

and Enrique DeRosas. Robert
Snody supervised production, with
holding over at the William Miller and George Hinners
ville

a regular release.

"Roberta"

is

Orpheum, while "Gold Diggers of behind the cameras.
1935" may shift to the Tudor for
The St. Charles
a second week.
goes into duals for the week.

Columbia Again Expands
Home Office Quarters

"Of All Things," the news comment short based on Howard Brubaker's column in the "New Yorkhas been booked as a regular
weekly featurette by both the Plaza
and the Eighth St. Playhouse. Short
is released through Cartoon Exhiber,"

itors.

\m&Z£fe^

FILMS
31

native

Prague

last

NEW

Don Hancock,

production manager

FOR THE

(Continued from Page

f£

1)

and director for Van Beuren, spent end
of the week after only two days
the past week at Madison Square
of testimony in its NRA investigaGarden, where he obtained many hu-

man

interest shots behind the scenes
of the six-day bicycle race. Larry
Williams was in charge of the camRelease will be in the "Ace
era.

Hiqh"

series.

This may mean a speedy ter
mination of the probe, althougl
Chairman Pat Harrison would no'
commit himself on the point.
tion.

The Senate's investigation of NRA
be resumed today by a subcommittee composed predominantly

will

Headed by John Doran, former
manager at the Eastern Ser-

stage

of

NRA

critics.

has
Co.
Artcrest
studios,
vice
opened offices in the Bond Building. National Review Board
They plan to furnish competent
Concludes Conference'
help, art directors and estimate on
(Continued from Page 1)
sets for eastern producers.
•
Mrs. Oliver Harriman and others
Frank Z. Clemente will move to A letter was read from President
Roosevelt conveying his best wishes
his new headquarters in the RKO
About 700 were in attendance.
building this week and will immeThe luncheon was preceded by i
diately start work on preparations
morning session devoted to "Youth
for the first of the series of Spanish
and the Movies," under the auspices
features he plans to produce here.
of the Young Reviewers' Club of the
•
National Board.
In the production of the instituLauding the improved quality of
Sertional picture for the Public
motion pictures, particularly the
vice
of New Jersey, interesting
production of such classics as "David
shots of a considerable number of Copperfield,"
Dr. William Lewin,'
important industries of New Jersey chairman of motion picture appreAmong these will ciation of the National Council of
will be included.
be the Campbell Soup, Lenox Pot- Teachers of English, speaking
tery,
RCA Tube Manufacturing, of the week's sessions, saidat one
the
Clark Thread, Crucible Steel, Fisch- greatest menace
to the better film Blnlt)
Standard
American
Can,
Baking,
er
»st-a'
movement was dual bills.
Brands, Ford Motor and Jersey City
Hi
Dr. Lewin said that the practice
"Journal."
The inclusion of this of double billing, in which a film to
material will make this picture the admirably suited
for young children 'ten
most outstanding visual description was shown on the same program feJ
of industry in any one state in rewith a something for the tired truck |W|
lation to power facilities that has
driver might lead the church to unyet been accomplished. The film is equivocally
condemn
exhibitors
now in production and should be showing dual bills.
finished within the next few weeks.
The conference adopted a resolu-

»

-j

Call

i

tion

New

Saenger Setup
In Effect April

another

condemning federal, state and

censorship of motion pictures
and approved a second resolution
calling for more adequate represen9 tation of the public on the Motion
Picture Code Authority.
local

(Continued from Page 1)

New comfinal April 9.
Running Screen Ad Campaigns
headed by E. V. Richards
Screen ad campaigns are being
eighth
ninth,
tenth
and
entire
president and general manager, run at present in about 20 cities by
eleventh, and part of the seventh as
with Norman Carter and Gaston Alexander Film Co., according to
floors of the Godfrey Building.
The space on the ninth floor for- Dureau as assistants, will take over David T. Haines, eastern manager.
merly occupied by the foreign sales by June or sooner. The new Saen- Alexander recently completed a
state-wide campaign for Liberty
department has been taken over by
ger board of directors is expected Baking Co. in Florida.
the art department, which in turn
has given greater space to the pub- to be composed half of Richards'
licity, advertising and exploitation men and half to be appointed by the
activities.
The division of the for- new board of Paramount-Publix.
eign sales department crowded out
of the ninth floor has been allotted
more spacious quarters on the eighth
New Orleans Bars Nudist Film
IN
floor.
Dropping all atNew Orleans
THE
Sov-Am Subsidiary to Distribute tempts to procure an injunction to
Sov-Am Film Corp., producers of show "Children of the Sun," nudist
DAYS
Yiddish talkies, announces that its film brought here by Sam Cummins,
newly organized subsidiary, S. & L. the Crescent theater, through its
NEWS
Film Exchange, with headquarters attorney, reached an agreement
at 1658 Broadway, will handle the with the police that the film would
distribution of its output. "Bar Mitz- be returned provided owners took
RKO circuit receipts reach best level
Meanwhile the
vah," second on Sov-Am's produc- it out of the city.
since April,
1934.
reopened with another
tion schedule this year, will be re- Crescent
Cummins film.
leased about March 30.
cree

is

panies,

productions were shown
year.

—

"'

in

tcrnf

'ep(

BILL

$UNSHIN€

FACTS
ABOUT

expansion of office
space necessitated by increasing activities, the Columbia headquarters
at 729 Seventh Ave. now occupy the
In

"Of All Things" Booked

Eastern Studios

CHARLES ALICOATE*

(Continued from Page
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Moley Defends Screen as Crime Deterrent

Dr.

FOX METROPOLITAN DEAfSET FOR EARLYCLOSING

Zanuck

Darryi

i

Plans 12 Productions for

Next Season

>•:

20th Century is Taking
Recess After Doing
Six for 1934-35

Clips
.

from the passing scene

DON CARLE GILLETTE=

By

'

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Having

completed six
productions for the 1934-35 United
LJARD to understand is
'
schedule, Darryi
California's governor and its legisla- Artists releasing
ture in proposing more film taxes than the F. Zanuck, 20th Century production
chief, will call it a season and take
ndustry can carry.
a vacation preparatory to getting
Regardless of the expense and physical
an early start on his 1935-36 prolifficulty of moving the studios from the
gram, which is expected to run to
:oast
although it has been figured out
the spectacle of

'

—

the cost of
han paying the
hat

;

or

number

a

of

would

removal

be

increased

highly

—an

His late start on the

12 pictures.

day.

COURT APPROVES

(Continued on Page 12)

RKO ALLOWANCES

like

does so much good to a state in so
nany ways that only screwy minds would
take a chance on losing it.
this

Reaction

—

taxes

industry

years

less

Wrong

Topeka, Kan.
Invited to a preview
of "Ruggles of Red Gap" at the Jayhawk theater last week, members of the
Kansas legislature enjoyed the film so
much and became so conscious of its
box-office potentialities that they went
back to their jobs the next day and
introduced a bill calling for a 10 per
cent gross tax on admissions. The measure, however, was squelched the next

U. A. Circuit Taking Over
Fox Met. Houses Soon,
Says Jos. Schenck
Joseph M. Schenck sees smooth
ahead for the plan to take
over Fox Metropolitan circuit in behalf of the United Artists Theater
Circuit, he stated upon his return
to New York yesterday from Florida.
Questioned regarding the position of A. C. Blumenthal in the
project, Schenck explained that he
arranged the deal, which the United
sailing

Artists executive expects
closed immediately.

will

be

CODE AUTH'Y RULING

Federal Judge William Bondy yesterday approved an allowance of
At a time when England, with plenty
$35,000 for Irving Trust Co. as
]f modern studio facilities already in exequity receiver for RKO and $80,istence and plenty of money available to
000 for William J. Donovan, counsel
erect more, is doing its utmost to entice
Queen
Amusement Co., Fort for the receivers. The former had
American talent and have its Elstree sup- Worth, Tex., today will attempt to asked $100,000 and the latter
$125,plant Hollywood as the world's film pro- block a Code Authority appeals deThat he would recommend closing
000 on account.
duction center, those California solons had cision when a hearing is held in the
The report of the receivers filed the docket of Paramount claims
better show some sane thinking.
Federal District Court, that city, on
against any further assignment of
(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued on Page 8)
claims after March 21 was stated
by Special Master John J. Joyce
Reinhardt Sought
yesterday at a hearing on applicaCleveland Exhibs Seek
For Para. Studio Post
rVRE apprehension is being expressed in
trustees for
Stabilization of Prices West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY tion of the Paramount
*^ some quarters over the possible utilifinal allowance of 207 claims with
Hollywood
Several
Cleveland
banking
An
open
meeting
of
zation of the screen for propaganda.
interest and provisional allowance
the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhi- groups which are importantly figThe Hearst papers quote fantastically
of the bond claims for the purpose
bitors Ass'n has been called for to- uring in the Paramount reorganizaof voting on the reorganization
conceived figures from another trade paper
day, with non-members also invited, tion activities are understood to fapurporting to show that 'Red' propaganda
plan.
No opposition to the allowassigning
to discuss stabilization of admission vor
Max Reinhardt, noted ances
is
being disseminated on a gigantic scale
expressed, nor was there
was
prices in this area.
Ways and stage producer, to a major key spot any opposition
in this country through the medium of Soto the application of
means of combatting the proposed in the company's studio setup. Rein(Continued on Page 5)
viet films.
daylight savings bill also will be hardt is at present under contract
Seems like some statistician made a discussed.
to Warner Bros, for one picture.

DOCKET TO BE CLOSED

TAKEN TO U.S. COURT

ON PARA, CLAIMS

Max

—

—

sucker out of the Hearst editors, for with
but little trouble they could have found
out from The Film Daily Year Book, or
from the U. S. Customs Department, that
only 19 Soviet pictures were brought into
this country during the whole of 1934
and
that has been the average for several

—

years.

3

These pictures are shown in small the°* a b° u * a dozen key cities, and

Kff\

who

spend a little time
Cameo and Acme theaters in
New York will readily see, from the very
limited and segregated type of their audiences, that the spreading of communistic
.

"I

le

afWnd

cares

to

the

doctrines

to

the

general

(.Continued on

public

Page

in

this

GB

Work of Will Hays is Praised
By Moley at M. P. Club Forum
Can Preserve Negative
For 65 Years or Longer
San Mareno,
a process

phy,

developed

forgotten,

film
to last 65
excellent shape,

made

2)

—

By the use of
as microphotograin 1870 but lately
negatives can be
years or longer in
according to Dr. L.

Cal.

known

(Continued on Page 5)

e~zz

Sales Convention
Is Planned for April

GB is planning to hold a national
sales convention late in April in
either Atlantic City or Chicago. Its
entire sales force, comprising approximately 100, will be sent to the
"There are far more factors in meetings, at which George W. Weeks
the motion picture that tend to the will nreside.
elimination of crime than the reverse," declared Dr. Raymond Moley, editor of "Today" and former
One They Missed
member of the Roosevelt adminis"About the only one who hasn't been
tration's braintrust, in a talk on
reported as trying to buy Universal,"
writes a reader of Hollywood headlines,
"The Relationship of Crime and Mo"is Mickey Mouse."
tion Pictures" before yesterday's
(Continued on Page 5)
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Critic of

from the passing scene

(Continued from Page 1)
country through the screen is just a pipe
d ream

THEN

comes

a

writer

citing

the

"Harper's

in

at

Monthly,"

'

incident

California

in

Upton
prove

to

Sinclair
his

case

about movies in politics.
Again it is a case of a theorist setting
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Entered as second class matter, up a straw enemy and punching away at
Editor.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, it for several pages at about two cents a
N. Y., nnder the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside word.
Now that General Johnson, Huey Long
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
and Father Coughlin have been allowed to
Subscriber should remit with order.
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM stage a three-ring political circus on the
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., radio which brings their fomenting and
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738. 7-4739. inciting oratory right into the homes all
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
might be argued that
it
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- over the land
London
the screen also should be permitted some
wood Bird., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman. The Film Renter, 89-91 leeway on themes of national interest.
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne.
But, as experience already has shown
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour- when producers tried to make entertaindes-Noues, 19.
ment out of politics, the box-office operates as a very effective brake on such
activities in the movie theater.
As for the Sinclair campaign, any time
this much abused
industry is threatened
with fatal burdens like those included in

—

—

CODE

his
platform,
fighting them

with

command.

its

FINANCIAL

A MONG

perfectly

is

it

all

the

justified

in

means

at

fair

—•—

the

recently

**

noted

new

film

faces are two that ought to go places
and do things.
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Technicolor
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Trans-Lux

143/4
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One,

Net

High

Constance

of the British stage,
in

"Shadow

the grand

for

eminent star
making her debut here

Collier,

of Doubt," will set a

trouper type like

new pace
May Rob-

Helen Westley and Alison Skipworth.
The other, Robert Raylor, getting his
first real break
in
"Times Square Lady,"
is
one good answer to the call for new

man

material.

Soviets to

Show U.

S.

Films

V. I. Verlinsky, president of Amkino, has received authorization from
Moscow to enter negotiations for exhibition in Russia of some of the

American features and shorts shown
at the recent Soviet Cinema Fes-

+
—

1/4
1/2

+

—
+
—

l/

8

including
"Little
Women",
"Phantom President", "La Cucaracha", "Mickey Mouse" and others.
tival

IV4
1/4
1/2

+ %
+ %

—

2%

Coming and Going

stinging reply to the attack on
double features made by Dr. William Lewin, chairman of the division
of motion picture appreciation of
MOLLY LAMONT, British film star recentl
the National Council of Teachers of
signed by RKO Radio, arrives in New Yorl
English, speaking at the National today on the
Olympic.
Board of Review conference last
MR. and
MESSMORE KENDALL retun
week, was made by Edward Golden, to New YorkMRS.
today from California
thi
Monogram sales manager, at the Santa Rosa, which also brings MRS.aboard
VERNEf
closing session of the confab on Sat- Z. REED, mother of Joseph Verner Reed, am
IRENE DUNNE, RKO Radio star, and her hus
urday afternoon and amplified by band, DR.
F. D. GRIFFIN.
him yesterday.
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, United Artists chief
Golden challenged Dr. Lewin to is back from Florida.
substantiate his remarks, to the efEDDIE CANTOR and RUBINOFF leave New
fect that dual bills constitute the York for Pittsburgh
to open a personal apmost serious drawback to the better pearance engagement at the Penn startint
film movement and that the church Friday.
may come out with a statement con- MR. and MRS. NATHAN BURKAN return tc
demning exhibitors who play such New York this week from the coast.
policies, or to retract his statements.
JACK BENNY is going to Hollywood to ap"Let's not mix up a moral and pear in M-G-M's "Broadway Melody of 1935.'
ethical question with an economic
MIRIAM HOPKINS comes east for a long
holiday after finishing work in "Becky
question", declared Golden.
Sharp'
for RKO release.

Kansas Attorney General
Gives Bank Night Ruling
Kansas City
within the law

Sam Engel on Foreign Tour
Sam Engel, assistant to Darryl F.

—

Bank nights are

in Kansas "provided
persons are permitted to register
without purchasing a ticket, if the

MARGOT
plane from

the right number is permitted to Texas.
HUNT STROMBERG is in town.
enter the theater and claim the prize
without buying a ticket," according
SHEMP HOWARD, stage and screen comedian
to a bulletin from Attorney General who recently completed a series of two-reel
comedies for Vitaphone at the company's
Clarence V. Beck.
Brooklyn plant,
leaves

Jos.

Schenck to See Hays
Florida Production

On

He

returns

for

Vitaphone.

late

today

month

next

for
Hollywood.
to resume work

GEORGE ARLISS arrives in New York from
Hollywood tomorrow after completing the title
role
in
the
new 20th Century production,

Joseph M. Schenck, United Ar- "Cardinal
Richelieu."
head, on his return to New
JACK MILLER has returned to Chicago
York yesterday from Florida, de- New
York.
clared that he will confer with Will
JOAN
CASTLE has returned to New
today
on
plan
for
transH. Hays
a
from Bermuda, with plans for
tists

leaving

for

from
York
the

ferring production from the coast to Coast soon.
Florida.
He asserted that M-G-M SAM LYONS leaves New York immediately
will support the move, which, he for the Coast with Jack Benny.
said, would center on Coral Gables,
KEN HALL of Sydney, Australia, who is now
near Miami. Civic organizations in in New York, leaves for the Coast within a
Florida would erect studios without week en route to his home.
JACK COHN, who has gone to Florida, will
cost to the producers, Schenck said,
and pointed out that production is be away from New York about 10 days.
SAM ENGEL, aide to Darryl Zanuck, leaves
now exempt from state taxes there
New York tomorrow on the Washington for
He pro- six-month
for a period of 15 years.
trip abroad
during which he will
poses to assign engineers to look inspect studios.
over prospective studio sites.
A.
F.
MORRONE of the Superior Motion
Picture Supply

Schlaifer Reported Out

war

night.

is

Mathew Gray Price Dies
Paris, Ida.
Mathew Gray Price,

—

service in France, the picture
expected to draw big audiences.

Gene Metzger Dead

—

theater owner, lost his life
Lima, 0. Gene Metzger, managin an auto collision while returning er of the Lyric, was instantly killed
from Salt Lake City last week.
last week in an auto accident.
local

Milton Cohen

the coast.

LEE

WHITE
in New

Co.

of

Pittsburgh

is

in

town.

the Strong Electric Co., Tole.
York.
of

Zanuck, 20th Century production
do,
chief, has arrived in New York on
Jack Schlaifer is understood to
KARL BRENKERT of the Brenkert Light
his way to Europe for a vacation have resigned as special representa- Projection Co. of Detroit
has arrived in New
jaunt that will last about six tive of Gaumont British. As yet no York.
months. Engel will cover both the successor has been appointed by
SYLVIA SIDNEY is in New York from HollyContinent and the British Isles on George W. Weeks, general sales wood, and KITTY CARLISLE is expected here
later this week, both coming from the Parahis tour, during which he will keep manager.
mount coast studios.
his eyes peeled for material and
ideas.
Canada's World War Film Opens

last

Harvey

who

is

—

lowing on their birthday:

actress

juvenile star who recently finished work in "A Dog of Flanders'
at the RKO studios, has returned to New York

Ottawa Almost 2,000 were turnKeaton Comedy at Rialfo
ed away at the premiere of "Lest
Buster Keaton's second comedy of We Forget," Canada's official war
the season for Educational, "One film, at the Capitol theater.
As
Run Elmer," opened at the Rialto over half a million Canadians saw

George W.

British

FRANKLIN THOMAS,

is

3/8

GRAHAME,

makes her American screen debut in RKO's
"The Informer" arrives in New York today by

HERMAN RIFKIN of Boston is expected in
announced outside New York today.
the theater as well as inside, and
MAURICE WOLF, New England district manif any person on the outside having ager for M-G-M, has returned to Boston from

number drawn

son,

leading

r

Double Features

A

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
Today:

Independent
Exhibitors
of
chusetts meeting, Church Street heanl ).;'
ers,
Boston.

Today:

Allied Theater

Owners

of

New

Jersey,

meeting at Hotel Lincoln, New York.
M.
March 12-13: Allied Theater Owners of Iowa
annual convention, Des Moines.
Inc.,

2

P.

.

I

ill

RIVATE

WORLDS
IS

ONE OF

THE GREAT
PICTURES or

THE-XEAR'
Hollywood Reporter

A STRONG
muug.
"*<£*

STATEMENT!
There must be

rea-

sons for it. Read them
on the next page
.

"°<"><

Z?

cr'°*

.

Why the Hollywood Reporter

"PRIVATE
WORLDS" Great!

Think s

f

is

A MAGNIFICENT CAST!
"Claudette Colbert gives a performance
that rates three

Academy Awards!...

Charles Boyer superb!
The Star of Stars!
Claudette Colbert
awarded the AcademyAward for the Best
Performance of 1934!

.

.

.

Joan Bennett

Helen Vinson and Joel
amazing!
McCrea magnificent
.

.

.

!

A GREAT STORY!
The Greatest Woman's
Story of recent years!
Bottome's famous novel a leading
Best Seller!

Phyllis

"The drama
gracious

intense

.

.

.

the

humor

is

the story is exciting,
chilling and romantic!"
.

thrilling,

is
.

.

SUPERB DIRECTION!
"Gregory La Cava has gotten the most
out of every scene and emotion
has succeeded in getting superb performances out of every actor!"
.

Director

Cava

Gregory

La

translating a Four
Star Story into a Five
Star Picture!

.

.

<?.

:

THE
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f.^FENDS THE SCREEN

J^LONGthe
RIALT

AS A CRIME DETERRENT
{Continued from Page 1)

luncheon meeting of the Motion Picture Club Forum.
In a talk that strongly championed the screen as a vehicle of entertainment and enlightenment, Dr.
Moley defended the films against the
forces who attempt to hold them
responsible for incitement to crime
and juvenile delinquency. He rapped
the methods of questioning juvenile
delinquents in such a way as to
make it appear that because the
attended movies his delinchild
quency originated from them.
Dr. Moley said a great source of
dramatic material exists in studying
the processes that develop crime, and
that producers and writers cannot
ignore this any more than can the

newspaper publishers. He said however, that he was not wholly in sympathy with the detective type of fiction on the screen, and urged that
the policeman should be made the
hero occasionally and not always the
private detective like Philo Vance.
Handing a bouquet to Will H.
Hays, Dr. Moley said he "is performing a difficult task in an intelFairligent and sincere manner.
ness demands that the public do not
condemn too freely in the face of
the obviously difficult problems that
the industry faces."
An additional account of Dr. Moley's remarks will be found elsewhere on this page.

Docket to be Closed

On Paramount
(.Continued

from Page

Claims
1)

for provisional
allowance of 17 claims for voting
purposes.
It was stated at the hearing that
the bank group committee would
register its vote on the plan at the
hearing on April 4.

Paramount-Publix

Friedman Signs Radio Show
Eliminating what might have
developed into competition from free
broadcasting shows, Zaeh Friedman,

managing

director

the

of

Fox

show from the stage

of
given the

its

No plug is
his theater.
sponsor in the theater although its
advertising goes

out over the

The sponsor pays the
duction

entire

Looking Back
YEARS
;TSJVE
Ition

\ and

by Academy
Sciences.

TEN YEARS
signs

with

FIFTEEN

of

to seek rec-

Motion

AGO— Rudolph

United

YEARS

in

Picture

T

• • HERE ARE but a few of the highlights he scored
among the flashlights of the ubiquitous and peripatetic news-

paper camera lads
they took a flash

every time Doc Moley scored a point
(no pix star was ever flashed so often
from so many angles at one exhibition)
his fine mind
played with philosophy, science, industry, economics, academics,
gangsterism, criminology, the drama and the screen until his
flashing phrases bathed his hearers in a flood of golden thoughts
and ideas that left them hovering in a strange new world
betwixt earth and heaven
if you run into any of these
execs acting sort of dazed, you'll know they are still under
the Moley Word Spell
we put some of his pearls of wisdom before you in cold type, apologetically realizing how pitifully inadequate is our boiled-down reporting

T
•

•

•

T

T

the gong Dr. Mdley said that one "David
Copperfield" will win more people to the motion picture than a
thousand detractors can take away
The germ that creates
crime can be found in a variety of places, so why assume that
motion pictures are responsible?
What would happen to
grand opera if we eliminated the crime motive?
The very
great divergence of opinion among crime experts on the influences of the motion picture is one basic weakness of their
position

T

T

T

THE VERY

nature of the Drama requires the
creation of deviations from the normal procedures in human
else there would be no
behavior
said Doc Moley
drama
no motion picture worthy of the name of drama
the element of Crime cannot be ignored in the films, for
crime is part of the drama of Life
and the motion picture must portray life if it is to remain vital and worth while

•

•

•

T
•

•

•

HE PAID

•

•

•

THE METHOD

his respects to the Joykillers

Laemmle

in

deal

in

Universal.

to

buy

who

at-

A great source
tempt to reduce life to a level of mediocrity
of dramatic material exists in studying the processes that deand that's exactly what the motion picture atvelop crime
tempts to do

T

T

Extent of new year production
plans of Australian producers is
contingent upon passage of the Australian quota measure, which has already been approved by the lower
body of Parliament, according to
Ken Hall, executive of Cinesound
Productions, Sydney, who is now in

New York

City.
His own company
making eight features for the
current season and may increase
is

output to 25 or 30 pictures.
Hall yesterday estimated that the
Australian current season production output amounts to 14 features.
The quota law now pending in Parliament, and which is being opposed
by Australian producers, covers a
period of five years and regards
its

made in England as outside
productions.
Number of domesticpictures outside distributors would
be required to handle is as follows:
first year, 5 per cent; second year,
per cent; third year, 10 per
l]/2
cent; fourth, year, 12J/2 per cent;
fifth year, 15 per cent.

films

Hall has been in Hollywood buying equipment and looking over
American acting material, some of
which he plans to use in his picHe leaves New York next
tures.
week for the Coast en route to Sydney.

Can Preserve Negative
For 65 Years or Longer
{Continued from Page 1)

Bendikson, in charge of the phototechnical laboratory at the HuntingDr. Bendikson
ton Library here.
has enlarged a tiny piece of film
found in a souvenir pamphlet of
the Franco-Prussian War, demonstrating that the record is as good
as the day it was made.

Marcy Gets "Bella Donna"
Marcy Pictures has acquired local
distribution rights from Olympic
Pictures to "Bella Donna" which
features Mary Ellis, Conrad Veidt
and Cedric Hardwicke.

T

cross-examining juvenile deif a
linquents we inferred gave Doc Moley a stiff pain
juvenile delinquent were asked: "Did you do something naughty
He would readily say
after you came from Sunday School?"
"yes" just as quickly as when asked the dumb question: "Did
you do something naughty after you came from the movies?"
Now if this kolyum sounds Highbrow and Intellectual
he's got us talking that way
blame Doc Moley
even though we've spent our life listening to you film mugs
talk
On the dais at the M. P. Club Forum luncheon were
Phil Reisman, Charles Pettijohn, Nat Spingold, Francis Walton,
Raymond Moley, Martin Weyraueh, Jack Alicoate, Will Hays,
Harry Hershfield, George Weeks, Louis Nizer
of

Valentino

AGO— Carl

DEPENDS ON QUOTA

RIGHT AT

Know Your
How many

Industry

state censor boards are there?

Seven (see 1935 Film
Answer:
Year Book, page 733, for list.)

Daily

How many local Grievance and Clearing
and Zoning Boards are there?
Answer: 31 (see 1935 Film
Book, page 635, for list.)

Daily

Year

How many

Artists.

Robert H. Cochrane
out P. A. Powers' interest

and

Files

AGO— Agents

T
•

air.

pro-

bill.

From The Film Daily

NOW

• • •
THAT Dr. Raymond Moley, editor of "Today," is no longer an active champion of the New Deal as one
of President Roosevelt's brain-trusters
it looks as if the
film biz can use him as one of its Champ Champions
after
the way in which he espoused the cause of the Motion Picture
the film execs had assembled at the M. P. Club Forum
like a lot of scared schoolboys
fully expecting that teacher
would lambast 'em and their alleged naughty pix
so you
can imagine their bubbling joy when the Doc turned his subject on "The Relationship of Crime and Motion Pictures" into
a Clean Slate for the boys
patted 'em on the back and
practically said in so much adroitly beautiful language
"Tell the motion picture detractors to go take a running jump
for themselves."

in

Brooklyn, has made a 52-week deal
with Sunsweet Prune Juice to broadcast

PHIL M.DALY

AUSTRALIAN OUTPUT

c«

« «

» » »

there

in

fan and trade publications are
the United States?

Answer: 51 (see 1935 Film
Book, page 665, for list.)

Daily

Year
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REVIEWS
Norman

with

Judith

Foster,

NEW

of the

"McFADDEN'S FLATS"

"BEHIND THE GREEN LIGHTS"

Cromwell,

Sidney Blackmer

Jane

Furness

Betty

Darwell,

Wayne

John

FOREIGN DIALOGUE

in

Monogram

52 mins.

George Barbier

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEWi

=*

FILMS

"RAINBOW VALLEY"

with Walter C. Kelly, Andy Clyde, Richard

Allen,

Tuesday, March 12, 19:

"DIE BEIDEN SEEHUNDE" ("The Tv
in
German; produced by NDL
directed by Fred Sauer; with Weiss Fere
Fita
Benkhoff, et al.
At the 79th S
Seals"),

RATHER MILD WESTERN RUNS TO
TOO MUCH TALK BEFORE IT GETS Theater.
HILARIOUS FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT GOING WITH THRILL STUFF.
Highly amusing comedy about a kit
FAST-MOVING UNDERWORLD DRAMA
who travels incognito among his subjec
BASED ON STAGE AND SILENT HIT
THAT MAKES SATISFACTORY FARE FOR
This
outdoor
saga
follows
the
rou- in order
to find out what they think abo
WELL HANDLED ALL AROUND.
THE PROGRAM HOUSES.
64 mins.

Paramount

Mascot

68 mins.

tine

at

pace.

rapid

Norman

presented and

well

Is

capable

with

rected

di-

Included

cast.

are

Black-

Foster, Judith Allen, Sidney

mer, Theodore Von Eltz, Ford Sterling and
Purnell

The

Pratt.

does

latter

nice

a

piece of work as Judith Allen's father, the

and

lieutenant,

police

German

as the

Sterling

who

janitor

off by the crooks.

The

is

funny

is

nearly bought

story by Capt. Cor-

W. Willemse

nelius

New

the

of

York

Homicide Squad deals with the workings of
shyster lawyer, Sidney Blackmer, and ends

a

when he

with his arrest
of

crooked

his

tive,

in

is

works

for

is

Foster,

clients.

love with
Blackmer.

crossed by one

Judith
She,

his

detec-

A!!en,

foil,

shot

is

a

who

unknowingly,

but doesn't realize it
by Von Eltz, the
Through this
she has defended.
and Foster are able to get the
Blackmer and then marry.
is

father

Strictly

programmer which moves along

Pleasing

until

her

murderer
crock she
goods on

back

when

the days

in

show

laugh

a

as

just

was

it

cleaned up as a

it

Gus

stage play and a silent, this

com-

Hill

edy ought to go over well with the fam-

squabble between the

Judge")

and

Kelly,

Andy Clyde, who

work

swell

the

of

opponent,

Kelly

timely

as
out.

who

Barbier,
tor,

the
in

the

Darwell,

Jane

and

Irish

rose from

Miss Furness;
mother; George

laborer to contrac-

Judicious

others.

script

treatment

of

and good evaluation of effects

the direction also helped.

Cast: Walter C. Kelly, Andy Clyde, Richard Cromwell, Jane Darwell, Betty Furness,
George Barbier, Phyllis Brocks, Howard Wilson, Nella Walker, Frederick Burton, Pat

Edward Gargan, J. Carroll Naish, John DaHooper Atchley, Marc Loebell, Fern
Emmett, John nee, Ralph Lewis
Director, Christy Cabanne; Author, Capt.

Moriarty,

I

W.

Cornelius

Willemse; Screenplay, James

Jack
Marta; Recording Engineer, Terry Kellum;
Editor, Joseph Lewis

Gruen

;

Cameramen,

Direction,

Snappy

Ernie

Miller,

Photography, Good

Esther

Mary

Forbes,

Director,

Ralph

trio,

Hill;

Screenplay,

Kaufman, Casey
logue,

Andy

Michelscn, Anna
Lee Kohlmar.

Murphy;

Deme-

Author,

Gus

Caesar, Edward
Robinson; Additional Dia-

Rice;

Arthur'

Cameraman, Ben ReyEarl
Hayman;

Recording Engineer,
Editor, Joseph Kane.

nolds;

Direction,

is

build

the

road

a

to

world,

outside

and

the

hero

the

tense

to

build

to

gang

is

with
con-

join

the

So

The climax

between the ranchers

battle

Lively

and the gang, the ranchers

Wayne
hero

is

believing

double-crossing them.

86th

St.

Casino.

Romantic drama with tragic theme
been well handled and carries good
pense and makes satisfactory fare
happy

ending,

vent the head

villain

Photography,

Through

ers.

to

pre-

from dynamiting the

and lo and behold the next
see is a beautiful gulch cut clean
as a steam shovel can do it right through
the pass, making a beautiful road.
exploded,

is

thing

we

Cast: John Wayne, Lucille Brown, Leroy
George Hayes. Buffalo Bill, Jr.,
Bert Dillard, Llcyd Ingram.

Mason,

Director,
ley

Parsons.

Pierson;

Good.

fluke the dynamite charge

a

N. Bradbury; Author, LindsScreenplay, same; Editor, Carl

R.

Cameraman, William Hyer.

Direction,

Fair

Though

earlier

Sfn= merry scenes

San Antonio

—

Rafael Calderon,

Omaha -- Epstein Theaters, Inc., oroducer, distributor and exhibitor
has taken over the Lothrop, neigh- of El Paso, Chihuahua and Mexico
borhood house, from the Carl Snider City, was in the Alamo City reappointed J. J. Jimenez
circuit of ten-cent houses. Epsteins cently and
now control six suburbans, while manager of his branch office on the
Snider handles three. The price at local "film row."
Arthur V. Jones, Hollywood press
the Lothrop has been upped from
agent for a number of movie stars,
a clime to 15 cents. Five other Epweekend.
stein
houses maintain a 20-cent was in town over the
Paul Garza, Jr., and his brother,
scale.
Mary Brian, film player, is sched- Juan, operators of the Obrero and
Progresso, West Side theaters, were
uled for a three-day personal appearance at the Paramount starting named defendants last week in three
suits filed in Federal Court by six
March 22.
Because of his experience on the picture corporations, alleging invaudeville
Orville
Rennie, fringement of copyright.
stage,
assistant

manager

of

the

Omaha,

and carniv

Code Auth'y Ruling
Taken to U. S.
(Continued from Page

Photography, Very Good

Iowa Items

Com

1)

application for an injunction re
straining the Authority and th
Dallas grievance board from cut
ting off its film service.
its

Dispute originated some week
ago through a complaint filed by th
Interstate
Circuit,
operating th
Hollywood, Worth, Majestic an
Palace in
Fort Worth, agains
"bank nights" being conducted b;
the New Liberty, operated by Quee;
Amusement Co. The board ordere
cessation of the policy and was ai
firmed on appeal to the Authoritj
Tyree Dillard, counsel of th<
Code Authority yesterday arrange
through the litigation division o
the NRA at Washington for coun
sel

San Antonio Notes

Bits

f

has an u
sequences conta
it

of military

to

represent

the

and the Authority

Omaha

h

su

gaiety.

that

Then the

work cut out trying

has his

Wedne

gang and

the road under pre-

stopping the work.

of

pitched

a

is

forced

is

men

use his

(Ash

German; produced by Gustav /
directed by Johannes Meyer; wi
Hans Steuwe, Evelyn Holt, et al. At
in

German audiences.
Valley

roadworkers away.

the

driving

tinually

are trying to

connect the

road and blowing up the embattled ranch-

Cast: Norman Foster, Judith Allen, Sidney Blackmer, Purnell Pratt, Theodore Von
Eltz, Ford Sterling, Kenneth Thomson, Lloyd
Whitlock, Edward Hearn, Jane Meredith.
vidson,

The ranchers

off the range.

"ASCHERMITTTWOCH"
day"),

opposite

interest

love

gang

the

Be-

and Clyde,

there are good performances by Betty Furness, who tries to put class into her lowbrow father; Richard Cromwell, providing
the

goes west to

where

country

cattle

over their property cheap by scaring them

make its entertainment almost
as when the original play came
sides

the

pris-

thoff;

Wayne

Released, John

oner.

fellow

a

him.

to

gang through

a

of

goes

("Virginia

C.

been geared to

has

confidence

the

and

cover

prison to get the goods on

gaining

government

the

about

under

is

terrorizing the ranchers and trying to take

Scotch

his

who

hod-carrier, ad-

also gives his part every-

production

the

thing,

Irish

race

familiar

Walter

by

played

mirably

the

Depicting

trade.

ily

formula

plot

agent

Dallas boan
at today'

itself

hearing.

—

Des Moines Ralph Branton, manager of Tri-States circuit, is back

from Florida.
reconditioning
the
Work
of
Strand, Tri-States' downtown house
which was damaged by fire, is under way. House will reopen about

May

1.

Celebs at Nelson Eddy Reception
A reception for the press wa
held by M-G-M yesterday afternooi
at the Hotel Elysee in honor o
Nelson Eddy, co-starred with Jean
ette MacDonald in "Naughty Mari
etta."
Among a host of celebrities
of the musical and theatrical worh

Leslie Savage, Columbia auditor,
has returned to New York after sev- were Nino Martini, Blanche Yurka
Rose
Banton,
Baron
Wrangel
eral weeks here.
Pierre Key, Robert Ritchie, Fred
Gretchen Kelleher of the RKO
eric
Jaegel,
Alexander Smallens
offices is in the hospital recovering
Katherine
Meisle,
Mme. Suarez
from an operation.
Residents

of

Madrid have voted in favor of Sunday shows. It is now up to the

Nina Morgana, and others.

city council.

Worldkino Gets Jewish Film
has been transferred to the Paramount under George Bickford, and
"The Matchmaker," Jewish talkJack Kolbo goes from the Para- er produced in Russia and based on
Kansas Tax Bill Killed
mount to the Omaha under Ted a novel by Sholom Aleichem, has
Emerson.
been acquired by Worldkino from
Kansas City
A four per cent
"Roberta" set an all-time record Amkino for distribution in the U. S. gross business tax on movie theaters
at the Brandeis and is now in its and Canada.
A Broadway showing only, has died on the calendar of
second week.
is scheduled for next month.
the Kansas legislature.

—

Cuts National Park Fee
Lake City
Through
efforts of Gov. Henry Blood, %$}!
duction of $3,000 has been grantee
by Secretary of the Interior Ickes
in the fee of $5,000 which he hac
set for film companies using Zior
National Park for locations.
Salt

—

L

.

only

jlell

iihe best

nly 1000 Tickets
will

490
SOLD TO DATE

be sold

No

speeches ... no speaker's table

music

.

.

.

See Paul Benjamin for tickets ...

509

Ninth Avenue

.avu

AKED
RUTH
IINNER

will

.

.

.

.

.

.

at

. .

but beaucoup dancing and

and plenty of big time entertainment

YOU AND

OTHERS CAN
STILL GO IF
~mJ HURRY!

year

this

.

.

.

National Screen Service, 630

and bring your money with you

be made as they are paid for

Tell only the best people about

.

.

.

$7.50

.

.

each ticket

reservations

.

.

.

.

Layout and copy by Milton Silver— National Screen Service
Typography by National Typographers Inc.
Engraving by Pioneer- Moss Inc.
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Hollywood "Lots^

rowed by Hal Roach to play oppo- two police benefits the same day
site Charley Chase in "Okay Toots." Beverly Hills and Orange.
T
T
T
opposite Ann Harding in "The She worked in "Girl of My Dreams,"
John Boles, James Dunn and WarFlame Within," soon to go into a Monogram feature, and several
ner Baxter all began their careers
production at M-G-M. The cast will RKO and Columbia snorts.
as salesmen, Boles selling cotton,
»
T
T
include Louis Hayward and MerU
Max Verschleisser, father of Ben, Dunn lunch wagons and Baxter
Oberon.
Story is an original by
the Monogram supervisor, will re- farm machinery.
Edmund Goulding.
turn to New York next month.
T
T
T
T
T
Harry Lachman, who directed
"The Healer," Monogram's big speOur Passing Show: Edward G. cial of the year, will be supervised "Dante's Inferno," a Sol M. WurtRobinson, Arthur Kober, Dashiel
zel special, will direct "Orchids to
by Verschleisser.
Hammett, Morris Ryskind, Manny
You," a Robert T. Kane production,
Seff, veteran members of the Hoyle
George
Stevens,
directed for Fox. Howard Estabrook is comwho
Connelly
greeting
Marc
Poker Club,
Wheeler and Woolsey in "The Nit- pleting the screen play, based on
at Seff's home; Fred Guiol motoring
wits," will also direct the comedians an original by Gordon Rigby and
to Culver City.
in their next picture.
Stevens di- Robert Dillon.
T
T
T
rected
"Laddie"
and
"Kentucky
T
T
T
Clifford M. Penny, son of Richard
Having turned in a completed and
Kernels."
''Dick" Penny, former Denver and
approved script on "Women Are
»
T
T
exhibitor,
who died last
Dallas
More Passing Show: J. J. Mc- Bum Newspapermen," Laird Doyle,
year, has been made secretary of
Carthy of New York at the preview Warner-First
National
scenarist,
the Cinema Investment Corp., which
of "Life Begins at 40"; Nathan finds that he hasn't entirely escaped
will produce "Singhdahl," a story of
Burkan entraining for the East; the editorial rooms.
His new asIndia.
Abe Meyer motoring to Culver City; signment is to do a screen play of
T
T
T
Warner Baxter suffering from writ- "Marry the Girl," from a novel by
Carroll Graham has been signed
ers' cramp at Bakersfield, while on Edward Hope, dealing with the mad
by Albert G. LeVoy, general man- location with the "Gaucho
Lover" adventures and comic experiences
ager of Mascot, to write the story unit, cause,
a horde of autograph of those who work in the offices of
treatment and dialogue on "City hunters;
Nick Foran appearing at newspaper syndicates.
News," the newsreel picture, formerly titled "Headlines."

By RALPH WILK
JJERBERT MARSHALL will

T

play

T

T

who staged the
Gould,
dances for "Folies Bergere," "Flying Down to Rio" and "The Gay
Divorcee," will handle the dance
Dave

numbers

"Broadwav Melody
M-G-M.

T
T
Fine, formerly advertising
manager for Fox and Columbia, in
New York, has arrived from the
east.
He made the trip by automobile.
He will make his home in

Joe

Hollywood.
t

Thomas Jackson
Tex Rickard

is

playing

the

in "Call of the

Wild" for 20th Century. This makes
his fifth picture in three months.
t
t
ZaSu Pitts has been signed by
Warners for "Crashing Society," in
which she joins Guy Kibbee, June
artel, Phil Regan, Nella Walker
and Gordon Westcott. Robert Florey is directing.
T
T
T

M

fi

Duna,

Conrad

Nagel

and

Uni

Merkel.
T

A new
a

T

T

record for fast filming o1
picture
lower even than th«

marks

—

by W.

set

S.

—

Van Dyke

been established by
mings, who directed

Irving

has

Cum

"It's A Smal
World" for Fox in 14 days, whicr
was actually three weeks under th(
time allowed him by the producer.

T

»

»

Isabel Jewell,
M-G-M feature*
player, has been spending the pasl

week entertaining her mother, Mrs
Lee Jewell, who is in Hollywood or
her annual visit from the Jewell

home in Shoshone, Wym. Dr. Lee
Jewell has been in Hollywood some
months receiving eye treatments
r

Lloyd Nolan, who appeared or
the stage in "One Sunday Afternoon," has been signed by Firsl
National for James Cagney's new
vehicle,

Robert

"The

G-Men."

Middlemass,

prominent

Broadway actor and playwright, has

—

Memphis A new company, with bondholders, was auctioned
M. A. Lightman and Paramount $79,500.
each

holding 50 per cent, will be
for the operation of the
Palace and Orpheum theaters now
that Lightman has taken over the

formed

off

for

—

Knoxville, la.
The Grand theater reopens March 17 after being
closed for two weeks for remodel-

former house from Loew. The Loew ing. Mrs. C. S. Hoffman is owner.
interests, which retain the State
Bridgeport, Conn. The Globe has
here, will be connected with the Paladopted a new policy of full-week
ace only as landlords, from whom
stage show in conjunction with a
the new operators have subleased
single first-run film.
the house for five years.
Apopka, Fla.
Walter M. Gunn
Arcadia, Fla. Bill Alig formerly has reached an agreement with the
of the Capitol, Plant City, has been City Council to use the new City
transferred to the Arcadia.
Auditorium for moving pictures.

—

»

role of

OF THE DAY

produc

after a serious illness, is bad
at his desk at the studios supervis
ing the editing of "Murder in th<
Hotel Diplomat". In the cast of th<
production are Franchot Tone, Stef

starring

of

in

1935," for

N-E-W-S

M-G-M

Bernard Hyman,
er,

—

—

—

—

joined Columbia. He arrived on the
Coast a few days ago and has been
assigned a role in "Air Fury."

TV

One

of Paramount's

most ambi-

tious productions will be the story
of Victor Herbert's life, according tcl

Ernst Lubitsch.
The company has
acquired all rights to it, including
some 500 of Herbert's musical compositions. Stars slated to appear in
it include Gladys Swarthout, Helen
Jepson, Mary Ellis, Kitty Carlisle,
Bing Crosby, Jan Kiepura and
others.

T

Michael Bartlett, American operatic tenor, recently placed under a
long-term contract by Columbia, has
been assigned to a featured role in
Grace Moore's new starring vehicle,
"On Wings of Song." Leo CarriUo

Lincoln, Neb.
Johnny Sanders,
Smithfield Amusement
after being here a week as manhas just been chartered to
of the Kiva, was ordered back
own and operate theaters. Officers agerWestland
headquarters in Dento
Jeannie Roberts, comedienne un- are: Lillian M. Scott, Smithfield, ver for a new assignment.
plays opposite the star.
der contract to RKO, has been bor- president; Lillian M. Majette, Newport News, vice-president; Jesse J.
North Easton, Mass. The Easton
Scott, Smithfield, secretary-treasur- Theater has been reopened on a

Richmond

Corp.

—

er.

Benjamin T.

Pitts, circuit

own- curtailed schedule.

one of the directors
Springfield, Mass.
of the Florence Fashion Shop, Inc.,
The Capitol
a Fredericksburg corporation re- is now being managed by George
cently chartered to deal in feminine Hoover, formerly resident head of
finery.
the state in Manchester, Conn.

er, is

AS

SEEN

1Y

THE PRESS

AGENT
Victor Jory and Jack Holt hjvo taken

have now graduated
to the stage of hunting game with bow
and arrow.— COLUMBIA.

up

archery

and

listed as

Sarasota, Fla.— The Garden Theoperated for some years by
Guy M. Ragan, has been taken over
by the Sparks Enterprises.
The
theater will be closed as Sparks
already has the Edwards and Ritz
operating, according to Jim Newater,

—

ABOUT

—

Providence Lew Tablot has been
appointed manager of the Modern,
Spitz and Romano house.

—

Articles of incorDes Moines
poration have been filed by Southern Iowa Amusement Co., Oskaloosa, la. The concern is headed by
man, manager.
J. C. Staak, president, and Bruno
West Palm Beach, Fla.—The Ket- Pierce, secretary, for operation of
tler theater building, sold to satisfy theatrical business.

Out

presented
165 were of American
against 207 the year before, the decrease being due to a $500
tax on each film.

Poland

of

last
origin,

265

year,

pictures

—

T»

NOW Being Distributed

To The Four Corners
Of The World
STANDARD
REFERENCE ROOK OF THE
MOTION PICTORE INDOSTRY

THE RECOGNIZED

1935

FILM YEAR

BOOK

This annual volume contains over eleven hundred pages and covers the industry
from every angle Production, Distribution and Exhibition. Between its covers will
be found: A list of more than 14,500 Titles of pictures released since 1915 Credits
on pictures released in 1934 Features imported during the past year Serials released since 1920 Original titles of books and plays made into films under new
titles
Short Subject Series, Producers and Distributors Personnel of Important
Companies, Studios, Associations Work of Players, Directors, Authors, Screen
Play Writers, Cameramen, Film Editors, Song Writers and Dance Directors
Telephone numbers of Players' Agents Birthdays and Birthplaces of prominent
film folk Financial Structures of motion picture companies An up-to-the-minute Equipment Buying Guide A complete survey of Foreign Markets Motion
Picture Code Court Decisions of 1934 A Comprehensive Showman's Manual of
Exploitation Personnel of Local Grievance and Clearance and Zoning Boards
A list of Theaters in the United States, Alaska and Canada Addresses of Producers, Distributors, Exchanges, Laboratories, Trailer Companies, Insurance
Brokers, Projection Rooms, Agents, Play Brokers, Vaudeville Bookers, etc. Motion Picture Publications Books, and a thousand and one other important items
of information.
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ZANUGK

IS

PLANNING

12 FOR NEXT SEASON

Police Chiefs Find Films Discouraging Crime
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

— Following

Hollywood
tional

Ass'n

a

week's

survey

President Peter J.
the industry

of Chiefs of Police reports that
to discouragement of crime and

with a view
presented in the proper

to

make

Sees Films Readjusted
To Legion Requirements

of the Internastudying crime stories
that police officers are

NRA

Rules on Code Dues
Outside Producers

From

Under an order just approved by
the NRA, outside producers working
for distributors can either directly
pay their code assessment to the
Code Authority or through their dis-

shown before, the approval
come effective on Mar. 23.

will be-

habit of cutting something from any
"Ruggles" Topping
showing
film just for the sake of
Grosses of Paramount's "Ruggles
other
that
order
in
authority—
their
under of Red Gap" in key cities where it
vital scenes would be left in,
as- has opened, including Chicago Dento
pcssible
is
it
the new regime
Toronto, Cincinnati, Miami and
certain in advance what is likely ver,
New York, have exceeded "Lives of
it can
to prove censorable, so that
Bengal Lancer", "Rumba" and
be eliminated in the script, said a
"Gilded Lily", according to reports
Zanuck.
to the Paramount home office yesterday.
"Brewster" Music on Air
The entire musical score of
City Squibs
Salt
"Brewster's Millions," new Jack
Salt Lake City— N. H. Brower,
Buchanan film soon to be released

Lake

49 "Roberta" Holdovers
Continuing
over record

its

100 per cent holdspots where it

in all
to last

opened up
week, "Roberta"
has been held over in 49 theaters,
according to Jules Levy, RKO sales
chief.
Openings over the week-end
bring total bookings to date up to
249.

At

the Radio City Music Hall,
the picture set new week-end records and is in for a second week.

—

Jenson.

IN

THE
DAY'S

NEWS
"Roberta"
cent of
opened.

first

in
100 per
over
holds
49 situations where it has

s

James Gleason, new manager at
Fanchon & Marco's Studio Theater,
is pepping up the house with clever
lobby displays.

m

Seven National Tieups
Made on "Gold Diggers
Warner's home office advertising
and publicity department under S
Charles Einfeld has completed ar-

—

Nat Wolf, Warner zone mantwo regional meetings
week.
The northern division

Col.

ager,
last

held

met in Cleveland and the southern
division met in Columbus. New product and sales plans were discussed.
Mrs. Georgia Moffett, code board
secretary, is spending part of every
day at her office following recent
dismissal from the hospital where
she underwent an operation.
Gregory
Vogas,
Columbia
S.
booker, won first prize of $50 in the
eastern division Columbia drive for
the six weeks just ended.
Johnson, Gross & Solomon, operating a film delivery service, have
moved into new and larger quarters
at 316 Film Bldg. Film Transit Co.,
operated by P. L. Tanner, has taken
the space vacated by Johnson, Gross
and Solomon.

RKO
Board

Board Meets Today
of directors of

RKO

Radio

Pictures meets today to discuss next
season's product lineup.
J. R. McDonough, president of Radio Pictures, and B. B. Kahane, vice president, are in New York for the meeting.

Wi

In

Busy Day for

RKO

Greeters
RKO Radio Pictures' reception
committee is faced with a busy
schedule this morning, being required to meet and greet four of
the company's players arriving at
about the same time. Irene Dunne
and her husband, Dr. Francis Griffin, come
in on the Santa Rosa;
Molly Lamont, newly signed British star, arrives on the Olympic;
Frankie Thomas is due by train,
while Margot Grahame returns from

ire:

kid

us

Hollywood by plane.

Pacific

—

Northwest Notes

Seattle
E. A. Rose has left the
Hugh Herbert in Air Interview
State to join the Liberty in Spokane.
Hugh Herbert, featured in War
The State's policy has been ner's "Gold Diggers of 1935," was
changed to double features plus interviewed by Bibe Dudley yesvaudeville, with new bills on Wed- terday over WOR.

^^_

vUi!//

from Page 1)
indicates that the company showed a profit of $231,348
during the first six months of 1934.
When the receivership occurred in
1932, annual loss was reported at
$10,000,000 and $4,000,000 in 1933.

rangements for seven national merchandising tieups on the company's
"Gold Diggers of 1935".
The tie-l»
Cleveland Chatter
ups are with Masonite Presdwood J
Cleveland David Chatkin, circuit Co., Pacific Knitting Mills, Max||^
owner, has concluded a five-week Factor Make-up, Mojud Hosiery,
vacation in Florida and is en route Buick Motor, Du Art Beauty Preparations and Old Gold Cigarettes.
home.

through United Artists, will be Warner district manager, and Norheard on a coast-to-coast hookup man Moray, Vitaphone sales execuover WEAF tomorrow evening at tive, have been here conferring with
10:30. The program will be conduct- W. F. Gordon of the local branch.
nesdays and Sundays.
William Steege, Fox West Coast
ed by the composer of the music,
John Hamrick has the firstmanager for Montanta, and Rick run of GB's "My Heart is Calling"
Ray Noble.
Ricketson, Rocky Mountain division for his houses here and in other
14th House for Swedish Circuit
manager, visited Max Goldstein of Northwest cities.
Erection of another the local office.
Stockholm
After playing the Paramount in
centrally located theater here will
Abandonment of Idaho's sales tax
was
"Little
Colonel"
give Aktb. Svenks Filmindustri 14 bill is predicted by Rep. Lorenzo Portland,

SUNSHIN€

RKOMLOWANft*
yesterday

—

houses.

~

(.Continued

light.

Another phase provides
tributor.
Complete readjust- that in event exhibitors pay more
Hollywood
ment to conform with the require- than their share of code operation
ments of the Legion of Decency cam- costs, which is half of the total cost,
paign has been accomplished by average will be credited to this diHollywood, although the task was vision in connection with the next
the most drastic changeover the in- year's budget.
A change is effected in regard to
dustry has ever gone through, said
The the producers' relations with code
Darryl F. Zanuck yesterday.
change just put through was more assessments. Producers classified in
difficult than any other because it was the lower brackets, which means that
psychological and required changes their annual gross revenue is $750,in the public attitude toward films, 000 a year or less, are assessed for
In case
said Zanuck. Led by the stage and an aggregate of $18,000.
literature, the screen had developed their payments exceed this figure
a sophisticated form of expression they will be credited with the difwhich led it to excesses in some di- ference, under the new order.
Approval of the order also gives
rections, the producer pointed out,
and in order to modify this and not the Administration's okay to 1934
required code
interest
public
amounting to
expenditures
alienate
tremendous effort in which the Leg- $203,589.12, Deputy Administrator
ion drive was a helpful factor.
William P. Farnsworth states. UnWhereas formerly it was neces- less good cause to the contrary is
sary to put certain "trading scenes'
could
into films— that is, scenes that
a
be eliminated by censors, had had

COURT APPROVES

Siccardi
is

sure

(Continued from Page 1)
lineup, due to his

African
current
jaunt last summer, is the main reason for the output of only six pictures in this group. The last three,
"Cardinal Richelieu", "Les Miserables" and "Call of the Wild", have
just been finished.

Tuesday, March 12, 1935

Spend $75,000 on Bamford House
More than $75,Asheville, N.

C—

Daval Starts Producing

—

—

—

b
lb
»ni

000 will be spent in remodeling the
Redwood Building into a 1,400-seat
theater which Publix-Bamford will
open about June 15, according to
Bamford, vice-president and
moved to the Mayfair to continue Carl R. manager. Henry I. Gaines,
general
its run there.
local architect, drew up the plans.

Jacques Daval, who reParis
cently formed his own producing
Oslo Receipts Higher
started work and will
Oslo Gross earnings of the 12 company, has
with
municipally owned movie houses direct three pictures this year
Mistinguette as the star.
here for 1934 were 19.7 per cent
higher than in 1933. Attendance at
these theaters for the year totaled
New Belgian Studio
2,896,017.
Studios Beiges de CinBrussels
"Times Square Lady" for Mayfair ematographie recently began activAnother M-G-M release, "Times ity as the biggest plant of its kind
Square Lady," follows the present here. Dubbing, as well as produc"Shadow of Doubt" at Walter tion of native product, will be handled.
Reade's Mayfair.

J0(

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Are your fronts and posters lively
and colorful enough to halt passerby?

ki
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CODEAMENDMENTSARE APPROVED BYTHE NRA

Rosenblatt Personally to Handle Booth Scale
Fact

-

Pictures

Sixteen Years Old

Finding

Committee

Failed in Efforts, Is
Dissolved

How They

Started

Issue

Labor and Appeals Among
Code Amendments Approved by NRA

senblatt,

By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington
Approval by the
NRA of amendments to the film in-

limself.

dustry code designed to improve
working conditions was announced
yesterday by Deputy Administrator William P. Farnsworth.
The labor amendments are intended to correct abuses which have
arisen and to prevent subterfuges
used by unscrupulous employers to
evade compliance with the code.
Other amendments approved at
the same time permit the Code Au-

Division Administrator Sol A. Rohaving dissolved the factlnding committee on the booth situition, following failure of the committee to work out a booth scale for
Mew York City acceptable to all innow proposes to obtain
terests,
igreement on a satisfactory scale

—

the
committee
Dissolution
of
»nded the truce between Local 306
ind the other two unions in the
ield, with the result that Local 306
las begun picketing houses where
{Continued on Page 8)

{Continued on' Page 8)

PARAMOUNT TO MAKE

18%ATTENDANGEGA!N

65 AGAIN IN '35-36

SHOWN

Paramount is expected to sell 65
)roductions for the 1935-36 season.
5ame total was announced for disribution at the opening of the curThe company will hold
ent year.

B'way Producer
Signed by Sam Goldwyn

laight,

George Haight, Broadway stage
iroducer, has been signed by Samtel Goldwyn to a long-term contract
md will leave for Hollywood to join
he Goldwyn producing organization
olowing the opening of "Kind
jady", which Haight will produce in

Deal on for Criterion Site
^Negotiations are pending for acquiararnounf equity in the
^n"tP °' * ne P
ttrion and Loew's New York The.Ji;? property
by commercial interests
who propose to raze the present buildings on the Broadway block frcnt and
erect a new structure,
terday by counsel for
trustees.

it

was
the

said

Introducing L. B. Mayer, M-G-M vice-president and producing maestro of Culver City, in the
Started" series.
Louie broke in as an exhibitor, believe-it-or-not.
He took a
broken-down house in Haverhill, Mass., dolled it up and made a tidy sum from his first picture.
"From the Manger to the Cross." "Hap" Hadley, inimitable artist, is to blame

"How They

yes-

Paramount

Eric Locke Appointed
Assistant to Lubitsch
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—Eric

THE FILM DAILY

Locke, one-time
production manager and assistant
director for Ernst Lubitsch, and
more recently a company business
manager at Paramount, has been
made production assistant to Lubitsch as managing director of Paramount production. Chandler Sprague
Major circuits are considering af- continues as story aide.
filiating with the T. O. C. C., New

Return to the T. O. C. C. Fold
Considered by Major Circuits
Dr. Goldsmith Endorses
Actors-Writers on Boards

{Continued on Page 6)

ROXY REPORT

Attendance at the Roxy Theater
since last May has shown a gain
of 18 per cent over the corresponding period of the year before, while
net operating profit, despite a re(Continued on Page 6)

New

annual sales convention in
fork late in May.
ts

IN

Approval of Morris L. Ernst's
proposal for author and actor representation on the boards of mopicture
companies was extion
pressed yesterday by Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith, consulting engineer for
RCA and former president of the
Society of M. P. Engineers.
For the sake of the board of di{Continued on Page 8)

York

territory exhibitor association

headed by Charles L. O'Reilly. They
cancelled their memberships in the
organization some years ago owing
to difference of opinion in policies.
With various measures adverse to
the industry pending in the state

legislature a unified

campaign such

{Continued on Page 6)

State

Would Assign Checkers

— And

now the state . of
start its own checkevent the Legislature
enacts the 10 per cent admission tax
Governor Earle is
bill
now pending.
reported considering such a step, which,
incidentally, would afford about 1,400
jobs, one for each theater in the state.
Harrisburg
Pennsylvania
ing

service,

may
in

mr\

THE
Wednesday, Mar.

Attack on Legislation

Censor

By

Opens Iowa Allied Meet

—

Des Moines An attack on two
bills pending in the state legislature
marked the opening yesterday of the
two-day convention of Allied TheJOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
ater Owners of Nebraska-Iowa at
the Hotel Savery. One of the measPublished daily except Sundays and Holidays
at
1650
Broadway, New York, N.
Y., ures calls for two men in a booth,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
while the other would raise the
J. W.
Alicoate,
President,
Editor and Publisher;
amusement tax from 2 per cent to
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
Remainder of the first
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- 10 per cent.
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
day was given over to screenings.
Editor.
Entered as second class matter,
A large attendance is expected by
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
President F. Wolcott for the main
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage

free) United States outside
Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign,
$15.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
of

business session today.
A secretary will be elected to succeed Lester F. Martin, resigned.
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Wm. Fox Has
On Rehearing

Application

Attorneys for William

Fox and

his American Tri-Ergon Corp. have
until March 29 to decide whether
or not they will seek a rehearing
of their patents infringement case
by the U. S. Supreme Court at

Washington.
such a move

CODI

March 29

to

Indications
is

are that

likely to be

made.

Big Lineup for A.M.P.A.
A gala list of personalities will
be on the dais of the A.M.P.A. luncheon tomorrow, with the following
having promised to attend and do
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meeting

Urges Better Definition
Of Interstate Commerce
THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—A

"safe"

definition

interstate commerce should be
written into any future
legislation so as to protect the
against court suits, said Donald R.
Richberg at yesterday's hearing in
the
Senate Finance Committee's
probe of the NRA. Richberg criticized recent rulings of lower federal courts holding the
illegal.

of

NRA

NRA

NRA

Hollywood

—

quired a
titled
"Bracelets," which will be
filmed with Carole Lombard in the
leading role. This is the first screen
original by this prolific author.

15

Music Hall Usher

Is

Champ

GB„

trom

England

in

Omaha.

havin 8

-

today

on

GEORGE
sails

his

next

in

Clairvoyant,"
Majestic for

the

GB

production.

Paramount

New

York

the

in

sails

New

ARLISS, who arrives today from the
this week for England to start work

FRANK FARLEY, who
the

work

finished

"The

picture,

coast,

has

studios

today

been

directing

at

arrives

in

France,

in

MRS.

with

FARLEY

aboard

screen

actress

Ch.impl.im.

HAYDON,

JULIE

stage

and

who recently completed work in the Noel
Coward picture, "Miracle in 49th St.," made
by Hecht-MacArthur
in
the east,
left
last
night by plane for

Hollywood.

FRANK PARKER,
an RKO theater

tenor,
has
been booked
four and will appear af
starting
Friday

for

the
Century
in
followed by the

Miami

in

Baltimore

Albee

DUBINSKY,

headquarters

in

Beach

of

THE FILM DAILY

—Paramount

announces

for a picture based on the
life of Garibaldi, greatest of Italian
heroes. The studio has employed E.
Alexander Powell, noted war correspondent, intelligence officer, historian and an authority on Garibaldi,
to prepare the screen play.

Al Jolson Returns to Air April 6
Al Jolson, who recently completed
in

Warner's "Go Into Your

URSULA
Queen
muda.
the

JACK

in

Brooklyn.

midwest

exhibitor,
with
Kansas
City,
is
sojourning
with Mrs. Dubinsky.

PARROTT,

production,

soon

to be released
arrived in New York

on

the

Olympic

KARL
the

for

BRENKERT

jection

Co.

has

sails
today o
sojourn in Ber-

star of the
British
6
"Breswter's
Millions,'
through United Artists,
yesterday from England
brief

a

visit.

Brenkert Light
returned
to
Detroit
of

Pro

from

east.

PERCY BLOCH,
headquartering
Miami Beach.

in

GOTTLIEB

LEO
mount
for

writer,
for a

Bermuda

of

BUCHANAN,

Dominions

trustees

an

18-day

Paramount

of

counsel

manage

district

Philadelphia,

has

for

sails
today on the
Caribbean cruise.

gone

Para

the

Kungsholn

— Lothar

Mendes, director

has been signed by Alexander Korda
for a long association with Londor
Films.
The first production to be
directed by Mendes will be selected
from four scripts now under con

Dance", opposite Ruby Keeler, returns to the air April G on a program sponsored by Shell Oil. So as
not to interfere with his Warner sideration.

contract, Jolson
broadcasts from
from Hollywood.

will

New

make

eight

York, and 18

branch manager for this territory.
Art Huot of Seattle temporarily replaces Frazer in Salt Lake.

George Plank in Marietta
Marietta, 0. George Plank, once
Kansas Legislature Adjourns
with Publix and lately with Warner theaters, has returned to ParaTopeka, Kan. Without the passmount in Ohio, taking charge of age of any bills affecting the movies,
two local houses in the division re- the Kansas legislature adjourns tocently set up with Tracy Barham day.
The sales tax movement did
in charge.
not materialize.

—

—

tc

Korda Signs Mendes
London

RECORDING ON FILM

—

row for his home

RAINS

the

CHARLES A. MORLA, special representative
Georgie Coyle, 20-year-old Radio
tor
City Music Hall usher, was on the PortoRitchey International Corp., is flying to
Rico on a deal for the sale
job as usual yesterday, unruffled gram product in that territory. He ofwillMonoalso
visit
Haiti on similar business.
and unspoiled by the fact that on
Monday night at Madison Square
LILLIAN HELLMAN, author of the play
Garden he kayoed his way to the ''The Children's Hour," is back in New York
from Hollywood, but returns to the coast in
flyweight championship of the Gol- a few
days.
den Gloves tournament.
Coyle deMILTON SHUBERT has returned from a West
feated Jose Puig, Spanish battler, Indies cruise.
in one minute and 20 seconds.
On
FERB ER
and
CHARLES
FULTON
March 29 he goes to Chicago to niFP«tn
.
OURSLER, writers,
arrive
tomorrow on the
fight the Windy City battlers.
Conte di Savoia from a Mediterranean cruise.

Chas. Williams Leaves Hospital
Hot Springs, Ark. Charles E.
Williams, Nebraska-Iowa M. P. T.
Monogram Branch Changes
0. president, who stopped off here
Denver David Frazer, formerly
for treatment while on his way back
of Salt Lake City, has been transfrom the New Orleans convention,
ferred here by J. T. Sheffield to
plans to leave the hospital tomortake over the duties of Monogram

—

U DE

...

ED

THE FILM DAILY
Paramount has acnew story by Vina Delmar, work

West Coast Bureau of

Coming and Goin^T,

York.

plans

Pictures held their regular monthly
yesterday.
Routine business was transacted.

7%

of

Hollywood

2

7l/

House

the house, 43 to 11.
The bill was
introduced by Rep. D. A. G. Ouzts

West Coast Bureau

specialty acts.

25/8

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

w,

25/8

5i/2 s51
By.
4834
By. 5'/2 s51 ctfs. 48S/8
filed.. 741/5
5!/2 s50
5i/ s50 ctfs...
2

V:
1

i3/8

2
27/8

Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
Keith
A-0 6s46 ...
Loew 6s 41

Va

.

13

8

Va

Va

—

Columbia, S. C. A bill providing
for a state censorship board for motion pictures has been rejected by

Deny

.

25/g

5/8

Chg

Rejected

So. Carolina

W. S. Van Dyke, Hunt
Stromberg, Irene Dunne, Ben Bernie, Rochelle Hudson, Dennis King,
Roxy-Loew Deal
"Pinky" Tomlin, William Brady,
Loew executives yesterday denied
Sylvia Froos, John Fogarty, Vi a report the circuit is reviving a
Bradley,
Leo
Novarro,
Arthur deal to take over the Roxy and make
Tracy, Patsy Flick, The Three it the circuit's key Broadway house.
Rhythm Queens, Frances Goodrich,
Albert Hackett, Edwin L. Marin,
Para, to Make Garibaldi Film
Maria Rasputin, Hi Mayer, and sevtheir stuff:

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Bill

1935
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INDUSTRIAL— FILM
SLIDE

FILM— RECORDS

BRUNSWICK.
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

•

COR?;
St.,

N.Y.C.

•

Frm&itais

BOX-OFFICE
has proven

t<?7£-

his right to the title again!

Within the past

Will Rogers gave you "David

year,

Harum," "Handy

Andy," "Judge

County Chairman." Now,
best of

them

Your

all.

critics

"The

announce, comes the

receipts will sustain their verdict.

Los Angeles Examiner: The most
picture.

Priest,"

hilarious Will

Rogers

Kept the preview audience laughing so continually

that the dialogue was often missed.

The

Exhibitor: Probably one of the best of the Rogers

series

from the dough and entertainment standpoint. Will be

the usual clean-up.

Showmen's Round Table
draw youngsters

and

:

Rogers in his best picture. Will

adults,

pleasing universally.

Rogers'

popularity a sure draw.

Motion Picture Daily:
ment loaded with

Rib-rocking, heart-socking entertain-

laughter.

Should flood showmen's

coffers

with plenty of do-re-me.

440

Variety Daily: Top-notch, laugh-getting entertainment that
has everything to please Rogers fans and those
to

become

addicts of the

Oklahoma

who have

yet

sage.

72^IIFE BEGINS
*/4o
with

ROCHELLE HUDSON
RICHARD CROMWELL

GEORGE BARBIER
P. S. Hollywood

buzzing

that

with

is

talk

"George

JANE DARWE LL
SLIM SUMMERVILLE

White's 1935

STERLING

Scandals" is the
most appealing

Produced by

m

Directed

usical

George

ever made!

HOLLOWAY
Sol

M. Wurtzel

by George Marshall

Suggested by the book by
Walter B. Pitkin. Screen
play by Lamar Trotti.

(&

THE

-2&*lDAILY

MONC

TIMELY TOPICS
Film

Critic's

Function

Discussed by Sennwald

CO

vaguely articulated

is

amine

it.

With the higher

I

a reporter, a newspaper man,
a conveyor of information. Since
he is the representative of the
work,
his
public,
film-going
contrary to the feelings of most
professional cinema workers, is
addressed to that public and not
to the persons who participated
in the manufacture of the photoFrom the public point of
play.
view, he is a jruide to the new
is

although if he is a good
reviewer he should advance a
step further and illuminate as
well as evaluate the worthwhile picture for its potential
His usefulness is in
audience.
direct proportion to his success
in meeting the needs and tastes
films,

of that section of the public to
which his newspaper addresses

This does not mean that
itself.
he deliberately invents an arti-

judgment which is contrary to his own emotional and
It does mean
critical response.
that when he considers his own
reaction to be based on peculiarly abnormal factors in himwhich go outside the
self,
boundaries of the ordinary prejudices to which all of us are
heir, he should strive to be
scrupulously honest with the
photoplay which he is describficial

Normally, though,

if

he

is

a good reviewer, if he is suitable to the audience to which
he is addressing himself, his reactions will automatically approximate the reactions of, let
us say, the upper thirty per cent
of the reading public which his
newspaper reaches.
The producer grievously confuses the
reviewer's intentions when he
flemands highly technical dicta
in
film
newspaper
reviews.

What he may reasonably

seek

the newspaper columns is a
clearly and intelligently stated
expression of the reviewer's
in

likes and dislikes, together with
convincing reasons for his responses. Nor can the actor, the
camera man, the director, the
writer or the scenic designer
ask for specialized criticism designed for their specific needs.

too, may look for the
reactions of an intelligent filmgoer, addressed to the intelligent film-going public. For the

But they,

reviewer is chiefly concerned
with achievement, and only secondarily with intention or technique.
If he is a competent
reviewer, he fulfills his function
by saving the time and money
the film-goers who consult
him for the news of the cinema.
Indre Sennwald of N. Y.
"Times" in "Nat'l Board
of Review Magazine".

of

M DALY

criti-

cism he has, or should have, litPrimarily he
tle or no concern.

ing.

PHIL
NOTES ON

that
a very interesting luncheon
• • •
that marked the end of
of the National Board of Review
their twentieth annual conference at the Hotel Pennsylvania
the dais was representative of a wide diverglast week
ence of people who are vitally interested in the welfare and
folks outside the inadvancement of the motion picture
dustry
so among the spokesmen we found leaders of the
it struck us as someChurch, politics, education, society
what ironical that these so-called Outsiders seem to take the
motion picture far more seriously than do a lot of the film peothere is no question about their sincerity
ple themselves
in trying to improve the tone and advance the standards of the
they
screen
for they have no private axes to grind
not just a
look upon the films as a Public Institution
business for the private profit of the folks who happen to run
and mebbe they're right
it

and an attractive window
play,
billing,

•

•

WMAS

T

TO LOOK

around the vast audience representing
and social position from every corner of
the United States
made one realize the tremendous power
that the National Board wields
and that this power has
been used with intelligence and directed toward nothing but
sane and constructive helpfulness for the past two decades
is something for which every film executive should feel
profoundly grateful
and when said exec says his prayers
if any
be sure and mention Wilton Barrett, the
president of the Board and its presiding genius
and Dr.
George W. Kirchwey, an outstanding figure in big national
movements, who is chairman of the Board

•
Dr.

of education

• • THAT LUNCHEON of the M. P. Club Forum with
Raymond Moley as the principal speaker certainly got the

with a personality of his national importance coming out flat-footed and stating that the motion
picture was aiding in checking crime instead of breeding it as
the carpers try to make the public believe
means Something
it reflects great credit on the M. P. Club Committee

publicity in the press

and Arnold Van Leer, special publicity aide
for
Arnold lined up Doc Moley and the other able speakers
great work, Arnold
some film company should do itself a
favor and put you to work doing as much for them
this
Forum with such national figures speaking can put the M. P.
Club and the Industry over to the public in the Right Light
.

« « «

» » »

was

dis-

the picture full
secured.
Photo-

fur coats.
The store also devoted an entire window to the
popular song hits in the picture.
Radio station
featured
many of the song hits from the
picture and mentioned its opening at the Capitol.
In addition, daily plugs were given the
attraction with each announcement of the correct time. All
local hotel orchestras gave many
of the songs from the picture
the top spot on their program
and anonunced the number from

said a situation in the movies that
• • •
he had to fight was the system of decoys bringing children in
he said he had tried to get a law passed
the film houses
that would admit minors during certain restricted hours to a
section of the theater set aside for them, with matrons in
thus parents will feel relieved in knowing
attendance
the Mayor
that their children are properly safeguarded
felt that an organization such as the National Board was the
ideal one to work with the industry under such a setup
advising the parents the proper types of pictures for the children to see

•

giving

graphs of Merle Oberon were
used in two ads which broke in
all
local
newspapers, one a
hair-dress ad and the other on

sense

women

radio
plugs,
numerous window
displays and other tie-ups were
among the high spots of Manager George Hoover's exploitation campaign for the Capitol
Theater engagement of "Folies
Bergere," 20th Century production starring Maurice Chevalier

cooperation of the Albert Steiger Store, two cooperative ads

New York

T
THE MAYOR

Hoover Plugs "Folies"
Opening in Springfield
(COOPERATIVE ads,

Ann Sothern and Merle
Oberon and released through
United Artists.
Through the

THE PRINCIPAL
of

1935

with

speaker was Mayor Fiorello H.
he spoke on censorship among
other things
and said that the best censorship of motion
he stated that the propicture is that of the box office
ducers are far too keen business men to keep on turning out
product that offends any considerable portion of the public
and that as soon as the attendance drops, that's all the
they'll soon clean their own
censorship the film boys need
which is dam good horse
house without any outside help

• • •
La Guardia

13,

EXPLOITETTftt

the

R ALTO

the

film reviewer's function that
may he useful just now to ex-

it

Wednesday, Mar.

.

"Maurice Chevalier's new picture 'Folies Bergere' now at the
Capitol."
The Old Gold tie-up
featured Merle Oberon on win-

dow streamers which were
placed on all cigar store windows. Special packages of the
cigarettes were tacked to cards
and distributed to

all

ladies at-

tending the theater.
Window
displays, utilizing scene stills
and special cards, were arranged
with McClellan's, Kresge's and
the Welles Company. All street
cars carried front dash-board
signs, and 2,000 imprinted menu
cards were placed in all restaurants.
Capitol Theater,
Springfield, Mass.

—

Actress's

Gown Aids

"After Office Hours"

TN

exploiting
"After Office
Hours," John McManus, manager of Loew's Midland theater,
in K.C., Mo., obtained one of the
formal gowns worn by Constance Bennett in the picture
and arranged for a special display at one of the city's largest
department stores. The adver-

manager of the store
placed a large air brush por-

tising

trait of Miss Bennett and Clark
Gable in the background of the
window. Six thousand blotters
a
made up as Postal Telegraph
wires were distributed throuj
i

)

1

1

out the business section,

week before the opening
daily throughout the run, radio
announcements on the picture

were broadcast over local staLoew's Midland,
Kansas City.

tions.

—

NAUGHTY MARIETTA
JEANETTE MacDONALD
NELSON EDDY with Frank

starring

and

Morgan, Douglas Dumbrille. Music by
Victor Herbert.
W. S. Van Dyke
Production. Book and Lyrics by Rida

A

Johnson Young. Produced by Hunt
Stromberg. A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Picture.

RICKLESS
starring

JEAN HARLOW and

WILLIAM POWELL with Franchoi
Tone, May Robson, Ted Healy, Nat
Pendleton, Robert Light. Produced by
David O. Selznick. Directed by Victor
Fleming.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

A

Picture.

JUST BREAK
THE NEWS

TO MOTHER!

THE

j^S

DAILY

18%ATTENDANCEGAIN

SHOWN

IN

A

ROXY REPORT

LITTLE from
;By

(Continued from Page 1)

in

his

DOBERT

by Gordon Rigby and Robert Dillon.
Robert T. Kane will produce

report.

Haight, B'way Producer,
Signed by Sam Goldwyn
(Continued from Page 1)
April with H. C. Potter with whom
he

has

been

affiliated

for

it.

T

"LOTS

MAJOR CIRCUITS WEL*

//

T

Carl Brisson

Carl

,itk

Monogram

Pierson,

direct

will

for

is

understood to be

Luxem-

Carl Hoff, formerly in the Warner
music department, is expected to return there in September from the

lijeslic

Academy

:»

1

will direct
story.

from his own original additional members since the

T

T

T

Robert E. Welsh, Monogram executive producer, has signed George
Waggner to put the finishing touches on the script of "The Healer".
»

V

T

T

"She," based on the theory of rencarnation, has gone into production at Tec-Art studios, with Irving
Pichel and Dennis Holden co-directing for
Radio.
Shortage of
space at the Gower Street studios,
caused by the many
pictures
now in production, plus the necessity for many special effects, is responsible for the move to the location two blocks from the main plant.
In the cast are Helen Gehagan, wife
of
Melvyn Douglas, screen and
stage star; Randolph Scott, borrow-

RKO

Al Sherman Handling Campaign
RKO
Al Sherman has been signed by
Arch Mayers and Irving Shapiro of east.
DuWorld Pictures and T. & I. KapT
T
Noah Beery Jr. and Maxine
lan of the Fifth Ave. Playhouse to
handle the opening publicity cam- Jones, daughter of Buck Jones, plan
Dame Camelias" to marry soon.
paign on "La
("Camille"), opening March 19. Sid
T
T
T
Weiss will be associated with SherIrving Cummings, director, has
man in the campaign.
signed a new two-year contract with ed from Paramount; Nigel Bruce,
Fox. His latest production, "It's A Gustav von Seyffertitz, and Noble
Several others will be
Small World," was completed in the Johnson.
Yiddish Film Opens Friday
"Bar Mitzvah", Yiddish produc- record time of 14 "shooting" days, cast. The production has an Egyption based on Thomashefsky's stage after he was assigned a schedule of tion background.
T
T
T
play and starring Bores Thomashef- five weeks in which to do his work
For five successive years ParaT
T
T
sky and Regina Zuckerberg, will
mount cameramen have won the anhave its premiere at the Clinton
Liberty has completed production
nual award of the Academy of MoTheater on Friday evening at 7 on "The Old Homestead," eleventh
Henry Lynn directed the in the series of 12 features that tion Picture Arts and Sciences for
o'clock.
excellence of photography, a checkpicture for S. & L. Co.
the company had announced for this
back
discloses.
The system of
season. Only one more production,
awards has been in effect but seven
You,"
suggested
by
a
story
"I'll
Bet
"Ruggles"
for
Second Week
years.
"With Byrd at the South
"Ruggles of Red Gap" begins its by the late Edgar Wallace, remains Pole" won the bronze statuette in
filmed.
toto
be
id week at the Paramount
1929
Cameramen Vandeveer
for
*
T
T
morrow. At least another week beand Rucker; "Taboo" won it for
Sam Hellman and Gladys Leh- Floyd Crosby in 1930; "Shanghai
yond that is expected for the Paraman, having completed the screen Express" as photographed by Lee
mount picture.
play of "It's a Small World," have Garmes won in 1931-32; "Farewell
been assigned to the script of "In to Arms" brought the prize to
Maloy Estate Put at $2,000
Old Kentucky," a forthcoming Fox Charles Lang in 1932-33 and "Cleosums
large
the
Despite
Chicago
pro uction starring Will Rogers.
patra" with Victor Milner was the
as
regime
his
he was paid during
»
1933-34 winner, just recently ant
president of the Moving Picture OpWinner the first vear,
Harry Lachman, who recently nounced.
erators' Union, the late Thomas Macompleted work on Fox's "Dante's 1927-28, was Carl Struss for "Sunloy left an estate of only $2,000, acInferno," has been assigned to the rise." Struss is now under contract
cording to papers filed in the proParamount as Mae
West's
direction of "Orchids to You," by to
bate court.
cameraman.
Virgil Miller is head
the company.
of the studio camera department.
T
T
Although he will not start proT
t
Loew Group Returning
W. P. Lipscomb, playwright and
duction on "Sutter's Gold," for at
Sidney,
Louis
K.
Bernstein.
David
least two months, Henry Heningson, scenarist, who tided himself over
M-G-M district manLynch,
rtoberf
Universal associate producer, is al- the lean days in England after the
Arthur
and
ager
Philadelphia,
in
in
back
are
.due
architect,
Lamb,
ready negotiating for the services war by selling ferns and shrubs, has
week
this
the east the latter part of
of the popular Isabel Jewell for an sent to his native country for a
trom Chicago, where they have been
important role in the production. large assortment of plants which he
consulting in connection with Loew circuit expansion plans.
She is now under long term contract will raise in the gardens of his new
home in the Hollywood hills.
to M-G M.

—

1)

the

lOMED'

T

T

(Continued from Page

film

D

as could be carried out through the
next John
T. O. C. C. would be advantageous FLEA
Wayne western, "Paradise Ranch." to
theaters affiliated and independ
Pierson was elevated to director by
Paul Malvern, head of Lone Star ent it is pointed out.
Productions, the western unit. The
picture goes in work March 16. 33 Technicians Join
m
Lindsley Parsons wrote the story
M. P.
Branch.,
and screen play. "Paradise Ranch" West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILYY,
will
be followed immediately by
Hollywood—The Academy of Mlf,,,
"The Dawn Rider," last of the cur- P. Arts & Sciences' Technicians!
rent John Wayne western series of Branch, which added 36 members
eight pictures. Robert N. Bradbury last year, has already enrolled 33
editor,

»

T

"The Count of
were "Double Door", "Wednesday's bourg" at Paramount.
T
T
T
Child" and "Post Road".
set

AFFILIATIl

T.0.C.C,

James Donlin and Harold Minjir
Maurice Chevalier, having finished
up with M-G-M, leaves lat this week have been signed by Fox for "RedM. Ruppa heads on Parade" and "Man Proon his way to France.
poses," respectively.
eight accompanies him.

Haight also is a writer of
years.
Among
plays and radio material.
the plays he produced with Potter

13, 1935'

RALPH WILK

SPARKS, recently signduction in prices, for the 38 weeks
ed by Fox to a long-term direcfrom June 15, 1934, through March
torial contract, is observing the fine
7 of this year totalled $120,169.56,
points of the art of directing by
after taxes, lobby rent, interest on
working with Edward Curtis, head
receiver's certificates and a substanand
outlay for physical improve- of the test stage department,
tial
ments but before interest on funded co-directing a forthcoming screen
production.
Sparks, who came to
debt, according to a report subthe
mitted yesterday by Howard S. Cull- Hollywood from the legit field in
man, as trustee, to Federal Judge east, formerly was at Paramount.
T
T
In the same
Francis G. Gaffey.
Clive Brook, who had intended
weeks of 1933-34 the house had an
More to return to England immediately
operating loss of $8,385.22.
after attending to some business
favorable product deals made this
here, will remain to appear in Fox's
advertising
increased
season and
"Orchids to You," being adapted by
and exploitation were partly responHoward Estabrook from the story
sible for the better showing, says
Cullman

Wednesday, Mar.

of this year.
rolled since the
are as follows:

first

New members
of

first

this

en-

year

—

Art Directors Section Jan Domela, Ernst
Perry Ferguson, Stephen Goosson,
A.
Horning, Jack Otterson, Jerome
Pycha, and David Townsend; Film Editors
Section
George Boemler, Margaret Booth
R. J. Kern, William LeVanway, Harold J
McCord, Conrad Nervig, Blanche M. Sewell,
and Maurice E. Wright; Photographic Sec
tion
Harry Fishbeck. Alan Freedman, A. L.
Gilks, Leigh M. Griffith, Ben F. Reynolds,
Theodore Sparkuhl, and John Swain
Sound
Section
Edward
L.
Bernds,
James
K.
Fegte.

W

—

—

—

;

Burbridge, S. C. Chapman, G. R. Groves.
Robert B. Lee. R. A. Lindsay, Burton F.
Miller, R. P. Miller, Richard E. Tyler, and
Samuel A. Waite.

Special "Gold Diggers" Trailer
Warners Trailer Department on
the coast has prepared a special
trailer on "Gold Diggers of 1935",
available in addition to the regular
trailer on the picture and featuring
the recent beauty contest among the

Busby Berkeley dancing

girls.

The

Powell, Max Factor
and Busby Berkeley, are seen selecting the winners, who are also
hown being congratulated by Dick
Powell, George Brent, Joan Blonde!! and Joe E. Brown.

judges,

Dick

George Brennan Dead
George M. Brennan, formerly
operator of the Orpheum, Jersey
City, fell or leaped to his death from
the 10th floor of the Hotel Martinique yesterday.
Brennan, who

was 50 years

old, was one of the
founders of the M. P. T. O. of New
Jersey, now Allied Theaters of New
Jersey, and was the brother of the
late Jim Brennan, theater operator.

Ban Ambridge Sunday Shows
At the request of
the Ambridge Ministerial AssociaAmbridge, Pa.

—

has passed a motion
instructing Burgess P. J. Caul to
enforce a state law prohibiting Sun-

tion, the council

The Sunday
day motion pictures.
movies have been presented for several

months as "benefit"

affairs.

"High School Girl" for Astor
"High School Girl", Bryan Foy
production, will follow "Transient
at the Astor Theater.

Lady"

Fox Starts '36 Selling
Philadelphia
to begin
ritory.

— Fox

1935-36

is

the

selling

first
in

this

m

major
ter-

laniK

licks

fhen

jttn
lei,
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REVIEWS
Manners, Dorothy
and "Skeets" Gallagher

David

Libaire

64 mins.

Majestic

PLEASANT

WITH SOME
OKAY FOR

MELLER

20MEDY TOUCHES IS
AMILY PROGRAM HOUSES.

Hi

Patterned somewhat after "It Happened
Night," this picture, capably acted
and well-directed, should please the family

One

Angered

trade.

at her father's decision

to

induces
"Skeets" Gallagher, a long-faithful swain,
to elope with her. On the train to Niagara
Falls, she tells him she can't go through
with it because she doesn't love him, and
the rattler at a jerkwater spot
leaves

wed

Dorothy

again,

"Skeets"

while
David

is

Libaire

asleep.

She

Manners to drive her to
Manners robs her and dumps her
her

picks

up again and

returns

engages
Albany.
but
the loot.
out,

Manners and Dorothy accidentally
get mixed up in and are held for a mur-

Then

which Dorothy solves to produce the
happy ending.
Cast: David Manners, "Skeets" Galla-

der,

Dorothy Libaire, Wm. P. Carleton,
Ralph Harolde, Ernie Adams, Robt. GleckFrank Darien, Chas. C. Wilson, Betty
ler,
Blythe, Jack Richardson, Pat O'Malley.
Director, Robert Vigncla; Author, Lolita
Ann Westman; Screenplay, Albert De
Mend; Cameraman, Herbert Kirkpatrick;

gher,

Film
Engineer, Tom Lambert
Dwight Caldwell.
Photography, good.
Direction, good

Recording

FILMS

while his stern father,
Richard
Tucker, presents the familiar paobjections.
The mother,
sion
Is
Over"), in French, with English rental
Nero Filen; directed Virginia Hammond, and the butler,
titles; produced by
by Robert Siodmak; with Albert Prejean, Franklyn Pangborn, are on the boy's
finally Phyllis
Danielle Darrieux, et al. At the 55th St. side, however, and
herself goes to work on the old man
Playhouse.
Diverting Parisian operetta on a top- and fondles him into giving his consent.
Will provide a good share of
ical subject, fancifully handled and helped
both in the direction and by the perform- laughs for the family trade.

"LA CRISE EST FINIE" ("The Depres-

ances of Albert Prejean and Danielle Darrieux in the leading roles. It is one of the
best French pictures to come along in

some time.

with

"Gum Shoes"
Tom Kennedy, Monty

Columbia

ROKON"

"AZ UJ

("The

New

Rela-

Hungarian; produced by Harmonia, Budapest; directed by Bela Gaal;
with Zita Perczel, Ferenc Delly, et al.
At the Tobis Theater.
Romance of an American orphan girl
among European nobility makes generally
tive"),

A

in

entertaining fare, aided by beautiful Hungarian rural scenes and cabaret life.

fair

Your Wife"),
in
Hollywood;
with

Mona

Conchita
Maris,

A

SU

MUJER"

("Insure
in Spanish; produced bv Fox
directed by Lewis Seiler;
Montenegro, Raul Roulien.
Antonio Moreno.
At the

Teatro Campoamor.
Very amusing comedy revolving a-ound
the idea of insuring a husband against inExcellent
fidelity on the part of his wife.
cast and good direction.

SHORTS
"The Lost Chicle"
(HaDDy Harmonies Series)

A MONASTERY GARDEN"

M-G-M (Harman-TsinsO

Collins

20 mins.

Amusing Hokum
amount of laughs, appeal-

ing best to kids and the family
trade, is provided by this mixture
of burglars, a gorilla and a couple of saps who get tangled up with
them.
The spectacle of the gorilla

Tom Kennedy
from one room
all
through the

chasing the comics,

and Monty

Collins,

another and
house will amuse

to

"ASEGURE

Editor,

"IN
&

NEW

FOREIGN DIALOGUE

THE PERFECT CLUE"
with

the

of

the

youngsters

Though the whole
thing is pure hoke without much
ingenuity,
it
moves along with
in

particular.

enough

action.

"Rain Songs"
with Lew White and
Irving Kaufman (Lazy Dan)
Master Art
9 mins.
Pleasing
A nicely arranged repertory of
songs inspired by rain and ranging
from the gay type like "Singing in

7 mins.

the Rain" to the blue variety. The
numbers are vocalized by Irving
HEAVY-HANDED BRITISH PRODUCWell conceived and neatly exec-' Kaufman, with organ accompaniTION MOVES SLOWLY THROUGH AN uted color cartoon that will delight ment by Lew White and fitting

S.

78 mins.

G. Films

Dandy Cartoon

audiences generally. A setting hen scenic backgrounds to carry out the
one of her eggs roll away. It theme of each song.
is picked up by a couple of squirthis
rels, who take it to he a nut deings, although its story is told in a doleful
"Nerve Control"
and somber key unrelieved by any comedy spite kidding from their friends.
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)
Eventually the chick is hatched out
or lighter moments to make it palatable to
10 mins.
tells
of
two and the squirrels feed it, but moth- Paramount
It
an American audience.
Very Interesting
young English brothers who go to Rome to er hen soon turns up to claim her
The baby. The grateful chick, however,
complete their musical education.
Showing examples of nerve as
older brother falls in love with a count's keeps pining for the squirrels, and demonstrated by a Florida
snake
daughter. She is betrothed to an Italian on a stormy winter night the mother hunter who takes the reptiles in
nobleman, who is murdered, and the court hen goes out and rescues them from his hands, a driver who does stunts
circum- the snow.
finds the Englishman
guilty on
in testing autos, and a California
stantial evidence.
He is sentenced to life
lad who plays around with a lion,
imprisonment. The younger brother, jealous
Ben Bernie and Lads in
this reel is absorbing and not withcomposer,
of
his
brother's genius as a
out some thrills. It is also pointed
"Hark Ye, Hark"
steals his concerto and has it produced by Paramount
10 mins. up with a little comedy.
an opera company in London as his own.
Pleasing Musical Novelty
The count's daughter becomes infatuated
A lively and generally pleasing
with him, and they plan a wedding. Meanmusical jamboree in which Ben
"See, See, Senorita"
while the elder brother in prison is parBernie and his gang provide music
with
Tito Guizar and Armida
doned, hears of his brother's impending
and clowning in their well-known
(Broadway Brevity Series)
marriage to the girl he loves, and brokenvein.
Following a bit on the theme Vitaphone
20 mins.
hearted, decides to join a monastery. Then
of "Take a Lesson from the Lark,"
Fair Musical
into
the climax with the now famous
with appropriate scenic interpolaIn Spanish settings, brought in
composer confessing
his
his
theft
to
tions, there is a winter number sung
through a flashback idea in which
brother, who tells him he must go on
by the boys in groups representing Virginia Sale and her husband are
living a lie as his penance so as not to
different lands.
break the heart of the girl.
supposed to be showing home movies
of their trip to Spain, this twoCast: John Stuart, Hugh Williams, Alan
Sterling Holloway in
reeler unwinds a fairly entertaining
Napier,
Dine Galvani,
Frank Pettingell,
"Father
Knows
Best"
routine of music, dancing, comedy,
Humberstone Wright. Gina Malo, Jean
Universal
20 mins. some romantic byplay and a marionMaude.
Good Comedy
ette show.
The best specialties are
Maurice Elvey; Author, H.
Rector,
Amusing hokum about a bashful those by Armida, as a dashing lit£"*"er Mear; Screenplay, Michael
Barringer; Editor, Lister Laurance; Camera- boy, Sterling Holloway, who is be- tle singing and dancing senorita, and
ing escorted and courted by an ag- Tito Guizar, whose vocalizing and
man, Basil Emmott.
Direction, heavy. Photography, very gecd. gressive girl friend, Phyllis Fraser, guitar work go over nicely.

OLD-FASHIONED PLOT.

monastery atmosphere,
picture may be good for Lenten book-

Because
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'
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For Vaudeville Section
Amendments

the vaudeville
section provide that labor furnished
under contract is subject to the
minimum wagre and maximum hour
provision of the code.
Employers
may not evade the code by applying some such name as "Show
Boat" and "Tab Show" to a presentation.
Principals required to rehearse more than two weeks must
be paid at least one-half the regular wape for excess rehearsal time.
Performers on a day basis must be
naid at last $7.50 a day for each
theater in which they appear.
Members of the chorus may be
required to report as early as 8 a.
m. one dav a week if time and a
half is paid for the extra hour. Emnloyers may lay off chorus persons
for one week without pay after six
consecutive weeks of employment
instead of laying them off one day
in seven.
After two weeks of consecutive employment a lay-off of
to

seven days without pay is permitted
in any six weeks' period of necessitated by irregularity of bookings,
but $3 a day must be paid for each
additional day of lay-off.
Employers dispensing with the services of
a member of the chorus must provide transportation back to place of
origin, but need not do so if the
chorus person gives notice.

confined with arthritis.
Desmond
Fitzgerald has been added to the
force, headed by Major Healey.

—

New Baltimore, O. Sam Hatch
has opened the Opera House.

Seattle Sidelights
RKO's "La CucaraSeattle— The
Hall
Music
has
cha" is back for a sixth downtown changed from a first-run to subseappearance, this time at the May- quent showings of double features.

—

of the Chev-

theaters in
the father of a girl.
Joe Lissauer of Warners in Cleveland was here a few days ago.
Billy Bein of Theater Poster SupCheviot,

plies is

is

back from Miami.

—

proposes an intense picketing campaign that will bring all members
of

the

local,

employed

employed, on the picket

JJT
un-llli.

and
line.

Dr. Goldsmith Endorses
$1
Actors-Writers on Boards
(Continued from Page 1)

and for the sake of the com
pany, it would be h ghly desirable
if there were available to the direcrectors

;

tors independent, expert opinion on
the affairs of the company from per-

sons

not

connected with

the

com-

Goldsmith declared that
the board could only get its information from executives some of
whom might be doubtful to what extent facts about the company should
be revealed or whether it was wise
to reveal certain information at all.
The board, in its capacity of an investigating fact-finding and judicial
body, should have access to reliable
information such as might be had
from experts not associated with the
company, Dr. Goldsmith stated.

Prices were reduced to 10 cents to
5 P.M. and 15 cents at night.
"Broadway Bill" has gone into a
sixth week at the Liberty, while
"Scarlet Pimpernel" has moved to
the Blue Mouse to continue its run.
John Hamrick has put the Music
Box back in the first-run class with

Plugs Set for "Diggers"
Warner's Metropolitan Theater
exploitation department has concluded details for seven radio plugs

featuring the ballyhoo record on the
theater folk now in the "Roberta".
company's "Gold Diggers of 1935'',
southland are Mrs. Mae Taylor,
which opens at the Strand Theater
owner of the Dixie, Columbus; John
The record,
tomorrow morning.
Reopens After Four Years
Walters, Rialto, Huntington, and
Elizabeth, N. J.
After being which features actual dialogue and
Bob Harmon, Knickerbocker, Columdark for four years, the Capital songs from the production in addibus.
tion to a spiel on the picture, runs
Allan Moritz, Columbia manager, Theater has been reconditioned for for 15 minutes and will be heard
reopening
the
Morse
&
Rothenby
is staging a party on Easter Satover the following stations;
urday to celebrate the company's berg circuit with Louis Simon as three times; WOR, twice; WINS,
manager.
Victor
High
Fidelity
RCA
15th anniversary.
M. & R. also once and over WMCA, once.
Stanley Jacques of RKO says sound was installed.
recently
acquired
the
City
Theater,
"Roberta" broke all week-day openBen Lyon Helps Catch Thief
ing records at the Albee and will be Newark.

—

assessment.

U
aa
rtie

IE

Boston

Theater

Damaged by

—

Fire

—Aided

by Ben Lyon

in

Omaha Paramount Cuts Scale
battering down the door of a RoxOmaha
Weekend prices at the bury home, police yesterday arrestParamount have been reduced start- ed a man alleged to have stolen

—

Lincoln Center, Kan. Fire starting from an ignited film did $8,000 ing Friday from 55 cents to 40
damage at the Princess Theater. cents for main floor, along with
Equipment and inside of the build- other revisions. House offers stage
ing were destroyed. Nobody was in- show with pictures.

the $2,500 mink fur coat belonging to Bebe Daniels (Mrs. Lyon).
Coat was taken during a reception
tendered Miss Daniels by officers of
the National Guard Air Corps.

I.

cent

KM
II

WNEW,

—

per

1001

j

—

10

Tr

111

7 Air

Three Appeals Heard
Three appeals were heard by a jured.
Code Authority appeals committee
New Sound for H.E.R. Lab
Steal Safe With $700
yesterday.
Dan Michalove was
Set as Cosmopolitan Release
New Photophone High Fidelity
chairman and other members were
Burglars who forced
Dayton,
O.
remote
consound
equipment,
with
"Oil for the Lamps of China",
Frank McCarthv and Charles Casev. with
Hutchison,
Josephine
Pat trol arrangement in the projection their' way into the Classic Theaters
O'Brien and Jean Muir, will be dis- room, has been installed at the H. here stole the safe, containing $700,
mostly in silver coins.
tributed by Warners as a Cosmopol- E. R. Film Laboratories.
Offer Penna. Tax Compromise
itan release.
Mervyn Le Roy diPhiladelphia — A
compromise admisPara. Omaha Branch Changes
rected it.
sion tax plan is being proposed by the
May Expand in Australia
Haarmann
William
Omaha
M. P. T. 0. of Eastern Pa. in an effort
RCA Sound for Tudor
Sydney — M-G-M is understood to be
to offset the 10 per cent measure now
moves up to booking manager at
planning to expand its Australian cirpending in the State Legislature.
The
The Tudor Theater, formerly the the Paramount branch, replacing
cuit, which now comprises five houses,^-,
rxhib unit is urging passage of a tw
Tuxedo,
taken
over
by
Harry Bill Barker, whose status is undelocated in the five key cities. Move A \
of one cent on all admissions, regardless
under consideration as a result of trou^y,
of
their size, excluding 10-cent chilBrandt and being rejuvenated by cided yet. Johnny Harms, formerly
ble
with National Theaters, in which
dren's admissions.
The
T.
E.
A
Joe Hornstein, has contracted for assistant ad-sales manager, becomes
Union theaters are now
Hoyt's and
at
an open meeting Monday at thr
Birge
Irving
assistant.
combined.
The combination now conHigh
Fidelity
Haarmann's
Victor
sound
RCA
Hotel Broadwood, will discuss the pend
ing

.

Among

held indefinitely.
Philly Variety Luncheon
Philadelphia Herbert Elliott and
Iz Epstein will be "kings for a day"
at the Variety Club luncheon today
at the Bellevue Stratford.

1)

members are not employed and

tation, Dr.

Henry Clay, Ky.— J. D. Belcher

Cincinnati Chatter

fair.

its

—

—

Jim Wilson, owner'
wood and Woodlawn

BOOTH NEGOTIATE*

Forge Village, Mass. The Abbot pany, Dr. Goldsmith said. EmphaTheater has been opened by Wil- sizing that this expert opinion
should only have minority represenliam MacDermott.

has opened a new theater here, comWorcester, Mass. The Capitol is pletely equipped by National Thenow under the administration of ater Supply.

Cincinnati

193

ROSENBLATT HANDLIL

(Continued from Page

George Cruzan, district manager for
davs to investigate appeals to it still owner of the Roxie Theater, M. & P.-Publix. It was formerly in
and to render its decisions, also to which was reported in error as hav- William Spraag's jurisdiction.
remove Hawaii and Porto Rico, for ing been transferred to R. Hatzer.
which separate territorial codes are
Woonsocket, R. I.
The Park,
pending, from the jurisdiction of
Boston
Mina Chauncey, for opened by
J. P. Jerome, is combinthe mainland code.
many years head booker for Cen- ing stage
The amendment requiring half- tury Film Exchange, has resigned first-run attractions together with
films.
time wages for principals rehears- to accept a similar position with
Division.
Harry Sperling,
ing: longer than two weeks is ex- First
Sidney, O. Robert Momm, manpected to result in curtailing exces- Century executive, is taking care
ager of Warner's Sherman at Chilsively long or unreasonable rehear- of bookings for the present.
licothe, has been shifted to the
sal periods.
Boston
James
Sheeran of the management of the Ohio here, exAmendments Also Provided
state Sunday censor staff has been changing posts with Ray Allison.
Sturgis,

13,

equipment.

House

at Third Ave. and

is

42nd

a

GOO-seater
St.

succeeds Harms in the ad-sales department.

trols

approximately 270 houses.

Tl
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Louis Trial
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t
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Tentatively Set for April 2

NBA CLARJFIES MINIMUMTAY FOR EXCHANGE HELP
Court

Okays

Trustees Authorized to

STUDIOS CLAMP

Plan Under
Section 77-B

File

DOWN

IA.-NEB. ALLIED

RAPS

ON FAN MAG SCRIBES PUBLISHING $ FIGURES

yesterday
authorizing the
Paramount trustees to permit Paranount Properties, Inc., a whollyiwned subsidiary, to file a petition
or reorganization under Sec. 77-B
n the U. S. District Court for the
Southern District of California and
o approve acceptance of the Proprties reorganization plan with such
nodifications as may be recommendThe
d by the court in California.

Federal Judge
igned an order

Reorganizing Paramount Coast Properties

Coxe

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood The Association of
Motion Picture Producers has denied

By

C.

F.

KAVANAUGH

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Des Moines Objections to pub-

—

Must Pay Minimum Scale
Though Maximum Hours
Are Not Worked
Employees in the distribution end
of the industry cannot be paid less
than the minimum weekly wage provided in the code even though they
work less than the maximum number of hours per week prov:
therein, the National 1 .-."
ministration has ruled
ing Article Four, Divi
tion two of the code,
tation was made upon p«
Ansel R. Cleary, state labor compliance office, at Cleveland.
The section interpreted reads as
follows: "No employee shall be paid:
(Continued on Page 4)

studio credentials to a representa- lishing alleged box-office figures by
of "Plain Talk", a Washing- certain trade papers were made by
ton magazine.
In a statement ac- President Leo F. Wolcott at the
companying this action, Lupton A. closing session of the convention of
Allied Theater Owners of Iowa and
Wilkinson said:
"We have instituted a painstak- Nebraska yesterday. This practice
ing and self-effective regulation in incites unfair tax legislation on theregard to our pictures and our ad- aters, such as is now pending in
(Continued on Page 4)
vertising, and it is our privilege to Iowa, he pointed out.
Legislators were guests of the
extend hospitalities of our business
only to those publications which in theater men at luncheon, at which
our opinion exercise a similar re- present bills were discussed informally, one to increase the admission
gard for such values."
tax from 2 to 10 per cent and another to regulate booth equipment
Officers
Directors
and increase number of operators.
Organization of Iowa into 32 perRe-elected
Early-season indications are that
Monogram's entire board of di- manent districts was effected at the
Columbia will offer 48 features on
(Continued on Page 7)
ts 1935-36 program, approximating rectors was re-elected at the annual
A motion praising Chicago exhihe number sold for the current meeting of the stockholders held at
bitors in their stand against the
Convention and other sales the company's home office this week.
ear.
Neufeld
Loew circuit expansion move in their
lans will be furthered following re- Board consists of Trem Carr, W.
city, and offering to cooperate with
urn to New York of Jack Cohn, Ray Johnston Herman Rifkin, IrvAbe Mon- ing Mandel, Floyd St. John, Arthur West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY them, was unanimously passed at
vho is now in Florida.
Hollywood
Premier Pictures,
(Continued on Page 4)
ague, sales manager, has just re- C. Bromberg, J. P. Friedhoff, Roband Sig
ert F. Withers, J. S. Jossey, Sam formed by Leslie Simmons
urned to the city from Florida.
Neufeld, who plan nine action picSeplowin and Norton V. Ritchey.
P.
using popular stars, will start
Officers re-elected were W. Ray tures
March
picture
activity
the
first
on
Authority
of
Holdovers
rhird-Week
Johnston, president; Trem Carr,
tive

I

HEW COLUMBIA LINEUP
WILL TOTAL ABOUT 48

ITOA BACKS CHI EXHIBS

and

by Monogram

LOEW INVASION

VS.

Simmonds and

r

Form Producing Firm

—

Wm.

Farnsworth Namec"
Code

Member

Starting on "Roberta

»»

In addition to having been held
ver in 100 per cent of its engageoents to date, RKO's "Roberta" has
ilready been set for third week
iddovers at the Hippodrome, Bal(Continued on Page 4)

—The

only

way

to

get

a

Colonel's
in Michigan is through
~~
Governor Fitzsaid
tual
service,
denying an application to
in
Bld
commission to Shirley Temple.
:.ue a
However, honorary membership in the
State Police has been accorded Bayard
Veiller,
associate
producer,
and Karl
Detzler, author of "Car 99,"
which
filmed the Michigan force.
title

29.

Headquarters have been

set

up

at the Talisman studios.

Trial of St. Louis Actions
Tentatively Set for April
Louis— Tentative date
Cleveland Grievance Board
St.
trial of

Michigan Limits Colonels
Lansing

vice-president for production; J. S.
(Continued on Page 4)

Issues First Cease Order and

2

various executives of these comCleveland The first cease and de- panies in the Government's restraint
sist order to distributors in this of trade case has been set as April
By stipulation of counsel, arterritory was issued this week when 2.
the grievance board ruled that, ef- raignment of defendants has been
fective March 15, all distributors deferred to actual date of the trial
Due to crowded
shall stop service to the Shelby The- in Federal Court.
ater, Shelby, 0., for failure to com- condition of the docket and the fact
(Continued on Page 4)

^T

7

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 4)

for

Warner, RKO, Paramount

—

Th National Industrial Recover
Board has appointed William I
Farnsworth, deputy administrate:
an Administration member of th~
Code Authority, without vote.
Farnsworth has been sitting in on

Urges 181 Major Codes
Wash. Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Merging of all codes for
10,000
industries employing less than
a blanket plan, thereby reducing
the present total of 700 codes to 181,
suggested by Donald R. Richberg
yesterday as he concluded his testimony in the Senate Finance Committee's
S. Clay Williams,
probe of the NRA.
retiring chairman of the NRA administrative board, will testify today.

into

was

muipi

THE
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Albany Film Measures
Marks-Green-Rubenstein
Producing Series in East
Are Left in Committee

—

Production activities of the newly
Albany
Heading toward adjournment sine die March 29, the formed Radio Stars Productions,
Vol. LXVII, No. 61 Thurs., Mar. 14, 1935 5 Cents
headed by M. S. Marks former ChiState Legislature as a preliminary
cago theatrical operator; Arthur
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
step has referred approximately 400 Green and Joseph Rubenstein will
bills to its committee on rules and be carried on in the east, it was
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
at
1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y., none of them is understood to be stated yesterday by Rubenstein at
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
the Hotel Edison.
The new firm
J. W.
Measures
Alicoate,
President, Editor and
Publisher; adverse to the industry.
has signed Gertrude Berg of "The
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer left in committee include
a number Rise of the Goldbergs", radio atand General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing considered harmful from film busitraction, for a series of 12 subjects
1

Entered as second class matter,
1918, at the post-office at New York,
the act of March 3, 1879.
(Postage free) United States outside

Editor.
May 21,
N. Y.,

Terms

based on these radio sketches. Production will start next month.

ness standpoint.

under

Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
$15.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
FILM
Address all communications to
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736. 7-4737, 7-4738. 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
6607.
wood Blvd., Phone Granite
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noue», 19.

—

—
—

FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
High

4%

Seat

Columbia

Picts.

Con.

Fm.

Ind

Con.

Fm.

vtc.

5

18%

Pfd

Locw's,

Inc

Paramount
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Mapping Big Campaign
Missouri Censor Bill
For "Lamps of China"
Passes Senate Comm.
"Oil for the Lamps of China",
set as the second Cosmopolitan production following a coast confer-

Jefferson

I.

City,

Mo.

— The

Senate

Criminal Jurisprudence Committee
yesterday reported favorably the
ence between H. M. Warner, Jack
censorship bill introduced by SenL. Warner, and Edward B. Hatrick.
ator John P. Shea of St. Louis. Only
vice-president of Cosmopolitan, will
a few minor changes were made, the
be given intensive national exploisalaries of censors being reduced to
tation with the Warner home office
$2,500 a year for the three cenadvertising and publicity departsors, instead of $4,000.
ment already at work on the cam-

Although there remains about 10
days of shooting before the picture
is ready for the cutting rooms, the
Warners and Hatrick, in a joint
statement after deciding to give it
the
Cosmopolitan trademark, declared that they were satisfied the
picture is of outstanding proportions.
It is based on the novel by
Alice Tisdale Hobart and is being
directed by Mervyn LeRoy, with cast
headed by Pat O'Brien, Josephine
Hutchinson and Jean Muir.

Weltz Donates Bowling Trophy
of the Weltz Ad Service has donated a 24-inch silver
trophy to the winning team in the
Motion Picture Bowling League
which will shortly wind up its Fall
program. Among the teams battling for the prize are United Artists,
RKO, Columbia, Fox, Warner, M-GM, Paramount and Consolidated.

Nat Weltz

75% U. S. Films in Ireland
Dublin American pictures make
up 75 per cent of the films shown
in the Irish Free State, according to
a report by U. S. Vice Consul E.

—

Paramount Titles Two
Paramount has set "Goin' To
Town" as the release title of the J. King
next Mae West picture, while "The merce.

key

in

York on Suncontact news-

to

cities.

AL JOLSON and RUBY KEELER will arrive
New York in about ten days or two weeks

for

a

two-month vacation
work

in
in

recently
completed
Into Your Dance."

GRAINGER

R.

J.

for

the East.
Warner's

New

left

York

They

"Go

yesterday

the coast.

LAEMMLE,

within

the

is
Sr.,
expected
next fortnight.

CHARLES COCHRAN

New

today from

to

t

Washington

York.

ABE MONTAGUE
from

returns

in

has

returned

New

to

York

Florida.

JOHN
day

on

C.
his

FLINN
return

is

due

from

DARRYL ZANUCK

in

the

New

York Tues

Coast.

New

plans a trip to

York

from the Coast late this month.

MR. and MRS. WILLIAM GOETZ leave
next month for a trip to Europe.

tl

coast

MANNY
sentative,

SILVERSTONE,
leaves

for

tend the opening of
in
that city.

London Film
tomorrow

Toronto

"The

repreat-

to

Pimpernel

Scarlet

Schnitzer
Maltland
Charles Francis Reisner

Rice

product

of

is

been a principal factor in blocking
the United Artists booking deal in
connection with the big Radio City
house.
Under the deal the Music
Hall was to get first call on all
United Artists product and was to
take over the Rivoli, which the dis
tributing company now operates.

Com- Albany Exhibs Against Premiums
Albany Following an overwhelm

—

second

—

—

\_

Department

British

Inability of Music Hall officials
and United Artists to get together
on a price for sale of the Rivoli to
the former is understood to have

—

West Coast Bureau of
*

to the

Price for Rivoli Blocks
U. A.-Music Hall Deal

Scoundrel" has been set as the final with 15 per cent. Out of 1,504 films ing vote against premiums, exhiCoward vehicle submitted for censorship last year, bitors here will meet tomorrow for
title of the Noel
There are 181 9 hearing to discuss the matter fur
produced by Hecht-MacArthur and 117 were rejected.
formerly known as "Miracle in 49th theaters in the Irish Free State at ther.
present, with 160 wired. Five were
Morse & Rothenberg recently took
St."
built in 1934 and two are now un- over the Regent Theater and Man
ager Eddie Selette has been setder construction.
Pathe-Cinema May Sell Plant
ting the pace at this house with a
variety of giveaway tieups and
Paris Pathe-Cinema, which owes
Handling German War Film
other promotions.
Eastman Kodak some $1,600,000, is
reported likely to wipe out its debt
Bavaria Film, represented by
by transferring its studios and fac- Charles B. Herrlitz, will handle
tory at Joinville.
American distribution of "Stoss- Code Board Rules Against College
Pathe-Natan will open a film fac- trupp 1917" ("The Limit of EndurCharlotte, N. C.
Supplying of
tory at Limours next fall.
ance"), German war film showing films to the Winthrop College the^
the tank battle of Cambrai and the ater at Rock Hill, S. C, when such
films have not been shown in the
battles of Flanders and Aisne.
Doubleday to Have Movie Dept.
regular theaters there, provided ad
mission is granted to any others
Doubleday, Doran & Co. on MonMarcel Archard to Direct
than dormitory students, has been
day will open a new department
Paris On his return from Hol- ruled an unfair practice by the
headed by Leda Bauer, formerly
Rock Hill
scenario editor at United Artists lywood, where he did some writing, local grievance board.
he theaters protested against the prac
announced
Archard
and more recently at Paramount, Marcel
to assist authors in the marketing would soon direct pictures either tice.
here or in the U. S.
of motion picture rights.

Columbia Buys

THE

DAILY to the following on their birthday:
Joseph

in

New

a

CARL

—

i

wishes

papers

Warner advertising-

the

of

department leaves
three-week trip

for

paign.

COD!

Am.

HERB CROOKER
publicity

day

east

of

THE

Coming and GoinJ^*

Hugh Herbert in Person Tonight
Hugh Herbert, featured comedian
THE FILM DAILY

Two

Stories

Hollywood "Theodore Goes Wild."
by Mary McCarthy, and "The Butler," by William A. Johnston and
Johnny Hines, have been acquired
by Columbia for early production.

Warner's "Gold Diggers of 1935",
make a personal appearance on
the stage of the New York Strand

BONDED FILM STORAGE CORP.
EFFICIENT SERVICE— LOWEST RATi
FREE DAILY DELIVERY

in

100%

will

age Vault Building in Long Island City
Approved by N. Y. Fire Dept.
Minimum Insurance Rates
729 7th AVE., N. Y. C.
BRyant 9-441

tonight at 8 o'clock.

has

its

The picture

premiere this morning.

Sprinklered

Fire-Proof

Film

Stor-

,

NOMINATED
for the

BOX-OFFICE^ CHAMPION
of

SHORT

SUBJECTS!
FACTS''!"
Trial engagements in 32 first-run

\t

spots of "Buried Loot" establi
M-G-M's Crime Doesn't Pay Series as
most important short subject idea -of
years.

Exhibitors confirm trade opinion by
signing 3,226 contracts in first three
weeks of selling to trade. Many contracts sold without solicitation. Based
on results of first runs.
Circuits grabbing this sensational short
include: Schme, Butterfield, Comerford,

Warners, Loew's,

Robb

&

Rowley

Hall (Dallas),

Poli,

Huffman

(Texas),

(Denver), Balaban Sl Katz, Publix of
Salt Lake, Fox West Coast, Fox Ever-

green

MacNeill ck Naify
United Artists (Portland),. Con-

(Seattle),

(Frisco),

solidated

Amusement

(Honolulu), etc.

Trade press unanimous in praise.
Publicity where shown tops space given
features. Newspapers run editorials
;

and

special stories.

Exploitation unlimited. Screenings for
public officials, judges, police etc. bring

tremendous publicity.
Special campaign book,

biggest ever
issued on short subject, contains complete description of tried and proven
campaigns. Baltimore, for instance.

S)

Timeliness because of nation-wide
drive on crime makes it a natural atbox-office.

Produced

like a feature

names in cast.
Crime Doesn't Pay

with feature

Series is to be next
season's biggest short subject topic.
Start now with "Buried Loot."

THE

&M

DAILY

4

MONG THE

NRA CLARIFIES WAGES
FOR EXCHANGE HELP

'
(Continued from Page 1)

Less than fitteen dollars ($15)
per week in any city over 500,000
population or in the immediate trade
area of such city; (b) Less than
fourteen dollars and fifty cents
($14.50) per week in any city between 250,000 and 500,000 population or in the immediate trade area
of such city; (c) Less than fourteen ($14) per week in any city or
place up to 250,000 population or in
the immediate trade area of such
(a)

city or place."

Third-Week Holdovers
Starting on "Roberta"
(Continued from Page 1)

timore, where the picture scored the
biggest business in four years; the
Warner and Hillcrest theaters, Los
Angeles, playing day and date; the
Golden Gate, San Francisco, where
it is being primed for a five-week
run, and Keith's, Washington.
At Keith's, Syracuse, "Roberta"
marks the first holdover in almost
15 years, and at the Fox in Detroit
The
it is the first in three years.
Maine & New Hampshire Circuit
has booked it for an indefinite engagement, the first of its kind since
the circuit was formed.
Week-end gross of "Roberta" at

Warner's Hippodrome in Cleveland

was

the biggest recorded in that city
for the past five years.
At the Radio City Music Hall on
Tuesday night, despite driving rain,
the picture did S.R.O. It begins its
second week there today.

and Directors
Re-elected by Monogram

Officers

(Continued from Page 1)

Jossey, vice-president for exchanges,
and J. P. Friedhoff, secretary and
Executive committee as
treasurer.
re-elected consists of Carr, Johnston, Rifkin, Mandel, Jossey and
Ritchey.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
March 17:

Boston Friars'
nut Grove, Boston.

Club

Allied Theater Owners of
Lincoln Hotel, New York, 2

March 19:
sey,

March 26:
Jersey

2

P.

Allied

meeting,

Theater
Lincoln

Cocoa-

Party,

Owners
Hotel,

New
P.

Jer-

vention,

Allied

Robert

States
Fulton

of

New
York,

Ass'n annual conHotel, Atlanta.

May 21-23:

Georgia-Florida-Tennessee-Alabama
Independent Theaters Ass'n annual convenRobert Fulton Hotel, Atlanta.

tion,

May

May

•

•

•

STUDIO

NOTES

picked

M DALY
up

at

Astoria

starting on anwatching the Al Christie unit work
"Only the
other Ernest Truex comedy for Educational
Brave"
a graphic demonstration of efficient, systematic
an organization that
and economic handling of production
that has thrown the frills,
is right down to brass tacks
functioning with
fuss and feathers into the garbage can
an elastic system giving full scope to the artistic and creative
forces while an unobtrusive but highly organized business manSanity Has Come To
agement guards, guides and directs
that would be our title to this article if we
the Studio
really, the startling
were writing it for a book publication
story should be placed in book covers as a permanent record
it is an amazing spectacle to see Business Sense and
Creative Artistry going hand in hand through a motion picture
almost Unbelievable
studio

• • • THE STORY has been specially planned to give
that grand comedian, Ernest Truex, full scope to do the things
it is really a three-act play
he does superlatively well
written for the eye and ear appeal of the screen and all that it
demands
it has beginning, middle, end
logical conand how many screen comedies
struction of a comedy plot
that alone is an Achievement.
can you name that have ?

PARA.REORGANIZATJM

ON COAST OKAYEl
(Continued from Page 1)
Properties' reorganization plan pro
vides for issuance of new bonds to
taling $2,750,000 and also make;
provision for new lease on the Para
mount coast studio and on the Para
mount Theater and building in Lo:

Angeles.

Backs Chi. Exhibs
Against Loew Invasion

I.T.O.A.

(Continued from Page 1)

meeting yesterday by the Inde
pendent Theater Owners of Nev
York, of which Harry Brandt is
a

president. The resolution, signed bj
the board of directors and wired t<

Chicago, reads:
"Congratulations,
Chicago,
or
your stand with Metro. All U. S. A
watching you. Independent Theatei
Owners of New York 100 per cenl
in favor of your move. Count on us
for ?ooperation."

Wm. P. Farnsworth Named
Member

of

Code Authority

(Continued from Page 1)

meetings

for some months, espe
duties of Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt were
broadened.
Farnsworth, who is ir
his early thirties, joined the NRA
at Washington iri 1933. He has

cially

•

REMEMBER

•

the
•
"The Warrior's Husband"?
pix in which Mister Truex easily stole the honors with his
hilarious characterization of the henpecked hubby of the Amwell, in this current vehicle he has the
azon queen?
same generic type of material although the theme is entirely
original and away from the other
and how Mister Truex
here is a master of the Restrained
troupes through it!
Gesture
the artist who achieves his effects with a lift of
the eyebrow, a pathetic droop of his lip, a frightened stare, an
all excruciatingly funny
Ernest
apologetic shrug
comedy pictures are
Truex was made for comedy pictures
it has taken Educational to
being made for Ernest Truex
so they are making pictures
appreciate and evaluate him
as you will appreciate when you
exactly to hi* measure
see "Only the Brave"

Fox

• • • IT SEEMS sort of superfluous to talk about the
for who has
production and directorial skill of Al Christie
and today he is going
lasted in the comedy field as long?
stronger than ever
turning out an average of 20 a year
it is almost uncanny to watch him move through scene
switch his people from one set to another
after scene
always genial
the most unobtrusive person in the studio
watching everything
but omnipresent, omnipotent
working on a tight schedule without frantic effort, exhibitionism or the air of a dictator
you can't top a combination of Experience, Intelligence, Humanness, and a positive
gift for Comedy Direction, in the making of comedy pix
and more
Al Christie has all of these

since

produced shows on Broadway.

Cleveland Grievance Board
Issues First Cease Order
(Continued from Page 1)
ply with the board's previous cease
and desist order to discontinue issuing passes which, with a payment
of 10 cents, is accepted for admission, and also admitting children
for 5 cents.
The Ohio Theater, Toledo, operated by Jack O'Connell, was ordered
to cease and desist playing Univerpictures at 10
sal, Fox and
cents admission.

RKO

Theater Damaged by Fire

—

Fire this week did
damage to the Pastime The
managed by John Bays. Film

Jackson, Ky.
$5,000
ater,

caught

fire

as repairs were being

made after a break.

Nobody was

hurt.

M.

New

April 27:
A.M. P. A. annual get-together
ner. Hotel Astor, New York.

RIALT
PNIL

M.

May 21-23:

Thursday, March 14, 1931

din

Annual meeting of Independent TheI:
ater Supply Dealers' Ass'n, Edgewater Beach
Hotel, Chicago.
20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting of th»
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Hottl
Roosevelt, Hollywood.

•

•

•

ONE REASON

among many

others that biz is
good at the Broadway Paramount on "Ruggles of Red Gap"
Boris Morros and Jack Mclnerney have supervised the
plastering of all available billboards throughout New York
with paper that looks like the
and Westchester counties
so we
good ole days of Poster Ballyhoo are here again
nominate these two gents to membership in our exclusive club
Back To Show Biz
who's next?

Know Your
How many

dur-

A\

Answer: 662 (see 1935 Film DailyPr^i
Book, pages 121-203, for list)

How many

» » »

were released

ing 1934?

since

« « «

pictures

Industry

features

have been released

1915?

Answer: 14,573 (see 1935
Book, pages 205-363, for list.)

Film

Daily

THUNDERING WATERS"
"THE FOREST PATROL"
"THE SECRET SEVEN"

"THUNDERING WATERS"

the first of this classic outdoor action series, to be
released June 15, 1935. Laid against the exciting background of Boulder Dam,
the story deals with the exploits of a wandering waif and a daring adventurer.

A READY MADE AUDIENCE OF MILLIONS
:Jr

They're box-office naturals, Mr. Exhibitor, include them
Communicate with

MAURICE CONN,

in

your bookings!

Talisman Studios. . .4516 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California

!

THE

c&H
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LITTLE from
= By

"LOTS

//

TUNE KNIGHT,

forced to leave
J the cast of the Jesse Lasky-Fox
Film musical, "Redheads on Parade," due to a severe attack of influenza, will be replaced by Dixie
Lee.
T

SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS

T

ranch of 1,000 acres
from Hollywood.

—34

T

T

Jerry Wald and Jules Epstein are
writing the screen play for "Thin
Air," by Mildred Cram, which will
be

made by Warner

Bros.

will act as associate producer for
stories written or adapted by his
wife.
The first two will be "The
Studio Girl." based on a novel bj

They

wrote "Living on Velvet," original
and screen play.

RKO's "Laddie."
T

T

T

George
Cukor,
who
directed
"David
Copperfield,"
and whose

Gordon Ashley, and "San Francis earlier productions include "Little
adapted from Robert Hopkins' Women," "Dinner at Eight," and
-tory of that name.
"A Bill of Divorcement," will direct
T
T
T
Joan Crawford in "The Garden of
Poodles Hanneford, noted eques- Allah," scheduled to get under way
trian comedian, and Gus Van, fa- as soon as Miss Crawford completes
mous vaudeville and musical comedy work in "No More Ladies' at M-Gheadliner, have been assigned roles M.

co,"

in "Heaven's Gate," new Fox production starring Shirley Temple.

T

"Lady Tubbs," the romantic story
of a poor woman who finds herself
the possessor of great wealth in
her later years, is the first of two

which

Lou

Ostrow,

present ot Royal Productions,
make for Universal release. It
be started April

will
will

1.

»

»

•

Tom Brown has been assigned to
Fox's "Kiss and Wake Up," featuring Edmund Lowe and Claire
Trevor under the direction of Allan Dwan.

T

T

in

"Topnotchers"
(Ace High Series)
RKO-Van Beuren
11 mins.
Very Entertaining
Jane and Goodman Ace are at the
movies watching a picture showing
various sport champs in action. As
Goodman Ace tells of the particular
accomplishments of the individual
on the screen, Jane keeps up a very

porting cast of stellar Warner players in "Page Miss Glory," her first
Cosmopolitan production for Warner release. Already signed for the
production are Dick Powell, Pat
O'Brien, Frank McHugh, William
Gargan and Mary Astor.
Mervyn
will direct.

mother-in-law trouble in a comedy
with a goodly share of laughs. To
free himself of his in-laws, Kennedy and a neighbor, who also can't
stand the marital strain, are about
to depart for the South Seas in a

How Edgar
and his fellow-sufferer are led to
abandon the South Sea idea is unfolded with considerable humor.

boat they have built.

amusing crossfire of dumb cracks.
The sport subjects were well-selected for excellent photography and interest and included Martha Nore"Jamaica"
lius the swimmer, in action; Willie
(Vagabond Adventure Series)
Hoppe, billiard champ; Japanese
11 mins.
wrestlers;
Barney Berlinger, the RKO-Van Beuren
Fine
pentathlon champ, and other events.
This short is an improvement over
the usual travel subject which gen"Japanese Lanterns"
erally presents little more than a
RKO-Van Beuren
9 mins.
series of views of a country that
Good Cartoon
and leave

Hal Roach has assigned Gus
Diverting
color
cartoon
built
Meins to direct the next Our Gang around some comic mishaps that becomedy, "Teacher's Beau," and Gor- fall a Japanese family engaged in
don Douglas will assist him, accord- making Japanese lanterns with a
ing to Harry Ginsberg, vice presistork aiding in the work. A storm
dent and general manager of the
arises and carries off all the stock
Roach studios.
and the two children of the family,
T
enabling the stork to do an amusing
Marion Davies will have a sup- rescue act.

LeRoy
Henry King

T

Easy Aces

miles

John Emerson and Anita Loos
T
T
have signed an out-of-the-ordinary
Virginia Weidler, at the age of
motion picture contract with M-G- seven, has been given featured billM, under terms of which Emersor ing for her remarkable work in

productions

U

RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD M"

T

Thursday, March 14, 1935

Edgar Kennedy

RKO

in

"South Seasickness"
Radio
21 mins.

lack the human touch
with the spectator only a verysketchy idea of the land visited.
This subject shows the near-primitive existence of the poorer natives,
affords some very interesting views
at toil and at their
domestic duties, pictures a native
kindergarten and unfolds some of
the activities at the banana planof native

tations.
out.

Fair Comedy
Edgar Kennedy is again having

being treated at
Waterville, Maine, for a mild attack
of pleurisy. Accompanied by a crew
of workers he has been engaged
along the Kennebec and Dead Rivers, near Waterville, shooting icejam and break-up scenes for "Way
Down East." With King are Howard Estabrook and George SchneidMiddletown, O. Fire in the proHouston
An anti-dog racing
erman, the cameraman. They have
measure
has been introduced in the jection room of the Family Theater
averaging
weather
been working in
burned 14 reels of film and has
state House of Representatives.
10 below zero.
caused temporary closing for reT
T
T
pairs.
George Turlukis is manager.
Lincoln, Neb. Beth Langford of
For the past three years, Gene
player,
has
apto
assigned
been
RKO
KFAB-KFOR
has
Lockhart,
peared for the Metropolitan Opera the radio exploitation section of J.
Charlotte, N. C. Recent new theCompany on its "Operatic Surprise H. Cooper's six theaters here. She's aters in the Carolinas include the
Night." He has written several of the department head.
Orlando, Orlando, operated by Mrs.
the sketches, in which his wife,
Etta McKelvay; Murphy, Murphy,
Kathleen Lockhart, has appeared,
Columbia, Mo. Rex Barrett will by T. J. Henn, the Chadbourn at
along with Tibbett, Rosa Ponselle,
Chadbourn, by Edwin Culpepper;
Lily Pons, Martini and other oper- be the manager of the new house The Sparta at Sparta, S. C, by Ben
He has been invited to being built here by C. A. Schultz G. Reeves.
atic stars.
appear in this year's show, and if of Commonwealth Theaters, Inc.
picture engagements permit, he and The theater is to open about May 15.
Portland, Me.
Harry Botwick,
his wife will make the trip East.
manager of the M. & P.-Publix
T
T
New Cumberland, W. Va. Sun- State, plans to marry the daughter
Our Passing Show: Rosita Moreno day movies, banned about a year of Hymie Levine, New Haven film
from ago, have been resumed. The town's man.
Hollywood
returning
to
her Eastern vacation and being met lone theater opened Sunday for the
at the train by Mel Shauer; Sieg- first time in a year.
Olneyville, R. I.
Fred Lovett,
fried Rumann and his mother browsmanager of Olympia, is also covering about at the Huntington library
Wolfboro, N. H.— The Liberty has ing the Royal, which E. M. Loew has
at Pasadena; Will Rogers spending
opened on a part-time policy.
Sunday at Joel McCrea's "Circle reopened.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

\

—

Photography

is fine

through-

Chicago Briefs

is

NEWS OF THE DAY

women

Chicago

—"Man

sixth

its

and

of

final

Aran",

is

in

week at the

World Playhouse.
Eleanor Holm, wife of Art Jarorchestra leader now at the
to
College Inn, expects to return

rett,

pictures soon.

Norwegian film, "En Stille
("A Little Flirt"), will be

A
Flirt"

at the Julian Theater, north
neighborhood house, starting

shown
side

Sunday.
Louise Beavers will open in peron
son at the State-Lake Theater

March

30.

Death of Mrs. Elizabeth Van
Zandt Sobler, wife of Albert W.
and
Sobler, former film executive
now promotion manager for the
Medinah Athletic Club, recalled to

many here that she was at one time
actress.
a popular musical comedy

CuJIman's Mother Dies
Mrs. Z. S. Cullman, mother of
Howard S. Cullman of the Roxy,
died Tuesday night at her home,
She was
146 Central Park West.
75 years old.

—

&&*

-.
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IA.-NEB. ALLIED

RAPS

{Continued from Page 1)

A

will

eral Allied

pictures
box-office."

is

WISDOM

TENTATIVELYF0RAPR.2

—

"I have always felt that in a moa censorship of the tion picture one must appeal to the
MAYOR La GUAR- heart rather than to the head."

KING VIDOR.

DIA.

Wolcott

Martin was named.

secretary

continue as acting
the next meeting.

will
until

"Although the movies are still a
"When we view the frailties of
our legal system, which has had a baby industry, the second generation
background of hundreds of years, is being heard from."— CAPT ROSwe are sure to approach with toler- COE FAWCETT.
ance the work of the Code Authority."

_

LOUIS NIZER

"Ronald Colman
of a

is like

book."—LORETTA

in

"New

it

is

is handling two
very doubtful that

like publishers of books, will adapt
out themselves to the fact that markets
YOUNG. and profits vary, but each market is
worth catering to." JAMES SHEL-

a

man

—

me

—

—

go to Hollywood in June
two pictures for Walter

Indianapolis Items

Detroit Doings

Wanger.

St.
his

Louis Squibs

—

Louis Oscar Lehr has
holdings in the Peerless

St.

Shenandoah

theaters.

sold

and

Management

"The time will eventually come of the houses will be under the sole
when producers of motion pictures, supervision of his former partner,

deeply to see the LEY HAMILTON.
little stalks of corn, the tiny someWanger Signs Fernand Gravey
"It's wonderful how the studios
thing-or-others of wheat pushing
Fernand Gravey, who their way up through the ground increase the scope of things."
Paris
starred here in several Paramount into the sunlight."—W. C. FIELDS. OTTO HARBACH.
"It thrills

films, will
to make

divisions,

—

members joined the Des Courts of Industry."

successor to Secretary Lester

(Continued from Page 1)

that only one judge

the case can go to trial in April. In
return for deferment of arraign"I have lived with unrealities ment, defendants have agreed not
"Movies are almost the only outlong
enough
know
let for romance and adventure open
to
that these are to make any dilatory pleas to exthe only realities home, land and pedite the case.
to the youth of our big cities."
children."—RONALD COLMAN.
DR. GEORGE W. KIRCHWEY.

Moines chapter of the Variety Club.

No

and

ST. LOUIS TRIAL SET

chairman and commit- '""THE best censorship of motion

be appointed for each to
handle theater problems of the asWolcott, in an address,
sociation.
stressed opposition to designated
play-dates and to use of tax free
buildings in competition with tax
paying theaters. He also reaffirmed
opposition to block booking in its
present form.
About 400 members attended the
The personality contest
meeting.
representing girl candidates from
10b theaters concluded the two-day
session. Jan Garber presided at the
Sevcontest and concluding dance.
tee

DAILY

WORDS

r-oBLISHING $ FIGURES
meeting.

—

—

—

Sam Komm.
Andy Dietz

is

the

new manager

for GB here. Jack Harris will travel
the southern Illinois territory, while
Russell Mortenson covers eastern
Missouri.
Eva Wassen is booker.

Evely Moehle is the new cashier
at the B. N. Jug ell office, succeeding Ruth Curran, resigned.
Al Zimbalist set a new high in
ocal exploitation in connection with
"March of Time". He opened with
a bang by getting a co-on page ad

Indianapolis
Claude
Pernod,
Detroit After being banned besalesman,
confined
RKO
was
to his .n an afternoon papt
used,
exploitation
methods
cause
of
New Michigan House
The American rec
Construction "Tomorrow's Children" has been re- home several days with a severe
Frankfort, Mich.
with a dramatic stock
of a new auditorium is planned by licensed, with Jack Moss taking over cold.
fering "Sailor, Beware'
the city at a cost of $30,000.
I.
N. Halperin, manager of the
Bryan Foy, producer,
distribution.
Anolyn Arden, forn
came here to make the new arrange- Indiana and Circle theaters, an- of
stage shows for the 1 ca, nas Been
French "Camille" Opens March 19 ments.
nounced the world premiere of "Lad- made first assistant to Gae Foster,
"La Dame Aux Camelias" ("CaJoseph M. King, for eight years die" to be held at the Circle theater producer for Fanchon & Marco in
mille"),
French production with pianist at the Michigan Theater, is
New York.
on March 22.
Pierre Fresnay and Yvonne Prindead.
Local Variety Club will be host
"Scarlet Pimpernel" will have a
temps, opens March 19 at the 5th
Al Green, conductor at the Tem- return engagement at the Circle.
to a delegation from Kansas City
Ave. Playhouse.
ple for 30 years, is now musical dion March 18.
Carl Niesse, manager of the Amrector at Ionia State Reformatory.
The bills to put a tax on one
contracted
G-B
bassador,
has
for
Franchise
"Scrappy"
Toy
Gets
Fred Schader, Fox Theater pubtenth of a mill per foot on film and
product.
Columbia has granted license to licist, is back on the job after an
to prohibit standing room have been
Anchor Toy Cotp for the sole right illness.
killed at Jefferson City.
to use the Charles Mintz "Scrappy"
William M. Klarry, general manSt. Louis Football Corp. has been
cartoon characters on its complete ager of the Krim Circuit, has openNo Code Auth'y Meeting
formed to present professional footline of children's wooden pull toys.
ed Progressive Premium Co. in the
With only a few appeals remain- ball, meaning competition for theFilm Exchange.
ing undetermined, the Code Author- aters next fall.
Columbia Color Cartoon at Roxy
Gene Raymond, making a per- ity will not hold a meeting this
"Shoemaker and the Elves," sec- sonal appearance at the Fox, was week, omitting its session which has
ond in the series of Columbia Color practically mobbed by fans. Mount- been held on Thursdays.
"Mickey's Service Station" at Rivoli
Rhapsodies, will be presented at the ed police had to be called.
Roxy starting Friday on the proWalt Disney's newest Mickey
William G. Bishop, M-G-M divigram with the Columbia feature, sion publicity director, returned to
Mouse cartoon, "Mickey's Serv. e
Balcon Signs Maude Howell
"Let's Live Tonight".
work on crutches after his 10-foot West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Station," is to have its premiere
Hollywood Michael Balcon, Gau- the Rivoli Theater tomorrow on th«
fall at the Sinton Hotel in Cincinmont British production manager, bill with Samuel Goldwyn's "The
nati.
Okla. Dog Racing Bill Moves Up
now on the coast, has signed Maude Wedding Night," in which Ga<
Oklahoma City
Exhibitors in
Cooper and Anna Sten are coOklahoma are displaying much con- "After Office Hours" Holds Over Howell as associate director for the starred.
George Arliss pictures to be made
cern over the fact that a House
M-G-M's "After Office Hours,"
committee has favorably reported with Clark Gable and Constance in England. The first will probably
be the story of Samuel Pepys and
a bill legalizing dog racing in the Bennett, is being
held a second week the second either the life of Cecil
Crooker on Contact Tour
state.
at the Capitol.
Rhodes or a story by A. J. Priestley.
Herb Crooker of S. Charles Einfeld's

—

.

.'

.

<

—

—

Amend Ohio Censor
Columbus

—

A

Fee

amending

Bill

the
censorship law to increase censor fees to $5 for the first reel of a
picture and $3
for each
succeeding
reel
has been passed by the House.
Under the present statute the charge
is
$1 per reel for each reel.

) states's

bill

Fix Mo. Sales Tax at 2%
Louis The Missouri House of
Representatives at Jefferson City
late yesterday, by a vote of 74 to
71, passed the administration amendment fixing the sales tax bill rate
at 2 per cent.
St.

—

Pete Carroll Dies
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Pete Carroll, pioneer
film exchange man, and for the past
years assistant production manager at the Hal Roach studios, died
here yesterday of heart trouble.
five

advertising and publicity department at
Warners will leave Sunday on a threeweek contact tour in line with the
ideas expressed by Einfeld in a talk
at
the recent M.P.T.O.A. convention.
Crooker will aid exhibitors in forming
closer associations with newspaper editors.
itinerary
includes
Boston,
His
Rochester,
Syracuse,
Albany,
Buffalo
Detroit,
Chicago,
Omaha, Pittsburgh
Baltimore, Washington and Atlanta.

»i
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MAY BE SHORT

I

bat
powerful ....

I'm

in

names, in entertainment, in box-office
draw.

make people laugh
.... and you know
that's what they
I

come

for.

snap up a program
.... keep it moving,
peppy, exciting.
I

I

names for

furnish

marquee

the

that rival

yours for brilliancy.
E.

I

make

profits for the

exhibitor.

W. Hammons

Presents

ERNEST TRUEX
OBJECT NOT
in

I

am an

Pictures

and

Educational

short

subject,

give you a
run for the money

any

I'll

time.

Produced by Al
"Truex scores... grand
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New Fox Met.

Plan

May

* CENTS

15, 193<5

be Offered by Saul Rogers

MPTOAJ/JLL DELAY MOVE FOR CODEJPSION
Mayer Sees Exodus
Ahead

Trouble
...

=^By DON CARLE
DEFORE
"^

=

competition

legislation,

GILLETTE

allowing themselves to be stam-

or hooked into supporting the
anti-block booking bill now in
Congress, exhibitors had better study the
measure thoroughly.
peeled

Pettengill

This bit of legislation is backed by
Parent-Teacher associations and other educational interests, and among the things
they hope to bring about is a chance for
schools and other non-theatrical institutions to bid for films in the open market
in competition with regular theaters.
Anticipating success, the public groups
sponsoring the Pettengill measure are already making plans and newspaper announcements regarding movie programs to
be given next fall for their particular
audiences.
These for the most part would be FREE
shows, using current product bought with
public

and

fund's

shown

to

special

audi-

of Talent

Says Executives Won't
Stand for Further
Income Levy
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Declaring that the
Hollywood
proposed new taxation on incomes
in California would leave only about
$60,000 a year for the few executives who get as much as $300,000
annually, Louis B. Mayer, M-G-M
production chief, says that if the
new measures along this line are put
through in this state it will mean

if

Taxes

Are

Will Await Gov't Plans on

12 Again for Majestic
Majestic Pictures will probably make
12 features again next season, it was
said yesterday by E. H. Goldstein, vicepresident.
Larry Darmour, Majestic production chief, arrives Sunday from the
coast to confer on next season's lineup.

ACTIVITY DECLINES

THEATER CHANGES

{Continued on Page 4)

FAMILYTlLMSHOLD
IN HIGH

MAJORITY

last
of
cent
Eighty-five
per
month's feature releases were in the
family class as rated by the Review
Committee of the National Board of

Activity in the line of theater
openings, closings and changes of
ownership during the past month
hit the lowest level in a long time,
it is ehown in the monthlv tabulation of

Film Board of Trade reports.

Several key centers which ordinarily
have a long list of transfers or other
changes each month reported either
{Continued on Page

EQUALLY

Loew Scouting Party

threatening
of

to

the

theater

the country are the dozens

dog-race and pari-mutuel
pending in many state legis-

horse-race,

of

betting

bills

latures.

Public

interest

for

these

projects

usu-

up by glowing announcethe thousands of dollars to be
spent in construcing the race tracks.
But nothing is said about the hundreds
of thousands of dollars that are to be
taken from the public, especially from the

ally

is

ments

poor suckers
/j*hibitors.

who go
both

as

in

for the betting.
business men and

'V "jTlblic-spirited citizens, must immediaiv.y'get busy and fight the encroachment
t hese
racing-gambling
combinations,
which, besides being serious competition
to theaters and legitimate business, are
not conducive to either the peace, moral
welfare or prosperity of a community.
By organizing forces to defeat such
{Continued on Page 2)

of

wm

1935-36 Monogram proit is understood, will not
franchise
arrangements
disturb
which First Division has with the

with

Returning to Chicago

the

gram, but,

The Loew-M-G-M scouting party
which has returned from Chicago
W. Ray Johnston
after lining up prospective theater

outfit

in

several

other zones.

{Continued on Page 4)

stirred

of

Code Changes
Moves on the part of the M. P.
T. O. A. toward revision of the mopicture

code

will

be

held

in

abeyance pending announcement by
the Roosevelt Administration of its
future plans for the National Recovery Act, which expires on June
15, stated President Ed Kuykendall
of the exhibitor association, following his arrival in New York yesterday from Columbus, Miss. Kuykendall

will

therefore

delay

naming

{Continued on Page 4)

BRITISH EXHIBITORS

FIGHTING G-B

MOVE

—

London (By Cable) Booking arrangements between Gaumont-British and the Union Cinemas and
record of 88 per cent established the
Hyams & Gale circuits have been
Conferences
are
now
under
way
month before. The Review Board's toward termination of an
arrange- officially barred by the Kinema
selected picture guide for the past
ment under which First Division Renters' Society. This action means
month includes 26 features, of which distributes Monogram product in that the Society's members will not
and
22 are rated suitable for family
from these theaters
New York and Philadelphia terri- accept contracts
four for adults.
{Continued on Page 4)
tories.
The plan, which is nearing
completion,
will
become effective

Review in its monthly film guide. First Div. Relinquishing
The figure held close to the all-time
Monogram Next Season

owners

Before Framing

12')

ences in auditoriums in competition with
tax-paying theaters that have to charge
admission to the same class of films.
Even exhibitors who disapprove of block
booking in its present form must realize
that there is no sense in going from bad
to very much worse.

^~

NRA
tion

IN

Increased

Opposition Plan for Fox Met.
May Be Offered by Saul Rogers

Consolidated Film Net
Up Slightly Last Year
Net profit of Consolidated Film
Industries for the year ended Dec,
21 amounted to $917,160, equal to
22 cents a share on the common
dividend restock after annual
quirements on the $2 cumulative
participating preferred stock. This
compares with $909,388 or 21 cents
a share on the common in 1933. Cur{Continued on Page 4)

Saul Rogers may offer a reorSeason
16 Pictures
ganization plan for the Fox MetroPlanned by Maurice
politan circuit in opposition to the
Two series of eight pictures each Joseph M. Schenck-Fox Theater
will be made next season by Mau- Corp. plan, which may be presented
rice Conn, who is at present in New this morning to Federal T"<'<»e JulYork in connection with deals on ian C. Mack.
Rogers, who is acting for bondhis present group of eight James

Next

Conn

{Continued on Page 4)

{Continued on Page 12)

Time Marches On
To handle increased activities and
furnish accommodations for a 50 per
cent increase in personnel, March of
Time, Inc., has leased space in the
RKO building four times as large as
its present quarters.

THE
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LAMONT,
New York

in

RKO

the

studios

RICARDO

.

chief

New

in

on

actress
has

British

week,
Hollywood.

in

SALCEDO

from Lima, Peru, the
on the Santa Lucia.

returns
to
latter part of

who

ar-

left

for

the

states

month

this

dancer, leaves New York
for the M-G-M studios on the coast.

week

this

DAILY,

—

—
—

Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne.
P. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Parii
Cinematographic Francaite, Rue de la Courdes-Noue«, 19.

director recently connected with the Theater Guild, leaves today
for Hollywood by auto.

AL and HENRY NASSER, operators of the
Nasser Bros, circuit in San Francisco,
leave
today by plane for Boston, where they will
spend two days and then return to the coast.
i

HOWARD

HENRY KING,

director, and
scenarist, return to

from
New England, where
gathering material for their

York today
have been
they
next Fox produc-
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Others,
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tax
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are

over-
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Unfortunately, too
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sufficient
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interest
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exhibitors never
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ef-
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4
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%

against

fort

these

common menaces

some development comes along that
their own individual pocketbooks.

until
hits
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2ft

in

from

THE

to

the fol-

low nf on thoir birthday
I

Eddl* Whit*

Eddy

George Sidney
H. Allan
Franca* Grant
E.

Wf

the

cost

next

in

New

York,

in

\

annual

New

Astor,

Cinematographic

get-together
York.

din

May

1
Annual meeting of Independent The-j
ater Supply Dealers' Ass'n, Edgewater Beach]
Hotel, Chicago.

May

20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting of thai
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt. Hollywood

:

Allied States Ass'n annual conRobert Fulton Hotel, Atlanta.

May 21-23:

Georgia-Florida-Tennessee-Alabama
Independent Theaters Ass'n annual convenRobert Fulton Hotel, Atlanta.

returns

production

New

Ne«
York

tion,

week.

chief of Warner
England,
is
due in

of

New

York

—

I

Two Fox Films Re-Titled
Fox has changed the titles of two
forthcoming productions. "Our Little Girl" will be the new title for
the Shirley Temple vehicle previously
announced
as
"Heaven's
Gate," and "Ginger" will be the
final
name for "Little Annie

Latest
taxation Rooney," in which
Young Jane
horizon is an Withers and Jackie Searle will be
ordinance to levy taxes up to 25 featured.
cents per square foot on all outdoor
signs.
Measure proposed in the
City Council is calculated to raise
local

in

PLAZA

only then that they suddenly beorganization
conscious
and
start
hollering for organization and united acIt

is

West Coast Bureau of

—
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Hollywood Following completion
of "The Old Homestead," the eleventh feature in its current program
of 12, Liberty Pictures is taking a
three-week recess. Work on the final
release for the year will get under
way at the Pathe Studios in Culver
City about April 10.

come
tion.

Five Cities

And

then that, the exhibit is usually
being unprepared to act, some lieutenant from the Hays office rushes to the
scene, and without publicity, saves the day
the

industry

in

general.

H. Cooper to Build
Colorado Springs House

—The

J.

Now

For Next

itors

Colorado Springs

How.rd Hicilf

MAURICE CONN, now

,

Frank

Owners
Hotel,

revenue.

Bidding

MPTOA

Meet

Five cities are now bidding for
the 1936 M. P. T. O. A. convention.
They are Miami, French Lick
Springs, Chicago, St. Louis and Dallas.
Selection of the locale does
not occur until next winter, when
the board, at the recommendation
of the executive committee, makes
the decision.

H. Coop-

er Enterprises, affiliated with Pub-

Lorrali*

feature to be made by
Clemente of Latin Artists Pictures.

in

J.

DAILY

York from the
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costume

meeting,
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Party,

M.

P.

Congress,

to

Savoia," will visit RKO's Italian,
and mid-European branches, returning
York about the middle of May.
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and MRS. GEORGE ARLISS
on the "Olympic" for England.

first

next

March
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MR.

England.

to

Boston Friars'
nut Grove, Boston.

star of "Brewster's Millions," which
United Artists will shortly release, has left for a short vacation in Nassau.
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York
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lix-Paramount, will spend $90,000
on a new 1,200-seat theater here.
The house will be built on the site
of the Rialto, now being demolished.
The house will be modernistic and
have a stage.
Opening is set for
July 1, in time for the tourist trade.

Berlin Cinema Festival
Set for April 25-May 1
Berlin

—Dates

of the international
cinema congress to be held here
have been set as April 25 to May
1.

American delegates are expected

among the 800 foreign
tives who are scheduled

representato attend.

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel

Hollywood

in

$2. SO up, Single

$3.00

up. Double
and monthly rates

Special weekly

The Plazs> is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.

Every room has

private

dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern convenience. Fine foods at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car
Chai. Danziger, Mgr.
Pres.

Eugene Stern,
Th* "Doorway

of Hospitality'

f

Vine at Hollywood Blvd

HOLLYWOOD

:NEWS OF THE WEEK

PHOTO-REVIEW

IN

REINHARDT EDITING
'DREAM,' acclaim of
studio execs for direction

of Shakspere
spiring

comedy

in-

famous impresario

to continue supervision of

AL REJOICES

Midsummer Night's Dream
through cutting room.*

freshing' treatment, hailing Jolson-Keeler star

as Daily Variety praises 'Go Into Your Dance' for 'unusual and re-

duo as'happy combination

Photo shows Al officiating at 10th birthday party of

Warner

radio station

for fans.'

KFWB.°

P*™,

'SCREENLAND' HONORS 'BLACK FURY'
by naming new Muni drama in coveted 'Honor
Page' recommendation to million movie-goers.
'Not since "I Am a Fugitive" has Paul Muni so
impressed

Evans

in

me

with his

rave for

art,'

says editor Delight

star's 'unforgettable' portrayal.

2ND WARNER-COSMOPOLITAN RELEASE

'GOLD DIGGERS' GREETED

be Mervyn LeRoy's 'Oil for the Lamps
of China' Heft). Plans for campaign to top
Devil Dogs' get under way for HutchinsonO'Brien - Muir version of best-selling novel.

by capacity crowds

*A Warner

ia

Bros. Picture

°A

First

National Picture

Vitagraph,

ON BROADWAY

New

York Strand's morning
premiere, as early returns from New Orleans, Miami,
Portland presage 'a bonanza' (Variety) for Berkeley

will

musical
Inc.,

Distributors

in

at

special 'builder-upper' engagements.

THE

-JZM

DASLV

MAYER SEES EXODUS
IF

^lONG

TAXES ARE RAISED

THE

PHIL

M DALY

The brains

ment already takes more than half.
If California takes some more from
what's left, he points out, neither
executives

nor

stars

care

will

to

work for such a small net amount.
Mayer said that consideration of
plans

for

transferring

production

to Florida or elsewhere
idle bluff.
He declares it
is not
would be cheaper in the long run
to make the move than to stand

from here

the proposed taxes.

Meanwhile, Will H. Hays and ma-

company

jor

executives,

including

Joseph M. Schenck, who returned to
New York a few days ago from
Florida, are conferring in New York
on plans for shifting the studios if
necessarv.

British Exhibitors

Fighting G-B

Move

(Continued from Page 1)

booked through Gaumont-British
situation is regarded as serious, but the Society is 100 per cent
if

The

solid in its attitude.
G-B recently
acquired interests in the Union Cinemas and Hyams & Gale groups of
theaters as part of its competitive
campaign with John Maxwell for
strengthening of theater holdings.

AMPA

Returning to Chicago
(Continued from Page 1)

plans to return to that city
early next week to close deals which
have been started. So far no deals
have been actually closed, a spokesnan for the group told The Film
Daily yesterday in New York. The
Chicago expedition comprised David
Bernstein Louis K. Sidney, Arthur
Lamb and Robert Lynch.
sites
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Movie attendance

in

exceeded

50,000.000,

48,774,000

in

1933.

Berlin

last

compared

year

T
three

.

T
•

•

•

T

T
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FOR REVISION OF CODE
(Continued from Page 1)

the committee authorized by the recent New Orleans convention to work
out proposed code changes.
The exhibitor leader will remain
in New York until Sunday, when
he goes to Washington on legislative matters, returning to New York
within a few davs.

T
•

•

T

T

THE SHOW started with a neat song
Froos
Hy Mayer told three terrific
•

number from

Sylvia
stories
the last from where we sat seemed to be an impersonation
of three Arabs
then there was the team of Lang & Squire
Harry Lang did his whistling specialty
Miss Squire
said she was sorry, but she lost her French accent on the way
to the luncheon
Patsy Flick said he was sure that was
the accent Sam Goldwyn found

T

T

T

• WHEN IT came time for Sidney Olcott to speak,
the Committee put on special lighting effects to remind him
of the studio days
it was very
the lights all went out
effective
Hal Cummings sang "There Goes My Heart"
while all the gals sobbed
Vi
Ed Marin took a bow
Bradley sang and accompanied herself
then came a

•

Novelty

Billy Ferguson introduced from the floor a bevy
Managers of Celebs
they all tried to put on an act just
like their meal-tickets but nobody paid any attention to 'em
now they know what it feels like to play to luncheon

of

audiences of pressageys

T
THE TEAM

T

T

of Earle & Kent went on as a SurBurt Earle strummed a banjo while Patricia
Kent, the Entrancing Czechoslovakian Blonde from Uniontown,
Pa., did an Atmospheric Song
the atmosphere was in
her expressive movements
she was Sen-say-shu-nal
seven pressagey mugs fell off their chairs trying not to miss
a movement
you can bet she'll be back for a return engagement by pop demand
next time she will do her Hawaiian number in native grass costume

•

• •
Number

prise

•

•

T

Consolidated Film Net
Up Slightly Last Year
(Continued from Page 1)

rent assets at the end of the year
totaled $5,257,688 and current liabilities were $2,646,217, compared
with current assets ofl $5,395,360
and current liabilities of $1,840,182
the preceding year.

Next Season
Planned by Maurice Conn
16 Pictures

THE ACE

raconteur of Dialect Stories* Patsy Flick,
supervised the show and introduced the talent while Prexy Ferguson sat back and enjoyed it just like a regular customer
and that lad Flick certainly knows how to tell a story
his yarn about the Itzy Pitzy Lodge is a classic
also the
one about the guy who wanted to go back for a piece of paper
Hollywood could use this feller and his dialect to put
the Scream in the Screen
he's a Riot

•

FILMS

T

Ed MacNamee was holding

three, no less
entranced with his wit and repartee
Arch Mayer at his table put on a marvelous chairbalancing act
Joe Fliesler was his stooge
Joe Rivkin did a sleight-of-hand with cigars and exchanged a stogie
for a Corona that somebody gave a trade paper mug
....
Maury Ascher did a novelty trailer with sound effects
Phil DeAngelis put on a floor show all by himself
these
acts were all cleverly interpolated among the authentic acts
from the dais, so that it was very tuff for your reporter to
try and cover everything

Y
ABOUT

the pressageys have become

unable to collect our thoughts

15,

so entertainment-conscious with these Ferguson Extravaganzas
that they now try to stage their own shows at the tables to
compete with the regular talent at the main dining board

•

Loew Scouting Party

ALONG

• • • PASSING
the effects of the Dizzy Whirl
luncheon
of the
so much going on with a dais
loaded down with talent and a load of pressageys at the tables
pulling impromptu acts that we find ourself floored, dazed and

March

MPTOA TO DELAY MOVfr

RIALT

(Continued from Page 1)
a general exodus of the industry's
best manpower and talent.

of 100 persons make
the film industry possible, according to Mayer, and out of the $300,000 a year that some of these persons receive the Federal Govern-

Friday,

(Continued from Page

1)

Curwood stories starring
Kermit Maynard as well as a new
series of eight Peter B. Kyne action melodramas co-starring Frankie Darro and Roy Mason. Conn has
bought eight more Curwood stories
as Maynard vehicles for next season and will make these in addition
to the Kyne series, the first of which
will go in work about the middle of
Oliver

April

for

release

starting

the

middle of June.

Three of the present Maynard
features have been finished and the
fourth will start in about a week.

The

entire

country has been sold

.on this series

and Conn

is

now

clos-

Conn also is on
ing foreign deals.
the verge of closing all domestic
territories on the Kyne group.
After next season, Conn plans to
star Darro and Mason individually,
thus giving him three series for
The Darro pictures wili
1936-37.
have the benefit of wide exploitation through the recently formed
Frankie Darro Movie Stamp Clubs
promoted by the Lieb-Gold Co., with
tie-ups embracing Bost Tooth Paste,
Chocolate Tootsie Rolls and other

Conn also prenational products.
dicts big fan popularity for Mason,
whom he has placed under long
contract.

Y

SHOWMAN'S

THOSE CUTE

youngsters
the Vass Family
sanp their cullud songs
Mrs. Railing of Radio did
her monologue
Milt Gross, the cartoonist, made a neat
speech
John Fogarty. the gent with A Voice, did two
grand numbers
The Three Rhythm Queens did their dusky
tap dance
and their pianist, Sam Cochrane, gathered a
salvo of applause with some amazing technique on the ivory
keys
the Show was a ten-strike from any point of view.

REMINDER €

with

Time

« « «

» » »

for

to

think

your theater.

about

spring

cleaning

1»M

i|0

THERE'S

ONE

THEY'LL

AGREE ON-

THING
/

next page

spills

it—

.,,..

& &
e
ft

NAUGHTY MARIETTA
starring

JEANETTE MacDONALD

and
with Frank Morgan,
Douglas Dumbrille. Music by Victor

NELSON EDDY
Herbert.

A

W.

S.

Van Dyke

Production.

Book and Lyrics by Rida Johnson Young.
Produced by Hunt Stromberg. A Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer

Picture.

RECKLESS
starring JEAN

HARLOW and WILLIAM

POWELL

with Franchot Tone, May
Robson, Ted Healy, Nat Pendleton,
Robert Light. Produced by David O.
Selznick.

Directed

by Victor Fleming.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Picture.

*
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TOPICS
British-U. S.
?s

Film War

never

not,

is

even than "One Night of Love,"

be,

and there can

any question of

musical element, have pointed
the way, among others such
simplicity

of

as

the current Russian film "Cha-

many

achievement in art as opposed
to achievement in glamour. And
when with intense general popular appeal is joined high artistic merit in the movies then
will something new have come

fine films as filmgoers de-

British film industry, but in all

that has been done and is being attempted I have noted no

mention of the one thing essen-

—the

tial to any film industry
making of fine films.
American film industry
fought many wars over the

The
has
con-

cinemas, and has found
in every case that what matters
is not who owns the cinemas but
who owns the public. One superlative film can make a film
company.
Twelve superlative
films can make an industry.
Twelve films like "The Lives of
a Bengal Lancer" would make
the British film industry triumphant throughout the world.
We must appeal to the people
who have a sixth sense with retrol of

gard

to

film

When

quality.

Chaplin threatened to
his films in tents he knew
his public.
must appeal to
the public by fine films with
popular stars. That is the sort
of thing for which the film public is looking: stories, stars, and
directors. These make fine films,
and the difference between a
fine film and a poor film in
experience
at
the
Leicestersquare Theater is the difference
between taking $7,000 and takCharlie

show

We

my

ing $30,000 a week.

—Alexander

Korda.

Hails Recognition
jyfISS GRACE MOORE was a
looming vision of loveliness
as she sang her way through
the film "One Night of Love."
But in the eyes of the Society
of Arts and Sciences, which
heretofore

has

distinction

as that of

honored

such

Thomas

A. Edison, Cass Gilbert, Sousa,
Millikan and Eva Le Gallienne,
to loveliness she added a high
new reach toward new art forms
and solider achievement in the
films. The awarding of the gold
medal to Miss Moore is a public
^reminder that the moving pic/
fTT\ure is more than the means of
\JIJopular amusement it has mainThere is
ly been for too long.
no reason why the movies should
not developed on art equal to
and even surpassing that yet
achieved on the dramatic or operatic stage.

A

few

payev."

What

serious

direction

is

needed is a
toward high

The Society
Sciences' award

into this world.

of

Arts and
Miss Moore

to

a pat on the back
for the industry, saying, "Well
done; strive higher!"
Editorial in New York
is

—

"World-Telegram".

Columnist Rapped

For "Inside Dope"

HpHE

motion

picture

review-

ing fraternity can well be
rid of those critics who not only
are not capable of turning out
fair criticisms of pictures but
who are not friendly to the
business. It is one thing to be
constructive and find flaws in
pictures. It is decidedly the opposite to be antagonistic and
find the same flaws. In the first
case, whatever criticism is given
is directed toward a change. In
the second, any comment is usually on the side of ridicule. Recently,

Metro

-

Goldwyn Mayer
-

spent time, money, energy and
first,
the
(mostly
patience
third and last) to produce "Sequoia." Whether it will be fully
appreciated is not the question.
The fact of the matter is that
Sidney Skolsky, syndicate writer
and New York Daily "News"

commentator on films, revealed,
in an alleged "inside story"

Of Screen as Art

nm

the

war between the British and
American film industries, which
between them cannot make as
mand. There may be a war between individual sections of the

f

by

largely

glorifications

films

more

that

much

of

it

was

faked.

In

most instances, motion picture
producers do not brand their
pictures with a stamp of auBut in this particuthenticity.
lar instance, truth is part of the
entire "Sequoia" campaign. The
industry has been led to believe
that "Sequoia" used no trickery

Skolsky, it
production.
If
appears, claims otherwise.
his story is incorrect, it should
be corrected. If true, then another explanation is in order.
And if the yarn of trickery in
"Sequoia" is merely the muttering of an uninformed motion
picture commentator, such comment should be exposed for
what it is. Newspapers, readers or the industry should have
no time for those who seek to
ridicule without knowing the
in

its

true facts.

#

TIMELY INTEREST

of

distinguished

Scouted by Korda

'"THERE

mm

DAILY
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15,

—Jay

Emanuel.

Must be Told
In Emotional Terms

Pretentiousness
Held Not Essential

Stories

"TT Happened One Night" has
been picked by the Academy
of

Motion

Arts

Picture

and

Sciences as the best motion pic-

ture of the year.

These

"offi-

cial" designations of the "best"

this or that usually precipitate

a

certain

which

is

amount of

dissent,

always a healthy sign,

but in this particular case the
protest

of

dissenters

is

not

be very vigorous or
widespread.
For though the

likely

to

picture selected had

midable competitors

some

—-"The

for-

Bar-

^RTISTRY
of

does

making a

not

consist

film that only

a limited group of people can
understand.
Rather, we must
seek a great common denominator, a means of telling a
story that is understandable to
all
classes of audiences the
poor, rich, old, young, European
and American. One must hold
to human emotions to achieve
this goal, because emotions are
universal and can be understood by every human being.

—

The millionaire and the pauper

know

retts of

both

other pictures are likely to declare that the final choice was

and hatred, the pangs of suffering and of pain, and the experience of laughter and joy.
Both can understand the emotion of love between man and
woman, mother and child, and
both have the instinctive urge
to fight for food, clothing and

Wimpole Street," "The
Thin Man," "One Night of
Love," "Of Human Bondage"—
few even of those who preferred

an unintelligent one. What is
particularly encouraging about
this selection is that "It Happened One Night" was one of
the least pretentious pictures of
the year. It is not so long ago
that the chief aim of motion picture producers seemed to be to
make pictures that were "stupendous" and "colossal" in a

—

very literal sense. Those were
the days when no picture could
be taken seriously in which a
war scene was not enacted on at
least a ten-mile front, while five

thousand men swarmed before
the camera, whole squadrons of
airplanes were wiped out and
entire papier-mache cities destroyed. If the picture was musical, there had to be a chorus
of five hundred beautiful women put through a series of intricate evolutions that would
make West Point ashamed of
Grandeur and lavishness
itself.
were the words. The audience
was to be stunned by the sheer
expense. Perhaps the huge expenditures at Washington have
finally made motion picture audiences blase about such matters.
At all events, along came "It
Happened One Night," a picture unheralded by fanfares,

which made no attempt to be
stupendous or colossal or elaborate, but was simply fresh, spontaneous and diverting. The rea success of both
sult was
money and esteem that astonished the producers as much as
anybody. Perhaps, after all, it
was not true that a picture was
good only in direct proportion to
the amount of money spent in
producing it, or even to the numPerber of actors it hired.
haps, even, the moving picture
was a kind of art, and not a
kind of public works.
Editorial in

—

New York

"Times".

for

the feelings of love

self-preservation.

Sophis-

ticated people are too complex.

Their

lives

and

reactions

to

daily situations are complicated

because of their very sophistication. They are a small group
to whom a certain type of mopicture

tion

appeals.

Yet,

I

have found that this same super-sophisticated

humanly
tional drama
react

audience

will

to a purely

emo-

or

film,

exactly

as do the less sophisticated people.
I base my opinion on my
twenty years' experience in the
motion picture industry.
Peo-

ple still talk to
in "The Big

poor

me

of that scene

Parade" where
Renee Adoree ran after

John Gilbert as his army truck
was taking him away to the
front.
The film showed her
grasping at his arms, his coatsleeves, his trouser legs, his
shoes, as she gradually saw him
slipping out of her life. It was
a scene designed to "jerk a
tear," and it did it, I may say.
It was an appeal to the emotions the picturization of woman's eternal fight to hold her

—

man, even though she knew that
her fight was futile. Emotions
can be portrayed by a gesture,
a facial expression, a step or
two, a lifted eyebrow. The complexity of sophisticated people
makes such simple expressions
To explain their
impossible.
situations, one must go into long
dialogue,

movement must

stop,

each point of the story must be
told by the characters in demovement and
Speed,
tail.
reality vanish.

—King Vidor.
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ROGERS MAY OFFER

NEW

a further extension of time for presIn the event
entation of a plan.
a plan is presented today by the

—

"Roberta", RKO Radio
has
captured
extended
playing time all over the state of
Washington. With Monday's gross
at the Music Box here the biggest
in years, Seattle is assured of a
"Roberta" run.
The picture goes
Seattle
musical,

unprecendented engagement
way.

London

— Four

Tacoma for two weeks starting today and at the same time is
being held by the Fox Theater,
Spokane.

Radio

pic-

of the 1934-35 lineup have
been sold to the entire Gaumont
British circuit in a deal just con-

tures

summated by Ralph Hanbury, general sales manager of Radio Pictures, Ltd. The features in the deal
are: Katharine Hepburn's "The Little Minister"; "Red Morning," fea-

turing

Duna;

Steffi

"Grand

Old
and

May Robson,
Manhattan," starring
Ginger Rogers and Francis Lederer.
Girl,"

starring

"Romance

for Girls," Lib-

erty feature with Sidney Fox, Paul
Kelly and Anne Shirley, has been
set for a first-run booking at the
Missouri theater beginning today.

—

Poultney, Vt. Another change of
ownership for the Star finds con-

Whitten, passing to

L.

by R.
Walter La-

of the house, once held

trol

pata.

Wilmington,

in

Judell to Handle Hughes Films
B. N. Judell of Chicago will distribute the Howard Hughes pictures in Chicago and Illinois for
Atlantic Pictures Corp., formerly

Louis— "School

Del.

—

The house

record of the Aldine Theater here,
held by "Little Women" since 1933,
went overboard on the opening day
of RKO Radio's "Roberta," and an

under

is

manager.

city

—

St.

Circuit Deal

RKO

IN

—

—

:

;

GB
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ACTIVITY DECLINES
*

Lincoln, Neb.
Leland Mischnick,
former assistant manager of the
Varsity, has been moved to the second Westland house, the Kiva, as
manager.
He fills the vacancy
caused by Johnny Sanders being ordered back to Pueblo, Colo. Mischnick will be under Milton Overman,

into

Boston Frank Taglino, formerly
Schenck interests, Judge Mack will
with Publix here, is entering the
fix a date for a hearing on the plan
cafe business.
if he deems it acceptable.
Closes

March

THEATER CHANGt!

1)

interests
iheatr.cal
holders
and
whose identity he declined to disclose yesterday, said that he had
been working on a reorganization
plan but would not present it if the
Schenck-Fox Theaters plan was betRogers has not
ter than his own.
yet seen the Schenck plan.
Reports yesterday were that the
Schenck-Fox interests would ask fo;

RKO

Friday,

NEWS OF THE DAY

FOX MET. PLAN

(Continued from Parte

-JZ&*DAILY

Hollywood
Liberty's
"Sweepstake Annie," featuring Tom Brown,

Marian

Nixon,

Wera Engels and

Inez Courtney, has been bought for
first-run for the Pantages theater.
Allied Pictures Corp., distributors
of the Liberty product on the west
coast, negotiated the deal.

Washington

—

The house record
Keith's
tumbled
with
RKO
Radio's "Roberta" in the second day
of its engagement.
The previous
best day, both in attendance and

(.Continued from Page

lj

no developments or only one or tw t

changes during February.
also was greatly reduced

Activitj
in

prae-|

tically all other sections.

Legislative Activities
The

It)
per cent admission tai
designed to finance an old age
pension, has
been favorably re-

bill,

ported in the Iowa House.
In Illinois, a bill licensing booking agents
has been introduced in the lowei
house of the Legislature. The West
Virginia assembly has received a
measure reducing the sales tax oi
.heater grosses from \y2 per cent
to

one-half per cent.

The Oregon

legislature has adjourned without enacting any legislation adverse to the industry.
A
10 per cent admission tax measure
died there. A 5 per cent admission
receipts, was done by Amos
'n'
Andy. Hardie Meakin, house man- has passed the House in Washingager, tied up a fashion show with ton.
a smart local dress shop that
cracked the news pages as well as
Colored Operators' Union
the dramatic sections.
at

Formation of a colored operators'
is reported in Harlem.
Rumors that this union was linked with
the Allied Operators' Union was
Allied
denied by an Allied official.
un'on

Denver Doings

Seattle Sidelights

—

—

World-Wide.

Denver With the opening of the
Seattle James Q. Clemmer, for
Broadway theater as a first-run the past several months in charge has a number of colored members
Reviving •Beggars' Opera"
movie house, legitimate attractions of Hamrick's Music Hall, is now man- sr me of whom are employed in HarG. W. Pabst's German version o'
will be forced to use the city audi- aging both the Music Box and the lem theaters.
shown
"The Beggars' Opera" will be
torium when they come to Denver. Blue Mouse.
The Music Hall has
at the New School for Social ReHuffman opened the Broadway this become a subsequent run, with most
search on Saturday evening at 7
week when he relinquished the Or- of its staff transferred to the Music
Carnegie Revives Prize Film
and 9:30 as the first of the spring
pheum to RKO. The opening of the Box.
revivals by the Film and Photo
Columbia's "It Happened One
Broadway gives Denver six firstBob Murray has resigned from
League.
Best
run theaters.
the Music Box to enter other busi- N'ght", one of last year's Ten
Films and recently winner of sevformerly
connected
E.
T.
Zadra,
ness
here.
Noah Beery for GB Film
with the Butterfield circuit in MichDan Redden, assistant manager eral Academy awards, is being reGaumont British has signed Noah igan, has taken a five-year lease of the Music Hall, has been pro- vived at the Little Carnegie TheBeery for one picture, titled "King on the Washington Park theater. moted to manager.
ater.
of the Damned."
He is due at the William Van Zant has been operatA
tax of 1 cent for each 20 cents
company's studios in England on ing the house.
admission
been adopted in the
has

April 22.

new

Radio Programs Plug "Diggers"
Start New Des Moines House
Six
radio programs plugged the
Des Moines A new 700-seat suburban theater to be erected at a song hits from Warner's "Gold Dig
1935" over national hookcost of $50,000, for lease to Tri- gers of
States Theater Corp., is being start- ups last night, coincident with picture's opening at the New York
ed by Harry G. Wallace.
The stars who broadcast
Strand.
the tunes, including mention of the
picture's playr.ate, were Rudy Val6

—

lee

BIG#3)wB
NEWS
SEEN IT
THE PRESS

AS

mm'^nvv^
M

Sale

is

a

fishing

enthusiast

and takes brother Chic along for

—FOX

FILM.

ballast.

NBC

hook-ups, Lanny

House

in

approved by the

Olympia.

orchestra over

2 Signed by Morrison Office
Otto Hullette, now appearing in
"Personal Appearance," and Billie
Milton, appearing nightly at the
Morocco Club, both much soughtafter types for pictures, have been
signed by Richard Krakeur for per-

Tea for Authors
The Auhors' League will give a
tea in honor of Owen Davis, Strutheis Burt and Pearl S. Buck at the sonal management by the Leo Morhome of Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Beech- rison office.
Stowe,

er

March

1

Beeckman

Place,

oi

31.

Jimmy Savo Booked
Jimmy Savo opens at the

Boule-

SUNSHIN€

Heights, March 22,
plays the Gates, Metropolitan and Valencia.
vard,

and

Jackson

IN

then

Cheese Club invites Ampa, Empey
Members of the A. M. P. A. and
Motion Picture Club are invited to
Bermuda Theater Burned
the Cheese Club luncheon
a tend
The Reid Hall Theater in Ber- and meeting at the Friars' on Monmuda has been destroyel by fire, ac- day when speakers will include
cording to a cable dispatch received Mayor LaGuardia, David Sarnoff
and M. H. Aylesworth.
in New York yesterday.

Nichols'

AGENT

Virginia

over the

Ross on the Maxwell House program
over the NBC network, Fred Waring on the Ford program over the
Columbia network, Paul Whiteman
in the Kraft program over the NBC
network, Harv and Esther on the
program
over
Harvester
Cigar
WOR, and Ruth Etting and Red

sales tax bill

THE
DAY'S

WJZ.

NEWiggJ
Attendance

at

Roxy

Theater

is

ning 18 per cent ahead of a year

runago.

%
A

F

starring

MYSTERY

WALLACE FORD

MAN

M

e

I

v

i

/

starring

ROBERT ARMSTRONG
with

MAXINE DOYLE
Story

Director:
Scenario

:

:

Tate Finn

.

Raymond M c

Co

r

ey

John Krafft and Rollo Lloyd

/

WOMEN MUST

DRESS

GOMBE

starring Ml N N A
LL
with GAVIN GORDON, HARD IE ALBRIGHT
ROBERT LIGHT
Directed 'by Reginald Barker
•

S

t

q

ry

by

Mrs.

Wa //ace

R e

i

d

and

Edmund Joseph

£

«

GREAT

GOD GOLD
MARTHA

SIDNEY

BLACKMER
111
*M«l

Story by A.
Scenario:

SLEEPER

Meserow and
N.

E.

Houston and

D
J.

Directed by Arthur Lubin

a

I

k h

a

r

t

Parker

THE
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HOLLYWOOD

"LITTLE" from

By RALPH WILK
pOLLY PARROTT, daughter

Friday,

William Powell and Ginger Rog- scripts through the mail to him.
co-starring in "Star of Mid- says he has read every brain child
night" for RKO Radio, have com- in the batch and that he had disCharlie Chase, makes her screen pleted camera
work and the film has covered one outstanding writer. The
debut in her father's "Okay Toots," gone to the cutting room.
talented man, Kenyon reveals, is
Hal
the
now being completed at
George Bolanthe, 43, a former
Roach Studios for M-G-M release.
jockey now training horses for the
'One New York Night" has been Greentree stables at the Santa Anita
Kenyon has asked his
selected as final title for the M-G-M Racetrack.
Ann Sothern has been signed by picture formerly called "Order, agents to offer to producers, BolanRKO Radio Pictures to play the Please" and based on Edward Childs the's story, "One Grand Race,''
feminine lead opposite Gene Ray- Carpenter's play of that name. The which, he says, is one of the mos'
mond in "Hooray for Love," new cast includes Franchot Tone, Una stirring racing stories he has ever
musical picture to be produced by Merkel, Conrad Nagel, Louise Henry read.
Felix Young.
Also in the cast are and Harold Huber, with Jack ConMaria Gambarelli, the "Gamby" of way directing.
Lee Tracy has discovered a new
Roxy's Gang; Arthur Byron, Patsy
form of charity.
The Paramount
Lionel
Doucet,
Katherine
Kelly,
star, accompanied by Col. and Mrs.
Stander, Jenie Le Gon and Bill
The complete cast of principals Harry Geldert, friends from Penn"Bojangles" Robinson, the great in "The G-Men," the new First Na- sylvania, returned recently from a
Walter Lang tional production starring James
colored tap-dancer.
week's yachting trip on his cruiser
will direct, with Sammy Lee staging Cagney and which was originally
"Adore," bearing approximately a
the dances.
entitled "The Farrell Case," includes quarter of a ton of tuna.
He sold
Margaret Lindsay, Ann Dvorak. the catch to a wholesale fish dealRobert Armstrong, Barton MacLane, er and then donated the proceeds
Marc Lachman thought up the Lloyd Nolan, Russell Hopton, Ed- to the Seaman's Institute. Several
story for "Hooray for Love," and ward Pawley, William Harrigan weeks ago, Tracy returned with a
the screen play has been written by Noel Madison, Monte Blue and Ad- load of bass, disposd of this catch
William Keighley and donated the proceeds to a local
Ray Harris and Lawrence Hazzard. dison Richards.
The musical score is the work of is directing "The G-Men," which orphanage.
Dorothy Fields and Jimmy McHugh, was an original story by Seton I.
T
T
T
one of the theater's cleverest song- Miller, who also did the screen play.
Mrs. Andy Clyde and the new
writing teams.
baby, John Allan, have returned
Six girls, all from a group of home from the Mount Sano HospiAndy Clyde, who has been
dancers used by LeRoy Prinz in re- tal.
Maureen O'SulIivan has been add- cent Paramount pictures, have been working every day since the baby's
ed to the cast of "The Flame With- "igned to stock by the studio and arrival, in a Jules White comedy at
in,"
Edmund Goulding's original will receive dramatic training in the Columbia, dashed home in make-up
story which has just gone into pro- Phyllis Laughton school.
They are to greet them.
duction at the M-G-M studios under Dene Myles and Beula McDonald, of
T
Y
Y
Goulding's direction.
The cast in- Hollywood; Kay Gordon of WetherRobert Middlemass and Wyrley
cludes Ann Harding, Herbert Mar- ford, Tex.; Bonita Barker of OklaBirch,
Broadway actors, recently
shall, Arthur Byron and Lewis Hay- homa City; Esther Pressman of
Co- placed under
contract by Columbia
ward.
lumbus and Dorothv Thompson of
have been assigned to "Air Fury,''
Salt Lake City.
featuring Ralph Bellamy and Tala
of

ers,

Dick

co-starring

a

Powell

musical

and

Joan

Blondell, on the Warner lot.
Also
in the cast are Louise Fazenda, Wil-

liam

Gargan and Hobart Cavanaugh.

Lloyd Bacon

V
Y
Charles Kenyon, veteran WarnerFirst National scenarist, whose reInez Courtney and Sam Hardy
cent appeal for a school for motion have been added to the cast o
picture writers subsidized by pro- "Break of Hearts," Katharine Hep
ducers,
brought more than 250 burn's new RKO picture.

directing.

is

TOTS";
"Dinky,"

Short Shots

Robert Allen and Ed LeSaint are

carries

Selman

"Fighting
vehicle.

the

Shadows,"
Geneva Mitchell

heart

interest.
is directing.

David

>Bj

"Teacher's

ural History
fish exhibits a

Beau,"

Hal

Roach

for M-G-M
release, goes into production this
week with Edwin Norris, borrowed
from M-G-M, and Arietta Duncan
in

Gang"

important

comedy

roles.

now has among

its

mounted houndfish,
Dave Fleischer of the
Fleischer Animated Cartoon studios,

Florida this winter.
Francesca
LaMonte, associate curator, pronounced the fish a very fine speciment and a welcome addition to the
in

Museum's

collection.

The Bijou Theater which is running an all-animated comic cartoon
Alison Skipworth has been signed
by Warners for "Men on her Mind,"
currently in work at the Burbank
studios.
She joins Bette Davis, Ian
Hunter, John Eldredge, Philip Reed,
Claire Dodd and Ruth Donnelly in
the cast.

Jackie

Cooper,

"emain
'he

in

cutting

Hollywood to supervise
and scoring.

"Murder by Television," Cameo
Pictures' current features, is in the
cutting room, having been brought
in one day under schedule and considerably under budget by Director
Clifford Sanforth. June Collyer and
Bela Lugosi are featured in the
picture.
T

T

T

"Rustler's

Paradise," the second
Harry Carey feature will get underway Saturday, according to Producer William Berke, at the Talisman studios. In the cast will be
Gertie Messinger, Ed Norris, and
Chuck Morrison, former All American football star, who will play the
heavy. William Frazier will direct.

Arthur Ripley has been signed by
Producer Jules White to direct
Harry Langdon in "Sore Feet,"
which is an original story by Ripley.

Geneva Mitchell and Arthur RanColumbia contract players, have
been signed by the company to new

kin,

long-term contracts.
is

in "Party Wire,"
will shortly be seen

Rankin
"Eight Bells."

while
in

Miss Mitchell

now working

Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers,
starring with Irene Dunne in RKO
Radio's musical smash, "Roberta,"
are now the style leaders of the
American dance world, and more
than fil] the exalted place once held
by Irene and Vernon Castle, says
in

"The American Danc-

er" written by Thomas Parsons,
president of the Dancing Teachers'
Business Association.

CHARLES ALICOATE
Ramon

'"THE American Museum of Nat-;
caught by

"Our

Eastern Studios

from

additions to the cast of

Columbia's

Tim McCoy

with

Mary Astor and Roger Pryor, has
been
completed at the Warner
studios.
"A Midsummer Night's
^ream" also has been finished, but
Max Reinhardt, who directed it, will

an article

the latest

15, 1935

Birell.

Grant Mitchell joins the cast of

"Broadway Gondolier,"

March

program had a preview of Burt
Gillette's latest 'Rainbow Parade"
colored cartonn, entitled "Spinning
Mice", this week.
This new series
of cartoons is being produced by the
use of a new color process remarkable for Us fidelity.

i

Pereda,

who has been ap

pearing- in Spanish language pictures produced in Hollywood, is now
in New York from the West Coast
and some time within the next two
weeks will start on the first of a
series of three Spanish feature film?
for Frank Z. Clemente, president of
Latin Artists Pictures Corp.
They
will be filmed either at the Biograph
Studios or at Photocolor, Irvington-

Robert Allen, young stage and
screen actor now under long-term
ontract to Columbia, will play the
much-coveted romantic lead in "On

Wings
next
It is

tion

of
Song," Grace Moore's
production for the company.
now in work under the direcof Victor Schertzinger, who

brought

"One Night of Love"

to

the screen.

on-the Hudson.

"Musical Moods", Audio's Technishorts

color
vi ion,

released

by

First

Di-

were selected by the Nation-

Board of Review

at its llth anconference, as the most outstanding shorts produced during the
al

nual

la

t

near.

Lambert Hillyer, Columbia author-director, ihas been placc^iT^n
charge of "Jim Burke's Boy," ^d.ih
will go into work immediately, with
Jack Holt in the starring role. The
screen play is by Michael Simmons,
developed from an idea by C. Gardner Sullivan.

o
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Lobby Radio Broadcast
at "Diggers" Opening

IJUNDREDS

of patrons of the

Strand Theater crowded inhouse following the premiere showing of
Warner's "Gold Diggers of
1935" yesterday morning to participate in the unique radio

to the lobby of the

Upon
broadcasts held there.
filing out of the theater after
the "break" of the morning
show, the patrons were asked to
broadcast their reactions to the
production over a microphone
which was
of Station

WNEW

Hugh

stationed in the lobby.

featured in the picture, was also on hand as master of ceremonies. Pleased with
what they had seen on the
btrand screen the patrons were
more tnan anxious to tell the
radio listeners oi their reacThe patrons were also
tions.
intormed that the broadcast
was also part of a taient hunt
for rauio announcers, with the
radio studio particularly anxious to sign up a lemale anOne after another,
nouncer.
they walked up to the microphone, with the gist of their
comments being "it was a grand

Herbert,

picture"; "The dance numbers
were the best I had seen in any
musical"; "Girls, you ought to
see Dick Powell make love to
Gloria Stuart in this picture!"
and many others plugging the
various high spots of the production.
inated by

The stunt was

orig-

Einfeld,
S.
advertising ana publicity chief,
Station
with
cooperation
in
For five days preceding the picture's opening, the
radio station broadcast daily

Charles

WNEW.

spot announcements mentioning
that the studio was on the lookout for radio announcers and

would

Friday,

select

them from among

the patrons of the Strand Theater, following the initial morning showing of "Golo. Diggers
committee of
1935".
of
judges from the studio officials
were listening in to the broadThose whose voices incast.
dicated that they might possess any talent will be notified
by mail to appear at the studio
for an audition. The broadcast
created a great deal of attention for the theater and picture, and built up a great deal
of general good-will for the
half hour before the
Strand.
doors opened for the premiere,
a crowd that stretched from the
box-office on Broadway to half
way around the block on 47th
Street waited for the door to

A

A

open at 9:30 A.M.

The

the-

ater played to capacity audiences all during the day.
—Strand Theater, N. Y.

Leading Stores Exploit
Fashions from "Roberta"
""DOBERTA" fashion tie-ups
in

which RKO-Radio's ad-

vertising and publicity department has co-operated with the

Modern Merchandising Bureau,
and its Cinema shops and other
leading department stores has
brought about from quarter to
full page breaks in key cities
where the production is playing.
Bernard Waldman, director of
the Bureau, is personally aiding
the
campaign in key cities.
Macy's took full-page space in

New York

dailies

to

advertise

"Roberta"

fashion "coup,"
the illustrations being the authentic copies of "Roberta's"
own clothes as introduced by
For the world
the big store.
premiere of "Roberta" at the

its

Orpheum, New Orleans, the
Holmes department store's campaign

included

a

full-page

smash and several quarter and
half

page ads.

In this instance

the copy referred to the bring-

New

Orleans of the original gowns worn by Irene
Dunne, Ginger Rogers and other
stars in the RKO Radio picture.
Designs copied from the
originals were of course played
ing to

up.

"A Triumph

for

Home's

Hollywood Shop" was the headline in three-quarter page copy
placed with Pittsburgh dailies
by Joseph Home Co., the advertisement appearing simultaneously with the showing of
"Roberta" at the Stanley the"Fashions Exclusively at
ter.
Kline's" was the display copy
line, under heads of three "Roberta" stars, used by Kline's and
timed with the opening of "RoMainstreet theYonker's
ater, Kansas City.
department store, Des Moines,
featured its "Roberta" design in
the store's "College Shop." Tear
berta" at the

sheets are coming in from prac-

every city where "Roberta" has opened showing the
"Roberta" fashion tie-ups to be

tically

among

the most successful in
the history of similar exploitation campaigns. In addition to
the fashion campaigns, "Roberta" is the beneficiary of boxoffice momentum from other tieups in which newspaper advertising figures, including the Lux
campaign. Full page copy was
used by the manufacturer in
New York. The page in the

"Daily

News" appeared oppo-

motion picture section
on the date of the production's
opening at the Music Hall.
RKO Radio Pictures.
site the

—

Tie-Up For
was

given thorough exploitation

campaigns for its opening in
San Antonio. At the Aztec theater, Jack Chalmas and A. Esberg secured the cooperation of
KABC and KMAC.
special
the
Both
broadcast
transcriptions three times and
also gave the picture many spot
Two thousand
announcements.
inch stickers, reading

radio stations

1x3

for 'Clive of India'

at

the Aztec Theater" were placed
all popular movie magazines
and special cards were distributed and cisplayed at all newsstands. An Old Gold tie-nn re-

on

sulted

in

additional

attention

through the distribution of 15,000 samples of the cigarettes
attached to cards giving the
theater full credit. Bookmarks
and one-sheet displays were
used in all local libraries. Three
hundred local Public Service
buses carried special cards announcing the film's opening and
100 taxicab bumper strips were
Cut-out paneffectively used.
els, art displays and stills of
Loretta Young, were arranged
in the 18 Sommer Drug Store

windows.

—Aztec,

San Antonio,

Tex.

W

Va., by March Gollner, manager
of the Paramount Theater, was
the employing of 16 college
girls to canvas the city to notify

residents of the fact that the
picture was due at his theater.
The girls, schooled in what they
were to say, presented cards to
all those interviewed. The stunt
required five days and was very
successful. Gollner was assisted by an M-G-M exploiteer.
special screening was held for
Parent-Teachers Associathe
tion, ministers, school and college officials and the like, at
which comment cards were

A

These comments
passed out.
were used in a lobby display
blow-up. Sound wagons, properly bannered, covered the entire

There were radio announcements four days in advance.
One thousand blotters
were distributed throughout the
city.

business section.

—M-G-M.

Book Stores Plug
Scarlet

Pimpernel," United Artists'
Korda production
Alexander

Howard and
Leslie
Merle Oberon, was ushered in
at the Great Lakes Theater,
Buffalo, with a well thought out

starring

the

opening,

both

th «

and feature stories as well afW
columns of art work on bot
Howard and Oberon. This wa
supplemented by a powerful af
campaign.
Tie-ups, in whic
"The Scarlet Pimpernel" re
ceived top billing, was arrange P
with Postal Telegraph; 3,50
3

miniature wires explaining thl*

meaning

of "The Scarlet Pim
pernel" were placed in all out

f

going
messages.
The Iocs
branch libraries and other lead «
ing book stores distributed mor
than 5,000 specially prepareld
bookmarks.
Many book shop
carried window displays utiliz
f
scene stills and windo\
cards. Five thousand imprinte
napkins were distributed at a.
local restaurants and a "Pim
pernel Sundae" got special win
dow streamers in drug and cor
fectionery stores. Through th
cooperation
of
the
Edward (
Store, a cooperative ad pluggin,
beauty hints and using a pictur
of Merle Oberon, broke in Iocs
newspapers. The J. L. Hudso:
Company also got out a coopei
ative ad on men's clothing an
featured
a photo of Lesli
Howard. Two 40 x 60 display

ing

»

'

»'

used

in

two

prominen

Adams Meldrui
Anderson Company arranged

of the highlights of the

"Scarlet Pimpernel"
'THE premiere of "The

<G

"News" and "Courier-Express
devoted much space to advanc K

stores;

"David Copperfield" campaign conducted in Lynchburg,

Libraries,

before

were

Canvas Lynchburg
In "Copperfield" Campaign

Girls

(^)NE

V

campaign arranged by Manage
Charles B. Taylor. A few day

"Clive of India"
"£LIVE OF INDIA,"

"Watch

1935

the

window display on books, an
Kleinahan Company arranged
special window on men's cloth
ing making full use of photo
of Leslie
the fight

Howard.

Pictures

sequence in the
ture were on display at the
fight arena,

— United

li

pic
Iocs

Artistt
J

Newspaper Contest
for "After Office Hours'

CONTEST arranged b
Milton Harris, publicity d:
rector for Loew's State, Clev<

J^

was the highlight c
the "After Office Hours" can
paign there. Various question
on office etiquette were pre
pounded, with prizes for th
best answers.
The Clevelan
"Press" received over 5,000 r<
land, Ohio,

Five thousand "Memo
Boss" cards, as noted
press book, were distril

plies.
to the

i

the
uted in the business section o
the city.
20,000 tabloid siz
were distributed b
heralds

young

ladies in beauty parlori

Announce
offices, etc.
ments were made over

business

the leading radio stati
fore and after the oJWMng
Cards announcing the playdat
of the picture were placed i
mail boxes in leading hotels
Loew's State, Cleveland

—

(Continued on Next Page)
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REVIEWS
GOLD DIGGERS OF

i

Dick

Gloria

Powell,

Adolphe

i

Cawthorn.

Joseph

95 mins.

National

FILMS

SHORTS

with Robert Taylor, Virginia Bruce, Helen
Twelvetrees, Isabel Jewell, Nat Pendleton,
Pinky Tomlin

M-G-M

17

NEW

of the

"TIMES SQUARE LADY"

1935"

Stuart,

jou, Hugh Herbert, Alice Brady, Frank
Hugh, Grant Mitchell, Glenda Farrell,

n

&IW

DAILY

1935

15,

69 mins.

"Hawaii"
(Going Places, No. 8)
Universal

mins.

11

Swell Travelogue
OOD CAST, TUNEFUL MUSIC AND
GOOD AVERAGE ENTERTAINMENT
tiic^EDY SUFFICIENT TO MAKE THIS HELPED BY EXCELLENT PERFORMANCES
An excellent coverage of the
iENERALLY PLEASING MUSICAL,
romantic side of the islands
AND NICELY PACED ACTION STORY.
going in for those giganntil

it

starts

ensemble numbers,
rting affair.

It

is

this

is

a

at its best

lively

and

when

ocHerbert,

ed with the fooleries of Hugh
e Brady, Frank McHugh, Adolphe Menand Joe Cawthorn, or the romancing
veen Dick Powell and Gloria Stuart.
when those massive production numopen up, despite the awesomeness of
ioj
r proportions, the entertainment therAs a whole, howieter takes a drop.
the picture has enough in the way
f,
laughs and flash to please
itt}|:ast names,
And those who do care for
fans.
big ensembles will find here the
ie
word in that line. Action of the insummer
ntal story takes place at a
rt hotel, where Alice Brady, a rich but
I

;:

II

gy dowager,

is

the center of a variety

romances in'ing her children to a milk fund benefit
n put on by Menjou under her sponactivities

running

from

hip.

work

Outstanding

Bruce,

Isabel

this

members

Robert Taylor, Virginia

of the cast, chiefly

and

several

by

Helen

Jewell,

Twelvetrees,

newcomer, Pinky Tomlin,

a

like-

able singer and comedian, is the chiefly
enjoyable characteristic of this production.
It also has a fairly suspenseful story that

moves along

at a

good

clip

under the

di-

Virginia Bruce,
rection of George B. Seitz.
coming east from a small town to take

her late father, who
sporting rackets, faces a
group of his former associates who try to
take the properties away from her by pretending they are running at a loss or too
With the
troublesome for her to handle.
turns
aid of a songwriter, Tomlin, who
out "The Object of My Affections," and
Isabel Jewell, his girl friend, Virginia evenover
ran

the

a

estate

variety

of

of

wins out and also annexes Robert
who turned straight and was about
to be taken for a ride by the gang.

Dick Powell, Gloria Stuart, Adolphe
Glenda Farrell, Grant Mitchell,
ipthy' Dare, Alice Brady, Frank McHugh,
h Herbert, Winifred Shaw, Andre Bereipr, Joe Cawthorn, Thomas Jackson, Matlast:

ajljijou,

Uj|<ing,

Ramon and

Rosita.

Busby Berkeley; Authors, RobLcrd, Peter Milne; Screen Play, Manuel
f,
Peter Milne; Music and Lyrics, Harry
Dubin; Cameraman, George
rren,
Al
nes; Editor, George Amy.
Photography, Fine.
(irection, Good.

Bruce,
Virginia
Robert Taylor,
Jewell,
Nat
Isabell
Helen Twelvetrees,
Henry Kolker,
Pendleton, Pinky Tomlin,
Raymond Hatton, Jack LaRue, Robert Elliott,
Russell Hopton, Fred Kohler.

Cast:

l»irector,

Director,

bert Cohen,

Gecrge

B. Seitz; Authors, AlRobert Shannon; Screen Play,

Cameraman, Lester White;
Hugh Wynn.

Same;

Direction,

A-l.

Photography,

Editor,

Good.

EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS
{Continued from Previous Page)

topper field" Previews
or Indianapolis Leaders

PREVIEWS

were

arranged

with executives of the Boy
Scouts,

Girl

Scouts,

Board of

Film Endorsers, Parent-TeachChurch leaders, the press,
he Humane Society and the Naofture Study Club when "David
Jopperfield" was scheduled to be
shown at L. W. Farrar's Loew's
Theater in Indianapolis, Ind.
After the showing, the delejates were asked to comment on
3rs,

the picture.
3d by an

Farrar was assist-

M-G-M

exploiteer.
1,000 letters were
sent to teachers, women's clubs,
ufministers and civic leaders, con'taining
the endorsements of
Bultheir respective leaders.
letins were issued to all boy
scout troops by Scout officials.
special screening was held
al
gl pr members of the Safety
all
the public
iflPaJljr from
schools.
The Rev. Dr. F. S.

More than

lii

A

'

Wicks, of All Souls Unitarian
Church, gave a talk on the picture from his pulpit. Book displays were obtained in 12 stores.

A

contest

was arranged

for

school children by distributing
1,000 grooved drawings of animals for tracing and coloring.
Twenty-five tickets were offered
as prizes.
letter, praising the
picture, was received from the
Indiana Board of Endorsers and
blown up to 40 x 60 for display
in the lobby.
Loew's, Indianapolis.

A

—

Student Stunt
for "Biography" Campaign
TOE DI PESA, manager of the
J State, Boston, Mass., had two
students of the New England
Art School paint oil heads of
Ann Harding and Robert Montgomery,
stars
of
M-G-M's
"Biography of a Bachelor Girl,"
as part of his campaign.
A
tie-up was arranged with the
Postal Telegraph for distribution of 10,000 flyers.

Tire cov-

ers were used on 100 cabs. The
ad mat was used on the same

number

of

Carroll store bags.
State Boston.

—

"Stranger Than

of

Fiction"

(No. 9)

Hawaii, with descriptive narration
Thomas.
By showing Universal
Honolulu as a modern American
city and the balance of the Hawaiian

by Lowell

gi/

2

m

i

ns

.

Entertaining

Islands in their more practical asAmong the unusual subjects enpects this is made an interesting tertainingly
covered
herein
are
subject. Through well photographed Woergle, in the Tyrolean Alps
the
scenes and dialogue by Thomas the first town to use "depression" money,
Islands are presented as the future two-headed trout at the Mt. Shasta
base of Pacific air service as an Fish Hatchery, an inventor who
army air base, and as the possible claims he is able to produce a moThe ro- tor fuel from sea water, a volcano
49th State of the Union.
mantic aspects of the Islands are in New Mexico from which the innot forgotten as shots show a brief habitants extract salt, a 65-year old
bit of the hula dance and the usual woman who stuffs fish for a living
surf riding by natives.
and a one-mile railway which connects New Augusta and Augusta,

—

Arkansas.
"Stranger Than Fiction"
(No. 8)

tually

Taylor,

less

charges to do a good deed daily.
When a bear attacks the camp the
many birds and bees befriended by
the boys go to the rescue and drive
the bear to cover.

"Telephone Blues"
10 mins.

Universal

Universal

19

mins.

Interesting

Vaudeville Turns

Ten subjects are covered in this
Nothing unusual about this short
entertaining/ reel including a 25around the
Tic-Toe
girls
mile forest being destroyed by mov- built
ing sands, an automobile trailer for at a hotel switchboard. As the calls
transporting pedigreed dogs, a head- come in the girls connect them with
stone for a railway employee made the rooms of the various artists who
Featured, are Olga
of a car-wheel, shots of the fire rites do their bits.
of the Schingon sect in Japan, a Baclanova, Murray Lane and his
church with a "ghost" which ap- Harmoniacs, Three Dodge Brothers
pears every 27 years, Red Cross and Henry Scott.
dentists treating children in an automobile clinic, a gander guarding
"Two Little Lambs"
a hitching-post statue, Cleveland's
novel oxygen hospital and young
(Oswald the Rabbit Cartoon)
a Universal
alligators being shipped from
8V2 mins.
Fast Cartoon

farm.

Plenty of fun in this fast-moving
cartoon relating the adventures of
"Do a Good Deed"
twin lambs who take Oswald's airplane and joy ride through an air
(Oswald the Rabbit Cartoon)
7 mins. meet.
They soon drive the other
Universal
contestants out of the race to win
Good Cartoon Subject
This one is especially good for the meet for Oswald who has mankid showings. Oswald, as the head aged to get on board by lassoing
of a boys' camp, has taught his the plane.

Would Drop Burlesque Code
THE FILM DAILY
Washington The burlesque theFinal editing and cutting have
atrical code is among those that
been completed on the all-talking
because of the
"Obeah"

Is

Completed

Washington Bureau of

—

should be dropped
small number of persons employed
in that field, according to the list
ing Phillips H. Lord and made in
submitted by Donald R. Richberg
the South Seas by Arcturus Pic- to the Senate Finance Committee in
tures Corp., and the film is now its probe of the NRA.

adventure picture, "Obeah," featur-

being readied for distribution. Negotiation are under

way and

release

In Charge of Masonic Show
Harry Hershfield, Jack Dempsey

and Nils T. Granlund will have
charge of the program for the
Herrick, who directed the film, is Masonic Charity Ball at the Hotel
St. George on Saturday night. Jean
planning a new South Seas yarn to
Goldkette's music will play for the
show and for dancing to follow.
follow "Obeah."

will be

announced soon.

F. Herrick

w»W
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Friday,

THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF
Openings
oiiuijIjE- Little

(

BERG — Allen's

WICKEN- &

Studio.

Wickenberg).

(formerly

Changes
LEEDS — Leeds,

transferred

Geo.

to

Changes

NORTH HOLLYWOOD — Valley, transferred to R. O. Groves by Slattery & Foy.
SAN DIEGO— Vista, transferred to J. F.
Keogh by Kaplan & Klein.

(205

Ownership

in

CIMARRON— Morris,

Ownership

transferred to L. R.

MARYSVILLE—

Semon by

C. A. Morris.
transferred to E. Miller by J. W.
Evans.
Liberty, transferred to
John Ward by Glen Deeter.
Laurie,

NORCATUR—

Openings

OTTAWA— Plaza (New by Fox Midwest
Thea. Corp).
NORCATUR— Liberty. HUTCHINSON— Iris. HAYS— New.

Closings

SANTA MONICA— Wilshire.

Closings

COLORADO

HOLYROOD — Holyrood.

in Ownership
DENVER Washington Park, transferred
to E. T. Zadra, by Wm. Van Zant. LITTLETON Grand, transferred to Arthur
Bluck by Fred Lind.
LOVELAND— Rialto,

Changes

transferred to Gibraltar Enterprises, Inc., by
J. J. Goodstein Enterprises, Inc.
Walsh, transferred to Dave Goodenough by
T. W. Couch.

WALSH

Openings

OTTAWA

KENTUCKY
in Ownership
— Brook, transferred

Changes

BURKESVILLE

BURG—

& S. Home.
Closings

—

—

son.

to

S.

Empress).

(new theater).

TAYLORVILLE—

Empire.

NORBORNE—

M.

by

NOR-

Haddix.

O.

Closings

CLARENCE— Dixie. LIBERAL
KANSAS CITY—Rainbow.

—

Cozy.

Ownership

in

Paislev

by

Mrs.

Hopkins.

L.

P.

— American,

ST.

transferred to Oscar C.

IG-

Paisley,

Antlers.

NEBRASKA

for

AGO— Famous

W.

N.

CATRO —

Youngclaus

Tnc.

by

in

W.

L.

com-

FIFTEEN YEARS AGO— Robertson-Cole to
own building at 723 Seventh Ave.

to

W. LeHue.
Owen Fredertrans

ELM

Persins.
A. Riskcl.
to Epstein

Snide.

Openings
CATRO -Cairn. ELM CREEK

Elm,

Closings

POLK

-

Changes
ferred

to

D.

in

Ownership

MOUNTAIN— Kinema.

F.

— Owen,

Ritz). transferred to Mrs.

T. E. Hughe
transferred
Thos. Donnell.
Strand and Ho\
ard, transferred to R. & R. Thea.
Strand and Ritz, transferred to Uvali
Thea.
Palace, transferred
Walter Stoeppleman.
Id
Hour, transferred to A. R. Milentz. ASPE1
Queen transferred to B. E. Perdu
Kemp (formerly Rex), transferrc
to Green Bros.
Nixon (former
Arcadia), transferred to Gustav Raetzsc
SAN
TO—Venus, transferred to
E.
Smith.
State, tran
ferred to Englebrecht & Wolfe. COLUMBTJ
Orphic,
transferred
to
W. A. Strus
Following have been transferred to Ea
Texas Thea.. Inc.: ALVIN. Grand. BA
CITY— Colonial.
Clevelan
Ritz,
Edtex.
E
Liberty.
TEXAS CITY— Tewe

TAYLOR—

—

WIERGATE—

UVALD

HEMPSTEAD—

NIXON—
ANTON
CLARKSVILLE—

CLEVELAND

EDNA—

W.

and Ritz, WHARTO
YORKTOWN— Strand.

—Queen,

Openings

CELBURNE — Yale. CROSBYTON
Queen.
SAN ANGELO— Cactus (new th
ater).
OZON A— Palace.

UTAH
Changes

Johnson by P. P. Wakefield.

Openings

BINGHAM— Princess. CASTLE GATE
Martin.

Closings

RANDOLPH— Opera House.
VIRGINIA
Closings

WINCHESTER— Colonial.
WEST VIRGINIA

Norwine.

J.

MULLENS

'

POWELLTON—
Openings

POWELLTON—Plaza. MILTON — V
GRAFTON—(Dixie. MAMOUTH

ginia.

CLEVE- Mamouth.

transferred
to
Wm. K
transferred to 63rd-Quincv
Central,
transferred to
Mrs

Closings

RHODEL— Lyric.

WHEELING— Lyric

WYOMING

DEORAFF—

Changes

ORAFTON—

L.

Ownership

in

transferred to E.
Hunter by C. E. Reynolds.
Wyoming, transferred to O. O. Poling
M. L. Moran.
Plaza, trar
ferred to A. R. Clemens by L. L. Colema

A

Max- Kanlan.
New Roxy ("formerly
Tohn
Ohio),
transferred
to
Tewel
Scheff
and
Victor
Hayes.
Grafton.
to
transferred
T.
M. Newman
TTUBRARr>—Palace (Liberty), transferred
to

Ownership

in

COALVILLE— Opera House, transferr,
to Worman Circuit by S. R. Salmon. HUN'
TNGTON— Huntington, transferred to O.

Familv.

Grand

—

VICTORIA— Queen

Changes

to
BY—
SWANTON— LaFrance

LAND — Erie.

I

—

theater).

transferred to Saul Dalv by W.
SheH">v.
tansferred

Smith.
ST-T^T.
Shelbv Thea. Corn.
transferred to K.

LARAMIE
F.

Thea.

Co.

Ownership

in

-Crown,

transferred

by

Burbank.

J.

G.

to

K.

Fisch.

Openings

WINCIIFSTFR— Arcano.

OTTOWA —

—

Shovelin by A.

ADA— Moore's

PENNSYLVANIA

Know Your

Industr

VTEW—

PHIA— Faele.

transferred

TOW

to

Wm.

E.

trans-

Holcomb.

How many

features

were

released

major companies during 1934?

Chansres in Ownership
VALT.EY
Midland, transferred t"
H. A. Evans F=t.ate bv H. A Evans.
FR CTTY— American, transferred to H. A
Evans Estate bv H. A. Evans. PHILADELH. Fi=b

man bv Howard Amusement Co,
Ideal
Tnrtransferred to Supreme Amuse.
Co..
Howard. transferred to Mayer Realty Co

Openings

NEVADA
BATTI.F

ly

STEPHENVILLE— Palace,

C

by Howard Amuse. Co.. Inc.

Viking.

pany's history.

construct

C.

Players profits

1924 up to $5,542,349, highest

to

CRETE— Lyric,

CREFK— Elm. transferred to M.
OMAHA — Lothrop, transferred
Thea.

Ownership

in

AMHERST— Majestic, transferred to 1
Payne.
DALLAS— Peak, transferred
G. Cameron.
MATHIS— Mathis (forme

MILTON — Virginia,

Closings

transferred

W.

by

Cairo, transferred
ick by R.
Phelps.
ferred to A. Burrus by A.

esti-

(new

YOUNCTOWN—Regent.

Ownership

CENTRAL riTY— State,

Files

FIVE YEARS AGO— $1,000,000 net
mated for Columbia in 1930.

TEN YEARS

in

transfe

Groom.

E.

—

Rabcock.

Changes

L.
P.

Openings

ple

Closings

DACK
B

to

Tawa bv Mr. Huntwork.

Openings

BILLINGS

Fields by A.

!

ORWELL— TemWAT.TTONDTNG— Wal(new theater).
honding (new). POTNT PLACE Shorewav
ANDOVER -Andover bv Earl T. Oibbs
CLEVELAND Circle bv Max Mormorstein
KENT— Opera House bv Susie Palfi.

by C. B. Hartwig.

HELENA

E.

TEXAS

Ramsey.

J.

CHARLOTTE— Imperial

Co.

— Mission, transferred to Oscar C.
NEWBURG NATIUS
Paisley by J. F. Dishman. STEVENSVTLLE

Closings

From The Film Daily

N. Rockett by A.

Moore:

COLUMBIA FALLS— Park theater, transCrist by Carl Anderson.
to Dwight
FORT ferred
DARBY— Enterprise, transferred to Oscar C.

MANCHESTER—

,OOKING

Cameo

Chansres in Ownership

Bernard

of

GREENCASTLE—

DANA— Isis.

by

Inc.,

HERMANN
(new theater).
CINCINNATI— Shuperts. transferred to
EOLIA— Eolia. HERCULANEUM— River- RKO
Midwest Corp. KTNSMAN — Kinsman,
view.
ST. LOUIS— Odcon. SCHELL CITY
transferred to Earl J. Smith.
LOUISVTLLF

Changes

Albion.
Indiana, transferred to
Douglas
Haney.
Castle
Square,
transferred to H. G. Reckley.
Princess, transferred to American Legion
by Mr. Ashley. N.
Marshall, transferred to Henry Thea. Corp. by
V. U. Young.

—

Co.,

Tnr
233

OHIO

MONTANA

Changes in Ownership
ALBION — Albion, transferred to

WAYNE —

Holding

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership
MARSHALL — Princess, transferred

Openings
— HermO

—Photoplay

W.

to

Changes

T.

transferred
Braun &
to
Vance by Abaham Lincoln Amuse. Co. KANSAS CITY Rainbow, transferred to Walter
Schlaepher by A. L. Dare.—
Royal, transferred to Edwin Wright by H.
C. Dalby.
Star, transferred to John T. Chosen by Mrs. Mary

INDIANA
Merchants

to

LOUIS — Odeon,

BOURNE— Royal.

Ritz.

by

Ownership

in

Openings

transferred
Burford.

Closings

Bell

Ocean Ave.
Amuse. Co.

DONIPHAN— Princess,

Ownership

in

GREENVILLE— Branwood,

W.
red

t'

Haffarnan.

Hoeard.

Openings
CAIRO — New Gem (formerly

ZEIGLER

Changes

Ownership

in

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes

COLUMBUS—
CAMPO—

NEW JERSEY

Murphy,

SWEET SPRINGS—

Changes in Ownership
CAIRO — New Gem. transferred

CHESTER— Court

Mermaid

Rosenberg bv Llewellyn Thea.,
TEKONSHA—Rivera. Moe
TERSEY CTTV— Cameo, transferred to

—

Closings

ALBION— Albion WardILLINOIS
C.

BROOKLYN—

CAMDEN— Elm and_ Star.
Closings
R. Burcham by P. J.
EOLIA—
WEST ORANGE— Llewellvn. NEWARK
Eolia, transferred to Mrs. J.
Edwards bv
TERSEY CTTY—Monticello.
Wm N. J. Buechle. HERCULANEUM— River- —Metropolitan.
NEWARK—Walnut.
view, transferred to Claude Lupkey.
ST. CLIFFSTDF— Rex.

OAKLEY—

Dr.

3rd
Atlantic
Flora
(201
Mermaid Ave.).
(2812
Strand (Rockville Cen-

CAMDEN — Elm. transferred to Joseph
Star, transferred to M. D. Bullifont.
NEWARK — Ronson. transferred tr
Newark S. Orange Ave. Corp.
EAST
MER- ORANGE— Park, transferred to Park and
Dodd Then. Corn, bv Burdhard Amuse. Corp
WEST ORANGE—Llewellyn, transferred

MISSOURI
Changes

(1703

STATEN ISLAND—
TEFFERSONSVTLLE— Makee.

Closings

KINDE— Familv.

CASSAPOLIS— Gem.

Opera

House, trans
ferred to F. G. Erickson by Melvin Brown
RICHFIELD American, transferred to F
G. Erickson by Melvin A. Brown. JEROME
Rialto, transferred to I. H. Harris by L
M. Zug.
Cassia
Stake
Play
house, transferred to Chas. S. Clark by
G. Hardy. SODA SPRINGS— Indiana, trans
ferred to Mrs. E. I. Colvin by J. W. Laurit

Schlesinger by

Closings

NEW YORK CITY—Yorkville
tre).

—

Eden, transferred to F. G. Erickson by C. O.
Roice.
FAIRFIELD Liberty, transferred to
F. G. Erickson by Fairfield Auditorium Assn

(formerly

St.),

house).

Ave.).

Openings
Changes in Ownership
GRANT— Grant (new theater).
DUBOIS —Theo, transferred to Clarence RILL—
Merrill.
Brown by W. M. Garretson.
EDEN

—

(2nd Ave. and Houston

legit,

Ave.

Closings

FREEBURN— Freeburn.

in Ownership
DETROIT— Medhury, transferred to SamLafcofsky by Saul Korman.
uel
HILLSDALE Alhambra, transferred to Geo. F.
Spinner by Howard A. Lane.

IDAHO

T.

Openings

Changes

PUEBLO— Colonial.

R.

to

BROOK YN—

Arnold.

D.

C.

transferred

St.).

Chas.
Goldschlag.
I.
Imperial
(869 Halsey St.), transferred to A. & T.
Amuse. Corp. by Tarmin & Simon. Lincoln
(1521
Bedford Ave.) transferred to Mir.n
Thea. Corp. bv W. G. L. Amuse. Corp.
PORT JERVTS— Royal, transferred to Max
M. Bern tein by Neversink Amuse.

velt
to

LOUISVILLE—National,
LAWRENCE-

H. E. Nivens.
transferred to Tom Norman.
Lyric, transferred to

67th

E.

Amuse. Corp. by R. T. Amuse. Corp. (Irving
Fineman Operating). Audubon (165th St.
and
Broadway),
transferred
Audubon
to
Amuse., Inc., by Skouras.
Cannon (112
Cannon St.). transferred to los. Mangilio by

TROY— Rox

HIGHLAND— Highland (formerly Cameo). MONT—
CORNWALL-ON-HUDSON — Storm King KEMP —
(new theater). NEW YORK CITY— Roose-

MICHIGAN

HOMELAKE— S.

HAGERMAN—Park

—

Strand.

—

—

to
of

ARNOLD— New Arnold.
ALLENTOWN— Park.

—

KANSAS

TRAfrl

Closings

in Ownership
Academy, transferred

Orange Countv Thea., Inc., by Academy
Music Operating Corp. NEW YORK CITY
Tudor (650 3rd Ave.), transferred to Debar.
Inc.,
bv Jayvee Amuse. Corp.
Rex

Openings

CALIFORNIA

—

NEWBURG

Ellis

W. LaRue.

E.

NOGALES— Nogales.
in

Changes

Ownership

in

DOW CITY— Iowa.

Closings

Changes

NEW YORK

IOWA

ARIZONA

15, 1*3?

FRFDFRTCKSTOWN — New
Grand
GROVE CTTY— Kayton (formc-tv Maiestic)
MANOR— Manor. MEADVTLLF — Victor.
MERGER— Liberty. MONACA-Roxv. OR
BTSONTA— Strand.

Answer: 361 (see 1935 Film Daily Ye
Book, page 369, for tabulation.)

How many

players received screen credi

during 1934?

Answer: 2,056 (see 1935 Film
Book, page 417, for list.)

How many

companies

P^Vi

produce

-'

carfot

shorts?

Answer: 19 (see
Book, page 586, for

1935 Film Daily Ye
list.)

life

Day-after-Day
mi-

j

EXCELLENCE
EASTMAN

Super-Sensitive "Pan"

Negative has played

a part in

pro-

ductions that marked veritable milestones
in

cinematic progress. Yet

success

its

outstanding pictures

is

based

upon the same dependability

it

offers

in these

cameramen and producers every day

in the

year. Unfailing, day-after-day excellence

is

the quality that makes this film the natural

choice for the screen's greatest ventures.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
N. Y.

(J.

E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,

New York,

Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
J'

Super-Sensitive

Panchromatic Negative

CHANGE DAY
FOR THEATRES
IS

EVERYWHERE
EXCEPT

ipt

THOSE THEATRES

PLAYING
I'Ol

THEY'RE HOLDING IT OVER!
••••
KEEP YOUR TIME OPEN FOR

AN EXTENDED RUN

.

.

11%

% l%
D

«•'

m

H^BI

Intimate
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Character

in

International in
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Of Motion
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Vote on L. A. Zoning Plan

COURT SETS

MAY

1

zation

McCormick

5 CENTS

16, 1935

Set for

March 28

DEADLINE FOR FOX JET. PLAN

Schaefer Urges Employees to
Urges Depositing of Stock
in Favor of Reorgani-

is

Pictures

Sixteen Years Old

Reverts to Theater

Accept Paramount
—

Manager

for

a

Night

For the world premiere of "Laddie" at the Circle Theater, Indianapolis, S. Barret
McCormick, director of advertising and publicity for RKO Radio Pictures, will return
to his old love, house-managing, by becoming guest managing director of the Circle

opening night of the picture.
McCormick held the latter post at the Circle
when it was opened.
The theater is now one of the Milton H. Feld
it was decided to hold the "Laddie" world premiere there, Feld invited
McCormick to resume his former post for the night.

tor the

Plan

Weisman May Submit Plan
on Fox Metropolitan
Early Next Week

15 years ago
group.
When

On the unopposed application of
Milton C. Weisman, receiver for the
Fox Theaters Corp., Federal Judge
the company's stock are being urged
Mack yesterday set May 1 as the
by George J. Schaefer, general mantime within which Weisman must
ager, to immediately file their acbring on for provisional hearing the
ceptance of the reorganization plan
Fox Metropolitan Theaters reorganwhich Judge Coxe, in an order
ization plan he has been preparing
signed Feb. 14, found "fair and
with Joseph M. Schenck. Weisman
equitable and does not discriminate
told Judge Mack that he intended
unfairly in favor of any class of
to present the plan in court early
creditors, stockholders and is feasnext week and at that time obtain
ible."
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Detroit
A scientifically deter- an order fixing a date for provisionIn a message addressed to ParaHollywood— One of the most fammined price for each town, the fig- al hearing on the plan.
( Continued on Page 3)
ous comedy teams ever to appear
The plan proposes pro rata dison the screen is coming to an end as ure to be based upon a pre-determined ratio from the U. S. Depart- tribution to bondholders of not less
a result of Stan Laurel of Laurel and
Hardy pulling out of the Hal Roach ment of Commerce Survey of Retail than $2,400,000 in cash and issuTrade in 1933 and the local distrib- ance of new 5 per cent debentures
fold because of inability to agree
ution of national magazines, is the
(Continued on Page 8)
on stories. A new domestic series
highlight of the new sales method
of shorts with Oliver Hardy, Patsy
Kelly and Spanky MacFarland will planned by First Division Exchanges for "March of Time," it is
replace the Laurel and Hardy series
learned from Milton M. Cohen folConfirmation of the Allied Own- produced by Roach for M-G-M re- lowing the recent conference held
ers Corp. reorganization plan was lease.
(Continued on Page 8)
taken under advisement yesterday
by Judge Inch in Federal Court fol- Missouri Censor Bill
lowing a hearing at which the only
Para. Creditors to Meet
Seen
Sidetracked
opposition came from two minority
Albany The drastic
Stephens
B. P. Schulberg Deal
groups seeking representation on
Jefferson
Mo.
City,
Senator
bill
providing for segregation of
(Continued on Page 3)
Paramount
creditors
will
meet
Shea has placed his censorship bill
children in film theaters, making it
on the informal calendar, under early next week to consider the pro- a misdemeanor for
anyone to aid
posed
deal
under
which
B.
P.
which arrangement a measure does
Flinn
Seek Parley
a child in obtaining admission to
not come up for vote in the ordi- Schulberg will produce a series of theaters unless
authorized by the
Kans. City Zoning Plan nary routine, but may be called out seven features for the company. parent or guardian
and making
Kansas City—John C. Flinn has at any time the author desires. Present proposition would have the censorship of films for children
opbeen asked to stop here on his re- Usually bills so handled are never distributor handle 50 per cent of tional with
the mayor or other conturn to New York from Los An- called for a vote. The measure, call- the financing and Erpi and Ralph stituted
authorities, has been killed
(Continued on Page 8)
A. Kohn the other fifty per cent.
geles to confer with the local clearby the Assembly Committee on
ance and zoning board and with exJudiciary.
Two other bills along
hibitors on the request of the latter
similar lines introduced in the Asfor an amending of the present
sembly by Stephens have also been
clearance setup to one more agreekilled.
able to independents.
A committee of independent exhibitors conferred March 12 with
Bert Jacocks Supervising
Elmer C. Rhoden, Fox Midwest. Goldwyn Gets Merle Oberon
Final approval of the Los AnTheaters
East
geles clearance and zoning plan,
While no agreement was reached,
there is still a possibility one will For" Film a' Year for 2 Years incorporating a new alignment of
Boston Bert Jacocks, newly apbe.
Samuel Goldwyn, before sailing zones within the territory, is ex- pointed district head of Warner
last night on the Olympic with Mrs. pected to be voted by the Code Au- theaters, will make his headquai-Goldwyn, announced that he had thority at its next meeting, which ters here.
made special arrangements with has been put off from March 21 to
In Eleventh Week
|
Postponement of the
Alexander Korda, head of London March 28.
Paris
"The Gay Divorcee," RKO
Films, whereby Merle Oberon will session is partly due to fact that
Radio musical starring Fred Astaire and
Plans Palestine Merger
Ginger Rogers, is now in the eleventh
play the lead in "Dark Angel" in John C. Flinn, executive secretary,
Rudy Sanders, Brooklyn circuit operaweek of its run at the Lord Byron Theis delayed at the Coast owing to
the
role
made
famous
by
Vilma
tor, who is now en route to Palestine
shooting at the 31 -week
ater.
It
is
from New York, is understood planning
Banky. Miss Oberon is also a pass- his work on the schedule. He will
record set up by the same company's
to tie in the country's 30 theaters into
return
to
New
York
about
March
the Edward VII
"Little Women"
at
enger on the Olympic. The agreea
circuit lineup.
Theater.
ment provides that Miss Oberon is 25, instead of next Tuesday, as originally planned.
(Continued on Page 3)
Pramount

employees

who

hold

LAUREL-HARDY SPLIT

NEW SALES PLAN SET

ENDS COMEDY TEAM FOR "MARCH OF TIME"

—

COURT TO CONSIDER
ALLIED

OWNERS PLAN

THREE FILM MEASURES

ARE KILLED AT ALBANY

As

—

On

—

With

On

Code Authority Votes Mar. 28
On Los Angeles Zoning Schedule

Warner

—

—

Up

^
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Albany Area Giveaways
Grant Code Authorities
Income Tax Exemption
Are Banned After June 7
Vol. LXVII, No. 63

5 Cents

Mar. 16, 1935

Sat.,

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Editor and Publisher

Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
it
1650
T. W.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
President,
Editor and Publisher;
Alicoate,
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager- Arthur W. Eddy, Asso-

Code authorities are entitled to
exemption from Federal Income
taxes and from filing returns therefor, although employes of the authorities as individuals are not exempt, according to a ruling this
week by the Commissioner of In-

ternal Revenue. The authorities are
required, however, to file with the
Collector of Internal Revenue in
their district an affidavit in the form
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Manafing
required by Article 101-1 of ReguEditor.
Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, lation 86 of the Bureau of Internal
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Revenue, setting forth the characTerms (Postage free) United States outside ter of the organization, the purpose
of Greater New York $10.00 one year: 6
Foreign, for which organized, its activities,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order. the sources and disposition of its
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM income, whether any of its income
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
credited to surplus or may inure
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738. 7-4739. is
Holly- to the benefit of any private inCable Addreu: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- dividual and all other general facts
London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
relating to its operations which
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne. bear upon its right to exemption as
FriedriohatraJM, 325. Paris— P. A. Harle, La a non-profit entity.
Cinematographic FraneaJie, Rue de la Courdes-Nouee,

Albany

—Ban on premiums in this

locality will be effective
7, according to a notice

from June
from Ben-

jamin Strosberg, code board secretary, following a vote in which 100
per cent of the affiliated exhibitors
and 80 per cent of the independents
registered against the practice of
giveaways.
The Regent Theater,
operated by the Morse & Rothenberg circuit, was the only house
favoring continuation of premiums.

P-T Ass'n and Exhibs
Rap Sex Pictures

—

Milwaukee A resolution protesting the showing and advertising of
"Narcotic" and "Guilty Parents,"
which have been playing Fox's Al-

hambra

here, has been adopted

City

Milwaukee

Council

by
of

Parent-Teacher Associations.
The
Independent
Theaters
Protective
Association of Wisconsin has adopted a similar resolution and has notified civic, church and social organiNovarro
Produce
zations
that its members have
In Argentine Capital pledged themselves not to show senBuenos Aires Newspaper stories sational sex pictures.

19.

May

—

CODI

state that Ramon Novarro intends
to come here next year to produce
native pictures.

FINANCIAL

Fla. Studio

Confabs

Despite reports to the contrary,
the Hays association so far has not
Net interested itself in the plan proHigh Low Close Chg.
posed by Joseph M. Schenck for reColumbia Picts. vtc. 41% 40y4 4H/4 + 1%
Ind
4% 4i/4 43/4 ... moval of all studios from California
Con.
Fm.
18
183/6 +
% to Florida, it was officially stated in
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 183,6
118% 163/4 118% + 1% behalf of the organization yesterEast. Kodak
152V2 52% 152%
do pfd
% day. No meetings have been held
8% 85/| 8%
Fox Fm. "A"
34% 32% 337/8 + 1l/g on the subject.
Loew's, Inc
Schenck has said
104
do pfd
037/a 104
that he is taking steps to persuade
.....
23A
25/8
25/4
Paramount ctfs.
5/6
5/8 -f
% all producers to transfer their activVB
Pathe Exch
ities to Florida owing to increased
12% 12% 12%
do "A"
% taxes threatened at the Coast.
RKO
1% 11/4 11/4
403/ + 1V4
403/
403,4

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

— An

company
make 10

Rome

—

1

1

.

.

.

—

Univ.

pfd...

Piet.

4
23/8

4

2%

Warner Bros

21/4

14% 15
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
A-0 6s46.
Keith

65/8

.

65/8

65/6

68% 68%
1043/4
04% 104J/4
Loew 6s 41ww
Paramount 6s47 filed 70% 70% 70%
49% 49% 49%
Par.
By.
5%s51
483/4
483/5
Par. By. 5%s51 ctfs. 48%
71
71%
Par. 5%s50 filed... 71%
.

.

.

.

68 4

1

.

Par.

+ %

15

do pfd

5%s50

ctfs. ...

71

701/4

71

15

Technicolor

143/4

2%

Trans-Lux

1

1/4

+ %
+ V4

—
—
— %
13/8
1

03% 103%
49%
49% 49
MARKET
CURB
NEW YORK
103%

Pathe 7s37
Warner's 6s39

—
— %
—2

+ %
+ %
2% — %

15

2%

GB

Signs Maude Howell

THE FILM DAILY
Maude Howell has

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

been signed by Michael Balcon, GB
production manager, to appear in
the next two George Arliss pictures
to be made by GB in England. Miss
Howell has already left for New
York on her way to London.

English producing
understood planning to
pictures, in English and

is

Italian versions, at the newly built
studios near here.
Wallace Beery
is understood to have been engaged
for one of the films.

Detroit—"Roberta"
tle

waged by

won the batthree musical pictures

New

—

Marlon Byron
Gus Schlesinger
Junior

Edward
Sid

Conrad Nagel
Harrison

Henry

Golden

Grauman

B.

Sonny
Marie

Ford

Coghlan

Quill jn

Walthall
Barkas

THE FILM DAILY

sailed

last

night

on

the

London.

for

GEORGE R.
BATCHELLER,
president
of
Chesterfield Pictures, and MAURY M. COHEN
president of Invincible Pictures, have arrived
in
New York from Hollywood to confer here
on next season's product.
MR. and MRS. GARY COOPER sail today o"
the Monarch of Bermuda for a sojourn in Bermuda.

ALBERT DEANE

Paramount

the

of

department left New
where he will

foreign
the

York yesterday for
remain two weeks.

Coast,

ROBERT RITCHIE, manager of Jeanette MacDonald, is booked to sail from New York today on the Champlain for Europe.

MARGOT GRAHAME,
makes

her

Radio's

"The Informer,"

American

today after a

brief

English
actress
who
film
debut in
RKO
returns to Hollywood

visit

MAUDE HOWELL,

in

signed

New
by

York.

Michael

Bal-

con

for the next two George Arliss pictures
be made by GB Productions in England, i'
on her way east from Hollywood en route

to

London.

May
ly

to appear
show.

J.

in

leaves for London early in
"Stop Press," Clifford White-

MCCARTHY, who
to New York in

J.

returns

now

is

about

in

Hollywood

week

a

MAURICE CHEVALIER

left Hollywood yesterand will sail from New York on March
aboard the He de France.
He is to be in
Paris
for the premiere of "Folies
Bergere".
which he recently completed for 20th Century
The star plans to return to Hollywood in the

day
23

MR.

MRS.

and

night

last

on

the

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
Olympic

sailed

England.

for

Swiss Studio

—

March 17:

Boston Friars'
nut Grove, Boston.

sey,

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Genevieve

Tobin

recast of
is cur-

Cocoa-

Party,

Allied Theater Owners of New JerLincoln Hotel, New York, 2 P. M.

Jersey

West Coast Bureau of

Club

March 19:

March 26:

Switzerland.

Replaces Claire Dodd in Film
West Coast Bureau of
Hollywood Jeff

night

last

Monday morning

here

THE
DATE BOOK

—

Contract for Lazarus

MERLE OBERON
Olympic

Hollywood

left

arrive

ED FAY returned to Providence yesterday
here the past week. The RKO picfrom New York.
ture set a new house record at the
Fox and is holding over. Its opSIDNEY R. KENT, who returns to New York
position were "Sweet Music" at the today from Florida, leaves for the Coast within a few days.
Michigan and "Folies Bergere" at
HARRY BUXBAUM leaves New York or
the United Artists.
Monday for a trip to South Africa.
George W. Trendle, president of
HENRY KING and HOWARD ESTABROOK
United Detroit Theaters, was in New leave
New
today on their return to
York on business this week, while the Coast. York
Howard Pearce, production director,
was in Chicago.
Phil Kaplan, managr of TheatriINDUSTRY'S
cal Advertising Co., has left for
New Orleans and Florida.

Building

New

will

Century.

fall.

Detroit Briefs

Montreux,
Switzerland
The
Myron Shellman to the Coast
Studios Suisses will be completed
Boston Myron Shellman, form- here soon for producing
native picer district manager for Publix here
tures.
It will be the largest and
and more recently manager of the most modern plant of its kind in
Majestic for F. E. Lieberman, has
gone to the West Coast.

20th

HAL Le ROY

Studio

.

1

the

to

Planned in

He

train.

English-Italian Films

Rome

No

ADOLPH ZUKOR
by
on

2

P.

Allied

meeting,

Theater
Lincoln

Owners
Hotel,

of

New

New

York,

M.

25-May 1: International Cinematographic
Congress, Berlin, Germany.

April

Lazarus has been places Claire Dodd in the
April 27:
A.M.P.A. annual get-together dingiven a new contract as chairman "Men on her Mind," which
ner, Hotel Astor, New York.
rently
the
before
the
cameras
at
of the editorial board at Paramount.
1:
Annual meeting of Independent TheAnother new Paramount contract Warner studio, with Bette Davis May ater
Supply Dealers' Ass'n, Edgewater Beach
has been awarded Irvin Talbot of starring. The cast also includes in
Hotel, Chicago.
addition Ian Hunter, Alison Skipthe studio music department.
worth, Colin Clive, John Eldredge May 20-24: Annual Spring Meeting of thi
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Jktel
and Philip Reed.
Roosevelt. Hollywood.
"Spectacle Maker" at Capitol
"The Spectacle Maker," M-G-M
Kill Missouri Chain Tax Bill
May 21-23: Allied States Asi'n annual convention, Robert Fulton Hotel, Atlanta.
short in color, has been added to
Jefferson City, Mo. The Missouri
the bill at the Capitol, where "After house has killed a bill to impose May 21-23: Georgia-Florida-Tennessee-Alabama
Office Hours" is holding over for a annual license fees of from $25 to
Independent Theaters Ais'n annual convention, Robert Fulton Hotel, Atlanta.
second week.
$200 on chain stores.

B

—

.
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TO CONSIDER

ALLIED

ArlOMGTHE

OWNERS PLAN

{.Continued from

Page

the board of directors.

until Monday to file
in support of their
views. Special Master Lewis, in his
report to the court, advised that
board representation be confined to

PHIL M. DALY

were given

memorandums

the major committees.

Archibald

Palmer,

representing

petitioning creditors, advised the
court to deny the request for representation, charging that the groups
had only recently acquired their
holdings, and sought only to gain
positions on the board to acquaint
themselves with the inner workings
of the company for their own ad-

vantage.
It was determined at the hearing
that the proposed sale of the Brooklyn Paramount building and theater
to Si Fabian should not be submitted as a modification of the plan
but instead should be ratified at a
special meeting of creditor interests to be held within the next few

weeks.

The Allied Owners' reorganization plan provides for settlement
for $5,000,000 of the $23,000,000
Allied claim against Paramount and
gives Allied representation on the
Paramount board.
The plan for United Artists Theater Circuit to acquire the Fox Metropolitan theaters, subject to court
approval, was considered by the
United Artists board of directors
at a meeting yesterday afternoon.
Joseph M. Schenck presided.

Goldwyn Gets Merle Oberon
For Film a' Year for 2 Years
{Continued from Page 1)

play in one picture a year for
Goldwyn for the next two years.
"Dark Angel" is now being adapted
for the screen by Lillian Hellman
and Mordaunt Shairp and is to be
directed by Sidney Franklin. It will
go before the cameras on June 1.
While abroad Goldwyn will confer with Korda regarding talent
loans.
Miss Oberon, who is under
contract to Korda and is already
slated for an M-G-M picture in Hollywood, will consult Korda regarding other offers for her services.
to
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Joel

McCrea thinks the rainbow hued

tuxedos for
stick

to

men

black.

are

silly,

and says

RIALTO

:;

1)

The groups

• • • THE ULTRA-MODERN de luxe style for an expeditionary picture
that of Armand Denis and his wife,
Leila Roosevelt, who have started on a year's trek through the
Belgian Congo
the Dodge auto concern has equipped them
with two specially designed trucks to meet the unusual conditions of the tough journey
all wood parts of the trucks
have been treated with a special solution to ward off deterioration and insects
the sides, top and floor of the bodies have
been heat-insulated
insect-proof cabinets of metal have
been built in for the holding of film and sound equipment
these cabinets have been so constructed that they can be removed and the interior of the trucks converted into full sized
who wouldn't
beds with insect-proof screens fore and aft
be willing to go on an African film expedition under these
circumstances?

T
•

•

•

FIVE OF

radio's

T

T

most popular programs plugged

the song hits from Warners' "Gold Diggers of 1935" over national hookups last Thursday eve
tieing in with the opening at the Strand
the stars who were in on the broadcast
were Rudy Vallee, Lanny Ross, Fred Waring, Paul Whiteman

and Harv and Esther

TWO

• • •
OF our old pals now in Hollywood are stepping out in the creative field of writing
Harry Blair is
co-author with N. Brewster Morse of a three-act comedy,
"Pocahontas Preferred"
which the Bliss-Hayden theater
in Hollywood is presenting on March 21
Hy Daab and
Major Ross Duff Whytock, two former New York newspapermen, have written "Park Row'"
a saga of city journalism,
covering twenty of the most dramatic years of newspaper history
many of the historic figures of the "row" have been
woven

into the history

• • • AT THE Monday luncheon of the Cheese Club
leaders of politics, radio and journalism will be the guests of
honor
Mayor La Guardia, Bernard S. Deutsch, Samuel
Levy, Merlin Aylesworth, David Sarnoff, Herbert Bayard Swope,
of course
Gene Buck, Alfred J. McCosker, Donald Flamm
the ebullient prexy,
genial manner

Harry Hershfield,

will preside in his usual

• • • OUR PAL Mike Glutz writes us from the cactus
stating that he
country where he is temporarily stranded
is trying to sign up Father Coughlin, General Johnson and
Huey Long
to write screen dialog for some company that
may need some nice fresh, colorful dialog in their productions
Mike sez if we're
and what company doesn't?
gonna have Color in the pix, as it looks now, we oughter get
it's a swell idea, Mike
but
some in the dialog, too
don't make the mistake of having these three mugs writing in
the SAME room if they go to Hollywood
• • • OVER AT the Roxy, Marilyn McKay, is appearing
as a featured performer
up until Thursday nite she was
employed in Macy's dep't store
she won the Fred Allen
Amateur Radio contest last Wednesday eve, and the Roxy conLongmans, the book publishers, retract was her reward
port that "What Manner of Love," the Rita Weiman novel, has
With a weekly playlet, espegone into a second printing
cially written for her, Irene Rich, on the Grape Juice Hour,
They
went up 5.3 points in the Crosley rating last week
tell us that the producers are snowing interest in the screen
rights of "No Sailors Allowed," book by Nick Kenny, the
"Mirror" radio ed
the story deals with goings on in the
U. S. Navy, and has plenty of picture color

URGES EMPLOYEES
TO ACCEPT PARA. PLAN
{Continued from Page 1)

mounteers, Schaefer suggests that
they discuss the procedure with the
nearest branch or district manager,
at the Coast, with A. C. Martin,
studio comptroller or in New York,
with W. B. Cokell.

Harriman Denies Urging
Removal of Section 7-A
Denial of newspaper stories credhim with advocating the dropping of Section 7-A from the NRA
is contained in the following statement issued by W. A. Harriman, administrative officer of the NRA.
"I have been represented in newspaper articles today as urging removal of section 7-a from the National Industrial Recovery Act, and
as suggesting that the collective
bargaining guarantee should be
dealt with by separate legislation.
"I have not urged and do not urge
removal of section 7-a from the
NIRA and the codes and, further, I
am confident that, regardless of
other legislative plans, this labor
provision will remain an integral
part of the program.
"I also have been represented as
not being in accord with the position taken by Donald R. Richberg
before the Senate Finance Committee in regard to NRA.
"As to this second point, there is
no difference of opinion between Mr.
Richberg and myself on any point
of policy now under discussion at
the Capitol.
"Suggestions for abandonment of
certain codes and simplification of
NRA which were attributed to me
do not reflect my opinion. I cited
them as possibilities in response to
questions by newspapermen who
wished to know how Congress could
carry out proposals which have been
advanced for reducing the scope of
NRA. An examination of Mr. Richberg's statements before the committee will show that our positions
are to all intents identical."
iting
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Austria

he'll

last year.
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produced

17

feature

films
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Maiden, Mass.

—The Orpheum, one

of the Ramsdell Brothers houses has
Wide
installed
DeForest
Super
Range Sound parts. Divisional Engineer Harold Davidson did the job.

—

—Edward

Osmond

Briles
has arranged for the installation of

new

complete

Fidelity sound
Lyric theater.

RCA

High

Victor

equipment

in

his

—The

Wade

E. Allen, owner.

Lincoln,

Neb.

—

Temple DeVil-

JOHN
Al

—

Chicago Henry Balaban will remodel the Adams, first run house,
at a cost of $65,000. The house will
remain open throughout. Entire new
front will be put in, and new seats,
booth and stage equipment.
The
lobby will be refinished, with a modernistic touch. The house is twenty

EDITOR'S NOTE:—This is the fourth of a series of articles u
These are regular weekly features and are written with the
prominent people will follow Mr. Eberson's. Letters from
!

old.

CARPETS

—

Hollandale, Miss. The Roosevelt
here is installing a new cooling system.

What does

the average Theatre Architect or Theatre

Detroit

Hartford, Conn.

—

The Hartford

first-run E. M. Loew house, has
been outfitted with DeForest Super

Wide Range Sound by Harold DavidP.

division engineer.

C.

•

Miss.

ma *

*

FEW FUNDAMENTAL

facts pertai

order to render helpful service

in

ins

client.

«

*

u

takes well nigh a lifetime of experience to become a judge of rugs and carpets,the art of carpet weaving is old and has helped to make histoi
the field is great,
It

—

*

*

*

ance,

—

are continually faced with carpet problems,
softness of tread, and carpets for accoustical reasons.

•

•

—carpets

for appea

•

•

Carpet manufacturers have bent their efforts to produce a floor covering that will me
the decorative, accoustical and wearing requirements at the lowest possible cost
n
the Theatre Owner.
*
•
*
•
III

The market offers certain standai
You are about to replace your outworn carpet.
grades of carpet in the quality line as well as in the hard service and durable line, whit
one or the other mill excelling tl
are made by practically all American carpet mills,
others in certain lines.
•
•
•
•

—

general, the standard carpets of interest to Theatre Owners and
on power looms, as follows
*
*
•
•
In

made

in

In

Ameri

Axminster Carpets; Velvet Carpets; Wilton Carpets and Chenille Carpets.
*
»
•
•
From these four classifications we recommend the Velvet Carpet for theatre use.
*
•
*
•

I

!
weaves of carpet can be produced in an unlimited number of qualities. The qual
dependent entirely upon the closeness of construction, quality of wool used, and th
thickness of the pile or nap of the carpet.
»,

is

CARPET

the Franklin here.

Meridian,

the

All

—

Grand Rapids
McArthur Theater Equipment Co. sold a new Roth
generator to Willard and Bolshaven
to

my Theatre Owner and Operator

•

—New

T.

*

my

Our Theatre Owners

206.25 to recarpet part of the house.

G.

it

installed.

installation for refinishing screens has been put into
the Astor, Redford, Great Lakes,

son,

made

business to acquaint myself with a
ing to the manufacture of carpet floor coverings,
I

Owner know about

weaving?

intricate technicalities of carpet

*

Crystal City, Tex.—Gray Miller
and H. A. Daniels, managers of the
Guild here, are entirely remodeling
their house at a cost of $3,800. The
front of the building is now being
rebuilt, seating capacity is enlarged

—

—

-.^

houses with the new Strong Utility
lamps, using the newly developed
National High Intensity carbons.

and Grand by Peter Roth, agent for
biss, Westland Theaters architect,
Pratt and Lambert. The system has
who recently readied the circuit's also been
sold to the Royal Oak
Varsity for opening, will come here
of Royal Oak, and the Lancaster of
this month to start remodelling the
River Rouge.
Kiva, Westland's other house here.
DeVilbiss has been at the Colorado,
New Orleans The Saenger here
three
about
for
Colo,
Pueblo,
has been authorized to spend $3,months.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
New United
Theater, 207 Myrtle Avenue, has
replaced its Brenkert Hylo lamp-

if

BUSINESS

Arcade has replaced
its old sound with a new Photophone and rest rooms
High Fidelity system, according to
Detroit

1935

16,

«

Dallas Remodeling of the front
and lobby of the Arcadia, East Dallas, has begun under supervision
of Dick Foy, manager of the neighThe
borhood Interstate theater.
estimated cost will be about $2,years
500.
The theater will remain in
operation during the remodeling.

Emporia

March

qui

C

Theater Improvement Items

»

Saturday,

—

The

Strand,

F
i

To

(Continued on Page 7)

USED
EQUIPMENT
BOUGHT AND SOLD
LARGEST CLEARING HOUSE IN

SHOW

BUSINESS

S.
1600

O.

CORP.

S.
BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Tal.

CXIctorlnf 4-1T1T

RECORDING
AIR CONDITIONING

PHOON

&.

ONDITIONINGCQ
BLOWERS
AIR

-

FANS

ON

Film or Disc

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM*

WASHERS

IS* Witt 26th

St.,

N«w York

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH. 4-2200 921 W. 44th

It.

N.T.C.

Hi
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GUILDERS

»

4ct

paper by John Eberson, one of America's leading architects.

teing
s

BUSINESS BUILDERS

by other

Articles

for exhibitors.

requesting information will be answered by this departmont.

tendering for easy recognition the different types of carpet, and describing
mechanical difference, I might state that the United States does
lot produce wool that is suitable for carpet purposes.
The characteristic qualifications
carpet wool are resiliency and durability.
titiipf
These qualities are contained in wool
lefore

heir characteristic

that grow on the back of sheep

libres

where the climate and forage
*

*

*

is

most

suitable.

*

VXMINSTER CARPETS;

regardless of closeness of weave, thickness or quality of the
the thickest threads in the back, run crosswise.
These threads are generally of jute and have the appearance of heavy ribs. These "ribs" on the back of an
\xminster Carpet are the means of securing a row of "tufts" on the surface.
Fifteen
pptvribs in three inches on back of carpet will hold five rows of surface tufts.
It is posyarn, have

weave Axminster Carpets with great variance

ible

to

ows

of tufts in three inches.

*

*

*

of

closeness

*
.j,.

*

VILTON AND CHENILLE CARPETS
but only

in

their

established his

own

up

to

*

in

any color,

—

—

not

*

constitute the field of high

most intense type of construction

priced quality car-

they equal good velvet

will

:arpet for theatre use.
l

*

»

*

*

3ood Wilton carpets are too costly for the average theatre.
nmt 1 greater amount of wool to bring out its design.

•

•

*

A

Wilton carpet requires

•

The back of a Wilton carpet shows the yarn colors running the length of the carpet.
In other words, you can see the yarn that runs along in the back when it does not
in the surface.
Wiltons can only be woven in one to six colors, don't ask me
iippear
why, it will take too long to tell.
*
*
*
*

—

again, let me tell you in judging Wilton or Velvet carpets, it is possible, due to
combined quality of wool, height of the pile and closeness of weave, to manufacture this type of carpet in a large number of qualities.

ulilf\nd
il

-he

The producers say it took five years

COMFORT

to film this hit. Five years

Tojnued)

i

commonplace

in the

life

is

a

of Alexan-

der Smith Carpet. This good-look-

All Set to Serve You
National Service never relaxes.

It

is

|Soi

M

ment

of

KNOWN

QUALITY.

projectors.

Send for catalog.

SERVE your

theatre.

Only equip-

St.

or Office Nearest

You

been taking

it

on the

chin, year

after year, in the majority of the

Carpets, seating, screens,

National

is

PREPARED

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY
92 Gold

ing, long -wearing floor-covering has

ready to help your

renovation, re-equipment and repair problems.

New

to

country's most successful theatres.

CO.

York, N. Y.

who

branch such as exhibition ment company with headquarters
should not be dependent upon outside in this city, has been appointed
resources for technical guidance, ac- dealer for Brenkert equipment in
cording to J. T, Knight, Jr., of Fa- the
Eastern territory.
He will
mous Theater Corp., Paramount's maintain a service department for
theater-operating subsidiary.
In a all Brenkert apparatus.
paper recently delivered to an exhibitor convention he stressed the
New York Complete equipment
need of an industry organization
Mitchell
Cameras and
qualified to investigate matters of including
mechanical operations and to advise many acessories were furnished by
theatermen. Knight proposed forma- the Motion Picture Camera Supply
tion of a Motion Picture Institute Co., to the Douglas Fairbanks production unit heading into the south
of Engineering.
seas and the Armand Denis, expedition headed into the Belgian Congo.
Word has been received of experiKansas Oity Don Davis, sales ments and tests being made en
manager for RCA High Fidelity in route, of some of the newly dethis territory, reports the following veloped equipment as proving highrecent sales: E. 0. Briles, Lyric, ly satisfactorily.
Emporia; Valencia, Sam Portle, Macon, Mo.; C. Bratten, Stella, CounPhiladelphia -Under
supervision
cil
Grove, Kans.; Harold Walsh, of Charles S. Dingleman, who is
Chase, Cottonwood Falls, Kans.
(Continued on Page 7)

thirty-nine

we do

«

equip-

*

Axminster carpet can be woven in any pattern and
ecommend Axminster carpets for theatre use.

(tiVhile

wkiiUets,

Notes from the Equipment Field
New York—In an industry as techNew York—Joe Hornstein,
the motion picture business, recently

—

THEATERS
i

THEATERS

nical as
a vital

HfflRSON

««j t/iis

C
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD "LOTS"^
By RALPH WILK
L^ENNETH MACGOWAN

associate producer on the next
picture made at the
RKO Radio Studio. Macgowan,
former noted New York stage pro-

Ann Harding

ducer and dramatic
produced many film

critic,

who has

including
Radio, is
now on loan to Pioneer Pictures. He
is acting as producer of Pioneer's
new Technicolor picture, "Becky
Sharp," starring Miriam Hopkins.
As soon as "Becky Sharp" is com-

"Little

Women,"

hits,

RKO

for

Macgowan will return to
Radio to prepare the Harding
Miss Harding is soon to refilm.
turn from a long holiday in the
South Seas, on which she embarked
after completing "Enchanted April."
pleted,

RKO

»

?

f

Dix's next picture for
Radio, "The Peace-Maker,"
will be directed by Charles Vidor,

Richard

RKO

who has

just completed "Strangers

All,"

starring

same

lot.

with his wife,
films.
will at

May

Robson, on the

now on a holiday
Karen Morley of the

Vidor

is

Upon

his return the director
once start preparing the new

Dix picture for production.
v

Pat
stone,

added

Stanley Blycharacter actors, have been
to the cast of Columbia's

O'Malley

and

"Hot News"

(temporary title), in
which Richard Cromwell and Billie
Wallace
Seward have the leads.
Ford, Jack LaRue and Wesley Barry
have already been assigned imporant

Lambert Hillyer is directing
from Anthony Coldeway's story.
roles.

States, starting with the Dalton and

and her hand waving farewell as the
cab rolls away. Her voice, of course,
will be heard. Ginger Rogers plays
opposite Bill, and others in the cast
are Gene Lockhart, Paul Kelly, Les-

Fenton and Ralph Morgan.
Stephen Roberts directs.
T
T
T
Being tiny is no handicap to

lie

.

screen success, according to Isabel
Jewell, who, although she tips the
scales at less than 100 pounds, is
headed for screen stardom within
the next year under her M-G-M contract.
Miss Jewell has won her
last
four
roles
in
"I've
Been
Around,"
"Shadow
of
Doubt,"

"Casino Murder Case" and "Times
Square Lady" because she is so diminutive.
"Larger women against

whom I competed for the roles were
told they were too big for the parts,
ern
and
John
Buckler
have
the
feaVirginia Reid, RKO Radio's beauby casting officials," says Miss
tured
roles
supported
Spencer
by
tiful blonde starlet from Kentucky,
Jewell.
Charters,
Catherine
Doucet,
Frankhas been given a role in "Hooray for
T
»
Pangborn,
David Clyde, John
Love," the new musical picture now lin
Margot Grahame, English actress
in production with Ann Sothern and Darrow, Emerson Treacy, Addison under
contract to RKO Radio, on
Gene Raymond featured, under the Richards and Charles Grapewin.
her return from New York in a few
direction of Walter Lang. Miss Reid
t
v
T
days, will begin rehearsals for the
is currently appearing in "Roberta",
Bess Flowers, leading woman of next Richard Dix picture. Miss
as the leading figure of the fashion- silent picture days, has been given Grahame
recently made her Hollyshow sequence in the picture.
one of the strangest roles in screen wood debut in "The Informer." She
T
T
T
annals.
Alhough she plays one of is the wife of Francis Lister, BritHelen Lowell and Maude Eburne the key parts in "Star of Midnight," ish leading man who has
appeared
are appearing in Columbia's "Party William Powell's new starring pic- in "Clive of India" and
"Richelieu."
Wire" in which Jean Arthur and ture at RKO Radio, her face will
T
T
T
Victor Jory are featured.
Others never be seen. Miss Flowers plays
Dwight Franklin, authority on
already signed for the cast are the role of Alice Markham, whose pirate lore, has been
engaged by
Grace Hale and Walter Brennan. mysterious disappearance causes a Warners to act as technical
adErie Kenton is directing.
The maze of complications in this soph- visor for the company's forthcoming
screen play is an adaptation by isticated thrill drama.
She figures production of "Captain Blood." RobEthel Hill and John Howard Law- importantly throughout he story
ert Donat will be starred in "Capson of Bruce Manning's popular but the audience will see only her tain Blood," with Michael
Curtiz
novel of the same title.
ankles as she steps in to a taxi, assigned to direct.
.

—

EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

« «

Smash Campaign
on "Devil Dogs"

TVfANAGER
X
the

Aline Bernstein, who has designed
the costumes for dozens of BroadJennings
gangs,
who operated way stage hits, including sevez-al
through the middle west two gen- Theater Guild productions, was reerations ago, and the steps the gov- cently signed by RKO Radio to
ernment has taken recently to com- create the costumes for Merian C.
bat their modern prototypes, form Cooper's forthcoming production of
the background for "Let 'Em Have H. Rider Haggard's "She."
The
It,"
now being directed by Sam film is now before the cameras with
Wood for United Artists release. Helen Gahagan, Randolph Scott
Government men, who play leading and Nigel Bruce in leading roles.
parts, wipe out the bandits, which
T
T
T
takes the production out of the
Two
more additions to the long
"gangster" class. Appearing in the
cast for Columbia's "Eight Bells"
picture are Richard Arlen, Virginia
have been made. Joseph Sauers and
Bruce, Alice Brady, Joseph King, J.
Joseph Singer are the latest to be
Farrell MacDonald, Joseph Crehan,
added to the roster. This photoplay
Paul Stanton and Gordon Jones. Six
based on Percy G. Mandley's
is
technical advisers are working on
Broadway stage production of the
the production under Director Wood.
same title. Roy William Neill is diT
T
Y
recting.
Ralph Bellamy, Ann Soth-

The crime history of the United

will be

De

Jules Fields of
Witt, Bayonne, N.

went the limit with this campaign for "Devil Dogs of the
Air", which helped put the pic-

J.,

grosses.
for
big
over
ture
Stickers plugging the picture
were spotted on the covers of
such popular airplane story
magazines as "Airplane News,"
"Dare - Devil Aces," "Battle
Aces," and "Dusty Ayres." Copy
on these stickers read as follows
"You will be thrilled by these
stories and get a thrill from
'Devil Dogs of the Air' with

—

James Cagney and Pat O'Brien
at the DeWitt theater, (date)." In
addition he put out a four-page

"Dewitt Movie News" featuring
stories and art work from the
book.
These tabloids
press
were given a wide circulation
throughout the city, and outly-

He dressed his
ing districts.
ushers like Devil-Dogs, with
chest bands carrying the picture's title.
huge airplane

A

body frame was placed in the
lobby with appropriate copy; a
twenty-four sheet was placed
across the floor of his lobby (in
advance) with a framed onesheet conspicuously displayed
behind it. Fields also devised a
special
compo-board art set
piece featuring the stars of the
production for his lobby, and obtained a full window in a tieup

with a toy airplane manufacturer.
The local bus line co-operated by planting placards on
the picture and playdate on the
front bumpers of all the buses.
De Witt, Bayonne, N. J.

—

Big Tie-Up Campaign
Aids "Folies Bergere"
"EFFECTIVE tie-ups with

lead-

by

campaign arranged
Ed McBride of

Manager

Loew's State, Syracuse, N. Y.,
for the opening of "Folies Bergere", 20th Century production.

Kaufman's, men's hat store, displayed a huge straw hat and

a

new

their

contest

hat-size

utilizing

conformer.

Any

person whose head size was
nearest that of Maurice Chevalier's

for

received a new straw hat
the summer.
The entire

window

carried

scene

stills,

and billing, plugging
the Loew's State engagement.
Another effective stunt was arranged with
Kallfelz,
local
bakery, and Edwards Department Store. Kallfelz baked a
120-pound cake in form of a
straw hat and placed it in one
of the windows of the Edwards
standees

store.

ing merchants marked the
exploitation

conducted

To

persons

guessing

the actual weight of the cake
free guest tickets to see the
picture were awarded.
After
the contest the cake was cut
into small portions and distributed at the theater. The stunt

was plugged in all Edwards
newspaper ads giving the pic(

ture full credit.

—Loew's

State,

Syracuse, N. Y.

« «

Screening for
Teachers Gets Interest
1

WO

weeks before the opening of "David Copperfield"
at the Tompkins theater, Colorado Springs, Col., a screening

'J

was held
cation.

for the Board of EduIn
attendance were

teachers from

all

members

the

of

high schools,

faculty of
the Catholic
schools,
the clergy and the
press.
Comment cards were
passed out by Ed Vaughn, theater manager, and answers were

Colorado

College,

used for display purposes. An
essay contest was
arranged
with the "Evening Telegraph"
on the respective merits of the
film and book "David." All b-. A
stores had one-sheet cards Wk
ing
the
picture.
1500 book
marks were distributed.
2000
tabloid heralds were given out.
1000 door hangers were used.
Tompkins, Colorado Springs.

—

THE
aturday,

March

16,
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REVIEWS
.ilian

and

Harvey

Tullio

"LET'S LIVE

of the

with

Helen MacfCeller, Cecelia Parker,
Crane Wilbur, Mahlon Hamilton

69 mins.
Foy Productions

FILMS

SHORTS

"HIGH SCHOOL GIRL"

Carminati

TONIGHT"

olumbia

NEW

53 mins.

"Remember

the

Alamo"

(See America First, No. 4)
Vitaphone
10 mins.

Historical Scenic
ROMANCE OF MONTE CARLO TOO
An important time in American
CATCHPENNY STUFF PURPORTING
WITH ONE
STRING
HEME TO MAKE MUCH IMPRESSION. TO PLEAD THE CAUSE OF PARENTS history is covered in this E. M. Newman scenic. Opening with the start
TEACHING BIOLOGY TO CHILDREN. of the
West Point Academy and
The only thing that gets this feature
HARDLY ENTERTAINMENT.
the Naval Academy at Annapolis
1 is the gorgeous array of expensive sets,

EPETITIOUS

-

Froos and a male partner sing a
couple of pleasing numbers, which
are worked into a bit of a story,
the whole thing adding up as fairly
satisfying.
Miss Froos, working as
a song plugger, is about to be fired
because no sales result after she
has sung a song. But another singer, who has been trying to get her
to team up with him, intercedes and
starts vocalizing a duet with her.
The crowd gathers, sales result and

film, through scenes and the
voice of John B. Kennedy, traces there is a singing finale.
le acting undistinguished.
Tullio Car- picture, this may be all right for miscel- the country's growth up to the falinati does not get a chance to do the
laneous houses that go in for odd numbers, mous defense of the Alamo, through
Dancer Cast in "In Caliente"
imancing of which he is a master, and but it does not quite come within the the war between the Republic of
West Coast Burtau of THE FILM DAILY
Texas and Mexico and tells of the
-lian Harvey seems colorless and miscast,
circle of regular screen entertainment. It
Hollywood Ramon, of the team of
addition of Texas to the United
ut it wasn't her fault, for the material
Ramon and Rosita, which leads the
is
rather
preachment,
urging
parents
a
States.
idn't offer her anything.
Tullio Carminati
"Lullaby of Broadway" number in
to tell their children the facts of life so
lays the role of a rich rounder who ex"Gold Diggers of 1935," has been
rcises tremendous fascination for women. that they will be fortified by this knowl"Buddy's Theater"
cast in First National's "In Caliente"
le is rich, and has his own yacht.
At
(Looney
Tune
Cartoon)
Helen
edge when they face actualities.
as Dolores Del Rio's dancing part'lonte Carlo he romances one evening with
Vitaphone
7 mins. ner.
The film's large cast, most
MacKellar plays the role of a mother who
ilian Harvey, who has the part of a romanFunny Cartoon
of whom have finished their work in
ic young girl.
She takes the dilettante prefers to keep such knowledge from her
A lot of laughs are contained in it and gone on to other roles or vacaeriously, and when he sails away on his daughter, Cecelia Parker, who, presumably
this cartoon story of Buddy as a tions, includes Pat O'Brien, Leo CarBut memory of
acht she is heartbroken.
picture
theater operator. rillo, Edward Everett Horton, Glenas a result, gets into trouble and goes motion
he girl haunts him, and brings him back
The audience will roar right out at da Farrell, Harry Holman, Herman
rom India and another woman, only to through the familiar agony, thus finally
the burlesque newsreel and coming Bing, Phil Regan, Winifred Shaw,
ind his young love engaged to a friend. awakening the mother to a realization of
attractions trailer promising "15 Olive Jones, John Hyams, Florence
\nd so on through minor complications the wisdom of the theory.
Because of the features for 15 cents."
When the Fair, Luis Alberni, Soledad Jiminez,
vithout any original treatment to an awakcircumscribed nature of the production, it feature comes on Buddy gets so in- George
Humbert, Dorothy Dare,
ening of both to the fact that they must
would be unfair to pass judgment on either terested that he swings, on a reel William Davidson, Antonio and Retelong to each other. The other man fades
of film, from the projection booth nee De Marco, and the Judy Canova
the performances or direction. As the girl
>ut of the scene.
to the screen to save his screen- family of hill-billies.
Lloyd Bacon
Cast: Lilian Harvey, Tullio Carminati, in the case, however, Miss Parker does heroine from an ape.
directed the story sequences and
anet Beecher, Hugh Williams, Tala Birell, good work.
Busby Berkeley is finishing the
Alberni,
Coleman, Arthur
Claudia
.uis
dance sequences.
Cast: Helen MacKellar, Mahlon HamilSylvia
Froos
in
Treacher,
King,
Gilbert
Emery, Bradley
ton, Cecelia
Parker, Carlyle Mcore, Jr.,
Plugger"
"The
Song
3ene Markey, Victor Schertzinger, C. C.
Noel Warwick, Treva Scott, Crane Wilbur,
Boston National's New Front
(Song Hit Stories Series)
loleman, Joseph Walker, Paul G. Neal,
Mildred Gover, Arthur Wanzer, Eula Gay
Educational
10 mins.
Sene Milford.
Boston
The front of the Nationand Frank LaRue.
Fair Musical
Director, Victor Schertzinger;
Author,
al, E. M. Loew Theater, is being enDirector,
Wilbur;
Crane
Story-AdaptaBradley King; Screenplay, Gene Markey;
In a song shop background, Sylvia tirely rejuvenated.
tion, Wallace Thurman; Cameraman, WilEditor, Gene Milford; Cameraman, Joseph
liam
Thompson.
Walker.
it

the

story

is

and

flat

repetitious

and

Obviously

intended as an

"exploitation"

the

—

—

Direction,

Fair.

Photography,

Okay.

Direction,

Passable.

Photography, Good

Theater Improvements

Equipment Notes

Page 4)
Saenger house here, will install new
seats here at a cost of over $3,000,
and a new neon sign reported to
cost $500.

(Continued from Page 5)

(.Continued from

now

in charge of the recentlyopened local branch of Typhoon Air

Conditioning

Co.,

the

company

COMPLETE NEW IDEAS

is

o

making

—

Portland, Me.
The Strand, an
Abe Goodside house, has been outfitted with RCA sound.

—

Franklin, Neb. A new balcony is
being built into the Rose Bowl theater here by George Hall, manager.
When reconstruction is completed
the house will have 600 seats.

—

City, Mo.
Sam D. Hyter,
exhibitor at Kiowa, Kans., will remodel his theater completely, beginning July 1. Mr. Hyter will install
all new equipment, sound, seats, etc.

Kansas

cAnnouncingl

important strides
along
Reof pre-summer business.
cent installations include the Broadway at Camden; Colonial, South
Philadelphia; Midway, Philadelphia
and the Grange, Philadelphia. The
firm will also make the installation
at the Bromley, Philadelphia, now
Dingleman has
being constructed.
been actively connected with theater construction for the past 15
years.
lines

Spring

BANNERS
AND

VALANCES

—

Mass. Improvements
Theater included a
Hertner low-voltage high-intensity
Cincinnati
The Park Hall the- generator and Peerless Magnarc
ater, recently damaged by fire, has lamps, obtained from the Hub offices
been equipped by the National The- of the National Theater Supply.
atr~; Supply Co., and new Symplex
Springfield,

at the Phillips

—

ly
•

fetors were
Beckley,

been

installed.

W. Va.

equipped

Arc Lamps.

— The Lyric has

with

new

Springfield,

Mo.

—Ehsley

Peerless has installed new Wide
ment at the Landers.

Barbour

Range equip-

S£GJ>

MORRIS LIBERMAN
729

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

THE

JEW

DAILY

COURT SETS MAY

1

FOR FOX MET, PLAN
(Continued from Page

Film

—

—

—

—

—

Skwark, is now being run by Magriel and Davis.

—

1

—

San Antonio Jack H. Adams,
has returned to Dallas, where
he is now locatd in the Film Exchange Building.
Jean Finley, Columbia exploiteer,
was in town from Dallas and had a
private screening of "The Whole
Town's Talking."
The Majestic theater is giving
Saturday midnight previews of spe-

—"Guilty

Parents"

is

week at Fox's Alhambra theater here with Texas Guinan's

in its second

—

"Scandals" booked to start March
15.
Reports have it the house will
be closed when its lease expires this

summer.

Chicago Briefs

Iowa Items

Jr.,

Milwaukee

—

—

Chicago Irene Coleman, Chicago
Des Moines. Art Leak of Portland, Ore., and Larry Hensler of girl who has been in great demand
as a bit player in Hollywood since
Omaha have taken up their duties winning
a beauty contest here sevwith Columbia here as territory eral years ago, is back here after a
men. Max Roth, district manager vacation in Miami, Fla.
Mid-City Theater, operated by
from Kansas City, visited the local
Harold Eschbach, reopened this
office the latter part of the week.
j

week after being dark for four
About 6000 persons attended the months.
Eschbach was formerly
personality and ability contest and connected with the Fischer Circuit
dance at the Coliseum March 13 of Wisconsin theaters.
away recently.
E. J. Ruberti is the new manager
concluding the convention of the AlJoe Seidler of New York is the lied Theater Owners of Iowa and of the Hamlin Theater, west side
new master of ceremonies at Club Nebraska. Jan Garber and his or- house.
Royale.
Louis R. Lipstone, production
chestra from Chicago played, and
Jan headed the judges' committee manager for Balaban & Katz theaThe two winning ters, is back from a three-week trip
for the contest.
girls chosen from 200 entrants were to the West Indies.
Added to "Stranded" Cast
Practically all of Film Row atWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY priven trips to Hollywood and the
Hollywood Robert Barrat, Mary three first place winners were prom- tended the funeral of Mrs. Al SobForbes, Ann Shoemaker and Gordon ised stage experience. Lester Mar- ler. Both she and her husband had

cial pictures.

Mrs. Catherine Welker, mother of
V. D. "Buddy" Welker, assistant
manager of the Majestic, passed

—

Elliott

have been added

to the cast
Warner pic-

of Kay Francis's new
ture which bears the temporary title
It was first anof "Stranded."
nounced as "Lady With a Badge."
George Brent plays the leading
The picture is bemasculine role.
ing directed by Frank Borzage.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Make
Week.

tie-ups

on

flowers

for

Easter

former secretary of Allied of been prominent in local film circles
Iowa and Nebraska, managed the for years and local motion picture
He plans to take the ten people turned out en masse to pay
contest.

tin,

of the contest on a tour
Blues
of theaters in this section.
songs and dance numbers formed the
programs of the contestants.
E. A. Swanson has opened the
new Plaza Theater at Monona, la.
J. M. Spalla, Des Moines, has
leased the Rialto theater at Grundy
Center, la., which had been operated for several years by William

finalists

Hawn.
The Rev. Mr. Gilmartin, who

16, IVdl

FOR "MARCH OF Tlfk

Sharon Springs, Kans. Ellsworth
Omaha
William B Haarmann,
assistant booker at the Paramount Lacey has taken over the Strand
exchange here, has been promoted theater. He will install new sound,
to the post of booking manager. seats, and other equipment.
Other changes in the branch's perAsh Grove, Mo. Lloyd Metcalf
sonnel have been effected as follows: John Harms, ad sales assist- will install a new balcony in his
ant, to assistant booker, L. B. Cole- theater at Ash Grove, Mo., this
man, chief accountant, to the Chi- spring, increasing the capacity from
cago branch in a similar capacity, 300 to 450.
Lucile Anderson from billing clerk
Kansas City
J. W. Band, who
to cashier.
formerly operated shows at PattonsDodgeville, Wis.
Damage esti- burg, Oregon and Forest City, Mo.,
mated at $35,000 was suffered when has opened a show at White Cloud,
fire destroyed a two-story building Kas.
here housing the Crystal theater,
Monson, Mass.
The Capitol,
operated by Theodore Kragel, as
formerly operated by Mrs. Mary
well as a store and offices.

Outdebentures total about
$12,500,000 and bear 6V2 per cent
For reorganization purinterest.
poses, $700,000 in cash will be paid
into the new company to be formed
and headed by Joseph M. Schenck.
In addition the new company will
receive any dividend on the Fox
Theaters Corp. claim against Fox
Met. amounting to $5,776,000.
New 10-year operating contracts
are provided for Skouras and Randforce in the plan. Stock of the new
company will be divided between
Schenck and Fox Theaters. About
$1,000,000 in new cash is being paid
in to make the reorganization posJack Heese,
Springfield, Mass.
Milton C. Weisman will be
sible.
an officer of the new company and formerly manager of the Capitol
The plan is to be here, has gone to New Haven, to
also a director.
presented to the court on behalf of direct affairs at the Roger Sherman.
the unsecured creditors.
"Roberta" is beKansas City
ing held a third week at the Mainstreet, while "Little Colonel" holds
a second week at the Uptown.
San Antonio Notes
standing

March

NEW SALES PLAN SET

NEWS OF THE DAY
—

1)

The
$6,835,000,
totaling
Daily learns authoritatively.

Saturday,

their last respects.

A lien of $93,059.51 has been filed
with the clerk of the federal court
against the estate of Thomas Maloy,
late head of the motion picture
operators' union. The lien was filed
by Collector of Internal Revenue
Carter H. Harrison and includes unpaid income tax and penalties for
the years 1929, 1930, 1931 and 1932.

(Continued from Page

1)

here by "Time" and First Divisioi
executives.
The price will not b
increased in a competitive situatioi
nor lowered where one house hai
the monopoly.
In case an exhibitor is not satis
fied with his contract, he may cance
at the end of four months and receive back one-half the amount already paid. The present contracts
are for six months, with twelve
months' renewal option at the same
rates.
A free trailer with each re
lease

and free accessories to the

value of one-tenth of the contract
price are promised with each re

Cohen pointed out that the plan
eliminates all bickering over film
rental prices, and that it is wholly
fair to the exhibitor.
The plan,
tried out in a series of two letters
by a dozen major executives of First
Division and "Time" here last week,
has met with a "gratifying response," and is the official Michigan
plan. It may be adopted nationally,
and is adaptable to feature picture
product as well.

Missouri Censor Bill
Seen As Sidetracked
(Continued from Page 1)

ing for three censors at salaries of
$2,500 a year, with the cost to be
financed by a movie tax, had been
favorably reported by the Senate
Criminal Jurisprudence Committee.
A delegation from Kansas City, including Arthur H. Cole and R. R.
Biechele, as well as a St. Louis
group including Fred Wehrenberg,
came here this week to protest
gainst the bill.

"Roberta" a Smash in Richmond

Richmond, Va.—"Roberta", RKO
Radio musical, smashed the house
i ecord
to smithereens during its
first week at the Byrd Theater here,
both receipts and attendance figures
going overboard. The Salem Theater, Salem, Va., reports that its all
time records were cracked during
-

the

same

period.

SUNSHIN€
IN

pre-

sented a series of foreign motion
picture films at the First Unitarian
Church, Des Moines, has resigned
his pastorate, his resignation being
demanded because of his views on
socialized
medicine
and
labor
troubles.
The congregation has
voted to continue these presentations of foreign films "for their
artistic value."

THE
Finds Italian Houses Outdated
Theaters in Italy are sadly in
need of modernizing, according to
Joe Lee of Fox, who has just returned to New York after a trip
to that country as well as Egypt
and Palestine.
Thirty houses are
now operating in Palestine, he stated yesterday.

k

lease.

DAY'S

NEWS|
85%

of

last

month's

releases

rated suitable for family trade.
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CENfS

Dissension Centers on Terms of Para. Board
BOILING DOWN' SEEN FOR MOTION PICTURE CODE

MPTOA Naming Code Revision Committee Immediately
Kuykendall Changes Plans
and Group Will Confer
At Early Date
The M. P. T. 0. A. committee on
ode revision, appointment of which
is expected immediately owing to a
mange in President Ed Kuykendall's
plans, will hold several meetings
"j before interviewing Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt at Washington.
Plans is to prepare a cone

(Continued on Page 6)

ACTIVITY IN HIGH

AT M-G-M STUDIOS
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY

Ten
productions,
them with release dates tentatively set to the end of May, are
currently in work at the M-G-M
nine of

Finishing touches are being put on "Mark of the Vampire,"
for release April 5; "Baby Face
Harrington," April 12; "Reckless,"
studios.

(.Continued on

Page

Court Finds Wrong Count
On Percentage Picture
In what is described as the first
case in which a court has found an
improper count in connection with
a percentage picture, Judge O'Neill
of the Municipal Court, New York,
on Saturday decided in favor of
RKO in its action against the Eagle
New York city house.
s decision
finds that the count was short be,-

tween 200 and 300 admissions and
gives the plaintiff a judgment for
$166. Arthur Krim of Phillips and
Nizer represented
vin Albert

fendant
"Little

RKO

the

for the deaction involving

Women."

Roosevelt Orders
,,'ip/i.

Bureau of

g^J'Vashington

—

AT&T

Probe

THE FILM DAILY

President Roosevelt late
*"3ft week signed the Congressional resolution for an investigation of American
Telephone & Telegraph Co., including
its ramifications in the movie
industry.

The

Communications Commission will conduct the probe, for which
$750,000 has been appropriated.
Federal

NEW HEADS APPOINTED

75 PER GENT FINISHED INPHOTOPHONEDEPTS.
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Camden, N. J. Appointment of
maintained a three new heads of Photophone defast production pace all season, the partments is announced by G. K.
Warner-First National studios have Throckmorton, executive vice-presireached the 75 per cent mark in the dent of RCA Manufacturing Co., efcompletion of their 1934-35 product. fective
immediately.
James
E.
Ten finished pictures are now await- Francis, formerly manager of the
ing release. These include:
RCA Victor Photophone Depart"The Case of the Curious Bride," ment, becomes manager of the comwith Warren William and Margaret pany's Hollywood operations; EdLindsay;
"Traveling
Saleslady," ward M. Hartley, formerly service
with Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell manager, is now manager of the
and William Gargan; "Go Into Photophone Department; and F. B.
Your Dance," co-starring Al Jolson Ostman, formerly assistant to the
and Ruby Keeler with Glenda Far- service manager, has been appointed
rell; "In Caliente," starring Dolores service
manager.
Throckmorton
Del Rio with Pat O'Brien, Glenda also anounced the consolidation of
{Continued on Page 6)
the company's rapidly growing parts
sales activities with the Receiver
National Goodwill Tieup
and Phonograph Department.
Hollywood

—Having

by

Francis, who is a pioneer engiAdopted
Allied Ass'n
(Continued on Page 7)
Detroit Following a test in some
local houses, Allied States Ass'n has
Attendance Increase
adopted nationally a plan for goodwill building through the distribuIs Reported by Charnas
tion of a collection of 120 illustraIn keeping with generally imtions to children, it was revealed proved attendance along Broadway
last week by H. M. Richey.
The during the last few months, busipicture will be given to children in ness at the Strand, since it was reseries of six each for 20 weeks, with opened in January following the
an album to hold them, says Richey. brief shutdown for alterations, has
Each theater, city and state will ar- shown an increase of 20 per cent,
range contests for the best collec- says Harry L. Charnas, managing
tions, and there will be prizes rang- director of Warner Bros. Metropoliing from a trip to Washington to tan Theaters. Better grade of prodwrist watches and other items for uct is credited by Charnas as reeach state. The plan will be spon- sponsible for the general upturn.
sored nationally by Allied and operThe Strand, which since January
ated in each territory by the state has shown "Bordertown," "Devil

—

while Mel-

was counsel

in

N. LINEUP

20%

6)

H

WARNER-F.

(.Continued on

Page

6)

(Continued on Page 7)

Kuhn-Loeb, Fortington Groups
Differ on Para. Board Terms
$570,614 Operating

Shown by Century
An

Net
Circuit

Dissension in the Paramount reorganization is centered chiefly on
who shall receive the one, two and

operating profit of $570,614,
provision for depreciation three year terms to be allotted to
amounting to $309,968, is reported the new directors, with the two chief
by the Century Circuit for the year banking groups seeking to dominate

before

ended Aug.

31.

(Continued on Page 6)

Drastic Modifications Are

Expected in New
Code Setup
Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Insiders with strong
Administration connections are figuring that under the revamped National Recovery Act, which will be
authorized by a bill to be passed
by Congress shortly, the motion picture and other codes will undergo a
"boiling-down" proces."
They envision

drastic modifications of the
setup under which only such trade
practices provisions as are agreed
(Continued on Page 7)

johnsontoTestify
nra investigation

in

Washington Bureau of

Washington
fireworks

in

—

THE FILM DAILY

Promising some
the Senate Finance

Committee's

investigation of the
expected that General
S. Johnson, former administrator, will testify the latter part
of the week.
Meanwhile, Clarence
Darrow, one of the NRA's most
caustic critics, is scheduled to appear today when the hearings are
resumed.

NRA,
Hugh

it

is

Formal Plea by Depinet
In Gov't St. Louis Case
Louis

— Ned

E. Depinet, presiDistributing Corp.,
came here Friday and made a formal plea of not guilty on behalf of
himself and his company when arraigned before Federal Judge Davis
in the Government's restraint of
trade case. William Mallard, genSt.

dent

of

RKO

eral counsel, and Bruce Bromley,
special counsel, appeared for the de(Continued on Page 7)

Bowes Quits

M-G-M

Post

Resignation of Major Edward Bowes
as a vice-president of Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer, of which he had been an officer
10 years, was announced Saturday.
Major Bowes said his action was brought
about by a desire to lessen his labors by
for

eliminating

some of

his

activities.
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.RKO Radio
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Liliom
La Crise Est Finnie!

Fox
European Film

Chapayev
Topaze (closes tonight)

Amkino

Grace
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Acme

Man Who Knew Too Much (March 21
Naughty Marietta (March 22)
Woman in Red (March 22)
Mystery of Edwin Drood (March 28)
Private Worlds (d)
Black

Fury
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M-G-M
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Music Hall
Paramount

Universal
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(e)

National

(a) Dual bill.
(b) Revival.
(e)

Follows

Gold

Red Gap.

Damages St. Louis House
Louis Fire originating in th
furnace room did $1,200 damage t
the Fairy theater last week.
Ma:
A. Sanowsky is owner and manage
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expected to be completed in about
Members of the associaweek.
tion's board of directors in each of
six zones are now deciding upon a
representative to serve on the committee.
In addition to these six selections, President Ed Kuykendall
and Secretary Morris Lowenstein of
Oklahoma City are also members of
the committee, which is set up under the organization's local autonomy

Net
Chg.

—
—
—

in

Warners Set Releases
Week
For the Month of May

Selection of the new M. P. T. O.
A. executive committee, now in work,

2V2

2Vi

"A"

do

Low

Exec Committee

Being Decided

Is

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
High

Horton

—

St.

MPTOA

+
+

Moreno

V*
5/g

Strong on Broadcasts

Warners have set tentative release dates on four features for the
month of May. These are "Black

Another Colonel
sales

the
latest addition to the ranks of GovPublix
ernor Ruby Lafoon's Kentucky Colhouses. Thirty spot commercial an- onels.
WXYZ.
are
on
also
used
nouncements
The State broadcasts of 15-minute
dramatizations from films are exTestimonial to Al Somerby
cellent free publicity for upstate theBoston
After 35 years as an exEarl W. Hudson, publicity
aters.
hibitor, Al Somerby, veteran manchief, is writing all scripts.
ager for the Lothrop Theater Corp.,
will be given a testimonial dinner
on March 26. Joseph Brennan, busiNew Rialto Space 60% Rented
More than 60 per cent of the ness manager of Allied Theaters of
Massachusetts, heads the arrangespace in the new theater building
ments.
that is to replace the present Rialto
theater has already been rented
from the plans of the proposed
New Silly Symphony for Music Hall
structure, according to the agents.
"The Golden Touch," latest Walt
Demolition of the present theater
Disney Silly Symphony released by
starts on May 16.
United Artists, opens Thursday at
the Music Hall on the bill with
Fox's Shirley Temple picture, "Lit2 Monogram Films for Criterion
tle Colonel." In the new stage show,
The Criterion has booked, through Vicente Escudero, Spain's outstandFirst Division, Monogram's "The ing male dancer, will appear for the
Mystery Man" and "The Nut Farm" first time in a motion picture thefor first-run showing in New York. ater.
local

house.

starring

—

by

of the

"Gold Diggers" Holding Over
Paul Muni, with
Warners' "Gold Diggers of 1935/
Karen Morley, William Gargan and which opened last Thursday at tb
Tully Marshall featured, May 4; New York Strand, has already beei
"Dinky," with Jackie Cooper, Mary set to hold over for a second week
Astor and Lyle Talbot, May 11;
"The G Men," with James Cagney,
Rosenquest a Kentucky Colonel
Ann Dvorak, Margaret Lindsay and
Harry E. Rosenquest, assistant t<
Robert Armstrong, May 18; and "In
Caliente," starring Dolores Del Rio, Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone exec
with Pat O'Brien, Glenda Farrell utive in charge of shorts and trail
and Edward Everett Horton, May 25. ers, has been appointed a Kentucky
Colonel on the staff of Governoi
Ruby Lafoon.
Fury,"

Dan D. Halpin, assistant
Detroit Seven weekly broadcasts,
manager of Sonotone Corp.,
using eight stations, are being put

on

tl

A

Diggers.

Fire

FINANCIAL

on
Los

MERLE OBERON. scheduled to sail on ft
Olympic, announced at the last minute th,
she felt too indisposed to make the trip. St
remains in New York for several weeks, the
returns to Hollywood, where she is under coi
tract for Samuel Goldwyn's "The Dark Angel
and other pictures.

Strand

(c) Subsequent run.
(d) Follows Ruggles of

until

SAMUEL GOLDWYN, who sailed Friday nigl
on the Olympic for England, will remain abro;
only a few days, returning on the same boa

5th Ave. Playhouse

Warner Bros

his

NED E. DEPINET has returned from St. Loui
where he appeared in connection with tl
Government's restraint of trade suit again
three major companies and various executive
WILLIAM MALLARD and BRUCE BROMLf
accompanied him.

Playhouse

DuWorld
fox

file

there

LOUIS CALHERN sailed Saturday
Liner Santa Rosa en route to
geles via the Panama Canal.

5th Ave. Playhouse

(tomorrow)
The Little Colonel (March 21

to

Westminster

St.

a vacation
in
N«
Hollywood to start wo

LOWRY, who

week

remain

55th

following

returned to St. Louis la
annual income tax report, w
about April 5, when he
booked to open at Loew's Paradise theater.

Carnegie

Palace

Cameo
Dists.

FAYE,

York, has returned to
in
Fox's "Argentina."

ED

Little

in

Jamaica.

to

ALICE

Globe

Krellberg

K.

Club,

change

Paramount

.Columbia
.Warner Bros

Camille

•

COD!

Chesterfield

(TED) O'SHEA, M-G-M e
Buffalo and head of the loc
and SYDNEY SAMSON, Fox e
manager in the same city, are on

Variety

Rialto
Criterion
Criterion
Capitol
Music Hall

Monogram

S. S.

EDWARD

change chief

FUTURE OPENINGS

Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne.
P. A. Harle, La
Rue de la Cour-

*

Paramount

\f

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

19.

•
^

M-G-M

Coming and Goic.

TWO-A-DAY RUN
In

communications to
all
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737. 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Addreas: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
6607.
Granite
wood Blvd., Phone
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Friedrichstraase, 225. Parii
Cinematographic Francaiie,

Roxy
Strand
Astor
Mayfair

Byron Foy

McFadden's Flats
Mystery Man (a)
The World Accuses (a)
After Office Hours (2nd week)
Roberta (2nd week)
Ruggles of Red Gap (2nd week)
The Lost City (4th week)
It Happened One Night
(b)
Sweet Music (c)

THE FILM

Address

Columbia
first National
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THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

is

Paramount

—

Allied Theater Owners of New Jer
Lincoln Hotel, New York, 2 P. M.

March 19:
sey,

March 26:
Jersey

2

P.

Theater

Allied

meeting,

Lincoln

Owners
Hotel,

of

New

New

York

M.

Testimonial to Al Somerby, manager for Lothrop Theater Corp., Boston.

March 26:

April

25-May

Congress,

1

:

International Cinematographic

Berlin,

Germany.

April 27:
A.M.P.A. annual get-together
ner. Hotel Astor, New York.

May

did

Annual meeting of Independent The1
ater Supply Dealers' Ass'n, Edgewater leach
:

Hotel, Chicago.

May

20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt. Hollywood.
j

May 21-23:
vention,

May 21-23:

Allied

States

Ass'n

annt

(Con-

Robert Fulton Hotel, Atlanta.
Georgia -Florlda-Tenneuee-AUbanw

Independent Theaters Aii'n annual convenRobert Fulton Hotel. Atlanta.

tion,

A

CRITIC

WRITES
By

s

O,

E. de S. Melcher in

M-G-M

isn't able to

It isn't, isn't it!

when you

say

make

AN AD!
The Washington Star

a musical film!

Well, then, what will you

hear that 'Naughty Marietta'

is

one of the best musical pictures that has ever
been made; that the director of 'The Thin
Man' and 'Forsaking All Others' made it; that
it comes straight from M-G-M, and that Victor
Herbert's music rings out from the screen with
that same clarity, that same

warmth and

AND

vitality

just

BY THE

WAY—

who can match

these M-G-M musica Is

and that same sweep and breadth that made
Grace Moore's 'One Night of Love' a landmark
in the motion picture industry.

of the past:

Broadway Melody
Hollywood Revue
Rogue Song

"All of this
credit to

cerned.

M-G-M
It

and a

proves that

of Hollywood's
just as

fact.

is

many

'Naughty Marietta'

is

a

Marianne

New Moon

credit to everyone con-

W.

S.

wonder men

Van Dyke

is

The Pagan
Dancing Lady

one

— that he can yank

Going Hollywood

Merry Widow

rabbits out of Victor Herbert's hat

etc., etc.

he can out of The Thin Man's or Joan Crawford's.
His uncanny knack, particularly at the
as

outset, of

: (4

K

swelling every inch of this picture

m K%

with rich orchestrations and of disguising the

make you jump
out of your seat is a wonder and a delight. From
now on, Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy

plot with such music as will

|1

will
is

be referred to

as 'tops.'

something of which

'Naughty Marietta'

M-G-M,

Director

Van

Dyke and Victor Herbert should be proud."

m m
m
J
i

ft
fl ft

m 1
1
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"Pardon my
blushes

.

.

.

and wait
till

you see

'RECKLESS'!"

msfi

m

Wowd \ou Yjike to Sell
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BOSTON - PHILADELPHIA^WES
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CKET EVERY TWO SECONDS?
ou can do it with "Gold Diggers"— and Warner Bros, show
how by putting 30 a minute through the turnstiles at the
Broadway Strand's morning premiere!

DICK POWELL ADOLPHE MENJOU* GLORIA
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DISSENSION CENTERS

The Pettengill

ON TERMS FOR BOARD

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following expression, from a prominent industry official wlw
desires his name withheld, sets forth the dangers of a pending Congressional measure which
should have the immediate attention of both exhibitors and distributors.

this matter.

situation at odds on

\

TYPICAL

Kuhn, Loeb &

sometimes introduced

of that type of freak legislation

in

whose sphere
people who know nothing about a business seek to regulate it,
of influence extends to most of the House Bill 6472 introduced by Congressman Pettengill of Indiana,
Co.,

18, 193!|

NAMING COMMITTEE
Bill

COKVISfof

FOR

(Continued from Page 1)

Paramount

the

Monday, March

I

Congress by which
improve it is the

or

|

(Continued from" Page

1)

crete,

well-thought-out set of
posed alterations before they
submitted to the/NRA officials.
committee of five to be named
geographically represent major
tions of the/country.

pro

;!1

'<"

ar<

The
:.y

wil
sec

Kt

Represented by its sponsors as a remedy and a "cure-all" which will give the public
named by the stockholders,
bondholders and b^nk group com- better Pictures; arrange the programs more appropriately and bring to the public only
fnat *^P e °' Photoplay which these welfare groups believe "fit for the public to see,"
Warner-F. N. Lineup
*v.o ,i,„„i,;„
r
v,nnc!o
house
banking
mittees, giving the
this bill is now waiting action of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
75 Per Cent Finished
the practical dominance of Para- Commerce.
/ (Gtmtinued from Page 1)
/
mount it has enjoyed in\the pist, is
The sponsors of this bill some well meaning and others just busy to regulate Farreil and Edward Everett Hor
understood to be opposing the /terms somebody else evidently do not know or do not care about the mechanical problems tpn//The Goose and the Gander,' k
sought by board appointee^ hi the confronting the making or distribution of motion pictures requiring quick and efficient starring Kay Francis with George
distribution to more than 14,000 theaters in the United States, of approximately 25,000 Brent and Genevieve Tobin; "Mary Kt
so-called Fortington^eroup in Kvhich
Jane's Pa," with Aline MacMahon nli
miles of film daily.
They probably do not understand that this bill prohibits the wholesaling of motion and Guy Kibbee; "The Florentine
agger," with Margaret Lindsay
The Fortington group was organized p cture f ms more than 2,000 feet in length and compels distributors to retail feature
nd Donald Woods; "A Night at the
by Lehman Bros., Lazard Freres, photoplays one at a time. How such prohibitions will benefit the public in raising
Hitz," with William Gargan, Pa- K
Atlas Corp., the Fortington-Royal the quality of pictures or benefit the exhibitor by thus increasing the selling and
tricia
Ellis,
and
Erik
Rhodes; hi
Insurance Co. interests, Allied Owin- distribution costs, the bill does not disclose. This measure undertakes to substitute
and the merchandise the Federal Courts, the Attorney General's office, for the Federal Trade Commission*;' "Black Fury," starring Paul Muni
ers Corp.,
committee to fight thel in the passing upon motion picture disputes growing out of exhibition and distribution with Karen Morley; and "Dinky ,"§J
creditors'
with Jackie Cooper, Mary Astor and,
Kuhn-Loeb dominance of Paramount contracts.

directors

•

ii

t

,

i

—

—

1

.

Bil

1

jirs

[ft

j|

j

,

•-1

;

It!

|

8

i

and succeeded in getting four appointees to the proposed Paramount
board.
These appointees are John
vice-president of Lehman
Bros., H. A. Fortington, Floyd B.

Odium,
George

Roger Pryor.

At

something has been found to clutter up the calendars of the Federal Courts

Now our' Federal
a type oi |irj ga tion to take the place of bootlegging cases.
Courts and "Federal snoopers" are to run down cases of "film bootlegging," to find
With hundreds of thousands
out it f ;\ ms have been so \,} more than one at a time.
of film contracts annually between the theater owners and the movie distributors, our
Federal Courts will now have something to take the place of bootleg cases and keep
with

|

j

Stephen Callaghan.
Medalie-, former XL S. them

and
Z.

last

haircuts, the color for nail
or the
to be entered into by
companies, automobile dealers, or anybody else.
The movies have been doing pretty well lately. They have been giving us some
Why not give them a rest from the many types of freak legislapretty good pictures.
tion thaf have Deen snot at them since tneir b' rtn ?
'* is almost time for us to begin
lo appreciate some of the good things the movies are doing and stop "tinkering with
their carburetors and intake valves."

Louis Martin Lew, attorney who
opposed to the makeup of the proposed board of directors for Paramount-Publix, will submit an alternative board of directors to Federal
Judge Coxe he states in a letter to
George J. Schaefer, Paramount genis

NEWS OF THE DAY

eral manager.

Levy says that the banking interrepresented on the new board

ests

oppose efforts of Schaefer and
others to operate the company effecwill

Youngstown— Something new

tively.
list

and Percy H. Johnston would be
eluded.

**o\

iRc>
j

fcf&
s^ /

1

1

AGENT
Jack

Holt

pipes

of

ward

G.

all

owns
shapes

Robinson

a

collection

and
has

sizes,

more

of

27

and

Ed-

than

40.

—COLUMBIA

in-

1

for

insurance

of
Levy did not give the full
his alternative board but said that
Richardson
Schaefer, Charles
E.

:

busy.

[it

styles

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

unit.

—

Louis M. Levy to Offer
Alternative Board

NEWS

(Continued from Page 1)

A

small percentage of the
net revenue will be turned over to
the exhibitor units.
This bill, in the identical language taken from the opinion of the Appellate Court
American Pictures Co., headed byf
cf the United States seeks to make illegal that which the courts have already found
Arthur Robinson, tried out the idea
namely, the right of motion picture distributors to wholesale their product
to be legal
here.
The plan also will be utilized in
There is just as much sense for the Government to
and choose their customers.
tie-ups with schools as an educa
undertake to pass upon film contracts as there is for our Federal Courts to interpret the
tional proposition.
polish,
contracts

Attorney, is counsel for the Fortington group and has been in charge
of negotiations on the terms for the
new board. No agreement on terms
has vet been reached.

BIG*

National Goodwill Tieup
Adopted by Allied Ass'n

,

Greenville, Mich.— Bert C. E. Silver and his associates in the Silver
Family theater have let the contract
for the construction of a new theater building.
It will be of brick
construction.

—

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
New house
planned here by Comerford Amusement Co. to replace the Hazle St.
theater will have a seating capacity
of 1,200 double the size of the present house.
$125,000.

The structure

—

is

Trenton, N. J. After a
double features, the Capitol

to cost

try
is

on a policy
vaudeville,

in

record breaking has been accomplished-.by "Roberta," RKO Radio
musical, at the Palace Theater here.
"Roberta's" gross for the first three
days of its run exceeded that for
the first seven days of "The Gay
Divorcee," up to that time the most
successful musical ever to play the
house,

at

back

one

of

feature

and

—A

Reading, Pa.
15-piece orchestra has been lined up for the Park
theater.
'

Richmond, Va.

—

Nowitsky,
manager of the Colonial, has recovered from his recent illness and
is back on the job.
Al

High
At M-G-M Studic

Activity in

(Continued from Page

1)

April
and "One New York
19,
Night," April 26. Three others have
recently gone into production, the »
titles and release dates being "Age
of Indiscretion," May 3; "Public

Hero No.

1,"

May

10,

and "No More

"Murder in the
Ladies," May 17.
Fleet," for release May 24, also is
just starting, while work of shooting around "China Seas," on which
no release date is set, is in progress.
"Get That Girl," for release May 31,
also

'•

starting.

is

Policy House for Buffalo
A theater for the showBuffalo
ing of British, Russian and other
foreign pictures is expected to bu
opened here in a few weeks by a
group now operating similar houses
in several eastern cities.

Foreign

—

it-

—

Richmond, Va. Elmer H. Brient,
secretary of the M. P. T. O. of Virginia and director of expansion and
public relations for Neighborhood
Theaters Co., has moved to a suite
of offices in the Grand theater.
Toledo

—The

Pantheon

SHOWMAN'S

Theater

here is holding RKO Radio's "Roberta" for a third week the first
three-week run in the history of
the house. The holdover was forced
by the fact that "Roberta's" secondweek business was far in excess of
that drawn by "Little Women," in
spite of incessant rain.

—

REMINDED
Plan
Fool's

a stunt
Day.

of

some kind

for

April

m

^lim^B^^m^m^m^^u^m

THE
March

londay,

-JZM
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HEADS APPOINTED

DOWN' SEEN

'BOILING

FOR THE FILM CODE

H0T0PH0NE DEPTS.

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

eering and administrative execuve in radio and sound motion picires, will take over his new duties
He
wiji Hollywood in about a month.
Victor's West
supervise
ill
oast activities in Photophone High
idelity sound-on-film recording and
le sale, servicing and maintenance
f High Fidelity theater sound reft roducing
equipment. He will also
ike charge of the Victor disc reot
J3rding studios and record pressing
Pliant maintained in Hollywood.
Hartley dates his radio experience
5|ack to 1912, when he was a ship's
ioiJri r eless
operator. In the past two
™jears, his responsibilities were en'jfirged to include supervision over
'Hhe large force of Photophone service and installation men, and more
^jecently he directed the company's
™ arts sales activities, which have inreased almost 400 per cent under
is supervision.

RCA

f
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IF

M DALY

YOU

think that it's just the ole ballyhoo and
that announcement from Paul Benjamin that
ticket sale for the annual Naked Truth Dinner and Dance will
be limited to 1,000
then you're kidding only yourself
1,000 guests is the maximum that can be taken care
of with any degree of comfort in the grand ballroom of the
Hotel Astor
so there are going to be a lot of soreheads
squawking the last minute that they can't get tickets
for as a matter of plain truth they CAN'T get tickets after
the quota is closed

come-on

ai

ft.

Attendance Increase
Is Reported by Charnas
'c

(Continued from Page

1)

the Air," "Sweet Music,"
currently "Gold Diggers of
.nd
935," has the following attractions
lready booked to follow:
"Go Into Your Dance," musical
o-starring Al Jolson and Ruby
feeler; "Black Fury," starring Paul
iluni, with a supporting cast head)ogs

of

d by Karen Morley, William GarBarton MacLane, Tully Marshall and Carroll Naish; "In Calente," starring Dolores Del Rio,
vith Pat O'Brien, Edward Everett
ran,

lorton and the DeMarcos; "Oil for
he Lamps of China," second of the
Cosmopolitan-Warner Bros, producions, with a cast headed by Josephne Hutchinson, Pat O'Brien, Jean
tfuir,
Lyle Talbot and John ElIredge.

Publish Music from Audio Short
Metropolitan Life Insurance ComDany has published in sheet form
he song hit of the three-color
rechnicolor cartoon, "Once Upon a
rime." The music has been placed
n this form for the special purpose
)f bringing home this story of safeThe music was
;y to the schools.
written by Edwin Ludig, music diector of Audio Productions, which
nade the cartoon.

Know Your

Industry

How many screen playwriters worked on
1934 releases?
-<A?r: 448 (see 1935 Film Daily Year
BocRoajjiage

497,

How many
ing

for

list.)

features were

NOW

you

DURING THE making of "Cardinal Richelieu"
a Jewish lad approached Ben Silvey, assistant director,
and tried to wangle himself a job as an extra
he sez to
Silvey
"My frand, can you fix it for a Jewish convert
saying which he
to get a job on this priest pitchure?"
made the sign of the Cross as he touched his finger devoutly
to his forehead and shoulders
Sam Engle, who is Darryll
Zanuck's assistant, told us the story before his trip to Europe,
•

•

•

and swears

•

•

•

it

actually happened

LAST WEEK Gar

O'Neill returned from Kentucky
showed the film "Countryside Melodies"
one of the marvelous "Musical Moods" Technicolor series made by Audio Productions
showing a fox chase
which was made with the cooperation of the Iroquois Hunt Club

where

he

was exhibited

at Lexington for the ritzy club
they were so impressed, that they are planning to have a big opening of it at the Kentucky Derby the

the pix

all

groups

ters" imposed

be retained

by the present law.

Formal Plea by Depinet
In Gov't St. Louis Case
(Continued from Page 1)

fendant.
By stipulation of counsel,
other defendants will not be arraigned until the date of the trial,
tentatively set for April 2.
7

Signed by Morrison

Office

The following artists have been
signed by Richard W. Krakeur,
eastern representative of the Leo
Morrison office, for personal management by that office: Everette
Freeman, feature writer for the
"Saturday Evening Post" and writing dialogue for the Philip Morris
broadcast; Chick Endor and Charlie
Farrell, international entertainers,
now appearing at the Rainbow
Room; Betty Hamilton, ingenue,
who has just completed a part with
Clive
Brook in "The Dictator";
Diane Dudley, ingenue; Clark Robinson, scenic artist; Billie Packer,
juvenile, and Charles McClelland,

dramatic actor.
6 Ad Tieups on "Diggers"
Warners' home office advertising
and publicity department has set
tieups
with prominent mersix
chandising companies, wherein the
latter plug the engagement of "Gold
Diggers of 1935" at the New York
Strand, as part of their local ad
campaigns. These ads, which vary
from half to full pages in New York
magazines this week, are being
placed by Old Gold Cigarettes, Lux
Soap, Mojud Hosiery, Max Factor
Beauty preparations, Fern Shoes
and Union Leader Tobacco.

members

early part of

May

WE

• • •
LEARN from Elliston Vinson of the RKO
Theaters
that a pivot bridge and tea will be held on
Saturday by the friends of the School for Nursing of St. Vinmembers of the various alumnae assocent's Hospital
ciations of the N. Y. Sisters of Charity are showing a lively
interest in the affair
which will take place at the School
of Nursing, 158 W. 12th St

"Musical Mood" at Rivoli
"Mediterranean Songs," a threecolor Technicolor "Musical Mood,"
produce by Audio Productions and
released
by First Division Exchanges,
oli.

Inc., is

playing at the Riv-

The short was photographed
Naples.

in

DACK
.OOKING B.
•

•

•

ONE OF

the most alluring examples of Class, Refinement and Charming Personality we have met up with as a
who plays
potential screen find
is Adele Ronson
Florence in the radio "Gibson Family," and Wilma on the Buck
Rogers hour
the girl once played ingenue lead for Mrs.
Fiske and garnered unusual notices from the play crits
why some film producer hasn't grabbed her up is just one of
those mysteries to us

From The Film Daily

FIVE YEARS
stage to
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Files

AGO—George

make Warner

Arliss

quits

talkers.

AGO—

Balaban & Kafz take
Blank theaters; combined holdings total over 100 theaters.

TEN YEARS

over A.

H.

imported dur-

Answer: 182 (see 1935 Film Daily Year

will

in the code, plus clauses governing
labor.
In other words it is expected
that the rejuvenated act will permit
this and other industries to drop
many of the restrictions and "fet-

AMPA

• • • SUCH POPULARITY for the
annual shindig must be deserved
it is
the Ferguson Administration has hung up a dazzling record of performance that
is the tops ...
it has never been even closely approximated
those weekly Thursday luncheons of the pressagey
organization at the M. P. Club have had the customers scrambling for seats right through Bill Ferguson's administration
Bill promises that the entertainment and everything
else connected with the Naked Truth annual on April 27 will
top anything that even he has ever attempted in the way of
putting on a show
we happen to know what he has in
the bag
but are sworn to secrecy
so we're tellin'
you
get your tickets from Paul Benjamin
you've
got to say it with a Check
and you better do it
and don't be squawking later that we didn't warn

1934?

Book, page 379, for list)

1)

1)

FIFTEEN

YEARS

AGO— Adolph

other officers re-elected at
Players-Lasky directors meeting.

and
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inclusive of
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Theatres,
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COLUMBIA PICTURES
R

Theatres

and independent

exhibitors throughout the country.

,

v
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of the year
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"IT
with

HAPPENED ONE NIGHT"

WALTER CONNOLLY
From

the Cosmopolitan

Magazine Story by Samuel Hopkins Adams

Screen play by

A

ROSCOE KARNS

and

ROBERT RISKIN

FRANK CAPRA

Production

•
Cfrace

MOORE
in

Awarded
for

Grace Moore

"conspicuous achieve-

ment
of

to

in raising

the standard

"ONE NIGHT OF LOVE"

cinema entertainment"

with

TULLIO CARMINATI

MONA
Story by

Directed

LYLE TALBOT

BARRIE

DOROTHY SPEARE

by

•

Screen

pUy

by

JAMES

GOW

•

S.

and CHARLES
K.

BEAHAN

LAUREN

EDMUND NORTH

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER

THE

-Z*H
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

« «

Big Campaign

piece

for N. Y. Premiere
'HE Warner Bros. MetropolJ

cliffs

'

itan

theaters

exploitation

department began its campaign
for "Gold Diggers of 1935" four
weeks in advance of its premiere
at the N. Y. Strand with huge
signs along Broadway.
These
included a barricade in front of
the Warner Theater, two banners atop the Roseland Building,
and an attractive sign
above the Warner Theater. In
the Strand theater a colorful
arch was set up in the lobby,
with large colored enlargements
displayed in frames, and a special electrical sign in the entresole of the theater, four weeks
in advance.
The engagement
was accorded an extensive plug
through the distribution of 3000
Lux tie-up streamers; 200 posters displayed in Postal Tele-

graph windows, in addition to
50,000 heralds distributed by
this organization; 1,000 window
posters spotted in the city's
leading
florist
shops;
7,000
streamers distributed in cooperation with Coco-Cola, and
three window displays in leading: department store windows.
Music and shoe displays were
also seen in department stores
as well as window posters in all
the
United - Whalen
stores
throughout the city.
Special
advertising
obtained
was
through seven cooperative ads
which various products spotted
tieing in with the feature and
the stars, carrying theater name
and playdate, most of these
running to a full page display.
These included Lux, Old Gold
Cigarette,
McCreery Department Store, Mojud Hosiery,

Max
lin

Factor Make-up, FrankSimon Shoe Co. and I. J.

Fox furs. Radio plugs included an interview with Hugh Herbert, featured in the picture,

WOR, advance plugs by
commentators
on
M C A,
WINS, WOR and WNEW,
stills of Dick Powell were off-

over

W

WMCA

ered

to listeners over
and
WINS, "Gold Diggers"
songs were played and credited
by all important radio orchestras before the opening, the electrical transcription record was
played three times over WNEW,
twice over WMCA, once over
WINS and once over WOR.
S*rand, New York.

Shadow-Box Display
Helps "Man of Aran"
A N effective shadow-box

lobby

was used for "Man
of Aran" by Raymond F. Hodgdon,
manager of the RKO
display

Greenpoint Theater

The

Monday, March

in

Brooklyn.

display, in the form of a
tank, was lighted from above
by a green baby spot. The back

represented

the

rocky

Aran Island with

of the

huge waves breaking against its
surface.
The tank was nine
inches
deep
and four feet
square, and zinc lined.
The
water was colored green to give
a deep sea effect.
The tank,
raised on stilts, was twentysix inches from the floor.
A
small boat was purchased from
a toy shop and the figures in
the boat were made of beaver
board.
A shark made of wood
was weighted and placed alongside of the boat.
A weight on
a string hung in the tank in the
left front corner and was raised
and lowered by a rotary motor
behind the set piece.
This
weight was flat and as it
slapped the water it caused
waves to rock the boat. Black
flittered cut out letters were at
the top of the set piece reading "Man of Aran" and at the
bottom, silver flittered cut out
letters read: "the saga of a man
whose only master was the sea."
Appropriate stills were placed
on both sides of the set piece.

The
as

overall
follows:

» •

measurements were
height,

• »

8

feet

6

width,

inches;

6

feet;

depth

from front to back panel 4 feet.
The display attracted large
crowds and caused a good deal
of comment.

— GB

Orpheum

theater in Boston, the
15-minute radio dramatization
was broadcast over the local
NBC station. Every morning,
also, there was a full theater
announcement. An M-G-M exassisted
the theater
in their campaign.

Tie-ups were arranged with
both Steuben restaurants. Cards,
with copy on the picture, were
placed at each table.
There
were display posters in the windows.
Five thousand blotters

were distributed to business
Three thousand optical

fices.

lusions

as

ofil-

press
book, were given out by "Liberty Magazine" boys from house
listed

TIMELY TOPICS

in

—M-G-M

New York Campaign

"pOUR weeks

in advance of the
of "Sequoia" at
the Capitol theater, New York,
6x18 stickers, with merely " 'Sequoia' Coming" on them, were

premiere

—

put out.
A preview was given to the
New York Board of Education
and National Life Conservation
Society,

less than a year
has elapsed since the League

threat of censorship down on
the heads of the entire industry.
The speaking stage and
printed literature had paved the
way in the trend toward sophis-

Decency started its drive,
Hollywood has completely re-

tication, and film drama had to
follow suit in order to shed its

^LTHOUGH
of

adjusted

itself

to

new

condi-

This was

accomplished
despite the fact that the campaign, as is usual in the face
of intense agitation, caused the
pendulum
censorship
of
to
swing to an unnecessary extreme.
The present change in
the
industry
constitutes
the
most
drastic
readjustment
through which the film industry
has ever passed, not even excepting the change from silent
to talking films.
The switch
tions.

talking pictures some five
years ago was more chaotic
while it lasted, but it was a
mechanical change and depended more than anything else on
the perfection of mechanical devices.
The mere novelty of
hearing screen images talk,
atoned for its deficiencies in the
eyes of the film public.
The
present change is more difficult,
because it was psychological.
It required no mere adaptation
to physical and mechanical appliances, but an entirely new
way of thinking. The screen
had developed a form of sophisticated expression.
Some producers took advantage of the
situation
over-step
to
the
bounds, and thus brought the
to

infancy. From an "infant industry," it had become a medium
of artistic expression, reflecting
the mental attitude of the present day. Suddenly, all this was
changed.
While the speaking
stage and the printed book went
on in their accustomed tenor of
thought and expression, we were
required to take their output
upon which we depend for the
greater part of our material
and adapt them to a new condition.
In order to accomplish
this, we were obliged not only
to alter our way of thinking,
but to change the public's attitude toward screen entertainment.
In this we were aided,
certainly, by the efforts of those
who were waging the campaign.
Without their sympathetic and
energetic efforts, we could not
have succeeded.
The greatest
change enforced upon film production by the new conditions
was solved by the advance treatment which goes into the preparation of a screen play.
Because of varying censorship
regulations in the cities and
states where our pictures play,

—

we had found

it necessary to
put into pictures what might be
called "trading scenes."
That

Comment

University.

cards

were distributed and replies
mimeographed and sent out
with the "Sequoia" Essay Contest Educational Handbook. With
these were included Hays office
posters and blotters and special
inserts.

the

« « « «

American Museum of
New York

Natural History and

A

Broadway window was

se-

cured from the Oldsmobile people.
This included a life-size
cutout of Jean Parker driving a
sports car.
The Southern Pacific

Co. gave an entire
Rvenue window for two

S.S.

Fifth

weeks.

Zanuck Summarizes Effects
of Legion on Hollywood

<;„'

to house. Tire covers were used
on the entire fleet of the Central Cab Co., all of which operate in the heart of the city.

In

days before the
opening of "After Office
Hours" at Loew's State and

ploiteer

1935

Preview Aids "Sequoia"

CEVERAL

managers

«

Productions.

Broadcast Employed on
"After Office Hours"

18,

— Capitol,

\ ew York
T

certain individuals among
of censorship boards
had a habit of censoring purely
for the sake of exercising their
authority, and in order to prevent the elimination of vital
scenes which were not inherently censorable, we had found it
necessary to put into the picture certain scenes which might
be censorable. By agreeing to
eliminate these scenes we would
therefore satisfy the individual
censor's passion for censoring,
is,

members

thus

saving

our

stories

from

mutilation. Today, however, this
is all taken care of in advance.
If a situation arises which may
at any time be considered censorable, we weigh it carefully
during the preparation of the
scenario.
We either eliminate
the situation or treat it in an
entirely different manner.
If
there is still any doubt we refer it to some official source for
a ruling.
In this way, costly
or destructive eliminations are
avoided before the start of filming.
Because of the care exercised in advance of filming,
the new conditions have not
weakened the screen drama butf
in fact, have actually improved
it.
The current crop of screen
plays is the best in Hollywood
history.

—Darryl

Zanuck.

.
'

Features Reviewed
Reviewed
Title
A'-rj^Omce Hours-MGM 2-16-35

AJA — Ajax

AfVbf Innoc«ac«-RKO.. 9-1-34
Among

the Misalng-COL. 9-25-34
Green Gables11-16-34
All the King's Horses
PAR.. 2-13-35
Are You a Mason?-KAN
10-30-34
Aschermittwoch-XX
3-12-35

Anne

of

ARC—Arcturus Pictures
All — Capt. Harold Auten
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G

RKO

A

Asegure

Su Mujer-F.

BEA-Beacon Productions
BEL—Waldemar D. Bell

BD — British
BIP— British
BLU — Blue

.3-13-35

BON—Al

Autumn Crocus-AU
Az Uj Rokon-XX

...10-25-34
3-13-35
Babbitt-FN
12-15-34
Babes in Toyland-MGM. 11-12-34

Baboona-F
Bachelor of Arts-F
Band Plays On-MGM.
Barretts of

9-8-34
1 1-21-34
.12-28-34
Behind the Green LightsMAS.. 3-12-35
Behind the Evidence-COL. 1-8-35
Behold
Wife-PAR. .2-16-35
Bei der blonden Kathrein
B V.. 12-3-34
Bella Donna-OLY
2-26-35
Best Man Wins-COL
1-2-35

DU—Du World
EUR— Eureka
F— Fox
FAI

GB — Gaumont-British
GFF — General Foreign

A

Big-Hearted

El

MGM.. 12-18-34
Biography of a Bachelor Girl

MGM.. 1-9-35
Blind Dat*-COL
9-1-34
Bride of the Lake-ANG. .9-11-34
Bright Eyes-F
1 2-8-34

Broadway Bill-COL
11-9-34
Broken Melody-OLY ..10-31-34
Buzavirag-DAN
1-15-35
By Your Leave-RKO. .12-11-34

Cars-MAY
1-9-35
Hates the Sea-COL

Calling All

Captain

Car 99-PAR
Caravan-F
Carnival-COL
Case of the Howling

11-30-34
2-23-35
9-28-34
2-15-35

Dog

WA.. 10-1 7-34
Murder Case

Casino

MGM.. 3-2-35
Cette

Vielle Canaille-XX

Chalned-lfOM
Chapayev-AM
Charlie Chan

1-15-35
t-l-34
1-15-35

.

London-F

in

9-13-34
Charlie

Chan

in

Paris-F. 1-22-35

.

Corazones

en

Derrota-XX

10-11-34
1-3-35
12-26-34
12-8-34
Crainquebille-DU
Crime on the Hill-BIP. .10-13-34
Crimson Romance- AS. .9-26-34
Crimson Trail-U
3-8-35
10-2-34
Curtain Falls-CHE
Czar Wants to Sleep
AM.. 12-8-34

Chairman-F
Cowboy Holiday-BEA
County

M

Das Blaue

.

.

.

.

AM

WA

Die Beiden Seehunde-

XX.. 3-12-35
Die Freundin Eines Grossen

Mannes-XX

9-13-34

Die Kalte Mansell-XX. .1-15-35
Die Liebe Und die Erste

Eisenbahn-UFA

2-20-35

AAFA.. 2-20-35
Don Quixote-BEL
12-26-34
Dos Mas Uno Dos-F. .10-30-34
Dos Monjes-XX
1-22-35
r
jp to Their Last Yacht-RKO
.

/

Enchanged

bu Oder Keine-XX.

.

.10-30-34

Dude Ranger-F

9-29-34

12-27-34
Ein Frau Wie Du-BAV
Ein Mann Will in Die Heimat
.

Ein

Mann

land-XX

izn

Will

April-RKO

.

XX.. 10-15-34

.11-10-34
11-13-34
E vensong-GB
1-11-35
Evergreen-GB
Father Brown, Detective
1-18-35
2-14-35
Fighting Pilot-AJA
Fighting Trooper- A MB. 11-21-34
...11-15-34
Firebird. The-WA
11-8-34
First World War-F

Evelyn Prentice-MGM

PAR

Stan-XX.. 12-28-34
11-2-34

MOP.. 11-13-34
10-15-34

Fluechtlinge-UFA

2-20-35
Bergere-UA
Preedom of the Seas-BIP. 10-3-34
Folies

Others

MGM.. 12-19-34

Freut Euch Des Lebens

UFA.. 11-5-34
11-15-34Frontier Days-SPE
Fuerst Woronzeff-UFA 11-19-34
12-8-34
Fugitive Lady-COL
Fugitive Road-INV. ..11-13-34
12-4-34
Gambling-F
Gay Bride, Gay-MGM .12-15-34
10-3-34
Gay Divorcee-RKO
.

.

Gentlemen

Are

Born

FN.. 11-22-34
Gilded

Gab-U
Lily-PAR

Girl in
Girl O'

Danger-COL
My Dreams

of

Gift

9-25-34
2-9-35
9-11-34

Happened

It

I've

in

Gift-PAR
Been Around-U
a

Jack

Ahoy!-GB

Jealousy-COL
Jo As Oreg A Haznal

Gold Diggers of 1935-FN. 3-15-35

The-MOP.

.2-1-35
1-28-35
.3-5-35
.
1-9-35
Great Expectations-U ..12-26-34
Great Hotel Murder-F. . .2-27-35
11-3-34
Green Eyes-CHE
Gretl Zieht Das Grosse Los
2-12-35

Good

Fairy,

Mariza-XX ....
Great God Gold-MOP.
Grand Old Girl-RKO
Graefin

XX

Flash-RKO

Gridiron

.

.

.'.11-3-34

Happiness Ahead-FN

9-26-34
...9-27-34

Heart-MGM

.10-19-34

Halsingar-XX
a

2-2-35
Hei Tiki-FD
Here Is My Heart-PAR .12-22-34
Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 9-29-34
High School Girl-FOY.. 3-16-35
Hochzeit Am Wolfgangsee

XX.. 11-19-34

Home On
House

XX.. 11-12-34

I

Am

I

Sell

I'll

Side-U

9-15-34

of

Human

Range.PAR.
Danger-HOL. 11-10-34

the

2-8-35

1-2-35
Thief-WA
12-26-34
Anything-FN
..11-10-34
Fix It-COL.....
a

11-27-34
Life
11-13-34

in

COL..

Cabbage

the

3-6-35
11-17-34
3-5-35

Murder

2-9-35
11-23-34

Murder on a Honeymoon-

XX.

the

in

Air-F

Mutter Und Kind-XX. .12-1-34
Heart is Calling-GB. 1-26-35
Wife the Miss-XX. .9-13-34
Mysterious Mr. Wong
.

11-3-34

MOP.. 1-15-35
Man-MOP
2-12-35

Mystery
Mystery

Kentucky Kernels-RKO 1 1-22-34
10-17-34
Kid Millions-U A
Kidnaping Gorillas-KIN. .12-1-34
King Kelly of the U. S. A.
.

Woman-F

1-8-35

Nada Mas Que Ana Mujer

Name

MOP.. 9-11-34

P.. 11 -27-34

Marietta-MGM. 2-20-35

Neath Arizona Skies

.11-3-34

MOP.. 12-8-34

La Bnenaventura-WA ..9-18-34
La Crise Est Finie-XX. .3-13-35
10-6-34
Ladv bv ChoJce-COI

Night Alarm-MA J
12-8-34
Night is Young-MGM.. .1-12-35
Night Life of the Gods-U 2-23-35

Violetera-XX
Lawless Frontier-MOP.
Le Chasseur de Chez Maxim's

Norah

1-15-35
1-3-35

La

.

.

PAR

2-6-3

10-27-14
Let's Live Tonierht-COL 3-16-35

Life

Lightning

Strikes

H'ne~-PAR

.

.

FHend-GB

Little
Little
Little

Men-MAS
Minister-RKO

.

2-9-3

.

c

1'-1 1-34
"-1 «-S«

1

Only

12-13-?4
.i?-7?-<M

Lives of a Bengal Lancer

PAR.

.1-17-3S
.3-8-35
1-8-3 1
T,oi Tres Porrotines-XX
1-8-35
Lost Citv-KRE
2-21-35

Living

Velvet-FN.

on

.

.

T.nckvosrel-TTFA

Lost

in

the

;

Stratosphere

MOP

.10-23-34
10-5-34
Lost Lady. A-FN
2-5-35
Lotterv Lover-F
Love Time-F
1 1-3-34
.10-26-34
Lovalties-ATT ..
Madame Bovarv-TAP. .11-20-34
10-20-34
Man of Aran-GB
Man's Best Friend-KRE. 1-18-35

Man Who Changed His Name
Man Who

DU.

.10-16-34
1-8-35

Marie Galante-F
1 1-20-34
Marines Are Coming-MAS
12-1-34

Marion Das Gehoert Sich Nicht

XX. .12-18-34
Marriage Bargain-HOL. .2-20-35
9-18-34
Mass Strugele-KTN
Mavhe It's L""»-FN. ...?»-"
MacFadden's Flats-PAR. 3-12-35
Mein Frau. Die Schuetzen1-8-35
koenigin-XX
Melodic Der Liebp-XX 0-18-14

Men of the Night-COL
Menace-PAR

11-28-34
11-22-34
Merrv Widow-MOM ...10-13-34
.11-23-34
Mighty Barnum-UA
Mil's of the Gods-COL. .1-9-35
.

.

2-5-35
2-13-35
11-1-34

Hours-MGM
Lady-MGM

1-3-35
1 1-3-34
Outcast
Outlaws' Highway-TRO. 11-3-34
Painted Veil-MGM
.11-24-34
Perfect Clue. The-MAJ. .3-13-35
Petersburg NiVhts-AM .. .9-13-34
Port of Lost Dreams
INV.. 3-2-35
Power-GB
10-S-34
President Vanishes-PAR 11-17-34
8

lake the Stand-LIB

Prinzessin

.

U.. 11-10-34
Three Songs About Lenin

AM.. 11-3-34
Hollywood
F.. 11-6-34
Thunder Over Texas
Nights

in

BEA.
Crime-BEA

Ticket to a

UFA.

MGM.. 3-1 5-35
Tomorrow's Youth-MOP .2-5-35
Topaze (French) PAR.. 2-20-35

Beyond-MOP

Trail

Private

10-23-34
Pursued-F
Pursuit of Happiness-PAR
10-26-34
Onien Mato a Eva?-XX 12-27-34

Valley-MOP.
Indulo-DAN.
Love-PAR.

.3-12-35
.11-22-34
1 1-30-34
9-18-34
Redhead-MOP
3-2-35
Red Hot Tires-FN
Return of Chandu-PRI. 10-9-34
Rumba-PAR
2-23-35
Richest Girl in the World-RKO
9-8-34
2-16-35
Right to Live-WA

Rakoczi

Ready

.

.

for

.

.

Roberta-RKO
2-12-35
Rocky Rhodes-U
1 1 -1 3-34
Romance in Manhattan

RKO.. 11-21-34
Romance in the Rain-U .9-8-34
Romance Tropical-L AT .10-1 6-34
Ruggles of Red Gap-PAR 2-19-35
.

9-15-34

Merry-Go-Round

Transatlantic

Transient Lady

—U

UA.

Tu Hijo-XX
$20 a Week-AJA

Two Heads on

.11-1-34
3-9-35
12-18-34
1-22-35

a Pillow

LIB
Unconquered

10-3-34

Bandit

STE.

.1-8-35

Und Wer Kuesst Mich?
XX.. 1-28-35
Under Pressure-F

2-2-35

Symphony
GB.. 1-12-35
2-19-35
Vanessa-MGM
Unfinished

Und

Viktor

Viktoria

XX.. 1-30-35
Wagon Wheels-PAR
10-5-34
Waltz Time

Vienna

in

UFA.. 11-20-34
Wake Up

and Dream-U. 10-11-34

Wandering Jew-OLY
Wedding Night-UA
Wednesday's Child

We

..1-12-35
2-19-35

RKO.. 11-13-34
Live Again-UA. ... .9-24-34
Sich Finden

Wenn Herzen

XX.. 11-13-34
West of the Pecos-RKO
West Point of the Air

.1-16-35

Don JuanUA.. 11-1 5-34
3-9-35
Worlds-PAR

.10-17-34
12-20-34

Times Square Lady-

What Every

Turandot

Private Life of

2-20-35
9-4-34
10-27-34

That's Gratitude-COL.
There's Always Tomorrow

.

Rainbow

Reclaimed His

Head-U

MB

Obeah-ARC
Raider-MAY
One Exciting Adventure
U..1 1-27-34
One in a Million-INV. .. 12-1-34
2-1-35
One Hour Late-PAR
2-12-35
One More Sprin<T-F

Twice

RKO.
Limehrmso

1-9-35
10-25-34

Oil

3-6-35
1-2-35

Returns-U

O'Neale-DU

Nut Farm, The-MOP

Dumme Mama-BAV

Liebe

No Ransom-LIB

Northern Frontier-A
.2-8*35
Notorious Gentleman-U. .2-15-35
Now and Forever-PAR .10-13-34

=

Lemon Droo Kid-PAR

Sweet Music-WA

Woman-COL. 10-16-34

the

Naughty

Kocha. Lubi. Szanuie

2-6-35
10-13-34

Failure-MOP. 10-2-34
Sweepstake Annie-LIB .1-30-35
Successful

365

My
My

XX

Strosstrupp 1917-XX
Student Tour-MGM

12-14-34

RKO.. 2-14-35

.2-6-35

WA

10-27-34

3-2-35
Square Shooter-COL
11-1-34
St. Louis Kid-WA
St. Louis Woman-SHO... 1-3-35
2-1-35
Strange Wives-U

the Clouds

in

FN.. 12-26-34
Music

Juarez y Maximlliano-Col 2-20-35
1-3-35
Kaiser walzerKansas City Princess

XX.

Baby-MOP. 1-2-35

Ransom-U .9-19-34
Noert-DAN. 10-18-34
Durch Dick Und

Wiggs of
Patch-PAR

Feuer

XX.. 11-27-34

a

Mrs.

11 -2-34

•

Dem

Mit

Spiel
set

Duenn-BAV

New York-U

FN..

—

Most Precious Thing

.

Rider

Bike

Six-Day

Reviewed as
Society Doctor
Only 8 Hours.
Soir De Reveillon-PAR. .1-22-35
Soviet Russia Today-AM 3-6-35

Reviewed

Mindent
Mit Dir

Senora Casada Necesita Marido
F.. 2-12-35
9-26-34
Servants' Entrance-F
12-22-34
9equoia-MGM
Shadow of Doubt-MGM. .2-16-35
She Had to Choose-MAJ. 9-18-34
11-12-34
Silver Streak-RKO
Sing Sing Nights-MOP. 11-27-34

Artists

Million Dollar
Million Dollar

1-3-35

.

MOP.. 11-6-34

Exchange

Title

.

Flickorna Fran Gamla
Flirtation Walk-FN
Flirting With Danger

Forsaking All

UA— United
UFA— Ufa

Reviewed

Heidekrug-XX

It's

1-30-35
1-16-35
.
1-12-35

Steiner

2-2-35

U.. 1-8-35
Chinatown-NO. 2-20-35

Secrets of

Prods.

U — Universal

Imitation of Life-U
1 1-23-34
In a Monastery Garden-

1-22-35

Enter Madame-PAR
Es War Einmal Ein Walzer

Nach Deutsch11-13-34

Pictures

In Old Santa Fe-MAS. 11-15-34
Inside Information-ST A 9-25-34
1-25-35
Iron Duke-GB

V.. 9-4-34

Pictures

WA— Warner Bros.
WK—WUIU Kent
PA — Palestine-American Film Co. XX — No distributor

Im

Secret Bride-WA
Secret of the Chateau

TAP—John S. Tapernoux
THO— Fred Thomson
TOP—Topical Films
TOW —Tower Prods.
TRO—J. D. Trop

9-24-34

En Natt-XX

9 ' 22 - 34

RoaV

STE—William

MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MEN — Mentone Productions
M G M — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOD — Modern Films
MOP — Monogram Pictures
NO — Northern Films
OLY — Olympic Pictures
Title

BIP.. 10-5-34

Pictures

Screen

SYN — Syndicate

SG.. 3-13-35

Elinor Norton-F
Embarrassing Moments

Have

Die Sonne Geht Auf

SPE— Spectrum
STA— Stage ft

Krellberg

S.

School for Girls-LIB... 10-1 6-34
Scotland Yard Mystery

S.

SOV— Sov.-Am.

J.

KIN — Kinematrade

COL.. 2-6-35

1-30-35
Dancing-HOF
El Tango En Broadway
PAR.. 1-3-35

Vom Himmel-XX

9-13-34
David Copperfield-MGM 1-8-35
Dangerous Corner-RKO .12-4-34
Dealers in Death-TOP. .11-30-34
Death Flies East-COL. .2-27-35
Death on the Diamond-MGM
9-22-34
10-15-34
Deserter9-15-34
Desirable3-11-35
Dictator, The-GB

10-30-34

Escandalo-XX

El
El

Cheating Cheaters-U

12-4-34
9-22-34
Chu Chin Chow-GB
1-17-35
India-UA
Clive of
..11-1-34
College Rhythm-PAR
Corazon Bandolero-XX. .3-6-35

Dame

Grosse

Eine

Sein-UFA
Agua En El Suelo

WA.. 11-13-34

Films

Reviewed

Title

Einmal

Herbert

—Fairhavtn.

FOY— Bryan Foy Productions
GAR— Leon Garganoff

.

Biography of a Bachelor Girl

JE

MAS— Mascot

Prods.

FD — First Division
FN — First National

.

My

— & G. Films
SHO — Showmen's

LAT— Latin Artists
Liberty Pictures
— Cinexport Distributing LIB—
— Majestic Pictures
MAJ
COL — Columbia
MAR— Marcy
DAN — Danubia Pictures

Wimpole St.-MGM

Borneo-DU.

of

Exchange

KRE— S.

Pictures

RKO— RKO-Radio

SG

1-17-35

9-15-34
Empress-PA R
9-18-34
Letter-MAJ
Pimpernel-UA ..1-25-35
Schloss Hubertus-UFA ..2-12-35

Productions

REG— Regal

CIN

The-GA R

Battle,

Beast

Ribbon

Bondy

PRO — Progressive
PYR— Pyramid

RAS — Raspin

Queen-UA

Scarlet
Scarlet
Scarlet

— Principal Dist. Corp.

PRI

Reviewed

Title

Runaway

PIN— Pinnacle

IMP — Imperial Dist.
INC— Inter-Continent Film
INV— Invincible Pictures

Photoplays

International

to Mar. 16

1

PA R— Paramonnt

GEN— General Films
GOP— Goldsmith Productions
HOF—J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film Ex.

—Jewel Productions
KAN— M. Kandel

Dominions

ft

CAP— Capitol Film
C H E— Chesterfield

1-22-35
12-29-34
12-22-34

.

Film Daily, Sept.

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

AM — Amkino
AMB —Ambassador Pictures
ANG—AmerAnglo Corp.

Law-COL. 11-21-34

the

ii'-lfct

in

When
When

a

When

12-29-34

MGM.. 2-25-35
Woman Knows
MGM.. 10-5-34

Man-F. .2-23-35
Red
U.. 11-24-34
Strangers Meet-LIB
Man's

a

Man

a

Sees

10-9-34

While the Patient Slept

FN.. 3-2-35

WA

1-12-35
White Cockatoo12-27-34
White Lies-COL
10-22-34
White Parade-F
Whole Town's Talking

COL.. 2-15-35
Woman, A

Wicked

MGM.. 12-8-34

Mail-AMB

Wilderness

..3-9-35

Wings in the Dark-PAR. 2-2-35
2-9-35
Winning Ticket-MGM

Woman

in

the

Dark-RKO
'

12-4-34

Women Must Dress

MOP.. 1-22-35

Woman Who Dared-IMP. 9-26-34
You Belong to MePAR. .9-13-34
Youth

of

Zwischen

Russia-SOV. .11-12-34

Himmel Und Erde

BAV.. 1-22-35

RKO-RADIO PICTURES
in tribute to

N- PORTE

STR

world -beloved Hoosier author,
whose most cherished story sprang
from the

soil of Indiana straight to

the hearts of thirty million readers

announces

THE WORLD PREMIERE OF

14111111
FRIDAY,

MARCH 22nd

at the internationally

famous

CIRCLE THEATRE
INDIANAPOLIS
A

whose pioneering
toward great accom-

theatre of great traditions

spirit

was an

inspiration

plishments in motion picture history.

Directed by Geo. Stevens

P and ro S.

Herman

Production

till"

mil:

k.

»

to

•

Urn thrilling

I

ft©

torny

Jf3

i

=

simple and

—

A
Is

—A

Complete Service

Yours When You Become a Subscriber of

—

—

CONSTRUCTIVE EDITORIALS — EXPLOITATION AIDS
TOPICAL OPINIONS — ADVANCE PRODUCTION INFORMATION — EQUIPMENT NEWS — PICTURE CASTS AND CREDITS — SHORT SUBJECT
SCHEDULES — ACCURATE REFERENCE DATA — INFORMATION
SERVICE

NEWS

REVIEWS

The FILM DAILY
offers

subscribers such

its

Your Check

is

the only film trade paper which
a

wealth of Information and Service

industry's

days each week

leading

—

This annual volume contains over eleven hundred
pages and covers the industry from every angle
Production, Distribution and Exhibition.
Between
its covers will be found: A list of more than 14,500

trade publication Six
Live News, Constructive
the Shoulder Reviews of

daily

— Containing

Straight from
and Short Subjects, and Timely Exploita-

Editorials,

Features

PRODUCTION GUIDE

—

of pictures released since 1915
Credits on
pictures released in 1934 Features imported during
the past year Serials released since 1920 Original
titles of books and plays made
into films under
Titles

tion aids.

DIRECTORS'

Service:

THE FILM YEAR BOOK

THE FILM DAILY
The

You This Complete

for $10.00 Will Bring

—

—

and

—

— Short Subject Series, Producers and Dis—Personnel of Important Companies, Studios,
Associations — Work of Players, Directors, Authors,
Screen Play Writers, Cameramen, Film Editors, Song
Writers and Dance Directors — Telephone numbers of
Players' Agents— Birthdays and Birthplaces of prominent film folk — Financial Structures of motion picture
companies — An up-to-the-minute Equipment Buying
Guide—A complete survey of Foreign Markets
Motion Picture Code— Court Decisions of 1934—

ANNUAL

new

titles

tributors

Over 300 pages of valuable and interesting producPublished each Summer Contains: Adtion data

—

—

Production Schedules of Distributors, lists of
pictures planned, tentative casts and credits and reCovers the first six
lease dates wherever possible.

vance

months of the year including latest work of Players,
Directors, Writers, Film Editors, Cameramen, Dance
and Song Writers Studio Personnel
Directors
Credits on pictures released during the first half
of the year and many other useful references.

—

comprehensive Showman's Manual of Exploitation
Personnel of Local Grievance and Clearance and
Zoning Boards A list of Theaters in the United
States, Alaska and Canada
Addresses of Producers,
Distributors, Exchanges, Laboratories, Trailer Companies, Insurance Brokers, Projection Rooms, Agents,
Play Brokers, Vaudeville Bookers, etc. Motion Picture Publications
Books, and a thousand and one
other important items of information.

—

—

SHORT SUBJECT QUARTERLIES

—

These useful issues, devoted ena year
Short Subjects, Reviews, Exploitation Stunts,

Four times
tirely to
etc.

are

welcomed by

—

—

exhibitors.

THE FILM DAILY

AIL THE NEW*

^S£

1650 Broadway,

New York.
The FILM DAILY SERVICE

is

—

N. Y.

Hollywood

Office:

6425 Hollywood Blvd..
Hollywood, Calif.

the
Gentlemen:

best $10.00 investment an exhibitor
Please enter

m
w

can

make.

mail

it

Sign the coupon and

today.

We

will

do the

rest.

immediately.

my
I

subscription

enclose

my

to

check

the

FILM DAILY SERVICE, and send my 1935 YEAR

ior $10.00 (Foreign subscription, $15.00).

Name:

Street:

dtyt

•

State:
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so recognized, the rating places the
By RALPH WILK
unknown actor hailed as a real Paramount service on a par with
offered by the Ford Motor
find makes his debat in "Let that
'Em Have It," the Edward Small pro- Company, considered the best in the

Leo McCarey

world.

Anne Shirley is now living the
busiest days of her brief but eventful life.
By day the 16-year-old
star
works at the RKO Radio
Studios
"Chasing Yesterday,"
in
her next picture.
By night she
studies at home so that she can
graduate from a Hollywood profesional school with her class.
T

»

T

Albert
Caruso,
a
ten-year-old
fiddle player of Hollywood, is practising his pizzicati with new zest
these days.
He has been given a
role in Katharine Hepburn's new
picture, "Break of Hearts," at RKO
Radio.

understood to be
T
T
T
Harold Lloyd in
Two important additions have just
"The Milky Way" at Paramount. been made to the cast of Dick
slated

to

is

direct

T
T
T
Powell's
musical
picture,
new
Will Fox completes the new "Broadway Gondolier," now in proextension of his contract at Fox, he duction at the Warner studios. These
will have completed 10 years of ser- are Grant Mitchell and Hobart Cavice at the same studio
something vanaugh.
Joan Blondell has the
of a record.

When

—

T

Frank

»

T

Gompert, criminologist
of the Los Angeles County Sheriff's
Office, is engaged at First National
as technical adviser on "The G Men,"
in which James Cagney is now work-

featured feminine lead opposite Dick production under
Powell, and other principals are Alfred E. Green.

Adolphe

Menjou,

William

Gargan,

T

will see to the accurdetails dealing with the

T

I

By

from

direction"*of

T

William Pawley and Phil Tead
have been added to the cast of
"Man Proposes," Fox Film adaptation of the Skolsky-Binyon story in
T
T
T
which James Dun and Mae Clarke
"Champagne Charlie," a story by will be featured.
Gene Markey, has been purchased
T
T
T
for Fox Film by Producer Sol M.
Clara Blandick and Geneva Mitchell
Wurtzel.
Edmund Lowe has been are the latest additions to the cast
selected to portray the title role.
being assembled by Columbia for
"Party Wire," which has Jean Arr
T
T
Eugene Pallette has been assign- thur and Victor Jory in the leading
ed to a featured role in the Fox roles. Grace Hale, Walter Brennan,
production, "Kiss and Wake Up," Helen Lowell and Maude Eburne apadapted from the Allan Dwan story pear in support.
Erie Kenton is
directing.
which Dwan will direct.
T

T

T

T

T

T

John Wray has been signed for
Genevieve Tobin gets the role previously assigned to Claire Dodd in the role of detective lieutenant in
Bette Davis's new starring picture, "Secret Lives," the forthcoming Fox
"Men On Her Mind" at the Warner film featuring Mona Barrie and Gilstudios. The reason for this change bert Roland.
is that Miss Dodd has been lent to
T
T
T
another studio temporarily.
Ian
Ralph Bellamy, Karen Morley,
Hunter and Colin Clive have the two Mickey Rooney, Judith Allen and J.
leading masculine roles in "Men On Farrell MacDonald have been cast
Her Mind," which has just gone into for parts in "The Healer," a special
on the Monogram lineup. It wiJl go
into production shortly.
T

»

Short Shots

the

Louise Fazenda, Ted Fiorito and
his Orchestra, Judy Canova and the
Hill Billies, and the Four
Mills
Brothers.

B.

Gompert

ing.

X
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HOLLYWOOD TOTS ^

from

AN

duction for United Artists.
He is
Gordon Jones, former Pacific Coast
football star, who was discovered
acting in a Little Theater play in
Los Angeles.
T
T
Alice Faye, Fox Film feature
player, while en route to Hollywood
from New York, where she had
been vacationing for several weeks,
received word from the company in
Chicago that she has has been selected to portray the leading feminine role in "Argentina," a screen
musical production in which she will
be featured with Tito Guizar, noted
radio singer.
T
T

18,

Eastern Studios

»

One of the year's largest casts
is
working Reliance's "Let 'Em
Have It," the Edward Small pro.

CHARLES ALICOATE,

duction for United Artists. In addition to the score of principals,
who include Richard Arlen, Virginia
Bruce, Alice Brady, Bruce Cabot,
Harvey Stephens, Eric Linden and
Joyce Compton, the calls for "bit"
players and extras have run into the
hundreds each day since filming
started under the direction of Sam
Wood. During one phase of production the company was working three
separate units. Other personalities
in the cast are Hale Hamilton, J.
Farrell MacDonald, Bodil Rosing,

TWO-REEL

short featuring Tom pleted this week at the Eastern
Howard, supported by George Service studio in Astoria. Parawork of the Bureau of Investiga- Shelton,
will
be put into work mount will handle the release.
tion of the United States Depart•
Thursday
by
Al
Christie at the Eastment of Justice. Cagney's role in
John Auer, director, and Joe Rutern Service studio in Astoria.
The
"The G Men" is that of Brick Davis,
short, as yet untitled, will be re- tenberg, cameraman, now on the
a hard-fighting undercover man in
coast shooting retakes for "Frankie
leased by Fox-Educational.
the D. of J.
His supporting cast
and Johnnie," which was produced
•
gives him two leading ladies, Ann
Lynn Shores, head of the West at the Biograph studio, is expected
Dvorak and Margaret Lindsay, and
postcards to return soon to the east, where
Robert Armstrong, Barton Mac- Coast Service studios,
final work on the picture will be
lane, Russell Hopton, William Har- from Bermuda that he is more than
done. The feature has been retitled
enjoying
balmy
the
breezes
there.
rigan, Edward Pawley, Monte Blue
"Johnnie."
•
Robert Emmett O'Connor, Matthew
and Noel Madison. Seton I. Miller
•
is the author of "The G Men."
Betz, Wesley Barry, Joseph King,
"Only the Brave," two-reel comThe first of the series of shorts

acy of

all

T

A^

edy featuring

T

Ernest

Truex,

pro-

featuring the Voice of Experience

is

The American College of Surgeons duced and directed by Al Christie scheduled to go into production today
recently
awarded to Paramount for Fox-Educational release, has at the Beall studio in Oceanside
studios and to Dr. H. J. Strathearn, been completed at the Eastern Serunder the direction of Ben Blake.
Eddie Hall, Frank Allchief surgeon at the studio and him- vice studio.
Frank Zucker will be in charge of
self a fellow in the college, a certificate of highest award for efficient
industrial medical service to studio

workers.

The only Hollywood studio

worth, and Mary Jane Barrett as
Truex's leading lady, made up the
cast of the short, which was photographed by George Webber.

final

title

is the
selected for Educational's

in

pic-

silent

Lillian Leighton,

Howard Hickman,

SUNSMIN€

FACTS
ABOUT

^5P^i^

FILMS

CSf

a^.

•
Admission prices in Switzerland have
remained almost stationary, except for
cantonal taxes, during the past 6 or
years.

•

"The Old Camp Ground"

man

tures in his first screen role after
16 years on Broadway, Dorothy Appleby, Jed Prouty, Paul Fix, Matty
Fain, Harry Woods, Sidney Bracy,
Clyde Dillson, Donald Kirke, Catherine Clare Ward, Arthur Hoyt,
Landers Stevens, Joseph Girard,

Terrance Ray, Paul Stanton, Eddie
new Song Hit Story featuring Nor- Hearn and Carl Stockdale.
is
located
Z.
Clemente
now
Frank
man Cordon and produced under the
in his new offices in the RKO build- title of "The Blue and the Gray."
in!/, where he plans
to get. under William Watson directed.
•
way shortly on the production of
a series of Spanish features to be
The famous International Six-Day
produced in an eastern studio.
Bicycle Race held at Madison Square
•
Garden has been filmed in its enIN
Editing has been completed on tirety for the first time by the Van
Educational's new musical comedy, Beuren Corp., under the direction of
THE
"Hail Brother," featuring Billie Gil- Don Hancock. The reel one of the
DAY'S
bert, and release has been set for 'Ace High' series, featuring dialogue
March 22.
by the Easy Aces, radio stars, will
•

8

the cameras.

former leading

Final editing on "The Scoundrel",
the Hecht and MacArthur production
featuring Noel Coward, supported
by Julie Haydon in the leading
feminine role, is expected to be com-

all the thrills, spills and sprints
of the great race, as well as interesting views of the crowds in the stands
and the riders resting. The bike race
short subject will be an early

NEWS

show
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G
i

Legion
sided

to

of
a

Decency

clamor

has

sub-

whisper.
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CEN1S

No Studio Shifts Are Planned, Says Jack L. Warner
A. T. S.

I.

OPPOSED TOJRPI AND RCAJERVICING

E.

!

P

Here Charge Breaking

Indies

Exhibs in N. Y. Area Plan
Filing of Grievance
Complaint

The Passing Scene
bits of this

.

.

.

=

=

and that

DON CARLE GILLETTE

By

Independent exhibitors

New

in the
filing a

York territory contemplate
wind that doesn't bring a coolhot summer's day, and
if
the radio networks become so jammed
with political, religious and social arguments that a few millions of folks are
driven from their receiving sets to the
relaxing atmosphere of the movie theater,
IT'S an

ill

ing breeze on a

'

who

of you

complaint with the local grievance
board to the effect that regulations
in connection with the 10 per cent
cancellation clause are being infractured.
They claim that some distributors are failing to properly
(Continued on Page 7)

CODE AUTiTYREVERSES
PHILLY PREMIUM BAN

speaking of a little simplicity, can't
something be done to bring the rampant imaginations of Hollywood art directors and scene designers down to a basis
that approximates reality by at least 35

the part
of dance
lovers and teachers to see
again
the
Fred
Astaire
dancing sequences in "Roberta" without witnessing the whole film has caused Manager Vic
Meyer of the Orpheum to
break down his schedule so that the
box-office can tell at exactly what
times the dance numbers are on.

QUALITY

IS

PROBLEM,

SAYS DAVID SARNOFF

in

in

which $20-a-week working

The entertainment business diffrom all other enterprises in

fers

that

—•—

Hardy

a

is

not only

in

Rumors

Changes
Denied by Jack L. Warner

of Laurel

matter of widespread
trade, but among

the

the moviegoing public at large.
Sitting at the top of the heap in the
:
anQ" lodged there through
f' e 'd»
'Ajf of effort by their producer, Ha!
Roach, these two artists as a team had

—

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood
denial

of

—

the

of

THE FILM DAILY

Coincident with

much-rumored

a
deal

Salem, Ore. A favorable report about Warners taking over Univerhas been made in the House on the sal, Jack L. Warner yesterday also
them, but as individuals their success is
10 per cent admission tax bill de- denied that any changes are conproblematical.
signed to raise money for old age templated in the status of Hal WalThough Roach, in retaining Oliver Hardy,
of

popularity

{Continued on Page 2)

mm

ahead

terday's hearing before the Senate
Finance Committee, recommended a

of

|

pensions.

(Continued on Page 8)

of Studio

Oregon 10 Per Cent Tax
Approved by the House

T Ml

many more years

2-YEARNRA EXTENSION

templates cutting scales at its sec- have slashed prices at their "B" at which sensational charges were
ond runs, the Park and Granada, houses in Mississippi in almost made against the major circuits,
from 35 cents to 25 cents top. In every spot where there is compe- Philadelphia
exhibitors
territory
the last few months some half tition, according to report reaching yesterday discussed the pending 10
The drop is from 28 cents per cent state amusement tax and
dozen sub-run houses have cut to here.
to 17 cents, tax included.
15 cents.
appointed a committee to work out
a plan for defeating it. Sixty film

too much.
It is possible for a setting to be attractive without being colossal, and after all,
even the most expensive scene must be
focused into the limited measurement of a

breaking up of the team

The Film
The LA. takes the
stand that any and all projection
room and stage service work must
be done by its members and plans
to take immediate steps to halt any
invasion of its jurisdiction by the
operations,

learns.

Cleveland Sub-Runs
(Continued on Page 8)
Face Price-Slashing Saengers Cut Prices
Philly Unit Appoints
Cleveland — Unless local subseIn Competitive Spots
quent run admission prices are stabCommittee on Tax Bill
New Orleans — Saenger Theaters
ilized, it is understood Loew conPhiladelphia — At a mass meeting

invariably are ensconced, are just too,

theater screen.

RCA

sound companies.

Solution of the nation's economic

pro-

duction numbers for a musical show, but
the continual spectacle of massive pillared
halls in the home of a man of modest
means, and those glittering ultra-modern

apartments

Servicing

I.A.T.S.E. will resist any attempt
to encroach on its jurisdiction that
in
may be made by Erpi and
connection with their new theater

Daily

(Continued on Page 8)

may be excusable

latitude

Holds

Work Must Be Done
By Its Members

servicing

per cent?

regret,

on

—

A ND

and

— Demand

ASKED BY WILLIAMS

**

THE

Orleans

its chief problem is production
and not consumption or distribution,
Reversing an action of the Phila- it was said yesterday by David Sardelphia grievance board, the Code noff, president of RCA, at a Cheese IS
Authority has nullified its ban of Club luncheon.
There are plenty
premiums in a five-county zone on of customers for better pictures and
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the grounds that 75 per cent of the superior radio programs and the
Washington Declaring that the
unaffiliated theaters therein did not problem is how to stimulate producNRA "has made a definite contriparticipate in the vote.
The pre- tion of quality product in radio, bution to recovery", S. Clay Wilmium territory involved in the bal- vaudeville and other entertainment liams, chairman of the National
loting comprised Camden, Glouces- fields, Sarnoff said.
Industrial Recovery Board, at yes(Continued on Page 4)

street corners.

girls

Union

Astaire Repeaters
New

kick?

shall

This being no idle jest, Hollywood might
take a hint from the current sideshow and
see to it that a light motif predominates
in film releases of the near future.
For the public will need a lot of light
and cheerful subjects as contrast and relief from
the heavy dose of newdealism
being hurdled at them these days over
the radio, in the newspapers and on the

Some

of Cancellation Rules

(Continued on Page 7)

Cantor's Next

is

Set

Goldwyn's next annual screen
musical starring Eddie Cantor for United
Artists release will be a Clarence Bud-

Samuel

ington

Kelland

story,

tentatively

called

"Dreamland," to be published serially in
Howard
the "Saturday Evening Post."
Lindsay and Russel Crouse, authors of
the Broadway musical hit, "Anything
Cantor leaves for
Goes," will adapt it.
Hollywood in May and filming of the
picture starts about June 15.
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Wardour St., W. I. Berlin
Fried richstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,
les-Noues, 19.

— Lichtbildbuehne.

—P.

A. Harle, La
la Cour-

Rue de

ALEX R. WAUGH, architect at the M-G-M
studios for five years and who recently worked
on Paramount's "Private Worlds," arrived in
New York yesterday from the coast on the
Virginia and sails Friday on the American Trader for
England.

RONALD

RILEY, British director, also arrived
here yesterday on the Virginia
after
studying
Hollywood production
methods,
on
which he will report back to England.

ARTHUR

A. LEE, vice-president and genof GB, has returned to New York
week's stay in Hollywood where he
accompanied Michael E. Balcon, GB production head, now on the coast arranging for ai
interchange of stars for forthcoming GB productions.
Lee made a tour of several western
branch exchanges while returning East.

manager

eral

after

a

CLAUDE RAINS

returns

New

to

Europe

duction,

"The

READY,

actress,

NOAH

BEERY,

Michael

by

LUPE VELEZ

Damned,'

leaving the coast for

is

appearance

CESAR

a

home

GEORGE
turns

KAUFMAN,

S.

New

to

York

HOWARD
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40 Years of Age
At present employed in New York City
Motion Picture Theatre
LIVE

WIRE

.

.

.

.

bits of this

Christian

ADVANCED IDEAS
EVERY DEPARTMENT

EXPERIENCED IN
OF THEATRE OPERATION

Booking and Playing
Including
Vaudeville and Road Shows

Friday

advertising and
for the coast

of the Warner-First
advertising-publicity staff returned

terday

Hotel,

Jer-

M.

of

New

New

York,

M.

March 26:

Testimonial to AI Somerby, manager for Lothrop Theater Corp., Boston.

April

25-May

Congress,

1

:

International Cinematographic

Berlin,

Germany.

April 27:
A.M.P.A. annual get-together
ner, Hotel Astor, New York.

ALFRED WEINER, owner
Berlin, with
also GYLES
ers arriving

MARY

din-

of

today

are

actor,

"Film

on

May

Courier,"

ELLIS arrives

New York

in

Hollywood after
Spring" for Paramount.
London.

BANTON

of

among passeng-

working
She is

Paramount

New York tomorrow from

on Thurs-

vention,

arrives

the Coast en

in

route

Seeks Parents' Support
On Child Movie Measure

Allied States Ass'n annual conRobert Fulton Hotel, Atlanta.

May 21-23:

Georgia-Florida-Tennessee-Alabama
Independent Theaters Ass'n annual convenRobert Fulton Hotel, Atlanta.

"Paris
en route

in

Europe.

20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting of th»
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt. Hollywood.

May 21-23:

He de France.

the

1 :
Annual meeting of Independent Theater Supply Dealers' Ass'n, Edgewater Beach
Hotel, Chicago.

Nayes-

Weiner and their two sons,

Mrs.

ISHAM,

from

TRAVIS

May

Bermuda.

from

and that

too

is

bad

if

the

Hearst papers am-

played survey headed

"Soviet Films Show-

Theaters" supplied data
for their splurges about Soviet propaganda
being spread in this country via films; but
our recent remarks on the matter were
inspired more by the fact that the "Herald's" own figures seemed to us to have
been well inflated to begin with, for the
ing

152 U.

in

tion,

N.

J.

Allied Holding Party

In Passaic on Thursday
Allied Theaters of New Jersey will
hold a "get-together" at the Ritz
restaurant, Passaic, Thursday evening.
The unit holds a regular
business meeting today at the Hotel Lincoln, New York.

the theater by 6 P. M.

of more than a small number of
those 152 theaters appears to be unknown
to anybody except the man who compiled
the figures
and he places 69 of the house'
geographically as "Elsewhere," which can-

location

not be found on the map.
In this connection, Terry
ing

U.
of

Would Like To Locate
in Smaller Town
on Salary and Percentage Basis
Reason for Desired Change Prefer the

Work

Smaller Town Living Environments
Box No. 926
c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway
New York City

a

that
S.

Ramsaye, takthrust at the statement made here

19

only

Soviet
year,

last

Herald's'

figures

films

were

shown

in

thr

"the 'Motion Picture
from Amkino account foi

says

Dreamed

—

in California

Sacramento Production of movies by the state in competition with
private companies is forecast by
Ebic-Progressives here as a possifilm industry transfers

bility if the

from California. The
would be to have no
big salaries and to turn all profits
activities
state's plan

its

into

the state coffers.

Armetta Making Personals
San Francisco Henry Armetta is
in town for personal appearances at
the Orpheum, Fanchon & Marco
house, with the film, "Night Life
of the Gods," in which he appears.

—

13."

Pages 379-382 in the
Year Book, which has no

new
rivals

Film
in

those pages Mr. Ramsaye will not
only find the titles of the 19 Russian films,

The Heart of Hollywood
400 Rooms With Bath

From
2

but

he

will

Amkino have

see that others besides
been handling Russian films

also

$2. JO

and 3 Room Apartments Available

Dancing

Famed

Daily

compre-

hensiveness as the industry's reference volume, contain a list of the foreign features
imported and shown here in 1934.

On

State-Operated Studios

S.

—

MANAGER
-

P.

Owners

Lincoln

New

the figures of the "Motion Picture
Herald," whose long and prominently dis-

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
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Paramount
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and

March 26:

will

Owners

New
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to

Allied Theater
Lincoln Hotel,
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Exch

Warner
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"A"

4'/8
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104
ctfs.

-

116i/4

34

Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Pathe

17%

18

Chg.

Close

40

117%

"A"

Loew's,

do

3934

Ind

Fm.

Fox

40y2

.

studios, recoast.

confer

Ernest K. Coulter, general manager of the Society for the Preven(.Continued from Page 1)
tion of Cruelty to Children, has
may still have the biggest part of the called upon parents to support the
combination, both figuratively and literally, new bill filed at Albany by Senator Services for Frank Joyce
and though he may be resourceful enough William T. Byrne to enforce strict
Set for Today on Coast
to build Hardy into a solo star of big pro- regulations on the admission of chilThe Byrne meas- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
portions, it still won't ever seem the same dren to movies.
Hollywood Funeral services for
ure, introduced last week, is said to
again.
Frank Joyce, who died Saturday folAs for Stan Laurel, it is hard to picture be even more stringent than a pre- lowing
a prolonged illness, will be
him at all without Hardy as a comedy vious similar bill that was defeated
He was a partner in
a few days ago. Byrne's bill would held today.
sparring partner.
Selznick-Joyce, Ltd.
admission
option
on
the
grant
local
•
of unaccompanied children under 16,
STATISTICS are beautiful things, so pli- provided the theater complies with
*^ able to one's purposes, as we all know. various requirements, including the
But they mean more when they are backed showing of only approved films, and
up by the facts.
all children would have to be out of
.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
vtc.

HAWKS,

completing

after

M-G-M

week from the

TheP assing

FINANCIAL
Picts.

this

ROMERO

publicity

day

writing assignment at the

to

IRVING ASHER, head of Warner's British
production activities, and LAURA LA PLANTE
'Mrs. Asher) arrive in New York today frorr
England on the He de France.
Asher wil
spend about two weeks here, conferring at the

in

CODI

east

WREN

per-

tour.

coming

are

arrive in
New York
shortly from Hollywood for a month's vacation.
SAM
has left the cast of "Sunday
Nights at Nine" in New York and is driving
to the coast.

fror

Balcon

E.

for the GB production of "King of the
sails for England early next month.

writer,

Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur on the
of
"Barbary Coast," which the latter
will put into shape for Samuel Goldwyn's next
Miriam Hopkins vehicle.

script

on the same ship.

arrives

signed

FOWLER,
with

recently

GB proRENEE MACthe

Clairvoyant."
also

York

He

today on the Majestic.
completed the starring role in

sonal

Columbia

~

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Coming and Going

in

Room
Room for

Supper

Little

Cocktails

^

here.

Now

if
Mr. Ramsaye can and will tell us
where those "152 theaters" are located, we will concede the decision to him.

exactly
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:-HrCOMPANY FORMED

FRIDAY

TO DISTRIBUTE "TIME"

ON BUDGET COMMENTS

Formation of a new company to
be known as The March of Time Distributors Corp., to carry out the
new sales system for "March of
Time" as published last week in
The Film Daily, and also for the
furtherance of other plans, was an-

set as the deadfor filing criticisms and suggestions in connection with the 1934
budget of the Code Authority which

nounced yesterday by Roy E. Larpresident of The March of
sen,
Time. The new company will take
over the distribution contract between March of Time, Inc., which will
continue as the producing company,
and First Division, which as agent
for the new company, will continue
to handle distribution of the news-

Friday has been

PHI1 M. &AIY
•

•

•

THE MEN

in the field selling the

RKO

Radio prod-

uct decided to launch a testimonial drive to their general sales
manager
Jules Levy
the drive started March 2 and
will run till May 10
ten weeks of intensive selling effort
the home office has backed up the idea with 16 substantial
prizes for outstanding sales and collections
this is a case
where the men at the various branch offices are driving themselves
for their heart is in the idea that they themselves
originated
Jules Levy is a regular guy
and besides
worth working for

T
•

•

LOOKING IN

T
Town

•

Officers of March of Time Distributors will include Larsen, Harry

the go-getting talent scout of continental b.o.
among many
here after a whirlwind tour of ten countries
others Kohner signed Martha Eggerth, the raging success of
British and continental films
We are happy to hear that
Joe Rock is getting along famously and is well on the way to
good health
A London marquee displays this double bill
"Little Man, What Now?" "The Old Fashioned Way"
What with sister-in-law Margaret Sullavan and brother
William Wyler in town, and his "It Happened In Paris" nearing
completion at Ealing, Bob Wyler is a busy and happy gent.

York

territory and its

commitments

in Philadelphia will not be renewed.

Agents Visit Sacramento

—

Leo Morrison
Sacramento, Cal.
and M. C. Levee flew here from Los
Angeles last week to look over several legislative bills affecting them
They will report back
as agents.
to Hollywood after looking over the
situation.

Bruce Blezard Marries
Greenwich, Conn. Bruce Blezard,
screen cartoonist, and Irene Thompson, both of New York, were mar-

—

ried here yesterday.

DEADLINE

line

magazine of the screen.
H. Thomas and Ralph Rolan. Fred
McConnell, Pat Garyn and Richard
Beck, Jr., producers' representatives, will go to the new distributing company, and additional representatives may be put on.
The new sales and promotion plan,
developed jointly with Thomas and
recently tried out in Michigan, calls
for a national standardized price
policy of uniformly equal prices in
equal sales situations.
Commenting on the new move,
Thomas said that First Division will
keep pace with March of Time Distributors by clearing its decks for
next season's product. Type of picNicholas
tures will be realigned.
Luddington, large stockholder in F.
D., is back on the coast after a
hurried trip to New York to discuss
and place his approval on the new
program and extend it to western
In accordance with
operations.
these plans, said Thomas, First Division has already disposed of the
Monogram franchise in the New

IS

on London

Paul Kohner,
big shots, is back

.

.

.

T

T

OUR OLE pal Frank Gatteri is down in Tampa,
Frank has only been down
and going great guns
there a few months, but he now has one of the biggest independFrank Zeitlin is the agent who
ent exchanges in the state
landed a nice Gaumont British contract for Noah Beery
he is lining up other American names for British productions
Hal Sloan of United Artists has done a neat job in the
for Mickey Mouse and his
way of a miniature press sheet
first Technicolor, "The Band Concert"
•

•

;•

Florida,

T

T
•

•

•

OUR PRIVATE

T

statistician,

Abner Doaks

has been doing a lot of research
Abner has gone back over the trade press announcework
ments for the past 15 years from indie producers who each
year stated that they were going to increase their production
that is, the amount they would
budget for the new season
some averaged a 15%
spend on the negative of each pix
(according to their announcements, of
increase each year
so Abner has
others went as high as 50%
course)
he has hit an average Annual
been perfectly fair about it
and after adding
Increase for all these indie producers
statisthis increase on every year for the past 15 years
right this minute
tician Doaks informs us that today
these indie lads are turning pix out at the terrific cost
this is somewhat more than the
of $675,843.50 a picture!
majors admit they are spending on their super features
"It IS unbelievable!"
it seems unbelievable, Mister Doaks
shucks, an expert ought
Mister Doaks replies emphatically

an expert on the

to

know

•

•

film biz

T
•

DOWN

T

T

Sidney B. Lust has been
owner who cooperates with all
he
Prince Georges county
this week marks
Rainier
the local rag gave him a grand

IN Maryland

establishing a rep as a theater
civic and charitable activities in
has his Cameo theater in Mt.
his fifth anniversary there,
editorial tribute

T

and

T

has already been approved by the
National Industrial Recovery Board.
Comments must be submitted to
Deputy Administrator William P.
Farnsworth, Room 4217 Dept. of
Commerce Building, Washington.

Korda Producing Four
For U. A. Next Season
Continuing his production deal
with
United Artists,
Alexander
Korda is expected to produce four
features for that company's 193536 program.
British & Dominions,

which

is

making three pictures

this

United Artists release
in America, will probably produce
season

for

at least that number for new season distribution.
Korda is completing his third picture, "Saunders of the River," formerly titled "Congo Raid," and has
one more, "One Hundred Years from
Now," based on the H. G. Wells
story, to make.
"Saunders of the
River" goes
into
the
Leicester
Square, London, April 2, following
a six-week run of "Brewster's Millions."

Circuit Houses in Ohio

Are Dualing Each Other

—

Cleveland Claiming it was forced
into the move by the adoption of
double features in Loew houses in
those cities, the Warner circuit has
instituted dual bills at the Strand,
Akron, and Alhambra, Canton.

Mrs. Tom Moore Dead
Mrs. Nettie I. Moore, wife of Tom
Moore, former exhibitor and now
associated with Bruce Harper in the
firm of Tom Moore and Associates,
died Saturday at her home in WestFuneral serchester Apartments.
vices will be held at 11 o'clock today.
Moore's young son, Fayette Thomas

Moore, Jr., is recovering from an
emergency appendicitis operation
performed Saturday night.

T

• • • A NEIGHBOR of ours has an Hungarian maid,
who took this message for her absent mistress over the phone

"Mrs.
the maid wrote out the message as follows
Zozum kom klrop numera howletz Ucombak klrop."
... the maid left the message on the phone desk, and went
the next day the lady of the house got the maid
to bed
As soon as you
"Mrs. Sachs called up.
to interpret it
come in, call her up. No matter how late you come back, call

Zax

w

now many
How
r

re',

film editors

worked on 1934

AS?

Book,

rer: 127 (see 1935 Film Daily Year
pi
page
509, for list)

Who

distributed

"The

Amazons"

and

when?
Answer: Paramount in 1917 (see 1935
Film Daily Year Book, page 205 for 14,-

klop.

her up."
William

« « «

Sistrom

» » »

573 features released since 1915.)

•DM

^B|
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REVIEWS
Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler

Sharon

Lynne,

Glenda
Benny Rubin, Phil Regan, Helen
Morgan, Gordon Westcott, Joyce Compton,
Joseph Cawthorn

with

Kelly,

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEWi
Time not

First National

set.

SWELL MUSICAL SPECTACLE DOMINATED BY JOLSON AND KEELER RANKS
HIGH AMONG THIS TYPE OF PRODUC-

Virginia Weidler

RKO

70 mins.

Radio

REPRODUCTION OF FAMOUS NOVEL MAKES THIS STRONG
FAMILY PICTURE WITH HEART AND
FAITHFUL

HOME

FILMS

"PAYASADAS DE LA VIDA"

with John Beal, Gloria Stuart,

Patsy

NEW
FOREIGN DIALOGUE

"LADDIE"

in

"GO INTO YOUR DANCE"
Farrell,

of the

Tuesday, March 19, 1935

("Tricks
of Life"), in Spanish; produced by Latino
Films; directed by Miguel Zacarias, with
Gloria Morel, Ramon Pereda, et al.
At the
Teatro Campoamor.
Entertaining love drama about a young
of good family who falls for a circus
and meets parental opposition.
Cast
has a good personality in Gloria Morel.

man

APPEAL.

The Gene Stratton

girl

SHORTS
"Raised and Called"
with Chick Chandler and

Tom

Kennedy

RKO

Radio

20 mins

Fair

Comedy

With a time-worn

plot for story

basis, this two-reeler is just

a mod
amusing
affair.
Chick
Chandler
induces Tom Kennedy to
in
its
screen version, for it portrays the
TION.
book with fidelity and is in the same
"DREI KAISERJAEGER" ("The Three ask the boss for a raise, and to preLavish backstage musical which should
tend he is married, because the chief
class with "Little Women" as a film with
Imperial Light Infantrymen"), in German;
be tops wherever they go for musical
an appeal to all that is wholesome and produced by Sirius; directed by Robert has a soft spot for his married emIt
is
a Jolson-Keeler picture
spectacles.
sweet.
The story centers around Laddie, Land and Franz Hofer; with Paul Richter, ployees. So Tom gets the $10 boost,
Jolson's
all the way and they give plenty.
then the boss invites himself out to
the youth of a farming family who falls Else Elster, Fritz Kampers, et al.
At the
singing is his big stuff and he shines, with
Tom's house for dinner and to meet
in love with the beautiful daughter of an
86th
St. Casino.
in
especially
standout,
dancing
a
Ruby's
the missus, whereupon it becomes
Englishman who has taken the property
filmed
military
background
Good
story
in
number.
Patsy
Manhattan"
the "Latin from
adjoining his father's farm. The trials and in the charming locale of the Austrian necessary for the boys to produce
Kelly must be mentioned for her comedy
a wife in a hurry, and a dizzy
tribulations of the two lovers in endeavor- Tyrol.
moments which really are too few. The
cutie from next door is yanked in.
ing to overcome the stern opposition of

ensemble numbers are made to mean somebecause the dancers dance instead
moving about on mechanical pieces.
of
Bobby Connolly deserves much credit for
these numbers. Warren and Dubin's music
fits in nicely, especially "Latin from Manhattan", "About a Quarter to Nine" and
Helen
"Mammy, I'll Sing About You".
thing,

Morgan

is

in

for

Mayo's direction

torch

song.

smooth,

with

a
is

Archie
never a

letdown.

Cast:

Al

Jolson,

Ruby

Keeler,

Glenda

Regan, Bartcn
Benny
Farrell,
MacLane, Sharon Lynne, William Davidson,
Akim Tamircff, Helen Morgan, Warren and
Dubin, Gordon Westcott, Patsy Kelly, Joyce
Rubin,

Phil

been read by millions seems

honest

simple,

and

up

a

record as a

its

story

John

Beal

and

roles do very

Virginia

of

wholesome, clean country

Robertson, Dorothy Peterson, Virginia
ler,
Jimmy Butler, Grady Sutton,

life.

WeidGreta

George Stevens; Author, Gene
Harris,
Ray
Screenplay,
Dorothy Yost; Editor, James Mcrley; Cameraman, Harold Wenstrom.
Photography, ExDirection, Very good.
Director,

cellent.

Cleveland Chatter
Cleveland

—John

Urbansky, own-

er of the Jennings theater, and Mrs.

Braddock, Pa.

Schultz, president of Selected Pictures, has arranged with
Atlantic Film Co. to handle Ohio
distribution of six Howard Hughes
reissues.

Nate

Lemotto Smith, whose home has
in Alliance, from which pivotal

been

point he has operated his theaters
Warren, Alliance, and other
in
places, has moved to Cleveland. At
the present time he owns and operates the Mu-Wa-Tu theater in

cepted invitations to attend the premiere tonight at the Fifth Avenue Coshocton.
Ernest Schwartz, president of the
Playhouse of "The Lady of Cameliincluding Yvonne Printemps Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n,
as,"
and Pierre Fresnay, stars of the pic- presided over the organization meetture; Dorothy Gish, Kitty Carlisle, ing last week for the first time
Lee Simonson, Count de Fontnou- since his illness of last fall.
French consul-general and
velle,
Fuller to Film Sea Classic
others.
West Coast Bureau of

—
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Plan New House in Alabama
Walter Futter will
Hollywood
Amusement produce "Two Years Before the
Fort Payne, Ala.
Enterprises, headed by Thomas E. Mast," classic story of the sea by
()n\ is to build a $25,000 theater Richard Henry Dana, starring Tom
Keene.
here.

—

The resulting complications are fam-

"JUNGFRAU GEGEN MOENCH"

("MaidGerman; produced by

en vs. Monk"), in
Majestic; directed by
Dorit
et

al.

Kreysler,

Paul

At the 79th

E.

W.

Richter,
St.

iliar

stuff.

Emo; with
Wuest,

Doin' the

Town"

Ida

Theater.

Universal

18 mins

Mildly Diverting
Tied together by a bit of story
about a scrapping young couple going from one spot to another around
the town, with the girl continually
hollering for food, this Mentone
"LILIOM," in French; produced by Erich short presents a group of singing
Pommer for Fox; directed by Fritz Lang; and dancing specialties that add up
Madeleine Ozeray, as fair entertainment of the kind.
with
Charles Boyer,
et al.
At the Cameo Theater.
At each restaurant stopover, one of
Excellent performance by Charles Boyer the numbers is put on, winding up
and fine surrounding cast, plus good direc- with a chorus number and a spetion and production, make this swell encialty by the couple, after which
tertainment for French class audiences. the girl gets some milk and crackThe picture also is supplied with English ers instead of the steak for which
titles.
she has been crying.
Pleasing romantic

Code Auth'y Reverses
Philly

Premium Ban

(Continued front Page

1)

Urbansky have returned from a ter, Burlington, Salem and Cumbermonth in Florida.
land counties.
Dave Berkowitz, brother of MorThe Authority overruled a conris Berkowitz, prominent local ex- tention from the appellants arguing
hibitor, died last week at his home- that the board could only designate
in

erately

comedy about a competitive war between two mountain hotels,
one called the Maiden and the other called
great family picture with the Monk.

Cast: John Beal, Gloria Stuart, Charlotte
Henry, Donald Crisp, Gloria Shea, Willard

Measure

of celebrities have ac-

folk.

Weidler as the precocious little sister of the hero comes near
Will no doubt roll
stealing the picture.
well,

Dr. Lowell Endorses

Celebs for "Camille" Premiere

rural

Gloria Stuart in the principal

Strattcn-Porter;

A number

natural

son of the soil furnishes the drama and
romance, with all sorts of colorful atmosphere of the farm and home life among the

Ropes; Screenplay, Earl Baldwin; Music,
Harry Warren, Al Dubin; Cameramen, Tony
Gaudio, Sol Polite; Dances, Bobby Connolly;
Editor, Harold McLernon.
Photography, A-l.
Direction, Fine.

other religious and educational associations, as well as Allied States
Ass'n.

a

the aristocrat to his daughter's union with

Meyer.

The Pettengill anti-block booking
bill now pending in Congress was
officially endorsed yesterday by Dr.
A. Lawrence Lowell, former president of Harvard and now honorary
president of the Motion Picture Research Council, one of the organizations supporting the measure. Others
behind the measure include the Y.
M.C.A., Federal Council of Churches,
National Educational Ass'n, Y.W.H.
A., W.C.T.U., the "Churchman", and

like

a

Ccmpton, Joseph Cawthorn.
Director, Archie Mayo; Author, Bradford

Pettengill

Porter novel that has

Milwaukee Items
Milwaukee

—The

request by R. A.
of the Independent Theaters Protective Association of Wisconsin, for an ordinance limiting the number of theaters in Milwaukee has been referred to the city attorney for an
Tesch, business

manager

an entire film territory as generally
opinion.
understood by the industry.
It
points out that the code authorizes
local clearance and zoning boards to
define territories in connection with
votes on premiums.
Appellants in
the action were David Starkman,
operating the Blackwood, Blackwood; Jacob Cohen, operator of the

Latest reports have it that pictures for Warner Bros. Milwaukee
and state houses will be booked
through Chicago offices in the fu-

ture.

The health department's order
banning children under 7 years of
schools,
theaters
and
Park, Merchantsville and Alfred W. age from
ether public places, has been exHill, operating the Hill, Paulsboro.
In its ruling on the appeal, The tended another two weeks. The ban
Authority declares that Atlantic became operative Feb. 18 and afTheaters, Inc., which was classified fects approximately 20,000 children.
as an independent exhibitor in the
vote, is an affiliated exhibitor under
Paul Ash to Start Film
the code.
Affiliated theaters unaniChicago Paul Ash is comple^ng
mously voted for abolition of prearrangements for the product'
\pi
miums.
a
musical comedy picture v-«ed
"Cinemania." Irvine Siegel will proGregory Ratoff for Play
duce the show, which will have a
Gregory Ratoff will probably ap- back -stage story. Routines will be
pear in "On Your Toes," Broadway supervised by Percy Venable and
musical being written by Lorenz Mary Vandas, and musical direction
Hart and Richard Rodgers for pro- will be in the hands of Jascha
duction by Lee Shubert next season. Rushkin.

—

1
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Albania— Argentine—Austria—Australia—BahamasBelgium—Bermuda—Bolivia—Brazil—British Malaya—
Bulgaria-Canada-Ceylon-Canal Zone- Chile-

China- Colombia- Costa Rica-Cuba-Czechoslovakia- Denmark, Dominican Republic -East
Africa-Ecuador-Egypt-Estonia-Finland-FranceGermany-Greece-Guatemala— Haiti— HawaiiHonduras-Hungary-India-Italy- Jamaica- JapanJava - Latvia - Mexico - Netherland - Netherland
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States - Uruguay - Venezuela - Yugoslavia.
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"LITTLE" from

RALPH WILK

of Jacques Tourneur,
son of the French director, recalls the number of French directors
who have made pictures in the country.
The list includes Leonce
Perret, Albert Capellani, Edward
Herbert
Jose,
Emilo
Chautard,
d'Abbadie
d'Arrast,
Blache,
H.
visit

with an all-star cast, which
being edited for release.
T

T

is

now

T

Lee Tracy, Paramount star, has
discovered several new buildings in
Hollywood since he has retired from
the sea, temporarily, to learn his
next
assignment.
Tracy's yacht,
'The Adore," on which he has spent
George Archainbaud, Jacques Fey- most of his time for the past three
der, Robert Florey, Louis Gasnier, months, is in drydock.
Marcel DeSano.

T

T

T

T
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T

"Dream's End," a published novel
by Joseph McCord, and "Flighty,"
a published novel by Alma Sioux
Scarberry, have been purchased by
Cameo Pictures. Joseph O'Donnell is
currently writing the screen adaptation of "Rich Relations," Cameo's
second picture, which goes into production in about two weeks. "Rich
Relations" is from a published novel
by Priscilla Wayne.

"LOTS"
Columbia
has
engaged Henry
Myers, playwright and. screen writer, to do the adaptation for "Black
Room Mystery." The story, which
was authored by Arthur Strawn,
will be a starring vehicle for Boris

Karloff.

T

Henry Stephenson has been added
to the cast of "The Flame Within,"

T
T
T
Producers Leslie Simmonds and which Edmund Goulding is directing
for M-G-M.
Ann Harding is the
Sig Neufeld of Premier Pictures
star, and the cast includes Louis
have purchased an original story,
"Death on the Wing," by Barry Bar- Hayward, Herbert Marshall and
ringer, which they plan to produce Maureen O'Sullivan.
t
»
as one of a series of nine features.

Wallace and Paramount
to terms in negotiations now under way for him to
direct a French play which he purchased while abroad recently.
At
"Mary Jane's Pa" is the new
the same time, Wallace and Mau»
T
»
coni playing tennis.
rice Chevalier are considering teamEdwin Maxwell has a role in title of the First National picture
T
T
T
ing up for the French star's next "The G Men," which stars Jimmy formerly called "Wanderlust," from
the Edith Ellis play.
Edward Cahn, who spent a year production.
Cagney at First National.
Aline MacMahon and Guy Kibbee are coEngland, recently returned to
in
starred in it.
Hollywood. While abroad he directed "Search" for British InternaT
T
tional and "Death Drives Through"
Anne Grey, English film favorite,
for Basil Dean.
makes her American screen debut
in "Break of Hearts," Katharine
T
T
T
Hepburn's new starring picture now
Jack Boland, veteran assistant diin production at RKO Radio under
rector, who was recently made a
Norfolk, Va.—William S. Wilder,
Vivian, La.
W. E. Kennedy will the direction of Philip Moeller.
Fox director, will direct "La Cura
de Reposa," a Spanish picture, as identified with local motion picture open a theater here in opposition to
T
T
interests, is president and treasurer the Movie.
Population is 1,645.
his initial effort.
W. P. Lipscomb, British playof the Wilder Amusements, Inc., just
wright and scenarist, now under
T
T
T
Ralph Bellamy, Karen Morley and chartered to operate an amusement
New
Orleans "Roberta" is run- contract to 20th Century, is among
Mickey Rooney are among the prin- business. Other officers are: S. J. ning into its third week at the Or- the most enthusiastic boosters for a
Gates, vice-president;
Charles L. pheum
reciprocity
agreement
cipals in "The Healer," which Reghere.
whereby
Kaufman, secretary. The new corAmerican and English producers
inald Barker is directing for Monomotion
picporation
operate
a
is
to
may exchange stars, directors and
gram. Ben Verschleisser is superMarrero, La. After closing his writers.
ture house in Smithfield, Va.
In his eight months here,
vising.
house and going to work on a fed- Lipscomb has
prepared "Clive of
T
T
eral project, Tony Ditchero will use India,"
"Les Miserables," "Cardinal
Hobart Cavanaugh, one of the
Omaha The Columbia, dark for his earnings from there to reopen- Richelieu" and "A Tale of Two
busiest actors on the coast, is playsome months, has been reopened by ing the Jefferson theater here.
Cities."
Richard

Our Passing Show: El Brendel, hope

recently returned from the east,
walking on Hollywood Boulevard;
Jack Haskell, the dance director,
lunching with friends; Victor Var-

to

come

NEWS OF THE DAY
—

—

—

—

He Raymond Peterson.
ing in "Broadway Gondolier."
Pictures will
attracted much attention by his be booked through the Carl Snider
work as Cary Grant's pal in "Wings neighborhood house circuit. Prices
in the Dark."
will be 15 and 10 cents.
Snider also
T
T
T
has reopened the Garden following
"BacheLouis King, who directed
renovation.
lor of Arts" and "Murder in Trinidad," will direct "Charlie Chan in
Petersburg, Va. Walter J. CoulEgypt" for Fox. The picture will
go into production early next month. ter and Charles A. Somma, circuit
owners and operators, are planning
T
Al Jolson probably will appear in for the formal opening of their new
"Three Men on a Horse," from the local theater, the Rex, which is
Broadway play, which Warners nearing completion. They will have
three houses here.
have acquired.

—

T

T

of
completion
Following
the
"She," which he is now directing,
Irving Pichel, former character actor, will handle the megaphone on
another special to be released by
RKO. Helen Gahagan is featured
in "She."

—

Omaha
Charles A. Boudreau,
treasurer on the Paramount staff,
has resigned to accept a position
with a local business concern. Truce
Zimmerman replaces him.

—

T

—

Lincoln, Neb.
Shorty Warren is
here as the new manager of the
Kiva.
He was brought in by the
L. L. Dent interests from the Griffith string in Oklahoma.
Came to
town and went to bed with flu the
same day.

—

—

T

Y

RKO

Radio studios is understood to be dropping screen tests.
Fred Schuessler, casting director,
prefers giving film candidates a
as extras or bit players in
actual pictures.
trial

T

T

T

Raymond Borzage has just been
assigned to "Stranded," Warner picture starring Kay Francis and fea-

Montgomery, Ala. Roger Butler
has been made manager of the
"Stranded"
Strand, replacing C. E. Kenner, who turing George Brent.
has been made assistant manager is being directed by Frank Borzage,
uncle of Raymond, but it appears
of the Paramount.
that Director Borzage made every
practicable effort to prevent young
New Orleans After 22 years in Borzage from getting the part.
the exhibiting field, Mrs. William
T
T
Jounqua is retiring from the manReginald Owen has signed a longagement of the Bell theater, which term contract with M-G-M and will
she owned, and is turning it over play the role of Stepan in "Anna
to the firm of Mortimore and Schiell, Karenina," in which Greta Garbo
which already operates the St. Mau- will be starred.
Owen also aprice.
peared in "Queen Christina," with
the Swedish actress.

—

T
T
Peterboro, N. H.
Seating caLaird Doyle, author of the screen
pacity of the Gem has been inof
Lamps
play of "Oil For the
creased by 190, the work being done
China," which Mervyn LeRoy is diby the Nationa ITheater Supply.
Lincoln, Neb.
recting for Cosmopolitan ProducL. L. Dent's VarHouse is operated by Warren Nich- sity
has gone to dual bills, making
tions at Warners, has received praise
ols.
the third double policy here.
from both LeRoy and production
officials.
Pat O'Brien and Josephine
Hutchinson head the cast.
Gloucester, Mass. The Union Hill
Salem, Mass. Shifting from the
T
T
theater has been darkened by aJck
Paramount where he worked for a
Bernard
Hyman, M-G-M pro- Riff.
number of years with Manager
ducer, is considering plays, novels
Philip Bloomberg, Jack Foster is
and original stories for his next
Sanbornville, N. H. Ancil San- now assistant manager of the M. &
production following the completion
P.-Publix Federal.
of "Murder in the Hotel Diplomat," born has closed the Opera House.

—

The

—

T

—

Because of her work in Warner's
"Go Into Your Dance," Patsy Kelly
has been signed for an import?"t
role in the company's first Cos,
I)
politan production starring Mar/mi
Davies, "Page Miss Glory."
Already in the cast are Dick Powell,
Pat O'Brien, Mary Astor, Frank McHugh and William Gargan. Mervyn

LeRoy

will direct.

T

—

THE
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COMPLAIN

INDIES TO

THEATER CHANGES

ER CANCELLATIONS
{.Continued from

Page

ALASKA

According to a ruling of this body,

must post

distributors

own

in their

Closings

J.

Changes

—

Theaters then
territory.
have 14 days in which to cancel a
picture in compliance with the code
clause governing cancellations.

KOOSKIA— Kooskia

RANGELEY— Lakeside

Beatrice,

Neb.-

— City

has

council

set April 9 as date for special election on Sunday pictures.
Likewise,
voters will decide on all other forms
of amusement, such as dancing and
baseball.

Approves "Rumba"
After a showing of
Paramount's "Rumba" at the Na-

—

Havana

tional theater, Mayor Guillermo Belt
of Havana, who had sponsored f
demand for a ban on the film, said
he found nothing offensive in it

MONSON — Capital,

Theater

Company,

NEW YORK
Openings
BINGHAMTON — Avon by Meco

Charles

J.

Bryan,

Manhat-

Inc.,

stock.

Stockton

of theaters;
Shareholders:
Leigh
and Mae

Kissel.

Jaydo,

100

capital,

Nathan
Eunce

Manhattan.

Inc.,
E.

S.

shares
Percy,

of

Motion

pictures;
Shareholders:

stock.

Lawrence

S.

Timen

and

Slonm.

Audubon

Amusement,

Inc.,

Kings

County.

Dramatic plays and motoin pictures; capital,
Stockholders: John G. Zellner, Freda
$1,000.
Jaret and Miriam M. Rosenblum.

Penguin
Pictures
Corporation.
New York
Motion and sound pictures; capital, 100
shares of stock. Shareholders: Alfred A. Thomas,
William Males and Victoria Lash.
Promotional Films, Incorporated, New York
City.
Motion pictures; capital, 100 shares of
stock.
Shareholders: R. M. Savini, J. Michelson and Cecil Bernert.
City.

Sweet Mystery, Inc., Manhattan.
Theatricals
and motion pictures; capital, 100 shares of
Shareholders:

stock.

Louis

D.

Aldrich,

Pauline

Dunn and Ann Martin.
Matbro Productions, Inc., New York.
Stage
and screen productions; capital, 300 shares of
stock.
Shareholders: Bernard L. Brookes, Mary
S. Valee and
Mary K. Brookes.
Dahar Theater Company, Inc., Kings County
StockholdTheatrical business; capital, $1,000.
John G. Zellner, Freda Jaret and Miriam

ers:

M.

Rosenblum.
Baby
Marie
Rose
New York City.

Inc.,

erally;

Jones,

capital,

$20,000.

Enterprises,
Theatrical
Theatrical business genStockholders: Harold

Frank Mazette and Stella Mazette.

Hobby

Round-Up,

Inc.,

Manhattan,

Drama-

Stockplays and films; capital, $10,000.
holders: Lillian T. McManus, Gertrude Esterhaus and Eleanor Kuntz.
Charles March Productions, Inc., Manhattan
Theatricals and motion pictures: capital, $15,000.
Stockholders: August G. Bree, Rosalyn
Sh^=^ard and Pearl Wedeen.
New York
Enterprises
Corporation,
f-.^J>B
<-j'
Motion pictures and theatrical offeringscapital,
Shareholders100 shares of stock.
Howard M. Antevil, Hannah Fahrer and Sadte
tic

£

Pearl.

CHANGE OF NAME
World Wide
to

Atlantic

Pictures, Inc.,
Pictures Corp.

New

York

City

Chas.

Closings
& Star.

Forman.

Theater

WARSAM—

NEW HAMPSHIRE
in

DOVER — Orpheum

Ownership
(Renamed

State), trans-

Northwest Notes

Quarterly conference and
—
of Evergreen State Thea-

.last

L.

Al

week was attended by
Newman, Sr., Al RosenFinkelstein,

Al

Ahlskog.

Prank Christie and Vic Gauntlett of
the executive personnel, and Mike
Newman, Maury Foladare, Frank
Newman, Jr., Bob Monaghan, Bob
Moore, Al Baker, Joe Rosenfield,
Ernest Rose, Morris Nimmer, James
Carey, W. H. Hartford, Herbert SaHarry
Rosenberg,
bottka,
Jack
Woodin, Leonard Raatz, Carl Mahne
Ed Lawler, Willard Coghlan, Lynn
Murphy, James
Peterson, H. J.
O'Connell and other managers.
Jack Brower, Warner coast manager, held a sales meeting here last
week.
Monte Brooks, for years with

amusement

enterprises in Portland,

opened his own offices in the
Orpheum Building there, to fill special entertainment needs.
The Taylor Street Theater, Portland, reopens with dual bills next
week.
Rialto Theaters of Spokane, Inc..
has been incorporated in Spokane
by H. R. Franklin, Mrs. Bertha H.
Franklin and S. A. Wylie.
has

Opening Hard-of-Hearing House
Chicago
Opening of the Sonotone Theater, formerly the Punch

—

and Judy, with all seats equippe-'
for the hard-of-hearing, is set for
Friday.
The new hearing device

which

by being pressed
any bone of the head or
was invented by Dr. Hugo
operates

against
face,

Lieber of

New

M-G-M
M-G-M is

York.

"Sequoia"
double featuring "Sequoia" in Loew's greater New York
houses.
Dualling

Walter

Rialto.

WENATCHEE— Mission.
in

Ownership

BRECKENRIDGE— Plaza,
Texas

&

Consolidated

Theater.
Lyric, transferred to

transferred

to

TERRELL—

R & R

Theater,

Inc.

Openings

INGLESIDE—Texas (New
Closings

Theater).

ELDORADO— Ritz. WAELDER— Cove.

THE FILM DAILY

planning inthe future
status of William LeBaron, Paramount producer, is still undetermined.
He is understood to have
a number of studio offers undei
consideration, however.

dependent

Closings

of

Hollywood Though reports have
had him identified with various
moves, from being linked with the
purchase of Universal by large
financial

TEXAS

.

Changes

to

METALINE FALLS — Little Playhouse.
SEATTLE— Mayfair (Rex). SPOKANE

Iris

BUFFALO— Park

transferred

Openings

Changes

Corp.

Prank

managers

to

Closings

berg,
Matinee

transferred

Ownership

VASHON— Vashon.

Hill.

banquet

tan.
Proprietors and
capital,
200 shares of

Ownership

OAK BLUFFS— Strand. GLOUCESTER
—Union

ters

NEW YORK

in

in

WASHINGTON

Magriel by Elliott Davis.

Seattle

Incorporations

Riddle.

C.

SPRINGFIELD — Paramount, transferred
to Nat Goldstein by M. & P. Theater.

Pacific

New

by H.

—

LaPlante by R. L. Whitten.

MASSACHUSETTS

Changes

Voting on Sunday Shows

Changes

POULTNEY— Star,

Openings

West Coast Bureau

VERMONT

by Eckersley Bros.

MAINE

ticular

LeBaron Status Not Set

Closings

CRANSTON— Palace.

Openings

I)

and Robert Lord, Warner-First
AL- National studio executives, and Mervyn LeRoy, director.
lis

Ownership

in

GENESSEE Audian, transferred to Martz
branches and in the local code board
& Featherstone by Baker & Anderson.
notices of general release
offices

dates of their pictures in that par-

(Continued from Page

Couture by M. White.

SANBORNVILLE — Opera House.
KLAWOK— Bayview by R. Peratovitch. TON—
Opera House.
by L. Watson.
IDAHO
RHODE ISLAND

VALDEZ—Valdez

thority.

ferred to F.

Openings

WARNER DENIES

CHANGES AT STUDIOS

Reported by Film Boards of Trade

1)

post notices of availability in the
zone, as required by the Code Au-

J. L.

interests

to

production,

Powell to Do Only Four a Year
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood After completing his

—

present contract commitments, William Powell says he will limit his
activity to four pictures a year. He
now playing in RKO Radio's
is
"Star of Midnight," with Ginger
Rogers.

^"
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FIREWORKS THIS WEEK
I.A.T.S.E.

LEGISLATURE

IN CALIF,

—

Sacramento
With the Senate
Revenue and Taxation Committee
scheduled to hear all personal income tax bills and sales tax measures, tomorrow should mark the
start of real fireworks in the legis-

in

I.A.T.S.E.
will move

Moving Headquarters

Is

main office from

its

has been decided by the
the Earle Theater Bldg.

(Continued from Page

Bill
1)

men attended

the session, which was
held under the auspices of the I. E.
P. A.

Addresses were made by William
Brown of Pittsburgh; Fred Herring-

Kansas

— Casino,

City

Excelsior Springs,
Excelsior Springs, af-

Mo.

vs. Fox Beyer,
decision outlawing "Cash Night" and
"Children's Cash Matinee"; Elite, Greenleaf.
Kans., vs. Majestic, Washington, sustains decision against "Bank Night"
Klock, Neodesha, Kans., vs. Gem, Nedosha, Kans.. affirms
ruling ordering ceasing of "Bank Night"
Uptown, Iola, Kans., vs. Iola, Iola, sustains

firms

;

"Bank Night"; Uptown,

outlawing

decision

Kans., vs. Plaza, Tola. Kans.. supports
decision against "Bank Night".
Dallas
Strand and Gem, Orange, Tex., vs.
Tola,

—

Starland,

Orange, sustains decision outlawing
Ritz, Brady, Tex., vs. Palace.

"Bank Night";

Brady
affirms
decision
against
"Bank
Night"; Delman, Houston, Tex., vs. Texan
and Iris, Houston
Ritz, Houston
Hoblit;

;

zelle-Horwitz

Theater

;

Co.,

Kirby,

Majestic

—

more members.
Noah Beery for GB's Veidt Film
Fred Fenske of the RKO exLondon Noah Beery will arrive change lost his mother last week.
here from America next month to
Albert Shmitkin, Warner branch
appear with Conrad Veidt in "King: manager, reports good business on
of
Damned," which Walter his return from a territorial tour
the
Forde will direct. Beery was signed including Ohio, Kentucky and West
by Michael E. Balcon, who is at Virginia.
present on a visit to Hollywood.
Mrs. Harold Rullman, wife of the

—

Warner

representative,

is

seriously

ill.

Russel Barbour Jr. of Maysville is
Knight has in Florida recuperating from his reasked M-G-M for a release from her cent illness.
contract.
She wants to get away
The Mayfair, intimate 200-seater
here for a while, she said, and has managed by Kay Turner, is furnishcontracts
British
been offered
for
ing classical music only with its unfilms and for a Broadway show.
usual films.
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—
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June

Mass. Dog Tracks Hit Snag

—must

Boston

All
holders
of
dog track
show cause why their
should not be suspended or
revoked, the Massachusetts Racing Commission
ruled
yesterday.
Although
licenses stipulated that work must be
started not later than March 15. no
track construction has started as yet.

licenses
licenses

SAYS DAVID SARNOrr

Among

(Continued from Page 1)
difficulties
lies
in
shorter

and Metropolitan. Houston and Loew's State,
Houston,
affirms
decision
giving
Delman
clearance of 75 days after first run in Houston, with 14 days in which to clear.

—

Cleveland
Sun,
Cleveland,
vs.
Regent,
Cleveland, affirms decision finding clearance
respondent over plaintiff unreasonable;
Sunbeam. Cleveland, vs. Sun, Cleveland, dismisses complaint that respondent showed a
picture
ahead
of
proper
availability
on
grounds that does not provide violation for
such action.
of

Chicago

— Lexington,

Chicago,

vs.

Lawn-

Chicago, sustains decision that respondent should have no clearance over protestant.
Albany Eagle, Albany, vs. Royal, Albany,
affirms decision dismissing request seeking
clearance over respondent as board has no
power to create runs for any theater.
Los Angeles Fox Alden, Globe. Ariz., vs.
Grand, Miami, Ariz., affirms decision finding
"Merchants' Prosperity Night" a violation.
Atlanta National, McRae, Ga., vs. Princess, McRae, overbuying complaint remanded
to grievance board for rehearing.
Washington Brodie. Baltimore, vs. McHenry and Pacy's Garden, Baltimore, sustains decision dismissing complaint of buying
dale,

—

—

—

—

to deprive.

—

Milwaukee Appleton, Appleton. Wis...
Embassy, Neenah, Wis., sustains decision

vs.

or-

admitting
children to a show free of charge if they
15
specific
performances;
attended
have
Vogue, Kenosha, vs. Kenosha, Kenosha, affirms decision outlawing "Bank Night".
dering

M. H. Aylesworth, president of RKO
and NBC, pointed out to the several
city officials on the dais with him,
including Bernard S. Deutsch, president of the Board of Aldermen,
and Samuel C. Levy, borough president of Manhattan, that the city
through its tax levies was in cornpetition with the entertainment industry in

its efforts

respondent

to

cease

to obtain

Can't Release It Till June, 1936
Motion picture version of "Three

Men On A Horse," Broadway comedy success acquired last week by
Warner Bros., cannot be released
until June 1, 1936, under the contract made with Alex Yoekl, producer.
Warners
tion of the play.

financed

produc-

money

from the public for motion pictures,
radio sets, etc.

Gene Buck, president of Ascap,

made

a plea for a revival of vaudeas the only way to develop the
talent needed by radio and motion
pictures.
Buck said that talent
could not be developed in front of a
movie camera or a microphone,
pointing out that the chief screen
and radio stars of today came from
vaudeville, burlesque and the stage.
Other speakers at the luncheon
ville

were Bernard

—

Palm, Palmerton. Pa., vs.
Philadelphia
Colonial, Palmerton, affirms decision finding
violation of reduced admissions provision.

work

hours, Sarnoff stated. He envisioned new opportunities for the amusement industry in the leisure resulting from such action.

Samuel
McCosker, president of WOR; Donald Flamm. president of WMCA, and Major Bowes.
Deutsch,

S.

C. Levy, Alfred J.

Harry Hershfield

presided.

policy

Two- Year NRA Extension
Is Asked bv Williams
(Continued from Pane

ton of the M. P. T. 0. of Western
Cincinnati Briefs
Pa., David Barrist and Sidney E.
Samuelson. Herrington declared that
Cincinnati R. J. Burns has sucthe circuits walked out on a plan of ceeded William Lasance, who resignbattle against the tax prepared by ed, as manager of the First Divia steering committee. Lewen Pizor, sion exchange. Harry Thomas and
president of the M. P. T. 0. of East- Joseph Skirboll, F. D. execs, were
tern Pa., was attacked as siding here last week.
with the circuits, and Jack Cohen,
The Variety Club, of which Alexhibitor, came to his defense.
lan Moritz is president, is after

June Knight Qutting Hollywood

PROBLEM-

IS

1

Code Auth'y Appeals Rulings

Proof of distributor refusal alone
popped late last week to sell second runs does not constiwhen this committee voted for Sen- tute a code violation, the Code Auator Swing's bill to tax revenue thority has ruled in determining two
from leases and rentals. This would appeals from the Salt Lake City
affect films available to theaters be- grievance board.
Complaints inthey
would automatically volved are those of the Rivoli, Salt
cause
come under the sales tax in cases Lake City, vs. Paramount, M-G-M,
where the lease or rental took the Warner-First National, Columbia,
place of purchase of the article.
Fox and the Mario theater, all of
The film footage tax, which has Salt Lake City, and the Gem, Logan,
had the industry in a frenzy, ap- Utah, vs. M-G-M, Paramount, Warpears certain to be defeated by Gov- ner-First National, Grand theater
ernor Merriam if it gets through and Capitol theater, both houses bethe Houses, but his staunch support ing in Logan.
of the income tax measure puts
Other appeals have been detergloom on the whole situation. The mined as follows:

Committee on Tax

Washington around April

Refusal-to-Sell Case

Trouble

Philly Unit Appoints

QUALITY

Washington

to
to

A. general executive board.
Washington offices will be
The I. A. will continue to maintain an office in New York
I.

lative situation here.

Senate, almost clear of "Epicers",
is almost sure to taboo censorship
bills sent from the Assembly, and
the dog-racing bill also seems doomed in committee, but various tax
measures are worrying film men.

New York

Tuesday, March 19, 1935

1)

two-year extension of the act. WilSan Francisco Squibs
liams is scheduled to testify again
Clarence Darrow, who did
San Francisco Charlie Holtz in today.
town from Sacramento. Conferring not appear yesterday due to the abwith Blumenfeld Theater Circuit sence of Senator McCarran, one of
the authors of the NRA inquiry,
about his Sierra theater.
"Good business" is the cheerful will appear tomorrow, said Senator
Pat Harrison, chairman of the comreport given by Al Walsh about his
mittee.
house in Port Chicago, 111.

—

L. B. Harvey of the Harvey Bros.
Circuit has just completed a new

theater in Walnut Grove.
Golden State Theaters has opened
a new house at Susanville, and
closed the Liberty and opened the
Sierra.

Consolidated Amusement Co. is
enlarging its circuit in Honolulu by

Mai. Bowes Retains Loew Duties
Resignation of Major Edward

Bowes

as vice-president of M-G-M
does not end his affiliation with
Loew's, company executives pointed
out yesterday.
He continues in
charge of the Capitol and station

WHN, which Loew's controls. Major
Bowes has a new amateur hour over
opening two new theaters, declared the national network of WEAF.
R. Citron and H. B. Franklin.
Louis K. Sidney will succeed him as
John Di Statio of the Liberty pilot of WHN, while Jay C. Flippen
theater, Sacramento, made a hurried will take over the
amateurs.
trip here last week.

WHN

Goodwin Back With Paramount
Bernard

Goodwin,

attorney, has
legal staff
to handle production matters. After
serving with the Advisory Committee he recently resigned to become
rejoined the

identified

Earle, Atlantic City, Dark Again
Atlantic City Warner Bros, have
again closed the Earle, boardwalk
house.

—

Paramount

with

an

insurance

com-

pany.

30-Hour

Bill

in

Senate

Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
The Senate Judiciary
Committee yesterday turned in a fav-

—

orable

"Roberta" Record in Boston
Boston
Grinding seven shows
daily,
"Roberta" set a first-day
record at the RKO Keith Memorial
Theater with 17,611 admissions.

—

report on Senator Black's
bill.
No record vote
taken, but it was said that memt
of the committee desired the measure
presented on the Senate floor.
Industries
engaged in interstate commerce
would be affected by the bill.

hour-week

-

Intimate

in

dependent

in

Now

Thought

NEW yCCK,WCDNESDAy, MARCH

New Zoning Schedules for
New

advocating

assentt

Paramount reorganization
letter

FLINN WILL CONFER
IN K. G.

(to

plan.

AND CHICAGO

states:

John C. Flinn, the Code Authora board that would be
bringing about complete ity's executive secretary, will confer
loyalty and devotion to the inter- with local board secretaries at Kan(Continued on Page 6)
sas City on Friday and Chicago on
Saturday, returning to New York
Sunday night. While in the former
city, Flinn, who is now at the Coast,
will study new wrinkles in the clearance and zoning situation and also
the admission price situation there.
IN

RECOVERYEXPECTED

PARAMOUNT SUITS

Substantial recovery may be expected from the two suits instituted
by the Paramount trustees against
former directors and involving sums
in excess of $15,000,000, it is stated
by Szold & Brandwen, counsel for
the Munger debenture committee, in
a letter to Paramount bondholders
urging assent to the Paramount re-

to Gaumont British's staractivities, stated Arthur Lee

New York

yesterday, following
return from the Coast, where
he left Michael Balcon, production
head for the English company.
American producers are offering
every sort of cooperation, said Lee,
who denied that his firm plans a
(Continued on Page 4)

c

Expect Budget Approval

Approval of the 1935 code budget is
expected to be voted by the Code
Authority at its meeting March 28.
W. C. Michel, alternate for Sidney R.
Kent, will preside.

CENTS

Not Expected

Ed Kuykendall Announces
Group to Work Out
Code Changes

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS
IN

PRODUCTION RUSH
THE FILM DAILY
—In what
mark the

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

will

production peak under the guidance of its newly appointed producfirst

the personnel of his association's
code revision committee as follows:
Morgan A. Walsh of San Francisco,
author of the resolution authorizing
the move; Jack Miller, Chicago;
Lewen Pizor, Philadelphia; George
A. Giles, Boston, and O. C. Lam,
Rome, Ga.
Kuykendall will serve
as chairman and Morris Lowenstein
of Oklahoma City, M. P. T. O. A.
(Continued on Page 6)

Henry Herzbrun and
Ernst Lubitsch, the Paramount stu-

tion

bosses,

dios are preparing one of the most
extensive film-making drives in their
history. It will get under way March
25 with "The Big Broadcast of
1935", featuring Jack Oakie, Joe
Morrison, George Burns, Gracie AlStromberg to Produce
A survey of suitable studio sites
len, Lyda Roberti, Ethel .Merman,
Eight for
Season Sir Guy Standing, Charlie Buggies in Florida will be made by FredBoland. On that same day erick Pelton, engineer representing
Hunt Stromberg will produce and Mary(Continued
on Page 4)
producers and Morris Halpern, repeight pictures for M-G-M in 1935resenting Joseph M. Schenck, head
36, starting with "Ah, Wilderness,"
(Continued on Page 6)
which goes into production on the
Sales Convention
coast in three weeks.
Stromberg,

WILL SURVEY SITES

FOR FLORIDA STUDIO

New

"U"

W.

S.

Van Dyke, Frances Goodrich

and Albert Hackett leave New York
(Continued on Page 6)
tomorrow for Hollywood.
After "Ah, Wilderness" Strom"Open Door" in Hollywood berg will make a sequel to "The
Thin Man."
His next production
For British producers will
be "Wife Versus Secretary"
Hollywood producers are mainwith Jean Harlow, Myrna Loy and
taining an "open door" policy in
(.Continued on Page 4)

W

<S

President Ed Kuykendall of the
M. P. T. O. A. yesterday announced

effective in

in
his

1 935-36

—

"We wanted

regard
buying

2C„ 1935

Bar Free Movie Shows in Massachusetts
Boston John Fitzgerald, state engineer, has prohibited free ERA movies in
Massachusetts, one reason being that they would compete with private business. Plan
Supporters of the plan say
for such a project in Lynn had already been approved.
the fight will be carried to high officials.

Qualifications

The

i

REVISlM COMMITTEET NAMED
Board Opposed by Bondholder Group

Paramount

Dissatisfaction with the proposed
new board of directors of Paramount-Publix is expressed by Szold
& Brandwen, counsel for the Munger
independent committee for Paramount bondholders, in a letter to

bondholders

t

OX CODE

Munger Committee Wants
More Members With

the

aily

Mo

Of

Scope

vcl. lxvii, nc. ee

M. P.T.

N ewspc p er
o n Pict u res
S ixteen Years Old

The D

Character

'„*>ternational in

May

Annual

25-27 in Chicago Fort

—

Individual Appeals on Zoning
To be Heard by Code Authority
Planning More Theaters
For the Hard-of-Hearing

—

In connection with clearance and
zoning schedules for the season of
1935-36, the Code Authority is expected to hold hearings on individual appeals from existing schedules
and not attempt to draft new plans
for each zone, as originally intended under the code. An early amend-

Chicago Following the opening
here Thursday of the Sonotone Theater, remodeled from the old Punch
& Judy into a house devoted entirely to the hard-of-hearing, it is
the plan of the management to open
similar houses in other parts of the ment to the code authorizes the adcountry.
The operating company, ministrative body to either set up
(Continued on Page 6)

Worth Code

Suit

convention of Uni21
Set for Hearing
versal has been set for May 25-27
Fort Worth Tex. Hearing on the
in Chicago. Carl Laemmle plans to
attend. J. R. Grainger, general sales injunction asked by the New Libmanager, is now on the coast con- erty Theater in its federal court acferring with Laemmle on next sea- tion attacking the legality of the
son's product.
He will remain for NRA is now set for March 21 before Federal Judge Wilson. The suit
two weeks.
arose from an order by the Dallas
grievance board to stop service to
the New Liberty because of alleged
violation of the code's regulations
sales

(Continued on Page 4)

March

on premiums.

Defeat N.
A

bill

J.

Racing

Bill

to legalize pari-mutuel betting,

horse-racing and dog-racing was defeated
yesterday in the New Jersey assembly,
according to word received last night
from Trenton by the headquarters of

Theater Owners of New Jersey,
which was among those actively opposThe Rev. Lester H.
ing the measure.
Clee, Newark minister and Speaker of
the House, was an important factor in
Allied

defeating the measure.

THE

-%za

DAILY

Wednesday, Mar.

Fight on Daylight Savir—
Started in New OrleLi
New Orleans—With backing from

Coming and Going
Wed.. Mar. 20. 1935

Vol. LXVII. No. 66

JOHN W. ALICOATE

5 Cents

Hospital
shortly

yacht for

cruise.

a

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, SR., and party,
CHARLES PERKINS, director, and

in-

cluding

yesterday by yacht from
the Panama Canal.

Perkins, sailed
ston, Jamaica,

Mrs.

King-

for

DAVE CHASEN, formerly Joe Cook's stooge,
en route to Hollywood by car to start work
under his new RKO Radio contract.
is

HOWARD HAWKS has arrived in New York
from the coast to consult with Ben Hecht
and Charles MacArthur on the script of "Barbary
Coast," which
Hawks will direct for
Samuel Goldwyn.
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Haven,

is

JERRY

FURST, Vitagraph manager
in

New

in

Miami.

SACKHEIM,

editor, has arrived
at the Warwick.

Studio

Universal

story

New

York and is staying
be here for two
weeks looking over plays and story material.

—
—

Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne.
P. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaiie, Rue de la Courses-Nones, 19.

ELINOR

TROY,

in

He

been called by
Busby Berkeley "the most perfectly formed
chorus girl in the world." has arrived in New
York from Hollywood and will see "Gold Diggers
1935," in which she appears as a
of
Berkeley beauty, for the first time tonight.
ELLIS, who arrives in New York tofinishing work at the Paramount
studios in "Paris in Spring", will sail Friday on
the "Majestic" for England.

morrow

after

AL ALTMAN

has returned to

New York from

Florida.

FINANCIAL

JOHN BYRAM, now on a Caribbean
to New York about April 1.
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155/g

realistic

president of First
Productions, and WM. M. L. FISKE III.
vice-president of First Division Exchanges, arDivision

rive

today from Hollywood.

JACK COHN
from

returned to

Gary Cooper and Anna

Sten,

Va

the fans said he would
have a picture of Goldwyn.

of

1/4

rather

WILSON of Gaumont British
New York from a Southern

LARRY DARMOUR
from

Howard Benedict Joins RKO
Howard S. Benedict, a leading the-

has

J.

in

has

arrived

in

New

York

HAROLD MURRAY

leaves

New

York

late

April for the Coast.

HARRY STOCKWELL
morrow

for

leaves

New

York

to-

Hollywood.

MICHAEL BALCON, who is now at
to New York in two weeks.

the Coast,

returns

MARLENE DIETRICH

leaves

New

week by boat on her return

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

March

associa-

and possibly the

Financial and business
are sponsoring the bill.
Exhibitors will present data to show
the harm daylight saving did to theaters in other sections.
The meeting of theater men to map the fight
was attended by Rodney Toups, Vic26.

interests

Meyer, Bob Blair, Henry McLeod and Ed Myrick.
Allied will
take no action.

Loew's Rio Wins Case
Loew's Rio was upheld yester-

day by the

leaves

York

New

late

the Coast.

to

New York

grievance
charging
Harry Brandt's Audubon with violation of code provisions against
giveaways through presentation to
children
of
envelopes
containing
money at Saturday matinees. Brandt
was ordered to stop the practise.

board

in

complaint

its

York Satur-

Hollywood.

Fox Music Company to Move
Fox Publishing Co. and

Sam

Movietone

Music Corp., the later
publishers of music for Fox Film,
Larry Darmour is in New York will move from 158 West 45th St.
new and larger quarters in
to make a deal for distribution of to
He has com- Rockefeller Center sometime in
his 1935-36 product.
seven

pleted

of

Third

12

making for

features
Majestic

Love You Always" for Roxy
Love You Al"I'll
Nancy Carroll and
for "Ruggles" George Murphy, opens March 29 at
"Ruggles of Red the Roxy.

Week

Columbia's
ways," with

will be held for a third

week

New York Paramount

start-

at the

May, it is announced by Sam Fox,
head of the music enterprises.

"I'll

Paramount's

Gap"

the

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Prior booking arrange-

will bring the

run to a close
next Tuesday night, with "Private
Worlds" following it.

press representative for the
decade, has joined the RKO
"Traveling Lady" for Strand
Radio Pictures publicity and adverFollowing a preview for executising staff under the direction of
tives at the home office, Warner's
S. Barret McCormick.
"Traveling Saleslady," with Joan

+ %

the brewers'

re-

atrical
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P.
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New York

Florida.

REG

endings,

stars of the picture, was offered to
those sending in their views.
One

8

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
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days.

LUDINGTON,
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which he is
even though this season.
they are sad.
Fans responding totaled 1,240 up to yesterday. A photo
for
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+
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Sam Taymovie commentator over WMCA,
a tieup with Samuel Goldwyn's

In a poll conducted by
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18'/4
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Fox Fm.
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vtc. 41

England

Ending Favored, Darmour Conferring
On 1935-36 Program
Radio Poll Shows

Realistic

Net

Low

High

Columbia

REGINALD BAKER, financial head of Associated Talking Pictures, returned yesterday from
3 Hollywood visit and is expected to return to

this

turns

the Central Trades and Labor Council,
cafe and restaurant owners,

Parent-Teacher group, associated
HUNT STROMBERG, M-G-M producer, accom- theater managers with the Gulf
panied by W. S. VAN DYKE, director, and States Theater Owners Ass'n have
FRANCES GOODRICH and ALBERT HACKETT, taken
steps to battle the daylight
writers, leave New York tomorrow for Hollysaving ordinance due for hearing
wood.

has

MARY

COD!

TRAVIS BANTON, Paramount studio fashion
designer, arriving in New York today from the
coast, sails Saturday on the "lie de France"
for a European vacation.

will

who

20, 1935

Lincoln

of

New

New

York,

Owners
Hotel,

M.

March 26:

Testimonial to Al Somerby, manager for Lothrop Theater Corp., Boston.

April

25-May

Congress,

1

:

International Cinematographic

Berlin,

Germany.

opened at the
April 27:
A.M.P.A. annual get-together dinM-G-M Signs 2 Stage Players
Strand
earlier
than
originally
ner, Hotel Astor, New York.
M-G-M has signed two more stage planned, it was announced yesterAnnual meeting of Independent Theplayers.
J. Harold Murray leaves day.
A big campaign will precede May ater Supply
Dealers' Ass'n, Edgewater Beach
will

be

1

for

coast studio late in April,
while Harry Stockwell departs from
its

New York

M.

H.

Hoffman

Edmund

the

:

Hotel, Chicago.

premiere.
May

tomorrow.

20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood.

RKO Signs Dave Chasen
21-23: Allied States Ass'n annual J^JDave Chasen, for years chief May vention,
French FUm Holds Over
Robert Fulton Hotel, Atlanta.
"La Crise est Finie" ("The De- stooge with Joe Cook, has been May 21-23: Georgia-Florida-Tennessee-Alabama
pression is Over"), French film with signed by RKO Radio to appear in a
Independent Theaters Ass'n annual conven-

Goulding

English dialogue

Joseph H. Seidelman

for a second
I

Playhouse.

titles, will

week

be held

at the 55th St.

musical

picture,

"Papa's

Cradle," and is now on the
the coast by auto.

in

way

the
to

tion,

Robert Fulton Hotel, Atlanta.

May 25-27:
tion,

Universal's

annual

sales

conven-

Chicago.

mil

NAME

I

MUSICALS... HAS TOPPED
ran
7/
HIS LAST YEAR'S MOP- UP!
IN

is
This can't help but land in the

N

money. Elaborate, showy nonsense, skilfully

concocted and expertly aimed at

the box office.

George White

—Hollywood Reporter

sat in the

Fox California

here and heard an audience applaud his

"1935 Scandals" because he has turned
out a spectacular musical

comedy with

the right mixture of tuneful songs and
real, sure-fire

comedy)
—Motion

ALICE FAYE

•

Picture Daily

JAMES DUNN

NED SPARKS
Lyda Roberti

•

Cliff

Eleanor Powell

•

Edwards • Arline Judge

Benny Rubin

•

Emma Dunn

GEORGE WHITE
produced and directed
by George White

Entire production conceived,

Screen play by Jack Yellen and Patterson McNutt. Based on a story
by Sam Hellman and Gladys Lehman. Songs by Jack Yellen, Cliff
Friend, Joseph Meyer. Additional lyrics by Herb Magidson.

rewj-

THE

s&m

DAILY

NO NEW ZONING PLANS

PARAMOUNT STUDIO.

FOR 1935-36 SEASON
(Continued from Page

new systems

1)

PHIL

rent plans.
Up to the present time no clear-

ance and zoning plan has been put
into force under code supervision,
although the Los Angeles setup appears to be nearly ready.

to

Eight for

Produce
New Season

(Continued from Page

rect.

In the event the California legislature enacts pending tax legislation, the studios will move to Florida, in the opinion of Stromberg.
The producer notes a trend to musicals with dancing and singing and
He be"intensely real" romances.
lieves that the Legion of Decency
campaign has improved film standards.

"Open Door" in Hollywood
For British Producers
1)

star-raiding expedition at Hollywood
studios.

that GB plans to establish a studio in Florida was emphatically denied by Lee. Coast producers, he reported, are much agitated over prospects of new taxes
and there is definite talk about a
changeover of production to Florida.
GB has pointed to the advantages
of transferring Hollywood produc-

A

report

tion to

M &ALY

• • • JUST RECEIVED a letter from a well known Hollywood writer
commenting on Mister Sam Goldwyn's recent New York interview to the press
in which he rode
the Hollywood writers pretty hard
claiming that so many
of them were turning out drivel and drool and calling it original
screen material

1)

William Powell, and "The Distaff
Side," which George Cukor will di-

(Continued from Page

England.

•

•

SO THE

•

writing gent has this to say on behalf

of the writing craft in Hollywood
the writer with ideas
and intelligence is licked before he starts trying to create for
a medium with an 80 per cent appeal to the Mass Mind
he puts the case in the form of a simple, graphic fable, as it

were

•

•

•

T
HE ASSUMES

T

that Mister Goldwyn is asked to
read an original paper on any subject he chooses before a mixed
group of ten people
a laborer, a nitwit such as we contact
all around us in any business, a shop girl, a barber, a member
of the Film Reform Racket, a U. S. Congressman, a high school
fluff, a radio announcer
that gives us the 80 per cent Mass
Mind to which the B. O. must appeal
the other two represent the Intelligent Public
a school boy come of a poor,
downtrodden white-collar dad and a mother who is a gentlewoman, and the downtrodden dad or his mother
now, what
type of a paper is Mister Goldwyn going to read to that bunch
if he doesn't want them to walk out on him?
of course,
says the Hollywood writer
he is going to read a paper for
the dumb 80 per cent and t'hell with the Intelligent Minority
for Mister Goldwyn is a clever business man
so
are the Hollywood writers

•

•

•

THE CURRENT

ries five full

issue of "Advertising Age" carpages of display advertising on "Photoplay"

featuring the comments of advertising managers of national
space buyers on the qualities of the mag under the new MacFadden regime
what are the other fan mags going to
say about it ?
.

Authorize RKO Payments
Federal Judge Bondy has authorized payment of $3,500 to Price,
Waterhouse & Co., and $2,500 each
to Edw. J. Crawford and Robert
Huntley for services rendered in the
Judge Bondy
RKO receivership.
made no reduction in the amounts

asked in each instance.

Preview Play for Film Rights

Newest vogue in selling of screen
rights to Broadway shows is to
hold

for

preview

special

picture

"Wedding
company story editors.
Ring," comedy by Clarence Taylor,
was so presented at the 48th St.
theater Monday afternoon.

• • • THAT PRESSBOOK turned out by RKO Radio on
"Roberta" is just about the Last Word
a trick cover with
a three-way fold, done in gorgeous colors and art work of Irene
Dunne, Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers
with the Publicity
and Feature material printed on a special blue-tinted insert
and an art section in color called "Roberta Fashion TieUps"
the best part of it is that the smash art layouts and
general eye-appeal is matched by the merchandising stunts
all practical down-to-earth stuff that the exhib can put
to

work

to build the B. 0. gross

Files

• • • WHAT THE Hollywood star talks about when she
comes to the Big City
in an interview in the "WorldTelegram" Rochelle Hudson said to Joseph Mitchell
"I
think my home town stinks, and I haven't been back there since
I got a job in pictures"
Miss Hudson's home town is
Claremore, Oklahoma, where Will Rogers comes from
we'll bet the home town folks will get a great kick out of that

•

•

•

T
THAT TRIP

Scandal",

1)

with

Arline

Judge

and William Frawley, and
"Federal Dick," featuring Fred MacMurray and Roscoe Karns, will go
before the cameras.
The next two months will see
more than 15 pictures start. These
will include "Jungle," with Cary
Grant
and
Raymond
Milland;
"Thirteen Hours By Air"; the new

W.

C.

Fields'

starring

film,

"The

Man

on the Flying Trapeze"; Sylvia
Sidney and Herbert Marshall in
"Accent on Youth", the Samson
Raphaelson play now running in
New York; "So Red the Rose", featuring
Pauline Lord and
Fred
Stone; "Two For Tonight", which
probably will have Bing Crosby,
Jack Oakie, Roscoe Karns, Lynne
Overman, Mary Boland and Lyda
Roberti; "Drumbeats"; "The Milky
Way"; and a new George Burns and
Gracie Allen picture, "The Plot
Thickens".

May

will come the film adaptaRichard Walton Tully's musica romance, "Rose of the Rancho".
"The Virginia Judge", with Walter
C. Kelly and "Annapolis Farewell",

In

tion of

aso are being readied.

"Guns";
"Sacrifice",
starring
George Raft, and "The Bride Comes
Home," with Claudette Colbert and
Fred MacMurray, will get under
way by early summer. "Sailor Beware", featuring Jack Oakie; "Waikiki Wedding", with Bing Crosby,
Kitty Carlisle and George Barbier,
and "Give Us This Night", with
Carole Lombard, also are down for
an early start.
Cecil

B.

DeMille's

new

spectacle,

"The Crusades", with Henry Wilcoxon and Loretta Young in the
leading roles, is one of the three
now in production. Mae West's
"Goin' To Town"; "The Devil Is A
Woman", starring Marlene Dietrich,
and "Stolen Harmony", with George
Raft, Ben Bernie and Grace Bradley, are among those now in the cutting rooms.

Know Your

T
to

(Continued from Page

"College

films

boost

Looking Back
From The Film Daily

PRODUCTION RUSH

IN

or hear appeals on cur-

Stromberg
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Industry

Bermuda has put Stanley Shuford,

manager for Warners, in the pink
We learn
from Morris Kinzler of the Roxy that it was through the
courtesy of Howard S. Cullman of that theater
that the
outdoor tobacco plantation scenes in Sam Goldwyn's "Wedding
Night" are shown in the film
for they were made on the
Cullman tobacco plantation in Connecticut
advertising

FiVE YEARS

AGO— 521

features set for

1930-31.

TEN YEARS
Schine theaters

FIFTEEN
nett

resigns

dependently.

AGO— Universal
in

YEARS
from

New

buys

38

York State.

AGO— Whitman
Famous

to

produce

How many cameramen worked
releases?

in-

« « «

» » »

1934
.

Answer: 121 (see 1935 Film Daily fcj.l
Book, page 513, for list)

Who

Ben-

on

directed "Anne of Green Gables'?
Answer: George Nicholls, Jr. (see 1935
Film Daily Year Book, page 121, for credits
on 1934 releases.)

.

This fellow will

soo
set off

a load of

DYNAMITE
thai will

knock

this industry's

ox-offices records to piecesLH dfrediciion .Paul Muni in "BLACK FURY" will
start a new cycle of he-man stories and
bring the industry back to ACTION on
the screen .
The kind of action that
sends audiences into hysterical cheers
.

.

.

...

of course

i««

Warner

Bros, will present

it!

m

.

DAILY
COMMITTEE

IS

NAMED

FOR CODE REVISION
{Continued from Page

arrange an

in-

terview with Sol A. Rosenblatt, division administrator, after it has

prepared a

list

of proposed altera-

tions in the code.

In the bulletin in which the com-

personnel was made public,
yesterday, Kuykendall announced in
toto resolutions adopted at the recent New Orleans convention.
"Whether or not these projects
and plans are eventually accommittee

depends to a large extent
on the amount of active support
given by the individual exhibitor
and local organizations back of
these policies," he observed.
Said Kuykendall in part:
"Only the naive or the fault-finding can criticize the convention itplished

for not definitely and finally
getting a 20 per cent cancellation
from the distributors, abolishing the
score charge, removing the music
eliminating
extortion,
the
tax
spreading evil of double features
and premium rackets, do away with
designated play dates, provide fair
zoning plans for every city, rewrite
the Code according to our own ideas,
reduce unfair taxes and pass the
self

new NRA law through Congress. If
anyone expected these things to be
done in three days by the convention, he was certainly an optimist.
"But none of them are imposThey

take long persistent
organized effort, with everybody
pulling in the same direction, tiresome negotiations, patience and
sible.

all

dogged fighting for what is right
and fair.
It's no job for quitters,
chiselers or self-seeking professional

organizers."

Houses Represented
At Convention, Kuykendall

4,400

Replying

charges

unofficial

to

made by various

leaders to
the effect that attendance at the recent M. P. T. 0. A. convention at
New Orleans embraced but a few
Allied

SUNSHIN€
\}>//

IN

THE
DAY'S

NEWS
New
is

Jersey

defeated.

pari-mutuel

BY BONDHOLDER GROUP
ests

and

racing

of

Paramount and one that

would serve to put an end to all
Will Survey Sites
Set Big Radio Campaign
schisms, factions—a board distinFor Florida Studio On "Go Into Your Dance" guished by the ability of business
{Continued from Page 1)
of United Artists, it was announced
yesterday prior to the departure of
Pelton and Halpern for Florida.
They will make their headquarters
in Miami and also visit four other
locations in the state.

San Antonio Squibs
San

—The

Antonio

Empire

the-

new mixed film policy.
The Community Theaters, namely

ater has a

the Harlandale,

Highland Park and

Uptown, have switched

into a

new

single film policy.

Plans are being formed for the
reopening of the Victor theater on
North New Braunfels Ave.

Warner's home office advertising
and publicity department under the
supervision of S. Charles Einfeld
has already set three national radio plugs on the forthcoming musical, "Go Into Your Dance", co-starring Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler. The
broadcasts begin tomorrow night,
with Fred Waring introducing the
songs from the picture over the

CBS network at 9:30. The following night Dick Powell will present
the tunes in conjunction with the
appearance of Harry Warren and
Al Dubin, composers of the songs,
over the Hollywood Hotel program
at 9:30 P.M. over the CBS network.
Al Jolson will inaugurate his series
of radio broadcasts over the NBC
network on April 6 by presenting
the songs from his picture.

"Roberta" a Smash in Toronto
Toronto
"Roberta," the RKO
musical hit, struck a terrific pace
Boston Brevities
at its Canadian premiere at the ImBoston Meyer Rosen of Film
perial Theater here.
In its first
two days the picture's receipts Poster Service is the father of a

men, rather than of prominence in
Wall Street.
Although some men
proposed for the board eminently

qualify,
site

still in the main, the requiboard has not yet been obtain-

ed."

Elaborating on the

Brandwen

told

letter,

Maxwell

The Film Daily

that
D. Hilles, a
Paramount trustee, should be appointed to the board because of the
fine job he has done as trustee and
because he is a person capable of

he

believed

Charles

harmonizing conflicting interests in
a board.
Frank C. Walker would
be a highly desirable addition to
the board, Brandwen stated, as
would a person to represent the in-

dependent bondholder and an

indi-

vidual of the character and ability
of Lewis Douglas, former director
of the budget.

—

—

totalled 75 per cent of the house's

boy.

average weekly business during the
past few months, and a holdover is
assured.

Alex Tradd has opened the MuniBuilding as a movie theater,
roadshowing "The White Rose",

GB

to Film "Barrier" in Canada
Toronto Word has been received

—

here from England to the effect
that Gaumont-British is to produce
"The Barrier," dealing with the
Canadian Pacific Railway across the
Rockies, with most of the scenes to
be shot in Canada.

cipal

Syrian film.
Local Warner Club has a party
scheduled for tonight at the Cocoanut Grove.
Max Melincoff, Harry
Springier, John Walton and Mildred
Shore comprise the committee in
charge.

Arnold Klevens of Amity is
handling the Frankie Darro Stamp
Club independently in New England.

Planning More Theaters
For the Hard-of-Hearing
{Continued from Page

1)

E. S. A. Inc., headed by David Ettleson as president and E. J. Stutz
as secretary, has no connection with
Sonotone Laboratories except in the
use of its equipment.
An exhaustive survey conducted
here by Sonotone showed that 14 per
cent of population has defective
hearing. This percentage is regarded as applicable to the country as
a whole, making a total of nearly
20,000,000 in the hard-of-hearing
class in the U. S., according to Sonotone.

Recovery Expected

RKO is enlarging its local exMrs. Adorno 111.
in Paramount Suits
Columbus, O. Mrs. Joseph Ador- change.
{Continued from Page 1)
no, wife of the proprietor of the
organization plan. The stock repurSavoy Theater, is confined to her
chase suit involves some $12,000,000,
Virginia Weidler at Premiere
home with a severe attack of arthriSzold & Brandwen state.
The sectis.
Indianapolis
Virginia Weidler, ond suit seeks to recover alleged
seven-year-old featured player in
excessive
and salaries paid
RKO's "Laddie," will appear in per- to certain bonuses
officers and directors, and
exhibitors, President Ed Kuykendall son at Friday's world premiere of
also names Kuhn, Loeb & Co., as a
of the latter organization yesterday the picture at the Circle Theater. defendant.
S. Barret McCormick is coming from
"We strove persistently for the
declared "a careful check of the
New York to be guest manager of institution
of these suits, despite the
final registration lists of delegates the house for the opening
night.
exertion of considerable pressure
reveals that there were personally
against such suits," Szold & Brandrepresented some 4,400 of the leadwen state.
"Vanessa" Sets House Record
ing theaters, that theaters in every
Miami Beach, Fla.
M-G-M's
one of the 48 states were repre"Vanessa, Her Love Story," with
sented."
Helen Hayes and Robert Montgom"Reliable
statistics
show that ery, set a new house record for rethere are less than 3,000 exhibitors ceipts at the Colony Theater, E. J.
in
the United States, operating Sparks house, according to the manabout 13,500 theaters at the present agement.
time," said Kuykendall. "Hotel resKentuckians Return Home
ervations indicate that there were
Lexington, Ky.
John Elliott,
well over 700 out-of-town exhibitors
Phoenix Amusement Co., Annabelle
in New Orleans for the convention,
Ward, assistant manager, and a
of which 440 registered as dele- party of
Build Saturday morning business.
friends have returned from
gates."
a sojourn in Florida.

—

—

—

SHOWMAN'S

—

bill

PARA. BOARD OPPOSE-

{Continued from Page 1)

capacity for the committee.
will

55th Wedding Anniversary for Rosenbergs
Mr. and Mrs. Hyman Rosenberg, parents of Sam, Moe and Al Rosenberg, who
have been associated in executive capacities with Warners and other amusement enterprises, celebrated their 55th wedding anniversary last night at their home in Mount
Vernon.
The family also includes four other children and numerous grandchildren, all
of whom were present.

1)

secretary, will function in a similar

The committee
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"One

"Infinitely stirring story

as one of the finest pictures of the

Samuel
Goldwyn has ever produced. Ma-

season. Cooper gives a magnifl-

gically acted, magically directed...

the piece with a brand of histrionic

cient performance. Don't miss

a work of distinction...Gary Cooper

"Brilliant

drama. Takes

—

N.

its

Y.

place

it/'

JOURNAL

"Gary Cooper... giving one of the
year's most capable performan-

of the finest films

excel e nt."
I

"In considering the stunning qual-

it

will

hold

from the

iJ-i

to

first

.

.

— n.y

scene..."

—

sun

unanimously enthusiastic

one oj the Jinest pictures

SAMUEL

oj

n

y

any

pyrotechnics superior to

"Believable
vincing

of

.

.

.

touching

—
"Dramatically
to Mr.

N.

Y,

.

AMERICAN

.

.

con-

and curiously powerful,"

Wedding Night' it is
bracket Anna Sten and

Gary Cooper at the top... together
they are the perfect team."

Mr.

the former achievements of either."

of 'The

easiest to
.

world-telegram

(Highest Rating; EXCELLENT)
ities

your interest right

y.

.

.

Cooper and Miss Sten each endows

—

ces. Well directed, intelligently

acted, handsomely produced

— n.

.

N.

K

HERALD-TRIBUNE

striking!

A

Goldwyn and Mr.

—

post

credit

Vidor."

N.

Y.

TIMES

tribute

the

year!

GOLDWYN

presents

GARY CO P€R

ANNA SUN
RALPH BELLAMY
and

•

SIEGFRIED

QlrecleJ Lj

HELEN VINSON

RUMANN

KING VIDOR

CyXeleased thru

UNITED ARTISTS

...

iei

DAILY

A

"LITTLE" from

RALPH WILK
ATHERINE ALEXANDER
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HOLLYWOOD

which has the tentative title "Tars
And Stripes."
Charles Lamont is

By

re-

K' places

Genevieve Tobin in Warner's "Men On Her Mind," in which
The
Bette Davis is being starred.
cast also includes Ian Hunter, John
Eldredge, Colin Clive, Ruth Donnelly and Phillip Reed.
T

T

a

Break

directing.

Hollywood's dressed-up extras had a big day this week at the RKO Radio
Studios.
One hundred and sixty-eight ladies and gentlemen in Katharine
The new Hepburn drama
Hepburn's new starring picture, "Break of Hearts."
has passed the half-way point in production, with Charles Boyer, John Beal,
Jean Hersholt and others supporting the star under the direction of Philip
Moeller.

T

Jed Prouty has been assigned to
the Allan Dwan production "Kiss
and Wake Up" at Fox.
T

Y

Dress-Up Extras Get

¥

the development of his story idea.
The title and subject matter are
withheld because of their timeliness.
Presnell,
during the past six

Edward H. Griffith, now directing
"No More Ladies" for M-G-M, has months, has prepared

six

produc-

definitely decided

upon by Universal

for its werewolf picture, which features Henry Hull and
Warner Oland with a cast including
Valerie Hobson, Spring Byington

as

the

title

by tions for filming with the assistance Lester Matthews, Clark Williams
Spanish of several writers, including Laird and Charlotte Granville.
noted
It wa:
painter and member of the Spanish Doyle, Peter Milne and Cy Bartlett directed by Stuart Walker.
Academy, at present in Hollywood.
T
T
T
"No More
the
Gledajos visited
George Raft will celebrate comWhen Dixie Lee put in an apfascinated
by
was
Ladies" set and
pearance at the Fox lot last wee! pletion of his current Paramount
the expression on Griffith's face at to begin work on the Jesse Laskj picture, "The Glass Key," with a
he directed Joan Crawford and Rob
to
Europe, provided studio
production, "Redheads on Parade,' trip
The portait wil it called to mind the inception of schedules will permit him to be
ert Montgomery.
be made after the film is finished.
her screen career in 1929, when she absent from Hollywood for that
T
T
T
appeared in the Fox Movietone Fol- length of time, he states. He origiyoung Spanish- lies.
Cansino,
Rita
Her debut proved a success nally planned a trip to New York,
English dancer recently signed by and she was slated for several other but decided if he's going that far,
Fox to a term contract as a resul' Fox Film roles but she relinquished he might as well go a little farther
and re-visit France and England.
of her performance in "Dante's In
her contract to become the wife o
ferno," has been assigned to a role the noted Bing Crosby.
T
T
Columbia has exercised its opwith Warner Oland and "Pat" Pat
Egypt.'
in
erson in "Charlie Chan
Christiane Gess, a recent impor- tion on the services of Gertrude
T
T
T
tation from France, has been signed Purcell, screen writer. Her current
Following his work with Paul by Warners for "Crashing Society.' assignment is the adaptation of
Muni in "Black Fury," and with A' The cast is headed by Guy Kibbee. Hugh Herbert's story, "If You Could
Jolson and Ruby Keeler in "Go Intc June Martel, Phil Regan, Edward Only Cook," shortly to be placed
Your Dance," Joseph Crehan has Everett Horton, Nella Walker, Gor- in production.
been signed to an exclusive long don Wescott, Judy Canova and
T
T
T
Dorothea Kent, whose work in
term contract by Warners. His first ZaSu Pitts.
several
assignment under his new contract
of
Educational's
Frolics of
T
T
will be "Stranded" co-starring Kay
"Frisco Lady," has gone in work Youth was followed by her appearBrent.
George
Francis and
at Universal.
Murray Roth is di ance with Buster Keaton in "Hay»
»
T
recting from a screenplay by Dort seed Romance," is again Buster's
Vinton
Robert Gleckler, Arthur
Schary, based on L. G. Blochman'. leading lady in the comedy of the
Harry Seymour, Phil Tead, Ed Stan- story. The players already cast in navy which he has been making at
ley, Harry Hume, Frank Mayo, Jack elude Lyle Talbot, Hugh O'Connell
the naval base at San Diego.
VerRichardson and Paul Hurst have Valerie Hobson, Andy Devine and mon Dent, Jack Shutta and Al Thompbeen added to the cast of "Man Pro Henry Armetta.
son have supporting roles in this
poses," Fox production in which
Keaton comedy, the fourth in his
Mae Clark and James Dunn portray
"The Unholy Hour" has been group for Educational this season,
the leading roles under the direction
of William A. Seiter.
Elinor Troy on Air Today
M.P. Foundation to Add Driectors
T
T
T
Warner-First
Presnell,
Elinor Troy, appearing in WarRobert
Albany- Motion Picture FoundaNational producer, a few days ago tion of the U. S., has filed a certi- ner's "Gold Diggers of 1935" and
told Hal Wallis, production chief a' ficate signed by Fred R. Marvin, designated by Busby Berkeley as
the studios, his idea for an original vice-president, and William B. Mil- the world's prettiest chorus girl,
story based on recent newspaper lar, secretary, changing the number will be interviewed by Sam TayWallis immediately or- of directors from five to not less lor over
headlines.
this evening.
dered Presnell to drop all produc
than five nor more than nine. The
tion activities and concentrate o
organization
recently
announced
CBS Profits Increase
agreed
Orzico

for
Gledajos,

to

—

WMCA

plans in

New York

worth while

]

AS SEEN BY

1

THE PRESS

"

AGENT
William

Powell

>

P©
*

has

"

*s3''>i

/

\[/

installed

a

re-

frigerafor as big as the ordinary kitchen
in

his

M-G-M.

new

Beverly

Hills

the technical staff assisting VicSchertzinger in the production
"On Wings of Song" (tentative
title), the new Grace Moore starring
vehicle, now in production.
Mr. LeBorg served in a similar capacity
to

tor
of

on Miss
Love."

mansion.

1

Net

starting Friday, when "The
In Red," new Barbara Stanfilm, opens as the feature at-

Woman
wyck

traction.

"One

T

The

ill-luck

Night

of

T

which has dogged the

footsteps of Mae West in the way
of jewel robberies has extended it-

member

self to a

of the cast of her

newest Paramount picture, "Goin' to
Town." Marjorie Gateson, who plays
the featured feminine lead in the
production with Miss West, and who
returned last week to her eastern
home at 68 Beverly Road, Kew Gardens, Queens, entered her house Monday evening to find it rifled of furs
and jewels valued at several hundred
dollars.

She notified the

local police,
to trace the

who are now trying
stolen valuables.

T

Assigned

by Paramount to the
co-starring role with Gary Cooper
in "The New Divorce," a play from
the French by Milneaux, Claudette
Colbert

is

making plans

to

return

Hollywood via the Panama Canal.
She has been vacationing in New
York for the past three weeks. The
new screen assignment changes
plans which she had for remaining
in New York for the opening of her
to

lewest production, "Private Worlds,"
its world premiere at the

which has

New York Paramount

Theater on

March 27 following the three-week
run of "Ruggles of Red Gap."

ly

The Reliance production previousknown as "Let 'Em Have It" will

now be

called

"Legion of Valor."

Arline Judge has been signed by
Paramount for the leading feminine
role in
Elliott

next

"College

Nugent

Scandal,"

will

assignment.

which

direct

as

his

Others

in

the

are Douglas Blackley, Benny
Baker, Wendy Barrie and William
Frawley.
cast

profit of $2,274,120, equal to

a share, is reported by Columbia Broadcasting System for
1934.
This compares with profit of
$923,794 or $1.08 a share in 1933.
Paramount at one time had a half
interest in
$5,000,000.

CBS and

sold

it

FACTS

for about

ABOUT

"Roberta" in for Boston Run
Boston
"Roberta" is off to a
long run at Keith's Memorial TheNew Pop-Eye Cartoon At Roxy
ater, receipts for the first two days
A new Pop-Eye cartoon, "Two being miles ahead of all records for
Alarm Fire," will be shown at the the house at the present price scale.

Roxy

Moore's

$2.67

—

BIG*3ML
-

for sponsoring

films.

Ted Smalley in New Haven
Worcester, Mass.
Ted Smalley,
formerly publicity man for the M.
& P.-Publix Capitol here, has gone
to New Haven as general publicist
for District Manager George Cruzen.
He will handle New Haven,
Hartford and this city.

r

NEWS ^v

T

Columbia has added Reginald LeBorg, Viennese writer and director,

portrait

his

sit

"LOTS"

—

Local predicters predict a minimum
run of four weeks for the RKO
Radio musical smash, with some
holding six a possibility.

FILMS
•>^\_
produced 15 native pictures
against 18 in 1933, according
despatch from Warsaw.

Poland

year,

last

to

a

I
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Exploiting the Current Films

Clever Gag Is Put Over
For "Clive" in New Orleans
Jy[ANAGER RODNEY TOUPS
of Loew's State Theater in

New Orleans put over a number of effective tie-ups for the
premiere of "Clive of India,"
20th Century production starring Ronald Colman with Loretta

Young

and

released

through United Artists.
A number of days prior to
the
film's
opening all local
papers played up the engagement with effective art on both
Colman and Young, and also
used several advance and feature stories on the stars.
Tieups with Old Gold, the New
Orleans News Company and
the Louisiana News Company
also focussed

attention on the
Old Gold got out 500
window streamers and tack
cards which were used in all
cigar stores; the New Orleans
News Company, in cooperation
with "New Movie," distributed

opening.

1,000 special cards to all dealers
handling that magazine;

and the Louisiana News Company had 300 dealers display
material plugging the opening
of "Clive."
Both news companies had their trucks bannered.

Toups got out another good
gag.
He had 500 two-colored
9 x 14 inch cards printed with
the following copy: "Closed for
the day gone to see 'Clive of
India' at Loew's State." These
cards were hung on the doorhandles of all stores closed over

—

The

Sunday.

distribution

oc-

curred early Sunday morning
and, of course, were attentionTwo
pullers
passers-by.
to
thousand assorted photographs
of Colman and Young were distributed at the theater and 60
midget cards were displayed in

frames in downtown stores.
Radio Station
used the
15-minute transcription on two
different programs, and "Clive

WWL

of India" was the center of attraction in book displays arranged in the following stores:

H. Holmes, Siler's, Maison
Blanche and French Book Shop.
Loew's State. New Orlean*

toothpaste

around
lions'

tie-up

—

Campaign

duction starring Eddie
and released through
Artists,

was ushered

in

Milpro-

Cantor
United
at the

New

Weller Theater, Zanesville,
O., with an exceptional
exploitation campaign arranged
by Manager Bob Rhodes.

Four of the city's leading
drug stores carried flash window displays on Pebeco Toothpaste
and Hudnut Products
with special cutouts of Eddie
Cantor.

Signs

used

on

built

two of the windows, guessing
contests were arranged with
the winner receiving free tick-

A

ets to see the picture.
container of jelly beans was centered in a huge window display
of scene stills and cutouts, and

the persons guessing the exact
number of jelly beans received
tickets.

In the Kresge main window,
Rhodes arranged to have a local
boy and girl plug the song hits

the

painted; "Clive of India". Another ballyhoo consisted of a
man dressed in white on a white
horse parading the main streets.
Waitresses in all local cafes
wore the special lapel ribbons
plugging the opening.
A special screening for the governor,
the attorney general, heads of
local colleges and the press resulted in additional publicity for
the attraction. Through the cooperation of Western Union
special telegrams, supposed to
be from Ronald Colman in Hollywood, were sent to leading

An

in

the picture
This stunt also
the attraction numerous
counter displays and an entire

men and women.

gave

tie-up accounted for the distribution of 1,000 cigarettes. One

window.
Eddie Cantor sundae
streamers were used on all drug
and confectionery store win-

hundred

dows.

All local hotel orchestra

and radio stations gave the
Cantor song hits the top spots
on their programs. Daily plugs
were received over a local radio
station.

For a street ballyhoo, a truck
was secured from the local
Ford dealer and a high school
band supplied plenty of music.
All the ushers were dressed in
Oriental costumes and four of
the men were used on the street
four days in advance for a bal-

thousand Old

eral

Weller, Zanesville, O.

Public Library Tie-up
Features "Copperfield"
A LL

public

libraries

—

buildings.

office

— United

in

San

—M-G-M.

Two Texas Cities Plug
Opening of "Clive of India"
LIVE OF INDIA", 20th
Century's Ronald Colman
and Loretta Young picture released through United Artists,
exploita-

campaigns for its premiere
in both Houston and Austin,
Texas. At the Queen Theater,

tion

Austin,

Manager Al Reynolds
a number of atten-

tion-getting stunts.

For a

Artists.

Extensive Exploitation
For "Devil Dogs of Air"
J.

J.

SCHOLER

of the Ohio Theater, San-

carried displays.

arranged

give-

Gold and 'Clive of India'", and
distributed at the theater. Special feather pens, containing full
billing, were given away at all

JVPANAGER

Diego, Cal., carried special
displays
Dicken's
works,
of
stills
and photographs
with
from "David Copperfield" when
that production was scheduled
to play at the Fox Theater,
managed by V. V. Dailord, who
was assisted by an M-G-M exploiteer.
Precedent was broken
when the Superintendent of
Schools announced through his
personal bulletin, a notice of
the showing of the picture. All
book stores were contacted and

was given outstanding

Gold

aways were attached to cards
reading: "Two Winners Old

The front of the theater
contained marquee cutouts.

—Neiv

Old Gold

process
cards were
placed in hotels, beauty shops,
book and clothing stores. Manager W. V. Taylor of Loew's
State Theater in Houston tied
up with the Houston News Distributing Company on "Screen
securing
special
Romance",
Sevcards at all newsstands.

lyhoo.

o

On "Kid"

in Zanesville
'pll
[E premiere of "Kid
lions," Samuel Goldwyn

were

"You Can't 'Kid MilAbout Toothpaste."
In

D.

Effective

Wednesday, Mar. 20, 1935

street

ballyhoo he got out ten beggars,
dressed all in white with turbans on their heads, and had
them stationed on principal
corners.
Each beggar carried
a small box inside of which was

dusky, O., put over "Devil Dogs
of the Air," Warner's first Cosmopolitan production, with a
bang-up exploitation campaign.

Advance newspaper publicity
and advertising included underlines and pictorial art as well
as an airplane drawing contest
which ran for three days in
advance.
Current press publicity

included

additional

stories

and art as well as a 30-inch cooperative ad with a furniture
store.

Manager Scholer dressed

&

»

pended from the ceiling. Woolworth's featured a one-sheet, a
window card and a collection of
airplane models.
Ohio Theater,

—

Sandusky, O.

Essay Contest Highlight
of "Sequoia"

Campaign

A LL

school principals in Denver were contacted by Harry Huffman, manager of the
Orpheum theater, to take part
in the national essay contest on
"Sequoia," which was scheduled
to be shown there. Huffman was
assisted by an M-G-M exploiteer.
Two weeks before the opening, heads of the Boy and Girl
Scouts, members of various women's clubs, the clergy and officials, including the Governor
and the Mayor, as well as the
press.
Fifteen hundred special
letters

were mailed

to

members

of these organizations.
large fur shop tied up with
a full display of skins and coats,
together with stills from the
production.

A

— Orpheum,

Denver

Page Ad for "Gold Diggers"
At Portland Broadway
I

N

line

with Warner Bros, an-

nouncement that "Gold Dig-

gers of 1935" is available for
special
playdates to theaters
setting up the picture with a
campaign in accord with its
bigness, the Broadway Theater
here took a full page ad in the

"Sunday Oregonian" announcing the engagement of the attraction.
The ad featured the
musical number, song hits,
romance and comedy angles of

stars,

the production.
In addition to
the ad, "Gold Diggers" was
given an extra-heavy plug on
the first page of the motion picture section, with special art
work and several feature stories on the picture dominating
the page.
Warner Bros.

—

his

lobby with a 6-sheet on an art
board flanked with stills from
the production, a Master Art
shadow box, the Quaker Oats
tieup set piece, 1,000 reprints
of the swell review accorded
the picture by Arthur Brisbane
were distributed to patrons in

advance.
His exploitation included 1,000
grocery bags, 1,000
labelled
labelled bags in A & P stores,
2,000 jumbo heralds which went
from house to house, 500 in
laundry bundles, 1,000 included
in the "Cleveland Plain Dealer,"
seven art miniature set pieces
in
as many prominent store
windows, full window displays
in three prominent stores, hardware store featured a framed
one-sheet, stills from the picsusture,
model
airplanes,

Public Library Helps
"Cooper field" in Cleveland

"pOR

the showing of "David
Copperfield" at Loew's State
Theater. Cleveland, Milton Harris of the theater tied up with
the public library to place displays in every branch, using
stills
and 10,000 book marks.
Harris was assisted by an M-G-

M

exploiteer.

One

thousand

special

post-

cards were sent to members of
Five thouthe Cinema Club.
sand roto tabloid pages we/
given away at Kresge Stoll
with purchases. Three thousand'
blotters

were

distributed

to

business offices. The same number of doorknob hangers were
also given out.
Loew's State, Cleveland

—

|
'
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REVIEWS
Cody

Bill

MEXICAN

HAS

THRILLER

BORDER

"BAR MITZVAH,"

DROOD"

60 mins.

with Douglass Montgomery, Heather Angel,
David Manners

86 mins.

Universal

PLENTY OF ACTION WITH BILL CODY
FAIRLY GOOD MURDER DRAMA HELPDELIVERING STRONG.
ED BY EXCELLENT DIRECTION AND
FINE WORK OF THE CAST.
This western

man

with

opera,

consid-

has

the

as

the average horse

Cody

Bill

dead Mexican

off

taking

long

the

place

and palming him-

pal

son

lost

mother who owns

blind

a rich

of

the old

ranch across

She believes her son

border.

the

thriller

than

interest stuff

of his
self

action

more character development- and hu-

erably

is

still

FILMS

FOREIGN DIALOGUE

in

"THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN

"CYCLONE RANGER"
Spectrum Pictures

NEW

of the

Claude Rains

in

11

Belonging somewhat to the creepy type
murder melodrama, this production has
the advantage of some good performers
and the able direction of Stuart Walker.
As a result, it should give fair satisfaction
in the program houses.
The Charles Dickens story is about a dope-fiend choir-masof

ter,
Claude Rains, who commits a foul
murder on one of those stormy and spooky
nights, in order to eliminate a nephew,
David Manners, and thereby get Heather

Yiddish; produced
L. Film Co.; directed
in

in New York by S. &
by Henry Lynn; with Boris Thomashefsky,
Regina Zuckerberg, et al.
At the Clinton
Theater.
Both the cast and the play on which
this
picture is based have some value
among Yiddish audiences, although the production in general is just fairly efficient.
Story concerns a Jewish family in Europe

and

embraces

mance

to

elements

various

the work

of

from

ro-

crooks.

Hobson. Zeffie Tilbury, Fran-

a cattle sale and then try to run off
the rest of the herd, Bill goes into action
and with the help of the sheriff from Arizona clears everything up satisfactorily.
Cast: Bill Cody, Nena Quartaro, Eddie
Hodgins,
Gribbon, Solidad Jiminez, Earl

Clive, Valerie

Zara Tazil, Donald Reed, Colin Chase, Bud

Dickens;
Gladys Unger, Leopold Atlas, Bradley King;
Cameraman Georeo Robinson; Recording
Engineer, Gilbert Kurland; Editor, Edward

Jerry

Buster,

Director,

Ellis,

Bob

Screenplay,
Keyes.
Direction,

Anthony Natale.

Hill;

same;

Author, Oliver Drake;
Donald
Cameraman,

Photography, Gccd.

Sullivan,

Kerrigan,

Walter

Forrester

Kingsford,

Harvey,

George Ernest, Ethel

Louise

Griffies,

J.

M.

Carter,

Veda Buck-

land.

Walker; Author, Charles
Screenplay, John L. Balderston.

Director, Stuart

Direction,

Des Moines Notes

—Lee

Durham

is

Salt
the

of the GB office here,
Ralph Heft.

new manager
R.

L.

Curtis.

Fast

Des Moines
succeeding

cis

Chansky and

J.

W. Carter

of

Omaha

are opening the Service Theater Supply Co. office here on March
25, the location to be 514 Twelfth

First-rate

Photographv, Fine.

Lake City Items

—

Salt Lake City Under a change
of policy instituted by Manager
George Allen, the Playhouse has cut
prices to 10 cents for early bird
matinee, 15 cents from 2 to 6 P.
pnd 10-15-20 at night. House plays
duals.

M

John Rowberry, former accessory

manager

at the Universal branch, is
leaving to take charge of the Hunt-

St.

Frank Thomas of Kansas City has er theater, Elko, Nev.
succeeded Harry H. Saveride as terBen Fish, personal representative
Paramount for Samuel Goldwyn, has headed
salesman for
ritory
here.

east after a visit at the U. A. ex-

Midwest Film Distributors has
opened an exchange projection room
Marie Slatkowat 1121 High St.
skie, former Fox Film inspector, is
in charge, it is announced by F. E.
Judd, branch manager.

change here.
Al Hoffman, Denver manager for

BIP-GB Releasing Deal
London (By Cable)

Likely

— Possibility

P. distributing a number
pictures through Gaumont
B /'dfijjh in America is persistently
rliWted here. Since the recent resigof B.
of its

I.

U. A., visited here last week.

Manager Maurice

M-G-M

offices is

Saffle

of

the

back from a three-

week Montana tour.
The Isis theater,

Green River,
Wyo., formerly operated by Dauterman & Warden, is now run by Daut-

erman & Butters.
The proposed 2 per cent

retail

sales tax for Idaho has been killed
in the House.

Mary Brian on Tour
of Lou Metzger, who was
charge of John Maxwell's prodKansas City
Mary Brian aruct in the United States, no dis- rived here a few days ago to do some
anbeen
have
there
tribution plans
rehearsing for a personal appearnounced.
ance tour starting Friday in Omaha.
nation
in

—

studio,
where Columbia's
stooge combination is holding forth,
and instead of pies they use chunks
of mud taken from their modeling
work. The action builds up to a fast
finale in which the mud packs are
artist's

flung
in
around
smacking one face

all

directions,

another.
rather messy, but stirs up
quite a few guffaws.
It's

after

all

SHORTS
"Impressions of Seville"
General Foreign Sales
11 mins.

Good

First of a series of musical shorts
alive, and Cody takes his place in order to
to be made by General Foreign
save the old lady from the shock of learn- Angel, whom he believes to be in love
Sales Corp., this subject is excellentHe also arranges to throw ly
ing of his untimely death at the hands of with David.
scored and offers a number of atwho
in
and his dead pal suspicion on Douglass Montgomery,
Bill
a sheriff's posse.
tractive
and well - photographed
turn assumes an elderly disguise, starts
had been doing some cattle rustling, and investigating the crime, and eventually es- views of Seville's buildings, streets
and general skyline. The shots are
after he reforms and is all set as the son tablishes the fact that Rains did it.
This
mostly taken at a distance and are
of the wealthy old Mexican lady, along leads to the latter committing suicide, not
diversified enough.
And they
Heather
while
Douglass
and
do
a happy
and
horn
old
gang
of
the
comes the rest
lack liveliness. There is one all-toofadeout.
brief glimpse of a a highly-graceful
on the threat of exposing him as an
in
Cast: Claude Rains. Douglass MontgomBut when they steal the money ery, Heather Angel, David Manners, E. E. female dancer. Short has good vocal
imposter.
from

of seeing comedians throwing pies
at each other and at innocent bystanders will find plenty of hilarity
in this short.
The setting is an

accompaniment

in spots.

Memphis Notes
Memphis

—

Though no

definite

plans have been decided on for remodeling the Palace, M. A. Lightman says the house will not be
this summer for that purY. Frank Freeman, head of
Famous Theaters, Paramount subsidiary which is a partner with
Lightman in the operation, was here
last week conferring with Lightman.

closed
pose.

Jack Thomas, former assistant
manager at the Orpheum, is now
managing Lightman's Linden Circle.

Howard Rutherford, former as"Pop Goes the Easel"
sistant to Cecil Vogel at the Palace,
Columbia
20 mins. has been shifted to a similar capacAmusing

Slapstick

ity

at

Moviegoers who get a kick out Vogel.

Loew's

State
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Code
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Darrow Testimony
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DUALS, RAjSE PRICES

Paramount Dropping Two-Reel Shorts Next Season
100

Shorts

One-Reel

On

Paramount^ 1935-36
Program

How They

Started

of

Harry Brandt

A

parley of all exhibitors in this
territory,
including affiliated cir-

100 single
Paramount
reels for 1935-36, with no two-reelSeries to be
ers on its program.
will

Shelving of Bad Pictures
Also Proposed in Plan

sell

cuits, to effect an agreement for
elimination of double features and
raising of admission prices, as well
as to work out a plan whereby inferior product will be paid for by
the exhibitor and shelved instead of

programmed include three from Max
Fleischer, who will contribute 12
Pop-eye the Sailor cartoons, 12 BetBoops and six Screen Songs.

ty

showing it, is sought by Independent Theater Owners' Ass'n through
president, Harry Brandt.
The low level of box-office prices
and the harm done to theaters in
its

MONOGRAM BUYS BACK

(Continued on Page 4)

FIRST DIV. INTEREST

RENTAL TAX MEASURE
First Division's stock interest in
Monogram Pictures has been taken
over by the latter company, it was
announced yesterday by W. Ra,y
Johnston, president of Monogram,
confirming Film Daily's exclusive
story of March 15 that F. D. would
relinquish its Monogram franchises.
The contract for New York terminates immediately, except for two
(Continued on Page 6)

KILLED IN
Lincoln, Neb.

—By

a vote of 44 to
to kill the 10
per cent gross rental tax measure,
H. R. 602, which would have covered
selling, leasing, renting or furnishing of film and film equipment. The
measure was considered highly bur26, the

House voted

(Continued

Set Hearing on Agreement
In Para.-Marks Bros. Suit
Hearing is set for March 26 before Special Master John E. Joyce
on approval of an agreement whereby the Paramount trustees

will dis-

against the
Marks Brothers and the Continental
Illinois Bank of Chicago in consideration of payment to the trustees
by the Continental Bank of $56,208
out of an escrow fund of $146,208
deposited by Paramount, and payment of the remainder to the Marks
continue

their

suits

{Continued on Page 6)

NEBRASKA

Hal broke into pictures
Presenting the colorful Hal Roach in the "How They Started" series.
Later he teamed up with Harold Lloyd
as a stock cowboy with Universal at 25 frogs a week.
Col.
own
million
dollar studio.
now
controls
his
Hal
and the meteoric career of both began.
Hap Hadley of Kentucky, Sah, is the artist

Film Code
In

NRA

Not Brought Up
Testimony by Darrow
is

CUNNINGHAM

6)

Darmour Renewing Deal
For Majestic Release
Larry Darmour

will

continue to

produce for Majestic in 1935-36, it
was said yesterday by Herman

Gluckman,

president

of

Majestic,

who has been conferring with Darmour on next season's plans. Gluckman said the number of pictures
that Majestic will make next sea-

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington Mention of the film son has not been determined. Darcode was entirely omitted by Clar- mour has completer? seven of 12
pro- ence Darrow yesterday in his tes- scheduled pictures for Majestic
this

Warner's British Studio
Planning 20 Next Year
Warner

By RICHARD H.

Page

on

—

Bros, is expected to
duce 20 features at its Teddington, timony before the Senate Finance
England, studio for release in that Committee in its investigation of
country next season. Irving Asher,
The noted lawyer,
activities.
head of production at the plant, is who kicked up a big fuss some
Morris
now conferring with Sam E.
months ago with his review board
and other Warner home office execu- report on the film code and others,
tives on the production schedule. said nothing about the movies in his
The company will probably not make remarks on the subject of codes
any foreign language pictures, con- tending to create monopoly, and in
(Continued on Page 6)
tinuing its present policy.

season.

NRA

52 Again for

M-G-M

M-G-M

probably announce 52
will
features for its
1935-36 lineup, approximating its program for the current
season.
The company's sales meeting
plans

are

now being developed.

Transients

—

Lincoln, Neb.
Since its opening
only eight months ago, the Kiva has
had a different manager almost for
every month.
Six have come and gone.

Shorty Warren

is

now

in.
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Anti-Daylight Bill Passes
In

New Hampshire House

Fox Met. Hearing
Hearing

will be held tomorrow on
Concord, N. H. A bill to ban application of the Fox Metropolidaylight saving time in New Hamp- tan bondholders' protective commitshire has passed the House by a tee for leave to intervene in the
vote of 188 to 100. Strong support Fox Met. reorganization proceedfor the measure is expected in the ings.

—

Senate.
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New

Annual meeting

of

May

get-together
York.

din-

Independent The-

20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt. Hollywood

May 21-23:
vention,

Allied States Ass'n annual conRobert Fulton Hotel, Atlanta

May 21-23:

Georgia-Florida-Tennessee-Alabama
Independent Theaters Ass'n annual convenRobert Fulton Hotel. Atlanta.

May

25-27: Universale
Chicago.

annual

conven-

sales

tion,

Edward Small Announces
Two More Productions
THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

— Following

"The Leg-

ion of Valor", now in work, Edward
Small of Reliance Pictures announces that he will make "Amateur
Lady", an original, and "The Mel-

ody Lingers On", directed by Sam
Wood from the book by Lowell
Brentano.
All are for United Artists release.

Third Good-Will Poster
Third of the series of good-will
posters, designed to promote better
understanding between the theater
and the public, will be distributed
to theaters throughout the country
by the Hays office on April 1. It
will also be sent to houses in England and Australia.
The poster is
for lobby display, and the Hays office

Broadway.

to Suit

William

J.

Hohauser

is

IS

ONLY ONE
YEAR BOOK
of

MOTION PICTURES

THE

that

is

86th St. Casino theater.

issued by

FILM

DAILY

Edition
Seventeenth
now being distributed
to

subscribers

New German

Film for Casino
architect.
"Der Page vom Dalmasse-Hotel"
("The Page from Dalmasse Hotel"),
Principal Closing Office
German comedy with music, featurPrincipal Distributing Co. is giv- ing Dolly Haas, Hans Junkermann
ing up its New York office on Apr. and others, opens tomorrow at the
1.

THERE

And

Extend Time on Answer

A 20-days extension of the period
New House for the Bronx
Soviet Russia's first jazz comedy,
Plans for the erection of a $30,- in which to file an answer to the
directed by Gregory Alexandrov, as$1,000,000 damages and injunction
sociate of Sergei Eisenstein, will be 000 theater on the west side of
action brought by Warner-First Naheld tonight at the Cameo Theater. Lane Ave., near Benson St., the
Bronx, have been filed with the tional against National Screen SerAmkino Corp. is the distributor.
Deadline
Bronx Building Department by May- vice has been granted.
Thebrook Amusement Corp. of 2521 for this move is now April 9.
<

:

annual

Astor,

Indications are that trial of the
Boston Both of the major bills
against the film industry seem to Department of Justice anti-trust achave died in committee. These are tion against the American Society
the Dorgan petition to ban children of Composers, Authors & Publishers
under 14 from all movies except will not take place before next Fall,
those approved by a religious board owing to various delays. Next move
reports excellent reaction from exand the Scanlan petition to turn all in the situation is a decision by
hibitors.
licensing
authorities into censors Judge Knox of the U. S. District
bound to pass on any films before Court on a government motion to
Jack Shapiro Laid Up
they mav be viewed by anyone un- strike out certain parts of the anJack Shapiro is laid up by a siege
swer filed by Nathan Burkan, counder 21.
of the grippe.
sel for the defendant society.

"Moscow Laughs" Preview Tonight
A preview of "Moscow Laughs,"
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early
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GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, vice-president and
general manager of Paramount, left last night
for the Bahamas on a ten-day deep sea fishing
vacation.
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ITOA ASKS PARLEY

WILBY URGES LIMIT

o

ON DUALS, PRICES

ON CODE APPEALS

{Continued from Page 1)
public good-will through the necessity of showing bad product are the
two major problems of the exhibitor
today, said Brandt last night in issuing the call for a conference.
In the case of independnet producers, the good pictures they make

Limiting of appeals from local
code board decisions to questions involving interpretation of the code

will bring a sufficiently greater return to encourage them to drop the

double-feature idea and concentrate
on making quality product.
Lack of sufficient good pictures to
maintain a consistent standard of
quality in dual bills, resulting in
the public becoming wise to the fact
that at least one of the two features on a program is likely to be
bad. has done much to kill off attendance, said Brandt. With higher
quality of programs assured, raising of admissions would be justified,
he declared.

Virginia Extends

Welcome

To Hollywood Producers
Richmond-— Following the lead of
Florida in offering to aid Hollywood
producers who seek to escape higher
taxes
in
California,
Governor
George Campbell Peery, in an interview with The Film Daily, said
tnat the state of Virginia will cooperate in every possible way with
producers desiring to locate here.
Efforts have been launched to bring
at least one studio to this section.

PHIL
FEW

• • • A
days ago we made our annual pilgrimage
backstage to marvel at the way they stage those Radio City
Music Hall shows
from out front they move so smoothly
that one loses sight of the fact that it takes a small army to
keep everything in perfect mesh
Broadwayites and New
Yorkers in general take the weekly gala show for granted
it is probably only the out-of-towner visiting the Music Hall
for the first time who gets the Real Thrill out of the glamorous
spectacle
but if the local customers were privileged to
go backstage and see the dizzy multitude of activities necessary
to stage those weekly festivals
they would realize that
the Music Hall show and its production was still one of our
town's Real Wonders

ONE OF the real swanky parties of the season
staged by Du World Pictures for the premiere
of "Lady of the Camelias" at the Fifth Avenue Playhouse
the French pix starring Yvonne Printemps and Pierre Fresnay
celebs present, most of whom later attended the reception in the large studio above the theater, included
Marlene Dietrich, Maurice Chevalier, Yvonne Printemps, Pierre
Fresnay, Kitty Carlisle, George Jean Nathan, Brian Aherne,
Alice Hughes, Margo, Commander Burosse of the He de France,
Paul Streger, Rachel Hartzell, Lee Simonson, Carmen Cugat,
Robert Garland, William Zorach, Count de Fontnouvelle
and the Count sez to us
"Monsieur Phil, me lad, let me
tell you a story about a little cocotte in Montmartre
"
oh, well, you mugs certainly missed somethin'
•

American producers are understood to have generally decided not
to tie up with the Cinesound Sound
Productions plan for the making of
quota pictures in Australia in event
the nending quota law is enacted by
Parliament in that country.
The
measure has passed the lower house.

New Albany Code Member
Albany

—

Appointment of Moe
Silver, successor to Louis Lazar in
the Albany office of the Warner
Bros. Circuit Management Corp., to
the local grievance board vacancy created by the departure of
Lazar, has been unanimously recommended to the Code Authoritv in

fill

New

York,

it

is

announced by Ben-

jamin Strosberg, local secretary.

Films Get 2 Stage Players
Fox Film has signed Barbara
Blane to a long term contract, starting

May

15.

Robert
Wildhack,
recently
of
"Life Begins at 8:40," has left for
Hollywood to go into M-G-M's
"Broadway Melody of 1935."
Both deals set by the William
Morris Agency.

Showing Satire at
"Pie in the

New

School

Sky," a film

satire
Steiner, Elia Kazan and Molly Thacher, will be pre-

directed

sented

by Ralph

by Nykino, newly formed
Theater of Ac-

film division of the
tion,

at the

New

School for Social

Research on Saturday night.

•

•

that

—

•

Reject Australian Tieup

M DALY

•

•

MET UP

with Linda Hill
a dainty lass doing
with a Hollywood amaround New York
bish, of course
and Linda was telling us about her stock
company background, which is considerable
and we opined
that stock training was invaluable to the screen player, and
Linda retorts
"Say, I'm overtrained right now."
bit parts in pix

T
•

•

•

AND THERE

T

was the out-of-town exhib who
"How's biz?" we inquired polite-

my

ticket taker

WE THOUGHT

• • •
the panhandling racket had subsided in this hamlet
till the other day we heard a mumbling voice at our shoulder
"Mister, c'nyaspareadimef'rcupcoffee?"
we handed out the coin, and heard a chuckle
and it was Ed MacNamee of National
we looked up
now a joke is a joke, and we're
Screen giving us the laff
but this mug wouldn't return our
the first to appreciate it
dime
and that's no joke to a Scotty

•

•

•

T
T
T
JUST RAN across Arthur Brisbane's

classic

.

had had time, I would have written you a shorter letter."
we would like to have copies made and paste it alongside
the desks of some pressageys we know
who have nothing
but Time
but won't use any of it to be Brief
I

T
•

•

•

T

T

ONE OF

our mail dep't lads brought in an item
for our Coming and Going column
and was he sore because he didn't get a by-line on his Very First Story

« « «

advocated by Robert Wilby,
Southern circuit operator, in New
York yesterday.
Wilby, who was
active

in

the

Washington

code

conferences

in

1934, urged various
revisions at the M. P. T. 0. A. convention held recently in New Orin

leans.

Another much-neeced change is a
provision imposing penalties for infractions of the code, declared Wilby.
Threats to shut off film service is
not enough, he said.
"So far the code is costing $360,000 a year and practically all it is
accomplishing
is
to
stop
'bank
nights'," he observed.

RKO

Houses Holding

Rudy

Vallee Contests

Rudy

Vallee "Sweet Music" contests are being held in the RKO New
York theaters, starting this week
at the RKO Coliseum. A silver loving cup, presented by Vallee, will be
awarded to the winner of each contest, and all winners will be eligible
to enter the Grand Finals to be held
soon at the RKO Palace, New York,
and the RKO Albee, Brooklyn.
Vallee will appear in person at
the Palace and Albee for the finals,
to award a special prize to each
grand winner.
Following the Coliseum, contests
will be held tomorrow night at the
RKO Fordham, Chester, Hamilton,
Franklin, Royal and other houses.
RKO houses in Brooklyn will hold
contests one week later.

T

looked kind of depressed
ly
"So lousy," he said emphatically, "that
was arrested for vagrancy."

"If

was

» »

*fc

Col. William Miller Buried
Cleveland
Col. William Miller,
who died Monday after having been
active in local theater management
continuously for the past 25 years,
was buried yesterday at Northeast,
Pa. For the past 15 years he managed the Olympia Theater, East
55th St. and Broadway.
Surviving
are his wife and brother.

—

Stopping Service to Toledo House
Cleveland Local grievance board
has issued an order to all distribu-

—

tors

to

discontinue

service

to

the

Ohio Theater, Toledo, operated by
Jack O'Connell, for non-compliance
with the board's order on reduced
admissions. This is the second cease
and desist order issued to distributors in this territory.
The other
affected was the Shelby Theater,

Shelby.

Closed Ampa Meeting Today,
Today's A.M.P.A. luncheon lJTV.
ing at the Motion Picture Club^Tlil
be a closed affair at which seven
members to the nominating committee will be appointed.
General reports from various committees on
the Naked Truth Dinner also will
be made.

mk

Read

it

as

it

should have read

This can't help but land in the

money. Elaborate, showy nonsense,
fully

concocted and expertly aimed at

the box office.

—Hollywood Reporter

*Even an

engraver's

bull

couldn't cloud the meaning.

Because every one knows
this year's

better

show

is

365 times

than "George White's

Scandals" of a year ago!

'
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MONOGRAM BUYS BACK

A

FIRST DIV. INTEREST
(Continued from Pane

1)

John Wayne pictures not yet delivered, and in the Philadelphia territory the contract terminates at the
end of the 1934-35 releasing season.
Monogram and F. D. are now disorganizations,
tinctly
competitive
said Johnston in making the announcement.
Plans for the operation of Monogram's New York exchange will be announced shortly
when expansion plans for the new
These plans, as
season are ready.
intimated recently in Film Daily,
are of national scope.

Rental Tax Measure
Killed in

Nebraska

(Continued from Page 1)

densome by motion picture interests.
Among film men who came here
to appear against the measure were
D. V. McLucas, manager of the U.
A. exchange in Omaha; Charles
Williams, president of the Nebraska
It was disM.P.T.O., and others.
covered that the bill was introduced
at the request of a Lincoln women's
group who considered star salaries
were too high.

Indianapolis Items
Indianapolis

—

I.

N.

Halperin,

Monarch Theater Corp. manager,
operators of the Indiana and Circle
theaters, is the father of a boy.
Kenneth Collins, manager of the
Apollo Theater, will hold the "Little Colonel" for a second week.
Ray O'Brien, treasurer's repreand Edward Holland,
sentative,
general publicity manager for RKO
will be in the city for a week.
George Landis, manager of the
Fox exchange, has returned from
his southern jaunt.
Charles Olson, operator of the

"LOTS

LITTLE from
;Bv

DARROW TESTIMONY

//

OMITS M.

HOLLYWOOD Rowland Lee has been
QILBERT ROLAND, Noah Beery, RKO Radio Pictures

signed by
direct
version of
to

Sterling Holloway and Andrew the forthcoming talkie
Tombes have been awaixled roles in Dumas' "The Three Musketeers."
the
forthcoming Lou Brock-Fox Lee, having just completed direc-

Film production, "Argentina," in
which the radio star, Tito Guizar,
will be featured with Alice Faye in
the ingenue lead. Irving Cummings
is

directing.

tion of "Richelieu," starring George
Arliss, will holiday in Honolulu before going to the
lot to begin
work on the Dumas story.
T
T
T

RKO

Elizabeth Allan, Stuart Erwin
t
and William Henry have signed new
Jose Caraballo, champion swim- extended-term
M-G-M contracts.
mer of Argentina and Spain, and
Y
Y
Y
Luana Alcariz, a premier Spanish
Frankie Darro has joined the cast
dancer, head the cast of "Contra la of Kay
Francis' new Warner picture,
Corriente," which Ramon Novarro "Stranded."
Florence Fair and Mary
is producing independently. Novarro
Forbes have also been added to the
is also directing.
His organization cast.
is known as R.N.S. Productions, Ltd.,

and will make six pictures.
The
Bertram Millhauser has completMexican and South Amercian terri- ed the screen adaptation
of "Gold
tories have already been closed and Eagle
Guy," which M-G-M plans as
it is expected the initial picture will
a starring vehicle for Wallace Beery.
be roadshowed in the United States. Recent scripts by Millhauser include
Fanchon and Marco are trying to "Jimmy the Gent" and Edward Robinterest Novarro in making person- inson's
"The Story of a Country
al appearances in conjunction with
Boy," also two stories in collaborathe picture.
tion with Beulah Marie Dix, "The
T
Life of Jimmy Dolan" and "Ever in
Jack Natteford and Claire Church, My Heart." A Millhauser-Dix play,
who wrote the screenplay for "City "Insects and Angels," recently comNews" for Mascot, are also working pleted, is a possibility for Broadon the script for "Confidential," a
story of the secret service forces,
to be

made by Mascot.
T

Y

Y

Our Passing Show: Irving ThalHarry Cohn, King Baggot,
Mrs. Wallace Reid, Lon Chaney, Jr.,
Noah Beery, Jr., Jack Mulhall. Pat
O'Malley, Lois Weber, Francis Ford,

berg,

Max

Asher,

Grace

Cunard,

Henry McRae, Ella

Lola

way

in the fall.

r

RKO Radio cast assignments:
Gavin Gordon, Cornelius Keefe, Jason Robards, Ray Mayer, Edward
Keene for "Break of Hearts"; Thurston Hall, Georgia Caine, Virginia
Reid for "Hooray for Love"; Earle
Foxe for "The Informer"; Hale
Hamilton, Lew Kelly, Arthur Aylesworth for "The Nitwits."

Lee
Moran, Charles Murray, Jean HersY
Y
Y
Additions to the cast of M-G-M's
holt,
Henry
Armetta,
Florence
Turner at
Universalis
twentieth "China Seas" include Malcolm McGregor, Dudley Digges, Rosalind
birthday anniversary celebration.
Russell, and Edward Brophy.
Tay
T
T
T
Garnett is directing this adaptation
A inland Schaefer, who co-directed
of Crosbie Garstin's adventure novel,
Mascot's Tom Mix serial, "Miracle
with Jean Harlow, Clark Gable and
Lyric, was in Chicago several days Rider," will supervise "AnythingWallace Beery in leading roles.
on business.
Once," a story of a newsreel cameraY
Y
Y
The Capitol has closed perman- man, written by John Rathmel.
Harold Huber has been signed bv
Schaefer and Wellyn Totman are
ently.
Warners for "The G Men," starR. D. Johnson has taken over the writing the screenplay.
ring James Cagney.
Y
Y
Roxy, formerly operated by Roul
Y
Y
Y
Y
Gunnion.
Freeman Woods, Gladden James,
J. P. McEvoy has started workNed Norton and Josephine Whitlell ing with Sam Mintz and Harry Rushave been added to the cast of the kin on the screen plav
"Roberta" 3 Weeks in Toledo
for ParaToledo
The Pantheon Theater Jesse Lasky-Fox musical produc- mount's "The Plot Thickens," in
tion,
"Redheads
on
Parade,"
in
has set a new precedent here by
which George Burns and Gracie
holding RKO Radio's "Roberta" for which John Boles and Dixie Lee will Allen
Vale,

Hall,

—

a third week, with the
hinting that a fourth

management be

is

practically

be featured.

will

featured.

T

T

T

Octavus Roy Cohen, famed as an
author of humorous short stories
dealing with the Negro of the south,
has been signed by Paramount to
develop an original story around
the character and title of "The
Virginia Judge" as created by Walter C.
Kelly, under contract to
Paramount, and recently featured in
en- "McFadden's Flats."

Grayson,
well
known
certain. Local show circles are pracscenarist, has been signed by Fox
tically agog.
to work on the scenario of "Fly
By Night," a murder mystery by
Eric Hatch, now runnning serially
Royal Holdover
in the "Red Book Magazine."
Lou
Prague A showing of Walt Disney
Brock will handle the production
Charles

—

recently
subjects arranged
by Joseph
Kabelac. United Artists manager here,
for President T. G. Masaryk of Czechoslovakia, in the latter's residence, made
such a hit with the ruler that he officially requested a holdover.
It was the
first
repeat engagement on record for
Presidential screening.

details.
Y

Y

Y

Ruth Peterson, at present
gaged on the "Charlie Chan In
Egypt" picture, has been signed to
a new contract by Fox for an additional period of six

months.

P.

RM.PTT WTI.K;

T

T

Raymond Walburn,
tor,

has

contract

an
Columbia.

received
at

T

character acextension of

COut

(Continued from Page 1)

the

questioning that took place,
nothing was asked him about the
motion picture code.
Lowell Mason, who was secretary
of the review board, also was present, while Donald R. Richberg accompanied Darrow to the hearing
room and sat alongside him.

Set Hearing on Agreement
In Para.-Marks Bros. Suit
(Continued from Page

1)

The money was deposited by
Paramount to cover an unpaid balance due the Marks Bros, when Paramount made good on a stock repurchase agreement in 1931 and sued
the Marks Bros, charging breach of
Bros.

warranties in the original contract
under which Paramount purchased
the Marks Bros, theaters in 1929.
All claims against each other are
dropped by the three parties, but
the proviso prohibiting the Marks
Bros, from theater operations in

Chicago until 1944

Await

New

is

maintained.

Regulations

On Imports by
American producers and

Italy
distrib-

utors are awaiting with interest
the decision of the Italian government as to what is to be done about
the new requirements reducing imports of all commodities including
films, 25 per cent.
The regulations,
authorized for a three-month period,
expired March 31.

5

Booked for Personals

Five screen and radio stars have
been booked for motion picture theater appearances through the A. &
S. Lyons agency. Dates are as follows: March 28, Roland Young at
the Michigan, Detroit, with a week
at the Chicago, Chicago, following;
March 29, Jack Benny at the Metropolitan, Boston; April 5, Kitty Carlisle at Chicago, Chicago; April 29,
Rudy Vallee at Metropolitan, Boston.

day

Margo

to
troit.

left

New York

yester-

open an engagement at De-

Sliman Proposed for on N. O. Board
New Orleans—Philip Sliman has
been recommended to the national
code authority for membership on
the clearance and zoning board as
an independent, subsequent, run exhibitor.
Sliman, who runs the
Laurel here, will, if approved, replace Joe Barcelona, Baton Rouge
exhibitor, who recently resigned.

Oregon

Bill

Dead

r

Oregon's proposed 10 per cent admission tax bill was defeated in committee
prior to adjournment of the legislative
session a few days ago.

mk

*"
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George Schaefer
Felix Feist

G. L. Sears

Jimmy

Grainger

W.

Smith
Al Lichtman
John Clark
A.

THE HOTTEST PIECE
OF SALES POWER IN
ft

THE BUSINESS

IS

AVAILABLE APRIL 8
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WE'LL BE IN TO

SHOW

JOAN BLONDELL

11

TRAVELING
WILLIAM GARGAN • HUGH HERBERT • RUTH DONNELLY • GRA1

WARNER
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A

First
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GLENDA FARRELL
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ITCHELL
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Picture
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AL SHEAN • BERT ROACH

•
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EXPLOITETTES

Rochester Sells "Folies"
Via Several Good Stunts

SEVERAL

outstanding window

newspaper contests
numerous other tie-ups

displays,

and
were

among

the exploitation
achievements of Manager Les-

Loew's Rochester Theater for the premiere of
"Folies Bergere", 20th Century
starring
Maurice
production
Chevalier, with Ann Sothern
All local
and Merle Oberon.
newspapers played up the engagement a week in advance
with special art work and many
feature stories. The special four
Cartoon
was
column
Gard
placed in the Democrat-Chronicle
and the Journal ran a
Whoosis Contest which accountfor additional pictures and stories plugging the opening of
Radio Sta"Folies Bergere."
tion
used several spot
plugging
the
announcements
picture and several national
programs featured the hit songs
from the picture. The special
ter

Pollock of

WHAM

two-sided ballyhoo record was
broadcast over one of the local
stations.
Special window displays, in which attractive cutouts and scene stills on the picture were prominently displayed, were arranged in the Kauf-

man and Adam Hat stores. The
McCurdy Department Store got
up an entire window display
on

umbrellas

featuring
the
"Rhythm of the Rain" song and
also
displayed Chevalier cutouts and scene stills. A tie-up
on Gold Stripe stockings was arranged in the Edwards Department store featuring photos of
Ann Sothern and Merle Oberon.
Also local music stores carried
special displays plugging the
songs featured in the picture.
For a street ballyhoo a man
dressed as a clown led a wirehaired terrier around the important streets of the city. Attached to the dog's tail were
three balloons wih imprinted
copy; "Folies Bergere at the
Rochester."
Loew's, Rochester N. Y.

—

« « « « » » » »

Unusual Co-op Tieup
Plugs "Gold Diggers"

C)NE

of the most effective cooperative advertising tieups
promoted in a long time was
that arranged by Joe Feldman,
advertising manager for Warner Bros. Theaters in the Pittsburgh territory, in conjunction with the engagement of
"Gold Diggers of 1935" at the
Stanley Theater here. Feldman
contacted Bert K. Sarazer, advertising manager for Frank &
Seder's Department Store, one
of the most important merchandisers in the city, for a tieup

Diggers of 1935"
and the store's "All Star Spring
Fashion Campaign." The store
got up a special six-page newspaper supplement in the Pittsburgh "Press," which was distributed to 150,000 homes. Each
of the six pages carried a big
plug for Warner Bros.-First
National stars, who were tied
in by means of "Star Telegrams" and "Star Messages"
with

"Gold

relative to the sale.
A direct
plug also was included for the
engagement of "Gold Diggers
of 1935" at the Stanley Theater,
as well as special display cards
on the picture in every department of the store. In addition
to the above attractive window
displays featuring
art
work
and copy on the picture, were
planted in twenty important
windows throughout the city.
Because of the attention created by the above stunt, a similar plan is being worked out

for the

Frank & Seder's Stores
Philadelphia and

in Detroit and
local Warner

Theaters playing
"Gold Diggers of 1935".

—Stanley Theater,
Pittsburgh.

Art Display at Ziegfeld
large collection of paintings,
sketches, drawings, etchings and
camera studies will be placed on
public exhibition next Wednesday
in the Patricia lounge of Loew's
Ziegfeld Theater.
The exhibition
is the work of G. Maillard Kesslere, B. P., internationally famous
artist-photographer.

A

Stars of screen and stage and fapersonalities from the realms
of finance, the social world, musical
and operatic circles and civic, governmental
and military leaders,
statesmen, explorers, eminent authors and scientists will be included.

mous
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TIMELY TOPICS

Garnett Finds Trend

Internationalism

Toward Oriental Plots

A Hard Denominator

YV7TTH the possible exception
of New York City, the Or-

W

ient offers more made-to-order
motion picture plots than anywhere else on earth. The screen
hasn't even begun to probe the
possibilities.
There are a hundred motion picture plots every
day on the streets of Shanghai,
Peking or Tokio.

Within the last two or three
years the Orient has been "discovered" by authors of books
and short stories. China, for
instance, has furnished the locale for no less than fifty novels
the past twenty months.
in

Leading

fiction

magazines have

published a total of more than
200 short stories laid in China
and Japan during the same

]y[OTION-PICTURE
ers
in

this

have a

Franklin

Edward Cronjager
Stuglitz

of

common denominawhich
output ac-

inoffensiveness

would make
ceptable

to

their

a

universal

audi-

National ideas of propriety, touchy racial sensibilities,
prejudices of important
groups, all have to be taken
ence.

The penal-

into consideration.

ty for failure to conform
bane of government.

Even

wide market, sometimes miscal-

period.

culates the official attitude

only logical that the
screen will take advantage of
this trend during the coming
year. There's a mystery about
the Orient that never fails to
entertainabsorbing
furnish
ment. When the screen begins
to discover this fact, there'll be
a regular flood of pictures with
Chinese and Japanese backgrounds.
Tay Garnett

may

It

is

—

Pacific

Northwest Notes

—

Oscar
Seattle
assistant at The
kane,

is

Nyberg, formerly

Fox Theaters, Sponow manager of the State

there.
J. J. Parker of the Broadway,
Portland, has held over "Gold Diggers of 1935".
Subsequent runs are going in for

"Dime Night" on Wednesday and
Thursday, when 10 cents admits to a
bill of two features and shorts.
Buck Seal has been named assistant to Al Baker at The Fox,
Spokane.
Cliff Talbot, manager of The Arabian Theater here, has organized
unique Spinach-Eating parties for
the children, in connection with a
Popeye Club.
Alfred G. Keighley has opened a
booking agency in Seattle. Prior to

the

is

Hollywood, with its long experience in catering to a world-

find

one

and

products
theaters of

of

its

from the
some offended nation.

barred

Only af-

long series of complications has it learned how to
please the government of Mexter a

ico.
While we refuse to allow
the entry of the Czechoslovak

"Ecstase"

film

as

improper,

Cuba bars the picture "Rumba" as an affront to her national dignity.
Over in Germany
the Nazi powers, after banning

"The

House

of
Rothschild,"
decreed that Chaplin's
now ancient "Gold Rush, released in 1926, does not "conform to the National Socialist
outlook on life."
Meanwhile,
the Spaniards have decided that
the British-made "Loves of Don
Juan," in which Douglas Fairbanks starred, does not meet
their ideas of their legendary
lover and may not be shown in
the cinemas of the new republic.
finally

1

'

Apparently "Mickey Mouse"
the

is

only

true internationalist
among all the "movie" stars on
whom the censors unquestionably place their stamp of approval.

—Editorial

representing Fanchon & Marco in
the Northwest for the past six
years, Keighley was connected with

in

New York

"Herald-Tribune".

the Pantages circuit.

Music Hall Usher

is

Host

flyweight champion of the Golden Gloves and fighting usher at the Radio City Music
Hall, was host to the 45 members of
the boxing squad and their trainer,
Al Copeland, at a theater party in
Dog Saves Hoffman's Life
Georgie,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY the playhouse last night.
Hollywood
In a fire that de- who knocked out his opponent in the
stroyed the home of M. H. Hoffman, finals of the Golden Glove Tournapresident of Liberty Pictures, his ment in Madison Square Garden be19,000 fans, will show the
life was saved by a dog he had fore
After other boxing boys his set of troowned for eighteen years.
the rescue of its master the dog phies, which are on exhibition in the
grand foyer of the Music Hall.
dropped dead.

Georgie

Coyle,

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

—

Sidney

produc-

Europe as well as
country do not seem

in

to

tor

A

« «

Edward
landscaping his estate,
Horton transplanted trees from
Hollywood, Pasadena, Newhall and other
In

Everett
distant

points.

— M-G-M.

1
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^REVIEWS
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"THE WORLD ACCUSES"

Words and Wisdom

NEWS OF THE DAY

"J'VE never seriously claimed

with Vivian Tobin, Russell Hopton

be an actor."

63 mins.

Chesterfield

O—

Steubenville,
"Roberta" at the Divorcee," and the
MOTHER AND CHILD DRAMA HAS
has
smashed
every ahead of those for
THE EMOTIONAL KICK TO GET THE Paramount
record set up since the theater was Holdover certain.
FEMMES AND SHOULD SCORE.
built.
the old tear-jerking stuff but done
with a lot of ingenuity and some handsome
Strong kid angle with
sets that help a lot.
two juveniles, Dickie Moore and Cora Sue
It

is

Collins,

holding the spotlight a good part
Vivian Tobin plays the role

the time.

of

a Broadway actress married to a Park
Avenue lad whose mother tries to break up
the union. The husband is killed in a night
club brawl, and the grandmother through

of

proceedings succeeds in taking the
Five years
boy from the mother.
later the heroine is in charge of a children's
day nursery, striving to make a comeback
and survive the grief of losing her child
whom she is not allowed to even see.
Through a chain of circumstances the boy
is brought to her nursery, and it is not till
near the climax that she learns it is her
own son. Meanwhile a romance has developed with the father of a little girl
Then into a
who is one of her wards.
very melodramatic finale, with a gangster
endangering the lives of these two younglegal

baby

sters.

It

has the emotional stuff that will

Cast: Vivian Tcbin, Dickie Mccre, RusHoptcn, Cora Sue Collins, Mary Carr,
Robert Elliott, Jameson Thomas, Barbara
Bedford, Paul Fix, Harold Huber, Bryant
Washburn, Jane Keckley, Robert Frazer,
Sarah Edwards, Lloyd Ingraham, Broderick

sell

O'Farrell.

Director, Charles Lament; Author, Charles
Belden; Editor, Roland Reed; Cameraman,
M. A. Andersen.

Good

did

more

Women"

in three
did in

Photography, Okay.

It

—

are: L. E. Watson, Waterbury, vicepresident; G. E. Watson, Waterbury,
secretary-treasurer.

—

Ark., for a three-week vacation.

—

—

Brunswick
PRODUCTIONS
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44th

CORP.
St.,

N.Y.C.

WILLIAM

C.

DE

The Arcadia

is

"The only trouble with being
small, outside of having to stand on
chairs and boxes to see parades and
horse races, is that one is apt to develop an inferiority complex."

—

ISABEL JEWELL.
is

Finish Housing Subjects
subjects dealing with the
Boston Grace Sullivan, formerly work of the Federal Housing Adwith Acme Film Exchange and First ministration have been completed
William Division, has joined National Screen by Pathe News. The
Grand Island, Neb.
will use
Youngclaus, slated to open the Em- Service.
them in promotional activity.
press here March 15, has set back
the date to March 23. This will be
his second town to open. The other
was Central City in February.
#

—

list.

Two

—

night.

—

the application of Charles A. Somma, Walter J. Coulter's partner, for
the construction of the playhouse.
Somma said the structure will cost
approximately $60,000.

Start Vita. Color Musical
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood "Tulip Time," a tworeel Vitaphone "Broadway Brevity"
musical in Technicolor, went into
production
yesterday at Warner
Burbank studios. The cast is head-

—

ed by Dorothy Dare, Hobart Cavanaugh, Al Shea, Bodil Rosing, and
Felix Knight.
Ralph Staub is directing "Tulip Time," with Bobby
Connolly staging the dance numbers-

FHA

\.

—

Bridgeport The Paramount inaugurates Wide Range tomorrow

the personalities of

FILM— RECORDS

—

Meriden, Conn. Poli's Meriden
for three days a week.

Algona, La.
The Junior TheRumford, Me.
is opening April 1 under manback on the active
agement of N. C. Rice, who also

New Richmond House Assured
Richmond, Va. Obstacles in the
ing out in particular,
way of the proposed new theater to
merit of this French production of the be constructed in Highland Park,
Though the pro- suburb, have been overcome, it is
Alexandre Dumas story.
duction is a bit heavy-handed by American learned from Henry P. Beck, city
standards, for those fans whose interest is building inspector.
The Board of
primarily in French-dialogue entertainment Zoning Appeals has now approved

SLIDE

leased the Palace here from
Frank Kressler, former owner and

—

MILLE.

has

ater

Pierre Fresnay standconstitutes the chief

INDUSTRIAL— FILM

scenarist."

—

now open

Playhouse.

RECORDING ON FILM

—

Rensselaer, Ind. Herbert Johnson, Madison, Ind. theater operator,

Des Moines Mr. and Mrs. A. H. operator.
Blank have gone to Hot Springs,

—

the picture should prove satisfying.

not

Oper-

—

Oakland, Cal. The house records
for receipts and attendance at the
Paramount have taken a big shel"LA DAME AUX CAMELIAS" ("Calacking from "Roberta" during its
French, with English titles;
in
mille"),
first week.
The receipts for the
directed by Ferdinand Rivers; with Yvonne
first three days almost equalled the
DistribPrintemps, Pierre Fresnay, et al.
entire first week's take of "The Gay
At the Fifth Avenue
uted by DuWorld.
Excellent cast, with

—Theater

"If you can laugh, you're
sick."—HUGH HERBERT.

tripled

FOREIGN DIALOGUE

Yvonne Printemps and

Springfield, Mass.

tu

RAFT.

"There's a lot of tension connected
the figures for ating Co., headed by Nathan E. with this business of creating char"Anne of Green Gables," and it is Goldstein, which took over the Para- acters."— WILLIAM POWELL.
running far ahead of "The Gay mount here on Feb. 22, has taken a
long-term lease on the property
Divorcee."
from the trustees of the Dunlap
"I'd like to find a good villain to
do.
Realty trust.
I used to be very good at vilDanville,
Va.
Frederick
W.
lains, on the stage but they're so
Crockett, 293 North Main Street,
Nashville, Ind. The Abe Martin hard to find for the pictures."
Waterbury, Conn., is listed as presi- had its official opening a few days GEORGE ARLISS.
dent of National Amusement Corp., ago. Doyle Carter will manage the
just chartered to conduct an amuse- house.
"Shakespeare was the greatest
ment business here. Other officers
seven.

operates the Call theater.

get the femmes.

Direction,

The picture

days than "Little

figures are far
"Little Women."

— GEORGE

PARAMOUNT,

Well, there's

which
of

in the

1935 has

first

I

twelve weeks

released these seven

outstanding box-office attractions:
"HERE

IS 1^Y>

BENGAL LANCER" "THE GILDED
•

LILY"

_A_

WINGS

IN

THE DARK" -V^kUMBA
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FILMJHOWS

Judge Coxe Turns

'

public

anti-block

interest

booking

behind
bill

to

the

Amended Proof

reel

^=\By DON CARLE GILLETTE
"THE propaganda campaign

Down

Application to File

from the current

=

Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe
yesterday denied American Triwhoop up Ergon's application to file an amendPettengill
ed proof of claim against Para-

was launched

this

week.

mount

to

include

by Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell, former president of Harvard and now honorary president of the Council.
Similar expressions from national figures
may be expected at propitious intervals.

5

CENIS

Are Proposed

damages for

College Offers Film Course

—

Greeley, Colo.
A course in film study
and film appreciation is to be offered
at
the state teachers college here.
Credits are to be allowed for study of
certain
historical
films
and pictures
based on well known books.
Films to
be studied will be designated by the
faculty.

al-

infringement of its flywheel
patent on the ground that the U.
S. Supreme Court had held the TriErgon patents invalid.
American
Tri-Ergon had earlier filed proof 6f
{Continued on Page 4)

New

File

leged

A few days ago the Motion picture Research Council issued a newspaper release
containing an endorsement of the measure

i

$1,273J1G9 PROFITJOR YEAR

Court Denies Tri-Ergon Right to
CM ps

t

22, i93<s

Six Regional Code Appeal Boards

FOX

o n Pict u res
S ixteen Years Old

Now

Thought

in

Mo

CONN. UNIT PUSHING

GANGELLATIONDEMAND

—

Claim

Theater Status Improved,
Says Kent in Annual
Fox Report
Net

profit of $1,273,069, after all

charges and taxes,

is

reported by

Fox Film

for the year ended Dec.
29, compared with a loss of $557,122 in 1933, the period prior to reorganization. The earnings amount
to 52 cents a share on the 2,436,409
shares of "A" and "B" stock outstanding.
For the 13 weeks ended Dec. 29,
1934, a loss of $233,143 was sustained, but business for January
{Continued on Page 6)

New Haven A demand for a 20
per cent cancellation in blocks of
From the trite generality of Dr. Lowell's
10 pictures, without restrictions and
statement, there is reason to believe that
without payment, is being sought by CALIF.
he knows very little about block booking,
the M. P. T. 0. of Conn., which has
and that he, like many others of promifiled a statement of its position in
nence, merely serves as a mouthpiece to
IS
the matter with Deputy Adminisfurther the ends of self-seeking organized
Allied will not project code re- trator William P. Farnsworth. The
groups.
vision plans for consideration at its unit intends to press the demand
Sacramento, Cal. Both houses of
annual convention, scheduled for before the Senate investigating com- the legislature have shown
•
definite
May 21-23 at the Hotel Robert mittee.
signs of weakening in their tax -madIT is going to be a difficult matter to Fulton, Atlanta, pending action of
In addition to the cancellation
ness the last few days.
The feel{Continued on Page 6)
'
combat this well designed propaganda, Congress in determining whether
ing seems to be getting around that
{Continued on Page 4)
since newspapers are so disinclined to pay
Hollywood producers are serious
any attenton to the defensive side of the
Exhib Gets Injunction
about seeking other locations for
question.
Radio
Nights
Against Film Stoppage their activities, and as a result word
But suppose, when the block booking
around the capitol that the inAt 14 Pittsburgh Houses Cleveland A temporary restrain- iscome
bill comes up for hearing, these prominent
tax plan may be modified or
spokesmen who urge its passage are haled
Pittsburgh
Fourteen Warner ing order against all local distrib{Continued on Page 6)
to Washington and subjected to some di- houses will inaugurate weekly radio utors
was granted yesterday by
rect questioning on their actual knowledge amateur nights beginning March 25 Common
Pleas Judge Homer G.
Katz Declares
Balaban
of block booking.
as a business stimulant. The win- Powell to Francis Reeh, Shelby
Our guess is that less than half a dozen ners will compete at the Enright Theater, Shelby, 0., to restrain disDividend of $5.25
questions will be enough to tie them in and the ultimate victor will be given tributors from cutting off his serChicago A dividend of $5.25 a
a knot.
a week's engagement at the down- vice in accordance with a grievance share on the preferred stock, ap{Continued on Page 6)
{Continued on Page 4)
plicable to accumulations, has been
declared by Balaban & Katz, payA LSO among the more amusing items
able March 30 to stock of record
** of the week is the report from CaliMarch 28. This will reduce back
fornia's capital, where somebody has prodividends on the preferred to $5.25
posed the bright idea that if film proa share.
ducers move from Hollywood, the state

ALLIED

TOHOLD OFF

LEGISLATURE

ON CODE REVISIONS

SEEN WEAKENING

—

— —

Amateur

—

—

&

Back

—

Would Set Up 6 Regional Boards
For Hearing Code Case Appeals

can take over the abandoned studios and
develop a state-operated industry, without
high

salaries

or

profits

to

individuals,

in

c° </r ^tion with regular
l
''-*h reminds us of

movie firms.
legit shows put
on with
funds to give work to unemployed actors and craftsmen of the the-

CWA

ater.

These
are

the

listless and
uninspired offerings
best argument in the world for
{Continued on Page 2)

Schram and Schreiber
Dissolve Partnership

—

Detroit Wesley B. Schram has
dissolved his partnership with Jacob
Schreiber, circuit operator. Schram
retains the New Bijou.
He has
closed offices in the Colonial Theater Bldg. and leaves soon for a trip
{Continued on Page 4)

Aspiring to partly relieve the
Code Authority of its heavy volume
of appeals, a proposal to set up six
regional appeals boards is being in-

formally considered by various industry leaders, who may submit it
to the code administrative body with
view of adoption. With purpose of
further reducing the number of ap{Continued on Page 4)

FHA Shows Cut

In

—

Lincoln,
Neb. The everting shows
which are given twice nightly free at
the big FHA (Federal Housing Administration) here are cutting in on theater

amusement crowds.

About 3,000 peoFHA center which
the heart of theater row.
with Lent, it presents a

ple go nightly to the
is

almost

Combining
problem.

in

™w
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Hear Schwalbe's Petition
To Examine Stanley Books

Cli ps
from the current
Vol. LXVII. No. 68

Mar. 22, 1935

Fri.,

5 Cents

Wilmington,

reel

(Continued from Page 1)
amusements
with
adequate
payment for executive ability or box-office

commercial
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There's got to be
effort,

as

well

as

the old dollar or

incentive

for

artistic

anything else, and
equivalent will always

for

its

be the best incentive, regardless of idealistic theories to the contrary.

"Nell

in

U.

— Testimony

not

expected

Schwalbe
S. sociated

next
that he

until

testified

month.

was

.ommg an

on

A

Gwynne" Revised
For Showing

Del.

the petition of Harry O. Schwalbe
of Philadelphia for a writ of mandamus to compel Stanley of America,
circuit controlled by Warner
Bros., to permit him or his representatives to examine the books of
the company for the purpose of obtaining certain information relative
to management and operations, was
heard here yesterday in the Superior Court before Judges Harrington and Reinhardt.
decision is
as-

DONAT

ROBERT
about

the

route

to

"Captain

will

dG omgP
arrive

in

mdidle of April from
Hollywood to appear

New York
England en
Warner's

in

Blood."

HAL HORNE
Chief for New

Hollywood today on the

leaves

York.

ROBERT KATSCHER, composer

of the music
"Wonder Bar" and who arrived in New
York this week from abroad, leaves tomorrow for Hollywood to work for M-G-M.

for

ADELAIDE
"Something

HEILBRON,
Gay"

is

playwight,
whose
scheduled for Broadway

shortly, is in New York from the
formation of the
Arrangements that will permit Stanley Co. some years ago and coast.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., exhibition in the U. S. of "Nell that about seven years ago control
BINNIE BARNES arrives from England on
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738. 7-4739. Gwynne", British & Dominions pro- was obtained by Warners who now the Berengaria early next week en route to
HollyTable Address: Filmday, New York.
the Universal studios to start work in "Diaduction, including addition of a new own all but 8,000 shares of the mond Jim."
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollyprologue and an epilogue, have been company's stock. The petitioner is
London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
PAUL KOHNER, European representative for
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 completed with the Hays organiza- the owner of about 6,000 shares. He
Lichtbildbuehne.
Carl
Laemmle,
Mrs.
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin
Kohner also arrive
tion by Capt. Richard Norton, Brit- denied that his desire to examine the next week on and
P. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Parii
the Berengaria after signing
& Dominions executive, who company's books was actuated by Martha Eggerth and Gitta Alpar, players; Willy
Cinematographic Francaiie, Rue de la Cour- ish
les-Nouet, 19.
sails today on the Majestic for Lon- any ulterior motive such as to force Forst, Anatole Litwak, directors, and Ladislaus
don where the new scenes will be the defendant company to purchase Fodor, playwright.
made. Capt. Norton said he would the stock he owns. He said the fact
ABRAM F. MYERS, SIDNEY E. SAMUELSON
return in May to attend the United is his stock is not for sale and that and NATHAN YAMINS will go to Minneapolis
next week for the annual convention of Allied
Artists
convention in Hollywood it has been placed in a trust fund Theaters of the Northwest on April 1-2.
for distribution to his children.
and to engage technical talent.
BILL GRADY left New York yesterday for
Capt. Norton stated that no suc-

the

in

production

—
—

cessor to the late Hubert Marsh as
chairman of the B. & D. board of
directors has been selected, nor has
he yet signed Elizabeth Bergner to
a new contract for further pictures.
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William Bovd Dead
West Coast Bureau of

—

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

William

(Stage)

New York tomorrow

leaves

—

Maine, has

1

Omaha

Two Omaha Houses

—The

Town, managed by
R. D. Goldberg, Omaha's sole major
fying yesterday in the Senate Fin- second run
downtown theater,
He reported sold here this week was
ance Committee's NRA probe.
and

downtown house,

1/4

is

to

He was accompanied by Mrs. Moreau.

muda.

Eliminating

—

Warners Dismantle Danbury House
Maury Cohen in Hospital
Maury M. Cohen, Invincible proDanbury, Conn.
The Empress,
ducer, who arrived a few days ago owned by the Griffing Estate, has
from the coast, is in the Mount Ver- been sold to Warner Bros., who

—

Carmelita

Geraghty

Bernice

Joseph

Claire

Schildkraut

to

Would

Abolition of the
Washington
NRA would result in chaos it was
declared by Sidney Hillman, member of the Recovery Board, testi-

—

Hobart

route

NRA

JOHN HASSETT, manager
Barre,

Vt.,

Bermuda

the

of

non Hospital, recuperating from an will turn it into stores. Warners
appendix operation.
already own the Palace here.

Paramount,

and Mrs. Hassett are back from

holiday.

INVALUABLE
to

The

Entire Industry
the 1935 Edition
of

The FILM DAILY

YEAR BOOK

—

Henry

few days

—

due to be effaced
'Roberta' Reopens Denver Orpheum from the local scene for a parking
Walter Lapp Killed
Denver "Roberta" reopened the lot. It leaves four downtown first
Denver Walter Lapp, assistant Orpheum yesterday under RKO runs and one small second run.
manager of the Plaza theater, was management, with Floyd Maxwell Confirmation of the deals is exkilled in an auto accident near here. as manager. Major Leslie Thomp- pected within a week, Goldberg said.
son and Nate Blumberg flew in
from New York to attend, the
Appear Against Race Bill
former as personal representative
Boston
More than 500 opposed
of President M. H. Aylesworth of to racing and pari-mutuel betting
RKO, who is a native Denverite. attended a public hearing at the
State House yesterday and asked
for legislation prohibiting or greatServices for Joseph Roth
Boston Funeral services will be ly limiting this activity. Meanwhile,
held today for Joseph Roth, presi- a setback was suffered by theater
dent of Cameo Screen Attractions interests when Supreme Court Judge
and former Film Board of Trade Lummus decided that Cambridge
cannot hold back a track permit.
head.

—

ASHER

IRVING

for the Coast, where he will spend a
prior to returning to New York, en

Boyd, stage and screen actor, died England.
late Wednesday night in the HollyJACK COHN leaves New York Saturday for
"Escape Me Never," in which Miss wood Hospital following a brief illthe Coast.
Bergner starred for B. & D., will ness. He was about 45 years old.
have its world premiere on March His biggest stage success was in
ED KUYKENDALL has returned to Columbus,
Miss., from Washington.
29 at the Pavillion, London.
"What Price Glory."
While here Capt. Norton arrangGUS SCHAEFER has gone to Florida.
ed for the American premiere of
Racing Bill in Mo. House MAJOR LESLIE THOMPSON and NATE
"Brewster's Millions", B. & D. picBLUMBERG went by plane to Denver for yesJefferson
City,
Mo.
Having terday's
ture starring Jack Buchanan and
reopening of the Orpheum there under
passed the Senate with only seven RKO management.
Lili Damita.
dissenting votes, the Wisdom horse
GEO. W. WEEKS, general sales manager for
racing bill now goes to the House, GB Pictures, left yesterday for Philadelphia and
He
which has perfected the racing bill Washington to visit the GB exchanges.
Abolition
Says
of Rep. David A. Hess of St. Louis returns to New York on Monday.
Chaos
Result in
A. J. MOREAU, district manager for M. &
to nermit both horse and dog racing
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY within 20
Vermont, New Hampshire, and
P.-Publix
in
miles of St. Louis.
New England from Berreturned

+ % attacked the testimony given Weddue to be turned into a nightclub.
+ Vi nesday by Clarence Darrow, whose The State,
also a Goldberg property,
nhilosophy he termed impractical.
now dark and the only other large

—

Hollywood.

•
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IN

PHOTO-REVIEW

CAMPAIGN UNDER WAY

advance of national release

'"GO INTO YOUR DANCE".. .A SWELL MUSICAL. ..should

date as previewers predict year's top grosses
for Paul Muni special, scheduled for big

be tops everywhere,' is Film Daily's excited report on Al Jolson
and Ruby Keeler's first film together, as Jolson, Dick Powell, Fred
Waring, open mammoth radio build-up for picture's hit tunes.

five

L

weeks

in

Broadway opening

within

next

two weeks.
°A

First

Notional Picture

Vitagraph,

Inc., Distributors

THE
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NEW CLLl

RIGHT TO

PROPOSEDFORAPPEALS
{Continued from Page 1)
from local grievance

.

TRI-ERGON DENIED

REGIONAL BOARDS

(.Continued from Page 1)
its double print patent

claim on

and

and

peals
clearance and zoning boards, certain

it

Acrestrictions might be imposed.
cording to one suggestion, an appeal
would only be possible in event the
board's decision is not unanimous.
Adoption of a plan to limit the

Court that $2,000,000 had been set
aside under reserves in the Paramount reorganization plan to meet
damages for infringement of this

number

of

appeals

reaching

the

Code Authority, it is pointed out,
would enable the body to discard
appeals
its present system of having
heard by committees of three, as
the volume of complaints would be
more wieldy than at present. The
current system has been under fire
on several occasions due to the fact
that members of the appeals' committees are not members of the Code
Authority and therefore according

not
to critics of the procedure, are
legally qualified to sit on appeals,
despite the fact that the ultimate
determination is being made by the
Authority itself.
The fact that appealing from a
at
local board decision is so easy
present discredits the standing of
boards in their respective territories,
assert proponents of the plan to
tighten the appeals' process.

Hold off
Revisions
On CodePage
1)
(Continued from
present NRA setup is to be

Allied to

the
nullified,
or
modified
continued,
leaders of the association said yesterday. In event the motion picture
code remains in force, through renewal of the National Recovery Act,
which expires in June, the Allied

convention is expected to assail it
vigorously and ask for sweeping revisions to aid independent theaters.

Signed for Cantor Picture
Lew Brown, songwriter, has been
signed to work on Samuel Goldwyn's
new Eddie Cantor picture, tentatively titled "Dreamland," for United Artists release. Ethel Merman,
now in the Broadway musical, "Anything Goes," will again play oppoThe picture goes
site Cantor.

m

work about June

RKO

15.

Foreign Deals

Product deals have been closed
by RKO Radio with Cine Colombia
of Medellin for distribution in Colombia and with M. A. Schlessmger,
Consolidated
African
for
acting
for
Johannesburg,
Ltd.,
Films,
South Africa.

Hynes Rejoins Regional
Minneapolis Charles F. Hynes,
trade paper man and publicity repre"Greater
has rejoined
sentative,

—

Amusements"

here.

was
Ergon

•

•
of

AT THE

•

closed

business meeting of the

our private Snooper informed us that right after the meeting
a gang got together and selected another Nominating Commitwhich
tee
to place an Opposition Ticket in the field
sit tight, folks
is their privilege under the by-laws
by Monday we can practically promise that we will be able to
so it looks as if there will be some real
name this bunch
officers for the
excitement in the final selection of the
the present Administration by their splendid
coming term

AMPA

work

in

made

office

have
the association into the spotlight
holding in the pressagey outfit something worth

lifting

fighting for

T

T

T

• • THE NOMINATING Committee selected consists
Ed Finney, chairman, Ed McNamee, Tom Hamlin, Charles
Leonard, Ben Atwell, Dave Davidson and Jack Harrower, the
twin brother of the mug who writes this daily drool
they meet Monday at the M. P. Club to select their ticket
•

of

T

T

T

• • • IN APRIL the Federal Housing Administration will
start releasing one-reel subjects called "Better Housing News
and being handled
produced by Pathe News
Flashes"
with a corps of
by Jimmie Loughboro on the publicity
veteran film men handling bookings and physical distribution
in answer to a questionnaire sent out from Washington, 4,000 exhibs signified their willingness to show these picthen the Federal board went ahead
tures in their theaters
and made two subjects, assured that the theaters were backing up the

T

WE

JUST saw

the first two issues of the short
the kind of stuff about the
reels
and they are pips
home, its improvement and refurnishing that will delight every
one sequence is a talk by a
housewife and home owner
woman interior decorator on modernizing a living room
showing the old furnishing, and then indicating just how the
room is metamorphosed into a spiffy and up-to-date knockout
several thousand civic
and at very nominal expense
groups in as many towns and cities are now functioning to aid
these will co-operin the local Better Housing movement
ate with local dealers in building materials and house furnishit
ings
and with the theater showing the pictures
should jack up the B. 0. appreciably if the exhib gets to work
properly with this splendid made-to-order tie-up

•

•

•

TV

THEY TELL

that Arch Mayers and Irving
due no doubt
are now using lipstick
to the influence of these French pictures they are handling
incidentally, all records for attendance were broken yesterday at the Fifth Avenue Playhouse for their showing of the
the first Parisian number
Du World "Camille"

•

•

•

Shapiro of

Carroll

play the leads.

decision

the

to

Supreme

the

of

Tri-

patent.

Schram and Schreiber
Dissolve Partnership
(Continued from Page

to

Europe.

1)

The Forest and Majes-

tic theaters, involved in the partnership, are both closed due to the

Woodward Ave.

widening, but will
reopen in a few weeks.

Radio Amateur Nights
At 14 Pittsburgh Houses
(Continued from Page

town Stanley.

1)

Other talent possi-

will
be awarded regular
broadcasting spots over WWSW.
Joe Feldman will conduct the probilities

ceedings.

Favor Giving Bank Night

Premium

Classification

—

Kansas City Word comes from
Washington that code revision may
place bank night under the premium
classification.

Exhibitors

the

in

Kansas City and St. Joseph areas,
and also throughout the territory,
were this week wiring to Sol A. Rosenblatt

their

desire

for

such

a

movement

us

Du World

W.

B. Trio

West Coast Bureau

—

Teamed Again
of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood As a result of their
work in "Traveling Saleslady",
Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell and
Hugh Herbert are to be teamed
again by Warners in "Serves You
Right", an original story by George
Bilson.

Irwin Gelsey

is

writing the

screen play.

Sarnoff Heads Music Week
David Sarnoff has been named
chairman of the National Music
Week Committee, succeeding Otto
H. Kahn, who held the post from
the start of the committee's activities.
Twelfth annual celebration of
Music Week is set for May 5-11.

Mass. Billboard Bill
Bill No. 1138, re-

Boston—House

quiring the written assent of the
or aldermen in a city or the
selectmen in a town before a billboard or other sign can be erected
or displayed is now before the committee of mercantile affairs in the

mayor
Hal
• • • OVER AT the Columbia local exchange
he explained he
Hode showed up with a pair of ear muffs
because The Whole
had to do it in order to concentrate
Sam Krellberg wants it known that it
Town's Talking
Principal Distributing Corp. that is giving up their New
NOT Principal Film Exchange,
office on April 1
and expects
which is very much in biz
Sam's outfit
to be for some time

is

legislature.

York

.

"The Dictator" Retitled
"The Dictator," a Toeplitz production to be released here by GB,
has been retitled "Farewell To
Clive Brook and Madeleine
Love."

AMPA

members present selected the Nominating Committee
seven to name the ticket for the next administration

prior

testified

H « «

9 » »

"
lan Orf
Anna Sten Gets German
repined
Anna Sten is repCTot
Berlin

—

having accepted an offer to return
here next year at the expiration of
her Hollywood contract with Samuel
Goldwyn in Hollywood.

TONIGHT
the eyes of

shew

business are on the

CIRCLE
THEATRE
INDIANAPOLIS
as

Indiana helps
celebrate the fame
of her own
all

GENE STRATTON -PORTER
through the

GALA WORLD PREMIERE

at a theatre of International fame
*

of

and of great motion picture tradition*

PETE HARRISON SAYS: "'Laddie' wm go down

-

business as another unexpected hit
should be shown in every ^***% theatre, to all
members of the family, on any
day of the week. CLASS A K
both in quality and
in the history of the

• ... ft

'"

*

-

*:\

*

*

suitability."

W; §K

wlth

JOHN REAL

Directed by George S1*ver
Pandro S, Herman Prod*

GLORIA STUART
.'

-

010 pwrvi
:
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FOX FILM REPORTS

CONN. UNIT PUSH!

A

$1,273,069 PROFIT

LITTLE from
,K>

sults over the fourth quarter, says
Gross revenues for the
the report;
52 weeks ended December 29, 1934

amounted

$37,546,586, compared

to

with $33,285,767, an increase of $4,Balance sheet shows cur260,819.
'

rent assets of $20,021,879, including
$4,499,462 cash, $1,382,233 receivables and $13,688,351 inventories,
against current liabilities of $4,-

The Corporation has no

4.42,246.

,

bank loans.
Net worth of the corporation as
shown by its balance sheet at Dec.
29, 1934 was $36,518,027, including
earned surplus accumulated since

April

1933, of $3,006,812.
balance sheet sets forth that

1,

The

National Theaters Corp.

(formerly

Wesco Corp.) has been reorganized
and that Fox Film is now the owner
its outstandinga result of reorganization, National Theaters, as
such, now has no funded debt or

of 42 per cent
capital stock.

of

As

bank loans.
"During 1934 continued progress
was made in improving the operat.

PDWARD BUTCHER,

producing

Temple picture
announces "Our Little

the next Shirley

for
Fox,
Girl" as the title for the picture.
The cast includes Shirley, Joel Mc-

Crea,

GANGELLATIONDE

RALPH WILK,

HOLLYWOOD

{Continued from Page 1)

*

and February, 1935, shows a decided improvement in operating re-

"LOTS"
—

in a scene for "Man
Proposes"; Walter King motoring to
Boulder Dam and, later, attending
the Shrine circus; John Stone back
at his Fox desk, following a trip
to New York.

counterfeit

Rosemary Ames, Lyle Talbot

and Erin
Robertson

O'Brien

-

Moore.

John

"While the Crowd Roars," footis the director.
ball story by Carl Tumberg to be
published by Macaulay's next fall,
Our Passing Show: Hal Roach, has been bought by Jerry SacTcheim,
Jesse L. Lasky, Walter Lang, Cary Universal story editor, who is now
Grant, George Brent, Mitchell Lei- in the East.
sen, Carole Lombard, Robert Riskin,
T
T
T
Sam Marx, Peggy Fears, Gene RayEdward Small, production execumond, Betty Furness, David Man- tive of Reliance Pictures, has added
ners at the opening of "Tobacco three featured players
to the cast
Road"; Will Rogers eating popcorn of "The Legion of Valor," the story
and drinking lemonade at Tom Mix's of the federal forces of law now becircus in Santa Monica.
fore the cameras.
They are Ian
T
r
Maclaren,
Barbara
Pepper
and
Percy,
Ern,
Mont and Wally Arthur Hoyt.
Westmore are opening the WestT
T
T
more Salon of Beauty. In addition
Samuel S. Hinds has been signea
to their regular big business, they
by Paramount to a long-term conexpect to create the hair

(Continued from Page 1)
privilege, shortage of prints in this
territory was taken up by the association at a meeting Tuesday at

New Haven. Claim was made that
the exchanges are trying to operate
with only about one-half the prints
they formerly had at their command.
This has caused considerable hardship for subsequent runs which are
unable to book pictures in accordance with the clearance on their
contracts, it was declared.
The
unit will act on the matter in the
near future.

California Legislature
Is

Seen Weakening

(Continued from Pane

])

shelved entirely.
The present sales
tax may be raised to three per cent
on tangible purchases, however, and
this would hit the industry as far
as film rentals and other similar
business is conceimed.
styles ol
Sentiment has been more favortract.
the world at their salon. The brothable since the conference a few days
ers have completely severed their
ago between Louis B. Mayer and
connections with the Max Factor
Walter C. Kelly will write and Governor Merriam, who assured the
organization.
appear in "The Virginia Judge" for producer that no drastic or conT
Paramount. Octavus Roy Cohen will fiscatory tax measures would be
T
More Passing Show Jack Boalnd, collaborate on the story.
enacted, but that an income tax of
new Fox director, starting "The
one-third of the federal levy is inRest Cure," a Spanish picture, with
evitable.
Fred Niblo, Jr., and Albert DeRaul Roulicn and Rosita Moreno in
A new plan for taxing gross rethe leading roles; John Boles prac- Mond will adapt "Atlantic Adven- ceipts
was presented this week by
ticing a tap dance for "Redheads turer," novelette by Diana Bourbon,
Assemblyman Donihue.
on Parade," his initial attempt at acquired by Columbia.
The comhoofing; James Dunn attempting to pany also recently bought "Two
count three billion dollars
all Sons," by Harrison Jacobs.
Cullman Files Complaint

ing position of the various sub idiary circuits comprising the former Wesco group which have been
for some time in bankruptcy," says
President Sidney R. Kent in his
"Subsestatement to stockholders.
quent to the closing of the Corporation's fiscal year, the most important
group has been taken out of bankruptcy and it is hoped that by the
Over Astor Adv'g Passes
end of 1935 the entire system will
Charging Walter Reade with conFrancisco Items
have been reorganized. In this conPittsburgh Briefs
tinuing to violate the code by isnection, it is noted that Fox Film's
San Francisco Considerable inPittsburgh
A
new
attendance
suing passes marked "advertising
former ownership of Wesco Corp.
stirred up by H. B. mark was set this week at Loew's
has been reduced to 42 per cent but .erest has been
Penn with "Sequoia" and Eddie privilege" on which there is a 15cent "service" charge, to the Astor
that the elimination of the large Franklin's new theater venture, in- Cantor on stage.
Cullman of the
debt6 formerly existing ahead of corporated as Standard Theaters.
40"
"Life Begins at
was held over Theater, Howard S.
Fox Film's 100 per cent ownership No sites have been decided on as for a second week at the Harris- Roxy has filed a complaint again t
Reade with the grievance commithas brought the present 42 per cent
In- Alvin.
yet, as far as can be learned.
Some time ago Cullman aptee.
interest in National Theaters much
World
premiere
of
Warner's
against
complainant
as
peared
n'earer the actual theater proper- corporators of the firm are David "Black Fury"
is set at the Stanley
conco-nties and, in the judgment of the Sondel, Jules Goldstone, John Tracy, Theater
week of April 26. Judge Reade in a similar action
At that
ing the Mayfair Theater.
management, has improved Fox Stanley Pearson, R. Cish, M. C. M. A. Musmanno, local co-author
of
Alex the piece, will
time the grievance board ordered
Film's position with respect to the Duvall and M. E. Hopkins.
officiate at the elab^ceade to desist from the practice.
Kempner is associated with Frank- orate opening ceremonies.
entire theater chain."
decision was upheld bv the
lin in the venture, as reported in
Sixth annual Variety Club show gn-' the
Film Daily some time ago.
Authority when Reade apThe
Code
will
be
held
at the Stanley March
Exhib Gets Injunction
:

—

San

—

—

Cinema Sound Recording and
Premiere Pictures this week filed in{Continued from Page 1)
corporation papers in Sacramento.
board cease and desist order. Reeh L. Ryan, Barnett Shapiro and Irvinjunction ing Cohen, all associates of Sam
application
for
filed
claiming violation of the NRA and Wolf, Los Angeles, are incorpo-

Against Film Stoppage

NRA

Injuncact.
the state
holds until the case is heard.
Service to Reeh was discontinued
ivh'ii he failed to comply with the
ggjeyarice board's order to cease twof'lr-ono admissions and 5-cent children's admission unon complaint of
th« Castamba Theater, Shelby.
tion

rators.

Guy Lombardo comes
Franci;

from

U. A. Convention
slated

May.

Artists

in

May

convention

Hollywood
be
was learned yesterday.

to
it

sales
held
at

the

St.

March 29

Hollywood

Cocoanut

here

Grove.

Mike

Cullen,

manager

of

Barrymore Out of Hospital

Jimmy Savo for Show
John Barrymore was discharged
Jimmy Savo has been signed for
from the New York Hospital yesterday.
He had been laid up for the new Theater Guild musical,
three weeks by influenza. The star "Parade," which goes into rehearsal

Educational

new

pealed.

Loew's Penn, is general chairman,
Astor Revives "It Happened"
with James G. Balmer his assistant.
Walter Reade's Astor Theater is
Perry Nathan, Warner poster
display executive, is here to look bringing "It Happened One Night."
over the situation in the tri-state back to Broadway for a revival run
on the strength of its Academy
area.
awards.

plans to leave for Florida shortly
Shorts Open
Educational to board his yacht for a cruise.
comedies opened in Broadway
houses yesterday. "Object Not MatriFire at Denver Rialto
mony," starring
Denver
Ernest Truex,
Defective wiring was
started at the Music Hall.
Tom said to have caused a fire in the
Howard and George Shelton in "An Rialto, causing $1,000 damage. No
Ear For Music" is at the Astor. one was in the theater at the time.
2

Two

United

the

to

on

Hotel

31.

April

1.

two-reel

—

Buy Palm Beach

Villa

f-

M. Schenck and A. C. BlumSeligman
purchased
the
have
enthal
villa at Palm Beach.
Joseph
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REVIEWS

of the

Temple and

in

Shirley

Lionel Barrymore

NEW

FILMS

«

News
—

MAN WHO KNEW

"THE

of the

Hattiesburg, Miss.
Months of
bickering between union operators
with Evelyn Venable, John Lodge,
and A. H. Yeomans, general manwith Nova Pilbeam, Peter Lorre, Leslie
ager of the Mississippi Theaters,
Bill Robinson
may come to a head here today when
Fox
Banks, Edna Best
80 m ins.
GRAND ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL. GB Productions
75 mins. Monsignor P. M. H. Wynhoven and
Charles A. Logon of the regional
SHIRLEY TEMPLE GIVES TOP PERFORMSWELL MELODRAMA WITH PLENTY labor
board, arrive from New OrANCE IN WHOLESOME HEART INTER- OF EXCITING
ACTION PLUS HUMAN leans to conduct
EST STORY.
a hearing on union
INTEREST AND COMEDY TOUCHES.
charges that Yeomans discharged A.
Another amazing exhibition of talent by
A production with plenty of guts in J. Bainer of the Rose here and A.
little Shirley Temple, plus a distinguished
characterization by Lionel Barrymore, in a story as well as variety of performances Dennis of the Jean, Laurel, because
and skillful direction, this one ought to they applied for union membership.
story of good mass appeal, makes this proplease the crowds very nicely, although
duction pretty much of a pushover. Shirley
Lincoln, Neb. Temple DeVilbiss,
the daughter of Evelyn Venable, who exhibitors will have to use their ingenuity
is
defied her southern father and Confederate in selling it because the names in the one time Westland city manager
veteran, Barrymore, and ran away to marry cast have not established a draw in this here, is reported out of the organiHis last service was
a Yankee, John Lodge.
How little Shirley country. Action revolves around the efforts zation now.
causes the old man to relent, by alternately of a gang of international crooks to pre- at the Colorado, Pueblo, Colo.

"THE LITTLE COLONEL"

TOO MUCH"

—

showing affection for him and then displaying the brand of temper that has been
traditional

the

in

family,

is

delight

a

to

watch.
Finally, when some crooked pals
are about to swindle Shirley's father out of
some property, Shirley rushes to fetch
grandfather, who at first refuses, then
changes his mind and rides to the rescue.
So to a reconciliation, and the picture is
topped off with an attractive southern
party scene in Technicolor.
Bill Robinson,
the dancer, is good as Barrymore's butler.
Cast: Shirley Temple, Lionel Barrymore,
Evelyn Venable, John Lodge, Sidney Blackmer, Alden Chase, William Burress, Frank
Darien, Hattie McDaniel, Geneva Williams,
Avonne Jackson, Nyanza Potts, Bill Robinson.

Producer, B. G. DeSylva; Director, David
Author, Annie Fellows Johnston;

Butler;

William

Screenplay,

Arthur

man,
S

C.

Miller;

Conselman;

Camera-

Recording

Engineer,

Chapman.

daughter, Nova Pilbeam, who is held as
hostage to prevent her father from telling
what he knows. Her rescue eventually is
effected, but not before there has been a
lot of thrilling suspense, chasing, gunplay
and final elimination of the gang. There
of human interest in the
is a good vein
father-daughter situation, also appropriate
comedy interludes, and the picture is strong

on

production

Photography,

Producer, Ivor Montagu; Director, Alfred
Hitchcock; Authors, Charles Bennett, D. B.

Wyndham

Lewis. Screenplay, Edwin Greenwood, A. R. Rawlinson; Cameraman, Curt
Courant; Recording Engineer, F. McNally;
H.

Fine.

"STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART"

Housing News Flashes"
Nos. 1 and 2
75 mins.
Administration
Housing
Federal
ENTERTAINMENT

A WASHOUT AS

DUE CHIEFLY TO UNSYMPATHETIC AND
UNDESIRABLE TYPE OF STORY.
Baby Jane,

little

in

the

role

symimportance in

of an orphan, there are practically no

of any
and together with the generally
unwholesome idea of the yarn as a whole

pathetic
this

it

characters

story,

makes very unsatisfactory entertainment.

a crooked politician who wants
Mayor, gets a job for Mary
Astor in a home for children and then
tries to use her in framing the present
Mayor as being the illegitimate father of
Baby Jane. But Mary double-crosses Roger,
and on top of that she even goes so far
as to charge him with being the baby's
father.
After this Roger and Mary make
up and are altar-bound.
Cast: Mary Astor, Roger Pryor, Baby

Roger Pryor,

to

become

Jane, Carol

Hymer,

Coombe, Andy Devine, Warren

Grant

Mitchell,

Robert

McWade,

Doris Lloyd, Hilda Vaughn, Willard RobertFowley, Clara Blandick, Esther
=ff>, Douglas

JKTtoard, Helen Parrish.

*^?roducer, B. F. Zeidman; Director, Scott
R. Beal; Author, Doris Anderson; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Charles Stumar;
Recording Engineer, Gilbert Kurland; Editor,

Ted Kent.
Direction, Fair.

"Better

Warren Hymer

Universal

Except for

Stewart.
Photography, A-l.

SHORTS

with

Devine,

C.

St.

Direction,

Photography, Good.

7 mins.
Swell Family Stuff
The first two of a series, gotten
out under supervision of the Federal Housing Administration, produced by Pathe News, dealing with
the benefits of the National Housing
Act.
The various sequences are
very well handled photographically.
One clip shows a New York banker
explaining how the rental value of
a Broadway store was increased by
dividing it into a series of small

stores and modernizing the place inand out, with attractive fronts.
woman interior decorator shows

side

A

graphically

how an

old-fashioned
the average home
can be converted into a beautiful
and modern apartment at small cost.
There are many more diversified
subjects on better housing, all entertainingly presented.
Great stuff
for the average housewife and home
owner. The theaters get these films
without cost. There is a swell exploitation tie-up with the local civic
organization
promoting
Better
Housing and the local dealers handling building supplies, and the
house furnishing dealers.
living

room

in

Jackson, Miss.
will install

—Western

Electric

wide range sound in the

following houses: the State here, the
Amuse-U at Monticello, and the

Regent at Indianola.

—

»

—

Jonesville, Mich.
The former
opera house, burned down several
years ago, is to be rebuilt as a theater, according to a report, by Howard Lane, former Hillsdale theater
owner.

—

Westcliffe, Colo.

The roof was

blown from the Westcliffe theater
during a severe windstorm.

—

Capac, Mich.
Dayton Sanborn,
owning the Palace, is out of the
hospital at Imlay City, where he
was recovering from injuries resulting in two broken kneecaps.

—

Chelsea, Mich.
J. J. Webber,
owner of the Princess, has been
elected president of the Council by
the largest majority ever given
candidate here.

a

—

Denver The Denham has booked
Ches Davis' "Chicago Follies" for
the week of March 27.
The company includes a number of dancers

New Orleans Not even combined recently in pictures.
Communist-Socialist picketing with
police publicity could interest this
Quincy, Mich. F. H. Cotton has
city in "Man of Courage" which was sold the Gem Theater to Mrs. Jenpulled March 18, the Crescent go- nie Smith of Portland.
The bookLeslie ing nudist again with a film titled ing will be done by John M. Kortes,
-Hugh "Back to Eden" and a "Lady Eve" owner of the Sun Theater in PortOates, stage show.
land.

A. Clarke Smith, George Curzon.

D.

Fine.

Mary Astor, Roger Pryor, Henry
Armetta, Baby Jane, Grant Mitchell, Andy

values.

Cast: Nova Pilbeam, Peter Lorre,
Banks, Edna Best, Frank Vosper,
Wakefield, Pierre Fresnay, Cicely

Editor,

Smooth.

Direction,

vent Leslie Banks from turning over information about them to the authorities, and
this
end the gang kidnaps Leslie's
to

Day

—

TODAY'S FRONT PAGE NEWS
show their public what war
means •• .to people and to nations. ..in the two
J
greatest war dramas ever to reach the screen:

Smart exhibitors

will

\

I

kk

kk

i

§

THE FIR$T WORLD WAR

»»

THE WORLD MOVES ON

f9

Phone your FOX Exchange immediately!

BOOK THEM NOW!

«

0?

Intimate

in

l'

-^dependent
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Character
in

Of Motion

Scope

International in

Now

Thought
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Hearing Monday on Ascap Request

to

Pictures

Sixteen Years Old

<S

CENTS

Delay Trial

PARA.-ERPLAGREEMENTJJP TO COURT ONTUESD'Y
Plan Confab

Next

Harry Brandt May Arrange Conference for
Tuesday at Hotel Astor

Week With

Majors on Duals, Prices

CHANGES DELAY DATE ANNUAL RKO ELECTION
OF FOX MET. HEARING SCHEDULED FOR APRIL

Sponsored by the I. T. 0. A.,
Harry Brandt plans to
invite heads of producing, distributBecause of a number of changes
ing and exhibiting companies to being made in the Milton C. Weisconfer next week, probably on Tues- man-Joseph M. Schenck reorganizaday at the Hotel Astor, on ways and tion plan for the Fox Metropolitan
means of eliminating double fea- circuit as a result of objections of
tures from the New York territory the bondholders committee, no date
and raising admission prices there- for a preliminary hearing on apin.
proval of the plan will be set until
Brandt yesterday stated he has late next week. Federal Judge Mack
(.Continued on Page 3)
yesterday granted the motion of the
Fox Met. bondholders' committee for
leave to intervene on the reorganization proceedings and conferred
LIKELY with
Weisman and William G. BainPresident

FOX MIDWEST

TO EXTEND PREMIUMS

—

ton of counsel for the bondholders'
committee on changes in the plan
requested by the committee.

Election of RKO officers takes
place next month at a date as yet
to be selected, following the company's annual stockholders' meeting
on April 10. Thirteen directors are
to be elected at the latter session

and the board
officers.

later

New Para.-Erpi Agreement
Reduces Fees, Ends Compulsory Servicing
will be held Tuesday
afternoon before Special Master
John E. Joyce on approval )f the

Hearing

agreement between the Paramount
trustees and Electrical Research
Products, under which Erpi's claim
for $2,022,597 against Paramount is
allowed as a general claim for $1,The agreement provide
193,945.
also for modification of Erpi's roy-

meets to name alty arrangements with Paramount
with an expected saving of $250,000 annually and permits Paramount
to make new agreements with Erpi
Courses
under which there will be no com-

5 U. S. C. Film
inspection
pulsory
servicing
or
Will Start Next Week charge
on sound equipment. A furWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ther provision covers a new con-

—

Hollywood Five courses dealing tract to be entered into by Parawith the movies will get under way
(Continued on Page 3)
March 25 when the University Colextension
of
lege, downtown evening
the University of Southern California, begins its spring quarter.
DIVISION
Courses include: "Fundamentals of
Motion Picture Production," conducted by Boris Morkovin; "Sound
Recording and Reproduction," by
Hugh Gunter; "Motion Picture Camera Technique," by A. J. Campbell;
First Division is taking over Far
"Dramatic and Cinematographic West Exchanges, operating offices
Acting and Expression," by J. Far- in both Los Angeles and San Fran-

Kansas City Though Fox MidCreates Department
west has agreed to certain independents' requests in the matter of
For Visual Sound Prods.
FIRST
changing the present clearance setCamden, N. J. Creation of a new
circuit
reported
the
here,
it
is
up
Visual Sound Products Department,
did not go along with the indies
headed by John K. West as manager,
preeliminate
in their desire to
to handle the sales activities in conmiums, and some film men say this nection with 16 mm. sound-on-film
indicates the circuit will use this
amateur motion picture cameras and
form of promotion in its houses to projectors for school, home and in(.Continued on Page 3)
dustrial use, slide-film mechanisms,
and sound advertising trucks, is an- rell MacDonald, and "Methods of cisco. The deal, which is now set,
nounced by G. K. Throckmorton, Teaching Motion Picture Apprecia- is with Sam Berkowitz, who will
Winners
West Va. Exhibs
tion," by William G. Campbell.
remain with the offices under the
(.Continued on Page 3)
three-year agreement.
In Legislative Session
Huntington, W. Va. Movie inter9
ests came out ahead in the session
Regal Will Distribute
of the legislature that has just
closed.
Gross sales tax was re"March of Time" in Can.
duced from $2.25 to 65 cents per
Under a deal now ready for sig$100, a dog-racing bill was defeated,
Request of American Society of natures, Regal Films will take over
a measure was passed barring maraComposers, Authors and Publishers distribution of "The March of
thons, and efforts to reduce carnival Memphis to Cross River
postponement of trial of the Time" series in Canada on behalf of
(.Continued on Page 3)
For Sunday Movie Shows for
government's anti-trust suit until First Division. The N. L. NathanMemphis Interest is running high the fall, which is opposed by govern- son company will handle six subhere in tomorrow's scheduled inau- ment counsel who are asking imme- jects under the initial arrangement.
Contest Winner Repeats
guration of Sunday shows at the diate trial, will be argued Monday
5 Appleton, Wis. — Al Sindlinger, Apnewly opened Strand Theater, West before Federal Judge Knox. Judge
"pleton Theater manager, who recently
won first prize in the Quaker Oats
Another for Springer-Cocalis
Memphis, Ark., just across the Mis- Knox has not yet ruled on the govcampaign contest of Warner's "Six-Day
With Memphis still ernment's motion to strike out Assissippi River.
Springer & Cocalis are taking over
Bike Rider," has won the $500 first
the Century, Brooklyn, and plan to rein the "blue" class due to Tennes- cap's answer to the suit on the
prize in the "Imitation of Life" Aunt
open
the 1,700-seat house in May after
see's failure to repeal the old law, ground that it did not reply to the
Jemima
contest
also
sponsored
by
remodeling it.
Quaker Oats.
a big Sunday exodus is expected, to government's charges against As-

RCA

—

GETS

FAR WEST EXCHANGES

—

Ascap s Request to Delay Trial
Will Be Argued in Court Monday
—

.

the loss of local business.

cap.

a
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

$225,000 Para. Claims

Is Tentatively Approved

Are Ordered Expunged

Reorganization plan of the Allied

Expunging of the claims totaling

Owners Corp., which includes an $225,000 of the Fifteenth St. Inagreement covering the lease of vestment Co. and the Sixteenth St.
several theaters to Loew's and a Realty Co. against Paramount as

Editor and Publisher

settlement for $5,000,000 of the $23,000,000 Allied claim against -ParaPublished daily except Sundays and Holidays mount,
was tentatively approved
Y.,
Broadway, New York, N.
at
1650
yesterday by Judge Robert a. Inch
T. W.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
Publisher; in Brooklyn Federal Court.
Alicoate,
President, Editor and
Carle Gillette, Managing
Entered as lecond class matter,
Editor.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y„ under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
$15.00.

Don

Editor;

Variety Club of Albany
Honoring Chris Buckley

—A testimonial dinner

Albany

will

be held April 1 by the local Variety
Club at Harmanus Bleecker Hall in
Address all communications to THE FILM honor of retiring Chief Barker Chris
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., Buckley. The following new officers
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738. 7-4739. also will be installed: Ralph Pielow,
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
chief barker; C. R. Halligan, Charles
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollySmakwitz,
Henry
London
Freider,
Joe
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
89-91
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter,
Garry, E. Hollander, M. J. Kallet,
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne. M. Schine, Wm. Benton, Jack BulFriedrichstrasse, 225. Parii— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaiie, Rue de la Cour- winkle, Moe Grassgreen, Wm. C.
des-Nouet, 19.
Smalley.
Buckley becomes chairman of the board of governors. Committee planning the dinner includes
Ray Smith, Charles Smakwitz, Wm.
Sherry, Charlie Johnston and George
CODI
Tucker.
Bill Williams is a new
barker in the club.
Barker Bill
Haskell, dramatic editor of the
"News-Press," is recovering from
an illness.

—

FINANCIAL
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Films Completed

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Three

features have
finished shooting at the RKO studios and are now being edited for
early release.
They are: "Stars
of Midnight," with William Powell

Judge Caffey.

and

Loew Execs Buy Stock
Under the options they hold for

common stock at $30
Loew executives acquired

HARRY

more than 25,000
1 and March

Jan.

..shares

between

according to
report made to the Stock Exchange.
Purchasers were: David Bernstein,
13,890 shares; Irving Thalberg, 10,000; J. Robert Rubin, 2,000.
1,

Monogram Dividends

back

is

MAURICE

CHEVALIER

sails
today on the
an extended holiday in
under contract to Alexander
Korda for a picture and on his return to
Hollywood in the fall is expected to return
to
20th
Century where he recently made

Me

de

France

He

France.

for

is

"Folies Bergere."

among

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
M-G-M's "Broadway
Melody of 1935," in preparation for
a long time, gets under way about
the middle of April.
Jack Benny
has the leading role. Roy Del Ruth
is the director, John Considine, Jr.,
the producer and the music has
been written by the composers of
the original "Broadway Melody,"
Arthur Freed and Nacio Herb
Brown. The script is the work of
Jack McGowan, while Dave Gould

May

—

Tiffany Company.

all

vaude

general manager for Max Gortoday on the Volendam, on which
he has charge of the entertainers for a National Tours cruise to Bermuda and Nassau.

BEN BOYER,

don,

sails

MAUDE HOWELL, recently signed by Michael
Balcon, GB production head now in Hollywood, for the next two George Arliss pictures
to be made in England, sailed last night on
Majestic

the

for

England.

KARL MacDONALD, Warner

division manager
leaves today on a busifor Latin America,
Jamaica and
Kingston,
ness
trip
to
Cuba,
Porto Rico.
He returns to New York in
about ten days.

GEORGE CUKOR
from

arrives

Join Crawford

Winfield Andrus
Karl

Jimtion

Tucker

Thomn

New

in

York today

Hollywood.

JOHN WILDBERG and ROBERT GARLAND
New York April 11 for the Coast.

leave

William Conklin Dead
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood William Conklin, 63
head of the actor-producer relations committee of the Academy,
He came here in
died Thursday.
1915 from the New York stage and
continued acting until 1928.

EVERYTHING
Reference to the mo-

B. & D. Starts "Peg of Old Drury"
Century-RKO Ruling Next Week
London With a cast headed by
The New York clearance and zon- Cedric Hardwicke and Anna Neagle,
ing committee will meet Tuesday "Peg
of Old Drury," British &

Century Circuit-RKO Dominions production for release
on which have just through United Artists, goes before
been completed.
the cameras today under the direction of Herbert Wilcox.
Charles Mensing to Cincinnati
Memphis
Charles Mensing, rePlaza Installing Music Device
signed as manager of the Orpheum,
A newly developed device for muleaves this week-end for a new post
sical
reproduction, which greatly
in Cincinnati.
improves the sound quality, is being
installed at the Plaza, Leo Breacher
Newark House Changes Hands
house in the classy East 58th St.
Newark, N. J. 'Newark-Walnut sector.
Corp. has taken over the Walnut
Theater from North American B.
Austin Keough Laid Up
& L. New owners will remodel and
equip the house, which has been
Austin C. Keough is confined to
closed for several months.
his home owing to illness.

—

birthday:

He de France

sailing

—

picture industry

tion

an be found in the

1935

to decide the
case, hearings

their

Hollywood.

president jjf Reliance
Pictures, is back in New York after a sevenweek stay in Hollywood conferring with Edward Small on production.

Also

—

lowing on

in

GOETZ,

M.

those
on the
Monogram has voted a 6 per cent are MAX RUPPA,
manager for Maurice Chedividend on the capital stock, pay- valier; LUCIENNE BOYER and her staff;
able in quarterly installments of PIERRE COLOMBIER, French stage director;
LUCIE YOUNG GASH, dancer and daughter
IV2 per cent starting May 1.
of Clara Kfmball Young; MRS. BENNY DAVIS,
wife of the orchestra leader; SUNNY DALE
FRANK McCONNVILLE and THREE DJAMOND
M-G-M Musical Starts in April
BROTHERS,
artists.

1

V4

Miriam Hopkins arrived in New York yesterday by plane from the Coast after finishing
in
RKO's "Becky Sharp."

work

MERLE OBERON

share,

sails

where he took depositions from Ralph

a

—

—

STARKE

purchase of

Ginger

All," with

PAULINE

lywood,
Kohn.

Rogers;
"Strangers will stage the dances, a special
Robson, and "Chas- dance number being contributed by
ing Yesterday," with Anne Shirley. Carl Randall. Featured roles in the
production
have been given to
"Roberta" Sets Record in Boston
Eleanor Powell, Robert Taylor, Sid
Boston "Roberta" will hold over Silvers, Buddy and Vilma Ebsen,
for a second week at the RKO Frances Langford and Shirley Ross.
Memorial Theater after drawing an
attendance of 85,000 during its first
Michigan Theater Activities
seven days and establishing an allDetroit Three closings, against
+ Vs time one day record of 17,676 per- one opening, were reported to the
+ '/g sons.
Film Board of Trade the past week.
+ 3/4
The Merrill in Merrill has opened
Murray
Mae
Wins
Point
+ Vi
week-ends, while the Family in
+2 l/ Appelate Division of the Supreme for
Kinde, Gem in Cassapolis and Ri+ 4 Court yesterday reversed
a lower viera in Teknosha have closed.
+ 2
+ 1% court decision to dismiss Mae Mur- Walter Fisher is building a 160—
% ray's $300,000 suit against the old seater, the Grand, in Grant.
/a

2%
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Bros

Paramount 6s47
Paramount 6s47
Par.
Par.
Par.

42

+ 3
1531/2 153V2 153i/2 + 2
9'/2 +
9>/2
93/8
V*
343/4 343/8 343/4 -f
V8
104'/8 105
105
+ V4
25/8
23/8
2% + V8
% 93/% % + Vs
10
10
+ Vi
4
1% 1% I'/s + Vi
40
40
40
+1

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40..
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
Keith A-0 6s46 ...

Locw

41/4
16'/2

Chg.

Close

U6y4 "8

118

Inc

Paramount

17'/2

pfd...

Kodak

East.

41%

42

vtc.

Ind

Con.

Low

RKO

West Coast Bureau of

G oing &.

.oming a nd

the Manhattan
guarantor of leases on the Para- Wednesday for a vacation inonEngland.
mount and Denver Theaters, DenSAMUEL S. ISSEKS of counsel for the Paraver, was ordered yesterday by Fed- mount trustees returned yesterday from Hol-

Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager- Arthur W. Eddy, Associate
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^ Little
from "Lots"
=^

By

RALPH WILK

NEWS

—

HOLLYWOOD

pAUL HOEFLER

of the

is

on

•

•

•

lighted

THEY ARE

starting to put original ideas again
into those Broadway theater fronts
for "Naughty Marietta" at the Capitol there is a novelty Neon sign that spreads
the name of the pix right across the entrance above the b. o.
the letters have a chromium steel background which reflects the red Neon lights in front
the effect is that of a
double sign that stops the passerby in his or her curiosity to
figure it out
at the side of the entrance is an eight-foot
Jeanette's left eye
head of Jeanette MacDonald, the star
is winking with that come-hither expression
she winks you
right up to the cash till

his initial picture.

Our Passing Show: Walter King

T

T

T

• FOR THE M. P. Club Forum luncheon on Tuesday
William A. Brady will head the list of celebs
Mister
Brady will give his views on the motion picture
other
speakers will include Elmer Rice, Rita Weiman, Faith Baldwin,
and Anna Kross, city magistrate
Harold Hendee, head of
the RKO Radio research dep't, will address Barry Townley's
Theatergoers Course for Teachers at the Belasco this morning
..... .Bide Dudley presides at these weekly forums
Louis
Nizer is framing a letter of appreciation from President Roosevelt for a copy of his book, "Courts of Industry"
"Man of
Aran" was added yesterday to the program at the 55th St.
Playhouse, where "La Crise Est Finie" is in its second week.
•

father of Sam Marx,
editor, has joined the
Zeppo Marx agency. He was formerly with Lichtig & Englander.

Max Marx,
M-G-M story

George Waggner is writing an
"Cheers of the
story,
Crowd," which Monogram will pro-

original

He

will also write the screen

•

•

•

•

UP AT

T

T

T

Regis Toomey, Hedda Hopper and
Rafaela Ottiano have joined the
cast of "One Frightened Night,"
which Mascot is making.

the EJlsmere theater in the Bronx the marquee notes this double bill
"The Good Fairy" "Under Pressure"
Irene Dunne will be on an NBC broadcast Sunday
afternoon with a dramatization of Besier's play, "Secrets", with
Walter Abel playing opposite
Walter Pidgeon has been
signed to play opposite Tallulah Bankhead in "Something Gay,"
forthcoming Broadway play ........

Paul Harvey has been cast in Joe
E. Brown's starring picture, "Alibi
Ike," currently
in production at
First National.
T
T
T

Plan Confab Next Week Fox Midwest Likely
To Extend Premiums
On Duals, Admissions

T

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

already brought the matter to the
With some 35,000 feet of back- attention of Al Lichtman, Nicholas
ground shots and action stuff cover- M. Schenck, C. C. Moskowitz and
ing the Field Trials at Pineland, Eddie Golden and they all indicated
Ga., Selma, Ala., Clearwater, Fla., interest.
"If this 20 per cent territory
and the Grand National at Grand
Junction, Miss., a location crew adopts such a plan, there is no
headed by Ewing Scott, director, and reason in the world why the other
William Kaplan, production assis- zones should not move in the same
tant, has returned to Paramount direction," declared Brandt.
studios.
Their material will be included in the picture, "Reputation,"
Va. Exhibs Winners
in which it is planned to feature
Fred Stone and David Holt. NorIn Legislative Session
man Taurog will direct the picture.
(Continued from Page 1)
license fees came to nothing.
The
interests of the theaters were cared
Victor Killian and Douglass Dum- for by the West Virginia Managers
briile are additions to Columbia's Ass'n, in which A. B. Hyman of the
"Air Fury," in which Wiley Post, RKO circuit houses is a leading
aviator, plays a prominent part.
factor.

West

T

Grace Moore's new Columbia pictentatively called "On Wings
of Song," has been definitely titled
ture,

"Love

Me

Forever."
T
T
Charles Kenyon, one of the oldest
writers in point of service at Warner-First National studios, has been
awarded a new one year contract by

Empire Theater

Palmer, Neb. Russell E. Johnson
has taken over the Palmer and re-

arriving at Palm Springs, only to
be notified to return to the Fox studio for additional scenes for "Spring
Tonic"; Nick Foran slooping to Catalina Island and back in his new
boat; Warner Baxter having some
tennis racquets restrung.

duce.
play.

Zeigler, 111.—The
dark at present.

—

Cinema

Investment Corp. is in Denver
for a stay of three weeks. Upon his
return, he expects to start production

DAY

of the

Para.-Erpi Agreement

Up to

Court on Tuesday

it.

—

Herculaneum, Mo. The Riverview
Theater is now under the management of Claude Lupkey.
It has
been reopened.

—

Boston Ada Hurwitz of the E.
M. Loew Circuit headquarters is
engaged to John Trager.

New
bassy,

Britain, Conn.

Warner house,

—
is

The Emdark.

—

Wakefield, Neb.
Robert Freed,
son of Mrs. Marie Freed who manages the Pender at Pender, Neb.,
has purchased the Dreamland here
from 0. O. Shannon and relighted
the house.

Doniphan, Mo.

—P.

J.

Burford has

transferred the Princess Theater to
T. R. Burcham.

—

Cairo, 111.
S. Schlesinger has
taken over the New Gem Theater,
formerly known as the Empress.

Mansfield House Adding 200 Seats
Mansfield, O.— The Ritz building
will be extended 20 feet to the rear
to facilitate installation of 200 additional seats.
A new cooling system also will be installed and other
improvements made, according to
Sol Bernstein, owner.

a greater extent than before. MeanWhiteman, Ramona Signed
while a committee composed of
Paul Whiteman, his band, and
Charles Potter, J. F. Rigney, J. W.
Cotter, Rube Finklestein and E. C. Ramona, singer, have been signed
Hartman will wait upon distributors by Darryl F. Zanuck for 20th Cenin an effort to get permission to tury's "Sing, Governor, Sing," to
dual-bill all pictures four weeks later be produced in June.
than the regular spot. Heretofore
More 3rd Weeks on "Roberta"
dualing has been restricted to certain pictures.
Additional third-week holdovers on
RKO's "Roberta" are reported at
the Orpheum, St. Louis; Keith's,
Creates Department Washington; Golden Gate, San
Prods. Francisco; Hillstreet, Los Angeles;
For Visual

RCA

Sound

(Continued from Page 1)

Warner, Hollywood, and Keith Me-

RCA morial, Boston.
vice-president of
Manufacturing Co. Branch district
Ralph Pitzer Dead
offices have been established for the
promotion and sale of visual sound
Youngstown
Ralph Pitzer, 56,
products in New York, with E. F. veteran Youngstown theater execuKerns in charge; Chicago, under C. tive, is dead following a four-month
S. Kernaghan, and Hollywood, un- illness.
For 20 years he had been
der Mark Smith.
manager of the Princess theater
here.
executive

—

Boston Brevities
Conn. Senate Passes Betting Bill
Boston Date of the testimonial
Hartford, Conn.
A pari-mutuel
to Al Somerby has been changed to
payment of back royalties to Erpi April 8 at the Copley Plaza Hotel. betting bill has passed the Senate
and the Societe Acoustique of back Joseph H. Brennan, Louis Boas and and now needs only the Governor's
royalties due since March 13, 1933. Stanley Sumner head the committee. signature.
(Continued from Page 1)

mount French
ciete

de

studios with the So-

Materiel

Acoustique

and

JayK»5 Warner,
vice-president
in
Ufa Signs Lilian Harvey
chaf^e of production, to celebrate
Berlin Lilian Harvey has been
his fifth anniversary as a scenarist
for the company.
He has just fin- signed by Ufa and will start work
ished "Outcast," and has been as- this summer in a triple version film
in English, French and German.
signed to "Can This Be True?"

—

—

—

Don Martin, assistant manager of
Building in Trenton, O.
the Park, is back from New York.
Trenton, O.
new theater, the
The State, Portland, and CommuAttleboro, M. & P.-Publix first to be built in this section in
nity,
houses, have adopted radio audition several years, is being constructed
by C. O. Dearth.
nights.

—A

THE

WWNEW PICTURES
DAILY

REVIEWS
Barbara Stanwyck

"THE

WOMAN

English

PARTICULAR
GENERAL HANDLING.
in

basic

I.

STORY

IN

OR

have to depend

for

its

but belongs to an aristocratic family.
Both are riding horses owned by Genevieve
Tobin, who is on the make for Gene. He
whereupon
however,
Barbara,
for
falls
Genevieve proves herself a bad sport and
upset true love by stirring up
Gene's family snobbery against Barbara and
trying to accuse her of an affair with another suitor who has helped the young
But
couple to get started in business.
the lovers win out in the end.
Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Gene Raymond,
Genevieve Tobin, John Eldredge, Phillip
Reed, Dorothy Tree, Russell Hicks, Nella

Pacific

Photography,

Strelkova,
et

al.

At the Acme

production

proves

E.

A. Tiep-

Distributed

Theater.
that

the

gets back to the good old slapstick
technique of their earlier pictures,
and is one of their best. They op-

Soviet

is

learned the herds-

kicked out, only to be catapulted
to fame by accident as the conductor of a
symphony orchestra when he turns up in
the theater and his embarrassed gesticulations are taken for the equivalent of batonwielding.
Romance also is part of the affair,
with the snooty diva, whose voice
actually is a rasping affair, having an ugly
duckling maid who turns out to be a golden-voiced beauty.
For both its entertainment and its technique, this attraction is worth a visit.

A-l.

St.

Ray Howes has been named asmanager of the Orpheum at

Spokane.
Eagle Film Co., with offices in
Seattle, Portland and Hollywood,
has produced a film of "Washington
Industries on Parade," embodying
a group of state industries, for
home consumption.

"The Tin Man"

Detroit Doings

—

that

does practically
a hidden room the
nut manipulates the control board
that operates the Robot.
The latter has the girls in a panic, with a
lot of funny incidental business as
Patsy Kelly tries to argue with the
mechanical man and gets the worst
of it. Matthew Betz as an escaped
convict hiding is the house adds to
the hilarity as he also encounters
the Robot with disastrous results.
Very clever, and a genuine novelty
that carries the laughs.
Directed
by James Parrott.

From

Our Gang

in

"Anniversary Trouble"

M-G-M

18 mins

Clever
Little

"Spanky" McFarland

steals

with his clever work
as the treasurer of the Our Gang's
new club. He has the club money
this

picture

an envelope, and it gets mixed
with another envelope that his dad
is going to give his wife for a wed
ding anniversary present. The Gang
start to go to work on "Spanky",
figuring that he has double-crossed
them. Filled with delightful juvenile touches and some very funny
business.
Claudia Dell and Johnny
Arthur play the roles of "Spanky's
parents. Directed by Gus Meins for
in

with Thelma Todd, Patsy Kelly
M-G-M
19 mins.
Clever Novelty
All kinds of fun and excitement
as Thelma Todd and Patsy Kelly
find themselves in a spooky house
run by a nut who is a mechanical
genius and has developed a marvel- Hal Roach.

Louis Briefs

Louis Outlook is that the
Government's case against Warners,
Paramount and RKO scheduled for
hearing April 2, will be postponed
due to a crowded docket.
"St. Anthony of Padua", sound
film, is being shown at St. Anthony's
Auditorium on Sunday under the
sponsorship of Father Sebastian
Evers.
Braun & Vance have taken over
the Odeon, formerly operated by
Abraham Lincoln Amusement Co.
St.
Louis Amusement Co. has
awarded a contract to General Air
Conditioning Co. to install equipment at the Mikado.
St.

sistant

Rogers.

is

Northwest Notes

—"Little

Colonel" is extending its first-run here by being
held over at the Fifth Avenue.
Opening of David Cantor's new
house in Aberdeen, the other evening, was attended by many movie
men and exhibitors from other cities
of the state.
Seattle

P.

Kurikhin,

after his real identity

man

Walker, Claude Gillingwater, Doris Lloyd,
Hale Hamilton, Arthur Treacher, Ed Van
Sloan, Forrester Harvey, Ann Shoemaker,
Gordon Elliott, Fred Vcgeding, Eleanor
Wesselhceft, Brandon Hurst.
Director, Robert Florey; Author, Wallace
Irwin; Screenplay, Marv McCall Jr., Peter
Cameraman, Sol Polito; Editor,
Milne;
Terry Morse.

Gccd

M.

20 mins.

Grand Laughs
This Laurel and Hardy funfest

A

to

Direction,

N.

"Tit for Tat"

M-G-M

erate an electrical fixture store, and
get into a lot of trouble with their
neighbor, a grocer, who doesn't
performed, with tuneful musical accom- want to be friendly.
The business
paniment, directed with a keen eye for consists of repeated journeys back
satirical effect and strikingly photographed. and forth between the two stores,
Called a "jazz comedy" in the billing, with Laurel and Hardy paying a
the picture is something on the order of visit to the grocer's store to insult
a slapstick musical affair, but done with and abuse him, and he in turn resuch artistry that its comedy falls more paying
the compliment in their
It
moves along at store.
in
the classic vein.
very funny running gag
action pace, with many delightful twists, has a stranger entering their store
and it is not necessary to know Russian and walking out with valuable elecFor story background, tric appliances for the home.
in order to enjoy it.
Each
a musically-inclined herdsman is mistaken time
the partners return to the
for a famous musician by a noted singer store they encounter the thief, but
and invited to her attractive domicile. He are so occupied with their row with
he is in the grocer that they pay no attenis followed by his animals, whom
the habit of calling by human titles, and tion to him.
Directed by Charles

on

chiefly

Kinocombinat;

by

lous Robot
everything.

Laurel and Hardy in

studios can turn out straight entertainment
pictures of the distinctly gay type, gustily

polo,

tries

F.

This

the Standraw. Barbara is a professional rider at horse shows.
Gene also is a horseman, concentrating on
will

produced

Gregory Alexandrov; music by

by Amkino.

twists or anything else of a distinguishing
nature, this society yarn sums up as just
moderately satisfying entertainment that

wyck and Raymond fans

by

with

Russian,

in

0. Dunayevsky. with Leonid Utesov, Lu-

kina,

theme and lacking new

LAUGHS",

titles;

bov Orlova,

DRAMA HAVING NO

PUNCH

Familiar

directed

68 mins.

National

FAIR SOCIETY

SHORTS

FOREIGN
"MOSCOW

Gene Raymond, Genevieve Tobin,
with
Dorothy Tree, Phillip Reed, John Eldredge
First

HE

O F^T

in

IN RED"

Saturday, March 23, 1935

—Monroe

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh First British producmerly with Butterfield in Pontiac, tion to play the Warner opens
is now office manager for National March 28, when "Evensong" will be
Theater Supply. Hugh Gooding was double-billed with "Whole Town's
transferred to Georgia. William J. Talking."
Turnbull has come from the St.
Neighborhood houses are reportLouis office to join the staff here.
ing favorable business with the
Fred Schader of the Fox Theater second return engagement of "It
is on the sick list again.
Happened One Night" and return
Ruling in the Schreiber vs. Co- engagements of "One Night of
operative Theaters case is expected
Love" and "Imitation of Life."
in about three weeks.
Mary Brian comes to the HarrisGus Coplan, owner of the Columbia, stayed only two days in Miami. Alvin for a personal appearance
Detroit

Carmichael, for-

Charles C. Perry, manager of the week of April 5.
is back on the job after an
The Pitt, closed for two months,
appendicitis attack.
may be reopened within a fortnight
William Durkee of the Film Ex by George S. Otte, former manager.
change and Carol Staff, Lyric cashPolicy will be vaudeville and pic
ier, are now Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob Schreiber denies reports tures.
that William Guentsche has bought
an interest in the Fine Arts TheBryan Foy has appointed Jack

Adams,

Kansas City Squibs
Kansas City
tee

of

the

—Legislative

Chamber

of

here has gone on record against the
censor bill now on the informal calendar at Jefferson City.
Eddie Green, M-G-M salesman, is
in San Bernardino, Cal., due to the
death of his father.
Howard Robb, whose Plaza in
Huntsville burned recently, is opening again there with a 250-seat
house.
He also plans to open a
house in Moberly.
grievance
board
meets
Local
March 27 to hear a half dozen complaints.

Des Moines Doings

commit-

Des

Commerce

Moines

—Members

of

the

Variety Club are now meeting
informally in their newly decorated
club rooms in Hotel Savery and have
added several names to the roster. ater.
local

Committee members announced by
the president, W. E. Banford, are:
G. Ralph Branton, chairman of the

temporary

house

committee,

with

Abe Frankel, Harry Heirsteiner,
Lou Patz and Hale Cavanaugh assisting; Harry Hiersteiner, chair-

man
1

of the permanent house committee; Stanley Mayer, membership
committee, and Stanley Brown, en-

tertainment committee.

representative.
K. Decker, president of Excel- Moss as Michigan
Frank Gene, Warner-F. N. office
is back from Califormanager, has gone to New Orleans
Harry Berman, Monogram exH. Eddie Stuckley, Pars^ nt
ploiteer, was here a few days ago.
booking manager, is in Floria<».
Louis Goodman has taken over the
Ray Moon, general manager of
S.

lent Pictures,
nia.

Loyal Theater from Fred B. Miller.
Cooperative Theaters of Mich., beMack Krim is leaving for Tucson
and Hollywood.
His brother Sol, came ill from the change of climate
on his return from Florida.
will manage the circuit.

/
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Modification of Duals

Ban Expected

NEW

SIX BOARp; MEMBERS SETJN
III!,

Hold Hearing Friday on Ending
Trustees Seek Termination
of Theater Operating

Agreements
Hearing will be held Friday before Special Master Joyce on petition of the Paramount trustees for
termination of agreements under
which the Skouras Bros, operated
the Atlantic States circuit and some
houses in St. Louis for Paramount

Committee
The

to Study Los

Code Authority's

committee

in

Para.

-

Skouras Deals

Angeles Zoning Plan Today

on

IS

ASSIST. TO LUBITSGH

U. S.

COURT MAY HEAR

FILM STOPPAGE CASE

and a further arrangement under
which Spyros Skouras will pay $90,- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Cleveland
Likelihood that the
000 owed Paramount within a peHarold Hurley, for injunction case of Francis Reeh,
Hollywood
riod of six years.
seven years an associate producer Shelby, O., exhibitor, against the
at Paramount, has been appointed local grievance board and various
executive assistant to Ernst Lu- distributors seeking to stop film

—

—

59 OPERATORS HIRED

bitsch, chief of production.

The pro-

service because of his cut-price ad-

motion was made by Lubitsch and missions, will be heard by a federal
Henry Herzbrun, vice-president and court was indicated last week as
general manager of the studio. Hur- Judge Homer G. Powell, who grantley joined Paramount in 1923 as a ed the temporary injunction to Reeh,
publicity man.
studied the case preparatory to setDetroit In what appears to be
ting a hearing.
Reeh, in the brief
the biggest use of industrial films
which won him a temporary injuncever attempted, Jam Handy Picture Confident of Defeating
tion, said he had never assented to
Service is sending out 59 projecTax the film code, the NRA or the state's
Pennsylvania
Chevrofor
equipment
tionists and
He also contended
Pittsburgh Exhibitors returning Recovery Act.
let to present a series of educational
that his two-for-one passes were
of
Harrisburg
are
confident
from
staffs
sales
for
talking pictures
(Continued on Page 8)
throughout the U. S. The operators victory in their fight against the
tax.
amusement
cent
new
10
per
locals.
are being supplied I.A.T.S.E.
Plans call for changing of the films Though passed by the House last James Gregory Circuit
every three months and the men will week, defeat in the Senate is preExpanding in Missouri
Leading the battle forces
be in the field until Dec. 10, accord- dicted.
Chicago James Gregory, head of
ing to Roger Kennedy, business were William L. Brown of the Palace, Tarentum; Bill Walker of the the Gregory Theater Circuit, left
agent of Local 99.
Crafton, Crafton; Fred J. Harring- last week for Jefferson City, Mo., to
ton, M. P. T. O. secretary, and close a deal for several theaters
First Div.-A.T.P. Deal
which will be added to his circuit.
others.

FOR INDUSTRIAL FILMS

—

—

10%

—

Starts

Next Season

Deal under which First Division
will release Associated Talking Pictures product in the United States
will start with the 1935-36 season
and the first release will be "Java
Head," featuring Elizabeth Allan,
Ana May Wong and John Loder, it
was stated by Reginald Baker, ATP
head,

financial

for

London.

just

While

before
in

sailing

Hollywood,

{Continued on Page 2)

Code Payment Deadline
exhibitor
1934 code assessments.
of
do remay
Authority
What the Code
garding delinquents may be decided at

Today
payments

its

is

the

deadline

meeting Thursday.

for

Cleveland

FOXJET. PLAN

clearance and zoning meets this morning
at 11 o'clock to study the revised plan for the Los Angeles territory which John C.
Flinn, executive secretary, yesterday brought back from that city.
It will
be submitted to the parent body for approval at its meeting Thursday.

HAROLD HURLEY

5 CENTS

25, 193<5

Three Directors for Fox
Met. Will be Nominated
by Bondholders
New board of directors of Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses will comprise Joseph M. Schenck, William
D. Phillips, Harry D. Buckley, Milton C. Weisman, William Rhinelander Stewart, Samuel S. Allen and
three nominees of the Fox Met.
bondholders' committee under the
plan of reorganization proposed by
Milton C. Weisman, receiver of Fox
Theaters Corp., and on which there
will be a hearing April 12 before
Federal Judge Mack.
The plan sets forth that the
(Continued on Page 8)

FILM CODE CHANGES

PREDICTED AS MINOR
Basing their speculation on the
reported
Administration
attitude
on the future of all codes under
the National Recovery Act, due for
revamping before
Congress
adjourns, industry observers are under the impression that revisions
likely to occur in the motion picture
code are generally of a minor na(Continued on Page 8)

4 Pittsburgh Area Houses
Scheduled to Reopen Soon
Pittsburgh

Cleveland to Modify Duals Ban;
6 Theaters Now Showing Them
Campaign
On New Mae West Picture

—

Cleveland If the Cleveland single feature agreement, which expires July 8, is renewed, it will be
In a nationwide day-and-date re- modified from its present state, aclease schedule covering more than cording to prevailing sentiment. Six
100 key cities and arranged for May theaters, opened since the pact was
signed, are now playing double fea1, on the new Mae West picture,
"Goin' to Town," Paramount has tures. To meet this situation, it is
designated the event "Mae Day" considered possible that any new
and will present $1,500 in cash agreement entered into by exhibipermitting
prizes for the best advertising, pub- tors will contain a clause
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

$1,500 Prizes in

—

New

neighboring

theaters to be reopened
within a week or two include the
Royal, South Side, closed for 12
years, which will be given a new
deal by I. Palooka early in April;
the Grand, Dusquesne, to be opterritory

(Continued on Page 8)

Building 2

in

Baton Rouge

—

Joe Barcelona,
Baton Rouge, La.
subsequent-run exhibitor here who has
Tivoli
and People's theaters,
the
planning construction of two more, one
of which will be a Negro house, called
the McKinley, and the other a white
house near the People's. After the new
white house is opened, the People's
will be closed.
i:
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LOU
for

BERMAN

left

New York

on

Saturday

Hollywood.

MR. and MRS. BUSTER KEATON are schedu'ed to leave the coast Wednesday en route

JACK

BENNY

back

is

in

New York from

Hollywood
his

role

BARRET McCORMICK, RKO

where he conferred at
in the coming "Broadway

M-G-M
Melody

the

coast

after

to

by

N. DORFMAN, Broadway press agent
playwright, leaves today for the coast,
his play, "Errant Lady," will be put on
Harry Albert.

of

GEORGE CUKOR, who has been on vacation
New York, returns to Hollywood shortly to

a

long absence to work on "Dreamland," Eddie
Cantor vehicle under the Samuel Goldwyn ban-

M-G-M's "Garden

of

—
—

CODI

FINANCIAL

GYLES

ISHAM,

actor,

British

Hollywood-

is

Net

Am.

Seat

Columbia

Picts.

Fm.

Con.

Fm. Ind.
Kodak

East.

Fox

Fm.

Loew's,

Low
5

do

41%

41%

415/8

4Vi
1734

4%

43^

pfd.

16'/2

17l/2

.

"A"

118

117%

118

9%

9'/2

9%

34%

Inc

Metro-Goldwyn. pfd. 28
2%
Paramount ctfs. ...

34%
28
2'/2

%

Exch

Pathe

Close
5

vtc.

Ind

Con.

High
5

"A"

13

RKO
Warner Bros
do pfd

1%

V,

— %

28+1
A

13

Bros,
tion

+i/4

r*k

23^

I6V4

163/4

163/4

+ %
+ 13/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
7% 7% 7%
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
73,,
1% 73^ +
Loew

6s

41ww

Paramount 6s 47

filed

10434 1043/4 1043/4
71 Vi
72
72

Par.

50

50

Par.

73%

73'/2

493/4

493/4

By. 5Vis51 .... 50
5Vis50 filed... 73'/2
49%
Warner's 6s39

—

1/4

y4

+ Vi
+ %

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

18

2%

17

2V4

18
2'/4

is

at

scheduled to enter producthe Burbank studios on

Thursday.
Mervyn LeRoy will direct Miss Davies and the supporting
cast, which includes Dick Powell,
Pat O'Brien, Mary Astor, Frank
McHugh, William Gargan and Patsy
Kelly.

Lipscomb Writing Pepys Play
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
W. P. Lipscomb,
British playwright and scenarist,
under contract to 20th Century but

—

+1

— %

to

and

Harmanus

N. Y.
Testimonial banquet by Boston show
to
Al
Somerby,
celebrating
his
35th year as an exhibitor, Copley Plaza
Hotel, Boston.

25-May

1

Congress,

International Cinematographic

Germany.

A.M.P.A.

annual

Hotel Astor,

New

April 27:
ner,

:

Berlin,

get-together
York.

din-

:

Starts

Next Season

(Continued from Page 1)

Baker engaged a cameraman and
sound engineer, who will go to England shortly, and also engaged two
other technicians.

AN INVITATION TO MEN EXPERIENCED IN MOTION
PICTURE EXHIBITION AND DISTRIBUTION

NEW

1.
producing company has been organized, amply
A
financed to produce from twelve to twenty pictures the first

year, season 193 5-36.

present on loan to M-G-M to
"A Tale of Two Cities," also
is collaborating on a play based on
new diaries of Samuel Pepys. It
is planned to try out the play here
next fall and later present it in
England.

THESE

3.

THOUGH
two

represent

—

of the Madison theater, stated that
threats to bomb and boycott the theater if the German film, "Germany
Awakes," was shown there, had resulted in cancellation of the proposed
showing of that film.

Peabody with "Roberta" at Palace
Eddie Peabody will head the
vaudeville bill at the RKO Palace
starting Friday, when "Roberta"
opens as the screen feature following its recent Music Hall showing.

the

4.

making and marketing of motion pictures
and distinct phases of operation the two

separate

are inseparable

and

THEREFORE

essential.

this

invitation

is

extended to

rience in the motion picture trade in

all territories

men

of expe-

to participate

in the organization of exclusive distribution exchanges in their

respective territories.
5.

THOSE who

operative

Toronto Stops German Film
Toronto
William Brady, owner

produced under the supervision of able

pictures

executives in the motion picture industry.

at

adapt

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Buckley

Major Distribution Franchise Plan

2.

.-.

testimonial

Chris

officers,

THE FILM DAILY

"/8

1%

1%
2%

tees were awarded $30,000 each,
Goldwater & Flynn, counsel for the
Virginia Exhibs Issue Paper
trustees were granted $75,000, RefRichmond, Va. A semi-monthly
eree Stitt was granted $25,000 and
"Virginia
Exhibitors'
varying allowances were made to publication,
Guide," edited by Ban Eddington,
several law firms.
has made its bow.
Starting Marion Davies Film

Vs

3

Club

Variety

April 8:

1

Hollywood
"Page Miss Glory,"
starring Marion Davies in her first
Cosmopolitan picture for Warner

2%

Albany

:

Northwest

Annual meeting of Independent TheHearing; will be held Friday in
Warners announce 121 special May ater Supply
Dealers' Ass'n, Edgewater Beach
Federal Court, Brooklyn, on applica- key city pre-release engagements
Hotel, Chicago.
tion of the Reconstruction Finance set on "Go Into Your Dance," which May 20-24:
Annual Spring Meeting of tin
Corp., owner of the entire capital co-stars Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler.
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Hotel
Roosevelt, Hollywood.
stock of Allied Owners' Corp., to Recent dates set on the picture are
vacate the fees awarded to Stephen the Astor, Reading; Stanley, Atlan- May 21-23: Allied States Ass'n annual convention, Robert Fulton Hotel, Atlanta.
Callaghan, William Greve and Per- tic City; Hollywood, Fort Worth;
May 21-23: Georgia-Florida-Tennessee-Alabama
cival Jackson, Allied trustees; and Ellenay, El
Paso; the Orpheum,
Independent Theaters Ass'n annual convention, Robert Fulton Hotel, Atlanta.
to various attorneys and Referee Minneapolis;
Hippodrome,
CleveTheodore Stitt on the ground that land;
Strand,
Akron;
Warner, May 25-27: Universal's annual sales convention, Chicago.
the awards are unreasonable and Youngstown; and Alhambra, Canexceed the legal maximum under the ton.
bankruptcy laws. The Allied trusNational release date is April 20. First Div.-A.T.P. Deal

—

—

Variety Club's sixth anPittsburgh.

Theaters of the
convention, Minneapolis.

retiring Chief
Barker
installation
of
new
Bleecker Hall, Albany,

April

Owners Fees

West Coast Bureau of

+

34%

%
13

Che

+

Pittsburgh

circles

121 Special Dates Set
On "Go Into Your Dance"
Cjalled Unreasonable

Allied

New
York,

Allied

annual

bound under contract to M-G-M.

ner.

Hotel,

show, Stanley Theater,

nual

Crawford.

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

March 31:

1

Lincoln

M.

P.

April 1-2:
April

of

New

Owners

Theater

Allied

meeting,

Jersey

with Joan

Allah,"

THE

Wardour St., W. I, Berlin Lichtbildbuehne,
P. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.

March 26:
2

NAT

in

to

gone

where

direct

returns

publicity chief, has
studio conferences.

on

1935."

LEW BROWN

Radio Pictures

and

Hollywood for
and

England.

to

S.

advertising

6.

THIS

National

are able to participate financially in this co-

method of
plan

of

distribution reply.

operation

Distribution

is

Franchise

operation extended by this

the

similar

to

plan.

Liberal

company

to

former

First

financial

men who

are able

coto

meet every requirement for intelligently associating themselves
with this project.
7.

PLANS

completed and ready for immediate operation.

If interested give full details as to

your past con-

nections and financial ability for participation.

Box No. 995— FILM DAILY,
1650 Broadway, New York City.

r

^

THE

%&H

DAILY

EXPLOITETTES
home

office

'

comprehensive ever put
An unusual
by Warners.
number of prepared national
tieups and exploitation suggestions have been set for the campaign book, as well as a large
Accessories
lection of ads.
feature include the
this
for
most extensive selection of theand merchant displays ever
made available on a Warner re-

most

i-

lease.

"Go Into Your Dance" will be
20
April
nationally
released
with a Broadway premiere planned before that date.
Warner Bros.

—

Winners
In "Jemima" Contest

Full List of

Following is the complete list of
prize winners in the Aunt Jemina
contest in connection with "ImitaAl

of Life":

Appleton,

Sindlinger,

$250; William J.
Soutter, Fox Palace, Wichita, Kans.,
•SI 50; E. M. Hart, Strand, Plainfield,
X. .]., $100, and $50 each to E A.
Patchem, Stuart, Lincoln, Neb.; W.
E. Baty, Jr., Palace, Ft. Worth,
Tex.; Barney Dubinsky, Missouri,
St. Joseph, Mo.; M. M. Mesher, Win-

•

•

A

•

•

•

FRONT PAGE

Publicity
building up a
legitimate news story through the newspapers and picture theaters which directly ties in with a current production
that's what M-G-M is doing in connection with their forthand the recent disapcoming "West Point of the Air"
pearance of Lieutenant James F. Harris, a graduate of West
Point
trick

in

TV

space has been given to the young
man's mysterious disappearance by the newspapers throughout
the nation
for he is the son of a prominent General
Electric official at the Cleveland office
he was a flying
student at Randolph Field in San Antonio where the M-G-M
pix was made
and he appears prominently in a scene
where the army students sre watching some air maneuvers
that was about the last seen of him
and his
father believes he is a victim of amnesia and that the lad is
wandering around the country under another name which he
gave to another officer just before he disappeared

•

•

•

SO THE Metro

publicity

dep't

is

flooding

the

country with a poster giving a description of the missing youth
it goes to all theaters and Metro exwith photographs
also a letter is being sent to all newspapers
changes
really a tremendous dragnet campaign
theaters
are being urged to run slides of the missing man's photo with
the aid of a clip of a frame from the pix which shows him
clearly
so if this campaign is instrumental in locating
the Lost Lieutenant
it will be a great plug for "West
Point of the Air"
as well as performing a real humanitarian service

•

•

•

T
ADDED STARTER

for the honor guests
as we go
at the M. P. Club Forum luncheon tomorrow
to press, Postmaster James J. Farley has just wired his ac-

ceptance to Arnold
without fail

Van Leer

• • • THE FRONT
immense colored paintings
side of the entrance

.

.

and promising

to be there

T
of the
of the

.

Mayfair theater shows two
head of Peter Lorre on each

Lorre plays the name part in the

J.

"The Man Who Knew Too Much"
in the play
one painting
distinguished by a prominent scar
shows the scar on his left forehead, and the other on his right
on being questioned, the artist said he wanted to
all for Art's sake
properly BALANCE the front

Tubman,

•

ter

G-B

Mayan,

he

Garden, Seattle; Manager, Fox
Denver; Herbert Bloom,
Loew's Olympia, Worcester; A. J.

Kalberer, Paramount, Ft. Wayne;
H. Black, Capitol, Calgary; F. E.
Petch, Capitol, Regina, Canada; Ray
Capitol, Ottawa.
Sindlinger, winner of the first
prize, also won the initial award in

Quaker Oats
Warner
picture,

contest

"Six-Dav

on

Mc( ormick

to

Confer on Coast

—

Indianapolis After officiating for
a night
his one-time post of
in
managing director of the Circle
theater for the world premiere of

RKO

•

•

WE NOTE

T

that the opening trademark
Metro pictures is that of A Voice Beyond the Grave
but his voice is still heard
Leo the Lion is dead

A NICE

on

the

S.

Barret

McCormick,

Radio Pictures advertising and

publicity chief, left by plane for
the coast to spend some time at the
studios in conferences on advertising and publicity for coming
product.

RKO

Reginald Foort at Paramount
Reginald Foort, prominent European organist, makes his American
debut Wednesday at the New York
Paramount with the opening of
"Private Worlds," starring Claudette Colbert.

Man

LTHOUGH

the average scen-

unhonored and unsung,

after previews of his pictures,
he gets just as much kick out of
seeing his brain child on the
screen as the stars do out of
seeing their faces and hearing
their voices. The author seldom
gets a break, as far as publicity
is
concerned, and the public
doesn't recognize him, but he
sits at previews tearing his hair,
shifting nervously in his seat
and watching every twist and
turn of the story. The general
public, whether in the cities or
in the hinterland, does not realize how much an author does in
preparing a picture
and he
appreciated.
His only
isn't
satisfaction is in watching the
reaction of audiences and read-

—

ing what the critics say.

—Laird

Doyle.

U.A. Gets "Lost City"
For Latin Countries
United Artists will handle distribution of "The Lost City," feature
and serial made by S. S. Krellberg
of
Super Serial Productions, in
Cuba, Central America and South
America. The feature is now having an extended run at the Globe
on Broadway and has been booked
by the RKO circuit for its metropolitan houses.

Nat Dorfman to Write Original
Nat N. Dorfman, Broadway playwright and publicist who leaves today for Hollywood to supervise production of his play, "Errant Lady,"
being staged by Harry Albert, will
remain in California to prepare an
original screen musical comedy as
well as a new drama, "Tyrant Over
Thespis," for fall production in
York.

New

the next

Color Engineer Opens Offices
color engineer,
has opened New York offices at 545
Fifth Avenue. For the past decade,
Ketcham has been engaged as a specialist on this subject, creating color
schemes for such firms as E. I.
Du Pont, General Motors, General
Electric and Simmons Co. At present he is seeking to develop the scientific application of color to films,
evolving color continuities for fulllength features, which will be a harmonious emotional accompaniment
to the scenario.

two George Arliss pictures and who sailed last week for England, is not an actress but a writer and an associate director
in which capacities she has been associated with Arliss
films for many years
The Actors' Ball will be held at
the Mecca Temple Casino next Saturday under the sponsorship
Among those who
of the American Federation of Actors
have already arranged to attend the ball are Sally Rand, Sophie
Tucker, Ben Bernie, Rudy Vallee, Abe Lyman, Rose King, Bugs
Baer and a host of others

Handling Bill Cody Series
Advance Film Exchange will*
tribute in the metropolitan terr^py
the eight Bill Cody westerns being
produced
by Spectrum Pictures.
Ranger" was received
"Cyclone
from the coast last week.

•

•

•

birthday gift for M. H. Hoffman, prexy

whose Hollywood home burned down
natal day anniversary
all Mister
Hoffman saved from the holocaust were the clothes on his back
but he wired to Bud Rogers at the New York office
"Thanks for well wishes pal on occasion of my Happv

of Liberty Pictures
on the morn of his

Rider."

"Laddie,"

pix,

is

the

Bike

Forgotten
A

down,

NEW

•

Apple-

Lou Richmond, Na-

ton, Wis., $500;
tional,
Boston,

Is

arist is seen shuffling out of
theater lobbies with his head

PHIL M DALY

out

tion

RIALT'

ad-

vertising and publicity department under the supervision
Charles Einfeld is at
of S.
work on a special press book
campaign for the company's
forthcoming musical, "Go Into
Your Dance," co-starring Al
The
Jolson and Ruby Keeler.
press book is to be one of the

TIMELYJOPICS
w
Doyle Says Scenarist

MONG the

Big Press Book Campaign
For "Go Into Your Dance"

WARNERS'
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Birthday"

T
•
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• AS PROMISED
Nominating Committee

•

Martin

Adler, Herb Berg, Ralph Lund
may be their candidate for

AMPA
T

•

•

names

of that Opposiofficeholders
Starr, chairman, Irving Seltzer, Irving Goodfield, Bert

the

for the

•

T
MAUDE HOWELL,

AMPA

and a Dark Horse who
prexy
who knows?

signed by

G-B

for

Howard Ketcham,
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"The Canton Repository"

Dennis R. Smith-

Canton, Ohio

reviews a book-Film Daily Year Book Has
Answer To Each Film
Question
Book Review.
This department has just received its annual
copy of the Film Daily year book for 1935
which is at once the encyclopedia, the dictionary,
the directory and the textbook of the motion picture industry.

One may learn, for example, that average
attendance increased 15 percent last year and
that 70,000,000 attend the pictures weekly; that
Ohio has 555 theaters with 3,822 employes; that
deaths in the industry last year included Lew
Cody, Russ Columbo, Karl Dane, Dorothy Dell,
Marie Dressier, Alec B. Francis, Lowell Sherman,
Hal Skelly and Lilyan Tashman; that Russian-

made

films

reach

all

must have

subtitles in 150 dialects to

of the polyglot population.

There is a complete record with cast of the
662 feature pictures shown in the United States
last year and a list of the 14,573 features shown
since 1915, birthday and birthplace of several
thousand players and others connected with the
business and a list of important telephone numbers not including that of Mae West.
It tells what legislation was enacted last year,
what pictures each player made, what all foreign

how to decorate a lobby,
how to stir up a bathing suit controversy and
how many people can be seated in the community

countries are doing,

hall of Sugarcreek, O., or the Peoples

Theater of

Potlatch, Ida.
It is at the elbow of a motion picture editoi^'^
every day in the year. Anyone else who wants
to answer any question about the movies is wel-

come

to

come

in

and consult

it.

THE

c^k
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SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS

from "Lots"
By

RALPH WILK

NEWS
Boston

HOLLYWOOD

—

of the

DAY

Increased trailer busi-

ness, according to Maurice Master,
Charles "Chic" Sale in
Through Holland"
WriTH the booking of "Behind the
is the reason for the present expan"Windy"
11 mins.
Green Lights" for local open- Arthur Ziehm
sion move of the Master Motion
(M-G-M Oddity)
Interesting Travelogue
ing at the Hollywood Pantages thePicture Bureau which has taken
M-G-M
A
Standout
mins.
9
Devoting
good
a
portion
of
its
ater, all six Mascot features comover the quarters formerly occupied
One
characterizations
of
the
best
attention
to
architectural
beauties
pleted on the current schedule of 14
Paramount Manufacturing Co.,
He by
have opened locally at first-run of the country, this is a good sub- "Chic" Sale has ever done.
a premium concern.
The Bureau
plays
the
role
of
an
old
desert
rat
ject
of
its
kind,
well
photographed
houses.
Nat Levine, Mascot presiwill also expand to the second floor
who
comes
into town frequently
by
Willy
Goldberger
and
helped
addent, says this is something of a
of its Piedmont St. building.
record for the independents. Preced- ditionally by a musical background. from his prospecting to hobnob with
the
children
at
the
school
playThe
tour of the country starts in
ing "Behind the Green Lights" were
"Young and Beautiful," which open- the harbor of Amsterdam and em- ground. Due to his wild romancing
Arnold, Pa. Lipman sound equipcities in his story telling he fills the heads
ed at the RKO-Hillstreet; "Crimson braces various picturesque
of the kids with adventurous ideas, ment has been installed in the ArRomance" at the Orpheum; "In Old and native industries.
and the school board tries to run him nold theater and the house reopened
Santa Fe" at the Los Angeles theout of town. The story has a fine by Frank Castorina and Joe Bar"Rainbow Canyon"
ater; "The Marines Are Coming" at
human interest finish. A real nov- raco.
the Criterion, and "Little Men," M-G-M
8 mins.
elty, with "Chic" making it a standwhich is playing at the Orpheum
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)

"Stroll

—

portrayal

Fox in two weeks when he was allowed five weeks to do the job by
Fox executives, says that the main
reason he can perform such feats
is that he agrees at all times with

the
such as
Gorgeous Scenic
Canton, O. Grand Opera House
would do credit to any big feature.
gorgeous and beautiful
has been reopened with musical tabDirected by Harold Bucquet.
color reel of the famous Rainbow
loid shows, and may add films later.
Canyon showing the home of the
House has been wired for sound.
"Mediterranean Songs"
pioneer and redman as it is today
(Musical Moods Series)
in all its splendor of rugged gorges,
8 mins.
mountain peaks, and the marvelous First Division (Audio)
Akron, O.
Dave Chatkin, who
Fine
rock formations chiseled by nature
has the Palace here and the Palace
Photographed in Technicolor by in Youngstown, has returned from
thousands of years ago.
FitzPatrick does a fine narration.
Here is Robert Bruce, this subject shows Florida greatly benefited in health.

his pHayers.

a travel

out for

theater.
T

T
director

Irving Cummings,
who
recently hung up a record by completing "It's a Small World" for

TV

A

fine

very

—

—

subject right in our own exquisitely beautiful views along
country that is unmatched for scenic the Mediterranean by vocal and inpopular
rendition
of
beauty and grandeur anywhere in strumental

—

Lincoln, Neb.
Milton Overman,
Ross Alexander is replacing Phil
Italian airs. It is all beautifully city manager for the L. L. Dent
the world.
Regan in "Crashing Society," acdone, delighting both to the eye and theaters here, is down with the
cording to an announcement from
measles.
the ear.
the Warner lot, because the latter "Star Night at the Cocoanut Grove"
is busy on the "In Caliente" set.
(Colortone Musical)
Also in the cast are Guy Kibbee, M-G-M
18 mins.
June Martel, Edward Everett HorHollywood Nite Spot
ton, Nella Walker, Gordon WestPhotographed in Technicolor, this
cott, Judy Canova and ZaSu Pitts. musical revue is a grand buy for
any showman. This famous night
Robert Brent, Fox studio sound club, the Cocoanut Grove in Los
engineer, who has written screen Angeles, is presented on Star Night,
scenarios for several years as a side when all the Hollywood stars atline, has sold his latest effort, a tend.
Sell this to the fans as the
collaboration with Norman Huston, same
entertainment that nightly

"The Moon
company.
titled

Is Right," to the

thrills

the

stars.

Entertainers

in-

Ted Fio Rito and his orch,
Eduardo Durant's tango band, the
Fanchon and Marco Sunkist Beauties.
Leo Carrillo is the master of
ceremonies, and introduces a galaxy
of stars from the tables. Several of
them come to the mike and do a
clude

T

T

Marion Burns has been signed by
Paul Malvern to appear opposite
John Wayne in the next two Lone
Star westerns for Monogram, "The
Dawn Rider" and "Paradise Ranch."
The rest of the cast on "The Dawn
Rider," which starts Wednesday un-

bit.

Among

ford,

Jack Oakie, Arline Judge, Bing

these are

Mary

Pick-

Crosby, Gary Cooper.
Here is a
Reed Howes, Yakima Can- chance for the fans to watch the
Denny Meadows, Bert Dillard stars at play, being entertained by

der the direction of R. N. Bradbury,
includes
utt,

'

and Jack Jones.

Gorgeously produced, with
smartness, class and snap.
others.

T

T

Marian Marsh has been placed
under long term contract by Columbia.

T

Called back from the Bahamas,
where she was enjoying a holiday,
Lilian Bond has reached Hollywood
to report to the M-G-M studios for
a role in "China Seas."

The Quints Again

Mr. Dionne, the papa
Quintuplets, has been offered
many jobs by the Hollywood studios.
Seems as though they want him for
their production manager.

of

?

Paramount is borrowing John
Boles from Fox to appear with
Gladys Swarthout in "Rose of the
Rancho."

if
It

"Farewell to Fifth Avenue," the
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., novel, has
been bought by Sol M. Wurtzel, acting for Fox.

seems that

the

— Kings

County Dental Journal

Monogram has
ilton

the

signed Neil Hamfor two pictures, "Keeper of
Bees," which Christy Cabanne

will direct, and "Honeymoon Limited," to be directed by Arthur Lubin.

n
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BOARD MEMBERS SET

6
IN

NEW

• The Broadway Parade •

FOX MET, PLAN

Naughty
Mystery

(Continued from Page

Edwin Drood
in
Red

of

The Woman
The Little Colonel
The Man Who Knew Too
The Mystery Man (•)
The World Accuses (•)
The Wedding Night (2nd

1)

Artists Theater Circuit is
making available to Weisman $700,000 for the purposes of the reorganIn addition Weisman as
ization.
holder of the $7,766,386 unsecured
claim of Fox Theaters Corp- against
Fox Met. will reinvest in the new
company the liquidating value of
this claim, which is estimated at beAs
tween $200,000 and $500,000.
previously stated in The Film Daily
there will be a pro-rata distribution
of not less than $2,400,000 in cash
New 5 per cent
to bondholders.
ten-year debentures totaling $6,853,385 or 55 per cent of present outstanding debentures, will be issued.
The plan is presented by Weisman
with the acquiescence of the Fox
Met. bondholders' committee, which
assures its acceptance. Weisman is
the proponent of the plan as holder
of the entire capital stock of Fox
Metropolitan Theaters and the larg-

United

Universal
Warner Bros.
Fox.

Much

on

Living

Velvet

.

Criterion
Criterion
Rivoli

Strand

Paramount
S. S.

Paramount

Krellberg

Astor

Columbia
Columbia

GB

filob<»

Little Carnegie
55th St. Playhouse
Palace

Productions
National

First

(e)

TWO-A-DAY RUN
In

Garden

Monastery

a

(2nd week)

Co

G. Film

S.

Westminster

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS
La

Crise

Est

Moscow
Chapayev

Finie

(2nd week) (*)

European Film Dists.

(a)

55th

St.

First

Film Code Changes

5th Ave. Playhouse

Paramount
Columbia
Fpx

Love You Always (March 29)
Life Begins at 40 (d)

I'll

Unwelcome Stranger (e)
West Point of the Air (f
Brewster's Millions
Black Fury (h)
"

Dual

Bills.

(a)

Tenth week

(b)

Revivals.

(c)

Subsequent

)

Paramount
Roxy
Music Hall
Mayfair

M-G-M

Capitol
Rivoli

Strand

Follows Little Colonel.
Follows Man Who Knew Too
including run at Cameo,
(f) Follows Naughty Marietta.
(g> Follows the Wedding Night.
run.
(h) Follows Traveling Saleslady.
(d)
(e)

Campaign U.
Mae West Picture

S.

(Continued from Page 1)

Much.

—

Salaries

for

executive
in

manageBrooklyn

and vicinity to be leased to Frisch
& Rinzler will be $39,780 yearly, a
reduction from $44,200 under the
The Skouras
present agreement.

who will operate 44 theaters
New York City, Long Island and

Bros.,
in

Paramount exploitation depart- gal representative here, who will
ment by May 31. Judges are Oscar also appear at the coming hearing
Doob of Loew's; Mort Blumenstock,
Warners; John Dowd, RKO Theatters, Milton Feld, Monarch Theaters,
4 Pittsburgh Area Houses
and Alec Moss of Paramount.

Jersey, will have a drawing account
of $52,000 annually instead of $75,000 annually as under the present
Rental contracts will remain
pact.
as at present.
Skouras will deposit $300,000 security and Randforce will deposit
$350,000 security to be paid out of
dividends from earnings to guarantee performances of their operatTo prevent unjust
ing contracts.
discrimination by any film distributine company Skouras and Randforce
will pool their buying power, but
will deal separately in any deal for
United Artists or 20th Century prod-

A

trade

paper teaser campaign,

special press book and various national tieups are being arranged in
connection with the contest.

All film rental contracts excepting those with U. A. or 20th
Century will be subject to veto of
the new company.
The plan pro-

uct.

vides

also

for

cancellation

of

any

claims against Skouras Bros, on account of excess drawings. The Fox
Film franchise is retained.
There are sinking fund provisions
for the new debentures and provision is made that when 80 per cent
of the notes are retired the bondholders shall no lonjrer have any
privilege of

naming

directors.

Bal-

Scheduled to Reopen Soon
(Continued from Page

Western
Net

Electric

Cuts Loss

of $7,751,548 is reported for
1934 by Wcsfern Electric, of which
Electrical Research Products is a subsidiary.
The previous year, W. E had
a loss of $13,772,504.
loss

928,577.
is

erated by Glen Floyd and Joe Huszar, former rivals in business but
now partners in a circuit, of small
houses; the New Linden, Bellview,
to be reopened April 5 by Lou Padolf, former salesman for the local
RKO exchange, and the Salem in
Salem, W. Va., to be operated by
Charles Anderson of the Alpine

Theater Circuit.
Atlantic Acquires "Silver Lining"
Atlantic Pictures, headed by R.
M. Savini, has taken over distribution of "Silver Lining,, Patrician
picture.

—

pendent Exhibitors, Allied

affiliate,

Earnings of Skouras Bros, from is set tentatively for the second
operations in the year 1934 were Tuesday in April.
New Erpi and
$121,101. Randforce showed a profit RCA
service fee
plans will
be
of $48,536.

among

Les Bain Makes Harlem Short
Les Bain has formed Vanguard
Productions and turned out a short
tentatively called "Harlem Sketches,"
giving the background of the recent
Harlem rioting. The subject has a

musical background by George AnVanguard has opened offices
at 729 Seventh Ave.

thiel.

Extend Time on Claims
Extension of time to April 20 to
exceptions to Special Master
Joyce's report denying the Paramount trustees' petition to expunge
the claims arising under the Loew
and Momand anti-trust suits has
file

been

granted

by

Federal

Judge

"Saleslady" at Strand Wednesday
First National's "Traveling Saleslady," with Joan Blondell, Hugh
Herbert, Glenda Farrell and William Gargan, opens Wednesday evening at the Strand

Lamp Prices Reduced
reduction averaging 21 per cent
in the list price of 60 per cent of all
large incandescent lamps, effective
April 1, is announced by Gerard
Swope, president of General Elec-

A

tric.

professional
Wave of amateur

shows total assets of $16,- Boston Allied Unit Meets in April
Boston Next meeting of IndeCash in hand and in banks

put at $2,021,412.

studio here to avoid high taxes intended by the government to protect native pictures.

Coxe.

1)

ance sheet for Fox Met. as of Jan.
31, 1935,

Sydney An American producing
company is preparing to open a new

1)

licity

the

ment of the 36 theaters

intact
after the
"boiling down"
process.
It seems certain that no
effort will be made to eliminate
clauses determining maximum working hours and minimum wage scales.

Building Australian Studio

Court May Hear
Film Stoppage Case
(Continued from Page

1)

Quoting an established Administration policy, they feel that
provisions dealing with labor and
unfair trade practices will remain
ture.

Strand

and exploitation campaigns by binding contracts and defended his
exhibitors playing the picture May right to charge a nickel for kids.
Under the plan, con- Whether the case is heard by a state
1 and May 10.
ceived by Neil F. Agnew, sales man- or a federal
court depends
on
ager, and worked out by Robert M. whether the judge interprets it as
advertising
and
Gillham, director of
involving violation of NRA or the
publicity, and Alec Moss, exploita- state recovery act.
tion manager, there will be a first
Plaintiff is represented by Sidney
Queen Anne, Tivoli, Park, prize of $500, second $350, third Thalman. Defendants, at time the
ace,
Ogden, Mosholu, Tuxedo. The Audu- $200, two of $100 each and five of injunction was granted, were repreCampaigns must reach sented by Robert Strange, NRA lebon Theater will not be taken back $50 each.
into the circuit.

Predicted as Minor
(Continued from Page

Columbia
.United Artists
First National

(g)

$1,500 Prizes in

On New

National

1)

the showing of duals at least during
one change a week. A meeting of
members of the M. P. Exhibitors'
Ass'n will shortly be held to determine this matter. Members of the
association expressed themselves as
satisfied with the result of the single feature policy which has been
locally general except for the six
houses which opened after July 8.
The six dual houses are the Alhambra, Metropolitan, Temple, Family,
Erie and Rex.

FUTURE OPENINGS
Traveling Saleslady (March 27)
Private Worlds
(March 27)

CLEVELAND

Playhouse

Acme

iWorld

Camille

.

Cameo

Amkino
Amkino

Laughs

IN

(Continued from Page

ftoxy

Mayfair
Music Hall

United Artists
First National

(b) ..

SEEN

Capitol
Rialto

.

GB Productions
Monogram
Monogram

week)
Gold Diggers of 1935 (2nd week)
Ruggles of Red Gap (3rd week)
The Lost City (5th week)
It
Happened One Night (b)
It Happened One Night
(2nd week)
Man of Aran (b*)

est unsecured creditor.
Stock in the new company will be

divided between United Artists Theater Circuit and Weisman as reTen-year
ceiver for Fox Theaters.
operating contracts are provided for
Skouras Bros, and Frisch & Rinzler.
Eighty-five theaters are involved
in the plan, including 77 leaseholds
Under
and eight fee properties.
the plan the leases on the following
be transferred to
will
theaters
wholly-owned subsidiaries of the
new company, to release the new
company from any liability on the
leases: Alhambra, Biltmore, Carlton,
Stratford, Glenwood, Parthenon, Rivera, Walker, Senate, Culver, Leader, Crescent, Dumont, Pascack, Pal-

M-G-M

Marietta

MODIFIED DUALS BAi*

Theater

Distributor

Picture

l«5

Monday, March 25,

the details discussed.

Amateurs

auditions
vaudeville field has resuH
unin
crop of so-called amateurs who
a
actually are professionals but conceal
their status in order to accept the terms
of the amateur sponsors.
As a result,
the American Federation of Actors is
taking action to curb this activity on
the ground that it is an unfair practice.
radio

and

IliMilllilll'I^HIIWIIIIIiillllll—Mlllllll—IW
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CENTS

Hold Preliminary Confab Today on Duals, Prices

seeOy

increase! originalsjlassics
Ascap

of

Trial

;

THE

DON CARLE GILLETTE

By

Due

=

tendered

proposal,

latest

by

Harry

never be permanently or universally effective as long as there are producers who turn out pictures specifically for
twin bills.
pictures
It is the showing of two bad
together,
because neither one is good
enough to stand alone, that causes the
competition to double up with first-rate
will

attractions which

progress

would be made

the problem
producers, especially
geared their pictures

in

if

solving

all

independents,

definitely for showing as single features,
and if the low-admission houses were allowed to show only the inferior class of
product, thus educating the public to the
fact that cheap prices mean lower quality
product in the movies the same as in any-

thing

else.

—•—

PROVING

once

again

that

there

is

no

Broadway lately has embraced such widely
contrasting specimens as Charles Laughton's
"Ruggles of Red Gap," the musical "Roberta," Shirley Temple as "The Little Colonel,"
Victor Herbert's "Naughty Marietta," the
Soviet jazz

Laughs"

Schwartz
office

of

the

represented

Nathan
the

the first time in several
years,
all
downtown houses are
running.
This includes the old Empress
and Cox's, which is playing legit. Practically
all
stands
are
playing
films

so-

or

films

and vaudeville.

EXPECT EXTENSION

ON CODE PAYMENT

ciety.

DUGATIONAL TO MAKE
110 SHORTS IN '35-36
Educational's 1935-36 program,
will be completely set in
about a week will approximate 110
shorts, President E. W. Hammons
indicated yesterday.
Current season lineup provides 52 two-reelers
and 58 single reels.

and

comedy

GB's

called

"Moscow

melodramatic

Who Knew

"The Man

Para. Officers Deny
Salary-Bonus Charges
General denials of charges in the
trustees' suits against
various former and present Paramount officers, over alleged unreasonable salaries, bonuses and results
of stock transactions, have been
filed by all except six defendants
who have not yet been reached.
These six are Herman Wobber, A.
A. Kaufman, Jesse L. Lasky, J. C.

Paramount

single or set formula for turning out hit
pictures, the superior film fare offered on

lively

Arthur
Burkan

— For

is

Sam

Katz

and

Kohn.

distinctive

A couple of them, because of their origin,
are not apt to collect much cash in this
cof "try, but they're worth a visit from the
Wf- ji»ood fraternity who want to see how

Spring Advertising Splash

Mapped by Blank

—

Circuit

Plans for a two-month
Omaha
spring advertising campaign for the
entire A. H. Blank circuit in Nebraska, Iowa and Illinois were laid
here at a meeting of all the executives and leading managers of the
Atcircuit Friday and Saturday.
tending the meeting were, G. Ralph
Branton, general manager of the
circuit; Stan Brown, eastern Iowa
district manager; Evert R. Cummings, western Iowa and Nebraska

studios

are

coming along.

Big Way, Hays Annual
Report Shows
A decided increase in adaptations
from literary classics, operatic films
and original scripts of the finer type,
is predicted for the coming year by
Will H. Hays, president of the M.
P.P.D.A., in his annual report presented yesterday. Citing a long list
of masterpieces already projected,
Hays said that there is a "growing
demand for romantic comedy as
against lessening interest in sex

OFFICERS, DIRECTORS
As
Hays

expected, all officers of the
association were re-elected at
the annual meeting of its board of
directors yesterday, following the
annual session at
organization's
which all directors were again
named. Officers are: president, Will
H. Hays; secretary, Carl E. Mil(Continued on Page 8)

Code Auth'y to Take

Up

executive secretary, tenders
a report on conditions involving 60
Flinn,

Brandt, Moskowitz, Thompson
Confer Today on Duals, Prices
Maryland Seeks to Boost
Film Examination Charge

—

(Continued on Page 2)

Screen Going Classic in a

manager; Ted Emerson, Bill
K. C. Admission Situation
Miskel and George Bickford, Omaha
The troublesome Kansas City adhouse managers; Don Fuller, city
manager of Hastings, Neb.; Eddie mission price situation will be conRalph Forrester, city manager of Grand sidered by the Code Authority at
(Continued on Page 6)
its session Thursday when John C.
district

Postponing a general conference
of circuit and major company exeBaltimore Charges for the ex- cutives until later in the week, posThursday or Friday, Harry
DID William C. DeMille really mean it amination of original and duplicate sibly to president
of the I. T. 0. A.,
when he told a dramatic graduating films by the state censors would be Brandt,
will hold
class last week that "there is something materially increased under the pro- yesterday indicated that he

tfe-noreign

Fall

HAYS GRIpTE-ELECT

thriller

Too Much."

Every one of these pictures
for a different reason.

Graham,

Next

Another 30-day extension of the drama per se."
period in which delinquent exhibiFrom a compilation of the source
tors can pay their 1934 code assess- of material produced last year, the
ments will probably be voted by the Hays office found 40 per cent origCode Authority at its meeting
(Continued on Page 6)
Deadline for the first
Thursday.
extended period ended yseterday.

which

process.

Better

yesterday when counsel for the
plaintiff asked for immediate trial.

despite their quality are

damned by the teaming up

automatically

the

an overcrowded calendar,
Government's anti-trust
action against Ascap will probably
go over until next Fall, Judge Knox
of the U. S. District Court indicated
to

Until

Cincy Back to Par
Cincinnati

trial of the

'
Brandt of the I.T.O.A., for improving
the prestige of the industry and aiding its
box-office by eliminating double features,
shelving bad pictures and raising admissions,
has merits that deserve consideration.
But the eradication of duals by agree-

ment

Seen

is

Delaying Government Action

the passing parade

.

.

Going Over

is

Crowded Calendar

Viewing
.

Suit

hays

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 8)

Nevada Invites Studios
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Paul Balli, representative
of the Las Vegas, Nev., Chamber of
is
here to confer with producers on a proposal to establish studios

Commerce,
in

Nevada

if

legislation

enactment

in

California makes a move necessary. He
has already talked with several producing executives.

m
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Warner

Philly Houses
In Box-Office Drive

Philadelphia
ture to Ted

—As

a welcome ges-

Schlanger,

recently
made circuit head in this zone, Warner theater managers in this territory are staging a "Philadelphia
Managers' Parade" drive for business
starting April 12 and running to

The committee in charge
of the drive includes Harry Goldberg, Dave Miller and Ellis Shipman.
June

8.

and
"Seventy
Million
Can't Be Wrong!"

villification:

Moviegoers

Weekly

Studied by Committee

Sunday from Hollywood.
committee

Yesterday's

Sophie K. Smith Opens
Service for Screenings
Sophie K. Smith, former managing director of the Little Picture
House and associated with The Film
Bureau, has gone in business on her
own, with headquarters at 317 East
50th St., offering a complete service
for motion picture screenings of all
kinds.
She plans to put on shows
for hotels, clubs, schools, industries,
private homes, etc., indoors or outdoors,
using:
Western
Electric
equipment for either 16mm. or
film.

Paramount Shipments

meeting

Lazarus, representing Al Lichtman
and Charles L. O'Reilly, in addition

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Allen Rivkin has
been made production assistant to
Sol Wurtzel at the Fox studio. He
will also continue his writing activities.

West Coast Bureau of
FILM DAILY
lowing on
Alfred

A.

Cohn

from
THE
to the fol-

their

birthday:

Trevor

Faulkner

—

special

of

froi

Amity

the

and Charlotte,
with JOHNNY

New

representative,

AL JOLSON

for

has

ei
ai

COSENl

week

a

arrive in New York toda|
after completing annual mo
Warner's,
"Go into You

will

Hollywood

Hon

picture

for

Dance."

LEW SCHREIBER,

casting

director

20t|

of

Century Pictures, is in New York from HollyT
wood on a quest for acting talent to b|
used in forthcoming Darryl
Zanuck produ
tions.

AL LICHTMAN left for Chicago yesterdal
afternoon.
He spends a few days in th I
Windy City and then heads West to attenl
a showing of "Les Miserables" at the Chines|
Theater in Los Angeles on Friday.
SILVERBERG,

T.

New
GEORGE ORTH is

York

in

is

in

Buffalo

for

New

brief

film

at|

stay.

Orleans from

NeJ

York.

DAVE CHASEN
auto en

route

AUSTIN

New

left

at

KEOUGH,

C.

J.

who

an

MCCARTHY

J.

yesterday

is

illness,

Atlantil

in

due bac|

is

Monday.

office

his

York yesterday bl

the Coast.

to

City recuperating from

returned
Hollywood.

from

New

to

Yor|

ROSEMARY AMES, who was

married Saturl
to J.
Abner Stilwell, vice!
the Continental Illinois National
Bank & Trust Co., will return to HollywooJ
to continue her Fox contract, which runs fof
another year.

day

Chicago

in

president

of

MARY VUONO,
returned

from

JULES

RIEFF,

Connecticut
lengthy

a

sojourn

Columbia

exhibitor,
ha|
in Florida.

auditor,

is

Bos

in

I

ton.
J.

in

MCCARTHY,

Boston,

where

LOUIS LESSER
Boston

in

has

Universal division managerj
his wife has been ill.

of the Century Film ExchangJ
returned from a vacation iif

Bermuda.

EDWARD McEVOY,
RKO, was

in

Boston

OWEN MARSH,

eastern sales manager fol

week.

last

theatrical designer,
West Indian Cruise.

the Brittanic on a

or]

is

ROGER PRYOR
guest

Para.

Atlanta
York

in

in

from

is

Rivkin Aide to Wurtzel

York

stay.

J.

to Flinn.

New

in

is

PARKER, manager

L.

TINO,

Justin, Paul

on

the

is
coming east to appear a|
Rudy Vallee radio program.

Names

Starlets
WALTER FUTTER arrives in New York
a vote of 280 week from the coast.
BEN PIAZZA of the Paramount studios!
stars, directors, writers and studio
executives. Paramount has picked is on an eastern talent scouting trip.
the following contract players as its
JOHN ZANFT is in New York.
star protegees: Grace Bradley. Ann
PAUL KOHNER and his wife, LUPITA TO-|
Sheridan. Gertrude Michael, Wendy VAR, are due in Hollywood next week fron
Barrie, Gail Patrick and Katherine Europe.
HAL HORNE and HERB JAEDICKER get back
DeMille.
Hollywood

—By

Highest In Its History
Paramount's shipments of feaCloses Deal on Chaney Films
tures, shorts and Paramount News
George H. Callaghan has closed
the week ended March 16 "exceeded
any week on record in Paramount" a deal whereby Bill Steiner of Comand indications for the two closing modore Pictures will distribute 24
weeks of the 3-1-1 contest are even seven-reel features starring Lon
better, according to Neil P. Agnew, Chaney, Jr., and to be produced
over a period of three years by Ray
general sales manager.
Kirkwood. First picture is to start
April 15 in Hollywood.
Carl Drane Reopens Bard's
wishes

W.
rived

torney,

A

was attended by Sidney

CANNON

REGINA
Hollywood.

HERBERT

L. A. Zoning Report

— —

tion, oppression

BENJAMIN GLAZER, associate producer a
Paramount, will fly to New York today t
line up some radio headliners for
"The Bi
Broadcast of 1935."
Mrs.
Glazer
(Sharo
Lynne) will accompany him.

changes

of

much promise

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia

up 60 German, Hungarian and
other continental features for their
American premieres at the Casino
and Tobis theaters here.
lined

report on the inter-territory
in the Broadway theater.
zones at Los Angeles was studied
Most of these playwrights, the records
by the Code Authority committee on
show, lately have been doing pretty well
clearance and zoning yesterday, prefor the amusement world and for themliminary to presenting a report to
selves out in Hollywood.
the parent body Thursday when it
Which, to a confirmed holder-outer like
holds its next meeting. The report,
Nathan, probably still is decadence.
which clarifies conditions in connec•
tion with the Fox protest against
CUGGESTED slogan for combatting sun- zoning at 12 spots, was brought in
** dry and all forms of screen condemna- by John C. Flinn, executive secretary, who returned to New York on

35mm.

493/4
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Ind

just an old prejudice,

the
decadence of
dramatists who once showed

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Columbia

is

about

r*.

Con.

fundamental requisite of

a

theatrical entertainment.

C PEAKING

FINANCIAL

60 Foreign Features

the passing parade

.

If
limited personal
may be
a
taken as a reliable straw, most of the
present younger generation, the mass theatergoing section, not only considers the
btage dull and unattractive in comparison
with the screen, but does not derive the
same satisfying illusions from watching
actors in person as it gets from the movies.
The chief reason, of course, is that the
screen, because of its very unreality, is
far more effective in creating the make-

** Nathan

CODS

m

Joseph Sheinmann, president of
Casino Theater Co., owners of a
group of foreign language houses
(Continued from Paye 1)
and also importers of pictures, with
so deep-rooted in our hearts about the theheadquarters at the 86th St. Casino
ater that we'd rather see living drama
Theater in New York, returns next
than that on the screen"?
month from abroad after having
inquiry
.
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Minevitch for Cantor Film
Hollywood Carl Drane, veteran
showman, has reopened the former
Borrah Minevitch and his HarBard's Hillstreet. Fifteen thousand monica Rascals have been signed
dollars was spent in remodeling the through the William Morris Agency
house, which will be known as the for Samuel Goldwyn's next Eddie
Town Theater.
Cantor film.

tl

from the coast this week after conferring
with
Darryl
Zanuck on
forthcoming
20th
Century product.
Zanuck also is on a New
York trip, with plans to return west in
couple of weeks for an Alaskan jaunt.

NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone sales execuis
on his way back to New York from|
the west, with stopovers.
tive,

The-
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31 N CRA
T:

ANS

N DOUGLAS
Shirley Grey, Roscoe Ates,
William Collier, Jiv Sybil
Elaine,

Herbert Rawlinson.

Directed by Crane Wilbur from

tfi

story by Edward Dean Sullivan
Produced by Burt Kelly.

first-hand story of a super crook who was "too big" for the
j^egera! men stepped in J . . . All the hush money in the world
$\mi then! . . . Nine long years in jail to think it over . . . and
h mce loved him in the arms of his own smooth-talking lawyer I
sai

a/

i

IRS T OF A NEW
CYCLE OF MELODRAMAS!
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HOLD CONFAB TODAYg,

Labor Secretary Cites Studio Gains

—

CLASSICS

IN ORIGINALS,

San Francisco A "boom" in the film studios, where employment for January was
at the highest peak for the six years during which records are available, was cited by
Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins yesterday in addressing a labor legislation conference here.
Miss Perkins stressed the .mportance of an effective labor department
in every state.

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)
inals, 40.5 per cent adapted from
classics, novels and short stories,

and
and

from stage plays
musicals, with the trend to
originals showing an increase.
Urging more of the higher type
films,
Hays
voices
a
warning
against complacency and declares
"the measure of progress for the
screen is the extent to which fine
pictures become the rule, not the exception."
He added that "there is
no saturation point of public interest in truly wholesome and recrea19.5 per cent

entertainment."
advised against cycles and
stressed the wisdom of heeding pubopinion.
lic
Commenting on the
steady rise of film quality over the
years, Hays said that many people
who once rarely attended the movies
are now giving their patronage to
the fine films and producers should
tive

He

encourage this

clientele.

Hays praised sound

for

making

it

Pittsburgh Briefs

to

literary

quality

and

box-office.

First for Tibbett
Bureau of THE FILM D

Hollywood — "Diamond

West C

::t

Harris-Alvin won't close for the
summer but will continue with pic-

Iowa Items

Horseshoe"

be the initial film for Lawrence Tibbett under his five-year
contract with 20th Century.
Story
will

is an
original by Bess Meredyth
and George Marion, Jr. and will be
placed in work by Darryl Zanuck
early in July.
"Sing, Governor,
Sing!" originally intended as Tibbett's first, will be used as a vehicle
for Paul Whiteman and his band.

Eugene V. Brewster Marries
Eugene V. Brewster, one-time
movie fan magazine publisher, writand authors' agent, and Liane
Brooklyn were married quietJersey City on Saturday.
Brewster now is putting out a dental hygiene preparation which he
developed in a Brooklyn laboratory.
er

Hill of
ly
in

Schlinker Recuperating
Providence
Harry Schlinker,
manager of the RKO Albee, is recovering from a minor operation.

—

"Colonel" Big at Music Hall
Fox's "Little Colonel," Shirley Temple picture, did so well at the Music
Hall
over
the
week-end that it is
likely to be held a second week.

At

the

Mayfair,

GB's

Who Knew Too Much"
above

average

extension.

and

also

looks

"The
is

set

Man

drawing
for

an

—

Mapped

Kittaning.

IILY

Cleveland Chatter

—

!)

a preliminary talk with C. C. Moskowitz of Loew's and Major L. E.
Thompson of RKO at 11 a. m. this
morning on the subject of double
features and admission price sales

Cleveland M. B. Horwitz, circuit
Pittsburgh Moe Gould, formerly
with First Division here, is now owner and organization leader, has
salesman for Motion Picture Sup- a new grandson, Stuart Barrett Mil- in New York City.
ply Co., covering West Virginia and ler, born last week to his daughter,
Mrs. Richard Miller.
Ohio.
Paul Gusdanovic, circuit owner, Spring Advertising Splash
Sam Galanty, Columbia district
manager in Washington, here on and Mrs. Gusdanovic are back from
by Blank Circuit
Florida. Dave Chatkin extended his
business at the local exchange.
(Continued from Page I)
Florida
vacation
several
extra Island, Neb.; Lloyd Davidson, CapJames H. Rankin, manager of the
weeks.
itol manager, and C. W. Peterson,
Bridgeville, in Mercy Hospital with
Bob Drew, brother of Frank Princess manager, both of Sioux
a damaged knee.
Drew, M-G-M branch manager, has City; Joe Dietz, circuit booker;
L. B. Cool, Fulton manager, and
joined First Division as salesman in Charles Schlaifer, advertising manchief,
A.
local
U.
Bert Stearn,
ager of Omaha and western area;
the Toledo territory.
tossed a dinner Sunday at the RooseDorothy Day, of Des Moines, home
"Roberta"
had
two
such
big
velt Hotel for the critics and their
office advertising department, and
wives. They were later entertained weeks at Warners' Hippodrome that
Leo McKechney, circuit auditor.
at the Fulton with a private show- it was decided to move it over to
the Allen, another Warner downing of "The Scarlet Pimpernel."
George Tyson announced that the town house, for an extended run.

produce masterpieces, tures and vaudeville.
such as Shakespeare and the forthFollowing the example of local
coming operas, which would never neighborhood houses, theaters in
have been possible on a silent surrounding towns are adding weekscreen.
He said the results of the ly amateur programs. Latest in
past year had proved his theory that line are the Columbia in Sharon,
quality can be produced in quan- the
Paramount in Latrobe, the
tity and that it is possible to meet Strand in Ridgway, the Butler in
the combined responsibility of en- Butler, the Jefferson in Punxsutawtertainment, social value, art. drama, ney and the State and Columbia in
possible

ON DUALS, ADMISSIONS

Des Moines

—In

Nat Holt, RKO division manager,
reports the RKO Palace last week
set up a new house record with Earl
Carroll's "Vanities" on the stage

"Buck" Stoner, M-G-M office manager, and Maurice Spitalny, orchestra leader, will be "kings" at today's Variety Club luncheon.

Chicago Notes
anniversary of A. H. Blank's entry
into the theater business a number
Chicago June Grabiner, daughter
of regional meetings are being held of Hai*ry Grabiner, executive of the
in the territory of Tri-States TheChicago White Sox, has been signed
ater Corp., of which Blank is presi- by Warners to a five-year optional
dent.
The first of these sessions contract and will make her first
was held last week in Davenport, screen appearance in a bit part in
attended by Ralph Branton, Stanley "Crashing Society."
Brown, Dorothy Day, Rocky NewPolly Moran headlines the stage
ton, John Krier and others.
Second bill at the Oriental this week, sharmeeting was in Omaha and the ing honors with Dorothy Page, radio
third in Des Moines this week.
star who has just taken some sucJ. C. Collins recently opened the cessful movie tests for M-G-M and
Princess, Fort Dodge.
Universal.
Miss Moran flew in
Ray Coffman, distributor of bank from the coast. Margo is headlinnight, has gone to Kansas City on ing the Chicago theater stage bill
this week.
business.
"Roberta," which opened at the
Quad-City
Theater
Managers,
newly organized association held its RKO Palace on Friday, is being
It is
expected
first annual ball in Davenport last heavily exploited.
to remain at the Palace for several
week.
weeks.
Paramount theater, Des Moines,
Bcbe Daniels, Ben Lyon and
is opening a former popular feature,
Skeets Gallagher are booked to apthe Hollywood movie box revue.
pear at the Chicago theater in their
Lina Basquett in person headed the
play, "Hollywood Holiday," in a
bill March 22 and 23.
couple of weeks.

—

—

Nick Warren, former mangoes to the Charlotte headquarters of the Sipes theaters.
city.

ager,

(Continued from Page

1)

pending in the
and "Murder on a Honeymoon" on Maryland General Assembly. Present charge of $2 for examination
the screen.
of each film of 1,000 feet or less
Caldwell Brown, Zanesville circuit
would be increased to $3.50.
The
owner, was in town visiting with
charge for the examination of each
major branch managers.
duplicate or print would be doubled,
Jack Flanagan of Tri-State Mogoing from $1 to $2.
tion Pictures is back from a business trip to New York.

honor of the 21st

Carolina Circuit Adds House
Burlington, N. C. North Carolina
Theaters of Charlotte has purchased
the Alamance Theater here from
the Sipes Circuit. J. B. Austin will
act in a general managerial capa-

Maryland Seeks to Boost
Film Examination Charge

J.

W.

Griffin

Gets Theater

—

Charlotte, N. C.
J. W. Griffin,
owner of a theater in York, S. C,
has bought the Romina at Forest

Mrs. Agnes Whitlock has been
in charge of the Romina.
Griffin
will continue to operate his York
theater, with Mrs. Griffin in active

visions

a

bill

Dept. of Justice Denies
Giving Approval of Film
THE FILM DAILY
Washington Denying a report in
a movie magazine to the effect that
the Department of Justice had offiWashington Bureau of

—

approved a film to be made in
Hollywood dealing with the work
of the Department's agents, Attorney General Cummings has issued a
cially

statement saying that the Depart-

ment has not approved any scenario
or

nor

picture,

any person
vice

has

it

authorized

to furnish technical ad-

or assistance on such a film.

One producer

did

come

to

Wash-

ington and submit some scenarios,
which
were considered inappropriate, Cummings stated, and the
producer was informed while here
that the Department would be glad
to furnish a technical adviser in order that a true portrayal of the
activities of the Department of Justice agents might be assured, but
this offer was not accepted.

Eight Pittsburgh Houses
Giving Junior Matinees
Pittsbuigh

— The

Melrose in Car-

joined the other seven neighborhood theaters in giving Saturday morning "junior matinees."
Programs presented are approved
by the State Federation of Women's
Clubs.
rick

m

$176,316 K-A-0 Loss

City.

charge.

of

by

Net loss of $176,316.15 is reported
Keith-Albce-Orpheum, RKO theater
for the year ended Dec. 31.

subsidiary

-"

THE
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^newSoF day«

^lONGTHE

—

Iowa City Work has started on
a 480-capacity theater for the University of Iowa.

PHIL

here.

•

—Allen Sparrow, manager
Vincent interests

•

the Norfolk district, announces
that Leo Trainor has succeeded J.
F. Rogers as manager of the Strand

•

•

FIREWORKS

the

T
AMPA

nominating

com-

mittee met yesterday at the M. P. Club and chose their ticket
for the pressagey organization
now the independent committee are soon to get together and nominate an Opposition
Ticket
these two tickets will be submitted to the
membership at the meeting on April 25 for election
it
promises to be a real battle
with both committees putting

Rogers has become manager
V. house in Harris-

AMPA

W. &

burg, Pa.

up a strong

Seattle Sidelights
Amusement admissions
Seattle

slate

T

—

•

•

•

SONG NUMBERS

•

•

•

LOOKS AS

•

•

•

WEEK-ENDERS

T

from Warners' "Go Into Your
Dance" will be broadcast by Rudy Vallee Thursday eve over
the NBC network
the famous Salici Puppets
the
Italian marionette troupe
start a week's engagement at
the Roxy on Friday
Mrs. James A. Farley, wife of the
Postmaster General, will be one of the guests at the M. P.
Club Forum luncheon today
Louis Nizer will act as conf erencier
Pauline Starke sails on the Manhattan for England tomorrow
Pauline looks more attractive than ever,
and will probably be grabbed up by one of the British producers seeking American star-sheen to put glamour in their pix.

are to yield an annual tax of $300,000 to the state of Washington by
the new revenue bill which the State
All
House approved at Olympia.
movie houses of the state with admissions of twenty cents and over
would have to pay on the basis of
a one cent tax on such admission.

James Andrus has been named
assistant to William Hartford
the Evergreen in Everett.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

THE VERY

time
with Major Bowes and Nelson Eddy pressing the
button that flashed the beam all over Times Square
and all over the sky
Some Flash

in

here.
of a

•

latest in Skyprojectors was shown for
the first time in this country
in front of the Capitol theater as a plug for "Naughty Marietta"
an English invention that throws a beam of light one mile
a regular Cloud
Buster
at 7:15 last nite it was turned on for the first

—

&

at

Rex Stevenson has been named

TV

Hard Boiled
gent, has fallen hard for "Naughty Marietta"
Charlie
took the pix home and screened it on the occasion of his mother's
birthday party
the entire Moskowitz clan was on hand.

as booker for the Sterling Circuit.
Howard Amusement Co. has been
incorporated at Spokane with capitalization of $10,000, for the purpose of maintaining theaters.
In-

if

Charlie Moskowitz, the

T

Pembroke
Arthur Loew's
Glen Cove estate
were Joe Vogel, Morty Spring, Oscar
Doob
Arthur has named each hole of his private golf
course after one of the important world cities in which the M-GM foreign dep't operates theaters
Mort Spring got lost in

corporators are H. D. and R. McBride and L. L. Francis.
Matt Apperton has gone to San
Francisco for Universal.

at

the rough just off Brisbane, Australia

A.-20th Century

•

Boston

— Arthur

Book

Foley, for 20
years chief projectionist at the RKO
Boston, has written a book, "Breezy
Adventure," based on his vacation
travels. Bruce Humphries will publish it next month.

Florence Moore Dead
Philadelphia Florence Moore, 49,
stage comedienne who also has appeared in some films, died late Saturday in the Fitzgerald Mercy Hospital at Darby, local suburb.
She
had undergone an operation for can-

—

cer.

New Maryland Company

—

The State Amusement Company, 1401 North Milton
Baltimore

Avenue, has been incorporated by
John A. Kircher, James L. Whittle and
Katherine Freeh, all off
Baltimore.

•

A NEW

arrival in our hamlet is Baby Rose Marie
the "Darling of the Air" has just returned from Hollywood where she starred in a series of musical shorts for Universal, "At the Mike"
she scored so decisively that she
has been signed by one of the majors for a leading role in a
musical that goes into production in April

EXCELLENTLY HANDLED IN ALL DEPARTMENTS.
all

This is a class production that will satisfy
the Arliss fans. As the witty, resource-

uncrowned ruler of France, who outhis
enemies at every turn, Arliss
Another
gives an outstanding portrayal.

ful

wits

praiseworthy characterization is that furnished by Edward Arnold as King Louis.
The picture has been ideally cast down
to its smallest role, and Rowland V. Lee,
who showed his skill in handling a cos-

tume

picture

in

"The

Count

of

Monte

turned in a laudable direcCesar Romero and Maureen
torial job.
O'Sullivan are excellent as the young lovLister,
ers.
Dumbrille,
Francis
Douglass
Halliwell
Hobbes, Lumsden Hare, Viola
Kemble Cooper and Russell Hicks are
among the important principals.
Cast: George Arliss. Maureen O'Sullivan,
Edward Arnold, Cesar Romero, Douglass
Dumbrille, Francis Lister, Halliwell Hobbes,
Katharine AlexViolet Kemble Cooper,
ander, Robert Harrigan, Joseph Toze, Lumsden Hare, Russell Hicks, Keith Kenneth,
Murray Kinnell, Herbert Bunston, Leonard
Mudie, Pat Somerset, Gilbert Emery, Holmes
Herbert, Lionel Belmore, Reginald Barlow.
Producers, William Gcetz, Raymond Griffith;
Director, Rowland V. Lee; Author,
Edward Bulwer-Lytton; Screenplay, Maude
Howell, Cameron Rogers, W. P. Lipscomb;
Cameraman, Peverell Marley; Recording
Engineers, Vinton Vernon, Roger Heman;
Editor, Sherman Todd.
Direction, Aces. Photography, Best.
has

Cristo",

"RENDEZVOUS AT MIDNIGHT"
Ralph

Bellamy,

Valerie

Universal

Hobson
62 mins.

WEAK MURDER MYSTERY WITH MILD
ALTHOUGH CAST WORKS

BASIC STORY

HARD TO MAKE
As

murder

IT GO.

melodramas

rales rather low.

The

go,

cast does

this

one

its

best,

with good work by Valerie Hobson, Catherine Doucet, Irene Ware, Purnell Pratt,
Ralph Bellamy, Helen Jerome Eddy, Kathlyn Williams and others, but the affair as
into anything very
a whole doesn't jell
Valerie, in love with
Bellamy,
strong.
a busy police chief, and desiring to have
him come to see her, plays a prank by
• • • FIRST
dance of the Rialto Theater Sertelephoning that she has killed a man.
vice Club
composed of the theater's uniformed staff
When Bellamy arrives, he tells her that
will be held at the K. of C. hotel on the eve of April 12
the man actually has been bumped off, and
tickets can be secured from chairman Frank Galardi at the
Valerie is incriminated by a piece of dress
theater
trimming that matches one of her gowns.
Two similar gowns had been sold to other
Maryland Town Seeks Sun. Shows
Competition for Kuykendall
Baltimore Power to permit SunColumbus, Miss. Ed Kuykendall's clients, leading to a solution freeing Valerie.
Cast: Ralph Bellamy, Valeria Hobson,
day movies in Oakland, Md., and to Princess is to have competition with
fix the regulations under which they the announcement that David Flex- Catherine Doucet, Irene Ware, Helen Jercould be displayed would be placed er and Bernard Haberfeld of Penn- ome Eddy, Kathlyn Williams, Vivien Oakin the hands of the Mayor and City sylvania will build.
The old opera land, Purnell Pratt, Arthur Vinton, William
Council there by the terms of a bill house site has been secured by them Arnold, W. P. Carletcn, Edgar Kennedy,
which has been introduced in the and construction is to start in a Gaile Arnold, James Bush, Katharine Hall,
William Ruel.
Maryland General Assembly.
few days.
Producer, Lou Ostrow; Director, Christy
Showing Penguin Film
Tim Donahue's Mother Dead
Cabanne; Author, Gaetano Fazio; Screen"Dassan," a film dealing with
Boston The mother of Tim Don- play, Gladys Unger, Ferdinand Reyher;
penguins, will be shown Saturday ahue, formerly with Warners here Cameraman, Robert Planck; Recording Enby the Junior Film Society at the and now with Columbia in Buffalo, gineer, Richard Tyler; Editor, Harry Markey.
School for Social Research.
is dead.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

IT IS not true that Tom Hamlin was forced to resign from the Yorktown Heights Volunteer Fire Dep't because
the Missus objected
in an exclusive interview Mrs. Hamlin
told your correspondent that she was dam glad to know where
Mister Hamlin was at least one nite in the week

•

Projectionist Writes Travel

•

83 mins.

ARLISS FINE IN CLASS PRODUCTION

with

Extend Runs for "Roberta"

RKO theaters in the metropolitan
area which customarily change twice
weekly will play "Roberta" for a
full week starting this week-end.
The picture is getting a heavy advance campaign.

in

Lister

M DALY
U.

•

Stanley Barr,
Winchester, Va.
formerly of the Strand, Staunton,
has assumed his new duties as manager of the Capitol, a Warner house

Wilmer

Arliss

with Maureen O'Sullivan, Edward Arnold,
Douglass Dumbrille, Cesar Romero, Francis

—

Norfolk

George

«

"CARDINAL RICHELIEU"

Minn. Harvey Thorpe reIsle,
opens the theater here March 30
with "Little Women."

of the

REVIEWS

»

•

•

ANNUAL

TV

—

—

—

New

THE

c@H

DAILY

HAYS GROUP REELECTS

A

OFFICERS, DIRECTORS

LITTLE from
;By

(Continued from Page

Hal E. Roach, Joseph M. Schenck,
Nicholas M. Schenck, David Sarnoff, Albert H. Warner, Harry M.
Warner and Adolph Zukor.

Lake City Squibs

Salt

—

A 2 per cent sales
went
admissions,
including
through at the Idaho legislature.
The bill won after a stormy session,
and a referendum now is threatened.
The Victory is playing a stage
musical, "Rio Nights", in place of
a second feature this week.
Salt

Lake City

tax,

Winifred Shaw, Broadway mus-

comedy actress now

ical
will

in

films,

appear in person at the Paramount Theater this week.

Lon

T. Fidler, district
Distinctive Pictures,

for

W.

with

visit

W.

manager
after

a

McKendrick,

branch manager here, returns to
Denver headquarters.
W. J. Kupper, Fox western sales
manager has returned east after

hi"=

conferring with Charles Walker at
the local exchange.

^RTHUR

LUBIN

will

"LOTS

C. A.

//

direct

a

.C.PRICE SITUATION

featured

Production

role.

will

start
shortly
at
the
Talisman
studios.
This picture will be the
first of nine features to be pro-

"Honeymoon Limited" for Monogram, starting this week. The cast
is
headed by Neil Hamilton and duced by Simmonds and Neufeld.
Irene Hervey, the latter being borr
t
rowed from M-G-M.
Filming of "Alias Mary Dow,"
being produced by Lou Ostrow,
T
t
Robert Allen signalized the com- president of Royal Productions, for
pletion of his first year with Colum- Universal release, is under way with
Neumann directing.
Sally
bia by winning the romantic lead Kurt
opposite Grace Moore in "Love Me Eilers heads the cast and is supForever," which Victor Schertzing- ported by Neil Hamilton and Henry
Ostrow already has made
er is directing.
Allen has appeared O'Neill.
in "White Lies," "Death Flies East," two productions for Universal re"Party Wire," "Air Fury" and "I'll lease, "The Secret of the Chateau"
and "Rendezvous at Midnight," and
Love You Always."
has one more to make, whirh probt
T
The first picture to be prepared ably will be "Lady Tubbs."
T
T
T
by Charles Kenyon, Warners-First
C. Aubrey Smith, Emily Fitzroy
National writer, under his new contract, will be "Can This Be True?" and Ivan Lebedeff have been added
Kenyon got the new "ticket" as a to the cast of "China Seas," which
reward for his work on "A Midsum- Tay Garnet is directing for M-G-M.
mer Night's Dream," one of the Clark Gable, Jean Harlow and Walmost ambitious productions in mo- lace Beery have the leading roles.
tion picture history.

T

Joseph
Spurin-Calleia,
famous
Wally Ford, Mary Carlisle, Arthur stage star of "Small Miracle," is to
Hohl, Evalyn Knapp and Lucien come to his screen audiences as
Under contract to
Littlefield
complete the cast of Joseph Calleia.
Mascot's "One Frightened Night," M-G-M, and about to start his first
which went into production March role, with Chester Morris and Lionel Barrymore in "Public Hero No.
22.
1,"
he has dropped the middle
T
T
name.
T

"April in Paris," a musical built

around the song written by E. Y.
Harburg and Vernon Duke, will
Cincinnati
Stanley Jacques of
soon go into production at UniRKO is back from a sales trip versal.
Harburg and Franz Schulz
through Kentucky.
have written a novel story for the
Louis Epstein has departed after
picture,
which has a backstage
arranging a campaign for Casino de

T

Cincinnati Chit-Chat

—

theme.

PaTee.

Warner's "Gold Diggers of 1935"
had a record opening at Keith's.
Sam Galanty, Columbia district
manager, was a visitor here last
work. Others included W. B. Hines
of White
Sulohur Springs, Ben
Goldman of Warners, and 0. M.
Rose, Laray Smith and C. B. Hukle
of Huntington, W. Va.

T

T

T

T

Following: the completion of "Let
'Em Have It," dealing with the winning fight of the United States gov-

Not Renewing Hecht-MacArthur
Paramount is understood planning ernment aganst gangsters and hoodnot to renew its production deal with lums, director Sam Wood will select
Ren Hecht and Charles MacArthur, a story for Robert Donat and direct
who have produced three features it for United Artists release.
for
the company at the Eastern
T
T
Service Studio. Distributor had opgive
more
retakes to
Special
in
tions on three more pictures
punch to "How Am I Doing?" the
ies.

Paramount

Kansas City

Dust

— While

many

Storms
theaters

in

up during
because
the
storm
dust
the
(lying dust was so thick that audiences
couldn't see the picture, one enterprisconditionair
ing
exhibitor put his
ing
operation and. with
a
plant in
boy shoveling mud out of the grit pan.
this

section
recent

had

to

close

shows.
this has
suggested th3t air-conditioned theaters
could do a land-office business durinq
future storms of this kind by exploiting
the haven they provide.

was

able

to

give

this country this week on the
Mariposa after almost two years in
the Antarctic with the Byrd Ex-

(.Continued from

Page

1)

houses in that city, following his
study of the situation there late last
week while returning to New York
from the Coast.
Premiums and double featuring
are rife in the zone, said Flinn yesterday.
The situation developed
when first run houses cut admission
scales, with subsequent runs then
resorting to various devices to draw
patrons.
The clearance and zoning
plan drafted for the territory is
based on admission prices.

Louis Squibs

St.
St.

—

miles

of here.

Louis The Missouri House
has passed the Hess bill to permit
horse and dog racing within 20

The measure now

goes to the Senate, which already
has passed the Wisdom bill for
horse racing throughout the state.
Webster Grove, suburb, will vote
in April on Sunday shows.
A meeting was held at Albrecht's
Hall last week with a view to establishing a Little Theater in South
St. Louis.
Phil Leslie is acting as assistant
manager of the Florissant Theater
while holding down a position in
the general offices of St. Louis
Amusement Co. He also does a column for a Southeast Missouri paper.
Jules LeBaron, director of the
Cinemaway Studios at the Stix,
Baer & Fuller store, is a former
film actor and director.

to

pedition.

Grover Jones, with Paramount
eight and a half years as a writer,
director
and story advisor, has
signed a new term writing contract
for a 12-month period with extended
options.
His current assignment is
"Reputation," from the field trials
story, "If

You Hunt With Old Don,"

being readied for Fred

Stone and

David Holt.
T

Morros Rejects Offers
Boris Morros will not accept an
offer to join Loew's in an important
executive post, but will remain with

T

t

T

Ian Keith, currently featured with
Loretta Young and Henry Wilcoxon
in C. B. DeMille's "The Crusade"
at Paramount, has completed arrangements
appear
opposite
to
Helen Hayes in the Chciago run of
"Mary of Scotland," as soon as he

starring finishes
production
his Crusaders role.
ordered by producT
T
been
who
has
LeBaron,
er William
Kent
Paramount
contract
Taylor,
starring
in
charge of all four
vehicles which Miss West has made player, has been given the leading
masculine role in "College Scandal"
durng the past two years.
under the direction of Elliott NuT
T
T
Sally Blane has been signed by gent. The feminine leads are played
Leslie Simmonds and Sig Neufeld, by Arline Judge and Wendy Barrie.
producers of Premier pictures, to Others featured in the cast and all
play the lead with Guinn Williams newly signed are William Frawley,
and James Bush in "Hell Breaks Benny Baker, Joyce Compton, JohnLoose," an original story by Nor- nie Downs, Douglas Blackley, Wilman Houston. Sam Newfield will liam Benedict, William Stack, Mary
direct, and Ray Walker is playing Nash and Helena Phillips.

Mae West, were

Combatting

T

John Herrmann and Carl Peterson, Paramount cameramen, return

T

Howard Estabrook. scenarist, has
returned to Hollywood from Waterville. Me., where he worked
with
Henry King, Fox director, in getting background scenes for "Way
Down East," which will be the next
starring vehicle for Janet Gaynor.
T

®

TO TAKE UP

RALPH WTLK

HOLLYWOOD

1)

treasurer,
Herron.
L.
F.
Directors are: Hays, chairman; M. H. Aylesworth, R. H.
Cochrane, Jack Cohn, Cecil B. De
Mille, Ned E. Depinet, Earle W.
Hammons, F. L. Herron, Sidney R.
Kent, Jesse L. Lasky, Sol Lesser,
liken;
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Paramount,

which

plans

to

later

place him in production at the Coast.
Several
propositions
have
been
made him by Loew's. Under one
he would have been assigned the
post of obtaining talent for M-G-M
musicals, with headquarters in New
York. Another proposal would have
placed him in charge of
which Loew's controls. In that spot
he would have succeeded Major

WHN,

Edward Bowes.
Pari-Mutuels in New Hampshire
Concord, N. H. Governor Bridges
has signed the bill legalizing parimutuel horse betting in New Hampshire for the next four yaers.

—

Roxy Report is Denied
Famous yesterday denied a report
that it is negotiating to take over
the Roxy.

Quick Thinking

—

Dixon,
cashi'
Minneapolis Virginia
at the RKO Orpheum, told a bandit
who stuck a money demand note under
the box office grating: "I'm sorry.
Whereupon the bandit
can't read."
and his pistol executed a fadeout.
I
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Of Motion

Scope

International in
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Character

Now

Thought

Pictures

Sixteen Years Old
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200

urt to Pass on

KIN

¥PUSH

Oppose $500
Vatner Claims $250 a Reel
Possible as Recording License

a

5 CENTS

27, 1935

Para. Contracts Saturday

OPPOSmON BLOCK-BOOKING
Reel

in

Agreement

Erpi- Paramount

How They

Started

BILL

Early Hearing Promised
on Pettengill BlockBooking Measure
RICHARD H. CUNNINGHAM
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington While Congressman
By

Appearing in behalf of a group
of stockholders, Ralph Vatner, attorney, yesterday registered opposition to the Electrical Research

—

Francis D. Culkin fought valiantly but
vainly to push his anti-block booking

Products-Paramount Publix settlement, on which a hearing was held
before Special Master John E. Joyce,
on the grounds that the $500 a reel
recording license fee was arbitrary
and that under present conditions
Vatner
a rate of $250 is possible.
was given until 4 o'clock this after-

bill to hearing, Chairman Sam Rayburn, Texas Democrat, chairman of
the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, yesterday promised hearing for the Pettengill antiblock booking bill, No. 6472, as soon
as hearings have been completed on
the Rayburn Holding Company bill
and the Pettengill railroad measure.

(Continued on Page 4)

"Chairman Rayburn has promised
Congressman Pettengill that he
will bring up the anti-block booking
measure just as soon as hearings

GOV'T STILL SEEKING

{Continued on Page 6)

EARLY ASCAP HEARING

GALLUP ATGOLUMBIA

Although Federal Judge Knox at
a hearing on Monday indicated it
would be impractical to hold a trial
of the Government's suit against

SUCCEEDING STUART

Ascap until next fall, due to a heavy
court calendar and unavailability of
Judges, further effort to have the
case tried at an earlier date is understood being made by Andrew

Bruce Gallup rejoins Columbia on
April 8 as home office director of

{.Continued

on Page 4)

13 Florida Studio Sites

advertising, publicity
Introducing

Joseph M.
Pictures, in the "How
with his brother Nick.
His career was meteoric
dustry.
"Hap" Hadley,

Schenck, president of United Artists and president of 20th Century
Joe broke in as an amusement park impresario
They Started" series.
His flair for show business soon had him identified with Marcus Loew.
and he is now one of the dominant figures of the motion picture inColonel "Hap" if you please, is the artist

a
—Following
Governor

series of conSholtz in

ferences with
Tallahassee, Frederick Pelton, representing the motion picture industry, and Morris Helprin, representing Joseph M. Schenck, met representatives of 13 different sections
{Continued on Page 4)

200 Para. Executory Contracts
Come Up for Approval Saturday
Fox Met. Bondholders
Still

Eastman

Profits

Up

by higher sales, economies in
operation and a special profit of $1,- "50,046 from its reserve stock of silver

pillion

delivered

to

the

assay

office

J&zr the government's edict, Eastman
""Kodak earned a net profit of $14,503,equal to $6.28 a
with $11,119,000 or
share the year before.

247

in

1934,

compared
a

Studying Plan

Fox

Aided

share.

$4.76

{Continued on Page 6)

Break Takes Place
Duals Pact
Cleveland
In

First

Are Under Consideration
Miami

and exploita-

succeeding Herschel Stuart,
Gallup, formerly with
resigned.
tion,

Playhouses
Metropolitan
bondholders represented by Attorney Saul E. Rogers yesterday were
said to be still studying the reorganization plan filed by Milton C.
Some feeling is underWeisman.
stood to exist among the bondholders against the trustees because, under the plan now proposed, bond{Continued on Page 4)

—

First break in the losingle-feature agreement which

Cleveland
cal

began

last July occurred yesterday

when the University Theater, unit
Max Lefkowich's Community
in

Permission to adopt more than 200 Circuit, went to double features.
"Father
and
Minister"
executory contracts in the Para- "Little
{Continued on Page 7)
mount Publix reorganization iplan
will be sought at a hearing Saturday morning before Special Master
John E. Joyce. Included among the
Code Assessment Upheld
agreements are about 50 film disRight of a code authority to rollecf
assessments were established by a detribution deals made over a period of
handed down yesterday in the
cision
years; theater operating agreements
Supreme Court, Brooklyn, by Justice
with Butterfield, Lightman, DubinCharles McLaughlin in a textile code.
The court at the same time upheld
sky, Gordon-Clemmons and other cirthe state NRA as constitutional.
cuits, as well as contracts with var{Continued on Page 7)
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13 Legislatures

Adjourn
Without Hitting Movies
Without enacting legisl^^J

Coming and Going
Vol. LXVII. No. 72
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harmful

5 Cents

to the motion picture iriVJUb13 state legislatures have now
adjourned.
In five states, general
sales taxes have been passed instead
of admission levies.
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today on

sail

England to appear in British
JR., and MR and MRS.
also sail on the same ship.

returns

the

to

coast

JOHN DARROW

is

in

New

York from

*

s?
CODI

director, leaves
coast in the near future for France to
atmosphere for "A Tale of Two Cities".

ELIZABETH ALLAN, who

will

play

the

"Tale of Two Cities", will shortly
Hollywood for a vacation in England.
in

JOHN GOLDEN

back

is

in

New York from

SAM

H.

HARRIS

returns east next

week from

Hollywood.
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Roach Cashing In
On Amateur Interest

National day and date release for
"Beginner's Luck," in which "Our
Gang" do an Amateur Nite routine, is planned by M-G-M.
Produced by Hal Roach at the peak of
the Amateur Nite craze, exhibitor
demands for "Beginner's Luck"
caused the normal print allotment
to be tripled. The Cabin Kids, stars
of a recent Rudy Vallee broadcast;
Carl Sweitzer, juvenile hill-billy entertainer,
and "Spanky" McFarland, as the "Noblest Roman of
Them All," head the cast of the new
short subject.

FRANK ZEITLIN

SIDNEY

ABRAM
from
A.

day

a

or

"Go

031/2

1031/2

103!/2

501/4

501/4

501/4

Educational's best two-reel comedies
this season, have been signed by E.

W. Hammons for six more "spice
of the program" two-reelers.
Al
Christie will put the first in work
shortly at the Astoria studios.

RECORDING
ON

Film or Disc

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

Warners Adding; Philly House
Philadelphia
Warners are tak
inp over the Bromley, neighborhood house, from Chai-les Segall on
April 20. It seats 1,400.

the

the
Universal

has delayed his
Saturday,
when

departure
he sails

for

New

leaves

York

MYERS

returns to

New

the
the

York today

Caribbean cruise.
JR.,

returns to

from

a

New York

Caribbean

to-

returns

to

RKO

Yorl
Radio writ-

engagements already

set

on

Into
Your Dance", JolsonKeeler musical, which will be nationally released April 20.
Picture
was previewed by home office executives vesterdav.

PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH. 4-2200 J21 W. 44th

It.

H.Y.C.

—

THE FILM DAILY

After
completing
"Lady Tubbs," fourth and last picture under his contract for Universal release, Lou Ostrow plans to
release through another major company. "Lady Tubbs," starring May
Robson, will start after completion
of "Alias Mary Dow," now before
the cameras, with Sally Eilers, Neil
Hamilton and Henry O'Neill heading the cast.

Penna. Exhibs Agree
On Modified Tax Rate

—

bitors

S.
Benedict
has been appointed publicity director at the RKO studios with Eddy
Eckels as his exploitation director.

"Naughty Marietta" Holds Over
M-G-M's
"Naughty
Marietta,"
with Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy, will be held for a second
at the Capitol.

week

COMPLETEINDISPENSABLE
The 1935

—

H. M. Doherty a Colonel
H. M. Doherty, assistant audi to i
for Warners, is a recent addition
to Governor Ruby Laffoon's staff of
Kentucky Colonels.

Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

Warners announce more than 140

FILM YEAR BOOK
FREE

FILM DAILY
FILM DAILY SERVICE.

with n year's subscription to the

mid

BRUNSWICK

WeH

trip.

New

140 Special Dates Set
On "Go Into Your Dance"

72i/2

Buster West and Tom Patricola,
whose "Hello Sailors" was one of

Releasing Outlet

t

721/2
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New

Made
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Today

special

Technicolor

York today on

SAMUELSON

tomorrow

have
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721/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

F.

which

Philadelphia Pennsylvania exhinow expect that the Legislature will enact a measure imposing
a tax of one cent on admissions up
JACK BENNY goes to Boston to open
to 50 cents and two cents for adpersonal appearance engagement on Friday.
missions over 50 cents, instead of a
straight 10 per cent. With all facDuals,
Prices
Confab on
tions reported in accord on the move,
they are understood to be supportIs Put Over Until
ing the proposed amendment which
preliminary
conference
on
the
A
soon be introduced. The M. P.
New York city double feature and will
was T. O. A. of Eastern Pa., the I. E.
admission
price
situations
T. A. and the circuits are reported
deferred yesterday until today by
in agreement on the plan.
President Harry Brandt of the I.
Session now is scheduled
T. O. A.
for 4:30 o'clock this afternoon at
Benedict
Director
the Loew office with C. C. Moskoof
Studio Publicity
witz, Major L. E. Thompson and
Brandt attending.
We Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

501/4

Buster West, Patricola
In Six for Educational

New
bound

next week after finishing his
ing assignment.

721/4

1

York

Legislatures

pleted their sessions are: North and
South Dakota, Georgia, Idaho, West
Va., Utah, Oregon, New Mexico, Indiana, Kansas, Wyoming, Montana

Planned by Lou Ostrow

LAWRENCE HAZZARD

73

7s37
Warner's 6s39

E.

until

W. SMITH,

filed

Pathe

New

on Saturday for Minneapolis, to attend
annual convention of Allied Theaters of
Northwest at the Hotel Radisson.
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that

studios.

50
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has
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yesterday
to the Coast, where
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in
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All are
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49
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ctfs.

with

W. RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram president,
leaves today by plane for Atlanta
to spend
several days as guest of A. C. Bromberg, Monogram director and franchise holder.
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Boston following a

ERPI

England.

LOUISE BEAVERS, scheduled to appear at
the Granada in Pittsburgh for a week's engagement, cut her stay to three days due to a rush
call from Hollywood.

5'/8

HAYS

H.
usual

for
England
on the Paris.

S.

under

company.

LOUIS BOAS, Morey Goldstein, AL SWERDELOVE, and PHIL FOX, all Boston film men,

COL.

Seat

Studios,

BINNIE BARNES, PAUL KOHNER and LUPI-

BERT SANFORD,

Net

ABEL, Broadway leading man,
Hollywood to begin work at the

for

TA TOVAR

in

JONES, Paramount Publix repre-

WALTER
Radio

HENRY DANIELL arrives today on the Ascania
from England to appear in "Kind Lady", stage
play which Edward Chodorov and George Haight
adapted from a Hugh Walpole story.

the eastern division,

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Fox

lead
leave

X.

sentative in Paris, arrives in New York today
on the Paris. Vaudeville artists arriving on the
same ship include Betty Jane Cooper, Louise
Troxell, Lathrop Brothers, Eleanor Tennis, Nancy
Caswell, and Mrs. Carolyne Holbrook, mother of
Joan Warner, the Parisian dancer.

WILL

Florida.

desk

do

the
get

are spending ten days of fishing, etc., at Boas's
camp in East Winthrop, Maine.

FINANCIAL

THOMAS

left

JACK CONWAY, M-G-M

JACK GOLDSTEIN, publicity manager
RKO theaters in New England, is back

Columbia

Holly-

wood.

19.

•

Am.

few

a

in

days.

of

THE

to

DAVIS,

LOUIS BROMFIELD

PAT CASEY

booked

is
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A GEORGE WHITE

SHOW

IS

AN

EVENT!

Year after year, Broadway theatre-goers
eagerly awaited the surprises George White

prepared

for his

Now he's

annual production.

got the movie public doing the same.
they're

in

for

"Scandals"
j

them

to the

is

new

thrills.

365 times the show

doors

last

GEORGE
WHITE'S
1935

SCANDALS
JAMES DUNN
NED SPARKS

ALICE FAYE
Lyda Roberti

•

Eleanor Powell

Cliff

•

Edwards

Benny Rubin

Arline Judge

•

•

Because

Emma Dunn

GEORGE WHITE
Entire production conceived, produced and directed by
George White. Screen play by Jack Yellen and Patterson
McNutt. Based on a story by Sam Helfman and Gladys
Lehman. Songs by Jack Yellen, Cliff Friend, Joseph
Meyer. Additional lyrics by Herb Magidson.

year!

this

that

And
year's

crowded
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OPPOSE $500 A REEL

AfONG

DEAL

IN PARA.-ERPi
(Continued from Page 1)
affidavit,

noon to submit an

RIALT
and at-

torneys for the Paramount trustees
must answer by Friday.
Erpi counsel's defense of the $500
fee was that other producers are
Vatner repaying the same rate.
plied that this is due solely to the
15-year contracts and that Paramount, under its reorganization proceedings, should not be bound to the
arbitrary fee as contained in its
original contract but should shop
around for better terms.

•

•

•

THE RIGHT

Note was sounded

1)

of Florida at the Hotel Alcazar here
under the leadership of Senator Alfred Wagg for the purpose of selecting the most likely studio site.
The committees inspecting the
various sites have already viewed
locations in this city, at Fort LauA
derdale and at Hollywood, Fla.
special plane

was chartered

yesterinspected

committee
Petersburg and Tampa
today, and later will visit Jacksonville and other cities in Northern

day

and

sites in

the

St.

Florida.

Fox Met. Bondholders
Still

(Continued from Page

•

IT

• THE FIRST one up at the bat was Faith Baldwin,
Louis introduced as the author of the forthcoming "Wife
Miss Baldwin said it was "Wife Versus
Versus Security"
Secretary"
and stated "There's no security in that."
she spoke feelingly about bigger and better prices for the film
and admitted frankly that she put
rights of pop novels
all her sentiment in her fiction and not in her dealings with
producers trying to buy her novels
there she was just a li'l
she adored the sweet sentimentality in a
business woman
f'rinstance
lot of our pictures which had her stopped
the scene in the pix where the li'l fair-haired child reunited the
quarreling parents who were much better left apart
•

•

T

T
THE NEXT

Anna Kross, spoke
on the influences of Democracy in its broader significance
and visioned splendid opportunities for the motion picture in
keeping alive and fosteiing democratic ideals that were being
such as the attempts at censorship
somewhat submerged
"The industry can be relied upon to handle with competence its own censorship problems," she stated emphatically.
•

•

speaker, Magistrate

T
Astor Drops Service Passes
Replying to a complaint filed with
the grievance board by Howard S.
Cullman that the Astor Theater was
distributing "service charge" pass?s,
Walter Reade, owner of the house,
has advised Lillian Silver, secretary
of the board, that the practice
instituted by a new manager

was

•

•

has now been
Reade has been

it

weeks.

•

T

•

•

THE SPEAKER

of the luncheon

was William A.

Brady
who stepped right out with some very frank statements about the decrepit and dying theater in which he has
comparing it to its detriment with the outspent his life
standing achievements of the motion picture industry
he pracically held a wake over the corpse of Spoken Drama ...

HE SAID

my long career in the
theater have I seen such competence, thoroughness and intelligence displayed as I did in one short visit to the Hollywood
studios."
Mister Brady said we were lucky in having the
Legion of Decency dumped into our lap
for it spurred us
to the production of some worthwhile films
but the Legion
hadn't done him much good
he hopped out to Hollywood
with a trunkload of Clean Plays
and only sold one
Mister Brady was Grand
he got an ovation at the close
again Arnold Van Leer gets the credit for lining up a
notable list of celebs for the Forum dais
•

•

"Never

Cohn

Trevor

Faulk nor

1)
'

'Bank

« « «

Nisrhts'

Through

Spread
England

New

Boston— "Bank Nights" have
come a reality

be-

New

in

England.
First houses to sign up with James
Kennedy for the scheme include
eight

in

this

state,

Hampshire, and two

four

New

in

Vermont.

in

German, Hungarian Films BookeH
"Schwartzer
Jager
Johanna"
("Black Hunter Johanna"), with
Marianne Hoppe and Paul Hartman.
popular German players, will have
its American premiere March 29
a*
the 86th St. Casino theater.

On

the same date, two Hungarian
"Piri Mindent Tad" ("Pin
Knows All") and "Hypnolit a Lajak"
("Hyppolit the Butler"), opens at
the Tobis theater.
films,

Noah Beery's Life Story
Noah Beery's biography, ghosted
by Al Sherman, movie editor, is being prepared by the General Press
Bureau for syndicated release.

RKO Product Deal in Brazil
Deal for the distribution of the
entire
1934-35
RKO product
throughout Brazil has been closed
with Irmaos Ponce of Rio de Janeiro by R. K. Hawkinson, acting
for RKO.
This is the third consecutive RKO deal with the same
distributor.

Baird Unit

in

—

France

Paris
Societe Continentale de
Television has been formed here
with $70,000 capital to exploit the
Baird television patents.

DACK
,OOKING B.

in

.

A.

(Continued from Page

Bennett, assistant attorney gener?.'
in charge of the matter.
Bennett,
emphasizing that the case is important, told Judge Knox he might ask
for a certificate of necessity as his
next step.
This would necessitate
three Judges, making it even more
difficult. Judge Knox pointed out.
Meanwhile yesterday morning in
a ruling on an earlier motion, Judge
Knox struck out some parts of
Ascap's answer to the Governmen'
suit.
Arthur H. Schwartz of the
Nathan Burkan office is handling the
Ascap side of the matter.

T

T
•

Alfred

EARLY ASGAP HEARING

ill

stopped.
confined to his bed for the last three

ordered

T

WHEN

IT came around to Rita Weiman's turn to
speak
she started off by giving William Brady a nice
kiss
because he accepted her first play years ago
that got Mister Brady all unstrung so that when it came his
turn a few minutes later he asked permission to talk while seated
other notables on the dais were Mrs. Achmed Abdullah,
wife of the famous writer
and Mrs. James A. Farley,
Domestic Administrator of the Postmaster General

•

who

was hired after Reade became
recently, but that

T

T

SEEKING

SEEMS

whom

•

\)

opening

that Mister Nizer was laboring under
for he gave Mister
the influence of the public utilities
Brady a dazzling hookup with the electric lighting system by
everything is becoming
way of the stage lighting effects
mechanized these days
even this business of introducing
celebs at a Forum luncheon

•

Studying Plan

holders will get less than $2,500,000,
whereas it is claimed that at one
time the trustees could have obtainA hearing on
ed about $4,000,000.
the plan is to take place April 12
before Federal Judge Mack.

at the very

Forum luncheon

as Jack Alicoate introduced chairman Louis Nizer as the Male Madonna of
thus putting the Seal of Decency on the
Times Square
then Mister Alicoate sat down
proceedings, as it were
and rested from his labors for the rest of the afternoon
leaving Louis to struggle through, introducing a varied assortment of femme novelists, magistrates, wives of celebs, and the
William A. Brady
speaker of the day
of the Motion Picture Club

•

Are Under Consideration

M DALY

PHIL

T
13 Florida Studio Sites
(Continued from Page

the

GOV'T STILL

» » »

From The Film Daily

File)

AGO—

a

FIVE YEARS
Producers
Production Code of Ethics.

TEN YEARS

AGO—James

will

R.

adopt

GraA|

from MG to join Fox as geiLli
Felix
manager;
Feist
succeeds
sales
Grainger at Metro-Goldwyn.
resigns

FIFTEEN
Commission

ment Co.

YEARS

AGO— Federal

investigating
activities.

Saenger

Trade

Amuse-

• •

my

little

Ruby

and when I left Hollywood,

said to me,

'A\',

she said, 'yon

deliver this personally to the boys back
East!'

So here

I

ant

and

here's our

little

present for you. Sonny boy, take this to

room and find out what
can do when they get together!"

the projection
the Jolsons
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PUSHING OPPOSITION

GALLUP AT COLUMBIA

SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS

SUCCEEDING STUART
am Page
United Artists, Fox, First National
nthnu

a

i>

I

fers.

San Antonio Squibs
San Antonio

— Robert

Young, M-

player, has returned to Hollywood after niak'ng personal appearances here for the premiere of
"West Point of the Air."
E. B. Coleman, M-G-M press representative from New York, also
was here for the opening of "West
Point of the Air."
Lecta Rider, Houston "Chronicle"
film editor, was in the^Vlamo City
recently on assignment.

G-M

Roger Manning. Metro production
manager, has gone back to the coast
after a short business trip here.
Robert Young, Mayor C. K. Quinn
Gov. Jimmy Allred, Karl Hoblitzelle,
R. J. O'Donnell, Frank
Startz, Letter Ketner, H. W. Kier.
A. A. Phillips, Jean Luder and Paul
Willett were at the opening of
"West Point of the Air".
Manager Eph Charninsky of thi-

"Chu Chin
booked
run for his house
March 29, now making this a mixed
has

Palace

Chow", a

first

picture policy theater.
A first run, "Father Brown, Detective", went into the Empire last
week. This theater is a second run

Color Short at Paramount
in Fashion," new color

"Fantasy

short filmed in a Miami background
opens today at the Paramount theon the bill with "Private
ater
Worlds." B. K. Blake produced the
film and Al Bandy is handling the
short.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
March 31:
nual

Pittsburgh Variety Club's sixth anshow Stanley Theater. Pittsburgh

Allied Theaters of Ihe Northwest
convention. Minneapolis.
April 1
Albany Variety Club testimonial to
retiring
Chief Barker Chris Buckley and
April

1-2:

annual
:

new
installation
of
Bleecker Hall. Albany.

(Continued from Page

Og'a Baclanova

I

and briefly with Columbia, lately
has been connected with the DonaCoe advertising ag n.-y
hue &
Stuart has not decided on bis future
plans but is considering several of-

officers.
N. Y.

Harmanus

Testimonial banquet by Boston show
his
celebrating
Somerby,
circles
Al
to
35th year as an exhibitor, Copley Plaz.Hotel, Boston.
International Cinematographic
April 25-May 1

Bob Hope in
"The Old Grey Mayor"

in

"The Singing Silhouette"

Congress.
ner.

May

1:

Berlin.

AM

April 27

Hotel

Germany.

get-together
annual
P A
Astor. New *ork

Annual

meeting

iter Supply Dealers
Hotel. Chicago

May

dt>

Independent The
Ass'n. Edgewater Beact

-

"An

'

Annual Spring Meeting
20-24:
Society of Motion Picture Engineers.
Roosevelt Hollywood

Hote

Allied
States Ass'n annual co>
Robert Fulton Hotel, Atl.im
May 21-23: Georgii-Florida-Tennessee-Alabam
Independent Theaters Ass'n annual con»«r
tion, Robert Fulton Hotel. Atlanta.

May 21-23:

vention,

Comedy)

Shelton
20 mins.

21

told

min:

"Eggs Mark the Spot"
Fair Comedy
(Pepper Pot Series)
While engaged on a painting job Vitaphone
10 mins.
up the side of a skyscraper, Tom
Amusing Novelty
and George get the idea of becomSeveral radio names, plus a coming songwriters.
So they think up edy skit to hold the routine towords to a tune that happens to be gether, make this a fairly entertain"Swanee River," and try to peddle ing subject.
Starts out with a
Then they go on couple fi'om the country arriving at
it to a pi-oducer.
the radio, with a sponsor hoping Radio City to call on their son, a
that Tom's terrible voice will cure band player, and bring him some
the former's wife of listening to fresh eggs. They wander from one
crooners all the time, but instead studio to another, witnessing bioadthe wife gets a crush on Tom's sing- casts by Ramona, Three X Sisters.
ing and phones him to come over to Pat Barnes, and Lee Sims and lie
her house, with hubby turning up May Bailey. Finally some chirping
subsequently for a slam-bang finale. is heard, and old pop opens his egg
box to find some chicks hatched out.
It's a moderately diverting affair.
Educational-Fox

was

—

with

Warners sent Sid Jacobs of the
Sheridan Square to the Memorial
in McKeesport, with George Bronson succeeding Jacobs.
Dave Broudy, formerly at the
Stanley, moved to the Enright to
conduct the orchestra for the weekly amateur programs.
Harold W. Cohen, Post-Gazette
critic, on
Monday afternoons airing his "Capsule Comments
on the Week's Movies."
Theater men are again heading
the fight against daylight saving
time which goes into effect April

WWSW

28th.

[

FOREIGN DIALOGUE

1

"Ruggles" a Smash

in

London

Philly Variety

—

Mascot Film for State-Lake
Mascot's "Little Men"
Chicago
has been booked by B. N. Judell.
Inc., to play the State-Lake theatei
during Easter Week.

—

Joan

Bennett

—

for

GB

Film

Gaumont British has
London
signed Joan Bennett to come heiv
from Hollywood and make a picture.

Gets Cantor Rosenblatt Film
of My People," with Cantor Josef Rosenblatt, has been ac-

"Dream

"DER PAGE

VOM DALMASSE-HOTEL"

"The Page at the Dalmasse Hotel"), in
German; produced by Terra; directed by
I

Victor
Janson; with Dolly Haas, Harry
Liedtke. Hans Junkermann, et at.
At the

86th

St.

Casino Theater.
comedy with

Amusing

enjoyable

"DER

DOPPELBRAEUTIGAM"

Double Fiance"),

in

("The
German; produced by

by DuWorld from Palestine Itala; directed by Mac Fric; with
American Film Co. and will be re- Kampers, Lien Deyers, Jakob Tiedtke,
leased in Yiddish and English ver- At the 79th St. Theater.

sions.

Reinhardt to Marry Assistant
We Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Max Reinhardt, who
I

—

—

Christianity," which he upon declaratory relief being grantEgypt and Palestine about ed by the Reno courts next month
In
his Latvian divorce from Elsa
120 years ago, died at his home hen
Heims, also a German actress.
this week.

per-

formance by Dolly Haas playing the role
of a page boy in a hotel, where she gets
entangled in a detective plot.

quired

"Midsummer
has
been
filming
Thomas McVeigh, Jr., Dead
N. J. Thomas McVeigh, Night's Dream" for Warners, plans
marry his assistant, Helene
Jr., 07, newspaperman, lecturer and to
producer of the picture, "The Birth- Thiniig, German actress, contingent
place of
filmed in

FILMS

Luncheon Today
The Variety Club

Philadelphia
Cable advices from the Plaza theater in London to John Hicks, Jr., holds a luncheon today with guests
vice-president of Paramount Inter- including Coag Carter, Ben Lyon.
national, report that "Ruggles of Judge Joseph L. Kun and Judg<
Gap" is the biggest hit the Harry McDevitt. Charles Zagren
Tfced
The and Charles Goldfine are kings foi
Plaza has had in two years.
The club will stage n prerierure already has played three the day.
we« ks and is scheduled for a fourth. view of "Naughty Marietta" Sunday night.

Nutley,

thi

of legislation," Film Daily
at the Pettengill office.

Misses

Ear for Music"

Tom Howard and George

T

1)

are completed on two pending pieces

Meanwhile Congressman Culkin
continued his bitter fight to prevent
They let that grand comedian his film bill from being submerged
Bob Hope, down terrifically in thi: in committee, and was obviously
one.
The material is entirely awa; disappointed that the Pettengill
from his style, and the dialogui measure, now receiving tremendous
runs along without a laugh in foot support here, has been given preceOnly at the fin- dence by Rayburn. It is known
after foot of film.
here that Culkin will not step aside
ish does the material snap into i
real laugh with a situation that without a fight in favor of a threeterm Congressman as opposed to
gives Hope a chance to do some
thing up his alley.
Bob is in love Culkin's veteran five terms on the
hill.
mayor's
daughter,
e
with
the
grouchy old bird, and the old mar
fixes it with the license bureau st
Pittsburgh Briefs
the clerk gives him a runarouml
Pittsburgh For the first time in
This is the business where thi several years, downtown theaters
"comedy" just isn't. The climax are not affected by the Lent seasnaps into something with Bob dis- son.
guised as an ambulance doctor getGeorge Tyson, manager of the
ting his sweetie out of the houst Harris-Alvin, is shortly to leave the
after she fakes shooting herself theater profession and turn to other
Directed by Lloyd French.
fields.

Class
Plenty of class and ingenuity in
presenting Olga Baclanova and hei
very fine voice. She is the wife oi
a business man who doesn't realize
his wife has exceptional talent. She
goes on the radio as "The Singing
Silhouette," and her husband falls
in love with hev voice and dates her
up after one of her radio appearances, only to discover it is his wife.
Miss Bacianova's singing is exceptional, with the "Champagne Waltz
outstanding. Scenes in a very ritzy
night club are also part of the elaborate settings, with various specialty
acts and the Vitaphone Cuties add.ng nice atmosphere and contrast to
Jaclanova's fine work.

of

of

(Big
Vitaphone

22 mins.

Vitaphone

April 8:

:

BLOCK-BOOKING BILL

Fritz

et

al.

Fairly entertaining romance of a young
composer who plays a dual role, escapes a
forced marriage and wins his boss' daughter.

"JULIETA

COMPRA UN HIJO

("Juliet

Buys a Baby"), in Spanish; produced by
Fox in Hollywood; directed by Louis K
Gilbert
Rot.
Barcena.
Catalina
with
Luana Alcasiz. At the Teatro Campoambr
Moderately satisfying drama about a rich
being deserted at the altar,
girl, who on
travels around the world seeking a temporary husband because of her desire to
have a baby, with the expected results.
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COURT HEARING ON

O

&J&1

PARA. CONTRACTS

A

FIRST BREAK OCCURS

LITTLE from
By

HOLLYWOOD

^ALDEMAR YOUNG

De GersLuis Alberni is appearing in Coattorneys, lumbia's new Grace Moore picture,
asking $25,142.78 for services over "Love Me Forever." The company
a period of years prior to July 1, also has signed Charles Wilson and
Lorin Raker for "Hot News."
1932.
T
Y
Alexander Hall is tentatively set
Test Case
Blue
to direct John Boles and Gladys
in Virginia Swartout in "Rose of the Rancho"
Roanoke, Va. Summoning of S. for Paramount.
Richard Whiting,
Richardson, manager of the Ralph Rainger and Leo Robin are
J.
American, to appear in police court writing some song numbers for it.
today for alleged violation of a city
T
ordinance in giving a show on SunChristian Rub, Gary Owen, EuAmerican
of
the
benefit
day for the
gene Strong, George Pauncefort and
Legion, indicates that the city plans
Frank Moran have been added by
a test case and will probably proEdward Small to the cast of Reliceed under the state blue laws,
ance's "The Legion of Valor."
which seem destined for repeal or
v
modification at the next session of
A Paramount camera crew with
the legislature. Complaints against
the stopping of Sunday shows have aerial equipment consisting of a
been numerous throughout the state. Boeing transport and a Lockheed
low wing will this week make shots
over and around Mt. Whitney for
Squibs
Louis
St.
Paramount's "13 Hours by Air."
Arthur Burke, former- Crew is headed by Charles Marshall,
St. Louis
ly with B. N. Judell in Indianapolis, Elmer Dyer, Harry Perry and Capt.
has joined the local sales staff of E. H. Robinson and a labor crew of
the company. Ann Hynes has been 12 men.
named assistant booker.
claims

of

Swaine

dorff,

Law

Planned

—

—

Francis
0. J.

Rudolph has succeeded

Wooden

in the

United Artists

organization.
Hart, exhibitor in
Ferdinand, Mo., is running
sales

George

Mayor

St.

for

there.

Exhibitors seen along the Row
during the past week included
Claude A. Greenlee, Jr., New London; Ed Clark, Mattoon; Bob Cluster, Johnston City; Mr. and Mrs.
George Karsch, Flatriver; D. Gilli,
Robinson;
Hewitt,
Joe
Carlyle;
Mike Enrico, Benld; H. Olsen,
Washington; Leon Jarodsky, Paris;
Everett Hayes, Sullivan; Theodore
Coleman, Mount Carmel; Harry
Tanner, Pana, and Robert M. Wilson, Jackspn.

"Roberta" broke, all first week
records at the Orpheum since the

I

put into production next month for
Universal release.
Ostrow after
reading the script, decided that no
one but Miss Robson could handle
the role and prevailed upon Harry
Cohn, of Columbia, to make the

(Continued from Page

1)

Brown"

comprised the bill.
Six
other local houses which are offering duals do not come under the
agreement inasmuch as they opened after July 8, 1934, when the ban

went

into effect.

loan.

Chicago Briefs

Cravath,

& Wood,

DUALS PACT

IN CLEVE.

RALPH WILK;

(Continued from Page 1)
ious producers, distributing subsihas been
diaries here and abroad, Electrical
assigned by Paramount to work
Research Products, and a long list
with Samuel Hoffenstein on the
of franchise and lease holders.
At another hearing, set for Fri- adaptation of Ferenc Molnar's "The
day afternoon, Joyce will hear a Pastry Baker's Wife."
show cause order on settlement of

the

"LOTS"

—

Chicago A three-year lease on
Edward Ludwig has been signed
to direct "Papa's in the Cradle," new the Franklin Theater, 31st and Calmusical picture now being prepared umet, has been taken by Mike Brodfor the cameras by
tures.

RKO

Radio

Dave Chasen, Joe Cook's

picfa-

erick

and the house

April

1

will reopen
with pictures and colored

vaudeville.
stooge, is the only cast memConstruction of the new Beverly
ber so far signed. The story is an
Theater, first theater to be built in
original by Lew Gensler, Sig Herthe Chicago area in the last four
zig and Don Hartman.
Gensler is
years, is nearing completion and
also writing the score.
"Papa's in
Warner officials announced their inthe Cradle" will be Zion Meyers'
tention of opening the house about
first job as an
Radio producer.
May 15. Original plan was to open
He was Pandro S. Berman's asso- on

mous

RKO

ciate on "Roberta."

Easter Sunday, but bad weather

delayed

building.

Tom Chamales
Winifred Shaw, who puts over the
famous "Lullaby of Broadway"
number in "Gold Diggers of 1935,"
sings
another song, "Dark and
Stormy Night," in "The Case of the
Curious Bride."

has disposed of
Theater at Wabash,
owners are Dickson
operators of the Eagle

his Colonial
Ind.
New

Brothers,

Theater in Wabash.
Agreement
was made that the Gregory Circuit,
with which Chamales is affiliated,
will

keep

out

of

Wabash

for

ten

years.

Reorganization of Ascher's Sheri-

With "Top Hat," the new Fred dan Theater through acquisition of
Astaire-Ginger Rogers picture, set the property on behalf of the deto go before the cameras the first positing: bondholders at a foreclosweek in April, Irving Berlin has de- ure sale is proposed by the H. O.

livered six song hits for the film.
Astaire and Miss Rogers are creatHelen Mack has been added to the ing their dance numbers, and alcast of RKO's Merian C. Cooper ready assigned
to the cast are Helen
production, "She."
Broderick, Edward Everett Horton.
Erik Rhodes and Eric Blore. Mark
T
As a result of his work in stag- Sandrich will direct.
ing the dance numbers in Warner's
"Go Into Your Dance," Bobby ConFrank Shields will make his denolly was awarded a new contract
but under a recently signed M-G-M
by the company.
contract in "Murder in the Fleet."
Edward Sedgwick is to direct the
Jack Kirkland, Richard Schayer, adventure story based on a screen
Manny Seff, Tom Reed, Allen Riv- script by Commander Frank Wead
and himself.
Lucien Hubbard is
kin, Arthur Kober, Henry Myers,
Mike Simmons, Ben Markson, Peter producer and the cast includes
Milne, Paul Perez, Milton Raison Madge Evans, Robert Taylor, Una
and Joe Sherman are among former Merkel, Arthur Byron, Jean Hersholt, Donald Cook and Ted Healy.
press agents who are now scenarists.

Stone & Co. bondholders' protective
committee.
It is proposed to lease
the house to Greater Chicago Theaters Corp. on the same terms as at
present.

Pacific

Northwest Notes

Seattle—William

C. Green, National Screen Service representative
in this section and at one time a

theater executive in Boston, died as
a result of an auto accident recently.
Eugene Pierce of Mt. Vernon,
Wash., has leased the Ferndale theater and is managing that house
near Bellingham.

"Roberta" has gone into a third
at John Hamrick's Music Box.
while "Wedding Night" is holding
over at the Blue Mouse.
Robert W. Bender, former theater manager here and now in the
newspaper publishing business in
RKO has completed "The Inform- Alaska, has just put out the first
er," Victor McLaglen vehicle di« rotogravure section ever issued in
rected by John Ford, and has started that territory.
"Hooray for Love," musical with
Ann Sothern, Gene Raymond, Pert
Jay Emanuel to Speak
Kelton, Maria Gambarelli, Bill RobPhiladelphia Jay Emanuel of the
inson, Lionel Stander and others,
Jay Emanuel Publications has been
with Walter Lang as director and invited to address the Women's
Felix Young as producer.
Club of Philadelphia on April 12.

house has been under Warner management. It continued to go strong
Six plays and original stories are
in the second week.
under consideration for the next
Mae West starring vehicle at Paramount, according to William Le
Baron, associate producer. LeBaron,
Newsreel Wins Ruling
who has produced all of the Mae
Newsreels may show pictures of dead
West productions to date, says that
men and cannot be subjected to legal
action or suits for damages for so dothe picture will have a modern
ing, according to a decision by Judge
LeBaron has worked
background.
Joseph Sprouts in a case brought by
out a schedule for Miss West which
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Preisler against
Universal and Pantages Theater in Los
includes alternate types of plays,
Angeles.
Mrs. Preisler contended that
first one in costume and then one
the witnessing of a gruesome scene
Store Heads at "Saleslady" Debut
with a modern background.
showing the dead body of Baby Face
Premiere showing of Warner's
Nelson caused her to lose a prospective
jhild.
They asked damages totaling
"Traveling Saleslady" tonight at the
The Judge said the the*;4,1 50,000.
Lou Ostrow, president of Royal New York Strand will be attended
ater had indicated the nature of the
pictures in its newspaper and lobby adProductions, has secured the ser- by executives and department heads
vertising.
vices of May Robson from Colum- of leading department stores in the
bia for "Lady Tubbs," which he will city.

week

—

It's

Possible

that an exhib, who
had been ordered by the Code AuthorIt

is

rumored

ity to stop a
tice, dropped

certain unfair trade pracinto its headquarters the

other day to enquire
to exist" order.

about

his

"cease

AND YOU'LL

SELL

FOX

Ask your
ing of

.

.

YOUR HEAD OFF
Exchange for a screen-

.

Don't form any opinions about

it

.

.

.

before the showing.

Make

it

a party. . .with your wife, your

friends, her friends ... or

who's ever asked for a
the boss: And who hasn't?)

anybody
raise.

else

(Note

to

you don't laugh till you ache at the
headaches of the timid Romeo hero
we've never seen a comedy.
If

• • •

And

you don't decide to back it with
we've never
every trick in the bag
if

• • •

seen a

showman

$10 RAISE" with Edward Everett Horton, Karen Morley,
Alan Dinehart, Glen Boles. Produced by Joseph Engel.
Directed by George Marshall. Screen
play by Henry Johnson and Louis

Breslow.

Story by Peter

B.

Kyne.

0$

m

'

Intimate
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Rehearing Asked on Erpi- Paramount Settlement

MONOGRAM SETTING UP OWN NATIONALEXCHANGES
First

Division Boosts

Coming
THEATER
Through Tieup With
A.T.P. of England

Additional Product

Division has a tentative
production schedule calling for 12
features for distribution in 1935First

IN

1935-36 Production

BOOM SEEN

THE GULF REGION

—

New Orleans On top of early
Nicholas Ludington and William Fiske III are scheduled to ar- activity in selling of product, rerive in New York today or tomor- ports from upstate and from Misrow from Hollywood to discuss sissippi indicate that another theplans with President Harry Thomas. ater splurge also is on the way.
Henry Hobart has been making four
Westerns for the company, whose Opening of the selling season so far
handled ahead, and volume of sales, has suraffairs
production
are
through First Division Productions, prised exchange managers.
36.

•

Inc.
This producing unit will make
six features next season, and in addition will have two or three other
{Continued on Page 5)

Finds

Way To Evade

25 PITTSBURGH HOUSES

PLUGGING OVER RADIO

—

Pittsburgh
Twenty-five neighborhood theaters are using the airwaves of
daily to plug their
pictures.
Walter Framer, leading
movie commentator on the radio
here, has .charge of the program
which also offers movie news, Hollywood fashions, free photos and oc-

WWSW

sional

Plans to 12

51

Per Cent Interest to

be Held by
in

Converting of Monogram into a
national distributor, controlling its

own exchanges

in key cities throughout the country under a re-franchising plan, is understood to have
been launched.
W. Ray Johnston,
president of the company, has gone
to Atlanta presumably in connection with the move.
Under the proposed plan Monogram, aided by new financing, in(Continued on Page 6)

passes to listeners.

Circuit Gets Court Order

Ban on Premiums Against Bank Night

ALL CANTON HOUSES

Edict

—

—

Monogram

Exchanges

GO DUAL THIS WEEK

Des Moines Central States Theater Corp. has been granted a temporary restraining order by Federal Judge Charles A. Dewey folCanton, 0. Creating a situation
lowing its petition for an injunction unprecedented here, all local movie
IS
inating the practice, but has evolved against the local grievance board houses are playing double features
a new stunt that is said to come and exchanges from enforcing an this week. Managers say it is not
within the requirements of the code order to outlaw bank night affect- expected to be a permanent policy.
With tomorrow as the dealline for and will be started on April 4. It ing the theaters operated by Cen- It is the second time since Loew's
filing the necessary petition, attor{.Continued on Page 6)
is called an "Auction Circus", and tral States in Fort Dodge, la. Suit
neys for William Fox's American
the idea is that all money taken in includes Fox, M-G-M, Paramount,
last
night
to
Tri-Ergon Corp. up
auction for merchandise is returned Universal and Vitagraph. The the- Reopenings Increase
had not announced their intentions to the audience.
This is done by ater firm contends that the awardwill
ask
as to whether or not they
In Detroit Territory
reauctioning the money, giving for ing of the prizes in bank night
the U. S. Supreme Court for a reinstance, $5 for a green hat, $1 for does not constitute a violation of
Detroit Reopenings in this area
(Coniinued on Page 2)
a white button, $2 for a blue tie, etc. the NRA.
are picking up again, reports to the
Film Board of Trade show. R. H.
Cohen's Project
Anderson has reopened the Park,

TRI-ERGON PETITION

HELD UNLIKELY

Following the recently
Albany
voted ban on premiums here, Manager Eddie Selette of the Regent,
only did not go along in favor of elim-

—

—

Emanuel
Still

in Formative Stage

project for the
production of pictures for major
company release is still being deHe is now in the East,
veloped.
having arrived the other day from

Emanuel Cohen's

Several companies, including Paramount, have been mentioned in reports concerning his pos-

Hollywood.

sible distribution tieup.

{(

Zukor Adds

to Holdings

Zukor is understood to have
added to his holdings of
Paramount stock and thus enhanced
Adolph

substantially
his

in
position
setup.

ganization

the

company's

reor-

Asks Hearing on Advisability
Of Erpi- Paramount Settlement

Hold Preliminary Meet
On N. Y. Dual Situation
Preliminary matters in connection
with a move to eliminate double
features and raise admission prices
in New York City were discussed
yesterday by C. C. Moskowitz of
Loew's, Maj. L. E. Thompson of
RKO, and Harry Brandt, president
of the I. T. 0. A. at a meeting at
Loew's. It is expected that a gen-

eral meeting of film executives will
be called within ten days.

Request for a hearing on the adof confirming the proposed Electrical Research Productsis
agreement
Pamamount-Publix
made by Wm. Yoost, Paramount
bondholder, through his attorney,
Ralph Vatner, in an affidavit elaborating Vatner's charges that the
settlement is unfair to Paramount.
Yoost alleges that the Paramount trustees refused to entertain
a bid from RCA Victor for the use
of sound equipment and its licenses

Grand Rapids; Louis Schmied has
the former Greenfield
Theater under the name of the Nor-

re-lighted

(Continued on Page 6)

Neighborhood Trend

visability

—A

close observer of the
for a number of years
at no time in local history has there been as many theaters
operating in the suburban area as at
present, and never before so few "downtown nouses either in number or in
the
Downtown
capacity.
seating
Royal, Missouri, Gayety, Orpheum and
Empress are all closed, and the Garden
In the suburbs
and Globe dismantled.
only a few small houses have gone out,

Kansas City

film

business

comments that

—

and the outlying theaters
ning seven days a week.

all

are

run-

(Continued on Page 5)
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Three Oil City Houses
Tri-Ergon Petition
Negotiating Merger
Is Held Unlikely
Oil City, Pa.

by

—Negotiations

management

(Continued from Paye
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McCormick With Lyons

Alicoate,

Lederer to

.ommg an

1)

three local hearing on their patents validity
Vol. LXVII, No. 73 Thurs., Mar. 28, 1935 5 Cents
theaters may be combined are ex- actions against Paramount.
Likepected to be completed within a few lihood of such a petition materializJOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher days.
The arrangement will put ing into a hearing is held to be rethe Drake, Lyric and Latonia the- mote.
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays aters under the joint management
Broadway, New York, N.
at
1650
Y.,
of H. L. Stahl and M. Marks.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
of

Make Tour

Showing 2 Anti-War Films
Two

John

McCormick,

former

First
National producer, has joined the
A. & S. Lyons agency in an executive capacity. He is headquartering at the Coast.

BENJAMIN GLAZER. Paramount associate
producer, arrived in New York yesterday by
plane from Hollywood to line up radio headlines for "The Big Broadcast of 1935."
Mrs.
3lazer (Sharon Lynne)
accompanied him.
ALBERT DEANE, head of the Paramount
office foreign publicity department, who
has been in Hollywood for the last two weeks,
returns to New York on Saturday.
home

JOSEPH

M.

SCHENCK,

president

of

United

Artsits and 20th Century, left New York yesanti-war films, Paramount^
terday by plane to confer with Darryl Zanuck
"Broken Lullaby" ("The Man I
n
Hollywood.
Killed"), and "Patriots," a Russian
W. A. Davis Out of Hospital
HARRY M. GOETZ, president of Reliance,
film, by Barnet, will be shown a:
went west with Schenck and will confer with
Wellsville, O.
W. A. Davis, part- Edward Small.
the New School for Social Research
ner
with
Clarence
J.
Vogel
in
the
on Saturday at 7 and 9:30 P. M.,
AL LICHTMAN, U. A. vice-persident and
as
the
second program on the ownership and management of the general manager, joined Schenck and Goetz in
Liberty
Chicago
to accompany them to Hollywood.
Amusement
Co. here, with
Spring
Series
Distinguished
of
Films given by the Film and Photo half a dozen theaters in local terDOROTHY MACKAILL sailed this week for
ritory has returned to his home here England by way of Canada.
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne, League.
following an operation in a PittsP. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
LAWRENCE RILEY, playwright, left yesterCinematographic Francaiie, Rue de la Courburgh hospital.
Vogel and Davi- day by auto for the Paramount studios on the
des-Noues, 19.
April Releases
coast.
recently formed the
Engineering
IAN KEITH, now appearing in Cecil B. De
Warner-First
National
release and Construction Service with office:
schedule for April has been set as in the Film building, Cleveland, t< Mille's "The Crusaders" for Paramount, will
join the touring company of "Mary of Scotfollows
"Traveling
Saleslady", handle sales of the Trane Air Con
land" in Milwaukee on April 29.
April 6;
"Case of the Curious ditioning Co.
SOPHIE TUCKER is back from Miami and
COD!
Bride", April 13; "Go Into Your
has been booked through the William Morris
office
to open April 4 at the Hollywood ResDance", April 20; "Mary Jane's
Five Roles for Rochelle Hudson
taurant.
Pa", April 27.
Rochelle Hudson, Fox player now
JOHN E. FLYNN. M-G-M division manager
on an eastern vacation, has been se* with
headquarters in Detroit, will visit New
A. K. Mills Joins March of Time
for five featured roles under hei York following a tour of his territory.
A. K. Mills, formerly on the pub- new contract.
Pictures are "Curb
SIDNEY R. KENT, who left New York yeslicity staff of Batten, Barton, Dur- Top," with Shirley Temple; "Cham
terday by plane for Hollywood, will be away
from
his office about two weeks.
stine
& Osborn, has joined the pagne Charlie," with Edmund LoweMarch of Time as assistant to Ralph the title role of "Ramona" and tti<
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
WALTER CONNOLLY, now starring in the
Net Rolan, vice-president in
charge of feminine leads in "Hawk of the Broadway show. "The Bishop Misbehaves," reHigh Low Close Chg.
turns to the Coast in June.
advertising and promotion.
Mills, Desert" and "Beauty's Daughter."
5—1/4
5
Am. Seat.
5
NICHOLAS LUDINGTON. WILLIAM M. L,
Columbia Picts. vtc. 41 % 4H/2 415/8 + % prior to his agency affiliations, hanFISKE III and JOHN A. CURTIS are due in
l/
43/8
Con. Fm. Ind
43/g
dled the publicity for Amelia Ear41/s
8
Drama Students in Final Play
New York today or tomorrow from Hollywood.
15s/
I6I/2
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
16 1/4
....
8
hart's flight of the Friendship in
M. A. LIGHTMAN arrives in New York or
18i/2 1201/2 + 21/4
Feagin School of Dramatic Art
East.
Kodak
120!/2
Monday from Memphis.
1928, for the first Byrd Expedition will
155
do pfd.
155
55
present
senior
students
ir
Loew's, Inc.
35
34% 35
+ 1/2 to Little America and for a number "Philip Goes Forth," by Georg<
ED KUYKENDALL arrives in New York t
.1051/2
do pfd
051/2 IO51/2 +
1/2
day from Columbus, Miss.
of transport and aviation manufac- Kelly,
and
23/
"The
ctfs.
Nine
Lives
Paramount
21/4
21/4
of Em
%
8
HERSCHEL STUART, who on April 8 comPathe Exch.
% ..... turing companies.
ily," by John Kirkpatrick, as a cur%
%
pletes his duties as director of publicity ando "A"
12% 11
12% + 1%
tain raiser, on Saturdav evening, in advertising at Columbia, is reported liko'«
H/2 +
l'/2
RKO
11/4
1/s
"Ruggles" Moves to Rialto
the 57th Street Playhouse. This is 30 to the coast and re-enter exhibition in asWarner Bros,
2% 2% 23/4 + Vs
with Harold B. Franklin, who is de163/4
163i
do pfd
163/4
Forced to end its run at the Para- the eighth and last production bv sociation
veloping a circuit out there.
mount due to prior bookings, "Rug- members of the Senior Class before
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
JACK COHN is scheduled to return to New
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
6% 6l/2 6V2 .... gles of Red Gap" moved into the graduation.
York on Monday from the Coast.
04 1/2
1045/8
04 V2
Loew 6s 41ww
Rialto yesterday to continue its
Paramount 6s47 filed 707/8 70% 70%
NANCY CASWELL. Paramount player, and
% Broadway showing.
Triples at Woonsocket House
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 70% 70% 70%
%
HARRINGTON REYNOLDS, RKO Radio writer,
Par.
By.
5yjs51
50
returned
yesterday on the Paris from England
49% 50
+
Woonsocket, R. T.
It is trinle
Par. By. 5V2 s51 ctfs. 50%
ind will proceed to the coast.
50% 50'/8 — Vt
Miss Caswell
Opera for Music Hall Stage
features now at the Park theater has been appearing in a London stage play.
Par.
%
5%s50 filed
71% 71% 713/8
72
7U/2 72
— 2 Presentation of several operas, in- Jerry Parker Jerome has dropnor' HENRY M. ECKMAN. M-G-M traveling audiPar.
5%s50 ctfs.
103'/2 '03% 103%
Pathe 7s37
cluding
"Salome."
"Faust"
and stage attractions in favor of th< tor, returned to New York yesterday on the
51 1/4 +
Warner's 6s39
51 1/4
51
"Bartered Bride," in conjunction extra picture.
Paris from a Far East Holiday.
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
with pictures is planned at the RaTechnicolor
19y4 18% 19
+ % dio City Music Hall, according: to Wctt Coast Biirrau of TIIF FIIM PA1J.Y
Hollywood
Francis
Lederer
W. G. Van Schmus, managing direcLemotto Smith to Cleveland
RKO star, leavos soon on a 10-dar
tor.
Ballets also are planned.
Alliance, O.
Lemotto Smith,
speaking tour bv plane.
He wil'
former owner of the Columbia here
discuss
plan
his
for
world
al
neace
Mexican Film Held Up
and one of the veteran theater exBecause it contains an alleged state universities in Washington ecutives
of eastern Ohio, now ownslur on the Catholic church, "Chucho Arizona, Iowa and Indiana.
er of the MuWa Tu theater in CoEl Roto." Mexican production, has
shocton, has moved from this city
RKO Signs Evelyn Poe
been held up by the New York centhe Cleveland, where he will resors.
Evelyn Poe, protege of Al Siegal main permanently.
has been signed bv RKO through
"Time" for Warner Philly Houses the William Morris ag-ency.
She
"March of Time" has signed con- reports May 1 for her first assign•Th,
tracts for exhibition of the subject ment.

—

—
—
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in the Warner theaters in the Philadelphia area.

eir

Pandro Berman

Laldlaw,

Jr.

Svmphonv

at

Roxv
Walt

Dis"Goddess of Spring." n
nev Silly Svmphony in Technicolor,
will play the Roxv starting Friday
more in "The Little Colonel," Fox- when "I'll Love You Always," a
film, will hold over at the Radio City Columbia picture with Nancy CarMusic Hall starting today.
roll, opens as the feature film.

Holds Over
Shirley Temple and Lionel Barrv"Little

birthday:

William

ST.

Silly

Colonel"

CHARLES

AN ENTIRE BLOCK ON THF
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THE FIRST

HOME
r
,/

RUN

>;

NAUGHTY MARIETTA
;\

starring JEANETTE

MacDONALD and

NELSON EDDY
Douglass
Herbert.

with Frank Morgan,
Dumbrille. Music by Victor
W. S. Van Dyke Production.
Lyrics by Rida Johnson Young.
by Hunt Stromberg. A Metro

A

Book and
Produced

Goldwyn-Mayer

Picture.

of
THE SEASON

—.

REVIEWS
Paul

Muni

Lionel

in

"BLACK FURY"

&w

DAILY

of the
Barrymore

with

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Elizabeth Allan, Lionel Atwill,
Lugosi, Jean Hersholt

NEW

FILMS

and the reel finishes with The Runaway Four in their comedy acrobatics.
This last group are good.
11 mins. Directed by Roy Mack.

Borrah Minevitch and
Hi$ Harmonica Rascals

in

'MARK OF THE VAMPIRE"

with Karen Morley, William Gargan, Vince
Barnetr, Tully Marshall

Thursday, March 28, 1935

Bela

Vitaphone
Lively

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Novelty presentation of Borrah
Warner Bros.
85 mins. Minevitch and his popular harmonSTRONG PRODUCTION WITH MUNI M-G-M
GOOD MYSTERY WITH FINE CAST ica youngsters. They are playing
AT HIS BEST IN DRAMATIC STORY OF
AND EXCELLENT HANDLING OF CLEV- in front of their tenement house
COAL MINING REGION.
when a gentleman hears them and
This is the best Muni picture in many ERLY CONTRIVED STORY.
Chiller that turns out to be a first puts them on a big radio program.
moons. Muni is at his best as a young coal
The iden- Here they do eight lively numbers,
miner, first duped by labor racketeers, and class mystery full of suspense.
who later avenges the death of his friend, tities and purposes of the different char- including several Spanish atmosThe
John Qualen, by gaining possession of the acters are so thoroughly cloaked until the pheric songs with a dancer.
92 mins.

mine and holding the racketeer detective
Muni
agency pqlice at bay for five days.
wants to buy a farm and marry Karefi
Morley, but she runs off with William
Gargan, a mining company guard. J. Carroll Naish, a racketeer, works as a miner
and agitates against the miners' union. He
dupes Muni into leading the miners to reWhen Qualen is
volt against their union.
killed by agency bullies, Muni steals dynamite and supplies, enters the mine through
secret

entrance, and forces the owners

to agree

to the men's demands, on threat
Michael Curtiz's
up the mine.

a

to

blow

is high class.
Cast: Paul Muni, Karen Morley, William
Gargan, Barton MacLean, John T. Qualen,
J. Carroll Naish, Vince Barnett, Tully Mar-

direction

Jce Crehan, Mae
Marsh, Sarah Haden, Willard Robinson, EfWade Boteler, Egon Brecher,
fie Ellsler,
G. Pat Collins, Ward Bend, Akim Tamiroff,
Purnell Pratt, Eddie Shubert.
Supervisor, Robert Lord; Director, MichCurtiz. Authors, M. A. Musmanno,
ael
Harry R. Irving; Screenplay, Abem Finkel,
Carl Erickscn; Cameraman, Byron Haskin;
shall,

Henry

Editor,

O'Neill,

Thomas

Richards.

Direction, Aces.

Photography, A-l.

few feet of the picture that one does
not realize that he is seeing a psycholoA legendary
gist clear up a murder case.
tale serves as a medium to bring forth
all
types of shocking materials, one of
which is a girl who sometime moves about
as a bat, who when seen close-up has such
glaring eyes as to give one the creeps.
This number is a worthwhile addition to
the Tod Browning list of horror successes.
Guy Endore and Bernard Schubert turned
out a screenplay that with Browning's direction has no letdown in interest and ingenious thrills.
The cast includes names
that mean much, especially in this type
of picture.
Included are Lionel Barrymore,
Lionel Atwill, Bela Lugosi and Jean Herlast

sholt.

Cast: Lionel Barrymore, Elizabeth Allan,
Bela Lugosi, Lionel Atwill, Jean Hersholt,

Henry

Wadsworth, Donald Meek, Jessie
Ivan Simpson, Frahklyn Ardell, Leila
Bennett, June Gittelson, Carroll Borland,

Ralph,

Holmes Herbert, Michael Visaroff,
Producer, Tod Browning; Director, same;
Authors and Screenplay, Guy Endore, Bernard Schubert; Cameraman, James Wong
Howe; Editor, Ben Lewis.
Direction, First-rate.

Photography, Fine.

"TRAVELING SALESLADY"

SHORTS

with Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell, William
Gargan, Hugh Herbert, Grant Mitchell,
Ruth Donnelly
64 mins.
First National

LIVELY LITTLE COMEDY, LIGHT IN

SUBSTANCE BUT GENERALLY AMUSING
WITH HERBERT SCORING ON LAUGHS.
Based on a good comedy idea, this production is a consistently diverting affair
that should prove quite satisfying to audiences seeking solely to be amused without
Most of
having their mentalities taxed.
the credit for the picture's hilarity belongs
to Hugh Herbert in the role of an inventor of a method for flavoring toothpaste
to

make

Blondell,

it

taste

who

is

like

various drinks. Joan
job by her
a

refused

Grant Mitchell, a big toothpaste
ideas,
old-fashioned
with
manufacturer
takes up with Herbert and they get a rival
toothpaste maker, Al Shean, to put out the
It goes over with a
flavored preparation.
bang, and eventually a happy conclusion Is
father,

reached.

Cast: Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell, WilHugh Herbert, Grant Mitchell,
Al Shean, Ruth Donnelly, Johnny Arthur,
Bert Roach, Joseph Crehan, Mary Treen,
liam Gargan,

Jame^ Donlan, Gordon Elliott, Carroll Nye,
Harry Holman, Selmar Jackson.
Producer, Sam Bischoff;
Enright;
Author,
Frank

Director,

Ray

Howard Clark;
Screenplay, F. Hugh Herbert, Manuel Seff,
Benny Rubin; Cameraman, George Barnes
Editor,

Owen

Directton,

Marks.
Sprightly

Photography,

Best

"Beginner's Luck"

(Our Gang Comedy)

M-G-M

20 mins.
Just Grand

In

keeping with

the

times,

the

Our Gang aggregation of Hal Roach
not only goes musical, but pulls a
fast one on the entire production
field by capitalizing on the timely
topical

Amateur Craze now sweep-

the Farm"
(Paramount Varieties)
Paramount
10 mins.

"Shorty on

Amusing Chimp Comedy

Lots of fun in this one-reeler, and
the kids particularly will get a kick
out of it. "Shorty" is a baby chimp
and he is shown playing around on
comedy business is especially good. the farm, having fun with chickens,
The finale has them back on the pigs, dogs, at the dinner table and
street in front of the tenement, only in the pantry.
to learn that the chap who put them
on the air is their landlord, who
"Paramount Pictorial"
only did it so they could pay him
(No. 4-9)
the rent. So they gang up on him.
Paramount
10 mins.
Fair
"The Mormon Trail"
After some interesting views of
(See America First Series)
the romantic French seaport of
Vitaphone
10 mins. Marseilles and a sequence on colony
Well Handled
of unusual
birds
maintained in
An entertaining presentation of Louisiana, this subject devotes its
the historical details of the Mormon main attention to Eddie Dowling
settlement of Utah under their lead- telling how he put on his stage
As he does
er, Brigham Young. Scenes of Emi- musical, "Thumbs Up."
grant Canyon, Zion Canyon, Salt the describing, there are flashbacks
Lake City are interspersed with his- of members of the show, including
torical data in pictures of the high- Hal Leroy, Eunice Healy, Rae DooBobby Clark and ensemble
lights of the Mormon settlement ol ley,
the country.
E. M. Newman, the groups, making it somewhat of a
famous lecturer, is the producer, musical comedy presentation.
and John B. Kennedy does the narration. This subject is handled witk
"Miserables" Premiere on Coast
the class and intelligence that dis- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tinguishes this worthwhile series.
Hollywood
World premiere of
Darryl Zanuck's 20th Century proMiserables,"
takes
duction,
"Les
"I Haven't Got A Hat"
place tomorrow night at the Chin(Merrie Melodie Cartoon)
ese Theater.
Vitaphone
7 mins.
Very Good
Third Week for "Wedding Night"
"The Wedding Night," Samuel
A very clever and very funnj
Gary
production
with
color
animated from the Leon Goldwyn
Schlesinger workshop.
It depicts Cooper and Anna Sten, will hold for
the schoolma'am showing off her a third week at the Rivoli.
pupils on commencement day to the
fond parents of the woodland ana
Mexico Sponsors Showings
barnyard animals.
The kids come
Mexican government has arThe
up to the platform to do their acts,
and each one is funnier than the ranged with Paramount for re-issue
of "Tabu," "The Man I
last.
Easily one of the best of the in Mexico
Killed" and "Design for Living,"
color cartoonatics that will score in
any theater with young and old. which will be included in the new
Animated by Jack King, with neat Repertory Cinema whereby, through
free showings throughout the counmusical score by Bernard Brown.
try, the government plans to bring
a new educational and modernizing
note to the people.
An All-Star Vaudeville
(Pepper Pot)
Vitaphone
11 mins.
3rd Week for "La Crise Est Finie"
Old Stuff
"La Crise Est Finie," French
This dates back to the early operetta now being shown with

—

ing our land. It is a knockout. One
of the finest offerings from this kid
ensemble that the Roach studios
have ever turned out. That precocious
and
charming
youngster
"Spanky" McFarland occupies the
spotlight and is featured on an Amateur Night program where he
panics the audience in the theater.
He will also panic the audience in
your theater. The kid is immense.
He does a Julius Caesar-Mark An- period of American vaudeville, and "Man of Aran" on the same prothony combination dressed in old Ro- offers nothing but a rebirth of out- gram, will be held for a third week
man armor and flowing robes. Add- worn vaude acts. Starts off with at the 55th St. Playhouse.
ed attractions are the Cabin Kids, Pat Rooney and Pat Junior doing
cute pickaninnies, the Meglin Kid- their old routine, with Junior singMo. House Passes 2% Sales Tav
dies and Carl Sweitzer, the juvenile ing the song about wishing that he
"hill-billy" find. But it's "Spanky's" was as good as his dad.
Jefferson City, Mo. The Miss^
But wishshow.
And good for anybody's ing doesn't seem to get him any- House yesterday passed a 2 per cwK
dough.
If you don't play it up in thing.
Then comes Blossom Seeley sales tax bill, 86 to 57. The measure
marquee lights you shouldn't own and Benny Fields in their old rou- lacked 14 votes of the 100 needed
It's feature calibre in tine.
A troupe of Japanese acro- to make it immediately effective. It
a marquee.
short subject meter.
bats go through their contortions, now goes to the Senate.

—

s

THE
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REHEARING

IS

ASKED

A^LOMG

gSrPI-PARA. MATTER
(Continued from Page

mount for treble damages which may
amount to $50,000,000 under the recent Wilmington decision in the
Warner Bros.-Duovac suit against
Erpi and others.
Yoost asserts that the trustees
did not try to offset this claim in
the Erpi settlement nor an additional claim for overcharges by Erpi to
Paramount of which the trustees are
allegedly aware.
The affidavit attacks the $500 a
reel charge as exorbitant and states
also that in the event some of the
patents materially affecting Erpi
sound equipment were held invalid,

Paramount would

still

have to pay

the royalty to Erpi, for the royalty
is payable for the use of any one of
these patents. The hearing is asked
to produce evidence and proof of
the assertions.

The affidavit has been filed with
Paramount trustees who have
until tomorrow to answer.
the

• HE'S THE Comedy Kid who packs a Heart-Throb
meaning "Spanky" McFarland
looming up as the
greatest kid find since Jackie Coogan set the style for youngsters in films
so Hal Roach has gone to town with him in
the latest Our Gang Comedy
"Beginner's Luck"
capitalizing on the Amateur Craze now sweeping the country
via radio buildup of these amateur hours
•

•

•

•

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Ira Cohn of the Fox
Exchange was King of the Variety
Club Birthday Party Monday. Tht
was broadcast by Walt
event
Framer over WWSW.

Paul Schell, who resigned as man
ager of Warner's Belmore, is succeeded by Bill Powelson, assistant
at Enright, whose post in turn wa:
filled by Allan Davis.
Bob Senft, asssitant manager a
Loew's Penn, is back on job after i
siege of ptomaine poison.
Johnny H. Harris is laying plans
to actively return to the theater
business when his contract with
Warners, barring him from local
activity, expires next month.

Indianapolis Items

—

Indianapolis Local Variety Club
celebrated its first anniversary in
the Claypool Hotel with Marc Wolf,
president, presiding at the "burning of the mortgage."
I. Halperin, manager of the Indiana Theater, reports "Roberta"
the best box office attraction in sevIt is now in its second
eral years.

week.

John Howard, Paramount exchange manager, spent several days
in Chicago last week attending a district niGGtinfiT.

i

"Sdiana Indorsers of Photoplays
3hold their 20th annual conven-

tion in the Claypool Hotel, April 26.
William H. Esch, traveling salesman for Paramount, is a very sick
man in the Methodist Hospital here.

•

IT'S

T

ONE

T

T

screen offering you've got to see to fully
appreciate
with the Gang ganging up on their pal "Spanky"
who is out to win the prize on an Amateur Nite program at a
naborhood house
seated in the front row they give him
the royal razz
but Mister McFarland like a real trouper,
carries on
and wows the house with his original and
dynamic characterization of "The Greatest Roman of Them All"
it carries Romance, Heart Punch, Histrionics and Gales
of Laughter
it should have every mother with an eligible
child seeking screen or radio fame crashing your gate to find
out how "Spanky" does it
that means practically every
mother with a child in your naborhood
go to it, Snowmen
stick this short up in marquee lights with your feature
for it's the Answer to every Mother's Prayer
and
it's honest t'gawd Feature Calibre
we've got to doff the
derby to Hal Roach once more
he's beat the entire production field to cashing in on Amateur Hours
with millions
of folks in radio audiences already sold
so follow
an
thru, Showmen!
it's yours to play with for PAY
exploitation natural if there ever was one

•

Pittsburgh

H DALY

PHIL

would save Paramount $300,000 annually as comHe
pared to the Erpi contract.
at a figure that

•

•

T

RIGHT

T

T

even in our racket where
IS still Right
expediency and the exigency of the moment often make heels
referring
out of guys who are generally on the up and up
to a trade paper "news" item that is a screwy canard
there is no "insurgent group" opposing the regularly selected
officers
the indeNominating Committee for the
pendent nominating group is only out to make the election,
acting with the full approval
alive, vital and interesting
of the present Administration

AMPA

T
AND FOR the

•

•

.

.

•

•

T

NOTE

T
AMPA

AMPA

T

T

• COMMITTEES FOR the Naked Truth Dinner of
Paul Benjamin is chairman of
have been appointed
Monte Prosser heads Entertainment
the Main Committee
Marvin Kirsch and Paul Benjamin in charge of Dinner
Bert
Paul also is handling Tickets
Arrangements
Milton Silver, Advertising
Adler is chairman of Reception
Milton Silver is Editor
Melvin Heymann, Publicity
of the Souvenir Program, and Paul Benjamin Business Manager
such prominent members as Ray Gallagher, James
Cunningham, Monroe Greenthal, Ed Finney, Si Seadler, Barret McCormick, Gordon White, Vincent Trotta, Tom Hamlin,
Charles Einfeld, John Flinn, Lou Rydell, Elias Sugarman, A.
P. Waxman, Morris Kinzler, Joe Zimanich, Ben Atwell, Tess
Michaels, Bessie Mack, Patricia Reis, Phil De Angelis, Hortense
Schorr, Ed McNamee, Ted Sullivan, Herb Berg, Ralph Lund,
oh, hell, the Entire AMPA
Martin Starr, Charlie Leonard
read the Film Daily Year
membership is on Committees
Book for the Complete List (Ad for the Boss)
•

•

AMPA

.

.

1)

Buffalo Brevities
Buffalo

—

Nicholas J. Basil, president and general manager of the
Basil Brothers Theaters, Buffalo and

Niagara

Falls

community

circuit,

April 7 for a six-months'
vacation, most of it in Greece, his
native land.
He will be accompanied by his daughter and two of the
three other brothers. Nick is treasurer of the Buffalo Variety Club,
which will give him a Happy Landings dinner April 1. John Sitterly,
will

sail

Ralph

Maw

and Murray Whiteman

are making arrangements.
A. C. Hayman of the Lafayette
has returned from his winter vacation in Florida.
Edward K. O'Shea, district manager for M-G-M, and Sydney Samson, Fox manager here, are back
from a 12-day cruise to the West
Indies.

Bob Demming, former organist at
Shea downtown and community theaters, has assumed a managerial
role.
He substituted for Joe Weinat the Elmwood while Joe
called to Baltimore by the serious illness of his father.
"Roberta" is going into its second
week at the Great Lakes.

was

.

the above statement is made with the
and
approval of regularly constituted officials of the
who feel that the
members of both nominating committees
erroneous reporting mentioned is even more of a reflection on
than one one of its members

•

(Continued from Page

producers each making several pictures for F. D. release.
Additional product to be made by
Associated Talking Pictures in England and released here by F. D. will
include two starring Clive Brook,
including
"London
Symphony";
three with Gracie Fields and several,
others.
Basil Dean of A.T.P. is
coming over in September to discuss
joint production plans with First
Division involving activity here and
in England.

stein

let's state that Monroe
record
Greenthal was nominated for prexy by the regular Nominating
Committee
and that the other committee also approached
him with the idea of making the selection unanimous
on the sole ground
Monroe respectfully declined both offers
Mister
that his United Artists duties would not permit
Greenthal has time and again dug down into his own pocket
so
for 10 and 20 dollar bills for pressageys out of luck
we want to state personally that it's a small and petty trick to
Right is still Right
take a slam at a guy like that

•

MAKE
ON COAST

12 PICTURES

RIAItf

1)

charges that Erpi's contract with
Paramount is probably void under
the Sherman and Clayton anti-trust
acts and that Erpi is liable to Para-

the

FIRST DIV. TO

Boston Bits

Boston

—Straight

film policy will

RKO

be restored shortly at the
ton,

Bos-

managed by Bert Henson.

RKO

publicity diJack Goldstein,
rector in this territory, is back on
the job after a siege of the grippe.
George Flate has resigned as
Mina
booker at First Division.

formerly

Chauncey,

with

Century

Films, has replaced him.

Century Film has moved into new
quarters at 50 Piedmont St. Master Motion Picture Bureau moved
next door.

Barney

Oldfield

—

Lincoln, Neb.
"Nebraska State
editor,

has

harness.

decided
Splicing

Taking Leap
Barney Oldfield,
Journal" movie
to
is

try double
occur in

to

May.

Harry Thomas 111
Harry Thomas, who was confined
to his home yesterday owning to
-

illness, is

today.

expected back at his

office

DAILY

MONOGRAM SETTING UP
(Continued from Page I)
to buy 51 per cent

—

New

Orleans
National Screen
Service has moved from the Tudor
changes now
Building to its new quarters on the
The company has already bought second floor
of the First Division
back its franchises in New York
exchange at 221 S. Liberty St.
and Philadelphia from First Diviof exholding its franchises.

—

sion.

Atlanta
RKO's "Roberta" has
broken all house records in the his-

Reopenings Increase

tory of the

Paramount theater

In Detroit Territory
(Continued from Page 1)
Glo; the Star in Nashville has been
put in operation by local business

Norfolk, Neb.

—The

here.

newly equip-

ped Grand, latest addition to the
string here,
has
Central
States
men; Walter W. Fisher has reopenopened.
ed the Playhouse in Whitehall, and
Earl L. Van Cise has acquired the
Benton Harbor, Mich.
Julius
Regent, Deckerville, from Mrs. Clara
Bearss. The Star, Williamston, has Fodor, owner of theaters at LaPorte, Ind., has formed Interstate
closed.
Theater Corp. He operates the Cozy

—

—

Toledo

GO DUAL THIS Wrft
(Continued from Page

Film service was

re-

stored to the Ohio theater, Toledo,
on the day all service to the theater was to be cut off by order of
Cleveland
the
Grievance
Board,
when Jack O'Connell, owner and
manager of the theater, signed a
compliance order in which he agreed
to fulfill a recent Grievance Board
determination
requiring
him to
maintain his minimum contract admission price.

—

111.
Better Amusement
has been incorporated by
Ullus Gudder, George Gudder and
Ben Gudder.

Vandalia,

Co., Inc.,

Chicago

—

"Roberta" looks good

RKO

for four weeks at the

Palace.

—

Aurora, Neb.
Harold SchoonTheaters over, who has operated the Mazda
steering the association are planhave bought "March of Time" for here for years, opened another
ning to attend its annual convention
the Saenger circuit. Affiliations are house this week. It's unnamed and
May 21-23 at the Hotel Robert Ful- not included in the deal.
he's running a contest to get one.
They include: Sidney
ton, Atlanta.
E. Samuelson, Abram F. Myers,
Apoka, Fla. Plans have been set
The Broadway for opening the City Auditorium
Norwich, Conn.
Nathan Yamins, Al Steffes, H. M.
Manager John theater by Walter M. Gunn. New
Richey, Fred Herrington and Wal- has been closed.
Callahan has been ill.
ter Littlefield.
equipment is being installed.

Various Allied leaders active in

New

Orleans

1)

opened nearly five years ago that
the house has played twin bills. The
Palace has gone in for two features
occasionally,
while Warner's Alhambra has been offering previews
Tuesdays and Fridays. Nine houses,
out of ten here, are on the dual
policy.

Detroit Doings
Detroit— E.

C. Shields, Butterfield
vice-prexy, is candidate for
regent of the University of Michigan.
Work on the 1,500-seat house to
be built by Ben and Lou Cohen on
Vernor Highway will start soon.
George W. Trendle, president of
United Detroit Theaters, has shifted A. B. Shaw from management
of the State to the Riviera, Rex
Minckly from the Madison to the
State, and Russell Chapman from
the Riviera to the Madison.
Doors of the Broadway-Capitol
have been blackened, apparently in
preparation for its reopening by the
Joffee-Reinke-Block interests
who
operate the Tower in Kansas City.
George McArthur of McArthur
Theater Supply is the father of a'
circuit

theater here.

Attending Allied Meet

ALL CANTON HOUSES

NEWS OF THE DAY

NATIONAL EXCHANGES
tends

Thursday, March 28, 1935

— Saenger

—

—

Edinburg,

Tex.

—Two

ters are planned here

Montague who

new

thea-

by Mrs. Velma

has

operated the
Valley theater in this city for the
past eight years.

—

Mulberry, Fla. Plans are under
The deto bring movies here.
cision is now up to the City Coun-

way

cil.

—

girl.

Joe La Rose, manager of the
Eastown for Wetsman & Wisper
circuit,

has restored vaude the

last

half of the week.
Jack F. Donahue, M-G-M auditor,
leaves here after a three-week stay.

Division Manager John E. Flynn is
on a tpur of his field. He will speak
before the Dayton Rotary Club on
April 22. W. F. Rodgers was a recent

visitor.
Georgetown, Tex. C. J. Stevens
and associates are preparing to
open a new theater at 810 Main Lightman to Complete Deal
M. A. Lightman, head of Malco
St.
The house expects to be in
Theaters, arrives in New York on
operation by April 1.

Monday

— Mrs. Sam Abend,

complete details of the

to

deal under

which he is operating the
wife of the operator of Film Deliv- Orpheum, Palace and Strand, all in
ery here, returned home from Memphis. A new corporation is beRochester last week.
Mrs. Abend ing formed with Lightman as preshas been ill for two or three years. ident. Famous Theaters, Paramount
theater company, will control 50
Omaha
Reported here R. E. per cent of the stock.
Johnson has taken over the theSandrich Renews With RKO

Kansas

City,

Mo.

—

ater at Farwell, Neb., in addition to
the house he took over recently at

T

*YlO

Palmer.

tyuti omeihJt in knowing how
enjoyable. Our atmosphere is truly
our view of the Park

is

to

make

life

Continental,

superb, our service

is

CAFE de la P AIX, the popular CONTINENTAL GRILL,
and imported America's only RUMPELMAYER'S.

SY.
PARK

after

— Stickups

SOUTH

NEW YORK

escaped

holding up G.

— RKO

THE FILM DAILY
has renewed its
Mark Sand-

rich, director.

R.

here.

—

Vidacovich, La. The local theater
here is installing a reversible incline floor, making the second in
the territory to adopt this type of

Know Your
How many

seating.

—

Toronto- "Roberta" is in its second week at Imperial. "Lives of a
Bengal Lancer" is having four-day
showings at the lai ger neighborFamous
including
hood
houses,
Players' circuit, as compared with
usual two-day showings of most
feature films.

Industry

song writers worked on 1934

releases?

-

MORIYZ t™.-tU-Pom&
CENTRAL

la.

Norman's Empress

really

and our rates invitingly inexpensive. We
successfully created the now famous sidewalk

superior,

50

$250

Hollywood

option on the services of

Storm Lake,
with

West Coast Bureau of

Answer: 112 (see 1935 Film Daily Year
Book,

page

Which

518,

picture

for

list.)

was voted

the

bes>V

/

1923?

Answer: "The Covered Wagon" (see
1935 Film Daily Year Book, page 89, for
Ten Best Pictures 1922 to 1933.)

Harold
Says

L. CailIsle"

The Film Daily is without
question the leading daily
publication of the industry
and its Year Book is in a class
itself as a

Portland, Maine

in his

"Two On The

by

"Portland Evening News"

reference book.

ColumnIt is, in fact,

a part of the recorded history

of the films.

The Year Book tells everything about producing
company, players, writers, directors, song writers
and others in the vast business that is our film
industry. Mr. and Mrs. Film Fan may only be
all this but to the man in
the business it is a necessity, a 'reference book of
A-l rating. Aisle sitters like myself find the Year

passively interested in

Book of great value for

its

accuracy and com-

pleteness.

The amount of information contained in
the Year Book defies telling. The editorial
index alone covers twelve pages and that of
advertisers four more. Not only does it cover
the industry in the United States but foreign
countries as well. It tells hovj many theaters

town in the nation,
how persons went to shows last year; it even
tells the high and loiv of company stocks last
year and gives a financial statement of each.
there are in every city and

Incidentally, while on the subject of the
Year Book, I note from the Spotlight column
in Saturday's evening opposition that Mr.
Ken Berry has too good a memory. He recalls
my kidding him a year ago because of his
anxiety that the Year Book ivas late in arriving.

And

ing that
right,

points a long finger at me for feelthis year. Well, for once Ken's

way

I'll

have

to

admit!

DAILY

A

star of the silent days,

is

now

to the screen.

Our Passing Show: Dolores Del
Eddie Buzzell,
Craufurd Kent, Everett Riskin, Matt
Moore, Ted von Eltz, Solly Baiano,
Jerry Horwin, Karl Struss watching
Fred Perry trim Frank Shields in
an exhibition tennis match.
Rio, Cedric Gibbons,

At a

T
T
T
brilliant dinner party given

for Noel Coward just before his
departure for the Orient, Constance
Collier had the complete conversation recorded by a machine in the
same room. Now she is sending
portions of it to her guests that
they may see and show their friends
how well they stacked up in repartee with the redoubtable Noel.
T

V
of his

Jed

cast.

ner Baxter.
T

Harry Lachman

role

in

Boris
"The Raven," for
Karloff will go to Columbia to appear in "The Mystery of the Black
Universal,

Sobol,

Pandro Berman, Sam

T
t
No more will the magic name of
Kenton has been assigned Sleep
Eat appear on the billing
by Columbia to direct "Maid of of RKO Radio pictures in which the
Honor."
dark comedian appears.
The lazy
T
T
T
Mississippi boy now wants to be
Four of the twelve beautiful man- known, to his screen public, by his
nequins who paraded Bernard New- real name which is Willie Best.
man's gowns through "Roberta"
T
T
have been rewadred with five-year
Following the return of Howard
contracts by RKO. They are Max- Estabrook from Maine, where he
ine Jennings, Jane Hamilton, Kay spent several weeks getting atmosSutton and Lucille Ball.
phere, background shots and local
color for "Way Down East," a Fox
T
T
Frank Farley, European story production starring Janet Gaynor
scout for Paramount, is in Holly- and directed by Henry King, the
wood for conferences with Ernst scenarist is preparing the script at
Fox Hills.
Estabrook, in touring
Lubitsch, managing director of promany sections of New England, reduction, and Jeff Lazarus, head of
Mrs. Farley is turned to Hollywood with reports
the editorial board.
of increasing business enjoyed by
with him.

V

Erie

T

will direct Fox's

"Orchids to You," Howard Estabrook adaptation of the Gordon
with
Rigby-Robert Dillon
story,
Clive Brook featured.
Y

T

Two

players have been selected
support Sally Eilers in her first
Universal
picture,
"Alias
Mary
Dow." They are Henry O'Neill and
Ray Milland. The story by William
Room," which Roy Neill will direct. A. Johnston and Forrest Halsey has
T
T
gone in production under the direcEarle Snell has joined the Uni- tion of Kurt Neumann.
working
and
is
staff
versal writing
T
T
T
on the screen play for "Women Are
RKO Radio is soon to produce
Like That."
another of the Stuart Palmer mysT
T
tery yarns in which Edna May
More Passing Show: H. B. Frank- Oliver and James Gleason co-star
Edward G. Robinson, Sam as hilarious detectives. Their last
lin,
Max
R"»'-'-ndt,
Griffith,
Corinne
n,
Chico Marx, Morris RysBen Stoloff, Wesley Ruggles,

Upon completion

"LOTS

Prouty rounding out the picture, "Murder on a Honeymoon,' Paramount, an original being dehas been the most successful tc veloped by the studio, will be "I
date.
Sing of Love." The European star
r
T
will report at the Hollywood studios
T
V
T
Fox has purchased "Thanks foi
Warner cast assignment: Shirley late next month. Frank Tuttle will
Your Kind Efforts," by Sophie Kerr.
The story ran serially in the "Sat- Grey, Gavin Gordon, John Wray for direct the production.
urday Evening Post" and was later "Stranded"; Bcrton Churchill for
T
T
Paramount has set "Dance Direcpublished in book form.
"Page Miss Glory"; Helen Jerome
Eddy, Gordon Elliott, Adrian Ros- tor," an original story idea, for
T
T
T
George Raft.
Raft, now in "The
"Werewolf of London," original ley, Andre Cheron for "Men on Her Glass Key,"
a Dashiell Hammett
Mind."
title, will be retained by Universal
story, will take an extended vacaT
T
T
for the release of its latest chiller
Lloyd
Hughes, Russell Hicks, tion before his next assignment.
which recently was retitled "The
»
T
T
Unholy Hour."
Henry Hull and Lorin Raker, Joy Filmer, June FilParamount has extended the conmer and George Hayes have been
Warner Oland head the cast.
added to the cast of Monogram's tracts of Leo McCarey and AlexanT
T
»
der Hall, directors. McCarey's next
"Honeymoon Limited."
Princess Murel Sharado, daughtei
assignment will be "The Milky
T
T
T
of an Egyptian Princess, and George
Way." Hall is now editing his most
Little
Jimmy
Butler
will
appear
Lewis, character delineator, have
recent picture, Mae West's "Goin* To
in
"Jim
Burke's
Boy,"
Jack
Holt
been signed for roles in Fox's "UnTown."
der the Pampas Moon," with War- picture, at Columbia.
T
T
and

screen

one of the busiest scenarists on the
During the past six months,
coast.
she wrote the screen plays for "Affairs of Cellini," "The Mighty Barnum," "The Iron Duke" and "Folies
She is now writing an
Bergere."
original story for the return of

Lawrence Tibbett

HOLLYWOOD

"LITTLE" from

By RALPH WILK
DESS MEREDYTH, former

Thursday, March 28, 1935

to

Short Shots

—

T

Jan

Kiepura's

T

exhibitors.
He said that the drive
for clean pictures had had marked

T
first

picture

for

Eastern Studios

from
Betty Compson, Jean HerRuth Roland, James Gleason,
e Costello, Edgar Allen Woolf,
By CHARLES ALICOATE
Rufus LeMaire, Paul Sloane, Mrs.
Albert Wilson, film cutter at the
Edgar Selwyn, Con Conrad, Mitzi "pINAL cutting on the two-reel comedy starring Tom Howard and Vitaphone studios in Brooklyn, is
Cummings, Milton Golden, Sam
Hellman at Harry Green's luncheon George Shelton, supported by Ethel now at sea on the Majestic for a
His
Sykes, has been completed.
The three-week stay in England.
and cocktail party.
short will be released by Educa- father, Rex Wilson, is well known
T
T
as a producer-director in England.
novelist,
short tional as the fifth in this season's
Gene
Markey,
Wilson plans to return to this counstory and screen writer, has been Coronet Comedy series. Al Christie
try on the Berengaria, April 10.
signed to a term contract by Fox produced and personally directed
this Howard laughmaker, under the
Film.
title of "Love in Gloom".
•
Noah Beery will be guest star on
Cast Additions at Universal reThe
music
department
of the Van Rudy Vallee variety hour tonight
cently included Inez Courtney, ArArthur Hoyt, Maidel Turner, Spencer Beuren Corp., headed by Winston from the studios of WEAF.
were made through
Charters and Ian Wolfe for "The Sharpies, director, arranger and rangements
Raven," and Lyle Talbot, Ruthelma composer, has completed one op the Richard Krakeur of the Leo MorriStevens, Henry Armetta, Andy De- most stirring songs of the present son Office.
It is entitled "Be A Vagavine, Leslie Fenton, E. Allyn War- season.
ren and Clay Clement for "Frisco bond" and will hereafter be used as
a "trade mark" theme on all VagaLady."
"Sunshine Makers", color cartoon
bond Adventure pictures made by
T
produced by Van Beuren and reVan
Beuren
release by RKO Rafor
Adrienne Ames and Herbert Mun
leased by RKO, has been booked for
dio.
din are the latest additions to th<
a second week to play concurrently
cast of "Black Sheep," formerb
at Loew's State, Los Angeles and
called "Kiss and Wake Up," Allai
Al Christie is scheduled to get the Warner Theater, Hollywood. It
Dwan story now in production un under way on Educational's next is seldom that such a tribute is paid
der Dwan's direction. Edmund Lowe Young Romance short, featuring any shorts subject. "Sunshine Makand Claire Trevor enact the leads Sylvia Froos, next week at the East- ers", in Cinecolor, was made under
with Tom Brown, Eugene Pallette ern Service studio in Astoria.
the supervision of Burt Gillett.

effect on the box-office, and that
such productions as "David Copperfield," for which he wrote the screen
play, "Clive of India," and "Lives
of a Bengal Lancer" were doing
"stand out" business.

T

J

Fox

V

Wilbur Mack,
Francis McDonald and William Davidson for "Redheads on Parade,"
Jesse Lasky production, headed by
John Boles and Dixie Lee, with
has

signed

Norman

McLeod directing; while
Hertel triplets, John, Bill and
Howard, are additions to "Ladies
Love Danger," formerly titled "Secret Lives," in which Mona Barrie
and Gilbert Roland will be featured.
the

V

T

Do you remember when Howard
Dietz was

a

reporter on the

New

"American"?
When Ralph
Block was dramatic editor of the
When MorKansas City "Star"?
rie Ryskind wrote titles for a se-

York

ries of comedies made by the old
General Film Company?

r

v

Spring Byington is appearing
with Grace Moore in her new Col
bia film, "Love Me Forever."

»

Unwelcome

Stranger" is
the new title of Columbia's Jack
formerly
Holt
picture
called
"Gimpy."

"The
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Hearing on Fox Metropolitan Plan Set for April 15

CODE AUJJFY AND MPTOATO CONFER
Newsreels Negotiating

Committee of Reel Execs
and Union Men in

Repeats
.

longer

.

=

INCENTIVE

=

for best films

life

DON CARLE GILLETTE

By

Conference

A

producers to turn out the

to

New

committee comprising newsreel
executives and cameramen's union

met yesterday to work out
proposed revisions of the code's provisions governing working hours of
photographers. Division Administrathat is available to the outstanding pic- tor Sol A. Rosenblatt, acting through
tures.
William P. Farnsworth, deputy adExhibitors who are in close touch with ministrator, has named the followtheir audiences will tell you that it is ing committee to handle the matnothing uncommon for a patron to come ter: Jack Connelly, Pathe News;

best possible quality of product is greater today than ever before.
This incentive lies in the continually
increasing amount of "repeat"
business
'

see

to

pictures

certain

more times.
And what helps the

two,

officials

(.Continued on

four

three,

Page

4)

0NJP?'

New

Consol. Film Directors

two new
Four directors,
including
names, were elected to serve three-year
terms at the annual meeting ot stockholders of Consolidated Film Industries
Benjamin Goetz and
held yesterday.
MacPherson were re-elected to
J.
E.
M. J. Siegel, president of
the board.
subsidiaries,
was
several
Consolidated
added to the board to replace George
Yates, and J. W. Coffman. Consolidated engineer, was chosen to reStockholders explace J. D. Eagan.
pressed satisfaction with the financial
showing for the past year.

W.

N

Cameramen

Provisions for
2

n

Date to be Set for Meeting of Group on Code
Revision
Through President Ed Kuykendall, the M. P. T. O. A. yesterday
asked the Code Authority to confer with its code revision committee on proposed alterations of the
code at a date to be decided upon

The administrative body

later.

will

grant the request.

Nathan Yamins presided
terday's

ADJOURNMENT SOUGHT

tended

at yes-

meeting, which was atby Kuykendall, Charles L.
(Continued on Page 4)

or even

situation additionally

the fact that on their subsequent »isits
these patrons usually bring somebody else

is

—•—

along.

THIS

trend

repeater

not

is

confined

$2,316,000 PROFIT

BY BRITISH CIRCUIT

tc

the universally popular type of product
like "It Happened One Night," "Lives of
a Bengal Lancer," "Count of Monte Cris'

—

London Indicative of the improved condition of cinema business in
England last year, a net profit of
approximately $2,316,000 is reported
for 1934 by Provincial CinematogAran" and raph Theaters, Ltd., circuit of more

"David Copperfield," "Roberta," Shirley Temple, etc., but
it
applies equally
though in a more restricted circle to the
to,"

class films.

"The Blue Light," "Man of
"The Battle" have been seen multiple
times by members of the intelligentsia
who frequent the "arty" cinemas where

the tariff is 50 cents to $1, but who
couldn't be enticed to the mass-appeal
films in the big citadels charging around

two

bits.

again emphasizes the profitgoing after the class trade in

Which once
ability

of

systematic

fashion.

COMING
that

projected

next

for

ing.
It is going to be hard to duplicate th
popular success of "One Night of Love,'
but there's no reason why high class musicaj films, instead of being shown to fail
'"^rns in a large first-run, should not
vensconced in small theaters with low

<,

a

a

to

allowed

and

Distributors

tage

weeks

for
will

the

frw months after
It

takes

find

continue
months.

to
or
it

to

their

their

advan-

bulk
intake must be realized witliin

discard

film's

We«

that

notion

its

the

that

release.

much time

for

some

tures to find their best clientele.

Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Request to adjourn today's hearing on confirmation of the Allied
Owners Corp. reorganization plan
will be made before Judge Inch in
Federal Court, Brooklyn, because
two-thirds of all classes of securities
have not assented to the plan, it was
said yesterday by Monroe Gold-

pic-

FOR BRITISH HOUSES
London

—Dispute between the Kin-

ema Renters Society and GaumontBritish was ended yesterday with
G-B forced to abandon its proposed
Cinemas

Cukor Finds Broadway
is offering Hollywood
no material with picture

The theater
virtually

values owing to a drastic difference
declared
perspectives,
story
in

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 41

George

Cukor,

in

director,

York yesterday, following
arrival from the Coast.

New

his recent

Subject

Court Sets April 15 Hearing
On Fox Metropolitan Plan
Tax Measure

Hearing

on

the

—

(Continued on Page 4)

G. and Union

smaller
dividual booking.

Glazer to

(.Continued on Page

4)

Make Eight

For Para. This Year
Benjamin Glazer, Paramount
sociate producer

as-

who has arrived

New York from

Hollywood,

in
will

produce at least eight features during the year ahead. He is expected
to sign a new contract to succeed
the agreement expiring in July.

While

New

York Glazer
in
(Continued on Page 4)

Answer
reorganization
Gross
plan for Fox Metropolitan PlayPending in Wisconsin houses, Inc., sponsored by Milton C
receiver for Fox Theaters
Madison, Wis. A broad tax bill, Weisman,
was set yesterday for April
designed to abolish the state's gen- Corp.,
Sole
Judge Mack.
property tax, which would 15 bv Federal
eral
opposition to the Weislikelihood
of
place a 4 per cent levy on theaters'
from Saul Rogers, atgros^ incomes, has been introduced man plan is
said his clients were
who
torney,
The
in the state assembly here.
presentation of their
measure is being carefully watched considering

4%

&

Both of these
circuits.
circuits will revert to in-

Arid of Film Material

Darryl Zanuck has
completed the work of putting the
final touches on his last three 20th
Century productions for release this
season by United Artists. The pic-

Hollywood

6-B ABANDONS DEAL

deals with the H.

(Continued on Page 4)

season

good
particularly
some
provide
should
product for this type of specialized cater-

cn-a^cments

Darryl Zanuck Winds Up
Current Season Lineup

the wave of operatic films

of

are

overhead

(Continued on Page 4}

ON ALLIED OWNER PLAN

in

Erpi-Para. Deal

the Paramount trustees
that filed by William
in
answer
Yoost, bondholder, attacking the proposed Erpi-Paramount agreement, challenges Yoost's right to oppose the agreement on the ground that he is not
intervened in the Paramount reorganiThe trustees' affization proceedings.
Special
with
yesterday
filed
davit,
Master John E. Joyce, reserves the right
to answer Yoost's allegations in detail
if
the Special Master rules that an
answer is necessary.

Affidavit

of
to

is

tamp

DAILY
Four Warner Features
Finish

Work

This

Week

Brandt Preparing List
For Duals-Price Confab

Exhibitors
THE FILM DAILY
Four Warner-First more houses

controlling

Weil Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

National features will be completed
this week at the Burbank studios.
Editor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
They are "Men on her Mind," starring Bette Davis, with Ian Hunter,
and
Holidays
Sundays
Published daily except
John Eldredge, Phillip Reed, Colin
Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
1650
at
Clive and Alison Skipworth; "CrashJ. W.
bv Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
President, Editor and Publisher; ing
Alicoate,
Society," with
Guy Kibbee,
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer June Martel, Phil Regan, Edward
AssoEddy,
Arthur
W.
Manager;
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dG oing

will be invited to par-

in a general theatermen's
conference on plans for outlawing
ROBERT YOUNG, after attending a special
double features and boosting admis- showing x>f his new film, "West Point of
sion prices in New York City. Pres- the Air," in San Antonio, flew on from Texas
to
York, and will
spend a week or
ident Harry Brandt of the I. T. O. moreNew
here before returning to the M-G-M.
A., following a conference Wednes- studios.
day with major circuit executives,
KATHERINE BROWN, eastern story editor of
yesterday said he immediately starts RKO Radio Pictures, leaves New York on th»
Twentieth Century today for the company's
work of preparing the necessary studios in Hollywood for

ticipate

lists

"I

of theaters.

have

in

mind

ferences

a legal plan for

ousting duals," declared Brandt. He
plans to call the confernece within
two weeks, he said.

Leon Schlesinger Signs

New Warner
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

JOSEPH

HUMMEL,

S.

general

con-

of

on

foreign

the

sales

manager for Warner Bros., sails aboard the
Rex tomorrow on a business trip which will
take him to all of the company's European
offices.
He will be away about four months.

MORRIS GOODMAN, Mascot
today on

sails

Contract

THE FILM DAIL\

three weeks
executives

with production
program.

1935-36

six-week

a

MARTIN BECK
from

trip

returned

has

manager,

sales

abroad.

New

to

York

Hollywood.

Leon Schlesinger,
MARCUS HEIMAN returns to New York on
Wardour St., \V. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
producer of the "Looney Tunes" and Monday from the coast.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Amend Olympia Agreement
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour"Merrie Melodies" cartoon series
H. G. WELLS, whose "100 Years from Now"
des-Noues, 19.
Federal Judge Coxe yesterday for release thru Warners, has sign- will be a London Films production, and VERNON
journalist, playwright and coan order amending the ed a new three-year contract with author BARTLETT,
signed
of "Journey's End," sail tonight on the
agreement with the Converse com- the company.
This will make the Bremen for England.
mittee of Olympia Theaters stock- sixth year he has been under conFOWLER and TAMARA, dance team lately
holders to provide for allowance of
a number of claims on the basis of
$8.06 for each share of common
stock and $25.06 for each share of
preferred stock.
This order clears
away the last obstacle in the path
of the Olympia Theaters reorganization plan, shortly to be presented to
the court.

CODjI

FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Low

High

Columbia

Picts.

Fm.

Con.

Ind.

vtc. 41

I6V2

pfd..

120%

Kodak

East.

9%

"A"

Fm.

Fox

Loew's.

106

"A"

do

91/4

1

91/4

—

21/4

23/8

5
/g

Vs

%

11%

11%

"Vi

lVi

1%
2%

1%
2%

—
—

2%
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
6% 6% 6% +
.105
041/2 105
Loew 6s 41 ww
+
Paramount 6s47 tiled 71% 71% 71% +

Warner

Bros

.

Paramount 6s47

ctfs.

5V2 s51

Par.

By.

Par.

5'/2 s50

filed

Par.

5! 2 s50

ctfs..

.

.

.

.

.

.

71% 70% 70%
49% 493/4 493/4

—

72V2

72

72yi

+

72'/2

72%

721/2

+

033/s

103%

503/4

503/4

103%

Pathe 7s37

51

Warner's 6s39

1

1/4

—
—

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
19%

Technicolor

183/4

2%

Trans-Lux

2%

19

Hearing is set for Anril 8 before
Special Master John E. Joyce on

2% +

of

the

cartoon

exclusive
foreign
distribution
o"*"
eight Lon Chaney, Jr., pictures; with
Mascot for distribution of its entire

%

featured at the St. Moritz Continental Grill,
and MR. and MRS. AL TRAHAN, variety artists,
sail today on the Lafayette for Latin climes.

BARRET McCORMICK

S.

York

HELEN KANE

day,

one-reel

cartoons.

returning to

petition to participate in the amended plan of reorganization of Prudence Bonds Corp., relating to the
Seneca issue, which provides for
leasing of the Long Island studio

3 Liberty Features Set in St. Louis

Liberty Pictures' "Two Heads on
Steffes Opening Mpls. House
a Pillow" has been booked by the
1/4
Minneapolis W. A. Steffes will
1% Ambassador theater. St. Louis, for open the Alvin theater on April 4
% a first-run engagement, with "No for first-run pictures and four-a-day
% Ransom" set for the Fox thea+f"- vaudeville. The Shubert has beer
and "Once to
1/2
Every Bachelor" revised at a cost of $60,000 and rebought for the Missouri theater in christened. This is the third vaudethe same citv.
B. N. Judell. dis- film house here.
1/2
tributor of the Liberty product in
Bergner as Joan of Arc
the territory, negotiated the deals.

route

—

Elizabeth Bergner is to
the title part in G. B. Shaw's
"Joan of Arc," while John Barrymore will appear as Cecil Rhodes.
GB is the producer.

London

New

leaves

CHARLES EINFELD,

S.

arrived

in

Mon-

York on
York

en

today

Hollywood.

to

Warner-First National

and

advertising

week-end

publicity
the coast.

for

BINNIE BARNES

left

by

this

leaves

director,

plane yesterday

for

Hollywood.

PAUL KOHNER and
leave

his

AL FRIEDLANDER and JOHN
rived

Lupita

wife,

Tovar,

today for the coast.
yesterday

from

HADLEY

"HAP"

CURTIS

A.

ar-

Hollywood.
sailed

yesterday

Ber-

for

muda.

BERT MAYERS

—

"Man Who Knew Too Much" Holds have

leaves New
the Coast.

PRYOR

recently
York.

remain here
to the Coast.

returning

before

days

10

ROGER

Showing Hopi Indian Film

She

New

BENJAMIN GLAZER, who has
New York from Hollywood, will
GEORGE CUKOR

New

in

tomorrow from New York
for the west

sails

the Grace liner Santa Elena
coast via the Panama Canal.
completed a tour of Paris and

tion

13

due back
Hollywood.

is

from

weeks

on

about

of

two

in

product in Venezuela, and with Vigilant Pictures for foreign distribu-

"Hopi,' silent picture produced by
John Nelson Louw, director of re%
search of the Museum of the Ameri%
can Indian Heye Foundation, on the
Hopi Reservation in northern Ari%
and laboratory to Paramount News. zona, will have its first public showThe amended plan differs from the ing next Thursday afternoon at 3:15
Vs
previous plan in only a few details. o'clock in Town Hall. Lewis Jacobs
was photographic director on the
Vs
film, which has a native cast.
1/2
Vs

+
+

106

06

Set Hearing on Prudence Plan

producer

Trans-Oceanic Closes Deals
Trans-Oceanic Film Export, headed by Arthur Sanchez, has closed
deals with Commodore Pictures for

approve! of the Paramount trustees'

2%

Exch

RKO

— %

34% 34%

35%

Inc

do pfd
Paramount ctfs
Pathc

1

Chg.

Close

40% 40%
16% 16%
19% 120 Vi

tract as
shorts.

sailed

yesterday

Bermuda.

for

Filming Virginia

—

Va. Wilbur C. Hall,
chairman of the State Commission
on Conservation and Development,
announces that about $100,000 will
Leesburg,

be spent on a picture of Virginia
to be made by the Burton Holmes
organization under the direction of
Aldre LaVarre. The picture, showing

state's historic spots
attractions, is to be

the

natural

and
na-

GB's "The Man Who Knew Too
tionally advertised.
Much" is being held over at the
Mayfair.
Another GB film will have its
M. & P. Adds Gloucester House
Movies as Travel Ads
Broadway premiere on April 12,
Gloucester, Mass.
The Union
Use of movie travelogues to promote
when "My Heart .Is Calling," mu- Hill, recently closed has been taken
interest in travel is increasing by leaps
sical starring Jan Kiepura, opens
over by M. & P.-Publix. This gives
and bounds, according to W. A. Probst
at the Roxy.
of
the Motion Picture Division of the
the circuit control of the theater
In this area
Star Ltd.

—

wlsh«
DAILY
lowing on

Roktrt
Joieoh

Slik

Ciwthorn
J.

I.

from
to

their

THE

the folbirthday:

Arthur

Caoir

Warntr
Ottonon

lixttr

Fadiman Divorces Appendix
Stricken suddenly, William James
Fadiman. story editor for Samuel

situation in the city.

Princess Paley for M-G-M
Paris
On her return from HollyGoldwyn's eastern offices, was rush- wood, it was announced that Prined to the hospital yesterday for an cess Paley, who appeared in 20th
appendicitis operation. He jf5 in the Century's "Folies Bergere," will return to America for M-G-M.
Harbor Sanitarium.

—

Cunard White
alone

125

shows
trend

during the past year more than
movie
giving
agents have been
in
is

their

localities,

and

a

similar

spreading throughout the coun-

The films are shown
try, says Probst.
at clubs, societies, associations, educational institutions 2nd even in private
homes of travel prospects.

1

NEWS

OF THE

WEEK

IN

PHOTO-REVIEW

'A PRESENT
arrival

in

FROM RUBY AND

New

Dance,' which

York with

L.

first

ME\saysAIJolsonupon
print

of

Go

Into

Your

A. Herald Express appraises as 'packed

with entertainment., spells long lines at

any

box-office.'

COSTUMERS PAGE MARION DAVIES
Director

Mervyn

which famous

Le

star

for final conference with Jack L. Warner,
Roy and Hal Wallis on seventeen gorgeous Orry-Kelly gowns

wear

will

in

production

'Page Miss Glory,' starting
'IN
so

CALIENTE'

next

week*

ALMOST COMPLETED,

lovely Dolores Del Rio

(right) steals

a

swim while Pat O'Brien, Edward Everett
Horton, Leo Carrillo occupy Director Lloyd

Bacon's attention

in

ming-pool scene

filming of lavish

for romantic

swim-

musical.

"S3»

IS SOLD ON 'TRAVELING SALESLADY' with critics getting

NEW YORK
IANKS,' SAYS

PAUL MUNI

wildly

as

enthusiastic previewers of 'Black Fury'

com-

Academy

con-

mend

his

performance

'for

and hail
as 'heavy money-maker.' [Variety

sideration'

(M.

P.

Doily),

'more laughs than

in

"Convention City'"

(American!. Premiere success of Blondell-

Farrell-Herbert laugh team inspires pur-

picture

chase of 'Serves You

Daily)

process-serving blondes, as

Right', tale of
trio's

next.

*A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A

First

National Picture

Vitagraph,

Inc., Distributor!

_^#M

THE

CODE AUTH'Y, MPTOA

MONG

CONFER ON REVISION
(Continued from Page

f:

1)

Gordon Youngman, Felix
Harold
Feist,
Jenkins, Felix F.
Bareford, E. T. Gomersall and Edward Golden. Deputy AdministraWilliam P. Farnsworth and
tor
Philip Maguire of the NRA legal
division at Washington were also
O'Reilly,

present.

committee on
Authority's
clearance and zoning met during the
afternoon with Edward Alperson

The

William Powers of Skouras
Theaters in order to obtain more information regarding the Los Angeles clearance and zoning schedule.
Fox West Coast has asked for a reThe Auzoning of the territory.

and

thority reconvenes this

10:30 o'clock to listen

morning at
to John C.

Flinn, executive secretary, report on
the matter and to further consider
the proposed plan.

Adjournment Sought

On

Allied

Owner Plan

(Continued from Page
ers' trustees.

PHIL M DALY

THAT SMART

.

• THE EXPOSITION is being held at the M. P.
Club from Monday, April 1 to April 4 inclusive
with a
luncheon forum on Tuesday, the 2nd
the Quigley Award
for February will be presented to R. E. Knight, manager of
the Fairmont theater at Fairmont, W. Va.
lots of celebs

•

so we guess it is in order to nominate
exclusive Back To Show Biz Club
the lad has walked into a Real Stunt

will grace the dais
Mike Vogel to our

own

• • • THE CROSS of the Legion of Honor was conferred
yesterday upon David Sarnoff
in the Consulate General
in La Maison Francaise, Rockefeller Center
by Consul
the Cross and the DiGeneral Charles de Fontnouvelle
ploma of the Legion were bestowed upon Mr. Sarnoff in recognition of his pioneering and great accomplishments in the

Goldwater said delay

obtaining complete assent to the
plan was caused by the short time
available to solicit assents.
in

T

T

Own-

• • • INSPIRED BY an editorial written some time
ago by Jack Alicoate, publisher of "Film Daily", against the
Zac Freedman, managfree seats evil at studio broadcasts
ing director of the Fabian Fox Theater in Brooklyn, decided to
so he tied up with Stado something constructive about it
tion
obtained a sponsor who defrays every cost
and is putting on a slam-bang Amateur Show where it
really belongs
in a theater
Zac runs it every Monday nite
and his biz has grown into S.R.O. in that big
Brooklyn deluxer
so it looks as if Mister Freedman has
.

.

.

.

WMCA

Cukor Finds Broadway
Arid of Film Material
(Continued from Page

1)

matter and humor in plays, according to Cukor, is too localized to have
national appeal and is aimed at a
special audience such as Broadway
affords. In addition, he pointed out,
stories are "too stagy" in character
to satisfy the requirements of the
all-seeing camera.

"Motion

picture

standards

are

blazed the trail in bringing folks away from their radio dials
and into the theater to enjoy what they had been listening to
the beauty of his plan
at home or in studios for nothing
is that no commercial announcement is heard in the theater
while his band plays, the studio in New York makes
the commercial advertising announcement for the radio fans
the customers in the audience see and hear the show
only
here is a grand idea that live showmen can adopt in
all big cities

T

much higher than stage standards
nowadays," observed Cukor.

T

• • • AT THE AMPA closed meeting reports were heard
from the various committee chairmen on progress being made
Bill Ferguson as prexy
on the AMPA Naked Truth party
Paul
promised it would be the Acme of AMPA events
Benjamin said the seat sale was all set with only 300 tickets
Monte Proser as chairman of Entertainment,
remaining
read a list of Talent and Celebs that sounded like a roll call
Mel Heymann showed
of all the big lights in show world
that his committee on Publicity was lining out the ballyhoo
Paul Benjamin stated that the choice table locations were
laggers
going to those whose checks are first received
and
cannot squawk if they find their tables in the rear
the seating assignments
there will be no table-grabbing
.

$2,316,000 Profit
By British Circuit
(Continued from Page

1)

than 100 houses, headed by Mark
Increase
Ostrer and C. M. Woolf.
ever the previous year amounted to
some $115,000. Dividend of 15 per
cent was again declared.

so don't say we haven't given
be strictly enforced
in Advance
you fair warning

will

Darryl Zanuck Winds Up
Current Season Lineup
(Continued from Page

1)

Miserables", which
has its premiere at the Chinese Theater here tonight and will be nationally released April 21; "Cardinal
Richelieu", for release April 28, and
"Call of the Wild", being released
tures are "Les

May

6.

•

•

•

THE ALL STAR Show

and Supper Dance of the
unemployed newspapermen takes place
tonite at the New Manhattan, 311 W. 34th St
under direction of Walter Winchel], Heywood Broun and Mark Hellinger.

Newspaper Guild

(Continued from Page

j

» » »

\

1)

own reorganization plan

for

Fox

Met.
Rogers stated that any new
reorganization plan would have to
exceed the $1,000,000 investment in
Fox Met. proposed under the Weisman plan and that raising $1,000,000 required some time for consideration.

Newsreels Negotiating

New Cameramen's
(Continued from Page

A.

J.

Richards,

Lou Krouse,

Scale

1)

Paramount News;

A. T. S. E. and O.
V. Johnson, business manager of
the New York City local.
The initial conference yesterday
took place at Paramount and another will be held within a few days.
Differences center on the computing of hours of labor, with the Chicago local asking that a cameraman's pay begin with his contacting
of a news assignment.
The New
York local wants wages to cover
time spent in wait ng in newsreel
offices for assignments.
I.

Make Eight
For Para. This Year

Glazer to

(Continued from Page

1)

seeing "Anything Goes," which he
will film, and is conferring with
writers who will adapt the musical.
Vincent Freedley, who did the
Broadway production, will go to the
Coast to aid in making the film.
Glazer's schedule already includes
"Big Broadcast of 1935," "Anything
Goes," "Life of Victor Herbert,"
"The Pastry Baker's Wife" and
"One Woman," with other stories to
be selected later.
Before coming
east he completed "Paris in Spring."
A public desire for pictures with
"better class music" is seen by the
producer, who believes that tunes
representative of Tin Pan Alley no
longer have audience-drawing values. He plans to stay in New York
about 10 days.

4%

Gross Tax Measure
Pending in Wisconsin
(Continued from Page

1

by the legislation committee of the
Independent
Theaters
Protective
Association
Wisconsin, whose
of

membership is increasing steadily.
The organization is now conducting
an advertising column in the "Milwaukee Leader" as well as the
"Milwaukee Journal."

for

« « «

SET FOR APRIL

IS

RIALTO

science of radio

1)

water, counsel for the Allied

THE

• • •
innovation
for the conception
of which Mike Vogel of the Quigley Publications takes credit
referring to the "Show of Showmanship"
has all
the advertising and publicity lads at the various home offices
on their toes as we make the rounds
striving to turn out
an exhibit of their company's product that will be the tops

•

HEARING ON FOX ME

Open Early

for

During

"Roberta"^

the run of "RoberWt*
starting today, the RKO Palace will
open at 9:30 A. M. daily, except
Sunday, with continuous shows until
midnight, including five vaudeville

performances.

WHAT

A TIME

THE BUYERS

ARE GIVING THESE GIMME GALS!
j

One look at their lines and they're dated for "A" TIME
For instance—
by film buyers everywhere!
STRAND
NEW YORK
KEITH'S .... CINCINNATI
METROPOLITAN

BROADWAY

.

.

.

.

.

HOUSTON
PORTLAND

MINNEAPOLIS
ORPHEUM
MARY ANDERSON LOUISVILLE
.

.

.

.

because they're delivering "more laughs than 'Convention City

t si

(N. Y. American)

JOAN

GLEND1

BLONDELL

FARRELL

A

LM

HU<

WARNER

First

National Picture with

GARGAN

BROS.

*

Directed

by RAY ENRIGHT

&A*d44X!£hA

DAILY

REVIEWS

.

«

"ROCKY MOUNTAIN MYSTERY"
Randolph Scott, Chic Sale,
Burke

with

A

LITTLE from
By

Kathleen

Friday,

March

29, 1935

NEWSof D/£ «

"LOTS"

San Francisco

—

End of Bank
this territory is foreseen
as a result of the grievance board
Nights

RALPH WILK;

in

"Cowboy Millionaire," Sol Les- ruling won by Herman Cohen
against six Nasser and two Fox
"Kentucky
Blue Streak," C. C.
WESTERN MURDER DRAMA A RTHUR KAY has been signed by
FAIR
Burr; "Racing Luck," Select; ana West Coast houses. Nasser has apTHE
ON
manCLOSELY
Albert
E.
Levoy,
general
TOO
THAT BORDERS
pealed, but F. W. C. will drop the
ager for Mascot, as musical direc- the new Tarzan feature and serial, practice.
GRUESOME WITH ITS KILLINGS.
"The
New
Adventures
of
Tarzan.
Mascot
Because of its stress on a series of tor on "Harmony Lane,"
murders, this outdoor action melodrama special based on the life of the
Des Moines Knoxville's new theLouis Paul, who won the O. Henry
composer, Stephen Foster, which is
ater, the Grand, opened March 24
is more of a murder mystery than a westMemorial
short
story
contest
award
under
with "Roberta" playing to the larg
ern although the action transpires in a intended for May production,
last year with "No More Trouble
Except for Ran- supervision of Ken Goldsmith. Masest crowd in the history of movie
Rocky Mountain locale.
for
Jtedwick,"
been
given
a
has
cot was able to get Kay when "The
dom in the town.
dolph Scott, the hero, whose life is enwriting
contract
with
M-G-M.
Paul's
Great Ziegfeld," to which he had
dangered by his knowledge of the killer,
first
novel, "Pumpkin Coach," is
musical
director
assigned
as
been
Milwaukee
William Tracy has
and the girl who plays opposite him for a
shortly to be published by Doubleat Universal, was sold by the latter
joined the local B. N. Judell exbit of love interest, there are few likeable
day
Doran.
M-G-M.
company to
change as salesman in the Wisconcharacters in the story, and the affair as

HOLLYWOOD

63 mins.

Paramount

erty;
ser;

—

—

whole does not arouse much
Story
human sympathy.
of

in

a

ently

the way

gard

pat-

too

concoction of the type that aims
audiences without particular reThe picture
to emotional comfort.
a

helped somewhat by a good cast for
type of production, with Scott receiving able support from Chic Sale, Mrs. LesBurke, Ann Sheridan,
lie Carter, Kathleen
is

this

Howard Wilson and
Cast:

Randolph

Mrs.

Sale,

others.

Scott,

Carter,

Leslie

Charles (Chic)
Kathleen Buike,

Ann Sheridan, James C
Sr
Howard Wilscn, Willie Fung, Flor-

George Marion
Eagles,

,

ence Roberts.
Director,
Hurley;
Harold
Zane
Grey;
Author,

Producer,

Charles

Barton;

Screenplay,

Edward

E.

Paramore

Jr

Elhel

,

ReDcherty; Cameraman, Archie Stoul
cording Engineer, George Dutton; Editor,
,

Jack

Dennis.

Direction,

Fair

Photography, Good

SHORTS
"October Day"
(Musical Moods)
Audio Productions

9 mins.

Color Classic

A

charming idyll of autumn days
the farm in Vermont. One
day in the life of the farmer is
taken, showing him starting out in
the early morning with his wagon
for the fields, then on through the

down on

hours till his return in the evening
The autumn hues
with the cattle.
of the changing foliage with the

background of the mountains and
sky
so

is a series of pastel paintings,
delicate and charming are the

Technicolor effects Robert Bruce has
The accaught with the camera.
companying music has caught the
very spirit of Autumn in the country, the symphonic orchestra under
the direction of Edwin Ludig. The
musical theme is Schubert's "Autumn." A Color Classic.

"Wedding Night" Holds in Philly
Philadelphia Samuel
Goldwyn's
"The Wedding Night" will be held
over for a third week at the Aldine

—

Theater.

Fox Convention

in

T

T

»

T

sin territory.

t.

is

shock

to

T

Anita Louise has been given
Our Passing Show: Warner Baxnew long-term contract by WarMilwaukee Merle Devine, operater and Clive Brook in a series of
ners.
The company also recently tor of the Peerless, neighborhood
tennis matches at Baxter's Bel-Air
house, is now also operating the
home; Shirley Temple building a gave Al Jolson a new agreement.
T
T
T
Violet, formerly conducted by R. J.
rock garden for the benefit of her
Edna May Oliver and Elizabeth Patterson, who has taken over the
family of pet rabbits in the rear
Allan, who playd David's aunt ano
Elite from Bernhard Lassack.
of her Fox studio bungalow dressmother,
respectively,
in
"David
ing room; Jack Donahue and Tutta
been
given
new
Copperfield,"
have
Rolf dancing at the Chateau Rouge;
"Lamps of China" Serial
long-term contracts by M-G-M.
Gilbert Roland playing tennis at the
•
»
T
Set for Hearst Papers
home courts of Darryl Zanuck.
George Bilson's original story,
A serialization based on "Oil For
*
T
T
Abe Meyer of the Abe Meyer "Process Server," will be placed in the Lamps of China," Warner's secSynchronizing Service is supervis- production April 15 at Warnei ond Cosmopolitan production, starts
ing the music for 14 pictures, which Bros, with Joan Blondell and Glen- in a majority of the Hearst newsWil- papers over the country on Moninclude "The Healer" and "Honey- da Farrell heading the cast.
moon Limited," Monogram; "One liam Keighley will direct. Bilson is day.
The serial, augmented with
Frightened Night" and "Anything head of the trailer department a. special art work, is scheduled to run
Once," Mascot; "I'll Bet You," Lib- the Burbank studio.
for six and a half weeks, leading up

May

Fox will hold its annual national sales
convention late in May at a place a:
John D. Clark,
yet to be selected.
general sales manager, is now working
out arrangements.

—

—

—

the national release date of the
picture about June 15.
to

Color Pictures to
Last Liquidation

Make

Kansas City Items

—

Payment

Kansas City Ralph J. Heft, in
Des Moines for GB, formerly for a
the
dividend
at
liquidation
A final
number of years with First Narate of 52 cents for each share of tional and RKO, now is special repits stock is being made by Color
resentative for bank night in Misaccording to an- souri and Kansas out of R. W. McInc.,
Pictures,
nouncement by H. E. Andrews, vice- Ewan's office.
The company has $116,president.
C. A. Schultz, president of Com982.84 available for distribution to
monwealth Theaters, has shifted
stockholders following payment of
Manager Edgar Jones from the
liquidation expenses and other obThe company was dis- Madrid to the Benton; Paul Stoneligations.
ham from the Ashland to the Madsolved a year ago and stockholders
rid, and Lee Miller from the Bencash
cents
in
paid
60
then were
ton to the Ashland.
for each share of Color Pictures
The 700-seat house being constock, plus two shares of Technicolor stock for each five shares of structed at Columbia, Mo., by C. A.
Schultz has been named the UpColor Pictures stock.

Boston Brevities

—

Boston Jack Magann heads the
entertainment committee of the local Friars Club, moviemen's fraterHarold Stoneman, Edward
nity.
Ansin, Joe Cifre, Phil Smith, and
Phil Fox complete the group.

Harry Brown,

&

Jr.,

publicist

for

Publix Paramount, is
adding speaking engagements on
the industry to his activities.
Spring has hit the film district.
the M.

P.

Dorothy Karno of the Century Film
exchange is engaged to George
Frankstein of Waterbury. Ada Hurwitz of the E. M. Loew headquarters is wearing the diamond of
town. It will be opened in May un- John Trager.
Grace Sullivan of
der the management of Rex Bar- National Screen is also wearing a

Memphis Briefs
Memphis

—

New managers

rett.

sparkler.

have

Educational Shorts Booked
"Object Not Matrimony," EducaWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY tional's new comedy starring Ernformerly of Little Rock, succeeds
Hollywood Liberty Pictures will est Truex, after playing the Music
Charles Mensing at the Orpheum. place in production on April 1 at the Hall for a second week, will be
Fred Ford takes over the Palace Pathe Studios in Hollywood the shown at the Roxy, starting April
berth.
William Ramsey wins a twelfth and final feature of its cur- 5.
promotion from manger of the rent season's program. It is tenta"The Moth And The Spider," a
Memphis to manager of the Strand. tively titled "I'll Bet You." Despite Paul Terry-Toon, has been booked
Elliott Johnson has been elevated the disastrous fire which wrecked to play over the RKO Metropolitan
from manager of the Strand to take his palatial Hollywood home and de- Circuit beginning April 6.
charge of advertising and exploita- stroyed a highly valuable art coltion for Lightman's three downtown lection, M. H. Hoffman, president
houses.
of Liberty, insisted on adhering to
Higher Scale for Shirley
W. E. Sipe will be given a ban- the production schedule.
He has
Pittsburgh — Small-town
first-runs
quet at the Hotel Gayoso on April signed H. B. Warner and Onslow
this section are setting a 25-cent top
7 by theater men in
Tennessee, Stevens for prominent roles in the
for "The Little Colonel," Shirley Temple film, against their usual scales of
Arkansas, Kentucky and Mississippi forthcoming feature, for which E.
10 and 15 cents.
in celebration of his 20th year with Morton
Hough has provided the
Universal.
He is branch manager. adaptation.

been installed

M. A. Lightman downtown houses. Gene Oliver,
in three

Liberty Starts

"I'll

Bet You"

—

.if

!

f

1
*

IS LEADING
lUIOH
*«*
THECOMEDJJFIEID"
d$0*
says the Cleveland Plain Dealer, whose
veteran critic, W. Ward Marsh, writes:

l)P

Warner

Visits to

this

Brother's

Hippodrome

RKO

Keith's 105th Street Theaters

week will

convince you that Buster Kea-

and the

!

ton has fairly discovered the true secret for

making

"He

talkies.

miles

is

ahead

of the feature pro-

ducers today... he has discovered the
to use detail so that

it

becomes

his picture 'flows' steadily

tion

action

way
and

without interrup-

by or very much help from dialog.

that perhaps Buster had blundered
a happy accident when he made
'Palooka from Paducah'. Jelling his story of
'Palooka' in pantomime was no mere accident for Keaton. He proves that with 'One
Run Elmer'. This is his second feature in his
new two-reel series. ..Keaton is back where
he belongs, and at the moment leading the
felt

into

.

comedy

field!

"There

is

Elmer' than

"Here

AMY

OWE R

less

is

now

dialog

'One Run

in

'Palooka', proving that Kea-

know how

ton does

he's

even
in

to

make

pictures.

Buster on the rebound.

In fact

leading the pack."
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THAT'S

NEWS!

§
BECAUSE THEIR SHORTS ARE REAL CLASS M-G-M GETS PLAUDITS''

says

JAY- EMMANUEL PUBLICATIONS

Laurel-Hardy; Pete Smith; Charlie Chase; Todd-Kelly; Our Gang; M-G-M Musical Revues (Technicolor);
M-G-M Cartoons (Technicolor); Crime Doesn't Pay; M-G-M Oddities; Fitzpatrick Traveltalks (Technicolor)

1

_—

Intimate

in

Character

The Daily Newspaper

Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

International

in

Scope

lependent

in

Thought
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Los Angeles Zoning Plan
CLEAR PATH FOR

is Indefinitely

Is in

Sight for

Output of English
Producers

PARAJ1AN EXPECTEDJN WEEK

ALLIED CORP. HEARING RILL TO EXTEND

PUT OFF TO APRIL 5 INTRODUCED

IN

NRA

SENATE

—

London Studio schedules indicate
that output of British films this year
Hearing on the Allied Owners
will reach a new peak of around 250,
which would mean an increase of Corp. reorganization plan was postyesterday to April 5 because
around 50 features over the past poned
Principal programs include a sufficient number of assents to
year.
Gaumont British, 30; Twickenham- the plan had not been obtained from
Hagen, 30; B.I.P., 25 to 30; British two of the five creditor classes. It
expected that the necessary as& Dominions, 20; British Lion, 16; is
sents will have been obtained by
London Films, 10.
next Friday.

GLEVE, DUALS HEARING

By RICHARD H.

CUNNINGHAM

PUT OVER TO TODAY

—

Cleveland In the first such request since the agreement against
dual bills was put into effect here,
signers of the single-feature pact
asked Common Pleas
yesterday
Judge Dempsey for a temporary injunction restraining Max Lefkowich
from double-featuring at the UniValidity of the
versity Theater.
contract was attacked by Lefko{Continued on Page 2)

Robert Presnell Prepares
7 Pictures in 6
West Coast Bureau of

—

Months

THE FILM DAILY

—

—

The Fortington group with stock
and bond holdings of ParamountPublix

exceeding

has

$14,000,000

dilatory in assenting, and they are
expected to have agreed in sufficient
number to permit the hearing on
confirmation of the plan to be held

Thursday,
good authority.
next

It is

it

learned

is

understood that there

is

as

Indefinitely suspending March 31
the effective date of the Los

VOGAFILM'S DEFENSE
Federal Judge John C. Knox issued an unusual ruling yesterday on
the motion of American Telephone
& Telegraph Co., seeking to amend
its answer to the $60,000,000 Vocafilm Corp. anti-trust suit to include
a charge of patent infringement,
that if this were done A.T.&T.
{Continued on Page 2)

Penna. Ticket Tax Licked,
Exhibs Fight Sales Levy

terday described the request made
the Authority for a conference
"Certain legal issues are raised
as "serving notice" that the subject with respect to the validity of the
{Continued on Page 3)
is pending.

to

Pittsburgh With the 10 per cent
tax defeated in the Senate at Harrisburgh, 28-17, local theater men are
now heading a fight against the proposed state sales tax. Fred J. Herrington, M. P. T. O. secretary, William Walker of Crafton and William
Brown of Tarentum, are going to
the capitol Monday to discuss this
matter with Carter Byron of Loew,
Floyd Hopkins of Wilmer & Vincent

—

territory.

an

WOULD HHAKEAT&TPAY

Angeles clearance and zoning schedCode Authority, at a meeting yesterday, decided to hold a re- and others.
hearing on the plan at a date as yet
undetermined. Fox West Coast had
petitioned for a rehearing on cerMore Marquee Humor
tain phases of the plan, presumably
New Orleans The following marquee
as they relate to zones within the
billing was spotted here this week:

ule, the

on

{Continued on Page 3)

—

Legal Issues Cause Delay
In Start of L. A. Zoning
New NRA Law

For the fifteenth
Winchester, Mass.
consecutive year this town has voted
down the proposal to license a motion
picture theater within town limits.

—

—

yesterday
introduced
a secretly
drafted administration bill for a
two-year extension of the NRA with
codes confined to interstate commerce, retention of Section 7-A without changes, and partial restoration
First Division Board
of the anti-trust laws. The measure
was filed suddenly after Donald
Will Meet on
chief, had issued a
Production and sales plans of First Richberg, NRA
Division Productions for the 1935-36 warning that strikes loomed in four
season will be announced following industries.
a meeting Monday of the company's
board of directors, it was said yesterday by John A. Curtis, vice-presiTrial of St. Louis Suits
dent and general manager. Those
include
who will attend the meeting
Is Definitely Postponed
Nicholas Ludington, Wm. L. Fiske
Trial of the Federal Government's
III, Curtis, Harry H. Thomas, Al
three
against
action
Friedlander, Geo. Jackson Hill, Jr., conspiracy
a partner in the producing company, major companies and executives
identified with them will definitely
and Frank Look.
Curtis and Ludington have been not take place in St. Louis on April
on the coast for several months lin- 1, as originally scheduled, but at a
Postponement is due
ing up producers and stars for the later date.
to shortage of judges.
new season lineup.

Presnell,
Robert
Warner - First National associate
producer, has hung up something of
a record in the preparation of seven
One propictures in six months.
duction is an untitled Annapolis
story, a sequel to "Flirtation Walk," Await
to co-star Ruby Keeler and Dick
Before Code Revision
Soon to be previewed is
Powell.
No date will be set for a confer"Wanderlust," with Guy Kibbee and
ence between the M. P. T. O. A.
Aline McMahon, directed by Wilcode revision committee, headed by
{Continued on Page 3)
si
Ed Kuykendall, and the Code Au- A
thority pending action of Congress
in enacting new National Recovery
Consistency
Kuykendall yesAct legislation.

Hollywood

Fortington Group Assents
Board to Stay at 16
Zukor Seen Set

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
assented to the Paramount reorganWashington Chairman Harrison ization plan, leaving only the Paramount Broadway bondholders still
of the Senate Finance Commission

Monday

IS

Delayed

Studios Boosting Output to 250 This Year

British
New Peak
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Film Annual

"Moving

Picture
Monthly" of
Bombay has just issued its 1935 annual of the film industry in India.
Edited by R. K. Rele, this year's
edition runs to 224 pages and its
contents include a bird's-eye view
of the market for Indian films, a
wide variety of articles dealing with
films and with industry problems
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., in that country, news of current and
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. coming releases, studio news and nuHolly- merous
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
color and black-and-white
wood, California Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollyillustrations including photographs
London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 of stars, executives, technicians and
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne, scenes from pictures.

—

—

—

Paris P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.

Friedrichstrasse, 225.

COD!

FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Low

High

Columbia

Picts.

Con.

Fm.

Ind

Con.

Fm.

Ind.

4'/8

4%

4i/8

pfd..

163/4

16V2

I6V2

1

19%

1193/4

1

55

155

Kodak

East.

do

1

pfd

"A"

Fm.

Fox

Inc

Paramount
Pathe

ctfs

3934

9%

9'/s

35%

34%

35%

2%

2%

2%

%

Exch

"A"

do

20 1/2

155

Loew's,

39%

40%

12

1%

RKO

%

%
113/4

1%
2%

1%

234
2%
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
6% 6% 6%
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
6% 6% 6%
Loew 6s 41 ww
104% 04% 1043/4

Warner Bros

1

-f-

-f

—

5V2S50 ctfs....
Warner's 6s39

Trans-Lux

—
— %

1

Paramount 6s47
Paramount 6s47

filed 71

71

71

ctfs. 71

703/4

71

72% 72% 72%
72
72% 72
50% 50% 50%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor
19
18% 18%
Par.

5%s50

filed...

Par.

2%

2%

2%

wich's attorney.
Judge Dempsey
questioned the right of the court
under such circumstances to order
K.
FREEMAN, formerly manager of
an injunction, and postponed hear- theALTON
M. Cr P. Publix Scollay Square Theater, is
ing of the complainant's petition un- in China.
til today to acquaint himself with
WILLIAM RESOR, vice-president of J. Walter
the facts of two previous suits where Thompson Co., sails today on the Columbia
permanent injunctions were granted for a West Indies cruise.
on account of violation of agreeWALTER FUTTER arrives Monday from the
ment.
The former suits involved Coast.
whether the exhibitors' signatures
MORRIS HELPRIN, U. A. publicity head, re
were binding, while this action will turns from Florida on Monday.
challenge validity of the agreement.
MR. and MRS. EDWIN L. MARIN leave
this week-end for the coast after a New York
visit.

Weiss Sets Coast Deal
Louis Weiss has closed a deal
with M. H. Hoffman for the California distribution by Allied Pictures Corp. of 24 features which
Weiss has scheduled for this year.
The group includes six Northwest

Arthur

Slik

Warner

J.

I.

Off trio n

Osiar
Baxtw

returned from
Albert Ballin.

the

today

MR.

on

and

the

and

Paris

for

WILL

MRS.

England yes-

PIERRE FRESNAY
France.

ROGERS

daughter, MARY, are in town from
and staying at the Waldorf-Astoria.

and

their

the coast

Action Thrillers, six Police Melodramas, six Range Rider westerns
and six Rough Rider westerns. Ten
of the pictures are already com-

MARGARET SULLAVAN returns from abroad
next month with her husband, WILLIAM Wr"LER, and will proceed to the Paramount studios
to appear in "So Red the Rose."

pleted.

England,

JANE and KATHERINE LEE
ladium

Morris Office Places

Two

in Films

are

for

sailing

where they open April 8 at the Paland also may appear in British films.

VERA VAN

has been called
DeSylva to appear in

by B. G.

to

Hollywood

Fox musical.

a

the Stanley there.

—

—

—

3/8

Fox representative
Lincoln Price Cut
Lincoln, Neb.
First move on
price cuts from the J. H. Cooper
interests here came this week when
the 25-cent all-day adult admission
at the Lincoln was lowered to 20
cents on matinees. L. L. Dent's opposition acer's recently went to duals
for 25 cents.

—

J.

here, succeeding
C. Bavetta, transferred to South

America.

for

NATE BLUMBERG

NICHOLAS LUDINGTON

First Annual Actors' Ball
first annual Actors' Ball will
be held tonight at Mecca Temple
Casino under the auspices of the
American Federation of Actors.

The

WM. FISKE III
MACK SENNETT
day

on

the

the Mexican production, "Chucho
Roto."

—

el

Tuesday from the

arrives

Monday from

Rivkin-Eliscu Play for Shubert
"Paris Sensation," play by Allen
Rivkin and Edward Eliscu, has been
acquired by J. J. Shubert.

liner

arrived from the coast.
arrived from abroad yester-

has

Albert

Ballin.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Famous

Mexico Film Passed
Following a few minor cuts, the
New York censor board has passed

returns

coast.

Hollywood.

Stereoscopic Screen
Famous Theaters will take over
London Imperial Chemical Ina new house which is being con- dustries is exploiting a newly instructed at Kingsport, Tenn. House vented stereoscopic screen in celluwill be operated through Alabama loid.
A syndicate is said to have
Theaters.
already offered a million for it.

Clwtfcorn

on

YVONNE PRINTEMPS
sail

at

New House

tobtrt
Joicph

MACK SENNETT
terday

Kuykendall Remodeling House
MORT BLUMENSTOCK of Warner's theater
Romance on the RKO Lot
Columbus, Miss. Ed Kuykendall,
department flew to Pittsburgh on Thursday
FILM
DAILY
Bureau
THE
West
Coast
of
for
a two-day business trip.
M. P. T. O. A. president, is remodeling his old Princess theater.
Dorothy Granger,
He
Hollywood
JOE FELDMAN of the Warner publicity office
3/4
now operates a house here known RKO player, and George Lollier, as- in Pittsburgh left there yesterday by auto for
New York.
% as the Princess. Work began yes- sistant director, will be married
MRS. FLORENCE FISHER PARRY. Pittsburgh
work
in
Granger
finishes
after
Miss
terday
theater,
bethe
which
is
and
%
"Press" columnist, is in New York to report
ing modernized to have a seating "The Nitwits."
on the new plays and movies.
capacity of 800, will be ready withTHORNTON DELEHANTY. New York "Post"
% in 60 days. There have been threats
film critic who sails today on the Stuttgart,
Moves
Engraving
Photo
Powers
opening
in
opposition
house
of an
Ireland, of course.
is bound for
Vb
Powers Photo Engraving Co. has
Columbus.
MR. and MRS. JOHN O. BYRAM and MR.
moved its main office from 154 Nas- and MRS. GILBERT GABRIEL returned yesterday
See Doom for Conn. Dog Racing Bill sau St. to the uptown Herald Trib- from a West Indies cruise on the Rotterdam.
%
Hartford, Conn.—With the Gov- une Bldg. at 230 West 41st St., ocED KUYKENDALL goes to Washington Mon% ernor's veto of the horse racing bill cupying
A
the entire tenth floor.
from New York.
% being upheld by a wide margin, the branch will be maintained at the old day
A. W. SMITH, JR., has returned to New
% dog racing measure now pending is downtown address.
York from the South.
% regarded as certain of a similar
GEORGE RAFT, after finishing in Paramount's
3/8
The horse racing bill had
fate.
"Glass Key," leaves the coast for Havana via
y2 more interest behind it than the
Harley in Fox Paris Office
the Canal, thence to Miami and New York and
back to Memphis for the start of a personal
% latter measure.
Paris F. L. Harley is the new appearance tour ending in Chicago.

—
—
—
—
+
—
—
—

.

1)

Two more Broadway players have J. H. COOPER, head of Lincoln Theater
been set for films by the William Corp., went to Lincoln, Neb., from New York
Morris Agency. Charles Trowbridge this week.
is due on the M-G-M lot April 15 on
PAUL WHITEMAN leaves today for the south
a term contract, while Jack Powell on a concert tour. He is accompanied by
Frank Vreeland of Paramount.
MARTIN
WANGER, concert director of the
Dearth of ingenues was stressed will appear in "The Plot Thickens," William Morris Agency.
Allen
feature,
which
Burns
and
next
by Altman, who disclosed producer
HELEN MORGAN goes to Pittsburgh to
Paramount will start in May.
methods in searching for talent.
headline tomorrow night's Variety Club show

—
— %
+ %
—

9% +

113/4

Discuss Films as Career
Motion pictures from an occupational angle were discussed by various industry executives at a career
conference program held by the Insttiute of Women's Professional Relations at the Hotel Astor yesterday.
Speakers were: Al Altman, M-G-M;
Mrs. Florence Strauss, A. & S.
Lyons agency; Robert Bassler and
Hetty Grey Baker, both of Fox, and

Today

to

from Page

Chg.

Close

vtc.

Put Over

(.Continued

advance up to $10,000
to Vocafilm if Vocafilm established
its lack of funds to engage experts
and patent attorneys to defend such
to

India's 1935

Is

1)
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Theaters of the
convention, Minneapolis.
Allied

annual

Albany

Variety

Barker
retiring Chief
new
installation
of
Bleecker Hall, Albany,

Club
Chris

Northwest

^k\
1

testimony
Buckley

officers,

to

and

Harmanus

N. Y.
Testimonial banquet by Boston show
Somerby, celebrating his
Al
to
35th year as an exhibitor, Copley Plaza
Hotel, Boston.

April 8:

circles

"
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March
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EJPECT A CLEAR PATH

A(lONG

FOR PARA, PLAN SOON
(Continued from Page

officers of the new company are
also understood to have been agreed
upon, though silence is maintained
as to their identity. Adolph Zukoi
is practically certain to continue as

president

under

the

reorganized

setup.

Pittsburgh Briefs

Pittsburgh — Harris

Enterprises,
at a party given
April 19 in honor of Johnny J. Harris who returns in active command
of the theater circuit.
Inc., will celebrate

Morty Henderson, former manager of the Harris in Etna, is now
manager of the Variety Club.
Ed. Segal copping publicity for
being the only Pittsburgher to manager £, downtown Warner house.
"April Fool's Day" at the Variety
Club luncheon Monday will be conducted by Jimmy Balmer, John T.
McGreevy, Harry Harris and George
Tyson.
Among exhibitors active on the

Row

this week were Frank King of
California, Harry Rachel of Sharpsberg, Billy Lipsie of Blairsville,
Queenie Capuzzi of Republic, William Liebler of Natrona, Sam Nieman of Natrona, Spear Mouroses of
New Castle, Mrs. John Guthrie of
Grove City, Tom Hickes of Saxton,
Glenn Floyd of Follansbee, W. Va.,
Joe Merce of Warwood, Tom Bello
of Nanty Glo, Joe Delizzie of Salts-

burg and John and Guy Oggeletti
of Leechburg.

Contrary to early rumors, George
Tyson, manager of the Harris-Alvin,
will not leave his post for any other
line of business.

"Scarlet Pimpernel" at the Fulton doing as much business as

THE

START OF LA, PLAN

RIALTO

f

1)

agreement between the creditor
groups not to enlarge the board beyond the 16 directors previously
named.
Terms for directors and

LEGAL ISSUES DELAY

PHIL M.DALY
NEAT

• • • A
gadget for the puzzle fans
is that
advertising folder issued by M-G-M to plug "Reckless"
it
is so constructed that as you turn the pages you keep on turning
It Never Ends
clever lads, these publicity fellers.

AN

T

T

T

• • •
ELATED gent is Charlie Pettijohn
over
the golf showing of Pettijohn Junior, at Pinehurst, where the
lad qualified by shooting a 72, tieing with Walter Hagen, no
less
Charlie Piquet, the Carolina exhib leader, is in young
Petti John's corner
it seems to be a custom for the Pettijohns to have indie exhibs in their corners, the elder C. C. having Al Steffes in his
•

•

•

T
T
T
ANOTHER KENTUCKY Colonel,

Lou "Variety" Rydell

the latest being

John Buchan, British writer and
author of "39 Steps," Gaumont pix, has been appointed Governor-General of Canada
Ed Marin and the missus will
Col.

give a cocktail party this afternoon at the Hotel Warwick before leaving for the Coast
among the guests will be Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Young, Dorothy Mackaill, Irene Bordoni and

Vincent Lopez

T

O

•

•

THE MUSICAL

be heard over

WEAF

T

T

score of "Brewster's Millions" will
this afternoon on Harold Levy's orchestral

hour
No less than 300 composers will attend "Composers
Night" at the Capitol on Monday in honor of Victor Herbert's
memory, with his "Naughty Marietta" playing
Michael
Tree and his Sonneteers will open an engagement at a gala
premiere in the Green Room, the new Times Square rendezvous,
Charles Laughton will play the part of a ghost
this eve
in Alexander Korda's production, "Sir Tristram Goes West"
so the tests for the part presented some unusual problems

Chicago Briefs

—

Chicago Fifi D'Orsay will open
an engagement at the RoyaleFrolics night club here April 3.
Harry Gourfain, Boston production manager for Paramount, was
in Chicago this week in connection
with the showing of his stage unit,
"Harlem Express."
"Roberta" is doing tremendous

Detroit Doings

—

from Page

(.Continued

1)

schedule under two consent decrees
in the U. S. District Court for the
Southern District of California,"
said a statement issued following the
session.

The Authority meets again next
Thursday.

Robert Presnell Prepares
7 Pictures in 6

Months

(Continued from Page 1)

liam Keighley

Among

the scripts

which Presnell has ready to film is
"The Real McCoy," from an original
story by George Bricker and Joel
Sayre. Another is "Lady in Waiting," original story by Erwin Gelsey
and Cedric Worth.
"Women Are
Bum Newspapermen," based on a
story by Richard Macaulay, designed
for James Cagney and Joan Blondell, has been adapted for the screen
by Laird Doyle. "From this Dark
Stairway," based on a novel by Mignon Eberhart, adapted to the screen
by Peter Milne and Cy Bartlett, and

Up to Lizzie," a starring
vehicle for Aline McMahon, complete the list.
"Living

Milwaukee Items
Milwaukee

—The

Gayety

theater

has reopened under the operation of
the Midwest Amusement Co. with
two shows daily.
Jule Kaplan, operator of the Columbia, neighborhood house, is now
also operating the Gem, formerly
conducted by Etta Weisner.

By court order, leases of the Van
Detroit Jacob Schreiber was host
at a dual opening this week, when Der Vaart and Butterfly theaters,
the Majestic and Forest were re- Sheboygan,
have been assigned
opened after being remodeled.
to John Karras and William GianLouis Schmied is remodeling the nios to run for two years.
Greenfield, renamed the Nor-Glo, for
Kansas City Items
early reopening.
Kansas City Local Variety Club
Joseph Bodner has left as general
booker and assistant for the Jacob moves April 13 to new quarters on
Schreiber circuit. Maxie Gealer has the Country Club Plaza, 4706 Broad-

—

way.
Jack Truitt is reported planning
to reopen the Royal, dark for more
Leja, owner of the Hoover Theater,
Dearborn, recently was married to than a year. Breck Fagin is associated with Truitt.
William J. Barry but retains her
"Mississippi" is being held over
maiden name for business purposes.
She has taken over the former in- at the Newman.
weeks.
terest held by John J. Przylubski,
cation of the Paramount trustees
Essaness Adds House
Billy Diamond will handle the making the Lejas sole owners.
Chicago Essaness Theaters has
to pay $11,733 in franchise taxes
taken over the old Keystone, reowed New York State from Jan. booking of full week vaudeville
named it the Mode and will spend
1, 1931.
shows for Al Steffes' Alvin Theater,
Coordinating Hays Offices
$40,000 modernizing the theater and
Minneapolis.
The Hays organization is taking business block. Work started this
Trans-Oceanic Closes Deal
Shirley
Brenner,
secretary
to space on the 22nd floor at 28 West
week and completion is scheduled
Arthur Sanchez of Trans Oceanic Louis Lipstone, Balaban & Katz 44th St. in order to coordinate its
for May 1.
Film Export has acquired foreign
offices, which are mainly located on
production manager, has resigned
distribution rights to a series of
the 21st floor of that building. The
Krellberg to Start New Serial
and will locate in New York.
Harry Carey westerns.
production and advertising councils
Samuel Krellberg, producers of
Several theaters here and in Ham- and public relations department "The Lost City," will start producmond that have been using "bank now on the 15th floor will be moved tion next month of an underwater
"Bride of Frankenstein" Release
nights'" and "Screeno" were or- to the 22nd when the work is com- serial on the coast.
"Despots of
Bride
of
"The
of
Release date
dered to desist by the local griev- pleted. A stairway is being cut be- the Deep" is the working title.
thriller
Universal
Frp*>kenstein,"
board
after
complaints
from
ance
sfV,
ig Karloff, has been set as competing houses. The board also tween the 21st and 22nd floors.
Making Multi-Lingual
AW - 22.
has ordered the Peru Theater, Peru,
Paris Charles Anton will make
Michigan
Racing
Bill
111., to cease operating at admissions
Oscar Strauss' "Love Dream" in
Pathe-Natan Breaks Even
Lansing, Mich. A bill has been German, English, French and Italian.
lower than stipulated in their conPathe-Natan reports tracts. Complaint had been lodged introduced in the state senate which
Paris
Paramount has six pictures set to
by Great States Circuit.
would permit all types of racing. go in work starting in May.
neither profit nor loss for 1934.

which business at the RKO Palace.
stayed five weeks.
Dorothy Page, radio beauty, headlining at the Oriental this week, has
Hearing on Para. Taxes
successfully passed screen tests and
Hearing will be held April 2 be- will leave for Hollywood in a few
fore Special Master Joyce on appli-

"Count

of

Monte

Cristo,"

taken his place.
Clara Leja, daughter

of

Simon

—

—

—

—

wim
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Cleskowicz has phie, recently renamed the Arcade,
been completely re-equipped
sign and has
marquee at the Stanley in Dear- with Heywood-Wakefield chairs, and
carpets by National Theater Supply
born, West Side suburb.
and has also installed Super-SimVidacovich, La.
The Vidacovich plex projectors and Western Elecis installing new carpets, seats, a tric sound equipment.
Simplex projector and a new screen.
Bridgeport, Conn.
The Rivoli
Brookhaven, Miss. The Old Sar- has installed Western Electric sound
Wide Range equipment and publicized the opening through the aid
of Walter Eberhart of Erpi.
Detroit

installed

March

Saturday,

1

«*=

IF

BUSINES

—

Grand Rapids
The Burton has
been authorized to construct a mar-

JOHJsfel

quee.

Detroit

AI K

—George

McArthur

of Mc-

Arthur Theater Supply Co. has

in-

stalled a new Daelyte screen in J. C.
Ritter's Rialto.

—

New York
West

NOTE:— This

EDITOR'S

the fifth of a series of articles

is

City At Minsky's on
42nd St., the projection room
been re-equipped with two

has
Strong

Utility
lamphouses, new
and a new Raytone flameproof diffusive-type sound screen.
Work was handled by the Amusement Supply Co.

CARPETS

lenses,

—

Lake Park, la.
equipment has been

VELVET CARPET:

The back

of a Velvet Carpet

cotton running across the width
running lengthwise through it.

installed in the

of

—

{More

Theater

Notes

on

Page

iMltty

s a \

6)

N

e

*

•

*

fillin,

*

*

Velvet carpets are made with varying heights of

*

heavy threads of jute

pile,

*

—varying

mechanical density.

•

The design
of colors can be produced in a Velvet Carpet pattern.
Plain colored yarn is put o
dyed on the yarn itself before it comes into the loom.
Each color in the patter
a large drum and dyed by a roller, running back and forth.
simply means that the roller in its travel must dye the color in the proper place.
Any number

The durability of carpet is based on the surface wool content of same, and compare
with other types, Velvet Carpet has a greater surface wool content for the same amoun
of money invested per yard.

Buy a good grade of Velvet Carpet for your theatre in pattern to proper scale of
and in colors complimentary to your color scheme.

rootj

size,

—

mind,
am not condemning Axminster or Chenille Carpet:
not to be misquoted,
are luxurious floor coverings, but Chenilles woven by two processes as well a
Axminsters, are difficult and too expensive to produce in closely woven surface, offer
ing dependable durability for theatre use.
I

am

— they

Use Velvets

or

I

Wilton on heavy

lining.

CARPET

.

.

HEADQUARTERS
Equipment

For

general
-^Proiection allow* ample

an d reveal tne

«

-,

com

New

Sales Uivis ion
Union C.rb.d..n<»Y

York

n<J

AIR

All

WASHERS

252 West 26th

St.,

DISPLAY

Models

SIMPLEX PORTABLE
35 mm. Projector
HARRIS ON FI LTERS
All

16

New York

»

timot

Makes

MM. SOUND PROJECTORS

LEICA CAMERAS

AND PARTS

MOTION PICTURE
CAMERA SUPPLY, INC.

Corporation

bales <-"
SS|
C
Branch
B
Francisco
Chicago" Son
Pittsburgh • Chicago

TV

ft

SALE

MOVIOLA'S

OND.TIONINGCO.
BLOWERS - FANS

INC
COMPANY, ohio
w
rADRON
BON
CAR
NATIONAL
"
Carbon
Unit of

OR

NOW ON

PHOON

Available for
Theatres of
Every Size

-

«>
^T.

Picture

LATEST STYLE
MITCHELL CAMERA

AIR CONDITIONING

^^f^A^.

by

Motion

RENT

.mmed.ateiy

illumination for
entran ce
the
satisfaction from
ives
blindness.
ft g
of
annoying p >riod
dispelling that

|H

Ft

of one color, having fine thread

is

the carpet, and

State here.

Boston Two super high intensity
lamps have been installed in the
Uptown, which is operated by
George Giles.

i>

w

of

Wide Range

vor

These are regular weekly features and are written with the
prominent people will follow Mr. Eberson's. Letters from

723

SEVENTH AVE.

N. Y. C.

F

T"

Saturday,

March

BERSON

Theodore The machine
seat 300.
is 14 inches high, 13%
inventor and theater
inches in length, 7 inches in width
operator, is building the theater in
and weighs but 28 pounds."
which the projector will use regu(More Theater Notes on Page 6)
lar 35 mm. film.
of

R

good specification of Velvet Carpet for the practical showmen:
which means 216 ends of yarn across the 27" width of carpet, nine
wire or nine rows to the inch along the longitude of the carpet, and four-ply
yarn or ends made up of the best durable and resilient wool.
There are carpets that are made up as high as 256 pitch.
You will find, however, that durable and resilient yarn will work best in fouris

ply

which

will

Lindenberg,

i'nued)
a

216

is

—

THEATERS
Here

company

—

architects,

Articles by other

for exhibitors.

requesting information will be answered by this department.

itors

R

John Eberson, one of America's leading

«

—

IITECT

BUSINESS BUILDERS

«

important flaws can be determined in rapidlyreducing rates. moving equipment that has previEffective April 1, Westinghouse will ously defied such detective work.
reduce its price scale, states D. S.
Youngholm, vice-president. General
New York Ruby Camera ExElectric recently announced a cut in
change is now acting as factory disits prices.
tributors for a new 16 mm. sound
"We are making a reduction of projector being manufactured by
over 20 percent, in the price of Holmes Projector Co. Construction
lamps, comprising 60 percent, of our of this new equipment eliminates
production,"
said
Youngholm in the claw movement. It is an allmaking the announcement for West- sprocket machine with a ratio of
inghouse. "Of the greatest interest nine to one. According to its disto the general public is the reduc- tributors: "There are always three
tion applying to the common house teeth of the intermittent sprocket
lighting types in sizes from 15 to 60 engaged in three perforations of the
watts which now sell for 20 cents film. This gives the film three times
but will be sold for 15 cents in the the life than is obtained in any other
future.
Corresponding reductions machine with a claw movement.
are being made in some of the larger The entire machine is shaft driven
sizes."
no belts and no chains. The projector will hold either 400 or 1600
Columbus A few more weeks will foot reels. The machine is equipped
witness the completion of the novelwith a 750-watt lamp, but a 1000type theater in which one projector watt lamp
can be used in the same
will serve two individual houses each
lamp house without any changes.

I

for this paper by

FIELD ITEMS

New York — Another

lamp

BUILDERS

of being

i;

EQUIPMENT

»

ENT
i

i

DAILV
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pitch,

—

New York Members of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
are displaying much interest in the
new Western Electric high speed
camera timer.
demonstration
reel was recently shown to the sounder the supervision of
ciety
George Lane of Audio Productions.
By means of the device, mechanical

A

216 pitch fashion.

A WORD ABOUT LAYING CARPET:
The most

satisfactory

means

of tacking carpet to the floor

The Biggest Value

of the

Year

REGAL SAND URNS
SAVE YOUR CARPET FROM CIGAR
OR CIGARETTE BURNS.
HELP
YOUR PORTER KEEP YOUR LOBBY
SPICK AND SPAN.
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
341 West 44th St.
New York
Tel.

INC.
City

LAck. 4-7509-7510

by providing bevel wood

is

strips in concrete floor.

Provide these carpet strips not only on the outside of all carpet areas, but also on all
Cross-strip and tack carpet in all sloping aisles every
stair treads at base of risers.

ten feet.

Carpets on stairs should be cut with overage to allow space and opportunity for moving up or down the stairs as the wear begins to appear.

Use continuous cotton padding on

all

*

stairs.

*

*

"ENTER MADAME"

*

Carpet must be properly stretched, otherwise its durability
ing will become more annoying if carpet is not stretched

will

be impaired,

—

all

crush-

tight.

COMFORT

For an impressive entrance, specify

Alexander Smith Carpet.

You'll find it in the foyers and aisles

of the majority of the country's

All Set to Serve You
National Service never relaxes.

It

is

renovation, re-equipment and repair problems.

ment

/

of

KNOWN

QUALITY.

projectors.

Send

SERVE your

theatre.

for catalog.

St.

or Office Nearest

You

theatres.

Only equip-

Carpets, seating, screens,
National

is

PREPARED

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY
92 Gold

most successful

ready to help you

New

to

CO.

York, N. Y.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

THE

-awn

DAILY
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EQUIPMENT
stalling

Watch Initial Ha rd-of-Hearing Theater
run pictures. Each seat
Chicago—Widespread interest
individis

Technical papers are now being lined
for the Spring convention of the
M. P. E. which is scheduled for May
20-24 at the Hotel Roosevelt, Hollywood.
J.
I.
Crabtree, editorial vice-president,
is
in charge of this phase of the program, and is working with J. O. Baker,
chairman of the papers' committee.

up

is

being manifested in the Sonotone, ually wired so that the patron mereAmerica's only theater for the deaf, ly plugs a small jack into an audio
which has just been opened at 66 outlet under the seat.
Van Buren St., this city, with a caPreliminary tests were made at
pacity of 350.
Eacn seat in the Radio City Music Hall in New York
house is wired to help the "forgot- City and other theaters.
ten audience" to enjoy talking mo-

being operated bj
E. S. A. Inc., with David Ettleson
as president and E. J. Stutz as secretary. Its sponsors plan to establish similar theaters throughout the
country.
Surveys they have made
indicate that there are approximately 20,000
persons in the United
States whose hearing is impaired
and therefore in all probability are
not classified as film theater patrons.
In conjunction with RCA Victor,
engineers of the Sonotone Laboratories have long been working on
the problem of furnishing motion
picture entertainment to the vast
hard-of-hearing audience.
The Sonotone is a modern theater
in every detail.
It has the latest air
conditioning equipment and the most
is

Additional

S.

tophone High Fidelity sound equipin his Walnut house here.

tion pictures.

The house

Meet

Planning Spring

and ment

Theater

Equipment Notes

—

Anna, 111. New Photophone High
Baltimore—The 2,400-seat Keith's, Fidelity sound reproducing apparoperated by th Maryland Theatrical atus has been installed in the Yale,
Corporation has been equipped with

new

Photophone

High

Fidelity

sound reproducing apparatus, by J.
L. Schanberger, who manages the
house.

by I. W. Rodgers, of Cairo. Howard L. Henderson manages the theater.

East Orange, N. J.
Kerber and Mordecai

all

new

projection

equip-

ment, including Simplex projectors,
Strong lamphouses and Forest rectifiers and a Raytone flameproof
screen.
Amusement Supply Co. is
doing the work.

Omaha

— Gun

Harms

of the Scott

Ballantyne Supply Co. has recovered
from an injury.

—

Detroit Ernest H. Forbes, owner
of Theater Equipment Co., denies a
report that Eddy Canty, his assistant, is leaving his firm.
Forbes is
now displaying a new line of modernistic seats from Heywood-Wakefield.

—

Portland, O.
New chairs have
been installed in the Liberty along
Francis X. with other equipment, without loss
Allen, who of operating time.

—

jointly operate the Park, have arranged for the installation of comDetroit Louis Jacob is forming
Wellsburg, W. Va.
Charles A. plete new Photophone High Fidel- Acme
Sound Laboratories, with
Anderson of Kingwood has taken ity sound.
headquarters at 4202 25th St. for
over the Strand, renamed it the Alfilm and p. a. service.
Frankfort, Mich.
Improvements
pine and equipped the house with
complete new RCA Victor High Fi- along lines of acoustics, lighting and
Columbus, Miss. Ed Kuykendall
delity sound apparatus. Mr. Ander- decorations have been effected in
is rebuilding the old Princess, which
son heads the Alpine theaters cir- the Garden.
has been dark for some time.
advanced RCA Photophone High cuit.
Fidelity apparatus.
The Sonotone
New
York
Louis Bucken, who
device, based on the bone and air
Washington, N. J. Alvin Sloan
recently took over the Amenia at
conduction theory, is used somewhat
Newark, N. J.—W. C. Hunt, the- Amenia, this state, is re-equipping of Sussex has installed new Photolike the opera glass.
ater operator, has arranged for the
High Fidelity sound apthis house as well as his Pine Plains phone
The theater is offering subsequent immediate installation of new Pho- theater at Pine Plains. He is in- paratus in the St. Cloud.

—

—

—

—

—

cAnnouncing!
COMPLETE NEW IDEAS
o

Spring

BANNERS
AND

VALANCES
MORRIS LIBERMAN
BROADWAY

NEWS OF THE DAY
—

Charlottesville, Va. Mayor Frederick W. Twyman is listed as secretary-treasurer of Piedmont Theater
Corp., just chartered. Other officers
are George E. Walker, president;
H. W. Twyman, vice-president. Mayor Twyman manages the Jefferson

—

Portland, Me.
The Strand, operated by Abraham Goodside, ha:gone to double features.

Winchester, Va.

NEW YORK

—

Anne Brooke

listed as president of Win
Chester Little Theater, Inc., loca
corporation chartered to engage ii

Kern

is

and Lafayette here and has been a
prominent state exhibitor leader for theatrical entertainment.
years.
G. Conrad is secretary.

—

Georgi

Roanoke, Va. Decision was reGloucester Point, Va. Miss Le
served by Police Justice Birchfield
daughter of Hartwell N
in the case of the American The- Renee,
ater over the giving of a Sunday Baruch, of Gloucester Courthous
show for the benefit of the Amer- and New York City, has gone t
Hollywood to appear in pictures.
ican Legion.

—

—

^SCLJ

729

—

—

Detroit
Jefferson theater, East
New Orleans Southern Poste
Side house, is being managed by Company will move from its prej
Charles
P.
Nathanson, attorney, ent quarters into the old M-Gwith Granvill Hobbs as assistant. building shortly.
House was recently taken over
The Par
from Nathanson by Richard's TheLake Charles, La.
ater, Inc., formed by Grace Bihary, mount, a Saenger affiliation, has r<j
Paul Oppenheim, and Helen Fleish- opened after being completely r

—

er.

modeled.

aturday,

March

fjg^a
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REVIEWS
Nancy

"I'LL
with

"BURN 'EM UP BARNES"

Carroll in

LOVE YOU ALWAYS"

George

Murphy,

with

Frankie

Darro,

Raymond Walburn,

Mulhall,

"THE GHOST WALKS"
Lola

SHORTS
Hal LeRoy and Dorothy Lee

with John Miljan, June Collyer

in

"In the Spotlight"

67 mins.

Invincible

lolumbia

(Broadway Brevities Series)
75 mins.
PLAY WITHIN A PLAY WITH SPOOKY Vitaphone
20 mins.
PLENTY OF ACTION AND THRILLS
Fair Singing and Dancing
BY
IN MOTOR RACING MELLER WITH ATMOSPHERE AND PLENTY OF THRILLS
In the miniature musical comedy
AND GOOD COMEDY.
CROOK ANGLE.
vein, this two-reeler

68 mins.

Mascot

DRAMA OF STRUGGLING

FAIR LOVE

NEWLYWEDS

IS
HANDICAPPED
RATHER DEPRESSING STORY.

I

Jack

FILMS

Lane

Arthur Hohl

is

NEW

of the

Though the title is appealing,
hampered by material that is

features

this story
a

bit

un-

comfortable
for
entertainment.
Nancy
Carroll, an actress, marries George Murphy,
a young engineer out of a job.
Inability
to get work in keeping with George's ideas
of his ability soon puts some rough spots
in the romance, with
Nancy deciding to
go back to the stage, while George is
supposed to take an assignment in Russia.
But George loses out on the foreign prospect, and instead of telling Nancy about
it he steals a roll of money from his prospective employer to buy some things for
her and have a final good time.
Going to
jail
instead of to Moscow, George hides
the truth from his wife by having somebody mail letters to her from Russia, but

following the birth of a baby
Nancy, he returns and confesses to her,
with the usual happy ending.
Miss Carroll,
Jean Dixon, Raymond Walburn and
Arthur Hohl do good work, but the story
is
too commonplace to register any real
punch.
Cast:
Nancy Carroll, George Murphy,
Raymond Walburn, Arthur Hohl, Jean
Dixon, Robert Allen, Harry Beresford, Paul
eventually,
to

The feature

version of this

Mascot

serial

carries most of the highlights of the longer
chapter play, with Jack Mulhall as a dirt
track racing driver and Frankie Darro his
pal.
It seems the dirty crooks are after
the property of the girl, Lola Lane, because
they know there is oil on the land. They
get hold of the deed, and the action is
concerned with the efforts of Mulhall and
Darro to recover it when they learn about
the oil.
Plenty of thrills in the racing
sequence, and later when young Darro is
made a prisoner in the office of the head
crook, and Jack Mulhall comes to his
rescue.
It is done in
the broad strokes
of the serial technique, and is very meller,
but the thrills are certainly there, with
the action stepping fast all the way.
In
the finale, Mulhall recovers the deed, and
working with the district attorney, frames
the head gangster into disclosing that he
committed a murder.

Produced for thrill purposes, this serves
its purpose very well, with a highly meller
yarn that keeps the suspense going and
something exciting happening most of the
time.

Miljan

Richard

home

Carle,

to

mystery

hear
play.

playwright who brings
producer, to his country
him read his latest murder
a

is

a

What happens when

the

producer reaches the house is
that the playwright has hired a bunch of
actors to enact his first act, with the producer unconsciously playing a part.
But
after the first act, a madman who has escaped from an asylum enters the house,
and then real thrills and near tragedy enter the scene.
The comedy comes in the
fact that the producer and his secretary
(Johnny Arthur), think that the madman's
attempts at murdering the various members of the party are part of the play
plot, till the criminal goes to work on
them. Quite ingenious, and carries enough
gasps with laughs to satisfy the average fan.
theatrical

the

dancing of Hal LeRoy, teamed with
Dorothy Lee for a bit of romantic
interest.
They first meet on board
a ship, where Hal is a deckhand, and
despite his shyness Dorothy maneuvers him into the public spotlight
as a dancer.
There are several
mixed ensembl/e numbers, plus a
good deal of production background,
totalling up as moderately entertaining.

Henry Armetta in
"Old Age Pension"
Universal

21 mins.

Fair Comedy

Henry Armetta

is

practically the

whole show in this two-reeler. He
works hard to put it over, but isn't

helped a lot either by material or
supporting cast.
Story is one of
those domestic squabbles in which
the slaving father is made the genCast: Frankie Darro, Jack Mulhall, Lola
In this
Cast: John Miljan, June Collyer, Richard eral goat by his family.
Lane, Julian Rivero, Edwin Maxwell, James
Bush, Jason Robards, Francis McDonald, Carle, Spencer Charters, Johnny Arthur, case the hokum deals chiefly with
John Davidson, Eddie Hearn, Stanley Bly- Henry Kolker, Donald Kirke, Eve Southern, the family's desire to have Armetta
Harvey.
stone, Alan Bridge.
Douglas
Gerrard,
Wilson
Benge,
Jack spend the money he has saved, and
then to lie about his age in order
Director, Leo Bulgakov; Author, LawShutt.
Directors: Colbert Clark, Armand Schaeto claim an old-age pension, which
rence Hazard; Screenplay, Vera Caspary,
Producer, Maury Cohen; Director, Franka
fer;
Authors,
John
Rathmell,
Colbert
is supposed to be enacted. ArmetSidney Buchman; Cameraman, Joseph AugClark;
Screenplay,
Al
Martin,
Armand Strayer; Author, Charles S. Belden; Editor,
ust; Recording Engineer, George Cooper;
ta has a nightmare about it, whereSchaefer, Barney Sarecky, Sherman Lowe. Roland Reed; Cameraman, M. A. Anderson.
Editor, Richard Cahoon.
upon he tells his family where to
Direction, gcod.
Direction, Gccd.
Direction, okay.
Photography, good.
Photography, okay.
get off.
Photography, Good.

A

TITTLE"

A/fONA BARRIE, now
in "Ladies

appearing

Love Danger," with

Gilbert Roland, has been given an
extension of contract by Fox.

T

HOLLYWOOD

from

Al Jolson, under his new Warner
contract, is understood to be slated
to become a producer as well as a
star player.
T
Fox cast assignments: Ford Sterling for "Black Sheep"; DeWitt Jennings, Del Henderson for "Man

Benny Rubin, who joined the Columbia writing staff this week, and
Gertrude Purcell are working on the Proposes";
Tito Guizar for "Under
screen play of an untitled original
the Pampas Moon"; Walter King,
Baker,
Graham
and
by Gene Towne
Katharine Alexander for "Ginger."
which Eddie Buzzell will direct.
T

T

T

Roy William Neill will direct
Henry Stephenson had visions of Boris Karloff in "Black Room Mysa few days of golf and was about tery" at Columbia. The company
to start on a little vacation when also recently signed Leo Bulgakov,
he was assigned a prominent part director who came from the stage,
in "The Flame Within," at M-G-M. to a new long-term contract.
the

Edmund Goulding

is

directing

T

production.

T

Nigel Bruce, popular British char"Behind the Green Lights," a acter comedy star now featured in
Mascot production, will have its in- Merian C. Cooper's production of
"She" for RKO Radio Pictures, has
itial local showing at the Pantages
T

T

decided to settle down as a real
Hollywoodian, and has rented a
Edward Nugent has been cast in home at Malibu Beach for six
Scandal," months, with options.
"College
Paramount's
T
T
with Kent Taylor, Arline Judge and
Georgie
Caine,
comedienne of
Wendy Barrie, while Matt McHugh
and Mack Gray were added to the stage and screen, is confined to her
cast of "The Glass Key," in which Hollywood home with painful injuries sustained when her car struck
George Raft is featured.
nil

April

3.

RKO Radio Studios,
appearing in the musical film, "Hooray for Love," which
features Ann Sothern and Gene Raymond.
The company will shoot
around Miss Caine until she can re-

TOTS":

a tree near the

Taylor,

where she

Judge.

is

turn to the set.

Wendy

Switching

Barrie

and Arline

assignments,

Para-

mount has set Leo McCarey to direct Bing Crosby in the Max Lief
musical, "Two For Tonight," which

will be Crosby's next feature ast
Jean Parker has been given the signment.
Joan Bennett will have
feminine lead in M-G-M's "Murder the feminine lead. McCarey tentain the Fleet."
William Tannen and tively was set to direct "The Milky
Richard Tucker are additions to Way," in which Harold Lloyd will
the cast of this film, which is being be featured.
Paramount has set
directed by Edward Sedgwick. Play- Frank Terry to write additional
ers include Una Merkel, Arthur By- comedy situations into the Lloyd
ron, Ted Healy, Donald Cook and picture.
Lewis Stone.
T
T
T
Arthur Hohl is appearing in
M-G-M has acquired two stories "Eight Bells" at Columbia.
by Wilson Collison, not yet published. They are "Dark Dame" and
Ray Kirkwood, producer of the
"The Second Mrs. Lynton."
Spectrum Pictures' western series,
T
T
has started work on "The Texas
Samuel S. Hinds has been signed Rambler," an Oliver Drake story
to a long term Paramount contract. with Bill Cody in the featured role.

Bob Hill is directing.
Catherine
T
Johnny Downs, one-time Roach Cotter plays the feminine lead, with
"Our Gang" player, and more re- Earl Hodgins cast as the heavy.
cently under contract to Sol Wurtzel, The supporting cast includes Stuart
has signed a slix-months' agreement James, Mildred Rogers, Bud Buster,
His first picture Roger Williams, Ace Kane, Buck
with Paramount.
will be "College Scandal," with Kent Morgan, Allen Greer.
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EXCELLENCE
EASTMAN

Super-Sensitive "Pan"

Negative has played

a part in pro-

ductions that marked veritable milestones
in

cinematic progress. Yet

success

its

outstanding pictures

is

based

upon the same dependability

it

offers

in these

cameramen and producers every day

in the

year. Unfailing, day-after-day excellence

is

the quality that makes this film the natural

choice for the screen's greatest ventures.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
N. Y.

(J.

E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,

New York,

Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN

Super-Sensitive

Panchromatic Negative
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